


Bulletin 1100

Maxon Burner Nozzles

Air/gas premixing
equipment used to provide

thorough blending of
air/gas mixture to

Maxon Burner Nozzles

STICKTITE™ & PILOTPAK™
Flame Retention Nozzles

for open-port firing

Provides positive flame retention and stable clean burning, while
directing the torch-shaped flame onto or through open ports to your
heat processes. (Photo: “SP” PILOTPAK™ Nozzle with flame rod)

Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles
with refractory tunnel block for sealed-port firing

Improve higher temperature operating efficiency and atmosphere
control by mounting the Sealed Nozzle assembly into your oven or
furnace wall, effectively sealing out any secondary air introduction.
(Photo: Series “SNF” Sealed Nozzle with pilot and seal & support
housing)

PREMIX® Blower Mixers
(see catalog bulletin 3100)

MULTI-RATIO® Mixers
(see catalog bulletin 3200)

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes
(see catalog bulletin 3200)

Series “LG” Mixing Tubes
(see catalog bulletin 3200)

VENTITE™ Inspirator Mixers
(see catalog bulletin 3300)
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Maxon Burner Nozzles
Principle of Operation

STICKTITE™ and PILOTPAK™ Nozzles are
designed for direct-fired air heating and/or open-port
firing into a furnace, duct, or immersion tube. The
single torch-like flame creates a venturi effect that
pulls secondary air in around the burner nozzle and
provides necessary cooling of the cast metal nozzle.

The burner nozzle is threaded onto the feed
manifold from your air/fuel premixing device. This
premixture is directed out through the nozzle’s main
port. A small portion of the premixture is channeled
out through the smaller ignitor ports that surround the
large main port. The gas/air mixture is ignited by a
spark ignitor or separate pilot assembly.

The eddy currents created on the face of the
nozzle provide positive flame retention of the torch
flame emitted out of the main port. The flames from
the tiny ignitor ports are protected from outside air
turbulences and surround the base of main flame to
continually ignite the premixture being forced out of
the nozzle by the mixture pressure from your mixing
device.

Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles are tunnel-type,
refractory block, closed-port burners for firing of
air/gas premixtures without secondary air. They are
designed to be installed into refractory, thin-wall, or
soft-wall combustion chambers and fed by almost any
air/gas premixing system.

The air/gas mixture manifold from your premixing
system is threaded into the Series “SN” Sealed
Nozzle assembly. This premixture is directed out
through the nozzle body’s main port into the stepped-
tunnels of the refractory burner block.

A pilot port tunnel and a flame supervision port (not
shown in sketch below) intersect the main tunnel
directly in front of the nozzle body’s main port. At this
three-way tunnel intersection, the flame safeguard
(flame rod or UV scanner) monitors the pilot flame
and/or main burner flame.

Once the air/gas premixture is ignited by a
separate mounted pilot and spark ignitor, the flame
front progressively steps out through the burner
block’s tunnels. The “hot” refractory and the eddy-
currents created at each one of the steps within the
tunnel serve to provide positive flame retention of the
burner flame at all firing rates.

Typical STICKTITE™ Nozzle Construction
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Typical Series “SN” Sealed Nozzle
Construction
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Design and Application Details

Burner nozzle designations
All Maxon burner nozzles are identified with a 3-

part designation. This code identifies (1) the type of
nozzle, (2) the inlet pipe size, and (3) the main gas
port diameter.

Example: SPA – 2-1/2" – 27

SP = PILOTPAK™ Nozzle
SPA = PILOTPAK™ Nozzle

with adjustable orifice
HD = STICKTITE™ Nozzle

(for higher drafts)
BP = STICKTITE™ Nozzle

(for back pressures)
HV = STICKTITE™ Nozzle

(for radiant temperatures)
SN = Sealed Nozzle
SNF = Sealed Nozzle with

provision for flame
safeguard device

Main gas
port
diameter
(in 16ths of
an inch)

Inlet pipe
size (NPT)

STICKTITE™ Nozzles

Maxon burner nozzles are offered in different
types, each type optimized for a specific type of
application. All require a full air/gas premixture from a
premixing device. The air/gas premixing equipment
sections of your Maxon catalog include specific
capacities for single and multiple nozzle applications
with the various types of premixing equipment:

PREMIX® Blower Mixers – section 3100
Mixing Tubes & MULTI-RATIO® Mixers – section 3200
VENTITE™ Inspirators – section 3300

A complete burner nozzle system will also include
gas train, proportioning and mixing equipment,
combustion air supply and a combustion control
panel. Your Maxon representative can help you select
from the broad range available.

“HD” STICKTITE™ Nozzles (available in 1/2"
through 8" sizes) are cast iron burners used for
immersion tubes or for “open-port” furnace operations
(with slight “draft”, normally less than -0.5" wc static
pressure). Nozzle is also used where differential
air/gas mixture pressures exceed 7" wc, regardless of
the application. The nozzle’s eight ignitor ports
provide flame retention under higher draft conditions.

“BP” STICKTITE™ Nozzles (available in 1/2"
through 4" sizes) are cast iron burners used for “open-
port” furnace applications (with “balanced or slightly
positive”, normally up to +0.25" wc static pressure),
providing the differential air/gas mixture pressures do
no exceed 7" wc. The nozzle’s four ignitor ports
provide cooler operation and longer service life.

“HV” STICKTITE™ Nozzles (available in 2"
through 8" sizes) are cast iron burner bodies with a
stainless steel retention ring. They are used for “open-
port” firing of higher temperature applications (up to
2400°F/1316°C) or where the nozzle might be
exposed to high radiant heat and/or sting-out from the
firing port.
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Series “SN” Sealed NozzlesPILOTPAK™ Nozzles
Type “SP” PILOTPAK™ Nozzles (available in

1-1/2" through 6" sizes) are special packaged “HD”
STICKTITE™ Nozzles. Their cast iron bodies and
gray iron ignition rings provide a built-in pilot, 10mm
spark ignitor, pilot gas tubing, pilot shut-off cock and
provision for mounting a flame sensing device (flame
rod or UV scanner).

Type “SPA” PILOTPAK™ Nozzles are the same
as “SP” nozzles and include a pilot gas adjustable
orifice in lieu of the pilot shut-off cock.

PILOTPAK™ Nozzles may be applied on any
application suitable for the “HD” STICKTITE™
Nozzles. They may also be mounted directly in a duct
or housing of recirculated air as long as air tempera-
tures do not exceed 600°F (316°C).

Direct spark ignited STICKTITE™ Nozzles
(available in 1/2" through 4") are “HD”
STICKTITE™ Nozzles drilled and tapped to mount a
spark ignitor directly in the outer ignition ring of the
“HD” burner nozzle. This provides an economical
alternative to those applications when the separate
pilot portion of the PILOTPAK™ Nozzle may not be
required.

Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles (available in 3/4"
through 1" sizes) consist of a threaded nozzle, cast
iron frame and a refractory burner block. “SN” Sealed
Nozzles do not include any provision for mounting a
flame safeguard device.

Series “SNF” Sealed Nozzles (available in
1-1/4" through 3" sizes) are the same as “SN” Sealed
Nozzles, but incorporate a flame safeguard port
through which a flame rod or a UV scanner can be
mounted.

All Sealed Nozzle assemblies include a pilot port
tunnel and provision for mounting of a broad range of
accessory pilots.

NOTE: Every Sealed Nozzle burner must be
ordered either with an appropriate pilot assembly
or with optional pilot port cover kit. If a pilot
assembly is not ordered, a pilot port cover kit (see
photo below) must be used to prevent the possibility
of flame and/or hot combustion gases escaping out of
the burner’s “open” pilot port tunnel, or to prevent
infiltration of secondary air on “un-piloted”
installations.

Standard burner block material is suitable for
operating temperatures up to 2600°F (1427°C). The
maximum operating temperature limit may be
downrated to 2400°F (1316°C) if the Sealed Nozzle
Burner is operating under the following conditions:
– burner is installed in a furnace with fiber wall

construction
– frequent cycling inducing thermal shock and

stresses
Optional refractory block materials are available

to extend maximum operating temperature limits as
follows:
– up to 2800°F (1538°C); or
– up to 3000°F (1649°C)

These higher temperature material options are
available at net extra cost and may extend normal
delivery schedules.

“SP” PILOTPAK™
Nozzle

“SN” Sealed Nozzle
with hinged lighter

port cover
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Capacity/Selection Data

All Maxon Burner Nozzles provide
positive flame retention and clean,
complete, stable combustion when
supplied with a 100% air/gas
premixture. Their heat release is
directly related to the differential
mixture pressure developed by that
supply system.

Capacities in 1000’s Btu/hr are
plotted (on the charts on this page and
the following page) against the
differential mixture pressures for each
of the nozzle sizes.

Discharge area for each nozzle
size is also shown.

Any reference to a “pressure”
must relate to the “effective dis-
charge area” through which the
volume of gas or air/gas premixture
is passing. When selecting premixing
equipment systems, the maximum
and minimum mixture pressures must
be evaluated relative to the quantity
and/or size of the nozzle(s). The ratio
between these two factors dictates the
turndown capabilities of the overall
system.

Multiple nozzle combinations
may be considered for a given heat
release with a specific premixing
device, but the total discharge areas
of all the multiple nozzles must not
exceed the effective discharge area of
the specified single nozzle size.

A minimum differential mixture
pressure of +0.25" wc must be
maintained to minimize the
potential for backfiring.
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Accessory Options
for Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles

All Sealed Nozzle sizes include provision for
mounting of a broad range of accessory pilots.

WARNING: Optional pilot port cover kit must be
used to seal opening if no pilot is installed.

If the optional flame rod is specified, standard
arrangement is as shown in Sketch 1 incorporating a
“Rajah” connector.

Optional electrode cover (shown in Sketch 2)
offers protection for electrode and connector.

Optional cooling tee shown in Sketch 3 allows
pressurizing of flame rod port with cooling air for
improved performance, particularly on strong back
pressure applications.

Standard: Sketch 1

With Cover: Sketch 2

With Cooling Tee: Sketch 3

Flame 
Rod

Typical
Pilot

Assembly
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Accessory Options
for STICKTITE™ and PILOTPAK™ Nozzles

Tuyere Blocks
Provides uniform firing ports for
STICKTITE™ or PILOTPAK™
Nozzles used on furnaces
constructed of fire-brick (up to
2600°F/1427°C).

18mm Spark Ignitor
Required for direct sparked 4" STICKTITE™ Nozzle

10mm Spark Ignitor
Furnished with all PILOTPAK™ Nozzles and required
for any 1/2" through 3" direct sparked STICKTITE™
Nozzle

Flame Rods for PILOTPAK™ Nozzles
7-1/2" long flame rod is normally furnished from stock.
If ordered with the nozzle, it is cut to correct length. If
ordered separately, it must be cut to specified length
(shown in table below) to fit your PILOTPAK™ Nozzle.

snoisnemidkcolBereyuT )sehcnini(
eziSelzzoN
)sehcnini(

1&4/3 4/1-1 2/1-1 2 3&2/1-2 4 5 6 8

A 57.1 21.2 27.2 5.3 57.4 6 57.8 21

B 4 6 8 5.01 51 81

C 5.1 57.1 5.2 3 4

H 5 5.7 52.01 31 81 22

L 5.4 7 9 31 81

W 5 5.7 52.01 31 81 22

™KAPTOLIP
eziSelzzoN

"2&"2/1-1 "2/1-2 "3 "5&"4 "6

"L"noisnemiD
)sehcnini(

88.1 2 26.2 57.2 6
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Accessory Options
for STICKTITE™ and PILOTPAK™ Nozzles

Nozzle Support
Bracket assures
proper alignment
between a
STICKTITE™ or
PILOTPAK™ Nozzle
and a firing port or
immersion tube.
Nozzle Support
Brackets for
STICKTITE™
Nozzles include provision for pilot and flame rod
mounting. For PILOTPAK™ Nozzles, the nozzle
bracket merely supports and positions the nozzle
itself.

Nozzle Spacing
STICKTITE™ and PILOTPAK™ Nozzles are de-

signed for open-port firing into a furnace, oven, heater box
or immersion tube. The burner flame creates a venturi
effect that pulls secondary air in around the burner nozzle
and provides necessary cooling.

To minimize nozzle deterioration, burner must
be centered within the
opening of a tuyere
block or immersion tube
and the clearances
indicated in table at right
must be maintained.

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT
(ANSI Standard B2.1)

Typical for Solution Heating Applications

Typical for
Furnace
Applications

eziSelzzoN
)sehcnini(

"E"noisnemiD
)sehcnini(

2/1

5.
4/3

1

4/1-1

snoisnemidtekcarBtroppuSelzzoN )sehcnini(

eziSelzzoN A B C D
E

gnicapselzzoN

"2/1-1
52.4 ]1[91.4

5.3
61/7

8/1-1

"2 5.2 2/1-1ot61/5-1

"2/1-2
52.5 57.5 88.4

61/9

2/1-2ot8/5-1

"3 8/5-2ot8/5-1

"4
44.6 88.6

88.6 4/3-2ot2/1-1

"5
9

3ot8/3-1

"6 9 8 61/11 2/1-2ot2/1-1

nwohssaelzzonton,epiptelnispirgyllautcA]1[
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Dimensions (in inches)

STICKTITE™ Nozzles

“HD” and “BP” STICKTITE™ Nozzles
also for direct sparked “HD” Nozzles

NOTE: “BP” Nozzles have (4) ignitor ports; all others have
(8) ignitor ports

“HV” STICKTITE™ Nozzles

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

snoisnemidelzzoN )sehcnini(

eziSelzzoN
retemaidtroPniaM

)sehcni(
aerAegrahcsiD

ni( 2)
A

)TPN(
B C D E

5-"2/1 61/5 77.0 2/1 44.1 44.1 --- ---

6-"4/3 8/3 011.
4/3 65.1 65.1

--- ---

7-"4/3 61/7 051. --- ---

8-"1 2/1 691.
1 2 2

--- ---

9-"1 61/9 842. --- ---

01-"4/1-1 23/12 833.

4/1-1 83.2 83.2

--- ---

21-"4/1-1 4/3 244. --- ---

41-"4/1-1 8/7 106. --- ---

61-"2/1-1 1 587.
2/1-1 96.2 96.2

--- ---

81-"2/1-1
8/1-1 499.

--- ---

81-"2

2 52.3 52.3

--- ---

12-"2 61/5-1 53.1
52.3 52.3

42-"2 2/1-1 77.1

72-"2/1-2 61/11-1 42.2 2/1-2 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.3

03-"3 8/7-1 67.2 3 65.4 65.4 65.4 65.4

43-"4 81-2 55.3
4 88.5 88.5 88.5 88.5

14-"4 61/9-2 61.5

05-"5 8/1-3 76.7 5 5.5 26.6 21.7 21.7

06-"6 4/3-3 40.11 6 5.8 5.8 52.8 52.8

48-"8 4/1-5 56.12
8

--- --- 57.01 57.01

88-"8 2/1-5 67.32 83.11 83.11 --- ---
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Dimensions (in inches)

PILOTPAK™ Nozzles

NOTE: Typical of SPA-6-60 PILOTPAK™ Nozzle only
NOTE: Typical of
1-1/2" through 5"
PILOTPAK™
Nozzles

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

snoisnemidelzzoN )sehcnini(

eziSelzzoN
retemaidtroPniaM

)sehcni(
aerAegrahcsiD

ni( 2)
A

)TPN(
B C D E F

5-"2/1 61/5 70. 2/1 44.1 44.1 --- --- ---

6-"4/3 8/3 011.
4/3 65.1 65.1

--- --- ---

7-"4/3 61/7 051. --- --- ---

8-"1 2/1 691.
1 2 2

--- --- ---

9-"1 61/9 842. --- --- ---

01-"4/1-1 23/12 833.

4/1-1 83.2 83.2

--- --- ---

21-"4/1-1 4/3 244. --- --- ---

41-"4/1-1 8/7 106. --- --- ---

61-"2/1-1 1 587.
2/1-1 96.2 96.2

--- ---
52.4

81-"2/1-1
8/1-1 499.

--- ---

81-"2

2 52.3 52.3

--- ---

26.412-"2 61/5-1 53.1
52.3 52.3

42-"2 2/1-1 77.1

72-"2/1-2 61/11-1 42.2 2/1-2 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.4

03-"3 8/7-1 67.2 3 65.4 65.4 65.4 65.4 52.5

43-"4 8/1-2 55.3
4 88.5 88.5 88.5 88.5 6

14-"4 61/9-2 61.5

05-"5 8/1-3 76.7 5 5.5 26.6 21.7 21.7 83.6

06-"6 4/3-3 40.11 6 5.8 5.8 52.8 52.8 88.6
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles

“Basic” Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles (shown with optional flame rod & pressure pilot assemblies)

Optional pilot mounting
bracket for

open port pilots

Optional cooling tee sets

NOTE: Optional pilot port cover must be used to seal
pilot tunnel if no pilot is installed. (Order pilot port
cover set, pilot assembly, and/or flame rod separately)

Flame Rod

10mm Spark Ignitor

eziSrenruB A B C D
F

TPN
G H J L M P R S V W X Y

AA
]1[

BB
]2[

7-,5-"4/3

44.2 13. 5.7 5

"4/3

83.6 57.8 57.3
--- --- ---

82. 88.
--- --- --- --- --- ---

9-"1 "1

41-,21-"4/1-1 "4/1-1 65.2 26.3 88.4 57.3 11 60.8 21. 26.3 7

81-,61-"2/1-1 13.3

83. 9 5.7

"2/1-1

9 21.21 52.5

5.3

49.3 21.5 43. 1 52.5 5.41 26.11
91.

21.4 44.6
02-"2 44.3

"2
26.3

42-"2 91.4 83.4

72-"2/1-2 96.4 "2/1-2 88.4

33-"3 57.5 5. 5.9 9 "3 5.11 88.31 6 49.5 86.3 21.6 14. 52.1 52.6 5.61 65.31 26.5
49.7
]3[

deredrofI.kcotsmorfdehsinrufyllamronsidoremalfgnol"21]3[eetgniloochtiW]2[eetgnilooctuohtiW]1[ htiw ottucsiti,elzzoneht
,yletarapesderedrofI.htgneltcerroc htgneldeificepsottucebtsumti .elzzoNdelaeSNSruoytifot)evobaelbatninwohs(
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Installation Instructions
STICKTITE™ / PILOTPAK™ Nozzles

STICKTITE™ and PILOTPAK™ Nozzles are
designed for open-port firing into a furnace, oven,
heater box or immersion tube. The burner flame
creates a venturi effect that pulls secondary air in
around the burner nozzle and provides necessary
cooling.

To minimize nozzle deterioration, burner must
be centered within the opening of a tuyere block
or immersion tube and the clearances indicated in
Table 1 at right must be maintained.

Optional nozzle support brackets shown in the
illustrations below insure permanent alignment of
nozzle with firing port. They should be lag-bolted
securely to furnace or tank shell, or to brickwork.

For Furnaces For Solution Heating

secnaraelC:1elbaT
eziSepiPtelnI )sehcnini( noisnemiD"A" )sehcnini(

2/1

2/1
4/3

1

4/1-1

2/1-1 8/1-1

2 2/1-1ot61/5-1

2/1-2 2/1-2ot8/5-1

3 8/5-2ot8/5-1

4 4/3-2ot2/1-1

5 3ot8/3-1

6 2/1-2ot2/1-1

8 2
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Installation Instructions
STICKTITE™ / PILOTPAK™ Nozzles

General Start-up Instructions
Start-up procedures should follow the instructions

provided for the specific premixing equipment used.
For PILOTPAK™ Nozzles, consider the following

additional instructions:
1. Pilot design requires some combustion air flow

through main nozzle orifice. (It is a nozzle-mixing
pilot relying on air flow through the main burner as
its source of combustion air.)

If powered mixing equipment is used (such
as PREMIX® Blower Mixer) this would typically be
accomplished by insuring (through the control
system) that mixer is operating and at low fire
position before pilot ignition sequence is begun.

If non-powered mixing equipment is used
(such as VENTITE™ Inspirator), PILOTPAK™
Nozzle must be located in an air velocity of at least
500 fpm or subject to at least 0.2" wc draft. In such
applications, the inspirator should be in a direct
line with the nozzle (not at right angles) and air
flow and/or draft pull should parallel nozzle
centerline.

2. Pilot gas pressure should be regulated to 2-4"
wc. Use two-stage regulation if necessary.
Unusually high air velocities or draft conditions
may require slightly higher pilot gas pressures.

3. Protect against over-heating. Excessive sting-
out from firing port or high radiant heat loads can
damage both nozzle and flame rod-detector.
Burner nozzle main body should not exceed 900°F
during operation.

4. Orientate nozzle for best performance. When
firing horizontally, rotate to position pilot, spark
ignitor and flame rod /sensor on top. This provides
better ignition and flame sensing.

If normal thread make-up doesn’t give this
orientation, rotate cast iron ignition ring (in 90°
increments) by first loosening the four set screws
holding it to the main body. If position is changed,
check that set screws register with holes in the
main body, then retighten securely.

5. Firing port dimensions should be no smaller
than those of the optional tuyere block which
Maxon offers for use with your particular nozzle
size.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other burners, as well as other possible
sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.

Maintenance Instructions
Periodic inspection of STICKTITE™ and

PILOTPAK™ Burner nozzles is suggested, although
no formal maintenance procedure is necessary. As a
minimum:
1. Check that required nozzle clearance is main-

tained (piping can move or sag).
2. Check for nozzle deterioration (generally due to

overheating). Replace before performance is
seriously affected.

3. Check for nozzle-plugging (generally noticeable as
distorted flame and/or poor flame retention) and
correct if necessary.
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Installation Instructions
Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles

General Instructions
The burner itself is normally only a part of your

complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train system as might be used
with Sealed Nozzle Burners.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, mounting gaskets, flame rod
and connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
Sealed Nozzle Burner.

Series “SNF” Sealed Nozzle Burners can fire in
any direction, but the scanner manufacturer may
impose limitations. Avoid orientations which might
permit pilot and/or flame supervision ports to collect
debris and/or moisture.

Include observation ports in your combustion
chamber design to provide a view of both main and
pilot flame area. Start-up and adjustment procedures
will be greatly simplified.

Flexible connections are recommended in all
piping to reduce piping stresses and alignment/
shifting problems.

The use of a monolithic seal of castable refractory
around each Sealed Nozzle Burner (as shown above)
will lessen the chance of shearing off the block
because of unequal expansion of the refractory and
the furnace shell.

Excessive maintenance on the burner blocks and
castings is frequently the result of external stresses
and strains transmitted to the burner through the
piping. On large installations, consider the use of
flexible piping connectors to provide “give-and-take” in
both length and alignment. Installation of such con-
nectors at certain key spots in the air or gas
manifolding can prevent damage to the burners from
uneven thermal expansion.

Typical of Series “LG” or “HG” Mixing Tubes, Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve and
Series “SNF” Sealed Nozzle Burner

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping layout
shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be submitted to the
appropriate agencies for approval on each applications.
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Installation Instructions
Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles

Burner Mounting
In a refractory wall, bolt burner directly to the

furnace shell as shown in Sketch 1 or, if there is no
shell, use angle irons extended between buckstays as
shown in Sketch 2.

In either case, size the opening in your refractory
wall to give a 3" gap around the burner, then ram with
castable refractory such as A.P. Green Kast-Set,
B & W Kaolin Base Castable or equal, following
manufacturer’s instructions. Allow sufficient dry-out
time before firing burner, and cure slowly at start-up.

Note: Slotted holes in the burner mounting
frame are intended to allow for lateral
expansion of furnace. Tighten mounting bolts
only enough to hold the burner in position.

Sketch 1

Sketch 2

General Start-up Instructions
Start-up procedures should follow the instructions

provided for the specific premixing equipment used.
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Installation and Maintenance Instructions
Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles

Block Replacement
If the refractory block of your Sealed Nozzle Burner

requires replacement, Maxon can supply replacement
block and frame sub-assemblies.

To install a new block and frame assembly:
1. Shut off system and allow to cool.
2. Disconnect piping, etc., and remove “SNF”

Sealed Nozzle burner from installation.
3. Unscrew the bolts which fasten the nozzle body

to the mounting frame, set aside and remove
body (tapping lightly if necessary to break bond).

4. Clean all old refractory from main body to insure
a proper seal when re-assembling.

5. Prepare a refractory cement mixture (preferably
A.P. Green ‘Sairset’) mixed to the consistency of
thin peanut butter.

6. Apply a generous coating of the refractory
cement to those surfaces of the new block which
will mate with the burner main body when it is
installed.

7. Put main body into position and bolt finger-tight.
8. Remove any excess refractory cement that is

forced out between body and burner block.
9. Tighten nozzle body firmly into position and clean

throat with a narrow, wet brush to insure a
smooth path for air and gas.

10. Allow re-assembled burner to stand at least 48
hours so that refractory cement will set.

Failure to do so may result in a weak bond and
early deterioration.

11. Re-install burner, following installation
instructions.

12. Dry refractory thoroughly by running burner at
low fire for at least 15 minutes.

13. Reconnect controls, etc., restoring burner to
service following manufacturer’s instructions.
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Assembly Numbers

STICKTITE™ Burner Nozzles

To order a combination of the following, order a STICKTITE configured product.

straPerapSro/dnatnemecalpeRsuoenallecsiM
01181 rotingikrapsmm01

81181 rotingikrapsmm81

71181 )"521.7=L(doremalF

22781 rotingikrapsrodoremalfrofrevoC

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

ETITKCITS ® ETITKCITS ® epyTelzzoN

elzzoN
eziS

tnemgeS
eciohC

PB DHSD DH VH

ISNA OSI ISNA OSI ISNA OSI ISNA OSI

5-"2/1 55. )5.0(05660 )5.0(05660 )5.0(04663 --- )5.0(15660 )5.0(15660 --- ---

6-"4/3 657. )5.0(25660 )5.0(52212 )5.0(14663 --- )5.0(35660 )5.0(62212 --- ---

7-"4/3 757. )5.0(45660 )5.0(72212 )5.0(24663 --- )5.0(55660 )5.0(82212 --- ---

8-"1 81 )1(65660 )1(23212 )1(34663 --- )1(75660 )1(13212 --- ---

9-"1 91 )1(85660 )1(03212 )1(44663 --- )1(95660 )1(92212 --- ---

01-"4/1-1 0152.1 )2(28921 )2(29712 )2(54663 --- )2(18921 )2(39712 --- ---

21-"4/1-1 2152.1 )2(06660 )2(33212 )2(64663 --- )2(16660 )2(43212 --- ---

41-"4/1-1 4152.1 )2(26660 )2(63212 )2(93171 --- )2(36660 )2(53212 --- ---

61-"2/1-1 615.1 )3(46660 )3(04212 )3(74663 --- )3(56660 )3(93212 --- ---

81-"2/1-1 815.1 )3(66660 )3(83212 )3(00451 --- )3(76660 )3(73212 --- ---

81-"2 812 --- --- --- --- )4(72841 )4(84212 --- ---

12-"2 122 )4(86660 )4(81312 )4(91973 --- )4(96660 )4(34212 )3(88361 )3(84144

42-"2 422 )4(07660 )4(24212 )4(02973 --- )4(17660 )4(14212 )3(56750 )3(22144

72-"2/1-2 725.2 )6(27660 )6(83012 )6(12973 --- )6(37660 )6(93012 )5(66750 )5(32144

03-"3 033 )01(47660 )01(04012 )01(22973 --- )01(57660 )01(14012 )8(76750 )8(42144

43-"4 434 )71(67660 )71(44012 )71(32973 --- )71(77660 )71(24012 )61(98361 )61(94144

14-"4 144 )61(87660 )61(54012 )61(42973 --- )61(97660 )61(34012 )51(86750 )51(72144

05-"5 055 --- --- --- --- )02(81590 --- )62(96750 ---

06-"6 066 --- --- --- --- )05(30100 )05(25723 )24(07750 )24(82144

48-"8 488 --- --- --- --- --- --- )18(17750 ---

88-"8 888 --- --- --- --- )011(52810 --- --- ---
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ETITKCITS ® ]1[sepyTelzzoN™KAPTOLIP
rofsdoRemalF

KAPTOLIP
)"L"htgnelottuc(

tekcarBtroppuSelzzoN
yrotcarfeR

ereyuT
skcolB

elzzoN
eziS

tnemgeS
eciohC

PS APS roF
ETITKCITS

elzzoN

roF
KAPTOLIP

elzzoNISNA OSI ISNA OSI

5-"2/1 55. --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

01-T
64020

)8(

6-"4/3 657. --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

7-"4/3 757. --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

8-"1 81 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

9-"1 91 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

01-"4/1-1 0152.1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
11-T
17810

)8(
21-"4/1-1 2152.1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

41-"4/1-1 4152.1 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

61-"2/1-1 615.1 )4(07261 )4(64144 )5(11302 )5(85144

26195
"578.1=L

84111

86591
51-T
74202
)32(81-"2/1-1 815.1 )3(17261 )3(74144 )4(21302 )4(95144

81-"2 812 )5(13841 )5(54144 )6(71302 )6(06144

65841
22-T
27810
)52(

12-"2 122 )5(17541 )5(34144 )5(81302 )5(16144

42-"2 422 )5(29241 )5(14144 )5(91302 )5(26144

72-"2/1-2 725.2 )6(39241 )6(24144 )7(02302 )7(36144
34774
"2=L

94111 75841
33-T
37810
)95(03-"3 033 )9(09141 )9(93144 )9(12302 )9(46144

46195
"526.2=L

43-"4 434 )51(27541 )51(44144 )51(22302 )51(56144
56195

"57.2=L

05111 85841
44-T
19292
)001(14-"4 144 )41(19141 )41(04144 )51(32302 )51(66144

05-"5 055 )12(29141 --- )51(42302 ---
89711 95841

66-T
89292
)552(06-"6 066 )25(03251 )25(76195 )25(72302 )25(86195

66195
"6=L

48-"8 488 --- --- --- ---
--- --- --- ---

88-"8 888 --- --- --- ---

rotingikraps01181#sedulcnI]1[

Assembly Numbers
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Assembly Numbers
selzzoNrenruB™ETITKCITSrofstoliP )sliatederomrof1259&5059segapgolatacees(

toliP
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitpircseDtoliP

deriuqerserusserP
reximtolipot lamroN

yticapaC
s'0001
rh/utB

:sedulcniylbmessAtoliP

saGlarutaN
noitsubmoC

riA
toliP
rexiM

saG
elbatsujdA

*ecifirO

krapS
rotingI

)3(27540 tolipcirehpsomtatropnepO cw"72-8

---

03 62321

49293

---
)4(86860

tolipirutnevtropnepO cw"6-4 51 75421
)4(96960 01181

)3(94801

tolipcirehpsomtatropnepO
cw"72-8

---
03 62321

---

)3(10901

01181)3(40901

)4(91931 cw"8-6 52 75421

)4(68881
tolipirutnevtropnepO GISP51-2 --- 03 58881 59293

---

)4(78881 01181

)2(00390

toliperusserptropnepO
cw"7-4 .zo61-8 02 08611 97583

---

)2(73201

01181)2(59801

)2(99801 detingikraps/toliperusserP

ylbmessArexiMtoliPnidedulcnI*

elzzoNdelaeS
&eziSrenruB

noitangiseD

derugifnoC
rebmuNmetI

straPerapS

sdoRemalF
teSrevoCtroPtoliP teSeeTgnilooC

enoladesufI
htiwdesufI

teseetgnilooc

5-"4/3-NS NS557.

--- ---

67323

---7-"4/3-NS NS757.

9-"1-NS NS91

21-"4/1-1-FNS NS2152.1 37195
527.3=L

64774
7=L

84572
41-"4/1-1-FNS NS4152.1

61-"2/1-1-FNS NS615.1

47195
521.4=L

67195
834.6=L

77323 94572

81-"2/1-1-FNS NS815.1

02-"2-FNS NS022

42-"2-FNS NS422

72-"2/1-2-FNS NS725.2

33-"3-FNS NS333
57195

526.5=L
77195

839.7=L

Approximate net weight (in pounds) are shown in parentheses

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:
• Mixture Connection Type • Cooling Tee
• Pilot • Block Material
• Flame Detection

(Note:  Not all configured products have all segment choices)

Series SN Sealed Nozzles
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Assembly Numbers

toliP
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitpircseD

86860

tolipirutnevtropnepO ]1[
,rh/utB000,03@saglarutancw"6-4rof

elbatsujda49293#&rexim75421#:sedulcni
ecifiro

96960

tolipirutnevtropnepO rotingi/w]1[
,rh/utB000,03@saglarutancw"6-4rof

elbatsujda49293#,rexim75421#:sedulcni
rotingi01181#&ecifiro

04201
"3tpecxella

tolipirutnevtropdelaeS
,rh/utB000,02@saglarutanGISP5-2rof
elbatsujda59293#,rexim58881#:sedulcni

rotingi01181#&ecifiro

34201
ylno"3

tolipirutnevtropdelaeS
,rh/utB000,02@saglarutanGISP5-2rof
elbatsujda59293#,rexim58881#:sedulcni

rotingi01181#&ecifiro

18611

toliperusserptropdelaeS -"2/1-2-FNSrof(
61-8&saglarutancw"7-4rof:)rellams&72
:sedulcni,rh/utB000,52@rianoitsubmociso

&ecifiroelbatsujda97583#,rexim08611#
rotingi01181#

48611

toliperusserptropdelaeS &03-"3-FNSrof(
iso61-8&saglarutancw"7-4rof:)regral
:sedulcni,rh/utB000,04@rianoitsubmoc

&ecifiroelbatsujda97583#,rexim38611#
rotingi01181#

68881

tolipirutnevtropnepO ]1[
rh/utB000,03@saglarutanGISP51-2rof

elbatsujda59293#&rexim58881#:sedulcni
ecifiro

78881

tolipirutnevtropnepO rotingi/w]1[
,rh/utB000,03@saglarutanGISP51-2rof

elbatsujda97583#,rexim58881#:sedulcni
rotingi01181#&ecifiro

redro(ylbmessagnitnuomtolip27334#seriuqeR]1[
)yletarapes

Spare Parts

Pilots for Series ‘‘SNF’’ Sealed
Nozzle Burners (see catalog pages 9505-9521
for more details) eziSrenruBelzzoNdelaeS

&
noitangiseD

emarF&kcolBtnemecalpeR
ylbmessA

]1[renrubcisabroF

5-"4/3-NS

158827-"4/3-NS

9-"1-NS

21-"4/1-1-FNS
35882

41-"4/1-1-FNS

61-"2/1-1-FNS

5588281-"2/1-1-FNS

02-"2-FNS

42-"2-FNS 75882

72-"2/1-2-FNS 95882

33-"3-FNS 36882

etanretlarof2&1-0009teehSataDtcudorPotrefeR]1[
egrahcartxetentaslairetamyrotcarfer

Replacement Block and Frame Assemblies

Page 1100-A/P-4 Burner Nozzles





  

Bulletin 1200

Premix-type Line Burners

Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Short, ribbon-type flames are
produced by modular-designed sections
with “customized” drillings. These
modular sections can provide burner
elements that most nearly match your
application’s heat and/or flame
distribution requirements.

Heat releases up to 525,000 Btu/hr
per lineal foot of burner and turndown
ratios up to 7:1 are possible from the
three different styles of LINOFLAME®

Burners. Each style is designed with
over 25 popular sections to maximize
the application flexibility of this type of
line burner. Let Maxon help you design
the burner element to meet your needs.

Manufactured under U.S. Patent #3,511,589; European patents
granted and pending.

Like the Style A, B & C line burners
above, the Type “VF” LINOFLAME®

Burners also provide a ribbon of fire, but
in a wider and V-shaped pattern. Cast
iron, V-faced, modular sections
incorporate standardized drillings for
interchangeability.

Heat releases up to 600,000 Btu/hr
per lineal foot of burner and turndown
ratios up to 10:1 are produced from two
different types of LINOFLAME® Burners:
“VFL” (V-faced, low capacity) and “VFH”
(V-faced, high capacity).

Positive flame retention and constant
cross-ignition are provided without
separate ignition rails. Maintenance and
cleaning are easy.

“VF” LINOFLAME® Burners make
stable operations possible in fresh still
air, highly inert air streams, or with air
velocities up to 4000 SFPM.

Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Premix-type Line Burners

INFRAWAVE® Burners

A high-intensity infra-red energy radiates from the high
face temperatures of the ceramic refractory grids of an
INFRAWAVE® Burner.

Their design produces a low forward velocity air move-
ment, minimizing disturbances of granular or powder
products.

Modular-designed sections permit tailoring total heat
release and radiant pattern to your particular application
requirements.

Two versions of INFRAWAVE® Burners (“SG” single grid
or “DG” double grid) provide the application flexibility that
dramatically boosts production speeds by concentrating
heating into small areas and/or onto fast-moving products.

Typical applications for INFRAWAVE® Burners are:
• Direct spot heating
• Direct heating/drying on a conveyer
• Oven process heating or drying
• Moving web heating/drying processes

Manufactured under U.S. Patents RE 24,405 and 3,588,301

VENTITE™ Inspirator Mixers
(see catalog bulletin 3300)

Air/gas premixing equipment used to provide thorough blending
of air/gas mixture to Maxon Line Burners

(see catalog bulletin 3200)

PREMIX® Blower Mixers
(see catalog bulletin 3100)

Series “HG”
Mixing Tubes

Series “LG”
Mixing Tubes

MULTI-RATIO® Mixers

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Design and Application Details
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Principle of Operation
These LINOFLAME® Burners consist of a cast

iron air-gas manifold, incorporating a drilled face and
flame retention ignition rails. When supplied with a full
air/gas premixture, they provide a “ribbon” flame
pattern.

12" straight Style LBA-12 LINOFLAME® Burner section
shown with optional direct spark ignition rail arrangement

The replaceable ignition rail design forms a
zipper channel on the face of the burner which
provides positive flame retention and quick, reliable
cross-ignition throughout the entire burner assembly.

Over 200 modular sections are available in
various shapes and configurations. These sections
may be assembled into virtually any desired shape in
order to match flame and heat distribution to your job
requirements.

Customized drilled sections are also available.
The LINOFLAME® Burner’s discharge area must be
matched to the air/gas premixing equipment being
used. By specifically sizing each drill pattern to the job
specification, a truly unique burner element can be
created that is tailored to meet your exact heating
requirements. They are cataloged for the matching
premixing equipment with several of the most popular
drilling options.

The short ribbon-type flame widely distributes the
desired heat release for greater temperature unifor-
mity. They provide stable operation in still, fresh air
and/or in highly inert air stream atmospheres.

Capacities of LINOFLAME® Burner assemblies
are established by the minimum and maximum
differential mixture pressures developed by the air/
gas premixing equipment. Refer to the appropriate
catalog section of Maxon premixing devices for the
capacity and turndown range of the complete system.

Three styles of LINOFLAME® Burner sections
are offered. All styles (sizes) incorporate cast iron
burner bodies and are available with cast iron or alloy
ignition rails. The alloy ignition rails offer extended life
in difficult service conditions and are recommended
for propane-fired applications or those involving
temperatures above 400°F (204°C). Ambient airstream
temperatures passing over the burner
should not exceed 600°F.

Style A LINOFLAME® Burners
offer the highest heat release
potential per lineal foot. They are
available in 36 and 72 holes per foot
drilling patterns. Normal maximum
capacities are up to 525,000 Btu/hr
per lineal foot at 7.5" wc differential
mixture pressure.

Style B LINOFLAME® Burners
provide medium heat release poten-
tial per lineal foot and are available in
24, 36, 72 and 96 holes per foot
drilling patterns. Normal maximum
capacities are up to 250,000 Btu/hr
per lineal foot at 13" wc differential
mixture pressure. (Main drillings for
24 hole pattern do not need to be
specified.)

Style C LINOFLAME® Burners
provide the lowest heat release per
lineal foot. These burners are offered
in 24 holes per foot drilling pattern
only. Normal maximum capacities
are up to 25,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot
at 2.5" wc differential mixture
pressure.

Direct spark ignition rails are available in most
LINOFLAME® sections that provide a means of direct
mounting an 18mm spark ignitor onto the face of the
burner. This allows a constant source of spark to
ignite the air/gas premixture coming out of the main
and/or ignitor ports of the LINOFLAME® Burner
section.



Specific Section
-3 = 3" straight
-6 = 6" straight
-8 = 8" straight
-12 = 12" straight
-12S = 12" straight with bossed side inlet
-12B = 12" straight with bossed back inlet
-3B = 3" straight with bossed back inlet
-TS = 12" tee section with side inlet
-TB = 12" tee section with bottom inlet
-TX = 12" cross ignition
-E3 = 3" elbow
-E6 = 6" elbow

Page 1204 Premix-type Line Burners

Capacity/Selection Data
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

LINOFLAME® Burner Designations
Each LINOFLAME® Burner section is identified with

a designation code that identifies the specific type,
shape, size, drilling pattern, and drill sizes of the main
and ignitor ports.

For example: L  B  A – 12 – 96 – 36 – 43

L = LINOFLAME® Burner

Style of LINOFLAME® Burner
A = Style A
B = Style B
C = Style C

Type of ignition rail
A = with alloy rails
(blank) = with cast iron rails

Drill size of
ignitor ports*

Drill size of main ports
none = no main ports

Number of holes/lineal foot
24
36
72
96

In the example above, we have described a 12"
straight section of Style B LINOFLAME® Burner with
alloy ignition rails and a 96 hole drilling pattern. The
main ports are drilled with #36 drill and the ignitor
ports are #43 drilled.

* The maximum drill size for ignitor ports
is .188" diameter.
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Capacity/Selection Data

Total heat release and LINOFLAME® Burner
footage are normally selected from the tables given in
the various premixing equipment sections of the
Maxon catalog:

PREMIX® Blower Mixers ................... Bulletin 3100
Series LG & HG Mixing Tubes,
MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers ..................... Bulletin 3200
VENTITE™ Inspirator Mixers ........... Bulletin 3300
Based on capacity information given in these

catalog sections, and within the constraints of duct
size and air volume flows, a LINOFLAME® Burner
assembly is designed utilizing the available sections
shown on the following pages.

When ordering a burner assembly made up from
these available module components, be sure to provide
an assembly sketch of the complete burner (as viewed
from the back, or upstream, side) including locations of
all accessories and/or individual component sections.

Start-up and operating procedures will be greatly
simplified if observation ports are provided and posi-
tioned to allow direct visual inspection of both pilot and
main flame.

All “open” ends of burner assembly must be closed
off with one of the end closures or pilot assemblies
shown on the following pages. Any end plate ports not
used must be plugged.

Burner inlet feed piping must be adequate to
provide a well-distributed flow of air/gas throughout the
burner assembly.

Inlet flanges bolt directly to burner body casting and
accept threaded NPT piping.

Do not exceed the capacity feed limitations shown
in the table below.

Avoid continuous straight runs longer than 7 feet
of LINOFLAME® Burner. Beyond that length, the burner
should be broken into separately-fed, shorter lengths
(connected by cross ignition end plate sets) to mini-
mize burner distortion and stresses during alternate
heating and cooling cycles.

Use alloy ignition rails whenever burner is to be
fired on propane, or when application involves tempera-
tures above 400°F (204°C).

Do not use side inlet tees if air velocities across the
LINOFLAME® Burner assembly exceed 1000 SFPM
because of the air stream turbulence created.

To center-feed Style C LINOFLAME® Burner
assemblies, use a Style B bottom inlet section and two
LBC-3 reducing sections.

Warning: Discharge areas of this or any premix-
type burner are carefully matched to the equip-
ment supplying air/gas premixture. Increasing
the discharge area by adding to the burner or
enlarging burner ports could result in ignition
within the burner or backfire during operation.

Burner duct area displacement
For purposes of calculating operating air velocities

and resulting static pressure drops across the burner
assembly, use the following equivalent displacements:

Velocity of air flowing past a LINOFLAME®

Burner assembly used for air heating is determined by
dividing SCFM of air passing over the burner by the net
area (in ft2) of the cross-section of the duct surrounding
the burner. This net area is determined by subtracting
the space displaced by the LINOFLAME® Burner from
the gross area of the duct itself.

snoitatimilyticapacdeeftelnI

egnalftelnirenruB rh/utBmumixaM

]1[)"2/1-1-EFL(telnidne"2/1-1
000,053

)"2/1-1-BFL(telnikcab"2/1-1

]1[)"2-EFL(telnidne"2
000,006

)"2-BFL(telnikcab"2

)"2/1-2-BFL(telnikcab"2/1-2 000,058

)"3-BFL(telnikcab"3 000,052,1

]1[ sworthgiartsdeef-dnetonoD EMALFONILfo ® renruB fi
.)CelytSrofrh/utB000,051(rh/utB000,006sdeecxeyticapac ehT
mrofinutneverplliwsecnatsnihcusnierusserpyticolevfotceffe

.noitubirtsidtaeh

noitpircseDnoitceS aerAtnemecalpsiD

)3-(snoitcesthgiarts"3 tf460. 2

)6-(snoitcesthgiarts"6 tf711. 2

)8-(snoitcesthgiarts"8 tf251. 2

)21-(snoitcestelnikcab&thgiarts"21 tf322. 2

)BT-(telnimottob,noitceseeT tf003. 2

)ST-(telniedis,noitceseeT tf953. 2

)XT-(noitingissorc,noitceseeT tf072. 2

)3-E(noitceswoble"3 tf671. 2

)6-E(noitceswoble"6 tf571. 2
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Dimensions (in inches)

Style “A” LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

6" Straight
LA-6, LAA-6

12" Straight
LA-12, LAA-12

Inlet Feed Section
12" Back Inlet Tee       LA-TB, LAA-TB

Back inlet tee
section requires a
back inlet flange set
from below

Back Inlet Flange Set

End Inlet Flange Set

Typical Cross Sec-
tional View of Style A
LINOFLAME® Burner

with alloy ignition rails

Typical Cross Sectional
View of Style A

LINOFLAME® Burner with
cast iron ignition rails

6" Elbow Section
LAA-E6

End View Typical
of All Style A
LINOFLAME®

Burner Straight
Sections

LEP Plain End Plate EP-FR End Plate

Cross Ignition
End Plate Set

LX-EP, LXA-EP
(normally supplied in pairs)

LDP Division Plate

snoitpotesegnalftelnI
noitceseettelnikcabrof

egnalFISNA
noitacifitnedI

epiPTPN
*daerhT

noisnemiD
"A"

"2/1-1-BFL "2/1-1
88.0

2-BFL "2

2/1-2-BFL "2/1-2
52.1

3-BFL "3

tesegnalftelnidnE
egnalFISNA
noitangiseD

epiPTPN
*daerhT

EFL"2/1-1 "2/1-1

EFL"2 "2

*

*

* ISO threaded flanges available; contact Maxon.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Style “B” LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

Burner Sections
3" Straight
LB-3, LBA-3

6" Straight
LB-6, LBA-6

8" Straight
LB-8, LBA-8

End view typical of all
Style B LINOFLAME®

Burner straight sections

Bossed Inlet Feed Sections

12" Straight
LB-12, LBA-12

6" Elbow Section
LB-E6, LBA-E6

3" Elbow Section
LB-E3, LBA-E3

Typical Cross Section View
of Style B LINOFLAME®

Burner with cast iron
ignition rails

Typical Cross Section
View of Style B

LINOFLAME® Burner with
alloy ignition rails

Bossed 12" Back Inlet Section
LB-12B, LBA-12B

Bossed 12" Side Inlet Section
LB-12S, LBA-12S

Bossed 3" Back Inlet Section
LB-3B, LBA-3B

* ISO threaded manifolds available as loose parts;
contact Maxon.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Style “B” LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

Inlet Tee Feed Sections

Tee section with side inlet
requires a back inlet
flange set from below

12" Side Inlet Tee
LB-TS, LBA-TS

Back Inlet Flange Set

End Inlet Flange Set

3" Midget Section
LM-3-72

Cross Ignition End Plate Set
LX-EP, LXA-EP

(normally supplied in pairs)

Universal Support
Bracket

(normally ordered
in pairs).

Carbon steel and
stainless steel versions

available.

Tee section with back
inlet requires a back inlet
flange set from below

12" Back Inlet Tee
LB-TB, LBA-TB

LDP Division Plate LEP Plain End Plate EP-FR End Plate

tesegnalftelnidnE
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* ISO threaded flanges available; contact Maxon.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Style “C” LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

12" Straight
LC-12, LCA-12

9" Straight
LC-9, LCA-9

Typical Cross Section view of
Style C LINOFLAME® Burner with

alloy ignition rails

Typical Cross Section view of
Style C LINOFLAME® Burner with

cast iron ignition rails

B to C Reducing Section
LBC-3-24

Cross Ignition End
Plate Set

LX-EP, LXA-EP
(normally supplied in pairs)

Typical mounting
of flame rod

holder and/or
pilot mounting

bracket

1-1/4" LFC End Inlet Flange*LEP Plain End Plate

LDP Division Plate

Flame Rod Holder

* ISO threaded flanges available;
contact Maxon.
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Pilot Capacities/Specifications/Dimensions (in inches)

for Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

1 2

18mm Spark Ignitor

Optional/Replacement Parts

Optional Flame Rod

3

Optional electrode
cover protects porce-
lain insulator and
electrical connection
from dirt and moisture. May be used for
ambient temperatures up to 450°F (232°C).
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Pilot Capacities/Specifications/Dimensions (in inches)

for Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Open Port Type

1

2

NOTE: Sketch 2 shows pilot mounting
bracket mounted to side of a LINOFLAME®

Burner section. Pilot assembly and mount-
ing bracket must be ordered separately.

Fresh Air Type Pressure Type

3
Inert Air Type

4

Optional/Replacement Parts

10mm Spark Ignitor18mm Spark Ignitor
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Design and Application Details
Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

Principle of Operation
Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners consist of a cast

iron air/gas manifold incorporating a V-shaped drilled
burner face. When supplied with a full air/gas
premixture, they provide a wide ribbon flame pattern.
The “VF” V-faced burner design provides excellent
flame retention and constant cross ignition with
differential mixture pressures up to 10 inches w.c.
without separate flame ignition rails.

Maintenance and cleaning are easier, due to the
larger drilled ports on the face and the absence of
flame ignition rails on the “VF” LINOFLAME® Burner.

As with other premix-type line burners, the “VF”
LINOFLAME® Burner is assembled using modular
component sections. Over 23 modular shapes may
be assembled to most any desired shape, matching
flame and heat distribution to your heating require-
ments.

Standard drilled sections permit matching the
discharge area to the specific premixing equipment
used by simply controlling the total burner assembly
footage.

Two varieties of “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners are
available:

“VFH” (V-faced, high capacity) is normally rated
up to 600,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot of burner with 10"
wc mixture pressure.

“VFL” (V-faced, low capacity) is rated up to
300,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot of burner with 10" wc
mixture pressure.

Turndown ratios of 10:1 are common with both
“VFL” and “VFH” LINOFLAME® Burner assembly
applications.

Capacities of Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners
depend on both mixture pressure and air velocity
over the burner.

Nominal ratings are shown in the graph below which
plots mixture pressure (in inches wc) against heat release
per lineal foot of burner. Graph is based on firing in still air
or in air streams with velocities with less than 1500 fpm
for VFL, 2000 fpm for VFH Burner.

Minimum capacities must be increased to those
figures shown in Table 1 below if velocity exceeds
those outlined above. Do not exceed 3000 SFPM
velocity with VFL (4000 SFPM velocity for VFH).

Maximum ratings require 10" wc mixture pressure,
but must be reduced by 5% if firing into a highly inert
atmosphere.

VFH-12" section

reprh/utBs'0001(etargnirifmuminiM:1elbaT
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epyTrenruB riAllitS 0051 0002 0052 0003 0004
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HFV 06 06 06 56 07 08
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Capacity/Selection Data
Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

Temperature limitations
Ambient and/or return air stream temperatures

passing over the burner should not exceed 800°F
(427°C). Downstream temperature should not exceed
1000°F (538°C) for recirculated air streams, 1200°F
(649°C) for all fresh air.

Burner inlet feed piping must be adequate to
provide a well-distributed flow of air/gas throughout
the burner assembly. In regards to capacity, there is
no penalty for either an oversized header or too many
inlet feeds on the burner assembly.

Inlet flanges bolt directly to burner body casting
and accept threaded NPT piping.

Do not exceed the capacity feed limitations shown
in the table below.

Burner duct area displacement
For purposes of calculating operating air velocities

and resulting static pressure drops across the burner
assembly, use the equivalent displacements given in
the table below.

Velocity of air flowing past a LINOFLAME® Burner
assembly used for air heating is determined by

dividing SCFM of air passing over the burner by the
net area (in ft2) of the cross section of the duct
surrounding the burner. This net area is determined
by subtracting the space displaced by the
LINOFLAME® Burner from the gross area of the duct
itself.

Total heat release and “VF” LINOFLAME® Burner
footage are normally selected from the tables given in
the various premixing equipment sections of the
Maxon catalog.

Series LG & HG Mixing Tubes,
MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers .............. Bulletin 3200
VENTITE™ Inspirators ............... Bulletin 3300

Based on capacity information given in these
catalog sections, and within the constraints of duct
size and air volume flows, a “VF” LINOFLAME®

Burner assembly is designed utilizing the available
sections shown on the following pages.

Warning: Discharge areas of this or any premix-
type burner are carefully matched to the equip-
ment supplying air/gas premixture. Increasing
the discharge area by adding to the burner
length could result in ignition within the burner
or backfire during operation.
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Capacity/Selection Data
Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

When making premix-type line burner compari-
sons, the discharge areas and capacity equivalents
may be shown as follows:

1' of VFL = 1/2' of VFH = 1' of Style B-96-36-43

When ordering a burner assembly made up from
the available module components, be sure to provide
an assembly sketch of the complete burner (as
viewed from the back, or upstream, side) including
locations of all accessories and/or individual compo-
nent sections.

All “open” ends of burner assembly must be
closed off with one of the end closures or pilot
assemblies shown on the following pages. Any end
plate ports not used must be plugged.

Ignition may be either direct spark (utilizing special
flame rod and spark ignitor end closures offered) or
more typically, by incorporating one of the available
LINOPAK® pilots (offered for both low- and high-
pressure gas supplies and in your choice of atmo-
spheric and pressure types).

Burner expansion and bowing
Due to the increased mass of “VF” LINOFLAME®

Burner casting, special consideration must be made
to allow for the additional linear expansion.

“VF” Burner face temperatures are essentially
constant (850°F) at their maximum firing rates. At this
temperature, the theoretical linear expansion is 0.06
inches/lineal foot. (Example: A 5' center-fed bar of
“VF” LINOFLAME® Burner will deflect approximately
0.75" at 850°F and the deflection commences at the
ends of its feed section.)

With or without inlet feed flexible connectors in the
air/gas premixture line(s), the maximum linear
distance recommended between cross-ignition
end plates or between an end plate and a cross-
ignition end plate is 10 ft.

Avoid continuous straight runs longer than 7
feet of LINOFLAME® Burner. Beyond that length, the
burner should be broken into separately-fed, shorter
lengths (connected by cross ignition end plate sets) to
minimize burner distortion and stresses during
alternate heating and cooling cycles.

Burner support methods provide support to your
inlet feed manifolds and bolt the “VF” burner assem-
bly to the inlet flanges. If Universal Support Brackets
(USB) are used, locate them nearer to the inlet feed
sections, and not at the extreme ends of the burner.

Start-up and operating procedures will be greatly
simplified if observation ports are provided and
positioned to allow direct visual inspection of both
pilot and main flame.
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Dimensions (in inches)

“VFH” LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

VFH straight sections VFH-X 12" x 12" crossVFH-T 12" x 6" tee

Inlet Feed Sections

VFH-12B 12" back inlet

VFH-XB requires one of the inlet
flange sets shown below (order
separately)

VFH-12B requires inlet flange set
below (order separately)

VFH-3BF back inlet flange set
for 12B inlet section

VFH-XB
12" x 12" back inlet cross

Typical cross sectional view of
VFH LINOFLAME® section
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* ISO threaded flanges available;
contact Maxon.
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Dimensions (in inches)

“VFH” LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

End Closures End Inlet Sets

VFH-EC VFH-2EF

VFH-2EF-FR

VFH-2EF-SI

Typical for all VFH
end closures

VFH-HREP
Hi-recirc end plate

14mm spark ignitor
(included)

VFH-EC-FR

Optional flame rod
 (order separately)

VFH-EC-SI
10 mm spark ignitor (included)

VFH-XEP Expansion end plate set
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Dimensions (in inches)

VFL LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

VFL straight sections VFL-T 12" x 6" teeVFL-X 12" x 12" cross

VFL-L 6" elbow section

Inlet Feed Sections

VFL-XB
12" x 12" back inlet cross

VFL-12B 12" back inlet

VFL-12B requires inlet flange set
below (order separately)

VFL-2BF back inlet flange set
for 12B inlet section

VFL-XB requires one of the inlet
flange sets shown below (order
separately)

VFL-3XF inlet flange set for XB section

Typical cross sectional view of
VFL LINOFLAME® section

noitceSthgiartS "L"noisnemiD

21-LFV "21

6-LFV "6

3-LFV "3

7/03

* ISO threaded
flanges available;
contact Maxon.
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Dimensions (in inches)

VFL LINOFLAME® Burner Sections

End Closures

VFL-EC

End Inlet Sets

VFL- 1-1/2" -EF

VFL-XEP expansion end plate set

VFL-HREP
hi-recirc end plate

VFL-EC-FR

Optional flame rod
(order flame rod separately)

VFL-EC-SI

10mm spark ignitor
(included)
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Dimensions (in inches)

LINOPAK Pilots with VF LINOFLAME® Burners

LINOPAK Pilots (using UV scanner) with VF LINOFLAME® Burners

VFH-LO-P-UV
VFL-LO-P-UV
low pressures

VFH-HI-P-UV
VFL-HI-P-UV

higher pressures

VFLVFH

Typical for the LINOPAK pilots at left

LINOPAK Pilots (using flame rods) with VF LINOFLAME® Burners

VFH-LO-V-FR
VFL-LO-V-FR
low pressures
venturi type

VFH-HI-P-FR
VFL-HI-P-FR

higher pressures

VFH-LO-P-FR
VFL-LO-P-FR
low pressures

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Typical for all of the above LINOPAK pilots
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Dimensions (in inches)

18mm spark ignitor included with all LINOPAK pilots Universal Support Brackets (USB)
(normally ordered in pairs)

(12 gauge mild steel) for VF LINOFLAME® Burners
Stainless steel versions available.

Used with VFL
LINOFLAME® Burners

Used with VFH
LINOFLAME® Burners

Air-Gas Pilot Mixers for all LINOPAK Pilots

Atmospheric type Pressure type
Low pressures

venturi type Medium pressures Low pressuresHigh pressures

External Mounting Assemblies for all LINOPAK Pilots

Side ViewDescription Mtg. Plate Dim. Opening Dimension

Includes Mounting Plate with
feed-through insulator for
internal spark ignitor and
provision for external UV
scanner

Includes Mounting Plate
with two (2) feed-through
insulators for internal
mounting of spark ignitor
and flame rod

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Optional flame rod for LINOPAK pilots
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Design and Application Details
INFRAWAVE® Burners

Principle of Operation
INFRAWAVE® Burners utilize air-gas premixtures

supplied to a ductile iron burner body/manifold. Drilled
burner body ports and alloy deflector rails provide
flame retention, direction, and reliable cross-ignition
throughout the entire length of the modular designed
burner assembly. Because the air-gas premixture
passes through drilled ports in the burner body and
not through a porous refractory, the problems of
plugging caused by dirty/contaminated combustion air
are virtually eliminated.

Small fingers of flame are deflected down between
the ribs of the high-temperature refractory grids where
the grids are rapidly heated to radiant temperatures.
The average refractory face temperature (with 10" wc
mixture pressure) is up to 2000°F (1093°C) and even
at minimum capacities, this face temperature typically
remains at 900°F (482°C).

The INFRAWAVE® Burner’s higher face tempera-
tures provide a very high intensity infrared radiation
source. The radiant power from a 2000°F face
temperature is approximately 2.4 times the radiant
power potential of the burner face temperature at only
1500°F.

Face temperatures, and thus the radiant power
(capacity) effect of INFRAWAVE® Burners, increase
from minimum capacities up to approximately 10" wc
mixture pressures. Above that pressure, fingers of
flame extend forward from the outer edge of the slots
in the refractory grids. These hot products of combus-
tion exit with a very low forward velocity after traveling
along and between the refractory grid ribs. They can
provide additional convection heating for overall
increased system efficiencies.

Total heat release and INFRAWAVE® Burner
footages are normally selected from the tables given
in the various premixing equipment sections of the
Maxon catalog:

PREMIX® Blower Mixers ............. Bulletin 3100
Series LG/HG Mixing Tubes
and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers ....... Bulletin 3200

INFRAWAVE® Burners are offered in two (2)
versions:
“DG” – high capacity double grid, or
“SG” – lower capacity single grid.

Modular design permits tailoring total heat release
and radiant pattern to your particular application.

Heating intensity can be further varied by adjust-
ing burner-to-product distances, since radiant heating
intensity and effectiveness depend on the total
radiating surface area. Misalignment or geometrical
positioning of the workpiece with respect to an
INFRAWAVE® Burner can reduce its ability to absorb
radiant energy.

Typical INFRAWAVE® Burner mounting on a
web/conveyor process

DG Burners should normally be installed to fire
directly at the work. Efficiency of SG burners is
improved by angling at approximately 45°. (See
sketch above.)

Burner face to product distance
INFRAWAVE® Burners discharge products of

combustion with a low forward velocity. This mini-
mizes the disturbance of granules and powders, but
does not permit convection heating effect to cross
large gaps. Side-fired and down-fired burners
should generally be spaced 2-6" from product.
Larger spacings are possible with upward firing.

The gap will normally be kept uniform along the
entire burner length, with the distance field-adjustable
to optimize performance.

Refractory Grid

Grid
Support

Burner 
Body

Ductile
Iron

Manifold

Grid
Clamp

Alloy
Deflector Plate
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Capacity/ Specification Data
INFRAWAVE® Burners

INFRAWAVE® Burner capacities as a function of differential mixture pressures

Select all premixing equipment and control
valves based on the “gross” fuel flow capacity
curves shown on chart above.

Radiant power flow curves reflect the infrared
heat output in radiant energy and do not take into
consideration any convected heat available from the
hot combustion products.

CAUTION: Emissivity of the product and/or geo-
metric positioning of the workpiece will affect the
infrared energy absorption rates.

Typical product emissivity factors (@ 100°F)

Brick, red 0.93 Paint, black 0.98
Cloth 0.75 - 0.9 Paint, white 0.91
Concrete 0.94 Paper 0.95
Glass, window 0.93 Plaster 0.91
Gypsum 0.91

Radiant Heat Input Calculations
Consider mass and specific heat of system

through-put, latent heat of vaporization and/or fusion,
radiation and exhaust losses.

Check that adequate product area is exposed to
radiant heating. A 12" length of “DG” INFRAWAVE®

Burner has approximately 1.56 ft2 of radiating surface
area.
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INFRAWAVE® Burner Application Considerations

DG Burners should normally be installed to fire
directly at the work. Transfer efficiency of SG burners
is improved by angling at approximately 45°. (See
sketch below.)

Web stoppage may cause problems from residual
heat, even with automatic burner shut-off. It may be
necessary to use pillow blocks, air cylinder and lever
arm to rotate the burner automatically out of the way
upon deliberate or accidental web stoppage.

Spacing between rows. Because of burner face
contours, the effective area of coverage is about
double that of the actual physical size.

Adjacent rows of burner should be spaced far
enough apart to allow dispersion of hot gases into
the diluting ambient. As a rule-of-thumb: side- or up-
firing burners should not be closer than 15" on center.
Down-firing burners should not be closer than 18" on
center.

If firing from both sides of a product, stagger
burner rows to minimize heat concentration.

Hot combustion product/convection gases are
always hotter than the lowest grid temperature. They
may reach 2000°F (1093°C). If not collected, these
gases disperse into the diluting ambient air and can
have harmful effects on exposed equipment and
components. The situation is particularly noticeable
with down-fired burners where spark electrode and
flame rod leads may require special insulation material.

Main flame characteristics. At minimum fire (0.2"
wc mixture pressure) approximately a 1/8" long blue
knife-edge flame should be visible beneath the
deflector rails. There should be virtually no sound, and
only very slight radiance visible on the refractory grids
near burner ports.

At high fire (8" wc mixture pressure) small points of
amber-tipped flame should be visible protruding from
the ends of grid slots. Complete grid area should be
radiant.

Mixture pressures above 8" wc will provide no
further radiant increase, but will give flame extension
from grid slot ends and an increased volume of hot
convection gases.

Maximum infrared radiation, at any firing rate, is
produced by the air-fuel ratio giving brightest refractory
glow.

Physical damage to burner. Avoid mounting
burner where work or other foreign material will fall or
bump against it. Take care during storage and handling
not to damage the refractory grid sections.

Required burner type, footage and configuration.
In general, plastics and dry flammables cannot
withstand the intense radiation of double-grid (DG)
burner at high mixture pressures. Even single grid (SG)
at full fire may be too much for solvent evaporation.
Mixing equipment and combustion air pressure should
be selected to achieve only the required mixture
pressure.

The width of web, conveyor or product will generally
determine maximum heat input from a single row of SG
or DG burner. From this, total heat input will give you
the required number of rows of burner and minimize the
risk of longitudinal hot streaks.

Flame supervision. INFRAWAVE® Burners
include provision for flame rod or UV scanner
detection. Main flame pick-up is difficult below about
0.5" wc mixture pressure, so for lowest possible
minimum capacity (and maximum turndown),
interrupted pilots or direct spark ignition should be
avoided. Flame rods sensing a pressure pilot may
require cooling tees if porcelain is subject to
temperatures exceeding 400°F (204°C) (as with down-
fired burners).

UV scanners generally will require remote mounting
and air cooling to survive the ambient temperatures
encountered at the burner.

Warning: Test every UV flame sensing
installation for dangerous spark excitation from
ignitors, other burners and other possible
sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.
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Dimensions (in inches)

INFRAWAVE® Burners

Standard 6" and 12" straight sections

6" DG Typical end & top views,
double grid (DG)

NOTE: All INFRAWAVE® Burner sections
use ISO standard (metric) fasteners

6" SG Typical end & top views,
single grid (SG)

Single-grid (SG) burners may be
specified with grid position #1 or #2 as
viewed from the pilot end of an assembly
and shown at left. (If side-mounted
accessories are used, grids will always
be assembled on the same side as
accessories.)

12" DG

12" SG
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Dimensions (in inches)

INFRAWAVE® Burners

Standard 6" and 12" Straight Sections with Side-mounted Accessories

With spark ignitor
and provision for

FR/UV

Right: Plain SG-12"
straight with
optional flame rod

With pressure pilot,
spark ignitor, adjustable
orifice with provision for
mounting a UV scanner

Right: DG-12" straight
section shown with end
closure set

With spark ignitor only (for direct
ignition) or with provision for FR/UV With pressure pilot

12" DG
Bottom Inlet

12" DG
Side Inlet

Typical end view of side inlet section (with optional accessories)

NOTE: See photo
above of DG-12"
straight section
showing end
closure set
mounted to close
off the burner body/
manifold cavity

Inlet Feed Sections for INFRAWAVE® Burner assemblies

NOTE: Do not use 2" inlet flanges to feed more than 16' of SG burner (8' of DG). 3" inlet flanges may be used to
feed a maximum of 32' of SG burner (16' of DG).
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Dimensions (in inches)

INFRAWAVE® Burners

End-mounting Accessories for ALL Sections

End-mounted pilot and bracket for “SG” burner End-mounted pilot and bracket
for “DG” burner

6" DG straight
shown with end
mounted pilot,
bracket, flame
rod (optional)
and end closure
kit (optional) on
body manifold

Caution: Be sure to
specify refractory grid
position on SG
INFRAWAVE® Burner.
UV scanner/flame rod
must be located on
refractory grid side of
burner element.

Optional Flame Rods
Plain With Cooling Tee

Replacement Spark Ignitors
10mm Spark Ignitor 14mm Spark Ignitor

18mm Spark Ignitor

Flange and End Closure Plate Sets

2" ANS Inlet Flange ➀➀➀➀➀ 3" ANS Inlet Flange ➀➀➀➀➀ End Closure Plate

➀ DIN threaded flange sets are also available upon request

Universal Support Bracket (normally supplied in pairs)

)sehcnini("L"htgneldoremalF
noitceS®EVAWARFNI eetgniloochtiW eettuohtiW

GDroGS"21&"6llaroF
snoitcesrenrub

61/31-6 2/1-4

tolipdetnuomdneroF
seilbmessa

61/31-4 2/1-2
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Component Identification
INFRAWAVE® Burners

Suggested spare parts
• Deflector rail(s) • Refractory baffle grid(s)
• Grid clamp(s) • Manifold gaskets
• Grid support(s)

Gaskets
Unless specified otherwise, burners are shipped

from the factory with manifold and body/manifold joints
sealed with Keypaste.

For field replacements or sections shipped loose,
high temperature gaskets should be ordered and
installed between manifolds and between body and
manifold.

To replace refractory baffle grids:
1. Apply penetrating oil to grid clamp screws and let

stand for a few minutes. If still tight, tap with a
hammer to loosen.

2. Unscrew grid clamp screws sufficiently so that grid
clamp may be tilted back to clear refractory grids as
shown in Sketch 1.

3. Remove broken grid section and any remaining
fragments as shown in Sketch 2.

4. Insert replacement grid and return grid clamp to
original position holding grid firmly against grid
support.

5. Center grids on each grid clamp section so they do
not overlap, then retighten grid clamp screws firmly.

NOTICE: INFRAWAVE® Burner grids must be
cured before being taken to high fire.

This curing process must take place on initial firing
and is to include at least a 15 minute slow bring-up
time where the grid is fired low and brought up through
the firing rate at even increments over the 15 minute
period.

After this process has taken place, the refractory
grids may be fired in the normal manner without
negative side effects.

Failure to cure the refractory grids in this manner
may result in cracking and quick erosion of the grids,
which results in shortened burner life.

➀ INFRAWAVE® Burners shipped prior
to 8/91 used ANS fasteners. After 8/91,
all INFRAWAVE®  Burner assemblies
use ISO standard (metric) fasteners.
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Notes
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Installation Instructions
for Style A, B, C LINOFLAME® Burners

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

General
LINOFLAME® Burner assemblies must be

adequately supported and positioned. For small or
simple burners, gas supply manifold may provide all
the support needed.

In most cases, however, additional supports will be
required. Avoid rigid mounting. Burner assembly
expands and contracts with temperature variations,
and rigid mounting creates severe stresses within the
burner itself, its fastenings and/or supports.

Supports
If burner fires in still air:

Sketch 1 below illustrates a typical upward-firing
position. It is only necessary to supply sufficient
support to hold burner weight. In some circum-
stances, the manifolding itself may provide adequate
support particularly if inlets occur every 4' or less.

Use cross-ignition end plates to sectionalize longer
burner assemblies exceeding 7' in length.

Burner location should be chosen to minimize possi-
bility of plugging burner ports due to dirt, sand or other
foreign matter being dropped onto the burner face.

To protect burner, a supply of fresh cooling
secondary air should be provided, possibly as shown
in Sketch 2.

If burner fires into an air stream:
Burners must be

mounted so they fire
parallel to and in the
same direction as the
movement of the air
which is being heated.
(See Sketch 3 at right.)

Maintain smooth, even air flow over the burner by
designing supports to provide minimum interference,
deflection and turbulence. Flat strap iron (with its
width parallel to the direction of movement) is prefer-
able to angle iron or channel supports.

In horizontal air streams, the preferred support
methods depend on the type of burner configuration.

Small assemblies (up to 5' with one center-fed
inlet, up to 10' with two inlets) can usually be
supported from the gas piping only.

If horizontal rows of straight burner sections
predominate, choose one of the two alternatives
shown in Sketches 4 and 5.

Sketch 4 shows the burner suspended from a
strap iron frame using USB (universal support brack-
ets) supplied by Maxon. Note that rigid mounting is
avoided by the 3/4" bracket hole which slips loosely
over a 1/2" bolt or steel rod attached to the support.
Gas piping would need independent support.

Sketch 5 shows the burner assembly resting upon
angle iron brackets and not attached to them in any
way. Gas manifolding would be independently sup-
ported and prevent forward movement of the burner.
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Installation Instructions
for Style A, B, C LINOFLAME® Burners

If vertical rows of straight burner sections pre-
dominate, small assemblies (up to 10' of burner) can
be supported from the gas manifold. For larger
assemblies, see the examples below.

be moved back from the burner, thus minimizing any
airstream turbulence or diversion that it might cause.

Sketch 10 shows an alternate arrangement which
offers the advantage of more controlled positioning.
This arrangement is especially good if the burner is to
be installed in a heater which must be shipped to
another location.

Sketch 6 shows angle iron used to support the
burner. Note that narrow edge of angle faces air flow.

Sketch 7 shows how gas manifolding may be used
to support the burner. If there are multiple inlets, you
must avoid rigid connection by using the oversize
U-bolt (loosely drawn-up) illustrated.

In vertical air streams, avoid upward-firing
arrangements wherever possible. The increased
chance of dirt falling into the burner (especially during
a shut-down) can seriously affect performance and
reliability. If unavoidable, however, support as shown
in Sketch 8.

Support for down-fired burners
can be accomplished as shown in
the illustration at right. Always
avoid rigid mounting.

Sketch 9 shows USB (universal
support brackets) used to support
the burner from an overhead angle
iron. One advantage this provides
is that the support mechanism may

Pilots
LINOPAK Pilots bolt directly onto the burner in

place of an end plate, already in proper position.
“Patch-on” pilots, when not factory-installed,

must be mounted as shown in Sketch 11 below, at a
location suitable to you.

To mount flame rod, insert it in the flame rod
bracket. Position bracket on burner side as shown
below so that flame rod passes directly over a main
burner port and mark the two mounting holes. Then
drill 5/32" holes, tap them #10-24 and bolt flame rod
bracket in place.

To mount pilot hood, position it as shown below
(off-setting slightly to clear flame rod if ground vane is
present), mark mounting holes and drill 13/64" holes,
tap 1/4"-20 threads and bolt pilot hood in place.

See also the gas train installation and start-up
instructions for the particular proportioning and mixing
equipment used in your system.
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Assembly Numbers
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
Size and number of drilled ports for all LINOFLAME® Burner sections must be specified on order

EMALFONILC&B,AelytS ® sliarnoitinginoritsachtiwsrenruB
EMALFONIL ® renruB

noitpircseDnoitceS
noitangiseD

)edoC(
"A"elytS "B"elytS "C"elytS

63-)*(-AL 27-)*(-AL 42-)*(-BL 63-)*(-BL 27-)*(-BL 69-)*(-BL 42-)*(-CL

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC ]2[ 63AL 27AL 42BL 63BL 27BL 69BL 42CL

noitcesthgiarts"3
)3-(

--- ---
53142

)3(
55142

)3(
---

59142
)3(

---

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"3
liar&rotingikraps

--- ---
81835

)3(
72835

)3(
---

34835
)3(

---

noitcesthgiarts"6
)6-(

01142
)7(

71142
)7(

33142
)6(

35142
)6(

47142
)6(

39142
)6(

---

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"6
liar&rotingikraps

20835
)7(

60835
)7(

71835
)6(

62835
)6(

43835
)6(

24835
)6(

---

noitcesthgiarts"8
)8-(

--- ---
23142

)8(
25142

)8(
---

29142
)8(

---

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"8
liar&rotingikraps

--- ---
61835

)8(
52835

)8(
---

14835
)8(

---

noitcesthgiarts"9 )9-( --- --- --- --- --- ---
13662

)5(

noitcesthgiarts"21
)21-(

90142
)01(

61142
)01(

13142
)9(

15142
)9(

27142
)9(

19142
)9(

03662
)6(

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"21
liar&rotingikraps

10835
)01(

50835
)01(

51835
)9(

42835
)9(

33835
)9(

04835
)9(

]1[69835
)6(

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
telniedisdessob

)S21-(

--- ---
73142
)31(

75142
)31(

---
79142
)31(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
81181#htiwtelniedisdessob

liar&rotingikraps
--- ---

02835
)31(

92835
)31(

---
54835
)31(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
telnikcabdessob

)B21-(

--- ---
63142
)31(

65142
)31(

---
69142
)31(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
81181#htiwtelnikcabdessob

liar&rotingikraps
--- ---

91835
)31(

82835
)31(

---
44835
)31(

---

)TPN"1(noitcesthgiarts"3
telnikcabdessob

)B3-(

--- ---
04142

)3(
06142

)3(
---

00242
)3(

---

)TPN"1(noitcesthgiarts"3
81181#htiwtelnikcabdessob

liar&rotingikraps
--- ---

12835
)3(

03835
)3(

---
64835

)3(
---

telniedisnoitceseet"21
)ST-(

--- ---
14142

)41(
16142

)41(
28142
)41(

10242
)41(

---

htiwtelniedisnoitceseet"21
liar&rotingikraps81181#

--- ---
22835
)41(

13835
)41(

93835
)41(

74835
)41(

---

telnikcabnoitceseet"21
)BT-(

21142
)81(

81142
)81(

24142
)41(

26142
)41(

---
20242
)41(

---

htiwtelnikcabnoitceseet"21
liar&rotingikraps81181#

30835
)81(

70835
)81(

32835
)41(

23835
)41(

---
84835
)41(

---

EMALFONILCelytS]1[ ® 01181#rotingikrapsmm01seriuqernoitces
]2[ ,stnemegnarrarenrubenilredrooT .rebmunmetiderugifnocetairporppaehtredro ,esoolsnoitcesrenrubredrooT

.srebmunylbmessanoitcesrenrublaudividniredro
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Assembly Numbers
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
Size and number of drilled ports for all LINOFLAME® Burner sections must be specified on order

EMALFONILC&B,AelytS ® sliarnoitinginoritsachtiwsrenruB
EMALFONIL ® renruB

noitpircseDnoitceS
noitangiseD

)edoC(
"A"elytS "B"elytS "C"elytS

63AL 27AL 42BL 63BL 27BL 69BL 42CL

egnalFtelnIediS&mottoB
snoitces)BT-(&)ST-(rof

TPN"2/1-1 "2/1-1-BFL )3(32140 ---

TPN"2 "2-BFL )3(22140 ---

TPN"2/1-2 "2/1-2-BFL )4(49681 ---

TPN"3 "3-BFL )3(59200 ---

egnalFtelnIdnE

TPN"4/1-1 CFL-"4/1-1 --- --- --- --- --- --- 61940

TPN"2/1-1 EFL-"2/1-1 )2(71930 ---

TPN"2 EFL-"2 )2(33430 ---

noitcesnoitingissorc"21 )XT-( --- ---
34142
)11(

36142
)11(

---
30242
)11(

---

noitceswoble"3 )3E-( --- ---
44142

)4(
46142

)4(
---

40242
)4(

---

noitceswoble"6 )6E-( --- ---
84142

)8(
86142

)8(
---

80242
)8(

---

noitcestegdim"3 27-3-ML ]1[ --- --- --- --- 53662 --- ---

noitcesgnicuderCotB 3-CBL --- ---
07142

)3(
07142

)3(
--- --- ---

)nialp(etalpdnE PEL
06810

)2(
00450

)1(

)doremalf(etalpdnE RF-PEL
08661

)2(
---

noitingissorcetalpdnE PEXL
51142

)3(
43662

)2(

etalpnoisiviD PDL
12930

)1(
---

)sriapniredro(tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU BSU )SS(04993/)SC(77532

redlohdoremalF RBFL2 90361

)revochtiw("2/1-7=LdoremalF --- 7957301

)44#siezisllirdtroprotingimumixam(srotingi44#dnasniam44#si27-3-MLrofgnillirddetsegguS]1[
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Assembly Numbers
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
Size and number of drilled ports for all LINOFLAME® Burner sections must be specified on order

EMALFONILC&B,AelytS ® sliarnoitingiyollahtiwsrenruB
noitceSrenruB®EMALFONIL

noitpircseD
noitangiseD

)edoC(
"A"elytS "B"elytS "C"elytS

63-)*(-AAL 27-)*(-AAL 42-)*(-ABL 63-)*(-ABL 27-)*(-ABL 69-)*(-ABL 42-)*(-ACL

.oNmetIderugifnoC ]1[ 63AAL 27AAL 42ABL 63ABL 27ABL 69ABL 42ACL

noitcesthgiarts"3
)3-(

--- ---
31242

)3(
23242

)3(
25242

)3(
17242

)3(
---

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"3
liar&rotingikraps

--- ---
25835

)3(
06835

)3(
86835

)3(
77835

)3(
---

noitcesthgiarts"6
)6-(

12142
)7(

82142
)7(

11242
)6(

03242
)6(

05242
)6(

96242
)6(

---

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"6
liar&rotingikraps

90835
)7(

31835
)7(

15835
)6(

95835
)6(

76835
)6(

67835
)6(

---

noitcesthgiarts"8
)8-(

--- ---
01242

)8(
92242

)8(
---

86242
)8(

---

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"8
liar&rotingikraps

--- ---
05835

)8(
85835

)8(
---

57835
)8(

---

noitcesthgiarts"9 )9-( --- --- --- --- --- ---
33662

)5(

noitcesthgiarts"21
)21-(

02142
)01(

72142
)01(

90242
)9(

82242
)9(

84242
)9(

76242
)9(

23662
)6(

81181#htiwnoitcesthgiarts"21
liar&rotingikraps

80835
)01(

21835
)01(

94835
)9(

75835
)9(

66835
)9(

47835
)9(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
telniedisdessob

)S21-(

--- ---
51242
)31(

43242
)31(

---
37242
)31(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
81181#htiwtelniedisdessob

liar&rotingikraps
--- ---

35835
)31(

26835
)31(

---
97835
)31(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
telnikcabdessob

)B21-(

--- ---
41242
)31(

33242
)31(

---
27242
)31(

---

)TPN"2/1-1(noitcesthgiarts"21
81181#htiwtelnikcabdessob

liar&rotingikraps
--- ---

40835
)31(

16835
)31(

---
87835
)31(

---

)TPN"1(noitcesthgiarts"3
telnikcabdessob

)B3-(

--- ---
81242

)3(
73242

)3(
---

67242
)3(

---

)TPN"1(noitcesthgiarts"3
81181#htiwtelnikcabdessob

liar&rotingikraps
--- ---

45835
)3(

36835
)3(

---
08835

)3(
---

telniedisnoitceseet"21
)ST-(

--- ---
91242
)41(

83242
)41(

---
77242
)41(

---

htiwtelniedisnoitceseet"21
liar&rotingikraps81181#

--- ---
55835
)41(

46835
)41(

---
18835

)41(
---

telnikcabnoitceseet"21
)BT-(

32142
)81(

92142
)81(

02242
)41(

93242
)41(

95242
)41(

87242
)41(

---

htiwtelnikcabnoitceseet"21
liar&rotingikraps81181#

01835
)81(

41835
)81(

65835
)41(

56835
)41(

37835
)41(

28835
)41(

---

]1[ ,stnemegnarrarenrubenilredrooT .rebmunmetiderugifnocetairporppaehtredro ,esoolsnoitcesrenrubredrooT
.srebmunylbmessanoitcesrenrublaudividniredro
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Assembly Numbers
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
Size and number of drilled ports for all LINOFLAME® Burner sections must be specified on order

EMALFONILC&B,AelytS ® sliarnoitingiyollahtiwsrenruB
EMALFONIL ® noitceSrenruB

noitpircseD
noitangiseD

)edoC(
"A"elytS "B"elytS "C"elytS

63AAL 27AAL 42ABL 63ABL 27ABL 69ABL 42ACL

telnIediS&mottoB
teSegnalF

snoitces)BT-(&)ST-(rof

TPN"2/1-1 "2/1-1-BFL )3(32140 ---

TPN"2 "2-BFL )3(22140 ---

TPN"2/1-2 "2/1-2-BFL )4(49681 ---

TPN"3 "3-BFL )3(59200 ---

teSegnalFtelnIdnE

TPN"4/1-1 CFL-"2/1-1 --- --- --- --- --- --- 61940

TPN"2/1-1 EFL-"2/1-1 )2(71930

TPN"2 EFL-"2 )2(33430

noitcesnoitingissorc"21 )XT-( --- ---
12242

)11(
04242
)11(

---
97242
)11(

---

noitceswoble"3 )3E-( --- ---
22242

)4(
14242

)4(
---

08242
)4(

---

noitceswoble"6 )6E-(
42142

)9(
03142

)9(
62242

)8(
54242

)8(
---

48242
)8(

---

)nialp(etalpdnE PEL
06810

)2(
00450

)1(

)doremalf(etalpdnE RF-PEL
08661

)2(
---

noitingissorcetalpdnE PEAXL
62142

)3(
43662

)2(

etalpnoisiviD PDL
12930

)1(
---

tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU
)sriapniredro(

BSU 77532

redlohdoremalF RBFL2 90361

tekcarbgnitnuomtoliP --- )1(05960

"2/1-7=LdoremalF --- 71181
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Assembly Numbers
Style A, B & C LINOFLAME® Burners

stoliPKAPONILdetnuom-dnE
EMALFONILC&B,AelytSrof ® srenruB

toliP
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitpircseDtoliP

:sedulcnIylbmessAtoliP

toliP
rexiM

elbatsujdAsaG krapS
rotingIecifirO kcoC

41251
)9(

riatrenI
tolipKAPONIL

70133 --- 62751

81181

61251
)5(

KAPONILriahserF
tolip

62321 49293 ---
81251

)5(
KAPONILriahserF

)enav/w(tolip

02251
)9(

KAPONILriatrenI
)enav/w(tolip

70133 --- 62751

51251
)4(

epyterusserP
tolipKAPONIL

08611 97583 ---
91251

)4(

epyterusserP
tolipKAPONIL

)enav/w(

stolipdetnuom-ediS
EMALFONILC&B,AelytSrof ® srenruB

toliP
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitpircseDtoliP

:sedulcnIylbmessAtoliP

toliP
rexiM

elbatsujdAsaG krapS
rotingIecifirO kcoC

04150
)3(

epytriahserF
EMALFONIL ® tolip

62321 49293 ---

81181

74801
)3(

epytriahserF
)enavhtiw(

05121
)8(

epytgnitalucriceR
)enavhtiw(

70133 --- 62751

84801
)3(

tolipepyterusserP
)enavhtiw(

08611 97583 ---

86860
)4(

tropnepO
tolipirutnev

75421 49293 ---
---

96960
)4(

01181

68881
)4(

58881 59293 ---
---

78881
)4(

01181

Spare Parts

seirosseccAlanoitpOsuoenallecsiM
)R(rotingikrapsmm81 81181

)R(rotingikrapsmm01 01181

)A(rotingikrapsrodoremalfrofrevocedortcelE 22781

seirosseccAlanoitpOsuoenallecsiM
ylnOBelytS )segnalfdedaerhtOSI(

42 63 27 69

dessobTPN"5.1("21
thgiarts)telniedis

noitces
40383 60842 --- 64243

dessobTPN"5.1("21
thgiarts)telniedis

IS/wnoitces
40383 60843 --- 64243

dessobTPN"5.1("21
thgiarts)telnikcab

noitces
30383 50842 --- 54243

dessobTPN"5.1("21
thgiarts)telnikcab

IS/wnoitces
030383 50842 --- 54243

kcabdessobTPN"1("3
noitcesthgiarts)telni

99283 00383 10383 20383

kcabdessobTPN"1("3
/wnoitcesthgiarts)telni

IS
99283 00383 10383 20383
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Page 1200-A/P-6 Premix-type Line Burners

Assembly Numbers
VF LINOFLAME® Burners

EMALFONILFV ® snoitceSrenruB
rebmuNmetIderugifnoC ]1[ HFV LFV

metI noitpircseDnoitceS
EMALFONILHFV ® EMALFONILLFV ®

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

renruB
snoitceS

thgiarts"3 3-HFV )11(79243 3-LFV )4(98243

thgiarts"6 6-HFV )7(89243 6-LFV )5(09243

thgiarts"21 21-HFV )31(99243 21-LFV )8(19243

woble"6 --- --- L-LFV )8(39243

eet"6x"21 5-HFV )61(20343 T-LFV )11(49243

ssorc"21x"21 X-HFV )02(30343 X-LFV )51(59243

deeFtelnIkcaB
snoitceS

telninaseriuqerhcae(
)wolebmorfegnalf

ssorctelnikcab"21x"21 BX-HFV )42(40343 BX-LFV )51(69243

thgiartstelnikcab"21 B21-HFV )71(00343 B21-LFV )9(29243

egnalFtelnIkcaBSNA
snoitpO

snoitcestelnikcab)B21(roF
TPN"2 --- --- FB2-LFV )1(33343

TPN"3 FB3-HFV )3(83343 --- ---

snoitcesssorctelnikcab)BX(roF
TPN"3 FX3-HFV )4(93343 FX3-LFV )4(43343

TPN"4 FX4-HFV )6(04343 --- ---

egnalFtelnIkcaBOSI
noitpO

snoitcestelnikcab)B21(roF
OSI"2 --- --- FB2-LFV 13542

OSI"3 FB3-HFV 94012 --- ---

snoitcestelnikcab)BX(roF
OSI"3 FX3-HFV 84012 FX3-LFV 23542

OSI"4 FX4-HFV 64012 --- ---

steSpaCdnE

nialp-tespacdnE CE-HFV )3(53343 CE-LFV )2(03343

redro(doremalfrofnoisivorphtiwtespacdnE
)yletarapesdoremalf71181#

RF-CE-HFV )3(63343 RF-CE-LFV )2(13343

01181#sedulcni(rotingikrapshtiwteserusolcdnE
)rotingikraps

IS-CE-HFV )3(39932 IS-CE-LFV )2(50142

steSetalPdnE

etalpdnenoitalucricerhgiH
)tesegnalftelnidnerotespacdnehtiwesu(

PERH-HFV 97052 PERH-LFV 02152

serusolcdne)2(sedulcni(tesetalpdnenoisnapxE
)srenetsaftniojnoisnapxeyrassecenhtiw

PEX-HFV )5(09132 PEX-LFV )7(80342

telnIdnESNA
snoitpOegnalF

tesegnalftelnidnE
TPN"2/1-1 --- --- FE-2/1-1-LFV )2(23343

TPN"2 FE-2-HFV )3(77343 --- ---

rofnoisivorp/wtesegnalftelnidnE
doremalf7118#redro(doremalf

)yletarapes
TPN"2 RF-FE2-HFV )3(41542 --- ---

rotingikraps/wtesegnalfdnE
)rotingikraps93732#sedulcni(

TPN"2 IS-FE2-HFV )3(51542 --- ---

telnIdnEOSI
snoitpOegnalF

tesegnalftelnidnE
OSI"2/1-1 --- --- FE-2/1-1-LFV 03542

OSI"2 FE-2-HFV 43542 --- ---

rofnoisivorp/wtesegnalftelnidnE
doremalf71181#redro(doremalf

)yletarapes
OSI"2 RF-FE2-HFV 76144 --- ---

rotingikraps/wtesegnalftelnidnE
)rotingikraps93732#sedulcni(

OSI"2 IS-FE2-HFV 86144 --- ---

]1[ ,stnemegnarrarenrubenilredrooT .rebmunmetiderugifnocetairporppaehtredro ,smetiesoolredrooT ylbmessalaudividniredro
.srebmun
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Assembly Numbers
“VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

EMALFONIL"FV"rofstoliPKAPONILdetnuom-dnE ® srenruB
:sretemaraPnoitceleS "HFV"

EMALFONIL ®

renruB
toliPKAPONIL

"LFV"
EMALFONIL ®

renruB
toliPKAPONIL

:sedulcnIylbmessAtoliP

elbaliavA
saGlarutaN

serusserP
rexiMtoliP

foepyT
emalF

draugefaS
rexiMtoliP

elbatsujdA
ecifirOsaG

krapSmm81
rotingI

saGwoL
serusserP
)cw"7-4(

epyt-irutneV doRemalF
)5(81232

RF-V-OL-HFV
)5(20142
RF-V-OL-LFV

92232 ---

81181epyt-erusserP
iso61-4seriuqer(

)rianoitsubmoc

rennacSVU
)5(59932

VU-P-OL-HFV
)5(78242

VU-P-OL-LFV
08611 97583

doRemalF
)5(73722

RF-P-OL-HFV
)5(00142

RF-P-OL-LFV

saGhgiH
serusserP
)GISP2-1(

epyt-irutneV
rennacSVU --- --- ---

---
---

doRemalF
)5(91232
RF-V-IH-HFV

)5(10142
RF-V-IH-LFV

03232

81181epyt-erusserP
iso61-4seriuqer(

)rianoitsubmoc

rennacSVU
)6(04282
VU-P-IH-HFV

)6(14282
VU-P-IH-LFV

60052 77583
doRemalF

)6(90772
RF-P-IH-HFV

)6(80772
RF-P-IH-LFV

ro/dnaseirosseccAsuoenallecsiM
straPtnemecalpeR

)"5.4=L(doremalF 9481601

rotingikrapS

mm01 01181

mm41 93732

mm81 81181

)BSU(tekcarBtroppuSlasrevinU
)sriapnidehsinrufyllamron(

)SC(77532

)SS(04993

revocrebbuR 22781

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

esoolderedrosegnalfrofsrenetsaF

noitpircseD TPN OSI
HFV LFV

traP
rebmuN

.ytQ
traP

rebmuN
.ytQ

traP
rebmuN

.ytQ
traP

rebmuN
.ytQ

noitcestelnikcab)B21(rofegnalftelnikcaB
TPN"2 OSI"2 --- --- --- --- 67204 4 --- ---

TPN"3 OSI"3 48204 6 --- --- 97204 4 --- ---

noitcesssorctelnikcab)BX(rofegnalftelnikcaB
TPN"3 OSI"3 29204 6 --- --- --- --- --- ---

TPN"4 OSI"4 99204 6 --- --- --- --- --- ---

tesegnalftelnidnE
TPN"2/1-1 OSI"2/1-1 --- --- --- --- 66204 4 91004 4

TPN"2 OSI"2 18204 4 32004 4 --- --- --- ---
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Page 1200-A/P-8 Premix-type Line Burners

Assembly Numbers
INFRAWAVE® Burners

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

EVAWARFNI ® snoitceSrenruB EVAWARFNIllA:etoN ® srenetsaf)cirtem(dradnatsOSIesusnoitcesrenruB

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC ]1[ GSARFNI GDARFNI

epyTnoitceS noitpircseD dirGelgniS"GS" dirGelbuoD"GD"

thgiarts"6
snoitces

.O.S.I(
)seilbmessa

nialP )61(GSS6 )02(GDS6

,toliphtiW hcihw60952#toliperusserpdetnuom-edissedulcni
elbatsujda97583#,rotingikraps01181#,reximtolip08611#sedulcni

rennacsVUagnitnuomrofnoisivorphtiw,ecifirosagtolip
)81(GSPS6 )22(GDPS6

,RFdnaIShtiW ,rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni
emalf71181#redro(doremalfagnitnuomrofnoisivorpfoetisoppo

)yletarapes,desufi,dor
--- )12(GDFSS6

,IShtiW rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni )61(GSSS6 )02(GDSS6

NACS-RFhtiW rorennacsVUagnitnuom-edisrofnoisivorpsedulcni,
)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf71181#redro(doremalf

)61(GSUFS6 )02(GDUFS6

thgiarts"21
snoitces

.O.S.I(
)seilbmessa

nialP )23(GSS21 )04(GDS21

,toliphtiW hcihw60952#toliperusserpdetnuom-edissedulcni
elbatsujda97583#,rotingikraps01181#,reximtolip08611#sedulcni

rennacsVUagnitnuomrofnoisivorphtiw,ecifirosagtolip
)03(GSPS21 )73(GDPS21

RFdnaIShtiW ,rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni,
emalf71181#redro(doremalfagnitnuomrofnoisivorpfoetisoppo

)yletarapes,desufi,dor
)23(GSFSS21 )04(GDFSS21

,IShtiW rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni )03(GSSS21 )73(GDSS21

NACS-RFhtiW rorennacsVUagnitnuom-edisrofnoisivorpsedulcni,
)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf71181#redro(doremalf

)23(GSUFS21 )04(GDUFS21

]1[ ,stnemegnarrarenrubredrooT .rebmunmetiderugifnocetairporppaehtredro

NOTE: 6” and 12” sections include the following segments:

• Grid Material
• Grid Clamp Material
• Body Gasket
• Maximum Airstream Temperature
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Assembly Numbers
INFRAWAVE® Burners

EVAWARFNI ® snoitceSrenruB EVAWARFNIllA:etoN ® srenetsaf)cirtem(dradnatsOSIesusnoitcesrenruB

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC ]1[ GSARFNI GDARFNI

epyTnoitceS noitpircseD dirGelgniS"GS" dirGelbuoD"GD"

telnimottob"6
snoitces

.O.S.I(
)seilbmessa
tceleS:ETON
telnilanoitpo

tesegnalf
morfyletarapes

gniwollofnognitsil
egap

nialP )51(GSIB6 )91(GDIB6

,toliphtiW hcihw60952#,toliperusserpdetnuom-edissedulcni
97583#,rotingikraps01181#,reximtolip08611#sedulcni

VUagnitnuomrofnoisivorphtiw,ecifirosagtolipelbatsujda
rennacs

)71(GSPSIB6 )12(GDPSIB6

,RFdnaIShtiW ,rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni
71181#redro(doremalfagnitnuomrofnoisivorpfoetisoppo

)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf
--- )91(GDFSSIB6

,IShtiW rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni )51(GSSSIB6 )91(GDSSIB6

,NACS-RFhtiW VUafognitnuom-edisrofnoisivorpsedulcni
,desufi,doremalf71181#redro(doremalfrorennacs

)yletarapes
)51(GSUFSIB6 )91(GDUFSIB6

telnimottob"21
.O.S.I(snoitces

)seilbmessa
tceleS:ETON
telnilanoitpo

tesegnalf
morfyletarapes

gniwollofnognitsil
egap

nialP )82(GSIB21 )63(GDIB21

,toliphtiW hcihw60952#,toliperusserpdetnuom-edissedulcni
97583#,rotingikraps01181#,reximtolip08611#sedulcni

VUagnitnuomrofnoisivorphtiw,ecifirosagtolipelbatsujda
rennacs

)13(GSPSIB21 )83(GDPSIB21

,RFdnaIShtiW ,rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni
71181#redro(doremalfagnitnuomrofnoisivorpfoetisoppo

)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf

GSFSSIB21
)92(

GDFSSIB21
)73(

,IShtiW rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni )82(GSSSIB21 )63(GDSSIB21

,NACS-RFhtiW VUafognitnuom-edisrofnoisivorpsedulcni
,desufi,doremalf71181#redro(doremalfrorennacs

)yletarapes

GSUFSIB21
)92(

GDUFSIB21
)63(

telniedis"21
snoitces

.O.S.I(
)seilbmessa
tceleS:ETON
telnilanoitpo

tesegnalf
morfyletarapes

wolebgnitsil

nialP )82(GSIS21 )53(GDIS21

,toliphtiW hcihw60952#toliperusserpdetnuom-edissedulcni
975833,rotingikraps01181#,reximtolip08611#sedulcni

VUagnitnuomrofnoisivorphtiw,ecifirosagtolipelbatsujda
rennacs

)03(GSPSIS21 )83(GDPSIS21

,RFdnaIShtiW ,rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni
71181#redro(doremalfagnitnuomrofnoisivorpfoetisoppo

)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf

GSFSSIS21
)92(

GDFSSIS21
)63(

,IShtiW rotingikraps93732#detnuom-edissedulcni )82(GSSSIS21 )63(GDSSIS21

NACS-RFhtiW VUagnitnuom-edisrofnoisivorpsedulcni,
,desufi,doremalf71181#redro(doremalfrorennacs

)yletarapes

GSUFSIS21
)92(

GDUFSIS21
)63(

]1[ ,stnemegnarrarenrubredrooT .rebmunmetiderugifnocetairporppaehtredro

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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Page 1200-A/P-10 Premix-type Line Burners

Assembly Numbers
INFRAWAVE® Burners

EVAWARFNI ® straPerapSdnasnoitpOyrosseccA,steSetalPdnErenruB

noitpircseD
GSARFNI GDARFNI

dirgelgnis"GS" dirgelbuod"GD"

toliPdetnuoMdnE
ylbmessA

etalpdnenatceleS:ETON
ffoesolcotwolebmorftes

renrubehtfodneeht
ylbmessa

,tekcarbgnitnuomdnatoliperusserpdetnuomdnE sedulcni
81181#,reximtolip08611#sedulcnihcihw22942#toliperusserp
otnoisivorphtiwecifirosagtolipelbatsujda97583#,rotingikraps
)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf71181#redro(doremalfatnuom

)5(50472 )5(40472

telnIediS&mottoB
steSegnalF

TPN"2 )SNA( )2(56472

TPN"3 )SNA( )2(66472

telnIediS&mottoB
segnalF

OSI"2 03645)4(+51953

OSI"3 03645)4(+12723

steSegnalFtelnIdnE
TPN"2 )SNA( )2(26472

TPN"3 )SNA( )2(36472

segnalFtelnIdnE
OSI"2 43524)4(+03645)4(+51953

OSI"3 32004)4(+03645)4(+12723

steSerusolCdnE
-tesetalpdnE erusolcdne )3(16472

-tesetalpdnE erusolcedisdnamottob )3(46472

yrosseccAsuoenallecsiM
straPerapSdnasnoitpO

doremalF )R/A()"2/1-7-L( 71181

rotingIkrapS )R(

mm01 01181

mm41 93732

mm81 81181

revocevitcetorpedortcelE rotingikrapsrodoremalfrof)R/A( 22781

tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU )A(
sriapnidehsinrufyllamronBSU

pudoog,detalpcniz
F°057ot

77532

doog,leetssselniats
F°0061otpu

04993

eetgniloocdoremalF )A( 94572

dirgelffabyrotcarfeR )R(

dradnatS 2976501

toliprofdellirD 3976501

rotingirofdellirD 4976501

teksagdlofinaM ylbmessadleifrof)R( 69713

eksagdlofinaM )R(ydob"6,t 85353

eksagdlofinaM )R(ydob"21,t 95353

pmalcdirgSS013# )R( 14382

liarrotcelfedSS013# )R( 04382

noitingissorc,liarrotcelfeD )R( 92343

)derif-nwodfiF°004,derif-pufitimilrenrub(F°006;)timiltoobrebbur(F°054:erutarepmetmaertsriamumixaM























Bulletin 1350

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394.

Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners

• High radiant output. Up to 33,000 Btu/sq. ft./hr (104 kw/m2) of radiant face area when
operated at 1650°F (900°C).

• Ease of maintenance. Each row of Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burner consists of individual
burner heads mounted along a common manifold. The burner heads can be removed easily
from the manifold and repaired or replaced with a minimum of downtime.

• Rapid heat up and cool down, eliminating the need to rotate burner heads away from your
product.

• Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burner tiles are not subject to water damage and require no
additional cooling or sealing air.

• No wire screens are required to stabilize combustion on the face of the burner.

• High surface temperatures at reasonable fuel inputs.

• Designed for operation in both horizontal and vertical applications.

• Low manifold pressures for normal operation: 4.5" - 5" wc nominal (11.2 – 12.5 mbar).

• Manifolds can be modified to allow for multi-width operation of burner sections.

Type 50 (side-to-side) assembly Type 25 (end-to-end) assembly
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CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394.

Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners
Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners are designed to

deliver uniform, high intensity radiant energy for
moisture removal in textile and paper ovens, paint
drying, and powder coating, as well as many pre-heat,
plastic forming, heat treating and annealing
operations.

Benefits
Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners allow you to eco-

nomically increase production rates, reduce seconds
and defects caused by improper or uneven heating or
drying and reduce down time and maintenance costs
when the need for service or repairs arises.

7/99

Rear view – Type 50 (side-to-side) assembly

Specifications
1. Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners are full premix and

will operate on both natural and propane gas.
Manifold mixture pressures at the burner range
from 4.5" – 5" wc (11.2 – 12.5 mbar).

2. The three-tile 25 and 50 series burner heads have
a maximum heat input of 25,000 Btu/hr (7.3 kw);
Type 13 has a maximum heat input of 19,500 Btu/
hr (5.7 kw).

3. Normal operating face temperatures range from
1250°F – 1650°F (675°C – 900°C).

4. Burner heads are fabricated of 304 stainless.
5. Burner tiles are high efficiency, high emissivity tiles.
6. All Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burner heads have a

quick connect feature which allows you to remove
and replace individual burner heads without
removing the whole manifold assembly from the
oven.

7. Tiles in the burner head are held in place by twist
lock retainers. There are no bolts or nuts to be
removed if tiles need to be replaced.

8. Type 25 and Type 50 utilize the same burner
heads. Type 25 are asembled end-to-end; Type 50
are assembled side-to-side.

Front view – Type 25 (end-to-end) assembly

Front view – Type 13 assembly

Type 50 burner with flame rod and spark ignitor

Side view – Type 13 assembly
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Specifications / Design Details

Radiant Energy - source and transfer

The quantity of radiant energy the P/S Radiant
Burner system is capable of supplying is a function of
the surface area, emissivity and temperature of the
burner tile(s). The effective surface area of a Type 25,
Type 50 or Type 13 burner tile is 0.37 ft2 (0.034 m2).
Emissivity is defined as the measure of the ability of a
material to radiate energy. It is expressed as a
number from 0.0 – 1.0. The nominal emissivity for the
P/S Radiant Burner tile is 0.92 @ 1500°F (815°C) or
0.94 at room temperature. The maximum operating
temperature for the P/S Radiant Burner tile is 1650°F
(900°C).

To determine the radiant heat transfer or heat flux
from the P/S Radiant Burner system to the work, the
temperature and emissivity of the work must be
known. Refer to the following table to determine the
maximum heat flux between one square foot of P/S
Radiant Burner and the work at a given temperature.
You must correct for the emissivity of the work by
multiplying the value from the table by the work's
emissivity. ( The table is corrected for the burner tile's
emissivity.)

For example, if we assume the work temperature is
200°F and its emissivity is 0.80, the energy transfer
rates per square foot at various tile temperatures are
as illustrated below.

P/S Radiant Burner tile temperature = 1400°F
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 18,600 Btu/ft2/hr x 0.80 emissivity

= 14,880 Btu/ft2/hr

P/S Radiant Burner tile temperature = 1600°F
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 28,000 Btu/ft2/hr x 0.80 emissivity

= 22,400 Btu/ft2/hr

Metric table appears on next page.

tf/utBs'0001ni(etaRrefsnarTtaeHtnaidaR 2 )rh/
erutarepmeT

F°kroWfo ]1[
)F°(eliTrenruBtnaidaRS/PfoerutarepmeT )erutarepmetrofdetcerrocytivissimE(

0011 0511 0021 0521 0031 0531 0041 0541 0051 0551 0061 0561

0 4.9 6.01 0.21 5.31 1.51 9.61 8.81 9.02 2.32 6.52 2.82 0.13

001 3.9 5.01 9.11 4.31 0.51 8.61 8.81 8.02 1.32 5.52 1.82 9.03

002 1.9 4.01 8.11 3.31 9.41 7.61 6.81 7.02 9.22 4.52 0.82 8.03

003 9.8 2.01 5.11 0.31 7.41 5.61 4.81 5.02 7.22 1.52 8.72 6.03

004 6.8 8.9 2.11 7.21 3.41 1.61 0.81 1.02 4.22 8.42 4.72 2.03

005 1.8 3.9 7.01 2.21 9.31 6.51 6.71 7.91 9.12 3.42 9.62 7.92

006 4.7 7.8 1.01 6.11 2.31 0.51 9.61 0.91 3.12 7.32 3.62 1.92

007 6.6 8.7 2.9 7.01 3.21 1.41 0.61 1.81 4.02 8.22 4.52 2.82

008 4.5 7.6 1.8 6.9 2.11 0.31 9.41 0.71 3.91 7.12 3.42 1.72

009 0.4 3.5 6.6 1.8 8.9 6.11 5.31 6.51 9.71 3.02 9.22 7.52

0001 2.2 5.3 8.4 4.6 0.8 8.9 7.11 8.31 1.61 5.81 1.12 0.42

0011 --- 3.1 7.2 2.4 8.5 6.7 6.9 7.11 9.31 4.61 0.91 8.12

0021 --- --- --- 5.1 2.3 0.5 9.6 0.9 3.11 7.31 4.61 2.91

0031 --- --- --- --- --- 8.1 8.3 9.5 1.8 6.01 2.31 0.61

0041 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1.2 4.4 8.6 5.9 3.21

0051 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 5.2 1.5 9.7

0061 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 8.2

0.1=ytivissimE]1[
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Radiant Energy - source and transfer (continued)

m/wkni(etaRrefsnarTtaeHtnaidaR 2)
erutarepmeT

C°kroWfo ]1[
)C°(eliTrenruBtnaidaRS/PfoerutarepmeT )erutarepmetrofdetcerrocytivissimE(

006 526 056 576 007 527 057 577 008 528 058 578 009

0 4.03 0.43 9.73 2.24 8.64 7.15 1.75 8.26 9.86 5.57 5.28 9.98 9.79

05 1.03 7.33 7.73 9.14 5.64 4.15 8.65 5.26 6.86 2.57 2.28 7.98 6.79

001 7.92 3.33 2.73 5.14 1.64 0.15 3.65 0.26 2.86 7.47 7.18 2.98 2.79

051 0.92 6.23 5.63 8.04 4.54 3.05 7.55 4.16 5.76 1.47 1.18 6.88 5.69

002 0.82 7.13 6.53 9.93 4.44 4.94 7.45 4.06 6.66 1.37 1.08 6.78 6.59

052 7.62 4.03 3.43 5.83 1.34 1.84 4.35 1.95 3.56 8.17 9.87 3.68 3.49

003 0.52 6.82 6.23 8.63 4.14 4.64 7.15 4.75 6.36 1.07 1.77 6.48 6.29

053 7.22 4.62 3.03 6.43 2.93 1.44 5.94 2.55 3.16 9.76 9.47 4.28 4.09

004 9.91 5.32 4.72 7.13 3.63 3.14 6.64 3.25 5.85 0.56 1.27 6.97 5.78

054 3.61 9.91 8.32 1.82 7.23 7.73 0.34 8.84 9.45 5.16 5.86 0.67 0.48

005 8.11 5.51 4.91 7.32 3.82 3.33 6.83 4.44 5.05 1.75 2.46 7.17 7.97

055 4.6 1.01 1.41 4.81 0.32 0.82 3.33 1.93 2.54 8.15 9.85 4.66 4.47

006 --- 7.3 6.7 9.11 6.61 6.12 9.62 7.23 9.83 5.54 5.25 0.06 1.86

056 --- --- --- 3.4 0.9 0.41 3.91 1.52 3.13 9.73 0.54 5.25 5.06

007 --- --- --- --- --- 0.5 4.01 2.61 4.22 0.92 1.63 7.34 7.15

057 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 8.5 0.21 7.81 8.52 3.33 4.14

008 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 7.6 8.31 4.12 4.92

058 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 6.7 7.51

0.1=ytivissimE]1[

To determine the radiant heat transfer or heat flux
from the P/S Radiant Burner system to the work, the
temperature and emissivity of the work must be
known. Refer to the following table to determine the
maximum heat flux between one square meter of P/S
Radiant Burner and the work at a given temperature.
You must correct for the emissivity of the work by
multiplying the value from the table by the work's
emissivity. ( The table is corrected for the burner tile's
emissivity.)

For example, if we assume the work temperature is
93°C and its emissivity is 0.80, the energy transfer
rates per square foot at various tile temperatures are
as illustrated below.

P/S Radiant Burner tile temperature = 760°C
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 58 kw/m2 x 0.80 emissivity

= 46.6 kw/m2

P/S Radiant Burner tile temperature = 870°C
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 87.6 kw/m2 x 0.80 emissivity

= 70 kw/m2
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Absorption Charts and Wave Length

A second important consideration in any radiant
application is the wave length of radiation gener-
ated. As your heater surface temperature in-
creases, the wave length of the radiant energy
generated decreases. To get the most efficiency
from your radiant dryer, you need to generate a wave
length of infrared that will be absorbed by the product
to be heated. It does little or no good to increase your
generator surface temperature in order to get more
energy released per square foot and generate wave
lengths of radiation that passes through your product
much like light passes through a window glass.

Select the proper range of wave lengths by
using a radiation absorption chart for the product

to be heated. The water absorption chart below will
give you a graphic view of those wave lengths of
infrared that will be most readily absorbed by water.
As you can see from the absorption curve, there are
two ranges of wave length that fall under the maxi-
mum portion of the curve. The first range includes
radiation from 5.3 to 7 microns in length and an
emitter surface temperature range from 280°F to
530°F (140°C to 270°C). The second range of maxi-
mum efficiency is 2.55 to 2.9 microns in wave length
and 1330°F to 1600°F (720°C to 870°C).

Many try to increase drying capacity by increasing
the burner input and face temperature. As the chart
indicates, system efficiency could drop by over 70%
when going above 1600°F (870°C).
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NOx and Flame Temperature vs. Excess Air

This chart represents the relationship between NOx
emissions and flame temperature versus percent of
excess air. Actual readings may vary according to
operating conditions.
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Sample Calculations

The following is a sample set of calculations to show
the steps required to determine the number of burner
heads and burner rows in a given application.

Typical Application for Maxon P/S-II Radiant
Burner
Material to be heated: Steel Sheet Metal, 16 Ga.
Dimensions: 10 ft. x 10 ft.
Temperature Requirements: 65o F = initial temp

                    200o F = final temp
Time to reach final temp: 1 minute
Belt Speed: 20 feet/minute

Step 1) Select operating temperature of Maxon P/S
Radiant burner of 1500o F.  (The P/S Radiant oper-
ates between 1200o and 1650o F.  Selecting 1500o F
allows for a good “mid-range” should the operating
temperatures require adjustment after installation.)

Step 2) Determine the radiant energy transfer for the
operating temperatures in Btu/ft2 hr.  According to the
chart on page 1353, for a product temperature of 200o

F and an emitter temperature of 1500o F, the radiant
energy transfer is 24,900 Btu/ft2 hr.  Keep in mind that
this energy transfer is for only one side of the product.

Step 3) Determine the weight per square foot of the
material.  For 16 gauge (.0598”) cold rolled steel
sheet, this value is 2.50 lb/ft2.

Step 4) Determine the specific heat of the product.
For steel, c

p
 = 0.11 Btu/lb oF.

Step 5) From the above information, we can now
determine the heating capacity per square foot.

(2.50 lb/ft2)(0.11 Btu/lb oF)(200o F - 65o F) =

37.13 Btu/hr ft2

Step 6) Applying the heat-up time of 1 minute we get:

37.13 Btu/hr ft2 x 60 min/hr = 2,228 Btu/ft2

This is based on an emissivity of 1.0, or 100% of the
energy absorbed.

Step 7) Assuming an emissivity of 0.5, our design
radiant density is (2,228 Btu/ft2)/0.5 = 4,456 Btu/ft2

This is the radiant density required to heat our mate-
rial from 65o F to 200o F in one minute.

Step 8) If we multiply this radiant density by the area
of the material we get:

(4,456 Btu/ft2)x(10 ft)x(10 ft) = 445,600 Btu/hr

We then divide by the radiant energy transfer (from
Step 2) to get:

(445,600 Btu/hr) / (24,900 Btu/ft2 hr) = 17.9 ft2 of
burner required per side

To determine the number of burner heads required,
simply divide the total area per side by the area of the
burner head, which is 0.37 ft2.

(17.9 ft2) / (0.37 ft2/burner head) = 48.4 burner heads

Step 9) Determine and identify the zoning of the
burner system, if any.

Step 10) Select the burner type (i.e., type 13, 25, or
50).  For this particular application we choose (3)
rows of the 17-50 PS-II Radiant burner.  This provides
us with 51 burner heads at a length of approximately
108 inches per row (see page 1359).

Step 11) Determine the fuel input to the burners.

(51 burner heads)x(25,000 Btu/hr burner head) =

1,275,000 Btu/hr

This is the input required to the burner.  Select an
appropriate premix system to provide this heat input.
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srenruBIItnaidaRS/P05epyTdna52epyT
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htdiWecaF
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"1 3 000,57 52-3 96.33 05-3 96.61

"2/1-1

4 000,001 52-4 49.44 05-4 72.22
5 000,521 52-5 91.65 05-5 58.72
6 000,051 52-6 44.76 05-6 24.33
7 000,571 52-7 96.87 05-7 00.93
8 000,002 52-8 49.98 05-8 85.44

"2

9 000,522 52-9 91.101 05-9 61.05
01 000,052 52-01 44.211 05-01 47.55
11 000,572 52-11 96.321 05-11 13.16
21 000,003 52-21 49.431 05-21 98.66
31 000,523 52-31 91.641 05-31 74.27

"2/1-2

41 000,053 52-41 44.751 05-41 50.87
51 000,573 52-51 96.861 05-51 36.38
61 000,004 --- --- 05-61 02.98
71 000,524 --- --- 05-71 87.49
81 000,054 --- --- 05-81 63.001

"3

91 000,574 --- --- 05-91 49.501
02 000,005 --- --- 05-02 25.111
12 000,525 --- --- 05-12 90.711
22 000,055 --- --- 05-22 76.221
32 000,575 --- --- 05-32 52.821
42 000,006 --- --- 05-42 38.331
52 000,526 --- --- 05-52 14.931
62 000,056 --- --- 05-62 89.441

srenruBIItnaidaRS/P31epyT

telnI
eziS

forebmuN
sdaeHrenruB

yticapaC
)rh/utB(

ylbmessA)dne-ot-dne(31epyT

noitangiseD
htdiWecaF
)sehcnini(

"1 2 000,93 31-3 38.13

"2/1-1
3 005,85 31-5.4 77.74
4 000,87 31-6 07.36
5 005,79 31-5.7 46.97

"2
6 000,711 31-9 85.59
7 005,631 31-5.01 25.111
8 000,651 31-21 54.721

"2/1-2
9 005,571 31-5.31 93.341
01 000,591 31-51 33.951
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Type 25 Burner

eziSrenruB A B C D
E

F G
TPN OSI

52-3 5.73

92.5 84.7

83.54 "1 "1R1/7OSI 5.32 96.33

52-4 57.74 57.65

"2/1-1 "2/1-1R1/7OSI

31.62 49.44

52-5 0.06 0.86 57.43 91.65

52-6 52.17 52.97 83.73 44.76

52-7 5.28 5.09 0.64 96.87

52-8 57.39 57.101 36.84 49.98

52-9 0.501

97.5 84.8

5.611

"2 "2R1/7OSI

52.75 91.101

52-01 52.611 57.721 88.95 44.211

52-11 5.721 0.931 5.86 96.321

52-21 57.831 52.051 13.17 49.431

52-31 0.051 5.161 57.97 91.641

52-41 52.161 57.471
"2/1-2 "2/1-2R1/7OSI

83.28 44.751

52-51 5.271 0.681 0.19 96.861

A

G

F
D E Threaded 

Pipe Coupling
Both Ends

C
B

9.25
Both Ends

11.25
Box Centers 4.88

4.04

5.53

3.69

2.0
1.0

7.56.5

0.5
1.0

3.25

.38 (3/8")
dia. thru holes 

8 places

10.41

ANSI 1/4" NPT Steel Pipe Coupling

11.19

0.25
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Type 50 Burner

eziSrenruB A B C D
E

F G
TPN OSI

05-3 61.12

92.5 84.7

30.92 "1 "1R1/7OSI 33.51 96.61

05-4 37.62 37.43

"2/1-1 "2/1-1R1/7OSI

21.51 72.22

05-5 13.23 13.04 19.02 58.72

05-6 98.73 98.54 07.02 24.33

05-7 74.34 74.15 84.62 00.93

05-8 50.94 50.75 72.62 85.44

05-9 26.45

97.5 84.8

21.66

"2 "2R1/7OSI

60.23 61.05

05-01 02.06 07.17 58.13 47.55

05-11 87.56 82.77 46.73 13.16

05-21 63.17 07.28 34.73 98.66

05-31 49.67 44.88 22.34 74.27

05-41 15.28

92.6 84.9

10.69

"2/1-2 "2/1-2R1/7OSI

10.34 50.87

05-51 90.88 95.101 08.84 36.38

05-61 76.39 71.701 95.84 02.98

05-71 52.99 57.211 73.45 87.49

05-81 38.401 33.811 61.45 63.001

05-91 04.011

97.6 84.01

51.421

"3 "3R1/7OSI

59.95 49.501

05-02 89.511 37.921 47.95 25.111

05-12 65.121 13.531 35.56 90.711

05-22 41.721 98.041 23.56 76.221

05-32 27.231 47.641 11.17 52.821

05-42 92.831 40.251 09.07 38.331

05-52 78.341 26.751 96.67 14.931

05-62 54.941 02.361 84.67 89.441

A

G

F
D

B
C

0.25

3.69

10.41

11.19

4.04

E Threaded Pipe Coupling
Both Ends

0.5
1.0

3.25

6.5
7.5

1.0
2.0

.38 (3/8")
dia thru holes

8 places

5.53

6.75
Both Ends

5.58
Box Centers ANSI 1/4" NPT Steel Pipe Coupling

4.88
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eziSrenruB A B C D
E

F G
TPN OSI

31-3 44.63

92.5 84.7

13.44 "1 "1R1/7OSI 79.91 38.13

31-5.4 83.25 83.06

"2/1-1 "2/1-1R1/7OSI

49.03 77.74

31-6 13.86 13.67 19.53 07.36

31-5.7 52.48 52.29 88.64 46.97

31-9 91.001

97.5 84.8

96.111

"2 "2R1/7OSI

48.15 85.59

31-5.01 36.721 36.721 18.26 25.111

31-21 60.231 65.341 87.76 54.721

31-5.31 00.841
92.6 84.9

05.161
"2/1-2 "2/1-2R1/7OSI

57.87 93.341

31-51 49.361 44.771 27.38 33.951

D
F

G

A

C
B

E Threaded 
Pipe Coupling

Both Ends

ANSI 1/4" NPT Steel Pipe Coupling

.25

3.69

3.97

4.04

3.31

0.5
1.0

1.0
2.0

.38 (3/8")
dia thru holes

8 places

3.25

6.5
7.5

12.0
Both Ends

15.94
Box Centers

Type 13 Burner
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Start-up Instructions

The following steps should be followed in the initial
start-up of Maxon-P/S II Burners using mixers and
regulators to supply the proper air/gas mixture.
The following procedures may be modified for
different types of mixing systems.

1. Open all butterfly or ball valves (located on each
main burner air gas manifold) to the full open
position.

2. Open each 1/4" ball valve on each pilot burner to
the full open position.

3. Close all manual gas valves on the main gas
control train, as well as at each air/gas mixer
location where there are valves installed. This
prevents main burner ignition prior to proper set
up.

4. Start the combustion blower.
5. Burner systems having a mixer per burner row;

Open the butterfly valves on the air entry to each
main burner air/gas mixer until a manifold pres-
sure, using combustion air only, is 4.5" - 5" w.c.
(11.5 - 12.7 mbar) minimum. For burners in-
stalled face down, the minimum pressure should
be set at 5"-5.5" w.c. (12.7 - 14 mbar).

6. If more than one burner row or outboard zone
is being supplied by a single air/gas mixer, the
manifold pressure in each row should be set using
the butterfly or ball valve installed on the manifold
entry end to the proper manifold start-up setting.
Some valves may need to be open more than
others due to variations in pipe loss in each
manifold.

7. After all manifold pressures have been checked
and balanced, go through the same procedure for
each pilot air/gas mixer. All 1/4" ball valves should
be in the full open position. Using the inlet air valve
on each mixer, set the mixer downstream pressure
at 3-3.5" wc.(7.5 - 9 mbar).

8. Screw all gas adjustment screws on all pilot and
main air/gas mixers down to the full closed
position.

9. At this time, check and set all air and gas safety
and limit switches prior to trying to fire and adjust
the pilots.

10.Prior to starting any pilots, be sure to check to see
that all manual gas valves on each main air/gas
mixer are in the full closed position. This will
prevent accidental firing of any main burners when
the last pilot in any zone proves.

11.With the flame safeguard in the ignition cycle,
slowly open the gas adjustment screw on each
pilot mixer until a pilot flame is established. The
pilot should have a slight yellow tip when the
proper air/gas mixture is present. Once a pilot is

established, other pilots supplied by a single mixer
can be adjusted in height using the 1/4" input ball
valves. If it is determined that all pilots are too
small or too large, their size can be regulated by
either increasing or decreasing the mixture pres-
sure. This is done by opening or closing the
manual air inlet valve on the entry of each pilot
mixer. There should be no additional changes
made to the gas supply.

12.Once all pilot flames have been established, the
pilot flame signal strength can be checked using
the flame signal meter located in the face of the
main control panel. Slight changes in flame height,
position or mixture may be required to obtain the
maximum flame signal.

13.Main burners can now be started. Using the same
method of adjustment as used on the pilot air/gas
mixers, open the manual gas ball valve on the
mixer being set up. Back out on the gas adjustor
screw until the main burner lights off full width.
Note: Some burner systems come with a rich light-
off system. This system consists of a 3-way load
solenoid tied to a 10 sec. light-off timer. This
system puts a load signal on the regulator, causing
it to open beyond the normal run setting. After a 10
sec. light off period, the timer returns the regulator
to its normal run setting.

14.Allow the main burner to come up to the normal
operating temperature. If a slight blue haze is
present on the face of the burner, this is an indica-
tion that the mixture is too lean. To correct the
problem, open the gas adjustment setting until the
blue haze is no longer present. If you notice a
yellow blanket of flame on the burner surface, this
is an indication that the mixture is too rich. To
correct this problem, screw in on the gas adjust-
ment screw until the yellow blanket of flame is no
longer present. After all adjustments have been
made, cycle the burner several times to be sure
there are no problems lighting full width.

15.After all main burners have been started and
adjusted, you can further fine tune individual
burner rows for brightness and uniformity using the
ball valves or butterfly valves installed on the inlet
of each manifold or zone. For best results and
burner life, the burner operating surface tempera-
ture should be set in the 1500°-1525°F (815° -
830°C) range using a radiation temperature non-
contact gun.

This completes the basic system start-up. Remove the
manual ignition card in your flame safeguard and
return the system to the automatic operating mode.
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Upon receipt of your Maxon P/S Radiant II Burner, it
may be necessary to install the burner heads to the
burner manifold. The burner heads are shipped
completely assembled and only require two fasteners
per head to attach them to the burner manifold.

Following the illustrations below, mount the burner
head to the manifold as follows:

1. Place the o-ring in the groove of the plug on the
underside of the burner head. This o-ring is used to
help provide a gas tight seal and must be installed.

Assembly Instructions

O-Ring

Standard
Head

Pilot Head
(Note bracket
mounting tabs)

Manifold
Assembly

M8 Screw

M8 Washer

Bottom
Clamp

Detail of O-Ring Installation

O-Ring

2. Place the head on the manifold such that the plug
mates up with the hole in the manifold.

3. Use two M8 screws and two M8 washers (provided)
to attach the bottom clamp against the manifold and
securely fasten the head. Alternate the tightening of
the bolts to ensure an even clamping force.

4. Repeat for the remainder of the burner heads. Make
sure the “face” or tile side of the heads are relatively
flush with each other before final tightening of the
fasteners to 3-5 foot-lbs.
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Repair Instructions

Figure 1Installing Ledge Gaskets
– Figures 1 & 2
Spread a bead of adhesive around the entire length of
the tile support ledge. Place the ledge gasket on the
adhesive, taking care to press the gasket flat (no high
spots) when installed. The adhesive should be allowed
to cure for at least 30 minutes before installing the tile.

Figure 2

Installing Gasket Tape
– Figure 3
Install a single strip of gasket tape as shown. The tape
should form a double thickness across one short end
of the burner box. It is important to push the gasket
material into the corners as the tape is being installed.
If the tape does not extend into the corners squarely,
the tape may stretch and tear the gasket material
when the burner tiles are installed.

Figure 3

Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners Page 1350-S-3
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Repair Instructions

Figure 4Installing Burner Tiles
– Figures 4 & 5
Once the tape is installed, put the outer two burner
tiles in place on the tile support ledge.  Check to see
that the gasket tape around the outer edge of the tile
is in place and seated against the ledge gasket. The
middle tile can then be pressed into place by raising
the center edge of either outside tile to form a tent with
the middle tile. Press downward on the two raised
edges until the tile snaps into place. If one or more
burner tiles are uneven, do not attempt to push
individual tiles into place. This can result in cracked or
broken tiles. The burner tile will be leveled in the next
step.

Figure 5

Figure 6Installing Tile Retainers
– Figure 6
When the burner tiles are in place, insert the two long
tile retainers between the inside of the burner box and
the tape until the tabs extend through the tab openings
in the burner box. Next, using a small pair of channel
locks, press all of the tile retainers down lightly to level
the burner tile. Do not tighten any of the tabs while
using the channel locks to seat the tile. This could
result in broken tiles. Once both retainers have been
pressed down and the tiles have been seated, press
the retainers hand-tight and twist the tabs a quarter-
turn to lock the tile into place.
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Assembly Numbers

)dne-ot-dne(52epyT
ylbmessA

)edis-ot-edis(05epyT
ylbmessA

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

52-3 2RSP523 05-3 2RSP053

52-4 2RSP524 05-4 2RSP054

52-5 2RSP525 05-5 2RSP055

52-6 2RSP526 05-6 2RSP056

52-7 2RSP527 05-7 2RSP057

52-8 2RSP528 05-8 2RSP058

52-9 2RSP529 05-9 2RSP059

52-01 2RSP5201 05-01 2RSP0501

52-11 2RSP5211 05-11 2RSP0511

52-21 2RSP5221 05-21 2RSP0521

52-31 2RSP5231 05-31 2RSP0531

52-41 2RSP5241 05-41 2RSP0541

52-51 2RSP5251 05-51 2RSP0551

--- --- 05-61 2RSP0561

--- --- 05-71 2RSP0571

--- --- 05-81 2RSP0581

--- --- 05-91 2RSP0591

--- --- 05-02 2RSP0502

--- --- 05-12 2RSP0512

--- --- 05-22 2RSP0522

--- --- 05-32 2RSP0532

--- --- 05-42 2RSP0542

--- --- 05-52 2RSP0552

--- --- 05-62 2RSP0562

noitpircseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

doremalf/wylbmessArotingI 8762401

toliptsalb/wylbmessArotingI 3952401

)dne-ot-dne(31epyT
ylbmessA

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

31-3 2RSP313

31-5.4 2RSP3154

31-6 2RSP316

31-5.7 2RSP3157

31-9 2RSP319

31-5.01 2RSP31501

31-21 2RSP3121

31-5.31 2RSP31531

31-51 2RSP3151

Burner Assemblies - Type 13

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:

• Manifold Connection

• Manifold Material

• Head Type

• Ignition/Flame Detection(Inlet End)

• Ignitor Position (Inlet End)

• Ignition/Flame Detection Position (Plugged End)

• Ignitor Position (Plugged End)

• Constant Pilot (Inlet End)

• Constant Pilot (Plugged End)

Descriptions of segment choices and
available options are listed on page
1350-A/P-2

Burner Assemblies - Type 25 and Type 50

Ignitors
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liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NOITCENNOCDLOFINAM telniximerpehtnodaerhtfoepyT
DRHT_ISNA daerhTISNA

DRHT–OSI daerhT)naeporuE(OSI

LAIRETAMDLOFINAM lairetamdlofinaM SC leetS

EPYTDAEH

slairetamteksagdnaelitrenruB
snoitpodna

dnadenaelceraselitdezidigiR
gnitsudecuderotdeppid

DTS dradnatS

RDTS elitdezidigirhtiwdradnatS

)DNETELNI(TCETEDEMALF/NGI

emalfdnanoitingifoepyT
ehtfodnetelniehtnonoitceted

renrub

PB toliptsalB

RFPB doremalfdnatoliptsalB

RF doremalfhtiW

ENON rotingironoitcetedemalfoN

IS rotingikrapsgnorp-3

RFIS doremalfhtiwrotingignorp-3

)DNETELNI(NOITISOPNGI
fodnetelniehtrofnoitisoprotingI

renrubeht

DNE detnuomdnE

HL )dnetelnimorfdeweiv(dnahtfeL

ENON nesohcrotingioN

HR )dnetelnimorfdeweiv(dnahthgiR

)DNEDEGGULP(TCETEDEMALF/NGI

emalfdnanoitingifoepyT
fodnedeggulpehtnonoitceted

renrubeht

PB toliptsalB

RFPB doremalfdnatoliptsalB

RF doremalfhtiW

ENON rotingironoitcetedemalfoN

IS rotingikrapsgnorp-3

RFIS doremalfhtiwrotingignorp-3

)DNEDEGGULP(NOITISOPNGI
deggulpehtrofnoitisoprotingI

renrubehtfodne

DNE detnuomdnE

HL )dnetelnimorfdeweiv(dnahtfeL

ENON nesohcrotingioN

HR )dnetelnimorfdeweiv(dnahthgiR

)DNETELNI(TOLIPTNATSNOC
dnetelninonoitacoltolipnoitingI

renrubfo

ON redrohtiwedulcnitonoD

SEY redrohtiwedulcnI

)DNEDEGGULP(TOLIPTNATSNOC
deggulpnonoitacoltolipnoitingI

renrubfodne

ON redrohtiwedulcnitonoD

SEY redrohtiwedulcnI
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straPtnemecalpeR

noitpircseD
rebmuNylbmessA

eliTdezidigdiR ).dtSro(nialP

renruB
sdaeH

daehrenrub05ro52epyT 1070401 9358301

)sbatgnitnuomtolip/w(daehrenrub05ro52epyT 9960401 2677301

daehrenrub31epyT 7960401 7939301

)sbatgnitnuomtolip/w(daehrenrub31epyT 5960401 1049301

seliTrenruB )dradnats-xob"61/3-11(elitrenrub05/52 8460401 8879501

renruB
daeH

tnemecalpeR
stiK

gnir-o,spmalc/w(
)srenetsafdna

05/52epyT
noitanibmoC

dtS528-523 6860401 7269301

dtStoliP528-523 5760401 9269301

dtS5231-529 7860401 1369301

dtStoliP5231-529 6760401 3369301

dtS0581-0541 8860401 5369301

dtStoliP0581-0541 8760401 7369301

dtS0562-0591 9860401 9369301

dtStoliP0562-0591 9760401 1469301

31epyT

dtS3157-313 9660401 0659301

dtStoliP3157-313 3660401 3659301

dtS3121-319 0760401 7659301

dtStoliP3121-319 4660401 9659301

dtS3151-31531 1760401 1759301

dtStoliP3151-31531 5660401 3759301

suoenallecsiM
tnemecalpeR

smetI

)stoliptsalbrofderiuqer(toliperusserP 08611

reniaterelit05/52 94944

reniaterelit31 3939301

xob05/52roftikteksagtnemecalpeR
)teksagxob/elit97654#)1(dnateksagepat24944#)1(fostsisnoc(

96754

xob31roftikteksagtnemecalpeR
)teksagxob/elit0939301#)1(dnateksagepat1939301#)1(fostsisnoc(

5689301

ebut.zo3-tnalaeserutarepmethgiH 66754

rotingikrapslawneF 68575

doremalfinimged09 0551401

Note: 325-825 represents 3-25, 4-25, 5-25, 6-25, 7-25 and 8-25 sizes
313-7513 represents 3-13, 4.5-13, 6-13 and 7.5-13 sizes

Maxon-P/S Radiant II Burners Page 1350-A/P-3
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Selection Guide – Maxon Series "LG" Mixing Tubes with North American
Limiting Orifice Valves for Air & Gas Inlets

ediuGgniximerPS/P sdaeHrenruBS/P
rexiM"GL"rep

000,1yticapaC
rh/utB

naciremAhtroN
eziSevlaVecifirOgnitimiLsebuTgnixiM"GL"seireS

noitangiseD rebmuNylbmessA 31seireS 05/52seireS )mumixam( telnIriA telnIsaG

91-57-GL 56121 2 2 05

"4/1-1 "2/1

22-57-GL 66121 3 2 56

52-57-GL 76121 3 3 07

22-001-GL 86121 3 3 07

52-001-GL 96121 3 3 07

82-001-GL 07121 4 3 09

13-001-GL 17121 4 3 09

82-521-GL 27121 4 3 09

13-521-GL 37121 5 4 011

73-521-GL 47121 7 6 051

14-521-GL 57121 9 8 591

64-521-GL 67121 21 01 042

64-051-GL 77121 21 01 042

"2

"4/315-051-GL 87121 21 01 042

65-051-GL 97121 51 21 013

36-051-GL 08121 91 51 083

"1

65-002-GL 18121 91 51 083

26-002-GL 28121 91 51 083

66-002-GL 38121 91 51 083

07-002-GL 48121 32 91 574

37-002-GL 58121 72 22 555

08-002-GL 68121 43 72 086

87-003-GL 78121 43 72 086

"3 "2/1-1

48-003-GL 88121 43 72 086

29-003-GL 98121 43 72 086

89-003-GL 09121 14 33 528

601-003-GL 19121 14 33 528

611-003-GL 29121 14 33 528

89-004-GL 39121 14 33 528

"4
)elbaliavaton(

"2

601-004-GL 49121 94 93 089

611-004-GL 59121 06 84 0021

421-004-GL 69121 27 85 0541

631-004-GL 79121 78 07 0571

241-004-GL 89121 001 08 0002

sevlaVecifirOgnitimiLnaciremAhtroNrofsrebmuNtraP

eziS rebmuNtraPnoxaM

"5. 0190401

"57. 8293301

"1 4393301

"52.1 9330301

"5.1 3205301

"2 8330301

"5.2 7330401

"3 5330401

Note: The Maxon LG Mixer size is based on a
minimum combustion air inlet pressure at the mixer
inlet of 7 osi.  The minimum inlet pressure (air) to the
North American Limiting Orifice valve is 10 osi to
supply the maximum Btu capacity noted.  Normal
inlet pressure to the North American Limiting Orifice
on the gas inlet is 8” w.c.  A 16 osi combustion
blower is recommended for all systems to insure
sufficient inlet pressures.
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Dimensions & Component Arrangement – Maxon Series "LG" Mixing
Tubes with North American Limiting Orifice Valves for Air & Gas Inlets

gnixiMGL
ebuT

A B C D E F G H
telnisag

J
telniria

K
teltuo

M N O R

57-GL 88.8

--- --- 44.1 96.1 83.2 --- 2/1 4/1-1

4/3

--- --- --- ---001-GL 88.9 1

521-GL 88.01 4/1-1

051-GL 52.21 5
57.5 5.1 52.2 52.3

5.1
1 2

2/1-1
18.1 5.1

44. 5.002-GL 52.31 6 96.1 2

003-GL 5.71 52.9 48.6 14.1

88.2

83.4 18.1 2/1-1 3 3 49.1 57.1

004-GL 5.22 21
44.8 60.2 83.5

13.2
2 4

4 83.2 2
65. 26.

005-GL 5.62 61 83.2 5 26.2 52.2

noxaM
ylbmessA
rebmuN

sehcninisnoisnemiD
.tW
).bl(

A
epiP
eziS

B C D E F

0190401 05. 96.1 83.3 43.2 88. 57.1 5.1

8293301 57. 96.1 83.3 43.2 0.1 0.2 57.1

4393301 1 21.2 52.4 66.2 61.1 13.2 57.2

9330301 52.1 44.2 88.4 88.2 44.1 88.2 52.4

3205301 5.1 26.2 52.5 91.3 26.1 52.3 5.5

8330301 2 49.2 88.5 96.3 88.1 57.3 5.7

7330401 5.2 88.3 57.7 22.4 44.2 88.4 5.21

5330401 3 88.4 57.9 65.5 49.2 88.5 0.02
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RadMax™ Burners

• Durable, industrial-quality cast iron body construction with stainless steel tile retainers

• Direct spark/flame sensing port for simple, reliable ignition and flame detection

• Easy tile replacement — spring clip assembly requires no tools for removal

• Radiant face temperatures from 1050°F to 1650°F deliver uniform heat for a variety of processes

• Rapid heat up and cool down  eliminates the need to rotate burner heads away from product

• Low profile design operates in horizontal or vertical applications to accommodate limited space
applications

• No wire screens required to stabilize combustion on the burner face

• Low manifold pressures for normal operation: 4.5" - 5" wc nominal (11.2 – 12.5 mbar)

• Manifolds can be arranged to allow for multi-width/multi-length operation of burner
sections

• Retrofit Maxon P/S Radiant II applications by installing RadMax™ on existing
manifolds
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RadMax™ Burners
RadMax™ Burners are designed to deliver uniform,

high intensity radiant energy for moisture removal in
textile and paper ovens, paint drying, and powder
coating, as well as many pre-heat, plastic forming,
heat treating and annealing operations.

Benefits
RadMax™ Burners can economically increase

production rates, reduce seconds and defects caused
by improper or uneven heating or drying, and reduce
down time and maintenance costs when the need for
service or repair arises.

9/02

Rear view – Type 50 assembly

Specifications
1. RadMax™ Burners are full premix fuel/air and will

operate on both natural and propane gas. Manifold
mixture pressures at the burner range from 1" – 6"
wc (2.5 – 15 mbar).

2. The three-tile burner heads have a nominal heat
input of 25,000 Btu/hr (7.3 kW).
NOTE: Most systems are designed to nominal
capacities. Reduced or extended capacities are
possible. Contact Maxon for more information.

3. Normal operating face temperatures range from
1050°F – 1650°F (565°C – 900°C).

4. Burner heads are cast iron bodies with stainless
steel tile retainers.

5. Burner tiles are high efficiency, high emissivity tiles.
6. RadMax™ Burner heads have a quick connect

feature to remove and replace individual burner
heads without removing the whole manifold assem-
bly from the oven.

7. Tiles in the burner head are held in place by spring
clip retainer frames. There are no bolts or nuts to
be removed if tiles need to be replaced.

8. Type 25 and Type 50 utilize the same burner heads.
Type 25 are assembled end-to-end; Type 50 are
assembled side-to-side.

Front view – Type 25 (end-to-end) assembly

Front view – Type 13 assembly

Front view – Type 50 (side-to-side) assembly with direct
spark/flame sensing ports

Side view – Type 25 assembly
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Radiant Energy - source and transfer
The quantity of radiant energy the RadMax™ Burner

system is capable of supplying is a function of the
surface area, emissivity and temperature of the burner
tile(s). The effective surface area of a Type 25, Type
50 or Type 13 burner tile is 0.37 ft2 (0.034 m2). Emis-
sivity is defined as the measure of the ability of a
material to radiate energy. It is expressed as a number
from 0.0 – 1.0. The nominal emissivity for the
RadMax™ Burner tile is 0.92 @ 1500°F (815°C) or 0.94
at room temperature. The maximum operating tempera-
ture for the RadMax™ Burner tile is 1650°F (900°C).

To determine the radiant heat transfer or heat flux
from the RadMax™ Burner system to the work, the
temperature and emissivity of the work must be
known. Refer to the following table to determine the
maximum heat flux between one square foot of
RadMax™ Burner and the work at a given temperature.
Correct for the emissivity of the work by multiplying the
value from the table by the work’s emissivity. (The
table is corrected for the burner tile’s emissivity.)

For example, if we assume the work temperature is
200°F and its emissivity is 0.80, the energy transfer
rates per square foot at various tile temperatures are
as illustrated below.

RadMax™ Burner tile temperature = 1400°F
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 18,600 Btu/ft2/hr x 0.80 emissivity

= 14,880 Btu/ft2/hr

RadMax™ Burner tile temperature = 1600°F
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 28,000 Btu/ft2/hr x 0.80 emissivity

= 22,400 Btu/ft2/hr

Metric table appears on next page.

tf/utBs'0001ni(etaRrefsnarTtaeHtnaidaR 2 )rh/
erutarepmeT

F°kroWfo ]1[

)F°(eliTrenruB™xaMdaRfoerutarepmeT )erutarepmetrofdetcerrocytivissimE(

0011 0511 0021 0521 0031 0531 0041 0541 0051 0551 0061 0561

0 4.9 6.01 0.21 5.31 1.51 9.61 8.81 9.02 2.32 6.52 2.82 0.13

001 3.9 5.01 9.11 4.31 0.51 8.61 8.81 8.02 1.32 5.52 1.82 9.03

002 1.9 4.01 8.11 3.31 9.41 7.61 6.81 7.02 9.22 4.52 0.82 8.03

003 9.8 2.01 5.11 0.31 7.41 5.61 4.81 5.02 7.22 1.52 8.72 6.03

004 6.8 8.9 2.11 7.21 3.41 1.61 0.81 1.02 4.22 8.42 4.72 2.03

005 1.8 3.9 7.01 2.21 9.31 6.51 6.71 7.91 9.12 3.42 9.62 7.92

006 4.7 7.8 1.01 6.11 2.31 0.51 9.61 0.91 3.12 7.32 3.62 1.92

007 6.6 8.7 2.9 7.01 3.21 1.41 0.61 1.81 4.02 8.22 4.52 2.82

008 4.5 7.6 1.8 6.9 2.11 0.31 9.41 0.71 3.91 7.12 3.42 1.72

009 0.4 3.5 6.6 1.8 8.9 6.11 5.31 6.51 9.71 3.02 9.22 7.52

0001 2.2 5.3 8.4 4.6 0.8 8.9 7.11 8.31 1.61 5.81 1.12 0.42

0011 --- 3.1 7.2 2.4 8.5 6.7 6.9 7.11 9.31 4.61 0.91 8.12

0021 --- --- --- 5.1 2.3 0.5 9.6 0.9 3.11 7.31 4.61 2.91

0031 --- --- --- --- --- 8.1 8.3 9.5 1.8 6.01 2.31 0.61

0041 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 1.2 4.4 8.6 5.9 3.21

0051 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 5.2 1.5 9.7

0061 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 8.2

0.1=ytivissimE]1[
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Radiant Energy - source and transfer (continued)

m/Wkni(etaRrefsnarTtaeHtnaidaR 2)
erutarepmeT

C°kroWfo ]1[
)C°(eliTrenruB™xaMdaRfoerutarepmeT )erutarepmetrofdetcerrocytivissimE(

006 526 056 576 007 527 057 577 008 528 058 578 009

0 4.03 0.43 9.73 2.24 8.64 7.15 1.75 8.26 9.86 5.57 5.28 9.98 9.79

05 1.03 7.33 7.73 9.14 5.64 4.15 8.65 5.26 6.86 2.57 2.28 7.98 6.79

001 7.92 3.33 2.73 5.14 1.64 0.15 3.65 0.26 2.86 7.47 7.18 2.98 2.79

051 0.92 6.23 5.63 8.04 4.54 3.05 7.55 4.16 5.76 1.47 1.18 6.88 5.69

002 0.82 7.13 6.53 9.93 4.44 4.94 7.45 4.06 6.66 1.37 1.08 6.78 6.59

052 7.62 4.03 3.43 5.83 1.34 1.84 4.35 1.95 3.56 8.17 9.87 3.68 3.49

003 0.52 6.82 6.23 8.63 4.14 4.64 7.15 4.75 6.36 1.07 1.77 6.48 6.29

053 7.22 4.62 3.03 6.43 2.93 1.44 5.94 2.55 3.16 9.76 9.47 4.28 4.09

004 9.91 5.32 4.72 7.13 3.63 3.14 6.64 3.25 5.85 0.56 1.27 6.97 5.78

054 3.61 9.91 8.32 1.82 7.23 7.73 0.34 8.84 9.45 5.16 5.86 0.67 0.48

005 8.11 5.51 4.91 7.32 3.82 3.33 6.83 4.44 5.05 1.75 2.46 7.17 7.97

055 4.6 1.01 1.41 4.81 0.32 0.82 3.33 1.93 2.54 8.15 9.85 4.66 4.47

006 --- 7.3 6.7 9.11 6.61 6.12 9.62 7.23 9.83 5.54 5.25 0.06 1.86

056 --- --- --- 3.4 0.9 0.41 3.91 1.52 3.13 9.73 0.54 5.25 5.06

007 --- --- --- --- --- 0.5 4.01 2.61 4.22 0.92 1.63 7.34 7.15

057 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 8.5 0.21 7.81 8.52 3.33 4.14

008 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 7.6 8.31 4.12 4.92

058 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 6.7 7.51

0.1=ytivissimE]1[

To determine the radiant heat transfer or heat flux
from the RadMax™ Burner system to the work, the
temperature and emissivity of the work must be
known. Refer to the following table to determine the
maximum heat flux between one square meter of
RadMax™ Burner and the work at a given temperature.
Correct for the emissivity of the work by multiplying the
value from the table by the work’s emissivity. (The
table is corrected for the burner tile’s emissivity.)

For example, if we assume the work temperature is
93°C and its emissivity is 0.80, the energy transfer
rates per square foot at various tile temperatures are
as illustrated below.

RadMax™ Burner tile temperature = 760°C
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 58 kW/m2 x 0.80 emissivity

= 46.6 kW/m2

RadMax™ Burner tile temperature = 870°C
From the table below, we determine
the heat flux to be 87.6 kW/m2 x 0.80 emissivity

= 70 kW/m2
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Absorption Charts and Wave Lengths
A second important consideration in any radiant

application is the wave length of radiation generated.
As the heater surface temperature increases, the
wave length of the radiant energy generated de-
creases. To get the most efficiency from the radiant
dryer, generate a wave length of infrared that will be
absorbed by the product to be heated. It does little or
no good to increase the generator surface temperature
in order to get more energy released per square foot
and generate wave lengths of radiation that passes
through the product much like light passes through a
window glass.

Select the proper range of wave lengths by using
a radiation absorption chart for the product to be

heated. The water absorption chart below will provide a
graphic view of those wave lengths of infrared that will
be most readily absorbed by water. As seen from the
absorption curve, there are two ranges of wave length
that fall under the maximum portion of the curve. The
first range includes radiation from 5.3 to 7 microns in
length and an emitter surface temperature range from
280°F to 530°F (140°C to 270°C). The second range of
maximum efficiency is 2.55 to 2.9 microns in wave
length and 1330°F to 1600°F (720°C to 870°C).

Many try to increase drying capacity by increasing
the burner input and face temperature. As the chart
indicates, system efficiency could drop by over 70%
when going above 1600°F (870°).
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NOx and Face Temperature vs. Excess Air
This chart represents the relationship between NOx
emissions and face temperature versus percent of
excess air. Actual readings may vary according to
operating conditions.
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Sample Calculations

The following is a sample set of calculations to show
the steps required to determine the number of burner
heads and burner rows in a given application.

Typical application for Maxon RadMax™ Burner is
preheating material for powder coating.
Material to be heated: Steel Sheet Metal, 10 Ga.
Dimensions: 4 ft. x 10 ft.
Temperature Requirements: 65o F = initial temp

400o F = final temp
Time to reach final temp: 1 minute
Belt Speed: 20 feet/minute

Step 1
Select operating temperature of Maxon RadMax™
Burner of 1500o F.  (The RadMax™ operates between
1050o and 1650o F.  Selecting 1500o F allows for a
good “mid-range” should the operating temperatures
require adjustment after installation.)

Step 2
Determine the radiant energy transfer for the operating
temperatures in Btu/ft2 hr.  According to the chart on
page 1403, for a product temperature of 400o F and an
emitter temperature of 1500o F, the radiant energy
transfer is 22,400 Btu/ft2 hr.  Keep in mind that this
energy transfer is for only one side of the product.

Step 3
Heating the material the thickness of 16 gauge only,
determine the weight per square foot of the material.
For 16 gauge (.0598”) cold rolled steel sheet, this value
is 2.50 lb/ft2.

Step 4
Determine the specific heat of the product.  For steel,
c

p
 = 0.11 Btu/lb oF.

Step 5
From the above information, we can now determine the
heating capacity per square foot.

(2.50 lb/ft2)(0.11 Btu/lb oF)(400o F - 65o F) =

92.13 Btu/hr ft2

Step 6
Applying the heat-up time of 1 minute we get:

92.13 Btu/hr ft2 x 60 min/hr = 5,528 Btu/ft2

This is based on an emissivity of 1.0, or 100% of the
energy absorbed.

Step 7
Assuming an emissivity of 0.8, our design radiant
density is (5,528 Btu/ft2)/0.5 = 6,910 Btu/ft2

This is the radiant density required to heat our material
from 65o F to 400o F in one minute.

Step 8
If we multiply this radiant density by the area of the
material we get:

(6,910 Btu/ft2)x(4 ft)x(10 ft) = 276,400 Btu/hr

We then divide by the radiant energy transfer (from
Step 2) to get:

(276,400 Btu/hr) / (22,400 Btu/ft2 hr) = 12.3 ft2 of burner
required per side

To determine the number of burner heads required,
simply divide the total area per side by the area of the
burner head, which is 0.37 ft2.

(12.3 ft2) / (0.37 ft2/burner head) = 33.2 burner heads
per side

Step 9
Determine and identify the zoning of the burner sys-
tem, if any.

Step 10
Select the burner type (i.e., type 13, 25, or 50).  For
this particular application we choose (7) rows of the
5-25 RadMax™ Burner per side.  This provides us with
35 burner heads at a length of approximately 56 inches
per row (see page 1409).

NOTE: Powder coating requires material to be
heated approximately the thickness of 16 gauge per
side.

Step 11
Determine the fuel input to the burners.

(35 burner heads)x(25,000 Btu/hr burner head) =

875,000 Btu/hr per side x 2 = 1,750,000 Btu/hr

This is the input required to the burner.  Select an
appropriate premix system to provide this heat input.
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daeHrenruB05/52/31epyT™xaMdaR
erusserPdlofinaM .c.w" 2 3 4 5.4 )lanimon( 5 6

wolFriAnoitsubmoC HFCS 502 252 192 803 623 753

yticapaCmumixaM rh/utB 008,71 007,02 005,32 529,42 002,62 005,82

mumixaMtawolFleuF HFCS 8.71 7.02 5.32 9.42 2.62 5.82

yticapaCmuminiM rh/utB 008,01 001,41 006,61 000,81 003,91 007,12

muminiMtawolFleuF HFCS 8.01 1.41 6.61 0.81 3.91 7.12

egnaRerutarepmeTecaF F° 3841-0501 7351-0111 9651-0311 0951-0511 1161-3711 9561-0021

troProsneSemalF/krapStceriD
erusserPdlofinaM .c.w" 2 3 4 5.4 )lanimon( 5 6

wolFriAnoitsubmoC HFCS 66 77 78 39 79 601

yticapaCmumixaM rh/utB 043,5 012,6 050,7 874,7 068,7 055,8

mumixaMtawolFleuF HFCS 3.5 2.6 1.7 5.7 9.7 6.8

)atadcirtem(daeHrenruB05/52/31epyT™xaMdaR
erusserPdlofinaM rabm 0.5 5.7 0.01 2.11 )lanimon( 4.21 9.41

wolFriAnoitsubmoC m)n( 3 rh/ 08.5 51.7 52.8 27.8 32.9 21.01

yticapaCmumixaM Wk 2.5 1.6 9.6 3.7 7.7 4.8

mumixaMtawolFleuF m)n( 3 rh/ 05.0 95.0 76.0 17.0 47.0 18.0

yticapaCmuminiM Wk 2.3 1.4 9.4 3.5 7.5 4.6

muminiMtawolFleuF m)n( 3 rh/ 13.0 04.0 74.0 15.0 55.0 16.0

egnaRerutarepmeTecaF C° 608-665 638-995 458-016 668-126 778-436 409-946

troProsneSemalF/krapStceriD
erusserPdlofinaM rabm 0.5 5.7 0.01 2.11 )lanimon( 4.21 9.41

wolFriAnoitsubmoC m)n( 3 rh/ 88.1 81.2 84.2 36.2 67.2 00.3

yticapaCmumixaM Wk 6.1 8.1 1.2 2.2 3.2 5.2

mumixaMtawolFleuF m)n( 3 rh/ 51.0 81.0 02.0 12.0 22.0 42.0

NOTE: Most systems are
designed to nominal
capacities. Reduced or
extended capacities are
possible. Contact Maxon
for more information.

Face Temperature Range for Various Firing Rates
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srenruB™xaMdaR05epyTdna52epyT
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eziSdlofinaM

)sehcnini(noitangiseD
htdiWecaF
)sehcnini(

noitangiseD
htdiWecaF
)sehcnini(

"2/1-1

3 000,57 52-3 75.33 05-3 46.61

2x2

4 000,001 52-4 28.44 05-4 72.22

5 000,521 52-5 70.65 05-5 98.72

6 000,051 52-6 23.76 05-6 25.33

7 000,571 52-7 75.87 05-7 41.93

8 000,002 52-8 28.98 05-8 77.44

"2

9 000,522 52-9 70.101 05-9 93.05

3x2

01 000,052 52-01 23.211 05-01 20.65

11 000,572 52-11 75.321 05-11 46.16

21 000,003 52-21 28.431 05-21 72.76

31 000,523 52-31 70.641 05-31 98.27

"2/1-2

41 000,053 52-41 23.751 05-41 25.87

4x2

51 000,573 52-51 75.861 05-51 41.48

61 000,004 --- --- 05-61 77.98

71 000,524 --- --- 05-71 93.59

81 000,054 --- --- 05-81 20.101

*"3

91 000,574 --- --- 05-91 46.601

5x2

02 000,005 --- --- 05-02 72.211

12 000,525 --- --- 05-12 98.711

22 000,055 --- --- 05-22 25.321

32 000,575 --- --- 05-32 41.921

42 000,006 --- --- 05-42 77.431

52 000,526 --- --- 05-52 93.041

62 000,056 --- --- 05-62 20.641

TPN"2/1-2sitelnimottobrofezistelnimumixaM*
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"2/1-1

2 000,05 31-2 26.13

2x2

3 000,57 31-3 64.74

4 000,001 31-4 13.36

5 000,521 31-5 51.97

6 000,051 31-6 99.49

7 000,571 31-7 48.011

8 000,002 31-8 86.621

"2
9 000,522 31-9 35.241

3x2
01 000,052 31-01 73.851
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Dimensions (in inches)

Type 13 RadMax™ Burner

renruB™xaMdaR31epyT

renruB
eziS

A

B

C D E

F
mottoB
telnI
ylnO

G
mottoB
telnI
ylnO

H
fo#
stelnI
mottoB(
)telnI

I
dradnatS

dednetxE
htgneL

31-2 26.13 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 36.72 00.0 60.2 1 83.52

31-3 64.74 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 74.34 29.7 60.2 1 22.14

31-4 13.36 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 13.95 00.0 60.2 1 60.75

31-5 51.97 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 61.57 29.7 60.2 1 19.27

31-6 99.49 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 00.19 48.51 60.2 2 57.88

31-7 48.011 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 48.601 77.32 60.2 2 95.401

31-8 86.621 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 96.221 96.13 60.2 2 44.021

31-9 35.241 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 66.831 16.93 26.2 2 82.631

31-01 73.851 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 05.451 35.74 26.2 2 31.251

Threaded Pipe - NPS Half Coupling

SIDE INLET

BOTTOM INLET

15.84
Burner Centers
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D
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Type 25 RadMax™ Burner

renruB™xaMdaR52epyT
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A

B

C D E

F
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G
mottoB
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ylnO

H
fo#
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mottoB(
)telnI

I
dradnatS

dednetxE
htgneL

52-3 75.33 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 05.13 36.5 60.2 1 52.92

52-4 28.44 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 57.24 00.0 60.2 1 05.04

52-5 70.65 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 00.45 36.5 60.2 1 57.15

52-6 23.76 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 52.56 00.0 60.2 1 00.36

52-7 75.87 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 05.67 88.61 60.2 2 52.47

52-8 28.98 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 57.78 05.22 60.2 2 05.58

52-9 70.101 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 31.99 31.82 26.2 2 57.69

52-01 23.211 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 83.011 05.22 26.2 2 00.801

52-11 75.321 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 36.121 31.82 26.2 2 52.911

52-21 28.431 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 88.231 57.33 26.2 2 05.031

52-31 70.641 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 31.441 83.93 26.2 2 57.141

52-41 23.751 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 36.851 57.33 57.3 2 00.351

52-51 75.861 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 88.961 83.93 57.3 2 52.461
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Dimensions (in inches)

Type 50 RadMax™ Burner

D
Threaded Pipe
NPS Half Coupling 
Each End

Threaded Pipe - NPS Half Coupling

BOTTOM INLET
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11.07
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See Page 1413 for additional dimensions
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renruB™xaMdaR05epyT

renruB
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B

C D E

F
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telnI
ylnO

G
mottoB
telnI
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I
dradnatS
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05-3 46.61 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 13.61 18.2 60.2 1 60.41

05-4 72.22 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 49.12 00.0 60.2 1 96.91

05-5 98.72 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 65.72 18.2 60.2 1 13.52

05-6 25.33 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 57.33 00.0 60.2 1 49.03

05-7 41.93 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 18.83 18.2 60.2 1 65.63

05-8 77.44 24.4 24.5 91.1 TPN"2/1-1 44.44 00.0 60.2 1 91.24

05-9 93.05 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 91.05 18.2 26.2 1 18.74

05-01 20.65 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 18.55 00.0 26.2 1 44.35

05-11 46.16 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 44.16 18.2 26.2 1 60.95

05-21 72.76 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 60.76 88.61 26.2 2 96.46

05-31 98.27 29.4 29.5 96.1 TPN"2 96.27 96.91 26.2 2 13.07

05-41 25.87 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 65.18 88.61 57.3 2 49.57

05-51 41.48 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 91.78 96.91 57.3 2 65.18

05-61 77.98 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 18.29 05.22 57.3 2 91.78

05-71 93.59 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 44.89 13.52 57.3 2 18.29

05-81 20.101 24.5 24.6 91.2 TPN"2/1-2 60.401 31.82 57.3 2 44.89

05-91 46.601 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 18.111 13.52 57.3 2 60.801

05-02 72.211 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 44.711 31.82 57.3 2 96.311

05-12 98.711 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 60.321 49.03 57.3 2 13.911

05-22 25.321 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 96.821 57.33 57.3 2 49.421

05-32 41.921 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 13.431 49.03 57.3 2 65.031

05-42 77.431 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 49.931 57.33 57.3 2 91.631

05-52 93.041 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 65.541 65.63 57.3 2 18.141

05-62 20.641 29.5 29.6 96.2 *TPN"3 91.151 57.33 57.3 2 44.741

TPN"2/1-2sitelnimottobrofezistelnimumixaM*
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Start-up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment and
components.  Verify that all equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original manufacturer’s
current instructions.

CAUTION:  Initial adjustment and light-off should be
undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems, with
control/flame safeguard circuitry and with knowledge
of the overall installation.  Equipment installation
and operating procedures should comply with all
applicable international, federal, state, local codes
and standards.

Initial RadMax™ Burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and gas cocks.

Make preliminary adjustment to fuel gas
regulator(s) to establish adequate fuel pressure.

2. Check all electric circuitry.  Verify that all control
devices, flame safeguard, and interlocks are
operable and functioning within their respective
settings/ranges.

3. Check that all duct and chambers are clear and
that their dampers operate freely.  Adjust all
dampers to their proper start-up positions.  Open
the manual pet-cock valves on all burner Direct-
Spark/Flame-Sensing Ports.

4. Start process fan(s) and combustion blower(s)
and purge the entire unit in accordance with the
appropriate codes and standards.

5. Adjust combustion air pressure to establish the
proper burner manifold pressure per the “Capacities
and Specifications” table on page 1400-S-2.  A test
connection is provided on the burner manifold for
set-up adjustment purposes.  Required manifold
pressures are differential pressures relative to the
firing chamber. For on/off (single firing rate)
operation, adjust air to establish the proper
manifold differential pressure required for the
desired firing rate.  For variable firing rate opera-
tion, refer to the following procedure:
A. Set low fire combustion air flow.  Position

combustion air flow control device to establish
burner manifold pressure required for the
desired minimum firing rate (per table on Page
1400-S-2).  Manifold differential pressure
should never be less than 2.0” w.c.

B. Set high fire combustion air flow.  Position
combustion air flow control device to establish
burner manifold pressure required for the

desired maximum firing rate (per the table on
Page 1400-S-2.)  Manifold differential pressure
should not exceed 6.0” w.c.

C. Return air flow control device to minimum.
6.  Adjust fuel/air mixing device to the recommended

initial settings.  Refer to the appropriate start-up
instructions provided by the manufacturer for this
equipment.

7. Ignite the burner. (Direct spark applications only;
refer to appropriate manufacturers instructions for
piloted systems.)
A. Verify combustion air blower is running.
B. Set air flow control device to minimum.
C. Open main gas shut-off valve(s).
D. Initiate trial for ignition sequence and verify

spark ignitor is arcing properly.
E. If burner does not ignite, close main gas shut-

off valve(s) and re-purge unit before attempting
to ignite the burner again.

8. Adjust burner minimum firing rate.  Allow
burners to come up to stable operating temperature.
With the air flow control device at minimum, adjust
the fuel flow to establish the desire operating
temperature within the range stated in the “Capaci-
ties and Specifications” table on Page 1400-S-2.  If
a slight blue haze is present on the face of the
burner, this is an indication that the mixture is too
lean.  To correct, increase fuel flow until the blue
haze is no longer present.  If you notice a yellow
blanket of flame on the burner surface, this is an
indication the mixture is too rich.  To correct,
decrease fuel flow until the yellow haze is no longer
present.

9. Adjust burner maximum firing rate.  Slowly
increase combustion air flow and fuel flow in small
increments as allowed by the fuel/air ratio controller.
Hold at each step and allow the burner to come up
to a stable operating temperature.  Make adjust-
ments to fuel flow as necessary to establish the
desired operating temperature within the range
stated in the “Capacities and Specifications” table.
Continue to increase the fuel/air ratio controller in
small increments and make adjustments at each
step until the desired high firing rate is established.

10. Verify settings.  After establishing high and low fire
settings, cycle the burner from high to low fire
several times to confirm the repeatability of fuel/air
settings.  Shut down the burner and re-ignite to
confirm reliability of ignition system and light-off
settings.  Check all safety interlocks and limits and
confirm proper settings and operation.
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daeHrenruB05/52/31epyT™xaMdaR
erusserPdlofinaM .c.w" 2 3 4 5.4 )lanimon( 5 6

wolFriAnoitsubmoC HFCS 502 252 192 803 623 753

yticapaCmumixaM rh/utB 008,71 007,02 005,32 529,42 002,62 005,82

mumixaMtawolFleuF HFCS 8.71 7.02 5.32 9.42 2.62 5.82

yticapaCmuminiM rh/utB 008,01 001,41 006,61 000,81 003,91 007,12

muminiMtawolFleuF HFCS 8.01 1.41 6.61 0.81 3.91 7.12

egnaRerutarepmeTecaF F° 3841-0501 7351-0111 9651-0311 0951-0511 1161-3711 9561-0021

troProsneSemalF/krapStceriD
erusserPdlofinaM .c.w" 2 3 4 5.4 )lanimon( 5 6

wolFriAnoitsubmoC HFCS 66 77 78 39 79 601

yticapaCmumixaM rh/utB 043,5 012,6 050,7 874,7 068,7 055,8

mumixaMtawolFleuF HFCS 3.5 2.6 1.7 5.7 9.7 6.8

)atadcirtem(daeHrenruB05/52/31epyT™xaMdaR
erusserPdlofinaM rabm 0.5 5.7 0.01 2.11 )lanimon( 4.21 9.41

wolFriAnoitsubmoC m)n( 3 rh/ 08.5 51.7 52.8 27.8 32.9 21.01

yticapaCmumixaM Wk 2.5 1.6 9.6 3.7 7.7 4.8

mumixaMtawolFleuF m)n( 3 rh/ 05.0 95.0 76.0 17.0 47.0 18.0

yticapaCmuminiM Wk 2.3 1.4 9.4 3.5 7.5 4.6

muminiMtawolFleuF m)n( 3 rh/ 13.0 04.0 74.0 15.0 55.0 16.0

egnaRerutarepmeTecaF C° 608-665 638-995 458-016 668-126 778-436 409-946

troProsneSemalF/krapStceriD
erusserPdlofinaM rabm 0.5 5.7 0.01 2.11 )lanimon( 4.21 9.41

wolFriAnoitsubmoC m)n( 3 rh/ 88.1 81.2 84.2 36.2 67.2 00.3

yticapaCmumixaM Wk 6.1 8.1 1.2 2.2 3.2 5.2

mumixaMtawolFleuF m)n( 3 rh/ 51.0 81.0 02.0 12.0 22.0 42.0

NOTE: Most systems are
designed to nominal
capacities. Reduced or
extended capacities are
possible. Contact Maxon for
more information.

Face Temperature Range for Various Firing Rates
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Capacities and Specifications
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Gasket

Bottom
Clamp

M8 Washer

M8 Lock

M8 ScrewManifold
Assembly

Burner Head

Direct Spark/Flame Sensing
Port Connection (4 Places)

Direct Spark/Flame 
Sensing Port

Rivet

3/8" Corrugated Stainless Steel
Tubing with 1/4" NPT Male
Connectors

1/4" NPT Control Valve

Page 1400-S-3RadMax™ Burners

Upon receipt of your Maxon RadMax™ Burner, it may
be necessary to install the burner heads to the burner
manifold. The burner heads are shipped completely
assembled and only require two fasteners per head to
attach them to the burner manifold.

Assembly Instructions

Following the illustrations below, mount the burner head
to the manifold:

1. Place the gasket on the air/gas inlet on the under-
side of the burner head. This gasket is used to help
provide a gas tight seal and must be installed.

2. Place the head on the manifold such that the plug
mates up with the hole in the manifold.

3. Use two M8 screws and two M8 washers (provided)
to attach the bottom clamp against the manifold and
securely fasten the head. Alternate the tightening of
the bolts to ensure an even clamping force.

4. Repeat for the remainder of the burner heads. Make
sure the “face” or tile sides of the heads are rela-
tively flush with each other before final tightening of
the fasteners to 3-5 foot-lbs.

Gasket

Detail of Gasket Installation

9/02
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Maintenance Instructions

Figure 1Installing Replacement Burner Tiles
– Step 1
Coat the tile support face of the body casting with a
thin film of gasket adhesive.

Figure 2

– Step 3
Place tile retainer frame face down on a flat surface.
Install 3 burner tiles into tile retainer, making sure that
no gaps exist between tiles and that tiles are properly
centered in tile retainer.

Figure 3

Page 1400-S-4

– Step 2
Install the burner body gasket. Be careful to ensure
gasket is installed squarely and use care to avoid
tearing gasket material. Allow gasket to set for 5-10
minutes before installing tiles.
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Maintenance Instructions

Figure 4– Step 4
Place burner body casting face down into tile retainer
frame, with burner body gasket resting on top of burner
tiles (along inside edge of tile retainer frame).

Figure 5– Step 5
Install spring clips to secure the tile retainer frame.

RadMax™ Burners

9/02
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Assembly Numbers
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ylbmessA

)edis-ot-edis(05epyT
ylbmessA

renruB
noitangiseD

derugifnoC
metI

rebmuN

renruB
noitangiseD

derugifnoC
metI

rebmuN

52-3 MR523 05-3 MR053

52-4 MR524 05-4 MR054

52-5 MR525 05-5 MR055

52-6 MR526 05-6 MR056

52-7 MR527 05-7 MR057

52-8 MR528 05-8 MR058

52-9 MR529 05-9 MR059

52-01 MR5201 05-01 MR0501

52-11 MR5211 05-11 MR0511

52-21 MR5221 05-21 MR0521

52-31 MR5231 05-31 MR0531

52-41 MR5241 05-41 MR0541

52-51 MR5251 05-51 MR0551

--- --- 05-61 MR0561

--- --- 05-71 MR0571

--- --- 05-81 MR0581

--- --- 05-91 MR0591

--- --- 05-02 MR0502

--- --- 05-12 MR0512

--- --- 05-22 MR0522

--- --- 05-32 MR0532

--- --- 05-42 MR0542

--- --- 05-52 MR0552

--- --- 05-62 MR0562

LAICEPS LPSMR LAICEPS LPSMR
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rebmuN
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31-3 MR313

31-4 MR314

31-5 MR315
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31-8 MR318

31-9 MR319
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LAICEPS LPSMR

Burner Assemblies - Type 13 Burner Assemblies - Type 25 and Type 50
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Assembly Numbers
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Assembly Numbers
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Assembly Numbers
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Assembly Numbers
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Bulletin 2100

Maxon Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burners

• Burns any clean fuel gas

• Fires into passing air streams

• Requires only low pressure gas

• Provides clean combustion with low NOx levels

• Compact burner design provides quick and easy installation

• Simple field adjustment and maintenance

Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner applications have included:
Air heating in ovens and dryers, paint finishing lines, paper and textile machines,
food baking ovens, coffee roasters, grain dryers, and fume incinerators. Manufactured under
U.S. patent #3,574,508; Canadian and European patents granted and pending.

Model 415 OVENPAK® Burner
with connecting base and linkage
assembly to adapt customer's automatic
electric control motor

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394
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Maxon Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burners

Model EB-3 OVENPAK® Burner with
connecting base and linkage assembly

Provide application flexibility with:
• 40:1 turndown or more

• Over 90 different styles and sizes

• Heat releases to 16,500,000 Btu/hr

• Cost-effective external blower (EB) version

Typical piping layout with “Block and Bleed” gas train arrangement
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Maxon Pre-Assembled Package
Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burner System

• A complete “packaged burner” system for maximum efficiency

• Pre-assembled system includes:

– High turndown Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner

– Completely assembled and pre-wired pipe train package

• Fast and easy installation with your choice of mounting options:

– Arranged for mounting onto your existing duct;

– Or mounted by Maxon in a pre-fabricated combustion heater/duct

Model 435
OVENPAK®

Burner with pre-
assembled “Block
& Bleed” pipe
train and pre-
wired into
package system



Maxon Packaged Heater/Duct Sections
for Pre-Assembled OVENPAK® Gas Burner Systems

Model 425
OVENPAK® Burner
pre-assembled
package system,
installed and mounted
onto a Maxon pre-
fabricated heater/duct
section

• Reduce your fabrication time and costly design details

• Easy mounting provided by flanged duct connection joints

• Application flexibility offered by:

– Three duct sizes

– Five capacity options

– Optional return/inlet duct opening positions

• Discharge air volumes up to 12,000 SCFM

• Handles discharge air temperatures up to 600°F (316°C)

Page 2104
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Design and Application Details

OVENPAK® Burners are nozzle-mixing gas burners
for many industrial direct-fired applications where
clean combustion and high turndown are required.
They are simple and versatile for use on a variety of
heating applications.

The Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner  (shown at
right) includes a combustion air blower with non-
sparking paddle wheel-type impeller, pilot, spark
ignitor, stainless steel discharge sleeve, mixing cone,
self-contained internal air and gas proportioning
valves, and provision for your flame safeguard
sensor.

Right: Model 415 OVENPAK® Gas Burner with optional:
• combustion air filter
• connecting base and linkage assembly
• electrical control motor (by others)

Principle of operation (illustrated at left)
The OVENPAK® Burner is designed for industrial

air heating applications. It is available in two basic
versions: 1) packaged with integral combustion air
blower, or 2) for use with an external blower. Both
versions include a gas and air valve, internally linked
together to control the gas-air ratio over the full
operating range. The gas flows through the nozzle,
then along the inside of the burner cone where
combustion air is progressively and tangentially mixed
with the gas. This produces a very wide turndown
range and a highly stable flame under a variety of
operating conditions.

Cross sectional view of a Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas
Burner
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Design and Application Details

Model “EB” (external blower) OVENPAK® Burners
(shown at right), like all OVENPAK® Burner assem-
blies, are designed to deliver heat through a patented
mixing cone and stainless steel sleeve.

Flanged burner body design on all OVENPAK®

Burner assemblies simplifies mounting and installa-
tion on your application. Burner can be installed in
any position that does not conflict with your control
motor or flame detector requirements.

Minimal torque requirements permit use of most
electric or air operators in conjunction with the op-
tional (Maxon supplied) connecting base and linkage
assemblies.

Model EB-3 OVENPAK® Burner arranged for external
blower source with connecting base and linkage assembly
to adapt customer's automatic control motor

“400-MA” and “EB-MA” versions
Model “400-MA” versions include a combustion air

blower in your choice of the voltages shown on page
2107, but provide constant combustion air volumes.
They differ from “standard” versions by use of a
slotted adjustable air butterfly locking device as
shown in photo at left. Internally, the linkage normally
cross-connecting air and gas butterflies is omitted.

In normal operation, the air butterfly is set to the
desired air differential pressure, and the fuel only is
throttled by a separate control valve. Maximum
capacities match those cataloged for “standard”
burners of equivalent size. Minimum capacities with
full air flow will be higher than those of “standard”
burner.

“EB-MRV” versions (photo at right)
“EB-MRV” versions of OVENPAK® Burners permit

air/fuel ratio control via a Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

control valve throughout the firing range. They differ
from standard “EB” burners in that internal gas and air
butterflies and the related shafts and linkages are
omitted.

In normal operation, air and fuel will be propor-
tioned by an external Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Control
valve.

Maximum capacities match those cataloged for
“EB” burners of equivalent size and differential air
pressure. Minimum capacity and air differential
pressure will vary with your application. Model “EB-MRV” OVENPAK® Burner with optional 12"

discharge sleeve

view into
cone of
EB version

Model “EB-MA” OVENPAK® Burner with discharge sleeve
and optional manual gas control
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Capacities and Specifications – 60 Hertz
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Standard Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner  in-
cludes a combustion air blower with motor.

Maximum capacity of Model “400” OVENPAK®

Burner is affected by the static pressure within the
combustion chamber. Data shown assumes firing in
the open, or into an airstream with enough oxygen to
complete the combustion process. If burner is fired into
an oxygen-starved chamber or airstream, capacities
may be reduced as much as 25-30%. Do not attempt
to operate beyond the duct static pressure range
shown. For higher back pressure applications, select
from Model “EB” or “EB-MRV” OVENPAK® Burner
options.

All gas pressures are differential pressures and
are measured at the gas pressure test connection on
the backplate of each OVENPAK® Burner. Differential
pressures shown are approximate.
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Capacities and Specifications – 60 Hertz
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Capacities and Specifications – 50 Hertz
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Standard Model “400” OVENPAK®

Burner  includes a combustion air blower
with motor.

Maximum capacity of Model “400”
OVENPAK® Burner is affected by the static
pressure within the combustion chamber.
Data shown assumes firing in the open, or
into an airstream with enough oxygen to
complete the combustion process. If burner
is fired into an oxygen-starved chamber or
airstream, capacities may be reduced as
much as 25-30%. Do not attempt to operate
beyond the duct static pressure range
shown. For higher back pressure applica-
tions, select from Model “EB” or “EB-MRV”
OVENPAK® Burner options.

All gas pressures are differential
pressures and are measured at the gas
pressure test connection on the backplate
of each OVENPAK® Burner. Differential
pressures shown are approximate.
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Capacities and Specifications
External Blower (EB) versions
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Air filter assemblies and silencers
dB(A) sound levels

from actual tests con-
ducted at full-rated 60 Hz
capacity are shown in table
at right. Measurement point
is shown in sketch below.
(Meter was set to A-scale,
slow response.)

Operation on 50 Hz
power results in lower
rotational speed of blower,
and so reduces air output,
capacity, and resulting
noise levels. 50 Hz noise
levels should not exceed
the above data measured
on 60 Hz operation.Air filter assemblies help to trap airborne particu-

late matter. They are offered with washable replaceable
filter elements or with permanent metallic elements (as
shown in photograph above). Filters mount onto
OVENPAK® Burner's blower housing (or silencer
housing of burners so equipped) and surround the
blower motor and combustion air inlet.

Filter silencers help reduce noise levels. They
mount onto OVENPAK® Burner's blower housing and
enclose the blower motor and combustion air inlet (as
shown in above photograph). They can be furnished in
conjunction with a permanent or replaceable filter
element assembly described above.

Burner
Model

Sound Level dB(A)

Standard
Burner

with
Silencer

405
407M
408M
408

412M
413M
415

422M
425

432M
435

442M
445

456M
470M
487M

84
83
84
87
81
82
89
88
89
88
87
89
89
90
92
94

75
77
75
78
73
72
77
79
78
80
78
80
81
83
83
85
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Accessory Options

Auxiliary Switches
Maxon offers 4 types, all cam-actuated by the

burner main operating shaft. (If Universal Joint Ar-
rangements are used, switch must mount on furthest
left burner.) Field installation MAY require burner
modification per instructions provided in Product
Information Sheet 2000-7/8.

Low Fire Start Switch Assembly (SPDT) opens
the circuit when burner leaves minimum position. Also
available in Weatherproof and Hazardous Location/
Weatherproof versions.

High and Low Fire Position Switch Assembly
includes 2 SPDT switches. One switch may be field-
set to activate at high fire position, while other is set to
activate at low fire position. Switch assemblies are
also available in a weatherproof version.

Universal Joint Arrangements (for all
versions except EB-MRV) allow control of as many as
5 burners by a single control motor. Torque require-
ment is 10 in-lbs for EACH burner driven. Primary
burner should drive no more than 2 Secondary burners
to either side of itself.

Miniature universal joints simplify burner alignment.
Aluminum connecting rod can be cut to fit actual
burner spacing. (Allowable distance between adjacent
burner centerlines is 21" – 33" for 422M and smaller,
23.5" – 36" for larger burners.)

To order, specify:
1. Primary and secondary burners
2. Any other accessories desired
3. Required quantity of Universal Joint Assemblies

Manual Handle Kit permits setting and locking
air and fuel valves at a constant firing rate. See photo
below.

Discharge Sleeve Mounting Gaskets
Standard discharge sleeve gasket provides

adequate sealing in most applications.
High Back Pressure Gasket Kit includes 2 addi-

tional gaskets to provide sealing against back pres-
sures as shown in sketch below.

With
High Back Pressure Kit

Standard
Arrangement

Low Fire Start Switch shown
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Discharge Sleeves are available in 3 versions:

– Standard sleeve is 8" long, made of #310 SS, and
is suitable for downstream temperatures up to
1000°F (538°C).

– For higher velocities, specify 12" long sleeve made
of #310 SS for downstream temperatures up to
1000°F (538°C).

– For higher downstream temperatures between
1000°F (538°C) and 1500°F (816°C), specify 8" long,
#RA 330 SS sleeve.

Hi/Lo Control Motor Sets for high or low firing.
Optional set includes 2-position unidirectional 11-
second 120v 50/60 Hz motor and connecting base with
mounting linkage. See table below for dimensions
which differ from standard burner.

ledoMrenruB
sehcnInisnoisnemiD

P R T

2,1-BE M314-504 52.01 36.71 57.7

3-BE M224-514 91.01 65.71 57.7

5,4-BE M244ot524 96.11 60.91 57.8

7,6-BE M784-544 96.61 60.42 57.8
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Dimensions (in Inches)

Model “400” and “400-MA” OVENPAK® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

NOTE: Use of auxiliary switches will add to dimension D.

ledoM A *B C D E F G H J K L M N CC DD EE FF GG HH JJ KK

504

57.3 1
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26.6 78.8 03.01

91.31

44.8

73.4
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18.8 73.11 41 66.3
13.71

18.71 73.41 60.71

M704 52.51 78.51 81 96.4 96.91 96.12 26.81

804 18.8 73.11 41 66.3 21.91 18.71 73.41 60.71

M804

52.51 78.51 81 96.4
13.71

96.91 96.12 26.81M214

M314 21.91

514
57.4 4/1-1 96.7 18.8 52.01 73.01 52.8 73.01 44.4

18.8 73.11 41
95.3 13.71

57.71 73.41 60.71

M224 52.51 78.51

81

65.91 96.12 26.81

524

57.5

2/1-1

60.6 26.8

60.01 88.11 96.41 05.21 44.5 52.01 5.21 26.5

73.0

21.21 44.41 49.3

52.81

5.02 52.02 57.91

M234

2

52.51 78.51 18.2 52.12 65.32 26.92

534 21.21 44.41 49.3 5.02 52.02 57.91

M244

52.51 78.51

18.2 52.12 65.32

26.92

544

18.6 83.41 88.61 13.91 26.41 5.6 52.21 57.41 96.6 73.5

5.22
52 5.32

M654

42M074
3 57.71 97.71 91 18.62 49.52

M784

TPNtelnisagleufniaM*
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Dimensions (in Inches)

Model EB, EB-MA, and EB-MRV OVENPAK® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

NOTE: Use of auxiliary switches will add to dimension D.

ledoM A B C D E F G H J K L M N U V W X Y AA BB

1-BE
57.3

4/1-1 44.5
26.6

78.8 13.01 91.31
44.8

73.4
13.6 44.8 26.3

52.0 52.7 26.8 73.6 44.0 44.5
44.5

42-BE

3-BE 57.4 96.7 73.01 52.8 73.01 44.4 83.5

4-BE
57.5 2

60.6 26.8

60.01 88.11 96.41 5.21 44.5 52.01 5.21 26.5

73.0

52.9 26.01 78.8

65.0

57.7 6 6
5-BE

6-BE
18.6 3 83.41 88.61 13.91 26.41 5.6 52.21 57.41 96.6 26.9 21.11

-7.11
5

52.01 5.8 8
7-BE
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Accessory Dimensions (in Inches)

Filter with silencer for Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

ledoM JJ LL MM NN PP RR SS TT UU

504 4.41 4.21

61

3.91 4.01

2.32

2.32 9.92 6.33

M704 7.12 1.51 9.12 8.7 7.42 4.13 1.53

804 4.41 4.21 3.91 4.01 2.32 9.92 6.33

M804

7.12 1.51 9.12 8.7 7.42 4.13 1.53M214

M314

514 4.41 4.21 3.91 4.01
1.32

2.32 9.92 6.33

M224 7.12 1.51
9.12

8.7 7.42 4.13 1.53

524 2.02 5.41 3.8 42 9.52 6.23 3.63

M234 6.32 1.81 22 9.42 8.01 9.42 9.13 5.83 3.24

534 52.02 5.41 61 4.12 3.8 42 9.52 6.23 3.63

M244 6.32

1.81 22 9.42 8.01

9.42

9.13 5.83 3.24544
5.32 6.82

M654

M074
9.52 2.02 42 2.92 8.21 6.92 9.33 7.24 3.44

M784
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Suggested spare parts
– Spark Ignitor – Discharge Sleeve and Gasket
– Flame Rod, if used – Motor
– Filter Elements, if used – Impeller
– Mixing Cone – Gas/Air Valve Linkage Kit
To order parts for an existing OVENPAK® Burner assembly, list:
1. Name(s) of part(s) from above illustration
2. Quantity of each required
3. OVENPAK® Burner nameplate information:

• size and model number of burner
• assembly number
• date of manufacture
• if available, serial number of Maxon fuel shut-off valve in-line to OVENPAK®

Burner (This serial number is on Maxon valve's nameplate.)

Nameplate
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures

Discharge sleeve and cone alignment
Centering of the mixing cone provides a small

annular opening for the flow of some cooling combus-
tion air along the discharge sleeve wall. We SUGGEST
periodic inspection from the discharge side of the
burner to assure that this alignment is maintained.

Caution: Tightening can lead to cone distortion
and greatly reduce cone and discharge sleeve
life. Cone should be free to move and allow for
thermal expansion.

If re-adjustment is necessary, back out the four lock
nuts and re-center mixing cone with adjusting screws
handtight. Back each screw out one-half turn before re-
locking. This allows for thermal expansion as cone
gets hot.

Filters should be inspected regularly and cleaned,
using a vacuum to remove loose/dry accumulations,
then washing and/or degreasing as appropriate for the
filter type used.

To replace flame rod or spark ignitor:
1. Check Table 1 at right for dimension “Y” and cut tip

to length shown.
2. Insert 1/2" NPT collar into burner and snug into

position.
3. Insert insulator through collar into burner.
4. Check table for dimension “X”, position accordingly,

and tighten locking bushing until insulator is held
firmly.

WARNING: Over-tightening locking bushing may
damage insulator.

NOTE: A full-wave 6000 volt spark ignition transformer
is suggested for use with Maxon burner equipment.

Flame Rod

NOTE: 1/2" x 1" adapter bushing supplied by others

Table 1: Flame rod and spark ignitor dimensions
for all Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners
manufactured after 1/1/91 ①

①  Manufactured date is stamped on metal nameplate
of Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner. For specifics
relative to units manufactured prior to 1/1/91, see
Product Information Sheet 2100-3.

ledoMrenruB

rotingIkrapS
snoisnemiD

doRemalF
snoisnemiD

X Y X Y Z

1-BE
2-BE

504

3.1 4.

4. 6 9.2

M704

M804

804

M214

M314

3-BE
514

5.1 4.
M224

4-BE
5-BE

524

2.1 4. 8. 8.01 5.3
M234

534

M244

6-BE
7-BE

544

3.1 4. 4. 8.21 9.2
M654

M074

M784
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Maxon Pre-Assembled Package
Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burner System

6/03

425 OVENPAK®

package system
installed and
mounted onto a
Maxon
pre-fabricated
heater/duct section

Save time and reduce your installation costs with a
completely assembled and pre-wired burner and pipe
train “package”.

All system components have been carefully se-
lected to match the high performance characteristics of
the Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burner.

The compact design of this “packaged system”
makes mounting to your duct fast and easy. Connect
to the gas line and bring in electricity. It's wired and
piped, ready to go.

All pre-assembled package systems include a
Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner and pipe train. The
pipe trains are available with “Block and Bleed” ar-
rangement options only.

Additional application flexibility is provided with five
different sized systems, all with 40:1 turndown
capacity ranges.

Packaged OVENPAK® Burner systems may also be
mounted in a pre-fabricated combustion heater/duct
section by Maxon. This option is value-engineered to
give you the most for your dollar spent.
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Design / Application Summary

Five Model "400" OVENPAK® pre-assembled package options:

Pre-assembled pipe train “package”
includes the following components:
– Burner gas shut-off cock
– Main inlet gas shut-off cock
– Pilot gas train consisting of:

• Pilot gas shut-off cock
• Pilot gas pressure regulator (maximum 1 PSIG

natural gas inlet pressure)
• Pilot gas solenoid valve, 115/60VAC

– Main gas pressure regulator (maximum 1 PSIG
natural gas inlet pressure)

– Combustion air pressure switch, automatic reset,
NEMA 1, 115/60VAC

– Combination high and low gas pressure switch,
manual reset, NEMA 1, 115/60VAC

– Spark ignition transformer, 6000 volts, NEMA 1, 115/
60VAC

– NEMA type 12 and 13 junction box with terminal
wiring strip

– Normally open vent solenoid valve, 115/60VAC

A complete packaged system also includes:
• Maxon Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner assembly

– Connecting base and linkage assembly to adapt
customer-supplied automatic control motor
(optional)

– Low fire start switch (mounted to OVENPAK®

Burner)
– Air filter assembly

• Maxon main gas shut-off valve, position “L”, 115/
60VAC

• Maxon main gas “blocking” shut-off valve, position
“L”, 115/60VAC00000000

Factory pre-wiring includes the following
components for 115 volts 60 hertz AC:
– Low fire start switch
– Combustion air pressure switch
– Combination high and low gas pressure switch
– Pilot gas solenoid valve
– Normally-open vent solenoid valve (when used)
– Spark ignition transformer
– Maxon “main” and/or “blocking” gas shut-off valve(s)
– NEMA type 12 and 13 junction box with terminal

wiring strip

Field wiring is required:
– To the packaged system's junction box wiring strip
– To the Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner's combustion

air blower motor
– Between your flame safeguard relay and the

OVENPAK® Burner's flame sensor
NOTE: A flame rod may be furnished by Maxon; UV
detector is a part of the control package when
supplied by Maxon or may be supplied by others.

– Other field wiring connections may be required if your
control circuit includes high/low temperature limits,
automatic temperature controller, and/or other
miscellaneous safety limit switches.
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Maxon Packaged Heater/Duct Sections

Reduce your fabrication time with a complete
combustion heater/duct including the prewired and
prepiped Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner system
package.

Easy installation is provided by flanged duct
connection joints. Burner is mounted to a .312" mild
steel wall, lined with 6" thick fiber insulation. The other
16 gauge aluminized steel heater/duct walls are ready
for your insulation.

Application flexibility is offered by three sizes of
ducts. All sizes can be fabricated to have return/inlet
opening at any 90° increment position (viewing from
the back of the OVENPAK® Burner). Continuous welds
on all joint seals permit duct section installation on
pressure-side or suction-side applications.

6/03
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Maxon Packaged Heater/Duct Sections
Design and Application Details

Maximum discharge temperature 600°F (316°C)
Duct static pressures may range between +2" wc and -5" wc
Optimum design parameters permit up to 3000 feet per minute air velocity through return/inlet duct.

To select your packaged system, specify:

1. Quantity ________

2. Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burner Assembly _________, for natural gas
– Arranged for UV detector, or with flame rod
– Furnished with blower motor for ___________ AC
– With low fire start switch _________ , General Purpose, 115/60 AC
– With combustion air filter assembly ____________ (optional)
– With connecting base and linkage assembly ____________ to adapt customer's automatic electric

control motor. Specify/select which one of these electric operators will be used:
– Barber-Colman #EA51–58, also with prefix MC, MP or MF
– Honeywell #M644, #M744, #M941, or #M944
– Penn/Johnson #M-80 or #M81

3. Arranged into pre-assembled and wired pipe train package, 115/60VAC,
– With Block and Bleed arrangement assembly ______________.

4. With _______ 1-1/4" or 1-1/2" Maxon Series __________ Automatic Reset, Manual Reset
Shut-Off Valve(s), for natural gas, in top assembly position “L” for 115/60VAC
– With electrical terminal block (option)
– With 6 second, or 2.5 second opening time (automatic reset valve(s) only)
– With ______________ auxiliary signal switch(es) (optional)

NOTE: Specify which switch(es) go in main valve and which switch(es) in blocking valve, if different.

5. With heater/duct section assembly ____________ (optional)
with return/inlet duct positioned on top, right, bottom, or left
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Model “200” OVENPAK® Burners

Model “200” OVENPAK® Gas Burners
provide a broad range of heat without a
combustion blower by firing through-the-wall
into your combustion chamber on the suction
side of the circulating fan. An internal mixing
cone blends air drawn through the burner (by
chamber suction) with fuel gas delivered
through its central gas nozzle. The Model
“200” OVENPAK® Burner is designed for
applications involving suction-side firing from  -
0.2" to -1.6" wc static chamber conditions.
They provide:
– low initial and operating cost
– easy installation
– simple adjustment
– heavy duty cast iron construction in a

compact burner configuration

Performance data
NOTE: Maximum capacity varies with the range of suction provided at operating temperature

Air volumes shown are for burners without damper,
or with damper in full-open position. If damper is used
to restrict air flow, maximum capacity will be similarly
reduced.

Pilot flame issues from the same gas ports as
main flame, so proof of pilot gas ignition assures
ignition of main gas supply.

Flame sensing can be either by flame rod or UV
scanner when natural gas is the fuel, but only with UV
scanner if propane is the fuel.

Installation is simple, utilizing the built-in, direct-
mounting flange provided.

A complete combustion system utilizing Model
“200” OVENPAK® Burners also includes gas train,
fuel-throttling valve and control system. Your Maxon
representative can help you choose from the broad
range of options available.

Typical pipe train

Model “200” OVENPAK®

Burner arranged with air inlet
guard and optional UV scanner
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Design and Application Details

Differential gas pressures in inches water column
(" wc) for both natural gas and propane are those that
should be measured by connecting a manometer
between test points shown in the photo below.

Suction (shown in inches wc) should be that
available at operating temperature. It can be deter-
mined by a two-step procedure: First, measure cold
suction (chamber to atmosphere). Second, multiply
that reading by the correction factor shown in Graph
"A" for your desired operating temperature.

Dimensions (in inches)

Burner
Assembly

Flame Rod Assembly

Model “208” OVENPAK® Burner shown with air damper
and flame rod For example, if you anticipate running the system at 600°F,

follow that dotted line to the right until it intersects curve,
then read downward to a correction factor of 0.5. Therefore,
if you read a cold suction of 1" wc, your expected suction
“at temperature” would be 1" x 0.5 = 0.5" wc.
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the spark ignitor,
discharge sleeve, mounting gaskets, flame rod and
connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
OVENPAK® Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical gas train as might be used with
OVENPAK®  gas fired burners.

compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main Shut-Off Cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling valve contained within a Maxon
burner is not intended for tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regula-
tor in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation and be sure to remove any
shipping pin or block.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to
a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself. Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

4/98

Piping Layout as sometimes required by
insurance and standards groups
Block and Bleed gas train arrangement illustrated
with Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner

Model “400” OVENPAK®  Burners provide the air
supply (except for EB versions, which require a
separate combustion air blower). They also serve as
a fuel flow control and fuel/air mixing device. Model
“200” OVENPAK® Burners serve as a mixing device
and usually have an externally-mounted gas control
valve.

Burner should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If such conditions exist, consider filters, relocation
and/or use of the EB version and external air supply.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
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Installation Instructions

Horizontal mounting is preferred, but burner may
be mounted in any position suitable for automatic
control motor and UV scanner (if used).

OVENPAK® Burners will typically be installed
through an oven wall or insulated air duct. Cut open-
ing approximately 1" larger in diameter than discharge
sleeve to allow for thermal expansion of sleeve.

Burner mounting requires four studs and a flat
mounting surface perfectly centered on the discharge
sleeve.

After placing burner in position over studs, add lock
washers and nuts, then draw up hand-tight only.
Check that burner is seated evenly all around the
flange, filling any gaps to prevent air leakage, then
tighten all nuts firmly.

For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and
motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be re-
quired to support weight of the burner and connected
pipe train components. Air control motors, in particu-
lar, require additional support. Maxon connecting
base and linkage assemblies are designed to position
the control motors to work with the burner, not to
support their weight.

The Packaged Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner
requires external auxiliary support provided by the
user. The support configuration may be similar to the
leg support or knee bracket support illustrated below.

Suggested supporting arrangements for
Packaged Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners:

Additional burner support may be required in
conjunction with a stiffener plate when mounting
OVENPAK® Burner (weighing 100-350 pounds)
through typical thin wall of heater/oven panels.

For push-through systems, use Maxon special
back pressure gasket between stiffener plate and
discharge sleeve flange and use (2) ring gaskets
between discharge sleeve flange and burner casting
to prevent back flow of high temperature air. Fill area
D (see sketch below) with no more than 2" of high
temperature packing (too little will overheat mounting;
too much will overheat sleeve).

“400”, “200” OVENPAK®  Burners

For pull-through systems, spacers may be
installed on stud bolts and area D left empty to admit
cooling air past the sleeve.

WARNING: Welding of burner flange to stiffener
plate may cause warpage of burner flange and
require additional seal material to prevent
leakage.

Four lock screws permit centering of mixing cone
within burner body and sleeve.

Typical discharge sleeve mounting
recommendations

“400”
OVENPAK®

Burners
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Installation Instructions

For “400” OVENPAK® Burners: Lock screws
should be drawn up hand-tight, then backed out one-
half turn to allow for cone expansion. They must be
re-checked after start-up, and loosened if necessary
to prevent deformation of cone. See start-up instruc-
tions for details. Over-tightening lock screws can
lead to cone distortion and greatly reduce cone
and discharge sleeve life.

Discharge sleeve must be flush with, or extend
beyond, interior wall. Maxon can supply a special 12"
long discharge sleeve, but higher noise levels may
result, particularly when firing on propane.

An external viewing port should be provided for
flame observation, preferably in such a position that
burner pilot and main flame can both be seen.

Flame sensing can be accomplished by either
flame rod or UV scanner. When UV scanner is used,
it should be kept as close to burner as feasible. Heat
block, if used, may affect signal strength with some
brands of scanners.

For “400” OVENPAK® Burners, field conversion
from a flame rod version to a UV scanner version and
vice versa may require additional parts in the burner.
Contact Maxon for requirements.

Alternate fuels may require correction of supply
pressures.

If OVENPAK® Burner is equipped with Maxon Hi/Lo
Control Motor, low-fire start wiring can be accom-
plished as shown in the sketch below.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the layouts shown. Specific piping
and wiring diagrams should always be submit-
ted to the appropriate agencies for approval on
each application.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves should be
used for improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing-
Check Valves should be installed as close as pos-
sible to each burner inlet for dependable lightoff (gas
manifold may otherwise act as a reservoir, preventing
lightoff during trial-for-ignition period).

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
Fuel Shut-Off Valve to be opened unless combustion
air is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

4/98
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Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system's equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial OVENPAK® Burner start-up:

1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulator’s adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to approximately mid-position. Close pilot
gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in clock-
wise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.) Then
back out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise)
approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control
devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and that
test ports are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from the “400” OVENPAK® Burner’s
operating crank arm by loosening the control
motor’s connecting rod from the burner’s toggle
linkage.

For Model EB-MRV and Model “200”
OVENPAK® Burners, the connecting linkage on
the separate control valve must be similarly
loosened and disconnected. Refer to specific
adjusting procedures relating to control valve
adjustment in Maxon catalog.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a manual burner control
mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and combus-
tion chamber plenums. With main gas shut off,
manually advance burner to high fire position so
that air only flows through burner and combustion
chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

For EB OVENPAK® Burners only (step 6)

6. Verify differential air pressure. With combustion
air blower on, all volume air fans operating, and
burner at high fire position, connect a manometer
between the air test connection on backplate of
OVENPAK® Burner and your combustion chamber
static pressure test connection. This will give a
direct differential air pressure reading.

Page 2100-S-4

Start-Up Instructions

“400”, “200” OVENPAK® Burners
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Determine your differential air pressure reading
by taking an additional reading with manometer
connected between the burner’s air pressure test
port and atmosphere with the burner at high fire
position, fuel valves closed, and all air handling
systems running. Subtract the combustion
chamber static pressure obtained above from this
air pressure reading to give you differential  air
pressure reading.

For Model “200” OVENPAK® Burner only
(steps 6A-6C)

6A. Cross-connect manometer to upstream ①  and
downstream ②  air pressure test connections on
Model “200” OVENPAK® Burner’s main housing.

6B. Start air handling system and adjust louvers,
dampers, etc. to desired setting to establish cold
suction design conditions.

6C. Transfer manometer connection from upstream
air pressure test ①  to gas pressure test connection
③ . This is the differential air pressure reading for a
Model “200” OVENPAK® Burner.

For “400” OVENPAK® Burners: The differential air
pressure setting determines the burner’s capacity and
performance capabilities. Model EB and MA manual
air OVENPAK® Burners, with their external air control
valve(s), provide for the manual setting of this differ-
ential air pressure to the burner. Refer to specific
adjusting procedures relating to MICRO-RATIO® and
control valve adjustment in Maxon product line
catalog. MA OVENPAK® Burners have an external
locknut adjustment on the end of the air butterfly

control valve. This lets you limit and set the differential
pressure to the OVENPAK® Burner. Refer to Maxon
specification tables in the catalog for the differential
air settings required for your specific OVENPAK®

Burner capacity.

7. Determine the required differential gas pres-
sure using this differential air pressure reading
obtained from step 6. If your combustion chamber
does not have a static pressure test connection,
then you must measure combustion chamber
static pressure by connecting a manometer
between the gas pressure test port on the
burner’s backplate and to atmosphere with the
burner at low fire position, fuel valves closed, and
all air handling systems running. High fire pres-
sures are provided in Maxon product line catalog
literature and/or read data stamped into burner
nameplate.

8. Verify that spark ignitor is properly positioned
and lines up with the appropriate dimensions
required for your specific burner. (Refer to appro-
priate Maxon catalog specification table.) Check
that spark ignitor arcs at the end of your properly
positioned ignitor.

9. Return burner control valve (or crank) to low
fire position when purge of system is complete.

10. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning
pilot gas regulator spring clockwise and/or
adjustable orifice screw counter-clockwise to
increase fuel flow. Repeat procedure as neces-
sary until pilot ignites as air might have to be bled
out of fuel supply lines before reliable pilot flame
is established. Pilot gas regulator should normally
be set for as low a pressure as possible, using
fuller opening of pilot gas adjustable orifice (if
used).

11. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable
flame shape. A rule of thumb is that any pilot over
a tennis ball size is probably too large. This
assumes you have visual access to the pilot
flame. If this is not possible, then adjust pilot to
give the strongest and most stable flame signal
through your flame safety circuit. This signal
strength can be read with a micro-amp meter. The
signal strength (or range) will be determined by
the specific type of flame safeguard instrument
you have with your burner system.

Page 2100-S-5

Start-Up Instructions

“400”, “200” OVENPAK® Burner
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Cycle burner from minimum to maximum
and refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

15. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
control motor.

For “400” OVENPAK® Burners: Reconnect
linkage to control motor.  Control linkage travel
must be such that burner crank is moved through-
out its complete travel, or cataloged capacities
and turndowns will not be achieved. If less than
full-rated burner capacity is required, linkage can
be adjusted to limit maximum output.

With interrupted pilot, it may be necessary to
set control for somewhat higher than minimum
burner setting to permit hold-in of flame detection
system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

16. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at
operating temperature. Refine high fire setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure,
flame length, and appearance. Natural gas flame
should normally be predominantly clear blue but
possibly with semi-luminous tips. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.

17. For “400” OVENPAK® Burners: Check for
contact between mixing cone and top-most
centering screw after system has reached
maximum operating temperature. If set screw
touches cone, back off an additional 1/8 turn on
top and both side set screws.

18. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

12. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame safe-
guard relays should now power your main fuel
Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly in-
stalled, correctly set, and fully operational. If in
doubt, shut the system down, close pilot cock
and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

13. Establish main flame. With burner at low fire
position, back out main gas pressure regulator
adjusting screw (counter-clockwise) to get lowest
outlet pressure possible. Open all manual fuel
shut-off valves (automatic fuel shut-off valve
should already be open) so gas flows to burner
inlet. There should be little, if any, change in
flame appearance. Turn main regulator adjust-
ing screw in (clockwise) to obtain outlet pressure
of about 4"-6" wc higher than combustion cham-
ber pressure (2"-4" wc for propane, considerably
higher for some EB versions). Main flame should
now appear larger than pilot-only flame.

14. Establish high fire setting by slowly moving
burner toward high fire position while observing
gas pressure at burner gas test connection.
Refine main gas regulator adjustment as neces-
sary to provide correct differential pressure
(gauge to combustion chamber, see step 7) at
high fire. If pressure cannot be adjusted low
enough, a different regulator or regulator spring
may be necessary, or a limiting orifice valve (such
as Maxon's Series “BV”) should be added. Do
not, however, exceed 4" wc pressure drop
between regulator outlet and burner inlet.

CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off
valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main gas on again. Check carefully
that every burner is lit before proceeding.

Page 2100-S-6

Start-Up Instructions
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19. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.
Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

NOTE: Typical gas firing control sequence for Maxon
burner is provided only as a guide. Instructions
provided by complete system manufacturer incorpo-
rating Maxon burners take precedence.

For gas firing Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner

Light-off: Shut-down:
1. Close cocks, shut-off valve(s) 1. Close main &
2. Verify burner at low fire pilot gas cocks
3. Start recirculating/exhaust fans 2. Keep combustion
4. Start burner blower air blower running
5. Purge at least 4 air changes after shut-down long
6. Open pilot & main gas cocks enough to allow

burner to cool

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

20. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up
operation with shut-down of system, establishing
written instructions for their future reference.

Page 2100-S-7“400”, “200” OVENPAK®  Burners
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Assembly Numbers

eziS renruBdegakcaP riAlaunaMdegakcaP evitomotuAdegakcaP srenruBdetsiLLU

504 )07(PO504 )94(POAM504 )07(POMA504

M704 )38(POM704 )47(POAMM704 )68(POMAM704

804 )07(PO804 )94(POAM804 )07(POMA804

M804 )48(POM804 )57(POAMM804 )88(POMAM804

M214 )38(POM214 )47(POAMM214 )58(POMAM214

M314 )48(POM314 )57(POAMM314 )88(POMAM314

514 )27(PO514 )57(POAM514 )37(POMA514

M224 )49(POM224 )37(POAMM224 )89(POMAM224

524 )701(PO524 )47(POAM524 )111(POMA524 )021(19345

M234 )811(POM234 )87(POAMM234 )221(POMAM234 )131(29345

534 )701(PO534 )47(POAM534 )111(POMA534 )021(39345

M244 )221(POM244 )18(POAMM244 )521(POMAM244 )531(49345

544 )751(PO544 )941(POAM544 )161(POMA544 )471(59345

M654 )961(POM654 )161(POAMM654 )502(POMAM654 )681(69345

M074 )191(POM074 )591(POAMM074 )422(POMAM074 )802(79345

M784 )912(POM784 )422(POAMM784 )942(POMAM784 )632(89345

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

eziS BE riAlaunaMBE VRMBE srenruBdetsiLLU

1-BE )54(PO1BE )62(POAM1BE )44(POVRM1BE

2-BE )54(PO2BE )62(POAM2BE )44(POVRM2BE

3-BE )84(PO3BE )15(POAM3BE )74(POVRM3BE

4-BE )97(PO4BE )25(POAM4BE )87(POVRM4BE )39(20445

5-BE )97(PO5BE )25(POAM5BE )87(POVRM5BE )29(30445

6-BE )221(PO6BE )721(POAM6BE )121(POVRM6BE )631(40445

7-BE )221(PO7BE )721(POAM7BE )121(POVRM7BE )631(50445

Segment choices are listed on pages 2100-A/P-2 through 4.

Approximate ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses.
Configured choices may cause some deviation in weights shown.
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Page 2100-A/P-2 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

ETALPKCAB etalpkcabnosdaerhtfoepyT
ISNA dedaerhtISNA

OSI dedaerhtOSI

ROTINGIKRAPS
,rotingikrapsfoepyT

derisedfi

ENON rotingikrapsoN

DTS rotingikrapsdradnatS

LU rotingikrapsdezingocerLU

ECIFIROELBATSUJDA
,ecifiroelbatsujdafoepyT

derisedfi

PAC_HGIH ecifiroelbatsujdayticapachgiH

ENON ecifiroelbatsujdaoN

DTS ecifiroelbatsujdadradnatS

SSALGNOITAVRESBO ssalgnoitavresbofoepyT

PMET_HGIH ssalgnoitavresbopmethgiH

DTS ssalgnoitavresbodradnatS

VU rennacsVUrofretpadadeppaT

TH_VU ssalgthgis/wretpadadeppaT

NOITCETEDEMALF
,noitcetedemalffoepyT

derisedfi

DOR_EMALF doremalF

ENON ecivednoitcetedemalfoN

VU noisivorprennacsVU

TH_VU pmethgihrofnoisivorprennacsVU

LEUF leuffoepyT

TUB sagenatuB

SS_TUB egaknilSShtiwsagenatuB

TAN saGlarutaN

SS_TAN egaknilSS/wsaGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

SS_PORP egaknilSS/wsaGenaporP

ENOCGNIXIM lairetamenocgnixiM
SS enocgniximleetssselniatS

DTS enocgniximdradnatS

EVEELSEGRAHCSID
,eveelsegrahcsidfoepyT

derisedfi

ENON eveelsegrahcsidoN

PBH21 eveelsegrahcsiderusserpkcabihSS013"21

033AR21 eveelsegrahcsid033AR"21

2201321 eveelserusserpkcabihSS013"21

PBH8 eveelserusserpkcabihSS013"8

033AR8 eveelsegrahcsid033AR"8

NLFER8 eveelsegrahcsiddenilyrotcarfer"8

SS0138 eveelsegrahcsidSS013"8

TEKSAGLLAWNEVO derisedfI
ENON redrohtiwedulcnitonoD

SEY redrohtiwedulcnI
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Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
snoitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

ROTOM
,egatlovrotomfonoitceleS

derisedfi

CEI 7-43CEI05-3-004/032

ENON rotomoN

061032_511 CFET06-1-032/511

053514_091 CFET05-3-514-083/091

063064_032 CFET06-3-064/032

063575 CFET06-3-575

&ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

derisedfi,L&BCfoepyT

LOC_BRAB L&BCcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

TSUC L&BCdellatsniremotsuC

NADROJ_XOF L&BCcirtcelenadroJ/orobxoF

52P_XOF L&BCria52-PorobxoF

05P_XOF L&BCria05-PorobxoF

NOITCA_WH L&BCcirtcelerotanoitcAllewyenoH

RIA_WH L&BCdetautcariallewyenoH

DOM_WH L&BCcirtcelelortudoMllewyenoH

TNOC_NHOJ L&BCriaslortnoCnosnhoJ

RON-SDEEL L&BCcirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BCcirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

KNILTRAMS L&BCKNILTRAMS

ROLYAT L&BCriarolyaT

TNOC_V021 tikrotomlortnocnoxaMV021

TNOC_V042 tikrotomlortnocnoxaMV042

ROTOMLORTNOC
,rotomlortnocfoepyT

derisedfi

DOM rotomlortnoclortudoM

PW_DOM rotomlortnocfoorprehtaewlortudoM

ENON rotomlortnocoN

HCTIWS
,sehctiwsfoeciohC

derisedfi

SPLSPH2XC sopol/ihfoorprehtaewfoorp-noisolpxehctiwsM

SPLSPH4SC sopwol2/ih2foorprehtaewfoorp-noisolpxewsM

PWSPLSPHSM noitisopwol/ihfoorprehtaewhctiws'M

PWSPLSM noitisopwolfoorprehtaewhctiws'M

PEPWSPLSM sopwolfoorprehtaewfoorp-noisolpxehctiws'M

ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

SPLSPHMO noitisopwol/ihnormO

SPLMO noitisopwolnormO

PWSPLSPHLT noitisopwol/ihfoorprehtaeweuqinacem'T

PWSPLLT noitisopwolfoorprehtaeweuqinacem'T
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Page 2100-A/P-4 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

&RECNELISO/&RTLF
SOPDRAUG

dnarecnelisro/dnaretliF
,noitisopdraug

derisedfi

RTLF retlif)maof(riA

1RCNLSRTLF 1noitisoprecnelis/retlif)maof(riA

2RCNLSRTLF 2noitisoprecnelis/retlif)maof(riA

3RCNLSRTLF 3noitisoprecnelis/retlif)maof(riA

ENON recnelisroretlifoN

RTLIFMREP retlif)tnenamrep(riA

1RCNLSMREP 1noitisoprecnelis/retlif)tnenamrep(riA

2RCNLSMREP 2noitisoprecnelis/retlif)tnenamrep(riA

3RCNLSMREP 3noitisoprecnelis/retlif)tnenamrep(riA

1RCNLS 1noitisopdraug,recneliS

2RCNLS 2noitisopdraug,recneliS

3RCNLS 3noitisopdraug,recneliS

TNIOJLASREVINU
YLBMESSA

derisedfI
ENON tnioJlasrevinUoN

SEY dedeentnioJlasrevinU61202

ELDNAHLAUNAM derisedfI
LAUNAM dedulcnieldnahlaunaM

ENON dedulcnieldnahoN

)F(PMETMAERTSRIAXAM erutarepmetfoeciohC
0001 erutarepmetmaertsmumixam)C835(F0001

0051 erutarepmetmaertsmumixam)C618(F0051

EBUTEDIUG
ediugroflairetamfoeciohC

ebut

SC leetsnobraC

CETSC cificepsremotsucleetsnobraC

SS303 leetssselniats303

SS613 leetssselniats613

REBMUNREMOTSUC yficepS 0 eulavretnE
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

renruB
eziS

derugifnoC
rebmuNmetI

noitpircseD

504 PSRPO504 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO504

M704 PSRPOM704 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM704

804 PSRPO804 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO804

M804 PSRPOM804 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM804

M214 PSRPOM214 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM214

M314 PSRPOM314 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM314

514 PSRPO514 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO514

M224 PSRPOM224 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM224

524 PSRPO524 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO524

M234 PSRPOM234 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM234

534 PSRPO534 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO534

M244 PSRPOM244 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM244

544 PSRPO544 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO544

M654 PSRPOM654 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM654

M074 PSRPOM074 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM074

M784 PSRPOM784 serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVOM784

1BE PSRPO1BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO1BE

2BE PSRPO2BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO2BE

3BE PSRPO3BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO3BE

4BE PSRPO4BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO4BE

5BE PSRPO5BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO5BE

6BE PSRPO6BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO6BE

7BE PSRPO7BE serapSdednemmoceRrenruBKAPNEVO7BE

tfeltadetsiltcudorpderugifnochcaE
&stnemgesgniwollofehtsah

:seciohc

tnemgeS seciohC

rotingikrapS seYroenoN

toobrebbuR seYroenoN

doremalF seYroenoN

ylbmessArotoMlortnoCwoL/hgiH seYroenoN

)ylno(rotoMlortnoCwoL/hgiH seYroenoN

eveelsegrahcsiD seYroenoN

)ylno(teksagesooL seYroenoN

tikteksaG seYroenoN

ylbmessahctiwS seYroenoN

)ylno(hctiwS seYroenoN

tnemeleretliF seYroenoN

tikegaknillanretnI seYroenoN

egakniL&esaBgnitcennoC seYroenoN

seirosseccAsuoenallecsiM seYroenoN

]1[tiKrewolBtnemecalpeR
yficepS
ytitnauQ

]1[rotoMrewolBtnemecalpeR seYroenoN

]1[rotoMrewolBevitomotuA.lpeR seYroenoN

snoisrevBEotelbacilppatoN]1[

NOTES:
• The flame rod assemblies already include a rubber boot
• The internal linkage kits include air butterfly connecting links (which will be extra parts for MA versions)
• The filter element segment does not appear in the EB configured spare parts
• The cone centering fasteners that appear under Misc. Accessories should be specified in multiples of 4
• After a selection of “yes”, the quantity of items is to be specified at the next level

Configured Spare Parts Kits
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Page 2100-A/P-6 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

)tnemgesyb(srebmuNmetIderugifnoC
emaNtnemgeS PSRPO504 PSRPOM704 PSRPO804 PSRPOM804 PSRPOM214

rotingIkrapS PSRIS504

tooBrebbuR PSRTOOB504

doRemalF PSRRF504

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylbmessA PSRYSARTM504

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylnO PSRRTM504

eveelSegrahcsiD PSRVLS504

)ylno(teksaGesooL PSRTKSG504

tiKteksaG PSRTIKTKSG504

ylbmessAhctiwS PSRYSAWS504

ylnOhctiwS PSRWS504

tnemelE PSRTNMLE504 PSRTNMLEM704 PSRTNMLE504 PSRTNMLEM704

tiKegakniLlanretnI PSRGKNL504 PSRGKNLM704 PSRGKNL504 PSRGKNLM704

&esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL PSRLBC504

stnemecalpeR
seirosseccA/ PSRYSCA504 PSRYSCAM704 PSRYSCA804 PSRYSCAM704 PSRYSCAM214

rewolBtnemecalpeR
stiK KBR504 KBRM704 KBR504 KBRM804 KBRM704

rewolBtnemecalpeR
rotoM PSRRTMRWLB504 PSRRTMRWLBM704 PSRRTMRWLB504 PSRRTMRWLBM804 PSRRTMRWLBM704

rewolBtnemecalpeR
)evitomotua(rotoM PSRRTMRWLBMA504 RTMRWLBMAM704

PSR PSRRTMRWLBMA504 RTMRWLBMAM804
PSR

RTMRWLBMAM704
PSR

deunitnoc-)tnemgesyb(srebmuNmetIderugifnoC
emaNtnemgeS PSRPOM314 PSRPO514 PSRPOM224 PSRPO524 PSRPOM234 PSRPO534

rotingIkrapS PSRIS504

tooBrebbuR PSRTOOB504

doRemalF PSRRF504 PSRRF524

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylbmessA PSRYSARTM504 PSRYSARTM524

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylnO PSRRTM504

eveelSegrahcsiD PSRVLS504 PSRVLS514 PSRVLS524

)ylno(teksaGesooL PSRTKSG504 PSRTKSG514 PSRTKSG524

tiKteksaG PSRTIKTKSG504 PSRTIKTKSG514 PSRTIKTKSG524

ylbmessAhctiwS PSRYSAWS504 PSRYSAWS524

ylnOhctiwS PSRWS504

tnemelE PSRTNMLEM704 PSRTNMLE504 PSRTNMLE704 PSRTNMLEM234 PSRTNMLEM704

tiKegakniLlanretnI PSRGKNLM704 PSRGKNL504 PSRGKNLM704 PSRGKNL524 PSRGKNLM234 PSRGKNL524

&esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL PSRLBC504

/stnemecalpeR
seirosseccA PSRYSCAM214 PSRYSCA514 PSRYSCA524 PSRYSCAM234 PSRYSCA534

rewolBtnemecalpeR
stiK KBRM804 KBR504 KBRM224 KBR524 KBRM234 KBR524

rewolBtnemecalpeR
rotoM PSRRTMRWLB504 PSRRTMRWLB504 PSRRTMRWLBM804

rewolBtnemecalpeR
)evitomotua(rotoM PSRRTMRWLBMA504 PSRRTMRWLBMA504 PSRRTMRWLBMAM804
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deunitnoc-)tnemgesyb(srebmuNmetIderugifnoC
emaNtnemgeS PSRPOM244 PSRPO544 PSRPOM654 PSRPOM074 PSRPOM784

rotingIkrapS PSRIS504

tooBrebbuR PSRTOOB504

doRemalF PSRRF524 PSRRF544

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylbmessA PSRYSARTM524

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylnO PSRRTM504

eveelSegrahcsiD PSRVLS524 PSRVLS544

)ylno(teksaGesooL PSRTKSG524 PSRTKSG544

tiKteksaG PSRTIKTKSG524 PSRTIKTKSG544

ylbmessAhctiwS PSRYSAWS524 PSRYSAWS544

ylnOhctiwS PSRWS504

tnemelE PSRTNMLEM234 PSRTNMLEM074

tiKegakniLlanretnI PSRGKNLM244 PSRGKNL544 PSRGKNLM074

&esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL PSRLBC504

/stnemecalpeR
seirosseccA PSRYSCA534 PSRYSCA544 PSRYSCAM654 PSRYSCAM074 PSRYSCAM784

rewolBtnemecalpeR
stiK KBRM244 KBR544 KBRM654 KBRM074 KBRM784

rewolBtnemecalpeR
rotoM PSRRTMRWLBM244 PSRRTMRWLBM654 PSRRTMRWLBM074 PSRRTMRWLBM784

rewolBtnemecalpeR
)evitomotua(rotoM PSRRTMRWLBMAM244 PSRRTMRWLBM654 RTMRWLBMAM074

PSR
RTMRWLBMAM784

PSR

snoisrevBE-)tnemgesyb(srebmuNmetIderugifnoC
emaNtnemgeS PSRPO41BE PSRPO42BE PSRPO43BE PSRPO44BE PSRPO45BE PSRPO46BE PSRPO47BE

rotingIkrapS PSRIS504

tooBrebbuR PSRTOOB504

doRemalF PSRRF504 PSRRF524 PSRRF544

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylbmessA PSRYSARTM504 PSRYSARTM524

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylnO PSRRTM504

eveelSegrahcsiD PSRVLS504 PSRVLS514 PSRVLS524 PSRVLS544

)ylno(teksaGesooL PSRTKSG504 PSRTKSG514 PSRTKSG524 PSRTKSG544

tiKteksaG PSRTIKTKSG504
TIKTKSG514

PSR
PSRTIKTKSG524 PSRTIKTKSG544

ylbmessAhctiwS PSRYSAWS504 PSRYSAWS524 PSRYSAWS544

ylnOhctiwS PSRWS504

tiKegakniLlanretnI PSRGKNL504 PSRGKNL524 PSRGKNL6BE

&esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL PSRLBC504

/stnemecalpeR
seirosseccA PSRYSCA504 PSRYSCA804 PSRYSCA514 PSRYSCA524 PSRYSCA534 PSRYSCAM654 PSRYSCAM784

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2100-A/P-7
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)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
noitpircseDtnemgeS seciohCtnemgeS

,804,M704,504
M314,M214,M804

M224,514
,M234,524

M244,534
,M654,544

M784,M074

rotingIkrapS
dradnatS 23274

LU 67345

tooBrebbuR dradnatS 22781

doRemalF dradnatS 92772 13772 23772

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylbmessA

06/05v032ro06/05v511 99595 00695

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylno

06/05v032ro06/05v511 10695

eveelSegrahcsiD

SS013"8 03723 13723 23723 33723
SS013"21 91072 02072 12072 22072

033AR"8 06643 16643 26643 36643
033AR"21 93374 64374 35374 06374

deniLyrotcarfeR"8 19283 29283 39283 49283
erusserPkcaBhgiH"8 22043 32043 42043 52043
erusserPkcaBhgiH"21 73374 44374 15374 85374

)ylno(teksaGesooL

egnalFgnisuoH 57482 67482 77482 87482
eveelS.dtS 57933 67933 77933 87933
eveelSPBH 81043 91043 02043 12043

eveelSdeniLyrotcarfeR 6550501 7550501 8550501 9550501
tiKteksaG eveelS.dtS&egnalFgnisuoH 72043 82043 92043 03043

ylbmessAhctiwS

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH2XC 5393401 5393401 6393401
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH4XC 9393401 9393401 0493401

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHSM 06403 06403 06403
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWSM 87173 87173 87173

noitisoPwoLSM 81102 81102 81102
noitisoPwoLPWSM 01653 01653 01653

noitisoPwoLPEPWSM 44953 44953 84953
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHnormO 64664 76564 76564

noitisoPwoLnormO 54664 46564 46564
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWMT 85344 85344 85344

noitisoPwoLPWMT 75344 75344 75344

ylnOhctiwS

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH2XC 20533
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH4XC 30533

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHSM 63852
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWSM 89553

noitisoPwoLSM 63852
noitisoPwoLPWSM 89553

noitisoPwoLPEPWSM 20533
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHnormO 06564

noitisoPwoLnormO 06564
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWMT 37645

noitisoPwoLPWMT 37645

Page 2100-A/P-8 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts
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Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2100-A/P-9

)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
tnemgeS
noitpircseD

seciohCtnemgeS 504 M704 804
M804
M214
M314

514 M224 524 M234 534 M244
544
M654

M074
M784

tnemelE
retliFmaoF 85792 54082 85792 54082 85792 54082 74082 54082 74082 73342

retliFtnenamreP 15643 25643 15643 25643 15643 25643 45643 25643 45643 55643
)recneliS(retliFmaoF 26013 26013 26013 26013 26013 26013 26013 26013 26013 15013

egakniLlanretnI
tiK

dradnatS 82633 92633 82633 92633 82633 23633 03633 33633 03633 33633 43633 53633

leetSsselniatS 88944 98944 88944 98944 88944 09944 19944 29944 19944 29944 49944 59944

)enatub(dradnatS 82633 92633 82633 92633 82633 23633 03633 33633 03633 33633 43633

)enatub(leetSsselniatS 88944 98944 88944 98944 88944 09944 19944 29944 19944 29944 49944

esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL&

)ria(52PorobxoF 66042
)ria(05PorobxoF 40172

)ria(llewyenoH 58602
)ria(lortnoCnosnhoJ 78152

)ria(rolyaT 92922
)cirtcele(namloC-rebraB 66891
)cirtcele(nadroJ/orobxoF 86443

)cirtcele(lortudoMllewyenoH 08691
)cirtcele(rotanoitcAllewyenoH 90022

)cirtcele(purhtroN&sdeeL 90042
)cirtcele(nosnhoJ/nneP 08691

7/03
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seirosseccA/stnemecalpeR-)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
seciohCtnemgeS 504 M704 804 M804

M214
M314

514
M224

524 M234
534
M244

544 M654 M074 M784

knarCgnitarepOcitamotuA 72654

teSpmalC/elggoT 01503

teSeldnaHlaunaM 09913

ylbmessAtnioJlasrevinU 61202

evlaVgnicnalaB 02191 12191 22191 32191 52191

evlaVkcehCgniwS 91653 73953 02653 12653 86983

ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliP 90083 13405

ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliP
).pachgih(

13405 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

elzzoNsaGlarutaN 78215 59215 58215 68215 88215 98215 09215 19215 29215 39215

)detaoc(elzzoNsaGlarutaN 00374 10374 20374 30374 40374 50374 60374 70374 80374 90374

elzzoNsaGenaporP 79215 49215 59215 69215 89215 99215 00315 10315 20315 30315

)detaoc(elzzoNsaGenaporP 01374 11374 21374 31374 41374 51374 61374 71374 81374 91374

ebuTediuGSCISNA 2403501 40315 50315 60315

ebuTediuGSSISNA 4403501 19274 29274 39274

ebuTediuGSS613ISNA 7403501 0984301 8884301 9884301

ebuTediuGSCOSI 3403501 0909401 2909401 4909401

ebuTediuGSSOSI 5403501 1909401 3909401 5909401

enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNID 55735 65735 55735 65735 75735 85735 95735 06735

enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNID
)riasx(

--- --- --- --- 56735 66735 76735 86735

enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNSS 91183 02183 91183 02183 12183 22183 32183 17735

enoCgnixiMsaGenaporPID 55735 65735 55735 65735 75735 85735 95735 06735

enoCgnixiMsaGenaporPID
)riasx(

--- --- --- --- 56735 66735 76735 86735

enoCgnixiMsaGenaporPSS 91183 02183 91183 02183 12183 22183 32183 17735

enoCgnixiMsaGenatuBID 99735 46735 99735 46735 36735 26735 17464 16735

enoCgnixiMsaGenatuBSS --- --- --- --- 03274 --- --- ---

]1[wercSgniretneCenoC 50704

gniretnecenocrof(tuN
]1[)swercs

91004

enocrepdedeen)4(ruoF]1[

Page 2100-A/P-10 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2100-A/P-11

srotoMdnastiKrewolBtnemecalpeR-)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
tnemgeS
noitpircseD

seciohCtnemgeS 504 M704 804 M804 M214 M314 514 M224

tnemecalpeR
stiKrewolB

gulPepiPwolloH"521. )1(01402

egnalFtelnIriA )1(21391 )1(54642 )1(21391 )1(54642 )1(21391 )1(54642

drauG )1(74633 )1(52844 )1(74633 )1(52844 )1(74633 )1(52844

tuNxeHdetalP02-"4/1 )4(91004

paCdaeHxeH"57.x02-"4/1
wercS

)4(46204

wercSteStekcoS"213.x81-"61/5 )1(02504 )2(02504 )1(02504 )2(02504 )1(02504 )2(02504

daeHdnuoRdetalP"5.x01#
wercS

)11(84504 )21(84504 )11(84504 )21(84504 )11(84504 )21(84504

teksaG )1(65505 )1(06505 )1(65505 )1(06505 )1(65505 )1(16505

ISNA-rellepmI )1(41391 )1(64642 )1(41391 )1(74642 )1(64642 )1(74642 )1(41391 )1(84642

OSI-rellepmI )1(45452 )1(80742 )1(45452 )1(90742 )1(80742 )1(90742 )1(45452 )1(01742

E7-rellepmI )1(01743 )1(11743 )1(01743 )1(74642 )1(11743 )1(74642 )1(01743 )1(84642

dradnatS-gnisuoH )1(63572 )1(83572 )1(63572 )1(83572 )1(63572 )1(73572

riAlaunaM-gnisuoH )1(09403 )1(78403 )1(09403 )1(78403 )1(09403 )1(88403

munimulA-tuNetsaW"521. )1(89081

norIyarG-tuNetsaW"521. )1(32434

tnemecalpeR
rewolB

rotoM

06-1-032/511 64471 58771 64471 53541 58771 53541 64471 53541

05-3-514-083/091 93274 04274 93274 --- 04274 --- 93274 ---

06-3-044/022 --- --- --- 83274 --- 83274 --- 83274

06-3-064/032 63602 24602 63602 23602 24602 23602 63602 23602

06-3-575 73602 34602 73602 33602 34602 33602 73602 33602

)CEI(05-3-004/002 16574 26574 16574 36574 26574 36574 16574 36574

tnemecalpeR
rewolB

rotoM
)evitomotua(

06-3-064/032 40743 50743 40743 60743 50743 60743 40743 60743

06-3-064 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

7/03

Number in parentheses represents quantity (if no value is shown, default quantity is 1).
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Page 2100-A/P-12 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

srotoMdnastiKrewolBtnemecalpeR-)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI )deunitnoc(
tnemgeS
noitpircseD

seciohCtnemgeS 524 M234 534 M244 544 M654 M074 M784

tnemecalpeR
stiKrewolB

gulPepiPwolloH"521. )1(01402

egnalFtelnIriA )1(41491 )1(26042 )1(41491 )1(26042 )1(36042

drauG )1(84633 )1(94633 )1(84633 )1(94633 )1(1549401

tuNxeHdetalP02-"4/1 )4(91004 )2(91004

paCdaeHxeH"57.x02-"4/1
wercS

)4(46204 )2(46204

wercSteStekcoS"213.x81-"61/5 )2(02504

daeHdnuoRdetalP"5.x01#
wercS

)11(84504 )21(84504 )11(84504 )21(84504

teksaG )1(26505 )1(95505 )1(26505 )1(95505 )1(85505

ISNA-rellepmI )1(71491 )1(94642 )1(71491 )1(05642 )1(16932 )1(17342 )1(27342 )1(29863

OSI-rellepmI )1(55452 )1(34942 )1(55452 )1(21742 )1(34542 )1(44542 )1(54542 )1(64542

E7-rellepmI )1(71491 )1(94642 )1(71491 )1(05642 )1(16932 )1(17342 )1(27342 )1(29863

dradnatS-gnisuoH )1(06472 )1(04572 )1(06472 )1(04572 )1(14572 )1(93572

riAlaunaM-gnisuoH )1(39403 )1(98403 )1(39403 )1(98403 )1(19403 )1(29403

munimulA-tuNetsaW"521. )1(89081

norIyarG-tuNetsaW"521. )1(32434

tnemecalpeR
rewolB

rotoM

06-1-032/511 53541 78923 --- --- ---

05-3-514-083/091 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

06-3-044/022 83274 63274 14274 24274 73274

06-3-064/032 23602 74471 06012 16012 69291

06-3-575 33602 53602 95393 06393 04602

)CEI(05-3-004/002 36574 46574 56574 66574 76574

tnemecalpeR
rewolB

rotoM
)evitomotua(

06-3-064/032 60743 70743 --- --- ---

06-3-064 --- --- --- --- --- 37722 47722 57722

Number in parentheses represents quantity (if no value is shown, default quantity is 1).
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts - EB Versions

Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2100-A/P-13

snoisreVBErof-)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
noitpircseDtnemgeS seciohCtnemgeS 1BE 2BE 3BE 4BE 5BE 6BE 7BE

rotingIkrapS
dradnatS 23274

LU 67345

tooBrebbuR dradnatS 22781

doRemalF dradnatS 92772 13772 8962401

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylbmessA

06/05v032ro06/05v511 99595 00695

rotoMlortnoCoL/iH
ylnO

06/05v032ro06/05v511 10695

eveelSegrahcsiD

SS013"8 03723 13723 23723 33723
SS013"21 91072 02072 12072 22072

033AR"8 06643 16643 26643 36643
033AR"21 93374 64374 35374 06374

deniLyrotcarfeR"8 19283 29283 39283 49283
erusserPkcaBhgiH"8 22043 32043 42043 52043
erusserPkcaBhgiH"21 73374 44374 15374 85374

)ylno(teksaGesooL

egnalFgnisuoH 57482 67482 77482 87482
eveelS.dtS 57933 67933 77933 87933
eveelSPBH 81043 91043 02043 12043

eveelSdeniLyrotcarfeR 6550501 7550501 8550501 9550501

tiKteksaG eveelS.dtS&egnalFgnisuoH 72043 82043 92043 03043

ylbmessAhctiwS

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH2XC 5393401 5393401 6393401
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH4XC 9393403 9393401 0493401

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHSM 06403 06403 06403
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWSM 87173 87173 87173

noitisoPwoLSM 81102 81102 81102
noitisoPwoLPWSM 01653 01653 01653

noitisoPwoLPEPWSM 44953 44953 84953
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHnormO 64664 76564 76564

noitisoPwoLnormO 54664 46564 46564
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWMT 85344 85344 85344

noitisoPwoLPWMT 75344 75344 75344

ylnOhctiwS

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH2XC 20533
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiH4XC 30533

noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHSM 63852
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWSM 89553

noitisoPwoLSM 63852
noitisoPwoLPWSM 89553

noitisoPwoLPEPWSM 20533
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHnormO 06564

noitisoPwoLnormO 06564
noitisoPwoL/noitisoPhgiHPWMT 37645

noitisoPwoLPWMT 37645

tiKegakniLlanretnI
]1[

dradnatS 82633 03633 13633
leetSsselniatS 88944 19944 39944

)enatub(dradnatS 82633 03633
)enatub(leetSsselniatS 88944 19944

.)snoisrevAMrofartxeeblliwhcihw(sknilgnitcennocylfrettubriaedulcnilairetam-fo-slliB]1[
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snoisreVBErof-)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
noitpircseDtnemgeS seciohCtnemgeS 1BE 2BE 3BE 4BE 5BE 6BE 7BE

&esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL

)ria(52PorobxoF 66042
)ria(05PorobxoF 40172

)ria(llewyenoH 58602
)ria(lortnoCnosnhoJ 78152

)ria(rolyaT 92922
)cirtcele(namloC-rebraB 66891
)cirtcele(nadroJ/orobxoF 86443

)cirtcele(lortudoMllewyenoH 08691
)cirtcele(rotanoitcAllewyenoH 90022

)cirtcele(purhtroN&sdeeL 90042
)cirtcele(nosnhoJ/nneP 08691

/stnemecalpeR
seirosseccA

knarCgnitarepOcitamotuA 72654
teSpmalC/elggoT 01503

teSeldnaHlaunaM 09913
ylbmessAtnioJlasrevinU 61202

evlaVgnicnalaB 12191 32191 52191
evlaVkcehCgniwS 73953 12653 86983

ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliP 90083 13405
).pachgih(ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliP 13405 --- --- --- ---

elzzoNsaGlarutaN 78215 59215 68215 88215 98215 19215 39215
)detaoc(elzzoNsaGlarutaN 00374 10374 30374 40374 50374 70374 90374

elzzoNsaGenaporP 79215 49215 69215 89215 99215 10315 30315
)detaoc(elzzoNsaGenaporP 01374 11374 31374 41374 51374 71374 91374

ebuTediuGSCISNA 2403501 40315 50315 60315
ebuTediuGSSISNA 4403501 19274 29274 39274

ebuTediuGSS613ISNA 7403501 0984301 8884301 9884301
ebuTediuGSCOSI 3403501 0909401 2909401 4909401
ebuTediuGSSOSI 5403501 1909401 3909401 5909401

enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNID 55735 75735 85735 06735
)riasx(enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNID --- 56735 66735 86735

enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNSS 91183 12183 22183 17735
enoCgnixiMsaGenaporPID 55735 75735 85735 06735

)riasx(enoCgnixiMsaGenaporPID --- 56735 66735 86735
enoCgnixiMsaGenaporPSS 91183 12183 22183 17735

enoCgnixiMsaGenatuBID 99735 36735 26735 16735
enoCgnixiMsaGenatuBSS --- 03274 --- ---

]1[wercSgniretneCenoC 50704
]1[)swercsgniretnecenocrof(tuN 91004

enocrepdedeen)4(ruoF]1[

Page 2100-A/P-14 Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts - EB Versions
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Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2100-A/P-15

snoisreVLUrof-)ezisyb(srebmuNmetI
noitpircseDtnemgeS seciohCtnemgeS 524 M234 534 M244 544 M654 M074 M784

rotingIkrapS LU 67345

tooBrebbuR dradnatS 22781

tiKnoitceteDemalF

rennacSVUICP 86704
doRemalFICP 96704 --- --- --- ---

rennacSVUeyeriF 07704
repeeP-iniMllewyenoH 17704

draugefaSemalF
)icp(HRN01B-6527 68373
)eyeriF(04D07ACE 53305

)llewyenoH(1001A5977R 51473

rennacS
rennacSVUICP 78373

rennacSVUeyeriF 83305
repeeP-iniMllewyenoH 88013

doRemalF doRemalFICP 72545

yaleR )ICP(kaP-emalFa001SS 15205

reifilpmA )eyeriF(4SVUC27ACE 63305

esaB
)eyeriF(2-6831-06ACE 73305
)llewyenoH(4001A597Q 71473

eveelSegrahcsiD SS013"8 23723 33723

)ylno(teksaGesooL
egnalFgnisuoH 77482 87482

eveelS.dtS 77933 87933

tiKteksaG eveelS.dtS&egnalFgnisuoH 92043 03043

erusserPlaitnereffiD
hctiwS

laitnereffiDwoLcw"5-"5.1 87345 --- --- --- ---

laitnereffiDwoLcw"22-"3 --- --- --- --- 97345

tiKegakniLlanretnI
]1[

dradnatS 6113601 7113601 6113601 7113601 69034 79034 89034 99034

&esaBgnitcennoC
egakniL

)ria(52PorobxoF 66042

)ria(05PorobxoF 40172
)ria(llewyenoH 58602

)ria(lortnoCnosnhoJ 78152
)ria(rolyaT 92922

)cirtcele(namloC-rebraB 66891

)cirtcele(nadroJ/orobxoF 86443
)cirtcele(lortudoMllewyenoH 08691

)cirtcele(rotanoitcAllewyenoH 90022
)cirtcele(purhtroN&sdeeL 90042

)cirtcele(nosnhoJ/nneP 08691

/stnemecalpeR
seirosseccA

ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliP 13405

elzzoNsaGlarutaN 88215 98215 09215 19215 29215 39215
ebuTediuGSCISNA 58034 68034

enoCgnixiMsaGlarutaNID 85735 95735 06735
]2[wercSgniretneCenoC 50704

]2[)wercsgniretnecenocrof(tuN 91004
rewolBtnemecalpeR

stiK
tuNetsaWIG/wgnisuoHdradnatS 4213601 5213601 6213601 7213601 8213601 9213601 0313601 1313601

)snoisrevAMrofartxeeblliwhcihw(sknilgnitcennocylfrettubriasedulcnilairetam-fo-slliB]1[
.enocrepdedeen)4(ruoF]2[

Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts - UL Versions
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Page 2100-A/P-16 Model “200” OVENPAK® Burners

Assembly Numbers

Maxon Pre-Assembled Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burner Systems

Pre-assembled pipe train package includes all components for natural gas or propane gas:
• Burner gas shut-off cock
• Main inlet gas shut-off cock
• Pilot gas train consisting of:

– Pilot gas shut-off cock
– Pilot gas pressure regulator
– Pilot gas solenoid valve – 115/60v AC

• Main gas pressure regulator
• Combustion air pressure switch – automatic reset, NEMA 1, 115/60v AC
• Combination high and low gas pressure switch – manual reset, NEMA 1, 115/60v AC
• Spark ignition transformer – 5000 volts, NEMA 1, 115/60v AC
• NEMA 12 & 13 junction box with terminal wiring strip
• Normally open vent solenoid valve – 115/60v AC (Block and Bleed arrangements only)
• Maxon Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner assembly
• Maxon main gas shut-off valve – position “L”, 115/60v AC
• Maxon main gas blocking shut-off valve – position “L”, 115/60v AC (Block and Bleed arrangements only)

To order:
– Select appropriate Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner system from below
– Configure system (which includes the burner and valve(s) – refer to catalog page 2124)

For burner CB & L’s:
(1) Specify from Honeywell: WITH #7616BR crank arm
(2) Specify from Penn/Johnson: WITH #LVR27A-601 crank arm

KAPNEVO"004"ledoM ® renruB 504 804 AM804 514 524 534

delbmessA-erP
metsySdegakcaP

hctiwSoLiH/wdeelB&kcolB BBLH504 BBLH804 BBLHAM804 BBLH514 BBLH524 BBLH534

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:
• Fuel
• Low pressure gauge kit
• High pressure gauge kit
• Duct section
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Assembly Numbers
Model “200” OVENPAK® Burners

To order this configured product, enter: 208OP

smetItnemecalpeR

doRemalF revocrebburhtiw
73682

)1(

rotingIkrapS
84582

)1(

tooBrotingIkrapS eriwnoitingikrapsfo"84htiw
62103

)5.(

retemonaM )egnarcw"8-0( 75712

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in
parentheses

Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2100-A/P-17
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Maxon  Product Information Sheet

Maxon Corporation, PO Box 2068, Muncie, IN 47307-0068. Phone (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394.

Date: 10/92

Maxon practices a policy of continuous product improvement. It reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

Product: Model “EB” OVENPAK® Burners Page: 2100-1

Component Identification

Suggested spare parts
– Spark Ignitor
– Flame Rod, if used
– Gas/Air Valve Linkage Kit
– Mixing Cone
– Discharge Sleeve and Gasket
To order parts for an existing OVENPAK®

Burner assembly, list:
1. Name(s) of part(s) from above illustration
2. Quantity of each required
3. OVENPAK® Burner nameplate information:

• size and model number of burner
• assembly number
• date of manufacture
• if available, serial number of Maxon fuel

shut-off valve in-line to OVENPAK® Burner
(This serial number is on Maxon valve’s
nameplate.)





Product Data Sheet
(for Maxon Personnel only)

Do Not Reproduce

Product: Model “400” OVENPAK® Burners

Page: 2100-1                        Date: 3/98

Model “400” OVENPAK® Gas Burner Nozzle Drillings

– Each nozzle has eight gas ports drilled per chart
below.

– Each packaged OVENPAK® Burner assembly
includes standard (natural gas) nozzle.

– For propane firing: LESS natural gas nozzle, and
WITH propane nozzle.

NOTE: – The use of nozzle drilled for propane
increases gas pressure required with
propane to the same as pressures re-
quired for natural gas.

– K Factor for orifice is 0.77

“Normal” Maximum Combustion Air Pressures (at back plate air pressure test connection)

When firing against positive pressures, combustion
air readings will be higher, with the increase depend-
ing upon specific burner size and chamber pressure.

KAPNEVO"004"ledoM ® srenruB
saGlarutaNdradnatS saGenaporPlanoitpO

elzzoN
.oNylbmessA

DTM ]1[ eziSllirD
)tnelaviuqelamiced(

elzzoN
.oNylbmessA

DTM ]1[ eziSllirD
)tnelaviuqelamiced(

504 --- 1-BE 78215 )8171.(46/11 79215 )0631.(92#

804 M804,M704 2-BE 59215 )5502.(5# 49215 )0161.(02#

--- M314,M214 --- 58215 )0052.(4/1 59215 )5502.(5#

514 M224 3-BE 68215 )3953.(46/32 69215 )0272.("I".teL

524 M234 4-BE 88215 )0604.(23/31 89215 )5213.(61/5

534 M244 5-BE 98215 )6515.(46/33 99215 )0793.("X".teL

544 --- --- 09215 )2135.(23/71 00315 )0604.(23/31

--- M654 6-BE 19215 )7395.(23/91 10315 )1354.(46/92

--- M074 --- 29215 )2656.(23/12 20315 )6515.(46/33

--- M784 7-BE 39215 )7817.(23/32 30315 )8645.(46/53

[1] MTD = Manufacturers Twist Drill

eziS 504 804 514 524 534 M704 M804 M214 M314 M224 M234 M244 544 M654 M074 M784

cw" 1.3 3.3 3.2 1.3 6.2 9.4 5.4 7.4 4.5 8.4 8.4 8.4 9.2 7.3 9.4 1.6
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Model “400” OVENPAK® -II Gas Burners

• Burns any clean fuel gas

• Fires into passing air streams

• Requires only low pressure gas

• Provides clean combustion with low NOx levels

• New modular burner design provides easier installation

• Simple field adjustment and maintenance

Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burner applications include:
Air heating in ovens and dryers, paint finishing lines, paper and textile machines,
food baking ovens, coffee roasters, grain dryers, and fume incinerators. Manufactured under
U.S. patent #3,574,508; Canadian #873,695; and European patent granted and pending.

Bulletin 2150

Model 415 OVENPAK®-II
Burner shown with
customer’s UV scanner
mounted
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Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Gas Burners

Provide application flexibility with:

• 40:1 turndown or more

• Over 16 different styles and sizes

• Heat releases to 16,500,000 Btu/hr

• Cost-effective external blower (EB) version

Page 2152

Model EB-3 OVENPAK®-II shown with
customer’s UV scanner mounted

Typical piping layout with “Block and Bleed” gas train arrangement
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Design and Application Details

OVENPAK®-II Burners are nozzle-mixing gas
burners for many industrial direct-fired applications
where clean combustion and high turndown are
required. They are simple and versatile for use on a
variety of heating applications.

The Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burner (shown at
right) includes a face-mounted motor, blower with
non-sparking paddle wheel-type impeller, pilot, spark
ignitor, stainless steel discharge sleeve, mixing cone,
self-contained internal air and gas proportioning
valves, and provision for your flame safeguard
sensor.

The blower housing can be rotated and mounted in
three alternate locations in 90° increments around the
burner air inlet center line. Control motor and low fire
start switches may be mounted on either the right or
left hand side of burner body.

Principle of operation (illustrated below)
The OVENPAK®-II Burner is designed for industrial

air heating applications. It is available in two basic
versions: 1) packaged with integral combustion air
blower, or 2) for use with an external blower. Both
versions include a gas and air valve, internally linked
together to control the gas-air ratio over the full
operating range. The gas flows through the nozzle,
then along the inside of the burner cone where
combustion air is progressively and tangentially mixed
with the gas. This produces a very wide turndown
range and a highly stable flame under a variety of
operating conditions.

Model 415 OVENPAK®-II Gas Burner with optional
combustion air filter, high and low fire position switch set,
spark ignitor, provision for customer’s UV scanner and with
connecting base and linkage for electrical control motor

Cross-sectional views of a Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Gas Burner
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Design and Application Details

Model “EB” (external blower) OVENPAK®-II Burners
(shown in photos), like all OVENPAK® Burner assem-
blies, are designed to deliver heat through a patented
mixing cone and stainless steel sleeve.

Flanged burner body design on all OVENPAK®

Burner assemblies simplifies mounting and installa-
tion on your application. Burner can be installed in
any position that does not conflict with your control
motor or flame detector requirements.

Minimal torque requirements permit use of most
electric or air operators in conjunction with the
optional (Maxon supplied) connecting base and
linkage assemblies.

View into metallic cone of Model EB-3 OVENPAK®-II
Burner, arranged for external blower source, with
connecting base and linkage assembly to adapt customer's
automatic control motor, and optional low fire start switch
arrangement. Inlet air piping uses flexible connector set.

Model EB-3 OVENPAK®-II Burner with large viewing port,
spark ignitor, standard pilot gas adjustable orifice, optional
low fire start switch arrangement, and connecting base and
linkage for mounting customer’s control motor



Standard Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burner
includes a combustion air blower with face-mounted
motor.

Maximum capacity of Model “400” OVENPAK®-II
Burner is affected by the static pressure within the
combustion chamber. Data shown assumes firing in
the open, or into an airstream with enough oxygen to
complete the combustion process. If burner is fired into
an oxygen-starved chamber or airstream, capacities
may be reduced as much as 25-30%. Do not attempt
to operate beyond the duct static pressure range
shown. For higher back pressure applications, select
from Model “EB” OVENPAK®-II Burner options.

All gas pressures are differential pressures and
are measured at the gas pressure test connection on
the backplate of each OVENPAK®-II Burner. Differen-
tial pressures shown are approximate.

Page 2155Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Gas Burners

Capacities and Specifications
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For operation on 50 Hz, reduce OVENPAK®-II
Burner capacities by 83% and pressures to 70% of
those shown.
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External Blower (EB) versions
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Capacities and Specifications
External Blower (EB) versions
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Accessory Options

Air filter assemblies and silencers

Air filter assemblies help to trap airborne particu-
late matter. They are offered with washable replace-
able filter elements or with permanent metallic ele-
ments. Filters mount onto OVENPAK®-II Burner's
blower housing and surround the combustion air inlet.

Filter silencers help reduce noise levels. They
physically become a part of the OVENPAK®-II
Burner's filter housing and enclose the combustion air
inlet (as shown in photograph at right). They must be
furnished in conjunction with a filter element assembly
described above.

Sound levels from actual
tests conducted at full-rated
60 Hz capacity are shown in
table at right. Measurements
are the average maximum at
high fire for standard burner
(natural gas, 8" discharge
sleeve).

When accessories and/or options are added, use
the following guidelines to calculate sound levels.

Filter (permanent) add 2 dB (3dB)

Silencer (with permanent filter) subtract 2 db (1 dB)

12" discharge sleeve add 2 dB

50 Hz motor – 83% capacity subtract 2 dB

Propane gas add 4 dB

Combine the adds and subtracts for net change
when calculating sound levels with more than one of
these options/accessories. (Example: A burner with
silencer and operating on propane would be 2 dB
louder.)

Silencer includes filter element as standard.
NOTE: Background may affect on-site

measurements.

Model 415 OVENPAK®-II Burner assembly with combustion
air filter assembly (including replaceable foam filter
element). Permanent metallic filter element may be
substituted for standard foam filter element at extra cost.
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Accessory Options

Auxiliary Switches
Low Fire (or Set Position) Switch Assembly

includes one cam-actuated switch (2 SPST circuits)
which can be set to open a circuit when burner leaves
minimum (or set) position. It meets NEMA #4/IP665
standards for weatherproof, outdoors, non-hazardous
locations.

High and Low Fire Position Switch Assembly
includes 2 cam-actuated switches (each with 2 SPST
circuits). One switch may be field-set to activate at
high fire position, while the other is set to activate at
low fire position.

Discharge Sleeves are available in 3 versions:

– Standard sleeve is 8" long, made of #310 SS, and
is suitable for downstream temperatures up to
1000°F (538°C).

– For higher velocities, specify 12" long sleeve
made of #310 SS for downstream temperatures up
to 1000°F (538°C).

– For higher downstream temperatures between
1000°F (538°C) and 1500°F (816°C), specify 8"
long, #RA 330 SS sleeve.

Oven Wall Adapter Plate provides a means
of mounting an OVENPAK®-II Burner in place of an
older style Model “400” OVENPAK® Burner.

Optional high and low fire position switch set shown on
OVENPAK®-II Burner assembly

Air Butterfly Position Switch Set provides one
switch (2 SPST circuits) to monitor physical move-
ment and/or position of OVENPAK®-II Burner’s air
butterfly control valve.
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OVENPAK®-II Burner Configurations

Maxon OVENPAK®-II Burner provides additional application flexibility with multiple
component arrangements. The standard configuration illustrated in the center of this
page may easily be switched to any of these other configurations to accomodate field-
site space requirements.

Standard Configuration
(as shipped from factory)

Figure 1
Blower scroll case to
LEFT with control motor
on RIGHT

Figure 2
Combustion air filter
housing to LEFT with
control motor on RIGHT

Figure 3
Blower scroll case to
RIGHT with control
motor on RIGHT

Figure 4
Combustion air filter
housing to RIGHT with
control motor on LEFT

NOTE: Optional switch sets are always on
opposite side from mounted control motor
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Dimensions (in Inches)

Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

NOTE: All OVENPAK®-II Burners use ISO standard (metric) fasteners
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Dimensions (in Inches)

Model “EB” OVENPAK®-II Burner

NOTE: All OVENPAK®-II Burners use ISO standard (metric) fasteners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Suggested spare parts
– Spark Ignitor – Discharge Sleeve
– Flame Rod, if used – Oven Wall Gasket
– Motor – Filter Elements, if used
– Impeller – Mixing Cone
– Gas/Air Valve Linkage Kit
To order parts for an existing OVENPAK®-�� Burner assembly, list:
1. Name(s) of part(s) from above illustration
2. Quantity of each required
3. OVENPAK®-�� Burner nameplate information:

• size of burner
• assembly number and date
• Factory Order number

Nameplate
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures

Discharge sleeve and cone alignment
The mixing cone is self-centering within the burner

housing and discharge sleeve to provide a small
annular opening for the flow of some cooling
combustion air along the discharge sleeve wall. We
SUGGEST periodic inspection from the discharge
side of the burner to assure that this clearance is
maintained.

Blockage of the annular opening will lessen
burner service life.

Filters should be inspected regularly and
cleaned, using a vacuum to remove loose/dry
accumulations, then washing and/or degreasing as
appropriate for the filter type used.

To replace flame rod or spark ignitor:
1. Check Table 1 at right for dimension Y and cut tip

to length shown.
2. Insert 1/2" NPT collar into burner and snug into

position.
3. Insert insulator through collar into burner.
4. Check table for dimension X, position accordingly,

and tighten locking bushing until insulator is held
firmly.

WARNING: Over-tightening locking bushing
may damage ceramic insulator.

Table 1: Flame rod and spark ignitor dimensions
for all Model “400” OVENPAK®-�� Burners
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Page 2150-S-1OVENPAK®–II Burners

Installation Instructions

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the spark ignitor,
discharge sleeve, mounting gaskets, flame rod and
connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
OVENPAK®-II Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical gas train as might be used with
OVENPAK®-II gas fired burners.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main Shut-Off Cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling valve contained within a Maxon
burner is not intended for tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regula-
tor in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation and be sure to remove any
shipping pin or block.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to
a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself. Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

8/01

Piping Layout as sometimes required by
insurance and standards groups
Block and Bleed gas train arrangement

OVENPAK®-II Burners provide the air supply
(except for EB versions, which require a separate
combustion air blower). They also serve as a fuel flow
control and fuel/air mixing device.

Burner should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If such conditions exist, consider filters, relocation
and/or use of the EB version and external air supply.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.
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Oven 
Wall

Burner Discharge
Sleeve

B C

D

A
D

Oven
Wall

Typically
4-6"

Typically
8"

Inner panel
surface

A Perimeter weld thimble
end to inner panel OR 
use flashing "A"

B Discharge sleeve diameter
(in inches)

C Discharge sleeve diameter
plus 1" (min.)

Note: It is important that no insulation or flashing come in
          contact with the discharge sleeve beyond "D."

A

E

Page 2150-S-2

Installation Instructions

Horizontal mounting is preferred, but burner may
be mounted in any position suitable for automatic
control motor and UV scanner (if used).

OVENPAK®-II Burners will typically be installed
through an oven wall or insulated air duct. Cut open-
ing approximately 1" larger in diameter than discharge
sleeve to allow for thermal expansion of sleeve.

Burner mounting requires eight studs and a flat
mounting surface perfectly centered on the discharge
sleeve.

After placing burner in position over studs, add lock
washers and nuts, then draw up hand-tight only.
Check that burner is seated evenly all around the
flange, filling any gaps to prevent air leakage, then
tighten all nuts firmly.

For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and
motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be required
to support weight of the burner and connected pipe
train components. Air control motors, in particular,
require additional support. Maxon connecting base and
linkage assemblies are designed to position the control
motors to work with the burner, not to support their
weight.

Additional burner support may be required in
conjunction with a stiffener plate when mounting
OVENPAK®-II Burner (weighing 100-350 pounds)
through typical thin wall of heater/oven panels.

For push-through systems, use Maxon oven wall
gasket (E) between stiffener plate and burner body
flange. Fill area D (see sketch below) with no more
than 2" of high temperature packing (too little will
overheat mounting; too much will overheat sleeve).

For pull-through systems, spacers may be
installed on stud bolts and area D left empty to admit
cooling air past the sleeve.

WARNING: Welding of burner flange to stiffener
plate may cause warpage of burner flange and
require additional seal material to prevent
leakage.

Four lock screws permit centering of mixing cone
within burner body and sleeve.

OVENPAK®–II Burners

Suggested supporting arrangements for
OVENPAK®-II Burners

Typical discharge sleeve mounting
recommendations

Oven 
Wall

Knee
Bracket
Support

Leg Support

OVENPAK®-II
Burner
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Page 2150-S-3

Installation Instructions

Discharge sleeve and cone alignment
Cone self centering is achieved by using fixed

length cone screws.  This eliminates the need to
adjust for cone alignment.  Cone screws should be
tight against the housing to ensure proper cone
spacing and cone security.

CAUTION:  Loose cone screws can cause the
following:  cone overheating, spark electrode
damage, cone ejection.

The mixing cone is centered in the burner housing
and discharge sleeve to provide a small annular
opening for the flow of cooling air along the discharge
sleeve wall.  We SUGGEST periodic inspection of
cone screws for tightness in the housing and from the
discharge side of the burner to insure that annular
opening is maintained.

Blockage of the annular opening will lessen
burner service life.

Discharge sleeve must be flush with, or extend
beyond, interior wall. Maxon can supply a special 12"
long discharge sleeve, but higher noise levels may
result, particularly when firing on propane.

An external viewing port should be provided for
flame observation, preferably in such a position that
burner pilot and main flame can both be seen.

Flame sensing can be accomplished by either
flame rod or UV scanner. When UV scanner is used,
it should be kept as close to burner as feasible. Heat
block, if used, may affect signal strength with some
brands of scanners.

Field conversion from a flame rod version to a UV
scanner version and vice versa is possible without
any additional burner parts.

Alternate fuels may require correction of supply
pressures.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the layouts shown. Specific piping
and wiring diagrams should always be submit-
ted to the appropriate agencies for approval on
each application.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves should be
used for improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing-
Check Valves should be installed as close as pos-
sible to each burner inlet for dependable lightoff (gas
manifold may otherwise act as a reservoir, preventing
lightoff during trial-for-ignition period).

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
Fuel Shut-Off Valve to be opened unless combustion
air is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

4/98
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Installation Instructions

Page 2150-S-4  OVENPAK®–II Burners

Installation of control motor mounting bracket

Model 425, 435, 445, 487, EB-4, EB-5, EB-6 and
EB-7 OVENPAK®-II Burners require the control motor
mounting bracket to be installed as follows, based on
the type of control motor being used.

To mount the bracket, follow the procedure outlined
below.

1. Determine which holes to use:
– All Barber Coleman control motors use the

holes stamped with the number 2.
– All Honeywell Modutrol control motors use the

holes stamped with the number 3.

Both holes are located on the same side as the
operating shaft elliptical hole. Refer to Figure 2
below.

2. Mount the control motor bracket with two M6X20
hex head screws so the chosen holes align with
the bolt flanges located above the operating shaft.

3. Attach the stand off spacers between the control
motor bracket and the burner with two M6X80 hex
head bolts. Mount the bolts through the narrow
slots located below holes 2 and 3. Refer to Figures
1 and 2.
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Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system's equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial OVENPAK®-II Burner start-up:

1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulator’s adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to approximately mid-position. Close pilot
gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in clock-
wise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.) Then
back out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise)
approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control
devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and that
test ports are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
coupler from the OVENPAK® -II Burner’s shaft by
loosening the set screw and sliding the coupler
halves apart and removing the rubber coupler.
Make sure that the coupler fingers will rotate
without hitting.

For Model EB-MRV Burners, the connecting
linkage on the separate control valve must be
similarly loosened and disconnected. Refer to
specific adjusting procedures relating to control
valve adjustment in Maxon catalog.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a manual burner control
mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and combus-
tion chamber plenums. With main gas shut off,
manually advance burner to high fire position so
that air only flows through burner and combustion
chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

For EB OVENPAK®-II Burners only (step 6)

6. Verify differential air pressure. With combustion
air blower on, all volume air fans operating, and
burner at high fire position, connect a manometer
between the air test connection on backplate of
OVENPAK® -II Burner and your combustion
chamber static pressure test connection. This will
give a direct differential air pressure reading.

Page 2150-S-5

Start-Up Instructions

OVENPAK®–II Burners
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Determine your differential air pressure reading
by taking an additional reading with manometer
connected between the burner's air pressure test
port and atmosphere with the burner at high fire
position, fuel valves closed, and all air handling
systems running. Subtract the combustion
chamber static pressure obtained above from this
air pressure reading to give you differential air
pressure reading.  The differential air pressure
setting determines the burner’s capacity and
performance capabilities.

7. Determine the required differential gas pres-
sure using this differential air pressure reading
obtained from step 6. If your combustion chamber
does not have a static pressure test connection,
then you must measure combustion chamber
static pressure by connecting a manometer
between the gas pressure test port on the
burner’s backplate and to atmosphere with the
burner at low fire position, fuel valves closed, and
all air handling systems running. High fire pres-
sures are provided in Maxon product line catalog
literature and/or read data stamped into burner
nameplate.

8. Verify that spark ignitor is properly positioned
and lines up with the appropriate dimensions
required for your specific burner. (Refer to appro-
priate Maxon catalog specification table.) Check
that spark ignitor arcs at the end of your properly
positioned ignitor.

9. Return burner control valve (or crank) to low
fire position when purge of system is complete.

10. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning
pilot gas regulator spring clockwise and/or
adjustable orifice screw counter-clockwise to
increase fuel flow. Repeat procedure as neces-
sary until pilot ignites as air might have to be bled
out of fuel supply lines before reliable pilot flame
is established. Pilot gas regulator should normally
be set for as low a pressure as possible, using
fuller opening of pilot gas adjustable orifice (if
used).

11. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable
flame shape. A rule of thumb is that any pilot over
a tennis ball size is probably too large. This
assumes you have visual access to the pilot
flame. If this is not possible, then adjust pilot to
give the strongest and most stable flame signal

through your flame safety circuit. This signal
strength can be read with a micro-amp meter. The
signal strength (or range) will be determined by
the specific type of flame safeguard instrument
you have with your burner system.

12. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame safe-
guard relays should now power your main fuel
Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly in-
stalled, correctly set, and fully operational. If in
doubt, shut the system down, close pilot cock
and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

13. Establish main flame. With burner at low fire
position, back out main gas pressure regulator
adjusting screw (counter-clockwise) to get lowest
outlet pressure possible. Open all manual fuel
shut-off valves (automatic fuel shut-off valve
should already be open) so gas flows to burner
inlet. There should be little, if any, change in
flame appearance. Turn main regulator adjust-
ing screw in (clockwise) to obtain outlet pressure
of about 4"-6" wc higher than combustion cham-
ber pressure (2"-4" wc for propane, considerably
higher for some EB versions). Main flame should
now appear larger than pilot-only flame.

14. Establish high fire setting by slowly moving
burner toward high fire position while observing
gas pressure at burner gas test connection.
Refine main gas regulator adjustment as neces-
sary to provide correct differential pressure
(gauge to combustion chamber, see step 7) at
high fire. If pressure cannot be adjusted low
enough, a different regulator or regulator spring
may be necessary, or a limiting orifice valve (such
as Maxon's Series “BV”) should be added. Do
not, however, exceed 4" wc pressure drop
between regulator outlet and burner inlet.

Page 2150-S-6

Start-Up Instructions

OVENPAK®–II Burners
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18. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.
Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

NOTE: Typical gas firing control sequence for Maxon
burner is provided only as a guide. Instructions
provided by complete system manufacturer incorpo-
rating Maxon burners take precedence.

For gas firing OVENPAK®-II Burner

Light-off: Shut-down:
1. Close cocks, shut-off valve(s) 1. Close main &
2. Verify burner at low fire pilot gas cocks
3. Start recirculating/exhaust fans 2. Keep combustion
4. Start burner blower air blower running
5. Purge at least 4 air changes after shut-down long
6. Open pilot & main gas cocks enough to allow

burner to cool

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

19. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up
operation with shut-down of system, establishing
written instructions for their future reference.

CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off
valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main gas on again. Check carefully
that every burner is lit before proceeding.

Cycle burner from minimum to maximum
and refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

15. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
control motor.

With interrupted pilot, it may be necessary to
set control for somewhat higher than minimum
burner setting to permit hold-in of flame detection
system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

16. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at
operating temperature. Refine high fire setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure,
flame length, and appearance. Natural gas flame
should normally be predominantly clear blue but
possibly with semi-luminous tips. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.

17. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

Page 2150-S-7

Start-Up Instructions

OVENPAK®–II Burners
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Page 2150-S-8 OVENPAK®–II Burners

Notes
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Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burners Page 2150-A/P-1

6/03

Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

eziS renruBdegakcaP

504 )501(2PO504

804 )501(2PO804

514 )501(2PO514

524 )131(2PO524

534 )131(2PO534

544 )732(2PO544

654 )342(2PO654

074 )072(2PO074

784 )382(2PO784

eziS BE VRMBE

1BE )37(2PO1BE )27(2POVRM1BE

2BE )37(2PO2BE )27(2POVRM2BE

3BE )87(2PO3BE )77(2POVRM3BE

4BE )19(2PO4BE )19(2POVRM4BE

5BE )19(2PO5BE )19(2POVRM5BE

6BE )881(2PO6BE )781(2POVRM6BE

7BE )881(2PO7BE )781(2POVRM7BE

seciohctnemgeS degakcaP BE VRMBE

egnalFtelnIsaG X X X

rotingI X X X

ecifirOelbatsujdA X X X

noitceteDemalF X X X

leuF X X X

enoCgnixiM X X X

eveelSegrahcsiD X X X

etalPretpadA X X X

rotoM X

noitisoProtoM X

s'L&BC X X

sehctiwS X X

srecneliS/sretliF X

noitisoPL&BC X X

noitisoPhctiwS X X

hctiwSnoitisoPylfrettuBriA
noitacoL

X X

maertsriAmumixaM
)F°(erutarepmeT

X X X

ebuTediuG X X X

rebmuNremotsuC X X X

Segment choices are as follows for the above configured products:

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses.
Configured choices may cause some deviation in weights shown.
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Page 2150-A/P-2 Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burners

Assembly Numbers

Miscellaneous Accessories – Model “400” and EB OVENPAK®-II Burners

sevlaVkcehCgniwSdnagnicnalaB )ezisepiptelnirenrubrofdezis(

>)TPN(eziSepiP "1 "4/1-1 "2/1-1 "2

BEdna"004"ledoM
KAPNEVO ® srenruBII-

804,504
514 524 654,544,534

3,2,1BE 4BE 5-BE

gnicnalaB
sevlaV

rotcaFwolFvC 5 24 08 831

rebmuNylbmessAevlaV )3(02191 )4(12191 )4(22191 )6(32191

gnicnalaB
sevlaV

rotcaFwolFvC 43 15 76 08

rebmuNylbmessAevlaV )1(91653 )51(73953 )51(02653 )81(12653

These items can be ordered loose with configured products or end product assemblies. They can also be ordered
as replacement items, if necessary.

Miscellaneous Spare Parts

KAPNEVOBEdna"004"ledoM ® srenruBII-
804,504 514 534,524 784,074,654,544

2-BE,1-BE 3-BE 5-BE,4-BE 7-BE,6-BE

ecifirOelbatsujdAsaGtoliP )2(90083 )3(13405

teSrotcennoCelbixelFtelnIriA 84213 94213 05213

tnioPteSroeriFwoL
hctiwStratS

TSPS)2(htiwhctiws1
stiucric

"foorprehtaeW"
566PI,31&,21,4,R3,3,1AMEN

)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodtuo(
)1(02804 )1(12804 )1(04314

eriFwoL&hgiH
hctiwSnoitisoP

)2(htiwhcaesehctiws2
stiucricTSPS

"foorprehtaeW"
566PI31&,21,4,R3,3,1AMEN

)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodtuo(
)4(22804 )4(32804 )4(14314

noitisoPylfrettuBriA
teShctiwS

TSPS)2(htiwhctiws1
stiucric

"foorprehtaeW"
566PI31&,21,4,R3,3,1AMEN

)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodtuo(
30804 40804 50804

dnaeveelSegrahcsiD
teksaGgnitnuoM

snoitpO

retemaiDegrahcsiD )sehcnini( "6 "8 "01 "21

)SS013#(eveelsgnol"8 52935 62935 72935 82935

)SS013#(eveelsgnol"21 37704 77704 97704 18704

)033AR(eveelsgnol"8 47704 67704 87704 08704

)033AR(eveelsgnol"21 31574 41574 51574 61574

ylbmessAeveelSdeniLyrotcarfeR"8 6080501 8080501 9080501 0180501

)denil.feR(teksaGllaWnevO 6550501 7550501 8550501 9550501

)SS(teksaGllaWnevO 20545 30545 60545 70545

etalPretpadAllaWnevO 86445 96445 07445 17445

suoenallecsiM
seirosseccA

revoCrebbuRtnemecalpeR
rotingikraps/doremalfrof )5.0(22781

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burners Page 2150-A/P-3
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Assembly Numbers

Miscellaneous Spare Parts

selzzoNsaG
BEdna"004"ledoM

KAPNEVO ® srenruBII-
504 804 514 524 534

544
654

074
784

1-BE 2-BE 3-BE 4-BE 5-BE 6-BE 7-BE

elzzonsaglarutaN 83045 93045 04045 94804 05804 44904 04804 03414 92414

elzzonenatub/enaporP 14045 24045 34045 15804 25804 93804 82414 73414 83414

saglarutandetaoC
elzzon

91374 02374 12374 22374 32374 42374 52374 62374 72374

enatub/enaporpdetaoC
elzzon

82374 92374 03374 13374 23374 33374 43374 53374 63374

seilbmessAdoRemalFdnaedortcelEkrapS

KAPNEVOBEdna"004"ledoM ® srenruBII-
804,504 514 534,524 784,074,654,544

2-BE,1-BE 3-BE 5-BE,4-BE 7-BE,6-BE

edortcelEkrapS 23274 24043 28793

ylbmessAdoRemalF )revocrebbursedulcni(
otnialecropdnoyebgnidnetxehtgneldortuC

ezisrenrubetairporpparofthgirtanevignoisnemid

87034
"6=htgnel

97034
"8.01=htgnel

9399501
)ylnoBE(2202601

"57.81=htgnel

stiKriapeRegakniLlanretnI
BEdna"004"ledoM

KAPNEVO ® srenruBII-
514,804,504 534,524 784,074,654,544

3-BE,2-BE,1-BE 5-BE,4-BE 7-BE,6-BE

tiKriapeRegakniL )3(42804 )4(52804 )4(63804

srecneliSdnasretliFriAnoitsubmoC
KAPNEVO"004"ledoM ® renruBII- 514,804,504 534,524 654,544 784,074

ylbmessAretliFriAdradnatS
tnemeleelbaecalper)1(sedulcni

)21(62804 )21(72804 )72(82804 70514

ylbmessArecneliS/retliF retlifsedulcni
tnemeleelbaecalper)1(htiwylbmessa

23804 33804 43804 80514

ylbmessAretliFriAdradnatS
tnemeletnenamrep)1(sedulcni

02574 12574 22574 32574

ylbmessArecneliS/retliF retlifsedulcni
tnemeletnenamrep)1(htiwylbmessa

42574 52574 62574 72574

tnemeleretlifelbaecalpeR evobarof 33904 43904 53904

tnemelEretliFtnenamreP )2(92804 )4(03804 )6(13804

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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Page 2150-A/P-4 Model “400” OVENPAK®-II Burners

Assembly Numbers

Miscellaneous Spare Parts

Connecting Base & Linkage Assemblies
This listing shows only a sampling of the more popular control motors. We may be able to furnish Connecting
Base & Linkage Assemblies for other operators not cataloged (supply manufacturer’s name and model number).

epyT rerutcafunaM rebmuNledoM
rebmuNylbmessAegakniL&esaBgnitcennoCnoxaM

,514–504sledoM
3-BEot1-BE

,534–524sledoM
5-BE&4-BE

,784–544sledoM
7-BE&6-BE

A
I

R
llewyenoH

M168/9-10
P168/11-10
T368/8-30

53414 63414 19704

E
L
E
C
T
R
I

C

namloC-rebraB
85-15AE

xiferphtiwosla
FMro,PM,CM

58704 68704 29704

llewyenoH

,1916M,4816M,1816M
,4826M,1826M,4916M
,1827M,4817M,4926M
,5837M,4837M,4827M
,4819M,1819M,4897M
,1849M,4919M,1919M

4949M,1949M,4849M

9001501 0101501 1101501

A046M
A049M

98704 09704 13314

nosnhoJ/nneP
08M
18M

78704 88704 39704

L&BCdellatsnIremotsuC )nipgnirps(11704&)mraknarc(72654
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Maxon Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Illustration of Series “67”
TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner and flame

pattern in typical solution heating application
(burner shown with optional automatic control

motor and pilot adjustable orifice)

• Nozzle-mixing, refractory-less burners for tube firing

• Burns any clean, low pressure fuel gas

• Increases heat transfer efficiencies with long, swirling flame pattern

• Promotes faster bring-up times with 20:1 turndown capabilities

• Easy installation due to flange-mounted compact design

• Simple start-up and field adjustments

• Low horsepower requirements reduce initial and operating costs

• Produces low levels of NOx in combustion products

• Generates less noise than open-port tube firing

Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner applications have included:
Indirect air heating on bake ovens, and solution heating; such as spray washers, cleaning,
pickling or quench tanks, dye becks, salt baths, snow melting pits, rendering vats, and
asphalt kettles

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394
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Maxon Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Series “67” LB TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner
showing version less blower for those
applications requiring multiple burner zones
from common combustion air source

Typical TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner System Arrangement
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Provide application flexibility with:

• Over 36 different styles

• Sizes for 6" through 14" diameter tubes

• Heat releases to 5,000,000 Btu/hr

• Optional 2-position (Hi/Lo) electric control
motor

• Cost effective external blower (LB) version

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394
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Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Maxon TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners are nozzle-
mixing, gas-fired, refractory-less burners specifically
designed for firing into an immersion tube. Typical
applications have included various industrial solution
heating jobs such as dip tanks, spray washers,
pickling or quench tanks, dye becks, salt baths,
asphalt kettles, indirect air heaters and bakery ovens.

Standard Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner
package (shown at right) includes a combustion air
blower with a non-sparking aluminum paddle-wheel-
type impeller. A pilot and spark ignitor is included in
the cast iron burner body, as well as the ductile iron
mixing disc, internally-connected air and gas control
valves, gas nozzle and provisions for your flame
safeguard sensor.

Principle of operation (illustrated below)

The TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner is available in two
basic versions: 1) packaged with integral low horse-
power combustion air blower, or 2) LB (less blower)
for use with an external combustion blower source.
Both versions incorporate a gas and air valve linked
together to control the gas-air ratio over the full
throttling range of the burner. Gas flows out through
the gas nozzle where it mixes with the swirled com-
bustion air coming through the mixing disc. This
results in a long, swirling flame that spins down the
firing tube, scrubbing the internal tube walls and
promoting higher heat transfer efficiencies.

Model LB (less blower) Series “67” TUBE-O-
FLAME® Burners (shown below), like all TUBE-O-
FLAME® Burner assemblies, are designed to deliver
heat efficiently into your immersion tube.

Flanged burner body design on all Series “67”
TUBE-O-FLAME® assemblies simplifies mounting and
installation on your application. Most manufacturers’
control motors require operating shaft in horizontal
plane.

Minimal torque requirements permit use of
virtually any electric or air operator. Maxon can supply
connecting base and linkage assemblies for mounting
most temperature control operators.

Series “67” 8" LB
TUBE-O-FLAME®

Burner with optional
Maxon hi/lo control
motor set and burner
mounting ring

Series “67”
8" TUBE-O-FLAME®

Gas Burner
with optional
hi/lo Maxon
control motor set
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Design and Application Details

Any clean commercial fuel gas can be used, with
adjustment provided by simply setting inlet gas
pressure to the Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner.

The burner can be mounted either straight, through
the tank wall, or angled downward. If more than one
pipe diameter of tube length is not solution-backed,
overheating and deterioration of tube may occur.

NOTICE: Burner performance can be drastically
affected by tube configuration.

Tube design should consist of Schedule #40 pipe
or lighter in the same size as burner. It is suggested
that the first straight pass of tube consist of at least 10
pipe diameters in length and not end in a single-mitre
elbow turn. Burner capacity may be reduced if tube
layout has multiple single-mitre turns. Firing tube
length and resulting wetted tube surface area deter-
mines combustion transfer efficiency.

Tube length and configuration

Many factors affect overall system efficiency. Tube
length is the most important. The graph above shows
approximate tube length required to attain a given
efficiency. Typical installations run in the 70% – 75%
range. Space considerations (including tube displace-
ment) may limit possible tube lengths and so reduce
efficiency. Above 85% efficiency, there is a risk of
condensation-caused tube damage.

Exhaust considerations
Immersion tubes are usually vented to the out-

doors, except for those in highly ventilated areas such
as a plating room with continuous high-volume
exhaust. An exhaust fan may be required if the
building is under negative pressure. Exhaust is
normally diluted to avoid the need for high-tempera-
ture fans, but adequate make-up air must be avail-
able.

This diluting can be done with an open tee installed
in a vertical run (or in a horizontal run with the open
end down), but such a system mixes slowly.

An adjustable hood (shown in sketch below) offers
much better performance. In all cases, care must be
taken that all products of combustion are exhausted
from the building.

An exhaust stack damper must be used, suit-
able for 1000°F, and designed to prevent full
stack closure.
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Design and Application Details
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Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners are offered
both in a standard version (including a combustion air
blower in your choice of the voltages listed below) and
in an “LB” version to use with a separate combustion
air supply.

“Packaged” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner internal
components include Rulon bearings which have a
maximum temperature limit of +500°F (260°C) and a
Plexiglass observation glass with a temperature limit
of +175°F (80°C).

“LB” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners (less blower)
versions do not have motor temperature limits. They
can be equipped with a “high temperature kit” to
replace observation glass and flange gasket to raise
maximum combustion air temperature limit to +500°F
(260°C).

Multiple burner arrangement
A universal joint assembly permits cross-linking

of two Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners for
control by a single operator. Additional universal joint
assemblies may be used to link as many as five
burners to a single control motor. Each assembly
includes a 7/16" x 22" aluminum rod and two (2)
miniature universal joints. Precise burner alignment is
unnecessary, and rod may be cut in field as required.
No more than two burners can be controlled to each
side of “Primary” burner. Ten inch-pounds of torque is
required for each burner driven.

Distance between burner center lines should not
exceed 30", nor be less than 13.5" for 6" or 8" burner,
15.5" for 10" or 12" burner, or 22.5" for 14" burner.

Take steps to insure equal gas pressure at each
burner, then install individual ignition systems.

To order this accessory, specify:
1. Desired automatic burner
2. Desired manual (secondary) burners
3. Required universal joint assemblies
NOTE: Multiple burner installations fed by a single
pipe train should incorporate a “balancing valve” and
a “swing check valve” installed as close as possible to
each burner gas inlet for improved heating uniformity
and more dependable light-off. Otherwise, gas
manifold may act as a reservoir, preventing reliable
light-off during trial-for-ignition period of your control
panel sequence.

EMALF-O-EBUT ®

ledomrenruB
80-6
51-8

52-01
03-01
83-21

05-41

rewopesroH PH3/1 PH4/3 PH2/1-1 PH2

06/1/032-802/511 X X A/N A/N

06/3/064/032-802 X X X X

06/3/575 X X X X

*05/3/002-091 X X X X

*05/3/514-083 X X X X

*05/3/005 X X X X

egrahcartxetentanoitporotomztreh05*

Typical Basic Burner System Arrangement

Temperature limitations
Motor manufacturers recommend maximum

ambient temperature of +140°F (+40°C). Temperature
limits can vary with the type of motor and insulation
used. Such special motors are available at net extra
charge and with extended deliveries.

Control motor manufacturers normally establish a
maximum ambient temperature for their operators at
+125°F (52°C).
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Regardless of the type of automatic control (high-
low or modulating), Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME®

Burners should be at or very near the Low firing
position for pilot ignition and main flame light-off.

The built-in air and gas flow control valves are
mechanically linked together. At Low, the air valve is
cracked open but the gas valve is practically closed.

If some higher firing rate is selected for low fire on
High-Low installations, both valves will be opened
wider. The increased combustion air will necessitate
more gas for pilot ignition. If carried too far, this
increase can cause the main flame to be too rich.

Two-position control, then, results in what essen-
tially is on-off control, down to just a little more than
pilot. Burners can be ordered with Maxon-supplied
Hi/Lo Control Motor or with a Connecting Base &
Linkage assembly to accept most operators.

With either Hi/Lo or modulating control, high-fire
can be set at any desired point within burner range.

Optional Low-Fire Start Switch includes cam
actuator on burner operating shaft to make contact at
or near low fire position. Properly wired in series with
pilot gas valve, switch can assure low-fire light-off. If
used on multiple burner installation with universal joint
arrangements, switch must mount on farthest left
burner.

Field installation of these switches on equipment
not originally furnished with them may require minor
drilling modifications as outlined in Product Informa-
tion Sheet 2000-7/8, shipped with the 'loose' switch
assembly.

Automatic control

Typical Low-Fire Start
wiring

Automatic burner with Maxon hi/lo control motor
(available for 120/60 or 240/60 AC)
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[1] With propane nozzle only
[2] With standard nozzle; higher if propane nozzle is used

NOTE: For operation on 50 Hz power, reduce capacities to 83% of those shown,
pressures to 70%.
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Capacities and Specifications

60 Hz capacity and specification information for
both standard burners (including blower) and LB
burners (requiring separate air supply) are given in
the table on page 2207. Measured sound levels and
motor information provided apply only to standard
burners.

For operation on 50 Hz power, reduce capacities
to 83% of those shown, pressures to 70%.

CAUTION: Burner performance can be drasti-
cally affected by tube configuration.

Air pressure readings at test connection reflect
those that may be expected prior to light-off and may
vary as a result of tube and exhaust configurations.

Inlet air pressures and flows must not exceed
those given in the table. DO NOT OVERSIZE blowers
feeding LB Burners. If a blast gate or similar device is
used to limit air pressure at an LB burner, air pressure
at the burner will rise as firing rate is reduced until the
blower's rated pressure is reached. This will result in
increased pilot and minimum capacities, as well as
increased excess air at lower firing rates.

Main gas train including regulator should be sized
to give no more than 2" wc pressure drop, less if firing
propane with 6" and 8" burner sizes.

Pilot piping and regulator should be sized
carefully for the full pilot and minimum capacity shown
and selected to insure 2-4" wc pressure is supplied to
pilot inlet connection after any piping losses (7-16" wc
depending on size, if optional adjustable orifice cock
is used).

Self-piloting feature of burner allows pilot gas to
by-pass internal gas control valve and issue from
main gas nozzle ports. We suggest use of continuous
pilot arrangement. If interrupted pilot is used, adjust
burner to prevent reaching full minimum position.
Minimum capacity will be increased.

Low-fire start: Main flame light-off is possible at
higher capacities, but larger pilots will be required and
turndown will be sacrificed.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner (automatic version)
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Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners
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Dimensions (in inches)

“LB”–67 TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner (automatic version)

ledoM A B C *D E G H J T U V W X Y AA BB
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Filter with silencer for “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner Mounting Ring Flame Rod

Spark Ignitor
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Component Identification

TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner nameplateSuggested spare parts
– Spark Ignitor – Motor
– Flame Rod, if used – Impeller
– Filter Elements, if used – Gas/Air Valve Linkage Kit

To order parts for an existing TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner assembly,
specify:
1. Name(s) of part(s) from above illustration
2. Quantity of each required
3. Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner nameplate data:

• size and/or model number of burner
• assembly number of burner
• date of manufacture
• if available, serial number of Maxon shut-off valve controlling fuel to

TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner (This serial number is on Maxon valve's
nameplate)
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures

In normal operation, little more is required than
periodic checking to see that control motor linkage
has not slipped from adjustment and that burner
remains tightly mounted to the firing tube.

Burner should be shielded from splashing and
physical abuse.

Inspect impeller for proper rotation, speed, and dirt
build-up which might reduce air flow. If your system
includes an air filter, schedule maintenance as
required for your plant environment.
Combustion air filters

Always keep air filters clean for optimum system
performance.

Vacuum as needed to remove any dry accumula-
tions. To remove oil and dirt, wash elements in hot
water and detergent as necessary.

Replaceable elements can be wrung gently and
allowed to air dry before returning to service. Perma-
nent elements should generally be blown dry after
rinsing, and if desired, a light coating of suitable oil
applied.

To avoid interruption to service, you may wish to
order a spare element “set”.

Flame rods and spark ignitors are critical to
safety and reliability of operation and start-ups. Be
sure flame rod is properly sized and installed to fit
your specific burner model. (Refer to dimension “L” at
right.)

Similarly, the spark ignitor must be the right length
(dimension “L”) for reliable ignition.

Burner mounting position is limited only by those
restrictions imposed by UV scanner or control motor
manufacturers.

WARNING: Test every UV flame sensing instal-
lation for dangerous spark excitation from
ignitors, other burners and other possible
sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.

Flame rod

Spark ignitor
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If performance of a Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME®

Burner has changed, review the following list.

Symptoms:
“Tube or exhaust stack is sooty or smoky”
“Burner produces rumbling or chugging noise”
“Reduced capacity – not enough heat”

Corrective Actions:
– Isolate burner fuel supply and confirm actual

capacity being consumed.
– Check burner blower motor rotation.
– Check control motor linkage to insure burner

crank is going to full “high-fire” position.
– Check gas pressure regulator for proper func-

tioning. Insure gas pressure and volume to burner
inlet matches burner nameplate data.

– Check immersion tube for leaks, blockages, or
insulating layers of dirt inside or on outside of tube.

NOTICE: Burner performance can be drastically
affected by tube configuration and static
conditions within tube created by exhaust fans
and dampers in exhaust stack.

– Determine static condition of tube (draft or
suction).

Excessive suction can cause chugging and
implies hot combustion products are being drawn
out of tube too fast, reducing thermal transfer
efficiency. High tube suction also may affect differ-
ential gas pressure settings. Too high of a suction
may lower inlet gas pressures so that low gas
pressure switches cannot be adjusted.

Excessive back pressure can cause smoke and
may restrict firing capacity of burner.

Field Service Tips

– Determine differential air pressure at burner
backplate air test port.
1. Shut system down, close main and pilot cocks.
2. Connect manometer between burner air test port

and to atmosphere.
3. Restart exhaust fans and burner blower with fuel

gas cocks closed and burner at "high-fire"
position. Record air test port reading.

4. Chart above shows normal “balanced tube” static
condition readings.

5. If your reading exceeds the “normal” readings,
you have a “back pressure” in your tube.

6. If your readings are “lower” than the normal
balanced readings, you have an “exhaust suc-
tion” on the tube.

7. Adjust exhaust fan and/or stack damper to create
burner air pressure test port readings as close as
possible to those shown for “normal” balanced
conditions to maximize system's thermal transfer
efficiency.

12/89
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Notes
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Maxon practices a policy of continuous product improvement. It reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main Shut-Off Cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling valve contained within a Maxon
burner is not intended for tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regula-
tor in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation and be sure to remove any
shipping pin or block.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

The 3/8" pilot connection of the Series “67” TUBE-
O-FLAME® Burner is adequate for the pilot gas flows
shown, but care must be taken to assure that the
required gas pressure is available at pilot inlet. To
avoid excessive drop through solenoid and upstream
valves and cocks, follow these guidelines:

Page 2200-S-1Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Installation Instructions

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the spark ignitor,
mounting ring, flame rod and connecting linkage
components may be packed separately and shipped
loose with your new Maxon TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical gas train as might be used with a
Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® gas fired burner.

6/94

Piping Layout as sometimes required by
insurance and standards groups

Block and Bleed gas train arrangement illustrated
with Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner

TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner provides the air supply
(unless it is an LB version, which requires a separate
combustion air blower). It also serves as a fuel flow
control and fuel/air mixing device.

Burner should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If such conditions exist, consider filters, relocation,
and/or use of the LB version and external air supply.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase,
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.
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Installation Instructions

Suggested supporting arrangementsFuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to
a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start or
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself. Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

Exhaust stack dampers are necessary to the
proper operation of an immersion tube burner system.
They should be lockable, suitable for 1000ºF and
designed to prevent full stack closure.

Horizontal mounting is preferred. Most manufac-
turers’ control motors require operating shaft in a
horizontal plane.

Burner mounting requires four studs and a flat
mounting surface perfectly centered on the firing tube.
Burner can be mounted directly on tank wall using
four welded studs, but the more common practice
utilizes an optional mounting ring (complete with
studs) welded to tank wall, end of tube, or other
mounting surface. If the application calls for position-
ing the burner in other than its normal upright position,
be sure to align studs appropriately.

After placing burner in position over studs, add lock
washers and nuts, then draw up all four hand-tight
only. Check that burner is seated evenly around the
flange, filling any gaps to prevent air leakage, then
tighten all nuts firmly.

For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and
motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.

Burner and pipe manifold support may be
required to support weight of the burner and con-
nected pipe train components. Air control motors, in
particular, require additional support. Maxon connect-
ing base and linkage assemblies are designed to
position the control motors to work with the burner,
not to support their weight.

The Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner may
require external auxiliary support provided by the
user. The support configuration may be similar to the
leg support or knee bracket support illustrated.

Additional burner support may be required in
conjunction with a stiffener plate when mounting
TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner (weighing 100-350 pounds)
onto tube or thin tank walls.

Exhaust Considerations
Immersion tubes are usually vented to the outdoors,

except for those in highly ventilated areas such as a
plating room with continuous high volume exhaust. An
exhaust fan may be required if the building is under
negative pressure. Exhaust is normally diluted to avoid
the need for high temperature fans, but adequate make-
up air must be available.

This diluting can be done with an open tee installed
in a vertical run (or in a horizontal run with the open
end down), but such a system mixes slowly.

An adjustable hood (shown in sketch below) offers
much better performance. In all cases, care must be
taken that all products of combustion are exhausted
from the building.

An exhaust stack damper must be used, suit-
able for 1000°F, and designed to prevent full
stack closure.
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Protective covers for burner should be added in
the field if exposure to dripping condensate, splashing
flux, exhaust steam, etc. is unavoidable.

Sketches below illustrate some possible arrange-
ments. Any cover used should be removable to
provide access to burner and should not interfere with
control linkage motion or observation port viewing.

Field conversion from a flame rod version to a UV
scanner version and vice versa may require additional
parts in the burner. Contact Maxon for requirements.

Alternate fuels may require correction of supply
pressures.

If TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner is equipped with
Maxon Hi/Lo Control Motor, low-fire start wiring can
be accomplished as shown in the sketch below.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the layouts shown. Specific piping
and wiring diagrams should always be submit-
ted to the appropriate agencies for approval on
each application.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves should be
used for improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing-
Check Valves should be installed as close as pos-
sible to each burner inlet for dependable lightoff (gas
manifold may otherwise act as a reservoir, preventing
lightoff during trial-for-ignition period).

Control system's circuitry must not allow main
Fuel Shut-Off Valve to be opened unless combustion
air is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

WARNING: Welding of burner flange to a
stiffener plate or firing tube may cause warpage
of burner flange and require additional seal
material to prevent leakage.

Flame sensing can be accomplished by either
flame rod or UV scanner. When UV scanner is used,
it should be kept as close to burner as feasible. Do
not use cooling air to scanner port: sighting is
through gas cavity. Heat block, if used, may affect
signal strength with some brands of scanners.
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Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” burner
control mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and immersion
tubes. With main gas shut off, manually advance
TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner's operating crank to
“high fire” position so that air only flows through
burner and firing tube.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

Series “67”
TUBE-O-FLAME®

Burners

6. Determine static condition of tube (draft or
suction) and verify differential air pressure at
burner backplate air test port.

Measure your air pressure reading with
manometer connected between the burner's air
pressure test port and atmosphere with the burner
at “high fire” position, fuel valves closed, and all
air handling systems running.

Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system's equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators' adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to approximately mid-position. Close pilot
gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in clock-
wise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.) Then
back out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise)
approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control
devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and that
test ports are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that the immersion tube stack damper
is properly positioned and locked into operating
position.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor's
linkage from your TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner's
operating crank arm by loosening the control
motor's connecting rod from the burner's toggle
linkage.

Page 2200-S-4
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Start-Up Instructions

11. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning
pilot gas regulator clockwise and/or adjustable
orifice screw counter-clockwise to increase fuel
flow. Repeat procedure as necessary until pilot
ignites, as air might have to be bled out of fuel
supply lines before reliable pilot flame is estab-
lished. Pilot gas regulator should normally be set
for as low a pressure as possible, using fuller
opening of pilot gas adjustable orifice (if used).

12. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable
flame shape. A rule of thumb is that any pilot over
a tennis ball size is probably too large. This
assumes you have visual access to the pilot
flame. If this is not possible, then adjust pilot to
give the strongest and most stable flame signal
through your flame safety circuit. This signal
strength can be read with a micro-amp meter. The
signal strength (or range) will be determined by
the specific type of flame safeguard instrument
you have with your burner system.

13. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame safe-
guard relays should now power your main fuel
Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly in-
stalled, correctly set, and fully operational. If in
doubt, shut the system down, close pilot cock
and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

14. Establish main flame. With burner at low fire
position, back out main gas pressure regulator
adjusting screw (counter-clockwise) to get lowest
outlet pressure possible. Open all manual fuel
shut-off valves (automatic fuel shut-off valve
should already be open) so gas flows to burner
inlet. There should be little, if any, change in
flame appearance. Turn main regulator adjust-
ing screw in (clockwise) to obtain outlet pressure
of about 4"-6" wc higher than combustion cham-
ber pressure (2"-4" wc for propane, considerably
higher for some LB versions). Main flame should
now appear larger than pilot-only flame.

Record air test port reading. Chart below shows
normal balanced tube static condition readings.

If your reading exceeds these normal readings,
you have a back pressure in your tube.

If your readings are lower than the normal
balanced readings, you have an exhaust suction
in your tube.

Excessive suction can cause chugging and
implies hot combustion products are being drawn
out of the tube too fast, reducing thermal transfer
efficiency. High tube suction also may affect
differential gas pressure settings. Too high of a
suction may lower inlet gas pressures so that low
gas pressure switches cannot be adjusted.

Excessive back pressure can cause smoke
and may restrict firing capacity of burner.

NOTE: The differential air pressure setting deter-
mines the burner's capacity and performance capabili-
ties.

7. Adjust exhaust fan and/or stack damper to
create burner air pressure test port readings as
close as possible to those shown for normal
balanced conditions to maximize system's thermal
transfer efficiency.

NOTICE: Burner performance can be drastically
affected by tube configuration and static
conditions within tube created by exhaust fans
and dampers in exhaust stack.

8. Determine the required differential gas pres-
sure using this differential air pressure reading
obtained from step 6.  High fire pressures are
provided in Maxon product line catalog literature
and/or read data stamped into burner nameplate.

9. Verify that spark ignitor is properly positioned
and lines up with the appropriate dimensions
required for your specific burner. (Refer to appro-
priate Maxon catalog specification table.) Check
that spark ignitor arcs at the end of your properly
positioned ignitor.

10. Return burner control valve/crank to low fire
position when purge of system is complete.

9/95

ledoMrenruB 80-6 51-8 52-01
03-01
83-21

05-41

erusserPriA )cw"( 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.5
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17. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at
operating temperature. Refine high fire setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure,
flame length, and appearance. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.

18. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

19. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.
NOTE: Typical gas firing control sequence for
Maxon burner is provided only as a guide. Instruc-
tions provided by complete system manufacturer
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence.

For gas firing Series “67”
TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner

Light-off: Shut-down:
1. Close cocks, shut-off valve(s) 1. Close main &
2. Verify burner at low fire pilot gas cocks
3. Start recirculating/exhaust fans 2. Keep combustion
4. Start burner blower air blower running
5. Purge at least 4 air changes after shut-down long
6. Open pilot & main gas cocks enough to allow

burner to cool

Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for danger-
ous spark excitation from ignitors and other pos-
sible sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.
Use only gas-tight scanner connections.

20. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up
operation with shut-down of system, establishing
written instructions for their future reference.

Page 2200-S-6 Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Gas Burners

Start-Up Instructions

15. Establish high fire setting by slowly moving
burner crank toward high fire position while
observing gas pressure at burner gas test con-
nection. Refine main gas regulator adjustment as
necessary to provide correct differential gas
pressure at high fire. If pressure cannot be
adjusted low enough, a different regulator or
regulator spring may be necessary, or a limiting
orifice valve (such as Maxon's Series “BV”)
should be added. Do not, however, exceed 4" wc
pressure drop between regulator outlet and
burner inlet.

CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off
valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main gas on again. Check carefully
that every burner is lit before proceeding.

Cycle burner from minimum to maximum
and refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

16. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that burner
crank is moved throughout its complete travel, or
cataloged capacities and turndowns will not be
achieved.

If less than full-rated burner capacity is re-
quired, linkage can be adjusted to limit maximum
output. With interrupted pilot, it may be neces-
sary to set control for somewhat higher than
minimum burner setting to permit hold-in of flame
detection system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

eziS renruBdegakcaP

80-6 )26(FOT806

51-8 )76(FOT518

52-01 )89(FOT5201

03-01 )711(FOT0301

83-21 )711(FOT8321

05-41 )661(FOT0541

eziS BL

BL"6 )34(FOTBL6

BL"8 )94(FOTBL8

BL"01 )08(FOTBL01

BL"21 )47(FOTBL21

BL"41 )401(FOTBL41

Segment choices are as follows for
configured  products:

• Backplate
• Adjustable orifice
• Observation glass
• Flame detection
• Fuel
• Mounting Ring
• Motor (and/or adapter flange for LB)
• CB & L's
• Switches
• Filters/Silencers (Packaged burners only)
• Control Motor
• Universal Joint Assembly
• Manual Handle Set

Spare Parts – Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners

>eziSrenruB 80-6 51-8 52-01 83-21,03-01 05-41

suoenallecsiM
smetI

tiKriapeRegakniL
33893

)3(
43893

)3(
53893

)4(
63893

)4(
73893

)4(

knarCgnitarepOcitamotuA
aottcennocotylbmessarenrubynanoderiuqer(

)egaknil&esabgnitcennocdeilppus-remotsuc
)5.0(43361

teSpmalC,elggoT,egakniLgnitcennoC )1(01503

teSeldnaHlaunaM )snoisrevVRMtpecxe( )2(09913

rotingikraps/doremalfrofrevoCrebbuR )5.0(22781

ylbmessAtnioJlasrevinU )4(61202

sevlaVkcehCgniwSdnagnicnalaB )ezisepiptelnirenrubrofdezis(

>)TPN(eziSepiP "1 "4/1-1 "2/1-1 "2

EMALF-O-EBUT”76“seireS ® srenruB BL6,80-6 BL8,51-8 BL01,52-01 BL41,BL21,05-41,83-21,03-01

gnicnalaB
sevlaV

rotcaFwolFvC 5 24 08 831

rebmuNylbmessAevlaV )3(02191 )4(12191 )4(22191 )6(32191

gnicnalaB
sevlaV

rotcaFwolFvC 43 15 76 08

rebmuNylbmessAevlaV )11(91653 )51(73953 )51(02653 )81(12653

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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Assembly Numbers

straPerapS

EMALF-O-EBUTBLdna”76“seireS ® srenruB
80-6
BL6

51-8
BL8

52-01
BL01

03-01
83-21
BL21

05-41
BL41

gniRgnitnuoMrenruB
67461

)4(
03391

)4(
)4(77461

70372
)8(

96492
)21(

ylbmessAdoRemalF 34774 44774 54774 64774 54774

rotingIkrapStnemecalpeR
EMALF-O-EBUT80-6roF* ® .ylnodoremalfrofdegnarra

)"5.3=L(70491#tceles,desusirennacsVUfI

*99642
"5.2=L

)1(70491
"5.3=L

etalPretpadArennacSVU )5.(03473

woL-hgiH
citamotuA

lortnoC
teSrotoM

teSrotoMlortnoC sedulcni(
gnitnuom,erusolcne,rotomlortnoc

)stnenopmocegaknil&esab

v021
zH06/05

)01(99595 )01(00695

v042
zH06/05

)01(99595 )01(00695

rotoMtnemecalpeR morfylno
tesevoba

v021
zH06/05

)8(10695

v042
zH06/05

)8(10695

ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliP )2(90083 )3(13405

ecifirOelbatsujdAtoliPyticapaChgiH )3(13405 A/N

eriFwoL
ratS t hctiwS

)TDPS1(

esopruPlareneG 1AMEN
)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodni(

)1(81102

foorprehtaeW
31&,21,4,R3,3,1AMEN

)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodtuo(
)1(01653

foorprehtaeW/ytuDsuodrazaH
31&,21,9,7,4,R3,3,1AMEN

)snoitacolytudsuodrazah,sroodtuo(
)1(44953

woL&hgiH
eriF

noitisoP
hctiwS

)TDPS2(

esopruPlareneG 1AMEN
)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodni(

)4(06403

selzzoNsaGtnemecalpeR
EMALF-O-EBUT”76“seireS ® renruB 80-6 51-8 52-01 03-01 83-21 05-41

elzzonsaglarutaN 92391 11391 61491 56082 56082 42491

elzzonsagenaporP elbaliavAtoN 63013 73013 73013 elbaliavatoN

ebutediug/welzzonsaglarutaN 0805501 1805501 2805501 3805501 3805501 4805501

ebutediug/welzzonsagenaporP elbaliavatoN 0292601 1292601 1292601 elbaliavatoN

dedaerhtTPN-ebutediuG 5705501 6705501 7705501 8705501 8705501 9705501

dedaerhtOSI-ebutediuG 4083601 5083601 6083601 7083601 7083601 8083601

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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Spare Parts

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses.

srecneliSdnasretliFriAnoitsubmoC
EMALF-O-EBUT”76“seireS ® renruB 51-8,80-6 52-01 83-21,03-01 05-41

riA
sretliF

ylbmessAretliFriAdradnatS
stnemeleelbaecalper)2(sedulcni

27712
)21(

27642
)21(

43342
)72(

53342
)53(

stnemeleretlifelbaecalpeR evobarof
85792

)5.(
54082

)5.(
74082

)1(
73342

)1(

ylbmessAretliFriA
stnemeletnenamrep)2(htiw

62805 72805 33805 43805

tceridrofstnemelEretliFtnenamreP
tnemecalper yllanigirorenrubgnidivorp

stnemeletnenamrephtiwdeilppus
teehSnoitamrofnItcudorPeeS:ETON

dleifgnivlovnisliatedrof3-0002
snoitacifidom

15643
)2(

25643
)4(

45643
)6(

55643
)8(

srecneliS

ylbmessArecneliStelnIriA
draugtelnidnagnisuohsedulcni

24213
)23(

34213
)53(

44213
)001(

54213
)001(

recneliSrofylbmessAretliFtelnIriA
evobaylbmessA

tnemeleelbaecalper)1(sedulcni

24792
)3(

34792
)6(

roftnemelEretliFelbaecalpeR
evobaylbmessAretliF/recneliS

26013
)2(

15013
)4(

recneliSrofylbmessAretliFtelnIriA
evobaylbmessA

tnemeletnenamrep)1(sedulcni

76553
)51(

86553
)02(
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Assembly Numbers

Spare Parts

[3] Model cannot be used
on TUBE-O-FLAME®

Burner with UV scanner
option due to physical size
limitations

[2] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-WR yoke
WITH #B6301-TY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

[1] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-LR yoke
WITH #B6301-KY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

[4]Specify from Honeywell:
WITH #7616BR crank arm

[5] Specify from Penn/Johnson:
WITH #LVR27A-601 crank arm

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

Connecting Base and Linkage Assemblies
This listing of CB & L Assemblies shows only a sampling of the more popular control motors. We may be able to
furnish CB & L for other operators not cataloged (supply manufacturer's name and model number).

epyT rerutcafunaM rebmuNledoM rebmuNylbmessAL&BCnoxaM

riA

orobxoF
]1[52-P

66042
)51(

]2[05-P
40172
)51(

llewyenoH
]3[M168/910
]3[P168/11-10

]3[T368/8-30

58602
)01(

nosnhoJ
3513-D
1513-D

78152
)01(

rolyaT 6FV04
92922
)01(

cirtcelE

namloC-rebraB FMro,PM,CMxiferphtiwosla,85-15AE
66891

)6(

nadroJ/orobxoF 0151MS
86443
)01(

llewyenoH

]4[446M
]4[447M
]4[149M
]4[449M

08691
)8(

A046M
A049M

90022
)6(

purhtroN&sdeeL

16201
26201
46201
66201

90042
)01(

nosnhoJ/nneP
]5[08M
]5[18M

08691
)8(
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Product: Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners
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Standard Nozzle Drillings for Series “67” TUBE-O-FLAME® Burners

EMALF-O-EBUT ®

ledoMrenruB
seloHforebmuN

eziSllirD
)sehcnini(

saGleuF
dradnatS

traPelzzoN
rebmuN

EBUT_VU
rebmuNtraPelzzoN

80-6 8 4/1 enaporProlarutaN 92391 0805501

51-8 8 46/32 enaporProlarutaN 11391 1805501

52-01 8
61/7 larutaN 61491 2805501

46/12 enaporP 63013 0292601

03-01 8
61/7 larutaN 56082 3805501

46/12 enaporP 73013 1292601

83-21 8
61/7 larutaN 56082 3805501

46/12 enaporP 73013 1292601

05-41 8 61/9 enaporProlarutaN 42491 4805501
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Maxon Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners

Model 515-SP OVENPAK® Burner
with connecting base and linkage
assembly and automatic electric
control motor

• Burns clean fuel gases, light oils, or both simultaneously

• Provides stand-by or alternate fuel capabilities

• Gas-only version converts easily to combination fuel firing

• Low horsepower requirements reduce initial and operating costs

• Uses compressed air for oil atomization

• Clean combustion with low NOx levels

• Compact design for easy installation and maintenance

Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burner applications have included:
Air heating in ovens and dryers, paint finishing lines, paper and textile machines, food bak-
ing ovens, coffee roasters, grain dryers, and fume incinerators. Manufactured under U.S.
patent #3,574,508; Canadian and European patents granted and pending.

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394
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Maxon Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners

Model EBC-4-SP OVENPAK® Combina-
tion Gas/Oil Burner with automatic electric
control motor

Typical pipe train components required for combination fuel firing
of Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burner system

Provides application flexibility with:
• Turndown up to 20:1

• Heat releases to 10,500,000 Btu/hr

• Over 40 different styles and sizes

• Pre-assembled pipe train accessory options
for easy installation and start-up

• Cost-effective external blower (EB) version

1/90
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Maxon OVENPAK® Burners are nozzle-mixing
burners specifically designed for direct-fired applica-
tions in ovens and dryers where clean combustion is
required.

Typical applications for Model “500” OVENPAK®

Burners include air heating in ovens and dryers, paint
lines, paper and textile machines, food-baking ovens,
coffee roasters, grain dryers and fume incinerators.

Principle of operation
 Model “500” OVENPAK® Burners are available in

gas-only (500-G) and combination gas/oil (500-SP)
versions. Both incorporate a fuel and air valve linked
together to control the fuel-air ratio over the full
operating range.

The combination (500-SP) burner also has an
integrated oil control valve mounted into the burner
body. All valves work together. The choice of fuels is
up to you: gas, oil, or both at the same time.

Both gas-only and combination burners are avail-
able in two basic versions: 1) packaged with integral
combustion air blower, or 2) for use with an external
blower (EB versions).

When firing on oil, compressed air provides good
atomization. The oil flow pattern inside the mixing cone
results in intimate mixing with the combustion air.

In combination fuel firing, gas is introduced
around the patented oil nozzle and both gas and oil
are controlled in conjunction with the air damper.

“EB-MRV” versions of OVENPAK® Burners permit
air/fuel ratio control via an externally-mounted Maxon
MICRO-RATIO® control valve throughout the firing
range. They differ from standard “EB” (external blower)
versions in that internal gas and air butterflies and the
related shafts and linkages are omitted.

Design and Application Details

Model "EBC-4 SP" OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burner

5/02

Cross sectional view of a Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burner

Model "515-SP" OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burner
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Capacities and Specifications – 60 Hertz

The standard Model “500-SP” OVENPAK®

Burner package includes a combustion air blower
with motor in a variety of voltages. You may select
from:

NOTE: Since the maximum capacity of the
OVENPAK® Burner is affected by the static pressure
within the duct or combustion chamber, do not
attempt to operate a Model “500”  OVENPAK® Burner
beyond this static pressure range. For higher back
pressure applications, select from Model “EBC”,
“EBG”, or “EB-MRV”  OVENPAK® Burner options.

Capacity data for gas or oil firing of Model “500-SP”
OVENPAK® Burners is based on use of #2 fuel oil
with a maximum viscosity of 40-50 SSU, a heating
value of approximately 140,000 Btu per gallon, and/or
natural gas at 1000 Btu per cubic foot, .6 specific
gravity.
NOTE: All fuel supply pressures are differential
pressures as measured at the fuel pressure test
connection on the backplate of the burner. Differential
pressures shown are approximate.

Propane firing requires fuel pressures at the test
connection that are 40% of those given for natural gas.

Use only UV flame sensor systems for oil firing.

Capacities and operating data are summarized in
the table below and on page 2305.

Broad operating flexibility allows firing against
positive chamber pressures of 1" wc or less (higher
for EB versions) or with as much as 5" wc suction. Air
stream velocities of up to 2000 fpm (firing across flow)
or 3000 fpm (firing parallel to air flow) are tolerated.

Capacities for 60 hertz applications

rebmuNledoMrenruB PS-805 PS-515 PS-525 PS-535 PS-055

dnarewopesroHrotoM
rebmuNemarF

PH4/3
65#RF

PH4/3
65#RF

PH1
65#RF

PH2/1-1
T341#RF

PH3
T281#RF

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs'0001 008 0051 0052 0053 0005

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 008 0051 0052 0053 0005

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 7.5 11 81 52 63

)rh/utBs'0001(yticapacmuminiM
fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 81 83 04 05 07

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 04 57 001 571 052

)rh/utBs'0001(yticapacmuminiM
noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 27 411 521 002 052

)ylno(lioleuf2#
ruohrepsnollaG

422
6.1

082
0.2

422
6.1

832
7.1

604
9.2

deriuqerriadesserpmoC
)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 06 06 06 06 06

)MFCS(emuloV 2.5 8.7 0.8 0.8 6.21

erusserpsaglarutanlaitnereffiD
).c.w"(deriuqer

telnirenrubtA 4.2 2.6 1.3 9.4 8.3

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 0.2 0.3 4.2 8.3 0.3

deriuqererusserplio2# )GISP(evlavlortnoctA 53 04 55 06 06

leveldnuoS
)A(Bd

saGlarutaN-ylnOrenruB 48 58 78 09 59

saGlarutaN-recnelis/wrenruB 67 67 57 97 58

liO2#-ylnOrenruB 58 58 78 19 69

liO2#-recnelis/wrenruB 87 67 77 97 58

htgneLemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 02 65 85 06 06

rewopesroH epyT 06/1/032/511 06/3/064/032 06/3/575

PH4/3
PH1&

yllatoT
desolcnE

X X X

,PH2/1-1
PH3&PH2

yllatoT
desolcnE

toN
elbaliavA

X X
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Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners

Capacities and Specifications – 50 Hertz

A standard Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burner
includes a combustion air blower with motor in a variety
of voltages. You may select from:

Since maximum capacity of Model “500-SP”
OVENPAK® Burner is affected by the static pres-
sure within the combustion chamber, do not
attempt to operate beyond the duct static pressure
range shown on page 2304. For higher back
pressure applications, select from Model “EBC”,
“EBG”, or “EB-MRV” OVENPAK® Burner options.

All fuel pressures are differential pressures
and are measured at the fuel pressure test connec-
tion on the backplate of each OVENPAK® Burner.
Differential pressures shown are approximate.

Capacities for 50 hertz applications

elbaliavAsegatloVrotoMzH05 )tsocartxetenelbissop(

rewopesroH epyT 05/1/002-091 05/3/514-083 05/3/005

PH4/3
PH1&

yllatoT
desolcnE

X X X

,PH2/1-1
PH3&PH2

yllatoT
desolcnE

X X X

rebmuNledoMrenruB PS-805 PS-515 PS-525 PS-535 PS-055

dnarewopesroHrotoM
rebmuNemarF

PH4/3
65#RF

PH4/3
65#RF

PH1
65#RF

PH2/1-1
T341#RF

PH3
T281#RF

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs'0001 076 0521 0012 0092 0024

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 076 0521 0012 0092 0024

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 8.4 9 51 12 03

)rh/utBs'0001(yticapacmuminiM
fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 81 83 04 05 07

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 04 57 001 571 052

)rh/utBs'0001(yticapacmuminiM
noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 27 411 521 002 052

)ylno(lioleuf2#
ruohrepsnollaG

422
6.1

082
0.2

422
6.1

832
7.1

604
9.2

deriuqerriadesserpmoC
)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 06 06 06 06 06

)MFCS(emuloV 2.5 8.7 0.8 0.8 6.21

erusserpsaglarutanlaitnereffiD
)cw"(deriuqer

telnirenrubtA 7.1 3.4 2.2 4.3 6.2

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 4.1 1.2 7.1 6.2 1.2

deriuqererusserplio2# )GISP(evlavlortnoctA 53 04 55 06 06

leveldnuoS
)A(Bd

saGlarutaN-ylnOrenruB 48 58 78 09 59

saGlarutaN-recnelis/wrenruB 67 67 57 97 58

liO2#-ylnOrenruB 58 58 78 19 69

liO2#-recnelis/wrenruB 87 67 77 97 58

htgneLemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 02 65 85 06 06
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Model EBC-2 and EBC-3 OVENPAK® Burners

Capacities and Specifications
External Blower versions

2-CBE
KAPNEVO ®

renruB

dnanoitsubmoC
deriuqerriagnilooc

)cw"(erusserprialaitnereffiD 2 4 6 8 01 21 41

)MFCS(emuloV 58 021 741 071 091 802 522

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs'0001 994 607 468 899 6111 2221 0231

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 994 607 468 899 6111 2221 0231

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 6.3 0.5 2.6 1.7 0.8 7.8 4.9

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 52 53 04 05 06 08 001

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 04 65 36 57 28 88 39

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 05 07 08 09 001 021 041

)ylno(lioleuf2# 571 571 571 571 571 571 571

ruohrepsnollaG 52.1 52.1 52.1 52.1 52.1 52.1 52.1

riadesserpmoC
deriuqer

)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 06 06 06 06 06 06 06

)MFCS(emuloV 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

saglarutanlaitnereffiD
deriuqererusserp ).c.w"(

telnirenrubtA 1.1 3.2 4.3 6.4 7.5 9.6 0.8

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 9.0 7.1 6.2 4.3 3.4 1.5 0.6

deriuqererusserplio2# )GISP(evlavlortnoctA 53 53 53 53 53 53 53

htgnelemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 41 22 52 62 82 92 03

3-CBE
KAPNEVO ®

renruB

dnanoitsubmoC
deriuqerriagnilooc

)cw"(erusserprialaitnereffiD 6 7 8 9 01 11 21

)MFCS(emuloV 064 694 135 365 395 226 056

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs'0001 5602 0322 4832 9252 6662 6972 0292

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 5602 0322 4832 9252 6662 6972 0292

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 7.41 9.51 0.71 1.81 0.91 0.02 9.02

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 57 38 99 001 201 861 042

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 09 001 911 021 221 202 882

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 401 601 801 021 041 571 082

)ylno(lioleuf2# 053 053 053 053 053 053 053

ruohrepsnollaG 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

riadesserpmoC
deriuqer

)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 06 06 06 06 06 06 06

)MFCS(emuloV 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 6.7 6.7 6.7

saglarutanlaitnereffiD
deriuqererusserp ).c.w"(

telnirenrubtA 6.9 2.11 8.21 4.41 0.61 6.71 2.91

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 8.4 6.5 4.6 2.7 0.8 8.8 6.9

deriuqererusserplio2# )GISP(evlavlortnoctA 05 05 05 05 05 05 05

htgnelemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 53 73 04 24 44 64 84
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Model EBC-4 and EBC-5 OVENPAK® Burners
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Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners

Capacities and Specifications
External Blower versions

5-CBE
KAPNEVO ®

renruB

dnanoitsubmoC
deriuqerriagnilooc

)cw"(erusserprialaitnereffiD 6 01 21 41 61 81 02 22

)MFCS(emuloV 116 987 468 339 899 8501 6111 0711

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs0001 9943 7154 8494 5435 4175 0606 8836 0076

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 9943 7154 8494 5435 4175 0606 8836 0076

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 0.52 3.23 3.53 2.83 8.04 3.34 6.54 9.74

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 052 062 072 082 092 003 023 053

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 822 403 033 053 573 593 024 044

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 003 503 013 023 033 043 573 004

)ylno(lioleuf2# 662 662 662 662 662 662 662 662

ruohrepsnollaG 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1

riadesserpmoC
deriuqer

)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07

)MFCS(emuloV 8.8 7.8 7.8 6.8 6.8 5.8 5.8 5.8

saglarutanlaitnereffiD
deriuqererusserp

).c.w"(

telnirenrubtA 3.4 2.7 6.8 1.01 5.11 9.21 4.41 8.51

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 4.3 7.5 9.6 0.8 2.9 3.01 5.11 6.21

erusserplio2#
deriuqer

)GISP(evlavlortnoctA 08 08 08 08 08 08 08 08

htgnelemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 83 44 84 05 45 06 06 06

4-CBE
KAPNEVO ®

renruB

dnanoitsubmoC
deriuqerriagnilooc

)cw"(erusserprialaitnereffiD 6 8 01 21 41 61 81 02

)MFCS(emuloV 984 565 236 296 747 997 748 398

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs'0001 9352 1392 7723 0953 8783 6414 7934 5364

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 9352 1392 7723 0953 8783 6414 7934 5364

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 1.81 9.02 4.32 6.52 7.72 6.92 4.13 1.33

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 051 002 022 062 082 092 003 013

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 002 032 552 772 792 513 233 543

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 081 002 052 582 003 023 033 043

)ylno(lioleuf2# 252 252 252 252 252 252 252 252

ruohrepsnollaG 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1 8.1

riadesserpmoC
deriuqer

)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07

)MFCS(emuloV 8.7 8.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 6.7 6.7 6.7

saglarutanlaitnereffiD
deriuqererusserp

).c.w"(

telnirenrubtA 9.2 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 8.7 8.8 8.9

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 3.2 1.3 9.3 7.4 5.5 2.6 0.7 8.7

erusserplio2#
deriuqer

)GISP(evlavlortnoctA 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07

htgnelemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 23 63 83 24 24 44 84 25
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Model EBC-6 OVENPAK® Burner

Capacities and Specifications
External Blower versions

6-CBE
KAPNEVO ®

renruB

dnanoitsubmoC
deriuqerriagnilooc

)cw"(erusserprialaitnereffiD 6 8 01 21 41 61 81 02

)MFCS(emuloV 959 7011 7321 6531 4641 5651 0661 0571

yticapacmumixaM rh/utBs'0001 5055 6536 6017 5877 8048 9898 4359 05001

semulovwolfleuF
saglarutanruohrepteefcibuC 5055 6536 6017 5877 8048 9898 4359 05001

lioleuf2#ruohrepsnollaG 3.93 4.54 8.05 6.55 1.06 2.46 1.86 8.17

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

fforiadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 082 092 003 013 023 053 573 583

)ylno(niamsaglarutaN 043 083 004 024 075 056 086 007

yticapacmuminiM
)rh/utBs'0001(

noriadesserpmochtiw

)ylno(tolipsaglarutaN 003 013 023 033 043 073 004 014

)ylno(lioleuf2# 004 004 004 004 004 004 004 004

ruohrepsnollaG 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2 9.2

riadesserpmoC
deriuqer

)ylnognirifliorof(

)GISP(erusserP 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07

)MFCS(emuloV 3.41 2.41 1.41 0.41 0.41 9.31 9.31 8.31

saglarutanlaitnereffiD
deriuqererusserp

).c.w"(

telnirenrubtA 1.4 5.5 9.6 3.8 7.9 0.11 4.21 8.31

noitcennoctsetrenrubtA 2.3 2.4 3.5 3.6 4.7 4.8 5.9 5.01

erusserplio2#
deriuqer

)GISP(evlavlortnoctA 08 08 08 08 08 08 08 08

htgnelemalF riallitsni,sehcnI 66 27 67 87 87 08 08 08
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Dimensions (in inches)
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Model “500-SP” and “500-G” OVENPAK® Burners
(shown with optional filter assembly)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

ledoMrenruB A B C D E F H K L M

PS-805 57.3 1
60.5

26.6
78.8

13.21 44.8 13.6 44.8 26.3

PS-515 57.4 4/1-1 96.7 52.21 73.01 52.8 73.01 44.4

PS-525
57.5

2/1-1

96.5 26.8
60.01 78.31 5.21 52.01 5.21 26.5

PS-535 2

PS-055 18.6 3 83.41 78.81 57.41 52.21 57.41 96.6

ledoMrenruB N S CC DD EE FF GG HH JJ KK

PS-805
52.0 96.8

52.51
78.51

57.51
96.4 5.81

02 22 91
PS-515 5.3 5.71

PS-525

73.0 13.9
26.71 18.2

5.81
22 42

03PS-535 02

PS-055 57.71 96.71 78.81 73.5 5.42 72 62
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Dimensions (in inches)

Model EBC and EBG OVENPAK®  Burners
(common dimensions for EBC-MRV and EBG-MRV versions)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

ledoMrenruB A B C D E F H J K L

2-BE 57.3 1
60.5

26.6
78.8

13.21 44.8
73.4

13.6 44.8

3-BE 57.4 4/1-1 96.7 52.21 73.01 52.8 73.01

4-BE
57.5

2/1-1

96.5 26.8
60.01 78.31 5.21 44.5 52.01 5.21

5-BE 2

6-BE 18.6 3 83.41 78.81 26.41 5.6 52.21 57.41

ledoMrenruB M N S U V W X Y AA BB

2-BE 26.3
52.0 96.8 5.8 49.9 73.6 44.0 44.5

6
4

3-BE 44.4 73.5

4-BE
26.5

73.0 13.9
73.01 78.11 78.8

65.0
57.7 5.5 6

5-BE

6-BE 96.6 26.9 21.11 57.11 52.01 96.8 8
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)
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Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners

Filter with silencer for Model “500” OVENPAK® Burners

Spark Ignitor

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

ledoMrenruB LL MM NN PP RR SS TT UU VV

PS-805
51 61 22 8 42 52 23 63 8/3

PS-515

PS-525
81 22 51 11

52
23 93 24

2/1PS-535

PS-055 52.02 42 03 31 43 34 84

➀ NOTE: Sight glass replaced by
UV Scanner Adapter Plate,
1/2", if used (optional)

1.375"
1.20"

.19"
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

3/8" NPT Pilot Gas Train
for Model 508, 515, EBC-2, and EBC-3 OVENPAK® Burners
Pipe train pressure rating: 5 PSIG
Includes: (1) 3/8" ball valve

(1) 3/8" pilot gas regulator (R400S)
(1) 3/8" pilot gas solenoid (120/60 AC)

1/2" NPT Pilot Gas Train
for Model 525, 535, 550, EBC-4, EBC-5, and EBC-6 OVENPAK® Burners
Pipe train pressure rating: 5 PSIG
Includes: (1) 1/2" ball valve

(1) 3/4" pilot gas regulator (R500S)
(1) 1/2" pilot gas solenoid (120/60 AC)

1/4" NPT Compressed Air Pipe Train
for all Model “500” and “EBC” OVENPAK® Burners
Pipe train pressure rating: 140 PSIG for #27084

90 PSIG for #27085

1/4" NPT Compressed Air Pipe Train
for all Model “500” and “EBC” OVENPAK® Burners
Pipe train pressure rating: 150 PSIG
Includes: (1) 1/4" ball valve

(1) 1/4" air filter (5 micron)
(1) 1/4" air pressure regulator

Includes: (1) 1/4" ball valve
(1) 1/4" air filter (5 micron)
(1) 1/4" air solenoid valve (120/60 AC)
(1) 1/4" air pressure regulator

⇐      Flow

⇐  Flow

⇐
Flow
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

4/95

Double solenoid valve option includes:
(1) 3/8" ball valve
(1) 3/8" oil filter (20 micron)
(1) oil pressure gauge
(1) 3/8" oil pressure regulator
(2) 3/8" oil solenoid valves (120/60 AC)

3/8" NPT Light Oil Pipe Train options
for all Model “500” and “EBC” OVENPAK® Burners
Pipe train pressure rating: 150 PSIG

One solenoid valve option includes:
(1) 3/8" ball valve
(1) 3/8" oil filter (20 micron)
(1) oil pressure gauge
(1) 3/8" oil pressure regulator
(1) 3/8" oil solenoid (120/60 AC)

No solenoid valve option includes:
(1) 3/8" ball valve
(1) 3/8" oil filter (20 micron)
(1) oil pressure gauge
(1) 3/8" oil pressure regulator

⇐      Flow

⇐      Flow

⇐
Flow
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Flowmeter Piping Options

All gas/oil combination burner assemblies include a
direct-reading oil flowmeter. This flowmeter must be
mounted vertically.

Standard burner assemblies are equipped with the
flowmeter mounted in the proper position for horizon-
tal-firing of the OVENPAK® Burner.

For down-firing or up-firing of the OVENPAK®

Burner, alternate mounting of the flowmeter is required.
If an up-firing or down-firing application is specifed
when ordering, the burner assembly will be equipped
with the flowmeter in the proper vertical position.

If necessary, the flowmeter mounting arrangement
can be altered in the field by changing the upper and/or
lower flowmeter tubing arrangement. Optional flowme-
ter piping sets provide for this re-positioning.

Optional solenoid piping sets provide necessary
piping hardware to position an additional solenoid valve
up as close as possible to the burner control valve.
This reduces the residual volume of oil between the
shut-off valve and the oil nozzle tip at time of shut-
down.

An optional solenoid valve may also be re-posi-
tioned for down-firing and up-firing burner applications.

Typical arrangement for all Model “500”
up-firing OVENPAK® Burners

Typical arrangement for all Model “500”
down-firing OVENPAK® Burners
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Component Identification

To order replacement parts:
1. Specify parts by name from accompanying

sketches and indicate quantity desired.
2. SEE BURNER NAME-

PLATE:
– Indicate burner size

and assembly
number

– Indicate date of
manufacture
stamped to right of
assembly number
(Some older burners
may have date stamped into bottom or left edge
of nameplate, or no date. REPORT ANY OF
THESE VARIATIONS.)

3. Indicate serial number stamped on nameplate of
Maxon Shut-Off Valve controlling fuel to burner.

NOTE: Older versions of this burner may include
slightly different oil nozzle sub-assemblies, mixing
cones and discharge sleeves. Current components
may be used as replacements and will provide the
same or superior performance.

For new oil nozzle sub-assembly:
For burners built before 5/13/02, contact Maxon with

assembly number and date of manufacture (stamped
into nameplate). A new mixing cone may also be
required.

Complete internal linkage replacement kits are also
available.

7/03
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Discharge sleeve and cone alignment
Centering of the mixing cone provides a small

annular opening for the flow of some cooling combus-
tion air along and inside the discharge sleeve wall. We
suggest periodic inspection from the discharge side of
the burner to assure this critical alignment is main-
tained.

Inside inspections (from discharge end of burner)
can spot possible mixing cone or discharge sleeve
deterioration before performance is drastically affected.

Check specifically that mixing
cone is centered within burner
body and discharge sleeve, so
as to give the intended flow of
cooling air along the sleeve. If
necessary, re-adjust by loosen-
ing the four lock nuts (see
sketch) and turning the four
adjusting screws to center cone within the opening.

Back each screw off 1/4 turn (to allow for thermal
expansion of hot mixing cone) then hold in position and
turn all four lock nuts down snugly.

CAUTION: OVER-TIGHTENING ADJUSTING
SCREWS CAN GREATLY REDUCE CONE AND
DISCHARGE SLEEVE LIFE.

Critical check points in oil line:
1. Pump (wear, lubrication)
2. By-pass valve (loose packing)
3. Strainer (filled with scale, etc.)
4. Filters (plugged)
5. Regulator (not bottomed)
6. Viscosity no higher than 50 SSU (about 45°F with

#2 oil)
Critical check points in compressed air line:
1. Compressor (lubrication, water accumulation)
2. Filters (plugged)
3. Water traps (full)
4. Regulator (set to give desired pressure)
Critical check points on burner:
1. Oil control valve (working smoothly)
2. Oil nozzle stem (clean, no nicks or scratches,

or pluggage)
3. Oil nozzle mix chamber (not plugged)
4. Universal screw carrier snug on operating shaft
5. Set collar tight and snug on operating shaft
6. Set screws holding cone backed off 1/4 turn and

locked
7. Cone mounted concentrically in housing
8. Cam strips and/or plunger cap wear

WARNING: If burner is run on oil, but subject to
long intervals of gas-only firing, the oil line,
components and piping should be blown clear
at shutdown to prevent start-up difficulties
during later oil light-off.

Filter maintenance
Filters MUST be kept clean for optimum burner

performance. They should be inspected regularly
(experience will dictate the required frequency) and
cleaned as needed.

To clean washable/replaceable elements, remove
from burner, then vacuum to remove dry accumula-
tions. Wash in warm soapy water, wring gently and dry
before replacing in filter assembly.

To clean permanent elements, remove from
burner, vacuum or blow clean of excess dirt, then wash
in soap and water (or solvent, if necessary), dry, re-
coat (if desired) and re-install.

To replace spark ignitor
1. Check table below for dimension “Y” and cut tip if

necessary.
2. Insert 1/2" NPT collar into burner and snug into

position.
3. Insert insulator through

collar into burner,
rotating if necessary, to
engage in burner cone.
Insert spark ignitor until
insulator bottoms in
spark shield then retract 1/8" to establish proper
gap.

4. Tighten locking bushing until insulator is held in
place.

WARNING: Over-tightening locking bushing will
damage ceramic insulator.

Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures

1/8"
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To clean oil nozzle sub-assembly:
1. Disconnect the oil and compressed air lines at

burner and remove the four socket head cap
screws holding tube retainer [1]  to burner.

2. Carefully withdraw the oil nozzle sub-assembly.
Save the gasket [2].

3. If a new nozzle sub-assembly is to be installed,
replace gasket [2] and reverse steps 1 and 2. If
the nozzle itself is to be changed or cleaned,
loosen the set screw [3].

4. Unscrew nozzle cap [4] from nozzle sub-assem-
bly. Be careful not to damage the O-ring [5], stem
[7], or mix chamber [11]. Remove the O-ring [5]
and save if undamaged.

5. Clean nozzle cap [4], stem [7], and mix chamber
[11]. Do not nick or dent edges or surfaces. Use
compressed air or a solvent that will remove all
foreign particles. Do not use an abrasive.

6. Re-install VITON O-ring [5] or replace if dam-
aged. For a replacement, use a VITON O-ring,
size #122 (1-1/8" x 3/32") on 508, 515, EBC-2,
and EBC-3 burners (including older versions). On
larger burners, such as the 525, 535, 550, EBC-5,
and EBC-6, use size #126 (1-3/8" x 1-9/16" x
3/32").

7. Spacer bushing [8] should be tightly held between
nozzle body [6] and tube retainer [1]. If adjust-
ment is necessary, loosen Allen screw [9] and
cap screw [10], then slide tube retainer [1]
towards nozzle body [6] as far as possible. Re-
tighten Allen screw [9] and cap screw [10].

8. Re-install stem [7], mix chamber [11], and nozzle
cap [4] on the body [6]. A drag will be felt when
the nozzle contacts O-ring. Continue to screw the
nozzle onto the body until mix chamber [11] is
contacted. Torque to 125 ft-lbs. Do not use pipe
dope, permatex, etc. on threads.

9. Tighten set screw [3]; it must not protrude from
nozzle.

10. Insert oil nozzle sub-assembly in burner. Make
sure gasket [2] is in place, then re-install and
tighten the four socket head cap screws, holding
tube retainer [1] in place.

11. Reconnect the oil and compressed air lines, then
fire burner and check compressed air pressure
and oil flow to insure that nothing has changed.
Following established light-off procedure, check
pressures, oil flow, main flame, etc.

Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures
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Notes
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Piping Layout as sometimes required by
insurance and standards groups
“Block and Bleed” gas train arrangement illus-
trated with Model “500-G” OVENPAK® Burner

Page 2300-S-1Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burners

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the oil flowmeter,
spark ignitor, discharge sleeve, mounting gaskets,
flame rod and connecting linkage components may be
packed separately and shipped loose with your new
Maxon OVENPAK® Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train as might be used with a gas-
fired Model “500-G” OVENPAK® Burner.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity. Gas piping pressure drops to the
gas regulator should not exceed 1/2" wc at full flow for
supply pressures of 8 oz. or less (10% of initial
pressure if supply is higher than 1/2" PSIG).

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Oil and air piping should be sized for the pressure
and volume requirements of the burner, with supply
pressures high enough to permit subsequent regulation
at each burner. Oil and compressed air should be avail-
able to the inlet of the train at 100 PSIG, with oil heated
if necessary so that viscosity does not exceed 50 SSU.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main Shut-Off Cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling valve contained within a Maxon
burner is not intended for tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regulator
in the branch leading to each burner system. Care
should be taken to minimize pressure drop and give
maximum uniformity.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regulator.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

5/02

Burner provides the air supply (unless it is “EB”
version, which requires a separate combustion air
blower). It also serves as a fuel flow control and fuel/
air mixing device.

It should not be exposed to direct radiant heat or
positioned where it might draw in inert gases. If
problems exist, consider filters, relocation and/or use
of the “EB” version and external air supply.

Installation Instructions
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Page 2300-S-2 Model “500-SP” OVENPAK®
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Installation Instructions

Fuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to
a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself. Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

Blower location must deliver a reasonably clean
and cool air supply. Inlet filters and silencers are
available as options. Where external blowers are
used, care must be taken to keep pressure drops to a
minimum and to independently support the weight of
air piping.

Gas pipe train should be located reasonably close
to the burner. As much as 4" wc pressure drop at full
flow is acceptable, but pressure increase at low fire
will cause increased minimum and reduced turndown.

Compressed air train should be located reason-
ably close to the burner. A union is necessary to
permit withdrawal of the oil nozzle sub-assembly. For
proper operation, a low air pressure switch interlocked
with the oil shut-off valve should be installed down-
stream of the air regulator, with no valving between
the switch and the burner itself.

Oil pipe train should be located reasonably close
to the burner and below the burner inlet. The oil
solenoid valve must be interlocked with the low
pressure compressed air switch. The oil flowmeter
(included with the burner) must be installed with flow
vertically upward.

Use only UV flame sensor systems for oil firing.
Flame rods may be used ONLY with specially adapted
GAS-ONLY burners.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Sequencing Control Systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.
This sequencing is essential to minimize risk of smoke
during oil-fired shut-down.

Always re-establish pilot before shutting off oil.
For gas and oil combination firing, valves for

both fuels must operate simultaneously on light-off
and on shut-down.

For gas or oil firing, interlock fuel valves electri-
cally so only one or the other can be used, not both
together.

Low fire start and interrupted pilot are essential to
obtain cataloged minimums.

Typical pipe train components
required for combination fuel
firing of Model “500”
OVENPAK® Burner system

Compressed Air
Pipe Train

Gas Pipe Train

Oil Pipe Train
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Installation Instructions

Horizontal mounting is preferred, but burner may
be mounted in any position suitable for automatic
control motor and UV scanner.

OVENPAK® Burner will typically be installed
through an oven wall or insulated air duct. Cut opening
approximately 1" larger in diameter than discharge
sleeve to allow for thermal expansion of sleeve.

Burner mounting requires four studs and a flat
mounting surface perfectly centered on the discharge
sleeve. After placing burner in position over studs, add
lock washers and nuts, then draw up all four hand-
tight only. Check that burner is seated evenly all
around the flange, filling any gaps to prevent air
leakage, then tighten all nuts firmly.

For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and
motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be re-
quired to support weight of the burner and connected
pipe train components. Air control motors, in particu-
lar, require additional support. Maxon connecting base
and linkage assemblies are designed to position the
control motors to work with the burner, not to support
their weight.

The Model “500” OVENPAK® Burner requires
external auxiliary support provided by the user. The
support configuration may be similar to the leg support
or knee bracket support illustrated below.

Additional burner support may be required in
conjunction with a “stiffener plate” when mounting
OVENPAK® Burner (weighing 100-350 pounds)
through typical thin wall of heater/oven panels.

For push-through systems, use Maxon special
back pressure gasket between stiffener plate and
discharge sleeve flange and use (2) ring gaskets
between discharge sleeve flange and burner casting
to prevent back flow of high temperature air. Fill area
D (see sketch below) with no more than 2" of high
temperature packing (too little will overheat mounting;
too much will overheat sleeve).

Typical discharge sleeve mounting recommendations
for Model “500” & “EB” OVENPAK® Burner applications

For pull-through systems, spacers may be
installed on stud bolts and area D left empty to admit
cooling air past the sleeve.

WARNING: Welding of burner flange to stiffener
plate may cause warpage of burner flange and
require additional seal material to prevent
leakage.

5/02

Suggested supporting arrangements
for Model “500” OVENPAK® Burners:
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Page 2300-S-4 Model “500-SP” OVENPAK
®
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Four lock screws permit centering of mixing cone
within burner body and sleeve. They should be drawn
up hand-tight, then backed out 1/4 turn to allow for
cone expansion. They must be re-checked after
start-up, and loosened if necessary to prevent
deformation of cone. See start-up instructions for
details.

Over-tightening lock screws can lead to cone
distortion and greatly reduce cone and dis-
charge sleeve life.

Discharge sleeve must be flush with, or extend
beyond, interior wall. Maxon can supply a 12" long
discharge sleeve, but higher noise levels may result,
particularly when firing on propane.

An external viewing port should be provided for
flame observation, preferably in such a position that
burner pilot and main flame can both be seen.

Flame sensing of oil must be accomplished by UV
scanner and should be mounted as close to burner as
feasible. Do not use cooling air to scanner port:
sighting is through gas cavity. Heat block, if used, may
affect signal strength with some brands of scanners.

Alternate fuels may require correction of supply
pressures.

Specific piping and wiring diagrams should
always be submitted to the appropriate agen-
cies for approval on each application.

Multi-burner installations may require special
piping considerations, if supplied by a common pipe
train and/or air supply, to provide equal supply pres-
sures to each burner.

Control system's circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless combustion air
is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.
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Procedure required to convert gas-only Model “500-G”  and “EB-G” OVENPAK® Burner
to combination fuel version (Model “500-SP” and “EB-SP”)

6. Insert the oil nozzle sub-assembly into the back
plate and bolt into place firmly with four #10-24 x
5/8" socket head cap screws. Be sure the oil line
(line with 90° reducing elbow) is closest to the fan
and the compressed air line (line with the pipe tee)
is closest to the oil control valve.

7. Connect the end of the oil tube to the oil control
valve with a brass oil tube connector and the other
end to the 90° reducing elbow with a brass oil tube
connector, making sure that the flowmeter is right
side up and in vertical position. Be sure these
connector fittings are made up tight.

8. Verify the oil control valve plunger is inserted in
the oil control valve and that it will depress into the
oil control valve approximately 3/4".

9. Loosen the set screw in the operating shaft
set collar so that the set collar is loose on the
operating shaft. DO NOT REMOVE THE SET
COLLAR.

10. Slide the spacer onto the operating shaft on
the end from which the control crank was re-
moved.

11. Slide the screw carrier onto the operating
shaft and tighten the set screws in the screw
carrier onto the “flat” on the operating shaft. Move
the shaft back and forth if necessary to locate the
“flat” and the set screws.

12. Turn the screw carrier to the minimum posi-
tion (indicator arrow pointing to “LO”) and push
the screw carrier firmly against the brass spacer.
Slide the set collar into the burner until it is snug
against the burner and tighten the set screw.
Operate the screw carrier a few times between
minimum and maximum to assure smooth opera-
tion. If the set collar is not snug or the screw
carrier is not firmly mounted, repeat step 12.

13. Connect the automatic control linkage to the
screw carrier using the toggle, bolt, etc. from step 1.

14. Connect the compressed air line to the 1/8"
pipe tee on the oil nozzle sub-assembly.

15. Double check all oil line connections to make
sure they are tight.

16. Adjust oil firing of the burner per catalog start-up
instructions and curves.

Oil conversion kits for Model “500-G” or “EB-G”
OVENPAK® Burners include the components shown
below.

To make the conversion:
1. Disconnect the automatic control linkage from

operating crank. Save the toggle, bolt, washer,
nut, etc.

2. Loosen set screw in operating crank. Remove
crank from operating shaft and discard.

3. Remove the four #10-24 x 5/8" socket head cap
screws from the retainer and cover plate.

4. Remove the gas nozzle sub-assembly com-
pletely from the back plate and discard. Gas
nozzle sub-assembly is comprised of:
a. Retainer and cover plate
b. Gas nozzle
c. Gasket
d. All thread support rod
e. 1/4" – 20 hex nuts (2)

5. Mount oil control valve sub-assembly to the
boss on main housing, using four  1/4" – 20 x 5/8"
hex head cap screws.

Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burners Page 2300-S-5

Installation Instructions
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Note: Current versions may vary in
appearance from illustration
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Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system's equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, control/safety circuitry, and with
knowledge of the overall installation. Instruc-
tions provided by the company and/or indi-
viduals responsible for the manufacture and/
or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial OVENPAK® Burner gas-firing
start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators' adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to approximately mid-position. Close pilot
gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in clock-
wise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.) Then
back out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise)
approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control
devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be sure
all air and gas manifolds are tight and that test
ports are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor's
linkage from your OVENPAK® Burner's operating
crank arm by loosening the control motor's
connecting rod from the burner's toggle linkage.

For Model “EBG-SP-MRV” OVENPAK®

Burners, the connecting linkage on the separate

Start-Up Instructions

control valve must be similarly loosened and
disconnected. Refer to specific adjusting proce-
dures relating to control valve adjustment in
Maxon catalog.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” burner
control mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and combustion
chamber plenums. With main gas shut off, manu-
ally advance OVENPAK® Burner's operating crank
to “high fire” position so that air only flows through
burner and combustion chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Verify differential air pressure. With combustion
air blower “on”, all volume air fans operating, and
burner at “high fire” position, connect a manome-
ter between the air test connection on backplate of
OVENPAK® Burner and your combustion chamber
static pressure test connection. This will give a
direct differential air pressure reading.

Model “500”
OVENPAK®

Burners

If the combustion chamber does not have a
static pressure test connection, measure combus-
tion chamber static pressure by connecting a
manometer between the gas pressure test port on
the OVENPAK® Burner's backplate and to atmo-
sphere with the burner at “low fire” position, fuel
valves closed, and all air handling systems
running. Determine  differential air pressure
reading by taking an  additional reading with
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Start-Up Instructions

Page 2300-S-7Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burners

manometer connected between the burner's air
pressure test port and atmosphere with the burner
at high fire position, fuel valves closed, and all air
handling systems running. Subtract the combus-
tion chamber static pressure obtained above from
this air pressure reading to determine the differ-
ential  air pressure reading.

NOTE: The differential air pressure setting determines
the burner's capacity and performance capabilities.
Model EB and MA manual air OVENPAK® Burners,
with their external air control valve(s), provide for the
manual setting of this differential air pressure to the
burner. Refer to specific adjusting procedures relating
to MICRO-RATIO® and control valve adjustment in
Maxon product line catalog. MA OVENPAK® Burners
have an external locknut adjustment on the end of the
air butterfly control valve. This lets you limit and set
the differential pressure to the OVENPAK® Burner.
Refer to Maxon specification tables in the catalog for
the differential air settings required for your specific
OVENPAK® Burner capacity.

7. Determine the required differential gas pres-
sure using this differential air pressure reading
obtained from step 6.  High fire pressures are
provided in Maxon product line catalog literature
and/or read data stamped into burner nameplate.

8. Verify that spark ignitor is properly positioned
and lines up with the appropriate dimensions
required for your specific burner.

a. Insert insulator
through collar into
burner, rotating if
necessary, to
engage in burner
cone. Insert spark
ignitor until insula-
tor bottoms in spark shield then retract 1/8" to
establish proper gap.

b. Tighten locking bushing until insulator is held in
place.

Check that spark ignitor arcs at the end of your
properly positioned ignitor.

9. Return burner control valve/crank to low fire
position when purge of system is complete.

10. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning pilot
gas regulator spring cap clockwise and/or adjust-
able orifice screw counter-clockwise to increase
fuel flow. Repeat procedure as necessary until

pilot ignites, as air might have to be bled out of
fuel supply lines before reliable pilot flame is
established. Pilot gas regulator should normally be
set for as low a pressure as possible, using fuller
opening of pilot gas adjustable orifice (if used).

11. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable
flame shape. A rule of thumb is any pilot over a
tennis ball size is probably too large. This as-
sumes visual access to the pilot flame. If this is
not possible, then adjust pilot to give the strongest
and most stable flame signal through your flame
safety circuit. This signal strength can be read
with a micro-amp meter. The signal strength (or
range) will be determined by the specific type of
flame safeguard instrument used with your burner
system.

12. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame safe-
guard relays should now power the main fuel
Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly in-
stalled, correctly set, and fully operational. If in
doubt, shut the system down, close pilot cock
and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

To this point, gas firing and oil firing start-up
procedures are identical. The gas-fired pilot that is
required for both operating modes has been estab-
lished.

To continue adjusting for main gas firing only,
follow steps 13 through 20. To adjust for combination
oil firing,  follow steps 13 through 33. If OVENPAK®

Burner is to fire with a gas pilot and oil only main
fuel, proceed to steps 21 through 33.

For main gas firing only (steps 13 through 20)

13. Establish main gas flame. With burner at low fire
position, open all manual fuel shut-off valves
(automatic fuel shut-off valve should already be
open) so gas flows to burner inlet. There should
be little, if any, change in flame appearance.
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16. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at
operating temperature. Refine high fire setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance. Natural gas flame should
normally be predominantly clear blue, but possibly
with semi-luminous tips. Dust or contaminants in
the air stream may affect flame color.

17. Check for contact between mixing cone and
top-most centering screw after system has
reached maximum operating temperature. If set
screw touches cone, back off an additional 1/8
turn on top and both side set screws.

18. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

19. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot, and
allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.
Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

NOTE: Typical gas firing control sequence for Maxon
burners is provided only as a guide. Instructions
provided by complete system manufacturer incorpo-
rating Maxon burners take precedence.

For gas firing Model “500-G” OVENPAK® Burner

Light-off:
1. Close cocks, shut-off valve(s)
2. Verify burner at low fire
3. Start recirculating/exhaust fans
4. Start burner blower
5. Purge system per appropriate NFPA standards

and/or other applicable codes and standards
6. Open pilot & main gas cocks

Shut-down:
1. Close main & pilot gas cocks
2. Keep combustion air blower running after shut-

down long enough to allow burner to cool

WARNING: Test every UV installation for danger-
ous spark excitation from ignitors and other pos-
sible sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.
Use only gas-tight scanner connections.

20. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up
operation with shut-down of system, establishing
written instructions for their future reference.

Turn main regulator adjusting screw in (clock-
wise) to obtain outlet pressure of about 4"-6" wc
higher than combustion chamber pressure (2"-4"
wc for propane, considerably higher for some EB
versions). Main flame should now appear larger
than pilot-only flame.

14. Establish high fire setting on gas by slowly
moving burner crank toward high fire position
while observing gas pressure at burner gas test
connection. Refine main gas regulator adjustment
as necessary to provide correct differential gas
pressure (gauge to combustion chamber, see step
7) at high fire. If pressure cannot be adjusted low
enough, a different regulator or regulator spring
may be necessary, or a limiting orifice valve (such
as Maxon's Series BV) should be added. Do not,
however, exceed 4" wc pressure drop between
regulator outlet and burner inlet.

CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off
valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main gas on again. Check carefully
that every burner is lit before proceeding.

Cycle burner from minimum to maximum
and refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

15. When burner gas firing performance is satis-
factory and stable throughout the firing range,
reconnect linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that burner
crank is moved throughout its complete travel, or
cataloged capacities and turndowns will not be
achieved.

If less than full-rated burner capacity is re-
quired, linkage can be adjusted to limit maximum
output. With interrupted pilot, it may be neces-
sary to set control for somewhat higher than
minimum burner setting to permit hold-in of flame
detection system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

Model “500-SP” OVENPAK
®
 BurnersPage 2300-S-8

Start-Up Instructions
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Start-Up Instructions

For initial OVENPAK® Burner oil firing
start-up:

Complete steps 1 through 12 to establish gas-fired
pilot and steps 13 through 20 for main gas firing (if
combination fuel firing is to be used).

21. Prepare for initial oil firing start-up by checking
that all the burner valves are closed, the combus-
tion chamber purged, combustion air is estab-
lished, oil and compressed air is supplied at 90-
125 PSIG, fuel selector switch is set for oil, control
motor linkage is disconnected, and OVENPAK®

Burner is set to “low fire” position.
22. Set compressed air pressure (using the regula-

tor and gauge furnished as part of the pipe train)
to the figure shown for your burner size in the
table below. Re-adjust pilot gas if necessary.

23. Adjust low compressed air pressure switch to
break at about 5 PSIG below the desired supply
pressure. (It should be electrically interlocked with
the oil solenoid valve.)

NOTE: All Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burners are
adjusted and test-fired in the open at our factory
before shipment, so simple setting of oil pressure
regulator is normally sufficient to establish main flame
once the manual oil valve is opened. Significant re-
adjustment will normally be required only in cases of
high back pressure or suction.

24. Open manual oil valve. When the burner lights,
set the oil pressure (using the regulator and gauge
furnished as part of the pipe train) to the figure
shown for your burner size in the table above.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use eye
protection and minimize viewing.

25. Refine main burner adjustment, if necessary,
using the flow/position curves shown below.
Determine need by advancing linkage slowly from
low-fire position while viewing main flame for
satisfactory characteristics and the complete
absence of smoke, soot, odor, or unvaporized oil.
Certain firing conditions may require significantly
higher or lower flows for optimal combustion.

Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burner

CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off
valve or main fuel cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main oil on again. Check carefully that
every burner is lit before proceeding.
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®
 BurnersPage 2300-S-10

Start-Up Instructions

26. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended): Test burner operation by cycling
to low fire position and turning off oil, then pilot.
Re-light pilot and main flame, then cycle burner
through its firing range while checking for suitable
flame signal. Repeat as necessary.

27. Set low oil pressure switch (if used) to break
just below the established oil pressure at the
sensing point. (It should be a manual reset switch,
on the low pressure side of the oil pressure
regulator).

28. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that burner
crank is moved throughout its complete travel, or
cataloged capacities and turndowns will not be
achieved.

If less than full-rated burner capacity is re-
quired, linkage can be adjusted to limit maximum
output. With interrupted pilot, it may be neces-
sary to set control for somewhat higher than
minimum burner setting to permit hold-in of flame
detection system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

29. Check for contact between mixing cone and
top-most centering screw after system has
reached maximum operating temperature. If set
screw touches cone, back off an additional 1/8
turn on top and both side set screws.

30. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

31. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot, and
allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.

32. Re-check all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

NOTE: Typical oil firing control sequence for Maxon
burners is provided only as a guide. Instructions
provided by complete system manufacturer incorpo-
rating Maxon burners take precedence.

For oil firing Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Burners

Light-off:
1. Purge system per appropriate NFPA standards

and/or other applicable codes and standards
2. Combustion air on
3. Burner at low fire
4. Gas pilot lit
5. Compressed air on
6. Oil on main flame lit
7. Pilot gas off
8. Firing rate controlled to need

Shut-down:
1. Cycle to low fire
2. Re-establish pilot
3. Main oil off
4. Compressed air off
5. Pilot gas off
6. Cool down oven
7. Combustion air off

WARNING: Test every UV installation for danger-
ous spark excitation from ignitors and other pos-
sible sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.
Use only gas-tight scanner connections.

33. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up
operation with shut-down of system, establishing
written instructions for their future reference.
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

eziS
degakcaP
ylnOsaG

renruB

degakcaP
ylnOsaG
evitomotuA

degakcaP
noitanibmoC

renruB

degakcaP
noitanibmoC

evitomotuA

805 )19(POG805 )59(POGMA805 )89(POC805 )201(POCMA805

515 )99(POG515 )301(POGMA515 )701(POC515 )111(POCMA515

525 )611(POG525 )021(POGMA525 )421(POC525 )821(POCMA525

535 )041(POG535 )441(POGMA535 )841(POC535 )251(POCMA535

055 )622(POG055 )032(POGMA055 )632(POC055 )042(POCMA055

eziS
BE

ylnOsaG
BE

noitanibmoC
VRMBE
ylnOsaG

VRMBE
noitanibmoC

2BE )25(PO5G2BE )06(PO5C2BE )64(PO5GVRM2BE )84(PO5CVRM2BE

3BE )95(PO5G3BE )66(PO5C3BE )35(PO5GVRM3BE )55(PO5CVRM3BE

4BE )87(PO5G4BE )78(PO5C4BE )37(PO5GVRM4BE )57(PO5CVRM4BE

5BE )09(PO5G5BE )89(PO5C5BE )48(PO5GVRM5BE )78(PO5CVRM5BE

6BE )031(PO5G6BE )041(PO5C6BE )421(PO5GVRM6BE )821(PO5CVRM6BE

Segment choices are as follows for
configured  products:

• Backplate
• Spark Ignitor
• Adjustable orifice
• Observation glass
• Flame detection
• Fuel/Linkage
• Mixing Cone
• Flowmeter Piping (Combination burners only)
• Discharge Sleeve
• Oven wall gasket
• Motor (and/or adapter flange for EB)
• CB & L's
• Switches
• Filters/Silencers (Packaged burners only)
• Max Airstream Temp (°F)
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Page 2300-A/P-2 Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burner

Assembly Numbers

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

sniarTepiPderugifnoC

derugifnoC
.oNrenruB

sniarTepiP

saGtoliP
riAdesserpmoC liOthgiL

dioneloso/w
evlav

dionelos/w
evlav

dioneloso/w
evlav

dionelos1/w
evlav

dionelos2/w
sevlav

POC805 TPGPC805 68072 TPACC805 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

POC515 TPGPC805 68072 TPACC805 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

POC525 TPGPC525 68072 TPACC805 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

POC535 TPGPC525 68072 TPACC535 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

POC055 TPGPC525 68072 TPACC535 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

PO5C2BE TPGPC805 68072 TPACC805 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

PO5C3BE TPGPC805 68072 TPACC805 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

PO5C4BE TPGPC525 68072 TPACC535 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

PO5C5BE TPGPC525 68072 TPACC535 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

PO5C6BE TPGPC525 68072 TPACC535 22313 1TPOC805 2TPOC805

stiKevlaVdioneloSderugifnoC

derugifnoC
.oNrenruB

stiKevlaVdioneloS

pU nwoD latnoziroH

POC805 KVSUC805 KVSDC805 KVSHC805

POC515 KVSUC805 KVSDC805 KVSHC805

POC525 KVSUC525 KVSDC525 KVSHC525

POC535 KVSUC535 KVSDC535 KVSHC535

POC055 KVSUC525 KVSDC055 KVSHC535

PO5C2BE KVSUC805 KVSDC805 KVSHC805

PO5C3BE KVSUC805 KVSDC805 KVSHC805

PO5C4BE KVSUC525 KVSDC525 KVSHC525

PO5C5BE KVSUC535 KVSDC535 KVSHC535

PO5C6BE KVSUC525 KVSDC055 KVSHC535

stiKrewolBtnemecalpeRderugifnoC

eziSrenruB
rewolBtnemecalpeRderugifnoC

.oNtiK

535 KBR535

055 KBR055
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straPerapS

KAPNEVO"005"ledoM ® renruB
noitanibmoC PS-805 PS-515 PS-525 PS-535 PS-055

ylnOsaG PS-G805 PS-G-515 PSG-525 PS-G535 PSG-055

KAPNEVOPS-BEledoM ® renruB
noitanibmoC PS2-CBE PS3-CBE PS4-CBE PS5-CBE PS6-CBE

ylnOsaG PS2-GBE PS3-GBE PS4-GBE PS5-GBE PS6-GBE

ecifirOelbatsujdAsaGtoliP )2(90083 )3(13405

ylbmessAelzzoNliOtnemecalpeR )5(54563 )5(64563 )7(74563 )01(84563 )01(94563

tiKnoisrevnoCliO
snoisrevPS-G005rof 55563 65563 75563 85563 95563

noisrevPS-GBErof 05563 15563 25563 35563 45563

gnipiPretemwolF
noitpO

gnirif-purof
snoitacilppa

PS-CBE
snoisrev

ebutreppu26392htiw
ebutrewol16392htiw

26392htiw
ebutreppu
20613htiw
ebutrewol

ebutreppu26392htiw
ebutrewol30613htiw

PS-005
snoisrev

ebutreppu26392htiw
ebutrewol16392htiw

26392htiw
ebutreppu
20613htiw
ebutrewol

26392htiw
ebutreppu
20613htiw
ebutrewol

26392htiw
ebutreppu
36392htiw
ebutrewol

gnirif-nwodrof
snoitacilppa

PS-CBE
snoisrev

48982htiw
ebutrewol
58982htiw
ebutreppu

48982htiw
ebutrewol
68982htiw
ebutreppu

48982htiw
ebutrewol
74513htiw
ebutreppu

ebutrewol48982htiw
ebutreppu84513htiw

PS-005
snoisrev

ebutrewol48982htiw
ebutreppu58982htiw

48982htiw
ebutrewol
68982htiw
ebutreppu

48982htiw
ebutrewol
74513htiw
ebutreppu

48982htiw
ebutrewol
78982htiw
ebutreppu

Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners Page 2300-A/P-3
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Page 2300-A/P-4 Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners

KAPNEVO"005"ledoM ® srenruB
noitanibmoC PS-805 PS-515 PS-525 PS-535 PS-055

ylnOsaG PS-G805 PS-G515 PS-G525 PS-G535 PS-G055

KAPNEVOPS-BEledoM ® srenruB
noitanibmoC PS2-CBE PS3-CBE PS4-CBE PS5-CBE PS6-CBE

ylnOsaG PS2-GBE PS3-GBE PS4-GBE PS5-GBE PS6-GBE

eriFwoL
tratS

sehctiwS
)TDPS1(

esopruPlareneG 1AMEN
)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodni(

60172

foorprehtaeW/ytuDsuodrazaH
31&,21,9,7,4,R3,3,1AMEN

)snoitacolytudsuodrazah,sroodtuo(
94953 05953

dnahgiH
eriFwoL
noitisoP

hctiwS
)TDPS2(

esopruPlareneG 1AMEN
)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodni(

87892 38892

foorprehtaeW 31&,21,4,R3,3,1AMEN
)snoitacolsuodrazah-non,sroodtuo(

61653 71653

rotingIkrapStnemecalpeR 36674

etalPretpadArennacSVUetanretlA 12303

egrahcsiD
dnaeveelS

gnitnuoM
teksaG
snoitpO

)sehcnini(retemaiDegrahcsiD "6 "8 "01 "21

)SS013#(eveelsgnol"8 03723 13723 23723 ]1[33723

)SS013#(eveelsgnol"21 91072 02072 12072 22072

)033AR(eveelsgnol"8 06643 16643 26643 ]2[36643

)033AR(eveelsgnol"21 93374 64374 35374 06374

eveelserusserpkcabhgihgnol"8
)SS013#(

22043 32043 42043 ]3[52043

eveelserusserpkcabhgihgnol"21
)SS013#(

73374 44374 15374 85374

eveelsdenilyrotcarfergnol"8 19283 29283 39283 49283

)SS013#(eveelsgnol"6 --- --- --- 06892

)033AR(eveelsgnol"6 --- --- --- 46643

teksagegnalfgnisuohdradnatS 57482 67482 77482 87482

teksageveelsegrahcsidegnalfdradnatS
tes

72043 82043 92043 03043

teksageveelsegrahcsiddradnatS 57933 67933 77933 87933

)SS013#(eveelsPBHgnol"6 --- --- --- 62043

teksageveelsegrahcsidPBH 81043 91043 02043 12043

teksageveelsegrahcsiddenilyrotcarfeR 6550501 7550501 8550501 9550501

stiKecnanetniaMegakniL 63633 73633 83633 93633

KAPNEVOPS-BEroPS-005htiwecivresriaenaporproenaporproF]1[ ® )"6htgnel(eveelsegrahcsid06892#esu,srenruB
)"6htgnel(46643#esu,)evobasa(ecivresriaenaporproenaporproF]2[
)"6htgnel(62043#esu,)evobasa(ecivresriaenaporproenaporproF]3[

Assembly Numbers

Spare Parts
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Assembly Numbers

Spare Parts

epyT rerutcafunaM .oNledoM ylbmessAL&BC

riA

orobxoF
]1[52-P 63482

]2[05-P 73482

llewyenoH
P168/11-10
T368/3-30
M168/9-10

24482

nosnhoJ
3513-D
1513-D

56292

rolyaT 6FV04
04482
)81(

Connecting base and linkage assemblies
This listing of CB & L assemblies shows only a
sampling of the more popular control motors. We may
be able to furnish CB & L for other operators not
cataloged (supply manufacturer’s name and model
number).

[1] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-LR yoke
WITH #B6301-KY conn. asby.
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

[2] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-WR yoke
WITH #B6301-TY conn. asby.
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

epyT rerutcafunaM .oNledoM
L&BC

ylbmessA

cirtcelE

namloC-rebraB
osla,85-15AE
,CMxiferphtiw

FMro,PM

06582
)7(

llewyenoH

F,A,D4816M
E,B,D4916M

D4819M
A4837M
A4817M
D4897M

Q,C,A4827M
E,D4849M

D4949M
F4826M

F,A,D4819M
D,F,E4849M

B,D4926M
F,D,A4826M

E,D4919M

26582
)8(

A049M,A046M )9(36582

&sdeeL
purhtroN

16201
26201
46201
66201

46582
)9(

nosnhoJ/nneP 18-M,08-M )8(26582

srecneliSdnasretliFriAnoitsubmoC

KAPNEVO"005"ledoM ® >renruB
,PS-G805,PS-805

PS-G515,PS-515
,PS-G525,PS-525

PS-G535,PS-535
,PS-055
PS-G055

A
I
R

F
I
L
T
E
R
S

ylbmessAretliFriAdradnatS stnemeleelbaecalper)2(sedulcni )21(27642 )72(43342 )53(53342

stnemeleretlifelbaecalpeR evobarof )5.(54082 )1(74082 )1(73342

ylbmessAretliFriA stnemeletnenamrep)2(htiw 72805 33805 43805

tnemecalpertceridrofstnemelEretliFtnenamreP gnidivorp
.stnemeletnenamrephtiwdeilppusyllanigirorenrub

gnivlovnisliatedrof3-0002teehSnoitamrofnItcudorPeeS:ETON
snoitacifidomdleif

)4(25643 )6(45643 )8(55643

S
I
L
E
N
C
E
R
S

ylbmessArecneliStelnIriA draugtelnidnagnisuohsedulcni )53(34213 )001(44213 )001(54213

evobaylbmessArecneliSrofylbmessAretliFtelnIriA
tnemeleelbaecalper)1(sedulcni

)3(24792 )6(34792

ylbmessAretliF/recneliSroftnemelEretliFelbaecalpeR
evoba

)2(26013 )4(15013

evobaylbmessArecneliSrofylbmessAretliFtelnIriA
tnemeletnenamrep)1(sedulcni

)51(76553 )02(86553

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

Page 2300-A/P-5Model “500-SP” OVENPAK® Gas/Oil Burners
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Notes
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MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

• Provides clean burning of #2 oil, natural, or propane gas

• Easy installation due to compact design

• Quiet operation with exceptionally low horsepower requirements

• In-line blower (IB) version includes energy-efficient centaxial direct-drive
combustion air blower

• Provides application flexibility with:

– Heat releases to 45,000,000 Btu/hr

– High turndown capabilities

10:1 on #2 oil

15:1 on natural gas

– Nine different styles and three different sizes

MEGAFIRE® Burner applications have included:
Boilers, rotary dryers (for sand, gravel, minerals, and chemicals), municipal solid waste incinerators,
indirect air heaters, heater/treaters for the petroleum industry, food process dryers, fertilizer dehydration,
rendering plant operations, gypsum board dryers, and fluidized bed installations for power plants

15M MEGAFIRE® Burner firing on natural gas with 10:1 turndown ratio capabilities
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MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

• Fires gas, #2 oil, or both simultaneously

• Atomizes oil with steam or compressed air

• Clean products of combustion with low emission levels

• Stand-by or alternate fuel capabilities

• Cost-effective external blower (EB) version for back pressure applications

• Economical operation and low noise levels

• Easy installation and start-up when supplied with pre-assembled controls
and pipe train accessory options
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MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

Performance and Selection Data

8/97

Packaged Internal Construction Basic MEGAFIRE® Burners include an air control
shutter, fuel nozzles, mixing cone, pilot and provision
for UV scanner in one compact package.

Combustion air is provided by either an integral
centaxial (IB) in-line blower or via an (EB) external
blower. A differential air pressure (see page 2604)
must be provided for cataloged capacities. IB version
is used for negative to balanced combustion chamber
pressures. For back pressure or over-fire applications,
use EB version and external blower.

Page 2603

Flame discharge is through a stainless steel
combustion sleeve (1100°F (593°C) maximum
chamber temperature) or a refractory block (1600°F
(870°C) maximum chamber temperature) complete
with seal and support housing.

Piloting is by an independent, spark-ignited, raw
gas pilot.

Burner mounting uses an integral mounting
flange, but additional support MUST be provided.

Combustion air control is accomplished with a
built-in air shutter, connected via control cable, to a
fuel control valve (Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve). The
“XC” version utilizing external control of air and fuel is
also available.

Suitable fuels include natural gas, propane, or #2
oil at 50 SSU viscosity or less. Atomizing steam or air
is required at 60 PSIG for oil firing. Simultaneous gas
and oil firing is possible, up to the total rated capacity
of a MEGAFIRE® Burner.

A complete system utilizing MEGAFIRE® Burners
also includes gas, oil, and atomizing media pipe trains
and a control panel.

“EB” External Blower version

“IB” In-Line Blower version

Optional Block/Seal &
Support Assembly

End View Into
Face of Burner
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Performance and Selection Data

To select your MEGAFIRE® Burner, specify:

1. Quantity
2. Size

– 15M = 15,000,000 Btu/hr (maximum)
– 30M = 30,000,000 Btu/hr (maximum)
– 45M = 45,000,000 Btu/hr (maximum)

3. Fuel and atomizing media
– Gas: If other than natural or propane gas,

provide:
Specific fuel and/or analysis;
Specific gravity, calorific value, and
available pressure

– Oil: If other than #2 oil, provide:
Specific fluid and/or analysis;
Specific gravity, calorific value, viscosity,
temperature and available pressure

– Atomizing media:
Air – Volume and pressure
Steam – Volume, temperature and
pressure

4. Combustion chamber static pressure
condition

5. In-Line (IB) or External (EB) Blower version
– For “IB” version:

– Electrical specification for motor
– For “EB” version:

– Electrical specification for motor
– Blower discharge position
– Blower volume and pressure

– For “XC” version (EB only):
– Verify that control of combustion air/fuel gas

and/or fuel oil is specified
6. Discharge options

– #310 stainless steel discharge sleeve, or
– Refractory block with seal and support housing

7. Control valve options
– Standard cam version
– Packaged control valve arrangement:

Right-hand assembly, or
Left-hand assembly

8. Assembly arrangement options
– Gas inlet position (Note: pilot/scanner always

opposite side from gas inlet)
– Air inlet position

9. Accessory options
– Connecting base & linkage for specific

automatic control motor
– Atomizing air train
– Atomizing steam train
– Light oil train
– Gas train
– Shut-off valve(s)
– Control panel
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MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

Performance and Selection Data

Performance Curves

15M MEGAFIRE® – Natural Gas

8/97
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15M MEGAFIRE® – #2 Fuel Oil
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NOTE: The fuel gas control valve, represented on the x-axis of the above graph is a Maxon 3 inch
“-M” style control valve. This valve is supplied in the 15M, 30M and 45M MEGAFIRE® pre-assembled control
valve/pipe train package.

NOTE: The fuel gas pressures shown are measured at the fuel gas test connection downstream of the control valve at the gas
manifold inlet flange.

NOTE: The fuel oil control valve, represented on the x-axis of the above graph is a Maxon 1/2" – O – 100 SYNCHRO
oil valve. This valve is supplied in the 15M MEGAFIRE® pre-assembled control valve/pipe train package.
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Performance and Selection Data

Performance Curves

30M MEGAFIRE® – Natural Gas
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30M MEGAFIRE® – #2 Fuel Oil

NOTE: The fuel gas control valve, represented on the x-axis of the above graphs is a Maxon 3 inch
“-M” style control valve. This valve is supplied in the 15M, 30M and 45M MEGAFIRE® pre-assembled control
valve/pipe train package.

NOTE: The fuel gas pressures shown are measured at the fuel gas test connection downstream of the control valve at the gas
manifold inlet flange.

NOTE: The fuel oil control valve, represented on the x-axis of the above graph is a Maxon 3/4" – O – 200 SYNCHRO
oil valve. This valve is supplied in the 30M MEGAFIRE® pre-assembled control valve/pipe train package.
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Performance Curves

45M MEGAFIRE® – Gas
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45M MEGAFIRE® – Oil
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NOTE: The fuel gas control valve, represented on the x-axis of the above graphs is a Maxon 3 inch
“-M” style control valve. This valve is supplied in the 15M, 30M and 45M MEGAFIRE® pre-assembled control
valve/pipe train package.

NOTE: The fuel gas pressures shown are measured at the fuel gas test connection downstream of the control valve at the gas
manifold inlet flange.

NOTE: The fuel oil control valve, represented on the x-axis of the above graph is a Maxon 1" – O – 400 SYNCHRO
oil valve. This valve is supplied in the 45M MEGAFIRE® pre-assembled control valve/pipe train package.
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Dimensions

15M EB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Right Hand Arrangement

Combustion
Air Inlet

48.44
36.63

30.0

16.5

Observation
Port

15.0 21.03
dia.

Main
Gas
Inlet

2.0 Access
Plate3/4" NPT

Atomizing
Media Inlet

Pilot
Inlet
Plate

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

19.28
dia.

1/2" NPT
Oil Inlet

1/4" NPT
Comb.
Air Test
Conn.

Lifting 
Lug

7.13
9.88

28.69
19.44

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting

Holes

27.656 dia.
29.656 dia.

16.76

Alternate Air
Inlet Positions

22˚ 22˚

15M EB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Left Hand Arrangement

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

Combustion
Air Inlet

15.0

21.03
dia.

Observation
Port

Main Gas Inlet

2.0
1/2" NPT
Oil Inlet

3/4" NPT Atomizing
Media Inlet

Pilot Inlet
Plate

9.88

19.28
dia.

30.0

16.5

36.63

7.0
1/4" NPT

Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Access
Plate

Lifting 
Lug

48.44

Gas Pressure
Test Connection

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

27.656 dia.

29.656 dia.

16.76

Alternate
Air Inlet

Positions

22˚ 22˚

19.44

28.69

17.0 dia. 

15˚

15˚

19.0 dia.

12.0 dia.
outside

9/16" (.562) dia.
12 holes

22 

4" ANSI raised face 150# slip-on welding
flange w/2.688 lg. 4" NPT Sch. 40 pipe

Bolt holes to straddle centerline

Combustion Air Inlet Main Gas Inlet
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Dimensions

15M IB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Right Hand Arrangement

15M IB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Left Hand Arrangement

Combustion
Air Inlet

Lifting
Lug

Lifting
Lug

1/2" NPT
Oil Inlet

24.03
dia.

30.0

16.5

36.63

56.94

9.88

19.28
dia.

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

Pilot Inlet Plate

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air

Test
Conn.

3/4" NPT
Atomizing

Media
Inlet

Main Gas InletAccess
Plate2.0

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

27.656 dia.

29.656 dia.

22˚22˚

16.76

19.44

28.69

2.0

24.03
dia.

Lifting
LugLifting

Lug

Access
Plate

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Main Gas Inlet

3/4" NPT Atomizing
Media Inlet

1/2" NPT
Oil InletPilot Inlet

Plate

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

30.0

16.5

19.28
 dia.

9.88

56.94

36.63

Combustion
Air Inlet

Gas Pressure
Test Connection

22˚22˚

29.656 dia.

27.656 dia.

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

28.69

19.44

16.76

22˚

4" ANSI raised face 150# slip-on welding
flange w/2.688 lg. 4" NPT Sch. 40 pipe

Bolt holes to straddle centerline

Main Gas Inlet
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Dimensions

30M EB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Right Hand Arrangement

30M EB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Left Hand Arrangement

Combustion
Air Inlet

10.9 16.5

58.94

36.63

30.0
Lifting

Lug
3/4" NPT
Oil Inlet

15.5

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

27.06
dia.

Pilot
Inlet
Plate3/4" NPT

Atomizing
Media Inlet

Access
Plate2.0

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Main
Gas
Inlet

Observation
Port

33.63 
dia.

19.0

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

42.31 dia.

Alternate
Air Inlet

Positions

22˚22˚

40.31 dia. 

26.25

23.08

35.5

15.5

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

27.06
dia.

30.0

16.5

58.94

36.63

Lifting
Lug

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

10.9

Combustion
Air Inlet

19.0

33.63
dia.

Main Gas Inlet
Access Plate

2.0

3/4" NPT
Oil Inlet

3/4" NPT
Atomizing
Media Inlet

Pilot Inlet
Plate

Gas Pressure
Test Connection

35.55/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

42.31 dia.

26.25

Alternate Air
Inlet Positions 22˚ 22˚

23.08

21.25 dia. 

11˚

11˚

23.5 dia.

9/16" (.562) drill thru
16 holes

16.0 dia.
outside

Combustion Air Inlet

22˚

4" ANSI raised face 150# slip-on welding
flange w/2.688 lg. 4" NPT Sch. 40 pipe

Bolt holes to straddle centerline

Main Gas Inlet
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Dimensions

30M IB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Right Hand Arrangement

30M IB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Left Hand Arrangement

Combustion
Air Inlet

2.0

36.63
dia.

30.0

16.5

36.63

61.94

3/4" NPT
Oil Inlet

Lifting
Lug 15.5

27.06
dia.

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

Pilot Inlet
Plate

3/4" NPT Atomizing
Media Inlet

Main Gas Inlet

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Access 
Plate

35.5 5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

42.21 dia.

22˚22˚

40.31 dia.

26.25

23.08

15.5

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

Pilot Inlet Plate

27.06
dia.

3/4" NPT
Atomizing
Media Inlet

3/4" NPT
Oil Inlet

Access 
Plate

Main Gas Inlet

2.0

Combustion
Air Inlet

36.63
dia.

Lifting 
LugLifting

Lug
1/4" NPT

Comb. Air
Test Conn.

30.0

16.5

36.63

61.94

Gas Pressure
Test Connection

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

42.31 dia.

22˚

23.08

22˚

40.31

35.5

26.25

22˚

4" ANSI raised face 150# slip-on welding
flange w/2.688 lg. 4" NPT Sch. 40 pipe

Bolt holes to straddle centerline

Main Gas Inlet
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Dimensions

45M EB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Right Hand Arrangement

45M EB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Left Hand Arrangement

Combustion
Air Inlet

12.9

Observation
Port

21.48

37.59
dia.

Main Gas Inlet

2.0
3/4" NPT

Atomizing
Media Inlet

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Pilot Inlet Plate

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

15.5

31.43
dia.

1" NPT
Oil Inlet

Access Plate

Lifting
Lug

3.0

16.5

36.63
60.94

44.78 dia.

22˚ 22˚

28.25

37.49

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

46.78 dia.

Alternate Air
Inlet Positions

23.38

15.5

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

Pilot Inlet
Plate

31.3
dia.

3/4" NPT Atomizing
Media Inlet

2.0

Main Gas Inlet

12.9

21.48

37.59
dia.

Combustion
Air Inlet

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Lifting 
Lug

Access
Plate

30.0
16.5

60.94

36.63

Gas Pressure
Test Connection

Observation
Port

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

46.78 dia.

Alternate Air
Inlet Positions

25.38

22˚ 22˚

44.78 dia.

28.25

37.49

25.0 dia.

27.5 dia.

9/16" (.562) drill thru
20 holes

20.0 dia.

9˚

9˚
22˚

4" ANSI raised face 150# slip-on welding
flange w/2.688 lg. 4" NPT Sch. 40 pipe

Bolt holes to straddle centerline

Combustion Air Inlet Main Gas Inlet
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Dimensions

45M IB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Right Hand Arrangement

45M IB MEGAFIRE® Combination Burners – Left Hand Arrangement

Combustion
Air Inlet

2.0

41.59
dia.

Main Gas Inlet
Access Plate

1/4" NPT
Comb. Air
Test Conn.

3/4" NPT Atomizing
Media Inlet

Pilot Inlet Plate

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

15.5

31.43
dia.

30.0

16.5

36.63
65.94

Lifting 
Lug

1" NPT
OIl Inlet

Lifting
Lug 5/8" (.625) dia.

Mounting Holes

46.78 dia.

22˚22˚

44.78 dia.

25.38

28.25

37.49

30.0

36.63

65.94

15.5

31.3
dia.

Lifting
Lug

1" NPT
Oil Inlet 1/4" NPT

Comb. Air
Test Conn.

Lifting
Lug

Stainless Steel
Discharge Sleeve

Pilot Inlet
Plate

Access
Plate 3/4" NPT Atomizing

Media Inlet

Main Gas Inlet

2.0

Combustion 
Air Inlet

41.59
dia.

Gas Pressure
Test Connection

5/8" (.625) dia.
Mounting Holes

46.78 dia.

22˚ 22˚

44.78 dia.

25.38

37.49

28.25

22˚

4" ANSI raised face 150# slip-on welding
flange w/2.688 lg. 4" NPT Sch. 40 pipe

Bold holes to straddle centerline

Main Gas Inlet
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Dimensions

Oil Gun Assembly

FLAMEFLAME

DETECTORDETECTOR

PILOTPILOT

SPARK IGN.SPARK IGN.

OILOILATOMIZING MEDIAATOMIZING MEDIA

C
O

M
B

U
S

T
IO

N
 A

IR
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E
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T
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B
U

S
T
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N
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S
T

M
A

IN
 G

A
S

39
25

5B
39

25
5B

R

No Gaps

Note: Oil gun assembly must seat
solidly against mixing cone

Mounting feet to be in
down (6 o' clock) position

regardless of air, oil or
gas inlet rotation

Atomizing
Air/Steam

Oil

Blower
Lifting

Lug

Lifting lugs to be in
upright (or 12 o'clock) position

regardless of air, oil
or gas inlet rotation

Main
Gas

Combustion Air
Test Connection

Name

Suggested Block Mounting
for Seal & Support Blocks

Refractory
Cast or Block

Fiber Blanket
Wrapping Block

1" minimum

Burner Block
with Stainless

Support Sleeve

Metal
Wall

Maximum chamber temperature ratings for
discharge options:
SS discharge sleeve – 1100°F (593°C)
Refractory block discharge – 1600°F (870°C)

UV Scanner
Connection

Sight
Port

Pilot Gas
Connection

Spark
Ignitor

MEGAFIRE® Raw Gas Pilot

See pilot
detail below
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Dimensions

Refractory Block/Seal & Support Assembly

15M MEGAFIRE® Burner

5/8" (.625)
16 holes

27.656 dia.

29.656 dia.

TM 4646230M

4 FLAT WASHER SAE 40078 16

1 SEAL & SUPPORT 46399 1

2 BURNER BLOCK "FORM" 38217 1

3 HEX NUT (FINISHED AND PLATED) 40028 16

ENGINEERING PARTS SPECIFICATION

ITEM

NO.
DESCRIPTION

DRG.

NO. REQD

QTY

25.0

5.875
9.875

30M MEGAFIRE® Burner

40.312 dia. 

5/8" (.625)
16 holes

42.312 dia.

TM 4646230M

4 FLAT WASHER SAE 40078 16

1 SEAL & SUPPORT 46399 1

2 BURNER BLOCK "FORM" 38217 1

3 HEX NUT (FINISHED AND PLATED) 40028 16

ENGINEERING PARTS SPECIFICATION

ITEM

NO.
DESCRIPTION

DRG.

NO. REQD

QTY

34.0

12.0
16.0
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Dimensions

Refractory Block/Seal & Support Assembly

45M MEGAFIRE® Burner

11.500

15.500

26.250 DIA

31.163 DIA

38.498 DIA

38.298 DIA

(APPROX.)

5/8" (.625) holes
16 required

46.781 dia.

44.781 dia.

TM 4646230M

4 FLAT WASHER SAE 40078 16

1 SEAL & SUPPORT 46399 1

2 BURNER BLOCK "FORM" 38217 1

3 HEX NUT (FINISHED AND PLATED) 40028 16

ENGINEERING PARTS SPECIFICATION

ITEM

NO.
DESCRIPTION

DRG.

NO. REQD

QTY

38.5

11.5
15.5
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MEGAFIRE® Burner Accessories
(Dimensions in Inches)

#2 Light Oil Pipe Train

Inlet

Flow

Assembly includes:
1 3/4" ball valves
2 1" filter
3 3/4" oil pressure regulator
4 1/4" needle valve
5 Oil pressure gauge (0-160 PSIG)

Atomizing Air Pipe Train

Assembly includes:
1 3/4" ball valves
2 3/4" air filter
3 3/4" air regulator with (0-160 PSIG) gauge
4 Low pressure switch (5-150 PSIG)
5 3/4" solenoid valve

Inlet

Flow

1

2

3
54

6
7 7

8

1

1

2

3

4

5

1

6 Low pressure switch (5-150 PSIG)
7 3/4" Series 8730 shut-off valves

(ordered separately; assembled into pipe train
as shown)

8 High pressure switch (5-150 PSIG)

→ →

→ →
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Atomizing Steam Pipe Trains (maximum temperature 300°F)
Note: Field site insulation will be required.

Inlet Flow

Assembly includes:
1 1" ball valves
2 1" strainer
3 Thermometer (30-300°F)
4 1" pressure regulator
5 Low pressure switch (50-150 PSIG)
6 1" solenoid valve
7 1/4" needle valve
8 Steam pressure gauge (0-100 PSIG)

niarTepiP eziS htgneL thgieH htpeD erusserPtelnImuminiM erusserPtelnImumixaM

liOthgiL2# "4/3 "67 "32 "31 GISP57

GISP051maetSgnizimotA "1 "65 "22 "8 GISP001

riAgnizimotA "8/3 "83 "22 "5 GISP57

MEGAFIRE® Burner Accessories
(Dimensions in Inches)

1
2

3

4

5

6 7

8

1

→ →
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Maxon practices a policy of continuous product improvement. It reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners Page 2600-S-1

Installation Instructions

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, combustion sleeve, mount-
ing gaskets and connecting linkage components may
be packed separately and shipped loose with your
new Maxon MEGAFIRE® Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation.

IB MEGAFIRE® Burner provides its own combus-
tion air supply (“EB” version requires a separate
combustion air blower). Both nozzle mixing burners
serve as their own fuel/air mixing device.

Burner should not be exposed to direct radiant heat
or positioned where it might draw in inert gases. If
problems exist, consider relocation and/or use of the
“EB” version and external air supply.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single gas train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main Shut-Off Cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling MICRO-RATIO® Valve with a
Maxon MEGAFIRE® Burner is not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regula-
tor in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation and be sure to remove any
shipping pin or block.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to
a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a shut-
down). Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic
start-restart when used with an appropriate control
system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself. Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

Blower location must deliver a reasonably clean
and cool air supply. Where external blowers are used,
care must be taken to keep pressure drops to a
minimum and to independently support the weight of
air piping.

Gas, oil, and air piping should be located rea-
sonably close to the burner and sized for the pressure
and volume requirements of the burner, with supply
pressures high enough to permit subsequent regula-
tion at each burner. Gas piping drops should not
exceed 10% of initial supply pressure.

NOTE: To prevent dripping of oil at shut-down, oil
piping should include a means to purge the oil gun of
unburned oil after firing. This can be accomplished
with a steam or air atomizing purge sequence. Oil
shut-off should be located as close as possible to the
burner oil inlet.
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Page 2600-S-2 MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

Installation Instructions

For proper operation, atomizing train should
include a low pressure switch, interlocked with the oil
shut-off valve, installed downstream of the regulator,
with no valving between that tap and the burner itself.

Oil pipe train should be located below the burner
inlet. The oil solenoid valve must be interlocked with
the low pressure atomizing air switch.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Sequencing Control Systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.
This sequencing is essential to minimize risk of
smoke during oil-fired shutdown.

Always re-establish gas pilot before shutting
off oil.

For gas-and-oil combination firing, valves for
both fuels must operate simultaneously on light-off
and on shut-down.

For gas or oil firing, interlock fuel valves electri-
cally so only one or the other can be used, not both
together.

Oil shut-off valves should be installed as close as
possible to burner for dependable light off. If not, oil
may not reach the burner nozzle before flame
safeguard “times-out”.

Low fire start and interrupted pilot are essential to
obtain cataloged minimums.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be re-
quired to support weight of the burner and connected
pipe train components. Air control motors, in particu-
lar, require additional support. Maxon connecting
base and linkage assemblies are designed to position
the control motors to work with the burner, not to
support their weight.

Horizontal mounting is preferred, but burner may
be mounted in any position suitable for automatic
control motor and UV scanner.

MEGAFIRE® Burner will typically be installed
through a refractory wall or insulated air duct. Cut
opening at least 2" larger in diameter than combustion
sleeve to allow for thermal expansion of sleeve.

The MEGAFIRE® Burner requires external auxiliary
support provided by the user. Lifting lugs are provided
on the burner to assist in lifting and the alignment
mounting of the MEGAFIRE® Burner.

Burner mounting requires 16 studs and a flat
mounting surface perfectly centered on the combus-
tion sleeve.

After placing burner in position over studs, add lock
washers and nuts, then draw up all 16 hand-tight only.
Check that burner is seated evenly all around the
flange, filling any gaps to prevent air leakage, then
tighten all nuts firmly.

For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and
motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.

Additional burner support will be required in
conjunction with a “stiffener plate” when mounting
MEGAFIRE® Burner (weighing 650-1000 pounds)
through typical thin wall of heater/oven panels.

Combustion sleeve must be flush with, or extend
beyond, interior wall.

An external viewing port should be provided for
flame observation, preferably in such a position that
burner pilot and main flame can both be seen.

Flame sensing must be accomplished by UV
scanner. UV scanner should be kept as close to
burner as feasible. Heat block, if used, may affect
signal strength with some brands of scanners.

Alternate fuels may require correction of supply
pressures.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the layouts shown. Specific piping
and wiring diagrams should always be submit-
ted to the appropriate agencies for approval on
each application.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air Balancing Valves and separate burner
gas pressure regulators should be used for improved
heating uniformity; Gas Swing Check Valves should
be installed as close as possible to each burner inlet
for dependable light-off (gas manifold may otherwise
act as a reservoir, preventing light-off during trial-for-
ignition period).

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
Fuel Shut-Off Valve to be opened unless combustion
air is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.
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MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

Start-Up Instructions

6. Prepare Maxon SYNCHRO Control Valve(s) for
initial fuel firing adjustment. (See catalog pages
7000-S-1 through 4.) Remove screw carrier cover
plate(s) from top of fuel control valve(s) exposing
multiple adjusting screws. If multiple fuel arrange-
ment, adjust linkage rods and toggle arrange-
ments between SYNCHRO Fuel Valves, so that
all fuel control valves travel together (from mini-
mum to maximum positions). Leave SYNCHRO
Fuel Valve(s) at minimum position, as shown by
pointer on the position indicator strip.

7. Temporarily shut down MEGAFIRE® Burner
blower and remove the access hatch cover
entrance into your MEGAFIRE® Burner housing.
This permits observing the internally mounted air
shutter. Adjust length of the flexible operating
cable by screwing the rod end bearings on either
end of the cable to insure that when the fuel valve
is at minimum position, the air control shutter is
completely closed. At maximum setting position
for the fuel valve(s), the air control shutter must
have been pulled to its full open position.

Once the air control shutter positions are
confirmed with regard to the fuel valves' minimum
and maximum positions, the access hatch
cover(s) must be replaced. Restart MEGAFIRE®

Burner's combustion air blower.
8. Verify differential air pressure setting. With

combustion air blower on and all volume air fans
operating, connect a manometer between the 1/4"
diameter air test connection on MEGAFIRE®

Burner and your combustion chamber static
pressure connection. This differential pressure
reading (burner over combustion chamber) should
be set per values on page 2604. Obtain this
setting by either adjusting inlet air control valve
(on EB MEGAFIRE® Burner) or combustion
chamber shutters involved with IB MEGAFIRE®

Burner applications.
9. With combustion air fan on, pilot gas regulator

should initially be set at approximately midpoint of
its adjustment range (range equals 0.5–5 inches
wc). With pilot gas solenoid closed, open pilot gas
cock. Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas sole-
noid. Observe pilot ignition through sight port of
pilot assembly and/or by viewing micro-amp
signal metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry,
and with knowledge of the overall installa-
tion. Instructions provided by the company
and/or individuals responsible for the manu-
facture and/or overall installation of com-
plete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by
Maxon. If Maxon instructions conflict with
any codes or regulations, contact Maxon
Corporation before attempting start-up.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel regulators and oil
back pressure relief valves. Check oil supply
system to be free from air entrainment.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety
devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers. Check
for proper motor rotations and impeller direction.
Verify safety interlocks are working. Allow air
handling equipment to run for adequate purge of
manifold and combustion chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Using 3/16" allen wrench, disconnect the auto-
matic control motor(s) linkage from Maxon
SYNCHRO Control Valve by loosening the control
motor's connecting rod from the valve's toggle
linkage. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a manual control mode.
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Page 2600-S-4 MEGAFIRE® Gas/Oil Burners

Start-Up Instructions (cont'd.)

12. To establish full range of burner's gas capacity:
With gas flowing to burner, the first adjusting
screw on your SYNCHRO gas valve is ready for
adjusting.

13. To adjust SYNCHRO Fuel Control Valve(s):
Turn SYNCHRO  Valve to  minimum.  Open
upstream fuel cock. Using the allen wrench
provided, turn that adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to permit fuel to flow to your MEGAFIRE®

Burner. The gas will come out of the radial
spokes inside your burner assembly. The oil
flows out the nozzle in the center of the burner
cone.
NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally,
each succeeding screw needs to be screwed in
approximately one full turn deeper than its
preceeding screw. A smooth "stair-step" gradient
pre-set at this point from low to high will simplify
the remaining adjustment steps.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use
eye protection and avoid prolonged viewing.
Prepare to shut off oil quickly if there is a
noticeable drop in oil pressure or if ignition
does not occur.

14. Without advancing the SYNCHRO Valve quad-
rant, screw down on #2 screw (one or two turns).
Then slowly advance the SYNCHRO Valve
quadrant to the #2 position. Adjust flame appear-
ance at this new position #2.
NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construc-
tion, allow your MEGAFIRE® Burner system to
operate at this low setting for the necessary dry/
cure-out time period recommended by the cham-
ber or refractory manufacturer. Then continue
adjustments of SYNCHRO Valve.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/
or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Reopen and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel Shut-Off Valves.

10. To light and adjust MEGAFIRE® burner on oil:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, the atomizing flow (either
compressed air or steam) must be introduced to
the burner's atomizing inlet. Verify that pressure
and volume of atomizing media is being supplied
to the burner inlet per catalog specifications.

Verify that oil supply pump is on. Verify all
safety interlocks are operational before opening
any main and/or individual burner oil valves.

With manual oil valve open, oil will flow to the
Oil SYNCHRO Valve which is on minimum and
the air control shutter is closed.
NOTE: The oil start-up procedure can advance to
step #14.

11. To light and adjust MEGAFIRE® Burner on gas:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, opening the main fuel Shut-
Off Valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the SYNCHRO
Fuel Control Valve.

NOTE: At this point, refer to pages 2605-2607 for
pressure settings versus valve position for each
size MEGAFIRE®, oil and gas.

MEGAFIRE® Raw Gas Pilot

UV Scanner
Connection

Sight
Port

Pilot Gas
Connection

Spark
Ignitor
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Start-Up Instructions (cont'd.)

Again, without moving SYNCHRO Valve, bring
#3 and all remaining adjusting screws down to the
same level as #2 screw.
NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was made
earlier, the remaining screws will already be at or
below appropriate levels.

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
"maximum" position.
NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number
you desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting
screw directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its intercon-
nected valve body linkage.

15. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary. Always set
SYNCHRO Valve to the numbered position you
wish to adjust.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as recom-
mended), shut off pilot and cycle burner from
minimum to maximum and back several times to
verify the flame is maintained.

16. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all test
connections, replace equipment cover caps and
tighten linkage screws.

17. Check out overall system operation on all fuels by
cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupting
pilot, and allowing temperature control system to
cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and
other burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

18. Before system is placed into full service, instruct
operator personnel on proper start-up operation
with shutdown of system, establishing written
instructions for their future reference.
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CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immedi-
ately return SYNCHRO Valve to minimum
position and shut off fuel (if flame safeguard
has not already done so). Turn in slightly on
adjusting screw at point where ignition was
lost, then return SYNCHRO Valve to mini-
mum position, re-establish pilots, open fuel
valve and verify ignition.

SYNCHRO
Poppet

SYNCHRO
Oil

Legend
Item Description
1 Adjusting Screws
2 Cam Springs
3 Plunger/Cap Assembly
4 Plunger Bushing
5 Set Collar
6 Operating Crank
7 Upper Spring Retainer
8 Gas Valve Spring
9 Spring Return Shaft
10 Shaft Retainer
11 Lower Spring Retainer
12 Packing Collar
13 O-Rings
14 Operating Shaft
15 Valve Disc
16 Valve Body
17 Valve Disc Spring
18 Valve Disc Guide
19 Valve Stem
20 Spring Support Plug
21 Stud Bolt
22 Bushing
23 Locking Screw
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Notes
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Assembly Numbers
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Bulletin 2750

Maxon TUBE-O-THERM® Gas Burners

3" TUBE-O-THERM® Burner package with customer’s control motor mounted

• Fires directly into small-bore immersion tubes

• Burner-to-tube direct firing system allows uniform heat transfer, eliminates “hot spots,” and
produces faster bring-up times.

• Economical and efficient package design with integral low-horsepower blower costs
less and saves energy (external blower models also available).

• No-hassle installation and easy maintenance access with wall or tube mounted design.

• Burns natural, propane or butane gas and produces reduced levels of NOx and CO.

• UV flame scanner capability for all sizes

Manufactured under U.S. Patents 5,399,085 and 5,520,537; Canadian Patent 2,138,783
Patents pending in Europe, Japan, Mexico and South Korea

CORPORATION 201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Maxon TUBE-O-THERM® Gas Burners

3" TUBE-O-THERM® Burner external
blower version with customer’s control
motor mounted

Provide application flexibility with:

• Four models sized for 3", 4", 6" and 8" diameter tubes

• Heat releases up to 5,300,000 Btu/hr

• Cost-effective external blower (EB) version available
for applications requiring multiple burner zones from a common
combustion air source

• UV flame scanner capability for all sizes

Typical piping layout with Block and Bleed gas train arrangement

CORPORATION 201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Design and Application Details

Maxon TUBE-O-THERM® Burners are nozzle-
mixing, gas fired, refractory-less burners specifically
designed for firing into a small bore tube. Typical
applications are industrial solution heating jobs such
as dip tanks, spray washers, pickling or quench tanks,
salt baths, indirect air heaters and bakery ovens.

TUBE-O-THERM® Burners are available in two
basic versions: 1) packaged with integral low horse-
power combustion air blower in your choice of the
voltages listed below, or 2) EB (external blower) for
use with an external combustion air source.

Standard TUBE-O-THERM ® Burner package
(shown below) includes a combustion air blower with
a non-sparking aluminum impeller. A built-in pilot and
spark ignitor is included in the cast iron burner body,
as well as the air and gas control valves, gas nozzle,
pilot adjustable orifice and provisions for your flame
scanner. Burner design permits blower to be rotated
at 90° intervals around centerline for application
flexibility.

3" EB
TUBE-O-THERM®

Burner with control
motor

Model EB (external blower) TUBE-O-THERM ®

Burners  (shown below), like all TUBE-O-THERM®

Burner assemblies, are designed to deliver heat
efficiently into your fired tube application.

Wall or tube stub mounting options simplify
installation on your application. Mounting dimensions
for tube stub option correspond to standard ANSI
150# flange sizes.

Low torque requirements permit use of virtually
any electric operator. Maxon supplies connecting
base and linkage assemblies for mounting most
temperature control operators.

Principle of operation  (illustrated below)

 Both versions incorporate a gas and air valve
linked together to control the gas-air ratio over the full
throttling range of the burner. Gas flows out through
the gas nozzle where it mixes with the combustion air.
Natural gas, propane or butane can be used.

3" TUBE-O-THERM®

Gas Burner with
customer’s control
motor and UV scanner
mounted
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Design and Application Details (continued)

Horizontal mounting of the burner is preferred, but
it may be mounted in any position suitable for auto-
matic control motor and UV scanner. Do not directly
insulate tube length outside of tank or overheating
and deterioration of tube may occur. The installer
should take precautions to prevent personnel from
coming into contact with the hot section of the tube.
See restrictions in the “Wall Mounting Option” section
on page 2755.

NOTICE: Burner performance can be affected
by tube configuration. (See page 2755.)

Tube length and configuration
Tube design should consist of a specified length of

Schedule #40 pipe or lighter (see note below) in the
same size as burner. It is possible to fire TUBE-O-
THERM® Burners into tube diameters larger than the
size designation. Contact your Maxon representative
for further information.

Maxon suggests that the first straight pass of tube
consist of the minimum length shown below for each
tube size and not end in a single-miter elbow turn.
Burner capacity may be reduced if tube layout has
multiple single-miter turns.

Firing tube length and resulting wetted tube surface
area determines combustion transfer efficiency.
Refer to efficiency vs. tube length chart on page
2756 for proper length.

Many factors affect overall system efficiency.
Typical installations run in the 70% to 80% range.
Space considerations (including tube displacement)
may limit possible tube lengths and reduce efficiency.
Above 80% efficiency, there is a risk of condensation-
caused tube damage.

Small bore immersion tubes can be sized for efficien-
cies lower than 80% if tank space is limited or if complete
freedom from tube condensation is desired.

 NOTE: Schedule 40 pipe should be used for at
least the first 2 feet of tube length.

Temperature limitations
Blower motor  manufacturers recommend maxi-

mum ambient temperature of +140°F (+40°C).
Temperature limits can vary with the type of motor
and insulation used. Such special motors are avail-
able at net extra charge and with extended deliveries.
Check blower motor nameplate for temperature limits
on EB TUBE-O-THERM® Burners.

Control motor  manufacturers normally establish a
maximum ambient temperature for their operators at
+125°F (+52°C).

TUBE-O-THERM® Burner  internal components
include Rulon bearings which have a maximum
temperature limit of +500°F (+260°C).

Automatic control
Regardless of the type of automatic control (high-

low or modulating), TUBE-O-THERM® Burners should
be at or very near the low firing position for pilot
ignition and main flame light-off.

The built-in air and gas flow control valves are
mechanically linked together. At low, the air valve is
cracked open but the gas valve is practically closed.

If some higher firing rate is selected for low fire on
high-low installations, both valves will be opened
wider. The increased combustion air will necessitate
more gas for pilot ignition. If carried too far, this
increase can cause the main flame to be too rich.

Two position control, then, results in what essen-
tially is high-low control, down to minimum capacity.

With either high-low or modulating control, high fire
can be set at any desired point within burner range.
(See notes on instruction page 2750-S-1 for set up of
high-fire points less than rated high fire).

The TUBE-O-THERM® Burner was designed to
accept the following electric control motors: Barber-
Colman (EA51-58; also with prefix MC, MP, or MF),
Honeywell Modutrol (M644, M744, M941, M944,
M640A, or M940A), and Penn/Johnson (M80 or M81).
The motor mounting bracket and linkage included with
TUBE-O-THERM® Burners will accept any of these
motors; additional CB & L parts are not required.

Flame safeguard
The TUBE-O-THERM® Burner will operate with a

variety of UV scanners for all burner sizes.
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Design and Application Details (continued)

Wall mounting option
The TUBE-O-THERM® Burner was designed to

transfer heat to your process as efficiently as possible.
As a result, your process tube, which bolts to the
outlet of the TUBE-O-THERM® Burner, can become hot
during the burner’s operation. The inlet portion of this
tube will overheat if it extends too far outside the tank.
The maximum recommended length for the inlet portion
of your process tube outside the tank is shown as
Dimension C in the drawings labeled “Stub mounted
versions” on pages 2759-2761.

For most applications, the wall mounting option
is recommended.  Use of the wall mounting option
will support the burner off of the tank, instead of
supporting the burner with the tube. Maxon also
suggests using a burner support independent of the
flange, which will allow for some expansion during
firing. Consult your Maxon representative for more
information.

 Tube exhaust requirements
WARNING:  Failure to follow the recommended
exhaust considerations could result in poor burner
performance and/or corrosion of the fired tube due to
condensation.

Historically, conventional immersion tube burners
were sized for 70% efficiency, since this percentage
provided a compromise between operating fuel
economy and tube length.

Small-bore tubes require less space than conven-
tional tubes. Therefore, small-bore tubes can be made
longer to provide efficiencies of 80% or more.

Tubes sized for 80% efficiency will have low
exhaust temperatures, causing condensation to form in
them during start-up or during long idling periods. This
condensation will normally evaporate after the burner
has run at high fire for a brief period of time. If ex-
tended idling periods are expected, a condensate drain
should be provided at the low point nearest the exhaust
and the immersion tube should be pitched towards the
exhaust.

If the immersion tube will operate at efficiencies of
75% or lower, the exhaust leg can exit through the
liquid surface in the tank without designing for conden-
sation. However, the length of the exhaust tube must
also be considered in the design as explained below.

These considerations also extend to the exhaust
lengths after the tube exits the liquid surface. An
exhaust tube exiting the tank will continue to transfer
heat and cool the products of combustion to their
condensation point. Therefore, an atmospheric break or
dilution tee (shown at right) should be used. By doing

Cross-sectional area of the exhaust hood should be
a minimum of 1.5 times the fired tube cross-
sectional area.

so, the diluting atmospheric air will depress the
dewpoint temperature of the combustion products so
that they may exhaust out of the plant without undue
condensation.

If the dilution tee option is chosen, there must be
safeguards to ensure that the diluting air is not re-
stricted or blocked. If this were to occur, condensation
inside the stack could result, with condensate flowing
downward to the low point in the tube, possibly block-
ing the tube and causing burner instability.

Because of the high firing rates possible with this
burner and the low cross-sectional area of the tubes,
no draft or chimney effect should be designed for, or
expected, if the exhaust stack diameter is equal to
the fired tube diameter.

Immersion tubes are usually vented to the outdoors,
except for those in highly ventilated areas such as a
plating room with continuous high-volume exhaust. An
exhaust fan may be required if the building is under
negative pressure. Exhaust is normally diluted to avoid
the need for high-temperature fans, but adequate
make-up air must be available.

This diluting can be done with an open tee installed
in a vertical run (or in a horizontal run with the open
end down), but such a system mixes slowly.

An adjustable hood (shown in sketch below) offers
much better performance. In all cases, care must be
taken that all products of combustion are exhausted
from the building.
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Design and Application Details (continued)

Immersion Tube Sizing – 60 Hz

Design Notes
1. Systems sized for 80% efficiencies or higher need to

account for condensation during extended idling
periods. Refer to Design and Application Details on
page 2755.

2. Curves shown are for 60 Hz applications only.
3. Curves above are not parallel due to small differences in

excess combustion air at maximum design rate. All
TUBE-O-THERM®Burners operate in a range of 2% to
4% excess oxygen at maximum firing rate.

4. Use the centerline lengths of elbows when computing
total tube length.

5. Note that longer tube lengths are required to achieve the
same efficiency on external blower (EB) versions. This is

due to increased maximum firing rate.

Indirect Firing
Tube sizing chart above is applicable only to liquid-

backed immersion tubes. Indirect-fired applications (non-
liquid backed fired tubes) could require additional length
depending on the specific application. For indirect firing in
moving air streams, use the above chart and multiply
the specified tube length by 1.75 to obtain the same
efficiency.

Recommended air stream velocity across fired tubes
is 1500+ FPM.
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Capacities and Specifications

60 Hz capacity and specification  information for
both standard burners (including blower) and EB
burners (requiring separate air supply) are given in the
table on page 2758. Measured sound levels and motor
information apply only to standard burners.

For operation on 50 Hz power,  reduce capacities
to 83% of those shown. Refer to 50Hz capacities and
specifications on Product Information Sheet 2750-2 for
proper operating pressures.

Air pressure readings  at test connection reflect
those that may be expected during high fire operation
and may vary as a result of tube and exhaust configu-
rations.

Inlet air pressures and flows  must not exceed
those given in table. DO NOT OVERSIZE blowers
feeding EB Burners. If a blast gate or similar device is
used to limit air pressure at an EB Burner, air pressure
at the burner will rise as firing rate is reduced until the
blower’s rated pressure is reached. This will result in
increased pilot and minimum capacities, as well as
increased excess air at lower firing rates.

For optimum performance, the use of Maxon FG
Blowers is recommended.

NOTE: The required combustion air blower  for
each individual EB-style burner is given below:

3" Burner C-1450-12 (1-1/2 HP)

4" Burner C-1450-12 (1-1/2 HP)

6" Burner C-3480-12 (3 HP)

8" Burner C-7020-16 (7-1/2 HP)

Blower curves for these burners are shown on
Product Information Sheet 2750-3.

The TUBE-O-THERM® Burner combustion air and
fuel gas controls are linked and characterized to
provide proper air/fuel ratios at specific supply
pressures. Use of blowers which do not match the
Maxon FG Blower performance curves shown on
Product Information Sheet 2750-3 could result in
burner instability, excessive rumbling and unsatis-
factory overall performance.

Main gas train should be sized to give no more
than 6" wc pressure drop to obtain catalog minimums.
It is recommended to size the regulator for at least
120% of the full system capacity at the required
pressure, carefully considering pipe train losses.

Pilot piping and regulator  should be sized
carefully for the full pilot and capacity shown on Page
2758. Pilot regulator pressure range should match the
pressure range used for the main gas regulator. This
will eliminate the possibility of chattering in the pilot
regulator when the main gas (higher pressure) is at
high fire and the burner operates with continuous pilot.
If burner controls are set to operate with interrupted
pilot, chattering would not be a concern.

NOTE: Most regulator manufacturers include an
internal relief valve in their standard regulators. These
relief valves will begin to vent when the downstream
pressure is somewhere around 7 inches w.c. greater
than the regulator set pressure. Regulators can be
ordered without an internal vent. The best option is to
run the pilot interrupted. If the pilot is not interrupted,
catalog minimums cannot be obtained.

Refer to Page 2758 for the proper pilot gas pressure
as measured at the burner gas test port. The
adjustable orifice inside the pilot can be used to
establish the required pressure (5/32" hex wrench
required). Pilot solenoid should be located within 5 feet
of burner to allow gas to reach burner before flame
safeguard “times-out”.

Self-piloting feature  of burner allows pilot gas to
bypass internal gas control valve and issue from main
gas nozzle ports. Most insurance authorities agree that
an interrupted pilot is a more reliable method of
monitoring an industrial combustion system.

Low-fire start:  Main flame light-off is possible
above minimum fire position, but larger pilot will be
required and turndown will be sacrificed.
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Capacities and Specifications – 60 Hertz
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Dimensions (in inches)

3" Packaged TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

Foam Filter

EB (external blower) TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

Stub mounted versions (optional)

Dimensions for the EB version are the same as
those shown above for the Packaged version with the
exception of a dimension for the air inlet required for an
external blower.

Air inlet sizes for EB versions are as follows:
3" EB – 4" dia.

Air inlet adapter flange assemblies are provided by
Maxon.

Dim. A Dim. B Dim. C
Burner Thickness Burner Fl ange

flange to of to inside of tank
end of stud hex nut wall (max.)

3" Burner 1.807" 0.512" 2.5"

3" flange mount

3" stub mount

eziSrenruB *B C D E F G H I J K L

.gkP"3 311.31
0.4 578.4 57.5 26.91 0.91 5.62 5.6 57.51 57.81 881.4

BE"3 95.31

tes-yrotcafsinoisnemidsihT*

Foam Filter/Silencer

NOTE: Do not exceed Dimension C. The inlet
portion of the tube will overheat if it extends too far
outside the tank.

7.03 
dia.

20.34 20.34

11.82 
dia.

Tank Wall
(inside)

Tank Wall (outside)

Hex Nut

Immersion Tube

B

A
C

TUBE-O-THERM®
Burner

GASGAS

MAXONMAXON

9090

8080
7070

6060
5050 4040 3030

2020
1010

0

LIP OT

T
I LL

ASN

EREH

FLAMEFLAME

DETECTORDETECTOR

GAS BURNERGAS BURNER

TUBE-O-THERM

USEUSE

BTU/HRBTU/HR

MILLIONMILLION

CAPACITYCAPACITY

NO.NO.

MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.

MAXIMUMMAXIMUM

ASBYASBY

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

TUBETUBE

FIRINGFIRING

WITHWITH

FUELFUEL

F.O. NO.F.O. NO.

R%%135R%%135

R%%135R%%135

MAXONMAXON

13.375
9.5

6.75
w/o 

control motor
C Air Inlet

G

Spark Ignitor
Location
1/2" NPT

Combustion Air
Test Connection

1/8" NPT

Pilot Gas Inlet
3/8" NPT

Air Test
Connection

1/8" NPT

Main Gas Inlet
1/2" NPT

2.5E
F

D

B
This dimension is
critical for proper

operation & must be held
+.031
-.031

10.5
Req'd. dim.
for ignitor
removal

Gas Inlet

1/8" NPT
Gas Test

Connection
I

J

K

0.5 
Max stub 

length
extending 

from 
tank wall

Mounting
Plate

Continuous weld
mounting plate

to tank wall
(see page 2750-S-3)

LH

Scanner Location
3/4" NPT Centerline of control motor

6.75
6.0

5.25

4.5

M16 studsM16 studs
4 req'd.4 req'd.

6.0 dia.

3.0 dia.

90˚

45˚

2.3752.375 .375

6.75
6.0

5.25

4.5

.75 dia
4 req'd.

10.0
dia.

3.0
dia.

90˚

45˚

2.3752.375
.375
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Dimensions (in inches)

4" Packaged TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

Foam Filter

EB (external blower) TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

Stub mounted versions (optional)

Dimensions for the EB version are the same as
those shown above for the Packaged version with the
exception of a dimension for the air inlet required for an
external blower.

Air inlet sizes for EB versions are as follows:
4" EB – 4" dia.

Air inlet adapter flange assemblies are provided by
Maxon.

Dim. A Dim. B Dim. C
Burner Thickness Burner Flange

flange to of to inside of tank
end of stud hex nut wall (max.)

4" Burner 1.829" 0.512" 2.5"

4" stub mount

4" flange mount

eziSrenruB *B C D E F G H I J K L

BE&.gkP"4 5.41 0.5 0.6 5.6 83.02 0.12 5.92 0.8 5.71 0.32 260.4

tes-yrotcafsinoisnemidsihT*

Foam Filter/Silencer

NOTE: Do not exceed Dimension C. The inlet
portion of the tube will overheat if it extends too far
outside the tank.

7.03 
dia.

20.34 20.34

11.82 
dia.

Tank Wall
(inside)

Tank Wall (outside)

Hex Nut

Immersion Tube

B

A
C

TUBE-O-THERM®
Burner

GASGAS

MAXONMAXON

9090

8080
7070

6060
5050 4040 3030

2020
1010

0

LIP OT

T
I LL

ASN

EREH

FLAMEFLAME

DETECTORDETECTOR

GAS BURNERGAS BURNER

TUBE-O-THERM

USEUSE

BTU/HRBTU/HR

MILLIONMILLION

CAPACITYCAPACITY

NO.NO.

MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.

MAXIMUMMAXIMUM

ASBYASBY

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

TUBETUBE

FIRINGFIRING

WITHWITH

FUELFUEL

F.O. NO.F.O. NO.

R%%135R%%135

R%%135R%%135

MAXONMAXON

13.375
9.5

6.75
w/o 

control motor
C Air Inlet

G

Spark Ignitor
Location
1/2" NPT

Combustion Air
Test Connection

1/8" NPT

Pilot Gas Inlet
3/8" NPT

Air Test
Connection

1/8" NPT

Main Gas Inlet
1/2" NPT

2.5E
F

D

B
This dimension is
critical for proper

operation & must be held
+.031
-.031

10.5
Req'd. dim.
for ignitor
removal

Gas Inlet

1/8" NPT
Gas Test

Connection
I

J

K

0.5 
Max stub 

length
extending 

from 
tank wall

Mounting
Plate

Continuous weld
mounting plate

to tank wall
(see page 2750-S-3)

LH

Scanner Location
3/4" NPT Centerline of control motor

7.5
6.75

5.9

5.5

11.5 dia.

4.0 dia.

90˚

45˚

2.375 2.375 .375

˚

7.5
6.755.9

5.5

M16 studs
8 required

7.5 dia

4.0 dia

45˚

22.5˚

2.375
2.375 .375
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Dimensions (in inches)

6" Packaged TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

EB (external blower) TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

Stub mounted versions (optional)

Dimensions for the EB version are the same as
those shown above for the Packaged version with the
exception of a dimension for the air inlet required for an
external blower.

Air inlet sizes for EB versions are as follows:
6" EB – 6" dia.

Air inlet adapter flange assemblies are provided by
Maxon. (See page 2763.)

Dim. A Dim. B Dim. C
Burner Thickness Burner Fl ange

flange to of to inside of tank
end of stud hex nut wall (max.)

6" Burner 2.180" 0.63" 2.5"

Foam Filter Foam Filter/Silencer

9.03
dia.

27.6

16.35
dia.

27.6

NOTE: Do not exceed Dimension C. The inlet
portion of the tube will overheat if it extends too far
outside the tank.

Tank Wall
(inside)

Tank Wall (outside)

Hex Nut

Immersion Tube

B

A
C

TUBE-O-THERM®
Burner

GASGAS

MAXONMAXON

9090

8080
7070

6060
5050 4040 3030

2020
1010

0

LIP OT

T
I LL

ASN

EREH

FLAME

DETECTOR

GAS BURNER

TUBE-O-THERMTUBE-O-THERM

USEUSE

BTU/HRBTU/HR

MILLIONMILLION

CAPACITYCAPACITY

NO.NO.

MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.

MAXIMUMMAXIMUM

ASBYASBY

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

TUBETUBE

FIRINGFIRING

WITHWITH

FUELFUEL

F.O. NO.F.O. NO.

R%%135R%%135

R%%135R%%135

MAXONMAXON

5.500

3/4"

6.00 dia. Air Inlet

8.50

15.0026.12

7.750

20.50

23.38

Combustion
Air Test Connection

1/8" NPT

8.2

24.31

8.20
w/o control motor

Mounting Plate

 Gas
Inlet

1/2" NPT

Spark Ignitor
Location

3/4" NPT

NPT
Main Gas Inlet

1/8" NPT

Air Test 
Connection

15.234 +.031
-.031

36.38

2.500

13.375 9.50

1/4" NPT 
Gas Test 

Connection

Required dimension 
for ignitor removal

This dimension is 
critical for proper 
operation and must
be held. 

6" stub mount

6" flange mount

15.625 dia.

1.0 dia.

6.0 dia.

9.44

.375

45˚

90˚

M20 studs
8 req'd.

9.5 dia.

6.0 dia.

9.44

.375

22.5˚

45˚
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Dimensions (in inches)

8" Packaged TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

EB (external blower) TUBE-O-THERM ® Burners

Stub mounted versions (optional)

Dimensions for the EB version are the same as
those shown above for the Packaged version with the
exception of a dimension for the air inlet required for an
external blower.

Air inlet sizes for EB versions are as follows:
8" EB – 6" dia.

Air inlet adapter flange assemblies are provided by
Maxon.

Dim. A Dim. B Dim. C
Burner Thickness Burner Flange

flange to of to inside of tank
end of stud hex nut wall (max.)

8" Burner 2.272" 0.63" 3"

Foam Filter Foam Filter/Silencer

9.03
dia.

27.6

16.35
dia.

27.6

NOTE: Do not exceed Dimension C. The inlet
portion of the tube will overheat if it extends too far
outside the tank.

Tank Wall
(inside)

Tank Wall (outside)

Hex Nut

Immersion Tube

B

A
C

TUBE-O-THERM®
Burner

E1%%136E1%%136E3%%136E3%%136

9090

8080
7070

6060
5050 4040 3030

2020
1010

0

GAS BURNERGAS BURNER

TUBE-O-THERMTUBE-O-THERM

USEUSE

BTU/HRBTU/HR

MILLIONMILLION

CAPACITYCAPACITY

NO.NO.

MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.MUNCIE,INDIANA,U.S.A.

MAXIMUMMAXIMUM

ASBYASBY

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

TUBETUBE

FIRINGFIRING

WITHWITH

FUELFUEL

F.O. NO.F.O. NO.

R%%135R%%135

R%%135R%%135

MAXONMAXON

LIP OT

T
I LL

ASN

EREH

FLAMEFLAME

DETECTORDETECTOR

9090

8080
7070

6060
5050 4040 3030

2020
1010
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7.0 dia.
Air Inlet

15.875

10.38
w/o control motor

14.25

Spark Ignitor
Location
1/2" NPT

29.8

39.9
Combustion Air
Test Connection

1/8" NPT

Pilot Gas Inlet
3/8" NPT

Air Test 
Connection

1/8" NPT

Scanner Location
3/4" NPT

Main Gas Inlet
1-1/4" NPT

4.09.1

27.8

This dimension is
critical for proper

operation & 
must be held

18.324 (Pkg.)
18.5 (EB) 
+.031 / -0.31

14.0
Req'd. dimension
for ignitor removal

Gas
Inlet

1/4" NPT
Gas Test

Connection

Centerline of control motor8.5

23.75

26.62

Mounting 
Plate

Continuous weld mounting 
plate to tank wall

(see page 2750-S-3)

5.375

9.10

8" stub mount

8" flange mount

8.0 dia.

1.0 
dia.

19.5
dia.

45˚

90˚

8.0 dia.

11.75 dia.

M20 studs
8 req'd.

45˚

22.5˚



Dimensions (in inches)

Replacement Pilot Gas Adjustable OrificeReplacement Spark Ignitor

EB Adapter Flange

Suggested Spare Parts:
– Spark ignitor and protective cover
– Pilot gas adjustable orifice
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Installation Instructions

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling valve contained within a
Maxon burner is not intended for tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply volume and pressure. If one
pipe train supplies multiple burners, provide a sepa-
rate regulator in the branch leading to each burner
system.

It is recommended that the regulator be sized for at
least 120% of full system capacity at the required
pressure, carefully considering pipe train losses.
Follow the instructions attached to the regulator
during installation. Refer to page 2758 for burner inlet
pressure requirements.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve and shut-off cock. The pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

NOTE: Most regulator manufacturers include an
internal relief valve in their standard regulators. These
relief valves will begin to vent when the downstream
pressure is somewhere around 7 inches w.c. greater
than the regulator set pressure. Regulators can be
ordered without an internal vent. The best option is to
run the pilot interrupted. If the pilot is not interrupted,
catalog minimums cannot be obtained.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size. Pilot solenoid should be
located within 5 feet of burner to allow gas to reach
burner before flame safeguard “times-out”.

The 3/8" pilot connection of the TUBE-O-THERM®

Burner is adequate for the pilot gas flows shown, but
care must be taken to assure that the required gas
pressure (8-12" wc) and flow are available at pilot
inlet.

Fuel Shut-Off Valves (when properly connected to
a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a shut-
down). Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic
start-restart when used with an appropriate control
system.

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the spark ignitor,
mounting gaskets, and connecting linkage compo-
nents may be packed separately and shipped loose
with your new Maxon TUBE-O-THERM® Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation.

TUBE-O-THERM® Burner provides the air supply
(unless it is EB version, which requires a separate
combustion air blower). It also serves as a fuel flow
control and fuel/air mixing device.

Burner should not be exposed to direct radiant heat
or positioned where it might draw in inert gases. If
such conditions exist, consider filters, relocation, and/
or use of the EB version and external air supply.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase,
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

NOTE: Burners supplied with standard blower
motors have dual voltage capability (230/460v/
3 Ph/60 Hz; 115/230v/3 Ph/60 Hz; 190/380v/3 Ph/
50 Hz). Failure to connect plant voltage to proper
fan wiring will result in poor burner performance.
Refer to wiring diagram on fan motor.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimum distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

NOTE: Multiple burner installations fed by a single
pipe train should incorporate a balancing valve and a
swing check valve installed as close as possible to
each burner gas inlet for improved heating uniformity
and more dependable light off. Otherwise, gas
manifold may act as a reservoir, preventing reliable
light off during trial for ignition period of your control
panel sequence.
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Installation Instructions

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself.

Test connections must be plugged except when
readings are being taken.

Horizontal mounting of the burner is preferred,
but burner may be mounted in any position suitable
for automatic control motor and UV scanner.

Burner mounting requires a standard 150# flange
to fit the burner’s studs (four studs for 3" burner, eight
studs for 4", 6" and 8" burners). Burner mounting
gasket is a standard 150# flange gasket (supplied by
Maxon). Although the mounting uses standard ANSI
dimensions, metric bolts are used for the burner
mounting. Therefore, Maxon will supply metric nuts
with the burner. Customer should apply an anti-seize
thread lubricant to mounting bolts before installing
burner onto flange connection.

After placing burner in position, add lock washers
and nuts, then draw up hand-tight only. Check that
burner is centered, then tighten all nuts firmly.

For proper performance of any burner, air inlet and
motor should be surrounded by clean, fresh, cool air.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be re-
quired to support weight of the burner and connected
pipe train components. Air control motors, in particu-
lar, require additional support. Maxon connecting
base and linkage assemblies are designed to position
the control motors to work with the burner, not to
support their weight.

The TUBE-O-THERM® Burner may require external
auxiliary support provided by the user. Additional
burner support may be required in conjunction with a
stiffener plate when mounting TUBE-O-THERM®

Burner onto tube or thin tank walls.
Protective covers for burner should be added in

the field if exposure to dripping condensate, splashing
flux, exhaust steam, etc. is unavoidable. Any such
cover should be removable to provide access to
burner and should not interfere with control linkage
motion, observation port viewing or air inlet.

Flame sensing is accomplished by a UV scanner.
Keep scanner as close to burner as feasible. Do not
use cooling air to scanner port. Heat block, if used,
may affect signal strength with some brands of
scanners.

Alternate fuels may require correction of supply
pressures.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply.

Air and Gas Balancing Valves should be used for
improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing-Check
Valves should be installed as close as possible to
each burner inlet for dependable light-off (gas mani-
fold may otherwise act as a reservoir, preventing light-
off during trial-for-ignition period).

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
Fuel Shut-Off Valve to be opened unless combustion
air is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

Because of the high firing rates possible with this
burner and the low cross-sectional area of the
tubes, no draft or chimney effect should be de-
signed for, or expected, if the exhaust stack
diameter is equal to the fired tube diameter.

Immersion tubes are usually vented to the
outdoors, except for those in highly ventilated areas
such as a plating room with continuous high volume
exhaust. An exhaust fan may be required if the
building is under negative pressure. Exhaust is
normally diluted to avoid the need for high
temperature fans, but adequate make-up air must be
available.

This diluting can be done with an open tee installed
in a vertical run (or in a horizontal run with the open
end down), but such a system mixes slowly.

An adjustable hood (shown in sketch below) offers
much better performance. In all cases, care must be
taken that all products of combustion are exhausted
from the building.

Cross-sectional area of the exhaust hood should
be a minimum of 1.5 times the fired tube cross-
sectional area.
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Installation Instructions

Wall mounting installation (recommended)  and stub mounting

The TUBE-O-THERM® Burner was designed to
transfer heat to your process as efficiently as pos-
sible. As a result, your process tube, which bolts to
the outlet of the TUBE-O-THERM® Burner, can
become hot during the burner’s operation.

On optional stub mounted versions, the inlet
portion of this tube will overheat if it extends too
far outside the tank.

The maximum recommended length for the initial
portion of your process tube outside the tank is
shown:

Burner flange to inside of tank wall (maximum):
Dimension “C” 3” burner 2.5”
Dimension “C” 4” burner 2.5”
Dimension “C” 6” burner 2.5”
Dimension “C” 8” burner 3”

For most applications, the wall mounting option
is recommended. Use of the wall mounting option
will support the burner off of the tank, instead of
supporting the burner with the tube. Maxon also
suggests using a burner support independent of the
flange, which will allow for some expansion during
firing. Consult your Maxon representative for more
information.

To install the wall mounting:
1. Insert the immersion tube through the tank wall,

making sure that it extends no more than 1/2" past
the outside of the wall (the tube should be as flush
as possible with the Wall Mounting Plate once it is
installed).

2. Weld the immersion tube to the tank wall.

3. Slip the Wall Mounting Plate over the immersion
tube (with the screw heads facing the tank wall)
and seal weld the I.D. to the tank wall.

Optional: Continuous weld the O.D. of the mount-
ing plate. If I.D. is seal welded, O.D. should be
intermittant welded for rigidity and strength.

4. Attach the burner to the mounting bolts.

TUBE-O-THERM® Burner Tank Wall (customer’s)
immersion tube should extend no more than 1/2" past this outside wall

Wall Mounting Plate (Maxon) (to be welded to customer’s tank)

Gasket (Maxon) high temperature RTV applied between burner body and gasket only

Existing Weld - tank wall/tube

Immersion Tube (customer’s)

I.D. of Maxon supplied mounting plate is 3/4" larger
than O.D. of tube. This is to allow a gap for weld
clearance where the tube welds to the tank wallAs an option to seal welding the O.D. of the mounting

plate, customer can seal weld the I.D. to prevent leakage
of hot products of combustion.

Stub mounted installation

Wall mounted installation
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Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a manual burner control
mode.

6. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and immersion
tubes. With main gas shut off, manually advance
TUBE-O-THERM®Burner's operating crank to
high-fire position (90) so that air only flows
through burner and immersion tube.

CAUTION: Do not bypass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

7. Determine the required gas pressure from
chart on page 2758.

NOTE: Gas pressures (shown on page 2758) are
under actual high-fire conditions, once proper
differential air pressure has been established.

8. Verify that spark ignitor is properly positioned
and bottoms out inside the burner air plate.

NOTE: Field experience shows that a full-wave
spark ignition transformer provides a reliable
ignition source.

9. Return burner control valve/crank to low-fire
position when purge of system is complete.

10. Open main and pilot gas cocks, activate spark
ignition transformer and pilot gas solenoid valve,
then attempt pilot ignition to light pilot while slowly
turning pilot gas regulator and/or adjustable orifice
screw counter-clockwise to increase fuel flow.
Repeat procedure as necessary until pilot ignites,
as air might have to be bled out of fuel supply
lines before reliable pilot flame is established.
Pilot gas regulator should normally be set for as
low a pressure as possible, using fuller opening of
pilot gas adjustable orifice.

11. After ignition, adjust pilot to provide pilot gas
pressure as specified on page 2758. Use a pilot
gas pressure regulator that provides 8-12" wc gas
pressure to the pilot gas inlet.

Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system's equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial TUBE-O-THERM®Burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators' adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to approximately mid-position. Close pilot
gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in clock-
wise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.) Then
back out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise)
approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control
devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and that
test ports are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that the immersion tube stack damper
is fully open and locked into position. Stack
dampers not required and can block exhaust even
if open.

4. Check that air and gas pressure switches are
not marginally set to prevent troublesome system
shutdown during start-up. Set pressure switches
with some cushion for start-up and re-adjust
during final system tuning.

5. Disconnect the automatic control motor's
linkage from your TUBE-O-THERM®Burner's
operating crank arm by loosening the control
motor's connecting rod from the burner's linkage.

Page 2750-S-4 TUBE-O-THERM® Gas Burners
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Start-Up Instructions

12. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame safe-
guard relays should now power your main fuel
Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing previous steps, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly in-
stalled, correctly set, and fully operational. If in
doubt, shut the system down, close pilot cock
and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

13. Establish main flame. With burner at low-fire
position, back out main gas pressure regulator
adjusting screw (counter-clockwise) to get lowest
outlet pressure possible. Open all manual fuel
shut-off valves (automatic fuel shut-off valve
should already be open) so gas flows to burner
inlet. There should be little, if any, change in
flame appearance. Turn main regulator adjust-
ing screw in (clockwise) until gas pressure at the
burner inlet (upstream of the burner) is as speci-
fied on page 2758.  Main flame should now
appear larger than pilot-only flame.

At cold start-up, some rumbling will occur as the
tube warms up. To reduce or prevent this rumbling,
a low-fire time period of approximately 2 minutes
before continuing on to high fire is recommended.

14. Establish high-fire setting by slowly moving
burner crank toward high fire position while
observing gas pressure at burner gas test inlet.
Refine main gas regulator adjustment as neces-
sary to provide correct differential gas pressure at
high fire. If pressure cannot be adjusted high
enough, a different regulator or regulator spring
may be necessary. Do not, however, exceed
6" wc pressure drop between regulator outlet and
burner inlet.

CAUTION: If burner(s) go out, close shut-off
valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main gas on again. Check carefully
that every burner is lit before proceeding.

Cycle burner from minimum to maximum
and refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot, shut off
pilots and cycle burner from minimum to maxi-
mum and back several times to verify the flame is
maintained.

15. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that burner
crank is moved throughout its complete travel, or
cataloged capacities and turndowns will not be
achieved.

16. If attempts to start-up burner have been
unsuccessful to this point, refer to Service Tips on
pages 2750-S-6 and 7.

NOTICE: If less than full-rated burner capacity is
required, adjust control motor and/or motor/gas
shaft linkage to limit maximum output. Do not
adjust gas/air linkage.

CAUTION: Do not limit capacity by adjusting gas
pressure to the burner inlet. The internal gas
valve is characterized to the air butterfly valve
and is based on the specified inlet gas pressures.
Operation outside of these specifications will
result in unsatisfactory burner performance.

With interrupted pilot, it may be necessary to
set control for somewhat higher than minimum
burner setting to permit hold-in of flame detection
system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

17. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at
operating temperature. Refine high-fire setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure,
flame stability, and appearance. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.

18. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

2/98
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Start-Up Instructions

19. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.
NOTE: Typical gas firing control sequence for
Maxon burner is provided only as a guide. Instruc-
tions provided by complete system manufacturer
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence.

For gas firing
TUBE-O-THERM®Burner

Light-off: Shut-down:
1. Close cocks, shut-off valve(s) 1. Close main &
2. Verify burner at low fire pilot gas cocks
3. Start recirculating/exhaust fans 2. Keep combustion
4. Start burner blower air blower running
5. Purge at least 4 air changes after shut-down long
6. Open pilot & main gas cocks enough to allow

burner to cool

Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

20. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up
operation with shut-down of system, establishing
written instructions for their future reference.

Service Tips

On occasions during cold start-up, a rumbling will
occur in the tube until thermal equilibrium is estab-
lished. This is normal and should disappear within a
few minutes. A low-fire time period of approximately 2
minutes is recommended prior to high-fire operation.

If, after several minutes of high-fire operation the
rumbling has not decreased or the burner exhibits
flame instability, shut off the burner and perform the
following checks:
1. Start all system-related fans and blowers to

duplicate conditions from step 6 of start-up
instructions on page 2750-S-4. Advance burner
operating crank to high-fire position.

2. Determine and verify differential air pressure
at burner backplate test ports.

Connect a manometer between the gas test
port and the air test port. With the burner
operating crank at high-fire position, fuel valve(s)
closed, air handling systems and combustion air
blower on, the manometer will read the differen-
tial combustion air pressure.

Air test port should be connected to the (+)
end of the manometer as it will have the higher
pressure over the gas test port.

TUBE-O-THERM®

Burners

TUBE-O-THERM® Gas BurnersPage 2750-S-6
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Service Tips (continued)

NOTE: The chart below shows normal differential
combustion air pressure readings in a no-fire
condition. These readings will increase when
burner is firing. The fuel gas pressures shown are
at high fire condition.

NOTE: The differential air pressure setting
determines the burner's capacity and perfor-
mance capabilities.

NOTICE: Burner performance can be drastically
affected by tube configuration and static
conditions within tube created by dampers in
exhaust stack.

3. All TUBE-O-THERM® Burners are shipped with
the air/gas linkage factory set. Check centerline to
centerline dimensions on the air/gas linkage to
determine that it is the proper length per dimen-
sion B shown on pages 2759-2761. The linkage is
fabricated as a turnbuckle-style link. To adjust,
simply loosen the locknut and twist the arm
clockwise to shorten, or counter-clockwise to
lengthen the linkage.

4. If air/gas linkage dimension is correct per dimen-
sions shown on pages 2759-2761, check wiring
diagram to blower motor to determine that dual
voltage motor has been wired properly. Failure to
do so will result in differential air pressure read-
ings that are out of specification. Correct wiring
errors as necessary.

5. If stack damper is used in error, make certain it is
full open and locked (may need to be removed).

Additional Service Tips

Problem Cause(s)

Pilot fails to light. 1. On initial start-up, gas line may be filled with air. Repeat ignition
trial several times to purge.

2. No power to ignition transformer or pilot solenoid.
3. Open circuit between ignition transformer and ignitor plug.
4. Pilot gas cock adjusting screw closed.
5. Insufficient gas pressure into or out of pilot regulator.

Main flame fails to light or goes out 1. Insufficient pressure into or out of main gas regulator.
as burner cycles to high fire. 2. Marginal air pressure switch setting.

3. Marginal gas pressure switch setting.
4. Incorrect combustion air pressure.

Burner is unstable or produces 1. Gas/air ratio out of adjustment. Adjust fuel pressures and/or air
soot, smoke or excessive carbon linkage as instructed under Service Tips.
monoxide. 2. Air filter to combustion air fan is plugged or dirty. Replace or clean.

3. Exhaust stack damper is closed or partially closed, or another
restriction exists in the fired tube system.

If your reading is higher than these cold air
pressure readings, you have a suction in your tube.
This condition should not be a problem.

If your reading is lower than the cold air
differential pressure reading, you have a back
pressure in your tube.

If an exhaust stack damper is used, check that it
is fully open and locked in place.

Excessive back pressure can cause high CO
emissions, smoke and carbon in firing tube and will
restrict firing capacity of burner.

10/99
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)
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derisedgnitnuomfoepyT

BUTS tnuombutS

LLAW tnuomllaW

GLFON_LLAW etalpgnitnuomtuohtiwtnuomllaW

NOITCELESREWOLB derisedfi,rewolbfonoitceleS
BE )rewolbssel(renruBBE

DGKP renruBdegakcaP

&ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

&esaBgnitcennoCfoepyT
derisedfi,)L&BC(egakniL

LOC_BRAB L&BCcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

DOM_WH L&BCcirtcelelortudoMllewyenoH

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BCcirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

HCTIWS
fi,hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT

derised

ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

PWSPLSPHLT hctiwsnoitisopwol/ihfoorp-rehtaeweuqinacemreT

PWSPLLT hctiwsnoitisopwolfoorp-rehtaeweuqinacemreT

RECNELISO/&RTLF
rotikretliffonoitceleS
derisedfi,recnelis/retlif

RTLF tikretliF

RCNLSRTLF ylbmessarecnelis/retliF

ENON recnelisroretlifoN

ROTOMLORTNOC
,rotomlortnocfoepyT

derisedfi

DOM rotomlortnoclortudoM

PW_DOM rotomlortnocfoorp-rehtaewlortudoM

ENON rotomlortnocoN

TNOC_V021 rotomlortnocnoxaMV021

TNOC_V042 rotomlortnocnoxaMV042

ROTCENNOCXELF
,rotcennocxelffonoitceleS

derisedfi

ENON rotcennocxelfoN

SEY dedulcnirotcennocxelF

*EB only. 

Approximate ship weight
(in pounds) are shown in

parentheses
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Assembly Numbers

MREHT-O-EBUT ® straPerapSrenruB
>eziSrenruB "3 "4 "6 "8 CH"8

ylbmessarotingikrapS )2(65224 )2(84124 84124

ecifiroelbatsujdasagtoliP )1(13405 13405

stikretlifnafrianoitsubmoC )3(1652401 )3(5042401 )7(6042401 )7(7042401

---

recneliS/retliF 0652401 1042401 2042401 3042401

tnemeleretlifmaoftnemecalpeR 3932401 3932401 4932401 4932401

tikriaperegakniL
).dgkP(43244

)BE(54254
53244 63244 73244

ylbmessahctiwsnoitisopoL/iH 54344 64344 57554 67554

sesehtnerapninwohs)sdnuopni(thgiewpihstenetamixorppA:ETON

srewolBtnemecalpeR
>eziSrenruB "3 "4 "6 "8 CH"8

06/1/032/511 71234 81234 61234 --- ---

06/3/064/032 62124 95224 10224 19434 ---

05/3/083 34734 44734 54734 64734 ---

06/3/575 09344 19344 29344 39344 ---
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Performance Curves
for Maxon FG Blowers used with EB versions of TUBE-O-THERM® Burners

For 3" and 4" TUBE-O-THERM® Burners

C-1450-12
(1-1/2 HP)

For 6" TUBE-O-THERM® Burners

C-3480-12
(3 HP)

For 8" TUBE-O-THERM® Burners

C-7020-16
(7-1/2 HP)
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Maxon Packaged & EBMRV CYCLOMAX®

Low NOx Burner

• Provides clean combustion with NOx emission levels below 25 ppm (50 mg/m3) and CO
levels less than 75 ppm (90 mg/m3) at 3% O2. Lower emissions possible based on specific
application. Contact your Maxon sales representative for more information.

• Nozzle-mixing gas burner for use with natural gas or propane

• Packaged version available in 5 sizes – up to 3,700,000 Btu/hr (1100 kW)

• EBMRV version available in 4 sizes – up to 7,400,000 Btu/hr (2200 kW)

• Packaged version operates on low gas pressure – 16" w.c. (40 mbar) or less

• Simple installation, adjustment and start-up

• Turndown averages 15:1 (10:1 on smaller sizes)

• Designed specifically for oven-type applications with cross velocities up to 4000 fpm   (20
m/s)

• Packaged version handles oven conditions from 2" w.c. (5 mbar) suction to 2" w.c. (5 mbar)
back pressure

• EBMRV version offers good performance with a much wider range of suction or back
pressure applications

Packaged Version EBMRV Version
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Maxon Packaged & EBMRV CYCLOMAX®

Low NOx Burner

Principle of Operation
The clean-burning design of the Maxon Packaged

and EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Low NOx Burners produce
extremely low emissions of both NOx and CO.

The patented burner nozzle creates a swirling
flame within the combustion sleeve. The recirculation
pattern allows the burner to produce very low levels of
CO and unburned hydrocarbons.

On the Packaged versions, the air/fuel shaft
maintains the proper air-fuel ratio for low emissions
throughout the firing range. For best results, the fuel
pressures upstream of the burner should not change
by more than 3" w.c. (7.5 mbar) as the burner throttles
from high to low fire.

The EBMRV versions are field-adjusted to the
proper air-fuel ratios by using a Maxon MICRO-
RATIO® Valve.

The flame is almost completely contained inside the
combustion sleeve. The gases exiting the sleeve are
essentially those of complete combustion.

EBMRV versions use Maxon FG Blowers and
MICRO-RATIO® Valves, and are capable of doubling
the capacity of the Packaged versions.

Component Identification

EBMRV Version

Packaged Version
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Burner Application Details
Packaged Versions

CYCLOMAX® Burners were designed for low to
moderate temperature oven-type applications only.
They may be used in any oven whose combustion
chamber temperature is 800°F (427°C) or less.

NOTE: CYCLOMAX ® Burners should not be used
in any application where there is a static (no
moving air) condition.

Packaged CYCLOMAX® Burners include a low
horsepower combustion air blower in your choice of
the voltages listed below.

IMPORTANT: The combustion air blower must be
in operation any time the air stream temperature is
above 200°F (93°C). If not, damage to the blower,
burner and piping is possible.

degakcaP
XAMOLCYC ®

ledoMrenruB
M4.0 M8.0 M6.1 M7.2 M7.3

rewopesroH PH2/1 PH2/1 PH4/3 PH2 PH3

06/3/064/032-802 PH2/1 PH2/1 PH4/3 PH2 PH3

06/3/575 PH2/1 PH2/1 PH4/3 PH2 PH3

 To adjust the Packaged burner, set the gas
pressure according to the values shown in the table
below. During adjustment, observe the flame if
possible. The flame should be blue and it should be
totally contained inside the combustion sleeve,
especially at low firing rates. Blue flame outside of the
combustion sleeve is caused by combustion that is
either too rich or too lean and will result in high levels
of CO. Yellow or orange flames are normally an
indicator of a too-rich flame. Higher oven suction will
require higher gas pressure to the burner for optimum
performance. Higher back pressure will require less
gas pressure to the burner for optimum performance.
The values listed in the table below are for a near
balanced condition.

IMPORTANT: The pilot must be interrupted in
order to obtain the emissions listed in the
following table. Continuous pilot is not
recommended.

XAMOLCYCdegakcaP ® )zH06(snoitacificepSdnaseiticapaCsaGlarutaN–

eziSrenruB M4.0 M8.0 M6.1 M7.2 M7.3

erusserPsaGdednemmoceR .c.w" 5.51 5.11 2.41 0.11 0.01

yticapaCmumixaM )rh/utBs'0001( 524 058 0061 0072 0073

yticapaCmuminiM )rh/utBs'0001( 54-03 07-65 331-701 522-081 803-742

yticapaCtoliP )rh/utBs'0001( 53-51 07-06 001-05 051-07 051-001

nwodnruT 1:01otpU 1:01otpU 1:51otpU 1:51otpU 1:51otpU

nwodnruTnoissimE erifhgihnodesab 1:51 1:51 1:5.3 1:6 1:4

erusserPriAmumixaM .c.w" 5.5 5 5 8 8

MFCSwolFriA )mumixaM( 501 012 004 076 039

xON )negyxo%3otdetcerroc( 52 52 52 52 52

OC )negyxo%3otdetcerroc( 57 57 57 57 57

leveLdnuoS )A(Bd)recnelistuohtiw( 98-38 98-38 98-38 09-68 09-68

htgneLemalF )tf( 5.0 5.0 0.1 0.2 5.1

NOTE: On the packaged unit, gas pressure is
measured at the pressure tap on the gas valve body
(not the backplate). The backplate pressure tap is for
the EBMRV version.
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Maxon CYCLOMAX® Burners are available in four
external blower versions. By using the specified
external blower, it is possible to double the capacity of
the burner over the Packaged version. Emissions are
similar to the burner operating with a packaged fan.
With the EBMRV versions, there is slightly more flame
outside of the can and this makes the burner more
sensitive to cross velocity.

The external blower versions are very similar to the
packaged versions except they do not include gas or
air internal control devices. A threaded EB Air Adapter
allows the MICRO-RATIO® Valve to be mounted.

The recommended (minimum) FG Blower is shown
in the chart below. If you use a butterfly style gas
valve on the MICRO-RATIO® Valve, turndown could
be affected. Poppet style gas valves should be used.
If your air piping is unusually long and/or contains
many fittings, please review your blower size to
compensate for higher pressure drops through the air

eziSrenruB MCVRM2BE MCVRM3BE MCVRM4BE MCVRM5BE

yticapaCmumixaM )rh/utB( 000,006,1 000,002,3 000,004,5 000,004,7

OITAR-ORCIM ® evlaV "3–MxP–"1 "4–MxP–"5.1 "6–MxP–"5.2 "6–MxP–"5.2

dednemmoceRrewolBGFmuminiM 61-0732-C 61-0254-C 42-0819-C 42-02211-C

piping. Set the MICRO-RATIO® Valve to obtain the
gas and air pressures shown on the graphs on pages
2805 - 2808. The following table lists the recom-
mended MICRO-RATIO® Valve and FG Blower
selections.

The values in the table below are guidelines. To
meet your capacity and turndown needs, pressures
must be set to match the graphs on pages 2805 -
2808.

IMPORTANT: The EBMRV versions, like the
packaged versions, should be operated with inter-
rupted pilot. Emissions can be 20% higher if the pilot
is left on continuously and combustion sleeve life is
reduced.

IMPORTANT: Whenever the combustion chamber
temperature is above 200°F (93°C), air should be
flowing through the burner. If not, damage to gaskets
in the burner could result and increase the chance for
leaks.

XAMOLCYC ® )zH06(noitacificepSdnaseiticapaCsaGlarutaN–snoisreVBE

eziSrenruB MCVRM2BE MCVRM3BE MCVRM4BE MCVRM5BE

yticapaCmumixaM )rh/utB( 000,006,1 000,002,3 000,004,5 000,004,7

yticapaCmuminiM )rh/utB( 000,001 000,081 000,002 000,081

yticapaCtoliP )rh/utB( 000,001 000,051 000,081 000,002

etaRgniriFmumixaMtaerusserPsaG ).c.w"( 43 04 5.83 5.53

etaRgniriFmumixaMtaerusserPriA ).c.w"( 51 51 5.82 03

nwodnruT 1:51 1:51 1:51 1:51

nwodnruTnoissimE erifhgihnodesab 1:51 1:31 1:51 1:21

mumixaMtawolFriA )MFCS( 004 008 0531 0581

OITAR-ORCIMfomaertspUerusserPsaGlacipyT ® evlaV )isp( 2ot5.1 3ot2 5.2ot2 5.3ot5.2

O%3xONlacipyT 2 )yticolevssorcwol( 52< 52< 52< 52<

O%3OClacipyT 2 )yticolevssorcwol( 57< 57< 57< 57<

O%3xONlacipyT 2 )yticolevssorchgih( 52< 52< 52< 52<

O%3OClacipyT 2 )yticolevssorchgih( 001< 001< 002< 001<

htgneLemalF )tf( 0.1 5.1 0.2 5.1

NOTE: Operation above the recommended gas pressure for a given air pressure will result in higher NOx and
lower CO. Operation below the recommended gas pressure curves will result in lower NOx and higher CO. Use of
propane as a fuel will result in higher emissions. Oven cross velocities and back pressures have a slight affect on
the optimum pressures to set.

Burner Application Details
EBMRV Versions
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Burner Application Details

EB2MRV - Natural Gas

EB2MRV - Propane
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Burner Application Details

EB3MRV - Natural Gas
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Burner Application Details

EB4MRV - Natural Gas

1000

5400

4500

4000
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KBtu/hr

EB4MRV - Propane
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Burner Application Details

EB5MRV - Natural Gas

EB5MRV - Propane
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Dimensions (in inches)

Dimensions – Packaged Versions

WARNING!WARNING!

MUNCIE IN.USAMUNCIE IN.USA

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

PATENT PENDINGPATENT PENDING

FACTORY ORDER#FACTORY ORDER#

ASBY#ASBY#SIZESIZE

LOW NOX GAS BURNERLOW NOX GAS BURNER

R

CYCLOMAXCYCLOMAX

R

A X O NM

P

0.375

R
dia.dia.

J
H

1/4" NPT Gas Pressure
Test Connection

1/4" NPT Hi/Lo Pressure
 Switch Connection

E
dia.

F
G

R
dia. C rad.

D dia.

B

22˚ 
45˚ 

A

K

T
dia.

L
dia.

S M

Observation Port

Scanner 3/4" NPT

Spark Ignitor 1/2" NPT

Pilot Gas 3/8" NPT

5/8" (.625) dia. burner 
mounting holes

8 holes equally spaced

Hi Fire Switch Position
(optional)

N
Main Gas Inlet

Foam Filter

Foam Silencer/Filter

snoisnemiD )sehcnini(

eziSrenruB A B C D E F G H J K L M
N

TPN
P R S T

M4.0 30.01 60.3 23.6 66.31 09.8 88.91 74.31 66.2 56.4 59.62 30.7 88.9 "1 739. 3.01 72.02 28.11

M8.0 30.01 60.3 23.6 66.31 09.8 88.91 74.31 66.2 56.4 59.62 30.7 88.9 "1 739. 3.01 72.02 28.11

M6.1 30.01 60.3 23.6 66.31 09.8 88.91 74.31 66.2 56.4 59.62 30.7 88.9 "1 739. 3.01 72.02 28.11

M7.2 20.31 04.3 37.7 5.61 27.11 74.81 12.02 76.3 46.11 0.43 30.9 21.41 "2/1-1 039. 52.31 25.72 83.61

M7.3 20.31 04.3 37.7 5.61 27.11 75.82 12.02 76.3 46.11 0.43 30.9 21.41 "2/1-1 039. 52.31 25.72 83.61
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Dimensions (in inches)

Dimensions – EBMRV Version

EB2MRV & EB3MRV

EB TEST CONNEB TEST CONN

SPARK IGN.SPARK IGN.

PILOTPILOT

T
I LLASN

EREH

FLAMEFLAME

DETECTORDETECTOR

WARNING!WARNING!

MUNCIE IN.USAMUNCIE IN.USA

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

PATENT PENDINGPATENT PENDING

FACTORY ORDER#FACTORY ORDER#

ASBY#ASBY#SIZESIZE

LOW NOX GAS BURNERLOW NOX GAS BURNER

R

CYCLOMAXCYCLOMAX

R

A X O NM

1/4" NPT Air Pressure
Test Connection

0.38

0.93

8.9
dia.

10.5
dia.

19.88 15.88

22.0
Spark Ignitor

Removal
Clearance

9.6 5.05

1-1/2" NPT
Main Gas

Inlet

4" NPT
Combustion

Air Inlet

3.06

13.66
dia.

Pilot Gas
3/8" NPT

Spark Ignitor
1/2" NPT

Scanner 
3/4" NPT

Observation
Port

6.32 rad.

5/8" (.625) dia.
Burner Mtg. Holes

8 holes equally spaced
22˚ 

45˚ 

1/4" NPT Gas Pressure
Test Connection

9.52

EB TEST CONNEB TEST CONN

T
I LLASN

EREH

FLAMEFLAME

DETECTORDETECTOR

SPARK IGN.SPARK IGN.
PILOTPILOT

MUNCIE IN.USAMUNCIE IN.USA

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

PATENT PENDINGPATENT PENDING

FACTORY ORDER#FACTORY ORDER#

ASBY#ASBY#SIZESIZE

LOW NOX GAS BURNERLOW NOX GAS BURNER

R

CYCLOMAXCYCLOMAX

R

A X O NM

WARNING!WARNING!

1/4" NPT Air Pressure
Test Connection

A
0.38

0.93

11.72
dia.

13.25
dia.

23.46

15.32 6.78

2" NPT
Main Gas Inlet

6" NPT
Combustion 

Air Inlet

3.38

16.48 dia.

Observation
Port

Pilot Gas
3/8" NPT

Spark Ignitor 1/2" NPT

5/8" (.625) dia.
Burner Mtg. Holes

8 holes equally spaced

1/4" NPT 
Gas Pressure 

Test Connection

7.73 rad.

Scanner 3/4" NPT
22˚ 

45˚ 

22.0
Spark Ignitor

Removal
Clearance

10.88

4.199

EB4MRV & EB5MRV

Dimension "A" 18.47 for EB4MRV
28.57 for EB5MRV
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Installation Instructions
Packaged Versions

Please read all installation and start-up instructions
before working with the burner.

IMPORTANT: Do not discard packing material
until all loose items are accounted for.

Some components may be shipped separately from
your Packaged CYCLOMAX® Burner to prevent
damage in transit. Do not discard packing until you
have accounted for all loose items.

The burner is only a part of your complete combus-
tion system. Additional pipe train accessories and
control components will be required for a complete
system installation. The sketch below shows a typical
gas train as might be used with the burner.

Packaged CYCLOMAX® Burner comes complete
with its own combustion air blower. The burner also
provides fuel flow control and a fuel/air mixing device.

The Packaged CYCLOMAX® Burner should not be
exposed to direct radiant heat or positioned where it
might draw in inert gases. If such conditions exist,
consider filters, relocation, and/or use of the EBMRV
CYCLOMAX® Burner with an external air supply.

CAUTION: Installation should be undertaken
only by trained personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company or indi-
viduals responsible for the manufacture and
overall installation of the complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If there are any
conflicts in these instructions, contact Maxon
before proceeding.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings.

Gas and air supply piping must be large enough
to provide for the full flow and pressures shown in the
catalog for your particular burner when it is operating at
its full-rated capacity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to preventing the
blockage of burner gas ports and pipe train compo-
nents. Dirty fuel lines may require special filters.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both the
main gas regulator and pilot take-off line.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintaining a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regulator
in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. If the regulator has more than 3” wc (7.5 mbar)
of droop*, two-stage regulation is recommended.
Follow the instructions attached to the regulator and be
sure to remove any shipping pin or block.

*Droop is defined as the increase in gas pressure
(due to imperfections in a gas pressure regulator) as
the burner is throttled from high fire where the desired
gas pressure is set.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas shut-off
cock. It normally includes its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment. The pilot
must be interrupted in order to obtain low emission
levels. Continuous pilot is not recommended.

NOTE: The 0.4m size burner is lit on main gas. It
does not have a separate pilot.

Plumbing and electrical wiring must allow the
pilot to be interrupted. Pilot take-off should be
upstream of the main gas regulator.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for the
full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for your
particular burner size.

External support of the gas piping is recommended.
Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to a

control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual reset
valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.
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Installation Instructions
Packaged Versions

Test connections are essential for proper burner
adjustment and operation and are included in the
Packaged CYCLOMAX® Burner. Test connections
must be plugged except when readings are being
taken.

Burner mounting requires a stud pattern on a flat
surface that matches the mounting holes on the main
housing of the CYCLOMAX® Burner (see dimension
drawing on page 2809). After placing the burner in
position, add lock washers and nuts. Tighten se-
curely. Connect the gas supply to the burner at the
threaded inlet on the gas valve body. Recommended
gas pressure at the burner is shown below for each
burner size.

The Packaged CYCLOMAX® Burner can be
mounted in several positions. Some accessories,
such as control motors, can limit the mounting op-
tions. Burners are typically installed through an
insulated wall that could be several inches thick. The
mounting hole diameter should be approximately 1 to
1-1/2 inches (25,4 to 38,1 mm) larger than Dimension
“R” on page 2809.

If the combustion air fan is supplied with a filter, the
filter must be kept clean. A dirty air filter can result in
inadequate combustion air flow to the burner and
higher emissions. Decreased air pressure could
indicate that the filter is becoming plugged.

NOTE: To make the burner lighter and easier to
handle, the blower can be removed before the burner
is mounted.

A 5000-volt full-sine-wave spark ignition trans-
former should be used. Make sure the spark ignitor is
in the proper position by loosening the ignitor nut and
pushing the ceramic insulator as far in as possible.
Hold the insulator in place as the nut is retightened.
Improper positioning of the ignitor will result in diffi-
culty in lighting the burner.

Connect all remaining electrical and mechanical
components.

Maintenance Instructions

cw"erusserPsaGdednemmoceR

eziSrenruB M4.0 M8.0 M6.1 M7.2 M7.3

larutaN
saG

zH06 5.51 5.11 2.41 0.11 0.01

zH05 9.9 0.8 5.8 0.7 4.6

rabmerusserPsaGdednemmoceR

eziSrenruB M4.0 M8.0 M6.1 M7.2 M7.3

larutaN
saG

zH06 6.83 6.82 4.53 4.72 9.42

zH05 2.32 9.91 2.12 4.71 9.51

If it is ever necessary to remove the fuel shaft from
the burner, be sure to use anti-seize lube or a light
grease on the fuel shaft during reassembly.

Apply the grease to the O-rings only – do not
apply it to the cutout area. Too much grease
can plug the area in the fuel shaft that affects
the gas flow.
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Start-up Instructions
Packaged Versions

Read all instructions before proceeding and
familiarize yourself with the system’s components.
Verify that your equipment has been correctly
installed.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry, and with
knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and overall installation of a complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any rules or
regulations, contact Maxon before attempting
start-up.

The integral air-fuel shaft keeps the air-fuel ratio in
the proper range throughout the firing range.

Proper air-fuel ratio control depends on a constant
pressure upstream of the shaft. Regulators with
less than 3" wc (7.5 mbar) droop should be used.

A pneumatic or electric control motor can be
mounted to the air-fuel shaft and establish firing rates
according to system demands.

Gas pressure test connections are essential for
burner adjustment and are provided in the burner. Do
not attempt to use test connections in pipe elbows or
tees, as internal turbulence can give erroneous
readings. Test connections not being used must be
plugged.

For initial system start-up
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to regulators.
Remove pilot regulator adjusting screw cover and
turn screw down to near mid-range condition.
Close pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning
it clockwise until it stops, and then back it out
(counterclockwise) 2 to 3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry and verify that all
safety devices and interlocks are functioning
within their respective settings/ranges. Marginally-
set pressure switches can result in numerous
nuisance trips and can delay start-up. Be sure all
manifolds are tightly sealed and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Start all system related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
an adequate purge of manifolds and combustion
chamber plenums.

5. Initial start-up adjustment can more easily be
accomplished in a manual control mode.
Disconnect the automatic control motor’s linkage
from the burner’s control valve by loosening the
control motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s
toggle linkage.

6. Once the burner is installed and all safety devices
are in place, the burner is ready to be fired.
Position the burner at its minimum firing rate. Do
not exceed minimum (overtravel), as the gas and
air valves will start to re-open. The 0.4M size does
not have a pilot; it is lit on main gas. For other
sizes, pilot pressure can be as low as 6 to 12" wc
(14.9 to 29.9 mbar) under ideal conditions, but a
higher pilot pressure will facilitate start-up under
stubborn lighting conditions. Maxon recommends
that the pilot take-off be upstream of the main gas
regulator. Ideal pilot flow ranges from about 70
SCFH (0.02 m3/min) on the 800,000 Btu/hr (117
kW) size to about 120 SCFH (0.06 m3/min) on the
largest size (for natural gas).

7. If the burner fails to light, it could be due to
trapped air in the gas line. Keep trying until the
gas purges the air. If the burner fails to light after
repeated attempts, check to see if the spark
ignitor is pushed all the way in. For the 0.4M
burner, adjust the gas bypass until a stable
minimum flame at a gas pressure close to (or
slightly higher than) what is desired at high fire is
achieved. If working with a 0.4M burner and it is lit
and stable on main gas at minimum, proceed to
Step 10.

8. Confirm that the pilot is lit before proceeding to
the next step.
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Start-up Instructions
Packaged Versions

9. With burner at minimum position, turn on the
main gas. The 0.4M and 0.8M sizes have a gas
bypass with an adjustable orifice which can be
adjusted to allow more gas to flow around the fuel
shaft at minimum. Shut off the pilot and confirm
that the burner is still lit. Adjust the main gas
regulator to 3" wc (7.5 mbar) more than the
recommended value.

10. Slowly increase the firing rate. As firing rate
increases, the pressure upstream of the burner
may decrease somewhat because of regulator
droop.

11. Bring the burner up to high fire, increasing
regulator pressure if necessary.

12. Readjust the regulator to the recommended gas
pressure upstream of the burner (see page   2800-
S-2).

NOTE: Do not overtravel when going up to high
fire.

13. Once the burner is lit and has been fired
throughout the range, slowly bring it down to
minimum and verify that the gas pressure does not
increase by more than 3" wc (7.5 mbar) as the
burner is throttled down.  High suction applications
can require higher gas pressures to the burner
because more air is pulled through the system.
High back pressure conditions can require that the
gas pressure be set lower than the values listed on
page 2800-S-2.
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Installation Instructions
EBMRV Versions

Please read all installation and start-up instructions
before working with the burner.

IMPORTANT: Do not discard packing material
until all loose items are accounted for.

Some components may be shipped separately
from your EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Burner to prevent
damage in transit. Do not discard packing until you
have accounted for all loose items.

The burner is only a part of your complete combus-
tion system. Additional pipe train accessories and
control components will be required for a complete
system installation. MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
(Style “P” gas valve and M- style butterfly air valve)
and FG Blower must be ordered separately. See
CYCLOMAX® (section 2800) and FG Blower (section
9250) catalog literature for selection guidelines for
choosing the appropriate blower for your burner and
capacity requirements.

Do not position the EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Burner
or the FG Blower where they will be exposed to direct
radiant heat or the blower could draw in inert gases. If
such conditions exist, consider filters or relocation.

CAUTION: Installation should be undertaken
only by trained personnel familiar with
combustion systems, with control/safety
circuitry, and with knowledge of the overall
installation. Instructions provided by the
company or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and overall installation of a
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If there are any conflicts in these instructions,
contact Maxon before proceeding.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and
must be compatible with burner nameplate ratings.

Gas and air supply piping must be large enough
to provide for the full flow and pressures shown in the
catalog for your particular burner when it is operating
at its full rated capacity.

Attempt to minimize the pressure drop from the
blower to the burner. If air supply piping is unusually
long and/or incorporates many fittings through which
large pressure drops could occur, choose a higher
capacity blower. Do not use air piping smaller than 3”
(76 mm) on the EB2MRV 4” (102 mm) on EB3MRV, or
6” (152 mm) on the EB4MRV and EB5MRV. Testing

has shown that with three 90° elbows and 10 feet (3048
mm) of straight pipe, rated capacities can be obtained
with these sizes.

Gas supply piping should be the same size (or
larger) than the size of the poppet gas valve:

1” (25.4 mm) for EB2MRV
1.5” (38 mm) for EB3MRV
2.5” (63 mm) for EB4MRV and EB5MRV
Pipe/duct the MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the air inlet

and attach the gas line from the MICRO-RATIO®

Valve to the threaded gas inlet on the burner back
plate. Smaller gas piping can be used, but will require
higher gas pressure to compensate for the additional
pressure drop.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent the
blockage of burner gas ports and pipe train
components.Dirty fuel lines may require special filters.
If an uneven flame is observed (dark spots on the
sleeve, no flame in a particular region, etc.), one or
more of the gas ports may be plugged. An uneven
flame will cause higher emissions. Good flame
uniformity allows for optimum performance of the
burner.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of the
main gas regulator and the pilot line take-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to keep the
pressure upstream of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
constant once the burner is set to the recommended
gas pressure versus air pressure curve. If one pipe
train supplies multiple burners, provide a separate
regulator to the MICRO-RATIO® Valve of each burner
system. Size the regulator for full system capacity at
the required pressure upstream of the MICRO-
RATIO® Valve. Pressure to the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
should be 1 psi (69 mbar) higher than the high fire
gas pressure at the burner. Follow the instructions
attached to the regulator and be sure to remove any
shipping pin or block.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator but downstream of the main gas shut-off
cock. It normally includes a pilot gas regulator,
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Plumbing and electrical wiring must allow the
pilot to be interrupted.

10/99
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Pilot piping must be large enough to provide the
full flow and pressures required for lighting the burner.
Pilots will light over a wide range of pressures.
Compensate for higher pressures by closing the
adjustable orifice. Unless available pilot pressure is
significantly higher than the burner operating
pressure, use the following guidelines for sizing the
pilot gas piping:
• EB2MRV & EB3MRV – use at least 1/2” (12.7 mm)

dia. pilot piping
• EB4MRV & EB5MRV – use at least 3/4” (19 mm)

dia. pilot piping
External support of both the air and gas piping is

recommended.
Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to

a control system) shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

The control valves which may be used with the
EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Burner are not intended
for tight shut-off.

Flame sensing can be accomplished only with a
UV scanner. Cooling air to the UV scanner should not
be required.

Test connections are essential for proper set-up
of the EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Burners. The two test
connections for the EBMRV version are located on
the burner back plate (gas pressure) and on the
circumference of the burner main housing (air
pressure). Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

Include observation ports in the combustion
chamber design to provide a view of the flame. This
will simplify start-up and adjustment procedures.
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Installation Instructions
EBMRV Versions

Burner mounting requires a stud pattern on a flat
surface that matches the mounting holes on the main
housing of the CYCLOMAX® Burner (see dimensional
drawings on pages 2809 and 2810). Place the burner
in position and add lock washers and nuts. Tighten
securely.

Connect the air valve of the MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly to the threaded inlet of the EBMRV
adapter on the burner. Connect the gas valve of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly to the threaded inlet
on the back plate of the burner. Adjust the linkage of
the MICRO-RATIO® Valve to achieve reliable light-off
and adequate air to support both the pilot and main
flames.

The air valve should be set at 5 to 10 degrees open
when the gas valve is at minimum to get reliable
lighting.

Connect the FG Blower to the inlet of the MICRO-
RATIO® air valve. Minimize the piping between the
blower, valve and burner to reduce pressure drop.

The EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Burner can be mounted
in a variety of positions, but is most conveniently
mounted with both inlets facing upward on the side of
an oven. Downfiring is permitted. Burners are typically
installed through an insulated wall. The mounting hole
diameter should be approximately 1 to 1-1/2 inches
(25,4 to 38,1 mm) larger than Dimension “R” on page
2809.

If using a filter with the FG Blower, check
periodically to see if the filter is becoming plugged. If
a drop in air pressure or change in flame appearance
is observed, the filter may be plugged. Inadequate air
flow to the burner can result in higher emissions.

A 5000 volt, full-wave spark ignition transformer
should be used. Verify that the spark ignitor is in the
proper position by loosening the ignitor nut and
pushing the ceramic in as far as possible. Keep
forward pressure on the ceramic as the nut is being
re-tightened. Improper positioning of the ignitor will
cause difficulty in lighting the burner. Connect all
remaining electrical and mechanical components.
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Start-up Instructions
EBMRV Versions

Read all instructions before proceeding and
familiarize yourself with the system’s components.
Verify that the equipment has been correctly installed.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry, and with
knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and overall installation of a complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any rules or
regulations, contact Maxon before attempting
start-up.

Gas and air pressure test connections are essential
for proper burner adjustment. Test connections must
be plugged except when readings are being taken.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to regulators.
Remove pilot regulator adjusting screw cover and
turn screw down to near mid-range position. Turn
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw clockwise until it
closes, then turn screw counter-clockwise two or
three turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety
devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective ranges. Be sure
all manifolds are tight and verify that test
connections are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for a
sufficient purge time.

5. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
done in a manual control mode. Disconnect any
control motors from the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
linkage using an allen wrench to disconnect the
control motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s
toggle linkage.

NOTE: The EBMRV CYCLOMAX® Burners are
designed to be used with Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Valves. The gas valve has a multiple screw adjusting
cam which is used to adjust the gas pressure at each
setting to correspond with the appropriate air pressure
for each position. The numbers on the external
position indicating strip correspond to a series of
adjusting screws which should be initially set to give
the desired contour to the cam.

Control valves are easily adapted to automatic
operation with an electric or pneumatic control
motor.
Maxon offers a broad range of CB & L
(connecting bracket and linkage) assemblies
to properly position and align the control motors
when used with Maxon control valves. Maxon
CB & L assemblies are designed to position
the control operator, not to support its weight.
User must provide auxiliary support in the form of
wall brackets, floor stands, turnbuckle hangers,
etc., to support the weight and size of the
operator.

6. Measure air pressure by connecting a
manometer to the air pressure test connection
which is located on the burner’s main housing
approximately 4” (102 mm) back from the burner
mounting flange.

7. Measure gas pressure by connecting a
manometer to the gas pressure test connection
on the back plate of the burner.

NOTE: Maxon offers a test connection kit which
provides a convenient means of connecting plastic
tubing to the burner test port connections. Kit should
be removed after intial start-up and the test ports
should be plugged for normal operations.
8. Open the MICRO-RATIO® air valve slightly to

provide enough air to support reliable light-off.

10/99
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9. Establish the maximum combustion air
pressure by moving the air valve crank assembly
toward the higher positions until the desired air
pressure is reached. This occurs around 90
degrees, unless the burner and/or blower are
greatly oversized.

10. Reconnect the fuel valve to the air valve.
Having marked the minimum and maximum
settings, adjust the linkage and travel of the
stroke. Set the air and gas pressures throughout
the entire range.

11. Re-check and verify that air handling devices
are still operating.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished any time
during steps 12 through 18, immediately shut-
off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Allow adequate purge time
for safety reasons. Re-light the pilot (if
necessary) and reopen gas valve and turn
screw last adjusted in slightly further before
returning to that firing position. Refine
adjustment if necessary.

12. Light the pilot. With pilot gas solenoid (or
manual cock) closed, open the main fuel supply
valve(s). Energize spark ignitor and open pilot gas
solenoid  (or manual cock). Observe ignition of
pilot. Pilot should be set at the minimum gas flow
which will support reliable ignition. Adjust pilot
using adjustable orifice and/or pilot gas regulator.

13. Shut off the spark ignition and pilot and
confirm easy re-ignition several times.

14. With pilot gas on and spark ignition off, turn on
the main gas. With the main gas flowing, verify
that flame is visible all around the burner nozzle.
If not, adjust the minimum adjusting screw of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve until flame appears stable.
Shut off pilot.

15. With the burner still set at minimum, adjust all
other screws on the cam to form a smooth ramp.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with
all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each
succeeding screw needs to be screwed in
approximately one full turn deeper than its preceding
screw. A smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the remaining
adjustment steps.
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Start-up Instructions
EBMRV Versions

16. Slowly move the MICRO-RATIO® Valve to next
position. Adjust as necessary to maintain ignition
and the type of flame desired. Flame should be a
steady blue color and should only fill
approximately 25% of the can at lower firing rates.
Observe the air pressure and adjust gas pressure
to appropriate value shown in charts/graphs.

17. Repeat Step 16
with the
remaining
adjustment
screws until high
fire position is
reached. If a
flameout occurs,
allow purge time
and return to Step
12 in the adjustment procedure. At each setting,
use the adjustment screw to set the gas pressure
to the appropriate value corresponding to air
pressure reading. Refer to charts and graphs in
this catalog section.

18. Cycle the burner to verify that pressures are
within the recommended ranges. The position
of each screw on the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
affects the adjacent screws. It can take two or
three passes through the ranges to get the burner
gas pressures set to the desired values with
repeatability. When high fire position is reached
with the MICRO-RATIO® Valve, slowly move the
valve to the position immediately below high fire,
read the air pressure, observe the gas pressure,
and adjust the appropriate screw if necessary.
Move the valve down to the next setting and
repeat this procedure with each of the remaining
adjustment screws until minimum fire is reached.

After the initial adjustment pass, adjust only the
screw corresponding to the actual position of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve and the NEXT adjacent
screw to be adjusted (either up or down the ramp).
If possible, do not adjust the previous screw. Two
passes through the firing range is enough. Some
sensitive applications may require three passes
with adjustments to get the ramp smooth enough to
produce repeatable gas pressures at each setting.

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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CAUTION: If high temperature limit trips before
adjustment is complete, cycle burner back to
minimum and allow the system to cool down before
attempting to make any further adjustment.

19. Observe the gas supply pressure during
adjustment. As firing rate is increased, the gas
supply pressure will drop off and could go below
recommended levels. It may be necessary to
adjust the regulator. If so, all positions on the
screw carrier of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve will
need to be re-adjusted.

Flame Appearance: While increasing the burner
setting, continue to make adjustments to keep the
flame stable. A flame that is too lean will be
transparent and will lift away from the nozzle. A
flame that is too rich will be yellow and will burn on
the outside of the can. A rich flame looks lazy. It
will be darker than a lean flame and appear purple
in color. When adjusted properly, the flame will
appear bright blue in color. At low oven
temperatures, the can color should be visible as a
slight glowing effect. At moderate to high oven
temperatures, the can should appear as a uniform
medium red in color. Generally, a too lean flame
condition creates high CO and low NOx, and a too
rich flame condition will create lower CO but higher
NOx. The best reference for CO and NOx levels is
the charts on pages 2803 and 2804. The optimum
pressures can vary according to the characteristics
of the natural gas used as well as furnace back
pressure or suction conditions.

20. When all screws have been adjusted and
initial repeatability is verified, re-check
pressures with unit at operating temperature.
Refine settings if outside of the recommended
ranges shown on the graphs.

21. System should have an interrupted pilot. Verify
that pilot is shut-off. Operation with the pilot on
causes flame non-uniformity, significantly higher
emissions and can shorten can life.

22. When burner performance is satisfactory,
reconnect the linkage from the control motor to
the MICRO-RATIO® gas valve.

23. Check out overall system operation by cycling
the burner, observing the air and gas pressures,
re-igniting the burner, etc. Recheck all safety
interlocks for proper setting and operation. After
air and gas pressures have been verified and are
within recommended ranges, shut the burner
down, remove all fittings and tubing from the test
connections and plug the test ports with pipe
plugs.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors, other
burners, and direct or reflected UV radiation.

24. Shut system down and close all fuel valves.
Allow an approved post-purge period before
shutting down all fans. Replace all equipment
covers and caps and tighten all linkage set
screws.

25. Instruct operating personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for reference.

NOTE: It is good practice to check the air and gas
pressures regularly. If the gas supply to the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve changes significantly, the
adjusting screws will need to be re-adjusted. If a
filter is becoming plugged, a routine check of the
air and gas pressures can uncover problems
before they become serious. Poor burner
performance will result if pressures are set
incorrectly.
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Assembly Numbers
Packaged Version - 60 Hz

For these products, please order per the
following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric
text)

yticapaCmumixaM derugifnoC
srenruBdegakcaPrh/utB Wk

000,004 521 MCM4.0

000,008 052 MCM8.0

000,006,1 074 MCM6.1

000,007,2 008 MCM7.2

000,007,3 0011 MCM7.3

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:

• Fuel
• Motor (Combustion air fan)
• CB & L’s
• High and Low Fire Switches
• Filters/silencers

See Segment Choice Descriptions on
page 2800-A/P-3

)L&BC(egakniL&esaBgnitcennoC
straPerapS

:ETON gnilpmasaswohsseilbmessaL&BCfognitsilsihT
P.srotomlortnocralupoperomehtfo

rotarepO
epyT

rerutcafunaM L&BC
ylbmessA
rebmuNemaN rebmuNledoM

riA

orobxoF
52-P 38342

05-P 48342

llewyenoH
P168/11-10
T368/8-30

67371

M168/9-10 11771

nosnhoJ
3513-D
1513-D

76871

rolyaT 6FV04 80771

cirtcelE

namloC-rebraB
osla,85-15AE
,CMxiferphtiw

FMroPM
77371

llewyenoH

F,A,D4816M
E,B,D4916M

A4837M,D4819M
D4897M,A4817M

Q,C,A4827M
E,D4849M

F4826M,D4949M
F,A,D4819M
D,F,E4849M

B,D4926M
F,D,A4826M

E,D4919M

27371

nosnhoJ/nneP
08-M
18-M

27371

NOTE: For 50 Hz operation, performance will be
downrated to approximately 83% of 60 Hz capacity.
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Assembly Numbers
EBMRV Version

For these products, please order per the
following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric
text)

yticapaCmumixaM derugifnoC
XAMOLCYCBE ® renruBrh/utB Wk

000,006,1 864 MCVRM2BE

000,002,3 739 MCVRM3BE

000,004,5 1851 MCVRM4BE

000,004,7 7612 MCVRM5BE

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:

• Fuel (natural gas or propane)
• Thread choice (ANSI or ISO)

See Segment Choice Descriptions on
page 2800-A/P-3

XAMOLCYC ® renruB
ezismuminiM

rewolBGF
OITAR-ORCIM ® evlaV

eziSevlaVsaG eziSevlaVriA

sehcni ND sehcni ND

MCVRM2BE 0732C VRMPM 1 52 3 57

MCVRM3BE 0254C VRMPM 5.1 04 4 001

MCVRM4BE 0819C VRMPM 5.2 56 6 051

MCVRM5BE 02211C VRMPM 5.2 56 6 051

stnemeriuqeRerusserPdnawolFriAmuminiM

XAMOLCYC ® renruB
deriuqeRwolFriA deriuqeRerusserP

MFCS M3 rh/)ts( .zo rabm

MCVRM2BE 004 086 61 96

MCVRM3BE 008 0631 61 96

MCVRM4BE 0531 0922 42 301

MCVRM5BE 0581 5413 42 301

MICRO-RATIO® Valves and FG Blowers must be ordered separately.
Guidelines are listed below. For additional information, see Maxon catalog literature for MICRO-RATIO® Valves
(Section 7000) and FG Blowers (Section 9250).

Other styles of MICRO-RATIO® Valves (MM MRV OR MA MRV) can be used, but turndown may suffer. Use a
higher capacity and/or a higher pressure blower if a significant pressure drop between the blower and burner is
present.

If a different blower will be used, see the table below.
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Assembly Numbers

XAMOLCYCdegakcaP-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF
renrubrofdesuleuffoepyT

noitarepo

TAN saGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

ROTOM egatlovrotomrianoitsubmoC
063064_032 CFET06-3-064/032

063575 CFET06-3-575

GNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL&ESAB

&esabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

LOC_BRAB L&BCcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

52P_XOF L&BCria52-PorobxoF

05P_XOF L&BCria05-PorobxoF

RIA_WH L&BCdetautcariallewyenoH

DOM_WH L&BCcirtcelelortudoMllewyenoH

RTM+DOM_WH rotoMlortnoCllewyenoH+L&BClortudoMllewyenoH

M68910_WH L&BCdetautcariaM168910llewyenoH

TNOC_NHOJ L&BCriaslortnoCnosnhoJ

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BCcirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

ROLYAT L&BCriarolyaT

HCTIWS deriuqerhctiwsnoitisopfoepyT

HTOB nesohcsehctiwsoL&iHhtoB

ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

IHHCEMT )soPiH(hctiwseuqinacemreT

OLHCEMT )soPoL(hctiwseuqinacemreT

RECNELISO/&RTLF deriuqerrecnelisro/dnaretlifriA

RTLF tikretliF

RCNLSRTLF tikrecnelis/retliF

ENON recnelisroretlifoN

XAMOLCYCVRMBE-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF
renrubrofdesuleuffoepyT

noitarepo

TAN saGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

STELNIDEDAERHT
telninodaerhtfoepyT

snoitcennoc

ISNA sdaerhTISNA

OSI sdaerhTOSI

9/03
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XAMOLCYCdegakcaProfstraPerapS ® srenruB
XAMOLCYCdegakcaP ® srenruB MCM4.0 MCM8.0 MCM6.1 MCM7.2 MCM7.3

]1[nafrianoitsubmoC 19344/95224 19344/95224 12874/38844 29344/10224 39344/19434

]2[rotingikrapS 98844 98844 98844 29844 29844

]2[revocrebbuR 22781 22781 22781 22781 22781

]1[eveelsnoitsubmoC 87434 87434 87434 68954 43054

]1[teksageveelsnoitsubmoC 28844 28844 28844 75054 75054

]3[tikretlifmaoF 5042401 5042401 5042401 6042401 7042401

]1[tnemeleretlifmaoftnemecalpeR 3932401 3932401 3932401 4932401 4932401

]1[etalpnoitcetorptoliP 7922401 --- --- --- ---

2ytQ]1[srenetsafetalpnoitcetorptoliP 86734 --- --- --- ---

]3[ylbmessahctiwserifwolrohgiH
)woldnahgihhtobrof2redro(

48844 48844 48844 48844 48844

]3[ylbmessaretliF/recneliS 1042401 1042401 1042401 2042401 3042401

yletarapesderedroebtsum–yrosseccA]3[traperapsdetsegguS]2[traptnemecalpeR]1[

XAMOLCYCVRMBErofstraPerapS ® srenruB
XAMOLCYCVRMBE ® srenruB MCVRM2BE MCVRM3BE MCVRM4BE MCVRM5BE

]2[rotingikrapS 98844 98844 29844 29844

]2[revocrebbuR 22781 22781 22781 22781

]1[eveelsnoitsubmoC 87434 87434 68954 43054

]1[teksageveelsnoitsubmoC 28844 28844 75054 75054

]1[etalpnoitcetorptoliP 8851501 0951501 1951501 2951501

2ytQ]1[srenetsafetalpnoitcetorptoliP 86734 86734 86734 86734

yletarapesderedroebtsum–yrosseccA]3[traperapsdetsegguS]2[traptnemecalpeR]1[

Assembly Numbers
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Effect of regulator droop on burner emissions

Regulator droop can cause NOx levels to increase.
The following table shows the effect of droop.
Maximum NOx level shown is that which occurs from
30 or 40 percent open to maximum.

Droop = (gas pressure at minimum) – (gas pressure at maximum)

400,000 and 800,000 Btu/hr burner:

Droop Maximum NOx Level Turndown
0" wc 25 10:1
3" wc 28 9:1
6" wc 42 8:1

1,600,000 Btu/hr burner:

Droop Maximum NOx Level Turndown
0 – 2" wc 25 15:1
2.6" wc 27 13.5:1
5" wc 34 12.6:1

2,700,000 Btu/hr burner:

Droop Maximum NOx Level Turndown
0 – 4.5" wc 25 15:1

5.5" wc 30 (burner noisy with droop) 12:1

3,700,000 Btu/hr burner:

Droop Maximum NOx Level Turndown
0 – 2" wc 25 15:1
3.5" wc 40 14.2:1
7" wc 50 12.5:1

Regulator droop will cause the CO emissions to be
lower. Note that the 0.4M, 0.8M and 2.7M sizes are
the most forgiving of regulator droop. All values
shown are for natural gas running on 60 Hz power.
On propane, the effect of droop may be even more
dramatic.
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Maxon APX® Burners

• Eliminates leakage with single-piece, aluminum extrusion body design

• Cooler oven walls due to deeper penetration and shorter flame lengths

• Corrosion-resistant main gas/air body and durable stainless steel mixing plates

• Standard burner designed for use with low pressure natural gas, propane or butane

• Up to 40:1 turndown

• Capacities up to 1MMBtu/hr/ft

• Packaged units up to 15 feet in length
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Maxon APX® Burners
Design and Application Details

Maxon APX� Burners are packaged nozzle mixing
line burners designed for fresh or low temperature
recirculated air heating applications.

The APX� Burner is a value engineered design
utilizing a single aluminum extrusion for both its air and
fuel manifolds. Its single-piece, joint-less body design
eliminates burner leakage.

Standard packaged units are available in 0.5 to 15
foot lengths.  Maximum firing rate is 1 MMBtu/hr/ft.

The APX� Burner has two wall mounting options:
flange mounted on suction side of recirculating fan or
slot fired. The burner may also be mounted within a
duct for fresh air heating applications or low tempera-
ture recirculating applications.

The APX� Burner throttles gas only while obtaining
up to 40:1 turndown.  Gas and air are fed from the
back.  A variety of pilots and end plates are available
for application flexibility.

Principle of Operation
The design of the APX� Burner allows for high

turndown ratio without premixing fuel and air at low
firing rates.  Low emissions are maintained through
precise aeration of the flame along its length.  This
progressive aeration of the flame is achieved with the
advanced mixing plate design of Maxon’s NP AIRFLO®

Line Burner.
Air is supplied by a low horsepower paddle wheel

blower mounted directly to the back of the main burner
extrusion.  Paddle wheel blowers resist particle build-
up and provide higher air pressure.  The higher air
pressure allows for increased flame turbulence as well
as uniform air distribution across the length of the
burner.  The increased turbulence shortens the flame,
providing resistance to cross flows.

The APX� Burner is designed so that the flame
exits the mixing chamber more than six inches down-
stream from the mounting flange for suction applica-
tions.  APX�  enables the use of up to 6 inch oven
panels without a costly mounting adapter or without
risking damage to oven structure from flame
impingement.

Back view of APX Burner View from pilot end plate
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Capacities and Operating Data

For a slot mounted or continuous flange mounted
APX® Burner located on the suction side of a
circulating fan, a suction of up to 2 inches w.c. is
permissible.

Contact Maxon for applications in which the burner
fires into suction higher than 2 inches w.c.

The APX® Burner can be applied in a wide variety of
air heating applications. Typical operating environ-
ments, limits on their variables, and notes concerning
operation of the burner are listed below.

renruB
eziS

renruB
htgneL
)sehcni(

laitnereffiD
erusserPsaG

dradnatS
gnillirD
).c.w.ni(

laitnereffiD
erusserPsaG
erusserPwoL

gnillirD
).c.w.ni(

taeHmumixaM
esaeleR
)rh/utB(

laitnereffiD
riA

erusserP
).c.w.ni(

lanimoN
riA

emuloV
)mfcs(

muminiM
esaeleRtaeH

)rh/utB(

emalF
htgneL
)sehcnI(

rewolB
rewopesroH

).ytQ(

5.0 6 -- 5.5 000,004 5.1 08 005,21 04-03 21/1

0.1 21 12 11 000,000,1 4 002 000,52 04-03 2/1

5.1 81 12 11 000,005,1 4 003 005,73 04-03 2/1

0.2 42 12 11 000,000,2 4 004 000,05 04-03 4/3

5.2 03 12 11 000,005,2 4 005 005,26 04-03 1

0.3 63 12 11 000,000,3 4 006 000,57 04-03 1

5.3 24 12 11 000,005,3 4 007 005,78 04-03 2/1-1

0.4 84 12 11 000,000,4 4 008 000,001 04-03 2/1-1

0.5 06 12 11 000,000,5 4 0001 000,521 04-03 3

0.6 27 12 11 000,000,6 4 0021 000,051 04-03 )2(1

0.7 48 12 11 000,000,7 4 0041 000,571 04-03 )2(2/1-1

0.8 69 12 11 000,000,8 4 0061 000,002 04-03 )2(2/1-1

0.9 801 12 11 000,000,9 4 0081 000,522 04-03 )2(3

0.01 021 12 11 000,000,01 4 0002 000,052 04-03 )2(3

0.11 231 12 11 000,000,11 4 0022 000,572 04-03 )2(3

0.21 441 12 11 000,000,21 4 0042 000,003 04-03 )3(3

0.31 651 12 11 000,000,31 4 0062 000,523 04-03 )3(3

0.41 861 12 11 000,000,41 4 0082 000,053 04-03 )3(3

0.51 081 12 11 000,000,51 4 0003 000,573 04-03 )3(3

elbairaV muminiM mumixaM

)F°(erutarepmetrianoitsubmoctelnI tneibmA 521

)nim/tf(yticolevssorcmaertsriA )1( 004 0571

)nim/tf(yticolevlellarapmaertsriA 004 0004

)F°(erutarepmetriamaertspU tneibmA 005

)F°(erutarepmetriamaertsnwoD A/N 056

)tneibmaotnevo,PD.c.wsehcni(erusserpnevO decnalaB )2(noitcus.c.whcni2

renrubotralucidneprepyticolevsadenifedyticolevssorC)1(
ylnosnoitacilppaedisnoitcuS)2(
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Dimensions (in inches)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

0.5 ft. APX® Burner

Flame Rod
1/4" NPT 

Spark Ignitor
14mm Threads

Main Gas Inlet Flange
1" NPT 

1" NPT Nipple
Supplied by Customer

Threads
10.5

Distance req'd for removal

1.81.8

7.19.3

7.7

3.1 8.1

4.7
dia.

4.0
dia.

7.8

1.2

10.2 11.5 4.5

2.26.5

1.2

11.2

3.3

3.3
RIGHT

LEFT

LEFT RIGHT

.438 x .750
Mounting Slots
Qty. 4

1.3

8.6
Wall Opening

7.0
wall 

opening

6.0

3.9

7.9 10.1

9.0

1.3
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Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Blower Dimensions

1.5" NPT nipple
supplied by 
customer

Pilot Gas 

Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount/Flame Rod
1" NPT

C

Foam Filter

Left end
plate/pilot

Right end
plate/pilot

Foam Silencer / Filter

10.5
Dist. req'd for removal

Pilot Gas

Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount/Flame Rod
1" NPT

1.5" NPT nipple
supplied by
customer

10.5
Dist. req'd for removal

3.3 3.3

6.5

2.2

A

11.5

B

Blower Notes:

Blower is capable of 90°
mounting increments.

In 6 ft. through 15 ft.
burners, aligning blowers
equipped with filter
silencer will cause
interference.

Exact motor apt to change
based on availability; size
will not exceed
dimensions shown.

eziSrenruB
fo#

srewolB
A B C

1 1 7.21 2.51 4.41
5.1 1 7.21 2.51 4.41

2 1 4.61 0.91 6.41
5.2 1 4.61 0.91 6.41

3 1 4.61 0.91 6.41
5.3 1 4.61 0.91 6.41

4 1 4.61 0.91 6.41
5 1 4.61 0.91 6.41
6 2 4.61 0.91 6.41
7 2 4.61 0.91 6.41
8 2 4.61 0.91 6.41
9 2 4.61 0.91 6.41
01 2 4.61 0.91 6.41
11 2 4.61 0.91 6.41
21 3 4.61 0.91 6.41
31 3 4.61 0.91 6.41
41 3 4.61 0.91 6.41
51 3 4.61 0.91 6.41



Main Gas Inlet Flange
1.5" NPT

1.5" NPT Nipple
Supplied by customer

Mounting Surface
3.1

Page 2906 Maxon APX® Burners

Dimensions (in inches)

6 ft. and 7 ft. APX® Burners

FR End Plate
Air Test Connection

Air Shutter Gas Inlet

For wall opening (cut-out)
see Page 2908

Wall Mount Pilot RG
Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount / Flame Rod
1" NPT

Pilot Gas
A

Centerline
of Burner

A

2.5
5.07.0

Wall 
Opening

2.0

Burner Length (see below)

2.0

18.0 11.0
18.025.0

8 ft. through 11 ft. APX® Burners

Centerline of Burner

2.5
5.0

7.0
Wall

Opening

2.0

36.0 36.0

2.0
FR End Plate

Air Test Connection

Gas 
Inlet

Air
Shutter

For wall opening 
(cut-out) see Page 2908

29.0
(24.9 for 9' APX)

29.0
(24.0 for 9' APX)

Burner Length (see below)

A

A

Wall Mount Pilot RG
Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount / Flame Rod
1" NPT

Pilot Gas

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

FR End Plate

Air Test
Connection

For wall opening (cut-out) 
see Page 2908

Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount / Flame Rod
1" NPT

Pilot Gas

Wall Mount Pilot RG

Air Shutter Gas Inlet

A

A

Burner Length (see below)

Centerline
of Burner

2.5
5.07.0

Wall 
Opening

2.0

7.0

1 ft. through 5 ft. APX® Burners

eziSrenruB 1 5.1 2 5.2 3 5.3 4 5

htgneLrenruB 5.31 5.91 5.52 5.13 5.73 5.34 5.94 5.16

eziSrenruB 6 7 8 9 01 11

htgneLrenruB 5.37 5.58 5.79 5.901 5.121 5.331

SECTION A-A
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Dimensions (in inches)
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12 ft. APX® Burners

13 ft. and 14 ft. APX® Burners

15 ft.  APX® Burners

renruB
htgneL

31 41

5.751 5.961

FR End Plate
Air Test Connection

Gas Inlet Air Shutter

Wall Mount Pilot RG

Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount / Flame Rod
             1" NPT

Pilot Gas

A

A

Centerline 
of Burner

2.5
5.0

7.0
Wall 

Opening

2.0

18.0

54.0

18.0

54.0
145.5 Burner Length

2.0

47.0 47.0

For wall opening 
(cut-out) see Page 2908

2.5
5.0

7.0
Wall

Opening

2.0 2.0

18.0 11.0
18.047.0

54.054.0
61.0

Burner Length
(see below)

Air Test Connection
Gas Inlet Air Shutter

Wall Mount Pilot RG

Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount / 
Flame Rod
1" NPT

Pilot Gas

Centerline 
of BurnerFR End Plate

A

A

For wall opening 
(cut-out) see Page 2908

Main Gas Inlet Flange
1.5" NPT

1.5" NPT Nipple
Supplied by customer

Mounting Surface
3.1

FR End Plate

Air Test
Connection

Gas
Inlet Air Shutter

Wall Mount Pilot RG

Spark Ignitor

U.V. Mount / Flame Rod
              1" NPT

Pilot Gas

2.5
5.0

7.0
Wall 

Opening

2.0 2.0

12.0 21.0
56.021.0

63.056.0
63.0

181.5 Burner Length

For wall opening 
(cut-out) see Page 2908

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

SECTION A-A



3.9

6.0
Typ.

3.9

2.1

2.7

2.7

4.5

4.5

CL

A

A = 4.0 square (1 ft. - 1.5 ft. burners)
A = 5.4 square (2 ft. - 15 ft. burners)

Page 2908 Maxon APX® Burners

Dimensions (in inches)

Wall Opening

Wall Opening =  Burner Footage  + XL + XR

Example: Wall Opening = 24" burner + 2.15 + 1.35 (for a 2 ft. burner with Fig. 1 & Fig. 2 end plates)

Universal Mounting Bracket

Slot Mounting TabsMounting Flanges

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

X Burner Footage
Wall Opening

L XR

#.giF X

1.giF 51.2

6,5,3,2.giF 53.1

4.giF *00.3

lliwtolip4.giFfoesU*
llawlaicepsaeriuqer

silaeslluffiepahsgninepo
rofnoxaMtcatnoC.deriuqer

.sliated

2.0

2.25

.375

3.375

.438
1.0

1.0

6.5

7.5

(This face to burner)

1.346

.375
dia.

1.875

1.875

1.0

Recommend 1 bracket per 5 feet of burner for horizontal orientations.
In vertical installations, use 1 bracket per 3 feet of burner and install
brackets on both sides of the burner.

Additional support tabs suggested for
burners longer than 4 feet. These tabs
may be mounted at various locations
on 6" spacings.

Pilot Fig. #
from pages 2909-2910



Gas Test Port
1/8" NPT23739

Spark Ignitor
14mm

Mounting
Surface

3.6

.4 dia.

5.0

2.5

.4 dia.

1.5

1.1

3.3

2.7
*Dist. req'd for removal

1.8
*Dist. req'd for removal

1.1

Maxon APX® Burners Page 2909

Dimensions (in inches)

4/02

Pilot End Plate Options

Flame Rod
1/4" NPT
18117

Gas Test Port
1/8" NPT Optional Sight Glass

(Not available on all configurations)

Mounting
Surface

3.6
1.8

.4 dia.

5.0

2.5

1.5

.4 dia.

1.1

9.3
*Dist. req'd for removal

6.9
*Dist. req'd for removal

1.1

U.V. Mount / Flame Rod
1" NPT

Pilot Air
Bleed Orifice

18110
Spark Ignitor

10mm

Pilot Gas
3/8" NPT with adapter

2.5
1.1

3.6
1.8

.4 dia.

9.4

10.8
3.4 6.0

* Dist. req'd for removal

.8

3.2

* Dist. req'd for removal

* Dist. req'd for removal

Mounting
Surface

1.9
FIG 1 - WALL MOUNT PILOT BYPASS

FIG 2 - 0.25" FR END PLATE

FIG 3 - 14mm SI END PLATE

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

* Distance required for
removal dimensions is
not to scale
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Dimensions (in inches)

Pilot End Plate Options (continued)

FIG 4 - WALL MOUNT PILOT - RAW GAS

Spark Ignitor
47232
1/2"-14 UNC 18117

Flame Rod & 
U.V. Mount
1/4" NPT

Pilot Gas
3/8" NPT

Mounting

3.6
1.8

.4 dia.

7.9

10.7
* Dist req'd for removal

1.1

.8

Surface

* Dist req'd for removal

2.75

FIG 5 - INDUCT PILOT END PLATE

18117
Flame Rod
1/4" NPT

47789
Spark Ignitor
14MM

Pilot Gas Inlet
3/8" NPT

Gas Test Port
1/8" NPT

5.0Mounting
Surface

3.6
1.8

1.1

1.5
.5 .6

1.4

.4 dia.

.4 dia.

2.5

6.9
* Dist. req'd for removal

9.3

1.5

.8
* Dist. req'd for removal

1.1

FIG 6 - INDUCT FEED THRU PILOT

Pilot Gas
1/4" NPT

Gas Test Port
1/8" NPT

3/4"-10 UNC
Ignitor Feed Thru

Feed
FR-Thru
U.V.-Thru
3/4"-10 UNC

Mounting 
Surface

3.6

1.8

.4 dia.

1.1
5.0

2.5

1.5

7.0

9.2
* Dist. req'd for removal

.8

1.4

* Dist. req'd for removal

.4 dia.

1.1

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

* Distance required for
removal dimensions is
not to scale

sdoRemalFdnasrotingIurht-deeF
)renrubmorfyletarapesredrO(

htgneL
urht-deeF

srotingI
urht-deeF

sdoRemalF

"21 25644 13674

"81 35644 23674

"42 45644ro35644 08564

"03 55644ro45644 53674

"63 65644ro55644 73674



16mm Hex

1/4" -18 Thread

8mm Hex Nut

M
A
X
O
N

7.125

.75

1.77

.75

10.01

.394 dia.

.59 dia.

.197
dia.1.27

M
A
X
O
N

4
7
7
8
9

4
7
7
8
9

.080

.512.89

1.8

3.3

.559

.47.32

14mm thread

14mm Thread

1.36

2
3
7
3
9

M
A
X
O
N .28

.08.89 .51

1.021.8

1.87

4.09

.47
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)
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Flame Rod #18117

Spark Ignitors

#11 Rajah
Connector 24mm Hex

1/2 - 14 Threads

.375

7.27

.56 dia.

1.25

5.51

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

#47232

#23739#18110

#47789

Quartz Ignitor #47489

0.472
dia. 

7/8" Hex 3/4 - 16 UNF Thread

3.5

8.4

1.25

6.5

3.6
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

A
dia.

.9

DE
12.5 C

Filter

Filter / Silencer

B
dia.

Filters/Silencers snoisnemiDrecneliS/retliF
renruB

eziS
A

.aid
B

.aid
C

.aid
D

.aid
E

.aid

1 8.11 0.7 8.71 5.2 9.1

5.1 8.11 0.7 8.71 5.2 9.1

2 8.11 0.7 8.71 7.2 1.2

5.2 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

3 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

4 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

5 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

6 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

7 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

8 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

9 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

01 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

11 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

21 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

31 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

41 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

51 4.61 0.9 1.52 7.2 1.2

Optional Control Valve Package

Typical control motor
(Honeywell 

Modutrol shown)

2.1

6.1

2.8

5.5

6.0
2.0

9.8

2.3

14.3
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Optional Control Valve Package  (continued)
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Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Direct Coupled Actuator (GP only)
1.5 CV shown

5.542.41

1.80

1.80

1.31

5.18

.22

3.89

1/2" NPT conduit connection 
12' motor cable standard

0.830" dia. hole 
to accept 1/2" 

conduit fittings 
by others for 

LFS connection
(optional)

snoitacificepSrotautcA

euqroT sbl/ni53

rewoP CAV42

langiS pmAm02-4

noitisoP
kcabdeeF

CDV01-2

hctiwSSFLlanoitpO
snoitacificepS

rewoP CAV021

langiS pmA51

hctiwS TDPS
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Installation Instructions

Please read all installation and start-up
instructions prior to working with the burner.

View ports providing a clear view of the flame are
recommended.

Do not discard packing material until all parts
have been identified. (Some parts are shipped
loose with the burner.)

The burner accounts for a portion of the total
combustion system (see typical piping schematic
below).  The sizing and installation instructions for
other components such as valves, control motors,
blowers, gas pressure regulators, pressure switches,
etc. can be found in the corresponding sections of the
Maxon Catalog.  A typical pipe train is shown below.

The APX® Burner utilizes a combustion air  blower
to supply combustion air.  The combustion fan should
not be positioned where inert gases could be drawn
into the combustion air intake.  Electrical service must
match the voltage, phase, and cycle of the combustion
fan as well as all other electrical system components.

Filters for both fuel and air may be required in some
environments to prevent plugging of gas and/or air
ports.

The APX® Burner can be slot mounted or mounted
with a continuous mounting flange. Dimensional data
for all mounting options for all sizes can be found on
page 2904 through 2910.

The APX® Burner may also be mounted within a
fresh or recirculating air stream.  The packaged
combustion air fan may be utilized within the duct for
fresh air applications and can be mounted with an air
control damper on the outer wall for recirculating
applications.  In-duct applications will require additional
support for piping and air duct work.

Installation Options:
For UV scanner flame supervision, use of a UV

scanner adapter will allow use of full phase ignitor
transformer. This will prevent spark excitation from the
spark ignitor.  This is the recommended installation for
a UV scanner.  Half-wave spark transformers may
alternately be used without the UV scanner adapter.

Typical APX® Burner piping layout
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Start-up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding and
familiarize yourself with all components of the com-
bustion system.  Verify that the system has been
installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION:  Initial adjustment and light-off should
be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry, and with knowledge
of the overall installation.  Instructions provided
by the company and/or individuals responsible
for the manufacture and/or overall installation of
the complete system incorporating Maxon
burners take precedence over these provided by
Maxon.  If Maxon instructions conflict with any
codes or regulations, contact Maxon Corporation
before attempting start-up.

For initial start-up of Maxon APX® Burner:

1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks.  Make
preliminary adjustment to the fuel gas pressure
regulators.

2. Check all electrical circuitry.  Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/ranges.
Be sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and
that test connections are plugged if not in use.

3. Check that air and gas pressure switches are
not marginally set.  Set pressure switches with a
large enough range to prevent system shutdown
during initial adjustment.  During final system
tuning, the pressure switches should be re-
adjusted.

4. Disconnect any automatic control motor
linkage from the burner control valve.  Initial
start-up should only be accomplished in a manual
burner control mode.

5. Start all system related fans and blowers.
Check for proper rotation of motors and impellers.
Verify that all control interlocks are operating.
Allow air handling equipment to adequately purge
combustion chamber.

CAUTION:  Do not bypass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Set burner to low fire position.  Main combus-
tion air blower should be on.

7. Adjust the combustion air shutter such that the
combustion air differential corresponds to the
chart on page 2903. Turn pilot gas pressure
regulator spring in approximately 40% and open
pilot adjustable orifice 2 turns from fully seated
position.
For direct spark ignition, proceed to step #10.

8. Open main and pilot gas cocks. Energize spark
ignition transformer and pilot gas solenoid valve,
then attempt pilot ignition.  If necessary, slowly
increase pilot flow through adjustment of pilot gas
pressure regulator or pilot gas cock.  For burner
with Fig. 1 pilot, a pilot air shutter is also provided
to tune the pilot bypass air. Repetition of this
procedure may be necessary as ignition will occur
only when air trapped in the pilot line has been
bled. Pilot should be no larger than tennis ball size.
If an APX Burner is equipped for direct spark
ignition, adjust main gas control valve so that
minimum flame is a complete ribbon of uniform
flame in the trough of the burner.

9. Shut off pilot gas flow and re-ignite several
times.  The flame safeguard relays should now
power main fuel shut-off valves.

10. Light the APX® Burner.  With pilot flame estab-
lished and flame supervision operational, opening
the main fuel shut-off valve will allow fuel flow to
the burner.

11. Adjust main gas pressure regulator to maintain
required differential gas pressure.

12. If pilot is interrupted as recommended, turn off
pilot and verify that flame supervision is opera-
tional.

13. Slowly cycle the APX® Burner from light-off to
minimum through maximum and back to ensure
that the burner functions satisfactorily throughout
the operating range.  Refine adjustment if neces-
sary.

14. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the operating range, re-
connect the control linkage and allow unit to
operate in automatic control mode.

15. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves.
Disconnect and plug all test connections.  Re-
place all equipment covers and caps.  Tighten all
linkage set screws.
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

noitpircseDrenruB rebmuNtcudorPderugifnoC noitpircseDrenruB rebmuNtcudorPderugifnoC

renrubeniLXPA.tf5.0 XPA5. renrubeniLXPA.tf7 XPA7

renrubeniLXPA.tf1 XPA1 renrubeniLXPA.tf8 XPA8

renrubeniLXPA.tf5.1 XPA5.1 renrubeniLXPA.tf9 XPA9

renrubeniLXPA.tf2 XPA2 renrubeniLXPA.tf01 XPA01

renrubeniLXPA.tf5.2 XPA5.2 renrubeniLXPA.tf11 XPA11

renrubeniLXPA.tf3 XPA3 renrubeniLXPA.tf21 XPA21

renrubeniLXPA.tf5.3 XPA5.3 renrubeniLXPA.tf31 XPA31

renrubeniLXPA.tf4 XPA4 renrubeniLXPA.tf41 XPA41

renrubeniLXPA.tf5 XPA5 renrubeniLXPA.tf51 XPA51

renrubeniLXPA.tf6 XPA6

XPA-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF sagleuffoepyT

TUB saGenatuB

TAN saGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

GNILLIRD
)XPA.tf5.0rofdilavton(

nrettapgnillirdfoepyT
PL gnillirderusserpwoL

DTS gnillirddradnatS

NOITPOGNITNUOM gnitnuomrenrubfoepyT

TNOC gnitnuomrenrubegnalfsuounitnoC

TCUDNI gnitnuomrenrubtcud-nI

TOLS gnitnuomrenrubderiftolS

EGNALFSAG egnalfsagnosdaerhtfoepyT
ISNA dedaerhtISNA

OSI dedaerhtOSI

NOITCETEDEMALF
)XPA.tf5.0rofdilavton(

metsysnoitcetedemalffoepyT
RF doremalF

RENNACS noisivorprennacSVU

NOITCELESEGATLOVREWOLB derisedrewolbfoepyT

BE rewolblanretxE

ENON )ylnoiahgnahSrof(nafoN

063064_032 nafrianoitsubmoC06-3-064/032

063575 nafrianoitsubmoC06-3-575

RECNELISRO/&RETLIF
)XPA.tf5.0rofdilavton(

derisedfi,recnelisroretlifriaddA

RTLF retlifriA

RCNLSTLF recnelis/retliF

ENON recnelisroretlifoN

Segment Choice Detail continued on page 2900-A/P-2
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XPA-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

ECIFIROTOLIP derisedfi,ecifirotolipfoepyT

ENON detcelesenoN

CH_90083 ecifiroyticapachgiH

CHV_13405 ecifiroyticapachgihyreV

SBATGNITNUOMDERIFTOLS deriuqersbatforebmuN 0 eulavyficepS

GNITNUOMLASREVINU
STEKCARB )XPA.tf5.0rofdilavton(

deriuqerstekcarbforebmuN 0 eulavyficepS

TOLIP/ETALPDNETFEL
thgir/tfelrof5092egaPeeS(

)noitatneiro
dnetfel-snoitpoetalpdnetoliP

RF_1GIF doremalfhtiwssapybriadradnatS

VU_1GIF noisivorprennacsVUhtiwssapybriadradnatS

RF_2GIF doremalfhtiwetalpdnedoremalF

NLP_2GIF nialpetalpdnedoremalF

GS_2GIF ssalgthgishtiwetalpdnedoremalF

PEIS_3GIF etalpdnerotingikrapS

RF_4GIF doremalfhtiwsagwaR

VU_4GIF noisivorpVUhtiwsagwaR

RF_5GIF doremalfhtiwetalpdnetcud-nI

VU_5GIF noisivorpVUhtiwetalpdnetcud-nI

RF_6GIF doremalfhtiwetalpdneurhtdeeF

VU_6GIF noisivorpVUhtiwetalpdneurhtdeeF

TOLIP/ETALPDNETHGIR
thgir/tfelrof5092egaPeeS(

)noitatneiro

thgir-snoitpoetalpdnetoliP
dne

RF_1GIF doremalfhtiwssapybriadradnatS

VU_1GIF noisivorprennacsVUhtiwssapybriadradnatS

RF_2GIF doremalfhtiwetalpdnedoremalF

NLP_2GIF nialpetalpdnedoremalF

GS_2GIF ssalgthgishtiwetalpdnedoremalF

PEIS_3GIF etalpdnerotingikrapS

RF_4GIF doremalfhtiwsagwaR

VU_4GIF noisivorpVUhtiwsagwaR

RF_5GIF doremalfhtiwetalpdnetcud-nI

VU_5GIF noisivorpVUhtiwetalpdnetcud-nI

RF_6GIF doremalfhtiwetalpdneurhtdeeF

VU_6GIF noisivorpVUhtiwetalpdneurhtdeeF

ROTOMLORTNOC
)XPA.tf5.0rofdilavton(

derisedfirotomlortnocfoepyT

ENON detcelesenoN

SFL_LEB_W
SFLdnarotomdelpuoctceridhtiwevlavVC

)PG(

RTM_LEB_W )PG(rotomdelpuoctceridhtiwevlavVC

L_BC_W L&BChtiwevlavVC

SFL_L_BC_W SFLdnaL&BChtiwevlavVC

SFL_DOM_W SFLdnarotomdomhtiwevlavVC

RTM_DOM_W rotomdomdnaL&BChtiwevlavVC

Maxon APX® BurnersPage 2900-A/P-2
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seirosseccA&smetItnemecalpeR

eziSrenruB
.tf5.0 .tf2hguorht.tf1 .tf'51hguorht.tf5.2

XPA5. XPA2-XPA1 XPA51-XPA5.2

retliFriA --- 5042401 7042401
recneliS/retliF --- 1042401 3042401

tnemelEretliFmaoFtnemecalpeR --- 3932401 4932401
egnalFOSI 24384 14384
retpadAVU )tnuomllaw( 75174

krapS
srotingI

tolip1.giFroF 01181

tolip3.giFroF 93732

tolip5.giFroF 98474

tolip4.giFroF 23274

rotingIkrapS ztrauq-)20/51/2otroirp( 98474

srotingIkrapSurht-deeF
DEEFTCUDNI-6.giFroF

TOLIPURHT
)renrubmorfyletarapesredro(

"21 25644

"81 35644

"42 45644ro35644

"03 55644ro45644

"63 65644ro55644

doRemalF 5&4,2,1.giF 71181

sdoRemalFurht-deeF
DEEFTCUDNI-6.giFroF

TOLIPURHT
)renrubmorfyletarapesredro(

"21 13674

"81 23674

"42 08564

"03 53674

"63 73674

ecifirOelbatsujdA
CH 90083

CHV 13405

)esooldeppihs(dedulcniecifiroelbatsujdadnadoremalf,rotingikrapS:ETON

Maxon APX® Burners Page 2900-A/P-3
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Assembly Numbers

srewolBtnemecalpeR

eziSrenruBXPA
06/3/084/042

)s(rewolB
06/3/575

)s(rewolB

XPA5. 68374 07384

XPA1 54174 78374

XPA5.1 64174 88374

XPA2 74174 98374

XPA3,XPA5.2 84174 09374

XPA4,XPA5.3 94174 19374

XPA5 05174 29374

XPA6 )2(84174 )2(09374

XPA8,XPA7 )2(94174 )2(19374

XPA11,XPA01,XPA9 )2(05174 )2(29374

XPA21 )3(94174 )3(19374

XPA51,XPA41,XPA31 )3(05174 )3(29374
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Make-up Air

The Maxon APX™ burner can be utilized for make-up air applications.  The burner is particularly useful when the
make-up air system has variable air flow.  Several system variables need to be defined so that the APX™ burner
can be properly applied.  These include:

• Process airflow turndown.
• Maximum temperature rise of the system.
• Required emissions.

A process air turndown of 2:1 will affect make-up air in two ways.  At half the process air flow, only half the
dilution air is present.  Also, only the lower half of the firing rate would be utilized as the maximum temperature
rise remains constant.  The APX™ Burner can achieve a 5 ppm CO make-up air rating at 100oF temperature rise
without process air turndown.  Like NP AIRFLO® Burner, the peak CO levels occur near 25% of firing capacity.
In order to obtain the best emissions throughout the highest turndown, the fuel and air should be controlled with
an MRV.  Fuel and air should be throttled on ratio through a 2 - 3:1 turndown.  From that point and below, fuel
only should be throttled.  The air flow (not pressure drop because APX™ takes a drop across a distribution
plate) setting at 2 - 3:1 turndown would be equivalent to the air flow of  NP-I  with approximately .4 to .55 in wc
pressure drop.

The chart below demonstrates that the APX™ will deliver make-up quality air when fired in-duct.  The chart
depicts CO emissions for APX™ with constant combustion air and APX™ with throttled combustion air.  The
secondary y-axis demonstrates the effect of cutting the process air, and thus dilution air, by a factor of two.  The
burner still generates the same amount of  CO at a given firing rate on a “pounds” or “ppm at 3%” level, but
changing the amount of process air will change the “as read” levels.

Note that only the lower half of the firing rate would be used when the process air is cut in half.  In other words,
half process air would only require half the firing rate to obtain the same temperature rise as full firing rate at full
process flow.  This is the reason variable process air flow systems require such large burner turndown.

APX CO Emissions vs Gas Flow
(100 Deg F Max Temp Rise)
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Alternate Fuel Consideration

The APX™  Burner with the standard drilling can accomodate Natural Gas, Propane and Butane.  The APX™
For fuels other than natural gas, special consideration should be given to the application.

Propane:

• Protect flame against cross-flow above 750,000 Btu/ft.
• Maintain full air pressure - may require downrating of burner to 900,000 Btu/ft if flame length is critical.
• Increased CO - requires reducing max temperature rise to 80oF for make-up air rating of 5 ppm CO as read.

Butane:

• Protect flame against cross-flow.
• Maintain full air pressure - downrate burner to 800,000 Btu/ft.
• Turndown limited to 25:1
• Increased CO - not recommended for make-up air applications requiring less than 10 ppm CO as read with

maximum temp rise of 90oF.
• UV scanner recommended.

Butylene and Propylene (more than 15% of volume of fuel gas is butylene and propylene combined)

• Protect flame against cross-flow.
• Maintain full air pressure - downrate burner to 750,000 Btu/ft
• Turndown may be limited to 20:1
• UV scanner only.
• Increased CO - not recommended for make-up air.
• Maximum of 60% combined C3H6 + C4H8 in fuel mixture.

50 Hz consideration

The APX™ burner can be applied for 50 hz applications.  For natural gas, either downrate the burner to
accomodate the loss of airflow or order the next size blower to restore full firing capacity.  For other fuels, the
airflow must be equivalent to 60 hz applications.  Minimum differential air pressure at the burner connection is
3.5 in wc  for alternate fuels, though the 4.0 in w.c. displayed in the catalog is preferred.  To restore the burner to
60 hz equivalent on balanced ovens, modify the order as follows:

• 1.0 APX™ - less 47145, with 47146.
• 1.5 APX™ - less 47146, with  42259.  In this one case, an SER is required.  When using the 42259 (from

packaged Tube-O-Therm), the mounting flange of the blower must be modified from round to square to
accomodate the air control slide gate.

• 2.0 APX™ - less 47147, with 47148.
• 3.0 APX™ - less 47148, with 47149.
• 4.0 APX™ - less 47149, with 47150.
• 5.0 APX™  - EB only.

2900-2
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PREMIX® Blower Mixers

PREMIX® Blower Mixer shown with electric control motor (by others),
optional connecting base and linkage assembly, and combustion air
filter assembly

• Mechanical device for producing an air/gas mixture using
most clean, low pressure fuel gases

• Air/gas ratio control at all firing rates

• Includes electric motor and non-loading paddle-wheel impeller in
cast iron blower case

• Integral ratio valve provides thorough air/gas mixing

• Optional stand-by fuel arrangement allows changeover to
alternate gaseous fuels

• Single point firing rate control to single or multiple burners

• Low initial and operating costs through use of lower
horsepower motor

• Application flexibility provided with over 70 different models and
sizes

• Heat releases up to 10,500,000 Btu/hr

Premix Burner
Systems

VFL & VFH
LINOFLAME® Burners

INFRAWAVE® Burners

SN Sealed Nozzles

STICKTITE® Nozzles

Style A & B
LINOFLAME® Burners

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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PREMIX® Blower Mixers
Principle of Operation

PREMIX® Blower Mixers consist of a ratio valve
and blower. Air for combustion is drawn in through the
ratio valve where it can be throttled.

That same ratio valve includes a gas butterfly valve
cross linked to the air valve. A multiple-screw cam
design permits fuel flow to be matched to air flow at
each firing position.

This gives excellent control and allows on-ratio
firing. If the application calls for it, ratio may be made
oxidizing or reducing at any point within the burner
firing range.

The mixer must be matched to the discharge areas
and mixture pressure requirements of the burners
used.

Any clean gaseous fuel (500-3200 Btu/ft3) can be
used. Only 2" to 8" wc supply pressure is necessary
at the mixer.

Combustible mixture may be piped to single or
multiple burners, but should not be throttled down-
stream of the mixer.

Typical applications for PREMIX® Blower Mixer
systems have included:
• metal melting in pots and crucibles
• solution heating
• grain dryers
• direct flame polishing of glassware
• miscellaneous air heating applications in nearly

every industrial marketplace
Earlier versions of the PREMIX® Blower Mixer have
been in use since 1917.

Stand-by fuel
arrangement (using
Series “Q” Control
Valve) provides a
means to easily use
alternate fuel without re-
adjustment.

7/90

PREMIX® Blower Mixer
with stand-by fuel
arrangement

Series “M” Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers
provide a low cost alternative for smaller heating
applications requiring “on-off” firing.

M-100 Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixer

Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers consist of an
adjustable fuel orifice and blower. Air for combustion
is drawn in through an adjustable air shutter.

An adjustable gas orifice valve permits fuel flow to
be matched to air flow for on-ratio firing. The ratio may
be made oxidizing or reducing within the firing limits of
the particular burner type used.

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Typical Piping Layouts
for PREMIX® Blower Mixer Systems

Block & Bleed system is frequently
required by insurance authorities.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the
use or misuse of these layouts. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

A complete burner system utilizing a PREMIX®

Blower Mixer will also include gas train, burner
assembly and control panel. Your Maxon
representative can help you choose from the broad
range available.

Stand-by fuel arrangements permit quick
changeover to alternate fuels.

Maxon Series “Q”
Flow Control Valves
described in catalog
Bulletin 7000 provide the
additional flow control
point for the stand-by fuel
arrangements.

A single control operator (rated for at least 150
inch-pounds torque) operates both the ratio valve
furnished as part of the PREMIX® Blower Mixer and
an additional Series “Q” Control Valve (ordered
separately). Typical piping arrangement is shown at
right. Maxon does not supply the piping shown.

When this arrangement is used, the PREMIX®

Blower Mixer is first adjusted for the primary fuel
(usually natural gas), then the “Q” Valve is adjusted
to provide proper alternate fuel flow.
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers

General
The capacity of a PREMIX® Blower Mixer is

determined by the size, type, and number of burners
or nozzles, and by the field conditions under which it
operates. Choose carefully from the capacities/
selection tables for the combination of mixer, burner
and operating conditions for your application.

Slight variations in combustion chamber pressure,
draft conditions, or the availability of secondary air
can affect ratings and performance.

Each blower mixer must be matched to total
discharge areas and mixture pressure requirements
of the specific burners used. Four types of blower
mixers are available: M, PL, PM and PH.

Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers are for “on-off”
firing applications and do not include a ratio valve.

PL Mixers use smaller motors and develop less
mixture pressure than PM Mixers. PH Mixers develop
the highest mixture pressures.

Designations of PREMIX® Blower Mixers
PREMIX® Blower Mixer designations consist of two

parts. The first half of the designation represents the
mixer type. For “M”, “PL”, “PM” and “PH” Mixers,
this is followed by their maximum capacity (in
thousands of Btu/hr) when firing a single
STICKTITE™ Nozzle against balanced conditions.

Example: PM-525 PREMIX® Blower Mixer has a
maximum capacity of 525,000 Btu/hr when
firing a single HD- 2" -21 STICKTITE™
Nozzle in open air or against a balanced
combustion chamber static pressure
condition.

An M-500 Miniature PREMIX® Blower
Mixer has a capacity of 500,000 Btu/hr with
a HD - 2-1/2" -27 STICKTITE™ Nozzle in
similar conditions.

Each PREMIX® Blower Mixer assembly includes a totally enclosed electric motor.  You may select from a
variety of available voltages:

rewopesroH
snoitpOztreH06 snoitpOztreH05 )tsocartxetenelbissop(

06/1/032-802/511
06/3/064/032-802
)rotomdradnats(

06/3/575 05/1/002-091 05/3/514-083 05/3/005

6/1 √ elbaliavAtoN elbaliavAtoN √ elbaliavAtoN elbaliavAtoN

2/1&3/1 √ √ √ √ √ √

1&4/3 √ √ √ √ √ √

5&3,2,2/1-1 elbaliavAtoN √ √ elbaliavAtoN √ √
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers with STICKTITE™ Nozzles

This page provides sizing and capacity information
for systems using PREMIX® Blower Mixers and
STICKTITE™ and/or PILOTPAK™ Burner Nozzles.

Capacities (in 1000’s Btu/hr) shown in Tables 3, 4,
and 5 are based on firing through appropriately-sized
Series “T” Tuyere Blocks into a combustion chamber
whose internal pressure does not exceed +0.05".

Higher back pressures reduce capacities by the
percentages shown in Table 1 at right.

Suction conditions with adequate secondary air
may allow capacity increases by the percentages
shown in Table 2.

To select a mixer and burner combination,
determine required maximum capacity. Use tables
below to find nozzle size and mixer designation.

Multiple nozzles can be used, but the actual
capacities will depend upon the type, size, and quan-
tity of nozzles selected for your application.

PREMIX® Blower Mixer Capacities (1000’s Btu/hr) with STICKTITE™/PILOTPAK™ Nozzle
firing into balanced combustion chamber pressure (0 to +0.05" wc static pressure)

noitcuderyticapacfotnecreP:1elbaT

erusserPkcaB cw"1.+ cw"51.+ cw"2.+ cw"52.+

tnecreP
noitcudeR

LP 3 6 9 21

MP 2/1-2 5 2/1-7 01

HP 2 4 6 8

esaercniyticapacfotnecreP:2elbaT

noitacilppA ecanruF&nevO ebuTnoisremmI

noitcuS cw"50.- cw"1.- cw"50.- cw"1-

tnecreP
esaercnI

LP 6 21 21 42

MP 5 01 01 02

HP 4 8 8 61

srexiMrewolB"LP":3elbaT

rexiM
eziS

elzzoN

eziS niM:xaM

08-LP 9-"1 52:08

031-LP 21-"4/1-1 04:031

561-LP 41-"4/1-1 06:561

591-LP 61-"2/1-1 57:591

083-LP 81-"2/1-1 001:083

094-LP 12-"2 011:094

045-LP
42-"2

071:045

036-LP 071:036

057-LP 72-"2/1-2 002:057

058-LP 03-"3 042:058

0001-LP 43-"4 572:0001

0531-LP

14-"4

054:0531

0441-LP 054:0441

0071-LP 054:0071

0562-LP 05-"5 007:0562

0053-LP

06-"6

0011:0053

0524-LP 0011:0524

0064-LP 0011:0064

srexiMrewolB"MP":4elbaT

rexiM
eziS

elzzoN

eziS niM:xaM

002-MP 21-"4/1-1 04:002

062-MP 41-"4/1-1 06:062

053-MP 61-"2/1-1 57:053

525-MP 12-"2 011:525

096-MP 42-"2 071:096

029-MP 72-"2/1-2 002:029

0801-MP 03-"3 042:0801

0021-MP 43-"4 572:0021

0002-MP 14-"4 054:0002

0023-MP 05-"5 007:0023

srexiMrewolB"HP":5elbaT

rexiM
eziS

elzzoN

eziS niM:xaM

091-HP 01-"4/1-1 03:091

052-HP 21-"4/1-1 04:052

033-HP 41-"4/1-1 06:033

004-HP 61-"2/1-1 57:004

005-HP 81-"2/1-1 001:005

007-HP 12-"2 011:007

009-HP 42-"2 071:009

0221-HP 72-"2/1-2 002:0221

0041-HP 03-"3 042:0041

0561-HP 43-"4 572:0561

0532-HP 14-"4 054:0532
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Capacity/Selection Data
Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers with STICKTITE™ Nozzles

The table below provides performance data for
Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers used with
STICKTITE™ Burner Nozzles. All minimum capacities
are based on natural gas firing at 0.25" wc differential
mixture pressure.

Two maximum capacities are shown. The “on-
ratio” maximum is attainable when firing against
balanced pressure conditions and requires 3" wc
natural gas pressure at blower mixer inlet. Maximum
capacities will be reduced by 5 to 50% when the      M-

500 unit is fired against +0.15" wc to +0.75" wc back
pressure (+0.15" wc to +0.5" wc for other sizes). Do
not use against higher back pressures.

The rich maximum capacity shown requires at
least 6" wc gas pressure at blower mixer inlet, and is
attainable only when firing in open air.

Data given for single STICKTITE™ Nozzles lists
the flame length that may be expected under rich
maximum firing conditions. Flame will be shorter under
all other circumstances.

rexiM
noitangiseD

yticapaC )rh/utBs'0001(
mumixaM

erusserPerutxiM
)cwsehcni(

ETITKCITS ™ elzzoN

muminiM
oitaR-nO
mumixaM

mumixaMhciR eziS
etamixorppA
htgneLemalF

)sehcnini(

001-M

81 93 05 3.1 7-"4/3-DH 8

12 44 07 52.1 8-"1-DH 01

52 45 021 2.1 9-"1-DH 21

13 56 031 1.1 01-"4/1-1-DH 41

04 58 041 1 21-"4/1-1-DH 61

06 89 051 57.0 41-"4/1-1-DH 81

052-M

57 051 072 1.1 61-"2/1-1-DH 83

001 081 073 1 81-"2/1-1-DH 05

011 522 054 9.0 12-"2-DH 06

005-M

071 063 006 53.1 42-"2-DH 45

002 005 028 6.1 72-"2/1-2-DH 06

042 085 0001 5.1 03-"3-DH 56

572 076 0021 4.1 43-"4-DH 56
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers with Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles

This page provides sizing and capacity information
for systems using PREMIX® Blower Mixers and “SN”
Sealed Nozzles. Data is based on balanced conditions
or less than +0.05" wc combustion chamber pressure.

Suctions or drafts of up to 0.1" wc will have no
appreciable affect on capacity since these are sealed
burners. Higher back pressures reduce capacities by
the percentages shown in Table 1 at right.

To select a mixer and burner combination,
determine required maximum capacity. Use tables
below to find nozzle size and mixer designation.

Multiple nozzles can be used but the actual
capacities will depend upon the type, size and quantity
of nozzles selected for your application.

PREMIX® Blower Mixer Capacities (1000’s Btu/hr) with “SN” Sealed Nozzles
firing into balanced combustion chamber pressure (0 to +0.05" wc static pressure)

noitcuderyticapacfotnecreP:1elbaT

erusserPkcaB cw"1.+ cw"51.+ cw"2.+ cw"52.+

tnecreP
noitcudeR

LP 2/1-2 5 2/1-7 01

MP 2 3 4 5

HP 2 3 4 5

srexiMrewolB"LP":2elbaT

rexiM
eziS

elzzoN

eziS niM:xaM

08-LP 9-"1 52:08

031-LP 21-"4/1-1 04:031

561-LP 41-"4/1-1 06:561

591-LP 61-"2/1-1 57:591

083-LP 81-"2/1-1 001:083

094-LP 02-"2 551:094

045-LP
42-"2

071:045

036-LP 071:036

057-LP
72-"2/1-2

002:057

058-LP 002:058

0001-LP 33-"3 063:0001

0531-LP

24-"4

065:0531

0441-LP 065:0441

0071-LP 065:0071

0562-LP 54-"4 027:0562

0053-LP

06-"6

0011:0053

0524-LP 0011:0524

0064-LP 0011:0064

srexiMrewolB"MP":3elbaT

rexiM
eziS

elzzoN

eziS niM:xaM

002-MP 21-"4/1-1 04:002

062-MP 41-"4/1-1 06:062

053-MP 61-"2/1-1 57:053

525-MP 02-"2 061:525

096-MP 42-"2 071:096

029-MP
72-"2/1-2

002:029

0801-MP 002:0801

0021-MP 33-"3 063:0021

0002-MP
24-"4

065:0002

0023-MP 065:0023

srexiMrewolB"HP":4elbaT

rexiM
eziS

elzzoN

eziS niM:xaM

091-HP 9-"1 52:091

052-HP 21-"4/1-1 04:052

033-HP 41-"4/1-1 06:033

004-HP 61-"2/1-1 57:004

005-HP 81-"2/1-1 001:005

007-HP 02-"2 061:007

009-HP 42-"2 071:009

0221-HP
72-"2/1-2

002:0221

0041-HP 002:0041

0561-HP 33-"3 063:0561

0532-HP 24-"4 065:0532
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers with Style “A” or “B” LINOFLAME® Burners

Information is provided on this page and page 3109
for systems using PREMIX® Blower Mixers and Style
“A” or “B” LINOFLAME® Burners firing in still air.

Capacities shown in the tables are based on 100%
air/gas premixture through the burner and on minimal
use of secondary air. Maximum capacity may be
reduced as much as 10% if fresh air is restricted.

These tables are also based on balanced pressure
conditions and the use of a regulated supply of natural
gas at 2" -7" wc (measured at blower mixer inlet).

Low-fire start is recommended for all such
applications, and particularly with Type “PH” Mixers,
because of the higher mixture pressures developed.

To select a mixer and burner combination,
determine your required maximum capacity. When you
locate suitable capacities, read the required PREMIX®

Mixer size from left side of the table. Choose any of
the burner footage/drilling combinations shown to the
right of capacity columns, matching the footage to your
space available and heat distribution needs.

LINOFLAME® Burner assemblies can be shaped to
meet the needs of your particular application (for
additional burner information, see Maxon catalog
section pertaining to LINOFLAME® Burners).

"B"ro"A"elytSfoegatoofdetacidnidnasrexiMrewolB"LP"htiw)rh/utBs'0001(seiticapaC:1elbaT
EMALFONIL ® snoitacilppariallitsnirenruB ]1[

rexiMrewolB
noitangiseD

seiticapaC )rh/utBs'0001(
EMALFONIL"B"ro"A"elytS ® htgnelylbmessarenruB

)sgnillirddnaepytdetacidnifosehcni-teef(

mumixaM muminiM 24-24-63-B 05-05-69-B 44-44-69-B 34-63-69-B 33-71-27-A 33-C-27-A

08-LP 08 02 '1 --- --- --- --- ---

031-LP 031 54 "01'1 "6'1 "3'1 '1 --- ---

561-LP 561 66 "6'2 "3'2 '2 "3'1 --- ---

591-LP 591 87 "4'3 "8'2 "3'2 "8'1 '1 ---

083-LP 083 501 '4 "6'3 "8'2 '2 "6'1 '1

094-LP 094 561 "3'6 "6'5 "3'4 '3 '2 "6'1

045-LP 045 571 "6'7 "3'6 '5 "8'3 --- ---

036-LP 036 581 "01'6 "01'5 "6'4 "3'3 '2 "6'1

057-LP 057 012 "8'8 "4'7 "8'5 '4 "8'2 '2

058-LP 058 582 "3'11 "6'9 "4'7 "4'5 "6'3 "6'2

0001-LP 0001 033 "3'31 '11 "6'8 "3'6 '4 '3

0531-LP 0531 054 '81 '51 '21 "6'8 "8'5 '4

0441-LP 0441 564 "4'81 "8'51 '21 "8'8 '6 '4

0071-LP 0071 025 "3'02 "4'71 "4'31 '01 "6'6 "6'4

0562-LP 0562 037 '92 "3'42 '91 "8'31 '9 "6'6

0053-LP 0053 0311 '54 '83 "8'92 "6'12 '41 '01

0524-LP 0524 0021 "4'34 '73 "6'82 "8'02 '41 '01

0064-LP 0064 0021 "9'44 "6'73 "8'72 "6'12 '41 '01

EMALFONIL]1[ ® stnerrucnoitcevnoclamronotylnotcejbusdnariahserfnidetacolrenruB
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers with Style “A” or “B” LINOFLAME® Burners

"B"ro"A"elytSfoegatoofdetacidnidnasrexiMrewolB"MP"htiw)rh/utBs'0001(seiticapaC:2elbaT
EMALFONIL ® snoitacilppariallitsnirenruB ]1[

rexiMrewolB
noitangiseD

seiticapaC )rh/utBs'0001(
EMALFONIL"B"ro"A"elytS ® htgnelylbmessarenruB

)sgnillirddnaepytdetacidnifosehcni-teef(

mumixaM muminiM 24-24-63-B 05-05-69-B 44-44-69-B 34-63-69-B 33-71-27-A 33-C-27-A

002-MP
061 93 "6'1 "3'1 '1 --- --- ---

002 54 '2 "6'1 "8'1 "2'1 --- ---

062-MP 062 06 "6'2 '2 "8'1 "2'1 --- ---

053-MP 053 88 "6'3 "01'2 "4'2 "8'1 '1 ---

096-MP 096 091 "6'7 "4'6 '5 "9'3 "6'2 ---

029-MP 008 091 "6'7 "4'6 '5 "8'3 "6'2 ---

0801-MP 0501 562 "4'01 "8'8 "01'6 '5 --- "6'2

0021-MP 0021 013 "4'21 "4'01 "3'8 '6 '4 '3

0002-MP 0002 015 '02 "8'61 "6'31 "01'9 "6'6 "6'4

0023-MP 0023 007 "4'72 "4'32 "4'81 "4'31 '9 "6'6

EMALFONIL]1[ ® stnerrucnoitcevnoclamronotylnotcejbusdnariahserfnidetacolrenruB

"A"elytSfoegatoofdetacidnidnasrexiMrewolB"HP"htiw)rh/utBs'0001(seiticapaC:3elbaT
EMALFONIL"B"ro ® snoitacilppariallitsnirenruB ]1[

rexiMrewolB
noitangiseD

seiticapaC )rh/utBs'0001(
EMALFONIL"B"ro"A"elytS ® htgnelylbmessarenruB

)sgnillirddnaepytdetacidnifosehcni-teef(

mumixaM muminiM 24-24-63-B 05-05-69-B 44-44-69-B 34-63-69-B 33-71-27-A

091-HP 091 53 "4'1 "2'1 '1 "9 ---

052-HP 052 84 "01'1 "8'1 "3'1 '1 ---

033-HP 033 86 "8'2 "3'2 "9'1 "3'1 ---

004-HP 004 28 "4'3 '2 "3'2 "6'1 ---

005-HP 005 801 "4'4 "8'3 '3 "2'2 "6'1

007-HP 007 031 '5 "3'4 "4'3 "4'2 ---

009-HP 009 081 '7 '6 "01'4 "6'3 ---

0221-HP 0021 522 "6'8 "4'7 "8'5 "3'4 ---

0041-HP 0041 082 "8'01 "3'9 "3'7 "3'5 ---

0561-HP 0571 093 "6'51 "6'31 "6'01 "8'7 '5

0532-HP
0032 084 '91 '61 "6'21 '9 '6

0082 057 "3'92 "8'42 "4'91 '41 "6'9

EMALFONIL]1[ ® stnerrucnoitcevnoclamronotylnotcejbusdnariahserfnidetacolrenruB
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers with Style “A” or “B” LINOFLAME® Burners

Style “A” or “B” LINOFLAME® Burners may be
used in air heating applications with uniform air
stream velocities across burner in the range of 500-
1500 SFPM and return air temperatures not to exceed
500°F (260°C). A regulated supply of natural gas at  2-
7" wc is required to the blower mixer inlet.

 At least 25 SCFM fresh make-up air must be
available to the recirculated system for each
100,000 Btu/hr of maximum capacity. If not
available, use capacities from “still air” tables shown
on pages 3108 and 3109.

Capacities of LINOFLAME® Burner assemblies
will vary from “still air” capacities when installed
for air heating applications. Still air capacities will be
increased by 5% when operating in an air stream of 0
to +2.0" wc static pressure. An increase of 10% will be
experienced when operating in an air stream with a
suction of -1.0 to 0" wc static pressure.

Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixer with Style “A” or “B” LINOFLAME® Burners
Table 1 below provides capacity data for

LINOFLAME® Burner/Miniature PREMIX® Systems.
Two maximum capacities are shown. The on-ratio

maximum is based on 3" wc natural gas pressure at
mixer inlet and balanced pressure firing conditions.
Capacities will be reduced by 5% to 50% when the  M-

500 unit is fired against +0.15 to +0.75" wc back
pressure (+0.15 to +0.50" wc for other sizes). Do not
use against higher back pressures.

The rich maximum capacity shown requires at
least 6" wc gas pressure at blower mixer inlet and is
attainable only when firing in open air.

"B"dna"A"elytSfoegatoofdetacidnidnasrexiMrewolBXIMERPerutainiMhtiw)rh/utBs'0001(seiticapaC:1elbaT
EMALFONIL ® nruB )erusserpcitatscw"50.0+ot0(erusserprebmahcnoitsubmocdecnalabotnignirifsre

rewolB
rexiM

noitangiseD

seiticapaC )rh/utBs'0001( mumixaM
erutxiM
erusserP

)cw"(

EMALFONIL"B"ro"A"elytS ® htgnelylbmessarenruB
)sgnillirddnaepytdetacidnifosehcni-teef(

muminiM
oitaR-nO
mumixaM

hciR
mumixaM

24-24-63-B 05-05-69-B 44-44-69-B 34-63-69-B 33-71-27-A 33-C-27-A

001-M

02 93 05 3.1 '1 "8 "4 "3 --- ---

03 44 07 52.1 "3'1 "9 "6 "4 --- ---

04 45 021 2.1 "6'1 '1 "8 "6 --- ---

54 56 031 1.1 '2 "4'1 '1 "8 "6 ---

06 58 041 1 "6'2 "01'1 "3'1 '1 --- ---

57 89 051 57.0 "6'3 "6'2 "8'1 "3'1 '1 "6

052-M

08 051 072 1.1 "8'4 "3'3 '2 "8'1 '1 ---

021 081 073 1 '6 '4 "8'2 '2 "6'1 ---

571 522 054 9.0 '8 "6'5 "8'3 "8'2 '2 "6'1

005-M

012 063 006 7.1 "9'01 "3'7 "9'4 "9'3 "6'2 "9'1

003 005 028 6.1 "6'31 "3'9 '6 "6'4 "3'3 '2

013 085 0001 5.1 "9'61 "3'11 "6'7 "9'5 '4 "6'2

574 076 0021 4.1 "6'12 "6'41 "6'9 "6'7 '5 "4'3
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Capacity/Selection Data
PREMIX® Blower Mixers with INFRAWAVE® Burners

Capacities and necessary burner footage for
INFRAWAVE® Burner assemblies used with Type
“PM” PREMIX® Blower Mixers are shown in Table 1
below. Follow the maximum capacity column
downward until your desired capacity is reached, then
read across to the required burner footage and mixer
size.

If additional turndown range is required, see
Table 2 providing similar information for Type “PH”
PREMIX® Blower Mixers which develop slightly higher
mixture pressures.

XIMERP"MP"htiwseiticapaC:1elbaT ® rexiMrewolB

rexiM
eziS

teeFlaeniL
"GS"

teeFlaeniL
"GD"

yticapaC )rh/utBs'0001(

muminiM mumixaM

002-MP

1 2/1 01 55

2 1 02 501

3 2/1-1 03 051

4 2 04 002

5 2/1-2 05 542

6 3 06 592

7 2/1-3 56 023

8 4 27 063

053-MP

7 2/1-3 07 043

8 4 57 573

9 2/1-4 38 514

01 5 29 564

11 2/1-5 001 015

21 6 011 045

029-MP

81 9 571 588

02 01 581 529

22 11 002 0201

42 21 512 0111

62 31 032 5711

0002-MP

42 21 532 0511

62 31 052 0021

82 41 062 5921

03 51 572 0931

0023-MP

23 61 092 0441

63 81 573 0081

04 02 014 0002

44 22 544 0022

84 42 584 0042

XIMERP"HP"htiwseiticapaC:2elbaT ® rexiMrewolB

rexiM
eziS

teeFlaeniL
"GS"

teeFlaeniL
"GD"

yticapaC )rh/utBs'0001(

muminiM mumixaM

091-HP

1 2/1 01 56

2 1 61 031

3 2/1-1 52 591

4 2 33 062

5 2/1-2 04 513

6 3 84 573

7 2/1-3 55 024

8 4 06 005

033-HP

7 2/1-3 06 044

8 4 56 525

9 2/1-4 57 585

01 5 28 056

11 2/1-5 68 576

005-HP
11 2/1-5 29 517

21 6 001 587

007-HP

21 6 011 008

41 7 011 548

61 8 021 069

81 9 531 0801

02 01 051 0021

22 11 561 0821

009-HP

02 01 061 5721

22 11 071 0231

42 21 571 0631

0221-HP

42 21 091 5731

62 31 002 0341

82 41 012 5741

03 51 522 5651

23 61 042 0561

0561-HP

63 81 072 0891

04 02 003 0022

44 22 033 0242

84 42 063 0462
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Dimensions (in inches)

Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers

M-500M-100

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

M-250

All Sizes

XIMERP-iniM
noitangiseD

A B teltuO D E F G H J K L M N

001-M 65.4 52.2 1 4
91.3 49.3

57.6

21.9 31 91.5 52.2 60.4 12.2

052-M 18.4 49.1 2/1-1 52.4 44.9 26.41 83.5 65.2 13.5 44.3

005-M 4 57.2 2/1-2 5.6 96.4 96.4 21.01 5.31 91.8 52.3 57.3 ---

Available
Discharge Positions

#1 is supplied unless
otherwise specified
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Dimensions (in inches)

“PL” PREMIX® Blower Mixers

Sec. A-A

Discharge and ratio valve quadrant position must be specified. Discharge
positions 1-6 normally require ratio valve quadrant position “A”. Discharge positions 7-
12 normally require “B”. #1-A discharge is supplied unless otherwise specified.

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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F
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08-LP

88.01 18.9

91.4
44.0

96.4

2/1-1

11 5.21 26.4 5.01

1 21.8 96.3

83.8

13.6 13.5 13.5

21.0

49.3 6.2 52.51

5.01

031-LP

561-LP

591-LP

083-LP

21.11 60.01 2

4/1-1

88.8 96.4 96.7 5.6 5.6 91.4 18.1 5.51094-LP

045-LP

036-LP

96.11 60.21 57.4

3

21 41 57.5 31

13.11

88.5 26.01

18.7

57.7 91.7
83.4

26.1
13.51 5.21

057-LP

058-LP

0001-LP

4
91.31 60.010531-LP

0441-LP

57.5 2

5 96.81

5.81

0071-LP 5.21 49.11

65.0

83.5 5.31 5.51 6 41 18.21 57.6 21.21 44.8 88.8 8

44.0

88.4 60.1 60.81

0562-LP
5.51 44.21

60.5 6

57.61 57.61

5.6 51 52.51 49.7 31

57.9 91.01 52.9 83.5 21.1 65.81
0053-LP

0524-LP 88.51 21.31
88.71 88.91 26.9 52.01 13.9

60.6
1

52.91

0064-LP 88.41 41 21.7 3 96.5 6.32 8.32

.yravyaM.rerutcafunamrotomybdeilppusnoitamrofniotgnidroccA]1[

For PL-1350
 & smaller For all others
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Dimensions (in inches)

“PM” PREMIX® Blower Mixers

Sec. A-A

Discharge and ratio valve quadrant position must be specified.
Discharge positions 1-6 normally require ratio valve quadrant position
“A”. Discharge positions 7-12 normally require “B”. #1-A discharge is
supplied unless otherwise specified.

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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96.3 2 11 5.21 26.4

5.01
4/1-1

88.8 96.4 83.8 96.7 5.6 5.6

21.0

91.4 18.1 5.51 5.01062-MP

053-MP

525-MP 96.11 60.21
57.4 3 21 41 57.5 13.11 88.5 26.01 18.7 57.7 91.7

83.4
26.1

13.51 5.21

096-MP 21.11 60.01

2

5 96.81

5.81

029-MP

5.21 49.11

57.5

65.0

83.5
4

5.31 5.51 6 41 18.21 57.6 21.21 44.8 88.8 8 44.0 88.4 60.1 60.810801-MP 91.4

0021-MP
57.5

0002-MP 5.51 44.21
60.5

57.61 57.81
5.6 51

60.51
49.7 31

60.01 91.01 22.9 21.0 83.5 21.1 65.81

0023-MP 88.51 41 21.7 6 88.71 88.91 3 52.51 26.9 52.01 13.9 44.0 96.5 1 6.32 8.32

.rerutcafunamrotomybdeilppusnoitamrofniotgnidroccA]1[

For PM-690
 & smaller For all others
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Dimensions (in inches)

“PH” PREMIX® Blower Mixers

Sec. A-A

Discharge and ratio valve quadrant position must be specified. Discharge positions 1-6
normally require ratio valve quadrant position “A”. Discharge positions 7-12 normally require
“B”. #1-A discharge is supplied unless otherwise specified.

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

srexiMrewolB"HP"-snoisnemiD
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4/1-1

57.41 88.6 5.01 96.11 9 9

44.0

18.4 13.1 44.51
5.01

052-HP

033-HP

004-HP

005-HP 21

5.21007-HP

49.41

38.21

21.5

3

5.31 5.51 6 41

49.71

83.7 5.21

88.51

49.9 49.9 91.5 57.1

57.61
009-HP

0221-HP

57.21 57.5 2 88.81 5.81
0041-HP

0561-HP
4 57.81 83.61

0532-HP

rerutcafunamrotomybdeilppusnoitamrofniotgnidroccA]1[
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

Stand-by Fuel Arrangement utilizing a Maxon
Series “Q” Control Valve is illustrated below and
dimensions given in accompanying tables. See
Sketch 1 for positions 1-A through 6-A. See Sketch 2
for positions 7-A through 12-A.

Optional Inlet Air Filter Assemblies are shown in
Sketch 3. See tables for dimensions which apply to
your mixer size with appropriate filter.

srexiMrewolB"MP"&"LP"
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08-LP

1

52.3 5.9

65.6

31.3 31.7 5.11 5.01 57.61 3

031-LP

561-LP

591-LP

083-LP

5.3 57.9094-LP

045-LP

036-LP

96.3 49.9 83.3 31.6 5.31 5.21 57.91 4

057-LP

058-LP

0001-LP

0531-LP

0441-LP 60.5 49.11

83.7
60.5 13.8 44.81 5.81 57.72 5

0071-LP

4/1-1

44.4 96.01

0562-LP
49.4 91.11

0053-LP

0524-LP
2/1-1

26.5 88.11 8

0064-LP 6 52.21 9 18.7 13.21 96.32 57.32 65.53 7

002-MP

1

5.3 57.9
65.6

31.3 31.7 5.11 5.01 57.61 3062-MP

053-MP

525-MP 96.3 49.9 83.3 31.6 5.31 5.21 57.91 4

096-MP 60.5 13.11

83.7 60.5 13.8 44.81 5.81 57.72 5

029-MP

44.4 96.010801-MP

0021-MP

0002-MP
4/1-1

49.4 91.11

0023-MP 6 52.21 83.8 18.7 13.21 96.32 57.32 65.53 7

srexiMrewolB"HP"

rexiM
evlaV"Q"htiW ylbmessAretliFhtiW

eziS X Y Z A B C D E F

091-HP

1

4 52.01 65.6
31.3 31.7 5.11 5.01 57.61 3

052-HP

033-HP

004-HP

005-HP

83.3 31.6 5.31 5.21 57.91 4007-HP
5.4 57.01

83.7

009-HP

0221-HP

52.5 5.11 60.5 13.8 44.81 5.81 57.72 5
0041-HP

0561-HP

0532-HP 4/1-1

1 2

3
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Component Identification

To order replacement parts, specify:
1. Mixer type and assembly number (from nameplate)
2. Part names (from illustration above)
3. Quantity for each

Suggested spare parts:
– Cam springs
– Gas valve plunger and cap

Nameplate
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures

To replace Air Filter Element
Refer to photo at right, then:
1. Insert finger through each lock ring, then rotate

from back to front by pulling against force of spring.
2. Swing hinged cover upward out of the way.
3. Withdraw dirty filter element for cleaning or replace-

ment. If you clean rather than replace filter element,
wash in a strong detergent, warm water solution, or
steam clean. Dry thoroughly in warm air not to
exceed 200°F (93°C) before replacing.

4. Insert new or cleaned filter element into cage.
Check that it has extended onto air inlet sleeve
providing positive closure at that point.

5. Lower hinged cover to closed position and lock in
place with lock rings.

Warning: The filter material used is approved by
UL as Class II (fire retardant).  Hot welding beads
or direct flame can ignite filter material.

Shut system down electrically and close gas cocks,
then:
1. Identify components from Sketches 1 and 2 at

right, then remove air filter assembly or inlet cover
guard ①  , quadrant cover nameplate ②  , indicator
plate ③  , and control motor linkage ④  .

2. Rotate quadrant ⑤  counter-clockwise to minimum
position. Add an alignment mark across shaft ⑥
and quadrant hub ⑦  as shown in Sketch 1 if mark
does not already exist.

3. Identify brake ⑧  and spring from Sketch 2 and
make a note to avoid losing them when removing
quadrant.

4. Insert Allen wrench (provided with replacement
cam springs) through holes ⑨  and loosen set
screws ⑩  , then slide quadrant off shaft carefully.

5. To replace cam springs, remove screws  11  then
lift off and replace with new cam springs and
retighten screws   11.

6. To replace plunger and cap assembly (see
component identification drawing on page 3117),
grasp cap and lift assembly out of ratio valve.
Insert new plunger and cap sub-assembly carefully
and check that it slides freely.

To replace Cam Springs or Plunger & Cap Assembly
7. To re-assemble unit, slide quadrant back over

shaft ⑥  , taking care that set screws ⑩  line up with
and seat properly in the two recesses  12  in shaft
⑥ . Check that alignment marks match, then
tighten set screws ⑩ .

8. Replace control motor linkage, indicator plate,
quadrant cover nameplate, and inlet cover guard or
air filter assembly removed in step 1.

9. Check burner adjustment and refine.
10. Place system back in service.

1 2
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions

Important: Do not discard packing materials
until all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, spark ignitors, flame
rods, connecting linkage components, and filter
housings/elements may be packed separately and
shipped loose with your new Maxon PREMIX® Blower
Mixer.

The blower mixer itself is normally only a part of
your complete combustion system. Additional pipe
train accessories and control components may be
required for a complete combustion system
installation.

The sketch below shows a typical gas train as
might be used with a PREMIX® Blower Mixer.

Typical Piping Layout

2. Electrical service must match the voltage,
phase, and cycle of all electrical system
components and be compatible with burner
nameplate ratings. Insure that all normal control
safeguards are satisfied. Blower mixer air should
continue to run after shutdown to allow burner to
cool.

3. Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain required fuel pressures (approximately
2" - 8" wc) at the ratio valve inlet while burner is
operating at full capacity. The use of non-
standard gases or long, complicated piping may
necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

4. Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent
blockage of pipe train components or burner gas
ports. All dirt, scale and pipe dope should be
blown out of any new gas line before actually
connecting to the burner system.

5. Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours. The
ratio valve of your PREMIX® Blower Mixer is
not intended for tight shut-off.

6. Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate
regulator should be provided in the branch
leading to each mixer if more than one is served
by a common main. Size regulator for full system
capacity at required pressure, including pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the
regulator during installation.

7. Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main
gas regulator, but downstream of the main gas
cock. It should normally include its own pilot gas
regulator, a solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A
pilot adjustable orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies
adjustment.

8. Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog
for your particular burner size.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

1. PREMIX® Blower Mixer provides the air supply to
your combustion system and is essential to the
inspiration and mixing of fuel gas. It should be
located in the coolest, cleanest position that you
can find near the burner itself. It must not be
exposed to direct radiant heat or positioned where
it might draw in inert gases or hot air rising from a
furnace or oven. If such conditions exist, consider
filters, relocation and/or ducting of an outside air
supply.
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Installation Instructions

9. Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected
to a safety control system) are designed to shut
the fuel supply off when a hazardous operating
condition is sensed. Manual reset valves require
operator attendance each time the system is
started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic
start/restart when used with appropriate control
system.

10. Ratio valve (part of mixer) controls burner heat
release by throttling air and gas flows. It includes
provision for an adjustable minimum and throttling
over a turndown range that matches burner
capabilities.

11. Downstream piping from blower mixer to burner
should be kept as short as possible.

12. Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at
least four pipe diameters in length. If the mixer is
supplying multiple burners or multiple inlets to a
single burner element, care should be taken so
that air/gas mixing piping gives minimal pressure
drop and maximum uniformity. Do not install any
shut-off device in the air/gas mixture line.

13. Test connections are essential for burner
adjustment. They should be provided (at a
minimum) downstream of the mixer and at each
burner inlet. Test connections in elbows or tees
should be avoided. Test connections must be
plugged except when readings are being taken.

14. Vent dampers and pressure controllers should
be used to maintain balanced or slightly positive
furnace or chamber pressures (0.0" to 0.5" wc) for
maximum efficiency. Excessive back pressure will
reduce burner capacity. Negative pressures allow
infiltration of secondary air and will affect
efficiency and temperature uniformity.

New Filter Assembly Installation
To install a new filter assembly, refer to the
photos below, then:
1. Remove existing air inlet guard, saving screws

removed.
2. Place sleeve of new filter assembly over the open

end of mixer air inlet, turning so that filter suction
switch connection is opposite ratio valve
quadrant.

3. Align holes in filter sleeve with those in mixer air
inlet, then secure filter assembly in place with
screws removed in step 1.

4. Check position of filter assembly cover hinge. If it
is not at top, remove sheet metal screws holding
wire cage to filter sleeve and rotate as necessary,
then re-fasten. Three unused holes must be
plugged with remaining sheet metal screws.

Warning: The filter material used is approved
by UL as Class II (fire retardant).  Hot welding
beads or direct flame can ignite filter material.

Ratio Valve
Quadrant

Air Inlet
Guard

Filter 
Sleeve

Cover Hinge

Cage

Filter
Suction Switch

Connection
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Installation Instructions

Premixed Air/Gas Manifolding Suggestions

Sketch 1 shows four burners fed from one end-fed
header. Note that full mixer size is continued past all
burner take-offs, and outlet extended and capped one
pipe diameter length beyond last take-off. Always
keep blower mixer a minimum of four pipe diameters
in length from first take-off.

1. Always design air/gas manifold piping for uniform
distribution to multiple-feed or multiple-burner
systems. Select manifold piping sizes by starting
at the burner/nozzle end and working backward to
the blower mixer outlet.

2. Always make sure that any distribution header is
greater in cross-sectional area than the total
cross-sectional area(s) of any and all pipes being
fed.

3. Never install a throttling or shut-off device in any
air/gas mixture line between the blower mixer and
its burner(s).

4. If necessary to have a smaller size manifold, use
alternate discharge flanges available from Maxon
for most PREMIX® Blower Mixers.

The chart below gives typical pipe data for use
in designing air/gas distribution manifolds.

Sketch 2 shows a system with the two side
manifolds sized so their total combined cross-
sectional areas do not exceed that of blower mixer
outlet. If a manifold must be center-fed, then
provisions may be required to connect both ends of
the side manifolds together to form a complete looped
distribution header to insure uniform distribution to the
multiple burners.
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Installation Instructions

Bringing in outside combustion air to blower mixers

In exceptionally dirty locations, or where a local
code or plant regulation requires external-source
combustion air, a separate supply duct from outside
the room or building may be necessary.

The air inlet of a PREMIX® Blower Mixer is sized to
accept round sheet metal ducting for this purpose.
The accompanying table lists all available PREMIX®

Blower Mixers together with a suggested maximum
duct run that will allow development of full-rated mixer
capacity.

Two columns are shown: a standard size which
matches the PREMIX® Blower Mixer inlet diameter,
and an oversize column which reflects the length
made possible by enlarging the entire duct one size.
A sheet metal transition could reduce duct to the
standard size at ratio valve air inlet.

Because of the additional friction involved in duct
elbows, treat each turn in direction as if it added
an additional 10 pipe diameters in length.
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Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s components.
Verify that your equipment has been installed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s current
instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial PREMIX® Blower Mixer start-up:
1. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all control

devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/ranges.
Be sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and
that test ports are plugged if not being used.

2. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your blower mixer’s screw carrier by
loosening the control motor’s connecting rod from
the toggle linkage.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” burner
control mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and
combustion chamber plenums. With main gas
shut off, manually advance blower mixer’s screw
carrier to “high fire” position so that air only flows
through burner and combustion chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Determine minimum differential mixture
pressure. Depending on the type of burner and
its application, a method must be developed to
connect a manometer between the combustion
chamber static pressure and into a straight
manifold going to the burner (at a point farthest
from the PREMIX® Blower Mixer).

This method must take into consideration all of
the frictional pressure drops in the distribution
manifolding. You must maintain at least +0.25" wc
differential mixture pressure (with natural gas)
between the burner and the combustion chamber
to avoid potential backfire conditions. (For VF
LINOFLAME® Burners, differential mixture
pressure should be +0.1" wc.)

Do not try to take a differential mixture
pressure reading from a test port at or near an
elbow in the piping manifolds due to potentially
erroneous readings caused by turbulence set up
within the pipe by such pipe fittings. Measure in a
straight manifold with at least four pipe diameters
in length before and after the test port location.

7. Set minimum differential mixture pressure with
minimum stop screw located on the side of the
screw carrier quadrant of blower mixer ratio valve
(see sketch below).
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This minimum stop screw creates a mechanical
block which prohibits the screw carrier quadrant
and its direct-connected air butterfly valve from
closing completely. Thus a “minimum” volume of
air is allowed in through the ratio valve to be
delivered down the distribution manifold(s) to the
burner(s). This air is used to establish the
minimum differential pressure.

Screwing in (clockwise) on the minimum stop
screw through its lock nut will open up the air
butterfly and increase the minimum differential
pressure.

Once your manometer readings confirm the
minimum differential mixture readings, lock the
minimum stop screw in that position so the ratio
valve cannot be moved back below this minimum
firing position. Regardless of what numerical
value the indicator strip shows, this becomes the
minimum firing position for your specific system in
this application.

8. Adjusting the ratio valve of your PREMIX®

Blower Mixer: The heart of each PREMIX®

Blower Mixer is its ratio valve. The description
and accompanying sketches summarize its
operation.

A quadrant (shown in Sketch 1) is rotated either
manually or by a control operator to change firing
rate as indicated by a position indicator strip ①  and
position pointer ② . A minimum stop screw ③  limits
rotation and establishes a minimum air flow.

Removing a cover strip ④  reveals a numbered
series of adjusting screws ⑤  which bear on a set
of cam strips ⑥  beneath the quadrant.

Start-Up Instructions

Turning in the adjusting screws ⑤  (clockwise)
gives a contour to flexible steel cam strips ⑥  (see
Sketch 2). These cam strips bear on a plunger
and cap assembly ⑦  that determines opening of
the gas butterfly valve. Cam strips serve to
provide a continuous gradient.

As shown in Sketch 3, the plunger and cap
assembly ⑦  acts upon a roller/crank ⑧  to rotate a
valve shaft ⑨  to which the gas butterfly is
attached.

Turning adjusting screw in until it is flush with
quadrant opens gas butterfly fully. Do not
attempt to force screw further.

Directly connected to the quadrant by a shaft ⑩
extending through its point of rotation is the air
control butterfly 11 , also shown in Sketch 3. Note
that at #1 position of quadrant, air butterfly may
be “closed” but deliberately undersized to provide
a required minimum air flow. Air butterfly is fully
open with quadrant at highest numbered position.
(Number varies with mixer size.)
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9. Prepare to adjust the ratio valve by removing
the cover plate from the quadrant screw carrier
and turn all adjusting screws out until they are all
flush with the outer surface of the screw carrier
casting. (New equipment is shipped from factory
with all screws already backed out to this level.)

10. Return blower mixer quadrant to “low fire”
position when air purge of system is complete.

11. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
to light burner pilot while slowly turning pilot gas
regulator and/or adjusting orifice screw to
increase fuel flow. Repeat procedure as
necessary until pilot ignites as air might have to
be bled out of fuel supply lines before reliable pilot
flame is established. Pilot gas regulator should
normally be set for as low a pressure as possible,
using fuller opening of pilot gas adjustable orifice
(if used.)

12. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable
flame shape. A “rule of thumb” is that any pilot
over a tennis ball size is probably too large. This
assumes you have visual access to the pilot
flame. If this is not possible, then adjust pilot to
give the strongest and most stable flame signal
through your flame safety circuit. The signal
strength (or range) will be determined by the
specific type of flame safeguard instrument you
have with your burner system.

13. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
reliable ignition. The flame safeguard relays
should now power your main fuel Shut-Off
Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close pilot
cock and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

Start-Up Instructions

14. Light main burners at minimum, as follows:
First, make sure ratio valve is at its minimum
setting (which may be at position 1 or 2 after
completing step 6). With gas pilot established and
flame supervision system operational, opening
the main fuel Shut-Off Valve(s) will allow fuel flow
to the blower mixer’s ratio valve. Turn
corresponding screw in (clockwise) until flame
ignites at all burner nozzles. (This may take
several turns of the screw.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

Continue turning in slowly until flame becomes
noticeably rich (usually purple or green with a
slight yellow tip). Then slowly back the screw out
until the flame becomes bright blue.

15. Once your flame is established and refined at this
position, and without advancing the screw carrier
quadrant higher, screw all remaining screws down
to at least the same level as your first adjusted
screws.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally,
each succeeding screw needs to be screwed in
approximately one additional full turn from the
preceding screw. A smooth “stair step” gradient
pre-set at this point from low to high will simplify
the remaining adjustment steps.

16. Without advancing the ratio valve quadrant, screw
down on #2 screw (one or two turns). Then slowly
advance the ratio valve quadrant to the #2
position. Adjust flame appearance at this new
position #2.

NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory
construction, allow your burner system to operate
at this low setting for the necessary dry/cure out
time period recommended by the chamber or
refractory manufacturer. Then continue
adjustment of ratio valve.

Again, without moving ratio valve, bring #3 and
all remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as #2 screw.

NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was
made earlier, the remaining screws will already be
at or below appropriate levels.
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Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position. As each is adjusted, you
must turn the remaining unadjusted screws in at
least that far to prevent possible damage to
flexible cam strips inside the ratio valve.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the ratio valve to the number you
desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw
directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its
interconnected valve body linkage. Always
adjust only the screw corresponding to the
position at which the ratio valve has been set.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return ratio valve to minimum position and shut
off fuel (if flame safeguard has not already done
so). Turn in slightly on adjusting screw at point
where ignition was lost, then return ratio valve
to minimum position, re-establish pilots, open
fuel valve and verify ignition.

17. Refine main gas regulator adjustment (if
necessary) to give the required pressure. If a
major adjustment is made, you may then need to
re-adjust the screw(s) just set.

18. After adjusting through the full range, allow
furnace or oven to reach operating temperature
and refine adjustment as needed for hot
conditions.

19. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained. When
satisfied with adjustment, replace ratio valve
cover plate.

Start-Up Instructions

20. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that burner
quadrant is moved throughout its complete travel,
or cataloged capacities and turndowns will not be
achieved.

If less than full-rated burner capacity is
required, linkage can be adjusted to limit
maximum output. With interrupted pilot, it may
be necessary to set control for somewhat higher
than minimum burner setting to permit hold-in of
flame detection system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

21. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
fuel leakage. Replace equipment cover caps and
tighten linkage screws.

22. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.

23. Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

24. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation, and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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Start-Up Instructions
Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers

Before proceeding, verify that all system equipment
has been installed in accordance with the general
instructions found on pages 3100-S-1 and 2.

Initial adjustment and light-off should be
undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
control/safety circuitry, and overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company or
individual responsible for the overall
installation of complete system take
precedence over those provided by Maxon. If
Maxon instructions conflict with local codes or
regulations, contact us before start-up.

For initial system start-up:
1. Start blower mixer and check for proper impeller

rotation. Correct if necessary.
2. Close mixer fuel port. For M-100 and M-250

sizes, see illustration above, then remove cap ①
and lightly turn orifice screw “in” (clockwise) until it
seats.

For the M-500, see sketch above. Insert 5/16"
Allen wrench through slot ②  and turn gas adjusting
screw “in” (clockwise) until it bottoms.

3. Open air shutter fully. Verify burner differential
air pressure is at least +0.25" wc. Verify that it
meets required minimum for that specific burner
nozzle(s).

4. Light pilot(s) at the burner nozzle(s).
5. Open main gas cock and the adjustable orifice

cock (where applicable).
6. Turn gas adjusting screw slowly “out” (counter-

clockwise) until ignition occurs, then refine setting
as necessary. You will find most adjustment
occurs within the first three turns of gas adjusting
screw.

Allow time for remaining air to bleed out of gas
line, but if ignition does not occur with reasonable
promptness, close the gas cock and check for:
A. Insufficient gas supply, possibly due to gas

regulator incorrectly installed, closed gas cock,
etc.

B. Too much gas as a result of turning the
adjusting screw too fast or too far.

C. Improper piloting or insufficient spark.

M-100/M-100-U
M-250

M-500
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Notes
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Table 4 (right) provides assembly numbers for
Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers plus motor horse-
power. Each unit includes totally enclosed motor. All
three mixers may be specified for either 115 or 230
volt single-phase power supply.

To order a Miniature PREMIX®  Blower Mixer in
positions other than Position 1, use the following
assembly numbers. Specify position in the text line of
the item.

M-100 #44353
M-250 #44354
M-500 #44355

PREMIX® Blower Mixers Page 3100-A/P-1
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Assembly Numbers
for Blower Mixers, Inlet Filters and Replacement Filter Elements

PL, PM and PH PREMIX® Blower Mixers are
listed in Tables 1 through 3, as well as the optional
filter assemblies and replacement elements to be
used with them.

To order any blower mixer, specify:
1. Mixer size and assembly number
2. Electrical specification
3. Discharge position and ratio valve arrangement
4. Assembly number and quantity of accessory items:

– Combustion air filter assembly
– Connecting base and linkage assembly
– Low fire start switch
– Stand-by fuel arrangement

Miniature PREMIX® Blower Mixers
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Accessory Assembly Numbers

Optional Connecting Base and Linkage
(CB & L) Assemblies to mount and position
customer’s electric control motor or air operator are
listed in Table 7 below.
NOTE: Control motor must provide at least 50 in-lbs
of torque for use with a PREMIX® Blower Mixer.

This listing of CB & L assemblies shows only a
sampling of the more popular control motors. We may be
able to furnish a CB & L for other operators not cataloged
(supply manufacturer’s name and model number).

Optional Low Fire Start Switches are shown in
Table 5. Enter table from the left on the line corre-
sponding to your mixer type, reading across to the
column which includes your specific mixer size and
appropriate switch assembly number.

Alternate Discharge Flanges (required only if the
blower mixer outlet is to be piped smaller than stan-
dard discharge pipe size) are listed in Table 6 below.

[1] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-LR yoke
WITH #B6301-KY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts
[2] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-WR yoke
WITH #B6301-TY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts
[3] Dimensional interference prevents use with discharge
position #3A. For position #11-A, order WITH #15983
spacer
[4] Specify from Honeywell: WITH #7616BR crank arm

[5] Specify from Penn/Johnson: WITH #LVR27A-601 crank
arm
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Bulletin 3200

Maxon Premixing Equipment

Premix Burner
Systems

VFL & VFH
LINOFLAME® Burners

INFRAWAVE® Burners

Maxon-P/S Radiant Burners

STICKTITE™ Nozzles

Style A & B
LINOFLAME® Burners

• Air/gas mixing devices for use with all Maxon premix burner
systems to provide thorough blending of air/gas mixture

• Uses most clean fuel gases

• May be used with single or multiple burner systems

• Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers are
designed for use with low pressure gas

• Series “HG” Mixing Tubes use kinetic energy of higher gas
pressures to thoroughly blend the air/gas mixture

MULTI-RATIO ™ Mixers

Series “LG” Mixing Tubes

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes
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MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers
Maxon MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers are air/fuel proportioning

devices designed for use with all Maxon premix burner
systems, including both single and multiple burner systems.

They provide air/gas ratio control throughout
the firing range by incorporating an “LG” Mixing
Tube and adjustable gradient air/fuel control
valve in one compact unit.

MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers are suited for use
with most clean, low pressure gases.
Combustion air at 6 to 16 osi is used to entrain
the low pressure gas.

Built-in adjusting screws permit tailoring
burner performance to your specific needs.
Single point control simplifies adjustment.

Principle of Operation
Characterized air port and gas valve disc are

carefully matched to achieve desired heat
release using most clean gases of 500 to 3200
Btu/ft3 heating value.

The unit delivers air/fuel mixture to premix
burners at mixture pressures as high as 13" wc
when using a 16 oz. pressure blower.

The MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer’s capacity can
be modified in the field by replacing compatible
air orifice plates.

MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer

Series “LG” Mixing Tubes
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes provide thorough

blending of the air/gas mixture for all Maxon
premix burner systems.

Most clean, low pressure gases may be
used. When combined with a combustion air
blower and Maxon MICRO-RATIO® control
valve, the “LG” Mixing Tube can offer localized
mixing of pre-proportioned air and fuel to single
or multiple burner systems.

A wide range of capacities provides
application flexibility.

Principle of Operation
Combustion air at 6-16 osi from a pressure

blower is forced through an air orifice plate,
drawing fuel gas into a mixing tube throat.
Capacity is determined by fuel characteristics,
air pressure and air orifice plate size.

Most clean fuel gases of 500-3200 Btu/ft3

can be used at supply pressures of 3" wc to 8
osi at the inlet of the proportioning device. Series “LG” Mixing Tube

Balancing among multiple mixing tubes is accomplished with a
built-in gas shading disc.

Capacity can be modified in the field by replacing compatible
air orifice plates.

Mixture
Outlet

Air Oriface Plate

Adjusting Screws

Combustion
Air Inlet

Gas Inlet
Gas Valve Disc

Air Orifice Plate

Mixture Outlet

Gas Inlet
Gas Shading Disc

Combustion
Air Inlet



Using the kinetic energy of higher gas pressures,
the Series “HG” Mixing Tube provides a thoroughly
blended air/gas mixture.

The higher gas pressure allows use of a lower
pressure combustion air blower. In combination with a
Maxon MICRO-RATIO® control valve and combustion
air blower, the “HG” Mixing Tube can provide localized
mixing of air and fuel to single or multiple burner
systems.

Adjustment is simple through single point
proportioning.

Like the MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers and Series “LG”
Tubes, they can be used with all Maxon premix burner
systems.

In addition, Series “HG” Mixing Tubes can be sized
for partial premixing of air/gas ratios to Maxon
AIRFLO® burner systems, including:

COMBUSTIFUME®

LO-NOX®

“66” AIRFLO®

“LV” AIRFLO®

Page 3203

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes
Principle of Operation

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes distribute fuel gas through
a chamber surrounding the combustion air stream.
Multiple gas ports (drilled for the specific gas type and
combustion air pressure used) allow the higher pres-
sure gas to be injected into the lower pressure com-
bustion air stream.

This means very low combustion air pressure drops.
As little as 6 ounces air differential at the mixing tube
inlet can produce as much as 10" wc mixture pressure
at the mixing tube outlet.

Compared to the 14 ounce differential required to
achieve similar performance using typical low gas
pressure mixing systems, substantial savings are
possible in both initial and operating costs.

Gas must be supplied at pressures of 2 PSIG or
higher. Each gas orifice is field-accessible through an
external plugged hole which may also be used as a
gas pressure test connection.

Series “HG” Mixing Tube

Maxon catalog bulletin 7000 describes MICRO-
RATIO® control valves which throttle air and
gas volumes to the Series “LG” Mixing Tube
and Series “HG” Mixing Tube

Mixture
Outlet

Gas Chamber

Gas Orifice Port

Gas inlet

Combustion
Air Inlet
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Typical Applications
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The following illustrations show Maxon MULTI-
RATIO™ Mixers and Series “LG” or “HG” Mixing Tubes
used in typical furnace applications. Both systems
include a central combustion air supply and multiple
Sealed Nozzle Burners. This arrangement would be
similar for installations using other Maxon premix
burners.

One mixing device may be used to feed single or
multiple burner elements, or separate mixers may be
used for each unit or zone of a multi-stage system.

A complete burner system will also include burner,
gas train, pressure blower and control panel. In addition,
an “LG” or “HG” Mixing Tube system will require an air/
gas control valve, such as the Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Valve shown below.

MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

Series “LG” or “HG” Mixing Tubes (with Maxon MICRO-RATIO ® Valve)
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

General
The capacity of an “LG” Mixing Tube or

MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer is determined by
its physical size, by the size, type, and
number of burners or nozzles through
which it fires, and by the field conditions
under which it operates.

Choose from the following capacity/
selection tables for the combination of
mixer, burner and operating conditions of
your application.

Slight variations in combustion
chamber pressure, draft conditions or the
availability of secondary air can affect
capacity and performance.

With STICKTITE™ Burner Nozzles
Capacities and nozzle sizing

information are provided at right for
burner systems utilizing these mixers with
STICKTITE™ Burner Nozzles. The left
side of the table deals with capacities,
and is based on natural gas firing against
balanced or slightly positive combustion
chamber pressures.

Maximum capacities are cataloged
for four different air differential pressures
(measured at inlet to the mixer).

Back pressures of +.15" wc will
reduce capacities by 5%; back pressures
of +.25" wc by 15%.

Draft conditions will permit some
degree of overfiring if secondary air is
available around the burner and if
additional flame length can be tolerated.

To select a mixing tube and burner
combination, determine required heat
release and your available air differential
pressure as measured at the mixer inlet.
Read downward in the appropriate
column to the desired maximum heat
release. Then read across that line to find
the mixer designation and the “HD”
STICKTITE™ Nozzle size.

Multiple nozzles can be used, but the
actual capacities will depend upon the
type, size and quantity of nozzles
selected for your application.

Nomenclature – Both MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers and Series “LG”
Mixing Tubes are identified by a 3-part designation.
For example:   MR-75-22 or LG-75-22
“LG” or “ MR” indicates mixer type;  -75 indicates discharge pipe
size in inches (75 = 3/4", 150 = 1-1/2", etc.); -22 indicates throat
diameter of air orifice plate in 64ths of an inch (22 = 22/64"  air port
diameter)
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers with Sealed Nozzles

Capacities and nozzle sizing
information is provided at right for systems
utilizing these mixers with SEALED
NOZZLES. The left side of the table deals
with capacities, and is based on natural
gas firing against balanced or slightly
positive combustion chamber pressures.

Maximum capacities are cataloged for
four different air differential pressures
(measured at inlet to mixer). Be sure to
allow for piping losses from combustion air
blower.

Back pressures of +.15" wc will reduce
capacities by 5%; back pressure of +.25"
wc by 15%.

To select a mixer and burner
combination, determine required heat
release and your available air differential
pressure. Read downward in the
appropriate column to the desired
maximum heat release. Then read across
that line to find the mixer designation and
the SEALED NOZZLE size.

Multiple nozzles can be used, but the
actual capacities will depend upon the
type, size and quantity of nozzles selected
for your application.
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59 08 56 55 31
RM
GL

22-57- 5-"4/3

501 09 07 06 71
RM
GL

52-57- 7-"4/3

031 011 09 57

62

RM
GL

82-001-
9-"1

061 531 011 59
RM
GL

13-001-

012 081 051 521

44

RM
GL

73-521-
21-"4/1-1

082 042 591 561
RM
GL

14-521-

043 003 042 012 06
RM
GL

64-521- 41-"4/1-1

054 083 013 562 57
RM
GL

65-051- 61-"2/1-1

065 034 083 523 001
RM
GL

36-051- 81-"2/1-1

096 085 574 004 051
RM
GL

07-002- 02-"2

008 096 555 574

061

RM
GL

37-002-
42-"2

099 558 086 085
RM
GL

08-002-

0911 0101 528 007

012

RM
GL

89-003-

72-"2/1-20241 0121 089 038
RM
GL

601-003-

0671 0941 0021 0001
RM
GL

611-003-

0902 0871 0541 0021 063
RM
GL

421-004- 33-"3

0552 0812 0571 0841

065

RM
GL

631-004-

---
0403 0852 0002 0661 RM

241-004-
0613 0562 0802 5861 GL

0263 0013 0052 0502

027

RM
751-005-

---
0193 0533 0062 0012 GL

0614 0253 0582 0042 RM
661-005-

0584 0204 0023 0062 GL
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

with Style A or B LINOFLAME® Burners

To determine velocity, make a trial burner
selection, calculate displacement at .20 ft2 per lineal
foot of burner, subtract from duct cross-sectional area
and divide into total air flow.

Recirculated air systems must include at least 25
SCFM of fresh air for each 100,000 Btu/hr of
maximum capacity.

To select a mixer and burner combination,
determine your available air differential pressure at
the mixer inlet and read downward under the
appropriate column to your desired maximum
capacity. Read across that line to the resulting
minimum capacity available.

When you are satisfied with the indicated maximum
and minimum firing rates, read across to the
appropriate mixer designation. On that same line,
you will find six possible burner lengths.

Choose the one that will best fit your space
requirements. Arrange a burner assembly using that
total footage, then specify it with the drilling indicated
at the top of that column.

For special application requirements, contact
your Maxon representative for possible “customized”
burner drillings based on total discharge area per
lineal foot.

Sizing and capacity information for systems
using these mixers and Style A or B LINOFLAME®

Burners is shown on page 3208.
This information is applicable for natural gas or

propane gas firing, with fuel supply being regulated in
the range of 3" wc to 8 osi.

If burners will be firing in still air, use the
information in the table on page 3208, which is based
on balanced pressures in combustion chamber and
on 100% premixture (on-ratio firing).

If burners are to be used to heat an air stream,
follow the guidelines given below the table for suction-
side or pressure-side firing. This information is based
on gas-rich firing, using part of the air stream as
secondary air to complete combustion.

Very high degrees of recirculation with resulting low
oxygen content may reduce attainable maximum
capacities to those illustrated in the table.

Air velocities must be maintained in the range of
500-1500 SFPM, and return air temperature across
the burner in recirculating systems must not exceed
500°F (260°C).
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

with Style A or B LINOFLAME® Burners

Suction-side applications (up to -1.0" wc suction): capacities will increase approximately 30% over
still air capacities listed above
Pressure side applications (up to +2.0" back pressure): capacities will increase approximately
20% over still air capacities listed above
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411 59 38 86 22
RM
GL

82-001- 1 57. 5. --- --- ---

061 811 001 68 72
RM
GL

13-001- 5.1 1 57. 5. --- ---

091 061 831 511 92
RM
GL

73-521- 52.2 5.1 1 57. 5. ---

052 012 081 051 04
RM
GL

14-521- 3 2 5.1 1 57. ---

023 072 212 981 75
RM
GL

64-521- 4 5.2 2 52.1 1 5.

014 543 482 042 17
RM
GL

65-051- 5 5.3 5.2 57.1 52.1 57.

015 593 053 592 29
RM
GL

36-051- 5.6 5.4 3 52.2 5.1 1

026 525 504 063 421
RM
GL

07-002- 8 5.5 4 57.2 2 52.1

037 026 094 724 631
RM
GL

37-002- 9 52.6 5.4 3 52.2 5.1

098 057 006 525 541
RM
GL

08-002- 11 57.7 5.5 57.3 5.2 57.1

0601 098 067 036 361
RM
GL

89-003- 41 5.9 57.6 5 5.3 2

0821 0801 568 057 281
RM
GL

601-003- 61 11 52.7 5.5 4 5.2

0551 0131 0111 009 052
RM
GL

611-003- 81 5.21 5.8 6 5 3

0091 0261 0721 0801 043
RM
GL

421-004- 22 51 11 5.7 5.5 5.3

0032 0691 0161 0331 024
RM
GL

631-004- 62 81 21 9 5.6 5.4

0872 0812 0191 5851 015 RM
241-004- 23 32 61 11 8 5.5

0582 0142 0191 0551 015 GL

0033 0082 0042 0391 095 RM
751-005- 04 82 02 41 01 5.6

0053 0403 0042 0391 095 GL

0083 0523 0262 0612 066 RM
661-005- 54 23 22 71 21 5.7

0044 0663 0492 0042 066 GL

sgnillirdesehthtiwtooflaenilreprh/utB000,525deecxeottonyticapacmumixaM]1[
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

with “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

Capacities for Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners
used with these mixers are shown in the table below.
These capacities are based on natural gas firing and a
minimum differential mixture pressure of 0.10" wc.

Increased minimums may be necessary in air
stream.

Maximum capacities are a function of the available
air differential pressure and are shown for four different
ranges of air differential pressure. Consider pressure
drops carefully when sizing blower.

To select equipment, determine required heat
release and your available air differential pressure.
Read downward in the appropriate column to the
desired maximum capacity. Opposite that data you will
find the recommended size of mixing device and a
summary of burner footage required for either “VFL” or
“VFH” LINOFLAME® Burners.
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541 031 501 09 51
RM
GL

13-521- 5. 52.

582 552 002 071 03
RM
GL

14-521- 1 5.

585 525 034 533 06
RM
GL

36-051- 2 1

558 067 006 015 09
RM
GL

08-002- 3 5.1

0611 0401 028 027 021
RM
GL

48-003- 4 2

0541 0031 0501 019 051
RM
GL

89-003- 5 5.2

0271 0951 0231 0811 081
RM
GL

601-003- 6 3

0502 0381 0051 0031 012 RM
GL

611-003-
7 5.3

0032 0012 0571 0051 042 8 4

0092 0562 0022 0591 003
RM
GL

631-004- 01 5

0043 0503 0552 0522 063
RM
GL

241-004- 21 6

0593 0063 0503 0562 024
RM
GL

751-005- 41 7

0044 0093 0043 0003 084 RM
751-005- 61 8

0054 0014 0553 0013 084 GL

0564 0024 0073 0523 045 RM
661-005- 81 9

0025 0584 0004 0053 045 GL

0075 0035 0044 0583 006 GL 661-005- 02 01
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

with INFRAWAVE® Burners

Capacities and required burner footage for
INFRAWAVE® Burner systems fed by “LG” Mixing
Tubes or MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers are summarized in
the table below. All capacity information given is for
natural gas firing.

Minimum is based on approximately 0.25" wc
differential mixture pressure in the burner. The
maximum capacities are obtainable when the indicated
air differential pressure is available at “LG” tube or
MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer inlet.

Consider pressure drops carefully when sizing
blower, so that the required differential is available.

Once the mixing device has been sized for the
desired capacity, check the right side of the table for
required burner footage of single grid or double grid
INFRAWAVE® Burners.
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021 001 57 51
RM
GL

13-521- 2 1

042 002 051 03
RM
GL

14-521- 4 2

084 004 003 06
RM
GL

36-051- 8 4

027 006 054 09
RM
GL

87-003- 21 6

069 008 006 021
RM
GL

48-003- 61 8

0021 0001 057 051
RM
GL

89-003- 02 01

0441 0021 009 081
RM
GL

601-003- 42 21

0861 0041 0501 012 RM
GL

611-003-
82 41

0291 0061 0021 042 23 61

0042 0002 0051 003
RM
GL

631-004- 04 02

0882 0042 0081 063
RM
GL

241-004- 84 42

0633 0082 0012 024 RM
751-005-

65 82

0483 0023 0042 084 GL 46 23

0234 0063 0072 045 RM
661-005-

27 63

0084 0004 0003 006 GL 08 04
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes

General
The capacity of a Series “HG” Mixing Tube is

determined by its physical size, air pressures, the
size, type and number of burner nozzles fired, and by
the field conditions under which it operates.

Choose from the following capacity/selection tables
for the combination of mixing tube, burners, and
operating conditions for your application.

Slight variations in combustion chamber pressure,
draft conditions or the availability of secondary air can
affect capacity ratings and performance.

Gas Orifice Drillings
Each Series “HG” Mixing Tube will have a specific
number and size of gas orifices drilled in the venturi
throat of the mixer. The size of the gas orifice is
stamped into the metal casting on the outside of each
mixing tube body.

Refer to the table below for the suggested drillings.

Nomenclature
All Series “HG” Mixing Tubes are identified by pipe

size.
Example: 3" Series “HG” Mixing Tube
(3" is the inlet air pipe connection and the mixture
discharge pipe size)

Gas Orifice Drillings for Series “HG” Mixing Tubes
NOTE: Drillings below based on 2 PSIG inlet gas pressure (measured at “HG” Mixing Tube gas inlet)
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with STICKTITE™ Burner Nozzles

Maximum and minimum capacities that may be
expected from “HG” Mixing Tubes when firing through a
single STICKTITE™ Nozzle of the indicated size are
shown in the table below.

The combustion air blower must be selected to allow
for whatever drop exists between it and the “HG”
Mixing Tube inlet. All figures below are based on

negligible pressure drop between the “HG” Mixing Tube
outlet and STICKTITE™ Nozzle, and on 100% premix
firing into a chamber with slight positive pressure.

Multiple nozzles can be used, but the actual
capacities will depend upon the type, size and quantity
of nozzles selected for your application.

Single STICKTITE™ Nozzle capacities at various air pressures

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with Series “SN” Sealed Nozzle Burners

Capacities and nozzle sizing information are
provided below for systems utilizing “HG” Mixing Tubes
with Sealed Nozzles. The right side of the table deals
with capacities, and is based on natural gas firing
against balanced or slightly negative combustion
chamber pressures.

Maximum capacities are cataloged for three
different air differential pressures (measured at inlet to

mixer). Be sure to allow for piping losses from
combustion air blower.

Back pressures of +0.15" wc will reduce capacities
by 5%; back pressures of 0.25" wc by 15%.

Multiple nozzles can be used, but the actual
capacities will depend upon the type, size and quantity
of nozzles selected for your application.

Single Series “SN” Sealed Nozzle capacities at various combustion air pressures
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with Style A or B LINOFLAME® Burners

Sizing and capacity information for systems
using “HG” Mixing Tubes and Style A or B
LINOFLAME® Burners is shown in Table 1 below and
Table 2 on the following page.

If burners will be firing in still air, use Table 1
(below).

Table 1 is based on balanced pressures in the
combustion chamber and on 100% premixture (on-ratio
firing).

Both tables apply for natural gas, propane and
butane gas firing, with fuel supply being regulated to
the range of 2 PSIG.

To select a mixer and burner combination,
determine required heat release and your available air
differential pressure at mixer inlet. Read downward

under the appropriate column to your desired maximum
capacity, then across that line to the resulting
minimum capacity available.

When you are satisfied with the indicated maximum
and minimum firing rates, read across to the
appropriate mixer designation. On that same line, you
will find five possible burner lengths.

Choose the one that will best fit your space
requirements. Arrange a burner assembly using that
total footage, then specify it with the drilling indicated
at the top of that column.

For special application requirements, contact
your Maxon representative for possible “customized”
burner drillings based on total discharge area per lineal
foot.

Table 1: LINOFLAME® Burners in still air applications
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with Style A or B LINOFLAME® Burners

If burners are to be used to heat an air stream,
see Table 2 (below).

Table 2 is based on gas-rich firing, using part of the
air stream as secondary air to complete combustion.

Very high recirculation may reduce attainable
maximum capacities to those illustrated in Table 1
(page 3213).

Air velocities must be maintained in the range of
500-1500 SFPM, and return air temperature across the
burner in recirculating systems must not exceed 500°F
(260°C).

To determine velocity, make a trial burner
selection, calculate displacement at .20 ft2 per lineal
foot of burner, subtract from duct cross-sectional area
and divide into total air flow.

Recirculated air systems must include at least 25
SCFM of fresh air for each 100,000 Btu/hr of maximum
capacity.

Table 2: LINOFLAME® Burners for air heating applications
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

Capacities of Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burner
assemblies supplied by “HG” Mixing Tubes are shown
in the table below.

Minimum capacity is based on 0.10" wc differential
mixture pressure in the “VF” burner. Air stream
velocities higher than 1500 SFPM and larger burner
assemblies may require increased minimums.

Maximum capacities are shown for three
differential combustion air pressures.

To size a system, determine required heat release
and available air differential pressure at the mixer inlet.
Read downward in the appropriate column to the
desired maximum capacity. Opposite that figure you
will find the required “HG” Mixing Tube size, expected
minimum capacity, and the required burner footage.
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with INFRAWAVE® Burners

Capacity and burner footage suggestions for
systems utilizing Series “HG” Mixing Tubes and
INFRAWAVE® Burners are summarized in the table
below.

Minimum capacities shown are based on
approximately 0.25" wc differential mixture pressure in
the burner. The three maximums shown are based on
the indicated combustion air differential pressure at the
inlet to the “HG” Mixing Tube.

To size a system, determine required heat release
and available air differential pressure, then read
downward in the appropriate column to the desired
capacity. Opposite that figure, you will find the required
“HG” Mixing Tube size and burner footage
recommendations.
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with Series “66” AL5 AIRFLO® Burners

For firing in recirculated air streams, see table at
right for the capacities available from various lengths
of AL5 AIRFLO® Burner assemblies when used with
“HG” Mixing Tubes. Data is based on 2 PSIG natural
gas supply pressure at the mixer and 2600-3500 SFPM
air stream velocity across the burner.

Turndown ratios of 15:1 are possible using natural
gas. Uneven and/or turbulent air flows, or the use of
propane, will give higher minimums and reduce
turndown.

The capacities shown are based on a minimum
of 80 SCFM of fresh air being added for each
100,000 Btu/hr of heat input. Lower fresh air volumes,
the presence of exceptionally high moisture, or other
combustion-retarding or inert components may require
special consideration.

Differential air pressure of 5.2" wc is required for
all of these combinations and is measured between
burner inlet and duct/chamber static pressure.

Multiple “HG” Mixing Tubes may be used with a
single MICRO-RATIO® Valve, but remember to size
blower for the combined SCFM required and allow for
piping losses.

Recirculated air with Series “66” AL5
AIRFLO® Burner
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D. 11 ft. x 41 SCFM/ft = 451 SCFM primary air
with differential pressure = 6.4" wc

From Table 2  (301 - 520 SCFM)

E. Select 6" HG Mixing Tube with
12 each 29/64 gas orifices per catalog page 3211

F. Select MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
– for 451 SCFM air = (27060 SCFH)
– for 7525 SCFH natural gas
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with Types 5CF-5 & 4CF-5 COMBUSTIFUME® Burners

Effluent air streams with oxygen
levels of 12 to 16% may be heated with
COMBUSTIFUME® Burners supplied
with a partial premixture of air and
natural or propane gas.

A complete burner system to
handle these difficult applications would
include a COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
assembly, Series “HG” Mixing Tube,
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and a
combustion air blower. Your Maxon
representative can help you select from
the broad range of options available.

General Selection Procedure:
1. Determine available oxygen level in air stream to be

heated.
2. Enter Table 1 under column with specific oxygen

level for parameters of your application. Available
oxygen level dictates primary air and extra heat
requirements for additional primary air flows.

3. Calculate gross heat requirement.
4. Determine burner footage and inlet feed require-

ments.
5. Select “HG” Mixing Tube size from Table 2 based

upon the volume of air required.

Example:
– Required heat release of 7,000,000 Btu/hr
– For system measured with 13.5% oxygen in air

stream

From Table 1  (13 to 13.9%, middle column)

A. Gross heat required
7,000,000 x 1.075 = 7,525,000 Btu/hr

B. = 10.75 ft. = 11 ft. of burner

C. = 2 inlets

7,525,000 Btu

700,000 Btu/ft

11 ft
6 ft/inlet
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Capacity/Selection Data
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with LO-NOX™ Burners

Fresh and recirculated air streams may be heated
with LO-NOX™ Burners supplied with a full premixture
of air and natural or propane gas.

A complete burner system to handle these difficult
applications would include a LO-NOX™ Burner assem-
bly, Series “HG” Mixing Tube, MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve and a combustion air blower. Your Maxon
representative can help you select from the broad
range of options available.

General Selection Procedure:
1. Calculate gross heat requirement.
2. Determine burner footage and inlet feed require-

ments.
3. Enter Table 1 under column with your capacity

needs for parameters of your application.
4. Select “HG” Mixing Tube size from Table 2 based

upon the volume of air required.

Example:
– Required heat release of 7,000,000 Btu/hr

From Table 1

A. Gross heat required: 7,000,000 Btu/hr

B. = 14 ft

C. 14 ft x 100 SCFM/ft = 1400 SCFM primary air
with differential mixture pressure = 14" wc

From Table 2

D. Since single 8" HG Mixing Tube is rated for a
maximum of 2500 SCFM, this requires (1) 8" HG
Mixing Tube with gas orifices per catalog page
3211

E. Select MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
– For 1400 SCFM air = (84,000 SCFH)
– For 7000 SCFH natural gas

7,000,000 Btu

500,000 Btu/ft
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes

2", 3", 4" Sizes

6", 8" Sizes

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “LG” Mixing Tubes

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Component Identification
MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

Suggested spare parts:
– Cam springs
– Plunger and cap assembly
– O-Ring assembly

To order replacement parts:
1. Specify parts by the names shown in the sketch above
2. Indicate quantity desired
3. Indicate burner size and assembly number from burner nameplate (sample

at right),
4. If available, indicate serial number stamped on nameplate of Maxon Shut-

Off Valve used with this mixer

Nameplate



Screw 
Carrier

Air Valve
Top Plate

Mixer
Body

Characterized Air Port
in Air Sleeve

Plunger
Guide

Plunger

Plunger
Cap

Flexible 
Cam Strips

Adjusting 
Screw
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures
for MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

Preventive maintenance will help your MULTI-
RATIO™ Mixer maintain the accurate air/fuel ratio
control it is designed to provide. To overcome the dirt,
grease or scale accumulations that may build up
internally, we suggest you establish a periodic
maintenance schedule based on experience and the
severity of your operating conditions, and perform
periodic air/valve cleaning as outlined below:

1. Shut down combustion system both electrically
and mechanically (by closing gas cocks, etc.).

2. Disconnect control motor linkage at the mixer
screw carrier (so that adjustment will be
unchanged after re-assembly).

3. Remove the four screws which hold air valve top
plate onto mixer body. (To reach all four, screw
carrier must be rotated from one extreme position
to the other.)

4. Lift screw carrier and air valve out of mixer body,
exposing plunger and cap assembly.

5. Clean accumulated dirt from air valve sleeve and
mixer body.

WARNING: A surface lubricant such as spray
graphite must coat surfaces of air valve and
body for smooth operation. After cleaning parts
thoroughly, apply spray graphite and allow at
least 10-15 minutes drying before re-assembling.
DO NOT USE PETROLEUM BASE LUBRICANTS.

6. Remove, clean and inspect plunger and cap
assembly. If cap is missing or does not swivel
freely, replace entire plunger and cap assembly.

7. Re-insert plunger and cap into plunger guide and
check for free movement. If operation is erratic or
plunger sticks, replace plunger and cap assembly.

8. Turn screw carrier over and inspect the cam
springs mounted inside. Replace the cam springs
if they are not smooth and free of scratches or
gouges. If they are in good condition, lubricate
with light grease or petroleum jelly.

9. Return screw carrier and air valve assembly to
mixer body, then replace the four hold-down
screws and tighten air valve top plate securely.

10. Observe several operating cycles for proper firing.
Refine adjustment of adjusting screws if
necessary.

11. Reconnect automatic control linkage and place
system back in operation.
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, connecting linkage
components may be packed separately and shipped
loose with your new Maxon MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer,
“LG” or “HG” Mixing Tube system.

The mixer itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketches at
right show typical gas trains as might be used with
“LG”/“HG” Mixing Tubes or MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers.

1. Combustion air blower provides the air supply
to your combustion system and is essential to the
mixing of fuel gas. It should be located in the
coolest, cleanest position that you can find near
the burner itself. It must not be exposed to direct
radiant heat or positioned where it might draw in
the inert gases or hot air rising from a furnace or
oven. If problems exist, consider filters, relocation
and/or ducting of an outside fresh air supply.

2. Electrical service must match the voltage,
phase and cycle of all electrical system compo-
nents and be compatible with burner nameplate
ratings. Insure that all normal control safeguards
are satisfied. Combustion air blower should
continue to run after shutdown to allow burner to
cool.

3. Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged
for the particular burner size used with burner
operating at full-rated capacity.

Natural gas pressures generally required (as
measured at the mixer gas inlet) are 3" wc to 8
osi for “LG” Mixing Tubes and MULTI-RATIO™
Mixers, or 1 PSIG higher than air pressure for
“HG” Mixing Tubes.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to
keep pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at
least four pipe diameters in length. If multiple
burners are fed from a single gas train, care
should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Piping Layouts as sometimes required by
insurance and standards groups

MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer System

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

“LG” Mixing Tube System

“HG” Mixing Tube System
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Installation Instructions

4. Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent
blockage of pipe train components or burner gas
ports. All dirt, scale and pipe dope should be
blown out of any new gas line before actually
connecting to the burner system.

5. Main gas shut-off cock should be upstream of
both main gas regulator and pilot line take-off.
Use it to shut off fuel to both pilot and main
burner during shutdown periods of more than a
few hours. Maxon Control Valves, such as the
MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer and MICRO-RATIO®

Valve, are not intended for tight shut-off.
6. Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a

uniform system supply pressure. A separate
regulator should be provided in the branch
leading to each burner system if more than one is
served by a common main. Size regulator for full
system capacity at required pressure, including
pipe train losses. Follow the instructions attached
to the regulator during installation.

7. Pilot take-off should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas
regulator (selected to meet pilot flow and
pressure needs), a solenoid valve and shut-off
cock. An adjustable gas orifice at the pilot inlet
simplifies adjustment.

Appropriate pilots should be provided which
are compatible with the type of burner and
control system being used.

8. Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected
to a safety control system) shut the fuel supply
off when a hazardous operating condition is
sensed. Manual reset valves require operator
attendance each time the system is started up (or
restarted after a trip-out). Motorized shut-off
valves permit automatic start/restart when used
with appropriate control system.

9. Minimums: The MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer includes
a  minimum air valve adjusting screw on the side
of the screw carrier for setting the minimum
differential mixture pressures.

See specific start-up and adjusting instructions
for systems involving Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valves to set minimums.
10. Minimize combustion air pressure drop

between blower and mixer. Keep a minimum
straight run of four pipe diameters into the mixer
air inlet. Downstream piping from mixer to burner
should be kept as short as possible.

11. Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at
least four pipe diameters in length. If the mixer is
supplying multiple burners or multiple inlets to a
single burner element, care should be taken so
that air/gas mixture piping gives minimum
pressure drop and maximum uniformity. Do not
install any shut-off device in the air/gas
mixture line.

12. Test connections are essential for burner
adjustment. At a minimum, they should be
provided downstream of the mixing tube and at
each burner inlet. Test connections should never
be installed in elbows or pipe tees. Test
connections must be plugged except when
readings are being taken.

13. Vent dampers and pressure controllers should
be used to maintain balanced or slightly positive
furnace pressures (0.0" to 0.5" wc) for maximum
efficiency. Excessive back pressure can damage
furnace and/or reduce burner capacity. Negative
pressures allow infiltration of secondary air and
can seriously affect efficiency and temperature
uniformity.
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Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with
combustion systems, with control/safety
circuitry, and with knowledge of the overall
installation. Instructions provided by the
company and/or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
or MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer’s operating crank arm
by loosening the control motor’s connecting rod
from the toggle linkage.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be accom-
plished during a “manual” burner control mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper blower motor rotation and
impeller direction. Verify that all control interlocks

are working. Allow air handling equipment to run
for adequate purge of your manifolds and
combustion chamber plenums. With main gas
shut off, manually advance MULTI-RATIO™
Mixer or MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve’s
operating crank to “high fire” position so that air
only flows through burner and combustion
chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Check minimum mixture pressure at burners
by turning the MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer or MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valve to its minimum position
and reading differential air pressure only at each
burner with a water column manometer. Any
reading below 0.25" wc differential (natural gas),
or 0.10" wc for VF LINOFLAME® Burners,
requires re-adjustment as described below.

6A. Setting minimum mixture pressure with
MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer system:

If minimum mixture pressure must be
increased, open the MULTI-RATIO™ Mixer
slowly (by turning toward the higher-numbered
positions) until the required minimum differential
air pressure is reached. Mark air valve dial at the
position opposite pointer and note the numbered
position on screw carrier cam assembly which is
opposite index pointer (see sketch below).
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Start-Up Instructions

Screw in on the minimum air stop screw on the
side of the screw carrier cam. This makes a
physical “stop” that prohibits the screw carrier
from going all the way down to the minimum
firing positions. Screw down until the established
minimum differential air pressure readings at
each burner are above the minimum mixture
pressure settings described in step 6.

Tighten down on the locking nut on the
minimum air stop screw to lock the MULTI-
RATIO™ Mixer at the minimum air mixture
pressure setting.

6B. Setting minimum mixture pressure with a
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and Series “LG”
or “HG” Mixing Tube system:

If minimum mixture pressure must be
increased, open the MICRO-RATIO® air valve
slowly (by turning toward higher-numbered
positions) until the required differential air
(mixture) pressure is reached, then mark air
valve dial at the position opposite pointer. This
point will become the minimum air setting for
your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing tube system
(see sketch below).

Continue opening the MICRO-RATIO® air valve
while watching the manometer connected into
the burner’s air/gas mixture manifold. Determine
the point at which further opening of the air valve
gives no appreciable increase in air pressure
within the manifold/burner. Mark the air valve dial
at this position opposite the air valve pointer. This
point will become the maximum air setting for
your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing tube system.

Having marked and/or recorded the MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valve’s air valve settings for both
minimum and maximum firing positions, you may
adjust the linkage and travel of the gas valve’s
stroke (see sketch below).

Loosen Allen set screw “A” and binding screw
“B” in toggle “C”. Move the toggle in universal
cam assembly slot towards the center of rotation
so that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum”
setting position. Tighten down set screw “A” and
binding screw “B” with both valves set at
“minimum”.

Establish set screw “A” as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw “B” as
maximum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t
matter which is maximum or minimum, as long as
you identify and keep the same reference points
for the next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
“maximum” position. The air valve maximum
setting was previously determined. Loosen
binding screw “B” and adjust pointer and linkage
to correct just half of the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the maximum
air valve setting.
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Re-tighten binding screw “B”  and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw “A” and again
correct for just half of the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum
air valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw “A” and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw “B” for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until the
gas and air valves reach their minimum and
maximum positions simultaneously. Normally,
this is accomplished within seven adjustments.

7. Remove cover plate from screw carrier cam
assembly and turn all adjusting screws counter-
clockwise until flush with outer surface of casting
(new equipment is shipped this way).

8. Open main and pilot gas cocks and light first
burner pilot following instructions appropriate for
that burner and pilot type. If multiple pilots are
used, open individual cocks and adjust each in
turn.

To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to insure
pilot combustion air supply is flowing to any
pressure pilot mixer. Pilot gas regulator should
initially be set at approximately midpoint of its
adjustment range. With pilot gas solenoid closed,
open main fuel gas and pilot gas cock. Energize
spark ignitor and pilot gas solenoid. Observe pilot
ignition through sight port of pilot assembly and/
or by viewing micro-amp signal metered from
flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/
or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Re-open and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

9. Light main burners at minimum as follows:
First, turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve or MULTI-

RATIO™ Mixer to its minimum setting (which
may be at position 1 or 2 after completing step
6), then open fuel shut-off valve and turn
corresponding screw in (clockwise) until flame
ignites at all burner nozzles. (This may take
several turns of the screw.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

Continue turning in slowly until flame becomes
noticeably rich (usually purple or green with a
slight yellow tip). Then slowly back the screw out
until the flame becomes bright blue.

10. Once your flame is established and refined at this
position, and without advancing the screw carrier
quadrant higher, screw all remaining screws
down to at least the same level as your first
adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws.
Generally, each succeeding screw needs to be
screwed in approximately one full turn more
(clockwise) than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low
to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve or MULTI-
RATIO™ Mixer to minimum position and shut
off fuel (if flame safeguard has not already done
so). Turn in slightly on adjusting screw at point
where ignition was lost, then return valve/mixer
to minimum position, re-establish pilots, open
fuel valve and verify ignition.

11. Without advancing the valve/mixer quadrant,
screw down clockwise on #2 screw (one or two
turns). Then slowly advance the screw carrier
quadrant to the #2 position. Adjust flame
appearance at this new position #2.
NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory
construction, allow your burner system to operate
at this low setting for the necessary dry/cure-out
time period recommended by the chamber or
refractory manufacturer. Then continue
adjustments of valve/mixer.
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Page 3200-S-6 Premixing Equipment

Start-Up Instructions

12. Again, without moving valve/mixer, bring #3 and
all remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as #2 screw.
NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was made
earlier, the remaining screws will already be at or
below appropriate levels.

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

As each is adjusted, you must turn the
remaining unadjusted screws in at least that far
to prevent possible damage to flexible cam strips
inside the screw carrier cam assembly.

Turning a screw in “clockwise” gives more gas
at that setting; turning it out gives less.
NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the valve quadrant to the number you
desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw
directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its
interconnected valve body linkage.

13. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

CAUTION: After completing previously listed
steps, check all interlocking safety components
and circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close main and
pilot cocks and contact responsible individual
before proceeding further.

14. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all test
connections, replace equipment cover caps and
tighten linkage screws.

15. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.
Re-check all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

16. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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Assembly Numbers
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91-57-GL 56121

6

91-A 76811 91-57-RM 18911

0122-57-GL 66121 22-A 01911 22-57-RM 28911

52-57-GL 76121 52-A 56811 52-57-RM 38911

82-001-GL 07121
7

82-A 24811 82-001-RM 68911

02

13-001-GL 17121 13-A 66811 13-001-RM 78911

13-521-GL 37121

01

13-A 66811 13-521-RM 98911

73-521-GL 47121 73-A 33911 73-521-RM 09911

14-521-GL 57121 14-A 43911 14-521-RM 19911

64-521-GL 67121 64-A 53911 64-521-RM 29911

64-051-GL 77121

21

64-B 13121 64-051-RM 39911

0365-051-GL 97121 65-B 90911 65-051-RM 59911

36-051-GL 08121 36-B 86811 36-051-RM 69911

65-002-GL 18121

51

65-B 90911 65-002-RM 79911

53

26-002-GL 28121 26-B 33121 26-002-RM 89911

07-002-GL 48121 07-B 63911 07-002-RM 00021

37-002-GL 58121 37-B 73911 37-002-RM 10021

08-002-GL 68121 08-B 96811 08-002-RM 20021

87-003-GL 78121

32

87-C 53121 87-003-RM 30021

07

48-003-GL 88121 48-C 63121 48-003-RM 40021

29-003-GL 98121 29-C 11911 29-003-RM 50021

89-003-GL 09121 89-C 83911 89-003-RM 60021

601-003-GL 19121 601-C 79811 601-003-RM 70021

611-003-GL 29121 611-C 93911 611-003-RM 80021

421-004-GL 69121

03

421-C 04911 421-004-RM 21021

57631-004-GL 79121 631-C 14911 631-004-RM 31021

241-004-GL 89121 241-C 83121 241-004-RM 41021

751-005-GL 10221
53

751-C 24911 751-005-RM 71021
08

661-005-GL 20221 661-C 34911 661-005-RM 81021
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GH"2 93121 4

GH"3 04121 81

GH"4 53512 63

GH"6 37651 55

GH"8 12820 001
redronodetangisedebtsumsgnillirdecifirosaG]1[

Series "HG" Mixing Tubes
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Assembly Numbers

Connecting Base & Linkage Assemblies for use with MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers

This listing of CB & L Assemblies shows only a
sampling of the more popular control motors. We may
be able to furnish CB & L for other operators not
cataloged (supply manufacturer’s name and model
number).

NOTE: MULTI-RATIO™ Mixers M-200 and smaller
require operators capable of 90 in-lbs torque.
MR-300 and larger require 120 in-lbs torque.

[1] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-LR yoke
WITH #B6301-KY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

[2] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-WR yoke
WITH #B6301-TY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

[3] Specify from Honeywell:
WITH #7616BR crank arm

[4] Specify from Penn/Johnson:
WITH #LVR27A-601 crank arm
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Bulletin 3300

VENTITE™ Inspirator Mixers

• Use kinetic energy of higher gas pressures to
provide air/gas mixture for all Maxon premix-type burner
systems

• Uses most clean fuel gases 500-3200 Btu/ft3

• Low initial cost

• Maintenance-free design

• Easy to adjust and operate

• Maximum application flexibility offered with 10
different sizes

• Provides for partial premixing of air/gas ratios to
Maxon AIRFLO® type burner systems

Partial Premix
Burner Systems

‘66’ AIRFLO® Burner

Premix Burner
Systems

VFL & VFH
LINOFLAME® Burners

SN Sealed Nozzles

STICKTITE™ Nozzles

Style A & B
LINOFLAME® Burners

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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VENTITE™ Inspirator Mixers
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Principle of Operation
VENTITE™ Inspirators provide a low-cost means

of supplying air/gas mixture to premix-type gas
burners.

Gaseous fuel under high pressure is introduced
through a drilled spud orifice into the venturi throat,
pulling in a proportional amount of combustion air.
The air and gas are mixed and may be used to supply
most premix-type burner nozzles.

Spud is easily replaceable in the field, so different
fuels can be readily accommodated. (Spud orifice
drilling varies with gas characteristics and available
inlet pressures.)

Air shutter is adjustable to accommodate draft
requirements of installation and includes a thumb lock
screw.

Control can be manual, as by the firing cock;
automatic, using a control motor to throttle fuel flow
through Maxon’s Series “CV”, “Q”, or Synchro Gas
Valves; or on/off firing using a solenoid valve.

Flow
Control
Valves

Series “CV” Valve

Series “Q” Valve SYNCHRO Valve

A complete VENTITE™ Inspirator system will also
include gas train, burner, throttling equipment, and a
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.

Typical applications include air heaters, grain
dryers, ceramic kilns, incinerators, solution heating,
metal melting, refinery heater/treaters, and many
other direct flame applications.

Aluminum hand torches are specialized alumi-
num VENTITE™ Inspirators with a cast iron HD-2-24
STICKTITE™ Nozzle.

These lightweight units (only 9 pounds) are easy to
handle and are totally portable, requiring only flexible
gas and/or air connections.

Application flexibility is provided with six different
options available for high or low gas pressure installa-
tions.

Typical applications include foundry floor mould
drying, ladle drying, core drying, die preheating,
brazing, preheating for welding and ore car thawing
operations.

Aluminum Hand Torch

VENTITE™ Inspirator

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394

Air Shutter

Thumb 
Lock

Screw
(not visible)

Spud Orifice

Spud Venturi Tube
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Capacity/Selection Data

General
Capacity  of a burner system incorporating

VENTITE™ Inspirators is determined by the size, type
and number of burners or nozzles through which it
fires, and by the field conditions under which it
operates. Select from the following capacity/selection
tables for the combination of mixer, burner and
operating conditions of your application.

Even slight variations in combustion chamber
pressure, draft conditions or the availability of
secondary air can affect ratings and performance
drastically.

Designations  of VENTITE™ Inspirators are based
on outlet pipe size. For example:  A 1-1/2"
VENTITE™ Inspirator will discharge the air/gas
mixture through a 1-1/2" standard threaded pipe
connection. A specific spud orifice drilling must
always be designated when ordering a VENTITE™
Inspirator.

Open-port firing with STICKTITE™ Nozzles
VENTITE™ Inspirators may be used as shown at

right to supply air/gas mixture to STICKTITE™ Burner
Nozzles being fired out in the open, into immersion
tubes, or firing through a chamber wall with the use of
a Maxon tuyere block.

STICKTITE™ Nozzle may be threaded directly
onto VENTITE™ Inspirator outlet or optional 90°
elbow arrangement may be specified as shown at
right. Support clamp is standard on 3" and larger
VENTITE™ Inspirators and available as optional
accessory on 2" and 2-1/2" versions.

Capacities and nozzle sizing  information are
provided on pages 3304-3306 for burner systems
utilizing VENTITE™ Inspirators with STICKTITE™
Burner Nozzles. Data is based on the use of a single,
full-sized STICKTITE™ Nozzle threaded directly onto
the outlet of a VENTITE™ Inspirator or arranged for
right-angle firing with a single elbow and close nipple.

Use only the “HD” STICKTITE™ Nozzle size
indicated for each VENTITE™ Inspirator.

Your actual choice of an appropriate VENTITE™
Inspirator and STICKTITE™ Nozzle combination will
be based on combustion chamber back pressure or
draft and the available pressure and heating value of
the fuel gas being used.

To select the appropriate Inspirator/STICKTITE™
Nozzle combination, determine your expected
negative pressure conditions and available gas
pressure.

Catalog data extends only to 30 PSIG. Higher
pressures are possible, but noise frequently becomes
a consideration.

Locate your available gas pressure  in the
appropriate table and scan downward in that column
to the fuel and heat release required. Separate data is
provided for 1000 Btu/ft3 natural gas and 2500 Btu/ft3

propane.
Identify VENTITE™ Inspirator size and spud

orifice drilling  by following across the line showing
your desired fuel, pressure and heat release.

Select and order the matching “HD”
STICKTITE™ Nozzle from the information given in
the STICKTITE™ Nozzle catalog section.



Page 3304 VENTITE™ Inspirators

Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirator and STICKTITE™ Nozzle

SCFH natural gas capacities when firing into balanced combustion chamber pressure
 (0 to -0.05" wc static pressure) – Under these firing conditions, approximately 80% primary air inspiration is
expected. Do not fire on propane gas with these conditions.

Aluminum Hand Torches
These are specialized aluminum VENTITE™ Inspira-

tors with cast iron HD-2"-24 STICKTITE™ Nozzles and
provisions for simple air/gas adjustments.

Three styles are offered (as illustrated at right):
straight type, 45° elbow type, and 90° elbow type.
Each style may also be specified in two (2) versions
(based upon available gas pressure).

Low pressure gas  version requires 0.2" wc to 8
osi natural gas pressure and a compressed air supply
at 5-60 PSIG (2-3 SCFM flow) and is rated at
210,000-475,000 Btu/hr. High gas pressure  version
requires natural gas supply at 5-25 PSIG capacity and
is rated at 250,000-500,000 Btu/hr.

These lightweight units (only 9 pounds) are easy to
handle, requiring only flexible gas and/or air connections
for portability. You need only connect to your gas supply
(and compressed air lines for low pressure versions).

Light-off is normally manual in most applications,
without flame supervision.

When ordering, specify spud orifice drilled #33
for natural gas firing or #43 spud orifice for
propane gas.
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(Low Pressure Gas Version)

(High Pressure Gas Version)

90˚  Elbow Type

Straight Type

45˚  Elbow Type

Note:  Tees and elbows may not be
in the orientation shown.
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirator and STICKTITE™ Nozzle

SCFH gas capacities when firing into slightly negative combustion chamber pressure
(-0.05 to -0.15" wc static pressure) – Under these firing conditions, approximately 65% primary air inspiration is expected.
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and STICKTITE™ Nozzle

SCFH capacities when firing into high negative combustion chamber pressure
 (-0.15 to -0.3" wc static pressure) – Under these firing conditions, approximately 50% primary air inspiration is expected.
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirator and Series “SN” Sealed Nozzle

Where sealed-port firing is preferred  for
atmosphere control or energy conservation,
VENTITE™ Inspirators may be used to supply air/gas
mixture to Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles as shown in
sketch below. The elimination of secondary air reduces
capacities somewhat from open-port or ribbon-firing
applications, but multiple inspirators and nozzles may
be used to achieve
virtually any desired
heat input. Do not use
against back
pressures exceeding
0.20" wc or for
propane or butane
fuels.

Capacities and nozzle sizing information  are
provided below and on the following page for burner
systems utilizing VENTITE™ Inspirators with Sealed
Nozzles.

To select the appropriate Inspirator/Sealed Nozzle
combination, determine your expected back pressure
conditions and available gas pressure. Catalog data
extends only to 30 PSIG. While higher pressures may
be used, higher noise levels must be expected.

Locate your available gas pressure  in the
appropriate table and scan downward in that column to
the heat release required. Identify the VENTITE™
Inspirator size  and spud orifice drilling required by
following across the line showing your desired pressure
and heat release. Select and order a matching SN
Sealed Nozzle  from the information given in the
Sealed Nozzle catalog section.

SCFH natural gas capacities when firing against combustion chamber back pressures
(0 to +0.1" wc static pressure)
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirator and Series “SN” Sealed Nozzle

SCFH natural gas capacities when firing against combustion chamber back pressures
(+0.1 to +0.2" wc static pressure)
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Style “A” & “B” LINOFLAME ® Burners

Where wide distribution of heat is required,
VENTITE™ Inspirators may be used to supply air/gas
mixture to LINOFLAME® Burner assemblies.

Heat releases are affected by available gas pres-
sures, air velocity, percent recirculation, and firing
chamber pressure conditions.

Capacities and burner selection  information are
provided on pages 3310-3313 for burner systems
utilizing VENTITE™ Inspirators and Style “A” and “B”
LINOFLAME® Burners.

To select  the appropriate Inspirator/LINOFLAME®

Burner combination, determine your expected operating
conditions and the available fuel and pressure. Catalog
data extends only to 30 PSIG. Higher pressures are
possible, but higher noise levels will be experienced.

Locate your available gas pressure  in the appro-
priate table and scan down that column to the heat
release required, then read across to identify the
necessary VENTITE™ Inspirator size and its spud
orifice drilling for your fuel gas (spud orifice drillings are
shown for 1000 Btu/ft3 natural gas or 2500 Btu/ft3

propane).
In the “burner length” section on the right side of the

table, you will find six possible LINOFLAME® Burner
footages and drillings which might be selected.

Identify the footage which best fits your applica-
tion needs then, at the top of that column, read the
indicated LINOFLAME® type and drilling pattern.

Style “A” or “B” LINOFLAME ® Burner heat
release must NOT exceed 525,000 Btu/hr per
lineal foot of burner.

Air stream applications  require a minimum flow of
fresh make-up air, with the actual amount based on
heat release. Minimum fresh air (SCFM) columns
shown at the right of tables 2, 3 and 4 indicate a range
corresponding to the 5 PSIG through 30 PSIG maxi-
mum capacities. Minimum fresh air requirements for
intermediate pressures may be interpolated.

See “A” & “B” LINOFLAME® Burner catalog section
for additional burner information.

The sketch below shows VENTITE™ Inspirators

feeding two LINOFLAME® Burner assemblies in a still
air oven heating application. Some secondary air
should normally be supplied around the burner, possi-
bly through secondary air ports as shown.

The sketch below shows one possible arrangement

of the burner assembly mounted in an airstream to be
heated. For heat releases in excess of those in
capacity tables, multiple VENTITE™ Inspirators may
be used as shown and the LINOFLAME® Burner
assembly divided into separate sections by division
plates.



Page 3310 VENTITE™ Inspirators

Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Style “A” & “B” LINOFLAME ® Burners

Table 1: LINOFLAME ® Burners in still air applications
with VENTITE™ Inspirator located in fresh air and LINOFLAME® Burner subject only to normal convection currents
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Style “A” & “B” LINOFLAME ® Burners

For air heating applications
with air stream velocities across burner in the range of
500 to 1500 FPM and return air temperatures not to
exceed 500°F (260°C), if in a recirculating system

Table 2: LINOFLAME ® Burners on pressure or suction side of volume air fan
with VENTITE™ Inspirator inside of duct parallel to direction of air flow
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Style “A” & “B” LINOFLAME ® Burners

Table 3: LINOFLAME ® Burners on suction side of volume air fan
(0 to -0.1" wc duct static pressures) with VENTITE™ Inspirator outside of duct in fresh air
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Style “A” & “B” LINOFLAME ® Burners

Table 4: LINOFLAME ® Burner on suction side of volume air fan
(-0.11 to -0.5" wc duct static pressures) with VENTITE™ Inspirator outside of duct in fresh air
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Type “VF” LINOFLAME ® Burners

Capacities  of Type “VF” LINOFLAME® Burner
assemblies fed by VENTITE™ Inspirators are shown
in the tables below and on page 3315.

To select,  identify the appropriate application (still
air or air stream), then check in the column showing
available fuel supply pressure to locate your desired
capacity.

Within that same application section of the tables,
you will also find the minimum capacity, the
VENTITE™ spud orifice drill size, the VENTITE™
Inspirator size and the necessary burner footage.

Increased minimums  may be necessary for
higher air stream velocities.

End bell of VENTITE™ Inspirator  must be
located in fresh air, even though Type “VF”
LINOFLAME® Burners themselves may be installed in
the recirculating air stream of a pull-through heater.

Table 1: Type “VF” LINOFLAME ® Burner in still air applications
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Type “VF” LINOFLAME ® Burners

For fresh (non-recirculating) air heating appli-
cations , “VF” Burners can be located on pressure or
suction side of volume air fan with VENTITE™
Inspirator located inside of duct parallel to direction of
air flow.

For recirculating air heating applications, “VF”
Burner must be located on suction side of volume air
fan with VENTITE™ Inspirator located outside of duct
in fresh air.

For air heating applications  with air stream
velocities across burner less than 1500 SFPM for
“VFL” or less than 2000 SFPM for “VFH”, ambient
and/or return air stream temperatures over the burner
should not exceed 800°F (437°C). Downstream
temperatures should not exceed 1000°F (538°C) for
recirculating air streams and 1200°F (649°C) for all
fresh air applications.

Table 2: Type “VF” LINOFLAME ® Burners for air stream heating applications
with VENTITE™ Inspirator located in fresh air outside of duct while “VF” burner installed in the passing air stream
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Capacity/Selection Data
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Series “66” AIRFLO ® Burners

Air heating applications with Series “66” AIRFLO ® Burner
Capacity and burner footage  information are

provided below for burner systems utilizing
VENTITE™ Inspirators and Series “66” AIRFLO®

Burners. Data is based on the use of Type AL5
AIRFLO® Burner and a natural gas supply pressure of
4-1/2 PSIG measured at the inspirator’s inlet. Higher
inlet pressures are not recommended.

The VENTITE™ Inspirator must be mounted
directly in the air stream being heated and must feed
directly into a burner back inlet as shown in sketch
below.

NOTE: This combination is not suitable for
make-up air supply heating.

To select  the appropriate Inspirator/Series “66”
AIRFLO® Burner combination, determine your
required maximum capacity.

For recirculated process air heating, maximum
capacity is 600,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot. Minimum
capacity is determined by air stream velocity across
the burner, which must be maintained in the range of
2200-3000 SFPM. Fresh make-up air must be added
to the recirculated air stream at the rate of 100 SCFM
per 100,000 Btu/hr heat release (introduced so as to
pass effectively through and over the burner).

Approximate flame lengths  shown in the table
vary with air stream velocity and are measured from
discharge end of burner mixing plates (i.e. from
profile).

In the table below, scan downward to the maximum
capacity required for your application, then read to the
left for the required VENTITE™ Inspirator size and
spud orifice drill size.

Minimum capacity attainable  with inspirator
combination is shown in the right side of the table,
corresponding to various air stream velocities. Table
shows corresponding AL5 Series “66” AIRFLO®

Burner footage.
Higher air velocities  give shorter flame lengths

and result in increased pressure drop across the
burner and profile plate.

For additional burner details,  see catalog section
for Series “66” AIRFLO® Burners.

Typical Piping Layout

Table 1: Recirculated Process Air Heating
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Dimensions (in inches)

Standard VENTITE™ Inspirators

1" – 1-1/2" Sizes  (with primary air shutter) 1" Size  (without primary air shutter)

2" – 2-1/2" Sizes 3" – 8" Sizes

Elbow Type  (any size)

Pipe threads on this page conform to ANSI Standard B2.1.

Accessories
90° firing arrangements  are available to reduce

space requirements by mounting VENTITE™
Inspirator parallel to chamber wall.

Support clamps  are included as part of 3" and
larger VENTITE™ Inspirators. They are optional for 2"
and 2-1/2" sizes.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Aluminum Hand Torches
includes aluminum VENTITE™ Inspirator and cast iron HD-2-24 STICKTITE™ Nozzle

Pipe threads on this page conform to ANSI Standard B2.1.
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Installation Instructions

General
VENTITE™ Inspirators are only a part of a

complete combustion system.
Sketch 1 below summarizes the additional

components that might typically be part of a complete
modulated system. Use this sketch and the following
comments as a check list prior to actual installation.

Alternate operating modes are illustrated below: for
manual operation, see sketch 2; for on-off
operation, see sketch 3 (solid lines); for high-low
operation, see sketch 3 (including dotted lines).

1. Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components.

2. Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain required fuel pressures (as high as 30
PSIG depending on application) at the
inspirator’s inlet while burner is operating at full
capacity. Anything more than minimum distance
or piping turns may necessitate “oversizing”
piping runs to keep pressure drops within
acceptable ranges.

3. Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent
blockage of pipe train components and inspirator
burner gas ports. All dirt, scale and pipe dope
should be blown out of any new gas line before
actually connecting to the burner system.

4. Main shut-off cock ②  should be upstream of both
main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours.

5. Main gas regulator ③   is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate
regulator should be provided in the branch
leading to each burner system if more than one is
served by a common main. Size regulator for full
system capacity at required pressure, including
pipe train losses. Follow the instructions attached
to the regulator for installation.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.
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8. Fuel Control Valve ⑥ controls burner heat
release by throttling gas flow to it. It should
include provision for an adjustable minimum and
throttling over a turndown range that matches
burner capabilities. In manual systems, it may be
an indicating cock. Maxon Control Valves are not
intended for tight shut-off.

9. Minimize pressure drop between inspirator and
burner(s). Inlet pipe leading to any burner should
be a straight run of at least four pipe diameters in
length. If the VENTITE™ Inspirator is supplying
multiple burners or multiple inlets to a single
burner element, care should be taken so that air/
gas mixing piping gives minimal pressure drop
and maximum uniformity.

Do not install any shut-off device in the air/gas
mixture line.

10. Test connections are essential for burner
adjustment. They should be provided
downstream of the main regulator and at each
burner inlet. Test connections must be plugged
except when readings are being taken.

Page 3300-S-2 VENTITE™ Inspirators

6. Pilot take-off ④ should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas
regulator, a solenoid valve and a shut-off cock.
An adjustable orifice gas cock at the pilot inlet
simplifies adjustment.

Suitable pilots should be provided for the type
of burner and control system being used.

7. Fuel shut-off valve(s) ⑤  (when properly
connected to a safety control system) are
designed to shut the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each
time the system is started up (or restarted after a
trip-out). Motorized shut-off valves permit
automatic start-restart when used with an
appropriate control system.

Installation Instructions
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Before proceeding, verify that all equipment has
been installed in accordance with the general
instructions found in the preceding pages.

Initial adjustment and light-off should be
undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
control/safety circuitry and overall installation.
If Maxon instructions conflict with local codes
or regulations, contact Maxon before start-up.

For initial system start-up:
1. Disconnect control motor from flow control

valve (if applicable). Initial start-up should only be
accomplished during a “manual” burner control
mode.

2. Purge furnace or oven. Furnace doors, vents
and flues should all be wide open and the
purging allowed to continue until all possible
accumulation of explosive vapors is dispersed.
Twenty minutes or more may be necessary on
large installations.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

3. Bleed air out of gas line leading to main gas
cock, taking care not to allow accumulation of
flammable vapors.

4. Open main and pilot gas cocks and light pilots
following instructions appropriate for the burner
and pilot type. If multiple pilots are used, open
individual cocks and adjust each in turn.

5. Install manometer to read mixture pressure at
burner and to establish required minimum. With
pilots burning, open fuel shut-off valve(s) and
advance fuel control valve slowly from minimum
setting until ignition of main flame occurs.

Refine main gas regulator setting, if necessary,
and verify control valve setting which gives
required minimum mixture pressure. Adjust
minimum stop of control valves as needed (if
applicable).

6. Advance control valve (or indicating firing cock)
manually to high fire position (adjusting if
necessary), observing burner performance.

CAUTION: If burners go out, close shut-off
valve or shut main gas cock at once. Return to
minimum setting, re-light pilots if necessary,
then turn main gas on again. Check carefully
that every burner nozzle is lit before
proceeding.

7. Adjust inspirator air shutter opening (if
necessary) to obtain desired flame character.
Shutter will normally be wide open if spud orifice
has been correctly sized.

8. Cycle system off and re-light several times.
When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
control valve linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that control
valve is moved throughout its complete travel, or
cataloged capacities and turndowns will not be
achieved.

If less than full-rated burner capacity is
required, linkage can be adjusted to limit
maximum output. With interrupted pilot, it may
be necessary to set control for somewhat higher
than minimum burner setting to permit hold-in of
flame detection system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding.

9. Re-check differential gas pressure with unit at
operating temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if
necessary, considering differential pressure,
flame length, and appearance. Dust or
contaminants in the air stream may affect flame
appearance.

10. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
dangerous fuel leakage. Replace equipment
cover caps and tighten linkage screws.

11. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.

Re-check all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

12. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation, and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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Start-Up Instructions

For Low Pressure Gas Hand Torches

To start-up:
1. Open air valve to the desired degree.
2. With an ignition source at the hand torch nozzle,

open gas valve until flame is established.
3. Adjust gas valve for the desired flame with sharp

well-defined structure. A flame with long weak
structure indicates a rich mixture and too much
gas. A short light flame with hissing noise
indicates a lean mixture with too little gas.

4. If higher or lower heat release is desired, re-
adjust air valve first, then refine gas valve setting.

To shut-down, close the gas valve first, then the air
valve.

CAUTION: Always observe good judgement
and common sense when operating a portable
hand torch.

Maintenance Instructions
The Venturi tube and air shutter of the VENTITE™

Inspirator should be kept clean to assure normal
operation.

Burner nozzles should be regularly inspected for
possible deterioration and replaced if necessary.
Generally, the higher the operating temperature, the
more frequent the inspections should be.
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Assembly Numbers

Assembly numbers for standard
VENTITE™ Inspirators and accessories
are shown in table at right. Note that two
versions of the 1" size are shown.

Optional 90° firing arrangement
consists of an elbow and nipple in the
appropriate size to allow right-angle firing.

Optional support clamp set (2" and
2.5" sizes only) simplifies mounting of the
VENTITE™ Inspirator.

When ordering VENTITE™ Inspirators,
the desired spud orifice drill size must be
specified.

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:

• Tube Size
• Thread Type
• Spud Orifice Size
• 90° Firing Arrangement
• Support Clamp Set

Assembly numbers for standard
VENTITE™ and Nozzle combinations
are shown at right.

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:

• VENTITE
• Shutter (1" only)
• Elbow
• Nozzle
• Nozzle Support Bracket (1.5"

through 6")
• Support Clamp Set (2" and 2.5")
• Pilot Type

Aluminum hand torch assembly
numbers are shown in table at right. Low
gas version requires .2" wc to 8 osi
natural gas pressure. High gas version
requires 5-25 PSIG gas supply. For
natural gas firing (high gas version only),
specify “with #33 spud orifice”; for propane
firing (high gas version only), specify “with
#43 spud orifice”.

Approximate shipping weight is 10
pounds for any hand torch version.
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Bulletin 4100

WIDE-RANGE® Gas Burners

3" WIDE-RANGE® Burners: At right, basic burner assembly with UV scanner (supplied by customer), optional pressure pilot
assembly and its spark ignitor. Burner with optional seal and support assembly is shown at left.

• Burns most low-pressure gaseous fuels, including low-Btu waste gases and
hydrogen

• Flame retention at all firing rates with multi-stage stepped-tunnel refractory block design

• Faster bring-up times without temperature override with 40:1 turndown capability

• Maximum application flexibility provided with eight sizes and capacities up to
13,500,000 Btu/hr

• On-ratio firing over a broad range of operating conditions

• Alternate refractory block materials for temperatures up to 3000°F (1649°C) gives
maximum cost effectiveness

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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WIDE-RANGE® Burners
Optional refractory block materials are available

to extend maximum operating temperature limits as
follows:
– up to 2800°F (1538°C); or
– up to 3000°F (1649°C)

These higher temperature material options are
available at net extra cost and may extend normal
delivery schedules.

Seal and support assemblies reinforce burner
blocks in thin wall construction and air heating instal-
lations. Their larger area mounting plate and metallic
cylinder surround a heavier round cast block, provid-
ing additional strength and support.

Carbon steel seal and support assembly, when
used in air heating applications, is suitable for return
temperatures across the burner of up to 600°F
(316°C) and/or downstream temperatures of up to
900°F (482°C).

Stainless steel seal and support assembly
provides for return air temperatures of up to 1000°F
(538°C) and/or downstream temperatures up to
1500°F (816°C).

Principle of Operation
Combustion air enters the burner body, surrounds

the gas insert nozzle, and exits through the air ports
on the face of the gas insert nozzle.

Low pressure gas enters the gas insert nozzle and
is directed out the gas ports (not shown), where it is
intimately mixed with the combustion air in the multi-
stage burner block tunnel.

A pilot port tunnel and a flame supervision port
intersect the main burner tunnel directly in front of the
nozzle face. At this three-way tunnel intersection, the
flame safeguard (flame rod or UV scanner) monitors
the pilot flame and/or main burner fire.

Material temperature limits
Standard burner block material is suitable for

operating temperatures up to 2600°F (1427°C). The
maximum operating temperature limit may be
downrated to 2400°F (1316°C) if the WIDE-RANGE®

Burner is operating under the following conditions:
– burner is installed in a furnace with fiber wall

construction
– frequent cycling inducing thermal shock and

stresses

Typical WIDE-RANGE® Burner construction

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Capacity/Selection Data

Capacity ratings of WIDE-RANGE® Burners vary
with the combustion air supply pressure and with
operating conditions.

Maximum capacity is a function of differential air
and gas pressure supplied to the burner inlets.
Combustion air blower rating should be at least 2
ounces higher than burner air inlet requirements to
allow for manifolding pressure losses.

Minimum capacity is more directly a function of
operating conditions. The minimum capacities shown
below reflect actual main burner flame minimums (i.e.
when pilot is interrupted, minimum flame must hold in
flame safeguard).

Natural gas pressure for rated maximum
capacities should be approximately 5" wc differential
measured at burner gas inlet (2" wc for propane gas).

Nomenclature
WIDE-RANGE® Burners are designated with a

three-part identification code:

Example: WR  F  –  1.5"

WR = WIDE-RANGE® Burner

F = Arranged for flame supervision by flame rod
or UV scanner

1.5" = Burner size (also air inlet pipe size)

The type of gas must be specified when order-
ing any WIDE-RANGE® Burner. All nozzle inserts for
WRF burners must be specifically drilled to match the
fuel gas to be fired. The WRF Burner will be drilled for
natural gas unless specified differently on order.

Every WIDE-RANGE® Burner must be ordered
either with appropriate pressure pilot assembly or
with optional pilot port cover kit. If a pilot assembly
is not ordered, it is recommended that a pilot port
cover kit be used to prevent the possibility of flame
and/or hot combustion gases escaping through the
burner’s open pilot port tunnel.

All WIDE-RANGE® Burners are drilled and
tapped 3/4" NPT to accept a flame supervision
device. When shipped, the flame supervision port is
plugged with a face bushing and a pipe plug. Flame
rod must be ordered separately or UV scanner
supplied by others. Remove the pipe plug and/or the
face bushing to mount your flame supervision device.

Air inlet arrangement “D” will be furnished (see
page 4106 ) unless specified otherwise.
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Accessory Options

3" WIDE-RANGE® Burner with seal and support assembly,
optional hinged lighter port cover, optional observation tee
assembly, optional flame rod and cooling tee assembly

Basic burner with refractory block, optional pressure
pilot and its spark ignitor, and pilot adjustable orifice.
UV scanner (supplied by customer) is mounted in flame
supervision port of burner.

Every WIDE-RANGE® Burner must be ordered
either with the appropriate pressure pilot or with
the optional pilot port cover.

The basic burner includes a refractory burner block
which has been cast into a cast iron burner frame and
equipped with a flame supervision port. Flame rod may be
ordered separately.

Other versions of the burner include a seal and
support housing of carbon steel (CS) or stainless steel
(SS).

Observation tee assembly (for 3" through 8" burners
only) permits viewing of flame through what would
normally be the gas inlet. Note that the inlet is turned 90°
with this option.

Cooling tee arrangements provide connection for a
purge air supply to UV scanner/flame rod connection.

Seal & Support 
Housing

Hinged Lighter
Port Cover

Observation 
Tee Assembly

Cooling Tee
Assembly

Flame Rod

Pressure Pilot
Assembly

Refractory Block

UV Scanner
(supplied by customer)
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Dimensions (in inches)

1.25" through 2.5" WIDE-RANGE® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Basic Burner Burner with Seal & Support Assembly

3" WIDE-RANGE® Burners
Basic Burner Burner with Seal & Support Assembly

4" WIDE-RANGE® Burners
Basic Burner Burner with Seal & Support Assembly
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6" WIDE-RANGE® Burners
Basic Burner Burner with Seal & Support Assembly

8" WIDE-RANGE® Burners

Air Inlet
Flange Set

(for 8" burners only)
Available Air Inlet Arrangements

WIDE-RANGE® Burners can be shipped in any of the piping
configurations shown. Arrangement “D” is always furnished unless
specified otherwise.

Entire burner may be rotated to suit piping, but positions which would
allow dirt or debris to block flame supervision port should be avoided.

For burners with pilot and flame rod
or UV scanner mountingFor burners with hinged lighter port cover set

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Arrangement Arrangement Arrangement Standard
"R" "L" "U" Arrangement

"D"
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Component Identification

To order replacement parts:
1. Specify parts by the names shown in the sketches above
2. Indicate quantity desired
3. Indicate burner size from numbers cast on side of nozzle

body and/or pipe size of air inlet connection
4. If ordering gas nozzle insert, identify gas or letter code

stamped on gas inlet: “N” or “P”
5. If ordering refractory block sub-assemblies, identify

refractory material code stamped on block frame near
cast Maxon name

Page 4107WIDE-RANGE® Gas Burners

Inlet Flange Gasket (WR-3", 4", & 6")

Inlet Flange Gasket 
(WR-3", 4", & 6")
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Notes
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3. Clean main body of any refractory which remains
attached and remove any loose chips from mating
block surface.

4. Prepare a refractory cement mixture (preferably
A.P. Green ’Sairset) mixed to the consistency of
thin peanut butter.

5. Apply a coating of cement to those block surfaces
which will mate with the burner body when it is
reinstalled.

6. Rotate main body to desired position, set in place
and bolt finger-tight.

7. Remove any excess refractory cement that is
forced out between body and burner block.
Observe the alignment illustration on page 4100-
S-2 and reposition body if necessary.

8. Tighten main body firmly into position and clean
throat with a narrow brush to insure smooth path
for air and gas. Replace burner insert and tighten
set screw.

9. Allow reassembled burner to stand at least 48
hours so that refractory cement will set.

Failure to do so may result in a weak bond and
early deterioration.

3/91

WIDE-RANGE® Burners Page 4100-S-1

Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Available Air Inlet Arrangements
WIDE-RANGE® Burners can be shipped in any of

the piping configurations shown below. Arrangement
“D”  is always furnished unless specified otherwise.

Entire burner may be rotated to suit piping but
positions which would allow dirt or debris to block
flame supervision port should be avoided.

For burners with pilot and flame
rod or UV scanner mounting For burners with hinged lighter port cover set

To rotate burner body
WIDE-RANGE® Gas Burners can be ordered in any

of the piping arrangements shown above. If it
becomes necessary to alter orientation for installation,
burner main body may be rotated by referring to
component identification drawing below, then
following this procedure:

1. Loosen socket head screw then remove gas
nozzle insert from main body.

2. Unscrew the bolts which fasten main body to
mounting frame, set aside and remove body
(tapping lightly, if necessary to break refractory
cement seal).
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Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Block Replacement
If the refractory block of your WIDE-RANGE®

Burner ever requires replacement, Maxon can supply
replacement block and frame sub-assemblies. To
replace a burner with Seal and Support Housing, a
complete frame/block/seal and support is available.

To install a new block and frame assembly:
1. Shut off system and allow to cool.
2. Disconnect piping etc. and remove WIDE-

RANGE® Burner from installation.
3. Loosen socket set screw and remove burner

insert, then unscrew the bolts which fasten the
main body to the mounting frame, set aside and
remove body (tapping lightly if necessary to break
bond).

4. Clean all old refractory from main body to insure a
proper seal when reassembling.

5. Prepare a refractory cement mixture (preferably
A.P. Green ’Sairset) mixed to the consistency of
thin peanut butter.

6. Apply a generous coating of the refractory cement
to those surfaces of the new block which will mate
with the burner main body when it is installed.

7. Put main body into position and bolt finger-tight.
8. Remove any excess refractory cement that is

forced out between body and burner block.
Observe the accompanying alignment diagrams
and reposition body if necessary.

9. Tighten main body firmly into position and clean
throat with a narrow wet brush to insure a smooth
path for air and gas. Replace burner insert and
tighten set screw.

10. Allow reassembled burner to stand at least 48
hours so that refractory cement will set.

Failure to do so may result in a weak bond and
early deterioration.

11. Reinstall burner, following installation instructions.
12. Dry refractory thoroughly by running burner at low

fire for at least 15 minutes.
13. Reconnect controls, etc., restoring burner to

service following manufacturer’s instructions.

Replacement frame/block/seal and support sub-assembly
for WR-3" WIDE-RANGE® Burner
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
The burner itself is normally only a part of your

complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train system as might be used
with gas-fired WIDE-RANGE® Burners.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, mounting gaskets, flame rod
and connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
WIDE-RANGE® Burner.

WIDE-RANGE® Burners can fire in any direction,
but the scanner manufacturer may impose limitations.
Avoid orientations which might permit pilot and/or
flame supervision ports to collect debris and/or
moisture.

If burner piping arrangement does not meet your
installation requirements, see page 4100-S-1 for
available alternatives and rotate burner body (if
necessary) following instructions provided.

Include observation ports in your combustion
chamber design to provide a view of both main and
pilot flame area. Start-up and adjustment procedures
will be greatly simplified.

Flexible connections are recommended in all piping
to reduce piping stresses and alignment/shifting
problems.

The use of a monolithic seal of castable refractory
around each WIDE-RANGE® Gas Burner (as shown
above) will lessen the chance of shearing off the block
because of unequal expansion of the refractory and
the furnace shell.

Excessive maintenance on the burner blocks and
castings is frequently the result of external stresses
and strains transmitted to the burner through the
piping. On large installations, consider the use of
flexible piping connectors to provide “give-and-take” in
both length and alignment. Installation of such
connectors at certain key spots in the air or gas
manifolding can prevent damage to the burners from
uneven thermal expansion.

Typical installation diagram of WIDE-RANGE® Burner system

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping layout
shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be submitted to
the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.

3/91
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WIDE-RANGE® Burner requires a separate
combustion air blower. The nozzle mixing burners
serve as their own fuel/air mixing device.

The blower should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If problems exist, consider relocation.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single gas train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling MICRO-RATIO® Valve with a
Maxon WIDE-RANGE® Burner is not intended for
tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate
regulator in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the
regulator during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Page 4100-S-4 WIDE-RANGE® Burners

Installation Instructions (continued)

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel supply
off with a loss of electrical power. Manual reset
valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a shut-down).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner
adjustment. They should be provided immediately
upstream of the burner and an air test connection is
included in the burner itself. Test connections must
be plugged except when readings are being taken.

Blower location must deliver a reasonably clean
and cool air supply. Care must be taken to keep air
manifold pressure drops to a minimum and to
independently support the weight of air piping.

Gas and air piping should be located reasonably
close to the burner and sized for the pressure and
volume requirements of the burner, with supply
pressures high enough to permit subsequent
regulation at each burner. Gas piping drops should
not exceed 10% of initial supply pressure.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Sequencing control systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless combustion air
is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, along with a combustion air pressure
switch.

Flame sensing may be accomplished by UV
scanner or flame rod. UV scanner should be kept as
close to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used, may
affect signal strength with some brands of scanners.

Low fire start and interrupted pilot are essential to
obtain cataloged minimums.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be
required to support weight of the burner and any
connected pipe train components. Air control motors,
in particular, require additional support. Maxon
connecting base and linkage assemblies are
designed to position the control motors to work with
the control valve, not to support their weight.

Multi-burner installations require special
considerations if supplied by a common pipe train
and/or air supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves
may be used for improved heating uniformity.
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WIDE-RANGE® Burners Page 4100-S-5

Installation Instructions (continued)

Burner Mounting
In a refractory wall, bolt burner directly to the

furnace shell as shown in Sketch 1 or, if there is no
shell, use angle irons extended between buckstays as
shown in Sketch 2.

In either case, size the opening in your refractory
wall to give a 3" gap around the burner, then ram with
castable refractory such as A.P. Green Kast-Set, B &
W Kaolin Base Castable or equal, following
manufacturer’s instructions. Allow sufficient dry-out
time before firing burner, and cure slowly at start-up.

Note: Slotted holes in the burner mounting
frame are intended to allow for lateral expan-
sion of furnace. Tighten mounting bolts only
enough to hold the burner in position.

In thin-wall or soft-wall construction, where
burner should be equipped with Seal and Support
Housing, cut an opening 1" larger (diameter) than
Seal and Support. Weld four studs to shell and mount
as shown in Sketch 3, then pack with soft insulation
fiber.

Sketch 1

Sketch 2

Sketch 3
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Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burner take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

NOTE: The following instructions assume use of
piloted burners and Standard Cam MICRO-RATIO®

Valves:
The photograph below shows a MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly consisting of an air butterfly valve to
control combustion air flow and an adjustable-gradiant
SYNCHRO gas flow control valve. The latter is
mechanically linked to the air valve and a series of
adjusting screws permits setting of a desired air/fuel
ratio throughout the burner firing range. A pneumatic
or electric control motor will normally be mounted to
this MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly and
establish firing rates in
accordance with system
demands.

Additional data on
Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Valves is provided in
catalog bulletin 7000.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to fuel regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

Vent dampers and pressure controllers
should be used to maintain balanced or
slightly positive furnace pressures (0.0" to
0.05" wc) for maximum efficiency. Excessive
back pressure can damage furnace and/or reduce
burner capacity. Negative pressures allow infiltra-
tion of secondary air and can seriously affect
efficiency and temperature uniformity.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of manifold and combustion
chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.
Using a 3/16" allen wrench, disconnect the
automatic control
motor’s linkage from
Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve by
loosening your control
motor’s connecting rod
from the valve’s toggle
linkage.

Page 4100-S-6 WIDE-RANGE® Burners

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. Each WIDE-RANGE® Burner includes air test
connections, but an additional fuel test connection
should be provided (at minimum) upstream of the
burner.

Do not attempt to use test connections in pipe
elbows or tees, as internal turbulence can give
erroneous readings. Test connections must be
plugged except when readings are being taken.

Disconnect this
linkage from

MICRO-RATIO® Valve
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6. See appropriate catalog dimensional page for
test connection locations, then cross-connect a
manometer between burner air test connection
and a piece of tubing inserted into the combustion
chamber at a point that will reflect chamber
pressure. This will provide a direct-reading of
differential air pressures.

In similar fashion, cross-connect a manometer
between inlet manifold gas test port and combus-
tion chamber to directly read differential gas
pressures.

General: To achieve rated capacities, a WIDE-
RANGE® Burner must be adjusted to give the
specific air and gas differential pressures indicated
on catalog page 4103.

7. Set minimum air differential pressure at 0.1" w.c.
With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of air

and fuel valves, the minimum differential setting is
initially established with the air valve only.

Disconnect the linkage between the air valve
and fuel valve(s) on the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
assembly.

Start-Up Instructions (continued)

8. Establish the maximum combustion air
differential pressure by moving MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly toward the higher numbered
positions until the desired air differential (in
accordance with burner specifications) is reached.
Again, mark red air valve dial opposite crank
pointer.

For example: A combustion system may need the
air valve to only be 15° open for the “minimum”
setting and the “maximum” requirements are
satisfied with the air valve open to 60°. By marking
these points on the air valve’s indicating strip, you
are ready to reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

9. Reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve linkage
to the MICRO-RATIO® assembly’s air valve.

Having marked the MICRO-RATIO® air control
valve’s settings for both minimum and maximum
firing positions, you may adjust the linkage and
travel of the SYNCHRO gas valve’s stroke (see
sketch below).

WIDE-RANGE® Burners Page 4100-S-7
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Rotate the air valve while watching the
manometer for the minimum air differential
pressure of 0.1" wc. (Note: This is a very small
increment on a normal manometer. Readings/
settings above 0.1" wc will lessen turndown ratio
of burner system.) Mark red air valve dial (see
sketch below) opposite crank pointer.

Loosen Allen set screw ①  and binding screw ②
in toggle ④ . Move the toggle in universal cam
assembly slot towards the center of rotation so
that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum” set-
ting position. Tighten down set screw ①  and binding
screw ②  with both valves set at “minimum”.

Establish set screw ①  as minimum-end adjust-
ment point and binding screw ②  as maximum-end
adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t matter which is
maximum or minimum, as long as you identify
and keep the same reference points for the next
adjustment steps).

Loosen to separate air valve
movement from fuel valve(s) travel
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Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding screw
② and adjust pointer and linkage to correct just half
of the distance required to make the air valve
pointer indicate the maximum air valve setting.

Re-tighten binding screw ② and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw ①  and again correct
for just half of the distance required to make the air
valve pointer indicate the minimum air valve
setting.

Re-tighten set screw ①  and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw ②  for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until
the gas and air valves reach their minimum
and maximum positions simultaneously.
Normally, this is accomplished within seven
adjustments.

10. To prepare Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve for
initial fuel firing adjustment:

Remove cover
plate from screw
carrier cam assem-
bly and turn all
adjusting screws
counter-clockwise
until flush with outer
surface of casting
(new equipment is
shipped this way).

If multiple fuel arrangement, adjust linkage
rods and toggle arrangements between SYN-
CHRO Fuel Control Valve(s) so that all fuel
control valves travel together (from minimum to
maximum positions). Leave MICRO-RATIO®

Valve(s) at “minimum” position, as shown by
pointer on position indicator strip.

11. To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to insure
combustion air supply is flowing to burner. Pilot
gas regulator should initially be set at approxi-
mately midpoint of its adjustment range. With pilot
gas solenoid closed, open main fuel gas and pilot
gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas

Start-Up Instructions (continued)

solenoid. Turn pilot gas adjustable orifice screw
out (counter-clockwise) several turns from its fully
seated position. Observe ignition of pilot gas
through sight port of burner assembly and/or by
viewing flame signal metered from flame safe-
guard relay circuit.

Refine pilot gas setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest flame signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Reopen and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational
before opening any main and/or individual
burner valves.

12. To light and adjust WIDE-RANGE® Burner on
gas: With gas pilot established and flame supervi-
sion system operational, opening the main fuel
shut-off valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the SYN-
CHRO Fuel Control Valve of MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly.
13. Turn minimum adjusting screw in (clockwise)

to open gas valve until gas is ignited at burners.
Several turns of the screw may be necessary, but
flame should normally be confined back in the
burner block at rated minimums.

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any kind
of a flame as soon as possible. The flame geometry can
be adjusted and refined as needed later.
14. Adjust main gas regulator (as necessary to

maintain required burner differential). Re-adjust
minimum screw if necessary.

If pilots are to be interrupted, shut them off at this
point and verify that main flame remains lit and holds
in flame detectors. Re-adjust if necessary.

15. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with all
the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each suc-
ceeding screw needs to be screwed in approximately
one full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to high
will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.

WIDE-RANGE® BurnersPage 4100-S-8

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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16. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,
slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, burning with a
blue center and yellow tips, and a steady combus-
tion noise.

If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the
dryout period recommended by the furnace or
refractory manufacturer, then continue adjust-
ment of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

17. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than the second screw, then
with allen wrench inserted in the third screw,
slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2
position, adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen gas valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

18. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

19. Note gas supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

Start-Up Instructions (continued)

20. When all screws have been adjusted, recheck
differential pressures with unit at operating
temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if neces-
sary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance.

Natural gas flame should be bright blue with
very slight yellow tails and the burner will have a
steady combustion noise. Dust or contaminants in
the air stream may affect flame appearance.

21. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(considered good practice), shut pilots off now
and cycle MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from
minimum to maximum and back, with all convec-
tion system dampers in operating position or with
furnace door closed.

22. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
23. Check out overall system operation on all fuels

by cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupt-
ing pilot, and allowing temperature control system
to cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

24. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings, then
replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

25. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.

WIDE-RANGE® Burners Page 4100-S-9
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Notes
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

EGNAR-EDIW ® >eziSrenruB "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 "8

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC RW52.1 RW5.1 RW2 RW5.2 RW3 RW4 RW6 RW8

liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EPYTNOITCENNOCRIA
DRHT_ISNA noitcennocdedaerhtISNA

DRHT_OSI noitcennocdedaerhtOSI

NOITISOPTELNIRIA

D noitisopnwoD

L noitisoptfeL

R noitisopthgiR

U noitisoppU

EPYTNOITCENNOCSAG
DRHT_ISNA noitcennocdedaerhtISNA

DRHT_OSI noitcennocdedaerhtOSI

LEUF

TUB sagenatubrofdellirdelzzoN

TAN saglarutanrofdellirdelzzoN

ENON )dellirdremotsuc(elzzonknalB

PORP sagenaporprofdellirdelzzoN

006 sag)006(utBwolrofdellirdelzzoN

TOLIP

ON nesohctolipoN

SEY nesohcylnotoliP

C_SEY nesohcrevochtiwtoliP

)ylno"8hguorht"3(EETNOITAVRESBO
ON detcelestoneciohC

SEY detceleseciohC

NOITCETEDEMALF

RF doremalF

C_RF revochtiwdoremalF

ENON nesohcecivedoN

VU rennacsVU

EETGNILOOC
ON detcelestoneciohC

SEY detceleseciohC

LAIRETAMKCOLB

0062 timilerutarepmetkcolbmumixamF0062

0082 timilerutarepmetkcolbmumixamF0082

0003 timilerutarepmetkcolbmumixamF0003

TROPPUSDNALAES

SC troppusdnalaesleetsnobraC

ENON troppusdnalaesoN

SS troppusdnalaesleetssselniatS

)ylno"4hguorht"52.1(DORDNUORG
ON detcelestoneciohC

*SEY detceleseciohC

.ylnoLAICEPSasaelbaliavasidnadradnatsaregnoloN*
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Assembly Numbers

Spare Parts for WIDE-RANGE® Gas Burners

>eziSrenruB "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 "8

tikrevoctroptoliP 67323 77323 ---

ylbmessatoliperusserP 18611 48611 dedulcni

ylbmessaeetnoitavresbO elbaliavatoN 42741 52741 62741 08381

)sehcniniLhtgnelottuc(doremalF 53295
6.3=L

47195
1.4=L

57195
6.5=L

71181
1.7=L

71181
521.7=L

63295
5.5=L

teseetgniloocrofdoremalF
)sehcniniLhtgnelottuc(

64774
7=L

67195
4.6=L

77195
9.7=L

73295
4.9=L

83295
8.9=L

---

teseetgniloocriA
rennacsVUroF 45803 87823

doremalfroF 84572 94572 ---

rotingikrapsro/dnadoremalfrofrevocrebbuR 22781

ylbmessa-busemarf&kcolbrenruB 35882 95882 16882 36882 56882 17882 37882 54092

htiwylbmessa-busemarf&kcolbrenruB
troppus&laesleetsnobrac

37982 31092 71092 12092 52092 73092 14092 11292

htiwylbmessa-busemarf&kcolbrenruB
troppus&laesleetssselniats

47982 41092 81092 22092 62092 83092 24092 21292

rotingI 01181 09793

eriWnoitingI --- 00391













Bulletin 4200

• Stir up the heat in your furnace with exit velocities up to 275 ft/sec (185 MPH) to promote
workload heat penetration and better temperature uniformity

• Operate on-ratio, with excess fuel, or with excess air to meet the specific demands of your
combustion process needs

• Burn most clean, low pressure gaseous fuels or #2 light oil with only 8-16 ounce
combustion air pressures

• 48:1 turndown capability promotes faster bring-up times without temperature override

• Maximum application flexibility provided with seven different sizes and capabilities up to
8,400,000 Btu/hr per burner

• Lower fuel consumption by using preheated combustion air up to 800°F (427°C)

• Lightweight refractory-less burner with stainless steel combustion sleeve for air heating
applications

• Alternate refractory block materials for chamber temperatures up to 3000°F (1649°C)

1-1/2" Series G KINEMAX® Burners with spark ignitor, optional pilot gas adjustable orifice, and arranged for UV scanner mounting.
Standard refractory block is shown in background and burner equipped with seal and support assembly in foreground.

KINEMAX® Gas or Oil Burners
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KINEMAX® Burners
Principle of Operation

With Series G KINEMAX® Burners,
combustion air enters the burner body and
is swirled out into the burner block (or
sleeve) through the internal air orifice plate.

Low pressure gas enters the burner
body and exits to the block through
machined ports in the gas nozzle.

The gas and air are intimately mixed in
the cast burner block tunnel. The spark
ignitor is positioned to intersect the fuel/air
mixture directly in front of the nozzle face.

Pilot gas is introduced directly behind the
gas ports in the gas nozzle and essentially
flows through to the burner block through
the same ports as does the main gas. The
pilot capacity is the minimum firing rate of
the KINEMAX® Burner.

With Series C KINEMAX® Burners,
combustion air enters the burner body and
is swirled out into the burner block (or
sleeve) through the air orifice plate. Low
pressure gas enters the body and exits to
the block/sleeve through the gas tube and
nozzle.

For light oil firing, the #2 oil enters
through the strainer and oil tube going to the
oil spinner nozzle where the stream of liquid
oil is atomized by the atomizing air directly in
front of the spark ignitor.

Gas for the pilot comes in through a
separate inlet in the gas body and flows
down the gas tube where it spins out the
face of the gas nozzle in front of the spark
ignitor.

Series G KINEMAX® Burners
for gas only firing

Series C KINEMAX® Burners
for gas/oil firing

set to give a choice between on-ratio and excess air,
or excess fuel firing. As high as 4700% excess air is
possible at minimum capacity.

Maxon catalog bulletin
7000 describes MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves which
throttle air and fuel volumes
to the KINEMAX® Burner.

KINEMAX® Burners provide a higher velocity
stream of hot combustion gases that promote circula-
tion within your furnace or lehr, improving both
temperature uniformity and workload penetration.

When used in conjunction with Maxon’s MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves, a KINEMAX® Burner may be
adjusted to fire on-ratio throughout the firing range or

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Design and Application Details

Material temperature limits
Standard burner block material is suitable for

operating temperatures up to 2600°F (1427°C). The
maximum operating temperature limit may be
downrated to 2400°F (1316°C) if the KINEMAX®

Burner is operating under the following conditions:
– burner is installed in a furnace with fiber wall

construction
– frequent cycling is present, inducing thermal shock

and stresses
Optional refractory block materials are available

to extend maximum operating temperature limits as
follows:
– up to 2800°F (1538°C); or
– up to 3000°F (1649°C)

These higher temperature material options are
available at net extra cost and may extend normal
delivery schedules.

Preheated combustion air up to 800°F (427°C)
can be accommodated by standard burner.

Seal and support assemblies reinforce
burner blocks in thin wall construction, such as fiber
wall furnaces and air heating installations. Their larger
area mounting plate and metallic cylinder surround a
heavier round cast block, providing additional strength
and support.

Carbon steel seal and support assembly is
suitable for return air temperatures across the burner
of up to 600°F (316°C) and/or downstream
temperatures up to 900°F (482°C).

Stainless steel seal and support assembly
provides for return air temperatures of up to 1000°F
(538°C) and/or downstream temperatures up to
1500°F (816°C).

KINEMAX® Burners are available in
three configurations:
– Standard version with refractory block for

installation in refractory walls
– Complete with block sleeve to provide additional

block support in chamber walls of softwall
construction

– Complete with stainless steel combustion
sleeve offering lightweight refractory-less burner for
use in air heating applications. Maximum upstream
temperature is 1000°F (538°C) and maximum
downstream temperature for this configuration is
1500°F (816°C).

A complete KINEMAX® Burner system includes
gas train, air/fuel proportioning equipment, pressure
blower, and a control panel. Your Maxon
representative can help you choose from the broad
range available.

Typical applications include kilns, forge furnaces,
annealing furnaces, lehrs, and other applications that
require heating uniformity and broad ratio control.

Typical KINEMAX® Burner Installation
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Capacity/Selection Data

All KINEMAX® Burners can be fired on-ratio,
excess fuel, or with excess air. They include built-in
test port connections for simplified start-up and
adjustments, spark ignitor and a raw gas nozzle-
mixing pilot.

Performance data is provided in the tables below
and on the following page.

Raw gas nozzle-mixing pilot requires natural gas
be regulated separately and supplied to the pilot gas
inlet connection at 3-4" wc differential gas pressure.
Pilot capacity is that which gives reliable light-off with
3" wc natural gas pressure and a combustion air
differential pressure of 0.1" wc. To light off with full
excess air requires considerably higher gas
pressures.

Minimums are based on an air differential of 0.1"
wc and include excess air. Minimums increase if on-

ratio adjustment is required, or if the burner is to be
ignited with full excess air.

Performance limits show the maximum excess air
ratio possible at minimum firing rate.

Maximum capacity is a function of differential air
pressure supplied to the burner air inlet as read
between air test connection and combustion
chamber. Combustion air blower rating must be sized
to allow for manifolding pressure losses.

Fuel supply differential pressures (read between
gas 

 
test connection and combustion chamber) are

shown for both natural gas and propane.
Flame geometry is also shown in tables. Flame

remains within the KINEMAX® Burner’s refractory
block at lower firing rates. The flame geometry shown
is measured from the end of burner block at
maximum rated capacity.
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Capacity/Selection Data

KINEMAX® Burner Designation
All KINEMAX® Burners are drilled and tapped to

accept flame rod or UV scanner. Use flame rod
option only with Series G (gas only) burners.

KINEMAX® Burners are designated by size (air
inlet pipe size) and either Series G (for gas only) or
Series C (for gas/oil firing).

Example:
6" Series C KINEMAX® assembly
with block

When ordering a KINEMAX® Burner, the following
information must be specified:

– Burner size (air inlet pipe size)

– Burner series  (Series G or Series C)

– Block or sleeve arrangement

– For flame rod or UV scanner

If burner is to be used with a flame rod, an
optional flame rod kit must also be ordered.
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Accessory Options

1-1/2" Series G KINEMAX® Burner with standard
refractory block, spark ignitor assembly, optional
pilot gas adjustable orifice, and  two optional test
connection kits. Optional pilot gas adjustable orifice
simplifies pilot adjustments. Optional test connection
kits simplify manometer hook-up for air and/or gas
pressure readings during burner start-up and adjust-
ment. They include 1/8" brass hose barb and 1/8" test
cock. Kit must be removed and the test connections
plugged during normal burner operation. Note
alternate UV scanner port located on all KINEMAX®

Burners.

4" Series G KINEMAX® Burner with stainless steel
combustion sleeve, optional mounting plate
gasket, and customer’s UV scanner. Optional
mounting plate gasket provides burner/wall sealing
when special mounting flange is used.

6" Series C KINEMAX® Burner shown with stain-
less steel combustion sleeve for lightweight,
refractory-less burner used in various air heating
applications.

Replacement spark ignitor sub-assembly includes
ignitor and rubber cover.

Gas Check Valves should be
installed in multi-burner jobs as
close as possible to each burner
inlet for dependable light-off
(gas manifold may otherwise act
as a reservoir, preventing light-
off during trial-for-ignition
period). Valve should be in-
stalled horizontally or vertically
with flow in upward direction. Do not
install laying on side.

Air and Gas Balancing Valves
may be used on multi-burner
installations for improved heating
uniformity.

Refractory Block

Test 
Connection

Kit

UV Scanner
(supplied by
customer)

Spark 
IgnitorAlternate

UV Scanner Port
Test Connection 

Kit

Adjustable 
Orifice

Mounting Plate
Gasket

Stainless Steel
Combustion Sleeve

UV Scanner
(supplied by
customer)

Optional Pilot Gas
Adjustable Orifice

Oil
Tube

UV Scanner
(supplied by customer)

Spark 
Ignitor

Combustion Sleeve
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Dimensions (in inches)

1.5" – 2" Series “G” KINEMAX® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Flame Rod Spark Ignitor

Adjustable Orifice
for all burner sizes

Test Connection Kit
for all burner sizes
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Dimensions (in inches)

3" – 4" Series “G” KINEMAX® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Flame Rod

Spark Ignitor
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Dimensions (in inches)

2" Series C KINEMAX® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT
(ANSI Standard B2.1)

Spark Ignitor
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Dimensions (in inches)

6" KINEMAX® Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT
(ANSI Standard B2.1)

Spark Ignitor Burner arrangement (as shipped) is shown on
dimensional drawing. Gas body (see sketch above)
can be rotated in 60° increments to reposition gas
and pilot inlets plus sight glass. Atomizing air body
(gas/oil burners only) can be rotated in 90° incre-
ments to reposition atomizing air inlet except that inlet
cannot be aligned with gas inlet because of clearance
needs. NOTE: Be sure to remove spark ignitor from
assembly before attempting any repositioning of air or
gas body to avoid cracking ignitor porcelain.

*Dimension is 16" if refractory block is chosen.
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Component Identification

Series G KINEMAX® Burners (gas only)

To order replacement parts:
1. Specify parts by the names shown in the sketches
2. Indicate quantity desired
3. Indicate burner size from numbers cast on side of

nozzle body and/or pipe size of air inlet connection
4. If ordering refractory block sub-assemblies,

identify refractory material code stamped on block
frame near cast Maxon name

Series C KINEMAX® Burners (gas/oil) Nameplate
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Notes
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Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Air Inlet Arrangement
KINEMAX® Burners are furnished in standard

position illustrated at right. Since burner block is
round, the entire burner assembly may be installed
and rotated when mounting into combustion chamber
wall. This will permit matching up to field site piping.
Positions which would allow dirt or debris to fall down
and block flame supervision port should be avoided.

Air inlet down is standard

Burner Block Replacement
If the refractory block of your KINEMAX® Burner

ever requires replacement, Maxon can supply
replacement block and frame sub-assemblies.

When ordering refractory block/frame sub-
assemblies, identify refractory block material code
stamped on the bolt heads of your existing KINEMAX®

Burner.

To install a new block sub-assembly:
1. Secure heat processing equipment from operation

following manufacturer’s instructions.
2. Disconnect piping, etc. and remove KINEMAX®

Burner from installation.
3. Loosen and remove the nuts holding the burner

body to the burner block.
4. Remove old block assembly and remount new

block assembly. Be sure gasket between block and
body is in place between the components.

Replacement Block & Frame
Sub-Assembly
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
The burner itself is normally only a part of your

complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train system as might be used
with gas-fired KINEMAX® Burners.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, mounting gaskets, flame rod
and connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
KINEMAX® Burner.

KINEMAX® Burners can fire in any direction, but
the scanner manufacturer may impose limitations.
Avoid orientations which might permit flame supervi-
sion port to collect debris and/or moisture.

Include observation ports in your combustion
chamber design to provide a view of both main and
pilot flame area. This will simplify start-up and adjust-
ment procedures.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.

Burner block and casting failure is frequently the
result of external stresses and strains transmitted to
the burner through the piping. Flexible connections
are recommended in all piping to reduce piping
stresses and alignment/shifting problems. Installation
of such connectors at certain key spots in the air or
gas manifolding can prevent damage to the burners
from uneven thermal expansion.

Typical installation diagram of Series “G” KINEMAX®  Burner system
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Installation Instructions (continued)

KINEMAX® Burner requires a separate combus-
tion air blower. The nozzle mixing burners serve as
their own fuel/air mixing device.

The blower should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If problems exist, consider relocation.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with nameplate ratings. Insure that all
normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combustion
air blower should continue to run after shutdown to
allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single gas train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling MICRO-RATIO® Valve with a
Maxon KINEMAX® Burner is not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, consider a separate
regulator in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel supply
off with a loss of electrical power. Manual reset

valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Blower must deliver a reasonably clean and cool
air supply. Care must be taken to keep air manifold
pressure drops to a minimum and to independently
support the weight of air piping.

Gas and air piping should be located reasonably
close to the burner and sized for the pressure and
volume requirements of the burner, with supply
pressures high enough to permit subsequent regula-
tion at each burner. Gas piping drops should not
exceed 10% of initial supply pressure.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves).

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless combustion air
is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

Flame sensing may be accomplished by UV scan-
ner or flame rod. UV scanner should be kept as close
to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used may affect
signal strength with some brands of UV scanners. Flame
rod sensing must not be used with oil firing.

Low fire start is essential to obtain cataloged
minimums.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be
required to support weight of the burner and any
connected pipe train components. Air control motors,
in particular, require additional support. Maxon
connecting base and linkage assemblies are
designed to position the control motors to work with
the control valve, not to support their weight.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves may be used
for improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing Check
Valves should be installed in horizontal pipe and as
close as possible to each burner inlet for dependable
light-off (gas manifold may otherwise act as a reser-
voir, preventing light-off during trial-for-ignition pe-
riod).

If burners are opposite and firing toward each
other, use alternate UV scanner connection on
KINEMAX® Burner to lessen chance of direct or
reflected UV radiation.

4/91
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Check visually that no obstructions exist in front of
the burner, then prepare a shell opening up to 1"
larger than burner diameter (2" larger through refrac-
tory part of wall). Attach studs to furnace shell or weld
angle iron from buckstay to buckstay if additional
support is required, checking location carefully for
appropriate burner arrangement.

NOTE: Discharge face of burner should be flush
with inner furnace wall for maximum recirculation
effectiveness. Entire burner may be rotated about
its centerline to mount in any position.

Mount burner in position and draw up mounting
bolts to provide support. Overtightening will prevent
lateral expansion of the furnace plate and can cause
destructive stresses.

Page 4200-S-4 KINEMAX® Burners

Installation Instructions (continued)

Burner Mounting
In a refractory wall (sketch 1), basic burner may be

used with castable refractory rammed into the space
around burner, supported with angle iron and retained
by mastic-coated anchors. The remaining gap should
be packed with ceramic fiber insulation.

Note: Slotted holes in the burner mounting
frame are intended to allow for lateral expan-
sion of furnace. Tighten mounting bolts only
enough to hold the burner in position.

In a “soft” wall (sketch 2), burner should be
specified with optional burner block sleeve and
wrapped tightly in fiber blanket. Remaining space
should be packed with ceramic fiber insulation.

For maximum burner life, burner frame and furnace
shell must be protected from hot gas flows. Use high
temperature gasketing between burner mounting
flange and furnace shell.

21
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Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions

4/91

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burner take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

NOTE: The following instructions assume use of
piloted burners and Standard Cam MICRO-RATIO®

Valves:
The photograph below shows a MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly consisting of an air butterfly valve to
control combustion air flow and an adjustable-gradiant
SYNCHRO gas flow control valve. The latter is
mechanically linked to the air valve and a series of
adjusting screws permits setting of a desired air/fuel
ratio throughout the burner firing range. A pneumatic
or electric control motor will normally be mounted to
this MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly and
establish firing rates
in accordance with
system demands.

Additional data
on Maxon MICRO-
RATIO® Valves is
provided in catalog
bulletin 7000.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

Vent dampers and pressure controllers
should be used to maintain balanced or
slightly positive furnace pressures (0.0" to
0.05" wc) for maximum efficiency. Excessive
back pressure can damage furnace and/or reduce
burner capacity. Negative pressures allow infiltra-
tion of secondary air and can seriously affect
efficiency and temperature uniformity.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of manifold and combustion
chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.
Using a 3/16" allen wrench, disconnect the
automatic control motor’s linkage from Maxon
MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve by loosening your
control motor’s con-
necting rod from the
valve’s toggle linkage.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. Each KINEMAX® Burner includes air and fuel
test connections but additional connections should be
provided (at minimum) downstream of the regulator
and MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

Do not attempt to use test connections in pipe
elbows or tees, as internal turbulence can give
erroneous readings. Test connections must be
plugged except when readings are being taken.

Disconnect this
linkage from

MICRO-RATIO® Valve
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6. See appropriate catalog dimensional page for
test connection locations, then cross-connect a
manometer between burner air test connection
and a piece of tubing inserted into the combustion
chamber at a point that will reflect chamber
pressure. This will provide a direct-reading of
differential air pressures.

In similar fashion, cross-connect a manometer
between burner’s gas test port and combustion
chamber to read differential gas pressures.

Page 4200-S-6 KINEMAX® Burners

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

Rotate the air valve while watching the
manometer for the minimum air differential
pressure of 0.1" wc. (Note: This is a very small
increment on a normal manometer. Readings/
settings above 0.1" wc will lessen turndown ratio
of burner system.) Then mark red air valve dial
(see sketch below) opposite crank pointer.

Maxon offers a “test connection kit” accessory
which provides a convenient means of connecting
plastic tubing to the burner test port connections.
Kit should be removed after initial start-up and the
test ports plugged for normal burner operations.

General: To achieve rated capacities, a KINEMAX®

Burner must be adjusted to give the specific air and
gas differential pressures as indicated in the charts
shown on pages 4200-S-8 and 9.

7. Set minimum air differential pressure at 0.1" w.c.
With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of air

and fuel valves, the minimum differential setting is
initially established with the air valve only.

Disconnect the linkage between the air valve
and fuel valve(s) on the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
assembly.

8. Establish the maximum combustion air
differential pressure by moving MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly toward the higher numbered
positions until the desired air differential (in
accordance with burner specifications) is reached.
Again, mark red air valve dial opposite crank
pointer (refer to Chart 2 on page 4200-S-9).

For example: A combustion system may need the
air valve to only be 15° open for the “minimum”
setting and the “maximum” requirements are
satisfied with the air valve open to 60°. By marking
these points on the air valve’s indicating strip, you
are ready to reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

9. Reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve linkage
to the MICRO-RATIO® assembly’s air valve.

Having marked the MICRO-RATIO® air control
valve’s settings for both minimum and maximum
firing positions, you may adjust the linkage and
travel of the SYNCHRO gas valve’s stroke (see
sketch below).

Loosen to separate air valve
movement from fuel valve(s) travel
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Loosen Allen set screw ①  and binding screw ②
in toggle ④ . Move the toggle in universal cam
assembly slot towards the center of rotation so
that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum” set-
ting position. Tighten down set screw ①  and binding
screw ②  with both valves set at “minimum”.

Establish set screw ①  as minimum-end adjust-
ment point and binding screw ②  as maximum-end
adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t matter which is
maximum or minimum, as long as you identify and
keep the same reference points for the next
adjustment steps.

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maximum”
position. The air valve maximum setting was
previously determined. Loosen binding screw ②
and adjust pointer and linkage to correct just half
of the distance required to make the air valve
pointer indicate the maximum air valve setting.

Re-tighten binding screw ②  and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw ①  and again correct
for just half of the distance required to make the air
valve pointer indicate the minimum air valve
setting.

Re-tighten set screw ①  and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw ②  for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until
the gas and air valves reach their minimum
and maximum positions simultaneously.
Normally, this is accomplished within seven
adjustments.

10. To prepare Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve for
initial fuel firing adjustment:

Remove cover
plate from screw
carrier cam assem-
bly and turn all
adjusting screws
counter-clockwise
until flush with outer
surface of casting
(new equipment is
shipped this way).

KINEMAX® Burners Page 4200-S-7

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

If multiple fuel arrangement, adjust linkage
rods and toggle arrangements between SYN-
CHRO Fuel Control Valve(s) so that all fuel
control valves travel together (from minimum to
maximum positions). Leave MICRO-RATIO®

Valve(s) at “minimum” position, as shown by
pointer on position indicator strip.

11. To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to insure
combustion air supply is flowing to burner. Pilot
gas regulator should initially be set at approxi-
mately midpoint of its adjustment range. With pilot
gas solenoid closed, open main fuel gas and pilot
gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas
solenoid. Turn pilot gas adjustable orifice screw
out (counter-clockwise) several turns from its fully
seated position. Observe ignition of pilot gas
through sight port of burner assembly and/or by
viewing flame signal metered from flame safe-
guard relay circuit.

Refine pilot gas setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest flame signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Reopen and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational before
opening any main and/or individual burner valves.

12. To light and adjust KINEMAX® Burner on gas:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, opening the main fuel shut-off
valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the SYNCHRO Fuel
Control Valve of MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly.

13. Turn minimum adjusting screw in (clockwise)
to open gas valve until gas is ignited at burners.
Several turns of the screw may be necessary.
Flame should normally be confined back in the
burner block at rated minimums. (Higher mini-
mums might possibly extend flames beyond
burner block.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any kind
of a flame as soon as possible. The flame geometry can
be adjusted and refined as needed later.
14. Adjust main gas regulator (as necessary to

maintain required burner differential). Re-adjust
minimum screw if necessary.

If pilots are to be interrupted, shut them off at this
point and verify that main flame remains lit and holds
in flame detectors. Re-adjust if necessary.
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Adj. Screws
(under cover)
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Manual 

Operation
Position
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Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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15. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with all
the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each suc-
ceeding screw needs to be screwed in approximately
one full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to high
will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.
16. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, burning with a
blue center and yellow tips, and a steady combus-
tion noise.

If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the
dryout period recommended by the furnace or
refractory manufacturer, then continue adjust-
ment of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

17. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than the second screw, then
with allen wrench inserted in third screw, slowly
move MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen gas valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

18. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

Page 4200-S-8 KINEMAX® Burners

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

19. Note gas supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

20. When all screws have been adjusted, recheck
differential pressures with unit at operating
temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if neces-
sary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance.

Flame should be blue with yellow tails and a
distinct “wrapping” characteristic, with steady
combustion noise. Dust or contaminants in the air
stream may affect flame appearance.

The charts below and on the next page show
specific differential gas (Chart 1) and air (Chart 2)
pressure readings at various firing rates. This
data may be used to refine your KINEMAX®

Burner adjustments.

Chart 1
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21. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(considered good practice), shut pilots off now
and cycle MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from
minimum to maximum and back, with all convec-
tion system dampers in operating position or with
furnace door closed.

22. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
23. Check out overall system operation on all fuels

by cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupt-
ing pilot, and allowing temperature control system
to cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

24. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings, then
replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

25. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.

KINEMAX® Burners Page 4200-S-9

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

4/91

Chart 2
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Page 4200-S-10 KINEMAX® Burners

Light Oil Firing Start-Up Instructions

To light and adjust KINEMAX®

Burner on light oil:
26. All preliminary adjustments as outlined for gas

firing (steps #1 through #25) must have been
completed.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational before
opening any main and/or individual burner fuel
valve.

27. With gas pilot established and UV flame
supervision system operational, opening the
main oil shut-off valve(s) will allow #2 oil to flow
to the SYNCHRO Oil Control Valve of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use
eye protection and avoid prolonged viewing.

28. Turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to minimum
position and, using the allen wrench supplied
with MICRO-RATIO® Valve, turn minimum
adjusting screw of oil valve in (clockwise) to
permit oil flow to the burner(s). Continue turning
inward slowly until minimum oil fire ignites.

CAUTION: Shut off oil quickly if there is a
noticeable drop in oil pressure or if ignition
does not occur within a few seconds.

29. Check that pressure downstream of oil
pressure regulator is sufficient to meet burner
requirement plus piping losses. Readjust oil
pressure regulator if necessary.

Failure of “some” burners on a multiple burner
job to ignite would generally indicate line scale or
dirt obstructions in the oil valve, oil tube and/or oil
tip. Disassemble, inspect and clean if necessary.

30. Once ignition occurs, turn minimum screw in
(for more fuel) or out (for less) until a yellow-
white flame is produced without smoke or brown
tips. When properly adjusted, it should be
possible now to shut off pilots with the flame
detection system (if used), holding in on main
flame only.

31. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with
all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each
succeeding screw needs to be screwed in approxi-
mately one full turn deeper than its preceding screw.
A smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point
from low to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.
32. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, with a steady
combustion noise.

Flame appearance should remain yellow-white
with no brown tips and exhibit a distinct “wrap-
ping” shape throughout the cataloged firing rate.

33. If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the dryout
period recommended by the furnace or refractory
manufacturer, then continue adjustment of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

34. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than second, then with allen
wrench inserted in the third screw, slowly move
MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off oil and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen oil valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

35. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.
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36. Note oil supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to readjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, readjusted before
proceeding.

37. When all screws have been adjusted, allow
system to reach operating temperature then
recheck minimum and maximum differential air
pressures. Readjust linkage between air and fuel
valves if necessary. If any change is made, refine
gas adjusting screw settings, always adjusting
only that screw corresponding to the position at
which valve is then set.

When adjusting for firing at maximum posi-
tions, take care that adjusting screws slope
gradually toward that setting.

38. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(as recommended), shut pilots off now and cycle
MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from minimum to
maximum and back, with all convection system
dampers in operating position or with furnace
door closed.

39. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
40. Check out overall system operation on all

fuels by cycling through light-off at minimum,
interrupting pilot, and allowing temperature
control system to cycle burner from minimum to
maximum and return. Recheck all safety system
interlocks for proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

41. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings,
then replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

42. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.

KINEMAX® Burners Page 4200-S-11

Light Oil Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)
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Page 4200-S-12 KINEMAX® Burners

Notes
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8/03

Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

XAMENIK ® srenruB ylnOsaGGseireS liO/saGCseireS

etelpmoC
renruB

]1[seilbmessA

"5.1 "2 "3 "4 "6 "2 "6

MK5.1 MK2 MK3 MK4 MK6 MKC2 MKC6

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:
• Combustion Air Inlet Flange
• Air Connection Type
• Gas Connection Type
• Pilot Orifice
• Flame Detection
• Block Material
• Block Length
• Seal and Support
• Mounting Ring

XAMENIK ® SRENRUB
ylnOsaGGseireS liO/saGCseireS

"5.1 "2 "3 "4 "6 "2 "6

tikdoremalF
emalfdnadordnuorgsedulcni
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72415 82415 92415 03415 --- --- ---

teksagegnalfydobelzzoN
)egnalfrenrub&llawneewteb(

34653 44653 54653 73073 34653 73073

htiwdesu(etalpgnitnuoM
kcolbdnaeveelsnoitsubmoc

]2[)ylno
73243 83243 93243 --- 73243 ---

rofteksagetalpgnitnuoM
evoba

19343 29343 39343 --- 19343 ---

tesegnalfdedaerht#521
)ylnosrenrub"6(

--- 77635 --- 77635

tiknoitcennoctset"8/1 73143

*evlavkcehcgniwssaG
C)ezis( v wolf

)"4/3(81653
Cv 1.12=

)"1(91653
Cv 43=

)"2/1-1(02653
Cv 76=

)"2(12653
Cv 08=

86983
)"3(

)"1(91653
Cv 43=

86983
)"3(

"VB"seireS
gnicnalaB

*sevlaV
C)ezis( v wolf

riaroF
)"2/1-1(22191

Cv 08=
)"2(32191

Cv 831=
)"3(52191

Cv 562=
--- ---

)"2(32191
Cv 831=

---

sagroF
)"4/3(91191

Cv 11=
)"1(02191

Cv 81=
)"2/1-1(22191

Cv 08=
)"2(32191

Cv 831=
---

)"1(02191
Cv 81=

---

ecifiroelbatsujdasagtoliP 13405

[2] Specify dimension Z location for welding

*Must be ordered as loose items.

Spare Parts and Accessories for KINEMAX® Burners

[1] Refer to Product Data Sheet 9000-1 & 2 for alternate materials at net extra charge

• Mounting Ring Gasket
• Test Connection Kit (Combustion Air)
• Test Connection Kit (Fuel)
• Orifice Plate (3" & 4" gas only)
• Oil Tip Connection (2" gas/oil only)
• Atomizing Air Connection (6" gas/oil only)
• Nozzle Body Flange Gasket
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Assembly Numbers

XAMENIK ® srenruB
ylnOsaGGseireS liO/saGCseireS

"5.1 "2 "3 "4 "6 "2 "6

&tnemecalpeR
straPerapS

doremalftnemecalpeR
revocrebburhtiwylbmessa

32415 52415 62415 --- --- ---

ylbmessa-busrotingikrapS
revocrebburhtiw

24043 28793 06173

)R(revocrebbuR 22781

)R(ssalgnoitavresbO 48291

tnemecalpeR
kcolBrenruB

-buS
seilbmessA

rofdetaR
F°0062
mumixam

kcolbdradnatS 00053 20053 40053 60053 43073 40105 43073

kcolbdednetxE 40953 50953 60953 70953 --- 83105 ---

.S.C&kcolbdradnatS
eveelsnoitsubmoc

65953 95953 26953 56953 --- 93105 ---

.S.S&kcolbdradnatS
eveelsnoitsubmoc

75953 06953 36953 66953 85073 04105 85073

.S.S&kcolbdednetxE
eveelsnoitsubmoc

85953 16953 46953 76953 --- 14105 ---

rofdetaR
F°0082
mumixam

kcolbdradnatS 8827301 2437301 1737301 6837301 4647301 6537301 4647301

kcolbdednetxE 0927301 4437301 3737301 8837301 --- 8537301 ---

.S.C&kcolbdradnatS
eveelsnoitsubmoc

2927301 6437301 5737301 0937301 --- 0637301 ---

.S.S&kcolbdradnatS
eveelsnoitsubmoc

4927301 8437301 7737301 2937301 6647301 2637301 6647301

.S.S&kcolbdednetxE
eveelsnoitsubmoc

6927301 0537301 9737301 4937301 --- 4637301 ---

rofdetaR
F°0003
mumixam

kcolbdradnatS 9827301 3437301 2737301 7837301 5647301 7537301 5647301

kcolbdednetxE 1927301 5437301 4737301 9837301 --- 9537301 ---

.S.C&kcolbdradnatS
eveelsnoitsubmoc

3927301 7437301 6737301 1937301 --- 1637301 ---

.S.S&kcolbdradnatS
eveelsnoitsubmoc

5927301 9437301 8737301 3937301 7647301 3637301 7647301

.S.S&kcolbdednetxE
eveelsnoitsubmoc

7927301 1537301 1837301 5937301 --- 5637301 ---



Bulletin 4300

RAMFIRE® Burners

• Improve your furnace temperature uniformity and work penetration with rapid circulation

from RAMFIRE® Burner’s high exit velocities, up to 550 ft/sec (375 MPH)

• Increase furnace loading and reduce flame impingement potential with RAMFIRE® Burner’s
short flame length. Let the high velocity stream of hot combustion gases stir-up your furnace’s heat.

• Maintenance and/or field inspection is simple with burner’s removable backplate, giving direct and
easy access to the gas nozzle and refractory block

• 20:1 turndown capability promotes faster bring-up times without temperature override

• Operate “on-ratio” or with “excess air” to meet specific demands of your process requirements

• Clean burning with natural or propane gases to produce lower NO
X
 levels

• Requires low pressure combustion air for heat releases up to 800,000 Btu/hr in two popular sizes

for maximum cost effectiveness

1-1/2" RAMFIRE® Burners: At right, burner assembly with UV scanner (supplied by customer), spark ignitor and optional
mounting plate. Basic burner with standard refractory block and seal and support assembly is shown at left.

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394



Page 4302

RAMFIRE® Burners
Principle of Operation

Combustion air enters the burner
body and is swirled out into the burner
block through the air orifice plate. Gas
enters the burner body and exits to the
block through ports in the gas nozzle.

Gas and air are mixed on the face of
the nozzle directly in front of the spark
ignitor where it is ignited.

The pilot gas is introduced through
the side of the burner body and into the
gas nozzle.

The ignited gas/air flame front passes
down the refractory block tunnel to exit
through its reduced area discharge. This
helps to develop the short flame length
extending from the block and promotes
the very high exit velocities characteris-
tic of the RAMFIRE® Burner.

Each RAMFIRE® Burner includes a seal and
support housing to insure block integrity, spark
ignitor, a sight glass, and four test connections to
simplify start-up and adjustment.

When used in conjunction with Maxon’s MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves, a RAMFIRE® Burner may be
adjusted throughout the firing range to fire “on-ratio”
or with “excess air”. As high as 2100% excess air is
possible at minimum capacity.

Maxon catalog bulletin
7000 describes MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves which
throttle air and gas volumes
to the RAMFIRE® Burner.

Typical applications include
kilns, forge furnaces, annealing
furnaces, lehrs, and other applications that require
heating uniformity.

Provision is made for a UV scanner to monitor both
built-in raw gas pilot and main flame. Direct spark
ignition of burner is possible if sequencing incorpo-
rates low-fire start.

4/91

Material temperature limits
Standard burner block material is suitable for

operating temperatures up to 2200°F (1204°C). The
maximum operating temperature limit may be
downrated if the RAMFIRE® Burner is operating under
the following conditions:
– burner is installed in a furnace with fiber wall

construction
– frequent cycling is present, inducing thermal shock

and stresses
Seal and support assemblies reinforce burner

blocks in thin soft wall construction.
Carbon steel seal and support assembly is

suitable for chamber temperatures of up to 900°F
(482°C).

Stainless steel seal and support assembly
provides for chamber temperatures up to 1500°F
(816°C).
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Capacity/Selection Data

All RAMFIRE® Burners can be fired “on-ratio” or
with “excess air”. They include built-in test port
connections for simplified start-up and adjustments, a
spark ignitor and a gas pilot.

Performance data is provided in table below.
Gas pilot requires separately regulated natural gas

differential pressure of 5-6" wc to the inlet of (optional)
pilot gas adjustable orifice.

Cataloged minimums require an air differential of
0.1" wc for 1-1/2" burner size and 0.2" wc for 2"
burners. This translates to 35% excess air for the
1-1/2" burner and 75% for the 2" at rated minimum. If
on-ratio minimum is required, output will be consider-
ably higher.

Performance limits show the maximum “excess
air” ratio possible at minimum firing rate.

Fuel supply differential pressures (read between
G

1
 test connection and combustion chamber) are

shown for natural gas. To achieve cataloged maxi-
mum, natural gas must be supplied at 10 osi (18" wc)
at the burner inlet.

Maximum capacity is a function of differential air
pressure to the burner air inlet connections as read
between A

1
 test connection and combustion chamber.

Combustion air must be available at 15 osi at the
burner inlet. Combustion air blower rating should be
at least 2 ounces higher than burner air inlet require-
ments to allow for manifolding pressure losses.

Combustion air flows show two figures: the first is
the flow (in SCFM) required at maximum rated
capacity. The second set of numbers, denoted “for
sizing”, indicates the actual flow rate that will be
encountered in starting up a “cold” burner. If combus-
tion blower is to be used to purge combustion cham-
ber, blower must be sized for the larger air volumes to
prevent possible blower motor overloading. The lower
figure at maximum rated capacity is the result of back
pressure developed within the burner while firing.

Flame geometry is also shown in the table below.
Flame remains within the burner’s refractory block at
most firing rates. The flame length shown is mea-
sured from the end of burner block at maximum rated
capacity. The diameter shown is the greatest that may
be expected over entire capacity range.
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Gas check valves should be
horizontally installed in multi-
burner applications as close as
possible to each burner inlet for
dependable light-off (gas mani-
fold may otherwise act as a
reservoir, preventing light-off
during trial-for-ignition period).

Air and gas balancing valves
may be used on multi-burner
installations for improved heating
uniformity.

Page 4304 RAMFIRE® Burners

Accessory Options

The photo below shows a RAMFIRE® Burner
with seal and support assembly, standard refrac-
tory block and spark ignitor assembly. Standard
air inlet position is shown.

Standard refractory material permits operation at
firing chamber temperatures of up to 2200°F
(1204°C).

The following accessories are also shown:
• Optional test connection kit. Test connection kit

simplifies manometer hook-up for air and/or gas

pressure readings during burner start-up and
adjustment. Each kit includes 1/8" brass hose barb
and 1/8" test cock. Kit must be removed and the
test connections plugged during normal burner
operation.

• Optional pilot gas adjustable orifice to simplify
pilot adjustments

• Optional mounting plate and gasket. Mounting
plates and gaskets attach to furnace or kiln wall and
provide desired location relative to inner wall face.

Spark ignitors are used to ignite pilot or for direct
burner light-off.

A complete Series “G” RAMFIRE® Burner system
will also include gas train, air/fuel proportioning
equipment, pressure blower, and a combustion
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.

Refractory Block

Test Connection Kit
(optional)UV Scanner

(supplied by customer)

Spark 
Ignitor

Pilot Gas
Adjustable Orifice

Mounting Plate
(optional)
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Dimensions (in inches)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Component Identification

To order replacement parts:
1. Specify parts by the names shown in the sketch

above
2. Indicate quantity desired
3. Indicate burner size from numbers cast on side of

nozzle body and/or pipe size of air inlet connection
4. If ordering refractory block sub-assemblies, identify

refractory material code stamped on block frame
bolt heads

Nameplate
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Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Air Inlet Arrangement
RAMFIRE® Burners are furnished in standard

position illustrated at right. Since burner block is
round, the entire burner assembly may be installed
and/or rotated when mounting into combustion
chamber wall. This will permit matching up to field site
piping. Positions which would allow dirt or debris to
fall down and block flame supervision port should be
avoided.

Burner Block Replacement
If the refractory block of your RAMFIRE® Burner

ever requires replacement, Maxon can supply re-
placement block and frame sub-assemblies.

When ordering refractory block/frame sub-assem-
blies, identify refractory block material code stamped
on the bolt heads of your existing RAMFIRE® Burner.

To install a new block sub-assembly:
1. Secure heat processing equipment from operation

following manufacturer’s instructions.
2. Disconnect piping, etc. and remove RAMFIRE®

Burner from installation.
3. Loosen and remove the nuts holding the burner

body to the burner block.
4. Remove old block assembly and remount new

block assembly. Be sure gasket between block and
body is in place between the components.

5. Secure the block to the body by retightening the
nuts onto the block studs.

6. Re-install burner, following installation instructions.

Air inlet down is standard

Replacement Block & Frame
Sub-Assembly
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
The burner itself is normally only a part of your

complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train system as might be used
with RAMFIRE® Burners.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, mounting gaskets, and
connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
RAMFIRE® Burner.

RAMFIRE® Burners can fire in any direction, but
the scanner manufacturer may impose limitations.
Avoid orientations which might permit flame supervi-
sion ports to collect debris and/or moisture.

Include observation ports in your combustion
chamber design to provide a view of both main and
pilot flame area. This will simplify start-up and adjust-
ment procedures.

Burner block and casting failure is frequently the
result of external stresses and strains transmitted to
the burner through the piping. Flexible connections
are recommended in all piping to reduce piping
stresses and alignment/shifting problems. Installation
of such connectors at certain key spots in the air or
gas manifolding can prevent damage to the burners
from uneven thermal expansion.

Gas check valves should be horizontally installed
in multi-burner applications as close as possible to
each burner inlet for dependable light-off. (Gas
manifold may otherwise act as a reservoir, preventing
light-off during trial-for-ignition period.)

Typical installation diagram of RAMFIRE®  Burner system

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.
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Installation Instructions (continued)

RAMFIRE® Burner requires a separate combus-
tion air blower. The nozzle mixing burners serve as
their own fuel/air mixing device.

The blower should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If problems exist, consider relocation.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single gas train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling MICRO-RATIO® Valve with a
Maxon RAMFIRE® Burner is not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, provide a separate regula-
tor in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel supply
off with a loss of electrical power. Manual reset
valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a shut-down).

Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately upstream
of the burner and are included in the burner itself.
Test connections must be plugged except when
readings are being taken.

Blower location must deliver a reasonably clean
and cool air supply. Care must be taken to keep air
manifold pressure drops to a minimum and to inde-
pendently support the weight of air piping.

Gas and air piping should be located reasonably
close to the burner and sized for the pressure and
volume requirements of the burner, with supply
pressures high enough to permit subsequent regula-
tion at each burner. Gas piping drops should not
exceed 10% of initial supply pressure.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Sequencing control systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless combustion air
is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, along with a combustion air pressure
switch.

Flame sensing is accomplished by UV scanner.
UV scanner should be kept as close to burner as
feasible. Heat block, if used, may affect signal
strength with some brands of scanners.

Low fire start and interrupted pilot are essential to
obtain cataloged minimums.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be re-
quired to support weight of the burner and any
connected pipe train components. Air control motors,
in particular, require additional support. Maxon
connecting base and linkage assemblies are de-
signed to position the control motors to work with the
control valve, not to support their weight.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves should be
used for improved heating uniformity; Gas Swing
Check Valves may be installed in horizontal pipe and
as close as possible to each burner inlet for depend-
able light-off (gas manifold may otherwise act as a
reservoir, preventing light-off during trial-for-ignition
period).
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Installation Instructions (continued)

Burner Mounting
Prepare burner mounting as follows:

In a refractory wall (sketch 1), basic burner may be
used with castable refractory rammed into the space
around burner, supported with angle iron and retained
by mastic-coated anchors. The burner block should be
coated with a mortar for good adhesion between it and
the castable refractory material. The remaining gap
should be packed with ceramic fiber insulation.

In a soft wall (sketch 2), burner should be specified
with optional burner block sleeve and wrapped tightly in
fiber blanket. Remaining space should be packed with
ceramic fiber insulation.

For maximum burner life, burner frame and furnace
shell must be protected from hot gas flows. Use high
temperature gasketing between burner mounting
flange and furnace shell.

Check visually that no obstructions exist in front of
the burner, then prepare a shell opening up to 1" larger
than burner diameter (2" larger through refractory part
of wall). Attach studs to furnace shell or weld angle
iron from buckstay to buckstay if additional support is
required, checking location carefully for appropriate
burner arrangement.

NOTE: Discharge face of burner should be flush
with inner furnace wall for maximum recirculation
effectiveness. Entire burner may be rotated about
its centerline to mount in any position.

Mount burner in position and draw up mounting
bolts to provide support. Overtightening will prevent
lateral expansion of the furnace plate and can cause
destructive stresses.

1 2
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Start-Up Instructions
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Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burner take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

NOTE: The following instructions assume use of
piloted burners and Standard Cam MICRO-RATIO®

Valves:
The photograph below shows a MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly consisting of an air butterfly valve to
control combustion air flow and an adjustable-gradiant
SYNCHRO gas flow control valve. The latter is
mechanically linked to the air valve and a series of
adjusting screws permits setting of a desired air/fuel
ratio throughout the burner firing range. A pneumatic
or electric control motor will normally be mounted to
this MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly and
establish firing rates
in accordance with
system demands.

Additional data
on Maxon MICRO-
RATIO® Valves is
provided in catalog
bulletin 7000.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

Vent dampers and pressure controllers
should be used to maintain balanced or
slightly positive furnace pressures (0.0" to
0.05" wc) for maximum efficiency. Excessive
back pressure can damage furnace and/or reduce
burner capacity. Negative pressures allow infiltra-
tion of secondary air and can seriously affect
efficiency and temperature uniformity.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of manifold and combustion
chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.
Using a 3/16" allen wrench, disconnect the
automatic control motor’s
linkage from Maxon
MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve by loosening your
control motor’s connect-
ing rod from the valve’s
toggle linkage.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. Each RAMFIRE® Burner includes air and fuel
test connections but additional connections should be
provided (at minimum) downstream of the regulator
and MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

Do not attempt to use test connections in pipe
elbows or tees, as internal turbulence can give
erroneous readings. Test connections must be
plugged except when readings are being taken.

Disconnect this
linkage from

MICRO-RATIO® Valve
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6. Series “G” RAMFIRE® Burners include built-in test
connections both upstream and downstream of
internal fuel and air orifices. To achieve rated
capacities, adjust MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
to give the differential pressures indicated on
charts on page 4300-S-9.

Gas differential pressures read across
burner’s built-in gas test connections G

1
 and G

2

(shown in photo below) are shown in Chart 1.
Note that natural gas flows are in standard cubic
feet/hour and are gas differential readings across
burner gas test connections (not inlet gas supply)
pressure in inches w.c.

For propane firing, these differential gas
pressure readings would be 40% of these indi-
cated for the equivalent natural gas heat releases.

Page 4300-S-6 RAMFIRE® Burners

Start-Up Instructions (continued)

Combustion air differential pressures read
across burner’s built-in air test connections A

1 
and

A
2
 (shown in photo above) are shown in Chart 2.

Note that graph for 2" RAMFIRE® begins at 0.2"
wc differential. This is required minimum for 2"
size.

Maxon offers a “test connection kit” accessory
which provides a convenient means of connecting
plastic tubing to the burner test port connections.
Kit should be removed after initial start-up and the
test ports plugged for normal burner operations.

General: To achieve rated capacities, a RAMFIRE®

Burner must be adjusted to give the specific air and
gas differential pressures as indicated in the charts
shown on pages 4300-S-9.

7. Set minimum air differential pressure at 0.1" w.c.
With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of air

and fuel valves, the minimum differential setting is
initially established with the air valve only.

Disconnect the linkage between the air valve
and fuel valve(s) on the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
assembly.

Rotate the air valve while watching the
manometer for the minimum air differential
pressure of 0.1" wc. (Note: This is a very small
increment on a normal manometer. Readings/
settings above 0.1" wc will lessen turndown ratio
of burner system.) Then mark red air valve dial
(see sketch below) opposite crank pointer.

8. Establish the maximum combustion air
differential pressure by moving MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly toward the higher numbered
positions until the desired air differential (in
accordance with burner specifications) is reached.
Again, mark red air valve dial opposite crank
pointer (refer to Chart 2 on page 4300-S-9).

Loosen to separate air valve
movement from fuel valve(s) travel

A1

A2

G1

G2

Test connections are
shown with optional
test connection kits
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For example: A combustion system may need the
air valve to only be 15° open for the “minimum”
setting and the “maximum” requirements are
satisfied with the air valve open to 60°. By marking
these points on the air valve’s indicating strip, you
are ready to reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

9. Reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve linkage
to the MICRO-RATIO® assembly’s air valve.

Having marked the MICRO-RATIO® air control
valve’s settings for both minimum and maximum
firing positions, you may adjust the linkage and
travel of the SYNCHRO gas valve’s stroke (see
sketch below).

RAMFIRE® Burners Page 4300-S-7

Start-Up Instructions (continued)

Re-tighten binding screw  [2]  and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw  [1]  and again
correct for just half of the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum air
valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw  [1]  and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw  [2]  for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until
the gas and air valves reach their minimum
and maximum positions simultaneously.
Normally, this is accomplished within seven
adjustments.

10. To prepare Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve for
initial fuel firing adjustment:

Remove cover
plate from screw
carrier cam assem-
bly and turn all
adjusting screws
counter-clockwise
until flush with outer
surface of casting
(new equipment is
shipped this way).

If multiple fuel arrangement, adjust linkage
rods and toggle arrangements between
SYNCHRO Fuel Control Valve(s) so that all fuel
control valves travel together (from minimum to
maximum positions). Leave MICRO-RATIO®

Valve(s) at “minimum” position, as shown by
pointer on position indicator strip.

11. To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to insure
combustion air supply is flowing to burner. Pilot
gas regulator should initially be set at approxi-
mately midpoint of its adjustment range. With pilot
gas solenoid closed, open main fuel gas and pilot
gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas
solenoid. Turn pilot gas adjustable orifice screw
out (counter-clockwise) several turns from its fully
seated position. Observe ignition of pilot gas
through sight port of burner assembly and/or by
viewing flame signal metered from flame safe-
guard relay circuit.

4/91

Loosen Allen set screw [1] and binding screw
[2] in toggle [4]. Move the toggle in universal cam
assembly slot towards the center of rotation so
that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum” set-
ting position. Tighten down set screw [1] and binding
screw [2] with both valves set at “minimum”.

Establish set screw [1] as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw [2] as maxi-
mum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t matter
which is maximum or minimum, as long as you
identify and keep the same reference points for the
next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding screw
[2] and adjust pointer and linkage to correct just
half of the distance required to make the air valve
pointer indicate the maximum air valve setting.

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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Refine pilot gas setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest flame signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Reopen and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational before
opening any main and/or individual burner valves.

12. To light and adjust RAMFIRE® Burner on gas:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, opening the main fuel shut-off
valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the SYNCHRO Fuel
Control Valve of MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly.

13. Turn minimum adjusting screw in (clockwise)
to open gas valve until gas is ignited at burners.
Several turns of the screw may be necessary.
Flame should normally be confined back in the
burner block at rated minimums. (Higher mini-
mums might possibly extend flames beyond
burner block.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any kind
of a flame as soon as possible. The flame geometry can
be adjusted and refined as needed later.
14. Adjust main gas regulator (as necessary to

maintain required burner differential). Re-adjust
minimum screw if necessary.

If pilots are to be interrupted, shut them off at this
point and verify that main flame remains lit and holds
in flame detectors. Re-adjust if necessary.

15. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with all
the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each suc-
ceeding screw needs to be screwed in approximately
one full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to high
will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.
16. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, burning with a
blue center and yellow tips, and a steady combus-
tion noise.

Page 4300-S-8 RAMFIRE® Burners

Start-Up Instructions (continued)

If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the
dryout period recommended by the furnace or
refractory manufacturer, then continue adjust-
ment of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

17. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than the second screw, then
with allen wrench inserted in third screw, slowly
move MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen gas valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

18. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

19. Note gas supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

20. When all screws have been adjusted, recheck
differential pressures with unit at operating
temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if neces-
sary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance.

Flame should be blue with yellow tails and
with a steady combustion noise. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.
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Start-Up Instructions (continued)
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Chart 1The charts at right show specific differential
gas (Chart 1) and air (Chart 2) pressure readings
at various firing rates. This data may be used to
refine your RAMFIRE® Burner adjustments.

21. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(considered good practice), shut pilots off now
and cycle MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from
minimum to maximum and back, with all convec-
tion system dampers in operating position or with
furnace door closed.

22. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
23. Check out overall system operation on all fuels

by cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupt-
ing pilot, and allowing temperature control system
to cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

24. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings, then
replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

25. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.

Chart 2
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)

ERIFMAR ® srenruB
ylnosaG"G"seireS

"5.1 "2 "3 "4

seilbmessArenruBetelpmoC FR5.1 FR2 FR3 FR4

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:
• Air Connection Type
• Gas Connection Type
• Pilot Orifice
• Flame Detection
• Block Material
• Seal and Support
• Mounting Ring
• Mounting Ring Gasket
• Test Connection Kit (Combustion Air)
• Test Connection Kit (Fuel)
• Backplate Connection

Spare Parts for RAMFIRE® Burners

ERIFMAR ® srenruB "5.1 "2 "3 "4

seilbmessArenruBetelpmoC FR5.1 FR2 FR3 FR4

&straPerapS
smetIyrosseccA

]1[)A(etalpgnitnuoM 73243 83243 93243

]1[)A(teksagetalpgnitnuoM 19343 29343 39343

)R/A(ecifiroelbatsujdasagtoliP 13405

)A(tiknoitcennoctset"8/1 73143

C)ezis(evlavkcehcgniwssaG v *)A(wolf
)"4/3(81653

Cv 2.12=
)"1(91653

Cv 43=
--- ---

sevlavgnicnalab"VB"seireS
C)ezis( V *)A(wolf

riaroF
)"2/1-1(22191

Cv 08=
)"2(32191

Cv 831=
--- ---

sagroF
)"4/3(91191

Cv 11=
)"1(02191

Cv 81=
--- ---

tnemecalpeR
straPerapS&

sedulcniylbmessa-busrotingikrapS
)R(revocrebbur

24043 28793

)R(revocrebbuR 22781

)R(ssalgnoitavresbO 48291

renruBtnemecalpeR
eveelS&kcolB
seilbmessA-buS

)R(eveels.S.ChtiwkcolbdradnatS 35833 55833 75833 95833

)R(eveels.S.ShtiwkcolbdradnatS 45833 65833 85833 06833

[1] Mounting plates and gaskets are required options. Mounting plate is normally welded in place at assembly to give
desired block placement relative to inner firing chamber wall. If you do not specify a desired mounting plate location, it will be
shipped “loose,” requiring welding at installation.

*Must be ordered as loose items



Bulletin 4400

VORTIFLARE® Radial Flame Burners

1-1/2" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner assembly with seal and support, and optional pilot and mounting ring shown on left.
On right is 1-1/2" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner assembly with basic refractory block.

• Gas/oil flexibility in a radial flame pattern

• Burn most clean, low pressure gaseous fuels or #2 fuel oil with only 8-16 osi combustion
air pressures

• Operate on-ratio or with excess air to meet the specific demands of your combustion process

• Eliminate flame impingement and reduce hot spotting

• Short radial flame pattern permits larger loadings of your furnace and lehrs

• Achieve better temperature control without temperature override with 25:1 turndown on
gas or 12:1 turndown on #2 oil

• Series “G” (gas only) version permits future conversion to oil firing

• Mounting flexibility allows you to install VORTIFLARE® Burners in side wall or roof, through thick
or thin soft wall refractory construction

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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VORTIFLARE® Radial Flame Burners
Principle of Operation

With Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burners,
combustion air enters the burner body and is swirled
out into the burner block through the nozzle ports.
These ports create the spinning radial flame
characteristic of the VORTIFLARE® Burners.

Low pressure gas enters the burner body and
exits to the block through machined ports in the
nozzle.

Pilot gas and air enter the burner body from a
separate pilot mixer assembly (not shown in sketch at
right) and passes down a refractory tunnel to intersect
the main air and gas path, just in front of the burner
nozzle.

With Series “C” VORTIFLARE® Burners,
combustion air enters the burner body and is swirled
out into the burner block through the nozzle ports.

Low pressure gas is introduced to the burner
body and exits to the block through the nozzle ports.

Light oil enters through the strainer and oil tube. It
passes through the oil nozzle where the stream of
liquid oil is atomized directly in front of the gas pilot
tunnel by the atomizing air.

VORTIFLARE® Burners provide a low forward
velocity radial spot of hot combustion gases that
permit larger loadings within your furnace or lehr,
improving both temperature uniformity and
economical production results.

When used in conjunction with Maxon’s MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves, a VORTIFLARE® Burner may
be adjusted to fire on-ratio throughout the firing range
or set to give a choice between “on-ratio” or “excess
air” firing. As high as 200% excess air is possible at
minimum capacity.

Maxon catalog bulletin
7000 describes MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves which
throttle air and gas volumes
to the VORTIFLARE® Burner.

Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burners
for gas only firing

Series “C” VORTIFLARE® Burners
for gas or oil firing

5/91
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Design and Application Details

Material Temperature Limits
Standard burner block material is suitable for

operating temperatures up to 2200°F (1204°C). The
maximum operating temperature limit may be
downrated if the VORTIFLARE® Burner is operating
under the following conditions:
– burner is installed in a furnace with fiber wall

construction
– frequent cycling is present, inducing thermal shock

and stresses

Seal and support assemblies reinforce burner
blocks in thin wall construction installations. Their
metallic cylinder surrounds the round cast block,
providing additional strength and support.

Stainless steel seal and support assembly
provides for chamber temperatures up to 1500°F
(816°C).

VORTIFLARE® Burners are available in two
configurations:
– Standard version with refractory blocks for

installation in refractory walls
– Standard with stainless steel seal and support

to provide additional block support in chamber walls
of softwall construction

Typical Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner Installation

Typical applications include kilns, forge furnaces,
galvanizing tanks, annealing furnaces, lehrs, sinter
furnaces, and other applications requiring heating
uniformity and broad ratio control.

A complete VORTIFLARE® Burner system may
include gas and/or oil trains, air/fuel proportioning
equipment, pressure blower, and a combustion
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.
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Capacities/Selection Data

Capacities/Specifications for Series “G” (gas only) and Series “C” (gas/oil) VORTIFLARE® Burners

Capacities and operating data shown in the table
below is based on firing with .65 Sp. Gr. natural gas
(1000 Btu/ft3) and #2 fuel oil (34.2 SSU viscosity at
100°F) at approximately 140,000 Btu/gal.

Gas pressures shown are “differential” (firing
chamber to burner test connections). Propane gas
requires approximately 40% of the pressure shown for
natural gas.

Oil supply must be regulated to the pressure
indicated at the inlet to burner Y-strainer, and must be
maintained at 40°F or higher (50 SSU minimum
viscosity).

Other light distillate fuels such as #1, #2, JP4,
etc. may be used. Do not use #4 or heavier oils.

Atomizing air is required at 14 osi for oil firing,
optional for gas firing, with two capacity ranges
shown. Shutting off atomizing air on Series “C”
VORTIFLARE® Burners for gas firing gives lower
minimum capacities and slightly reduced maximums.

Gas pilots require 25 CFH natural gas supply at
about 2" wc (at inlet) and 11" wc differential pilot air
supply.

Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner air/fuel ratios
may be adjusted for up to 10% excess gas at maxi-
mum firing rate, up to 200% excess air at minimum
firing rate or both if Maxon’s MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valves are used. Data in the table below is based
on “on-ratio” firing.
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Accessory Options

1-1/2" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner basic block
with pilot assembly and mounting clips

1-1/2" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner with seal and
support assembly and mounting ring

2" Series “C” VORTIFLARE® Burner with seal and
support, pilot assembly, and provision for UV scanner
cooling air

VORTIFLARE® Burner with optional eye bolt set to
enable supporting of burner weight while mounting into
chamber wall

Optional adjustable mounting bracket assembly
(left) permits adjusting burner to match chamber wall
thickness. VORTIFLARE® Burners are mounted with
face of block flush with internal chamber wall.

Pilot Assembly

Mounting Clip

Seal & Support
Housing Mounting Ring

Provision for UV Scanner
with cooling air

Pilot Assembly

Spark Ignitor

Seal & Support
Housing

Oil Tube Sub-assembly

Mounting
Ring

Eye Bolt Set
includes (4) eye bolts

Adjustable
Mounting Bracket

Assembly
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Dimensions (in inches)

1.5" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Radial Flame Burner

Available Air Inlet Positions

Common items for all size VORTIFLARE® Burners Dimension “X” must be
specified on order. Burners
with seal and support housing
may be specified with an
optional mounting ring which
is welded in place at
assembly to give desired
block placement relative to
inner firing chamber wall. If
you do not specify a desired
mounting ring location
(Dimension “X”), it will be
shipped “loose”, requiring
welding at installation.

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

2" Series “G” (gas only) VORTIFLARE® Burner

2" Series “C” (gas/oil) VORTIFLARE® Burner

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Available Air Inlet PositionsDimension “X” must be specified
on order. Burners with seal and
support housing may be specified
with an optional mounting ring which
is welded in place at assembly to
give desired block placement
relative to inner firing chamber wall.
If you do not specify a desired
mounting ring location (Dimen-
sion “X”), it will be shipped
“loose”, requiring welding at
installation.
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Component Identification

1.5" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner

2" Series “C” VORTIFLARE® Burner 2" Series “G” VORTIFLARE® Burner

To order replacement parts:
1. Specify parts by the names shown in the sketches
2. Indicate quantity desired
3. Indicate burner size from number cast on side of

nozzle body and/or pipe size of air inlet connection
4. If ordering refractory block sub-assemblies, identify

refractory material code stamped on block frame
near cast Maxon name

Replacement parts orders should always specify
the date and assembly number stamped on the
nameplate (see below) of the particular burner for which
they are intended.
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Installation and Maintenance Instructions

Air Inlet Arrangement
VORTIFLARE® Burners are furnished in standard

position illustrated at right. Since burner block is
round, the entire burner assembly may be installed
and rotated when mounting into combustion chamber
wall. This will permit matching up to field site piping.
Positions which would allow dirt or debris to fall down
and block flame supervision port should be avoided.

Air inlet “down” is standard

Burner Block Replacement
If the refractory block of your VORTIFLARE®

Burner ever requires replacement, Maxon can supply
replacement block and frame sub-assemblies.

When ordering refractory block/frame sub-
assemblies, identify refractory block material code
stamped on the bolt heads of your existing
VORTIFLARE® Burner.

Burners with seal and support housing may be
specified with an optional mounting ring which is
welded in place at assembly to give desired block
placement relative to inner firing chamber wall. If you
do not specify a desired mounting ring location, it will
be shipped “loose”, requiring welding at installation.

To install a new block sub-assembly:
1. Secure heat processing equipment from operation

following manufacturer’s instructions.
2. Disconnect piping, etc. and remove VORTIFLARE®

Burner from installation.
3. Loosen and remove the nuts holding the burner

body to the burner block.
4. Remove old block assembly and remount new

block assembly. Be sure gasket between block and
body is in place between the components.

5. Secure the block to the body by retightening the
nuts onto the block studs.

6. Re-install burner, following installation instructions.

Replacement Block & Frame
Sub-Assembly
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
The burner itself is normally only a part of your

complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train system as might be used
with gas-fired VORTIFLARE® Burners.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, mounting gaskets, flame rod
and connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
VORTIFLARE® Burner.

VORTIFLARE® Burners can fire in any direction, but
the scanner manufacturer may impose limitations.
Avoid orientations which might permit pilot and/or flame
supervision port to collect debris and/or moisture.

Include observation ports in your combustion
chamber design to provide a view of both main and
pilot flame area. This will simplify start-up and adjust-
ment procedures.

Burner block and casting failure is frequently the
result of external stresses and strains transmitted to
the burner through the piping. Flexible connections
are recommended in all piping to reduce piping
stresses and alignment/shifting problems. Installation
of such connectors at certain key spots in the air or
gas manifolding can prevent damage to the burners
from uneven thermal expansion.

Typical installation diagram of Series “G” VORTIFLARE®  Burner system

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.
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Installation Instructions (continued)

VORTIFLARE® Burner requires a separate
combustion air blower. The nozzle mixing burners
serve as their own fuel/air mixing device.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with nameplate ratings. Insure that all
normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combustion
air blower should continue to run after shutdown to
allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single gas train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling MICRO-RATIO® Valve with a
Maxon VORTIFLARE® Burner is not intended for
tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, consider a separate
regulator in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel supply
off with a loss of electrical power. Manual reset
valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a trip-out).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the regulator and are included in the burner
itself. Test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

Blower must deliver a reasonably clean and cool
air supply. Care must be taken to keep air manifold
pressure drops to a minimum and to independently
support the weight of air piping.

The blower should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If problems exist, consider relocation.

Gas and air piping should be located reasonably
close to the burner and sized for the pressure and
volume requirements of the burner, with supply
pressures high enough to permit subsequent regula-
tion at each burner. Gas piping drops should not
exceed 10% of initial supply pressure.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Sequencing control systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless combustion air
is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

Flame sensing may be accomplished by UV
scanner or flame rod. UV scanner should be kept as
close to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used may
affect signal strength with some brands of UV scan-
ners. Flame rod sensing must not be used with oil
firing.

Low fire start is essential to obtain cataloged
minimums.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be
required to support weight of the burner and any
connected pipe train components. Air control motors,
in particular, require additional support. Maxon
connecting base and linkage assemblies are
designed to position the control motors to work with
the control valve, not to support their weight.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves may be used
for improved heating uniformity.
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Installation Instructions (continued)

Burner Mounting
Burner mounting should be such that discharge

face of block is either flush with internal wall or
protrudes a maximum of 1". Do not recess block
into wall. Center-to-center mounting distance be-
tween burners should never be less than the maxi-
mum flame diameter of VORTIFLARE® Burner.

The opening in furnace shell should normally
provide 1/2" clearance on all sides. High-temperature
gasketing should be used between burner mounting
flange and furnace shell. For maximum burner life,
burner frame and furnace shell must be protected
from hot gas flows.

Multiple burner installations should be provided
with balancing valves in the fuel and air lines to each
individual burner (located as close to the burner as
possible) to equalize flows and (if necessary) to
increase the upstream pressures required.

In a refractory wall or roof (sketch 1), basic
burner may be used (with castable refractory rammed
into a 3" clearance left around burner and the remain-
ing gap packed with ceramic fiber insulation), sup-
ported with angle iron and retained by mastic-coated
anchors.

In a “soft” wall or roof (sketch 2), burner should
be specified with seal and support housing and
wrapped tightly in fiber blanket. Remaining space
should be packed with ceramic fiber insulation. Use
high temperature gasketing between burner mounting
flange and furnace shell.

Flame sensing: Burner design incorporates UV
scanner port suitable for supervision of both pilot and
main flames. Use of purge/cooling air is recom-
mended.

NOTE: Discharge face of burner must be flush
with inner furnace wall for maximum effective-
ness. Entire burner may be rotated about its
centerline to mount in any position.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. Each VORTIFLARE® Burner includes air and
fuel test connections but additional connections
should be provided (at a minimum) downstream of the
regulator and MICRO-RATIO® Valve. Do not attempt
to use test connections in pipe elbows or tees, as
internal turbulence can give erroneous readings.

Test connections must be plugged except when
readings are being taken.

Include observation ports in your chamber
design to provide a view of both main and pilot flame
areas. This will simplify start-up and adjustment
procedures.

Run all oil piping below the burner centerline
wherever possible. On down-firing jobs, this means
getting the oil piping down below Y-strainer level and,
if possible, over the side of the furnace.
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Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions
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Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burner take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

NOTE: The following instructions assume use of
piloted burners and Standard Cam MICRO-RATIO®

Valves:
The photograph below shows a MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly consisting of an air butterfly valve to
control combustion air flow and an adjustable-gradiant
SYNCHRO gas flow control valve. The latter is
mechanically linked to the air valve and a series of
adjusting screws permits setting of a desired air/fuel
ratio throughout the burner firing range. A pneumatic
or electric control motor will normally be mounted to
this MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly and
establish firing rates
in accordance with
system demands.

Additional data
on Maxon MICRO-
RATIO® Valves is
provided in catalog
bulletin 7000.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

Vent dampers and pressure controllers
should be used to maintain balanced or
slightly positive furnace pressures (0.0" to
0.05" wc) for maximum efficiency. Excessive
back pressure can damage furnace and/or reduce
burner capacity. Negative pressures allow infiltra-
tion of secondary air and can seriously affect
efficiency and temperature uniformity.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of manifold and combustion
chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.  Using a 3/16" allen wrench, disconnect
the automatic control
motor’s linkage from
Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve by loosen-
ing your control motor’s
connecting rod from the
valve’s toggle linkage.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. Each VORTIFLARE® Burner includes air and
fuel test connections but additional connections
should be provided (at minimum) downstream of the
regulator and MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

Do not attempt to use test connections in pipe
elbows or tees, as internal turbulence can give
erroneous readings. Test connections must be
plugged except when readings are being taken.

Disconnect this
linkage from

MICRO-RATIO® Valve
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6. See appropriate catalog dimensional page for
test connection locations, then cross-connect a
manometer between burner air test connection
and a piece of tubing inserted into the combustion
chamber at a point that will reflect chamber
pressure. This will provide a direct-reading of
differential air pressures.

In similar fashion, cross-connect a manometer
between burner’s gas test port and combustion
chamber to read differential gas pressures.

Maxon offers a “test connection kit” accessory
which provides a convenient means of connecting
plastic tubing to the burner test port connections.
Kit should be removed after initial start-up and the
test ports plugged for normal burner operations.

Page 4400-S-6 VORTIFLARE® Radial Flame Burners

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

General: To achieve rated capacities, a
VORTIFLARE® Burner must be adjusted to give the
specific air and gas differential pressures as
indicated on catalog capacity page 4404.

7. Set minimum air differential pressure at 0.1" w.c.
With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of air

and fuel valves, the minimum differential setting is
initially established with the air valve only.

Disconnect
the linkage
between the
air valve and
fuel valve(s) on
the MICRO-
RATIO® Valve
assembly.

Typical
test connection locations

for Series “G”
VORTIFLARE® Burner

Typical
test connection locations

for Series “C”
VORTIFLARE® Burner

Loosen to separate air valve
movement from fuel valve(s) travel
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Rotate the air valve while watching the
manometer for the minimum air differential
pressure of 0.1" wc. (Note: This is a very small
increment on a normal manometer. Readings/
settings above 0.1" wc will lessen turndown ratio
of burner system.) Then mark red air valve dial
(see sketch below) opposite crank pointer.

VORTIFLARE® Radial Flame Burners Page 4400-S-7

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

Loosen Allen set screw [1] and binding screw
[2] in toggle [4]. Move the toggle in universal cam
assembly slot towards the center of rotation so
that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum” set-
ting position. Tighten down set screw  [1] and binding
screw [2] with both valves set at “minimum”.

Establish set screw [1] as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw [2] as maxi-
mum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t matter
which is maximum or minimum, as long as you
identify and keep the same reference points for the
next adjustment steps.

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding screw
[2] and adjust pointer and linkage to correct just
half of the distance required to make the air valve
pointer indicate the maximum air valve setting.

Re-tighten binding screw  [2] and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw  [1] and again
correct for just half of the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum air
valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw  [1] and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw  [2] for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until
the gas and air valves reach their minimum
and maximum positions simultaneously.
Normally, this is accomplished within seven
adjustments.

10. To prepare Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve for
initial fuel firing adjustment:

Remove cover
plate from screw
carrier cam assem-
bly and turn all
adjusting screws
counter-clockwise
until flush with outer
surface of casting
(new equipment is
shipped this way).
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8. Establish the maximum combustion air
differential pressure by moving MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly toward the higher numbered
positions until the desired air differential (in
accordance with burner specifications) is reached.
Again, mark red air valve dial opposite crank
pointer.

For example: A combustion system may need the
air valve to only be 15° open for the “minimum”
setting and the “maximum” requirements are
satisfied with the air valve open to 60°. By marking
these points on the air valve’s indicating strip, you
are ready to reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

9. Reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve linkage
to the MICRO-RATIO® assembly’s air valve.

Having marked the MICRO-RATIO® air control
valve’s settings for both minimum and maximum
firing positions, you may adjust the linkage and
travel of the SYNCHRO gas valve’s stroke (see
sketch below).

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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If multiple fuel arrangement, adjust linkage
rods and toggle arrangements between SYN-
CHRO Fuel Control Valve(s) so that all fuel
control valves travel together (from minimum to
maximum positions). Leave MICRO-RATIO®

Valve(s) at “minimum” position, as shown by
pointer on position indicator strip.

11. To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to insure
combustion air supply is flowing to burner. Pilot
gas regulator should initially be set at approxi-
mately midpoint of its adjustment range. With pilot
gas solenoid closed, open main fuel gas and pilot
gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas
solenoid. Turn pilot gas adjustable orifice screw
out (counter-clockwise) several turns from its fully
seated position. Observe ignition of pilot gas
through sight port of burner assembly and/or by
viewing flame signal metered from flame safe-
guard relay circuit.

Refine pilot gas setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest flame signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Reopen and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational before
opening any main and/or individual burner valves.

12. To light and adjust VORTIFLARE® Burner on
gas: With gas pilot established and flame supervi-
sion system operational, opening the main fuel
shut-off valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the SYN-
CHRO Fuel Control Valve of MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly.
13. Turn minimum adjusting screw in (clockwise)

to open gas valve until gas is ignited at burners.
Several turns of the screw may be necessary.
Flame should normally be confined back in the
burner block at rated minimums. (Higher mini-
mums might possibly extend flames beyond
burner block.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any kind
of a flame as soon as possible. The flame geometry can
be adjusted and refined as needed later.
14. Adjust main gas regulator (as necessary to

maintain required burner differential). Re-adjust
minimum screw if necessary.
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Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

If pilots are to be interrupted, shut them off at this
point and verify that main flame remains lit and holds
in flame detectors. Re-adjust if necessary.

15. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with all
the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each suc-
ceeding screw needs to be screwed in approximately
one full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to high
will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.
16. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, burning with a
blue center and yellow tips, and a steady combus-
tion noise.

If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the
dryout period recommended by the furnace or
refractory manufacturer, then continue adjust-
ment of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

17. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than the second screw, then
with allen wrench inserted in third screw, slowly
move MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen gas valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

18. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.
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Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)
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If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

19. Note gas supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

20. When all screws have been adjusted, recheck
differential pressures with unit at operating
temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if neces-
sary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance.

Flame should be blue in color and relatively
short and flat, with a distinct “vortex” characteristic
and a steady combustion noise. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.

21. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(considered good practice), shut pilots off now
and cycle MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from
minimum to maximum and back, with all convec-
tion system dampers in operating position or with
furnace door closed.

22. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
23. Check out overall system operation on all fuels

by cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupt-
ing pilot, and allowing temperature control system
to cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

24. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings, then
replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

25. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.
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Light Oil Firing Start-Up Instructions

To light and adjust VORTIFLARE®

Burner on light oil:
26. All preliminary adjustments as outlined for gas

firing (steps #1 through #25) must have been
completed.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational before
opening any main and/or individual burner fuel
valve.

27. Establish proper pressure of atomizing air.
Pilot gas may have to be increased.

With gas pilot established and UV flame
supervision system operational, opening the
main oil shut-off valve(s) will allow #2 oil to flow
to the SYNCHRO Oil Control Valve of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly positioned at
minimum.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use
eye protection and avoid prolonged viewing.

28. Turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to minimum
position and, using the allen wrench supplied
with MICRO-RATIO® Valve, turn minimum
adjusting screw of oil valve in (clockwise) to
permit oil flow to the burner(s). Continue turning
inward slowly until minimum oil fire ignites.

CAUTION: Shut off oil quickly if there is a
noticeable drop in oil pressure or if ignition
does not occur within a few seconds.

29. Check that pressure downstream of oil
pressure regulator is sufficient to meet burner
requirement plus piping losses. Readjust oil
pressure regulator if necessary.

Failure of “some” burners on a multiple burner
job to ignite would generally indicate line scale or
dirt obstructions in the oil valve, oil tube and/or oil
tip. Disassemble, inspect and clean if necessary.

30. Once ignition occurs, turn minimum screw in
(for more fuel) or out (for less) until a yellow-
white flame is produced without smoke or brown
tips. When properly adjusted, it should be
possible now to shut off pilots with the flame
detection system (if used), holding in on main
flame only.

31. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with
all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each
succeeding screw needs to be screwed in approxi-
mately one full turn deeper than its preceding screw.
A smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point
from low to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.
32. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, with a steady
combustion noise.

Flame appearance should remain yellow-white
with no brown tips, relatively short and flat, and
exhibit a distinct “vortex” shape throughout the
cataloged firing rate.

33. If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the dryout
period recommended by the furnace or refractory
manufacturer, then continue adjustment of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

34. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than second, then with allen
wrench inserted in the third screw, slowly move
MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off oil and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen oil valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

35. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.
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NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

36. Note oil supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to readjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, readjusted before
proceeding.

37. When all screws have been adjusted, allow
system to reach operating temperature then
recheck minimum and maximum differential air
pressures. Readjust linkage between air and fuel
valves if necessary. If any change is made, refine
gas adjusting screw settings, always adjusting
only that screw corresponding to the position at
which valve is then set.

When adjusting for firing at maximum posi-
tions, take care that adjusting screws slope
gradually toward that setting.

38. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(as recommended), shut pilots off now and cycle
MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from minimum to
maximum and back, with all convection system
dampers in operating position or with furnace
door closed.

39. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
40. Check out overall system operation on all

fuels by cycling through light-off at minimum,
interrupting pilot, and allowing temperature
control system to cycle burner from minimum to
maximum and return. Recheck all safety system
interlocks for proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

41. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings,
then replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

42. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.
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Light Oil Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)
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Notes



Bulletin 4500

MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners
for gas or oil firing

Right: 2" MULTIFIRE® II Dual Fuel Burner with spark ignited pilot assembly and provision for UV scanner (scanner by others).
Left: 2" MULTIFIRE® II Burner with seal and support assembly.

• Clean burning of light distillate fuel oils or most gaseous fuels with low combustion air
pressures

• Wide turndown capabilities on oils or gases promote faster bring-up times without temperature
override

• Maximum application flexibility provided with five different sizes and “on-ratio” capacities up to
17,500,000 Btu/hr per burner

• 6" HO MULTIFIRE® Burner capable of firing #6 heavy oil (maximum viscosity of 90 SSU)

• Operate “on-ratio” or with “excess air” to meet the specific demands of your combustion
process. For air heating applications, most MULTIFIRE® Burners may be “overfired” without
increasing burner size providing lower costs per Btu.

• Alternate refractory block materials for temperatures up to 3000°F (1649°C) to provide
maximum cost effectiveness

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners
Principle of Operation

MULTIFIRE® Burners incorporate a nozzle-mix
refractory block design capable of “on-ratio” firing over
a broad range of operating conditions.

The dual fuel capability indicates that
MULTIFIRE® Burners can fire on either gas or
oil, but not both fuels at the same time.

The illustration at right shows the combustion air
being introduced through the burner body, surround-
ing the nozzle, and spinning out into the refractory
block tunnel through machined air orifice ports on the
face of the burner nozzle.

On gas firing, the gas enters the burner body and
travels down through the inside of the gas nozzle. As
the gas passes through the nozzle face, it is spun out
into the refractory block tunnel where it is thoroughly
mixed with the combustion air.

On oil firing, the oil is brought through the oil
strainer into the oil tube/nozzle tip.

Atomizing air enters the burner body through the
same opening that supplies gas for the gas firing
option. The atomizing air attacks the stream of liquid
oil at the face of the oil tube/nozzle tip.

In both the gas firing and oil firing options, a
spark ignited gas pilot provides a stable pilot flame
down through its own pilot tunnel in the refractory
block to intersect and ignite the fuel/air mixtures
coming out of the nozzle face.

Provision is made for a single UV scanner to
monitor both gas pilot and main flame.

Since MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners offer
either the gas firing option or an oil firing alterna-
tive, the manifolding to the burner normally incorpo-
rates a manual 3 way-2 port selector cock to simplify
switch-over to the alternate fuel firing. Automatic or
remote operations have involved use of electric or
pneumatic selector valves.

When used in conjunction with Maxon’s MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves, a MULTIFIRE® Burner may
be adjusted to fire “on-ratio” or with “excess air”
throughout the firing range.

Maxon catalog bulletin
7000 describes MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves which
throttle air and gas volumes
to the MULTIFIRE® Burner.
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Typical for 2" – 8" size
MULTIFIRE® Burners
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Design and Application Details

A complete MULTIFIRE® Burner system may
include gas and/or oil trains, air/fuel proportioning
equipment, pressure blower, and a control panel.
Your Maxon representative can help you choose from
the broad range available.

Typical applications include kilns, industrial
furnaces and ovens, grain dryers, metal melting, fume
incinerators and other applications requiring heating
uniformity.

Typical MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burner installation for gas and light oil

Typical installation drawing above is schematic illustration. For clarity purposes, the oil piping is shown coming down to
burners; however, in actual installation, oil piping should always be piped below and go up to burners.

Material temperature limits
Standard burner block material is suitable for

operating temperatures up to 2600°F (1427°C). The
maximum operating temperature limit may be
downrated to 2400°F (1316°C) if the MULTIFIRE®

Burner is operating under the following conditions:
– burner is installed in a furnace with fiber wall

construction
– frequent cycling is present, inducing thermal shock

and stresses
Optional refractory block materials are available

to extend maximum operating temperature limits as
follows:
– up to 2800°F (1538°C); or
– up to 3000°F (1649°C)

These higher temperature material options are
available at net extra cost and may extend normal
delivery schedules.

Seal and support assemblies reinforce burner
blocks in thin wall construction and air heating appli-
cations.

Carbon steel seal and support assembly is
suitable for return air temperatures across the burner
of up to 600°F (316°C) and/or downstream tempera-
tures of up to 900°F (482°C).

Stainless steel seal and support assembly
provides for return air temperatures of up to 1000°F
(538°C) and/or downstream temperatures up to
1500°F (816°C).
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Capacities/Selection Data

Capacities/specifications in the following charts
are based on natural gas (0.65 specific gravity and
1000 Btu/ft3 calorific value); #2 fuel oil (140,000
Btu/gal); and #6 heavy oil (150,000 Btu/gal).

Other gaseous or distillate fuels such as pro-
pane, #1, kerosene and JP-4 may be used in all
MULTIFIRE® Burners, but #4 or heavier oils may only
be fired in 6" HO MULTIFIRE® Burner. Propane gas
may be fired at approximately 40% of the differential
gas pressure shown for natural gas. #6 heavy oil
must be heated to maintain a viscosity of 90 SSU or
less to the burner inlet of 6" HO MULTIFIRE® Burner.

Air differential pressure readings are measured
between burner inlet (or burner test port connection)
and combustion chamber static pressure.

MULTIFIRE® Burners are 3-pipe burners with
gas and atomizing air flows using the same inlet
connection. To achieve the on-ratio minimum capaci-
ties shown for gas firing, the differential combustion
air pressure must not exceed 0.3" wc.

In the oil firing chart (page 4505), operations with
excess air at minimum firing rates provide the lower
minimum capacities shown as absolute minimum.

Normal minimum and on-ratio minimum shown on
chart assume minimal excess air volume.

Example: Normal minimum on #6 oil of 2,500,000
Btu/hr with 6" HO MULTIFIRE® Burner assumed to
have approximately 10% excess air in combustion
reaction. On-ratio minimum for 3" MULTIFIRE® II
Burner on gas at 140,000 Btu/hr assumed to deliver
2% oxygen in combustion products (or 10% excess
air).

Maximum capacities are given for two alternate
application conditions:
• Nominal closed chamber maximum is based on

firing with no available secondary air (0 to 0.1" wc
static pressure in combustion chamber). This would
be typical of applications with higher temperature
furnaces, etc.

• For air heating applications, extended capacities
are possible only if fresh secondary air is available
from passing air stream. Burners can fire across a
fresh air stream at velocities of 1000 SFPM or less, or
fire into a parallel fresh air stream up to 4000 SFPM.

NOTE: If burners fire into a high moisture, inert,
or recirculated air stream, maximum capacities
may decrease approximately 10% from those
shown for closed chamber maximums.
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Capacities/Selection Data

For dual fuel operations and to gain full turndown
ratio on either fuel, a by-pass arrangement around
the fully closed air control valve is necessary.

For oil firing minimums, the air control valve must
be fully closed, thus utilizing only atomizing air. A
separate oil control valve is required for each burner
in a multiple burner installation, if cataloged oil-fired
minimum is to be achieved.
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Accessory Options

2" MULTIFIRE® II Burner with optional seal and
support assembly and pilot. Flame rod/UV scanner
port shown with pipe plug (as shipped).

Replacement spark ignitor

2" MULTIFIRE® II Burner with standard refractory
block, optional pressure pilot with spark ignitor,
and UV scanner (supplied by others).

2" MULTIFIRE® II Burner with hinged lighter port
and flame rod with cooling tee. Cooling tee set
lessens nuisance shutdowns by keeping flame
safeguard port clean of inerts and reducing tempera-
tures at flame rod/UV scanner.

UV Scanner
(supplied by others)

Refractory 
Block

Spark Ignitor

Optional Pressure 
Pilot Assembly

Flame Rod/
UV Scanner

Port

Seal & Support
Assembly

Pilot
Assembly

Flame Rod

Hinged Lighter
Port Cover
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Accessory Options

Air By-pass System required for full turndown capabilities on oil firing

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

MULTIFIRE® Burners are normally used as part of
a combustion system including MICRO-RATIO® Air/
Fuel Control Valves. For gas firing of the burner, the
air valve must be adjusted so that at its minimum
position, sufficient combustion air passes to allow
operation at minimum gas-firing capacity.

When firing on oil, the required minimum combus-
tion air is supplied as atomizing air, and the flow
through the partially open air valve which was neces-
sary for gas firing now becomes “excess” air, requir-
ing that the minimum oil firing rate be increased.

If the full turndown range of the burner is
required on oil, then the air valve must be closed at
minimum firing position, and an air by-pass system
installed to provide the minimum combustion air
required for gas firing (see sketch at right). Control
sequencing should be such that the air by-pass
solenoid valve is open for gas firing, and the balanc-
ing valve set for the desired minimum capacity.
Suggested by-pass solenoid valve sizes are included
in table below.

Typical schematic illustration
for air by-pass system

MULTIFIRE® Burner air inlet
arrangements

MULTIFIRE® Burners can be shipped in
various piping configurations (illustrated on
following dimensional pages).

Air inlet position “D” will be fur-
nished as standard unless specified
differently. Position “D” (air inlet “down”) on
6" and smaller burners may require use of
flexible connection or street elbow in the
gas/atomizing air inlet to avoid potential
dimensional interference with some UV
scanner models.

Standard Air Inlet Position “D”

eziSrenruB
evlaVgnicnalaBVB

ssaP-yBriA
evlaVdioneloS

eziS CV wolF eziS CV wolF
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Dimensions (in inches)

2" through 4" MULTIFIRE® II Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

6" HO & 6" HC MULTIFIRE® Burners

6" MULTIFIRE® III Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to
NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Available Inlet Positions
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Dimensions (in inches)

8" MULTIFIRE® III Burner

Available Inlet Positions

Pipe threads on this page conform to
NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
The burner itself is normally only a part of your

complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation. The sketch below
shows a typical pipe train system as might be used
with MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the control valves,
pipe trains, spark ignitor, mounting gaskets, and
connecting linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
MULTIFIRE® Burner.

MULTIFIRE® Burners can mount and fire in any
direction, but the scanner manufacturer may impose
limitations. Avoid orientations which might permit
flame supervision port to collect debris and/or
moisture.

Include observation ports in your combustion
chamber design to provide a view of both main and
pilot flame area. This will simplify start-up and adjust-
ment procedures.

Burner block and casting failure is frequently the
result of external stresses and strains transmitted to

the burner through the piping. Flexible connections
are recommended in all piping to reduce piping
stresses and alignment/shifting problems. Installation
of such connectors at certain key spots in the air or
gas manifolding can prevent damage to the burners
from uneven thermal expansion.

Burner and pipe manifold support will be re-
quired to support weight of the burner and any
connected pipe train components. Air control motors,
in particular, require additional support. Maxon
connecting base and linkage assemblies are de-
signed to position the control motors to work with the
control valve, not to support their weight.

Typical installation diagram of MULTIFIRE®  Dual Fuel Burner system

Typical installation drawing above is schematic illustration. For clarity purposes, the oil piping is shown coming down to
burners; however, in actual installation, oil piping should always be piped below and go up to burners.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.
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Installation Instructions (continued)

MULTIFIRE® Burner requires a separate combus-
tion air blower. The nozzle mixing burners serve as
their own fuel/air mixing device.

The blower should not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in inert gases.
If problems exist, consider relocation.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with nameplate ratings. Insure that all
normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combustion
air blower should continue to run after shutdown to
allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single gas train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity. Gas piping drops should
not exceed 10% of initial supply pressure. Use gas
balancing valves and install gas cocks near each
burner on multiple burner jobs. Close them during oil
firing to prevent recycling of oil vapors between
burners.

Oil Piping: Use oil balancing valves (located as
close to the burner as possible) to equalize flows on
multiple-burner installations and (if necessary) to
increase the upstream pressures required.

Run all oil piping below the burner centerline
wherever possible. On down-firing jobs this means
getting the oil piping down below Y-strainer level and,
if possible, over the side of the furnace.

Warning: If burner is to be fired on gas only
(with the provision for future oil firing), oil tube
inlet MUST be capped.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports.

Air Piping: Install and use main and atomizing air
balancing valves as outlined above for oil. Size air
piping carefully to give the full flows and pressures
needed.

Flame sensing: Burner design incorporates a
single UV scanner port suitable for supervision of both
pilot and main flames. Use of purge/cooling air is
recommended. UV scanner should be kept as close
to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used, may affect
signal strength with some brands of scanners.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
the main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to
shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during shut-
down periods of more than a few hours.

The fuel throttling MICRO-RATIO® Valve with a
Maxon MULTIFIRE® Burner is not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. If one pipe train
supplies multiple burners, consider a separate
regulator in the branch leading to each burner system.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main gas
regulator, but downstream of the main gas cock. It
should normally include its own pilot gas regulator, a
solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot adjustable
orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Piloting: Gas pilot should be interrupted, whether
the main flame is gas or oil. If operation calls for oil
firing only, pilot may be fed by bottled gas.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel supply
off with a loss of electrical power. Manual reset
valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a shut-down).
Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic start-
restart when used with an appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. They should be provided immediately down-
stream of the gas regulator and are included in the
burner itself. Test connections must be plugged
except when readings are being taken.
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Installation Instructions (continued)

Blower location must deliver a reasonably clean
and cool air supply. Care must be taken to keep air
manifold pressure drops to a minimum and to inde-
pendently support the weight of air piping.

Multi-burner installations require special consid-
erations if supplied by a common pipe train and/or air
supply. Air and Gas Balancing Valves may be used
for improved heating uniformity.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Combustion control systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless combustion air
is on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
combustion air pressure, along with the other usual
system interlocks. Motor starter is to be interlocked
with valve, whether or not a combustion air pressure
switch is used.

Low fire start and interrupted pilot are essential to
obtain cataloged minimums.

MICRO-RATIO® Fuel Control Valve controls heat
release by throttling gas, air and oil flows to burner. It
should include provision for an adjustable minimum
and throttling over a turndown range that matches
burner capabilities.

Air by-pass system is required for full turndown
capabilities on light oil firing.

MULTIFIRE® Burners are normally used as part of
a combustion system including MICRO-RATIO® Air/
Fuel Control Valves. For gas firing of the burner, the
air valve must be adjusted so that at its minimum
position sufficient combustion air passes to allow
operation at minimum gas-firing capacity.

When firing on oil, the required minimum combus-
tion air is supplied as atomizing air, and the flow
through the partially open air valve which was neces-
sary for gas firing now becomes “excess” air, requir-
ing that the minimum oil firing rate be increased.

If the full turndown range of the burner is
required on oil, then the air valve must be closed at
minimum firing position, and an air by-pass system
installed to provide the minimum combustion air
required for gas firing (see below). Control sequenc-
ing should be such that the air by-pass solenoid valve
is opened for gas firing, and the balancing valve set
for the desired minimum capacity. Suggested by-pass
solenoid valve sizes are included on catalog page
4507.

Typical schematic illustration of
air bypass system

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

Vent dampers and pressure controllers should
be used to maintain balanced or slightly positive
furnace pressures (0.0" to 0.05" wc) for maximum
efficiency. Excessive back pressure can damage
furnace and/or reduce burner capacity. Negative
pressures allow infiltration of secondary air and can
seriously affect efficiency and temperature uniformity.
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angle iron from buckstay to buckstay if additional
support is required, checking location carefully for
appropriate burner arrangement.

In a refractory wall (sketch 2), basic burner may
be used (with castable refractory rammed into a 3"
clearance left around burner and the remaining gap
packed with ceramic fiber insulation), supported with
angle iron and retained by mastic-coated anchors.

NOTE: Discharge face of burner should be flush
with inner furnace wall for maximum recirculation
effectiveness. Entire burner may be rotated about
its centerline to mount in any position.

Mount burner in position and draw up mounting
bolts to provide support. Overtightening may prevent
lateral expansion of the furnace plate and can cause
destructive stresses.

Page 4500-S-4 MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners

Installation Instructions (continued)

Burner Mounting

Note: Slotted holes in the burner mounting
frame are intended to allow for lateral expan-
sion of furnace. Tighten mounting bolts only
enough to hold the burner in position.

In a “soft” wall (sketch 1), burner should be
specified with burner seal and support and wrapped
tightly in fiber blanket. Remaining space should be
packed with ceramic fiber insulation.

For maximum burner life, burner frame and furnace
shell must be protected from hot gas flows. Use high
temperature gasketing between burner mounting
flange and furnace shell.

Check visually that no obstructions exist in front of
the burner, then prepare a shell opening up to 1"
larger than burner diameter (2" larger through refrac-
tory part of wall). Attach studs to furnace shell or weld

21
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Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burner take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

NOTE: The following instructions assume use of
piloted burners and standard cam MICRO-RATIO®

Valves:
The photograph below shows a typical Triplex

MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly consisting of an air
butterfly valve to control combustion air flow, plus
adjustable-gradiant SYNCHRO gas and oil flow
control valves. The latter two are mechanically linked
to the air valve and a series of adjusting screws
permits setting of a desired air/fuel ratio throughout
the burner firing range. A pneumatic or electric control
motor will normally be mounted to this MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly and establish firing rates in
accordance with system demands.

At minimum firing rate, all the combustion air
required for oil firing is furnished as atomizing air. To
avoid introducing unnecessary excess air, the
MICRO-RATIO® Air Valve will normally be closed at
minimum.

Since atomizing air is not used for gas firing, the
combustion air necessary at minimum firing rate could
be supplied through a by-pass arrangement around
the closed MICRO-RATIO® Air Valve.

As an alternate, this by-pass can be eliminated and
the MICRO-RATIO® Air Valve opened enough to
supply the combustion air necessary for gas firing at
minimum, but the minimum firing rate on oil will be
increased from the figure cataloged.

Additional data on Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Valves is provided in catalog bulletin 7000.
Test connections are essential for burner adjust-

ment. Each MULTIFIRE® Burner includes air and fuel
test connections but additional connections should be
provided (at minimum) downstream of the regulator
and MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

Do not attempt to use test connections in pipe
elbows or tees, as internal turbulence can give
erroneous readings. Test connections must be
plugged except when readings are being taken.

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks.

Make preliminary adjustments to gas regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and function-
ing within their respective settings/ranges. Be
sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports are
plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all safety interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of manifold and combustion
chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

Air Gas Oil
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5. Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.
Using a 3/16" allen wrench, disconnect the
automatic control
motor’s linkage from
Maxon MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve by
loosening your control
motor’s connecting rod
from the valve’s toggle
linkage.

Page 4500-S-6 MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

6. Close all fuel hand valves and properly position
three-way cocks to supply gas to burner(s).

See appropriate catalog dimensional page
for test connection locations, then cross-
connect a manometer between burner air test
connection and a piece of tubing inserted into the
combustion chamber at a point that will reflect
chamber pressure. This will provide a direct-
reading of differential air pressures.

In similar fashion, cross-connect a  manometer
between burner’s gas test port and combustion
chamber to read differential gas pressures.

Maxon offers a “test connection kit” accessory
which provides a convenient means of connecting
plastic tubing to the burner test port connections.
Kit should be removed after initial start-up and the
test ports plugged for normal burner operations.

General: To achieve rated capacities, a MULTIFIRE®

Burner must be adjusted to give the specific air and
gas differential pressures as indicated in the capacity
tables on pages 4504 and 4505.

7. Set minimum air differential pressure at 0.1" wc.
With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of air

and fuel valves, the minimum differential setting is
initially established with the air valve only.

Disconnect the linkage between the air valve
and fuel valve(s) on the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
assembly.

Rotate the air valve while watching the
manometer for the minimum air differential
pressure of 0.1" wc. (Note: This is a very small
increment on a normal manometer. Readings/
settings above 0.1" wc will lessen turndown ratio
of burner system.) Then mark red air valve dial
(see sketch below) opposite crank pointer.

If burner is also to be adjusted for the cata-
loged oil minimum and a by-pass has been
installed around the MICRO-RATIO® Air Valve,
close MICRO-RATIO® Air Valve and open by-
pass line (usually with a solenoid valve).

Loosen to separate air valve
movement from fuel valve(s) travel

Disconnect this
linkage from

MICRO-RATIO® Valve
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Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum” po-
sition and rotate gas valve to its “minimum” setting
position. Tighten down set screw [1] and binding
screw [2] with both valves set at “minimum”.

Establish set screw [1] as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw [2] as maxi-
mum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t matter
which is maximum or minimum, as long as you
identify and keep the same reference points for the
next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding screw
[2] and adjust pointer and linkage to correct just
half of the distance required to make the air valve
pointer indicate the maximum air valve setting.

Re-tighten binding screw [2] and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw [1] and again
correct for just half of the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum air
valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw [1] and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw [2] for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until
the gas and air valves reach their minimum
and maximum positions simultaneously.
Normally, this is accomplished within seven
adjustments.

NOTE: If multiple fuel arrangement, adjust
linkage rods and toggle arrangements between
SYNCHRO Fuel Control Valve(s) so that all fuel
control valves travel together (from minimum to
maximum positions). Leave MICRO-RATIO®

Valve(s) at “minimum” position, as shown by
pointer on position indicator strip.

10. To prepare Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve for
initial gas firing adjustment:

Remove cover
plate from screw
carrier cam assem-
bly and turn all
adjusting screws
counter-clockwise
until flush with outer
surface of casting
(new equipment is
shipped this way).

6/91

Set manual adjusting valve in by-pass line so
a positive differential of .15" to 0.3" wc (as re-
quired by burner) is established.

If a higher minimum on oil is acceptable and
by-pass has not been installed, move MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly off minimum position
until the required air differential of 0.15" to 0.3" wc
is obtained, then mark this position on the red air
valve dial also. If minimum input is not critical, air
valve may be opened even further for minimum.

8. Establish the maximum combustion air
differential pressure by moving MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly toward the higher numbered
positions until the desired air differential (in
accordance with burner specifications) is reached.
Verify that the required atomizing air pressure is
still available at this setting and mark dial.

For example: A combustion system may need the
air valve to be only 15° open for the “minimum”
setting and the “maximum” requirements are
satisfied with the air valve open to 60°. By marking
these points on the air valve’s indicating strip, you
are ready to reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

9. Reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve linkage
to the MICRO-RATIO® assembly’s air valve.

Having marked the MICRO-RATIO® air control
valve’s settings for both minimum and maximum
firing positions, you may adjust the linkage and
travel of the SYNCHRO gas valve’s stroke (see
sketch below).

Loosen Allen set screw [1] and binding screw
[2] in toggle [4]. Move the toggle in universal cam
assembly slot towards the center of rotation so
that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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11. To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to insure
combustion air supply is flowing to burner.

Turn three-way cock (if necessary) to introduce
atomizing air to burner, then rotate MICRO-
RATIO® Valve to its maximum position. Purge
system completely with air.

Return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to minimum and
open main and pilot gas cocks.

Open individual pilot air valves and adjust if
necessary to allow 8-16 oz. differential air pres-
sure to the pilots. Higher pressures greatly
increase the sensitivity of pilot gas adjustment.

Pilot gas regulator should initially be set at
approximately midpoint of its adjustment range.
With pilot gas solenoid closed, open main fuel gas
and pilot gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and
pilot gas solenoid. Turn pilot gas adjustable orifice
screw out (counter-clockwise) several turns from
its fully seated position. Observe ignition of pilot
gas through sight port of burner assembly and/or
by viewing flame signal metered from flame
safeguard relay circuit.

12. Refine pilot gas setting for a hard blue flame (and/
or strongest flame signal) by adjusting gas flow
through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Reopen and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational
before opening any main and/or individual
burner valves.

To light and adjust MULTIFIRE® Burner on
gas:
13. With gas pilot established and flame supervi-

sion system operational, opening the main fuel
shut-off valve(s) will allow gas flow to the SYN-
CHRO Fuel Control Valve of MICRO-RATIO®

Valve assembly.
Turn minimum adjusting screw in (clock-

wise) to open gas valve until gas is ignited at
burners. Several turns of the screw may be
necessary. Flame should normally be confined
back in the burner block at rated minimums.
(Higher minimums might possibly extend flames
beyond burner block.)

Page 4500-S-8 MULTIFIRE® Burners

Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions (continued)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any kind
of a flame as soon as possible. The flame geometry can
be adjusted and refined as needed later.
14. Adjust main gas regulator (as necessary to

maintain required burner differential). Re-adjust
minimum screw if necessary.

If pilots are to be interrupted, shut them off at
this point and verify that main flame remains lit and
holds in flame detectors. Re-adjust if necessary.

15. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with all
the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each suc-
ceeding screw needs to be screwed in approximately
one full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to high
will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.
16. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, burning with a
blue center and yellow tips, and a steady combus-
tion noise.

If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the
dryout period recommended by the furnace or
refractory manufacturer, then continue adjust-
ment of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

17. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than the second screw, then
with allen wrench inserted in third screw, slowly
move MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen gas valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.
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18. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

19. Note gas supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

20. When all screws have been adjusted, recheck
differential pressures with unit at operating
temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if neces-
sary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance. If any change is made,
refine gas adjusting screw settings, always
adjusting only that screw corresponding to
the position at which flame is then set.

Flame should be blue with yellow tails and
with a steady combustion noise. Dust or contami-
nants in the air stream may affect flame appear-
ance.

When adjusting for firing at maximum
positions,  take care that adjusting screws slope
gradually toward that setting.

21. If system will operate with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut pilots off now and cycle
MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from minimum to
maximum and back, with all convection system
dampers in operating position or with furnace
door closed.

22. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
23. Check out overall system operation on all fuels

by cycling through light-off at minimum, interrupt-
ing pilot, and allowing temperature control system
to cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

24. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings, then
replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

25. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.
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Light Oil Firing Start-Up Instructions

To light and adjust MULTIFIRE®

Burner on light oil:
26. All preliminary adjustments as outlined for gas

firing (steps #1 through #25) must have been
completed.

Verify all safety interlocks are operational before
opening any main and/or individual burner fuel
valve.

Close all fuel hand valves and properly
reposition three-way cock to supply the atomizing
air to burner(s).

27. With gas pilot established and UV flame
supervision system operational, opening the
main oil shut-off valve(s) will allow #2 oil to flow
to the SYNCHRO Oil Control Valve of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use
eye protection and avoid prolonged viewing.

28. Turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to minimum
position and, using the allen wrench supplied
with MICRO-RATIO® Valve, turn minimum
adjusting screw of oil valve in (clockwise) to
permit oil flow to the burner(s). Continue turning
inward slowly until minimum oil fire ignites.

CAUTION: Shut off oil quickly if there is a
noticeable drop in oil pressure or if ignition
does not occur within a few seconds.

29. Check that pressure downstream of oil
pressure regulator is sufficient to meet burner
requirement plus piping losses. Re-adjust oil
pressure regulator if necessary.

Failure of “some” burners on a multiple burner
job to ignite would generally indicate line scale or
dirt obstructions in the oil valve, oil tube and/or oil
tip. Disassemble, inspect and clean if necessary.

30. Once ignition occurs, turn minimum screw in
(for more fuel) or out (for less) until a yellow-
white flame is produced without smoke or brown
tips. When properly adjusted, it should be
possible to shut off pilots with the flame detection
system (if used), holding in on main flame only.

31. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with
all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each
succeeding screw needs to be screwed in approxi-
mately one full turn deeper than its preceding screw.
A smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point
from low to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.
32. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, with a steady
combustion noise.

Flame appearance should remain yellow-white
with no brown tips and exhibit a distinct “wrap-
ping” shape throughout the cataloged firing rate.

33. If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the dryout
period recommended by the furnace or refractory
manufacturer, then continue adjustment of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

34. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than second, then with allen
wrench inserted in the third screw, slowly move
MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off oil and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen oil valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.

35. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.
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If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

36. Note oil supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

37. When all screws have been adjusted, allow
system to reach operating temperature then
recheck minimum and maximum differential air
pressures. Readjust linkage between air and fuel
valves if necessary. If any change is made, refine
gas adjusting screw settings, always adjusting
only that screw corresponding to the position at
which valve is then set.

When adjusting for firing at maximum posi-
tions, take care that adjusting screws slope
gradually toward that setting.

38. If system will operate with interrupted pilot
(as recommended), shut pilots off now and cycle
MICRO-RATIO® Valve slowly from minimum to
maximum and back, with all convection system
dampers in operating position or with furnace
door closed.

39. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the firing range, reconnect
linkage from control motor to MICRO-RATIO®

Valve.
40. Check out overall system operation on all

fuels by cycling through light-off at minimum,
interrupting pilot, and allowing temperature
control system to cycle burner from minimum to
maximum and return. Recheck all safety system
interlocks for proper setting and operation.

CAUTION: Test every UV installation for dan-
gerous spark excitation from ignitors, and other
burners, direct or reflected UV radiation.

41. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves and
allowing an approved post-purge period before
shutting down fans and combustion air blower.
Remove test connections and plug openings,
then replace all equipment covers and caps and
tighten all linkage set screws.

42. Instruct operator on proper start-up, operation
and shutdown of system. Establish written
instructions for reference.
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Assembly Numbers

For these products, please order per the following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric text)
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[2] Pilot assembly or hinged lighter port is required

Spare Parts for MULTIFIRE® Dual Fuel Burners

• Combustion Air Inlet Flange (8" only)
• Air Connection Type
• Air Inlet Position
• Gas Connection Type
• Gas Drilling
• Pilot
• Flame Detection

• Cooling Tee
• Block Material
• Seal and Support
• Test Connection Kit (Combustion Air)
• Test Connection Kit (Fuel)
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OXY-THERM® Gas or Oil Burners

• Provide clean combustion with low NOx levels, even with on-site generated oxygen
(approximately 90% purity) units. OXY-THERM® Burners use oxygen for the combustion reaction,
removing the major source of nitrogen available for the formation of NOx.

• Quickly convert between gas and oil service by changing the burner nozzle. Provides stand-by or
alternate fuel capabilities. Fuel oil capability ranges from light to heavy fuel oils.

• Designed for easy installation and maintenance. OXY-THERM® Burner nozzles can be removed
during furnace operation, eliminating costly downtime.

• Achieve higher flame temperatures by burning fuels with oxygen. OXY-THERM® Burners eliminate
the need for costly combustion air preheaters, regenerators or recuperators.

• Substantially improve the product quality by eliminating the flow reversals found in regenerative
melters. Oxygen-fuel firing reduces flue gas volume, resulting in less turbulence in the melter
atmosphere.

• Quickly change burner capacity by replacing the thread-on burner nozzle (gas burners only).

• Improve heat transfer, leading to better homogenization and fining of the melt. Hence, lower seed
counts, higher pull rates and better selections.

• Eliminate the need for water cooling and related water piping and maintenance.

• Provide application flexibility with 5:1 turndown range.

Gas OXY-THERM® manufactured under U.S. Patent #4690635,
Canadian Patent #1260378, U.K. Patent #2192982,
German Patent P3722446.8 and French Patent #8704742.
Oil OXY-THERM® Burner manufactured under U.S. Patent #5092760.
Additional patents pending in Canada, Europe, Japan, South Korea and Mexico.

OXY-THERM® Oil Burner OXY-THERM® Gas Burner

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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OXY-THERM® Gas or Oil Burners

Principle of Operation
With OXY-THERM® Burners, oxygen for

combustion enters the burner body, mixes with the
fuel and exits the burner block.

For oil firing, oil enters through the nozzle, is
atomized and combines with the combustion oxygen
as it exits the burner block.

The ignited oxygen-fuel flame discharges through
the refractory block tunnel and develops a luminous,
soft, but tightly-wrapped flame pattern with low exit
velocities.

Pilots are generally not required for oxygen-fuel
applications. Contact your Maxon representative
about specific piloting questions.

Typical applications in the glass industry include
tunnel-type ceramic kilns, converted regenerative-
type glass melters, and unit melters.

Flow control and shut-off valves (available from
Maxon) need to conform with the appropriate codes
and standards for oxygen service.

Two refractory block materials are available for
OXY-THERM® Burners. Zedmul-20 burner blocks
are to be used for gas firing only, and should be
checked for compatibility with your process. Zirconia
burner blocks may be used with gas firing and are
required for oil firing due to the highly radiant nature
of the flame.

Capacities
Gas OXY-THERM® Burners provide maximum

outputs that range from 200 MBtu/hr (59kW) to 7.5
MMBtu/hr (2.2MW). Oil OXY-THERM® Burners
provide maximum outputs that range from 2.7
MMBtu/hr (790 kW) to 15 MMBtu/hr (4.4 MW).
NOTE: In the Imperial System, “M” refers to 103, “MM”
refers to 106.

OXY-THERM®

Oil Burner
(cutaway view)

OXY-THERM®

Gas Burner
(cutaway view)

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Design Guidelines

(see diagram at right).
Block cooling air/
oxygen (or other air
source) connects to the
valve, in addition to
combustion oxygen.
The cooling source
should not be com-
pressed air, since
compressed air could
contain oils which
contaminate oxygen-
clean components.
A 3-way valve is recommended. The valve
should offer 180° operation, with shut-off at 90°.
Every component that comes in contact with
oxygen must be cleaned for oxygen service.

5. Quick-connect devices for the combustion
oxygen, atomizing air/oxygen and fuel will
facilitate hook-up and installation, especially
when switching from fuel gas to fuel oil. Quick-
connect devices also limit the amount of time that
burner components are exposed to furnace
temperatures without cooling flow. This is helpful
during hot conversions or when replacing existing
burners.

6. Burner and piping should be supported as shown
in the installation instructions. Unsupported
piping puts stress on the block/frame assembly. If
enough stress is present, the burner block could
crack, affecting performance and burner life.

7. The Zedmul 20-C block is recommended for fuel
gas fired applications. It provides an economical,
high-quality burner block material, and is familiar
to users throughout industry. Zedmul 20-C burner
blocks have been used on applications such as
container glass, sodium silicate and fiberglass
furnaces.

8. The Zirconia block is required for all fuel oil fired
applications. Even if fuel oil is anticipated only as
a back-up fuel, the Zirconia block must be used.
The Zirconia block may also be used for gas
firing if the user has concerns about the compat-
ibility of the Zedmul 20-C block with his or her
process.

9. All liquids and atomizing air/oxygen should be
filtered. A 100-mesh duplex fuel oil filter is
recommended for oil fired OXY-THERM®

Burners. Filtering the atomizing air/oxygen will
help prevent debris from plugging the atomizing
holes.

10. OXY-THERM® fuel gas burners should be specified
at or near expected design capacity. For

Applications using oxygen-fuel burner technology
can vary greatly. Therefore, Maxon is providing
general information which should guide users and
designers of furnaces that use oxygen-fuel burners.

NOTE: Premium-quality materials have been used
on the OXY-THERM® Burner, but metal components
can be destroyed by high furnace temperatures if the
burner is misused or left unprotected from cooling
flows. Because most oxygen-fuel burner applications
operate at very high temperatures, these guidelines
focus on enhancing burner performance and
longevity.

Design Guidelines
1. Whenever the gas or oil insert is installed in the

burner housing, cooling flow should be
established through the combustion oxygen
connection (see item 4 for recommended piping).
Cooling flow may be either air or oxygen, but not
compressed air. An example of a cooling air
source would be the block cooling air on a glass
melter. Minimum recommended cooling air/
oxygen flows are 15 scfm for Series 600 OXY-
THERM® Burners and 30 scfm for Series 900
OXY-THERM® Burners.

2. If the burner will not be fired for an extended
period (over 24 hours), then the gas or oil insert
should be withdrawn from the housing. The
service nut should be installed in its place, and
cooling air/oxygen flow established (see item 1
for recommended flow rates). This cooling flow
will extend gasket life and retard the collection of
particulate material inside the burner block
opening. As an alternative to cooling flow, the
burner housing may be removed, if desired,
leaving the block/frame assembly mounted to the
furnace wall.

3. On oil fired burners, reduced pressure atomizing
air/oxygen should be maintained when the
burner is not firing. Without atomizing flow, some
residual oil can communicate through the atom-
izer holes and into oxygen clean components in
the oil insert. The atomizing flow will also serve to
cool the oil nozzle (10 psig atomizing pressure
would be sufficient). Required safety practice is
that any time atomizing flow is shut off, oil inserts
are to be removed and re-cleaned to prevent any
fuel oil residue and oxygen from coming into
contact with each other.

4. To provide cooling flow to the burner housing,
Maxon recommends installing a 3-way ball valve
immediately upstream from the combustion
oxygen connection on the burner

3-way Valve

Cooling Air

To
Burner

Oxygen

➤

➤

➤
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Design Guidelines (continued)

applications requiring maximum flame length, the
burners should be sized or specified for the true
expected maximum capacity. Maxon sizes and
fabricates fuel gas burner nozzles according to
customer specifications. The design of the OXY-
THERM® allows quick changing of the threaded
gas nozzle in those cases where burners may need
more capacity than expected, or if future furnace
loads are expected to increase.

11. OXY-THERM® fuel oil burners should also be
specified at or near expected design capacity. If,

for example, a 300-liter-per-hour burner was
specified, but operated at 200 liters per hour, the
flame length would be significantly shorter than if
the 200-liter-per-hour burner was specified and
used. See below for nominal and maximum
capacities for fuel oil inserts.

12. For proper atomization, fuel oils should be
supplied to the burner inlet at a viscosity of 100
SSU (20 centistokes) or less. A typical #6 fuel oil
would need to be heated to approximately 220°F
to obtain the proper viscosity.

All Maxon gas OXY-THERM® Burners are custom
drilled to meet your specific application requirements.
This helps assure that you get the best possible
burner – selected, sized and drilled – to meet your
specific job’s requirements.

NOTE: A calibrated flow meter in the gas and the
oxygen line is recommended for establishing
accurate volumetric flow rates.

Maxon oil OXY-THERM® Burners are available in
two block sizes and six oil insert sizes – 70, 100, 150,
200, 300 and 400 liters per hour (maximum capacities
2.7 MMBtu/hr through 17.6 MMBtu/hr).

The maximum capacities shown in the
accompanying charts are a range of heat releases.
The minimum capacity will be 1/5 of the specific
maximum capacity selected. Your specified maximum
capacity dictates the individualized fuel drilling used in
the manufacture of the burner’s gas insert.

The Zedmul 20-C block is recommended for fuel
gas fired applications. It provides an economical,
high-quality burner block material and is familiar to
users throughout industry. The Zirconia block is
required for all fuel oil fired applications. Even if fuel

oil is anticipated only as a back-up fuel, the Zirconia
block must be used. The Zirconia block may also be
used for gas firing if the user has concerns about the
compatibility of the Zedmul 20-C block with his or her
process. Both materials have shown excellent results
in operations with no reports of failures after five
years of operation and several campaigns.

Capacity / Selection Data
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Capacity / Selection Data

Gas OXY-THERM® Burners
Combustion Oxygen Pressure Curves

Series 600

Series 900
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Capacity / Selection Data

Oil OXY-THERM® Burners
Combustion Oxygen Pressure Curves

Series 600 (70 lph)

Series 900 (70, 100, 150, 200 lph)
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Capacity / Selection Data

Oil OXY-THERM® Burners
Combustion Oxygen Pressure Curves

Series 900 (300, 400 lph)
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Capacity / Selection Data

Oil OXY-THERM® Burners
Atomizing Oxygen/Air Flow vs. Pressure

Each line represents a particular oil
nozzle nominal rating, e.g., “400”
represents the 400 liter per hour oil
nozzle.

NOTES:
• If oxygen is used for atomizing, its

volume should be factored in when
establishing the excess oxygen
requirements for each application. If air is
used for atomizing, the volume of oxygen
contained in the air is so small that it
represents an insignificant amount of the
oxygen required for combustion.
Therefore, it should not be factored into
the operating fuel/oxygen ratios.

• The volume of atomizing flow for cooling
as described on page 4603, item 3,
would equal approximately 20 percent of
the atomizing volume at 50 psig shown
on the chart.

Each line represents a particular
oil nozzle nominal rating, e.g.,
“400” represents the 400 liter per
hour oil nozzle

Oil OXY-THERM® Burners
Fuel Oil Flow vs. Pressure
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Dimensions

Gas OXY-THERM® Burners

Series 600 Series 900

Oil OXY-THERM® Burners

Series 600

Series 900
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Dimensions

Optional Pilot Arrangements

Series 900Series 600

Spark Ignitor
(included in pilot)

Adjustable Pilot Gas Orifice
(included in pilot)

Pressure-type
sealed port pilot

(optional)
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Component Identification

Gas OXY-THERM® Burners

Oil OXY-THERM® Burners

OXY-THERM® Burners Page 4611
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Installation Instructions

The burner is normally only a part of your complete
combustion system. Additional pipe train accessories
and control components will be required for a com-
plete system installation.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, the burner insert and
mounting gaskets may be packed separately and
shipped loose.

OXY-THERM® Burners can fire in all directions
except downward. Avoid orientations which might
permit an idle burner to collect debris.

Include observation ports in your design to provide
a view of the flame area. This will simplify start-up and
adjustment procedures.

Burner block failure could result from external
stresses and strains transmitted to the burner through
the piping. Flexible connections are recommended in
all piping to reduce piping stresses and alignment/
shifting problems. Installation of such connectors at
certain key spots in the oxygen or gas manifolding
can prevent damage to the burners from uneven
thermal expansion.

Burner Mounting
The sketches at right show two possible methods

of mounting and holding an OXY-THERM® Burner
block and frame assembly in place. Alternate support
methods are possible.

The primary focus is to compress the frame against
the wall of the melter and to support the weight of any
system piping.

The burner block sits on the sill or wall. The burner
block and frame weight should be supported and
equally distributed. If burner port holes are too large,
shims may be used to align the burner.

The opening in the furnace shell should normally
provide 1/16" clearance on all sides. High tempera-
ture furnace sealant or gasketing should be used
between burner mounting flange and furnace shell.

For maximum burner life, burner frame and furnace
shell must be protected from hot gas flows.

Possible Burner Mounting Configurations
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Hot Installation Procedure for
Zedmul 20-C Burner Blocks

Over the last 20 years, the following procedure has
been used to install Zedmul 20-C burner blocks “on
the fly” in glass operations. Most of the experience
has been in float and container glass operations with
hot face temperatures between 1425°C (2600°F) and
1675°C (3050°F).
1. All moisture within the burner block should be

removed before starting installation. This is
accomplished by placing the burner on the crown
of the furnace or under the port area for a day.

2. Where the new block will contact older, hot
materials, Fiberfrax paper should be used as a
thermal buffer.

3. Remove the old block and clean the opening.
4. Insert the new block into the furnace.
5. Permit the new block to heat-up to near ambient

temperatures (usually about one half to three
quarters of an hour).

6. Resume normal operations.

Burner Adjustment and Control
Oxygen-fuel burners require accurate control of

both fuel and oxygen for optimum performance.
Piping to individual burners should include control
valves for both oxygen and fuel. In addition, flow
meters for oxygen and fuel capable of local or remote
readout are required for proper burner adjustment.

Flame sensing may be accomplished by UV
scanner. Burner design can incorporate a UV scan-
ner port suitable for supervision of both pilot and main
flames. UV scanner, if used, should be kept as close
to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used, may affect
signal strength with some brands of UV scanners.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with nameplate ratings. Ensure that all
normal control safeguards are satisfied.

CAUTION: Oxygen should only be used with
approved materials, properly cleaned pipe and
equipment, and specially designed systems.
Ordinary materials can be extremely flammable
in the presence of oxygen and air enriched with
oxygen.

All organic and many inorganic materials will
react with gaseous oxygen at particular temperature
and pressure conditions. Fire and/or an explosion
may result from this reaction.

Installation Instructions

Materials commonly used in valves and burners for
ordinary service have ignition temperatures in gas-
eous oxygen that are above normal flowing tempera-
tures. These may include organic materials such as
Neoprene, Viton, Teflon, lubricants and sealing
compounds. Therefore, the danger of combustion
exists in materials being ignited not by the normal
flowing temperatures, but rather by localized higher
temperatures resulting from such conditions as:
1. Adiabatic Compression

Rapidly opening a valve may result in an abnor-
mally high gas temperature caused by adiabatic
compression of a low pressure gas at the valve
outlet.

2. Dirt or Foreign Particle Impingement
A foreign particle that is being carried in a high
velocity gas stream and which strikes the burner or
a valve body wall may transform its kinetic energy
into heat sufficient to raise the impinging particle or
the material it strikes to its respective ignition
temperature.

3. Ignition by Stray Static Electricity Sparks
A valve, for example, that has already been heated
up by friction may transmit sufficient heat to ignite
other surrounding metallic materials from static
electricity sparks.

4. Excessive Friction
Heat generated by friction between two surfaces
may raise the temperature of one or both of the
surfaces to the ignition point of a substance within
an oxygen atmosphere.
Organic materials have ignition temperatures

below that of metals. Therefore, use of organic
materials in contact with oxygen should be avoided as
much as possible. The best material is one with the
highest ignition temperature and lowest specific heat
that possesses the necessary mechanical properties
for the application.

Lubricants and sealing compounds should be
used sparingly and should be a material that is
suitable for oxygen service. Common petroleum
lubricants are not satisfactory and are particularly
hazardous because of their high heat of combustion
and high rate of reaction.

O-rings should be lubricated with Series 25-10M
Halocarbon or Fluoramics Lox 8 grease or equal. Pipe
threads should be sealed with Fluoramics Lox 8 pipe
joint paste or equal.
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Installation Instructions

Other Materials and Precautions
• Brass or copper pipe should be used in any pipe

carrying oxygen.
• Do not use Buna-N in any equipment that contacts

oxygen.
• Packings, such as for valves, should be Viton or

Teflon.
• All accessory and pipe train components such

as regulators, solenoid valves, gauges, pressure
switches, etc., must be oxygen service
compatible.
Fuel supply piping must be large enough to

maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full rated capacity.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

If multiple burners are fed from a single fuel train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

Clean atomizing oxygen/air lines are essential to
prevent plugging of critical atomizing ports in the oil
insert.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner fuel ports.

Fuel and oxygen piping should be located
reasonably close to the burner and sized for the
pressure and volume requirements of the burner.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of the
main fuel regulator and pilot (if supplied) line take-off.
Use it to shut off fuel during shut-down periods of
more than a few hours.

A fuel throttling control valve is not intended
for tight shut-off.

Main fuel regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure.

Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the regula-
tor during installation.

If used, pilot take-off should be upstream of the
main gas regulator, but downstream of the main gas
cock. It should normally include its own pilot gas
regulator, a solenoid valve, and shut-off cock. A pilot
adjustable orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies
adjustment.

Pilots do not use oxygen.

Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel
supply off with a loss of electrical power. Manual
reset valves require operator attendance each time
the system is started up (or restarted after a shut-
down). Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic
start-restart when used with an appropriate control
system.

Any test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of fuel
shut-off valves). Sequencing control systems are
available from Maxon that include provision for post-
purge pilots during all but emergency shut-downs.

Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless oxygen is
on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of oxygen
pressure, along with the other usual system inter-
locks.

Start-up Instructions
Start-up instructions are specific to each applica-

tion. Contact your Maxon representative for instruc-
tions for your particular application.
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Assembly Numbers

Ordering Designations (oil burners only)
Series 607 = Series 600 (6" x 6" block), 70 lph

Series 907 = Series 900 (9" x 9" block), 70 lph

Series 910 = Series 900, 100 lph

Series 915 = Series 900, 150 lph

Series 920 = Series 900, 200 lph

Series 930 = Series 900, 300 lph

Series 940 = Series 900, 400 lph

Ordering Designations (gas burners only)

Series 600

Series 900

Example:

Series  6 0 7

6" x 6" block 70 lph

Gas port sized according to firing rate
by Maxon Sales personnel
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Removing the gas insert

NOTE: This procedure can be done by hand without
the use of tools.

1. Shut off the gas flow to the burner.

2. Reduce the oxygen flow or switch to bypass air.
This will keep the housing cool while removing the
gas insert.

3. Remove the gas line from the burner at the quick
disconnect between the burner and the flex hose.

4. Unscrew the insert nut from the burner housing. If
installed properly, this can be done by hand
without the use of tools.

5. Remove the gas insert from the burner housing
by gently rocking it from side to side while pulling
outward.

6. Screw the service nut (solid cap) onto the threads
of the burner housing. This will prevent inspirated
air from entering the furnace and protect from
stingout during the time that the gas insert is
removed. Do NOT tighten.

7. Inspect or replace the gas insert as necessary. If
the nozzle tip is to be replaced, do NOT use any
tools to tighten. It is sealed by an O-ring and
should be hand-tight.

NOTE: The nozzle tip opening should be round and
free from any obstruction or debris.

8. Inspect the two O-rings to ensure that they are
not cracked or damaged. Make sure that they are
well lubricated with an oxygen-compatible lubri-
cant before reinstalling.

Reinstalling the gas insert

1. Remove the service nut (solid cap) from the back
of the burner housing.

2. Carefully slide the gas insert into the burner
housing, keeping the tip centered within the block.
Push until the gas insert is in the block far enough
for the first O-ring to disappear within the burner
housing. You should feel the nozzle tip seat into
the nozzle body insert, indicating that the gas
insert is centered.

3. Slide the insert nut onto the end of the gas insert
and begin to tighten it onto the burner housing.
The action of tightening the nut will draw the
second O-ring into the housing. When the nut is
hand-tight and the nozzle is seated properly (no
further forward movement), there should be a
small gap between the end of the nut and the rim
of the housing. Once the nut is hand-tight, back it
off 1/4 turn (it should turn freely). This will be its
final position (do NOT retighten).

4. Reconnect the gas line to the back of the gas
insert.

5. Shut off the bypass air (if it was on) and turn the
oxygen valve back to its fully open position.

6. Open the gas valve to its fully open position. A
faint “pop” will be heard indicating that the burner
is lit.

7. Visually inspect the flame to ensure ignition and
proper flame appearance.
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Running all capacity through a single port might
lead you to believe that the OXY-THERM® burner
produces a high velocity / high momentum flame.  On
the contrary, when you consider that momentum =
mass x velocity, you will see that the low-velocity
dynamics of the oxygen dominate the flame shape.
The oxygen has double the mass of the natural gas
(molecular weight of O2= 32 versus 16 for natural
gas), and has at least two times the volumetric flow
rate of natural gas.  Therefore, the oxygen dynamics
prevail.  This results in a low momentum non-lofting
flame pattern. The positive effect of the high-velocity
fuel is that the OXY-THERM® flame does not tend to
loft as competitors’ burners do.  This keeps the flame
off of the crown, even at turndown.  Our competition
angles their burners downward to compensate for the
lofting.  In many instances, however, this causes
hard impingement on the glass surface, which
creates a hot spot that the unmelted batch material
moves away from.  This usually results in poorer
glass quality and lower selection rates.

Additional Information

1. Many of our competitors, especially oxygen
companies, talk about the number of oxy-fuel
conversions they’ve been involved with.  When
you ask them about it, however, you’ll find
they’ve only supplied the oxygen, not the burn-
ers.  Maxon has been the dominant burner
supplier for glass melters that have been con-
verted to oxy-fuel technology.

2. Comparisons to the OXY-THERM® in our com-
petitors’ advertising focus on the burner that we
developed in the early 80’s, not the burner that
we have on the market today.  Maxon pioneered
the use of non-water-cooled oxy-fuel burners.  As
with any new technology, the first efforts were
improved upon.  We’ll readily admit that some of
those first burners had problems in certain
applications, but we’ve continuously improved
the burner and solved its shortcomings. Our
competitors still focus on our early development
problems.

3. Maxon has installed more than 600 oxy-fuel
burners in more than 60 furnaces worldwide.
Nobody else has as much oxy-fuel burner
experience in the glass industry.  Nobody even
comes close.

Our burners work with all available oxygen
source technology. Because on-site generated
oxygen is common, it is important that users
understand that our burners work with the low
pressure supplied by such units. Refer to the
combustion oxygen curves on pages 4605-
4607 and 4656-4658.

Burner Application

Glass engineers (or others) are typically inter-
ested in the following information when considering
oxy-fuel burners (this information can be found in the
catalog):

1. Block size
2. Flame length
3. Connection sizes
4. Block composition
5. Utilities / pressure required
6. Capacities / turndown
7. Oxy-fuel ratios
8. Cooling flows
9. Maintenance required

Some glass engineers also want to know where the
burners should be mounted in the furnace wall.  For
existing applications of the Series 900 OXY-THERM®

burner, the distance from the centerline of the burner
to the batch surface has ranged from 10 to 18 inches.
Most often this distance was between 12 and 14
inches.  The burner block can extend out of the wall 1
inch or recess back into the wall a maximum of 3
inches. Also, burners are mounted and fired parallel
to the batch surface.

To process an order for a gas OXY-THERM®

burner, total Btu requirement per burner needs to be
specified on the order.

All gas nozzles are custom drilled per order. It is
not uncommon to have several different maximum
capacities specified for the same burner size on a
single order.  This is because, for a single glass
furnace, various burner locations may have different
capacity requirements.  To size the gas port, the
following information is required:

1. Fuel (heating value and specific gravity)
2. Maximum heat release required
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4. Maxon is independent.  We do not sell oxygen
and we do not design furnaces. We do not tell
glass engineers how to do what they already
know how to do. We sell combustion equipment.
That’s our expertise.

5. In numerous comparison tests where
competitor’s burners were fired in the same
furnace, Maxon burners have been chosen every
time. There have been lots of comparisons made
on paper, but we have won the ones that count
due to lower emissions and better quality glass
production.

6. The user can decide how to control the oxygen
and fuel flow to the burner. Our burners have
worked with a wide range of control schemes.

7. The same burner is used to fire both gas and oil.
A mere change to the nozzle and you can
change from one fuel to the other in less than 5
minutes - FLEXIBILITY.

In summary, Maxon offers users the freedom of
choice:  choice of furnace designer / consultant,
choice of oxygen supplier, choice of control sche-
matic.  Maxon has no obligations or ties to any of the
above suppliers of equipment and services.  The
OXY-THERM® burner can be used with anyone’s
oxygen, with anyone’s controls and with anyone’s
engineering services.
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Maxon Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burners

• Capacities up to 300,000 Btu/hr (88 kW) with choice of two block shapes.

• Burns any gaseous fuel, including poor quality fuels that may be unstable using air for combustion.

• Clean combustion with low NOx levels. OXY-THERM® Burners use oxygen for the combustion
reaction, removing atmospheric nitrogen as a source of NOx emissions.

• Easy installation and maintenance. OXY-THERM® Burner nozzles can be removed during furnace
operation, eliminating costly downtime.

• Dramatically increase available heat by producing higher flame temperatures from burning fuels
with oxygen. OXY-THERM® Burners eliminate the need for costly combustion air preheaters,
regenerators or recuperators.

• Substantially reduce the size of exhaust gas handling equipment. Oxygen-fuel firing can reduce
flue gas volume and exhaust gas treatment requirements by 75% or more.

• Improve heat transfer with increased flame temperature and luminosity.

• Self-cooling design eliminates the need for water cooling and related water piping and
maintenance.

• Simple, robust design and high operational turndown provides application flexibility.

Maxon Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner with square block and optional self-ignition feature

Patents: Manufactured under U.S. Patent
#6,345,979. Additional patents pending.
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Principle of Operation
With Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burners, oxygen

for combustion enters the burner body, mixes with
the fuel at the nozzle and exits the burner block.

The flame discharges through the refractory block
tunnel and develops a luminous, tightly-wrapped flame
pattern.

The Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner features a
self-ignition option. Contact your Maxon representative
about specific ignition/piloting questions.

Maxon Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burners

Typical applications include converted
regenerative-type furnaces and melters, unit melters,
laboratory furnaces, non-ferrous melting and recovery,
and various special applications requiring high
temperatures with focused flame profiles.

Flow control and shut-off valves (available from
Maxon) need to conform with the appropriate codes
and standards for oxygen service.

Capacities
Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burners provide a

maximum output of 300,000 Btu/hr (88 kW). Minimum
capacity is 5,000 Btu/hr (60:1 turndown).

Series 300 round block (bottom) and round block with
optional self-ignition feature (top)

Series 300 square block (bottom) and square block with
optional self-ignition feature (top)

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax: (765) 289-8394
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Installation and Operation Guidelines

Applications using oxygen-fuel burner technology
can vary greatly.  Maxon provides the following
general guidelines for burner installation and
operation.  Furnace designers will provide design
specifics for individual furnaces.

Note: Premium-quality materials have been used
in the Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner, but metal
components can be destroyed by high furnace
temperatures if the burner is misused or
disconnected from cooling flows.  Because most
oxygen-fuel burner applications operate at very high
temperatures, these guidelines focus on enhancing
burner performance and longevity.

1. Every component that comes in contact with
oxygen must be cleaned for oxygen service.

2. Cooling flow, either clean-dry air or oxygen, must be
used whenever the burner assembly is in a high
temperature atmosphere and is not firing.  Typical
compressed air systems contain lubrication
oils, which will contaminate oxygen-clean
environments and cannot be used for cooling
flows without special treatment. Cooling air
provided by plant process air fans is one possible
source.

3. To provide cooling flow to the burner assembly,
Maxon recommends installing a 3-way ball valve
immediately upstream from the combustion oxygen
connection on the burner.  Connect cooling source
and combustion oxygen source to the valve.

4. Use care when connecting fuel tubing/piping to the
burner fuel connection (3/16" O.D. tubing and/or 1/8"
NPT). Fuel connection is not designed to support
fuel piping. Tubing and compression fittings are
recommended over standard piping.

5. Burners, piping, and UV scanners (if burner
mounted) should be supported to relieve stress to
burner components.  Unsupported equipment will
cause damage to the burner.  Flexible connections
are recommended in all piping to relieve stress and
to account for thermal expansion.

6. The material used in the refractory block is an
alumina/zirconia/silica composition.  It is the
responsibility of the user to assure its compatibility
with the user’s process.

7. The burner block should be slightly recessed inward
from the inner furnace wall, and can be recessed by
as much as 3 inches (76mm).

8. OXY-THERM® Burners can fire in any direction.
However, avoid orientations which might permit an
idle burner to collect debris.

9. Furnace observation ports should be located to
provide a view of the flame.  This will simplify
burner start-up and adjustment.

Ignition (for burners with the self-ignition feature)
Maxon recommends the use of a 6000-volt full-

wave spark ignition transformer for use with Series
300 OXY-THERM® Burners that are equipped with the
self-ignition feature.  A standard .250" female spade
connector should be used on the ignition transformer
connection.  The #58375 Insulator Block (or optional
#1048182 UV Scanner Adapter) prevents stray
voltages from damaging any sensitive electronic
equipment, and must not be removed (except as
outlined in the Hot Installation Procedures).

Installation & Start-up
Take care not to damage the burner parts when

making the fuel connection.  On burners using the self-
ignition option, the 3/16" compression fitting on the
Insulator Block can be removed for 1/8" NPT
connection.  The compression nut should only be
tightened 3/4 of a turn from finger-tight.

Refer to the Capacity and Specification chart for
recommended pressures and flow rates.  Spark
transformer should be energized only until the burner
lights.  Cooling oxygen or clean, dry air should be
provided when the burner is installed in a high
temperature atmosphere and the burner is not
firing.

The proper sequence for igniting the Series 300
OXY-THERM® Burner with the self-ignition feature is;
Oxygen on, Spark on, Fuel on (Ignition occurs), Spark
off.
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Maxon Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burners are
available in four versions. An alumina/zirconia/silica
(AZS) composition refractory block is available in both
3" square and 3" round (approximately 2.8" dia.)
versions. The burner is also offered with or without a
spark-ignition feature.

NOTE: A calibrated flow meter in both the fuel gas
and oxygen line is recommended for establishing
accurate volumetric flow rates. Exact calorific
values and oxygen purity should be checked and
oxygen/fuel ratio should be adjusted accordingly.

Capacity and Selection Data
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Dimensions

Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner with square block

Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner with round block
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DATETE FO NUMBERFO NUMBER

R

M
A

X
O

N
M

A
X

O
N

45˚
ref.

3.0"
sq.

(7.6 cm)

Gas Inlet
(1/8" NPT)

3/4" NPT
Oxygen Inlet

0.8"

M6 x 1.0 Thd.

0.2"

 Exterior Furnace Wall

1.2"

3.0"
(7.6 cm)

10.0" (25.4 cm)

6.5"
(16.5 cm)

16.5" (41.9 cm)
removal clearance

2.8"
dia.

(7.1 cm)
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Dimensions

Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner with square block & self-ignition feature

Series 300 OXY-THERM® Burner with round block & self-ignition feature

OXY-THERM-THERM R

MAXON CORPORAMAXON CORPORATIONTION

BURNERURNERSERIESSERIES

MUNCIE, INDIANA UMUNCIE, INDIANA U.S.S.A..A.

DATETE FO NUMBERFO NUMBER

R

M
A

X
O

N
M

A
X

O
N

45˚
ref.

3.0"
sq.

(7.6 cm)

NOTE:
Compression fitting
can be removed for
1/8" NPT inlet

Gas Inlet
(3/16" O.D. tube)

9.5"
(24.1 cm)

3/4" NPT
Oxygen Inlet

M6 x 1.0 Thd.

Exterior Furnace Wall

1.2"

19.5" (49.5 cm)
removal clearance

3.0"
(7.6 cm)

10.0" (25.4 cm)

3"
sq.

OXY-THERM R

MAXON CORPORAMAXON CORPORATIONTION

BURNERURNERSERIESSERIES

MUNCIE, INDIANA UMUNCIE, INDIANA U.S.S.A..A.

DATE FO NUMBERFO NUMBER

R

M
A

X
O

N
M

A
X

O
N

45˚
ref

3.0
sq.

(7.6 cm)

NOTE:
Compression fitting
can be removed for
1/8" NPT inlet

Gas Inlet
(3/16" O.D. tube)

9.5"
(24.1 cm)

M6 x 1.0 Thd.

3/4" NPT
Oxygen Inlet

Exterior Furnace Wall 

1.2"

19.5" (49.5 cm)
removal clearance

3.0"
(7.6 cm)

10.0" (25.4 cm)

2.8"
dia.

(7.1 cm)
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Component Identification

OXY-THERM R%%135R%%135

MAXON CORPORATIONMAXON CORPORATION

BURNERBURNERSERIESSERIES

MUNCIE, INDIANA U.S.A.MUNCIE, INDIANA U.S.A.

DATEDATE FO NUMBERFO NUMBER

3 47 16 25

Use Loctite Threadlocker MP-9210, 
screw in spring loaded set screw until it 
completely bottoms out, then back-out 
1/8th of a turn.

Fully engage burner assembly (Item 2) 
against inside lip of refractor block (Item 1), 
then apply spring loaded set screw (Item 7) 
as directed.

.oNmetI noitpircseD

1 ylbmessAemarF&kcolB

2 ylbmessAtresnIrenruB

3 etalpkcaB

4 teksaGetalpkcaB

5 tuNxeH0.1x6M

6 rehsaWdetalP6M

7 regnulPgnirpS
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions
• Fuel and oxygen piping must be supported to

prevent undue stress and damage to burner block
and components.

• Fuel and oxygen supply piping must be large
enough to maintain the required fuel pressure
cataloged for the particular burner size used with
burner operating at full rated capacity.

• Fuel and oxygen piping should be located reason-
ably close to the burner and sized for the pressure
and volume requirements of the burner.

• Anything more than minimal distance or piping turns
may necessitate oversizing piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

• If multiple burners are fed from a single fuel train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop and
give maximum uniformity.

• Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage of
pipe train components or burner fuel ports.

• Main shut-off cock should be upstream of the main
fuel regulator. Use it to shut off fuel during shutdown
periods of more than a few hours.

• A fuel throttling control valve is not intended for tight
shut-off.

• Main fuel regulator is essential to maintain a uniform
system supply pressure.

• Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to regulator
during installation.

• Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to a
control system) are designed to shut the fuel supply
off with a loss of electrical power. Manual reset
valves require operator attendance each time the
system is started up (or restarted after a shut-
down). Motorized shut-off valves permit automatic
start-restart when used with an appropriate control
system.

• Any test connections should be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

• Control systems should provide all normally recom-
mended interlocks (including operation of fuel shut-
off valves).

• Control system's circuitry must not allow main fuel
shut-off valve to be opened unless oxygen is on,
and must de-energize valve upon loss of oxygen
pressure, along with the other system interlocks.

The burner is only a part of your complete
combustion system.  Additional pipe train accessories
and control components will be required for a complete
system installation.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

Cold Installation Procedure
Read the entire installation procedure before

proceeding with the installation of oxygen-fuel burners.

Failure to follow the proper installation
sequence noted below could result in damage or
destruction of vital burner components.  Cooling
oxygen or airflows should be present at all times
when the burner housing and metal components
are mounted to a hot furnace.

1. Visually inspect the burner.  The burner is shipped
fully assembled, and is designed for installation as a
complete unit.

2. Confirm that cooling air or oxygen is available at the
individual burner ports and control stations before
installing the burner.

3. Install the burner assembly into the furnace wall.
Refer to the information at right for Hot Installation
Procedures.  Refer to page 4620-S-2 for Burner
Mounting instructions.

4. Complete connections for fuel, oxygen and electrical
(if burner is supplied with spark ignition feature).

5. Verify flow of clean-dry cooling air if the furnace will
be heated up with another burner.  Improper flows or
no cooling flows could damage or destroy the burner
during heat-up.

6. The UV scanner must be field-supported if the UV
scanner is connected to the OXY-THERM® Burner.

7. Burner installation is complete.
8. Other system safeguards and approvals must be

completed before the burner can be lit.  These
safeguards include but are not limited to:
– Furnace operating temperature at the burner

location must exceed the ignition temperature of
the fuel being used (for burners without the self-
igniting feature).

– Oxygen/fuel control must be functional and
characterized to provide the proper oxygen/fuel
ratio to the burner.
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Installation Instructions

Start-up instructions are specific to each application.
Contact your Maxon representative for instructions for
your particular application.

Hot Installation Procedure
Read the entire Cold Installation Procedure (as a

reference) before proceeding with the installation of
oxygen-fuel burners.

Failure to follow the proper installation sequence
noted below could result in damage or
destruction of vital burner components.  Cooling
oxygen or air-flows should be present at all times
when the burner housing and metal components
are mounted to a hot furnace.

1. Temporarily remove the spark-insulation block from
burners that have the self-ignition feature. Failure to
do so could cause the insulator to melt.  It should be
re-installed just prior to burner light off.

2. All moisture within the burner block should be
removed before starting installation.  Preheating
burner block to remove moisture and reduce thermal
shock is advised.

3. Where the new burner block contacts older or hot
materials, silica paper should be used as a thermal
buffer.  The furnace opening should be clean and free
of debris.

4. Insert the burner block into the furnace wall.
5. Attach burner assembly to block, ensuring cooling air

or oxygen flows are established to protect metal
components.

6. Allow the new burner block to heat up to near ambient
temperatures (usually about one half to three-quarters
of an hour).

7. Resume normal operations as described in Cold
Installation Procedure.

Burner Mounting

The primary objective is to seal all openings
between the burner and furnace wall, and to support
the weight of any system piping. The burner block
sits on the sill or wall.

The block must rest flat on the sill or furnace wall
without rocking to allow the weight to be evenly
distributed.  Failure to do so could result in cracking or
block failure.  If burner/furnace openings are too large,
shims may be used to align the burner.

The opening of the furnace should provide a
minimum 1/16" clearance on all three sides.  High
temperature furnace sealant or gasketing should be
used between the burner and furnace wall.

Burner Adjustment and Control
Oxygen-fuel burners require accurate control of both

fuel and oxygen for optimum performance. Maxon can
supply state-of-the-art electronic or manual oxygen/fuel
ratio control valves. Piping to individual burners should
include control valves for both oxygen and fuel.  In
addition, flow meters for oxygen and fuel capable of
local or remote readout are required for proper burner
adjustment.

Flame sensing may be accomplished by use of a
UV scanner.  The UV scanner must be field-supported
if an adapter is used to mount the scanner to the
burner assembly.  Heat blocks, if used, may affect
signal strength with some brands of UV scanners.

Start-up Instructions
Start-up instructions are specific to each

application. Contact your Maxon representative for
instructions for your particular application.
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Bulletin 4650

OXY-THERM® LE Gas or Oil Burners

OXY-THERM® LE Oil Burner OXY-THERM® LE Gas Burner

• Lowest NOx levels of any oxygen/fuel burner, even with on-site generated oxygen. NOx levels up
to 70% lower than conventional oxy-gas, up to 50% lower than conventional oxy-oil.

• Low pressure oxygen requirements allow the use of any oxygen source.

• Gas or oil fuel capability. Quickly switch between gas and oil service by changing only the burner
nozzle. Fuel oil capability ranges from light to heavy fuel oils. Atomize with oxygen, air or steam.

• Increased flame volume and luminosity.

• Patented design eliminates flame lofting.

• Easy to change burner capacity by replacing simply the threaded burner nozzle (gas burners
only).

• Provides application flexibility with 5:1 turndown range.

• Three sizes available. Capacities up to 17.6 MMBtu/hr (5.2 MW) per burner in three size ranges.

• Designed for easy installation and service. OXY-THERM® LE Burner nozzles can be removed
during furnace operation, eliminating costly downtimes.

• Achieve higher flame temperatures by burning fuels with oxygen. OXY-THERM® LE Burners
eliminate the need for costly combustion air preheaters, regenerators or recuperators.

• Substantially improve the product quality by eliminating the flow reversals in regenerative
melters. Oxygen-fuel firing cuts flue gas volume, turbulence in the melter is reduced, as well as
exhaust gas treatment requirements.

Patents pending in U.S., Canada, Mexico, Europe, Japan and South Korea

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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OXY-THERM® LE Gas or Oil Burners
Principle of Operation

With OXY-THERM® LE Burners firing gas,
oxygen for combustion enters the burner housing
and exits the burner block where it mixes with the
fuel.

For oil firing, oil enters through the nozzle, is
atomized with your choice of oxygen, air or steam and
combines with the combustion oxygen as it exits the
burner block.

The ignited oxygen-fuel flame discharges through
the refractory block tunnel and develops a luminous,
non-lofting, tightly-wrapped flame pattern with low
momentum.

Pilots are generally not required for oxygen-fuel
applications. Contact your Maxon representative
about specific piloting questions.

Typical applications in industry include tunnel-
type ceramic kilns, converted regenerative-type glass
melters, unit melters, waste incinerators and smelters.

Flow control and shut-off valves (available from
Maxon) need to conform with the appropriate
standards for oxygen service.

Two refractory block materials are available for
OXY-THERM® LE Burners. Zedmul 20-C burner
blocks are to be used for gas firing only, and should
be checked for compatibility with your process.
Zirconia burner blocks may be used with gas firing
and are required for oil firing due to the highly radiant
nature of the flame.

Capacities
Gas OXY-THERM® LE Burners provide maximum

outputs that range from 200 MBtu/hr (59 kW) to
15 MMBtu/hr (4.4 MW). Oil OXY-THERM® LE
Burners provide maximum outputs that range from
3.0 MMBtu/hr (879 kW) to 17.6 MMBtu/hr (5.2 MW).

7/94
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Installation and Operation Guidelines

5. To provide cooling flow to the burner housing,
Maxon recommends installing a 3-way ball valve
immediately upstream from the combustion
oxygen connection on the burner
(see diagram at right).
Connect cooling source
and combustion
oxygen source to the
valve.
The cooling source
should not be com-
pressed air, since
compressed air may
contain oils which
contaminate oxygen-
clean components.
The valve should offer 180° operation, with shut-
off at 90°. Every component that comes in
contact with oxygen must be cleaned for
oxygen service.

6. Quick-connect devices for the combustion
oxygen, atomizing oxygen/air/steam and fuel will
facilitate hook-up and installation, especially
when switching from fuel gas to fuel oil. Quick-
connect devices also limit the amount of time that
burner components are exposed to furnace
temperatures without cooling flow. This is helpful
during hot conversions or when replacing existing
burners.

7. Burner and piping should be supported as shown
in the installation instructions. Unsupported
piping puts stresses on the block/frame assembly
which could crack the burner block.
Flexible connections are recommended in all
piping. Adding flexible connections at appropriate
locations in the oxygen or gas manifolding can
prevent damage to the burners from piping
stresses or uneven thermal expansion.

8. The Zedmul 20-C block is available for most fuel
gas-fired applications. However, it is the respon-
sibility of the user to assure that the Zedmul 20-C
material is compatible with the user’s process.

Applications using oxygen-fuel burner technology
can vary greatly. Maxon provides the following
general guidelines for burner installation and
operation. Furnace designers will provide design
specifics for individual furnaces.

NOTE: Premium-quality materials have been used
in the OXY-THERM® LE Burner, but metal
components can be destroyed by high furnace
temperatures if the burner is misused or left
unprotected from cooling flows. Because most
oxygen-fuel burner applications operate at very high
temperatures, these guidelines focus on enhancing
burner performance and longevity.

Operation Guidelines
1. Whenever the burner housing is installed, cooling

flow should be established through the
combustion oxygen connection (see item 4 for
recommended piping). Cooling flow may be
either air or oxygen, but not compressed air. An
example of a cooling air source is the block
cooling air on a glass melter. Minimum
recommended cooling air/oxygen flows are
15 scfm for Series 600 OXY-THERM® LE
Burners, 30 scfm for Series 900 and 45 scfm
for Series 1200 OXY-THERM® LE Burners.

2. If the burner will not be fired for an extended
period (over 8 hours), then the gas or oil insert
should be withdrawn from the housing. The
service nut should be installed in its place, and
cooling air/oxygen flow established (see item 1
for recommended flow rates). This cooling flow
will extend gasket life and retard the collection of
particulate material inside the burner block
opening. As an alternative to cooling flow, the
burner housing may be removed, if desired,
leaving the block/frame assembly mounted to the
furnace wall.

3. On oil-fired burners, reduced pressure atomizing
oxygen/air/steam should be maintained when the
burner is not firing. Continuous atomizing flow
cools the nozzle and prevents oil from touching
oxygen-clean components. Atomizing pressure of
10 psig is sufficient for oxygen/air, 50 psig for
steam.

4. Any time atomizing flow is shut off, oil inserts
should be removed and recleaned to prevent fuel
oil residue and oxygen from coming into contact
with each other.

3-way Valve

Cooling Air

To
Burner

Oxygen
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Operation Guidelines (continued)

9. The Zirconia block is required for all fuel oil-fired
applications, even if fuel oil will be used only as a
back-up fuel. The Zirconia block may also be
used for gas firing if the user has concerns about
the compatibility of the Zedmul 20-C block with
the process.

10. For oil-fired OXY-THERM® LE Burners, all liquids
and atomizing oxygen/air/steam should be
filtered. A 100-mesh duplex fuel oil filter is
recommended.

11. For proper atomization, fuel oil should be
supplied to the burner inlet at a viscosity of 100
SSU (20 centistokes) or less. A typical #6 fuel oil
will normally be heated to approximately 220°F
(105°C) to obtain proper viscosity.

12. All OXY-THERM® LE Burners should be specified
so they run at or near design capacity. Maximum
flame length occurs at maximum capacity. The
OXY-THERM® LE threaded gas nozzle can be
changed easily if more capacity is required in the
future.

13. OXY-THERM® Burners can fire in any direction
except straight down. Avoid orientations which
might permit an idle burner to collect debris.

14. Observation ports which provide a view of the
flame will simplify burner start-up and adjust-
ment.

15. Burner block can be recessed into the inner
furnace wall by as much as 3 inches.
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Capacity and Selection Data

Maxon gas OXY-THERM® LE Burners are
available in three block sizes. Nozzles are custom
drilled to meet your specific capacity requirements.
This helps to assure that you get the best possible
burner – selected, sized and drilled – to meet your
specific job’s requirements.

NOTE: A calibrated flow meter in both the gas and
the oxygen lines is recommended for establishing
accurate volumetric flow rates.

Maxon oil OXY-THERM® LE Burners are
available in three block sizes and six oil insert nominal
sizes – 70, 100, 150, 200, 300 and 400 liters per hour
(maximum capacities 3.0 MMBtu/hr through 17.6
MMBtu/hr).

The maximum capacities shown in the
accompanying charts for gas OXY-THERM® LE are a
range of heat releases. The minimum capacity for
gas OXY-THERM® will be 1/5 of the maximum
capacity selected.

The Zedmul 20-C block is available for most fuel
gas-fired applications. However, it is the responsibility
of the user to assure that the Zedmul 20-C material is
compatible with the user’s process. The Zirconia
block is required for all fuel oil-fired applications,
even if fuel oil will be used only as a back-up fuel. The
Zirconia block may also be used for gas firing if the
user has concerns about the compatibility of the
Zedmul 20-C block with the process.
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Capacity and Selection Data
Series 600 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

Combustion Oxygen Pressure vs. Flow – Series 600 Gas Burners

Combustion Oxygen Pressure vs. Flow – Series 600 Oil Burners

*For pressures not shown on the curve, use the following equation:

Use a reference off the above curves for O
2
 Flow
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and its corresponding P
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Capacity and Selection Data
Series 900 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

Combustion Oxygen Pressure vs. Flow – Series 900 Gas Burners

Combustion Oxygen Pressure vs. Flow – Series 900 Oil Burners

*For pressures not shown on the curve, use the following equation:

Use a reference off the above curves for O
2
 Flow
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and its corresponding P
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Capacity and Selection Data
Series 1200 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

Combustion Oxygen Pressure vs. Flow – Series 1200 Gas Burners

Combustion Oxygen Pressure vs. Flow – Series 1200 Oil Burners

*For pressures not shown on the curve, use the following equation:

Use a reference off the above curves for O
2
 Flow

1 
and its corresponding P

1
.
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2
 = (        )2  x P
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2
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Capacity and Selection Data

Oil OXY-THERM® LE Burners
Atomizing Oxygen/Air Flow vs. Pressure

Oil OXY-THERM® LE Burners
Atomizing Steam Flow vs. Pressure

Each line represents a particular oil
nozzle nominal rating, e.g., “400”
represents the 400 liter per hour oil
nozzle.

NOTES:
• If oxygen is used for atomizing, its

volume should be taken into account
when establishing the excess oxygen
requirements for each application. If air is
used for atomizing, its oxygen volume
should not be taken into account. The
volume of oxygen in atomizing air is too
small to be significant.

• Steam atomization will shorten the flame
pattern by as much as 25% compared to
air or oxygen atomizing.

Each line represents a particular
oil nozzle nominal rating, e.g.,
“400” represents the 400 liter per
hour oil nozzle.
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Capacity and Selection Data

Oil OXY-THERM® LE Burners
Fuel Oil Flow vs. Pressure

Each line represents a
particular oil nozzle
nominal rating, e.g.,
“400” represents the
400 liter per hour oil
nozzle.
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Dimensions

Series 600 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

Series 900 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI B2.1)
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Dimensions

Series 1200 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI B2.1)
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Installation Instructions

The burner is only a part of your complete combus-
tion system. Additional pipe train accessories and
control components will be required for a complete
system installation.

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

Burner Installation Procedure
Read the entire installation procedure before

proceeding with the installation of oxygen-fuel
burners.

Failure to follow the proper installation sequence
noted below could result in damage or destruction
of vital burner components. Cooling oxygen or air
flows should be present at all times when the
burner housing and metal components are
mounted to a hot furnace.

To prevent damage in transit, the fuel inserts,
mounting gaskets and burner housing may be packed
separately. In most cases, the burner will be
shipped assembled but with the mounting nuts
only finger-tight. In either case, the burner block
and frame will need to be disassembled from the
rest of the burner to allow installation of the block
into the furnace wall.

NOTE: A 19 mm (or 3/4") socket is required for
mounting nuts. A manual speed wrench is recom-
mended for quick and easy burner mounting.
1. If fuel insert is shipped inside burner housing,

remove the fuel insert and insert nut and set aside
in a protected area.

2. Install service nut on the burner housing.
3. Remove burner housing from the block/frame

assembly. Use caution to prevent damage to the
mounting gasket. The mounting gasket should be
sandwiched between the burner housing and the
nozzle body insert.

4. Install block/frame assembly into furnace wall.
Refer to page 4650-S-3 for hot installation proce-
dure for burner blocks.

5. Pre-pipe quick-connect devices to the combustion
oxygen, fuel and atomizing connections on the
burner housing and burner fuel inserts.

6. Confirm that cooling air or oxygen is available at
the individual burner ports and control stations
before installing burner housing.

7. Confirm that mounting gasket is in good condition
and that nozzle body insert is held firmly in place
by the two spring pins.

8. Confirm that service nut is installed on the
housing (to prevent hot furnace gases from
blowing out of the housing).
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Installation Instructions

9. Mount housing to block/frame studs.

Use caution and work quickly once housing is in
position to be mounted. Hot furnace gases can
deform or destroy the oxygen-compatible mounting
gasket.

10. Install and snug the four corner mounting nuts
and washers only.

11. Connect the cooling oxygen/air source to the
combustion oxygen connection on the burner
housing and begin cooling flow.

12. Install and snug the remaining mounting washers
and nuts. Do not overtighten the mounting nuts.

13. Apply an oxygen compatible lubricant to the two
O-rings on the fuel insert.

14. Remove service nut from housing.
15. Install the fuel insert into the housing.

Fuel oil burners: Push the insert into the housing
until both O-rings are inside and the machined
flange on the oil insert contacts the housing.
Fuel gas burners: The gas nozzle is designed to
lock into the nozzle body insert. Push the insert
into the housing until both O-rings are inside
housing. Once gas nozzle contacts the nozzle
body insert, wiggle the fuel gas insert while
pushing forward at the same time. This should
ensure that the nozzle has locked into the nozzle
body insert. Unlike the fuel oil insert, there is no
machined stop on the fuel gas insert.
If the fuel gas nozzle is not locked into the nozzle
body insert, poor burner performance and higher
emissions will result. The resulting improper flows
generated could destroy the gas nozzle.

16. Immediately confirm that cooling oxygen or air is
flowing. If not, remove fuel insert and establish
cooling flow through housing.

17. Thread the insert nut onto the housing until it
bottoms out against the fuel insert. The insert nut
can be used to push the fuel insert fully into the
housing. Once the insert nut bottoms out, back
the nut off 1/16 of a turn. It is not necessary for
the insert nut to be tight.

18. Connect fuel supply and atomizing medium (fuel
oil firing) to the fuel insert.

19. Burner installation is complete.

20. Other system safeguards and approvals must be
completed before burner can be lit. These
safeguards include but are not limited to:
– furnace operating temperature at the burner

location must exceed the ignition temperature
of the fuel being used (for burners with no
pilot).

– oxygen/fuel control must be functional and
characterized to provide the proper oxygen/
fuel ratio to the burner.

Start-up instructions are specific to each
application. Contact your Maxon representative for
instructions for your particular application.

Burner Mounting
The sketch below shows one possible method of

mounting and holding an OXY-THERM® LE Burner
block and frame assembly in place. Other methods
are possible.

The primary objective is to compress the frame
against the wall of the melter and to support the
weight of any system piping.

The burner block sits on the sill or wall. The block
must rest flat on the sill or wall without rocking to
allow weight to be equally distributed. Failure to do so
could result in cracking and block failure. If burner
port holes are too large, shims may be used to align
the burner.

The opening of the furnace wall should provide
1/16" clearance on all sides. High temperature
furnace sealant or gasketing should be used between
burner mounting flange and furnace wall.

For maximum burner life, burner frame must be
protected from hot gases.

Possible Burner Mounting Configuration
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Hot Installation Procedure for
Zedmul 20-C Burner Blocks

Over the last 20 years, the following procedure has
been used to install Zedmul 20-C burner blocks
without interrupting the glass operations. Most of the
experience has been in float and container glass
operations with hot face temperatures between
1425°C (2600°F) and 1675°C (3050°F).
1. All moisture within the burner block should be

removed before starting installation. This is
accomplished by placing the burner on the crown
of the furnace or under the port area for a day.

2. Where the new block contacts older, hot
materials, Fiberfrax paper should be used as a
thermal buffer.

3. Remove the old block and clean the opening.
4. Insert the new block into the furnace.
5. Allow the new block to heat up to near ambient

temperatures (usually about one half to three
quarters of an hour).

6. Resume normal operations.

OXY-THERM® LE Burners Page 4650-S-3

Installation Instructions
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Burner Adjustment and Control
Oxygen-fuel burners require accurate control of

both fuel and oxygen for optimum performance.
Piping to individual burners should include control
valves for both oxygen and fuel. In addition, flow
meters for oxygen and fuel capable of local or remote
readout are required for proper burner adjustment.

Flame sensing may be accomplished by UV
scanner. Burner design can incorporate a UV scanner
port suitable for supervision of both pilot and main
flames. UV scanner, if used, should be kept as close
to burner as feasible. Heat block, if used, may affect
signal strength with some brands of UV scanners.

Start-up Instructions
Start-up instructions are specific to each

application. Contact your Maxon representative for
instructions for your particular application.
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• Fuel supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for
the particular burner size used with burner
operating at full rated capacity.

• Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate oversizing piping runs to
keep pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

• If multiple burners are fed from a single fuel train,
care should be taken to minimize pressure drop
and give maximum uniformity.

• Clean atomizing oxygen/air/steam lines are
essential to prevent plugging of critical atomizing
ports in the oil insert.

• Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner fuel ports.

• Fuel and oxygen piping should be located
reasonably close to the burner and sized for the
pressure and volume requirements of the burner.

• Main shut-off cock should be upstream of the
main fuel regulator and pilot (if supplied) line take-
off. Use it to shut off fuel during shut-down periods
of more than a few hours.

• A fuel throttling control valve is not intended
for tight shut-off.

• Main fuel regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure.

• Size the regulator for full system capacity at the
required pressure, carefully considering pipe train
losses. Follow the instructions attached to the
regulator during installation.

Page 4650-S-4 OXY-THERM® LE Burners

General Instructions

• If used, pilot take-off should be upstream of the
main gas regulator, but downstream of the main
gas cock. It should normally include its own pilot
gas regulator, a solenoid valve, and shut-off cock.
A pilot adjustable orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies
adjustment.

• Pilots do not use oxygen.

• Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full flow and pressures shown in the catalog for
your particular burner size.

• Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a control system) are designed to shut the fuel
supply off with a loss of electrical power.
Manual reset valves require operator attendance
each time the system is started up (or restarted
after a shut-down). Motorized shut-off valves
permit automatic start-restart when used with an
appropriate control system.

• Any test connections must be plugged except
when readings are being taken.

• Control systems should provide all normally
recommended interlocks (including operation of
fuel shut-off valves). Sequencing control systems
are available from Maxon that include provision for
post-purge pilots during all but emergency shut-
downs.

• Control system’s circuitry must not allow main
fuel shut-off valve to be opened unless oxygen is
on, and must de-energize valve upon loss of
oxygen pressure, along with the other usual system
interlocks.
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Assembly Numbers

Ordering Designations (oil burners only)
Series 607 = Series 600 (6" x 6" block), 70 lph

Series 907 = Series 900 (9" x 9" block), 70 lph

Series 910 = Series 900, 100 lph

Series 915 = Series 900, 150 lph

Series 920 = Series 900, 200 lph

Series 930 = Series 900, 300 lph

Series 1230 = Series 1200 (12" x 12" block), 300 lph

Series 1240 = Series 1200, 400 lph

Ordering Designations (gas burners only)

Series 600

Series 900

Series 1200

Example:

Series  6 0 7

6" x 6" block 70 lph

Gas port sized according to firing rate
by Maxon Sales personnel

MREHT-YXOsaG ® srenruB
seireSrenruB rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

006seireS ELTO006

009seireS ELTO009

0021seireS ELTO0021
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seireSrenruB rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

706seireS ELTO706

709seireS ELTO709

019seireS ELTO019

519seireS ELTO519

029seireS ELTO029

039seireS ELTO039

0321seireS ELTO0321

0421seireS ELTO0421

MREHT-YXOsaG–liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF leuffoepyT
TAN saGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

LAIRETAMKCOLB
renrubrofdesulairetamfoepyT

kcolb

DEZ lumdeZ

]1[CRIZ ainocriZ

TOLIP toliplanoitpO
ON nesohctolipoN

SEY nesohctoliP

liosileufpu-kcabnehwderiuqerkcolbainocriZ]1[

MREHT-YXOliO–liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF leuffoepyT LIO liOleuF

LAIRETAMKCOLB
renrubrofdesulairetamfoepyT

kcolb
CRIZ ainocriZ

TOLIP toliplanoitpO
ON nesohctolipoN

SEY nesohctoliP
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Assembly Numbers
Replacement Parts

MREHT-YXO ® EL
epyTrenruB

006seireS 009seireS 0021seireS

saG liO saG liO saG liO

emarF&kcolB
ylbmessa-buS

lumdeZ 63344 --- 00044 --- 67344 ---

ainocriZ 73344 73344 10044 10044 77344 77344

teksaG 81344 81344 37834 37834 37834 37834

stuNgnitnuoM 47834 47834 47834 47834 47834 47834

elzzoNsaG ]1[12344 --- ]1[20934 --- ]1[86344 ---

tresnIliO
ylbmessa-buS

--- )hpl07(33344 ---

)hpl07(08044
)hpl001(18044
)hpl051(28044
)hpl002(38044
)hpl003(48044

---
)hpl003(48044
)hpl004(43344

notiV)1(sgnir-O 17462 ]2[38923 48923 ]2[38923 48923 ]2[38923

notiV)2(sgnir-O 68383 68383 55403 55403 55403 55403

notiV)2(sgnir-O --- ]2[95334 --- ]2[95334 --- ]2[95334

ylbmessAtoliP 22454

deriuqerrebmunredroyrotcafnoxaM]1[
ylbmessa-bustresnilioedisnI]2[
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Maxon Oxy-pilot

snoitacificepStolip-yxO
leuF wolF erusserP yticapaC

saGlarutaN HFC52 cw"52.2
000,52
rh/utB

enaporP HFC01 cw"38.0

negyxO HFC35 cw"5.0

12.25
(approximate)

1/2" NPT

2.25

Clearance
for Removal

Oxy
Inlet

(1/2" NPT)

Ignition Transformer
Connection

Natural
Gas Inlet

(3/16" O.D. Tube)

NOTE: Swagelock fitting
can be removed for
1/8" NPT attachment

Dimensions (in inches)
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Maxon Oxy-pilot

Ignition
Maxon recommends the use of a 6000 volt full-

wave spark ignition transformer for use with the Oxy-
pilot. A standard .250" female spade connector should
be used on the ignition transformer connection.

The Insulator Block helps reduce stray voltages
that may migrate back up the fuel line and/or damage
any sensitive electronic equipment and must not be
removed.

Installation and Start-up
• The pilot is shipped “cleaned for oxygen service.”

The spark gap is factory-set. Never attempt to
disassemble the pilot.

• Install the pilot by the NPT threads in the burner
housing of the OXY-THERM® LE, or with the bolt-
on pilot adapter when used on the Standard OXY-
THERM®.

• When threading in the pilot, do not use a pipe
wrench on the tee section; use the stainless nipple
instead. Take care not to damage the stainless fuel
tube when making the connection.

• The 3/16" compression fitting can be removed for
1/8" NPT connection, if preferred. The Swagelock
nut should only be tightened three-quarters of a
turn from finger-tight.

• Refer to the Capacity and Specification chart on
the previous page for recommended pressures and
flow rates.

• Spark should be constant only until the pilot lights.
• Pilot operation should always be interrupted when

used with either the OXY-THERM® LE or Standard
OXY-THERM® Burners. Failure to do so will result
in imbalanced main burner flame and accelerated
degradation of the refractory block.

• Cooling oxygen must be used when the pilot is
installed in a high temperature atmosphere and
the OXY-THERM® Burner is not firing.

• The proper sequence for igniting the pilot is: Spark
on, Oxygen on, Fuel on (ignition occurs), Spark off.
At this point, the main OXY-THERM® Burner can
be ignited. If the burner is not going to be ignited
within a few minutes, the pilot should be interrupted
to extend refractory life.

Assembly Numbers

srebmuNylbmessAtolip-yxO
ylbmessAtolip-yxOnoxaM 87385

tnemecalpeR
straP

gnittiFnoisserpmoC 71485

kcolBrotalusnI 57385

htiwesurof(retpadAtoliP
MREHT-YXOdradnatS ®)

51875

teksaGretpadAtoliP 05881

)deriuqer3(stloBretpadAtoliP 16204
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• Field proven low emissions. Adjustable for application flexibility.

• Rugged design for oxidizers, process heaters, kilns, furnaces, and other high-temperature
applications.

• Flow turndown as high as 40:1

• Available in a wide range of capacities.

• Nozzle mixing design.

• Burns natural gas, propane or other fuels.

• Provides excellent stirring and mixing with its medium velocity exhaust.

• Accepts preheated and vitiated combustion air.

• For use with cross velocities up to 3000 fpm (915 m/min).

Manufactured under U.S. Patent #6,238,206

KINEDIZER® Gas Burners

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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KINEDIZER® Gas Burners

Principles of Design
The KINEDIZER® Burner is a nozzle-mixing

medium-velocity design. Using advanced mixing
technology, the burner produces low emissions with
very little excess air. Ruggedly built with a reinforced
refractory block and steel burner body and nozzle, it
burns natural gas, propane or other fuels.

Combustion air is supplied with an external blower,
and accurate air and fuel modulation is accomplished
by the proven MICRO-RATIO® Valve (see catalog
sections 7000 and 7100). For more critical applica-
tions, mass flow control of fuel/air ratio can be at-
tained with the SMARTFIRE Intelligent Combustion
Control System. SMARTFIRE provides positive
assurance of minimized emissions, maximized
efficiency and the most repeatable, reliable and safe
control.

Combustion air can range from 21% O
2
 down to

17% O
2
 and from ambient temperature up to 800°F

(425°C). Maximum chamber temperature is 2000°F
(1090°C) with any cross velocity up to 3000 fpm (915
m/min). Flame length with 30% excess air is 4 in/
MBtu/hr (30 cm / MW) and with 5% excess air is 1 ft /
MBtu/hr (1 m / MW). Turndown is 40:1*. The
KINEDIZER® Burner can be overfired by up to 20%
simply by supplying higher combustion air and gas
pressures. Contact Maxon for details.
*The smallest (0.5M) burner turndown is 10:1. Larger
sizes offer turndown of more than 40:1.

9/03
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Low Emissions
The KINEDIZER® Burner is capable of low NOx

when given excess air, typically 25-30% at high fire.
The same burner, when adjusted for on-ratio opera-
tion, will give low CO and high thermal efficiency. With
flue gas recirculation, the emissions and efficiency
can be further improved.

Combustion 
Air Blower

Fuel Gas

Pilot Gas

Vent to Atmosphere
(outdoors)

Fuel Gas
Train

MICRO-RATIO®
Control Valve

KINEDIZER®
Low Nox Burner
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Capacities and Specifications
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M5.0 0492-C 801 7.72 005 7.1 "41x"8 "6x"21 195 4.2 "41x"81

M5.2 0545-C 245 7.72 0052 2.2 "61x"21 "8x"81 5592 0.3 "61x"42

M5 0417-C 3801 7.72 0005 1.3 "02x"81 "01x"42 9095 3.4 "02x"42

M9 08841-C 0591 7.72 0009 0.3 "62x"63 "81x'4 63601 2.4 "62x"63

M81 06903-C 0093 7.72 00081 0.4 "24x'4 '3x'6 37212 6.5 "24x'4

M72 A/N 0585 7.72 00072 0.4 "06x'5 '4x'9 90913 6.5 "06x'5

M04 A/N 6668 8.71 00004 4.2 "27x'5 '5x'31 96274 4.3 "27x'8

nwodnruT
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noitangiseD
htiwnwodnrutlluF
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M5.0 1:01

M5.2 1:51

M5 1:04
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MFCS cw" 1:x HFCS cw" TPN"

M5.0 71 07.0 31 08 1.0 8/3

M5.2 65 03.0 41 052 9.0 4/3

M5 66 01.0 02 001 1.0 8/3

M9 711 01.0 02 571 5.0 2/1

M81 661 50.0 02 052 9.0 4/3

M72 942 50.0 02 005 7.3 4/3

M04 585 01.0 03 0051 5.7 0.1
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sevruCwolFsaGlarutaN

renruB
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a rotcaf b rotcaf c rotcaf d rotcaf

MFCS cw" oitaRnO riassecxe%01 riassecxe%03 riassecxe%05

M5.0 801 7.72 78.2 73.2 07.1 72.1

M5.2 245 7.72 66.3 30.3 71.2 36.1

M5 3801 7.72 52.5 43.4 01.3 33.2

M9 0591 7.72 21.5 42.4 30.3 82.2

M81 0093 7.72 67.6 95.5 00.4 00.3

M72 0585 7.72 67.6 95.5 00.4 00.3

M04 6668 8.71 13.6 22.5 37.3 08.2

NOTES:
1. For propane fuels, specifiy on ordering. All main gas pressures remain identical to those above.
2. Contact your Maxon representative for information on other fuels or for operation outside the shaded region.

To find the required fuel pressure at any firing rate,
multiply the measured air pressure by the constant
above corresponding to desired excess air setting.

Example: If 18.5" wc is measured on the
combustion air pressure test port of a 9M
KINEDIZER®;

• Multiply 18.5" x 3.03 = 56.1" wc
• Set the fuel pressure measured at the burner gas

test port to 56.1" wc for 30% excess air
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Dimensions

.5M & 2.5M KINEDIZER® Burners

1/4" NPT
Chamber Test Connection

1/4" NPT
Air Test Connection Optional Air

Inlet Flange

View "A-A"

M14 x .25 thd.
(spark ignitor)

B

G
E

F

Y

C dia.

D 
blk. iron 

pipe

22.5° 22.5°
.625 dia.

mounting holes
8 req'd.

J dia.

K dia.

1/4" NPT 
Gas Test Connection

L
 Main Gas Inlet

1/4" NPT
Purge Air 

Connection

A
Pilot Gas 

Inlet

X

1/2" NPT Scanner
& Observation Port

M

60°

Z

BB
AA

N N

R dia.
S no. of holes

T dia.
P dia.

View "A-A"

eziS N
P

.aid
R

.aid
S

selohfo#
T

.aid

M5. °54 5.7 57. 4 0.6

M5.2 °5.22 0.11 578. 8 5.9

Optional Air Inlet Flange
Conforms to 150# ANS Flg. Pattern
Bolt holes to straddle burner vertical & horizontal centerline.
Material: .250" thk. carbon steel

eziS A
TPN

B C
.aid

D
epip

E F G J
.aid

K
.aid

L
*TPN

M X Y
Z

.dar
AA BB

M5. "8/3 79.1 5.3 "3 7.5 68.7 52.0 37.01 0.21 "2/1 96.4 265.3 26.3 82.5 659.3 189.2

M5.2 "8/3 21.3 526.6 "6 49.6 60.01 573.0 25.21 51.41 "4/1-1 91.6 94.4 36.4 940.6 138.3 658.2

elamsiTPN"4/1-1;elamefsiTPN"2/1*
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eziS A
TPN

B C
.aid

D
epip

E F G H
.aid

I
seloh#

J
.aid

K
.aid

L
TPN

M Z
.dar

AA BB CC DD

M5 "8/3 58.3 526.8 "8 42.11 90.51 573.0 "8/5 8 21.51 57.61 "2/1-1 83.7 926.6 659.3 189.2 794.2 604.3

M9 "2/1 0.5 57.21 "21 57.41 57.91 5.0 "8/5 8 68.61 54.81 "3 5.21 586.7 659.3 189.2 303.3 706.4

M81 "4/3 2.7 57.21 "21 53.81 37.42 5.0 "8/5 8 28.81 54.02 "3 96.11 486.8 659.3 189.2 418.3 318.5

M72 "4/3 2.7 0.81 "81 48.32 17.92 5.0 "8/5 8 59.02 75.22 *"4 13.41 157.9 659.3 189.2 518.3 09.6

M04 "4/3 521.11 0.22 "22 90.73 12.84 5.0 "8/5 8 344.62 0.82 *"6 52.61 76.11 189.3 600.3 418.3 994.9

TPNton,segnalfecafdesiar#051erastelnisag)M04("6dna)M72("4*

1/4" NPT
Chamber Test Connection

1/4" NPT
Air Test

Connection

A
Pilot Gas Inlet

Optional Air
Inlet Flange

View "A-A"

M14 x .25 thd.
(spark ignitor)

1/4" NPT Gas Test Connection
G

E
F

H dia.

I # of holes

J dia.

K dia.

L 

1" NPT 
Scanner Port

Spark Ignitor &
Pilot Gas Inlet

Observation
Port

22 22 

M

C dia.

D 
blk. iron

pipe

B

1/4" NPT Purge
Air Connection

DD

Z
CC

BB
AA

5M through 40M KINEDIZER® Burners

N N

P dia.
R dia.

S # of holes

T dia.

View "A-A"

eziS N
P

.aid
R

.aid
S

selohfo#
T

.aid

M5 °5.22 5.31 578. 8 57.11

M9 °51 0.91 0.1 21 0.71

M81 °51 0.91 0.1 21 0.71

M72 °52.11 0.52 52.1 61 57.22

M04 °9 57.52 265. 02 31.42

Optional Air Inlet Flange
Conforms to 150# ANS Flg. Pattern*
Bolt holes to straddle burner vertical & horizontal centerline
Material: .250" thk. carbon steel
*NOTE: 40M air inlet flange does not follow ANSI bolt patterns
9M through 40M air inlet flanges have elongated holes
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Options and Accessories

Block Options
Four block options are available to suit many installa-
tion configurations. Alternate block materials are also
available for higher temperatures. Please contact your
Maxon representative for details.

Standard (long) block
For installation in hard wall refractory or for upfired
applications in soft walled refractory. Good for tem-
peratures up to 2200°F.

Seal and support block
For installations in soft wall or soft roof applications.
Good for temperatures up to 2200°F.

Short block
For installations in soft wall insulation, hard wall
refractory, or insulated metal panels. Good for appli-
cation temperatures up to 2200°F.
NOTE: Short block use with applications over 1400°F
will produce high burner backplate temperatures.

Heat Shield
For installations in metal panels, ducts, or other non-
insulated areas. Good for application temperatures as
high as 1000°F. The heat shield is provided hollow
and may be filled with board-type insulation for
additional protection.

Block/Seal & Support Block Options

Heat Shield Option

Short Block Option

eziS U .aidV W

M5. 815.9 265.8 551.2

M5.2 325.9 224.01 061.2

M5 325.9 499.21 61.2

M9 61.21 265.41 61.2

M81 61.21 265.61 61.2

M72 61.21 845.81 61.2

M04 30.21 319.32 51.2

U

V
dia.

W

V
dia.

2.5

V
dia.
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Plug Shell (2.5M, 5M & 9M only)
For installation in insulated metal panels where
deeper burner penetration is desirable. The mounting
plug may be insulated to provide added protection
from application temperatures as high as 1800°F
(insulation by others).

24.015
dia.

9.860

0.375

16 slots
11.25°

.0625 dia.

1/4" NPT
Chamber

Pressure Tap

Sight Glass

29.134 dia.

27.480 dia.
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Installation Instructions

Burner Protection
1. The UV scanner must have a cooling air flow of 1

SCFM.  This can be supplied by the combustion
air blower.  It should be connected to the tee on
the UV scanner pipe nipple. (See pages 4705 &
4706.) An adjustable orifice can be used for fine
control.
– UV scanners generally cannot withstand more

than 200°F (93°C).
– Note: The scanner and sight ports are

interchangeable.
2. The combustion air blower should remain on any

time the chamber temperature is above 800oF
(426°C).

Pilot
1. The pilot solenoid should be located close to the

burner for quick ignition.
2. An interrupted pilot is suggested; this maximizes

burner turndown. Interrupted pilot is required any
time the optional sealed pressure port pilot is
used. Interrupted pilot is required for best
emissions.

3. The pilot gas flow is 1/40 of maximum gas flow.
Pilot flow and pressure requirements as well as
recommended pipe size for each burner are
shown in the KINEDIZER

®
 Capacities and

Specifications chart (page 4703).
4. An adjustable orifice is not required, but may

afford fine tuning of pilots.

MICRO-RATIO
®
 Valve

1. Set a smooth ramp on the gas SYNCHRO valve
with the MAX screw about two turns from flush
with the quadrant face, i.e., from fully open and
the MIN screw just one or two turns in.

2. Adjust the automatic-actuator-to-control-valve
linkage until the valve travels from MIN to MAX as
the control output ranges from 0 - 100%.

SMARTFIRE Control System
1. Consult the SMARTFIRE installation and

operation instructions. Only adequate regulator
adjustment will be required.

Test Connections
1. Install test fittings, tubes, and manometers or

gauges at the air, gas and chamber pressure test
connections on the burner.  (See pages 4705 &
4706.)

2. Air and gas pressures must be read differentially
against the system chamber pressure.

Mounting
1. Burner may be mounted at any orientation.

– Some automatic control motors require that the
control motor shaft be horizontal.

– An upward-facing UV scanner can lose signal
over time as water and debris fall on the lens.

2. The block should be installed per the guidelines of
page 4700-S-3.

Combustion Air Supply
1. No air filtration is necessary for the KINEDIZER

®

Burner because of its open internal structure.
2. Where outdoor air is used, temperature, i.e.,

density, must be considered.
– Air at 20oF (-7°C) is 21% denser than air at

120oF (49°C).
– Cold air may extinguish a flame which was

lean but stable on a hot day.
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Installation Instructions

Air Inlet Via Elbow*
1. If an elbow is located in close proximity to the

burner air inlet, the air butterfly valve should be
immediately upstream of the elbow for maximum
turndown. The butterfly should open as shown on
Product Information Sheet 4700-1.  This improves
the burner air flow profile at lower firing rates.

2. If an elbow is used, a sight glass in that elbow is
recommended.  The sight glass and burner
centerlines should coincide. (See Product
Information Sheet 4700-1.)

Multiple Burners Manifolded to a Single
Blower*
1. For good air distribution, the air manifold should

extend one diameter past the burner inlet with the
burner feeding from a tee rather than an elbow.
(See Product Information Sheet 4700-2.)

2. All burners fed from the same manifold should
cycle together.

3. For maximum flexibility, each burner should have
its own pilot and main gas regulators.

4. For maximum flexibility, each burner should have
its own MICRO-RATIO

®
 Valve.

5. Proper air manifold sizing using the equal area
method should be utilized. Conscientious
manifold design will allow maximum turndown and
best performance.

Flue Gas Recirculation*
1. Flue gas may be piped into the combustion air.

– This can substantially reduce exhaust
emissions while increasing thermal efficiency.

– The O
2
 must remain above 17% at all times.

– The temperature at the burner inlet must be
below 800oF (426°C).

*Indicates Optional Equipment or Mode of Operation
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Installation Instructions

Burner Mounting
In a refractory wall, bolt burner directly to the

furnace shell as shown in Sketch 1. In oven or
insulated panel construction, follow Sketch 2.

In refractory installations, size the opening in your
refractory wall to give a 3" gap around the burner,
then ram with castable refractory such as A.P. Green
Kast-Set, B & W Kaolin Base Castable or equal,
following manufacturer’s instructions. Allow sufficient
dry-out time before firing burner, and cure slowly at
start-up.

In thin-wall or soft-wall construction, where
burner should be equipped with Seal and Support
Housing, cut an opening 1" larger (diameter) than
Seal and Support. Weld studs to shell and mount as
shown in Sketch 3, then pack with soft insulation fiber.
If the firing chamber is designed for radiant tempera-
tures, be certain the stainless steel of the Seal and
Support Housing is shielded from radiant energy.

Furnace
Shell

Castable
Refractory

Material

Furnace
Wall

Soft Insulating
Material

Panel
Wall

Sketch 1

Sketch 2

Mounting Studs

Insulation

Housing

Gasket
(by others)

Sketch 3
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Start-up Instructions
All instructions may be superceded by applicable NFPA codes or governing local codes.

Setting the MICRO-RATIO® Air Valve Span
1. * Close the main and pilot gas cocks.
2. Start all process and combustion blowers.
3. * Disconnect the automatic motor from the

MICRO-RATIO® valves.
4. With the gas SYNCHRO valve at MIN, loosen the

connecting rod between air and gas valves and
adjust the air valve until the differential air
pressure (burner air test connection to chamber
test connection) reads 0.1" w.c. (7mm w.c.).

5. With the gas SYNCHRO valve at MAX, adjust the
air valve until the differential air pressure (burner
air test connection to chamber test connection)
reads the desired value for the maximum
anticipated firing rate.  Refer to the operating
chart for your size burner on the KINEDIZER

®

Burner Capacities and Specifications page
(4703).
NOTE: The air pressures on page 4703 produce
the minimum light off capacity for maximum
turndown.

6. Reconnect the air-gas linkage so the differential
air pressure varies from 0.1" w.c. to the maximum
value as the gas valve travels from MIN to MAX.
This may require iteration between MIN and MAX
until both are set properly.

Lighting the Pilot
1. Find the pilot pressure required at the burner gas

pressure test connection by referring to the pilot
specification table for your size burner in the
KINEDIZER

®
 Burner Capacities and

Specifications chart (page 4703).
2. * Drive the burner to minimum.
3. * Confirm that the system has been purged.
4. Open the pilot gas cocks.
5. Reset the low gas pressure switch, if required.
6. * Confirm that all interlocks are proven.
7. Energize the spark ignitor and pilot solenoid.  If a

chamber sight port is available, confirm that the
spark ignitor is arcing inside the burner throat.
Also confirm that the pilot solenoid is opening.

8. Adjust the pilot gas pressure regulator until the
required pilot pressure is achieved. Repeated
ignition trials may be needed at first to fill the pilot
pipe train with fuel.

9. At no time should any safety or permissive
device be jumpered or otherwise disabled.

Adjusting the Gas SYNCHRO Control
Valve
1. Once the pilot is proven, the main gas cocks may

be opened.  At this point, the burner is ready to
transition to main flame.
– If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,

follow the manufacturer's schedule for curing.
– The burner block, which is cured at the factory,

needs no burnout time.
2. Once your flame is established and refined at

this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with all
the remaining adjusting screws. Generally, each suc-
ceeding screw needs to be screwed in approximately
one full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to high
will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.
3. With allen wrench engaged in second screw,

slowly move MICRO-RATIO® Valve to #1
position, adjusting as necessary to maintain
ignition and the type of flame desired. Flame
length should increase slightly, burning with a
blue center. Yellow tips may become evident on
lower excess air settings.

If firing into an uncured refractory chamber,
allow system to run at this setting for the
dryout period recommended by the furnace or
refractory manufacturer, then continue adjust-
ment of the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

4. Turn all remaining adjustment screws in
slightly further than the second screw, then
with allen wrench inserted in third screw, slowly
move MICRO-RATIO® Valve toward #2 position,
adjusting as necessary.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off gas and return MICRO-RATIO® Valve to
minimum position. Verify that pilots are still
burning then reopen gas valve and turn screw
last adjusted in slightly further before returning
to that firing position. Refine adjustment if
necessary.
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5. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the SYNCHRO Valve to the number you desire
to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting adjustment of
the screw is directly applied to the fuel valve plunger
and its interconnected valve body linkage.

If high temperature limit trips before adjust-
ment is completed, cycle back to minimum and
hold there until the system cools down before
attempting further adjustment.

6. Note gas supply pressure while continuing
with adjustment. If it falls off below acceptable
range, it may be necessary to re-adjust the
regulator. If so, lower firing positions will need
rechecked and if necessary, re-adjusted before
proceeding.

7. When all screws have been adjusted, recheck
differential pressures with unit at operating
temperature. Refine “high fire” setting if neces-
sary, considering differential pressure, flame
length, and appearance.

8. Complete final adjustment of the differential
fuel pressure relative to the differential air
pressure from the chart below.
– A lean low NOx flame is blue and short (4 in/

MBtu/hr), while an on-ratio flame will have
yellow tips and a greater length (1 ft/ MBtu/hr).

– Dust, powder, salt, etc. in the combustion air
will color the flame yellow or orange. Moisture
will make it red. These colors are normal when
the air carries such substances.

9. * Plug all pressure test connections.
10. With the MICRO-RATIO

®
 Valve at minimum and

automatic control output at 0%, reconnect the
automatic control motor to the MICRO-RATIO

®

Valve.

* Indicates a safety item.

sevruCwolFsaGlarutaN

renruB
noitangiseD

riAnoitsubmoC )cw"(erusserPsaGlarutaN

wolFmumixaMriA
erusserPriA
)laitnereffid(

a rotcaf b rotcaf c rotcaf d rotcaf

MFCS cw" oitaRnO riassecxe%01 riassecxe%03 riassecxe%05

M5.0 801 7.72 78.2 73.2 07.1 72.1

M5.2 245 7.72 66.3 30.3 71.2 36.1

M5 3801 7.72 52.5 43.4 01.3 33.2

M9 0591 7.72 21.5 42.4 30.3 82.2

M81 0093 7.72 67.6 95.5 00.4 00.3

M72 0585 7.72 67.6 95.5 00.4 00.3

M04 6668 8.71 13.6 22.5 37.3 08.2

Start-up Instructions
All instructions may be superceded by applicable NFPA codes or governing local codes.
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Assembly Numbers

eziS renruB

M5.0 REZDKM5.

M5.2 REZDKM5.2

M5 REZDKM5

M9 REZDKM9

M81 REZDKM81

M72 REZDKM72

M04 REZDKM04

slaicepS LPSREZDK

For these products, please order the
following product numbers:
(configured products are those with alphanumeric
text)

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:

• Plug shell option
(2.5M, 5M & 9M only)

• Air gas inlet body
• Fuel
• Block

straPerapS
renruB M5.0 M5.2 M5 M9 M81 M72 M04

rotingikrapS 84582 84582 98774 98774 98774 98774 98774

kcolbdradnatS 35475 55475 65475 75475 85475 95475 42895

kcolbtroppus&laeS 21884 41884 51884 61884 71884 81884 32895

kcolbtrohS 28795 38795 48795 58795 68795 78795 33895

dleihstaeH 46795 56795 66795 76795 86795 96795 13895

teksagkcolB 41484 42484 84484 43484 04484 64484 22895

teksagllehsgulP --- 62195 72195 82195 --- --- ---

)TPN"2/1(ssalgthgiS 48291 ---

)TPN"1(ssalgthgiS --- 82473

liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NOITPOLLEHSGULP ylnosezisM9&M5,M5.2roF
ON noitpollehsgulpoN

SEY nesohcnoitpollehsgulP

YDOBTELNISAGRIA ydobtelnifoepyT
DGLF ydobtelnisagriadegnalF

DTS ydobtelnisagriadradnatS

LEUF leuffoepyT
TAN saglarutaN

PORP enaporP

KCOLB derisedkcolbfoepyT

DLHSTH dleihstaeH

TRHS kcolbtrohS

VLS eveelshtiwkcolbdradnatS

DTS kcolbdradnatS
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Recommended valve orientation for close coupling of valve and burner

Air Flow

Sight
Glass
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Recommended header piping for multiple burners

Air Flow

1 dia.

1 dia.
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KINEDIZER® Burners may be applied to a variety of
applications for low to ultra-low emissions. NOx may
be controlled by the advanced mixing pattern, excess
air use, internal flue gas recirculation, or by recircula-
tion of flue gas back to the combustion air source.
Factors that affect the NOx level include application
temperature, type of block used, excess air used,
and other application parameters.

The following are suggested uses with example
expected emissions:

Oxidizers
In oxidizers and incinerators up to 1650°F, expect
NOx emission <30 ppm corrected with long block.
Excess air must be set at 30%. NOx should hold
through 8:1 turndown. CO will not be present at more
than 50 ppm as long as the oxidizer temperature
remains above 1400°F with adequate dwell time and
mixing.

Furnaces
In furnaces up to 1650°F with stack oxygen of 4-5%,
NOx < 30 ppm is attainable with long blocks. If
installation will allow use of the short block, NOx can
be suppressed to < 25-30 ppm with flue gas
recirculation. Excess air should be set at 30% and
only reduced if internal fgr takes adequate effect.
Installation of the short block is critical to emissions

performance. Attempt to keep the block slightly
recessed to nearly flush with the interior wall and
avoid any dog house or recess. Short block should not
be used in chambers with any process velocities.

Heaters
KINEDIZER® Burners adapt well to firebox and cabin
heaters. (See furnaces above.) Avoid using the
burner in firetube or waterbath heaters. Experience
shows fast mix, high-energy burners are not appro-
priate for tube firing due to noise and vibration. In
addition, tight firing tubes may impede the entrainment
of flue gas necessary to suppress NOx emissions. To
maintain <30 ppm NOx, required excess air may climb
to as high as 70%.

Air Heating
KINEDIZER® Burners may be used for air heating
where a high capacity, low emissions, single point
burner is required. Best performance requires that
the flame be contained in a firing sleeve or chamber
for thermal destruction of CO. Short block, long
blocks or heat shield may be used. (See note [3]
below.)

Firing sleeves should be kept as short as possible
while containing the flame length. Sleeve diameters
should be sized for <10,000 Btu per cross sectional
square inch to avoid potential noise.

eriFhgiHtasnoissimEdetcepxEelpmaS ]1[

noitacilppA ]2[ gnitaehriA
tcerid,gnitaehriA

gnitaehretawtcatnoc
,secanruf,srezidixO

sretaeh
,srezidixo,secanruF

srotarenicni

erutarepmeT F°008< F°0021< F°0561< F°0591<

kcolBdradnatS
xON 03< 03< 03< 54<

OC 0001< 004< 05< 05<

kcolBtroppuS&laeS
xON 03< 03< 03< 54<

OC 0001< 004< 05< 05<

kcolBtrohS
xON 03< 03-52< 03-52< 53<

OC 0001< 004< 05< 05<

dleihStaeH
xON 03< A/N A/N A/N

OC 0001< A/N A/N A/N
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UNI-RAD®

Gas Fired Radiant Tube Burner System

The Maxon UNI-RAD® Burner System consists of two major components

UNI-RAD® Direct Spark Ignited Burner

MAX-SAVER® In-Situ Recuperator

When the above features are combined, they have shown:

• Fuel savings ranging from 30% to 50% combined with:

• Increased alloy life for decreased maintenance/rebuild costs

• Improved furnace temperature uniformity for better product quality

• Improved production quality

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Features and Benefits
Maxon’s UNI-RAD® Radiant Tube Burner produces an extremely stable and luminous flame envelope profile that
maximizes heat transfer throughout the radiant tube.  Flame ignition is maintained by a patented continuous spark
system that ensures ignition each and every time.  Options are available to operate with preheated combustion air
to 1200°F (650°C) and the UNI-RAD® Burner fires on any clean fuel gas.

UNI-RAD® Features

Plasma Type Ignition Unlike most spark ignited burners, the UNI-RAD® Burner provides a zone of
ionized air enriched with a small quantity of combustion gas to provide high
energy ignition.

Annular Ignition Electrodes The UNI-RAD® Burner does not use a conventional spark plug; instead, the
primary air and gas inlet tubes provide the electrical path for the ignition spark.
This design feature provides many times the electrode area for extended life and
positive burner ignition.

Adjustable Flame Length The flame length may be tailored to your specific needs by changing the combus-
tion air to ignition air ratios.  This simple adjustment allows the burner to obtain
optimum tube temperature uniformity over a wide range of firing rates and
preheated air temperatures.

Wide Input Range The unique design of the UNI-RAD® Burner allows it to operate over a large
range of fuel gas inputs.  Stability is maintained and flame length is controllable
with firing rates ranging from as little as 80,000 Btu/hr input to as much as
700,000 Btu/hr.

Instantaneous Ignition The burner’s continuous plasma spark provides instantaneous ignition allowing
the burner to operate from the Duration Adjusting Type (DAT) output from a
Proportional, Integral, Derivative (PID) Control Loop.  When controlled using the
appropriate valving, single point tube temperature variations may be reduced to
as little as plus or minus 4° F (2.2°C).

Flame Supervision The UNI-RAD® Burner may be used in conjunction with UV flame supervision
equipment.

Super Forced Cooling In applications requiring rapid cooling, the UNI-RAD® Burner has been used with
secondary cooling manifolds to provide high rates of heat removal using conven-
tional radiant tubes.  The UNI-RAD® Burner can sustain radiant tube pressure in
excess of 10 PSIG (0.7 bars).

Radiant Tube Types The UNI-RAD® System is suitable for use on customer-supplied pressure
tubes, negative pressure tubes, and electrified radiant tubes.

Modes Of Operation
The UNI-RAD® Burner can be operated in the following control modes:
•  Proportional control over the entire firing rate range
•  High-Low
•  ON-OFF
•  Pulse-Fired
The Pulse-Fired control mode is recommended, as it produces the tightest temperature
control available while also maximizing furnace alloy life.

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Burner Selection Criteria

Burner Selection
The UNI-RAD® Burner can be used with various
radiant tube sizes, tube configurations, heat inputs,
etc. The following information should be supplied to
assist Maxon in matching the correctly sized UNI-
RAD® Burner to your specific application:

1. Radiant tube inside and outside diameters
2. Radiant tube configuration
3. Furnace or process temperature
4. Radiant tube length
5. Radiant tube material
6. Method of mounting (standard flange, packing

gland, etc.)
7. Furnace wall thickness (see page 4800-S-1 for

mounting instructions)
8. Requirement for heat recuperation (if used)

Typical Burner Firing Rates

Note: Burner firing rate is based on:
1. 1000 Btu/CF Natural Gas
2. 120" total "U" tube length within chamber
3. 2% excess oxygen and 0% combustibles
4. 100 Btu/sq.in. of tube surface area

View Port/Optic 
Flame Sensor Mount

Gas
Inlet

Electrical
Ignition

Connection

Ignition
Air Inlet

Combustion
Air Housing Radiant

Tube

Combustion Air

3"- 4"

The table at left gives typical maximum capacities for
the conditions shown. The UNI-RAD® Burner has been
used with firing rates ranging from 80,000 Btu/hr to
700,000 Btu/hr, depending upon tube length and
diameter.

Radiant Tube Life
Competitive burner systems stress the fuel savings
obtained by the use of combustion air preheated to
800° to 1000° from waste heat energy. The fact that
preheated air produces much higher flame tempera-
tures, and consequently decreases furnace alloy life
is generally ignored. The UNI-RAD® system over-
comes this problem through the use of pulse firing
and has consistently shown increases in the furnace
alloy life while saving fuel. An extensive number of
UNI-RAD® Burner users have increased their radiant
tube life by as much as 300%.

UNI-RAD® Burners have also successfully been
applied to silicon carbide tubes. These tubes can
handle higher operating temperatures than most alloy
tubes, and allows for increased heat flux.

Construction
The UNI-RAD® Burner is constructed of cast iron and
carbon steel with internal components constructed of
stainless steel. The air inlet tube length must be
specified when ordering to provide for differences in the
furnace wall thickness.
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Typical Piping Schematic
(Four Burners)

Piping
The gas and air piping for the UNI-RAD® Burner is

simple and direct. As shown in the piping schematic
below, each UNI-RAD® Burner uses one fuel gas line,
one primary ignition air line, and one main combustion
air line.

Gas Metering
A custom drilled gas spud orifice on each burner

sets the desired capacity. Typical gas pressure
requirements at the burner range from 8" – 24" w.c.
depending upon customer requirements.

Air Metering
Combustion airflow is metered with a Limiting Orifice

Valve (LOV) located prior to the inlet of the
recuperator. A minimum of supply air pressure of 10"
w.c. at the inlet to the recuperator is usually required.
Higher pressures may be necessary, depending upon
burner capacity, or how the recuperator is sized.

Primary ignition air is usually less than 7% of total
air to the burner. The custom drilled air orifice in the
ignition air pipe assembly sets the value. An LOV is
sometimes used as a trim device to field optimize the
burner ignition. The primary air is never throttled. It is
kept on at all times.

CAUTION: If main air ball valve is inadvertently
closed, raw gas may be delivered to the tube,
possibly creating an explosive condition.

In Conclusion
The UNI-RAD® Burner system has been successfully

applied to a variety of furnaces. Its success is due not
only to the quality of our equipment, but also to a
careful evaluation of each application. We work with
our customers to assure that every aspect of their
combustion system is designed for optimum perfor-
mance. Please contact your local Maxon representa-
tive for assistance.

MAX-SAVER®
Recuperator

Air Control
Valve

UNI-RAD®
Burner

Main Gas Control
Solenoid Valve

Main Air
LOV

Zone Air
Proof-of-Opening

Switch

Ball
Valve

Maxon FG
Combustion
Air Blower

** Note:  Optional Items.
Large multi-burner zones may balance easier

with individual main gas LOV's on each burner.
Ignition air can be set easier with individual

ignition air LOV 's on each burner.
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M a in  Ai r
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From Zone Fuel Regulator
& Safety Valve Train

Ma i n  G as Ma i n  G as

** Note: 
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MAX-SAVER®

U-Shaped In-Situ Recuperator

The Maxon UNI-RAD® Burner System consists of two
major components:

– UNI-RAD® Direct Spark Ignited Burner
– MAX-SAVER® In-Situ Recuperator

Radiant
Tube

(by others)

Y

Air Inlet

MAX-SAVER®
Recuperator

UNI-RAD®
Burner

Schd. 40
 Piping

Y

Typical Burner / Recuperator Layout

Section Y-Y shown on page 4806

When these features are combined, they provide the
following advantages over existing systems:
• Fuel savings ranging from 25% to 50% over non-

recuperative systems
• Increased alloy life
• Improved furnace temperature uniformity
• Improved production quality
• Long recuperator life



Exhaust Stack Eductor
(by others)

Draw Band
(by others)

Cold Combustion Air

Radiant Tube
(by others)

Bulkhead Plate
(by others)

Pre-heated Combustion Air

Optional
Exhaust
Cooling

Air

Page 4806 UNI-RAD® Radiant Tube Burners

MAX-SAVER®

U-Shaped In-Situ Recuperator

Section View Y-Y

8.25"

0.25"
HRS

31.3"

1.5"
NPT

Recuperator #58065

Weld

Weld

304 SS

Section A - A

REF: Drawing #SER_5287A

11.00" Dia.

7.00" O.Dia.
6.85" I.Dia.

9.50" Bolt Circle 

0.75" Hole

Draw Bands (by Maxon)

Custom draw band designs are available
from Maxon by request.
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Dimensions (in inches)

*eziSgnisuoH A B C D
E

TPN
F

.D.I

RU452.1 83.3 52.6 83.3 91.5 "4/1-1 0.4

RU552.1 83.3 52.6 83.3 91.5 "4/1-1 0.5

RU45.1 83.3 32.6 83.3 91.5 "2/1-1 0.4

RU55.1 83.3 32.6 83.3 91.5 "2/1-1 0.5

RU65.1 83.3 32.6 83.3 91.5 "2/1-1 0.6

RU75.1 83.3 32.6 83.3 91.5 "2/1-1 0.7

RU62 36.3 52.6 36.3 91.7 "2 0.6

RU72 36.3 52.6 36.3 91.7 "2 0.7

RU82 36.3 52.6 36.3 91.7 "2 0.8

)retemaidedisni("F"noisnemiddna)TPN("E"noisnemid;gnisuohrenrubfoezisotsrefeR*

telnIriA
htgneLebuT

htgneLlavomeR htgneLllarevO
elzzoN

htgneLnoisurtorP
elzzoN&ebuTriA
htgneLylbmessA

ebuTsaG
ylbmessA

"0.4 "0.92 "2.02 "4.3 "52.9 "57.11

"0.7 "0.23 "2.32 "4.6 "52.21 "57.41

"5.9 "5.43 "7.52 "9.8 "57.41 "52.71

"5.11 "5.63 "7.72 "9.01 "57.61 "52.91

"5.31 "5.83 "7.92 "9.21 "57.81 "52.12

"5.51 "5.04 "7.13 "9.41 "57.02 "52.32

"5.71 "5.24 "7.33 "9.61 "57.22 "52.52

UNI-RAD® Burners - used with metal tubes

7.833.02

4 holes
3/4" dia.

1/2" NPT

A

C

D

B

Sec. A

Sec. A

1/2" NPT
Air Inlet

3/4" NPT
Gas Inlet

Removal 
Length

Overall 
Length

E NPT

4.13

F

Nozzle
Protrusion

Length

Section A-A
Air Inlet

Tube & Nozzle
Assembly Length

Air Inlet
Tube Length

2.81

0.47

8.45

6.31

16.76
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Dimensions (in inches)

*gnisuoH
eziS

A B C D
E

TPN
F

.D.I

RUC5.452.1 83.3 52.6 83.3 91.5 "4/1-1 5.4

RUC65.1 83.3 52.6 72.3 91.5 "2/1-1 0.6

)retemaidedisni("F"noisnemiddna)TPN("E"noisnemid;gnisuohrenrubfoezisotsrefeR*

UNI-RAD® Burners - used with  silicon carbide tubes

A B

1/2" NPT
Air Inlet

Sec. A

7.833.02
Sec. A

 4 holes
3/4" dia.

1/2" NPT

D
C

Removal 
Length

Overall
Length

E NPT

6.19
8.38

18.83

F

Nozzle
Protrusion 

Length
2.81

8.45

Section A-A

Air Inlet
Tube Length

Air Inlet
Tube & Nozzle 

Assembly Length

3/4" NPT
Gas Inlet

0.47

telnIriA
htgneLebuT

htgneLlavomeR htgneLllarevO
elzzoN

htgneLnoisurtorP
elzzoN&ebuTriA
htgneLylbmessA

ebuTsaG
ylbmessA

"0.4 "0.13 "2.02 "3.1 "52.9 "57.11

"0.7 "0.43 "2.32 "3.4 "52.21 "57.41

"5.9 "5.63 "7.52 "8.6 "57.41 "52.71

"5.11 "5.83 "7.72 "8.8 "57.61 "52.91

"5.31 "5.04 "7.92 "8.01 "57.81 "52.12

"5.51 "5.24 "7.13 "8.21 "57.02 "52.32

"5.71 "5.44 "7.33 "8.41 "57.22 "52.52
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Dimensions (in inches)

MAX-SAVER® Recuperator - 1.25"

MAX-SAVER® Recuperator - 1.5"

1.25" NPT

10.38

3.94 *From 3.75" 
to 5.5" dia.

28.0

3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 7.0

2.13

2.25

1.66 dia.

1.9 dia.

1.5" NPT

10.38

3.10
*From 3.5" to 

10.0" dia.

28.0

12.0

4.15

9.06.06.0

6.0

*Baffle diameters are normally selected to be 0.25" smaller than the I.D. of the firing tube
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Dimensions (in inches)

MAX-SAVER® Recuperator - 2"

4.63
*5.5" to 
10.0 dia.

28.0

12.0

9.06.06.0

2" NPT

2.38 dia.

14.35 5.1

6.0

*Baffle diameters are normally selected to be 0.25" smaller than the I.D. of the firing tube
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UNI-RAD® Burner Component Identification

A

Q

R

K L
M

S

AA

BB
BB

EE

FF GG
HH

KK

JJ

DDCC

T

U

Z

V

W

X

Y

N
O P

B
C

D

E

A

F

G

H

I

J

metI rebmuNtraP noitpircseD

A 01402 GULPEPIPWLH"521.

B 48291 LGNTVSBOTPN"5.

C 34975 RCLLAM"5.

D 24975 RDLHDUPS72-"5.

E 06102 GULP-AC"57.

F 93975 GHSBXEHLTS"521.X"57.

G 48262 EETLLAM"57.X"57.X"57.

H 04975 SAGNIAM-DUPSRB72-"5.

I 34402 LPNSLCLTSKLB"5.

J 21012 GHSBXEHLTS"521.X"5.

K 27073 GHSBXEHLTS"5.X"1

L 01545 XEHDTLP7104OSI52X8M

M 81371 GLF"1

N 7750501 TKSGTNRBDAR-INU

O 21545 UNXEHNIFDTLP52.1-8M

P 2399301 SLCRHSW9807OSINLP-8M

Q 5833501 YSAEPIPRIANGIDAR-INU

R 7933501 RCSTESTPENOC01X9M

S 4123501 GSHRNRB

metI rebmuNtraP noitpircseD

T 65975 DORNGI

U 86975 LSNIEDI"52.

V 7750501 TKSGRNRBDAR-INU

W 07975 GLFNTERLSNINGI

X 2399301 SLCRHSW9807OSINLP-8M

Y 0106401 DHXEHSS7104OSI61X8M

Z 92535 PACMRETNGI

AA 1760501 LSNICMRCDI"526.

BB 74975 RLCGDLHTLNISAG

CC 55975 LSNIDI"573.1

DD 84975 LSNIDI"578.

EE --- YSABTTLNISAG

FF 17975 RDPSGRTNCCMRC

GG --- YSAELZZON&EBUTRIA

HH 03085 TKSGGTSCRNRB

JJ --- TKSGTLNIRIA

KK --- GSHTLNIRIARNRB

egaptxenees,smetidedahsfosrebmuntraproF
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UNI-RAD® Burner Component Identification

-"JJ"metI teksaGtelnIriA

eziSgnisuoH
JJ

TKSGTLNIRIA

RU452.1 57975

RUC5.452.1 67975

RU552.1 67975

RU45.1 57975

RU55.1 67975

RU65.1 68285

RUC65.1 68285

RU75.1 38285

RU62 0633501

RU72 0633501

RU82 0633501

"KK"metI - gnisuoHtelnIriArenruB
sebutyollarof )evobaderutcip(

eziSgnisuoH
KK

GSHTLNIRIARNRB

RU452.1 4613501

RU552.1 5603501

RU45.1 6613501

RU55.1 7613501

RU65.1 8603501

RU75.1 9613501

RU62 0713501

RU72 1713501

RU82 2713501

-"EE"metI ylbmessAebuTtelnIsaG

ebuTtelnIriA
htgneL

"A"noisnemiD
ylbmessAebuTtelnIsaG

htgneL

EE
YSABTTLNISAG

"0.4 57.11 85085

"0.7 57.41 95975

"5.9 52.71 05085

"5.11 52.91 45085

"5.31 52.12 6171401

"5.51 52.32 5513501

"5.71 52.52 6513501

-"GG"metI ylbmessAelzzoN&ebuTriA

telnIriA
htgneLebuT

"B"noisnemiD
elzzoN&ebuTriA
htgneLylbmessA

GG
YSAELZZON&EBUTRIA

"0.4 52.9 65085

"0.7 52.21 85975

"5.9 57.41 84085

"5.11 57.61 25085

"5.31 57.81 7313501

"5.51 57.02 8313501

"5.71 57.22 9313501

nasaylnoelbaliavaelzzondnaebutriA:ETON
smetietarapeston,ylbmessa

EE

GG

KK

"A"

"B"

JJ

NozzleAir Inlet
Tube

KK1

KK2

KK3
KK4

KK5

KK6

KK7

"KK"metI gnisuoHtelnIriArenruB-
sebutedibracnocilisrof )tfeltaderutcip(

ebuT
eziS

1KK
gnisuoH

2KK
wercS

3KK
rehsaW

4KK
gniR

5KK
teksaG

6KK
dnalGglP

7KK
tuN

C"5.4 3713501 03645 2399301 2323501 0523501 3323501 21545

C"6 4713501 03645 2399301 6323501 1523501 5323501 21545
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Installation Instructions

All instructions may be superceded by appli-
cable NFPA codes.

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing material

until all loose items are accounted for.
To prevent damage in transit, some components

may be packed separately and shipped loose with your
new Maxon UNI-RAD® Burner.

The burner itself is normally only a part of your
complete combustion system. Additional pipe train
accessories and control components will be required
for a complete system installation.

Mounting
The UNI-RAD® Burner is mounted by bolting the air

housing to the furnace shell, with the combustion air
inlet nipple oriented for piping convenience. The burner
body is then bolted onto the air housing which can also
be oriented for piping convenience. The UNI-RAD®

Burner is shipped with the air housing/burner body nuts
installed loosely. These should be hand-tight before
installation is complete.

Combustion Air Supply
Combustion air can be supplied either directly from

a blower or pre-heated up to 800°F. Higher pre-heat
temperatures may be available. Contact Maxon for
more information. The UNI-RAD® Burner is a low
pressure burner and typically requires 2 inches w.c.

combustion air supply pressure or less. The burners
are typically piped into multiple burner zones using
common air and gas manifolds. It is not uncommon to
control 5 to 10 burners on the same zone.

Ignition Air
The UNI-RAD® Burner ignition air is a constant

supply of air piped into the burner body and is typi-
cally between 2% and 7% of the total air required to
complete combustion.

Ignition
The UNI-RAD® Burner ignition is provided by a

continuous plasma arc inside the burner. The electri-
cal energy to produce this arc is provided by a continu-
ous duty ignition transformer mounted near the burner
in a cool environment. The transformer is generally
turned on via an auxiliary contact in the safety shut-off
valve, assuring that whenever gas is available to the
burner, the ignition transformer is on.

Flame Safety
The UNI-RAD® Burner generally operates without

flame safety, but in those situations where it is
required, UV and IR (infrared) scanners have been
used successfully. Please contact Maxon for details.

CAUTION: When connecting optic flame sensors
to gas tube/view port, a quartz isolation lens is
recommended between the gas tube and optic
flame sensors.

View Port/Optic 
Flame Sensor Mount

Gas
Inlet

Electrical
Ignition

Connection

Ignition
Air Inlet

Combustion
Air Housing Radiant

Tube

Combustion Air

3"- 4"
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Start-up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system's equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original manufacturer's
current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry, and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon
instructions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

1. Close the main, zone and burner gas valves�.
2. Turn on the main power supply.
3. Set the temperature control instrument to a

sufficient set-point to ensure the burner is “on”.
4. Start the combustion air blower. Check impeller

rotation.
5. Verify that the combustion air pulse firing valve�

is fully open and then set the proof-of-opening
switch� so that the contact closes only when the
air pulse firing valve is fully open.

6. Open the burner air shut-off valve� (ball valve or
equivalent) and main air limiting orifice valve� to
the fully open position.

7. Set the high and low gas pressure switches on the
main fuel train to 5 inches w.c. above and below
the main gas pressure regulator, respectively.

8. Open the main gas cocks in the main fuel train
(not pictured).

9. Open the safety shut-off valve and verify that the
ignition transformer is energized and that the high
voltage lead is properly installed on the burner.

10. Open the zone gas cock (not pictured).
11. While looking into the burner sight glass, slowly

open the burner gas valve �. Ignition commence-
ment should be immediate. Flame should be a light
yellow to yellow-orange in appearance. Using some
type of pressure measuring device, verify the gas
pressure delivered to the burner spud.

12. Look into the exhaust leg of the radiant tube and
look for the flame position. Open or close the
limiting orifice valve� in the combustion air line
until the flame length is maximized.
Using an oxygen analyzer, adjust the combustion
air limiting orifice valve� until 2-1/2% excess
oxygen is measured in the exhaust. The exhaust
gas sample should be taken approximately halfway
up the MAX-SAVER® Recuperator, or to the inside
edge of the refractory wall, if possible.
If a MAX-SAVER® Recuperator is being used, it is
desirable for the flame to bend all the way around
the radiant tube and lick the end of the recuperator
return bend when at operating temperature.

13. Oxygen settings should always be confirmed at
operating conditions. O2 readings will normally be
lower when taken during hot operating conditions
compared to cold start-up conditions.

18/2 SJO CORD
(ORDER SEPARATELY)

IGN

TRANS

120/60

POWER

POWER SUPPLY CONNECTION KIT
(INCLUDES PLUG SET & SJO CORD FERRULES)

IGNITION TRANSFORMER TERMINATION KIT
(INCLUDES IGNITION TRANSFORMER AND

TWO IGNITION WIRE CONNECTORS)

IGNITION WIRE
TO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY

10 KV
EPOXY
FILLED

120/60

Typical Piping Schematic (one burner shown) Ignition Transformer

MAX-SAVER®
Recuperator

Air Control
Valve

UNI-RAD®
Burner

Main Air
LOV

Combustion Air
Proof -of-Opening

Switch

From
Combustion
Air Blower

Ma i n  G as

Ig n i t i on  A i r

A i r  C ock

** Note: �

ó

ìö

ú** Note: 

** Note:  Optional Items.
Large multi-burner zones may balance easier

with individual main gas LOV's on each burner.
Ignition air can be set easier with individual

ignition air LOV 's on each burner.
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Assembly Numbers
UNI-RAD® Burners

-srenruBDAR-INU srebmunmetiylbmessaderugifnoc

eziSrenruB rotarepucer52.1/w rotarepucer5.1/w rotarepucer0.2/w

gnisuoh"4/w ebutlatem RU452.1 RU45.1 ---

gnisuoh"5.4/w ebutedibracnocilis RUC5.452.1 --- ---

gnisuoh"5/w ebutlatem RU552.1 RU55.1 ---

gnisuoh"6/w
ebutlatem --- RU65.1 RU62

ebutedibracnocilis --- RUC65.1 ---

gnisuoh"7/w ebutlatem --- RU75.1 RU72

gnisuoh"8/w ebutlatem --- --- RU82

noxaMybton,srehtoybdeilppusyllamronsebutedibracnocilisdnalateM:ETON

srenruBDAR-INU-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF leuffoepyT

TUB saGenatuB

TAN saGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

GNISUOHDELLIRD --- SEY egnalFgnitnuoMdellirD

NOITCENNOCGNISUOHRIA noitcennocfoepyT ISNA dedaerhTISNA

HSINIFGNISUOH gnisuohnohsiniffoepyT DTS dradnatS

)F(PMETTELNIRIAMUMIXAM erutarepmettelniriamumixaM 008 mumixaM)C724(F008

)NI(HTGNELEBUTTELNIRIA sehcniniebuttelniriafohtgneL

511 ebuTriAgnoL"5.11

531 ebuTriAgnoL"5.31

551 ebuTriAgnoL"5.51

571 ebuTriAgnoL"5.71

4 ebuTriAgnoL"4

7 ebuTriAgnoL"7

59 ebuTriAgnoL"5.9

Continued on next page
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Assembly Numbers
UNI-RAD® Burners

(srenruBDAR-INU-liateDeciohCtnemgeS )deunitnoc

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EPYTELZZON elzzonfoepyT DTS elzzondradnatS

)NI(AIDECIFIRORIANOITINGI ecifirorianoitingiforetemaiD eulavyficepS nwohssezisllirdmorftceleS

)NI(AIDECIFIRODUPSSAG ecifirodupssagforetemaiD eulavyficepS nwohssezisllirdmorftceleS

EVLAVGNIRETEM --- ON dedivorpenoN

)esooldeppihs(ROTAREPUCER rotarepucerhtiwrenruB
ON redrohtiwedulcnitonoD

SEY redrohtiwedulcnI

EVLAVLLABSAG"57. )esooldeppihs(evlavllabsaG
ISNA )esooldeppihs(dedaerhTISNA

ON dedivorpenoN

EVLAVLLABRIANOITINGI"5.
deppihs(evlavllabrianoitingI

)esool

ISNA )esooldeppihs(dedaerhTISNA

ON dedivorpenoN

EVLAVLLABRIANIAM )esooldeppihs(evlavllabrianiaM
ISNA )esooldeppihs(dedaerhTISNA

ON dedivorpenoN

EVLAVECIFIRORIANIAM
evlavecifirognitimilrianiaM

)esooldeppihs(

ISNA )esooldeppihs(dedaerhTISNA

ON dedivorpenoN

EZISEVLAVECIFIRORIANIAM
ecifirognitimilrianiamfoeziS

sehcninievlav

ENON detceleSenoN

521 noitcennoC"52.1

51 noitcennoC"5.1

2 noitcennoC"2

52 noitcennoC"5.2

3 noitcennoC"3

)2YTQ(SKCOCELPMAS"521. esooldeppihs;derisedfI
ISNA )esooldeppihs(dedaerhTISNA

ON dedivorpenoN

NOITCENNOCYLPPUSREWOP
TIK

esooldeppihs;derisedfI
ON redrohtiwedulcnitonoD

SEY redrohtiwedulcnI

YLPPUSREWOPYRAMIRP esooldeppihs;derisedfI
ENON dedivorPenoN

1_06_511 esahPelgniSzh06v511

REMROFSNARTNOITINGI
TUPTUO

esooldeppihs;derisedfI
ENON dedivorPenoN

00001 v00001

)TF(HTGNELERIWNOITINGI teefnihtgneleriW eulavyficepS ---

)TF(HTGNELDROCOJS2/81 teefnihtgneldroC eulavyficepS ---
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MAX-SAVER® Recuperators
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Assembly Numbers
Accessories
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Note: Shaded part numbers are included in
configurator
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Bulletin 5100

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394

• For direct-fired process air heating applications

• Burns clean and odor-free with low levels of NOx production

• Direct-firing optimizes heat transfer efficiencies. All available heat from the gaseous fuel is
released directly into the passing air stream.

• 15:1 turndown ratio provides application flexibility for all fresh or recirculated air stream heating

• Long service life and lower maintenance cost result from rust-resistant cast iron burner bodies
and the controlled expansion of mixing plate’s design

• Modular burner design permits shaping the burner element and total heat release to match your specific
application’s requirements. Basic building block concept provides infinite number of possible burner
configurations to meet your needs.

Covered by U.S. Patents #25,626, #3,297,259 and #4,573,907;
Canada #786,136 and #786,137; Great Britain #943,733

Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burners
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Design and Application Details

Principle of Operation
Series “66” AIRFLO® Burners consist of a rust-

resistant cast iron body (which serves as an air/fuel
manifold), drilled to discharge the partially premixed
air/fuel mix between the diverging stainless steel
mixing plates.

The entire burner assembly is mounted inside your
duct directly in the air stream being heated. The air
stream passes across the burner and through the
mixing plates and is used as additional combustion
air, particularly at the higher firing rates. Carefully
controlled mixing plate aeration patterns give
progressive mixing, superior cross-ignition and flame
retention across the entire burner assembly length.

Optimum performance demands that air
velocities be uniform across the entire burner
assembly.

Air velocities are established by the use of
customer-installed profile plates. Normal design
operating velocities are in the range of 2600-3000
SFPM, resulting in approximately 0.8" wc static
pressure drop across the profile opening. For special
applications, considerably higher or lower pressure
drops and velocities may be encountered.

Normal capacities vary widely with application.
Fuel used and design velocities affect turndown.
Modular design permits shape and total heat release
to match application needs.

Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burners are offered in
three different types. Each type is optimized for a
specific type of application. All require a partial air/gas
premixture and are intended for use in heating
process air in motion:

• AL-4 AIRFLO® Burner with its aluminized steel
mixing plates is the most economical choice for all
fresh air heating with natural gas.

• AL-4S AIRFLO® Burner incorporates #321
stainless steel mixing plates for all fresh air
heating with natural or propane gases.

• AL-5 AIRFLO® Burner has #321 stainless steel
mixing plates and is designed for recirculated or
higher temperature applications.

Manifold
for partial 

air/gas
premixture

Progressive
aeration
pattern

Mixing
plates

Gussets
for

strength

Rust-resistant
cast body

Flanged modular
construction
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Design and Application Details

System components normally used in conjunction with a Maxon Series
“66” AIRFLO® Burner application

Typical piping layout using VENTITE™ Inspirators
and Series “66” AIRFLO® Burners

A complete Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner system
normally includes a gas train, proportioning/mixing
equipment, combustion air supply, and a combustion
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.
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Capacity/Selection Data

Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burners and Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers for
fresh process air heating applications

More selection data on fresh process air
heating with Series “66” FO-P, FO-PX, FO-S and
FO-SX AIRFLO® Mixers is available in Maxon
catalog bulletin 5300.

Flame length is approximately 22" to 26" on
natural gas (20"-24" on propane) measured from the
forward edge of the mixing plates.

Propane maximum capacities are reduced to avoid
overheating of the mixing plates; minimum capacities
differ due to velocity differences.
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Capacity/Selection Data

Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burners and Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers
for recirculated process air heating applications

More selection data on recirculated process air
heating with Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers and
AIRFLO® Burners is available in Maxon catalog
bulletin 5300.

Flame lengths are 26" to 30" on natural gas (24"
to 28" on propane), measured downstream from the
forward edges of the mixing plates.

Capacities for natural gas and propane differ at
minimum because the recommended air stream
velocities differ.

Higher air velocities give shorter flame lengths
and result in increased pressure drop across the
burner and profile plate.

Minimum capacity is determined by air stream
velocity across the burner, which must be maintained
in the range of 2200-3000 SFPM. Fresh make-up air
must be added to the recirculated air stream at
the rate of 60-120 SCFM per 100,000 Btu/hr heat
release (introduced so as to pass effectively through
and over the burner).
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Capacity/Selection Data

Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burners and VENTITE™ Inspirators
for recirculated process air heating applications

More selection data on recirculated process air
heating with VENTITE™ Inspirators and Series
“66” AIRFLO® Burners is available in Maxon
catalog bulletin 3300.

Flame length is approximately 12" to 18" on
natural gas measured downstream from the forward
edge of the mixing plates.

The VENTITE™ Inspirator must be mounted
directly in the air stream being heated and must feed
directly into a burner back inlet. A natural gas supply
pressure of 4-1/2 PSIG measured at the inspirator’s
inlet is required. Higher inlet pressures are not
recommended.

Higher air velocities give shorter flame lengths
and result in increased pressure drop across the
burner and profile plate.

For recirculated process air heating, maximum
capacity is 600,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot. Minimum
capacity is determined by air stream velocity across
the burner, which must be maintained in the range of
2200-3000 SFPM. Fresh make-up air must be
added to the recirculated air stream at the rate of
100 SCFM per 100,000 Btu/hr heat release (intro-
duced so as to pass effectively through and over the
burner).

Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burners and Series “HG” Mixing Tubes
for recirculated process air heating applications

Turndown ratios of 15:1 are possible using
natural gas. Uneven and/or turbulent air flows, or the
use of propane, will give higher minimums and reduce
turndown.

The capacities shown are based on a minimum
of 80 SCFM of fresh air being added for each
100,000 Btu/hr of heat input. Lower fresh air
volumes, the presence of exceptionally high moisture,
or other combustion-retarding or inert components
may require special consideration.

More selection data on recirculated process air
heating with Series “HG” Mixing Tubes and Series
“66” AIRFLO® Burners is available in Maxon
catalog bulletin 3200.

Capacity data is based on 2 PSIG natural gas
supply pressure at the “HG” Mixing Tube and 2600-
3500 SFPM air stream velocity across the burner.

Differential combustion air pressure of 5.2" wc
is required at the mixing tube and is measured
between burner inlet and duct/chamber static
pressure.
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Capacity/Selection Data

Total heat release and AIRFLO® Burner footage
are normally selected from the tables given in the
various mixer sections of the Maxon catalog:

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers .................. 5300
Series “HG” Mixing Tubes ...................... 3200
VENTITE™ Inspirators .......................... 3300

Based on capacity information given in these
catalog sections, and within the constraints of duct
size and air volume flows, a Series “66” AIRFLO®

Burner assembly is designed utilizing these available
sections shown on the following pages.

When ordering a burner assembly made up from
these available module components, be sure to
provide an assembly sketch of the complete burner
(as viewed from the back, or upstream, side) including
locations of all accessories and/or individual compo-
nent sections.

Start-up and operating procedures will be greatly
simplified if observation ports are provided and
positioned to allow direct visual inspection of both
pilot and main flame. Maintenance access should also
be provided upstream of burner.

All “open” ends of burner assembly must be closed
off with one of the end closures or pilot assemblies
shown on the following pages. Any end plate ports not
used must be plugged.

Displacement area per section
For purposes of calculating operating air velocities

and resulting static pressure drops across the burner
assembly and profile plate, use the following equiva-
lent displacements:

Each 6" straight section: 0.35 ft2

Each 12" straight & 12B section: 0.7 ft2

Each 12" x 6" tee section: 0.75 ft2

Each 12" x 12" cross & BX section: 0.85 ft2

Each 36" B (12" x 12" x 12" H) section: 1.5 ft2

For example:
A Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner assembly is made

up of:
(2) 12" straight section @0.7 ft2 displ. area
(1) 12" back inlet straight @ 0.7 ft2 displ. area
(2) 12" x 6" tee section @ 0.75 ft2 displ. area

Total duct area displaced by this burner assembly:

(3 x 0.7 ft2) + (2 x 0.75 ft2) = 3.6 ft2

Volume (CFM)

Velocity (FPM) = Net Free
Area (ft2)

The net free area of the duct, and consequently the
profile opening surrounding the burner element, can
be determined by inserting the air volume and/or the
desired operating velocity into this formula. The
burner displaces area in the duct and must be added
to the air handling area to determine the appropriate
profile dimensions.

Air stream velocity and resulting static pressure
drop affect performance and are achieved by means
of a silhouette profile opening within the duct.

A minimum profile plate width of 6" is required
surrounding all Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner
assemblies.

Burner inlet feed piping must be adequate to
provide a well-distributed flow of air/gas throughout
the burner assembly. Do not use more than 2-1/2 feet
of type “AL-4” or “AL-4S” burner in any direction from
a burner section containing an inlet.

Do not use more than 2 feet of type “AL-5” burner
in any direction from a burner section containing an
inlet.

Do not exceed the footage feed limitations shown
in the table below.

Inlet flanges bolt directly to burner body casting
and accept threaded NPT piping. Chart above shows
maximum lineal feet of Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner
that may be fed by a given inlet flange.
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Modular Burner Sections

6" straight
section

12" straight
section

12" x 6" tee
section

12" x 12" cross
section

Typical End Views

Tee and
Cross Sections

Straight
Sections
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Modular Inlet Feed Burner Sections

36" back inlet section12" back inlet section
12" x 12"

back inlet cross

NOTE: 12B, 36B and XB back inlet sections must be ordered
with one of the back inlet flange sets shown below.

Back Inlet Flanges

Flange Sets for 12" & 36"
Back Inlet Sections

Flange Sets for 12" x 12"
Back Inlet Cross Sections

3" 4"

2"
LFB

Inlet flanges bolt directly to
burner casting and accept
standard NPT threaded piping
of indicated size.

NOTE: Refer to page 5107
for specific inlet feed capacity
limitations.

2-1/2"
LFB

3"
LFB

4"
LFB

)ezis(A B

2 88.0

5.2
52.1

3

4 5.3

)ezis(A

3

4
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

End Closures and End Inlet Flange Sets

All open ends of a burner assembly must be closed off with one of these end closures,
or with a pilot end plate or pilot assembly as shown below and on page 5111.

Plain end
plate set

Plain end plate
closure includes
1/8" NPT test
connection

2" end
flange

set

Alternate
flame rod
position

F2-FR-2" end inlet
flange set

Alternate
flame rod
position

UV scanner can be
mounted through straight-
in flame rod location. 1"
tap is bushed to 1/4" for
flame rod.

14mm spark ignitor and flame rod ( if used) must be
ordered separately with all end plate sets.

EP-FR-end plate set

UV scanner can be
mounted through straight-
in flame rod location. 1"
tap is bushed to 1/4" for
flame rod.

NOTE: See catalog page
5107 for specific inlet

feed capacity limitations.
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Pilot Assemblies

Built-in pilot arrangements
(6" straight sections only)

Direct mounted version includes 14mm spark igni-
tor. Order electrode separately for externally mounted
version. Order flame rod (if used) separately.

Built-in pilot detail
(6" straight sections only)

6" straight section
with direct mounted built-in pilot set

AIRFLO-PAK pilot arrangements
(shown at right)

Direct mounted version includes 14mm spark
ignitor. Order electrode separately for externally
mounted version. Order flame rod (if used)
separately.

With built-in pilot arrangement, a section of the 6"
straight burner body casting must be separated off to
form a cavity for pilot gas. Pilot flame emerges through
the main burner face.

Optional external mounting assemblies
shown on page 5113
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Pilot Assemblies

Optional air/gas pilot mixers for all Series “66” AIRFLO® pilot assemblies

Pressure type
with adjustable orifice

Atmospheric type
with fixed orifice

Atmospheric type
with adjustable orifice

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

Positioning mounting plate in relation to
AIRFLO® Burner pilot location

External mounting plate details
A plate is included with all assemblies shown on
page 5113

Mounting Plate with two
(2) feed-through insulators
for internal mounting of
spark ignitor and flame
rod. Same size external
mounting plate used in all
assemblies shown on
page 5113.

External mounting plate
dimensions

Through-wall
opening
required
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Dimensions (in inches)

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

As used with built-in
pilot assemblies

As used with AIRFLO-PAK
pilot assembliesDescription

Description
As used with AIRFLO-PAK

pilot assemblies
As used with built-in

pilot assemblies

External mounting plate
assembly for external UV
scanner & internal spark
ignitor

NOTE: Order spark electrode
and 24" flame rod
sub-assemblies separately

External mounting plate
assembly for external
spark electrode &
external UV scanner

NOTE: Order spark
electrode sub-assembly
separately

External mounting plate
assembly for external UV
scanner & internal spark
ignitor

External mounting plate
assembly for internal
spark ignitor & internal
flame rod
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

Profile Plate Bracket
Provides support for

profile within closed burner
loop. On some
applications, it may be
necessary to restrict air
flow between adjacent
burner rows to achieve
design operating velocities. This is done by installing
customer-fabricated profile plates on profile mounting
bracket(s). See sketch 1 below for use on square
openings (formed by adjacent cross-sections of
burner). Sketch 2 applies to rectangular opening.

Universal support bracket
Normally used in pairs as shown below. Mount to

burner assembly at any joint between sections.
Two versions available: zinc plated for maximum

inlet temperature up to 750°F (399°C) or #304SS for
maximum inlet temperature up to 1600°F (871°C).

Division plate
Provides isolation of burner
feed(s) where desirable.

1

2

Optional electrode cover
Protects porcelain insulator and
electrical connection from dirt
and moisture. May be used for
ambient temperatures up to
450°F (232°C).

14mm
Spark Ignitor

18"
Spark Electrode

Flame rod identification
For those burners using flame rods, most

applications are covered by one of three sizes
(specific number depends on nominal length “N” of
rod extension). These may need cut to dimension “L”
specified in tables on pages 9908 and 9908A before
use in your particular application.

N

7-1/2"

12"

24"
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Component Identification

Item
Number

1 Burner body
2 Back up bar (straight)
3 Gasket, body (straight)
4 Back up bar (inside)
5 Gasket, inside
6 Back up bar (outside)
7 Burner body gasket (between joints)
8 Support bracket gasket 18 GA
9 6" mixing plate
10 Corner mixing plate
12 5/16" -18 x 1-1/4" hex head cap screw
13 5/16" -18 finished hex nut
14 #10 -24 FLEX-LOK hex nut
15 #10 -24 x 1/2" indented hex head machine screw
16 #10 -24 x 2-1/4" indented hex head machine screw
17 Washer
18 #10 -24 x 3/8" indented hex head machine screw
19 3/8" -16 hex nut finished
20 3/8" -16 x 1-1/4" hex head cap screw
21 1/4" -20 x 3/4" hex head cap screw

Part DescriptionTo order replacement parts:
1. Identify specific AIRFLO® Burner

series/type from burner assembly
information plate on following page and
visually confirm if your burner body
casting has 4 rows or 5 rows of holes.

2. Provide sketch of burner arrangement
as viewed from back (or casting side) of
assembly.
For example:

3. Specify quantity of each replacement
item required from drawings. For
additional information, refer to Maxon
Product Information Sheet 5100-1.
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Component Identification

There are two (2) types of fastener kits for Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner assemblies:

EP Fastener Kits (end plate fastener kit) provide
an assortment of nuts, bolts, etc., that will mount any
Maxon pilot, end plate, or end inlet flange to the open
end of an AIRFLO® Burner assembly. Depending
upon what specific end plate/pilot assembly you have,
there may be some “excess” fasteners in the kit that
can be discarded. There are enough fasteners to
secure the end plate/pilot to both side mixing plates
and to the end of the body casting flanges.

Fastener Kit (mixing plate fastener kit) includes
all the necessary nuts, bolts, etc., to fasten one
mixing plate to the adjoining mixing plate and to
mount any support bracket (gusset) or back-up bar
required. There may be some “excess” fasteners in
the kit that may also be discarded, depending upon
the specific mixing plate joint. These kits do not
include body casting flange joint bolts.

Example:
Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner Information Plate
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Installation Instructions

General
These mounting instructions for Series “66”

AIRFLO® Line Burners are in addition to the general
AIRFLO® Line Burner installation instructions
published on Maxon catalog pages 5000-S-1 through
5000-S-10.

Specific instructions are also offered for other
Maxon component items:
– Shut-Off Valves (pages 6000-S-1 through S-14)
– Flow Control Valves (pages 7000-S-1 through S-4)
– Mixing Tubes (pages 3200-S-1 through S-6)

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any new
gas line before actually connecting to the burner
system.

Main gas shut-off cock should be upstream of
both main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it
to shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours. MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves are not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses. Follow
the instructions attached to the regulator during
installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It should
normally include its own pilot gas regulator (selected
to meet pilot flow and pressure needs), a solenoid
valve and shut-off cock. An adjustable gas orifice at
the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Appropriate pilots should be provided which are
compatible with the type of burner and control system
being used.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to a
safety control system) shut the fuel supply off with a
loss of electrical power. Manual reset valves require
operator attendance each time the system is started
up (or restarted after a shut-down). Motorized shut-
off valves permit automatic start/restart when used
with appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. At a minimum, they should be provided down-
stream of any mixing tube and at each burner inlet.
Test connections should never be installed in elbows
or pipe tees. Test connections must be plugged
except when readings are being taken.

Bolt Torque Tightening
1. Apply Never-Seez (anti-seize and lubricating

compound) to the threads of the bolts to improve
the pre-loading of the gasket.

2. Tighten the bolts to 1/2 the specified value (see
table below), starting at position 1 and working to
position 6.

3. Tighten the bolts to the full torque value, starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

4. Tighten the bolts again to the full value starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

seulaVeuqroT
eziStloB lairetaMtloB eulaVeuqroT stinU

01M leetsdetalP 681 sblni

01M leetssselniatS 842 sblni

01M yollAhgiH 54 sbltf
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Premixed Air/Gas Manifolding Suggestions

Page 5100-S-2 Series “66” AIRFLO® Burners

Installation Instructions

1. Always design air/gas manifold piping for uniform
distribution to multiple-feed or multiple-burner
systems. Select manifold piping sizes by start-
ing at the burner/nozzle end and working
backward to the premixer discharge.

2. Always make sure that any distribution header is
greater in cross-sectional area than the total cross-
sectional area(s) of any and all pipes being fed.

3. Never install a throttling or shut-off device in any
air/gas mixture line between the premixing device
and its burner(s).
The chart below gives typical pipe data for use in

designing air/gas distribution manifolds.

Sketch below shows four inlets being fed from one
end-fed header. Note that full premixture manifold
size is continued past all burner take-offs, and outlet
extended and capped one pipe diameter length
beyond last take-off. Always keep premixer device a
minimum of four pipe diameters in length from first
take-off.

)04eludehcS(ataDepiPlareneG

epiPlanimoN
retemaiD

edisnI
retemaiD

)sehcni(

edistuO
retemaiD

)sehcni(

aerAedisnI
)sehcnierauqs(

8/1 962.0 504.0 750.0

4/1 463.0 45.0 401.0

8/3 394.0 576.0 191.0

2/1 226.0 48.0 403.0

4/3 428.0 50.1 335.0

1 940.1 513.1 468.0

4/1-1 83.1 66.1 694.1

2/1-1 16.1 9.1 630.2

2 760.2 573.2 653.3

2/1-2 964.2 578.2 887.4

3 860.3 5.3 393.7

2/1-3 845.3 4 788.9

4 620.4 5.4 37.21

5 740.5 365.5 600.02

6 560.6 526.6 98.82

8 189.7 526.8 720.05

01 20.01 57.01 458.87

21 21 57.21 790.311
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Start-Up Instructions

A fully premixed air/gas mixture must be supplied to
your Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner to support proper
combustion. With “fully-premixed” Series “66” AIRFLO®

Burner systems, a Series “HG” Mixing Tube with
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve is often used to premix
gas and air prior to its introduction to the Series “66”
AIRFLO® Burner assembly.

A typical “HG” Mixing Tube system piping
layout is illustrated below.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layout shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

Combustion air blower provides the air (oxygen)
supply to your combustion system and is essential to
the mixing of fuel gas. It should be located in the
coolest, cleanest position that you can find near the
burner itself. It must not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in the inert
gases or hot air rising from a furnace or oven. If
problems exist, consider filters, relocation and/or
ducting of an outside fresh air supply.

Minimize combustion air pressure drop between
blower and mixing tube. Keep a minimum straight run
of four pipe diameters into the mixer air inlet. Down-
stream piping from mixer to burner should be kept as
short as possible.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Natural gas pressure generally required (as mea-
sured at the mixer gas inlet) is 1 PSIG higher than air
pressure for “HG” Mixing Tubes.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

CAUTION: Do not install any shut-off device in
the air/gas mixture line.

For initial burner start-up of Series “66”
AIRFLO® premixed gas burner system:

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off should
be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry and with knowledge
of the overall installation. Instructions provided
by the company and/or individuals responsible
for the manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

1. Close all burner fuel valves or cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers
are properly positioned and locked into
operating positions.

Series “66” AIRFLO® Burners Page 5100-S-3
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Initial start-up adjustment should only be accom-
plished during a “manual” burner control mode.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve’s operating crank arm (or from your
Maxon Control Valve) by loosening the control
motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s toggle
linkage. Manually set and secure control valve in
its “minimum” position.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper blower motor rotation and
impeller direction. Verify that all control inter-
locks are working. Allow air handling equipment
to run for adequate purge of your manifolds and
combustion chamber plenums. With main gas
shut off, manually advance MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve’s operating crank to “high fire”
position so that air only flows through burner and
combustion chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Check minimum mixture pressure at burners
by turning the MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
its minimum position and reading differential air
pressure only at each burner with a water
column manometer. Any reading below 0.10" wc
differential (natural gas) requires re-adjustment
as described below.

Setting minimum mixture pressure with a
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and Series
“HG” Mixing Tube system:

If minimum mixture pressure must be in-
creased, open the MICRO-RATIO® air valve
slowly (by turning toward higher-numbered
positions) until the required differential air
(mixture) pressure is reached, then mark air
valve dial at the position opposite pointer. This
point will become the minimum air setting for
your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing tube system.

Continue opening the MICRO-RATIO® air
valve while watching the manometer connected
into the burner’s air/gas mixture manifold.
Determine the point at which further opening of
the air valve gives no appreciable increase in air
pressure within the manifold/burner. Mark the air
valve dial at this position opposite the air valve
pointer. This point will become the maximum air
setting for your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing
tube system.

Start-Up Instructions

Having marked and/or recorded the MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valve’s air valve settings for
both minimum and maximum firing positions,
you may adjust the linkage and travel of the gas
valve’s stroke (see sketch below).

Loosen Allen set screw “A” and binding screw
“B” in toggle “C”. Move the toggle in universal
cam assembly slot towards the center of rotation
so that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Page 5100-S-4 Series “66” AIRFLO® Burners
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Start-Up Instructions

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum”
setting position. Tighten down set screw “A” and
binding screw “B” with both valves set at
“minimum”.

Establish set screw “A” as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw “B” as
maximum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t
matter which is maximum or minimum, as long
as you identify and keep the same reference
points for the next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding
screw “B” and adjust pointer and linkage to
correct just half the distance required to make
the air valve pointer indicate the maximum air
valve setting.

Re-tighten binding screw “B” and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw “A” and again
correct for just half the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum
air valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw “A” and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw “B” for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until the
gas and air valves reach their minimum and
maximum positions simultaneously. Normally,
this is accomplished within seven adjustments.

7. Remove cover plate from screw carrier cam
assembly and turn all adjusting screws counter-
clockwise until flush with outer surface of casting
(new equipment is shipped this way).

8. Open main and pilot gas cocks and light first
burner pilot following instructions appropriate for
that burner and pilot type. If multiple pilots are
used, open individual cocks and adjust each in
turn.

To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to
insure pilot combustion air supply is flowing to
any pressure pilot mixer. Pilot gas regulator
should initially be set at approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. With pilot gas solenoid
closed, open main fuel gas and pilot gas cock.
Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas solenoid.
Observe pilot ignition through sight port of pilot
assembly and/or by viewing micro-amp signal
metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting
gas flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot
regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Re-open and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

9. Light main burners at minimum as follows:
First, turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its

minimum setting (which may be at position 1 or
2 after completing step 6), then open fuel shut-
off valve and turn corresponding screw in
(clockwise) until flame ignites across burner
face. (This may take several turns of the screw.)
NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.

10. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

Once the gas is applied to the burner, you
may find that a LOUD howling is set-up by the
duct system. This howling means that the burner
is firing too rich. Back out on the gas screws and
the noise will stop. The burner is then adjusted
so that the flame is lean. You will know you have
adjusted the burner too lean if the flame fails to
cross ignite across the face.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws. Gener-
ally, each succeeding screw needs to be
screwed in approximately one full turn more
(clockwise) than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low
to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.

9/03
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Start-Up Instructions

NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may affect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.

To measure mixture pressure, connect
water column (manometer) to the test connec-
tion in burner’s end plate. To determine air
velocity, use a velometer at the profile opening.
Correct velocities by increasing or decreasing
profile opening size.

If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased, or velocities are
too high and may need to be decreased.
NOTE: Air velocities should be measured only
when the fan is handling air at the desired
control temperature.

13. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

CAUTION: After completing previously listed
steps, check all interlocking safety components
and circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close main and
pilot cocks, and contact responsible individual
before proceeding further.

14. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

15. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to
cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return.

Re-check all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

16. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
minimum position and shut off fuel (if flame
safeguard has not already done so). Turn in
slightly on adjusting screw at point where
ignition was lost, then return valve to minimum
position, re-establish pilot, open fuel valve and
verify ignition.

11. Without advancing the valve quadrant, screw
down clockwise on #2 screw (one or two turns).
Then slowly advance the screw carrier quadrant
to the #2 position. Adjust flame appearance at
this new position #2.
NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construc-
tion, allow your burner system to operate at this
low setting for the necessary dry/cure-out time
period recommended by the chamber or refrac-
tory manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of
valve.

12. Again, without moving valve, bring #3 and all
remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as #2 screw.
NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was
made earlier, the remaining screws will already
be at or below appropriate levels.

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

As each is adjusted, you must turn the
remaining unadjusted screws in at least that far
to prevent possible damage to flexible cam
strips inside the screw carrier cam assembly.

Turning a screw in “clockwise” gives more
gas at that setting; turning it out gives less.
NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the valve quadrant to the number
you desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting
screw directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its intercon-
nected valve body linkage.

Observe flame characteristics carefully.
Flame should remain a bright blue color with a
length beyond the mixing plates as indicated in
capacity/specification data. If flame becomes
long and yellow, gas pressure is too high and/or
air velocity is too low.

Series “66” AIRFLO® BurnersPage 5100-S-6
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item number. To order loose items,
order individual assembly numbers.
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item
number. To order loose items, order individual assembly numbers.
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Assembly Numbers
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Bulletin 5300

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers

• Electro-mechanical device for producing a partial premixture for Series “66” AIRFLO®

Line Burners

• Air/gas ratio control at all firing rates using most clean, low pressure fuel gases

• Provides clean combustion with low levels of NOx

• Includes electric motor and non-loading paddle-wheel impeller in cast iron blower case

• Integral ratio valve provides thorough air/gas mixing

• Optional stand-by fuel arrangement allows changeover to alternate gaseous fuels

• Single point firing rate control for Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burner assemblies

• Low initial and operating costs through use of lower horsepower motor

• Application flexibility provided with eight different models in 76 popular sizes

• Heat releases up to 6,750,000 Btu/hr

Manufactured under U.S. Patent #25626; Canadian and European
patents granted and pending.

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers
Principle of Operation

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers consist of a ratio valve
and blower. Air for combustion is drawn in through the
ratio valve where it can be throttled.

The same ratio valve also includes a gas butterfly
valve with cross linkage featuring multiple-screw cam
design that permits fuel flow to be matched to air flow
at each possible setting.

This provides excellent repeatability and ratio
control for lowest minimum and so, greatest turndown.
At higher firing rates, a progressively richer mixture is
developed, until at maximum firing rate a major
portion of the combustion air is supplied by the air
stream being heated (75-80% from fresh air streams,
60-70% from recirculated air streams containing a
minimum 80 cfm fresh air per 100,000 Btu/hr heat
release); thus reducing horsepower requirement by as
much as 80% when compared to a full-premixed
system of equivalent heat release.

Typical Piping Layouts
for Series “66” AIRFLO®

Mixer Systems

11/91

A complete burner system utilizing a Series “66”
AIRFLO® Mixer will also include gas train, Series “66”
AIRFLO® Burner assembly and combustion control
panel. Your Maxon representative can help you
choose from the broad range available.

Basic AIRFLO® Burner system
with pilot and with block and bleed
pipe train system as frequently
required by insurance authorities

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of these layouts. Specific piping and wiring
diagrams should be submitted to the appropriate
agencies for approval on each application.

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Capacities/Specifications

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers come in a broad range
of sizes and versions, and must be selected carefully
to match your specific application needs.

The mixer must be matched to discharge areas
and mixture pressure requirements of the burners
used. Eight series are available as outlined in table
below, in a total of 76 sizes:

Selection procedures
After the maximum capacity is determined, select

the appropriate AIRFLO® Mixer and corresponding
footage of Series “66” AIRFLO® Line Burner.

For example:

Total Btu/hr required

Cataloged Btu/ft

Then match AIRFLO® Mixer to this length of
AIRFLO® Burner.

Refer to selection tables on pages 5304 and 5305
appropriate for your operating conditions and deter-
mine the required mixer designation. ALWAYS USE
THE AIRFLO® MIXER CORRESPONDING TO THE
CHOSEN BURNER FOOTAGE.

For operation on 50 Hz power, reduce capacities
to 83% of those shown.

No. of Feet of
= Series “66”

AIRFLO® Burner

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer shown in discharge position #5A
with optional air filter assembly, connecting base and
linkage assembly, and with automatic control motor
(normally supplied by others)

Any clean, gaseous fuel (500-3200 Btu/ft3) can be
used. Only 2" to 8" wc supply pressure is necessary
at the mixer.

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer designation is a
5-part identification code that is stamped into the
nameplate of each unit.

Designation Code

66  –  FO  –  2200  –  P  X

X: if present, denotes design
for higher duct static pressure
conditions

P: pressure side application
S: suction side application

Nominal heat release (1000’s Btu/hr)

FO: fresh process air heating
R: recirculated process air heating

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer

Optional mixer arrangement
Blower case may be specified in any of 12 different

discharge positions, and adjusting screw quadrant
positioned to left or right of air inlet for adjusting
convenience (see sketch 1). Both must be specified
when ordering the mixer, or it will be shipped in
arrangement #1A. (NOTE that illustrations are viewed
from the motor side of the mixer.)
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Capacities/Selection Data
Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers for recirculated air heating applications

These Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers designed for
use in recirculated air heating applications are
designated “R” type.

Capacity data, designations and motor
information are shown in the tables below, cross
referenced to a specific burner footage.

NOTICE: ALWAYS SELECT AN AIRFLO® MIXER
TO MATCH YOUR REQUIRED BURNER
FOOTAGE.

Maximum capacities shown are based on
standard burner design velocities. Ratings may be
reduced if air stream velocities are lower.

Minimum capacities are different for natural gas
and propane due to the higher air stream velocities
required for propane firing.

Be sure to choose the appropriate mixer column for
YOUR cold differential pressure conditions.
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Capacities/Selection Data
Fresh air (non-recirculating) process air heating applications

These Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers designed for
use in fresh process air heating applications are
designated “FO” type.

Capacity data, designations and motor
information are shown in tables below, cross
referenced to a specific burner footage.

NOTICE: ALWAYS SELECT A MIXER TO
MATCH YOUR REQUIRED BURNER FOOTAGE.

Maximum capacities shown are based on
standard burner design velocities. Ratings may be

reduced if air stream velocities are lower. Note that
maximum capacities are downrated when burning
propane (to reduce likelihood of overheating mixing
plates with the faster-burning fuel).

Minimum capacities are different for natural gas
and propane due to the higher air stream velocities
required for propane firing.

Be sure to choose the appropriate mixer column for
YOUR cold differential pressure conditions.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Stand-by Fuel Arrangement (using Series “Q” Control Valves)

To order, specify:
1. Type and size of AIRFLO® Mixer
2. Corresponding size of Series “Q” Valve (selected

from table below)
3. Arrangement per assembly #17714 for all sizes
4. Mixer discharge position (may be specified in any

discharge position except #4B and #10B)
See appropriate catalog pages for dimensions of
AIRFLO® Mixers and Series “Q” Valves.

Ratio Valve in Ratio Valve in
Arrangement “A” Arrangement “B”
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Dimensions (in inches)

“R” AIRFLO® Mixers (for recirculated air heating)

rexiM )gnitnuomroolftlob4(1hctekS )gnitnuomroolftlob3(2hctekS

S-R 579
0031

dna
5261

0591
5722
dna
0062

0523 --- --- --- ---
0093
urht
0025

---
0585
urht
0056

XS-R 5101
0531

dna
5861

5202
0632
dna
0072

5733 --- --- --- ---
0504
urht
0045

---
0056
urht
0576

P-R --- --- --- --- ---
579
dna
0031

0591
5722
dna
0062

5292 ---
0523
dna
0093

---

XP-R --- --- --- --- ---
528
dna
0011

0561
5291

dna
0022

5742 ---
0572
dna
0033

---

]1[A 21 5.31 51 5.21 5.51

B 01 21 5.01 21 57.21

C 91.4 5.4 91.4 5.4 57.5 5.4 57.5

.aidD 61/7 61/9

E 96.3 13.5 57.4 26.5 21.5 83.5 21.5 60.5

ezisF "3 "4 "3 "4 "6

G 11 21 5.31 57.61

H 5.21 41 5.51 57.81

J 26.4 57.5 6 5.6

K 5.01 31 41 51

ezisL "1 "4/1-1 "2 "4/1-1 "2 "3 "2 "3

M 21.21 13.11 91.31 83.61 26.61 57.81 18.21 57.81 52.51

N 96.4 88.5 88.6 83.7 57.6 83.7 49.7

O 83.8 26.01 5.21 31

R 91.01 18.7 60.01 60.41 21.41 83.61 44.8 83.61 57.9

S 5.6 57.7 88.8 49.9 88.8 49.9 61.01

T 5.6 61.7 88.8 49.9 8 49.9 22.9

V 91.4 83.4 96.4 91.5 88.4 91.5 83.5

W 18.1 26.1 52.2 57.1 60.1 57.1 21.1

Y 5.51 5.51 44.61 60.81 57.61 65.81

Z 5.01 5.21 5.01 5.81

rerutcafunamrotommorfnoitamrofnitsetalotgnidroccA]1[
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Dimensions (in inches)

“FO” AIRFLO® Mixers (for fresh process air heating)

rexiM )gnitnuomroolftlob4(1hctekS )gnitnuomroolftlob3(2hctekS

S-OF 579
0031

dna
5261

0591
5722
dna
0062

5292
dna
0523

--- --- --- ---
0093
urht
0025

---
0585
urht
0056

XS-OF 5101
0531

dna
5861

5202
0632
dna
0072

5303
dna
5733

--- --- --- ---
0504
urht
0045

--- 0576

P-OF --- --- --- --- ---
5211

dna
0051

5781
dna
0522

5262
dna
0003

5733 ---
0573
dna
0054

---

XP-OF --- --- --- --- ---
0501

dna
0041

0571
dna
0012

0542
dna
0082

0513 ---
0053
dna
0024

---

]1[A 21 5.31 51 5.21 5.51

B 01 21 11 21 31

C 52.4 5.4 52.4 5.4 57.5 5.4 57.5

.aidD 44. 65.

E 96.3 49.5 57.4 26.5 21.5 83.5 21.5 60.5

ezisF "3 "4 "3 "4 "6

G 11 21 5.31 57.61

H 5.21 41 5.51 57.81

J 26.4 57.5 6 5.6

K 5.01 31 41 51

ezisL "1 "4/1-1 "2 "4/1-1 "2 "3 "2 "3

M 21.21 13.11 91.31 83.61 26.61 57.81 18.21 57.81 52.51

N 96.4 88.5 88.6 83.7 57.6 83.7 49.7

O 83.8 26.01 5.21 21.21 5.21 31

R 91.01 18.7 60.01 60.41 21.41 83.61 44.8 83.61 57.9

S 5.6 61.7 88.8 49.9 88.8 49.9 61.01

T 5.6 61.7 88.8 49.9 88.8 49.9 22.9

V 91.4 83.4 96.4 91.5 88.4 91.5 83.5

W 18.1 26.1 52.2 57.1 60.1 57.1 21.1

Y 5.51 5.51 5.61 81 57.61 91

Z 5.01 5.21 5.01 5.81 5.21 5.81

rerutcafunamrotommorfnoitamrofnitsetalotgnidroccA]1[
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Accessories

Stand-by Fuel Arrangement
(using Maxon Series “Q” Control Valve)

Stand-by fuel arrangements permit quick
changeover to alternate fuels.

Maxon Series “Q”
Flow Control Valves
described in catalog
Bulletin 7000 provide
the additional flow
control point for the
stand-by fuel arrange-
ments.

A single control operator (rated for at least 150
inch-pounds torque) operates both the ratio valve
furnished as part of the AIRFLO® Mixer and an
additional Series “Q” Control Valve (ordered sepa-
rately). Typical piping arrangement is shown below.
Maxon does not supply the piping shown.

When this arrangement is used, the AIRFLO®

Mixer is first adjusted for the primary fuel (usually
natural gas), then the “Q” Valve is adjusted to provide
proper alternate fuel flow.

Alternate piping arrangements
For discharge positions 1A to 12A

For discharge positions 1B to 12B

Stand-by-by Fuel
Arrangement
Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer
shown in discharge
position #1A with Series
“Q” Gas Control Valve and
connecting base and
linkage assembly
positioning customer’s air
control motor

Connecting base and linkage assemblies
Maxon offers a broad range of connecting base

and linkage assemblies to properly position and
align customer’s operators for control of Maxon
AIRFLO® Mixers and/or flow control valves.

Proper position and alignment are essential for
smooth and trouble-free operation; however, Maxon
CB & L assemblies are designed to position
control operators, not to support them. User must
provide auxiliary support in the form of wall brackets,
floor stands, hangers, etc. to support the control
motor’s size and weight.
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Accessories (continued)

Inlet Air Filters
Optional inlet air filters should be installed where

the air supply is dusty or foreign matter may be drawn
into the system and will plug burner or mixer system
ports.

Easily installed on the air inlet, this filter assembly
includes a washable/replaceable foam filter element
in a protective wire cage. The mounting collar in-
cludes a filter suction switch connection to allow
monitoring of filter condition.

Filter assemblies may be added in the field, or
specified when ordering the mixer.

Warning: Filter material is UL-rated as Class II
Fire Retardant (“when clean, burns moderately
when attacked by flame or emits moderate
amounts of smoke or both”). Hot welding beads
or direct flame can ignite filter material.

Ducting of an outside air source may be advis-
able if the AIRFLO® Mixer must be located in an
exceptionally dirty location and filter maintenance
would be a problem. If so, contact Maxon for recom-
mendations regarding run and size limitations for
sheet metal ducting from an outside air source to the
inlet of mixer ratio valve.

Accessory Switches
Several types of accessory switches are offered for

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers.
NEMA 1 Low Fire Start Switches meet system

requirements calling for the burner system to be at its
low-fire or minimum position before start-up can
proceed. A typical arrangement is shown in photo
below.

Choose from the broad range of accessory
switches stocked as convenience items by Maxon.
These switches are available with either a carbon
steel or stainless steel air butterfly shaft.

Series “66”
AIRFLO®

Mixer in
discharge

position #5B
with optional
air inlet filter

assembly

Low Fire
Start Switch

Air Differential Switches can be used to prove
operation of the mixer blower. Mounted as shown in
the photograph below (cross-connected between the
connections provided on ratio valve air inlet and near
mixer discharge), they require the pressure differential
developed by mixer operation to close a switch in the
control circuit. Setting should be as high as possible
without nuisance shutdown.

Filter Suction Switch can be used to monitor filter
condition, and wired into an alarm circuit or in such a
way as to prevent system operation when suction on
the filter exceeds the preset .45" wc.

Filter
Suction Switch

Connection

Filter
Sleeve

Differential
Pressure Switch

Suction 
Connection

to low side
of switch

Pressure
Connection

to high side 
of switch
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Component Identification

To order replacement parts, specify:
1. AIRFLO® Mixer designation and assembly number

(from nameplate)
2. Part names (from illustration above)
3. Quantity for each

Suggested spare parts:
– Cam springs
– Gas valve plunger and cap

Nameplate



Page 5312 Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers

Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures

To replace Air Filter Element
Refer to photo at right, then:
1. Insert finger through each lock ring, then rotate

from back to front by pulling against force of
spring.

2. Swing hinged cover upward out of the way.
3. Withdraw dirty filter element for cleaning or

replacement. If you clean rather than replace filter
element, wash in a strong detergent, warm water
solution, or steam clean. Dry thoroughly in warm
air not to exceed 200°F (93°C) before replacing.

4. Insert new or cleaned filter element into cage.
Check that it has extended onto air inlet sleeve
providing positive closure at that point.

5. Lower hinged cover to closed position and lock in
place with lock rings.

Warning: The filter material used is approved
by UL as Class II (fire retardant). Hot welding
beads or direct flame can ignite filter material.

To replace Cam Springs or Plunger & Cap Assembly

Shut system down electrically and close gas
cocks, then:
1. Identify components from Sketches 1 and 2 at

right, then remove air filter assembly or inlet cover
guard [1], quadrant cover nameplate [2], indicator
plate [3], and control motor linkage [4].

2. Rotate quadrant [5] counter-clockwise to minimum
position. Add an alignment mark across shaft [6]
and quadrant hub [7] as shown in Sketch 1 if mark
does not already exist.

3. Identify brake [8] and spring from Sketch 2 and
make a note to avoid losing them when removing
quadrant.

4. Insert Allen wrench (provided with replacement cam
springs) through holes [9]  and loosen set screws ,
then slide quadrant off shaft carefully.

5. To replace cam springs, remove screws [11] then
lift off and replace with new cam springs and
retighten screws  [11] .

6. To replace plunger and cap assembly (see
component identification drawing on page 5311),
grasp cap and lift assembly out of ratio valve.
Insert new plunger and cap sub-assembly care-
fully and check that it slides freely.

7. To re-assemble unit, slide quadrant back over shaft
[6], taking care that set screws [10] line up with and
set properly in the two recesses [12] in shaft [6].
Check that alignment marks match, then tighten
set screws [10].

8. Replace control motor linkage, indicator plate,
quadrant cover nameplate, and inlet cover guard
or air filter assembly removed in step 1.

9. Check burner adjustment and refine.
10.Place system back in service.

Hinged
Cover

Cage

AIRFLO®
Mixer

Air Inlet
SleeveLock Ring

Foam
Filter

Element
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Installation Instructions

General Instructions

Important: Do not discard packing materials
until all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, spark ignitors, flame
rods, connecting linkage components, and filter
housings/elements may be packed separately and
shipped loose with your new Maxon AIRFLO® Mixer.

The AIRFLO® Mixer itself is normally only a part of
your complete combustion system. Additional pipe
train accessories and control components may be
required for a complete combustion system installa-
tion.

The sketch below shows a typical gas train as
might be used with a Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer.

Typical Piping Layout

2. Electrical service must match the voltage,
phase and cycle of all electrical system compo-
nents and be compatible with mixer’s nameplate
ratings. Insure that all normal control safeguards
are satisfied. AIRFLO® Mixer air should continue
to run after shutdown to allow AIRFLO® Burner
to cool.

3. Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain required fuel pressures (approximately
2" - 8" wc) at the ratio valve inlet while burner is
operating at full capacity. The use of non-
standard gases or long, complicated piping may
necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

4. Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent
blockage of pipe train components or burner gas
ports. All dirt, scale and pipe dope should be
blown out of any new gas line before actually
connecting to the AIRFLO® Burner system.

5. Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it
to shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner
during shutdown periods of more than a few
hours.

The ratio valve of your AIRFLO® Mixer is not
intended for tight shut-off.

6. Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate
regulator should be provided in the branch
leading to each AIRFLO® Mixer if more than one
is served by a common main. Size regulator for
full system capacity at required pressure,
including pipe train losses. Follow the instruc-
tions attached to the regulator during installation.

7. Pilot take-off should be upstream of the main
gas regulator, but downstream of the main gas
cock. It should normally include its own pilot gas
regulator, a solenoid valve and shut-off cock. A
pilot adjustable orifice at the pilot inlet simplifies
adjustment.

8. Pilot piping must be large enough to provide for
the full pilot flow and pressures shown in the
catalog for your particular AIRFLO® Burner size.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layouts shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

1. AIRFLO® Mixer provides the air supply to your
combustion system and is essential to the
inspiration and mixing of fuel gas. It should be
located in the coolest, cleanest position that you
can find near the AIRFLO® Burner itself. It must
not be exposed to direct radiant heat or posi-
tioned where it might draw in inert gases or hot
air rising from a furnace or oven. If such condi-
tions exist, consider filters, relocation and/or
ducting of an outside air supply.
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Installation Instructions

9. Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected
to a safety control system) are designed to shut
the fuel supply off with any interruption in the
electric current supply. Manual reset valves
require operator attendance each time the
system is start-up (or restarted after a shut-
down). Motorized shut-off valves permit
automatic start/restart when used with appropri-
ate control system.

10. Ratio valve (part of AIRFLO® Mixer) controls
burner heat release by throttling air and gas
flows. It includes provision for an adjustable
minimum and throttling over a turndown range
that matches AIRFLO® Burner capabilities.

11. Downstream piping from AIRFLO® Mixer to
burner could be kept as short as possible.

12. Inlet feed manifold to any AIRFLO® Burner
should be at least four pipe diameters in length.
If the AIRFLO® Mixer is supplying multiple inlets
to a single burner element, care should be taken
so that air/gas mixing piping gives minimal
pressure drop and maximum uniformity. Do not
install any throttling or shut-off device in the
air/gas mixture line.

13. Test connections are essential for burner
adjustment. They should be provided (at a
minimum) downstream of the AIRFLO® Mixer
and at each burner inlet. Do not attempt to use
test connections in pipe elbows or tees, as
internal turbulence can give erroneous readings.
Test connections must be plugged except when
readings are being taken.

New Filter Assembly Installation
To install a new filter assembly, refer to the
photos below, then:
1. Remove existing air inlet guard, saving screws

removed.
2. Place sleeve of new filter assembly over the open

end of mixer air inlet, turning so that filter suction
switch connection is opposite ratio valve quadrant.

3. Align holes in filter sleeve with those in mixer air
inlet, then secure filter assembly in place with
screws removed in step 1.

4. Check position of filter assembly cover hinge. If it
is not at top, remove sheet metal screws holding
wire cage to filter sleeve and rotate as necessary,
then re-fasten. Three unused holes must be
plugged with remaining sheet metal screws.

Warning: The filter material used is approved
by UL as Class II (fire retardant). Hot welding
beads or direct flame can ignite filter material.

Ratio Valve
Quadrant

Air Inlet
Guard

Filter 
Sleeve

Cover Hinge

Cage

Filter
Suction Switch

Connection
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Installation Instructions

Premixed Air/Gas Manifolding Suggestions

1. Always design the size of your air/gas manifold
piping for uniform distribution to multiple-feed
burner systems. Select manifold piping sizes by
starting at the burner inlet end and working
backward to the AIRFLO® Mixer discharge.

2. Always make sure that any distribution header is
greater in cross-sectional area(s) of any and all
pipes being fed.

3. Never install a throttling or shut-off device in any
air/gas mixture line between the AIRFLO® Mixer
and the AIRFLO® Burner inlet(s).

The chart below gives typical pipe data for use in
designing air/gas distribution manifolds.

The sketch below shows four inlets fed from one
end-fed header. Note that full mixer outlet size is
continued past all burner feed take-offs, and outlet
extended and capped one pipe diameter length
beyond last take-off. Always keep AIRFLO® Mixer a
minimum of four pipe diameters in length from first
take-off.

ataDepiPlareneG

epiPlanimoN
retemaiD

edisnI
retemaiD

)sehcni(

edistuO
retemaiD

)sehcni(

aerAedisnI
)sehcnierauqs(

8/1 962.0 504.0 750.0

4/1 463.0 45.0 401.0

8/3 394.0 576.0 191.0

2/1 226.0 48.0 403.0

4/3 428.0 50.1 335.0

1 940.1 513.1 468.0

4/1-1 83.1 66.1 694.1

2/1-1 16.1 9.1 630.2

2 760.2 573.2 653.3

2/1-2 964.2 578.2 887.4

3 960.3 5.3 393.7

2/1-3 845.3 4 788.9

4 620.4 5.4 37.21

5 740.5 365.5 600.02

6 560.6 526.6 98.82

8 189.7 526.8 720.05

01 20.01 57.01 458.87

21 21 57.21 790.311
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Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s components.
Verify that your equipment has been installed in
accordance with the manufacturer’s current
instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with
combustion systems, with control/safety
circuitry, and with knowledge of the overall
installation. Instructions provided by the
company and/or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer
start-up:

1. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

2. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
seal cap covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your AIRFLO® Mixer’s screw carrier
by loosening the control motor’s connecting rod
from the toggle linkage.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” burner
control mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds and
combustion chamber plenums. With main gas
shut off, manually advance AIRFLO® Mixer’s
screw carrier to “high fire” position so that air only
flows through burner and combustion chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Determine minimum differential pressure.
Depending on the type of AIRFLO® Burner and
its application, a method must be developed to
measure chamber static pressure by connecting
a manometer between the combustion chamber
and a straight manifold going to the burner (at a
point farthest distant from the AIRFLO® Mixer).

This method must take into consideration all
of the frictional pressure drops in the distribution
manifolding. You should maintain at least +0.1"
wc differential mixture pressure (with natural gas)
between the burner and the combustion chamber
static pressure to avoid potential backfire
conditions.

Do not try to take a differential pressure
reading from a test port at or near an elbow in
the piping manifolds due to potentially
erroneous readings caused by turbulence set up
within the pipe by such pipe fittings. Measure in a
straight manifold with at least four pipe diameters
in length before and after the test port location.

7. Set minimum differential pressure with
minimum stop screw located on the side of the
screw carrier quadrant of AIRFLO® Mixer ratio
valve (see Sketch 1 below).
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gives a contour to flexible steel cam strips [8]
(see Sketch 3). These cam strips bear on a
plunger and cap assembly [7] that determines
opening of the gas butterfly valve. Cam strips
serve to provide a continuous gradient.

As shown in Sketch 4, the plunger and cap
assembly [7] acts upon a roller/crank to rotate a
valve shaft [9] to which the gas butterfly is
attached.

Turning adjusting screw in until it is flush with
quadrant opens gas butterfly fully. Do not attempt
to force screw further.

Directly connected to the quadrant by a shaft
[10] extending through its point of rotation is the
air control butterfly [11], also shown in Sketch 4.
Note that at #1 position of quadrant, air butterfly
may be “closed” but deliberately undersized to
provide a required minimum air flow. Air butterfly
is fully open with quadrant at highest numbered
position.

Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers Page 5300-S-5
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Start-Up Instructions

This minimum stop screw creates a
mechanical block which prohibits the screw
carrier quadrant and its direct-connected air
butterfly valve from closing completely. Thus a
“minimum” volume of air is allowed in through the
ratio valve to be delivered down the distribution
manifold(s) to the burner. This air is used to
establish the minimum differential pressure.

Screwing in (clockwise) on the minimum stop
screw through its lock nut will open up the air
butterfly and increase the minimum differential
pressure.

Once your manometer readings confirm the
minimum differential mixture readings, lock the
minimum stop screw in that position with the lock
nut so the ratio valve cannot be moved back
below this minimum firing position. Regardless of
what numerical value the indicator strip shows,
this becomes the minimum firing position for your
specific system in this application.

8. Adjusting the ratio valve of your Series “66”
AIRFLO® Mixer: The heart of each AIRFLO®

Mixer is its ratio valve. The description and
accompanying sketches summarize its operation.

A quadrant (shown in Sketch 2) is rotated
either manually or by a control operator to
change firing rate as indicated by a position
indicator strip [1] and position pointer [2]. A
minimum stop screw [3] limits rotation and
establishes a minimum air flow.

Removing a nameplate [4] reveals a numbered
series of adjusting screws [5] which bear on a set
of cam strips [8] beneath the quadrant.

Turning in the adjusting screws [5] (clockwise)
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Start-Up Instructions

9. Prepare to adjust the ratio valve by removing
the cover plate from the quadrant screw carrier
and turn all adjusting screws out until they are all
flush with the outer surface of the screw carrier
casting. (New equipment is shipped from factory
with all screws already backed out to this level.)

10. Return AIRFLO® Mixer quadrant to “low fire”
position when air purge of system is complete.

11. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
to light burner pilot while slowly turning pilot gas
regulator and/or adjusting orifice screw to
increase fuel flow. Repeat procedure as
necessary until pilot ignites as air might have to
be bled out of fuel supply lines before reliable
pilot flame is established. Pilot gas regulator
should normally be set for as low a pressure as
possible, using fuller opening of pilot adjustable
orifice (if used).

12. After ignition, adjust pilot flame for good stable
flame shape. A “rule of thumb” is that any pilot
over a tennis ball size is probably too large. This
assumes you have visual access to the pilot
flame. If this is not possible, then adjust pilot to
give the strongest and most stable flame signal
through your flame safety circuit. The signal
strength (or range) will be determined by the
specific type of flame safeguard instrument you
have with your AIRFLO® Burner system.

13. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
reliable ignition. The flame safeguard relays
should now power your main fuel shut-off
valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close pilot
cock and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

14. Light main burners at minimum, as follows:
First, make sure ratio valve is at its minimum

setting (which may be at position 1 or 2 after
completing step 6). With pilot gas established
and flame supervision system operational,
opening the main fuel shut-off valve(s) will allow
fuel flow to the AIRFLO® Mixer’s ratio valve. Turn
corresponding screw in (clockwise) until flame
ignites at burner. (This may take several turns of
the screw.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to
get any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

Continue turning in slowly until flame
becomes noticeably rich (usually purple or green
with a slight yellow tip). Then slowly back the
screw out until the flame becomes bright blue.

15. Once your flame is established and refined at this
position, and without advancing the screw carrier
quadrant higher, screw all remaining screws
down to at least the same level as your first
adjusted screws.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be
established with all the remaining adjusting
screws. Generally, each succeeding screw needs
to be screwed in approximately one additional full
turn from the preceding screw. A smooth “stair
step” gradient pre-set at this point from low to
high will simplify the remaining adjustment steps.

16. Without advancing the ratio valve quadrant,
screw down on #2 screw (one or two turns). Then
slowly advance the ratio valve quadrant to the #2
position. Adjust flame appearance at this new
position #2.

NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory
construction, allow your AIRFLO® Burner system
to operate at this low setting for the necessary
dry/cure out time period recommended by the
chamber or refractory manufacturer. Then
continue adjustment of ratio valve.

Again, without moving ratio valve, bring #3
and all remaining adjusting screws down to the
same level as #2 screw.

NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was
made earlier, the remaining screws will already
be at or below appropriate levels.
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Start-Up Instructions

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position. As each is adjusted, you
must turn the remaining unadjusted screws in at
least that far to prevent possible damage to
flexible cam strips inside the ratio valve.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position,
you must move the ratio valve to the number you
desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw
directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its
interconnected valve body linkage. Always
adjust only the screw corresponding to the
position at which the ratio valve has been set.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return ratio valve to minimum position and shut
off fuel (if flame safeguard has not already done
so). Turn in slightly on adjusting screw at point
where ignition was lost, then return ratio valve
to minimum position, re-establish pilots, open
fuel valve and verify ignition.

17. Refine main gas regulator adjustment (if
necessary) to give the desired pressure. If a
major adjustment is made, you may then need to
re-adjust the screw(s) just set.

18. After adjusting through the full range, allow
oven to reach operating temperature and refine
adjustment as needed for hot conditions.

19. Cycle AIRFLO® Burner from minimum to
maximum and refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle
AIRFLO® burner from minimum to maximum and
back several times to verify the flame is
maintained. When satisfied with adjustment,
replace ratio valve cover plate.

20. When AIRFLO® Burner performance is
satisfactory and stable throughout the firing
range, reconnect linkage to control motor.

Control linkage travel must be such that
AIRFLO® Mixer’s quadrant is moved throughout
its complete travel, or cataloged capacities and
turndowns will not be achieved.

If less than full-rated AIRFLO® Burner
capacity is required, linkage can be adjusted to
limit maximum output. With interrupted pilot, it
may be necessary to set control for somewhat
higher than minimum burner setting to permit
hold-in of flame detection system without pilot.

CAUTION: Internal drive mechanism within the
control motor may be damaged if linkage is
adjusted so as to cause binding with burner in
high or low fire position.

21. Plug all test connections not in use to avoid
fuel leakage. Replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

22. Check out overall AIRFLO® Burner system
operation by cycling through light-off at
minimum, interrupting pilot, and allowing
temperature control system to cycle AIRFLO®

Burner from minimum to maximum and return.
23. Recheck all safety system interlocks for

proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

24. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation, and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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Assembly Numbers

To order any Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixer, specify:
1. AIRFLO® Mixer designation and assembly number
2. Electrical motor specification
3. Discharge position and ratio valve arrangement
4. Assembly number and quantity of accessory

items:
– Air filter assembly
– Connecting base & linkage assembly
– Low fire start switch
– Stand-by fuel arrangement
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Assembly Numbers

Optional Low Fire Start Switches are shown in the table below. There are two assemblies available. One
includes a carbon steel air butterfly shaft and the other includes a stainless steel shaft. With either selection, the
standard air butterfly shaft in the ratio valve assembly must be removed when a low fire start switch is
added.

Optional Connecting Base and Linkage
(CB & L) Assemblies to mount and position
customer’s electric control motor or air operator are
listed at left.

NOTE: Control motor must provide at least 50 in-
lbs of torque for use with a Series “66” AIRFLO®

Mixer.
This listing of CB & L assemblies shows only a

sampling of the more popular control motors. We may
be able to furnish a CB & L for other operators not
cataloged (supply manufacturer’s name and model
number).

[1] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-LR yoke
WITH #B6301-KY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator
LESS stem locknuts

[2] Specify from Foxboro:
WITH #B6301-WR yoke
WITH #B6301-TY connection assembly
LESS indicating pointer
LESS travel indicator scale
LESS stem locknuts

[3] Dimensional interference prevents use with discharge
position #3A. For position #11A, order WITH #15983
spacer

[4] Specify from Honeywell: WITH #7616BR crank arm
[5] Specify from Penn/Johnson: WITH #LVR27A-601 crank

arm
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Bulletin 5400

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

• Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners provide stable, efficient, raw-gas operations in air streams
with relatively low duct velocities. Duct static pressure drops may be as low as 0.2" wc.

• Produces clean and odor-free combustion with natural or propane gases

• Air stream temperatures approaching a Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner can be up to 1050°F
(566°C)

• Air stream oxygen levels (as low as 12% by volume) can be tolerated without a need to add
primary combustion air to the system

• Modular burner design provides burner assembly configurations and total heat release for
maximum application flexibility

• 17 varieties of Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners available, each optimized in materials and/or
performance factors to match your specific application requirements

Covered by U.S. Patents #25,626, #3,297,259 and #4,573,907;
Canada #786,136 and #786,137; Great Britain #943,733

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394

3 ft. LV-3 assembly with
AIRFLO-PAK pilot, pilot

mixer and flame rod
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Design and Application Details

Principle of Operation
Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners are designed for

heating process air in motion and consist of a rust-
resistant gray iron, ductile iron, or aluminum bronze
body (which serves as the raw gas or air/fuel manifold),
drilled to discharge the fuel gas/mixture between
diverging stainless steel or Hastelloy-X mixing plates.

The entire burner assembly is mounted inside your
duct directly in the air stream being heated. The air
stream passes across the burner and through the
mixing plates and is used as additional combustion air,
particularly at the higher firing rates. Carefully con-
trolled mixing plate aeration patterns give progressive
mixing, superior cross-ignition and flame retention
across the entire burner assembly length. The Series
“LV” AIRFLO® Burner burns clean and odor-free with
low levels of NOx production.

Air velocities and the resulting duct static
pressure drop are the key to successful operation.
They are established by the use of a customer-
installed profile within the duct.

A minimum profile plate width of 6" is required
surrounding all Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner
assemblies.

Optimum burner performance and maximum
service life demands that air stream velocities be
uniform across the entire burner assembly.

Normal capacities vary widely with application and
duct pressures. Fuel used and design velocities affect
turndown. Modular design permits shape and total heat
release to match application needs.

Performance data varies depending upon tempera-
ture of air upstream and downstream of burner assem-
bly, the percent of oxygen (by volume) in the passing
air stream, and the allowable duct static pressure drop
(which relates to velocity of air) across the Series “LV”
AIRFLO® Burner.

Several varieties of Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burn-
ers are offered. Each type is optimized for a specific
type of application. All varieties can be used as raw
gas type systems or partial air/gas premixture is used
for heating process air-in-motion where higher up-
stream temperatures and/or lower oxygen levels are
involved.
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• LV-NP-1 AIRFLO® Burner with its gray iron body
and #321 stainless steel mixing plates is the most
economical choice for a raw gas burner system for
fresh air heating with low heat release per lineal foot.

• LV-3G AIRFLO® Burners also have gray iron bodies
and #321 stainless steel mixing plates. Four different
versions are available, either for raw gas burner
applications or those requiring a partial air/gas
premixture system and/or outlet temperatures up to
1000°F (538°C).

• LV-4D AIRFLO® Burner has a ductile iron body and
#310 stainless steel mixing plates as above for
applications with outlet temperatures up to 1500°F
(816°C).

• LV-5D AIRFLO® Burners compliment their ductile
iron bodies with Hastelloy-X mixing plates for use in
applications with up to 1700°F (927°C) outlet tem-
perature requirements.

• LV-5B AIRFLO® Burners have an aluminum bronze
body casting with Hastelloy-X mixing plates for use
with applications requiring up to 1700°F (927°C)
outlet temperatures.

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Design and Application Details

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner Design Parameters
Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners are designed for

stable, efficient, raw gas operations in air streams
with relatively low duct velocities. Duct static
pressure drops may be as low as 0.2" wc or up to
2.5" wc.

Elevated air stream temperatures approaching
the Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner can be as high as
1050°F (566°C). Reduced oxygen levels as low as
12% (by volume) are tolerated without a need to add
primary combustion air. For applications with low
oxygen levels, a partial premixture must be added
through the system.

Flame supervision may be by flame rod or UV
scanner with inlet temperatures below 600°F (316°C).
Higher temperatures will require a UV scanner with
possible addition of some cooling or purge air.

To properly select the appropriate Series
“LV” AIRFLO® Burner to meet your specific
application requirements, these four factors must first
be determined:
1. Percent (by volume) of oxygen remaining in air

stream to be heated.
2. Allowable duct static pressure drop, which is a

direct relationship to the velocity of air across the
burner and/or profile plate.

3. Air stream temperatures approaching and
downstream of the burner.

4. Type of fuel to be fired through the burner.

The designation of each Series “LV”
AIRFLO® Burner section identifies specifics about
that section, namely:
• Specific type of AIRFLO® Burner
• Mixing plate material
• Section code
• Body material
• Number of drilled holes/lineal foot

Section Description

LV = Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner

Mixing Plate Material
3 = #321 stainless steel
4 = #310 stainless steel
5 = Hastelloy-X

Section Code
6 = 6" straight section
12 = 12" straight section
18 = 18" straight section
24 = 24" straight section
T = 12" x 6" tee section
X = 12" x 12" cross section
12B = 12" back inlet straight section
BX = 12" x 12" back inlet cross section
BH = 36" back inlet “H” section

Number of (#30) drilled holes per lineal foot
24 = 24 holes (0.3113 in2/ft) discharge area
48 = 48 holes (0.6226 in2/ft) discharge area
96 = 96 holes (1.2451 in2/ft) discharge area
120 = 120 holes (1.5564 in2/ft) discharge area

Example: 12" x 12" BK INLET SECTION     LV    5   –  BX  –  D  –  24

Body Material
G = gray iron body
D = ductile iron body
B = aluminum bronze body

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner Designation
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Design and Application Details

Determine flammability limits and/or minimum oxygen content levels

Since oxygen content within the air stream is
critical to the flammability range of a Series “LV”
AIRFLO® Burner, it also directly affects the maximum
capacity (Btu/hr per lineal foot) of the burner
assembly.

The chart below relates the incoming air stream
temperature (°F) and the measured percentage of
oxygen remaining in this air stream.

This will show graphically the flammability (or the
capability) of your air stream to support raw gas
combustion. Any combination of temperatures and
oxygen levels falling above the raw gas firing line
should support combustion with a raw gas Series “LV”
AIRFLO® Burner system.

Any combination of incoming temperature and
measured percent of oxygen falling below the raw
gas line will normally require the designated
percentage of premixture through the Series “LV”
AIRFLO® Burner system.

For example:

For process air with 12% oxygen
and 600°F:

This combination needs 45%
primary air premixture.

For process air with 14% oxygen
and 800°F:

This combination could be handled
with a raw gas burner system.

Air Stream Flammability Chart
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Design and Application Details

Determine maximum heat release for Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner sys-
tems when operating as raw gas

Pressure drop
factor =

∆ P

Chart C – Pressure Drop Factor
Differential Duct
Static Pressure Drop 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5
(inches wc)
Pressure
Drop 0.45 0.63 0.77 0.89 1.0 1.1 1.22 1.4 1.58
Factor C

Chart D – Temperature Factor

°F 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

°C 93 149 204 260 316 371 427 482 538 593 649

1.12 1.04 0.98 0.93 0.88 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.73 0.71Temperature
Factor D

Measured
Incoming Air
Temperature

Temperature
factor =

1.25 S.G.

Chart E – Oxygen Content Factor
Measured
% Oxygen 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 20% 20.8%
Content

Oxygen
Level 0.06 0.065 0.07 0.075 0.08 0.085 0.09 0.1 0.104
Factor E

Oxygen level
factor =

% oxygen
(expressed as a decimal)

2

Notice: When primary combustion air is supple-
mented in the system, a corresponding work
load increase must be factored into the gross
heating requirement to heat the fresh combus-
tion air being introduced.

For example:
For 1" wc pressure drop with 700°F incoming
temperature and 14% oxygen content:

C x D x E x 23,832 =
1.0 x 0.84 x 0.07 x 23,832 = 1401

Under these conditions, the “LV” AIRFLO® Burner
should be selected at 1,400,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot.

Once flammability level of the process air stream
has been determined from page 5404, the heat release
per lineal foot of burner may be calculated.

The Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner performance is
affected by a combination of:
1. Percent (by volume) of oxygen remaining in the

process air stream to be heated
2. Allowable duct static pressure drop, which is a

direct relationship to the velocity across the burner
and/or profile plate

3. Process air stream temperatures, approaching
and downstream of the burner element

To calculate heat release per lineal foot of
Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner, multiply a factor
from each of the charts below that matches the
specific parameters of your application by the
constant (23,832) to get heat release in 1000’s Btu/
hr per foot.

Note: This constant evolves from the orifice flow
formula:

1655  x K  x  A (area)
Pressure drop

Specific gravity
X

K = orifice coefficient

A = mixing plate
discharge area (in2)

Factors in
Charts C, D & E
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Performance Selection Data

Maximum burner capacities are affected by air
stream oxygen level, approach air temperature, and
duct static pressure drop as shown on the preceding
pages.

Flame length data shown on chart below is a factor
of burner firing rate and static pressure drop across the

burner. It is not greatly affected by air stream oxygen
levels with Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners.

Differential gas pressures and flame lengths
shown are approximate since burner assembly configu-
rations and varying velocities may affect actual
readings in field.

Performance Data for 24 hole/ft. – raw gas operation

NOTE: Continuous operation in shaded region should be avoided in general fume incineration applications.
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Performance Selection Data

Air stream velocity and resulting pressure drop
affect performance of Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners as
shown in previous charts. This velocity across and
through your burner’s mixing plates must be kept
uniform by use of a silhouette profile plate through
which the burner fires. A minimum 6" profile plate
should be installed surrounding the interior duct walls
at the leading edge of your burner’s mixing plates.

Optimum design operating velocity ranges are
shown in Table 1. The most accurate readings for
velocities (in SFPM) are as measured with a velometer
(or Pitot tube) directly in the duct at the plane of the
profile plate and leading edge of your burner mixing
plates.

Since Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners are installed in
such widely diversified applications, it is often difficult
to get into the chamber/duct and profile plate area to
obtain any velocity pressure readings described above.
For this reason, a close approximation of operating
velocities may be made with a measurement of duct
static pressure drop. Preferably, a static pressure
test point one duct diameter in distance upstream from
the profile plate and one duct diameter length down-
stream will give approximation of operating velocity
across the burner. These static pressure drops relate
to velocity as shown in Table 1.

CAUTION: Do not try to take a differential static
pressure reading from a test port at or near an
elbow in the duct or chamber due to potentially
erroneous readings caused by turbulence set up within
the duct at such points. Measure in a straight duct
with at least one diameter in length before and after the
test port location.

To determine profile plate opening areas, add
burner displacement areas (Ft2/section) from Table 2
for your complete burner assembly to Net Free Area of
your duct:

Net Free Area of Duct (Ft2) = Fan Volume (SCFM)

Velocity (SFPM)

Net Free Area (Ft2) + Burner Displacement (Ft2)
= Profile Area (Ft2)

Various duct size/profile area relationships may give
slightly different field site data than is shown in Table
2.
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Page 5408 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners

Performance Selection Data

To find duct static pressure drop over burnerProfiling for higher temperature applications
When calculating profile dimensions for Series “LV”

AIRFLO® Burner assemblies in applications with higher
inlet air temperatures, greater temperature rise, and/or
variable air stream volumes, the air with elevated
temperature and densities must be considered.

Sample calculations
A sample procedure for determining maximum

presssure drop and calculating profile size is provided
below.

Given: Duct size = 6 ft. x 4 ft.
Maximum air flow rate = 10,000 SCFM [1]
Minimum air flow rate = 3,600 SCFM
Inlet air temperature = 1000°F

[1] SCFM = cubic feet/minute of air at STP (60°F and 14.7
PSIA pressure)
Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner arrangement

at maximum and minimum air flow rates

Procedure: To keep pressure drop to a minimum for
high air flow condition, we’ll want the
lowest possible pressure drop at the low
air flow condition.

– From page 5406, minimum pressure drop = 0.2" wc

To find what pressure drop would result at high air
flow condition, we must first find the “net free area”
required.
– From table at left: 1000°F inlet air and 0.2" wc

pressure drop requires 0.42 ft2 per 1000 ACFM
– Since minimum air flow is given at 3600 SCFM, this

figure must be converted to “actual” cubic feet per
minute.

Net area  = “Factor”  x

3600  x

Net free area = 0.42 x
1000

Net area = 4.16 ft2

For maximum flow condition of 10,000 SCFM, the
“net area” remains at 4.16 ft2, we can expect the
pressure drop to increase.
– To determine pressure drop for the maximum flow

condition, re-solve the equation for “factor”.

Net area  = “Factor”  x

10,000 x
4.16 ft2   = “Factor”  x

1000
Factor = 0.15

– From table at left: Under the 1000°F column, we find
0.15 factor. Go to left hand column to find expected
duct static pressure drop for high air flow condition
to be 1.6" wc.

(460 + 1000)

(460 + 70)
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Performance Selection Data

Sample calculations (continued)

To find required profile dimensions
Procedure:

Profile area = burner displacement + net free area

– From table on page 5407, find total burner
displacement area

(3) 36" H sections @ 0.92 ft2 = 2.76 ft2

(4) 6" straight sections @ 0.19 ft2 = 0.76 ft2

3.52 ft2

Total “gross” profile area = 3.52 ft2 + 4.16 ft2

= 7.68 ft2

Note: Use minimum 6" profile plate around duct.

To determine profile opening width
– If we add 2" clearance to each end of 4 ft. burner

assembly width:
width = 4' + 2" + 2" = 4'4" = 4.33'

– Check for minimum of 6" profile.
6' – 4'4" = 20"

= 10" on each side, so condition is met

To determine profile height
– Gross area = width x height

7.68 ft2 = 4.33 ft x height
height = 1.77 ft.

– Check for minimum of 6" profile.
4' – 1.77' - 2.23'

= 1.12', so condition is met

– Therefore, profile size becomes:
4'4" x 21-1/4"

Burner assembly layout should be symmetrical
with relation to the inlet feed sections.

Burner feed piping must be adequate to provide a
well-distributed flow of gas throughout the burner
assembly. Do not exceed the capacity feed
limitations shown in table below.

Observation ports, provided and positioned to
provide direct visual inspection of both pilot and main
burner flames, simplify start-up and operating proce-
dures. Maintenance access should also be provided
upstream of burner assembly.

20"

2

2.23'

2
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Performance Selection Data
INCINO-PAK® Burner Inlet Feed Sections

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections are special con-
figurations of 12" or 36" back inlet feed sections.
They provide “outside-the-duct” access to pilot, ignitor,
and flame safeguard components, eliminating lateral
duct wall connections.

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections are designed to
feed Series “LV” AIRFLO® systems in end-fired
incinerators or preheaters with cylindrical combustion
chambers, or when burner is fired at an elbow in the
ductwork.

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections can be used alone
(with appropriate end plates and accessories added), or
as an inlet feed section in a larger Series “LV”
AIRFLO® Burner assembly.

All INCINO-PAK® Burner sections contain a 2"
(NPT) gas inlet connection which may be used to feed
Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner with a maximum capacity
of 7,000,000 Btu/hr.

Heat release and gas pressure requirements
match those of the other Series “LV” AIRFLO® sec-
tions. The raw gas pilot capacity is 25,000 Btu/hr.

WARNING: Pilot gas should be interrupted once
main flame is established. UV sight tube must
be sealed against any scanner cooling air used.

Three manifold lengths are offered in both the 12B

12" back inlet INCINO-PAK® Burner section shown with (2)
Series “LV” AIRFLO® end plates; includes spark ignitor,
pilot gas adjustable orifice, raw gas pilot, and arranged for
mounting customer’s UV scanner

and 36B back inlet INCINO-PAK® Burner sections:
Series 600 = 600 millimeter (23.8") length
Series 800 = 800 millimeter (31.5") length
Series 1100 = 1100 millimeter (43.3") length

This “manifold length” reflects the distance
between the outside duct mounting wall and the
centerline of the lineburner casting. See catalog page
5418 for specific dimensions.

Each INCINO-PAK® Burner section includes a spark
electrode, adjustable pilot gas orifice, body gasket, and
provision for your UV scanner.

Typical block & bleed piping layout for raw gas INCINO-PAK®

Burner system as frequently required by insurance authorities
Typical installation

in cylindrical incinerator

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the approproate agencies for approval on each applica-
tion.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series LV-NP1 AIRFLO® Burner sections
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series LV-3, -4, and -5 AIRFLO® Burner sections

Series LV-3, -4, and -5 AIRFLO® Burner back inlet sections

Inlet flange options

A

Size B

2" NPT 0.88

3" NPT 1.75

Size A

3" NPT 3

4" NPT 4
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Dimensions (in inches)

Pilots & end plate assemblies for Series LV-3, -4, & -5 AIRFLO® Burner
sections

Built-in pilot assemblies must mount only where Series
“LV” AIRFLO® Burner sections provide for the segmented
gas chamber within the burner body casting. See sketches
below relative to possible locations for built-in pilot assem-
blies.

With built-in pilot arrangement, a section of the burner
body casting is separated off to form a cavity for pilot gas.
Pilot flame emerges through the main burner face.

Pilot mixer options
 for Series “LV” AIRFLO-PAK

pilot sets (above)

All straight 6"
sections, whether
gray iron, ductile
iron, or aluminum
bronze, can accept
built-in pilots on
one end.

Ductile iron 12" x
6" tee sections
can have built-in
pilot assembly
mounted on any
end.
NOTE: Gray iron
tee sections do
not accept built-in
pilot assemblies.

Aluminum bronze
12" x 6" tee
section can accept
built-in pilot only
on right end of
straight 12" side
(when viewed from
back side of the
assembly).

Plain End Plate Set 2" End Inlet Set 2" Inlet Pilot Set

Air-Gas Pilot Mixers – Pressure Type
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Dimensions (in inches)

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

As used with built-in
pilot assemblies

As used with AIRFLO-PAK
pilot assembliesDescription

Description
As used with AIRFLO-PAK

pilot assemblies
As used with built-in

pilot assemblies

External mounting plate
assembly for external flame
rod & external spark ignitor

NOTE: Order spark electrode
and 24" flame rod
sub-assemblies separately

External mounting plate
assembly for external
spark electrode & exter-
nal UV scanner

NOTE: Order spark
electrode sub-assembly
separately

External mounting plate
assembly for external UV
scanner & internal spark
ignitor

External mounting plate
assembly for internal
spark ignitor & internal
flame rod
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Dimensions (in inches)

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

External mounting plate details
A plate is included with all assemblies shown on
page 5414.

Mounting plate with two (2)
feed-through insulators for
internal mounting of spark
ignitor and flame rod. Same
size external mounting
plate used in all assem-
blies shown on page 5414.

Positioning mounting plate in relation to
“LV” -3, -4, & -5 AIRFLO® Burner pilot
location

External mounting plate dimensions

Through-wall opening required
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

Profile Plate Bracket
Provides support for profile

within closed burner loop. On
some applications, it may be
necessary to restrict air flow
between adjacent burner rows
to achieve design operating
velocities. This is done by
installing customer-fabricated profile plates on profile
mounting bracket(s). See sketch 1 below for use on
square openings (formed by adjacent cross-sections of
burner). Sketch 2 applies to rectangular opening.

Universal support bracket
Normally used in pairs as shown below. Mount to

burner assembly at any joint between sections.
Two versions available: Zinc plated carbon steel for

maximum inlet temperature up to 750°F (399°C) or 304
SS for maximum inlet temperature up to 1600°F
(871°C).

Flame rod identification
For those Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burners using flame

rods, most applications are covered by one of two
sizes (specific number depends on nominal length “N”
of rod extension). These may need to be cut to
dimension “L” specified in tables on pages 9908 and
9908A before use in your particular application.

N

7-1/8"

24"

Division plate
Provides isolation
of burner feed(s)
where desirable.

1

2
Externally Mounted
Spark Electrodes

Optional cover protects porcelain
insulator and electrical connection
from dirt and moisture. May be
used for ambient temperatures up
to 450°F (232°C).

Direct Mounted
14mm

Spark Ignitors

For LV-4 & -5 AIRFLO® Burner

Dimension "A" 12 18 24 36
Dimension "B" 13.8 19.8 25.8 36.2
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Component Identification
Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Item
Number

1 Burner body
2 Back up bar (straight)
3 Gasket, body (straight)
4 Back up bar (inside)
5 Gasket, inside
6 Back up bar (outside)
7 Gasket, outside elbow
8 Support bracket gasket 18 GA
9 6" mixing plate

10 Corner mixing plate
12 M10 - 1.5 x 45 hex head cap screw
13 M10 - 1.5 finished hex nut
14 #10 -24 FLEX-LOK hex nut
15 #10 -24 x 1/2" indented hex head machine screw
16 #10 -24 x 2-1/4" indented hex head machine screw
17 Washer
18 #10 -24 x 3/8" indented hex head machine screw
19 M10 - 1.5 hex nut finished
20 M10 - 1.5 x 35 hex head cap screw
21 1/4" -20 x 3/4" hex head cap screw

Part DescriptionTo order replacement parts:
1. Identify specific Series “LV” AIRFLO®

series/type from burner assembly informa-
tion plate pictured on page 5419.

2. Provide sketch of burner arrangement,
as viewed from back (or casting side) of
assembly. For example:

3. Specify quantity of each replacement
item required from table at right.
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Dimensions (in inches)

INCINO-PAK® Burner Back Inlet Sections

Series “LV” AIRFLO® type 36" back inlet sections

Series “LV” AIRFLO® type 12" back inlet sections

Pipe threads on this page conform to
NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

seireS A B L X

006 18.32 52.73 56.13 5.1

008 5.13 52.54 43.93 57.1

0011 13.34 52.65 51.15 1
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Component Identification
INCINO-PAK® Burners

Nameplate located on
INCINO-PAK® Burner backplate

Nameplate located on
 INCINO-PAK® Burner body
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Notes
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Installation Instructions

General
These mounting instructions for Series “LV”

AIRFLO® Burners are in addition to the general
AIRFLO® Line Burner installation instructions
published on Maxon catalog pages 5000-S-1 through
5000-S-10.

Specific instructions are also offered for other
Maxon component items:
– Shut-Off Valves (pages 6000-S-1 through S-14)
– Flow Control Valves (pages 7000-S-1 through S-4)
– Mixing Tubes (pages 3200-S-1 through S-6)

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any new
gas line before actually connecting to the burner
system.

Main gas shut-off cock should be upstream of
both main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it
to shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours. MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves are not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses. Follow
the instructions attached to the regulator during
installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It should
normally include its own pilot gas regulator (selected
to meet pilot flow and pressure needs), a solenoid
valve and shut-off cock. An adjustable gas orifice at
the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Appropriate pilots should be provided which are
compatible with the type of burner and control system
being used.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a safety control system) shut the fuel supply off with a
loss of electrical power. Manual reset valves require
operator attendance each time the system is started
up (or restarted after a shut-down). Motorized shut-
off valves permit automatic start/restart when used
with appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. At a minimum, they should be provided down-
stream of any mixing tube and at each burner inlet.
Test connections should never be installed in elbows
or pipe tees. Test connections must be plugged
except when readings are being taken.

Bolt Torque Tightening
1. Apply Never-Seez (anti-seize and lubricating

compound) to the threads of the bolts to improve
the pre-loading of the gasket.

2. Tighten the bolts to 1/2 the specified value (see
table below), starting at position 1 and working to
position 6.

3. Tighten the bolts to the full torque value, starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

4. Tighten the bolts again to the full value starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

seulaVeuqroT
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Page 5400-S-2 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

INCINO-PAK® Burner Sections
INCINO-PAK® Burner sections are special configu-

rations of 12" and 36" back inlet feed sections de-
signed to provide “outside-the-duct” access to the
pilot, ignitor and flame safeguard components.

These sections are used in end-fired incinerators or
preheaters, or when burner is fired at an elbow in the
ductwork. As such, the mounting and installation of
INCINO-PAK® Burner sections differs slightly from the
other Maxon AIRFLO® Burners.

Installation Instructions

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each application.

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections mount through the
duct/chamber wall and extend the AIRFLO® Burner
body and mixing plates out into the air stream. They
must still be profiled in the duct, since velocity must
be maintained just like all Maxon AIRFLO® Burners.

The externally mounted burner body housing
remains on the outside of the duct/chamber.

A typical INCINO-PAK® Burner system piping
layout is illustrated in the drawing below:
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INCINO-PAK® Burner Mounting CAUTION: Prior to attempting burner separa-
tion, completely remove the spark ignitor from
the INCINO-PAK® Burner assembly. Replace
ignitor only after INCINO-PAK® section is
securely mounted.

Remove remaining (3) flange bolts from burner
inlet flange. (Instruction packet is attached to this
flange joint at time of manufacture.) Once the (4) body
inlet flange bolts are removed, the burner element can
be separated from the gas inlet tube sub-assembly by
pulling gas inlet body out of burner element.

NOTICE: The gas scanner
tube and spark ignitor tube
must align themselves with
the large holes in the burner
body casting face.

This alignment and the
inlet flange joint integrity
must be maintained when
burner is re-assembled.

Place large body flange
gasket (shipped loose) onto
gas inlet tube to seal body
inlet flange and combustion
chamber wall joint prior to
mounting burner element and/
or gas inlet burner body into
position on your combustion
chamber.

Provide a liberal coating of
the high-temperature “Never-
Seez” gasket paste (shipped
loose) on both metal flange
surfaces. Insert the 2" diam-
eter inlet flange gasket
(shipped loose) between
these surfaces prior to re-
assembling burner element
and inlet tube sub-assembly.

NOTE: Wooden alignment
dowels inserted through the
large holes of the burner
element face casting will help
to remount and align the gas
scanner tube and spark
ignitor tube when re-assem-
bling the burner assembly.

A typical method of through-wall mounting of
INCINO-PAK® Burner is shown above. The
INCINO-PAK® Burner’s back housing is normally
mounted and secured onto a separate “wall plug” that
is large enough to allow the burner element to be
inserted through the duct/chamber wall opening and
center itself in the profile plate. The burner element’s
weight must be independently supported.

The “wall plug” is secured into the opening of the
duct/chamber wall, positioning the burner element in
the air stream, and providing a maintenance/inspec-
tion access port for the burner and combustion
chamber.

The INCINO-PAK® Burner sections can be used
alone (with appropriate end plates, etc.) or as an inlet
feed section in a larger Series “LV” AIRFLO® Burner
assembly.

You must separate the INCINO-PAK® Burner
body housing and gas scanner tube sub-assem-
bly from the AIRFLO® Burner element, then re-
assemble it after mounting in your duct/chamber.
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Page 5400-S-4 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off should
be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry and with knowledge
of the overall installation. Instructions provided
by the company and/or individuals responsible
for the manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial burner start-up of raw
gas burner system:

1. Close all burner fuel valves or cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers
are properly positioned and locked into
operating positions.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be accom-
plished during a “manual” burner control mode.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve’s operating crank arm (or from your
Maxon Control Valve) by loosening the control
motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s toggle
linkage. Manually set and secure control valve in
its “minimum” position.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper blower motor rotation and
impeller direction. Verify that all control interlocks
are working. Allow air handling equipment to run
for adequate purge of your manifolds and com-
bustion chamber plenums. With main gas shut
off, manually advance MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve’s operating crank to “high fire” position so
that air only flows through burner and combustion
chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. To light and adjust gas pilot: Pilot gas regula-
tor should initially be set at approximately mid-
point of its adjustment range. With pilot gas
solenoid valve closed, open main fuel gas and
pilot gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and open
pilot gas solenoid. Turn adjustable orifice screw
out (counter-clockwise) several turns from its
fully seated position. Observe pilot ignition
through a sight port and/or by viewing micro-
amp signal metered from flame safeguard relay
circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/
or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

7. Prepare to ignite main burner by adjusting
main gas regulator to approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. Linkage arrangement for
the use of Series “CV” Gas Control Valve is
illustrated above for a typical control motor.
Arrange accordingly.

Typical Electric Control Motor
with Series “CV” Control Valve
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Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

8. With control valve at “minimum”, ignite main
burner by opening main fuel shut-off valve.
Adjust main gas regulator to give the desired
outlet pressure. Refine pilot adjustment if it has
been affected. Adjust burner “minimum” by
turning in on the minimum stop screw of the gas
control valve until stable flame appears in the
narrow zipper channel at the base of burner
mixing plates.

A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.

NOTE: If your Maxon Series “LV” AIRFLO®

Burner was furnished with an adjustable gradi-
ent type Series “Q” or SYNCHRO Control Valve
instead of a Series “CV” Valve, proceed to step
8A for specific instructions and differences in
adjustment procedures.

C. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the
screw carrier quadrant higher, screw all
remaining screws down to at least the same
level as your first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be estab-
lished with all the remaining adjusting
screws. Generally, each succeeding screw
needs to be screwed in approximately one
full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A
smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the re-
maining adjustment steps.

D. Without advancing the SYNCHRO Valve
quadrant, screw down on #2 screw (one or
two turns). Then slowly advance the
SYNCHRO Valve quadrant to the #2
position. Refine flame appearance at this
new position #2.

E. Turn all higher-numbered screws in at least
as far as the one last adjusted, then turn next
one in as necessary to achieve desired flame
while rotating valve mechanism to that
position on indicator strip.

F. Repeat for each remaining screw.
NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam
strips, always turn all higher-numbered
screws in as far as the one last adjusted.

G. Refine adjustment as needed, always turning
valve so that position indicator matches
screw being adjusted. For more fuel, turn
screw in (clockwise); for less fuel, turn screw
out (counter-clockwise). If screws must be
turned in flush with carrier casting, increase
fuel pressure and re-adjust by starting at
minimum over again.

H. Cycle system off and on, and through all
firing rates until satisfied with performance.

I. Reconnect control motor linkage and check
that operator does not “bind” and that all
interlocks are performing properly.

9. Adjust burner “high fire” by slowly rotating
fuel control valve crank arm towards its
maximum. Observe flame characteristics
carefully. Flame should remain a bright blue
color with a length beyond the mixing plates as
indicated in capacity/specification data. If flame
becomes too long and yellow, gas pressure is
too high and/or air velocity is too low.

A. From step #5, the automatic control motor
linkage has already been disconnected from
your adjustable gradient type control valve
and the valve is at its “minimum” position.

B. Open fuel supply and begin adjustment of
appropriate adjustable gradient valve by
turning in minimum (or lowest numbered)
screw until desired flame is achieved. (Main
fuel regulator may need adjusted at this
point.)
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Page 5400-S-6 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may affect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.

To measure gas pressure, connect water
column (manometer) to the test connection in
burner’s end plate. To determine air velocity,
use a velometer at the profile opening. Correct
velocities by increasing or decreasing profile
opening size.

If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased or velocities are
too high and may need to be decreased. Note
that air velocities should be measured only when
the fan is handling air at the desired control
temperature.

The desired maximum capacity may be
achieved with less than full control valve open-
ing. Mark with a pencil or scribe the point on
valve crank arm where the desired maximum is
obtained, then return crank arm to low position
and shut system off.

10. Referring to illustration on page 5400-S-4,
reconnect control motor linkage (with control
motor in low or minimum position) by loosening
toggle clamp screw [1] and moving toggle clamp
[2] along the connecting linkage to a point where
toggle clamp bolt [3] can be placed at the
outermost position of control motor crank slot.
Then tighten toggle clamp screw [1], thus fixing
clamp to linkage.

Allowing toggle clamp bolt [3] to slide in the
crank arm slot, cycle control motor towards its
maximum position and move fuel control valve

crank [4] to the previously-determined maximum
firing rate position. Tighten toggle clamp bolt [3],
thus fixing clamp to motor crank.

Cycle control motor back to minimum, watch-
ing carefully that it does not bind before reaching
minimum.

If it is stopped or if minimum is not reached,
loosen toggle clamp screw [1] and move toggle
clamp along the connecting linkage so both
motor and valve can assume their minimum
positions. Then retighten toggle clamp screw [1].
Refine adjustment by cycling several times
between low and high control motor position
while re-adjusting toggle clamp bolt [3] as
necessary until control motor travels through its
full cycle while moving control valve crank arm
from its minimum only up to the desired maxi-
mum previously determined.

11. Relight burner and cycle control system from
low to high fire several times to observe
performance. Refine adjustments of pilot and
main burner minimum if necessary.

Warning: Test every UV flame sensor system
for dangerous spark excitation from ignitors
and other burners, as well as other possible
sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.

12. Check carefully that all interlocks and limits
are in full operating condition and before
system is placed into full service, instruct
operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system, estab-
lishing written instructions for reference.

Raw Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions for INCINO-PAK® Burner Sections
INCINO-PAK® Burner

sections are started up in the
same manner as other AIRFLO®

Burners, except the designed
manifolding for the raw gas
brings all the components to the
“outside” of the duct.

Your control valve is adjusted
in the same manner with
INCINO-PAK® Burners as
described earlier for raw gas
burner start-up instructions.
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners may also be
installed in oxygen-starved air streams. In those
applications, a full or partial premixed air/gas mixture
must be supplied to your AIRFLO® Burner to support
proper combustion. With “partial-premixed” AIRFLO®

Burner systems, a Series “HG” Mixing Tube with
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve is often used to premix
gas and air prior to its introduction to the AIRFLO®

Line Burner assembly.
A typical “HG” Mixing Tube system piping

layout is illustrated below.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layout shown. Specific piping
and wiring diagrams should always be submitted to
the appropriate agencies for approval on each
application.

Combustion air blower provides the air (oxygen)
supply to your combustion system and is essential to
the mixing of fuel gas. It should be located in the
coolest, cleanest position that you can find near the
burner itself. It must not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in the inert
gases or hot air rising from a furnace or oven. If
problems exist, consider filters, relocation and/or
ducting of an outside fresh air supply.

Minimize combustion air pressure drop between
blower and mixing tube. Keep a minimum straight run
of four pipe diameters into the mixer air inlet. Down-
stream piping from mixer to burner should be kept as
short as possible.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Natural gas pressure generally required (as
measured at the mixer gas inlet) is 1 PSIG higher
than air pressure for “HG” Mixing Tubes.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

CAUTION: Do not install any shut-off device in
the air/gas mixture line.

For initial burner start-up of partial-
premixed burner system:

Start-up steps #1 through #5 are the same for
partial-premix and raw gas burner systems. See page
5400-S-4 for first five start-up steps, then continue
with step #6 below.

6. Check minimum mixture pressure at burners
by turning the MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
its minimum position and reading differential air
pressure only at each burner with a water
column manometer. Any reading below 0.10" wc
differential (natural gas) requires re-adjustment
as described below.

Setting minimum mixture pressure with a
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and Series
“HG” Mixing Tube system:

If minimum mixture pressure must be in-
creased, open the MICRO-RATIO® air valve
slowly (by turning toward higher-numbered
positions) until the required differential air
(mixture) pressure is reached, then mark air
valve dial at the position opposite pointer. This
point will become the minimum air setting for
your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing tube system
(see sketch on page 5400-S-8).

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners Page 5400-S-7
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

Having marked and/or recorded the MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valve’s air valve settings for
both minimum and maximum firing positions,
you may adjust the linkage and travel of the gas
valve’s stroke (see sketch below).

Loosen Allen set screw “A” and binding screw
“B” in toggle “C”. Move the toggle in universal
cam assembly slot towards the center of rotation
so that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum”
setting position. Tighten down set screw “A” and
binding screw “B” with both valves set at
“minimum”.

Establish set screw “A” as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw “B” as
maximum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t
matter which is maximum or minimum, as long
as you identify and keep the same reference
points for the next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding
screw “B” and adjust pointer and linkage to
correct just half the distance required to make
the air valve pointer indicate the maximum air
valve setting.

Continue opening the MICRO-RATIO® air
valve while watching the manometer connected
into the burner’s air/gas mixture manifold.
Determine the point at which further opening of
the air valve gives no appreciable increase in air
pressure within the manifold/burner. Mark the air
valve dial at this position opposite the air valve
pointer. This point will become the maximum air
setting for your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing
tube system.
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

Re-tighten set screw “A” and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw “B” for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until the
gas and air valves reach their minimum and
maximum positions simultaneously. Normally,
this is accomplished within seven adjustments.

7. Remove cover plate from screw carrier cam
assembly and turn all adjusting screws counter-
clockwise until flush with outer surface of casting
(new equipment is shipped this way).

8. Open main and pilot gas cocks and light first
burner pilot following instructions appropriate for
that burner and pilot type. If multiple pilots are
used, open individual cocks and adjust each in
turn.

To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to
insure pilot combustion air supply is flowing to
any pressure pilot mixer. Pilot gas regulator
should initially be set at approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. With pilot gas solenoid
closed, open main fuel gas and pilot gas cock.
Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas solenoid.
Observe pilot ignition through sight port of pilot
assembly and/or by viewing micro-amp signal
metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting
gas flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot
regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Re-open and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

9. Light main burners at minimum as follows:
First, turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its

minimum setting (which may be at position 1 or
2 after completing step 6), then open fuel shut-
off valve and turn corresponding screw in
(clockwise) until flame ignites at all burner
nozzles. (This may take several turns of the
screw.)
NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

Continue turning in slowly until flame be-
comes noticeably rich (usually purple or green
with a slight yellow tip). Then slowly back the
screw out until the flame becomes bright blue.

A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.

10. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws. Gener-
ally, each succeeding screw needs to be
screwed in approximately one full turn more
(clockwise) than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low
to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
minimum position and shut off fuel (if flame
safeguard has not already done so). Turn in
slightly on adjusting screw at point where
ignition was lost, then return valve to minimum
position, re-establish pilot, open fuel valve and
verify ignition.

11. Without advancing the valve quadrant, screw
down clockwise on #2 screw (one or two turns).
Then slowly advance the screw carrier quadrant
to the #2 position. Adjust flame appearance at
this new position #2.
NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construc-
tion, allow your burner system to operate at this
low setting for the necessary dry/cure-out time
period recommended by the chamber or refrac-
tory manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of
valve.
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

12. Again, without moving valve, bring #3 and all
remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as #2 screw.
NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was
made earlier, the remaining screws will already
be at or below appropriate levels.

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

As each is adjusted, you must turn the
remaining unadjusted screws in at least that far
to prevent possible damage to flexible cam
strips inside the screw carrier cam assembly.

Turning a screw in “clockwise” gives more
gas at that setting; turning it out gives less.
NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the valve quadrant to the number
you desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting
screw directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its intercon-
nected valve body linkage.

 13. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

CAUTION: After completing previously listed
steps, check all interlocking safety components
and circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close main and
pilot cocks, and contact responsible individual
before proceeding further.

14. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

15. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to
cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return.

Re-check all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

16. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item number. To order loose
items, order individual assembly numbers.
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Assembly Numbers
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NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured
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NOTE: All choices are not available
in some cases.
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)3(31763 )4(4310501 )4(3277401 )4(0377401 )4(7377401

TESTELNIDNE"2
testelnidne"2

--- )4(5310501 --- --- ---

TESGLFTLNIDNE"52.1
tesegnalftelnidne"4/1-1

)4(51763 --- --- --- ---

krapStceriD
&etalPdnE

telnIdnE
steSegnalF

IS57081/WTESKRPSRID
&rotingikraps57081#sedulcni(teskrapstceriD
71181#redro;doremalfagnitnuomrofsedivorp

)yletarapes

--- )5(6310501 )5(4277401 )5(1377401 ---

IS57081/WTESSDTLNI"2
kraps57081#sedulcni(teskrapstceridtelni"2

redro;doremalfagnitnuomrofsedivorp&rotingi
)yletarapesdoremalf71181#

--- )5(7310501 )5(5277401 )5(2377401 ---

EGNALFTELNIDNE"2 --- --- FIE2D4VL FIE2D5VL ---

TESSDCP-2IS-RF"52.1FPN
sedulcniteskrapstcerideceip-2IS-RF"4/1-1-FPN

doremalf71181#redro(rotingikraps93732#
)yletarapes

)4(61763 --- --- --- ---

toliPni-tliuB
steS

)TNMRID(TESTLIPNI-TLIUB
VU/doremalfdetnuomtceridrof,testolipni-tliuB

kraps57081#sedulcni,rotingikraps&rennacs
desufi,doremalfredro(rotingi , )yletarapes

--- )6(8310501 )6(6277401 )6(3377401 )6(8377401

)TNMTXE(TESTLIPNI-TLIUB
emalfdetnuomyllanretxerof,testolipni-tliuB

,doremalfredro(edortcelekraps&rennacsVU/dor
ylbmessagnitnuomlanretxedna,edortcele,desufi

)yletarapes

--- )6(9310501 )6(7277401 )6(4377401 )6(9377401

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item number. To order loose
items, order individual assembly numbers.
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Page 5400-A/P-4 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Assembly Numbers

OLFRIA"VL"seireS ® renruBeniL
>snoitacificepSlairetaM

htiwseidobnoriyarG
leetssselniats123#

setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob

SS013#
setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob
XyolletsaH

setalpgnixim

munimulA
seidobeznorb
XyolletsaHhtiw

setalpgnixim

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 1PNVL
-42G3VL
021G3VL

-42D4VL
021D4VL

-42D5VL
021D5VL

-42B5VL
021B5VL

metI >snoitangiseD

elytSdlO 1PN-VL 58-VL FC4-VL FC5-VL FC6-VL

tnerruC 1PN-VL

&(42G3VL
urht)42D
021G3VL
)021D&(

urht42D4VL
021D4VL

urht42D5VL
021D5VL

urht42B5VL
021B5VL

rexiMtoliP
snoitpO

KAP-OLFRIArof
seilbmessatolip

evoba

REXIMTOLIPCIREHPSOMTA
reximtolipcirehpsomtA

--- )1(84961 )1(30102 ]1[)1(30102

CTE,FIROJDA/WRXMTLIPHPSMTA
,kcocffo-tuhssedulcnireximtolipcirehpsomtA

ecifiroelbatsujda49293#dnagnibut
--- )2(62321 --- --- ---

FIROJDA/WREXIMTLIPERUSSERP
elbatsujda97583#sedulcnireximtoliperusserP

ecifiro
--- )2(28071 )2(08611 ]1[)2(08611

toliPOLFRIA
steS

)TNMRID(TESTLIPKAP-OLFRIA
emalfdetnuomtceridrof,testolipKAP-OLFRIA
57081#sedulcni,rotingikraps&rennacsVU/dor

tolipdna,desufi,doremalfredro(rotingikraps
)yletarapesrexim

--- )8(0410501 )8(8277401 )8(5377401 ]1[)8(5377401

)TNMTXE(TESTLIPKAP-OLFRIA
emalfdetnuomyllanretxerof,testolipKAP-OLFRIA
,doremalfredro(edortcelekraps&rennacsVU/dor

lanretxedna,reximtolip,edortcelekraps,desufi
)yletarapesylbmessagnitnuom

--- )8(1410501 )8(9277401 )8(6377401 ]1[)8(6377401

FIRO,IS/WYSATLIPKAP-INIMPN
kraps93732#sedulcni,ylbmessatolipKAP-INIMPN

71181#redro(ecifiroelbatsujda77583#&rotingi
)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf

)3(81763 --- --- --- ---

CTE,IS/WTESTLIPKAP-PN
kraps93732#sedulcni,ylbmessatolipKAP-INIMPN
kcocffo-tuhs"61/5,ecifiroelbatsujda77583#,rotingi
fi,doremalf71181#redro(gnibut.aid"61/5fo"42&

)yletarapes,desu

)4(91763 --- --- --- ---

IS/WTESTLIPKAP-PN
IS/wtestolipKAP-PN

41763 --- --- --- ---

.F°0001oterutarepmethcaorppamumixamehtsrewoL.sgnitsaceznorb-munimulafodaetsnisgnitsacnorielitcudsesU]1[

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item number. To order loose items,
order individual assembly numbers.
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Assembly Numbers

Page 5400-A/P-5Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

9/03

*See Page 5400 A/P-7 for segment choices.

OLFRIA"VL"seireS ® renruBeniL
>snoitacificepSlairetaM

htiwseidobnoriyarG
leetssselniats123#

setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob

SS013#
setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob
XyolletsaH

setalpgnixim

munimulA
seidobeznorb
yolletsaHhtiw
setalpgniximX

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 1PNVL
-42G3VL
021G3VL

-42D4VL
021D4VL

-42D5VL
021D5VL

-42B5VL
021B5VL

lanretxE
gnitnuoM

etalP
seilbmessA

VUTXE&ISTNI:TLPGTMTXE
rennacsVUlanretxe&rotingikrapslanretniroF

--- )3(70904 --- --- ---

RFTNI&ISTNI:TLPGTMTXE
doremalflanretni&rotingikrapslanretniroF

--- )3(80904 --- --- ---

VU&CELEKPSTXE:TLPGTMTXE
rennacsVUlanretxe&edortcelekrapslanretxeroF

)yletarapesylbmessa-busedortceleredro(
--- )3(39563 )3(44563

RF&CELEKPSTXE:TLPGTMTXE
redro(doremalflanretxe&edortcelekrapslanretxeroF

)yletarapesseilbmessa-busdoremalf&edortcele
--- )3(49563 --- --- ---

krapS
-buSrotingI

seilbmessA

MM41:NGIKRAPSDETNUOMTCERID
)R(mm41rotingikrapsdetnuomtceriD

)5.0(93732 )5.0(57081 )5.0(57081

"21=L:EDORTCELEDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuom-yllanretxe"21

--- --- 93563

"81=L:EDORTCELEDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuom-yllanretxe"81

--- --- 04563

"81=L:EDORTCELEDTMTXE
edortceledetnuom-yllanretxe"81

--- 83563 ---

"42=L:EDORTCELEDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuom-yllanretxe"42

--- --- 14563

"63=L:EDORTCELEDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuom-yllanretxe"63

--- --- 24563

*GLFDNEID/WROTINGIZTRAUQ
egnalfIDhtiwrotingiztrauQ

--- --- NGIQD4VL NGIQD5VL ---

*GLFGNEZB-LA/WROTINGIZTRAUQ
egnalfZB-LAhtiwrotingiztrauQ

--- --- NGIQB5VL

doRemalF
-buS

seilbmessA

)"521.7=L(DETNUOMTCERID-RF
)"521.7=htgnel(ylbmessa-busdoremalfdetnuomtceriD

71181

RVCRBR/W)"521.7=L(FDTNMTCRD-RF
)"521.7=htgnel(ylbmessa-busdoremalfdetnuomtceriD

revocrebburhtiw
7957301

)"42=L(DETNUOMLANRETXE-RF
)"42=htgnel(ylbmessa-busdoremalfdetnuomlanretxE

--- 73563 ---

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item number. To order loose
items, order individual assembly numbers.
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Page 5400-A/P-6 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Assembly Numbers

seciohCtnemgeS-stiKegnalFtelnIdnEderugifnoC
derugifnoC

metI
rebmuN

seciohCtnemgeS snoitpircseD seulaVtnemgeS

FIE2D4VL
FIE2D5VL
FIE2B5VL

DRHT01-"57./WTPN"2
srotingiztrauqroF

seititnauqyficepS

DRHT01-"57./WOSI"2

ROTINGI)MM41(57081/WTPN"2
rotingilanretnilacoL

ROTINGI)MM41(57081/WOSI"2

URHT-LLIRD26./WTPN"2
srotingideduorhshguorht-deefroF

URHT-LLIRD26./WOSI"2

)LTS(TIKEGNALFYDOBF006 tikrenetsafegnalfydobF°006

)SS(TIKEGNALFYDOBF008 tikrenetsafegnalfydobF°008

)817(TIKEGNALFYDOBF0001
roftikegnalfydoberutarepmethgiH

D5VLdnaD4VL

)817(TIKEGNALFYDOBF0501
egnalfydoberutarepmethgiH

B5VLroftikrenetsaf

OLFRIA"VL"seireS ® renruBeniL
>snoitacificepSlairetaM

htiwseidobnoriyarG
leetssselniats123#

setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob

SS013#
setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob
XyolletsaH

setalpgnixim

munimulA
seidobeznorb
yolletsaHhtiw
setalpgniximX

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 1PNVL
-42G3VL
021G3VL

-42D4VL
021D4VL

-42D5VL
021D5VL

-42B5VL
021B5VL

lanoitpO
yrosseccA

dna
tnemecalpeR

smetI

)SC(:TKRBTROPPUSLASREVINU
pudoog,detalpcniz,tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU

)A()sriapniredro(F°008ot
77532

SS403#:TKRBTROPPUSLASREVINU
otpudoog,SS403#,tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU

)sriapniredro(F°0061
04993

ETALPNOISIVID
etalpnoisiviD

33181 8448401

TEKCARBETALPELIFORP
tekcarbetalpeliforP

76902 08563

,rotingikrapsrodoremalfrofrevoCedortcelE
)R(F°054otpurofdoog

22781

doremalF )R("42=L --- )1(01481 --- --- ---

STIKEGNALFYDOB
owtgniniojrofstikrenetsaf(stikegnalfydoB

)seidobrenrub
--- 8950501

6028401ro7028401ro4269401
)erutarepmetnosdneped(

)TIK(EGNALFTELNIDNE"2
)wolebelbateeS(tikegnalftelnidnE

--- --- FIE2D4VL FIE2D5VL FIE2B5VL
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Page 5400-A/P-7Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

srotingIztrauQ–liateDeciohCtnemgeS
derugifnoC

rebmuNmetI
emaNtnemgeS

eciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NGIQD4VL
NGIQD5VL

HTGNEL

21 gnol"21

81 gnol"81

02 gnol"02

42 gnol"42

03 gnol"03

63 gnol"63

24 gnol"24

84 gnol"84

LAIRETAM
SC leetsnobraC

SS leetssselniatS

)F(PMETRIAHCAORPPAXAM

0001 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°0001

054 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°054

006 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°006

008 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°008

TIKEGNALF
ON detcelestoneciohC

SEY detceleseciohC

NGIQB5VL

HTGNEL

21 gnol"21

81 gnol"81

42 gnol"42

03 gnol"03

63 gnol"63

24 gnol"24

84 gnol"84

LAIRETAM SS leetssselniatS

)F(PMETRIAHCAORPPAXAM

0501 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°0501

0001 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°0001

054 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°054

006 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°006

008 )xam(pmetriahcaorppaF°008

TIKEGNALF
ON detcelestoneciohC

SEY detceleseciohC
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Page 5400-A/P-8 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Assembly Numbers

srenruB3VLrofstiKstraPerapSderugifnoC

noitpircseD seidobnoriyarG

srenruBeniL®OLFRIAVL PSR3VL

OLFRIA3VLrofstiKstraPerapSderugifnoC-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS

PSR3VL

ROTINGIKRAPSDTMTCERID rotingikrapsdetnuomtceriD

"521.7-DOREMALFDTMTCERID )"521.7=htgnel(doremalfdetnuomtceriD

"42-DOREMALFDTMLANRETXE )"42=htgnel(doremalfdetnuomlanretxE

"81-EDORTCELEKRAPS )"81=htgnel(edortcelekrapS

REVOCREBBUR edortcelekrapsrodoremalfrofrevocrebbuR

)SSERP(ECIFIROELBATSUJDA )erusserp(ecifiroelbatsujdA

TEKSAGEGNALFYDOB teksagegnalfydoB

RTS-TKSGEGNALFTELNIKCAB thgiarts-teksagegnalftelnikcaB

H-TKSGEGNALFTELNIKCAB H-teksagegnalftelnikcaB

SSORC-TKSGEGNALFTELNIKCAB ssorc-teksagegnalftelnikcaB

TNALAESTEKSAG tnalaesteksaG

)XAM(F006TIKEGNALFRTS )mumixam(Fseerged006tikegnalfthgiartS

)XAM(F006TIKEGNALFIBRTS )mumixam(Fseerged006tikegnalftelnikcabthgiartS

)XAM(F006TIKEGNALFIBH63 )mumixam(Fseerged006tikegnalftelnikcabH63

)XAM(F006TIKEGNALFIBSSRC )mumixam(Fseerged006tikegnalftelnikcabssorC

)SOMTA(ECIFIROELBATSUJDA )erehpsomta(ecifiroelbatsujdA

KCOCFFO-TUHS kcocffo-tuhS
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OLFRIA5VL&4VLrofstiKstraPerapSderugifnoC ® srenruB

noitpircseD seidobeznorbmunimulA seidobnorielitcuD

srenruBeniL®OLFRIAVL PSRBVL PSRDVL

OLFRIA5VL&4VLrofstiKstraPerapSderugifnoC-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® srenruB

emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS
eznorBmunimulA norIelitcuD

ROTINGIKRAPSDTMTCERID ytitnauqyficepS elbaliavaseciohctnemgesoN

DOREMALFDETNUOM ytitnauqyficepS elbaliavaseciohctnemgesoN

REVOCREBBUR/WDOREMALFDTM ytitnauqyficepS elbaliavaseciohctnemgesoN

ROTINGICIMAREC

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"21 edortcelekraps"21

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"81 edortcelekraps"81

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"42 edortcelekraps"42

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"63 edortcelekraps"63

RVCREBBUR/WROTINGICIMAREC

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"21 revocrebburhtiwedortcelekraps"21

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"81 revocrebburhtiwedortcelekraps"81

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"42 revocrebburhtiwedortcelekraps"42

EDORTCELEDEDUORHS"63 revocrebburhtiwedortcelekraps"63

ROTINGIZTRAUQ

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"21 rotingikrapsztrauq"21

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"81 rotingikrapsztrauq"81

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"02 rotingikrapsztrauq"02

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"42 rotingikrapsztrauq"42

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"03 rotingikrapsztrauq"03

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"63 rotingikrapsztrauq"63

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"24 rotingikrapsztrauq"24

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"84 rotingikrapsztrauq"84

EBUTSC/WROTINGIZTRAUQ

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"21 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"21

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"81 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"81

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"02 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"02

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"42 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"42

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"03 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"03

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"63 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"63

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"24 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"24

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"84 ebutleetsnobrachtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"84

EBUTSS/WROTINGIZTRAUQ

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"21 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"21

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"81 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"81

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"02 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"02

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"42 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"42

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"03 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"03

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"63 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"63

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"24 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"24

ROTINGIZTRAUQ"84 ebutleetssselniatshtiwrotingikrapsztrauq"84

REVOCREBBUR ytitnauqyficepS elbaliavaseciohctnemgesoN

ECIFIROELBATSUJDA elbaliavAtoN ENON seilbmessaydobnorielitcudhtiwylnoelbaliavA

TNALAESTEKSAG ytitnauqyficepS elbaliavaseciohctnemgesoN

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners Page 5400-A/P-9

Continued on Page 5400 A/P-10
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Page 5400-A/P-10 Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Assembly Numbers

OLFRIA5VL&4VLrofstiKstraPerapSderugifnoC-liateDeciohCtnemgeS ® )deunitnoC(srenruB
emaNtnemgeS seciohCtnemgeS seciohCtnemgeSyradnoceS noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

STIKRENETSAF/TEKSAG

SECIOHCEGNALFYDOB

YLNOTEKSAGEGNALF ylnoteksagegnalfsedulcnI

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F006 F°006otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F008 F°008otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F0501 F°0501otpuroftikteksaG

SECIOHCTELNIKCAB"21

YLNOTEKSAGEGNALF ylnoteksagegnalfsedulcnI

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F006 F°006otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F008 F°008otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F0501 F°0501otpuroftikteksaG

SECIOHCTELNIKCAB"63

YLNOTEKSAGEGNALF ylnoteksagegnalfsedulcnI

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F006 F°006otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F008 F°008otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F0501 F°0501otpuroftikteksaG

SECIOHCTELNIKCABSSORC

YLNOTEKSAGEGNALF ylnoteksagegnalfsedulcnI

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F006 F°006otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F008 F°008otpuroftikteksaG

TIKTEKSAG)XAM(F0501 F°0501otpuroftikteksaG

SECIOHCETALPLAES
ENON redrohtiwedulcnitonoD

SEY redrohtiwedulcnI

NOTE: Any secondary segment with multiple choices is also a configured item. The quantities must be specified at
this level as well.
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srotingIkrapS-smetItnemecalpeRdnayrosseccAlanoitpO

renruBeniL®OLFRIA"VL"seireS
>snoitacificepSlairetaM

htiwseidobnoriyarG
leetssselniats123#

setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob

SS013#
setalpgnixim

norielitcuD
htiwseidob
XyolletsaH

setalpgnixim

munimulA
eznorb
seidob

XyolletsaH/w
setalpgnixim

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 1PNVL
-42G3VL
021G3VL

-42D4VL
021D4VL

-42D5VL
021D5VL

-42B5VL
021B5VL

krapS
srotingI

)R(

rotingicimareC

"21

toN
elbaliava

51742

"81 36012

"42 46012

"63 35553

rotingicimareC
revocrebburhtiw

"21 93563

"81 04563

"42 14563

"63 24563

rotingiztrauQ

"21 56644

"81 66644

"02 61754

"42 76644

"03 86644

"63 96644

"24 53944

"84 07644

rotingiztrauQ
ebutleetsnobrachtiw

"21 85644

"81 95644

"02 51754

"42 06644

"03 16644

"63 26644

"24 33944

"84 36644

rotingiztrauQ
ebutleetssselniatshtiw

"21 25644

"81 35644

"02 elbaliavaton

"42 45644

"03 55644

"63 65644

"24 43944

"84 75644

Series “LV” AIRFLO® Line Burners Page 5400-A/P-11
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Assembly Numbers
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Segment choices are as follows for
configured  products:

• Connection type
• Back inlet type
• Section type
• Extension (location A)
• Extension (location B)
• Extension (location C)
• Extension (location D)
• Max. Approach Air Temp (F)
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Assembly Numbers
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Bulletin 5500

Covered by U.S. Patents 3,178,161 and 3,297,259

Series “NP” & “RG” AIRFLO® Burners

 48" Straight Bar Assembly Series NP-I AIRFLO® Burner

• For direct-fired fresh air heating applications

• Operates economically and installs easily

• Fits your duct with custom-built assemblies

• Burns clean and odor-free with most gaseous fuels

• Meets most application needs with high heat releases & wide turndown ratios

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax (765) 286-8394
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Design and Application Details

Maxon Series "NP" and "RG" AIRFLO® Burners
consist of rust-resistant cast iron bodies (which serve
as the gas manifold) drilled to discharge the fuel
between diverging stainless steel mixing plates.
Aluminum bodies are also available for applications in
corrosive or high moisture environments.

The entire burner assembly is mounted directly in
the air stream being heated. The fresh air stream
passes through the mixing plates and mixes with the
fuel as combustion air; thus all available heat from the
gaseous fuel is released directly into the air stream.

Carefully controlled aeration patterns provide
progressive mixing, superior cross-ignition, flame
retention and clean, odor-free combustion.

Air velocities across the burner assemblies (the key
to successful operation) are established by the use of
profile plates.

Optimum performance demands that air veloci-
ties be uniform across the entire burner.

Nominal capacities of 20,000 Btu per hour per foot
(minimum) to 500,000 Btu per hour per foot (maxi-
mum) give 25:1 turndown. Fuel used and design
velocities may result in higher or lower turndown.
Modular design lets you match burner shape and total
heat release to your specific application needs.

Several variations are offered, each optimized for a
specific type of application as follows. All are raw-gas
burners, intended for use in fresh air streams.

For make-up air heating, NP-I and NP-II burner
types provide a nominal capacity of 500,000 Btu per
hour per foot and turndowns of 25 to 1 or higher using
either natural gas or propane. Optimum air stream
velocity is 3000 standard feet per minute (SFPM).

For process air heating, NP-I and NP-II burners
may be used. If higher firing rates are desired, NP-III
burner may be specified, providing a nominal capacity
of 1,000,000 Btu per hour per foot at an optimum air
stream velocity of 4000 SFPM, but with reduced
turndown.

For 2-speed air handling systems, choose RG-IV
burner (for natural gas only) for a nominal capacity of
500,000 Btu per hour per foot at an optimum velocity
of 3000 SFPM.

Pilots are available in both built-in and add-on
configurations. They include spark ignitor and provi-
sions for adapting flame detection devices.

A complete "NP" or "RG" AIRFLO® Burner system
will also include gas train, fuel control valve and a
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.

Typical 36" straight bar assembly of Series RG-IV AIRFLO®

Burner
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Typical Applications for Maxon Series “NP” and “RG”
AIRFLO®

  Burners

2/01

Packaged Make-up Air Systems
with 100% Outside Air

Packaged Make-up Air Systems
with Partially Recirculated Air

Single-stage Burner Heated Paint Spray
Booths with Re-heat Option

Humidity Controlled, 2-stage Burner
Heated Paint Spray Booths

Drying, Baking & Curing Operations Grain Dryers

NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner

Fresh
Air

Fan

Supply
Air

Return
Air

Fan

Supply
Air

Fresh
Air

NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner

Fresh
Air Fan

Heated
Air

Filter
NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner

Fresh
Air

Fan

Heated
Air

NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner

Filter

Air Intake

Preheat
NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner

Reheat
NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner
(If  Required)

Supply
Air

Bag
Filters

Humidifier

Fan

Hot Air
Chamber

Cooling
Chamber

NP/RG
AIRFLO® Burner

Fan

Grain Bin

Intake
Air

Air Intake

Staged
NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner

Supply
Air

Bag
Filters

Humidifier

Fan



Typical In-Duct Configuration of Series “NP-I” AIRFLO®
 Burner Assembly

At 500,000 Btu/hr per ft. Minimum at Nominal 20,000 Btu/hr per ft.

System components normally used in conjunction with a Maxon Series
“NP/RG” AIRFLO®

 Burner application

Page 5504
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AIRFLO® Burner

Block & Bleed Main Gas Train Pilot G
as Train

Profile Plate

Duct Walls

Intake Louvers

Main 
Volume 

Fan

1

3

4

10

5 6

7
8

9

2

:dnegeL
metI

rebmuN
noitpircseD

1 tatsomrehtedistuO

2 hctiwstimilerutarepmethgihekatnI
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4 evlavtneV

5 reniartS

6 gelpirD

7 hctiwsrialaitnereffiD
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9 tatsomrehtriaegrahcsiD

01 lenaPlortnoCgnicneuqeS
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            Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Performance Selection Data

9/03
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Operation in shaded area
requires special
considerations

Operation in shaded area
requires special
considerations

Optimum Design Area

Optim
um Design Area



Inlet Feed Limitations:
NP-I NP-II NP-III RG-IV

 1-1/4" end ≤4' ≤4' ≤2000 ≤4'
  inlet flange KBtu/hr
 1-1/2" back ≤5' ≤5' ≤4500 ≤5'
  inlets* KBtu/hr

Performance Selection Data (cont'd.)

Airstream velocity across and through your burner's mixing
plates must be kept uniform and within desired limits by use of a
silhouette profile plate through which the burner fires. A 6" (mini-
mum) profile plate should be installed surrounding the interior duct
walls at the leading edge of your burners mixing plates.

Optimum design ranges for the various burner types are shown
in the above graphs. Velocities (SFPM) are measured with a
velometer directly in the duct at the plane of the profile plate and
leading edge of burner mixing plates.

To determine profile opening areas, add burner displacement
areas (Ft2/section) from Table 1 for your complete burner assembly
to "Net Free Area" of your duct:

"Net Free Area" of Duct (Ft2) = Fan Volume (SCFM)
Velocity (SFPM)

Net Free Area (Ft2) + Burner Displacement (Ft2) = Profile Area (Ft2)

Various duct size/profile area relationships may give slightly
different field site data than is shown in Table 2. Velocities should
always be confirmed and established by use of a velometer on
actual field site installation.

Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® BurnersPage 5506

*Note: For 36 back inlet sections, not more than 6"
off any one leg

Pilot Capacities: Nominally rated at
25,000 Btu/hr with natural gas differen-
tial pressures of 4-6" w.c.srotcaFyticoleV:1elbaT

)MPFS(gninepoetalpeliforptarenrubssorcayticolevderiseD 0061 0081 0002 0022 0042 0062 0082 0003 0523 0053 0573 0004 0054 0005

)cw"(etalpeliforptagnidaererusserpyticolevetamixoppA 61.0 02.0 52.0 03.0 63.0 24.0 94.0 75.0 46.0 77.0 88.0 00.1 62.1 55.1

tnemecalpsiDrenruB:1elbaT tf( 2 )noitces/

noitceS PN GR

thgiartS"6 52.0 33.0

thgiartS"21 05.0 66.0

thgiartS"81 57.0 99.0

thgiartS"42 00.1 23.1

telnIkcaB"21 05.0 66.0

telnIkcaB"63 02.1 05.1

eeT"6x"21 06.0 57.0

woblE"6x"6 54.0 06.0

Optim
um Design Area



Series "NP" AIRFLO® Burners

Approximate Envelope Dimensions
(Nominal, in Inches)
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Burner Sections
(All burners shown are available in NP-I, II or III versions. Use one of these numbers (I, II or III) in place of asterisk (*) in
burner designation when ordering.)

NP- * -24
24" Straight

NP- * -18
18" Straight

NP- * -6
6" Straight
or 6"P Pilot

NP- * -12 or
NP- * -12B

12" Straight or 12B
Back Inlet

NP- * -L
6" X 6" Elbow

NP- * -T
12" X 6" Tee

NP- * -36B
36B Back Inlet

Typical End View
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Pilots, End Closures, and End Inlet Flange Sets
NOTE: All open ends of burner assembly must be closed off with one of these end closures or pilots.
One-piece cast end closures should not be used if temperature rise exceeds 300°F.

Typical End View

Legend:
1 - 1/8" test connection
2 - 1/4" pilot gas connection
3 - 14mm spark ignitor connection
4 - 1/2" or 3/4" UV/FR connection
      bushed to 1/4" for FR
5 - Alternate 1/4" angled FR location
6 - 1/8" pilot gas connection
7 - 1-1/4" NPT gas inlet

Pilot End Plate Sets

NP-EC-SI-3/4"UV
(1 pc) Pilot Set w/

SI

NP-EC-SI-1/2"-FR
 (1 pc) End Closure

Set w/SI

Pilot Assembly Section
NP-6P Pilot Sec-
tion w/Built-in Pilot
includes end plate
pilot w/SI onto its
own special 6"
Series NP AIRFLO®

Burner assembly

NP-Pak Pilot Set
w/orifice/cock/tube/

SI

NP-Pak Pilot Set
w/Adj. Orifice/SI

NP-Pak Pilot Set
w/SI

Common Dimensions (Nominal, in Inches)

PIpe threads on this page conform to NPT
 (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Plain End Closure Sets End Inlet & Pilot Flange Sets

NP-EC (1 pc)
End Closure Set

NP-EP (2 pc)
End Plate Set

NPF- 1-1/4"- FR-SI (2
pc) Pilot Set w/SI

NPF- 1-1/4"- EP
 (2 pc) End Inlet

Flange Set

NPF- 1-1/4" -FR-SI (1
pc) Pilot Set w/SI



Series "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Approximate Envelope Dimensions
(Nominal, in Inches)
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Burner Sections

Typical End View

RG-IV-6
6" Straight or

6"P Pilot

RG-IV-12 or
RG-IV-12B

12" Straight or 12B
Back Inlet

RG-IV-18
18" Straight

RG-IV-24
24" Straight

RG-IV-L
6" X 6" Elbow

RG-IV-T
12" X 6" Tee

RG-IV-36B
36B Back Inlet



            Series "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Pilots, End Closures, and End Inlet Flange Sets

NOTE: All "open" ends of burner assembly must be closed off with one of these end closures or pilots.
One piece cast end closures should not be used if temperature rise exceeds 300ºF.

Page 5510

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT
 (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Legend:
1 - 1/8" test connection
2 - 1/4" pilot gas connection
3 - 14mm spark ignitor connection
4 - 1/2" UV/FR conn. bushed to 1/4" for FR
5 - Alternate 1/4" angled FR location
6 - 1/8" pilot gas connection
7 - 1-1/4" NPT gas inlet

Typical End View

Pilot Assembly Section

Common Dimensions (Nominal, in Inches)

RG-EP (2 pc)
End Plate Set

RGF- 1-1/4" -FR-SI (1
pc) Pilot Set w/SI

RGF- 1-1/4"- EP
 (2 pc) End Inlet

Flange Set

RGF- 1-1/4"- FR-SI (2
pc) Pilot Set w/SI

Pilot End Plate Sets

RG-Pak Pilot Set w/
SI

RG-Pak Pilot Set
w/orifice/cock/tube/SI

RG-6P Pilot Sec-
tion w/Built-in Pilot
includes end plate
pilot w/SI and a
special 6" Series
RG AIRFLO® Burner
assembly

Plain End Closure Sets End Inlet & Pilot Flange Sets

RG-Pak Pilot Set w/
Adj. Orifice/SI



"NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Accessories / Replacement Items
Dimensions, Nominal in Inches

Page 5511

Division Plate

5/88

1/4" dia.

14mm Spark Ignitor

Flame Rod (1/4" NPT)

Adjustable Orifice

Provides isolation of burner feed where desirable.

Profile Plate Bracket
Provides support for profile within closed burner loop.

Support Bracket

Normally used in pairs as shown here.
Mount to burner assembly at any joint.

External Mounting Assembly

External Mounting Plate Used with typical pilot Opening Required

Frequently used to provide easy accessibility to spark ignitor and flame supervision components.

 Includes Mounting Plate
with two (2) feed-through
insulators for internal
mounting of Spark Ignitor
and Flame Rod.
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Notes
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Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Installation Instructions

General

Avoid bending or damaging the steel mixing plates
of your Series "NP" or "RG" AIRFLO® Burner during
uncrating and installation.

These burners are used
only for the heating of
fresh air in motion and
should not be used in
recirculating air systems.
Mount the burners so they
fire parallel to and in the
same direction as the
movement of the air (see
sketch 1 at right).

Velocity and flow of air
at operating temperature
must be uniform. Minimum

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

silhouette profile plates of 6" should be installed in
duct to completely surround burner assembly.

Supports
Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burner assemblies

must be adequately supported and positioned.
Avoid rigid mounting. Burner assembly expands

and contracts with temperature variations.
Maintain smooth, even air flow over the burner by

designing supports to provide minimum interference,
deflection and turbulence.

The sketches below show typical installation and
support methods:

Sketch 2 shows the burner suspended from a strap
iron frame using Maxon USB support brackets. Note
that rigid mounting is avoided by the bracket hole
which slips loosely over a bolt or steel rod attached to
the support. Gas piping would need independent
support.

Sketch 3 shows the burner assembly resting upon
angle iron brackets and not attached to them in any
way. Be sure the angle iron supports allow the burner
flanges to expand and contract. Gas manifolding
would be independently supported and prevent
forward movement of the burner.

the burner. If there are
multiple inlets, you must
avoid rigid connection by
using the oversize U-bolt
(loosely drawn up) illustrated.

Support for down-fired
burners can be accomplished
as shown in the illustration at
right. Always avoid rigid
mounting.

Sketch 6 shows Maxon
USB support brackets
suspending the burner from
an overhead angle iron.

Sketch 7 shows an alter-
nate arrangement which
offers the advantage of more
controlled positioning.

5/88

Sketch 4 shows simple strap iron used to support
the burner. Note that narrow edge of strap faces air
flow to avoid undue turbulence.

Sketch 5 shows gas manifolding used to support

Page 5500-S-1
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tor and pilot solenoid valve. For pilot adjustment, an
adjustable orifice is recommended at or near the pilot
gas inlet.

Fuel shut-off valve, when properly wired to a
safety control system, shuts the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed by your
control circuit. Manual reset valves require operator
attendence each time the system is started up (or
restarted after a trip-out). Motorized shut-off valves
permit automatic start/restart when used with appro-
priate control system.

Fuel control valve controls burner heat release by
throttling gas flow to it. It should include provision for
an adjustable minimum and throttling over a turndown
range that matches burner capabilities. The illustra-
tion shows a Series "CV" Flow Control Valve; but
adjustable gradient Synchro® and/or "Q" Flow Control
Valves may be used.

Gas pressure test connections are provided in
most Series "NP" and "RG" Burner end plate sets, but
it is also helpful to provide an additional test connec-
tion in the piping between main gas regulator and fuel
control valve. All connections must be plugged unless
an actual pressure measuring device (gauge or
manometer) is being used.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use
or misuse of the piping layouts shown.
Specific piping and wiring diagrams should
always be submitted to the appropriate
agencies for approval on each application.

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Page 5500-S-2             Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Gas Train
See piping layout below to identify various typical

system components.
Pipe size of gas line must be large enough to

assure ample fuel pressure at maximum system
capacity. Burner capacity is totally dependent on fuel
differential being maintained. (See capacity/specifica-
tion data for the actual fuel pressure required at the
burner to achieve its rated capacity.)

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any gas
line before actually connecting to the burner system.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
system regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to shut
off fuel to both pilot and main burner during extended
shutdown periods. Maxon Control Valves are not
intended for tight shutoff. Main system shut-off should
always be accomplished with a manual fuel cock.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses.

The gas train piping illustrated should be installed
as close to the burner as possible.

Pilot take-off should be upsteam of main gas
regulator, but downstream of main gas cock. It
normally includes pilot shut-off cock, pilot gas regula-
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CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off should
be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry and with knowledge
of the overall installation. Instructions provided
by the company and/or individuals responsible
for the manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system's equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and func-
tioning within their respective settings/ranges.
Be sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports
are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Start main volume air fan. Check for proper
motor rotation and impeller direction. Verify all
safety interlocks are working. Allow air handling
equipment to run adequate purge of manifold
and combustion chamber plenums. Verify air
volume and velocity across burner element to be
within burner operating specifications.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Disconnect the automatic control motor linkage
from your Maxon Control Valve by loosening the
control motor's connecting rod from the valve's
toggle linkage. Initial start-up adjustment should
only be accomplished during a "manual" control
mode. Manually set and secure control valve in
its "minimum" position.

8/90

6. To light and adjust gas pilot: Pilot gas regulator
should initially be set at approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. With pilot gas solenoid
valve closed, open main fuel gas and pilot gas
cock. Energize spark ignitor and open pilot gas
solenoid. Turn adjustable orifice screw out
(counter-clockwise) several turns from its fully
seated position. Observe pilot ignition through a
sight port by viewing micro-amp signal metered
from flame safeguard relay circuit.
Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/or
strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

7. Prepare to ignite main burner by adjusting main
gas regulator to approximately midpoint of it's
adjustment range. Linkage arrangement for the
use of Series "CV" Gas Control Valve is illus-
trated above for a typical control motor. Arrange
accordingly.

8. With control valve at "minimum", ignite main
burner by opening main fuel shut-off valve.
Adjust main gas regulator to give the desired
outlet pressure. Refine pilot adjustment if it has
been affected. Adjust burner "minimum" by
turning in on the minimum stop screw of the gas
control valve until stable flame appears in the
narrow zipper channel at the base of burner
mixing plates.

Page 5500-S-3
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A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.
NOTE: If your Maxon NP/RG AIRFLO® Burner
was furnished with an adjustable gradient type
Series "Q" or Synchro® Control Valve instead of
a Series "CV" Valve, read ahead to step 8A for
specific instructions and differences in adjust-
ment procedures.

A. From step #5, the automatic control motor
linkage has already been disconnected from
your adjustable gradient type control valve
and the valve is at its "minimum" position.

B. Open fuel supply and begin adjustment of
appropriate adjustable gradient valve by
turning in minimum (or lowest numbered)
screw until desired flame is achieved. (Main
fuel regulator may need adjusted at this
point.)

C. Once your flame is established and refined
at this position, and without advancing the
screw carrier quadrant higher, screw all
remaining screws down to at least the same
level as your first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be estab-
lished with all the remaining adjusting
screws. Generally, each succeeding screw
needs to be screwed in approximately one
full turn deeper than its preceeding screw. A
smooth "stair-step" gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the
remaining adjustment steps.

Page 5500-S-4

Start-Up Instructions (cont'd.)

D. Without advancing the Synchro® Valve
quadrant, screw down on #2 screw (one or
two turns). Then slowly advance the
Synchro® Valve quadrant to the #2 position.
Refine flame appearance at this new
position #2.

E. Turn all higher-numbered screws in at least
as far as the one just adjusted, then turn
next one in as necessary to achieve desired
flame while rotating valve mechanism to that
position on indicator strip.

F. Repeat for each remaining screw.
NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam
strips, always turn all higher-numbered
screws in as far as the last one adjusted.

G. Refine adjustment as needed, always
turning valve so that position indicator
matches screw being adjusted.
For more fuel, turn screw in (clockwise). for
less fuel, turn screw out (counter-clockwise).
If screws must be turned in flush with carrier
casting, increase fuel pressure and readjust
by starting at minimum over again.

H. Cycle system off and on, and through all
firing rates until satisfied with performance.

I. Reconnect control motor linkage and check
that operator does not "bind" and that all
interlocks are performing properly.

9. Adjust burner "high fire" by slowly rotating fuel
control valve crank arm towards its maximum.
Observe flame characteristics carefully. Flame
should remain a bright blue color with a length
beyond the mixing plates as indicated in capac-
ity/specification data. If flame becomes long and
yellow, gas pressure is too high and/or air
velocity is too low.
NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may effect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.
To measure gas pressure, connect water
column (manometer) to the test connection in
burner's end plate. To determine air velocity, use
a velometer at the profile opening. Correct
velocities by increasing or decreasing profile
opening size.
If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased or velocities are
too high and may need to be decreased. Note
that air velocities should be measured only when
the fan is handling air at the desired control
temperature.

            Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners
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Series "NP" & "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

Start-Up Instructions (cont'd.)

The desired maximum capacity may be
achieved with less than full control valve open-
ing. Mark with a pencil or scribe the point on
valve crank arm where the desired maximum is
obtained, then return crank arm to low position
and shut system off.

10. Reconnect control motor linkage (with control
motor in low or minimum position) by loosening
toggle clamp screw 1 and moving toggle clamp
2 along the connecting linkage to a point where
toggle clamp bolt 3 can be placed at the outer-
most position of control motor crank slot. Then
tighten toggle clamp screw 1, thus fixing clamp
to linkage.
Allowing toggle clamp bolt 3 to slide in the crank
arm slot, cycle control motor towards its maxi-
mum position and move fuel control valve crank
4 to the previously-determined maximum firing
rate position. Tighten toggle clamp bolt 3, thus
fixing clamp to motor crank.
Cycle control motor back to minimum, watching
carefully that it does not bind before reaching
minimum.
If it is stopped or if minimum is not reached,
loosen toggle clamp screw 1 and move toggle
clamp along the connecting linkage so both

motor and valve can assume their minimum
positions. Then retighten toggle clamp screw 1.
Refine adjustment by cycling several times
between low and high control motor position
while readjusting toggle clamp bolt 3 as neces-
sary until control motor travels through its full
cycle while moving control valve crank arm from
its minimum only up to the desired maximum
previously determined.

11. Relight burner and cycle control system from low
to high fire several times to observe perform-
ance. Refine adjustments of pilot and main
burner minimum if necessary.

Warning: Test every UV Flame Sensor
System for dangerous spark excitation from
ignitors and other burners, as well as other
possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation.

12. Check carefully that all interlocks and limits are
in full operating condition and before system is
placed into full service, instruct operator person-
nel on proper start-up, operation and shut-down
of system, establishing written instructions for
reference.

9/03

Page 5500-S-5
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Series "NP" AIRFLO® Burners

Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts

Page 5500-S-6

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from sketch.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from

tables below and at right:

.oNmetI ydoBrenruB I-PN II-PN III-PN

1

thgiartS"6 16081 00702 99802

"21 07081 99602 00902

"81 04812 74812 84812

"42 14812 15812 25812

telnIkcaB"21 26081 84502 10902

telnIkcaB"63 8002 01002 11022

eeT6x21 17081 74502 23312

2 woblE6x6 06081 94502 42312

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ
.ybsA

.oN
noitpircseDtraP

.rtS"6
"21
.rtS

"81
.rtS

"42
.rtS

"6x"21
eeT

"6x"6
woblE

"21
.I.B

"63
.I.B

3 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 03424 etalPgnixiM

4 2 1 4 26034 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

5 1 36244 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

6 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

7 2 4 6 8 4 4 4 8 10003 )lateM(tekcarBtroppuS/teksaG

01 4 8 21 61 21 8 8 42 78404 "smeS"wercS.hcaMdaeHdnuoR"8/3-1x42-01#

11 21 42 63 84 92 22 42 84 48404 "smeS"wercS.hcaMdaeHdnuoR"2/1x42-01#

21 41 82 24 65 73 82 82 46 41004 tuNxeH42-01#

31 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 79204 wercSpaCdaeHxeH"2/1-1z61-"8/3

41 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 82004 tuNxeH61-"8/3

61 2 4 6 8 4 2 4 8 71604 wercS.hcaMdaeHxeH"8/3x42-01

71 2 4 6 8 4 2 4 8 61604 rehsaW

81 4 2 8 05081 )edisnI(raBpUkcaB
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Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts

Page 5500-S-7Series "RG" AIRFLO® Burners

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from sketch.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from tables below

and at right:

.oNmetI ydoBrenruB VI-GR

1

thgiartS"6 16081

"21 07081

"81 04812

"42 14812

telnIkcaB"21 26081

telnIkcaB"63 80022

eeT6x21 17081

2 woblE6x6 06081

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ
.ybsA

.oN
noitpircseDtraP

.rtS"6
"21
.rtS

"81
.rtS

"42
.rtS

"6x"21
eeT

"6x"6
woblE

"21
.I.B

"63
.I.B

3 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 13732 etalPgnixiM

4 2 1 4 43732 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

5 1 86081 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

6 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

7 2 4 6 8 4 4 4 8 09003 )lateM(tekcarBtroppuS/teksaG

01 4 8 21 61 21 8 8 42 78404 "smeS"wercS.hcaMdaeHdnuoR"8/3-1x42-01#

11 61 23 84 46 93 03 23 46 48404 "smeS"wercS.hcaMdaeHdnuoR"2/1x42-01#

21 81 63 45 27 74 63 63 08 41004 tuNxeH42-01#

31 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 79204 wercSpaCdaeHxeH"2/1-1x61-"8/3

41 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 82004 tuNxeH61x"8/3

61 2 4 6 8 4 2 4 8 71604 wercS.hcaMdaeHxeH"8/3x42-01

71 2 4 6 8 4 2 4 8 61604 rehsaW

81 4 2 8 05081 )edisnI(raBpUkcaB

91 2 1 4 66081 etalProtcelfeD
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Page 5500-S-8 Series “NP” & “RG” AIRFLO® Burners

Periodic maintenance will insure continued trouble-
free operation of your Series NP or RG AIRFLO®

Burner system.
At least a yearly inspection is recommended for

make-up air heating installations and more frequently
for process applications in year-round operation. Your
own experience is the best guide in determining
frequency of inspection, but as a minimum the follow-
ing procedure should be followed:
1. Shut the system down totally, disconnecting or

locking out power supply so there can be no
accidental start-up during inspection.

2. Inspect the burners carefully, including upstream
and downstream sides of mixing plates as well as
burner body face. Any accumulation of scale or
foreign material on either side of the mixing plates
should be removed with a wire brush. Check

Maintenance Instructions

visually that no holes in the mixing plates are
blocked. See Product Information Sheet 5500-3
for inspection and maintenance instructions for
gas ports.

WARNING: Do not enlarge burner ports or
performance may be drastically affected.

If any mixing plates are loose or missing fasteners,
tighten/replace as necessary. Always use zinc plated
or stainless fasteners.
3. Put system back into operation and, if possible,

view from downstream side while cycling burner
through full firing range. This will give a visual
check for blocked burner ports.

4. Observe flame pattern and, if necessary, take
steps to correct velocity and/ or air distribution
problems.

If adverse operating conditions or accidental
damage make it necessary to replace either individual
mixing plates or complete burner sections, follow this
procedure:
1. Identify necessary replacement parts from

component identification drawing on preceding
page, then order required quantities of each.
Consider carefully the economics of installing a
complete replacement burner instead of replacing
individual parts. Once exposed to actual flame
temperatures, burner castings harden and the
removal and replacing of fasteners can be time
consuming and difficult. Accessibility may also be
severely limited requiring removal of complete
assembly in any case.

2. When necessary parts have been received,
remove damaged mixing plates or burner sec-
tions, taking care not to damage remaining
portion of burner. If new burner bodies are being
installed, apply thin coat of Key Graphite Paste to
the mating flanges of loose cast iron bodies. (This
is necessary to provide a gas-tight seal after
assembly.) Insert new section into place, making
sure that both flanges are square and flush, then
bolt sections together.

3. Install new mixing plates, back up bars and plate
support brackets to the new body castings. Be
careful not to damage gaskets that go between
mixing plates and burner body. They are cut to
overlap approximately 1/16" for tight air seal.

4. If end plate sets must be installed, apply Key
Paste to both sides of end plate at the areas that
will contact the cast iron body and end flange or
pilot. Then put in position between mixing plates
and insert fasteners loosely. Do not tighten at this
time.

5. Tighten burner body bolts making sure that
mating cast iron flanges remain square and flush.

6. Align mixing plates and check that gaskets are in
position and properly aligned, then tighten all
mixing plate mounting screws and bolts.

7. Double check that all fasteners are secure.
8. Return burner to operation, observing flame

carefully at all firing rates.

Repair / Replacement Procedures
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Series “NP” & “RG” AIRFLO® Line Burners Page 5500-A/P-1
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

OLFRIAGR/PNseireS ® seidobnoritsac-srenruB

epyTrenruB
I-PN

setalpgniximSS034#
II-PN

setalpgniximSS034#
III-PN

setalpgniximSS034#
VI-GR

setalpgniximSS123#
V-PN

setalpgniximSS034#
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
1PN 2PN 3PN 4GR 5PN

noitpircseD noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitcesthgiarts"21 21-I-PN )31(56802 21-II-PN )31(17802 21-III-PN )31(40902 21-VI-GR )41(77632 21-V-PN 15243

noitcesthgiarts"6 6-I-PN )8(66802 6-II-PN )8(27802 6-III-PN )8(30902 6-VI-GR )8(87632 6-V-PN 05243

noitcesthgiarts"81 81-I-PN )02(07812 81-II-PN )02(47812 81-III-PN )02(87812 81-VI-GR )12(68632 81-V-PN 55243

noitcesthgiarts"42 42-I-PN )52(17812 42-II-PN )52(57812 42-III-PN )52(97812 42-VI-GR )72(78632 42-V-PN 65243

noitceswoble"6x"6 L-I-PN )21(96802 L-II-PN )21(57802 L-III-PN )21(25312 L-VI-GR )31(38632 L-V-PN 35243

noitceseet"6x"21 T-I-PN )91(86802 T-II-PN )91(47802 T-III-PN )91(15312 T-VI-GR )02(28632 T-V-PN 45243

telnikcab"21
noitces

B21-I-PN )61(76802 B21-II-PN )61(37802 B21-III-PN )61(50902 B21-VI-GR )71(97632 B21-V-PN 25243

telnikcab"63
noitces

B63-I-PN )14(21022 B63-II-PN )14(31022 B63-III-PN )14(41022 B63-VI-GR )54(69042 B63-V-PN 75243

ylbmessatolip"6
sedulcninoitces

kraps&tolipni-tliub
rotingi

P6-I-PN )9(47842 P6-II-PN )9(07662 P6-III-PN )9(17662 P6-VI-GR )01(57842 P6-V-PN ---

ylbmessatolip"6
ni-tliubhtiwnoitces

ylnotolip
P6-I-PN 4800201 --- --- --- --- P6-VI-GR 5800201 --- ---
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Page 5500-A/P-2 Series “NP” & “RG” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

epyTrenruB V-PN&III-PN,II-PN,I-PN VI-GR

noitpircseD noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

dnEnialP
steSerusolC

teserusolcdneeceip1 CE-PN )4(01763 --- ---

tesetalpdneeceip2 PE-PN )3(18802 PE-GR )4(15612

&telnIdnE
egnalFtoliP

steS

rotingikrapssedulcnitestolipeceip1 IS-RF-4/1-1-FPN )4(21763 IS-RF-4/1-1-FGR )5(56382

rotingikrapstuohtiwtestolipeceip1 RF-4/1-1-FPN 9663601 RF-4/1-1-FGR 1763601

rotingikrapssedulcnitestolipeceip2 IS-RF-4/1-1-FPN )3(38802 IS-RF-4/1-1-FGR )4(45612

tesegnalftelnidneeceip2 PE-4/1-1-FPN )4(28802 PE-4/1-1-FGR )5(25612

dnEtoliP
steSetalP

rotingikrapssedulcniteserusolcdneeceip1 IS-RF-DE-PN )4(11763 --- ---

rotingikrapstuo/wteserusolcdneeceip1 RF-DE-PN 8663601 --- ---

rotingikrapssedulcnitestolipeceip1 VU-4/3-IS-DE-PN )4(40073 --- ---

rotingikrapstuohtiwtestolipeceip1 VU-4/3-DE-PN 0763601 --- ---

rotingikrapssedulcnitestolip-kapeceip2 KAP-PN )3(48132 KAP-GR )3(38132

elbatsujdasedulcnitestolip-kapeceip2
rotingikraps&ecifiro

KAP-PN )3(58132 KAP-GR )3(78132

,ecifiroelbatsujdasedulcnitestolip-kapeceip2
rotingikrapsdnagnibut,kcocffo-tuhs

KAP-PN )4(68132 KAP-GR )4(88132

renetsaF
stiK

tikrenetsafegnalfotegnalF 0583501 7193501

tikrenetsafetalpdneeceip1 9193501 4293501

tikrenetsafetalpdnenialpeceip2 0293501 5293501

tikrenetsafetalpdnetolipeceip2 1293501 6293501

tnemecalpeR
smetI

)sriapniredro(tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU BSU 77532 )SS(04993/)SC(

rotingikrapsrodoremalfrofrevocrebbuR 22781

)8/1-7=L(doremalF 71181

revocrebburhtiwdoremalF 7957301

etalpnoisiviD 33181

)PN(tekcarbetalpeliforP 76902

)TPN"8/3(ecifirosagtolipelbatsujdA 90083

)hguorhtdeef(etalpgnitnuomlanretxE 80904

rotingikrapsmm41 93732

)ylnostolip-kaprof(ecifiroelbatsujdasagtoliP 77583

teksaG 6863501
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OLFRIAGR/PNseireS ® seidobmunimula-srenruB

epyTrenruB
)LA(-I-PN

setalpgniximSS034#
)LA(-VI-GR

setalpgniximSS123#

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC LA1PN LA4GR

noitpircseD noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitcesthgiarts"21 )LA(21-I-PN )9(60654 )LA(21-VI-GR )01(00893

noitcesthgiarts"6 )LA(6-I-PN )5(50654 )LA(6-VI-GR )5(99793

noitceseet"6x"21 )LA(T-I-PN )21(80654 )LA(T-VI-GR )31(4804301

noitcestelnikcab"21 )LA(B21-I-PN )31(70654 )LA(B21-VI-GR )41(10893

noitcestelnikcab"63 )LA(B63-I-PN )82(90654 )LA(B63-VI-GR )23(3151401

dnEnialP
steSerusolC

tesetalpdneeceip2 PE-PN )3(]1[21654 PE-GR )4(]1[43015

dnEtoliP
steSetalP

rotingikrapssedulcnitestolip-kapeceip2 KAP-PN )3(]1[01654 KAP-GR )3(]1[92015

ecifiroelbatsujdasedulcnitolip-kapeceip2
rotingikraps&

KAP-PN )3(]1[11654 KAP-GR )3(]1[23015

stiKrenetsaF

tikrenetsafegnalfotegnalF 0583501 7193501

tikrenetsafetalpdneeceip1 9193501 4293501

tikrenetsafetalpdnenialpeceip2 0293501 5293501

tikrenetsafetalpdnetolipeceip2 1293501 6293501

tnemecalpeR
smetI

)sriapniredro(tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU BSU )SS(04993/)SC(77532

rotingikrapsrodoremalfrofrevocrebbuR 22781

)521.7=L(doremalF 71181

revocrebbur&doremalF 7957301

etalpnoisiviD 33181

)PN(tekcarbetalpeliforP 76902

)TPN"8/3(ecifirosagtolipelbatsujdA 90083

)hguorhtdeef(etalpgnitnuomlanretxE 80904

rotingikrapsmm41 93732

)ylnostolip-kap(ecifiroelbatsujdasagtoliP 77583

teksaG 6863501

detalplekcinsselortcelE]1[

Series “NP” & “RG” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

Page 5500-A/P-3

Assembly Numbers
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Page 5500-A/P-4 Series “NP” & “RG” AIRFLO® Line Burners

Assembly Numbers

OLFRIAGR/PNseireS ® seidobmunimula-srenruB srabpukcabdnasrenetsafleetssselniats/w

epyTrenruB
)SSLA(-I-PN

setalpgniximSS034#
)SSLA(-VI-GR

setalpgniximSS123#

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC SSLA1PN SSLA4GR

noitpircseD noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitcesthgiarts"21 )LA(21-I-PN 8722401 )LA(21-VI-GR 3822401

noitcesthgiarts"6 )LA(6-I-PN 7722401 )LA(6-VI-GR 2822401

noitceseet"6x"21 )LA(T-I-PN 0822401 )LA(T-VI-GR 5822401

noitcestelnikcab"21 )LA(B21-I-PN 9722401 )LA(B21-VI-GR 4822401

noitcestelnikcab"63 )LA(B63-I-PN 1822401 )LA(B63-VI-GR 6822401

dnEnialP
steSerusolC

tesetalpdneeceip2 PE-PN )3(]1[21654 PE-GR )4(]1[43015

dnEtoliP
steSetalP

rotingikrapssedulcnitestolip-kapeceip2 KAP-PN )3(]1[01654 KAP-GR )3(]1[92015

ecifiroelbatsujdasedulcnitolip-kapeceip2
rotingikraps&

KAP-PN )3(]1[11654 KAP-GR )3(]1[23015

stiKrenetsaF

stikrenetsafegnalfotegnalF 1583501 8193501

tikrenetsafetalpdnenialpeceip2 2293501 7293501

tikrenetsafetalpdnetolipeceip2 3293501 8293501

tnemecalpeR
smetI

)sriapniredro(tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU BSU 04993

rotingikrapsrodoremalfrofrevocrebbuR 22781

)521.7=L(doremalF 71181

revocrebbur&doremalF 7957301

etalpnoisiviD 33181

)PN(tekcarbetalpeliforP 76902

)TPN"8/3(ecifirosagtolipelbatsujdA 90083

)hguorhtdeef(etalpgnitnuomlanretxE 80904

rotingikrapsmm41 93732

)ylnostolip-kap(ecifiroelbatsujdasagtoliP 77583

teksaG 6863501

[1] Electroless nickel plated
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

• Designed for direct-fired make-up air and process applications

• Improved emissions performance over Maxon's standard NP AIRFLO® Burner, with
significantly lower levels of CO and NO2

• Higher capacity - up to 1,000,000 Btu/hr/ft

• Shorter flame length

• Easily meets ANSI/CSA standards

• Available in low pressure version and corrosion-resistant materials
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Design and Application Details
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NO2 Emissions Profile
Nominal Conditions

NP1-LE      NO2 vs. Temperature Rise
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Typical Applications for Maxon Series NP-LE
AIRFLO® Burners

Packaged Make-up Air Systems
with 100% Outside Air

Packaged Make-up Air Systems
with Partially Recirculated Air

Single-stage Burner Heated Paint Spray
Booths with Re-heat Option

Humidity Controlled, 2-stage Burner
Heated Paint Spray Booths

Drying, Baking & Curing Operations Grain Dryers

NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Fresh
Air

Fan

Supply
Air

Air Intake

Preheat
NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Reheat
NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner
(If  Required)

Supply
Air

Bag
Filters

Humidifier

Fan

Air Intake

Staged
NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Supply
Air

Bag
Filters

Humidifier

Fan

Return
Air

Fan

Supply
Air

Fresh
Air

NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Fresh
Air Fan

Heated
Air

Filter
NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Fresh
Air

Fan

Heated
Air

NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Filter

NP-LE
AIRFLO® Burner

Fan

Grain Bin

Hot Air
Chamber

Cooling
Chamber Intake

Air
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System components normally used in conjunction with a Maxon NP-LE
AIRFLO® Burner application
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Design and Application Details

NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner

Block & Bleed Main Gas Train Pilot G
as Train

Profile Plate

Duct Walls

Intake Louvers

Main 
Volume 

Fan

1

3

4

10

5 6

7
8

9

2

:dnegeL
metI

rebmuN
noitpircseD

1 tatsomrehtedistuO

2 hctiwstimilerutarepmethgihekatnI

3 evlavlortnoC

4 evlavtneV

5 reniartS

6 gelpirD

7 hctiwsrialaitnereffiD

8 hctiwserutarepmethgiH

9 tatsomrehtriaegrahcsiD

01 lenaPlortnoCgnicneuqeS

1/01
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Performance Selection Data

Recommended Burner Capacities and Profile Dp
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Performance Selection Data

NOx Emissions Profile
Profile Dp 0.7"w.c.
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Note: Emission performance is application specific and may vary.

CO Emissions Profile
Profile Dp 0.7" w.c.
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Performance Selection Data

CO Emissions Profile
Nominal Operating Conditions

NP1-LE     CO vs. Temperature Rise
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NO2 Emissions Profile
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Performance Selection Data

Flame Length
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Performance Selection Data

Airstream velocity across and through your burner's mixing plates
must be kept uniform and within desired limits by use of a silhouette
profile plate through which the burner fires. A 6" (minimum) profile
plate should be installed surrounding the interior duct walls. See
Figure 1 at right for specifications.

Where ∆P = Profile Differential Pressure ("w.c.)

To determine profile opening areas, add burner displacement
areas (Ft2/section) from Table 1 (below) for your complete burner
assembly to "Net Free Area" of your duct:

srotcaFyticoleV:2elbaT )0.1=Kebuttotiphtiwderusaemsa(

etalpeliforptarenrubssorcayticolevderiseD
)MPFS(gninepo

0061 0081 0002 0022 0042 0062 0082 0003 0523 0053 0573 0004 0054 0005

tagnidaererusserpyticolevetamixorppA
)cw"(etalpeliforp

61.0 02.0 52.0 03.0 63.0 24.0 94.0 75.0 46.0 77.0 88.0 00.1 62.1 55.1

erusserpcitatsgnidnopserrocetamixorppA
)cw"(etalpeliforpssorcapord

62.0 23.0 04.0 84.0 85.0 76.0 87.0 19.0 20.1 32.1 14.1 06.1 20.2 84.2

Profile Velocity Pressure (hv) =                 =
(0.075 x V2 x 27.68)

______________________
(2 x 32.2 x 144 x 3600)

ρv2

______
2g

Various duct size/profile area relationships may give slightly
different field site data than is shown in Table 2. Velocities should
always be confirmed and established by use of a velometer on
actual field site installation.

Optimum design ranges for the various burner types are shown in
the graphs on the preceding pages. Velocities (SFPM) are measured
with a velometer directly in the duct at the plane of the profile plate or
can be calculated from profile differential pressure.

Profile Differential Pressure (∆P) = hv x k

where V (SFPM) is velocity at profile opening.
k is resistance coef. of 1.6 for NP-LE.

Figure 1: Profile Plate Positioning

Profile Design Velocity (SFPM)=
∆P x 144 x 2 x 32.2 x 3600
______________________

27.68 x 0.075 x 1.6
( )

1.375" 1.375"

Profile
Discharge

Profile
Discharge

Example A Example B

Edge of mixing plate

Note: Distance from end of the mixing plate to
downstream edge of the profile should be 1.375"

Net Free Area of Duct (ft2) = Fan Volume (SCFM)/Design Velocity (SFPM)

Effective Burner Displacement (ft2) = Sum of Section Areas (per Table 1) – Effective Displacement Adjustment

Effective Displacement Adjustment (ft2) = Length of mixing plate adjacent to profile plate (inches) x 1.85/144

snoitatimiLdeeFtelnI:3elbaT

>renruB EL-2PN&EL-1PN

egnalftelnidne"2/1-1 rootlauqe
.tf4nahtssel

*stelnikcab"2/1-1 rootlauqe
.tf5nahtssel

nahteromton,snoitcestelnikcab63roF:etoN*
gelenoynaffo"6

renruBEL2-PN&EL-1PN:1elbaT
tnemecalpsiD tf( 2 )noitces/

noitceS tf(tnemecalpsiD 2 *)

thgiartS"6 4.0

thgiartS"21 8.0

telnIkcaB"21 8.0

telnIkcaB"63 8.1

eeT"6x"21 9.0

woblE"6x"6 7.0

sadeliforpnehwsselsitnemecalpsidevitceffE*
dednemmocer

Example Calculation:

Eff. Displ. Adj. (ft2) = 2(24") x 1.85/144 = 0.6 (ft2)

Eff. Brnr. Displ. (ft2) = 2(1.8) – 0.6 = 3.0 (ft2)

Profile Area (ft2)
=

Net Free Area of Duct (ft2)
 +

Effective Burner Displacement (ft2)

Profile
Opening

Mixing
Plate

24
"

(2) 36" Back Inlet Sections
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1-1/2" NPT Inlet
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Dimensions
6" Straight 12" Straight 12" Back Inlet

36" Back Inlet Section Tee Section Elbow Section

24"
Straight

18" Straight

6.0 12.0

5.05.0 6.06.0

8.6

2.5
1.3

1-1/2" NPT Inlet

5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

8.6

6.0 12.0

9.9

NP-LE End Profile
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Dimensions

Plain Upper End Plate Pilot Upper End Plate

9.7

7.2

2.7

3.8

1-1/2" NPT

Plain Lower End PlateLower Fuel Inlet End Plate

9/03

2.5

3.8

1/8 NPT
Fuel Press.
Test Conn.

9.7

7.2

Flame Rod

2.7

1/4" NPT 
Pilot Fuel/Air

Spark
Ignitor

1" NPT
UV Scanner

Pilot 1" Angled Upper End Plate LT Pilot Upper End Plate

9.7

7.2

2.7

1/4" NPT
Pilot Fuel/Air

Spark
Ignitor

1" NPT
UV Scanner

3.8

3.0

1/2" NPT
Flame Scanner

Spark Ignitor

1/4" NPT
Pilot Fuel/Air
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Dimensions

           PLN            PLN FI      O/O FR PLN          O/O FR FI

       

          LT PLN        LT PLN FI     LT PILT PLN       LT PILT FI

      

      I/O FR PLN        I/O FR FI    1" 15DEG PLN     1" 15DEG FI

End Plate Assemblies

PLN = Plain

FI = Fuel Inlet

O = Outwardly extending flame rod. Away
from burner manifold.

I = Inwardly extending flame rod. Toward
burner manifold

FR = Flame rod

LT = Low temp applications

PILT = Pilot end plate

1" 15DEG = UV or FR port is 1" NPT angled 15
degrees toward burner manifold

noitpircseDweN noitpircseDdlO

NLP PEnialP

IFNLP leuFrewoL/nialPreppU

NLPRFO/I nialPrewoL/toliPreppU

IFRFO/I leuFrewoL/toliPreppU
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Page 5563Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Accessories/Replacement Items

Spark Ignitor

Support Brackets

External Mounting Assembly

Frequently used to provide easy accessibility to spark ignitor and flame supervision components.

Includes Mounting Plate
with two (2) feed-through
insulators for internal
mounting of Spark
Ignitor and Flame Rod.

External Mounting Plate Used with typical pilot Opening Required

Division Plate

1.1 2.5

3.8
4.6

2.4

1.3
1.23.2

1/4"
NPT

1/4"
NPT

0.90

Adjustable Orifice

Flame Rod

Fixed Orifice (0.100")

 

1/4" NPT

1/4" NPT

9/03
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9

5

1

7

8

5

see
note 
below
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metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
3730501

.rtS"21
6730501

.rtS"81
3730501

+
6730501

.rtS"42
6730501

"6x"21
eeT

7830501

"6x"6
woblE

9830501

"21
.I.B

5830501

"63
.I.B

0930501
.oN.ybsA

ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 1 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 1 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 6 8 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

6 2 2 4 1 2 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 42 84 81 02 02 84 7651501 detalPtuN-K5M

8 21 21 42 6 21 21 42 3851501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 61 21 8 8 42 0751501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI54x5M

01 2 2 4 9760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 2 8 2760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

Component Identification
NP-1-LE

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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9

5

1

7

8

5

see
note 
below

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
5730501

.rtS"21
4830501

"6x"21
eeT

8830501

"6x"6
woblE

---

"21
.I.B

6830501

"63
.I.B

1930501 .oN.ybsA
ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

6 2 1 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 81 02 84 7651501 detalPtuN-K5M

8 21 6 21 42 3851501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 8 42 0751501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI54x5M

01 2 4 9760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 8 2760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

Component Identification
NP-1-LE-AL

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.

9/03
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metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ
noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
5730501

.rtS"21
4830501

"6x"21
eeT

8830501

"6x"6
woblE

9830501

"21
.I.B

6830501

"63
.I.B

1930501 .oN.ybsA
ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 4 31654 )munimulA(raBpUkcaB

6 2 1 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 81 02 84 6651501 leetSsselniatStuN5M

8 21 6 21 42 91645 )leetSsselniatS(wercSdaeHxeH7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 8 42 9651501 )leetSsselniatS(AssalCwercSdaeHxeH54x5M

01 2 4 0860501 )munimulA(raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 8 3760501 )munimulA(raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

21 4 02 81 02 84 3581501 rehsawkcoLleetSsselniatS5M

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

Component Identification
NP-1-LE-AL-SS

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

9

5

1

7

8

12

see
note

below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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9

5

1

7

8

5

see
note 
below

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
4361501

.rtS"21
6361501

.rtS"81
4361501

+
6361501

.rtS"42
6361501
)2.ytq(

"6x"21
eeT

0461501

"6x"6
woblE

4461501

"21
.I.B

8361501

"63
.I.B

2461501
.oN.ybsA

ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 1 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 1 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 6 8 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

6 2 2 4 1 2 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 42 04 81 02 02 84 7651501 detalPtuN-K5M

8 21 21 42 6 21 21 42 3851501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 61 21 8 8 42 0751501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI54x5M

01 2 2 4 9760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 2 8 2760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

Component Identification
NP-2-LE

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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smetItnemecalpeR
srebmuNylbmessA

EL1PN LAEL1PN SSLAEL1PN EL2PN

)steksagsedulcni(tiKrenetsaFegnalFotegnalF 9781501 9781501 0881501 9781501

teksaGydoB 4240501 4240501 4240501 4240501

teksaGmihSlateM 1709401 1709401 1709401 1709401

M5 x 10
Hex Head Screw

M10 x 40
Hex Head Screw

Body Gasket

M10 Lock Washer

M10 x 1.5
Hex Nut

M5 Lock Washer
(SS only)

M5 Nut

Shim
Gasket

Flange to Flange Fastener Kit

Component Identification
Fastener Kits
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M5 x 20
Hex Head Screw

Body Gasket

M10 Lock Washer

M5 Lock Washer
(SS only)

M10 x 1.5
Hex Nut

M5 K-Nut

Shim
Gasket

End Plate
Gasket

Body Gasket

End Plate to Flange Fastener Kit

smetItnemecalpeR
srebmuNylbmessA

EL1PN LAEL1PN SSLAEL1PN EL2PN

)steksagsedulcni(tiKrenetsaFegnalFotetalPdnE 1881501 1881501 2881501 1881501

teksaGydoB 4240501 4240501 4240501 4240501

teksaGmihSlateM 1709401 1709401 1709401 1709401

teksaGetalPdnElateM 3240501 3240501 3240501 3240501

tiKrenetsaFegnalFotetalPdnEnialPTL 6987501 6987501 A/N 6987501

tiKrenetsaFegnalFotetalPdnEtoliPTL 3987501 3987501 A/N 3987501

toliP-teksaGetalPdnElateM-TL 3066501 3066501 A/N 3066501

nialP-teksaGetalPdnElateM-TL 4066501 4066501 A/N 4066501

Component Identification
Fastener Kits

9/03
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Notes



m
CORPORATION
MUNCIE, INDIANA, USAINDUSTRIAL COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT AND VALVES

Maxon practices a policy of continuous product improvement. It reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Installation Instructions

General

Avoid bending or damaging the steel mixing plates
of your Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner during
uncrating and installation.

These burners are used
for the heating of fresh air
in motion. Mount the
burners so they fire parallel
to and in the same direc-
tion as the movement of
the air (see sketch 1 at
right).

Velocity and flow of air
at operating temperature
must be uniform. Minimum
silhouette profile plates of
6" should be installed in

Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

duct to completely surround burner assembly.

Supports
Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner assemblies must be

adequately supported and positioned.
Avoid rigid mounting. Burner assembly expands

and contracts with temperature variations.
Maintain smooth, even air flow over the burner by

designing supports to provide minimum interference,
deflection and turbulence.

The sketches below show typical installation and
support methods:

Sketch 2 shows the burner suspended from a strap
iron frame using Maxon USB support brackets. Note
that rigid mounting is avoided by the bracket hole
which slips loosely over a bolt or steel rod attached to
the support. Gas piping would need independent
support.

Sketch 3 shows the burner assembly resting upon
angle iron brackets and not attached to them in any
way. Be sure the angle iron supports allow the burner
flanges to expand and contract. Gas manifolding
would be independently supported and prevent
forward movement of the burner.

the burner. If there are
multiple inlets, you must
avoid rigid connection by
using the oversize U-bolt
(loosely drawn up) illustrated.

Support for down-fired
burners can be accomplished
as shown in the illustration at
right. Always avoid rigid
mounting.

Sketch 6 shows Maxon
USB support brackets
suspending the burner from
an overhead angle iron.

Sketch 7 shows an alter-
nate arrangement which
offers the advantage of more
controlled positioning.

6/03

Sketch 4 shows simple strap iron used to support
the burner. Note that narrow edge of strap faces air
flow to avoid undue turbulence.

Sketch 5 shows gas manifolding used to support

Page 5550-S-1

Strap Iron
Frame

Maxon
Support 
Brackets

Allow Space
for Burner 
Expansion

Air
Movement

Air
Movement

Bolt or Rod
Long enough to permit
brackets to move with

burner expansion

Angle Iron 
SupportStrap Iron

Frame

2 3

6

Angle 
Iron 

Support

Rod

Support
Brackets

3/4"
Hole

Air
Movement

Air
Movement
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tor and pilot solenoid valves. For pilot adjustment, a
fixed orifice, or adjustable orifice is recommended at or
near the pilot gas inlet.

Fuel shut-off valves, when properly wired to a
safety control system, shuts the fuel supply off when a
hazardous operating condition is sensed by your
control circuit. Manual reset valves require operator
attendence each time the system is started up (or
restarted after a trip-out). Motorized shut-off valves
permit automatic start/restart when used with appro-
priate control system.

Fuel control valve controls burner heat release by
throttling gas flow to it. It should include provision for
an adjustable minimum and throttling over a turndown
range that matches burner capabilities. The illustra-
tion shows a Series "CV" Flow Control Valve; but
adjustable gradient SYNCHRO® and/or "Q" Flow
Control Valves may be used.

Gas pressure test connections are provided in
most Series NP-LE Burner end plate sets, but it is
also helpful to provide an additional test connection in
the piping between main gas regulator and fuel
control valve. All connections must be plugged unless
an actual pressure measuring device (gauge or
manometer) is being used.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use
or misuse of the piping layouts shown.
Specific piping and wiring diagrams should
always be submitted to the appropriate
agencies for approval on each application.

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Page 5550-S-2             Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Gas Train
See piping layout below to identify various typical

system components.
Pipe size of gas line must be large enough to

assure ample fuel pressure at maximum system
capacity. Burner capacity is totally dependent on fuel
differential being maintained. (See capacity/specifica-
tion data for the actual fuel pressure required at the
burner to achieve its rated capacity.)

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any gas
line before actually connecting to the burner system.

Main shut-off cock should be upstream of both
system regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it to shut
off fuel to both pilot and main burner during extended
shutdown periods. Maxon Control Valves are not
intended for tight shutoff. Main system shut-off should
always be accomplished with a manual fuel cock.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses.

The gas train piping illustrated should be installed
as close to the burner as possible.

Pilot take-off should be upsteam of main gas
regulator, but downstream of main gas cock. It
normally includes pilot shut-off cock, pilot gas regula-

Typical Piloted System
Strap Iron

Frame

Support
Brackets

Air
Movement

Air
Movement

7
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CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off should
be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry and with knowledge
of the overall installation. Instructions provided
by the company and/or individuals responsible
for the manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system's equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original manu-
facturer's current instructions.

Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

For initial system start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and/or cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all safety

devices and interlocks are operable and func-
tioning within their respective settings/ranges.
Be sure all manifolds are tight and that test ports
are plugged if not being used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Start main volume air fan. Check for proper
motor rotation and impeller direction. Verify all
safety interlocks are working. Allow air handling
equipment to run adequate purge of manifold
and combustion chamber plenums. Verify air
volume and velocity across burner element to be
within burner operating specifications.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

5. Disconnect the automatic control motor linkage
from your Maxon Control Valve by loosening the
control motor's connecting rod from the valve's
toggle linkage. Initial start-up adjustment should
only be accomplished during a "manual" control
mode. Manually set and secure control valve in
its "minimum" position.

6/03

6. To light and adjust gas pilot: Pilot gas regulator
should initially be set at 2-5” wc. With pilot gas
solenoid valves closed, open main fuel gas and
pilot gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and open
pilot gas solenoid. Turn adjustable orifice screw
out (counter-clockwise) several turns from its
fully seated position or adjust regulator pressure
when fixed orifice is used. Observe pilot ignition
through a sight port and/or by viewing micro-amp
signal metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.
Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/or
strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

7. Prepare to ignite main burner by adjusting main
gas regulator to approximately midpoint of its
adjustment range. Linkage arrangement for the
use of Series "CV" Gas Control Valve is illus-
trated above for a typical control motor. Arrange
accordingly.

8. With control valve at "minimum," ignite main
burner by opening main fuel shut-off valves.
Adjust main gas regulator to give the desired
outlet pressure. Refine pilot adjustment if it has
been affected. Adjust burner "minimum" by
turning in on the minimum stop screw of the gas
control valve until stable flame appears in the
narrow zipper channel at the base of burner
mixing plates.

Page 5550-S-3
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A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw. (See drawing on page
5550-S-2.)
NOTE: If your Maxon NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner
was furnished with an adjustable gradient type
Series "Q" or SYNCHRO® Control Valve
instead of a Series "CV" Valve, refer to step
8A through 8I for specific instructions and
differences in adjustment procedures.
For Series “CV” Valves, skip to step 9.

A. From step #5, the automatic control motor
linkage has already been disconnected from
your adjustable gradient type control valve
and the valve is at its "minimum" position.

B. Open fuel supply and begin adjustment of
appropriate adjustable gradient valve by
turning in minimum (or lowest numbered)
screw until desired flame is achieved. (Main
fuel regulator may need adjusted at this
point.)

C. Once your flame is established and refined
at this position, and without advancing the
screw carrier quadrant higher, screw all
remaining screws down to at least the same
level as your first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be estab-
lished with all the remaining adjusting
screws. Generally, each succeeding screw
needs to be screwed in approximately one
full turn deeper than its preceeding screw. A
smooth "stair-step" gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the

Page 5550-S-4

Start-Up Instructions (cont'd.)

remaining adjustment steps.
D. Without advancing the SYNCHRO® Valve

quadrant, screw down on #2 screw (one or
two turns). Then slowly advance the
SYNCHRO® Valve quadrant to the #2
position. Refine flame appearance at this
new position #2.

E. Turn all higher-numbered screws in at least
as far as the one just adjusted, then turn
next one in as necessary to achieve desired
flame while rotating valve mechanism to that
position on indicator strip.

F. Repeat for each remaining screw.
NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam
strips, always turn all higher-numbered
screws in as far as the last one adjusted.

G. Refine adjustment as needed, always
turning valve so that position indicator
matches screw being adjusted.
For more fuel, turn screw in (clockwise). for
less fuel, turn screw out (counter-clockwise).
If screws must be turned in flush with carrier
casting, increase fuel pressure and readjust
by starting at minimum over again.

H. Cycle system off and on, and through all
firing rates until satisfied with performance.

I. Reconnect control motor linkage and check
that operator does not "bind" and that all
interlocks are performing properly.

9. Adjust burner "high fire" by slowly rotating fuel
control valve crank arm towards its maximum.
Observe flame characteristics carefully. Flame
should remain a bright blue color with a length
beyond the mixing plates as indicated in capac-
ity/specification data. If flame becomes long and
yellow, gas pressure is too high and/or air
velocity is too low.
NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may effect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.
To measure gas pressure, connect water
column (manometer) to the test connection in
burner's end plate. To determine air velocity, use
a velometer at the profile opening. Correct
velocities by increasing or decreasing profile
opening size.
If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased or velocities are
too high and may need to be decreased. Note
that air velocities should be measured only
when the fan is handling air at the desired
control temperature.

            Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Start-Up Instructions (cont'd.)

The desired maximum capacity may be
achieved with less than full control valve open-
ing. Mark with a pencil or scribe the point on
valve crank arm where the desired maximum is
obtained, then return crank arm to low position
and shut system off.

10. If using Maxon Series “CV” Valve, reconnect
control motor linkage (with control motor in low
or minimum position) by loosening toggle clamp
screw 1 and moving toggle clamp 2 along the
connecting linkage to a point where toggle
clamp bolt 3 can be placed at the outermost
position of control motor crank slot. Then tighten
toggle clamp screw 1, thus fixing clamp to
linkage.
Allowing toggle clamp bolt 3 to slide in the crank
arm slot, cycle control motor towards its maxi-
mum position and move fuel control valve crank
4 to the previously-determined maximum firing
rate position. Tighten toggle clamp bolt 3, thus
fixing clamp to motor crank.
Cycle control motor back to minimum, watching
carefully that it does not bind before reaching
minimum.
If it is stopped or if minimum is not reached,
loosen toggle clamp screw 1 and move toggle
clamp along the connecting linkage so both
motor and valve can assume their minimum
positions. Then retighten toggle clamp screw 1.
Refine adjustment by cycling several times
between low and high control motor position
while readjusting toggle clamp bolt 3 as neces-
sary until control motor travels through its full
cycle while moving control valve crank arm from
its minimum only up to the desired maximum
previously determined.

11. Relight burner and cycle control system from
low to high fire several times to observe per-
formance. Refine adjustments of pilot and main
burner minimum if necessary.

Warning: Test every UV Flame Sensor
System for dangerous spark excitation from
ignitors and other burners, as well as other
possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation.

12. Check carefully that all interlocks and limits are
in full operating condition. Before system is
placed into full service, instruct operator person-
nel on proper start-up, operation and shut-down
of system. Establish written instructions for
reference.

1/01
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts
NP-1-LE

Page 5550-S-6

9

5

1

7

8

5

see
note 
below

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
3730501

.rtS"21
6730501

.rtS"81
3730501

+
6730501

.rtS"42
6730501

"6x"21
eeT

7830501

"6x"6
woblE

9830501

"21
.I.B

5830501

"63
.I.B

0930501
.oN.ybsA

ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 1 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 1 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 6 8 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

6 2 2 2 4 1 2 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 42 84 81 02 02 84 7651501 detalPtuN-K5M

8 21 21 42 6 21 21 42 3851501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 61 21 8 8 42 0751501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI54x5M

01 2 2 4 9760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 2 8 2760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts
NP-1-LE-AL

Page 5550-S-7

9

5

1

7

8

5

see
note 
below

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
5730501

.rtS"21
4830501

"6x"21
eeT

8830501

"6x"6
woblE

---

"21
.I.B

6830501

"63
.I.B

1930501 .oN.ybsA
ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

6 2 2 1 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 81 02 84 7651501 detalPtuN-K5M

8 21 6 21 42 3851501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 8 42 0751501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI54x5M

01 2 4 9760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 8 2760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts
NP-1-LE-AL-SS

Page 5550-S-8

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ
noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
5730501

.rtS"21
4830501

"6x"21
eeT

8830501

"6x"6
woblE

9830501

"21
.I.B

6830501

"63
.I.B

1930501 .oN.ybsA
ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 4 31654 )munimulA(raBpUkcaB

6 2 2 1 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 81 02 84 6651501 leetSsselniatStuN5M

8 21 6 21 42 91645 )leetSsselniatS(wercSdaeHxeH7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 8 42 9651501 )leetSsselniatS(AssalCwercSdaeHxeH54x5M

01 2 4 0860501 )munimulA(raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 8 3760501 )munimulA(raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

21 4 02 81 02 84 3581501 rehsawkcoLleetSsselniatS5M

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

9

5

1

7

8

12

see
note

below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts
NP-2-LE

Page 5550-S-9

9

5

1

7

8

5

see
note 
below

metI
.oN

noitceSdetacidnIrofderiuqeRytitnauQ noitpircseDtraP

1
.rtS"6
4361501

.rtS"21
6361501

.rtS"81
4361501

+
6361501

.rtS"42
6361501
)2.ytq(

"6x"21
eeT

0461501

"6x"6
woblE

4461501

"21
.I.B

8361501

"63
.I.B

2461501
.oN.ybsA

ydoBrenruB

2 2 4 6 8 2 2 4 4 3709401 etalPgnixiM

3 2 1 4 4002501 renroCedisnI:etalPgnixiM

4 1 5709401 egdeW:etalPgnixiM

5 2 4 6 8 4 94081 raBpUkcaB

6 2 2 2 4 1 2 2 4 1709401 )lateM(mihS/teksaG

7 4 02 42 04 81 02 02 84 7651501 detalPtuN-K5M

8 21 21 42 6 21 21 42 3851501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI01x5M

9 4 8 21 61 21 8 8 42 0751501 tloBxeHdetalP7104OSI54x5M

01 2 2 4 9760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedistuO

11 4 2 8 2760501 raBpUkcaBrenroCedisnI

To order replacement parts:
1. See burner nameplate and indicate burner type.
2. Sketch burner arrangement (as viewed from casting side).
3. Specify replacement items required from diagrams above.
4. Specify quantity of each and assembly numbers from table below:

10

4

17

6

117

2

3

1

see 
note 
below

see 
note 
below

NOTE: These items included with fastener kits. See pages 5567 & 5568 for fastener kit details.
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® BurnersPage 5550-S-10

Maintenance and Component Identification/Spare Parts
Fastener Kits

M5 x 20
Hex Head Screw

Body Gasket

M10 Lock Washer

M5 Lock Washer
(SS only)

M10 x 1.5
Hex Nut

M5 K-Nut

Shim
Gasket

End Plate
Gasket

Body Gasket

M5 x 10
Hex Head Screw

M10 x 40
Hex Head Screw

Body Gasket

M10 Lock Washer

M10 x 1.5
Hex Nut

M5 Lock Washer
(SS only)

M5 Nut

Shim
Gasket

smetItnemecalpeR
srebmuNylbmessA

EL1PN LAEL1PN SSLAEL1PN EL2PN

)steksagsedulcni(tiKrenetsaFegnalFotegnalF 9781501 9781501 0881501 9781501

)steksagsedulcni(tiKrenetsaFegnalFotetalPdnE 1881501 1881501 2881501 1881501

teksaGydoB 4240501 4240501 4240501 4240501

teksaGmihSlateM 1709401 1709401 1709401 1709401

teksaGetalPdnElateM 3240501 3240501 3240501 3240501

tiKteksaGegnalFotetalPdnEnialPTL 6987501 6987501 A/N 6987501

tiKteksaGegnalFotetalPdnEtoliPTL 3987501 3987501 A/N 3987501

toliP-teksaGetalPdnElateM-TL 3066501 3066501 A/N 3066501

nialP-teksaGetalPdnElateM-TL 4066501 4066501 A/N 4066501

End Plate Fastener Kit Body to Body Fastener Kit
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Page 5550-S-11Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Periodic maintenance will insure continued trouble-
free operation of your Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burner
system.

At least a yearly inspection is recommended for
make-up air heating installations and more frequently
for process applications in year-round operation. Your
own experience is the best guide in determining
frequency of inspection. As a minimum, the following
procedure should be followed:
1. Shut the system down totally. Disconnect or lock

out power supply so there can be no accidental
start-up during inspection.

2. Inspect the burners carefully, including upstream
and downstream sides of mixing plates as well as
burner body face. Any accumulation of scale or
foreign material on either side of the mixing plates
should be removed with a wire brush. Check

Maintenance Instructions

visually that no holes in the mixing plates are
blocked. See next page (5550-S-12) for inspec-
tion and maintenance instructions for gas ports.

WARNING: Do not enlarge burner ports or
performance may be drastically affected.

If any mixing plates are loose or missing fasteners,
tighten/replace as necessary. Always use zinc plated
or stainless metric fasteners.
3. Put system back into operation and, if possible,

view from downstream side while cycling burner
through full firing range. This will give a visual
check for blocked burner ports.

4. Observe flame pattern and, if necessary, take
steps to correct velocity and/ or air distribution
problems.

If adverse operating conditions or accidental
damage make it necessary to replace either individual
mixing plates or complete burner sections, follow this
procedure:
1. Identify necessary replacement parts from

component identification drawings on preceding
pages, then order required quantities of each.
Consider carefully the economics of installing a
complete replacement burner instead of replacing
individual parts. Once exposed to actual flame
temperatures, burner castings harden and the
removal and replacing of fasteners can be time
consuming and difficult. Accessibility may also be
severely limited requiring removal of complete
assembly in any case.

2. When necessary parts have been received,
remove damaged mixing plates or burner sec-
tions, taking care not to damage remaining
portion of burner. If new burner bodies are being
installed, place body gasket on the mating
flanges of loose cast iron bodies. (This is neces-
sary to provide a gas-tight seal after assembly.)
Insert new section into place, making sure that
both flanges are square and flush, then bolt
sections together.

3. Install new mixing plates, back up bars and plate
support brackets to the new body castings.

4. If end plate sets must be installed, put in position
between mixing plates and insert fasteners
loosely. Do not tighten at this time.

5. Tighten burner body bolts making sure that
mating cast iron flanges remain square and flush.

6. Align mixing plates and check that body gaskets
are in position and properly aligned. Tighten all
mixing plate mounting screws and bolts.

7. Double check that all fasteners are secure.
8. Return burner to operation, observing flame

carefully at all firing rates.

Repair / Replacement Procedures
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Page 5550-S-12 Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners

Inspection and Maintenance of Gas Ports

– Conduct initial inspection within the first month
after commissioning. Visually check the gas ports
of new burner assemblies for any piping scale or
debris. Use Pin Vise with drill bit to remove.

– Annual inspections are normally adequate once
the initial piping debris is removed. The operating
conditions of the burner will determine how
frequently maintenance is actually required.

– Use of an electric drill motor is not suggested
unless both Pin Vise and Drill (as shown below)
can be chucked up in a vari-speed drill unit. Use
caution, because it is easy to snap the bits off in a
port when using a drill motor. Removal of broken
bits from the gas ports is difficult.

– Contact your Maxon representative to answer
questions or address any problems.

NP-LE AIRFLO®
Burner Body

(Mixing Plates Not Shown)
1 inch

Gas Ports
All are #43 Drill Size

(Exception is several #47
holes at the intersection of

12x6 tee's and 36 BI's)

Pin Vise

36" BI Sections 12" x 6" 
Tee Sections

All Straight Sections
6", 12", 18" & 24"

#47
Holes
Here

#43
Holes
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Series NP-LE AIRFLO® Burners Page 5550-A/P-1

Assembly Numbers

OLFRIAEL-PNseireS ® srenruB

epyTrenruB
EL-1-PN

,ydobnoritsaC
setalpdnenoritsac

EL-1-PN
,ydobmunimulA

setalpdnenoritsac

EL-1-PN
,srabpu-kcab&ydobmunimulA

,setalpdnedetalpelkcin
srenetsafleetssselniats

EL-2-PN
,ydobnoritsaC

setalpdnenoritsac

metIderugifnoC
rebmuN

EL1PN LAEL1PN SSLAEL1PN EL2PN

noitpircseD noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitangiseD
ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitcesthgiarts"6 6-EL-I-PN 7161501 LA6-EL-I-PN 0561501 SS/WLA6-EL-I-PN 2661501 6-EL-II-PN 9691501

noitcesthgiarts"21 21-EL-I-PN 6161501 LA21-EL-I-PN 9461501 SS/WLA21-EL-I-PN 1661501 21-EL-II-PN 8691501

noitcesthgiarts"81 81-EL-I-PN 8161501 --- --- --- --- 81-EL-II-PN 7842501

noitcesthgiarts"42 42-EL-I-PN 9161501 --- --- --- --- 42-EL-II-PN 8842501

noitceswoble"6x"6 L-EL-I-PN 0261501 ---- --- --- --- L-EL-II-PN 0791501

noitceseet"6x"21 T-EL-I-PN 1261501 LAT-EL-I-PN 1561501 SS/WLAT-EL-I-PN 3661501 T-EL-II-PN 1791501

noitcestelnikcab"21 B21-EL-I-PN 2261501 LAB21-EL-I-PN 2561501 SS/WLAB21-EL-I-PN 4661501 B21-EL-II-PN 2791501

noitcestelnikcab"63 B63-EL-I-PN 3261501 LAB63-EL-I-PN 3561501 SS/WLAB63-EL-I-PN 5661501 B63-EL-II-PN 3791501

noitpircseD
srebmuNylbmessA

EL1PN LAEL1PN SSLAEL1PN EL2PN

etalPdnE
steS

etalpdnenialP 0602501 0602501 7602501 0602501

etalpdnenialprewol,tolipreppU 7502501 7502501 4602501 7502501

etalpdnetelnileufrewol,tolipreppU 8502501 8502501 5602501 8502501

etalpdnetelnileufrewol,nialpreppU 9502501 9502501 6602501 9502501

tnemecalpeR
smetI

rotingikrapS

revocrebburhtiw 9012501 9012501 9012501 9012501

revocrebburtuohtiw 93732 93732 93732 93732

noisrevTL 57081 57081 --- 57081

doremalF
revocrebburhtiw 7957301 7957301 7957301 7957301

revocrebburtuohtiw 71181 71181 71181 71181

ecifiroelbatsujdA 77583 77583 77583 77583

)SC(tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU 77532 77532 --- 77532

)SS(tekcarbtroppuslasrevinU 04993 04993 04993 04993

etalpnoisiviD 6709401 6709401 6709401 6709401

)steksagsedulcni(tikrenetsafegnalfotegnalF 9781501 9781501 0881501 9781501

)steksagsedulcni(tikrenetsafegnalfotetalpdnE 1881501 1881501 2881501 1881501

ylbmessagnitnuomlanretxE 80904 80904 80904 80904

teksagydoB 4240501 4240501 4240501 4240501

teksagmihslateM 1709401 1709401 1709401 1709401

teksagetalpdnelateM 3240501 3240501 3240501 3240501
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Maxon CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

• Operational flexibility

- High moisture air streams

- Low O
2
 air streams

- Highly inert air streams

- Parallel velocities up to 4000 fpm, cross velocities up to 3000 fpm

• Extremely low emissions -  NOx levels of 25 ppm and CO levels of 250 ppm at 3% O2 are
possible.  Contact your Maxon sales representative about your specific application.

• Temperature uniformity to enhance product quality

• Up to 25:1 turndown for process flexibility

• High firing capacity - up to 2,500,000 Btu/hr/ft (732 kW/ft)

• Nozzle-mixing line burner for use with low pressure natural gas firing

• Also available in stainless steel housings and nickel-plated body versions
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Maxon CROSSFIRE® Line Burner
Principle of Operation

The design of the CROSSFIRE® burner allows for
extremely low emissions of both NOx and CO.
Impingement of a series of jets containing a
substantially homogeneous mixture of fuel and air
creates stability and extremely short flame lengths.
The high excess air translates into low NOx levels.
The inherently stable design allows operation of the
burner in a fuel lean condition without creating high
levels of CO.

The burner performs optimally at a specific fuel/air
ratio throughout the firing range.  Deviation from the
optimum fuel/air ratio will result in trade-off between
NOx and CO emissions.  For example, a fuel lean
setting (in reference to optimum fuel/air ratio) will result
in lower NOx emissions but higher CO emissions.
Conversely, a fuel rich setting, again in reference to
the optimum fuel/air ratio, will result in higher NOx
emissions with lower CO levels.

The fuel/air ratio is controlled by a Maxon MICRO-
RATIO

®
 Valve throughout the operating range.  The

MICRO-RATIO
®
 Valve allows for a variable fuel ramp

corresponding to the chosen maximum lineal firing
duty.  The MICRO-RATIO

®
 Valve is sized according to

the fuel and air flow requirements for the entire
combustion system.  For MICRO-RATIO

®
 Valve sizing

information, see Sections 7000 and 7100 of the Maxon
product catalog.

For optimum performance and emissions control in
applications with variable process flow, use Maxon's
SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control System.
See Maxon catalog section 7200 for more details.

Design and Application Details
Maxon CROSSFIRE® Burners are nozzle-mixing,

modular line burners designed for a variety of fresh and
recirculated air process heating applications.  The
burner is available in a variety of arrangements,
including straight, grid and ladder sections.  An
external blower supplies combustion air.

The CROSSFIRE® Burner is primarily used for in-
duct firing.  The CROSSFIRE® Burner can be designed
within a system to allow for up to 2,500,000 Btu/hr/ft
(732 kW/ft).  The maximum fuel pressures and air
pressures required for varying maximum firing loads
are described in the table below.

serusserPnoitcennoCtseT

yticapaCmumixaM
tf/rh/utBMM

riAderiuqeR
erusserP

*).c.wsehcni(

leuFderiuqeR
erusserP

*).c.wsehcni(

00.1 9.2 4.7

52.1 5.4 4.11

05.1 2.6 4.61

57.1 2.8 1.22

00.2 5.01 8.82

52.2 9.21 3.63

05.2 7.51 8.44

sagdnariA.noitcennoctsettaderusaemserusserplaitnereffiD*
.erusserpcitatsmetsysrevolaitnereffidsiPD

)cirtem(serusserPnoitcennoCtseT

yticapaCmumixaM
tf/Wk

riAderiuqeR
erusserP
*)rabm(

leuFderiuqeR
erusserP
*)rabm(

003 2.7 4.81

573 2.11 4.82

054 4.51 9.04

525 4.02 0.55

006 2.62 7.17

066 1.23 4.09

237 1.93 6.111

sagdnariA.noitcennoctsettaderusaemserusserplaitnereffiD*
.erusserpcitatsmetsysrevolaitnereffidsiPD
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Capacities and Operating Data

The burner can operate in a variety of environ-
ments. Typical operating environments, limits on their
variables, and notes concerning operation of the
burner are presented at left.

It is important to note that inlet combustion vari-
ables such as O

2
 level and combustion air tempera-

ture will change air pressure requirements and/or
maximum firing capacity.

tnemnorivnEgnitarepO
elbairaV muminiM mumixaM

.pmeTriAnoitsubmoCtelnI F° tneibmA 004

OriAnoitsubmoCtelnI 2 leveL O% 2
8.02 8.02

yticoleVssorCmaertSriA nim/tf 0 0003

yticoleVlaixAmaertSriA nim/tf 0 0004

erutarepmeTriAmaertspU F° trahCeeS
woleBerutarepmeTriAmaertsnwoD F°

OmaertSriAssecorP 2 leveL O% 2
4 12

Temperature Operating Envelope

Consult Maxon for operation in shaded region. Ability to operate in
shaded region is dependent upon operating conditions.

100 250 500 750 °F

D
o

w
n

st
re

am
 T

em
p

er
at

u
re

°F
1350

1200

1025

850

Operating Envelope

Consult
Maxon

Upstream Temperature

ataDecnamrofreP
erifhgihtaesaelertaehlaeniL tf/rh/utB 000,000,1 000,052,1 000,005,1 000,057,1 000,000,2 000,052,2 000,005,2

esaelertaehlaenilmuminiM tf/rh/utB 000,001 000,001 000,001 000,001 000,001 000,001 000,001

oitarnwodnruT 1:01 1:5.21 1:51 1:5.71 1:02 1:5.22 1:52

htgnelemalF sehcni ]1[ 21 61 02 42 82 23 63

esaelertaeh/erusserptoliP *.c.w" ]2[ rh/utB/ rh/utB000,04/.c.w"8-5

wolfrianoitsubmoC MFCS 382 443 004 554 015 265 716

telnirenrubtaerusserpriA ).c.w"( ]3[ 1.3 8.4 6.6 7.8 1.11 7.31 7.61

tsetrenrubtaerusserpriA
noitcennoc *).c.w"( 9.2 5.4 2.6 2.8 5.01 9.21 7.51

telnirenrubtaerusserpleuF
)saglarutan( ).c.w"( ]3[ 0.8 3.21 7.71 9.32 1.13 2.93 4.84

tsetrenrubtaerusserpleuF
)saglarutan(noitcennoc *).c.w"( 4.7 4.11 4.61 1.22 8.82 3.63 8.44

snoissimexON ]4[ O%3@mpp 2
O%3otdetcerrocmpp52< 2 yrd

snoissimeOC ]4[ O%3@mpp 2
O%3otdetcerrocmpp052< 2 yrd

.riassecxe%05taeradetsilshtgnelemalF]1[
.ecifirotolipelbatsujdafotelnitA]2[

sagdnariA]3[ � .erusserpcitatsmetsysrevolaitnereffidsiP
.sliatednoitacilppacificepsrofnoxaMtcatnoC.yravyamecnamrofrepnoissimelautcA.deetnaraugtoneradetatssnoissimE]4[

sagdnariA.snoitcennoctsetrenrubtaderusaemserusserplaitnereffiD* � .erusserpcitatsmetsysrevolaitnereffidsiP
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Capacities and Operating Data

Natural Gas Fuel/Air Settings

Propane Fuel/Air Settings

NOTE: Pressure measured at burner test connections; refer to inlet pressure requirements for fan sizing

NOTE: Pressure measured at burner test connections; refer to inlet pressure requirements for fan sizing

0
1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Differential Air Pressure ("w.c.)

D
iff

er
en

tia
l F

u
el

 P
re

ss
u

re
 ("

w
.c

.)

2 .50 M M  B t u/hr /f t

2 .2 5 M M B t u/hr /f t

2 .0  M M B t u/hr /f t

1.75 M M B t u/hr /f t

1.50  M M B t u/hr /f t

1.2 5 M M B t u/hr /f t

1.0 0  M M B t u/hr /f t

Lower CO �

Lower NOx �

0
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
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32
34
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38
40
42
44
46

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Differential Air Pressure ("w.c.)

D
iff

er
en

tia
l F

u
el

 P
re

ss
u

re
 ("

w
.c

.)

Lower CO �

Lower NOx �
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Dimensions (in inches)

17.8
16.6

3.2
4.6

Coupling required 
for ISO connection

13.35

Coupling required 
for ISO connection

1-1/2 NPT Pipe
Fuel Inlet

Combustion Air Inlet
.5 ft. burner = 4" dia.

1 ft. & 1.5 ft. burners - 6" dia.

10.8 mm dia.

Lifting Lugs
Qty. specified on order

4.34

Gas Inlet
1-1/2" NPT Combustion 

Air Inlet 
8" dia. 

10.8 mm dia.

Lifting Lugs
Qty. specified per order

9.0 (Typ.) 6.0 

Bottom View
end inlet section

Bottom view
back inlet section w/round air inlet

Combustion Air
Test Connection

1/8" NPT

Pilot Fuel/Air
1/2" NPT

Gas Test 
Connection

1/8" NPT

Spark Ignitor
14mm

UV Scanner
3/4" NPT

16.3

6.9
1.1

19.4

13.4

11.3
7.6

6.4
5.9

4.3

6.9
1.1

16.3

6.9
1.1

Side View
(back inlet section shown)

Pilot End View

Round air inlet
4" & 6" dia.

Combustion 
Air Inlet

Gas Inlet
1-1/2" NPT

7.5

9.0

3.45

6.96.5

Bottom view
back inlet section w/retangular air inlet

Round air inlet
8" dia.

Rectangular air inlet
6.5" W x 7.5" H



Page 5606 CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Dimensions (in inches)

2 ft. burner - back inlet 3 ft. burner - back inlet

9.0
12.1

24.2
9.0

18.1
36.2

26.9 38.9

3.6
7.2

3.6
7.2

24.1
9.0

48.2

9.0

50.9

3.6
7.2

4 ft. burner - back inlet

5 ft. burner - back inlet

18.1
9.0

24.0
60.2

9.0

62.9

3.6
7.2

6 ft. burner - back inlet

18.1
9.0

36.0
72.2

9.0

74.9

3.6
7.2

.5 ft. burner - end inlet 1 ft. burner - end inlet 1.5 ft. burner - end inlet

9.1
18.2
20.9

3.6

7.2

2.8
4.2

6.1
12.2

3.6

7.2

14.92.8
4.2

6.2
8.9

3.6

7.2

3.1

2.8
4.2

Straight Burner Sections
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Dimensions (in inches)

7 ft. burner - back inlet

8 ft. burner - back inlet

9 ft. burner - back inlet

Straight Burner Sections

24.1
9.0 15.0

36.0
84.2

9.0

86.9

3.6
7.2

9.0 21.0 9.0
48.0
96.2

24.1

98.9

3.6
7.2

9.0 27.0

108.2
60.0

9.0
24.1

110.9

3.6
7.2



Page 5608 CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Dimensions (in inches)

2 ft. back inlet grid sections

12.1

11.7

2 BI XF GRD with 12" span

12.1

17.7

9.0

2 BI XF GRD with 18" span

12.1

23.7

11.9

9.0

2 BI XF GRD with 24" span

12.1

14.9

29.7

2 BI XF GRD with 30" span

12.1

17.9

35.7

9.0

9.0

12.1

23.9

47.7

9.0

9.0
2 BI XF GRD with 36" span

2 BI XF GRD with 48" span

24.2 24.2

24.2 24.2

24.2
24.2

26.9

18.9

26.9

30.9

26.9

42.9

26.9

24.9

26.9

36.9

26.9

54.9

9.0

9.0
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Dimensions (in inches)

3 ft. back inlet grid sections

3 BI XF GRD with 12" span

18.1

11.9

9.0

3 BI XF GRD with 18" span

18.1

17.7

9.0

3 BI XF GRD with 30" span

18.1

29.7

14.9

9.0
3 BI XF GRD with 24" span

18.1

23.7

11.9

9.0

3 BI XF GRD with 36" span

18.1

35.7

9.0

17.9

9.0

3 BI XF GRD with 48" span

18.1

23.9

47.7

9.0

9.0

36.2 36.2

36.2
36.2

36.2
36.2

38.9

18.9

38.9

30.9

38.9

42.9

38.9

24.9

38.9

36.9

38.9

54.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

4 ft. back inlet grid sections

4 BI XF GRD with 12" span

24.1

11.7

9.0

4 BI XF GRD with 18" span

24.1

17.7

9.0

4 BI XF GRD with 30" span

24.1

14.9

29.7

9.0
4 BI XF GRD with 24" span

24.1

23.7

11.9

9.0

4 BI XF GRD with 36" span

24.1

17.9

35.7

9.0

9.0

4 BI XF GRD with 48" span

24.1

23.9

9.0

47.7

9.0

48.2 48.2

48.2 48.2

48.2
48.2

50.9

18.9

50.9

30.9

50.9

42.9

50.9

24.9

50.9

36.9

50.9

54.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

5 ft. back inlet grid sections

5 BI XF GRD with 12" span

18.1

11.7

9.0

5 BI XF GRD with 18" span

18.1

17.7

9.0

5 BI XF GRD with 24" span

18.1

23.7

11.9

9.0

5 BI XF GRD with 30" span

18.1

14.9

29.7

9.0

5 BI XF GRD with 36" span

18.1

35.7
9.0

17.9

9.0

5 BI XF GRD with 48" span

18.1

23.9

47.7
9.0

9.0

24.0

60.2

24.0

60.2

24.0

60.2

24.0

60.2

24.0

60.2

24.0

60.2

62.9

18.9

62.9

30.9

62.9

42.9

62.9

24.9

62.9

36.9

62.9

54.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

6 ft. back inlet grid sections

6 BI XF GRD with 12" span

18.1

18.9

9.0

6 BI XF GRD with 18" span

18.1

17.7

9.0

6 BI XF GRD with 24" span

18.1

11.9

23.7

9.0

6 BI XF GRD with 30" span

14.9

29.7

9.0

18.1

6 BI XF GRD with 36" span

18.1

17.9

35.7
9.0

9.0

6 BI XF GRD with 48" span

18.1

23.9

9.0
47.7

9.0

36.0

72.2

36.0

72.2

36.0

72.2

72.2

36.0

36.0

72.2

36.0

72.2

74.9

11.7 

30.9

74.9

42.9

74.9

24.9

74.9

36.9

74.9

74.9

54.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

7 ft. back inlet grid sections

7 BI XF GRD with 12" span

24.1

24.1

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

17.7

24.1

24.1

24.1

11.9

17.9

29.7
23.7

23.9

35.7

24.1

47.7

14.9

11.7

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

7 BI XF GRD with 18" span

7 BI XF GRD with 24" span
7 BI XF GRD with 30" span

7 BI XF GRD with 48" span

7 BI XF GRD with 36" span

36.0

84.2 84.2

36.0

36.0

84.2

36.0

84.2

36.0

84.2

36.0

84.2

18.9

86.9

30.9

86.9

42.9

86.9

24.9

86.9

36.9

86.9

54.9

86.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

8 ft. back inlet grid sections

8 BI XF GRD with 12" span

24.1

24.1

24.1 24.1

23.9

24.1

24.1

11.7

11.9

17.9

14.9

23.7 29.7

17.7

47.7

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.09.0
35.7

9.0

9.0

8 BI XF GRD with 18" span

8 BI XF GRD with 24" span
8 BI XF GRD with 30" span

8 BI XF GRD with 36" span

8 BI XF GRD with 48" span

48.0

96.2

48.0

96.2

48.0

96.2

48.0

96.2

48.0

96.2

48.0

96.2

18.9

98.9

30.9

98.9

98.9

42.9

24.9

98.9

36.9

98.9

54.9

98.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

9 ft. back inlet grid sections

9 BI XF GRD with 12" span

18.1

18.1

18.1 18.1

17.9

18.1

18.1

35.7

23.7

23.9

47.7

29.7

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.0

9.09.0

9.0

9.0

11.7

11.9

17.7

9 BI XF GRD with 18" span

9 BI XF GRD with 24" span 9 BI XF GRD with 30" span

9 BI XF GRD with 36" span
9 BI XF GRD with 48" span

72.0
36.0

108.2
108.2

36.0

72.0

72.0

36.0

108.2

72.0
36.0

108.2

108.2

36.0

72.0

72.0
36.0

108.2

18.9

110.9

30.9

110.9

42.9

110.9

24.9

110.9110.9

110.9

36.9

14.9

54.9
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Dimensions (in inches)

4 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder

5 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder

6 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder

7 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder

9 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder

8 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder

7.5 typ.

7.5 typ.

7.5 typ.

7.5 typ.

7.5 typ.

7.5 typ.

9.0

48.0

62.9

9.0

9.0 9.0

60.0

36.0 36.0

15.0 15.0

33.0 33.0

15.0 15.0

42.0 42.0

48.0 48.0

15.0 15.0

39.0 39.0

54.0 54.0

15.0 15.0

45.0 45.0

74.9

86.9

98.9

110.9

122.9

Horizontal spacing of CROSSFIRE® ladders
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CROSSFIRE® Line Burner Page 5617

Dimensions (in inches)

Dim. A

Dim. A

Dim. A

Dim. A

Dim. B

Dim. B

Dim. B

Dim. B

rebmeMssorC A.miD
)sehcni(

B.miD
)sehcni(noitangiseD noitpircseD

211 gnicaps"21-1.ytQ 21 42

811 gnicaps"81-1.ytQ 81 63

421 gnicaps"42-1.ytQ 42 84

031 gnicaps"03-1.ytQ 03 06

Vertical spacing of CROSSFIRE® ladders

See page 5616 for horizontal spacing of
CROSSFIRE® ladders

rebmeMssorC A.miD
)sehcni(

B.miD
)sehcni(noitangiseD noitpircseD

212 gnicaps"21-2.ytQ 21 63

812 gnicaps"81-2.ytQ 81 45

422 gnicaps"42-2.ytQ 42 27

032 gnicaps"03-2.ytQ 03 09

rebmeMssorC A.miD
)sehcni(

B.miD
)sehcni(noitangiseD noitpircseD

213 gnicaps"21-3.ytQ 21 84

813 gnicaps"81-3.ytQ 81 27

423 gnicaps"42-3.ytQ 42 69

033 gnicaps"03-3.ytQ 03 021

rebmeMssorC A.miD
)sehcni(

B.miD
)sehcni(noitangiseD noitpircseD

214 gnicaps"21-4.ytQ 21 06

814 gnicaps"81-4.ytQ 81 09

424 gnicaps"42-4.ytQ 42 021

034 gnicaps"03-4.ytQ 03 051



Page 5618 CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Notes
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Page 5600-S-1CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Installation Instructions

Please read all installation and start-up
instructions prior to working with the burner. A
view port providing a clear view of the entire flame is
strongly recommended.

Do not discard packing material until all parts
have been identified. (Some parts are shipped loose
with the burner.)

The burner accounts for a portion of the total
combustion system (see typical piping
schematic below).  The sizing and installation
instructions for other components such as
valves, control motors, blowers, regulators,
switches, etc. can be found in the
corresponding sections of the Maxon Catalog.

The CROSSFIRE® Burner requires an external
blower to supply combustion air.  The combustion
fan should not be positioned where inert gases could
be drawn into the combustion air intake.  Electrical
service must match the voltage, phase, and cycle of
the combustion fan as well as all other electrical
system components.

Gas and air are piped separately into the burner
assembly.  The gas piping and air ducting should be
sufficiently large enough to flow the maximum
capacity at the rated pressures.  Filters for both fuel

and air may be required in some environments to
prevent plugging of gas and/or air ports.

For CROSSFIRE® Burner assemblies four feet
and over in length, multiple gas and air inlets are
utilized to ensure uniform distribution. As with all
combustion systems, proper manifolding practices
must be sufficient to feed each air and gas inlet with
equal flow.  However, it is further recommended that
balancing dampers and air pressure taps be installed
within each branch of the air manifold to facilitate
equal distribution of the combustion air flow to each
air inlet.

The pilot/ignition system requires air to be fed
from the combustion air piping (upstream of the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve) to the pilot gas mixer as
shown in the piping schematic.

The burner may be mounted horizontally or
vertically within a duct.  Additional support is
required to support the weight of the burner and gas
piping.  Care should be taken not to introduce any
additional stresses on the gas inlet(s) at the burner.
Furthermore, burner and gas piping support should be
designed for thermal expansion.

Once the burner is installed within the duct, the
ignitor and UV scanner tube can be installed.
Separate conduit should be used for the wiring of the
scanner and ignitor.

*Air pressure switch located upstream of MRV. Locating switch downstream of MRV will
result in higher air flow than required by the burner at minimum.

Maxon

MAXON

Gas
Inlet

Vent to Safe Location

Pilot Adj. Fuel

Combustion Air Manifold

Burner
Pilot
Inlet

Burner
Gas Inlet

Burner
Combustion
Air Inlet

Oven
Wall

Pilot Adj. Air

MICRO-RATIO
Valve

Low Gas
Pressure
Switch

High Gas
Pressure
Switch

Pilot
Solenoid
Valves

Pilot
Regulator

Main Shut
Off Valve

Air Pressure
 Switch

Maxon

Maxon

Strainer

Blocking
Valve

Typical CROSSFIRE® Burner piping layout

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping layout shown.
Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be sumitted to the appropriate
agencies for approval on each application.
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Page 5600-S-2

The spark ignitor assembly utilized by
CROSSFIRE® Burners is designed to be fed through
the wall of the duct.  Replacement of the ignitor is
easily accomplished from outside of the duct.

To initially install the ignitor, first carefully
remove the internal sub-assemblies and set aside.
Insert the outer tube through the opening in the duct
wall and thread into the pilot end plate.  (Access
covers and seal plates are available from Maxon to
facilitate installation.)

UV scanner installation:
A UV magnifying lens enhances pilot flame signal

and is recommended for scanner tube lengths greater
than 24".

CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Installation Instructions

Flame Scanner (not included) 

Spark Ignitor (not included)

Fuel Pressure Tap (not included)

Pilot Fuel/Air

Mounting PlateO-Rings

Cover Plate

(not included)

Optional Seal Plate Kit (shipped loose)

Caution:
• Burner assembly and fuel piping must be

properly supported.

• Avoid external loads to fuel inlet(s).

• Do not overtighten fuel piping to burner
connection.

• Use back-up wrench when tightening inlet
piping.

• Flexible connection recommended to allow
for expansion.

• Do not lift burner assembly from fuel
inlet(s).
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Page 5600-S-3CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Start-up Instructions

For initial start-up of Maxon CROSSFIRE®

Burner:

1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks.  Make
preliminary adjustment to the fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers.  Turn adjusting screw down (clock-
wise) to approximately mid-position.  Close pilot
gas adjustable orifice screw by turning clockwise
until it stops.  (Do not over-tighten.)  Then back
out the adjustable orifice (counter-clockwise) 2-3
turns.

2. Check all electrical circuitry.  Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/ranges.
Be sure all air and gas manifolds are tight and
that test ports are plugged if not in use.

3. Check that air and gas pressure switches are
not marginally set.  Set pressure switches with a
large enough range to prevent system shutdown
during initial adjustment.  During final system
tuning, the pressure switches should be re-
adjusted.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor
linkage from the MICRO-RATIO® Valve.  Initial
start-up should only be accomplished in a manual
burner control mode.

5. Start all system related fans and blowers.
Check for proper rotation of motors and impellers.
Verify that all control interlocks are operating.
Allow air handling equipment to adequately purge
combustion chamber.  For an application with
variable process flow, set process flow to maxi-
mum.

CAUTION:  Do not bypass control panel timers
or interlocks typically controlling sequential
operations.

6. Refer to CROSSFIRE® Fuel/Air Settings graph
(on page 5604) to obtain maximum and minimum
air and fuel pressure settings for the system’s
maximum heat release (up to 2,500,000 Btu/hr/ft).
Preliminarily set the stroke of the air and fuel
valves in accordance with Maxon catalog sections
7000 and 7100.  For maximum control, ensure that
the fuel valve quadrant has a full stroke of 90°.

7. Set burner to low fire position.  Main combus-
tion air blower should be on.

8. Open manual and pilot gas cocks, activate
spark ignition transformer and pilot gas
solenoid valve, then attempt pilot ignition.  If
necessary, slowly increase pilot flow through
adjustment of pilot regulator or pilot gas cock.
Repetition of this procedure may be necessary as
ignition will occur only when air trapped in the
pilot line has been bled.  Adjust pilot gas pressure
as specified.

9. After ignition, slowly open pilot bleed air to
shorten pilot flame.  The pilot is not designed to
be a full premix pilot.  The pilot bleed air will
prevent soot formation on spark electrode.

10. Shut off pilot gas flow and re-ignite several
times (bleed air should be left in the open posi-
tion).  The flame safeguard relays should now
power main fuel shut-off valves.

11. Light the CROSSFIRE® Burner.  With pilot flame
established and flame supervision operational,
opening the main fuel shut-off valve will allow fuel
flow to the burner.

12. Turn minimum adjusting screw on the MICRO-
RATIO® Valve “in” (clockwise) to increase gas
flow at minimum until burner ignites.  Flame will
be blue at the base with yellow tips.  Flame
should be continuous along its length.

13. Adjust main regulator to maintain required
differential gas pressure.  Re-adjust minimum
adjusting screw.

14. If pilot is interrupted as recommended, turn off
pilot and verify that flame supervision is opera-
tional.

15. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position as per Maxon catalog
sections 7000 and 7100.  Above minimum firing
rate, flame will transition to light blue in color.  A
flame that is too lean will exhibit voids along its
length.  Adjust the flame at each adjusting screw
so that it is as short as possible, light blue in
color, and without voids in the flame.  Dust in the
combustion air stream or process stream may
cause yellow “sparklers”.  The air and gas pres-
sures should be close to those presented in the
Fuel/Air Settings chart.  If high temperature limit
trips prior to completion of adjustment, cycle back
to low fire and allow the unit to cool before
continuing the adjustment process.
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Page 5600-S-4 CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Start-up Instructions

16. Slowly cycle the unit from light-off to minimum
through maximum and back to ensure that the
burner functions satisfactorily throughout the
operating range.  Refine adjustment if necessary.

17. When burner performance is satisfactory and
stable throughout the operating range, re-
connect the control linkage and allow unit to
operate in automatic control mode.

18. Shut system down, closing all fuel valves.
Disconnect and plug all test connections.  Re-
place all equipment covers and caps.  Tighten all
linkage set screws.

Operating Tips:

The minimum firing rate attainable is dependent
upon low firing rate control.  Size the MICRO-RATIO®

Valve, both air and fuel valves, with at least 1-3 inches
w.c. pressure drop.  Use the full stroke of both valves,
if possible.  A butterfly disc or gate valve installed
upstream of the combustion air blower intake and/or
downstream of the combustion air outlet (prior to
MICRO-RATIO® Valve) will enable full stroke of the air
butterfly.

At minimum firing rate, only the tips of the flame
should be yellow.  The base of the flame should still
be light blue in color.  Readjustment of the minimum
air setting and/or minimum MICRO-RATIO® Valve
adjusting screw may be necessary.  A flame that is
yellow at the base of the flame is deficient of air and
may form soot on the face of the burner.

Variable process flow with greater than 4 inches
w.c. pressure swing will significantly affect the fuel/air
ratio of the flame and, subsequently, emissions.
Check burner operation from minimum to maximum
firing rates and at minimum and maximum process
flow to ensure proper flame at all operating condi-
tions.

For optimum performance and emissions control in
applications with variable process flow, use Maxon’s
SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control System.
See Maxon catalog section 7200 for more details.

serusserPnoitcennoCtseT

yticapaCmumixaM
tf/rh/utBMM

riAderiuqeR
erusserP

*).c.wsehcni(

leuFderiuqeR
erusserP

*).c.wsehcni(

00.1 9.2 4.7

52.1 5.4 4.11

05.1 2.6 4.61

57.1 2.8 1.22

00.2 5.01 8.82

52.2 9.21 3.63

05.2 7.51 8.44

siPDsagdnariA.telnirenrubtaderusaemserusserplaitnereffiD*
.erusserpcitatsmetsysrevolaitnereffid

)cirtem(serusserPnoitcennoCtseT

yticapaCmumixaM
tf/Wk

riAderiuqeR
erusserP
*)rabm(

leuFderiuqeR
erusserP
*)rabm(

003 2.7 4.81

573 2.11 4.82

054 4.51 9.04

525 4.02 0.55

006 2.62 7.17

066 1.23 4.09

237 1.93 6.111

siPDsagdnariA.telnirenrubtaderusaemserusserplaitnereffiD*
.erusserpcitatsmetsysrevolaitnereffid
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CROSSFIRE® Line Burner Page 5600-A/P-1

Assembly Numbers

seilbmessArenruBdradnatS
rebmuNmetIderugifnoC noitpircseD

RTSFXIE5. telnidne,ERIFSSORCthgiarts"6

RTSFXIE1 telnidne,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'1

RTSFXIE5.1 telnidne,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'5.1

RTSFXIB2 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'2

RTSFXIB3 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'3

RTSFXIB4 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'4

RTSFXIB5 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'5

RTSFXIB6 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'6

RTSFXIB7 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'7

RTSFXIB8 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'8

RTSFXIB9 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'9

DRGFXIB2 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'2

DRGFXIB3 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'3

DRGFXIB4 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'4

DRGFXIB5 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'5

DRGFXIB6 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'6

DRGFXIB7 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'7

DRGFXIB8 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'8

DRGFXIB9 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'9

RDLFXIB4 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'4

RDLFXIB5 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'5

RDLFXIB6 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'6

RDLFXIB7 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'7

RDLFXIB8 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'8

RDLFXIB9 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'9

Segment choices are as follows for the
configured item numbers:
• Fuel
• Gas Connection
• Body Material
• Housing Material
• Air Connector
• Air Connector Material
• Cross Member Span (Grids only)
• Cross Member (Ladders only)
• End Plate
• Division Plate
• End Mounting Bracket
• Center Mounting Bracket
• Maximum Firing Rate
• To be used with SMARTFIRE
• Customer Number
• Burner Capacity
• Lifting Lugs

Descriptions of segment choices and
available options are listed on pages
5600-A/P-2 through 5600-A/P-4.

Please furnish a sketch when ordering
any CROSSFIRE assembly. This includes
straight, grid, and ladder assemblies.
Indicate the position of the pilot end plate
on all assemblies. In addition, indicate
the position of the end gas inlet if order-
ing the 6”, 1’, or 1.5’ straight CROSSFIRE
assembly. Sample configurations appear
on pages 5600-A/P-5, 5600-A/P-6 and
5600-A/P-7.
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Page 5600-A/P-2 CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Assembly Numbers

sliateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF leuffoepyT

TUB saGenatuB

TAN saGlarutaN

PORP saGenaporP

NOITCENNOCSAG noitcennoctelnisagfoepyT
DRHT_ISNA dedaerhTISNA

DRHT_OSI dedaerhTOSI

LAIRETAMYDOB desulairetamydobfoepyT
DTC detaoC

DTS dradnatS

LAIRETAMGNISUOH desulairetamgnisuohfoepyT
SS leetSsselniatS

DTS dradnatS

ROTCENNOCRIA
rofelbaliavatontelniriaerauqS

.snoitces'5.1dna,'1,'5.
rotcennocriafo,ynafi,epyT

ENON
remotsuC(rotcennoCoN

)deilppuS

QS erauqS"305.7x"425.6

DR dnuoR"8

LAIRETAMROTCENNOCRIA
,rotcennocriafolairetamfoepyT

ynafi

ENON lairetaMoN

SS leetSsselniatS

DTS dradnatS

NAPSREBMEMSSORC
)YLNODIRG(

ssorcneewteb,teefni,gnicapS
senilretnecrebmem

1 napS"21

5.1 napS"81

2 riA1-napS"42

5.2 riA1-napS"03

3 saG&riA1-napS"63

4 saG&riA1-napS"84

REBMEMSSORC
)gnicapS&ytitnauQ(

)YLNOREDDAL(

,gnicapsenilretnecdnaytitnauQ
srebmemssorcfo,teefni

211 gnicapS"21-1ytQ

212 gnicapS"21-2ytQ

213 gnicapS"21-3ytQ

214 gnicapS"21-4ytQ

811 gnicapS"81-1ytQ

812 gnicapS"81-2ytQ

813 gnicapS"81-3ytQ

814 gnicapS"81-4ytQ

421 gnicapS"42-1ytQ

422 gnicapS"42-2ytQ

423 gnicapS"42-3ytQ

424 gnicapS"42-4ytQ

031 gnicapS"03-1ytQ

032 gnicapS"03-2ytQ

033 gnicapS"03-3ytQ

034 gnicapS"03-4ytQ
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CROSSFIRE® Line Burner Page 5600-A/P-3

Assembly Numbers

)deunitnoc(sliateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
eciohCtnemgeS

noitpircseD

*)1SOP(ETALPDNE 1noitisopnidesuetalpdnefoepyT
NLP etalPdnEnialP

DTS etalPdnEdetoliPdradnatS

*)2SOP(ETALPDNE 2noitisopnidesuetalpdnefoepyT
NLP etalPdnEnialP

DTS etalPdnEdetoliPdradnatS

*)3SOP(ETALPDNE 3noitisopnidesuetalpdnefoepyT
NLP etalPdnEnialP

DTS etalPdnEdetoliPdradnatS

*)4SOP(ETALPDNE 4noitisopnidesuetalpdnefoepyT
NLP etalPdnEnialP

DTS etalPdnEdetoliPdradnatS

)ACOL(ETALPNOISIVID AnoitacoltadesuetalpnoisividfoepyT
ON setalPnoisiviDoN

SEY setalPnoisiviD

)BCOL(ETALPNOISIVID BnoitacoltadesuetalpnoisividfoepyT
ON setalPnoisiviDoN

SEY setalPnoisiviD

)CCOL(ETALPNOISIVID CnoitacoltadesuetalpnoisividfoepyT
ON setalPnoisiviDoN

SEY setalPnoisiviD

)DCOL(ETALPNOISIVID DnoitacoltadesuetalpnoisividfoepyT
ON setalPnoisiviDoN

SEY setalPnoisiviD

TEKCARBGNITNUOMDNE deriuqerstekcarbgnitnuomdneforebmuN )YTITNAUQ( )lanoitpO(

**TEKCARBGNITNUOMRETNEC deriuqerstekcarbgnitnuomretnecforebmuN )YTITNAUQ( )lanoitpO(

ETARGNIRIFMUMIXAM
renrubhcihwtatoofrepetarmumixaM

setarepo

1 tf/hutBMM1

52.1 tf/hutBMM52.1

5.1 tf/hutBMM5.1

57.1 tf/hutBMM57.1

2 tf/hutBMM2

52.2 tf/hutBMM52.2

ERIFTRAMSHTIWDESUEBOT
noxaMlanoitpohtiwdesuebotERIFSSORCsI

?ERIFTRAMS
ON desUtoNERIFTRAMS

SEY desUERIFTRAMS

REBMUNREMOTSUC ?renrubotrebmunremotsuchcattA )nidellifebot( )lanoitpO(

YTICAPACRENRUB
)HUTBMM(

dnaetargnirifnodesab(renrubfoyticapaC
)htgnelrenrub

dleifsihtrofderiuqertupniresuoN
)detaluclac( ---

SGULGNITFIL redronodeificepsebotnoitacoldnaytitnauQ )YTITNAUQ( )lanoitpO(

)egaptxenees(devlovniseciohctnemgesyradnocessetoneD*
.ylnosrenrubtelnIdnEnoelbaliavA**
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Page 5600-A/P-4 CROSSFIRE® Line Burner

Assembly Numbers

setalPdnEdetoliPdradnatSrofsliateDeciohCtnemgeSyradnoceS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LAIRETAM lairetametalpdnefoepyT
DTC norIyarGdetaoC

DTS norIyarG

NOITCENNOC etalpdnerofnoitcennocfoepyT
DRHT_ISNA dedaerhTISNA

DRHT_OSI dedaerhTOSI

REXIMSAG reximsaglanoitpO
ON detceleStoNeciohC

SEY detceleSeciohC

ECIFIROELBATSUJDATOLIP toliprofecifiroelbatsujdalanoitpO
ON detceleStoNeciohC

SEY detceleSeciohC

ROTINGI deriuqerrotingifoepyT

SSITF
ebuTSS/wrotingIurhTdeeF

)"84,"24,"63,"03,"42,"81,"21nielbaliava(

ENON dedivorPremotsuCrotingI

DTS etalPurhTdeeFo/wrotingIdtS

PDTS etalPurhTdeeF/wrotingIdtS

NOITCETEDEMALF deriuqernoitcetedemalffoepyT
ENON dedivorProtceteDoN

VU )dedivorPremotsuC(VUroFpUteS

TIKETALPLAES
)esoolpihs(

tiketalplaeslanoitpO
ON detceleStoNeciohC

SEY detceleSeciohC

setalPdnEnialProfsliateDeciohCtnemgeSyradnoceS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LAIRETAM lairetametalpdnE
SS leetSsselniatS

DTS leetSnobraC

EPYT )elbaliavaseciohcresuon(etalpdnefoepyT NLP nialP

seirosseccA&smetIsuoenallecsiM
ylbmessa-busreximsaG 89291

ecifiroelbatsujdatoliP riA 62751

rotingikraps"578.xmm41 9266401

deduorhSgnoL
rotingI

gnol"21 2430501

gnol"81 3430501

gnol"42 4430501

gnol"03 5430501

gnol"63 6430501

gnol"24 7430501

gnol"84 8430501

retpadAnoitingI 5127401
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Assembly Numbers

5/03

CROSSFIRE® – Straight Assembly

seilbmessArenruBdradnatS
rebmuNmetIderugifnoC noitpircseD

RTSXEIE5. telnidne,ERIFSSORCthgiarts"6

RTSFXIE1 telnidne,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'1

RTSFXIE5.1 telnidne,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'5.1

RTSFXIB2 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'2

RTSFXIB3 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'3

RTSFXIB4 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'4

RTSFXIB5 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'5

RTSFXIB6 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'6

RTSFXIB7 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'7

RTSFXIB8 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'8

RTSFXIB9 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCthgiarts'9

Segment choices are as follows for the
configured item numbers:
• Fuel
• Gas Connection
• Body Material
• Housing Material
• Air Connector
• Air Connector Material
• End Plates
• End Mounting Bracket
• Center Mounting Bracket
• Maximum Firing Rate
• To be used with SMARTFIRE
• Customer Number
• Burner Capacity
• Lifting Lugs

End Plate 
Position 1

Combustion Air Inlet

Gas Inlet

End Plate 
Position 2

Please furnish a sketch when ordering
straight assemblies.
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Assembly Numbers

CROSSFIRE® – Grid Assembly
3 ft. span between cross members, 1 air & gas

Horizontal
Tee Housing

Cross Members / 
Vertical Tee 

Housings

Gas Inlet

Combustion Air Inlet

Horizontal
Tee Housing

End Plate
Position 4

End Plate
Position 3

End Plate
Position 1

End Plate 
Position 2

ERIFSSORC ® seilbmessAdirG
rebmuNmetIderugifnoC noitpircseD

DRGFXIB2 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'2

DRGFXIB3 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'3

DRGFXIB4 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'4

DRGFXIB5 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'5

DRGFXIB6 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'6

DRGFXIB7 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'7

DRGFXIB8 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'8

DRGFXIB9 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCdirg'9

Segment choices are as follows for the
configured item numbers:
• Fuel
• Gas Connection
• Body Material
• Housing Material
• Air Connector
• Air Connector Material
• Cross Member Span
• End Plates
• Division Plates
• End Mounting Bracket
• Center Mounting Bracket
• Maximum Firing Rate
• To be used with SMARTFIRE
• Customer Number
• Burner Capacity
• Lifting Lugs

Please furnish a sketch when ordering
grid assemblies.
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Assembly Numbers
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Outer Ladder 
Housing

Gas Inlet

Combustion Air Inlet

End Plate
Position 2

Vertical Ladder
Housing

Cross Members /
Inner Ladder

Housings

End Plate
Position 1

Outer Ladder Housing

End Plate
Position 4

Vertical Ladder
Housing

End Plate
Position 3

Division 
Plate A

Division
Plate B

Division
Plate C

Division
Plate C

Division
Plate B

Division 
Plate A

9 ft. CROSSFIRE® Ladder Back Inlet
with (2) cross members at 30” spacing

Segment choices are as follows for
ladder assemblies:
• Fuel
• Gas Connection
• Body Material
• Housing Material
• Air Connector
• Air Connector Material
• Cross Member
• End Plates
• Division Plates
• End Mounting Bracket
• Center Mounting Bracket
• Maximum Firing Rate
• To be used with SMARTFIRE
• Customer Number
• Burner Capacity
• Lifting Lugs

ERIFSSORC ® seilbmessAreddaL
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
noitpircseD

RDLFXIB4 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'4

RDLFXIB5 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'5

RDLFXIB6 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'6

RDLFXIB7 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'7

RDLFXIB8 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'8

RDLFXIB9 telnikcab,ERIFSSORCreddal'9

NOTE: Larger burners may need to be ordered and/or
shipped in segments (for ladder assemblies only).
Contact Maxon for details.

Please furnish a sketch when ordering
ladder assemblies.
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Notes



Bulletin 5700

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX 765-286-8394

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners

• For direct-fired fume incineration and higher temperature process air heating applications

• Modular burner design provides burner assembly configurations and total heat release for maximum
application flexibility

• COMBUSTIFUME® Burner provides stable, efficient, raw gas operations in air streams with
oxygen levels as low as 16% (by volume), or with inlet temperatures up to 1050°F (566°C)

• Burns clean and odor-free with low levels of NOx production

• When air stream oxygen content is low, primary combustion air may be added through the
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner system to produce combustion of most clean gaseous fuels

• Fume incineration costs are minimized by direct firing COMBUSTIFUME® Burner in the effluent air
stream

• 12 different varieties of COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners available, each optimized in
materials and/or performance factors to match your specific application requirements

Covered by U.S. Patents #25,626; #3,297,259 and #4,573,907;
Canada #786,136 and #786,137; Great Britain #943,733

8 ft. Series CF5D COMBUSTIFUME® Burner assembly
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Design and Application Details

Principle of Operation
COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners are designed for

heating high temperature process air in motion and
consist of a rust-resistant ductile iron or aluminum
bronze body (which serves as the raw gas or air/fuel
manifold), drilled to discharge the fuel/gas mixture
between diverging stainless steel or Hastelloy-X
mixing plates.

The entire burner assembly is mounted inside your
duct directly in the air stream being heated. The air
stream passes across the burner and through the
mixing plates and is used as additional combustion
air, particularly at the higher firing rates. Carefully
controlled mixing plate aeration patterns give
progressive mixing, superior cross-ignition and flame
retention across the entire burner assembly length.

Air velocities and the resulting duct static
pressure drop are the key to successful opera-
tion. They are established by the use of a customer-
installed profile plate within the duct. A minimum
profile width of 6" is required surrounding all
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner assemblies.

Optimum burner performance and maximum
service life demand that air stream velocities be
uniform across the entire burner assembly.

Normal capacities vary widely with application.
Fuel used and design velocities affect turndown.
Modular design permits shape and total heat release
to match application needs.

Performance data varies depending upon tem-
perature of air upstream and downstream of burner
assembly, the percent of oxygen (by volume) in the
passing air stream, and the allowable duct static
pressure drop (which relates to velocity of air across
the COMBUSTIFUME® Burner).

Several varieties of COMBUSTIFUME® Burners
are offered. Each type is optimized for a specific type
of application. All varieties can be used when a partial
air/gas premixture is required and are intended for
use in heating process air-in-motion where high
temperatures and/or lower air stream oxygen content
are involved.

• CF4D COMBUSTIFUME® Burners have ductile
iron bodies and #310 stainless steel mixing plates.
Four different versions are available, either for raw
gas burner applications, or for those requiring a
partial air/gas premixture system and/or outlet
temperatures up to 1500°F (816°C).

• CF5D COMBUSTIFUME® Burners complement
their ductile iron bodies with Hastelloy-X mixing
plates as above for applications with up to 1700°F
(927°C) outlet temperature requirements.

• CF5B COMBUSTIFUME® Burners have an
aluminum bronze body casting with Hastelloy-X
mixing plates for use with applications requiring up
to 1700°F (927°C) outlet temperatures with
incoming temperatures up to 1050°F (566°C).

Typical applications include:
Adhesive tape curing Brake lining ovens
Coffee roasters Coil-coating lines
Core ovens Cupola furnace stacks
Fat rendering Fiberglass curing
Lithographing ovens Meat smokehouses
Metal-coating ovens Operating room exhaust
Packing house effluents Paint-baking ovens
Paint removal facilities Plastic curing ovens
Printing presses Roofing paper machine hoods
Solvent degreasing Textile dryers
Turbine exhaust reheat Varnish burn-off
Varnish kettles Vinyl sponge curing
Wire enameling
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Design Considerations

To properly select the appropriate type
COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burner to meet your specific
application requirements, these four factors must first
be determined:
1. Percent (by volume) of oxygen remaining in air

stream to be heated
2. Allowable duct static pressure drop, which is a

direct relationship to the velocity of air across the
burner and/or profile plate

3. Air stream temperatures approaching and
downstream of the COMBUSTIFUME® Burner

4. Type of fuel to be fired through the burner

Oxygen content and temperature of effluent/air
stream dictates how and which COMBUSTIFUME®

Line Burner must be applied. Flammability of a raw
gas burner is affected by oxygen content, air stream
temperature and moisture content. Since a typical
application for COMBUSTIFUME® Burners would
involve an air stream temperature of 700°F or higher,
air streams with measured oxygen levels above 16%
(by volume) will normally support combustion by a
raw gas burner and not require additional primary
combustion air. However, if measured oxygen content
in air stream is less than 16% or air stream
temperature is less than 500°F, a percentage of
partial premixed gas/air may be required to
supplement the lower oxygen levels in your system
for a complete combustion reaction to occur. Please
refer to the Air Stream Flammability Chart on this
page for the exact oxygen requirements of effluent/air
streams.

Elevated air stream temperatures approaching
a COMBUSTIFUME® Burner can be as high as
1050°F (566°C). This naturally causes changes in air
density and net air velocities, and results in an effect
on COMBUSTIFUME® Burner performance.

The combination effect of lower inlet
temperature and lower oxygen levels will normally
require a partial percentage of premixture be added
through the COMBUSTIFUME® Burner system.

This combination effect (or air stream flammability)
is graphically illustrated in the chart at right.

Since oxygen content within the air stream is
critical to the flammability range of a
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner, it also directly affects the
maximum capacity (Btu/hr per lineal foot) of the
burner assembly.

Any combination of temperatures and oxygen levels
falling above the raw gas firing diagonal line should
support combustion with a raw gas COMBUSTIFUME®

Burner system.
Any combination of incoming temperature and

measured percent of oxygen falling below the
diagonal line will normally require the designated
percentage of premixing through a
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner system.

Notice: When primary combustion air is
supplemented in the system, a corresponding work
load increase must be factored into the gross
heating requirement to heat the fresh combustion
air being introduced.
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Performance Selection Data

General
Air stream velocity and resulting pressure drop

affect performance of COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
systems. This velocity across and through your
burner’s mixing plates must be kept uniform and
within desired limits by use of a (customer fabricated)
silhouette profile plate through which the burner fires.
A minimum 6" profile plate should be installed
surrounding the interior duct walls at the leading edge
of your burner’s mixing plates.

Optimum design operating velocity ranges are
shown in preceding pages. The most accurate
readings for velocities (in SFPM) are as measured
with a velometer (or pitot tube) directly in the duct at
the plane of the profile plate and leading edge of your
burner’s mixing plates.

Since COMBUSTIFUME® Burner systems are
installed in such widely diversified applications, it is
often difficult to get into the chamber/duct and profile
plate area to obtain the velocity pressure readings
described above. For this reason, a close
approximation of operating velocities may be made
with a measurement of duct static pressure drop.
Preferably, a static pressure test point one duct
diameter in distance upstream from the profile plate
and one duct diameter length downstream will give
an approximation of operating velocity across the
burner.

These static pressure drops relate to velocity
(in SFPM) as shown in Table 1 below.

CAUTION: Do not try to take a differential static
pressure reading from a test port at or near an elbow
in the duct or chamber due to potentially erroneous
readings caused by turbulence set up within the duct
at such points. Measure in a straight duct with at least
one duct diameter in length before and after the
profile opening.

For lower temperature rise applications,
determine profile opening area by adding burner
displacement area (ft2/section) from page 5705 to net
free area of your duct:

Fan volume (SCFM)

Velocity (SFPM)

NOTE: Various duct size/profile area relationships
may give slightly different field site data than is shown
in static pressure chart below.

Net free area of duct (ft2)    =

)cw"(porderusserpcitatsotevitaler)MPFS(yticoleV:1elbaT
tayticolevmaertsriaetamixorppA

)MPFS(etalpeliforprenrub
0001 0051 0002 0052 0003 0053 0004

hguorhtporderusserpcitatstcuD
)cw"(gninepoeliforp ]1[

1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 9.0 2.1 6.1

pihsnoitaleraeraeliforp/ezistcudcificepsruoyhtiwyravyaM.8.0forotcafKenalprenrub/eliforpnodesaB]1[
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Design and Application Details

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burner Design Parameters

Thermal expansion due to the high operating
temperature of incineration units requires special
care in manifold and combustion chamber design.
Flexible connections between manifold and burner
assembly inlets are recommended, and provision
should be made in burner support to allow for growth
with temperature.

Flame supervision by UV scanner is preferred,
and must be used whenever effluent inlet tempera-
tures exceed 600°F (316°C). Cooling or purge air to
the scanner connection is recommended. Flame rods
can be mounted through pilot assembly, but are
limited to 600°F (316°C) effluent inlet temperature.

Observation and access are both important to a
successful installation. Ability to view the flame from
downstream of burner (particularly pilot location)
greatly simplifies start-up and operating procedures,
while access to upstream side of burner facilitates
eventual maintenance.

Displacement area per section
For purposes of calculating operating air velocities

and resulting static pressure drops across the burner
assembly and profile plate, use the following
equivalent displacements:

Each 6" straight section: 0.35 ft2

Each 12" straight & 12B section: 0.7 ft2

Each 12" x 6" tee section: 0.75 ft2

Each 12" x 12" cross & BX section: 0.85 ft2

Each 36" B H section: 1.5 ft2

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of
the piping layouts shown. Specific piping and wiring
diagrams should always be submitted to the appropriate
agencies for approval on each application.

Minimum capacity is 150,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot
of COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burner for “raw gas”
burner systems.

Differential gas pressure (the difference between
gas pressure inside COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
manifold and the combustion chamber static pres-
sure) required in burner at maximum firing rates is
shown in table below.

Effluent air streams with oxygen levels of 12%
to 16% may be heated with COMBUSTIFUME®

Burner supplied with a partial premixture of air and
natural or propane gas.

A complete burner system to handle these
difficult applications would include a
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner assembly, Series “HG”
Mixing Tube, MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and a
combustion air blower as shown below. Your Maxon
representative can help you select from the broad
range of options available.

“HG” Mixing Tube System for partial premixed COMBUSTIFUME® Burner system
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Performance Selection Data

Series “HG” Mixing Tubes with partially premixed COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
system in 12 – 16% oxygen level air stream applications

General Selection Procedure:
1. Determine available oxygen level in

air stream to be heated.
2. Enter Table 1 under column with

specific oxygen level for parameters
of your application. Available oxygen
level dictates combustion air and
extra heat requirements for additional
primary air flows.

3. Calculate gross heat requirement.
4. Determine burner footage and inlet

feed requirements.
5. Select “HG” Mixing Tube size from

Table 2 based upon the volume of
combustion air required.

Example:
– Required heat release of 7,000,000 Btu/hr
– For system measured with 13.5% oxygen in air

stream

From Table 1  (13 to 13.9%, middle column)

A. Gross heat required
7,000,000 x 1.075 = 7,525,000 Btu/hr

B. = 10.75 ft. = 11 ft. of burner

C. = 2 inlets

D. 11 ft. x 41 SCFM/ft = 451 SCFM primary air with
differential pressure = 6.4" wc

From Table 2  (400 to 1167 SCFM)

E. Select 6" HG Mixing Tube with
12 each 29/64" gas orifices per Table 3

F. Select MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
– for 451 SCFM air = (27060 SCFH)
– for 7525 SCFH natural gas

7,525,000 Btu

700,000 Btu/ft

11 ft.

6 ft/inlet
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Performance Selection Data

Raw gas firing of COMBUSTIFUME® Burners in air streams with 16+% oxygen levels

Profiling for higher temperature applications
When calculating profile dimensions for

COMBUSTIFUME® Burner systems in applications
with higher inlet air temperatures, greater temperature
rises, and/or variable air stream volumes, the air with
elevated temperatures and densities must be
considered.

Sample Calculations
A sample procedure for designing a raw gas

COMBUSTIFUME® Burner system for a thermal fuel
incinerator (with 16+% oxygen level) is provided
below.

General Selection Procedure
1. Determine available oxygen level in air stream

to be heated.
For a raw gas application, we will use 16+%
oxygen level.

2. Determine the SCFM of air through the
incinerator. Include any variations in this flow.

For our calculations, we will use a constant
volume air fan of 5000 SCFM.

3. Determine inlet temperature of effluent to
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner.

We will use inlet temperature of 700°F.

4. Determine outlet or discharge temperatures
from the incinerator.

For our example, we will design for 1500°F.

5. Determine the volume of any combustible
hydrocarbons in the effluent air stream.

We will use 20 gallons of evaporated solvent
per hour @ 110,000 Btu/gallon.

6. Determine available gas pressure and its
anticipated pressure drop through the control
system’s piping and valves.

For this example, we will use 5 PSIG natural
gas supply pressure available; 3" wc pressure
drop through control system; +3" wc static
pressure in combustion chamber; 8" wc
differential gas pressure required to burner and
14" wc gas pressure required from main gas
regulator (at maximum burner firing rate).

7. Calculate maximum total heat required

Btu/hr = SCFM x “K”
(from step 2) (from chart below)

Multiply SCFM of air by multiplier (K), which
combines hypothetical available heat at 1500°F
and a 1.08 composite air heating factor to give
the value in Btu required being “gross heating
value” of fuel. Since multiplier (K) varies with
inlet and discharge air temperature, the various
factors are graphically shown below:

For 1300°F, 1500°F and 1700°F
discharge temperatures

Evolvement of “K”  = x  1000

Enter chart at 700°F inlet temperature line
(from step 3); follow across to intersect the
1500°F discharge temperature sloped line,
then drop straight down to read the “K”
multiplier factor of 1150.

Therefore, maximum heat input required:

Btu/hr = 5000 SCFM x 1150 = 5,750,000

CFH gas

SCFM air
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Design procedure and calculation example (continued)

8. Determine the COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
footage

Divide the maximum Btu/hr (calculated in step
7) by 1,000,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot. Round-
up to the nearest whole foot (if necessary).

5,750,000 Btu/hr (from step 7)

1,000,000 Btu/lineal foot

Required burner footage = 5.7 lineal feet

= (round-off to 6 lineal ft.)

9. Lay out a proposed burner assembly using
these general guidelines:
A. Use as few tee sections as possible to conform

to general shape of the combustion chamber.
B. Minimize use of cross or back inlet cross

sections for general fume incineration
applications, since they do not provide the
same degree of exposure to the flame
achieved by straight or tee sections.

C. If multiple burner rows are used, they should
be placed on 12" centers to avoid need for
between-the-row profile plate baffles.

D. Do not exceed 3,500,000 Btu/hr capacity  for
any 2" diameter end inlet flange.

E. 2" diameter back inlet flange and INCINO-
PAK® inlet feed section should feed no more
than 7,000,000 Btu/hr capacity.

F. 3" diameter back inlet flange on “12B”
section can feed up to a maximum of
10,000,000 Btu/hr, or 8,300,000 Btu with any
36BH section.

G. Keep burner assembly balanced and as
symmetrical as possible around all inlet feeds.

NOTE: Several possible burner arrangements
could be devised. For this example, we will
propose the burner layout illustrated below:

Example: 6 lineal feet

Required
Burner Footage

=

10. Determine total burner displacement area by
adding the displacement area of all the individual
sections (see page 5705)

Area displaced by this assembly:

(2) 12" x 6" tee sections @ 0.75 = 1.50 ft2

(3) 12" straight sections @ 0.7 = 2.10 ft2

Total Area = 3.60 ft2

11. Determine dimensions of profile plate opening
using these general guidelines:
A. Profile opening should be 1" longer than

nominal length of burner assembly (dimension
X + 1" in the sketch below)

B. Edge of profile plate should be 6-1/2" from
centerline of any “outside row” of castings

“Typical Configuration” Example:

Example: 6 lineal feet assembly

12. Calculate gross area of profile plate opening

Sq. ft. area = inches length x inches width

144 sq. in. / sq. ft.

If we assume a gross profile area of 13" x 61"

Gross area of opening in profile plate

= 13" x 61" = 5.51 sq. ft.

144 in2/ft2
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Design procedure and calculation example (continued)

13. Calculate the velocity of flow of the effluent
over the burner and through profile opening

Velocity = SCFM (from step 2)

(SFPM) Profile Area – Burner Displacement
(from step 12) (from step 10)

Velocity of Effluent:

SFPM = 5000 SCFM = 2645 SFPM

5.51 ft2 – 3.62 ft2

14. Check the duct static pressure drop across the
burner assembly and profile plate

In Graph “B” below, check to see whether the
velocity determined in step 13 and the inlet
effluent temperature (step 3) result in a pressure
drop within the shaded (acceptable) area.

Conditions in the shaded area are permissible.

12-1/2" x 60", which would increase pressure drop
as follows:

Area = 12.5" x 60" = 5.21 ft2

144 in2/ft2

SFPM = 5000 = 3200

5.21 – 3.62

Pressure drop = 1.9" wc

15. Check the minimum Btu/hr per lineal foot
required

Maximum heat – Btu/hr available
Btu/hr (from step 1) from solvent

per foot = (from step 5)

Footage of burner
(from step 8)

Minimum
Btu/hr per ft. = 5,750,000 – (20 gal. x 110,000)

6 ft.

= 591,667

If above figure falls below 150,000 Btu/hr per ft.,
burner footage must be reduced and/or a compromise
of other design parameters must be made. Our
example is well above the 150,000 limit, so the
turndown range of a standard COMBUSTIFUME®

Burner system should be adequate.

16. Select the proper type COMBUSTIFUME®

Burner from these general guidelines:
Type of COMBUSTIFUME® Burner: With inlet effluent

temperature of 700°F, discharge temperature of
1500°F, and a pressure drop of approximately 1.9" wc
for burner assembly selected:

Use Type CF4D COMBUSTIFUME® Burner

Optimum pressure should be in the 1 - 1.5" range.
– If the pressure drop is too high, the profile

opening must be increased.
– If the pressure drop is too low, the profile

opening must be reduced.
NOTE: Chart is based on tight profiling. If sizeable
gap is maintained around burner, pressure drop will be
less than indicated in Graph “B”.

Pressure drop across burner and profile plate
(refer to Graph “B”)

(2645 SFPM @ 700°F)  =  1.1" wc drop

It would be better to change the opening to
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Capacity/Selection Data

Based on capacity information given in this catalog
section, and within the constraints of duct size and air
volume flows, a COMBUSTIFUME® Burner assembly
is designed utilizing these available sections shown on
the following pages.

When ordering a burner assembly made up from
these available module components, be sure to provide
an assembly sketch of the complete burner (as viewed
from the back, or upstream, side), including locations
of all accessories and/or individual component
sections.

All open ends of burner assembly must be
closed off with one of the end closures or pilot
assemblies shown on the following pages. Any end
plate ports not used must be plugged.

Air stream velocity and resulting static pressure
drop affect performance and are achieved by means of
a silhouette profile plate within the duct.

A minimum profile plate width of 6" is required
surrounding all COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
assemblies.

Burner inlet feed piping must be adequate to
provide a well-distributed flow of air/gas throughout the

burner assembly. Burner assembly layout should be
symmetrical and balanced with relation to inlet feed
sections.

Do not exceed the capacity feed limitations shown
in the table below.

Inlet flanges bolt directly to burner body casting and
accept threaded NPT piping. Chart above shows
maximum lineal feet of COMBUSTIFUME® Burner that
may be fed by a given inlet flange.

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burner Designation

Example: 12" x 12" bk inlet section    CF   5   –  BX  –  D  – 24

Mixing Plate Material
4 = #310 stainless steel
5 = Hastelloy-X

Section Code
6 = 6" straight section
12 = 12" straight section
T = 12" x 6" tee section
X = 12" x 12" cross section
12B = 12" back inlet straight section
BX = 12" x 12" back inlet cross section
BH = 36" back inlet “H” section

CF = COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
IP-CF = INCINO-PAK® Burner

Body Material
D = ductile iron body
B = aluminum bronze body

The designation
of each

COMBUSTIFUME®

Burner section
identifies specifics
about that section.

Section Description

[1] These drill patterns available for special applications such as
low Btu/fuels and partial premixing system

Number of (#30) drilled holes per lineal foot
24 = 24 holes (0.3113 in2/ft) discharge area
48 = 48 holes (0.6226 in2/ft) discharge area [1]
96 = 96 holes (1.2451 in2/ft) discharge area [1]
120 = 120 holes (1.5564 in2/ft) discharge area [1]
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Performance Selection Data
INCINO-PAK® Burner Inlet Feed Sections

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections are special
configurations of 12" or 36" back inlet feed sections.
They provide “outside-the-duct” access to the raw gas
pilot, ignitor, and flame safeguard components,
eliminating lateral duct wall connections.

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections are designed to
feed COMBUSTIFUME® Burner elements in end-fired
incinerators or preheaters with cylindrical combustion
chambers, or when burner is fired at an elbow in the
ductwork.

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections can be used alone
(with appropriate end plates and accessories added),
or as an inlet feed section in a larger
COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burner assembly.

All INCINO-PAK® Burner sections contain a 2"
(NPT) gas inlet connection which may be used to
feed up to a maximum capacity of 7,000,000 Btu/hr.

Heat release and gas pressure requirements
match those of the other COMBUSTIFUME® sections.
The raw gas pilot capacity is 25,000 Btu/hr.

WARNING: Pilot gas should be interrupted
once main flame is established. UV sight tube
must be sealed against any scanner cooling air
used.

36" back inlet “H” INCINO-PAK® Burner section shown with (4)
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner end plates; includes spark ignitor, pilot
gas adjustable orifice cock, raw gas pilot, and arranged for
mounting of customer’s UV scanner

Three manifold lengths are offered in both the 12B
and 36B back inlet INCINO-PAK® Burner sections:
Series 600 = 600 millimeter (23.8") length
Series 800 = 800 millimeter (31.5") length
Series 1100 = 1100 millimeter (43.3") length

This “manifold length” reflects the distance
between the outside duct mounting wall and the
centerline of the COMBUSTIFUME® Burner casting.
See catalog page 5712 for specific dimensions.

Each INCINO-PAK® Burner section includes a
spark electrode, adjustable pilot gas orifice, body
gasket, and provision for your UV scanner.

Typical block & bleed piping layout for raw gas INCINO-PAK®

Burner system as frequently required by insurance authorities
Typical installation

in cylindrical incinerator

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping
layout shown. Specific piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the approproate agencies for approval on each application.
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Dimensions (in inches)

INCINO-PAK® Burner Back Inlet Sections

36" back inlet “H” section

12" back inlet “12B” section

Pipe threads on this page conform to
NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

seireS A B L X

006 18.32 52.73 56.13 5.1

008 5.13 52.54 43.93 57.1

0011 13.34 52.65 51.15 1
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Modular Burner Sections

12" x 6" tee
section

12" x 12" cross
section

12" straight
section

6" straight
section

Typical End Views

Tee and
Cross Sections

Straight
Sections
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Modular Inlet Feed Burner Sections

36" back inlet section12" back inlet section
12" x 12"

back inlet cross

NOTE: 12B, 36B and XB back inlet sections must be ordered
with one of the back inlet flange sets shown below.

Back Inlet Flanges

Flange Sets for 12" & 36"
Back Inlet Sections

2"
LFB

3"
LFB

Flange Sets for 12" x 12"
Back Inlet Cross Sections

3" 4"

Inlet flanges bolt directly to
burner casting and accept
either standard NPT or
standard ISO threaded piping
of indicated size.

NOTE: Refer to page 5710
for specific inlet feed capacity
limitations.

)ezis(A B

2 88.0

3 52.1

)ezis(A

3

4
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

End Closures and End Inlet Flange Sets

All open ends of a burner assembly must be closed off with one of these end closures,
or with a pilot end plate or pilot assembly as shown below and on page 5716.

Alternate
flame rod
position

Inlet pilot set

UV scanner can be
mounted through straight-
in flame rod location. 1"
tap is bushed to 1/4" for
flame rod.

Flame rods ( if used) must be
ordered separately with all pilot end plate sets.

Plain end plate set

Plain end plate closure
includes 1/8" NPT test
connection

Pilot end plate set

UV scanner can be
mounted through straight-
in flame rod location. 1"
tap is bushed to 1/4" for
flame rod.

NOTE: See catalog page
5710 for specific inlet

feed capacity limitations.
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Pilot Assemblies

Built-in pilot arrangements
Direct mounted version includes 14mm spark

ignitor. Order electrode separately for externally
mounted version. Order flame rod (if used) sepa-
rately.

NOTE: Built-in pilot assemblies must mount only
where COMBUSTIFUME® Burner sections provide for
the segmented gas chamber within the burner body
casting. See sketches below relative to possible
locations for built-in pilot assemblies.

Optional external mounting assemblies
shown on page 5718

Built-in pilot detail

All 6" straight sections,
whether gray iron, ductile
iron, or aluminum bronze,
can accept built-in pilots on
one end.

Aluminum bronze 12" x
6" tee section can accept
built-in pilot only on right
end of straight 12" side
(when viewed from back
side of the assembly).

Ductile iron 12" x 6" tee
sections can have built-in
pilot assembly mounted on
any end.
NOTE: Gray iron tee
sections do not accept
built-in pilot assemblies.
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Pilot Assemblies

AIRFLO-PAK pilot arrangements
Direct mounted version includes 14mm spark

ignitor. Order electrode separately for externally
mounted version. Order flame rod (if used) and pilot
mixer separately.

Optional air/gas pilot mixers
for all COMBUSTIFUME® Burner AIRFLO-PAK pilot
assemblies

Pressure type with adjustable orifice

Atmospheric type with fixed orifice

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

Positioning mounting plate in relation to
AIRFLO® Burner pilot location

External mounting plate details – A plate is
included with all assemblies shown on page 5718

Mounting Plate with two
(2) feed-through insulators
for internal mounting of
spark ignitor and flame
rod. Same size external
mounting plate used in all
assemblies shown on
page 5718.

External mounting
plate dimensions

Through-wall
opening required
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Dimensions (in inches)

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

As used with built-in
pilot assemblies

As used with AIRFLO-PAK
pilot assembliesDescription

Description

External mounting plate
assembly for external
spark electrode &
external UV scanner

NOTE: Order optional
spark electrode sub-
assembly separately

External mounting plate
assembly for external UV
scanner & internal spark
ignitor

External mounting plate
assembly for internal
spark ignitor & internal
flame rod

Optional external
(shrouded) spark
electrode for above

External electrode 12" 18" 24" 36"
Dimension “A” 12 18 24 34.437
Dimension “B” 13.781 19.781 25.781 36.170
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

Profile Plate Bracket
Provides support for profile

within closed burner loop. On
some applications, it may be
necessary to restrict air flow
between adjacent burner
rows to achieve design
operating velocities. This is
done by installing customer-fabricated profile plates
on profile mounting bracket(s). See sketch 1 below
for use on square openings (formed by adjacent
cross-sections of burner). Sketch 2 applies to
rectangular opening.

Universal support bracket
Normally used in pairs as shown below. Mount to

burner assembly at any joint between sections.
Two versions available: zinc plated carbon steel for

maximum inlet temperature up to 750°F (399°C) or
#304SS for maximum inlet temperature up to 1600°F
(871°C).

Division plate
Provides isolation of burner
feed(s) where desirable.

1

2

14mm
Spark Ignitor

Spark
Electrode

Flame rod identification
For those COMBUSTIFUME® Burners using flame

rods, most applications are covered by one of three
sizes (specific number depends on nominal length “N”
of rod extension). These may need cut to dimension
“L” specified in tables on page 9908A before use in
your particular application.

N

7-1/2"

12"

24"

Optional electrode cover
Protects porcelain insulator and
electrical connection from dirt
and moisture. May be used for
ambient temperatures up to
450°F (232°C).
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Component Identification
INCINO-PAK® Burner Back Inlet Feed Section

Nameplate located on
INCINO-PAK® Burner gas inlet body

Nameplate located on
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner body
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Component Identification
COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners

Item
Number

1 Burner body
2 Back up bar (straight)
3 Gasket, body (straight)
4 Back up bar (inside)
5 Gasket, inside
6 Back up bar (outside)
7 Burner body gasket (between joints)
8 Support bracket gasket 18 GA
9 6" mixing plate
10 Corner mixing plate

12 M10 - 1.5 x 45 hex head cap screw
13 M10 - 1.5 finished hex nut
14 #10 -24 FLEX-LOK hex nut
15 #10 -24 x 1/2" indented hex head machine screw
16 #10 -24 x 2-1/4" indented hex head machine screw
17 Washer
18 #10 -24 x 3/8" indented hex head machine screw

19 M10 - 1.5 hex nut finished
20 M10 - 1.5 x 35 hex head cap screw
21 1/4" -20 x 3/4" hex head cap screw

Part DescriptionTo order replacement parts:
1. Identify specific COMBUSTIFUME®

series/type from burner assembly
information plate pictured on page 5720.

2. Provide sketch of burner arrangement,
as viewed from back (or casting side) of
assembly. For example:

3. Specify quantity of each replacement
item required from table at right.
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Installation Instructions

General
These mounting instructions for COMBUSTIFUME®

Burners are in addition to the general AIRFLO® Line
Burner installation instructions published on
Maxon catalog pages 5000-S-1 through 5000-S-10.

Specific instructions are also offered for other
Maxon component items:
– Shut-Off Valves (pages 6000-S-1 through S-14)
– Flow Control Valves (pages 7000-S-1 through S-4)
– Mixing Tubes (pages 3200-S-1 through S-6)

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any new
gas line before actually connecting to the burner
system.

Main gas shut-off cock should be upstream of
both main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it
to shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours. Maxon
Control Valves, such as the Series “CV” and
MICRO-RATIO® Valves, are not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses and any
positive chamber pressure. Follow the instructions
attached to the regulator during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It should
normally include its own pilot gas regulator (selected
to meet pilot flow and pressure needs), a solenoid
valve and shut-off cock. An adjustable gas orifice at
the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Appropriate pilots should be provided which are
compatible with the type of burner and control system
being used.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a safety control system) shut the fuel supply off with a
loss of electrical power. Manual reset valves require
operator attendance each time the system is started
up (or restarted after a shut-down). Motorized shut-
off valves permit automatic start/restart when used
with appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. At a minimum, they should be provided down-
stream of any mixing tube and at each burner inlet.
Test connections should never be installed in elbows
or pipe tees. Test connections must be plugged
except when readings are being taken.

Bolt Torque Tightening
1. Apply Never-Seez (anti-seize and lubricating

compound) to the threads of the bolts to improve
the pre-loading of the gasket.

2. Tighten the bolts to 1/2 the specified value (see
table below), starting at position 1 and working to
position 6.

3. Tighten the bolts to the full torque value, starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

4. Tighten the bolts again to the full value starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

seulaVeuqroT
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Installation Instructions

INCINO-PAK® Burner Sections
INCINO-PAK® Burner sections are special configu-

rations of 12" and 36" back inlet feed sections de-
signed to provide “outside-the-duct” access to the
pilot, ignitor and flame safeguard components.

These sections are used in end-fired incinerators or
preheaters, or when burner is fired at an elbow in the
ductwork. As such, the mounting and installation of
INCINO-PAK® Burner sections differs slightly from the
other Maxon AIRFLO® Burners.

INCINO-PAK® Burner sections mount through the
duct/chamber wall and extend the AIRFLO® Burner
body and mixing plates out into the air stream. They
must still be profiled in the duct, since velocity must
be maintained just like all Maxon AIRFLO® Burners.

The externally mounted burner body housing
remains on the outside of the duct/chamber.

A typical INCINO-PAK® Burner system piping
layout is illustrated in the drawing below:

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping layout shown. Specific piping and
wiring diagrams should always be submitted to the appropriate agencies for approval on each
application.
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Installation Instructions

INCINO-PAK® Burner Mounting

A typical method of through-wall mounting of
INCINO-PAK® Burner is shown above. The
INCINO-PAK® Burner’s back housing is normally
mounted and secured onto a separate “wall plug” that
is large enough to allow the burner element to be
inserted through the duct/chamber wall opening and
center itself in the profile plate. The burner element’s
weight must be independently supported.

The “wall plug” is secured into the opening of the
duct/chamber wall, positioning the burner element in
the air stream, and providing a maintenance/inspec-
tion access port for the burner and combustion
chamber.

The INCINO-PAK® Burner section can be used
alone (with appropriate end plates, etc.) or as an inlet
feed section in a larger COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
assembly.

You must separate the INCINO-PAK® Burner
body housing and gas scanner tube sub-
assembly from the COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
element, then re-assemble it after mounting in
your duct/chamber.

CAUTION: Prior to attempting burner separa-
tion, completely remove the spark ignitor from
the INCINO-PAK® Burner assembly. Replace
ignitor only after INCINO-PAK® section is securely
mounted.

Remove remaining (3) flange bolts from burner
inlet flange. (Instruction packet is attached to this
flange joint at time of manufacture.) Once the (4) body
inlet flange bolts are removed, the burner element can
be separated from the gas inlet tube sub-assembly by
pulling gas inlet body out of burner element.

NOTICE: The gas scanner
tube and spark ignitor tube
must align themselves with
the large holes in the burner
body casting face.

This alignment and the
inlet flange joint integrity
must be maintained when
burner is re-assembled.

Place large body flange
gasket (shipped loose) onto
gas inlet tube to seal body
inlet flange and combustion
chamber wall joint prior to
mounting burner element
and/or gas inlet burner body
into position on your combus-
tion chamber.

Provide a liberal coating of
the high-temperature “Never-
Seez” gasket paste (shipped
loose) on both metal flange
surfaces. Insert the 2"
diameter inlet flange gasket
(shipped loose) between
these surfaces prior to re-
assembling burner element
and inlet tube sub-assembly.

NOTE: Wooden alignment
dowels inserted through the
large holes of the burner
element face casting will help
to remount and align the gas
scanner tube and spark
ignitor tube when re-assem-
bling the burner assembly.

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners Page 5700-S-3
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Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off should
be undertaken only by trained and experienced
personnel familiar with combustion systems,
with control/safety circuitry and with knowledge
of the overall installation. Instructions provided
by the company and/or individuals responsible
for the manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial burner start-up of raw
gas burner system:

1. Close all burner fuel valves or cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers
are properly positioned and locked into
operating positions.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be accom-
plished during a “manual” burner control mode.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve’s operating crank arm (or from your
Maxon Control Valve) by loosening the control
motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s toggle
linkage. Manually set and secure control valve in
its “minimum” position.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper blower motor rotation and
impeller direction. Verify that all control interlocks
are working. Allow air handling equipment to run
for adequate purge of your manifolds and com-
bustion chamber plenums. With main gas shut
off, manually advance MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve’s operating crank to “high fire” position so
that air only flows through burner and combustion
chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. To light and adjust gas pilot: Pilot gas regula-
tor should initially be set at approximately mid-
point of its adjustment range. With pilot gas
solenoid valve closed, open main fuel gas and
pilot gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and open
pilot gas solenoid. Observe pilot ignition through
a sight port and/or by viewing micro-amp signal
metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/or
strongest flame safeguard signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

7. Prepare to ignite main burner by adjusting
main gas regulator to approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. Linkage arrangement for
the use of Series “CV” Gas Control Valve is
illustrated above for a typical control motor.
Arrange accordingly.

Typical Electric Control Motor
with Series “CV” Control Valve
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Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

8. With control valve at “minimum”, ignite main
burner by opening main fuel shut-off valve.
Adjust main gas regulator to give the desired
outlet pressure. Refine pilot adjustment if it has
been affected. Adjust burner “minimum” by
turning in on the minimum stop screw of the gas
control valve until stable flame appears in the
narrow zipper channel at the base of burner
mixing plates.

A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.

NOTE: If your Maxon COMBUSTIFUME®

Burner was furnished with an adjustable gradi-
ent type Series “Q” or SYNCHRO Control Valve
instead of a Series “CV” Valve, proceed to step
8A for specific instructions and differences in
adjustment procedures.

C. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the
screw carrier quadrant higher, screw all
remaining screws down to at least the same
level as your first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be estab-
lished with all the remaining adjusting
screws. Generally, each succeeding screw
needs to be screwed in approximately one
full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A
smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the re-
maining adjustment steps.

D. Without advancing the SYNCHRO Valve
quadrant, screw down on second screw (one
or two turns). Then slowly advance the
SYNCHRO Valve quadrant to the #1 posi-
tion. Refine flame appearance at this new
position.

E. Turn all higher-numbered screws in at least
as far as the one last adjusted, then turn next
one in as necessary to achieve desired flame
while rotating valve mechanism to that
position on indicator strip.

F. Repeat for each remaining screw.
NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam
strips, always turn all higher-numbered
screws in as far as the one last adjusted.

G. Refine adjustment as needed, always turning
valve so that position indicator matches
screw being adjusted. For more fuel, turn
screw in (clockwise); for less fuel, turn screw
out (counter-clockwise). If screws must be
turned in flush with carrier casting, increase
fuel pressure and re-adjust by starting at
minimum over again.

H. Cycle system off and on, and through all
firing rates until satisfied with performance.

I. Reconnect control motor linkage and check
that operator does not “bind” and that all
interlocks are performing properly.

9. Adjust burner “high fire” by slowly rotating
fuel control valve crank arm towards its
maximum. Observe flame characteristics
carefully. Flame should remain a bright blue
color with a length beyond the mixing plates as
indicated in capacity/specification data. If flame
becomes too long and yellow, gas pressure is
too high and/or air velocity is too low.

A. From step #5, the automatic control motor
linkage has already been disconnected from
your adjustable gradient type control valve
and the valve is at its “minimum” position.

B. Open fuel supply and begin adjustment of
appropriate adjustable gradient valve by
turning in minimum (or lowest numbered)
screw until desired flame is achieved. (Main
fuel regulator may need adjusted at this
point.)

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners Page 5700-S-5
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Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may affect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.

To measure gas pressure, connect water
column (manometer) to the test connection in
burner’s end plate. To determine air velocity,
use a velometer at the profile opening. Correct
velocities by increasing or decreasing profile
opening size.

If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased or velocities are
too high and may need to be decreased. Note
that air velocities should be measured only when
the fan is handling air at the desired control
temperature.

The desired maximum capacity may be
achieved with less than full control valve open-
ing. Mark with a pencil or scribe the point on
valve crank arm where the desired maximum is
obtained, then return crank arm to low position
and shut system off.

10. Referring to illustration on page 5700-S-4,
reconnect control motor linkage (with control
motor in low or minimum position) by loosening
toggle clamp screw ➀  and moving toggle clamp
➁  along the connecting linkage to a point where
toggle clamp bolt ➂  can be placed at the
outermost position of control motor crank slot.
Then tighten toggle clamp screw ➀ , thus fixing
clamp to linkage.

Allowing toggle clamp bolt ➂  to slide in the
crank arm slot, cycle control motor towards its
maximum position and move fuel control valve

crank ➃  to the previously-determined maximum
firing rate position. Tighten toggle clamp bolt ➂ ,
thus fixing clamp to motor crank.

Cycle control motor back to minimum, watch-
ing carefully that it does not bind before reaching
minimum.

If it is stopped or if minimum is not reached,
loosen toggle clamp screw ➀   and move toggle
clamp along the connecting linkage so both
motor and valve can assume their minimum
positions. Then retighten toggle clamp screw ➀ .
Refine adjustment by cycling several times
between low and high control motor position
while re-adjusting toggle clamp bolt ➂   as
necessary until control motor travels through its
full cycle while moving control valve crank arm
from its minimum only up to the desired maxi-
mum previously determined.

11. Relight burner and cycle control system from
low to high fire several times to observe
performance. Refine adjustments of pilot and
main burner minimum if necessary.

Warning: Test every UV flame sensor system
for dangerous spark excitation from ignitors
and other burners, as well as other possible
sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.

12. Check carefully that all interlocks and limits
are in full operating condition and before
system is placed into full service, instruct
operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system, estab-
lishing written instructions for reference.

Raw Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions for INCINO-PAK® Burner Sections
INCINO-PAK® Burner

sections are started up in the
same manner as other
COMBUSTIFUME® Burners,
except the designed manifolding
for the raw gas brings all the
components to the “outside” of
the duct.

Your control valve is adjusted
in the same manner with
INCINO-PAK® Burners as
described earlier for raw gas
burner start-up instructions.
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners may also be
installed in oxygen-starved air streams. In those
applications, a full or partial premixed air/gas mixture
must be supplied to your COMBUSTIFUME® Burner
to support proper combustion. With “partial-premixed”
COMBUSTIFUME® Burner systems, a Series “HG”
Mixing Tube with MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve is
often used to premix gas and air prior to its introduc-
tion to the COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burner assembly.

A typical “HG” Mixing Tube system piping
layout is illustrated below.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layout shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

Combustion air blower provides the air (oxygen)
supply to your combustion system and is essential to
the mixing of fuel gas. It should be located in the
coolest, cleanest position that you can find near the
burner itself. It must not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in the inert
gases or hot air rising from a furnace or oven. If
problems exist, consider filters, relocation and/or
ducting of an outside fresh air supply.

Minimize combustion air pressure drop between
blower and mixing tube. Keep a minimum straight run
of four pipe diameters into the mixer air inlet. Down-
stream piping from mixer to burner should be kept as
short as possible.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Natural gas pressure generally required (as
measured at the mixer gas inlet) is 1 PSIG higher
than air pressure for “HG” Mixing Tubes.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

CAUTION: Do not install any shut-off device in
the air/gas mixture line.

For initial burner start-up of partial-
premixed burner system:

Start-up steps #1 through #5 are the same for
partial-premix and raw gas burner systems. See page
5700-S-4 for first five start-up steps, then continue
with step #6 below.

6. Check minimum mixture pressure at burners
by turning the MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
its minimum position and reading differential air
pressure only at each burner with a water
column manometer. Any reading below 0.25" wc
differential (natural gas) requires re-adjustment
as described below.

Setting minimum mixture pressure with a
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and Series
“HG” Mixing Tube system:

If minimum mixture pressure must be in-
creased, open the MICRO-RATIO® air valve
slowly (by turning toward higher-numbered
positions) until the required differential air
(mixture) pressure is reached, then mark air
valve dial at the position opposite pointer. This
point will become the minimum air setting for
your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing tube system
(see sketch on page 5700-S-8).

COMBUSTIFUME® Line Burners Page 5700-S-7
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

Continue opening the MICRO-RATIO® air
valve while watching the manometer connected
into the burner’s air/gas mixture manifold.
Determine the point at which further opening of
the air valve gives no appreciable increase in air
pressure within the manifold/burner. Mark the air
valve dial at this position opposite the air valve
pointer. This point will become the maximum air
setting for your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing
tube system.

Having marked and/or recorded the MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valve’s air valve settings for
both minimum and maximum firing positions,
you may adjust the linkage and travel of the gas
valve’s stroke (see sketch below).

Loosen Allen set screw “A” and binding screw
“B” in toggle “C”. Move the toggle in universal
cam assembly slot towards the center of rotation
so that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum”
setting position. Tighten down set screw “A” and
binding screw “B” with both valves set at
“minimum”.

Establish set screw “A” as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw “B” as
maximum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t
matter which is maximum or minimum, as long
as you identify and keep the same reference
points for the next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding
screw “B” and adjust pointer and linkage to
correct just half the distance required to make
the air valve pointer indicate the maximum air
valve setting.
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Re-tighten binding screw “B” and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw “A” and again
correct for just half the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum
air valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw “A” and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw “B” for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until the
gas and air valves reach their minimum and
maximum positions simultaneously. Normally,
this is accomplished within seven adjustments.

7. Remove cover plate from screw carrier cam
assembly and turn all adjusting screws counter-
clockwise until flush with outer surface of casting
(new equipment is shipped this way).

8. Open main and pilot gas cocks and light first
burner pilot following instructions appropriate for
that burner and pilot type. If multiple pilots are
used, open individual cocks and adjust each in
turn.

To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to
insure pilot combustion air supply is flowing to
any pressure pilot mixer. Pilot gas regulator
should initially be set at approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. With pilot gas solenoid
closed, open main fuel gas and pilot gas cock.
Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas solenoid.
Observe pilot ignition through sight port of pilot
assembly and/or by viewing micro-amp signal
metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting
gas flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot
regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Re-open and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

9. Light main burners at minimum as follows:
First, turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its

minimum setting (which may be at position 1 or
2 after completing step 6), then open fuel shut-
off valve and turn corresponding screw in
(clockwise) until flame ignites at all burner
nozzles. (This may take several turns of the
screw.)

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

Continue turning in slowly until flame be-
comes noticeably rich (usually purple or green
with a slight yellow tip). Then slowly back the
screw out until the flame becomes bright blue.

A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.

10. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws. Gener-
ally, each succeeding screw needs to be
screwed in approximately one full turn more
(clockwise) than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low
to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
minimum position and shut off fuel (if flame
safeguard has not already done so). Turn in
slightly on adjusting screw at point where
ignition was lost, then return valve to minimum
position, re-establish pilot, open fuel valve and
verify ignition.

11. Without advancing the valve quadrant, screw
down clockwise on second screw (one or two
turns). Then slowly advance the screw carrier
quadrant to the #1 position. Adjust flame
appearance at this new position.
NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construc-
tion, allow your burner system to operate at this
low setting for the necessary dry/cure-out time
period recommended by the chamber or refrac-
tory manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of
valve.
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Partial-Premixed Burner Start-Up Instructions

12. Again, without moving valve, bring the third and
all remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as the second screw.
NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was
made earlier, the remaining screws will already
be at or below appropriate levels.

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

As each is adjusted, you must turn the
remaining unadjusted screws in at least that far
to prevent possible damage to flexible cam
strips inside the screw carrier cam assembly.

Turning a screw in “clockwise” gives more
gas at that setting; turning it out gives less.
NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the valve quadrant to the number
you desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting
screw directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its intercon-
nected valve body linkage.

13. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

CAUTION: After completing previously listed
steps, check all interlocking safety components
and circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close main and
pilot cocks, and contact responsible individual
before proceeding further.

14. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

15. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to
cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return.

Re-check all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

16. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

EMUFITSUBMOC ® srenruBeniL
>snoitacificepSlairetaM

seidobnorielitcuD
setalpgniximSS013#/w

seidobnorielitcuD
setalpgniximXyolletsaH/w

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 42D4FC 84D4FC 69D4FC 021D4FC 42D5FC 84D5FC 69D5FC 021D5FC

>snoitangiseD
elytSdlO FC4 4FC4 5FC4 --- FC5 4FC5 5FC5 ---

tnerruC 42D4FC 84D4FC 69D4FC 021D4FC 42D5FC 84D5FC 69D5FC 021D5FC

renruB
snoitceS

)6-(thgiarts"6
7837401

)51(
4937401

)51(
1047401

)51(
8047401

)51(
5147401

)51(
2247401

)51(
9247401

)51(
6347401

)51(

)21-(thgiarts"21
8837401

)81(
5937401

)81(
2047401

)81(
9047401

)81(
6147401

)81(
3247401

)81(
0347401

)81(
7347401

)81(

)T-(eet"6x"21
9837401

)03(
6937401

)03(
3047401

)65(
0147401

)03(
7147401

)03(
4247401

)03(
1347401

)03(
8347401

)03(

)X-(ssorc"21x"21
0937401

)73(
7937401

)73(
4047401

)73(
1147401

)73(
8147401

)73(
5247401

)73(
2347401

)73(
9347401

)73(

deeFtelnIkcaB
snoitceS

seriuqerhcae(
morfegnalftelni

)2-P/A-0075egaP

)B21(thgiartstelnikcab"21
1937401

)13(
8937401

)13(
5047401

)13(
2147401

)13(
9147401

)13(
6247401

)13(
3347401

)13(
0447401

)13(

)XB-(ssorctelnikcab"21x"21
2937401

)24(
9937401

)24(
6047401

)24(
3147401

)24(
0247401

)24(
7247401

)24(
4347401

)24(
1447401

)24(

)HB-(noitces"H"telnikcab"63
3937401

)59(
0047401

)59(
7047401

)59(
4147401

)59(
1247401

)59(
8247401

)59(
5347401

)59(
2447401

)59(

EMUFITSUBMOC ® srenruBeniL
>snoitacificepSlairetaM

seidobeznorbmunimulA
setalpgniximXyolletsaH/w

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 42B5FC 84B5FC 69B5FC 021B5FC

>snoitangiseD
elytSdlO 4FC6 --- --- ---

tnerruC 42B5FC 84B5FC 69B5FC 021B5FC

renruB
snoitceS

)6-(thgiarts"6
3447401

)81(
7447401

)81(
1547401

)81(
5547401

)81(

)21-(thgiarts"21
4447401

)02(
8447401

)02(
2547401

)02(
6547401

)02(

)T-(eet"6x"21
5447401

)53(
9447401

)53(
3547401

)53(
7547401

)53(

deeFtelnIkcaB
snoitceS

telniseriuqerhcae(
egaPmorfegnalf

)2-P/A-0075

)B21(thgiartstelnikcab"21
6447401

)63(
0547401

)63(
4547401

)63(
8547401

)63(

NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order the appropriate configured item number. To order loose
items, order individual assembly numbers.
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snoitpOegnalFtelnI
noitpircseD 4FCllA D5FC B5FC

telnI.S.N.A
snoitpOegnalF

deeftelnirof(
egaPnosnoitces

)1-P/A-0075

)B-("21roF
telnikcab

snoitces

"5.1 )B21(egnalFtelnI"5.1 FIBD5.1 FIBB5.1

"2 )B21(egnalFtelnI"2 FIBD2 FIBB2

"5.2 )B21(egnalFtelnI"5.2 FIBD5.2 FIBB5.2

"3 )B21(egnalFtelnI"3 FIBD3 FIBB3

"4 )B21(egnalFtelnI"4 FIBD4 ---

)HB-("63roF
telnikcab

snoitces

"5.1 )B63(egnalFtelnI"5.1 FIBD5.1 ---

"2 )B63(egnalFtelnI"2 FIBD2 ---

"5.2 )B63(egnalFtelnI"5.2 FIBD5.2 ---

"3 )B63(egnalFtelnI"3 FIBD3 ---

"4 )B63(egnalFtelnI"4 FIBD4 ---

)XB-("21x"21roF
ssorctelnikcab

snoitces

"3 )ssorc(egnalFtelnI"3 FIXD3 ---

"4 )ssorc(egnalFtelnI"4 FIXD4 ---

Assembly Numbers

snoitceSssorC&telnIkcaBrofsegnalFtelnIderugifnoC–liateDeciohCtnemgeS
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
emaNtnemgeS

eciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

FIBD5.1
FIBD2
FIBD5.2

FIBD3
FIBD4
FIBB5.1

FIBB2
FIBB5.2

FIBB3
FIXD3
FIXD4

EGNALF
LAIRETAM

ID norielitcuD

IG noriyarG

SAG
NOITCENNOC

DRHT_ISNA dedaerhtISNA

DRHT_OSI dedaerhtOSI

HCAORPPAXAM
)F(PMETRIA

0001 )xam(erutarepmetriahcaorppaF°0001

*0501 )xam(erutarepmetriahcaorppaF°0501

054 )xam(erutarepmetriahcaorppaF°054

006 )xam(erutarepmetriahcaorppaF°006

008 )xam(erutarepmetriahcaorppaF°008

NOTE: All choices are not available in some cases.

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses

NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order the appropriate configured item number. To order loose
items, order individual assembly numbers.
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>snoitacificepSlairetaMsrenruBeniL®EMUFITSUBMOC
seidobnorielitcuD

gniximSS013#/w
setalp

seidobnorielitcuD
XyolletsaH/w
setalpgnixim

eznorbmunimulA
yolletsaH/wseidob

setalpgniximX

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 021-42D4FC 021-42D5FC 021-42B5FC

)A(steSetalPdnE
CP-2:TESETALPDNENIALP

eceip2-tesetalpdnenialP
)4(3477401 )4(0577401 )4(7577401

dnEkrapStceriD
telnIdnE&etalP

)A(steSegnalF

IS57081/WTESKRPSRID
&rotingikraps57081#sedulcniteskrapstceriD

71181#redro(doremalfatnuomotnoisivorp
)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf

)4(4477401 )4(1577401 ---

IS57081/WTESSDTELNI"2
kraps57081#sedulcniteskrapstceridtelni"2

redro(doremalfagnitnuomrofnoisivorp&rotingi
)yletarapes,desufi,doremalf71181#

)4(5477401 )4(2577401 ----

etalPdnEtoliP
)A(steS

)TNMTCERID(TESTLIPNI-TLIUB
VU/doremalfdetnuomtceridrof,testolipni-tliuB

kraps57081#sedulcni,rotingikraps&rennacs
,desufi,doremalf19281#redro(rotingi

)yletarapes

)6(6477401 )6(3577401 )6(8577401

)TNUOMTXE(TESTLIPNI-TLIUB
emalfgnitnuomyllanretxerof,testolipni-tliuB

doremalfredro(edortcelekraps&rennacsVU/dor
ylbmessagnitnuomlanretxednaedortcelero/dna

)yletarapes

)6(7477401 )6(4577401 )6(9577401

)TNMRID(TESTLIPKAP-OLFRIA
emalfdetnuomtceridrof,testolipKAP-OLFRIA
57081#sedulcni,rotingikraps&rennacsVU/dor

dna,desufi,doremalf19281#redro(rotingikraps
)yletarapesreximtolip

)8(8477401 )8(5577401 ]1[)8(5577401

)TNMTXE(TESTLIPKAP-OLFRIA
gnitnuomyllanretxerof,testolipKAP-OLFRIA

redro(edortcelekraps&rennacsVU/doremalf
dnareximtolip,edortcelekrapsro/dnadoremalf

)yletarapesylbmessagnitnuomlanretxe

)8(9477401 )8(6577401 ]1[)8(6577401

rofsrexiMtoliP
stolipKAP-OLFRIA

)A(

REXIMTOLIPCIREHPSOMTA
reximtolipcirehpsomtA

)1(30102 ]1[)1(30102

FIROJDA/WREXIMTLIPERUSSERP
reximtoliperusserP

ecifiroelbatsujda97583#sedulcni
)2(08611 ]1[)2(08611

gnitnuoMlanretxE
seilbmessAetalP

)A(

VUTXE&ISTNI:TLPGTMTXE
rennacsVUlanretxe&rotingikrapslanretniroF

)3(70904

VU&CELEKPSTXE:TLPGTMTXE
VUlanretxe&edortcelekrapslanretxeroF

)yletarapesedortcelededuorhsredro(rennacs
)3(44563

.F°0001oterutarepmethcaorppamumixamehtsrewoL.sgnitsaceznorb-munimulafodaetsnisgnitsacnorielitcudsesU]1[
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NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order the appropriate configured item number. To order loose
items, order individual assembly numbers.
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>snoitacificepSlairetaMsrenruBeniL®EMUFITSUBMOC
seidobnorielitcuD

gniximSS013#/w
setalp

seidobnorielitcuD
XyolletsaH/w
setalpgnixim

eznorbmunimulA
yolletsaH/wseidob

setalpgniximX

>rebmuNmetIderugifnoC 021-42D4FC 021-42D5FC 021-42B5FC

rotingIkrapS
seilbmessA-buS

)A(

MM41:NGIKRAPSDETNUOMTCERID
mm41rotingikrapsdetnuomtceriD

)5.0(57081

"21=L:CELEDEDUORHSDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuomlanretxE"21

93563

"81=L:CELEDEDUORHSDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuomlanretxE"81

04563

"42=L:CELEDEDUORHSDTMTXE
edortcelededuorhsdetnuomlanretxE"42
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Segment choices are as follows for
configured  products:

• Connection type
• Back inlet type
• Section type
• Extension (location A)
• Extension (location B)
• Extension (location C)
• Extension (location D)
• Max. Approach Air Temp. (°F)
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Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners

• Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners have been specifically designed for the thermal incineration in
cylindrical combustion chambers of combustible gaseous effluents from a wide variety of industrial
processes.

• These special cone-type COMBUSTIFUME® Burners provide outside-the-duct access to the
raw gas pilot, ignitor, and flame safeguard components. The vital parts are easily retractable and
protected from the heat from the combustion chamber. Easy installation, operation, and maintenance
are assured.

• Considerable savings in primary energy are realized since the raw gas Circular INCINO-PAK®

Burners do not require any external combustion air source. All the oxygen for combustion comes
from the oxygen content normally in most effluent air streams.

• Two popular sizes are offered: 4,000,000 or 8,000,000 maximum Btu/hr capacities. Both sizes
provide 20:1 turndown capabilities on natural gas.

• Application of a Maxon Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner greatly simplifies the construction
of your cylindrical incinerator chamber, since both burner sizes are available as “standard” with a
through-the-wall mounting, or complete with an insulated “wall mounting plug” that further simplifies
burner installation.

Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner shown with wall mounting plug
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Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners

Principle of Operation
The time-tested Maxon AIRFLO® Burner prin-

ciples are also designed into the Circular INCINO-
PAK® Burner. A customer-installed profile plate
surrounds the burner and creates a pressure drop
which directs the passing effluent air stream through
the burner’s cone and extension ring at a high
velocity where it is mixed with a controlled volume of
fuel gas. With the intensive mixing and turbulent
condition created within the burner’s mixing cone, a
rapid temperature rise from the combustion reaction is
produced to help ensure complete incineration of the
effluents.

The burner is a nozzle-mixing type which does
not need external combustion air; only the fuel gas
flow needs to be controlled.

The burner can be ignited by means of the
integrated raw gas pilot, or by direct-spark ignition of
the main burner. Direct-spark ignition must incor-
porate a “low fire start” inter-lock.

A special feature is the central gas inlet on
which a spark ignitor, a pilot and sight tube for the
UV-scanner are mounted. These vital parts are
easily retractable and protected from the heat ema-
nating from the combustion chamber. Neither the
pilot nor ignitor/sight tube need any compressed/
cooling air.

The mixing cone is two-part: the primary cone
of a special stainless steel, which can withstand very
high temperatures. It not only guarantees resistance
to high-reaching temperatures but also ensures
accurate supply of oxygen-bearing effluent to the
burner.

Radial and tangential drillings in this primary
cone create the right swirl required to mix oxygen-
bearing effluent and gas correctly inside the mixing
cone resulting in an excellent flame stability and a
large turndown.

The special connection between the primary
cone and extension ring allows for expansion in all
directions. The construction is such that no mounting
or support brackets are required, thus avoiding
deformation.

Cross sectional view

If necessary, the extension ring can be replaced,
e.g. if the burner has to operate under severe working
conditions.

A complete Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner
system normally includes a gas train, an adjustable
gradient-type gas control valve and a combustion
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.

Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner
applications

This burner is typically used for direct gas-fired
incineration of combustible gaseous effluents in
applications such as:
Coil coating lines Paint baking ovens
Fiberglass curing Printing processes
Lithographing ovens Textile dryers
Metal coating lines Wire enameling
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Determine air stream flammability limits
and/or minimum oxygen content levels.

Since oxygen content within the effluent is critical
to the flammability range of any raw gas type burner,
it also directly affects the maximum capacity (Btu/hr)
of a Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner.

The chart (below) graphically relates the incoming
air stream temperatures (°F) and the measured
percentage of oxygen remaining in this effluent.

Any combination of temperature and oxygen
level falling above the raw gas firing diagonal line
should support combustion with a raw gas Circu-
lar INCINO-PAK® Burner system.

CAUTION: Combinations of incoming tempera-
tures and measured percent of oxygen falling
below the diagonal line are not acceptable
applications for the raw gas Circular INCINO-
PAK® Burner. Alternate choices may be selected
from Maxon catalog sections 4200 and/or 5700.

Profiling for higher temperature
applications

When calculating profile dimensions for Circular
INCINO-PAK® Burner systems in applications with
higher inlet air temperatures, greater temperature
rises, and/or variable air stream volumes, the effluent
with elevated temperatures and densities must be
considered.

Burner Design Parameters

Temperature limits:

Inlet 1200°F (649°C)

Outlet 1700°F (927°C)

Burner net free areas:

4M size 110 square inches

8M size 170 square inches

Calculating Circular INCINO-PAK®

Burner capacity requirements in
effluent air streams:

Sample calculations for designing a raw gas
Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner system for a thermal
fuel incinerator (with 16+% oxygen level) are provided
on the following page.

To calculate heat requirements, you must know:

SCFM of effluent air stream

°F inlet air temperature

°F outlet air temperature

Maximum
Temperatures
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Design procedure and calculation example (continued)

CFH gas
Evolvement of “K” = x 1000

SCFM air

Enter chart at 700°F inlet temperature line (from step
3); follow across to intersect the 1500°F discharge
temperature sloped line, then drop straight down to
read the “K” multiplier factor of 1150.

Therefore, the maximum heat input required:

Btu/hr = 5000 SCFM x 1150 = 5,750,000

Calculating Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner
profile opening:
6. “Net” profile opening calculations:

ACFH

1655 x “K” x inches wc drop

specific gravity

ACFH = SCFM x 460 + inlet temp. x 60 min/hr

460 + ambient temp.

“K” = 0.78 orifice coefficient for Circular
INCINO-PAK® Burner profile opening

Inches wc drop = desired pressure drop
(see optimum range on page 5755)

Specific gravity = 1.0 x 460 + ambient temp.

460 + inlet temp.

7. “Gross” opening calculations:

Gross opening  =

net area  + (425.6 in2  – burner net free area)
(from (approx. area (from chart

step 6) of extension pg. 5753)
sleeve blockage)

Radius = Gross opening

3.14

Diameter = 2 x radius

General Selection Procedure
1. Determine available oxygen level in air stream

to be heated.
For a raw gas application, we will use 16+%
oxygen level.

2. Determine the SCFM of air through the incinera-
tor. Include any variations in this flow.

For our calculations, we will use a constant
volume air fan of 5000 SCFM.

3. Determine inlet temperature of effluent to
Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner.

We will use inlet temperature of 700°F.
4. Determine outlet or discharge temperatures

from the incinerator.
For our example, we will design for 1500°F.

5. Calculate maximum total heat required.

Btu/hr = SCFM x “K”
(from step 2) (from chart below)

Multiply SCFM of air by multiplier (K), which
combines hypothetical available heat and a 1.08
composite air heating factor to give the value in Btu
required being “gross heating value” of fuel. Since
multiplier (K) varies with inlet and discharge air
temperature, the various factors are graphically
shown below:

For 1300°F, 1500°F and 1700°F
discharge temperatures

Net Area (in2) =
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Required natural
gas inlet

pressures (in
inches wc) for

capacities shown

Capacities (Btu/hr)

4M 8M

Series “G” Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners
Performance Data

Duct static pressure drop
through profile plate

(inches wc)

Approximate air stream
velocities (SFPM)

18" wc 6,000,000 12,000,000

12.5" wc 5,000,000 10,000,000

8" wc 4,000,000 8,000,000

4.5" wc 3,000,000 6,000,000

3.2" wc 2,500,000 5,000,000

2" wc 2,000,000 4,000,000

1.125" wc 1,500,000 3,000,000

0.5" wc 1,000,000 2,000,000

0.125" wc 500,000 1,000,000
450,000 900,000

0.08" wc 400,000 800,000

350,000 700,000

300,000 600,000

0.03" wc 250,000 500,000

200,000 400,000

150,000 300,000

0.005" wc 100,000 200,000
50,000 100,000

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.91.0 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0

1500 1750 2000 2500 3000 3500 4500 5500

Operations in gray
shaded areas require
special consideration

Optimum
Design

Area

Operations in gray
shaded areas require
special consideration
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Series “G” Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner with wall mounting plug

Series “G” Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner for through-wall mounting

Spark Ignitor
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Component Identification

Suggested spare parts
– Spark ignitor assembly
– Extension ring

To order parts for an existing Circular INCINO-PAK®

Burner assembly, list:
1. Name(s) or part(s) from above illustration
2. Quantity of each required
3. Burner nameplate information:

• size and series number of burner
• designation
• if available, serial number of Maxon fuel shut-off

valve in-line to burner (This serial number is on
Maxon valve’s nameplate.)

Nameplate
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Installation Instructions

General
These mounting instructions for Circular INCINO-

PAK® Burners are in addition to the specific instruc-
tions offered for other Maxon component items:
– Shut-Off Valves (pages 6100-S-1 through S-10)
– Flow Control Valves (pages 7000-S-1 through S-4)

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any gas
line before actually connecting to the burner system.

Main gas shut-off cock should be upstream of
both main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it
to shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours.

Maxon Control Valves, such as the Series “Q”
and MICRO-RATIO® Valves, are not intended for
tight shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses and any
positive chamber pressure. Follow the instructions
attached to the regulator during installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It should
normally include its own pilot gas regulator (selected
to meet pilot flow and pressure needs), a solenoid
valve, and shut-off cock. The adjustable gas orifice
cock at the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to a
safety control system) shut the fuel supply off with a
loss of electrical power. Manual reset valves require
operator attendance each time the system is started
up (or restarted after a shut-down). Motorized shut-
off valves permit automatic start/restart when used
with appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. At a minimum, they should be provided at each
burner inlet. Test connections should never be
installed in elbows or pipe tees. Test connections
must be plugged except when readings are being
taken.

Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners are special configu-
rations of back inlet feed sections designed to provide
“outside-the-duct” access to the pilot, ignitor and
flame safeguard components.

These burners are used in end-fired incinerators or
preheaters. As such, the mounting and installation of
Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners differs slightly from
other types of Maxon AIRFLO® Burners.

Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners mount through the
duct/chamber wall and extend their burner mixing
cones out into the air stream. They must still be
profiled in the chamber, since a pressure drop must
be maintained within certain limits just like all Maxon
AIRFLO® Burners.

The externally mounted burner body housing
remains on the outside of the duct/chamber.

A typical Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner system
piping layout is illustrated in the drawing below:

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or misuse of the piping layout shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.
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Installation Instructions

Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner mounting

The Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner is used only
for the heating of air in motion. It should be mounted
so as to direct its flame parallel to and in the same
direction as the movement of the air which is to be
heated.

Do not mount the Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner so
that the flow of air is across the face of the cone, nor
should it be mounted too near to a turn in the duct
which will cause the air to be directed at an angle
over the burner.

Flow of air at operating temperature must be
uniform and pressure drops not less than the
values specified for the application.

Customer fabricated profile plate required.
To assure proper operating design pressure drop

for optimum performance of your Maxon Circular
INCINO-PAK® Burner, it is necessary to reduce the
duct area at the location of the burner assembly. This
is done by “silhouetting” the burner element with an
opening in a plate at right angles to the direction of
the air stream movement.

The profile opening should be shaped to frame
your burner as symmetrically as possible, and sized
to maintain the desired operating pressure drop
through the spaced opening surrounding the burner
element.

All Maxon Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner assem-
blies must have a specific design operating pressure
drop across and through the burner element. Consult
Maxon catalog specification for the pressure drop
required to obtain the burner capacity for your specific
application. Install profile plates to attain this pressure
drop.

For best mixing downstream, the profile plate
should extend a minimum of 6" from the walls of
the duct around the entire burner assembly.

The burner cone should protrude about 2 inches
through the profile plate.

A differential pressure switch (or manometer) can
be mounted across the profile plate to make sure the
burner only operates when pressure drop is high
enough. Provide sufficient test connections for
measuring process differential pressure.

Observation sight windows (ports) located in
duct to permit visual inspection of pilot and main
burner flame(s) help on initial start-up, as well as with
routine maintenance/inspections.

The Circular INCINO-PAK® is a raw gas burner.
There is no flammable air-gas mixture in the feeder
line. However, the burner depends completely on the
effluent air stream to supply the oxygen for combus-
tion. A correct pressure drop is therefore very impor-
tant. The nominal process air pressure drop is 0.5 to
2.0" wc and should be checked prior to start-up, as
well as the burner installation and its profile plate, the
electrical wiring, and the leak testing of the pipe train.
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Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial burner start-up of raw
gas burner system:

1. Close all burner fuel valves or cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers
are properly positioned and locked into
operating positions.

Initial start-up adjustment should only be accom-
plished during a “manual” burner control mode.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your Maxon Control Valve’s
operating crank arm by loosening the control
motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s toggle
linkage. Manually set and secure control valve in
its “minimum” position.

Set minimum differential pressure with
minimum stop screw located on the side of the
screw carrier quadrant of Series “Q” Control
Valve (see sketch below).

Series “Q” Valve with connecting base and linkage position-
ing a typical electric control operator

This minimum stop screw creates a mechani-
cal block which prohibits the screw carrier
quadrant and its direct-connected air butterfly
valve from closing completely. Thus a “mini-
mum” volume of fuel is allowed in through the
control valve to the burner(s). This becomes the
minimum gas pressure.

Screwing in (clockwise) on the minimum stop
screw through its lock nut will open up the
butterfly and increase the minimum differential
pressure setting.
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Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions

Once your manometer readings confirm the
minimum differential readings, lock the minimum
stop screw in that position so the valve cannot
be moved back below this minimum firing
position. Regardless of what numerical value the
indicator strip shows, this becomes the minimum
firing position for your specific system in this
application.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper blower motor rotation and
impeller direction. Verify that all control inter-
locks are working. Allow air handling equipment
to run for adequate purge of your manifolds and
combustion chamber plenums.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. To light and adjust gas pilot: Pilot gas regula-
tor should initially be set at approximately mid-
point of its adjustment range. With pilot gas
solenoid valve closed, open main fuel gas and
pilot gas cock. Energize spark ignitor and open
pilot gas solenoid. Observe pilot ignition through
a sight port and/or by viewing micro-amp signal
metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame (and/or
strongest flame safeguard signal) by adjusting gas
flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot regulator.

7. Prepare to ignite main burner by adjusting
main gas regulator to approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range.

The quadrant (shown in sketch on page 5750-
S-3) is rotated either manuall or by a control
operator to change firing rate as indicated by a
position indicator strip. The minimum stop screw
limits rotation and establishes a minimum flow.

Turning in the adjusting screws ⑤  (clockwise)
gives a contour to flexible steel cam strips ➅  .
These cam strips bear on a plunger and cap
assembly ➆  that determines opening of the gas
butterfly valve. Cam strips serve to provide a
continuous gradient.

Turning adjusting screw in until it is flush with
quadrant and opens gas butterfly fully. Do not
attempt to force screw further.

8. With control valve at “minimum”, ignite main
burner by opening main fuel shut-off valve.

All Maxon Flow Control Valves are designed for
throttling service only and are not intended for
tight shut-off.

NOTE: If your Maxon Circular INCINO-PAK®

Burner was furnished with an adjustable gradi-
ent type SYNCHRO Control Valve instead of a
Series “Q” Valve, proceed to step 8A for specific
instructions and differences in adjustment
procedures.

Removing a cover strip reveals a numbered
series of adjusting screws ➄  which bear on a set
of cam strips ➅  beneath the quadrant (see sketch
above).

A. From step #4, the automatic control motor
linkage has already been disconnected from
your adjustable gradient type control valve
and the valve is at its “minimum” position.

B. Open fuel supply and begin adjustment of
appropriate adjustable gradient valve by
turning in minimum (or lowest numbered)
screw until desired flame is achieved.

C. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the
screw carrier quadrant higher, screw all
remaining screws down to at least the same
level as your first adjusted screw.

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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NOTE: A preliminary setting can be estab-
lished with all the remaining adjusting
screws. Generally, each succeeding screw
needs to be screwed in approximately one
full turn deeper than its preceding screw. A
smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the re-
maining adjustment steps.

D. Without advancing the SYNCHRO Valve
quadrant, screw down on second screw (one
or two turns). Then slowly advance the
SYNCHRO Valve quadrant to the #1 posi-
tion. Refine flame appearance at this new
position.

E. Turn all higher-numbered screws in at least
as far as the one last adjusted, then turn next
one in as necessary to achieve desired flame
while rotating valve mechanism to that
position on indicator strip.

F. Repeat for each remaining screw.
NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam
strips, always turn all higher-numbered
screws in as far as the one last adjusted.

G. Refine adjustment as needed, always turning
valve so that position indicator matches
screw being adjusted. For more fuel, turn
screw in (clockwise); for less fuel, turn screw
out (counter-clockwise). If screws must be
turned in flush with carrier casting, increase
fuel pressure and re-adjust by starting at
minimum over again.

H. Cycle system off and on, and through all
firing rates until satisfied with performance.

I. Reconnect control motor linkage and check
that operator does not “bind” and that all
interlocks are performing properly.

9. Adjust burner “high fire” by slowly rotating
fuel control valve crank arm towards its
maximum. Observe flame characteristics
carefully. If flame becomes too long and yellow,
gas pressure is too high and/or air velocity is too
low.

NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may affect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.

To measure gas pressure, connect water
column (manometer) to the test connection in
burner’s back plate. To determine pressure
drop, use a manometer or differential pressure
switch (see page 5750-S-2)  at the profile
opening. Correct pressure drop by increasing or
decreasing profile opening size.

If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased or pressure drops
are too high and may need to be decreased.
Note that pressure drops should be measured
only when the fan is handling air at the desired
control temperature.

10. Referring to photograph on page 5750-S-3,
reconnect control motor linkage (with control
motor in low or minimum position).

Tighten toggle clamp bolt and secure clamp
to motor crank.

Cycle control motor back to minimum, watch-
ing carefully that it does not bind before reaching
minimum.

If it is stopped or if minimum is not reached,
loosen toggle clamp screw and move toggle
clamp along the connecting linkage so both
motor and valve can assume their minimum
positions. Then retighten toggle clamp screw.
Refine adjustment by cycling several times
between low and high control motor position
while re-adjusting toggle clamp bolt as neces-
sary until control motor travels through its full
cycle while moving control valve crank arm from
its minimum only up to the desired maximum
previously determined.

11. Relight burner and cycle control system from
low to high fire several times to observe
performance. Refine adjustments of pilot and
main burner minimum if necessary.

Warning: Test every UV flame sensor system
for dangerous spark excitation from ignitors
and other burners, as well as other possible
sources of direct or reflected UV radiation.

12. Check carefully that all interlocks and limits
are in full operating condition and before
system is placed into full service, instruct
operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system, estab-
lishing written instructions for reference.
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Raw Gas Firing Start-Up Instructions for Circular INCINO-PAK® Burner Sections

Circular INCINO-PAK®

Burner sections are started up
in the same manner as other
raw gas AIRFLO® Burners,
except the designed manifolding
for the raw gas brings all the
components to the “outside” of
the duct.

Your control valve is adjusted
in the same manner with
Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners
as described earlier for raw gas
burner start-up instructions.

Raw Gas Burner Start-Up Instructions
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Assembly Numbers

Series “G” Circular INCINO-PAK® Burners

Approximate net weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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LO-NOX™ Line Burners

24 lineal feet assembly of LN4-12-G LO-NOX™ Burner including end plates and pilot assembly

• Provides direct-fired, in-the-duct, process air heating with greatly reduced generation of NOx

• Burns clean and odor-free with most low pressure gaseous fuels

• Direct-firing optimizes heat transfer efficiencies. All available heat from the gaseous fuel is
released directly into the passing air stream.

• Modular burner design permits shaping the burner element and total heat release to match your
specific application’s requirements. Basic building block concept provides infinite number of possible
burner configurations to meet your needs.

• Long service life and lower maintenance cost result from rust-resistant iron burner bodies and
the controlled expansion of stainless steel mixing plate’s design

• High turndown ratio promotes application flexibility for all fresh or recirculated air stream
heating

Covered by U.S. Patents #25,626, #3,297,259 and #4,573,907;
Canada #786,136 and #786,137; Great Britain #943,733
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Design and Application Details

Principle of Operation
LO-NOX™ Line Burners are designed for heating

process air-in-motion and consist of a rust-resistant
iron body (which serves as the air/fuel manifold), drilled
to discharge the fuel/air mixture between diverging
stainless steel or Hastelloy-X mixing plates.

The entire burner assembly is mounted inside your
duct directly in the air stream being heated. The air
stream passes across the burner and through the
mixing plates. Carefully controlled mixing plate aeration
patterns give progressive mixing, superior cross-
ignition and flame retention across the entire burner
assembly length. The LO-NOX™ Line Burner burns
clean and odor-free with extremely low levels of NOx
production.

Accurate air/fuel ratio and air velocities with
resulting duct static pressure drop are the key to
successful operation. They are established by the
use of a customer-installed profile plate within the duct.

A minimum profile plate width of 6" is required
surrounding all LO-NOX™ Line Burner assemblies.

Optimum burner performance and maximum
service life demands that air stream velocities be
uniform across the entire burner assembly.

Normal capacities vary widely with applications.
Fuel used and design velocities affect turndown.
Modular design permits shape and total heat release to
match your application needs.

Performance data varies depending upon
temperature of air upstream and downstream of burner
assembly, the percent of oxygen (by volume) in the
passing air stream, and the allowable duct static
pressure drop (which relates to velocity of air across
the burner).

Combustion Air Requirements
Combustion air blower should be sized for an air/fuel

ratio of 14:1.

CAUTION: A variation in excess of ±25°F
combustion air temperature can affect NOx level
production and/or cross ignition of a LO-NOX™
Burner. Locate air inlet of combustion air blower in
area where incoming air temperature is relatively
constant.

LO-NOX™ Line Burners are part of a complete
burner system designed and proven to give low
formation of oxides of nitrogen.

A complete LO-NOX™ Burner system normally
includes a gas train, proportioning/mixing equipment,
combustion air supply, and a combustion control panel.
Your Maxon representative can help you choose from
the broad range available.

LO-NOX™ Line Burners are offered in three
different types. Each type is optimized for a specific
type of application. All require a full air/gas premixture
and are intended for use in heating process air in
motion with maximum inlet air temperatures up to
800°F (427°C):
• LN-3 LO-NOX™ Line Burners have iron bodies and

#321 stainless steel mixing plates and require an
air/gas premixture system and/or outlet
temperatures up to 1000°F (538°C).

• LN-4 LO-NOX™ Line Burners have iron bodies and
#310 stainless steel mixing plates as above for
applications with outlet temperatures up to 1500°F
(816°C).

• LN-5 LO-NOX™ Line Burners compliment their iron
bodies with Hastelloy-X mixing plates for use in
applications with up to 1700°F (927°C) outlet
temperature requirements.
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Design and Application Details

Burner duct area displacement
For purposes of calculating operating air velocities

and resulting static pressure drops across the burner
assembly and profile plate, use the following equiva-
lent displacements:

Each 6" straight section: 0.35 ft2

Each 12" straight section: 0.7 ft2

Each 12" x 6" tee section: 0.75 ft2

Each 12" x 12" cross section: 0.85 ft2

For example:
A LO-NOX™ Line Burner assembly is made up of:

(2) 12" straight sections @ 0.7 ft2 displ. area
(1) 12" back inlet straight @ 0.7 ft2 displ. area
(2) 12" x 6" tee sections @ 0.75 ft2 displ. area

Total duct area displaced by this burner assembly:

(3 x 0.7 ft2) + (2 x 0.75 ft2) = 3.6 ft2

Volume (CFM)

Velocity (FPM) = Net Free
Area (ft2)

The net free area of the duct, and consequently the
profile opening surrounding the burner element can
be determined by inserting the air volume and/or the
desired operating velocity into this formula. The
burner displaces area in the duct and must be added
to the air handling area to determine the appropriate
profile dimensions.

Air stream velocity and resulting static pressure
drop affect performance and are achieved by means
of a silhouette profile plate within the duct.

A minimum profile plate width of 6" is required
surrounding all LO-NOX™ Line Burner
assemblies.

Air velocity over burner
Minimum - 700 SFPM
Optimum -1500 SFPM
Maximum -3000 SFPM

NOTE: Burner is not sensitive to velocity variations
within the desired range, but NOx levels may increase
by 33% if fired at 600,000 Btu/hr, ft and at 3000
SFPM velocity.

Total heat release and LO-NOX™ Burner footage
are normally selected from the tables given in the
Series “HG” Mixing Tube section of the Maxon
catalog (Section 3200).

Nominal burner capacity
Maximum: 550,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot

(requires 12" wc mixture pressure)
Minimum: 140,000 Btu/hr per lineal foot

(requires 0.8" wc mixture pressure)

Based on information given in catalog section
3200, and within the constraints of duct size and air
volume flows, a LO-NOX™ Line Burner assembly is
designed utilizing the available sections shown on the
following pages.

When ordering a burner assembly made up from
the module components, be sure to provide an
assembly sketch of the complete burner (as viewed
from the back, or upstream, side) including locations
of all accessories and/or individual component
sections.
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Design and Application Details

Manifolding and Ductwork Considerations
Manifolding and ductwork considerations are

extremely important in the design of LO-NOX™
systems. LO-NOX™ Burner systems can be
susceptible to noise generation. In order to minimize
the possibility of noise, we suggest the following:
– Adjust burner with a “fuel-lean” air/fuel ratio
– Burner element should be supported independently

from the manifolding
– No flat transitions or turns should be made in

ductwork downstream of burner
– All sheet metal ductwork should be rigidly fastened

and have adequate stiffeners attached
Burner inlet feed piping must be adequate to

provide a well-distributed flow of air/gas throughout
the burner assembly.
• Be generous with inlet sections. Use enough to

achieve a uniform mixture pressure within the
burner.

• Use more 12" -B sections, and fewer crosses
(which are most likely to generate noise problems).

• Keep manifolding symmetrical, with an extension
beyond last “take-off” of at least 2 pipe diameters in
length.

• Use flexible connectors if assembly includes more
than 2 inlet feed sections.

• Keep main header at least 36" back from burner
element to lessen chance of “shadow effect” on the
air flow across the burner.

Do not exceed the footage feed limitations shown
in the table below.

Section Description

LN = LO-NOX™ Line Burner

Mixing Plate Material
3 = #321 stainless steel
4 = #310 stainless steel
5 = Hastelloy-X

Section Code
6 = 6" straight section
12 = 12" straight section
T = 12" x 6" tee section
X = 12" x 12" cross section
12B = 12" back inlet straight section
BX = 12" x 12" back inlet cross section Number of (#30) drilled holes per lineal foot

120 = 120 holes (1.5564 in2/ft) discharge area

Example: 12" x 12" BK INLET SECTION     LN    5   –  BX  –  D  –  120

Body Material
G = gray iron body
D = ductile iron body

Inlet flanges bolt directly to burner body casting
and accept threaded NPT piping. Chart above shows
maximum lineal feet of LO-NOX™ Line Burner that
may be fed by a given inlet flange.

LO-NOX™ Line Burner Designation
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Fresh and recirculated air streams may be heated
with LO-NOX™ Burners supplied with a full premixture
of air and natural, propane, or butane gas.

A complete burner system to handle these
applications would include a LO-NOX™ Line Burner
assembly, Series “HG” Mixing Tube, MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve and a combustion air blower. Your
Maxon representative can help you select from the
broad range of options available.

General Selection Procedure:
1. Calculate gross heat requirement.
2. Determine burner footage and inlet feed

requirements.
3. Enter Table 1 under column with your capacity

needs for parameters of your application.
4. Select “HG” Mixing Tube size from Table 2 based

upon the volume of air required.

Example:
– Required heat release of 7,000,000 Btu/hr

From Table 1

A. Gross heat required: 7,000,000 Btu/hr

B. = 14 ft.

C. 14 ft. x 100 SCFM/ft = 1400 SCFM primary air with
differential mixture pressure = 14" wc

From Table 2

D. Since single 8" “HG” Mixing Tube is rated for a
maximum of 2500 SCFM, this requires (1) 8" “HG”
Mixing Tube with gas orifices from Table 3.

E. Select MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve
– For 1400 SCFM air = (84,000 SCFH)
– For 7000 SCFH natural gas
(See Maxon catalog bulletin 7000)

NOTE: Select gas control valve carefully to achieve
maximum operating flexibility within its adjusting
capability. Keep control valve size small so pressure
drop through fully open valve at maximum flow
capacity is within range of controllability.

F. If available inlet gas pressure is above 10 PSIG,
consider double stage regulation to minimize
droop.

Capacity/Selection Data
LO-NOX™ Line Burners with Series “HG” Mixing Tubes

7,000,000 Btu

500,000 Btu/ft
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Modular Burner Sections

6" straight
section

12" straight
section

12" x 6" tee
section

12" x 12" cross
section

Typical End Views

Tee and
Cross Sections

Straight
Sections
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

Modular Inlet Feed Burner Sections

NOTE: 12B and XB back inlet
sections must be ordered with
one of the back inlet flange
sets shown below.

)ezis(A B

2 88.0

5.2
52.1

3

4 5.3

)ezis(A

3

4

12" back inlet section
12" x 12"

back inlet cross

Back Inlet Flanges

Flange Sets for 12"
Back Inlet Sections

Flange Sets for 12" x 12"
Back Inlet Cross Sections

Inlet flanges bolt directly to
burner casting and accept
either standard NPT or standard
ISO threaded piping of indi-
cated size.

NOTE: Refer to page 5804
for specific inlet feed capacity
limitations.

2"
LFB

2-1/2"
LFB

3"
LFB

4"
LFB

3" 4"
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

End Closures and End Inlet Flange Sets

NOTE: See catalog page
5804 for specific inlet

feed capacity limitations.

All open ends of a burner assembly must be closed off with one of these end closures,
or with a pilot end plate or pilot assembly as shown below and on page 5809.

Alternate
flame rod
position

2" inlet pilot set

Alternate
flame rod
position

UV scanner can be
mounted through straight-
in flame rod location. 1"
tap is bushed to 1/4" for
flame rod.

Flame rod ( if used) must be ordered separately
with all end plate and pilot sets.

Plain end
plate set

Pilot set

UV scanner can be
mounted through straight-
in flame rod location. 1"
tap is bushed to 1/4" for
flame rod.

Plain end plate
closure includes
1/8" NPT test
connection

2" inlet
set
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Dimensions (in inches)

Pilot Assemblies

NOTE: Order
18" long spark
electrode sub-
assembly
separately

NOTE:
Order 18"
long spark
electrode
and 24"
flame rod
sub-
assemblies
separately

AIRFLO-PAK pilot arrangements
Direct mounted version includes 14mm spark ignitor.
Order electrode separately for externally mounted
version. Order flame rod (if used) separately.

Optional air/gas pilot mixers for all LO-NOX™ pilot assemblies

Pressure type with adjustable orifice

Atmospheric type
with fixed orifice

Atmospheric type
with adjustable orifice

External Mounting Plate Assemblies as used with AIRFLO-PAK pilot assemblies

External mounting plate assembly for internal spark
ignitor & internal flame rod

External mounting plate assembly for external
UV scanner & internal spark ignitor

External mounting plate assembly for external spark
electrode & external UV scanner

External mounting plate assembly for external flame
rod & external spark ignitor
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Dimensions (in inches)

External Mounting Plate Assemblies

External mounting plate details
A plate is included with all assemblies shown on
page 5809.

Mounting plate with two
(2) feed-through insula-
tors for internal mounting
of spark ignitor and flame
rod. Same size external
mounting plate used in all
assemblies shown on
page 5809.

Positioning mounting plate in relation to
LO-NOX™ Burner pilot location

Through-wall opening required
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Accessory Dimensions (in inches)

Profile Plate Bracket
Provides support for

profile within closed burner
loop. On some applica-
tions, it may be necessary
to restrict air flow between
adjacent burner rows to
achieve design operating
velocities. This is done by
installing customer-fabricated profile plates on profile
mounting bracket(s). See sketch 1 below for use on
square openings (formed by adjacent cross-sections
of burner). Sketch 2 applies to rectangular opening.

N

7-1/8"

12"

24"

Universal support bracket
Normally used in pairs as shown below. Mount to

burner assembly at any joint between sections.
Two versions available: zinc plated carbon steel for

maximum inlet temperature up to 750°F (399°C) or
#304SS for maximum inlet temperature up to 1600°F
(871°C).

Division plate
Provides isolation of burner
feed(s) where desirable.

1

2

Optional electrode cover
Protects porcelain insulator and
electrical connection from dirt
and moisture. May be used for
ambient temperatures up to
450°F (232°C).

14mm
Spark Ignitor

18"
Spark Electrode

Flame rod identification
For those burners using flame rods, most

applications are covered by one of three sizes
(specific number depends on nominal length “N” of
rod extension). These may need cut to dimension “L”
specified in tables on pages 9908 and 9908A before
use in your particular application.
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Maintenance & Component Identification/Spare Parts

Item
Number

1 Burner body
2 Back up bar (straight)
3 Gasket, body (straight)
4 Back up bar (inside)
5 Gasket, inside
6 Back up bar (outside)
7 Flame protection rail (outside)
7a Flame protection rail (inside)
8 Support bracket gasket 18 GA
9 6" mixing plate
10 Corner mixing plate

12 M10 - 1.5 x 45 hex head cap screw
13 M10 - 1.5 finished hex nut
14 #10 -24 FLEX-LOK hex nut
15 #10 -24 x 1/2" indented hex head machine screw
16 #10 -24 x 2-1/4" indented hex head machine screw
17 Washer
18 #10 -24 x 3/8" indented hex head machine screw

Part Description
To order replacement parts:
1. Identify specific LO-NOX™ Burner series/type

from burner assembly information plate pictured
below.

2. Provide sketch of burner arrangement, as
viewed from back (or casting side) of assembly.
For example:

3. Specify quantity of each replacement item
required from table at left.

LO-NOX™ Line Burner Information Plate
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Installation Instructions

General
These mounting instructions for LO-NOX™ Line

Burners are in addition to the general AIRFLO® Line
Burner installation instructions published on
Maxon catalog pages 5000-S-1 through 5000-S-10.

Specific instructions are also offered for other
Maxon component items:
– Shut-Off Valves (pages 6000-S-1 through S-14)
– Flow Control Valves (pages 7000-S-1 through S-4)
– Mixing Tubes (pages 3200-S-1 through S-6)

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s equip-
ment components. Verify that your equipment has
been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

Clean fuel lines are essential to prevent blockage
of pipe train components or burner gas ports. All dirt,
scale and pipe dope should be blown out of any new
gas line before actually connecting to the burner
system.

Main gas shut-off cock should be upstream of
both main gas regulator and pilot line take-off. Use it
to shut off fuel to both pilot and main burner during
shutdown periods of more than a few hours. MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valves are not intended for tight
shut-off.

Main gas regulator is essential to maintain a
uniform system supply pressure. A separate regulator
should be provided in the branch leading to each
burner system if more than one is served by a com-
mon main. Size regulator for full system capacity at
required pressure, including pipe train losses. Follow
the instructions attached to the regulator during
installation.

Pilot take-off should be upstream of main gas
regulator but downstream of main gas cock. It should
normally include its own pilot gas regulator (selected
to meet pilot flow and pressure needs), a solenoid
valve and shut-off cock. An adjustable gas orifice at
the pilot inlet simplifies adjustment.

Appropriate pilots should be provided which are
compatible with the type of burner and control system
being used.

Fuel shut-off valves (when properly connected to
a safety control system) shut the fuel supply off with a
loss of electrical power. Manual reset valves require
operator attendance each time the system is started
up (or restarted after a shut-down). Motorized shut-
off valves permit automatic start/restart when used
with appropriate control system.

Test connections are essential for burner adjust-
ment. At a minimum, they should be provided down-
stream of any mixing tube and at each burner inlet.
Test connections should never be installed in elbows
or pipe tees. Test connections must be plugged
except when readings are being taken.

Bolt Torque Tightening
1. Apply Never-Seez (anti-seize and lubricating

compound) to the threads of the bolts to improve
the pre-loading of the gasket.

2. Tighten the bolts to 1/2 the specified value (see
table below), starting at position 1 and working to
position 6.

3. Tighten the bolts to the full torque value, starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.

4. Tighten the bolts again to the full value starting at
position 1 and working to position 6.
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Premixed Air/Gas Manifolding Suggestions

Page 5800-S-2 LO-NOX™ Line Burners

Installation Instructions

1. Always design air/gas manifold piping for uniform
distribution to multiple-feed or multiple-burner
systems. Select manifold piping sizes by start-
ing at the burner/nozzle end and working
backward to the premixer discharge.

2. Always make sure that any distribution header is
greater in cross-sectional area than the total cross-
sectional area(s) of any and all pipes being fed.

3. Never install a throttling or shut-off device in any
air/gas mixture line between the premixing device
and its burner(s).
The chart below gives typical pipe data for use in

designing air/gas distribution manifolds.

Sketch below shows four inlets being fed from one
end-fed header. Note that full premixture manifold
size is continued past all burner take-offs, and outlet
extended and capped one pipe diameter length
beyond last take-off. Always keep premixer device a
minimum of four pipe diameters in length from first
take-off.
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4/1 463.0 45.0 401.0

8/3 394.0 576.0 191.0

2/1 226.0 48.0 403.0

4/3 428.0 50.1 335.0

1 940.1 513.1 468.0

4/1-1 83.1 66.1 694.1

2/1-1 16.1 9.1 630.2

2 760.2 573.2 653.3

2/1-2 964.2 578.2 887.4

3 860.3 5.3 393.7

2/1-3 845.3 4 788.9

4 620.4 5.4 37.21

5 740.5 365.5 600.02

6 560.6 526.6 98.82

8 189.7 526.8 720.05

01 20.01 57.01 458.87

21 21 57.21 790.311
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Start-Up Instructions

A fully premixed air/gas mixture must be supplied
to your LO-NOX™ Burner to support proper combus-
tion. With “fully-premixed” LO-NOX™ Burner systems,
a Series “HG” Mixing Tube with MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve is often used to premix gas and air prior
to its introduction to the LO-NOX™ Line Burner
assembly.

A typical “HG” Mixing Tube system piping
layout is illustrated below.

Maxon assumes no responsibility for the use or
misuse of the piping layout shown. Specific
piping and wiring diagrams should always be
submitted to the appropriate agencies for
approval on each application.

Combustion air blower provides the air (oxygen)
supply to your combustion system and is essential to
the mixing of fuel gas. It should be located in the
coolest, cleanest position that you can find near the
burner itself. It must not be exposed to direct radiant
heat or positioned where it might draw in the inert
gases or hot air rising from a furnace or oven. If
problems exist, consider filters, relocation and/or
ducting of an outside fresh air supply.

Minimize combustion air pressure drop between
blower and mixing tube. Keep a minimum straight run
of four pipe diameters into the mixer air inlet. Down-
stream piping from mixer to burner should be kept as
short as possible.

Electrical service must match the voltage, phase
and cycle of all electrical system components and be
compatible with burner nameplate ratings. Insure that
all normal control safeguards are satisfied. Combus-
tion air blower should continue to run after shutdown
to allow burner to cool.

Gas supply piping must be large enough to
maintain the required fuel pressures cataloged for the
particular burner size used with burner operating at
full-rated capacity.

Natural gas pressure generally required (as
measured at the mixer gas inlet) is 1 PSIG higher
than air pressure for “HG” Mixing Tubes.

Anything more than minimal distance or piping
turns may necessitate “oversizing” piping runs to keep
pressure drops within acceptable ranges.

Inlet pipe leading to any burner should be at least
four pipe diameters in length. If multiple burners are
fed from a single gas train, care should be taken to
minimize pressure drop and give maximum uniformity.

CAUTION: Do not install any shut-off device in
the air/gas mixture line.

For initial burner start-up of LO-NOX™
premixed gas burner system:

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture
and/or overall installation of complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions conflict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

1. Close all burner fuel valves or cocks. Make
preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
Remove pilot and main gas regulators’ adjusting
screw covers. Turn adjusting screw down
(clockwise) to approximately mid-position. Close
pilot gas adjustable orifice screw by turning in
clockwise until it stops. (Do not over-tighten.)
Then back out the adjustable orifice (counter-
clockwise) approximately 2-3 turns.

2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all
control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and gas manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that all duct and chamber dampers
are properly positioned and locked into
operating positions.

LO-NOX™ Line Burners Page 5800-S-3
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Initial start-up adjustment should only be accom-
plished during a “manual” burner control mode.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your MICRO-RATIO® Control
Valve’s operating crank arm (or from your
Maxon Control Valve) by loosening the control
motor’s connecting rod from the valve’s toggle
linkage. Manually set and secure control valve in
its “minimum” position.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper blower motor rotation and
impeller direction. Verify that all control inter-
locks are working. Allow air handling equipment
to run for adequate purge of your manifolds and
combustion chamber plenums. With main gas
shut off, manually advance MICRO-RATIO®

Control Valve’s operating crank to “high fire”
position so that air only flows through burner and
combustion chamber.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. Check minimum mixture pressure at burners
by turning the MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
its minimum position and reading differential air
pressure only at each burner with a water
column manometer. Any reading below 0.10" wc
differential (natural gas) requires re-adjustment
as described below.

Setting minimum mixture pressure with a
MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve and Series
“HG” Mixing Tube system:

If minimum mixture pressure must be in-
creased, open the MICRO-RATIO® air valve
slowly (by turning toward higher-numbered
positions) until the required differential air
(mixture) pressure is reached, then mark air
valve dial at the position opposite pointer. This
point will become the minimum air setting for
your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing tube system.

Continue opening the MICRO-RATIO® air
valve while watching the manometer connected
into the burner’s air/gas mixture manifold.
Determine the point at which further opening of
the air valve gives no appreciable increase in air
pressure within the manifold/burner. Mark the air
valve dial at this position opposite the air valve
pointer. This point will become the maximum air
setting for your MICRO-RATIO® Valve mixing
tube system.

Start-Up Instructions

Having marked and/or recorded the MICRO-
RATIO® Control Valve’s air valve settings for
both minimum and maximum firing positions,
you may adjust the linkage and travel of the gas
valve’s stroke (see sketch below).

Loosen Allen set screw “A” and binding screw
“B” in toggle “C”. Move the toggle in universal
cam assembly slot towards the center of rotation
so that gas valve can rotate from its minimum to
maximum position, while the air valve swings
between the established (and marked) minimum
and maximum settings.

Page 5800-S-4 LO-NOX™ Line Burners
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Start-Up Instructions

Place air valve on pre-determined “minimum”
position and rotate gas valve to its “minimum”
setting position. Tighten down set screw “A” and
binding screw “B” with both valves set at
“minimum”.

Establish set screw “A” as minimum-end
adjustment point and binding screw “B” as
maximum-end adjustment point. (Note: It doesn’t
matter which is maximum or minimum, as long
as you identify and keep the same reference
points for the next adjustment steps.)

Now rotate MICRO-RATIO® Valve to “maxi-
mum” position. The air valve maximum setting
was previously determined. Loosen binding
screw “B” and adjust pointer and linkage to
correct just half the distance required to make
the air valve pointer indicate the maximum air
valve setting.

Re-tighten binding screw “B” and return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to the “minimum” air
setting.

This time, loosen set screw “A” and again
correct for just half the distance required to
make the air valve pointer indicate the minimum
air valve setting.

Re-tighten set screw “A” and again return the
MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its maximum position.

Similarly, correct one half the distance with
binding screw “B” for the maximum setting, etc.

Continue this adjustment procedure until the
gas and air valves reach their minimum and
maximum positions simultaneously. Normally,
this is accomplished within seven adjustments.

7. Remove cover plate from screw carrier cam
assembly and turn all adjusting screws counter-
clockwise until flush with outer surface of casting
(new equipment is shipped this way).

8. Open main and pilot gas cocks and light first
burner pilot following instructions appropriate for
that burner and pilot type. If multiple pilots are
used, open individual cocks and adjust each in
turn.

To light and adjust gas pilot: Check to
insure pilot combustion air supply is flowing to
any pressure pilot mixer. Pilot gas regulator
should initially be set at approximately midpoint
of its adjustment range. With pilot gas solenoid
closed, open main fuel gas and pilot gas cock.
Energize spark ignitor and pilot gas solenoid.
Observe pilot ignition through sight port of pilot
assembly and/or by viewing micro-amp signal
metered from flame safeguard relay circuit.

Refine pilot setting for a hard blue flame
(and/or strongest micro-amp signal) by adjusting
gas flow through pilot orifice and/or pilot
regulator.

Shut off pilot gas cock to extinguish pilot fire.
Re-open and confirm easy re-ignition several
times. The flame safeguard relays should now
power the main fuel shut-off valves.

9. Light main burners at minimum as follows:
First, turn MICRO-RATIO® Valve to its

minimum setting (which may be at position 1 or
2 after completing step 6), then open fuel shut-
off valve and turn corresponding screw in
(clockwise) until flame ignites across burner
face. (This may take several turns of the screw.)
NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get
any kind of a flame as soon as possible. The
flame geometry can be adjusted and refined as
needed later.

A good minimum fire should provide uniform
flame across the entire burner face, contained
within the zipper flame channel at the base of
burner mixing plates. Any thin spots or gaps
indicate uneven air velocity over the burner
which must be corrected or a higher minimum
fire established by continuing to turn in on the
minimum stop screw.

10. Once your flame is established and refined at
this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

Once the gas is applied to the burner, you
may find that a LOUD howling is set-up by the
duct system. This howling means that the burner
is firing too rich. Back out on the gas screws and
the noise will stop. The burner is then adjusted
so that the flame is lean. You will know you have
adjusted the burner too lean if the flame fails to
cross ignite across the face.
NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established
with all the remaining adjusting screws. Gener-
ally, each succeeding screw needs to be
screwed in approximately one full turn more
(clockwise) than its preceding screw. A smooth
“stair-step” gradient pre-set at this point from low
to high will simplify the remaining adjustment
steps.

9/00
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Start-Up Instructions

NOTE: Dust and/or chemicals entrained into
passing air stream may affect physical color of
flame. In this case, adjust burner for stable flame
shape and geometry.

To measure mixture pressure, connect
water column (manometer) to the test connec-
tion in burner’s end plate. To determine air
velocity, use a velometer at the profile opening.
Correct velocities by increasing or decreasing
profile opening size.

If flame is too short, gas pressure may be too
low and should be increased, or velocities are
too high and may need to be decreased.
NOTE: Air velocities should be measured only
when the fan is handling air at the desired
control temperature.

13. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
refine adjustment, if necessary.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

CAUTION: After completing previously listed
steps, check all interlocking safety components
and circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close main and
pilot cocks, and contact responsible individual
before proceeding further.

14. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

15. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allowing temperature control system to
cycle burner from minimum to maximum and
return.

Re-check all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

16. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve to
minimum position and shut off fuel (if flame
safeguard has not already done so). Turn in
slightly on adjusting screw at point where
ignition was lost, then return valve to minimum
position, re-establish pilot, open fuel valve and
verify ignition.

11. Without advancing the valve quadrant, screw
down clockwise on #2 screw (one or two turns).
Then slowly advance the screw carrier quadrant
to the #2 position. Adjust flame appearance at
this new position #2.
NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construc-
tion, allow your burner system to operate at this
low setting for the necessary dry/cure-out time
period recommended by the chamber or refrac-
tory manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of
valve.

12. Again, without moving valve, bring #3 and all
remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as #2 screw.
NOTE: If approximate pre-set gradient was
made earlier, the remaining screws will already
be at or below appropriate levels.

Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
“maximum” position.

As each is adjusted, you must turn the
remaining unadjusted screws in at least that far
to prevent possible damage to flexible cam
strips inside the screw carrier cam assembly.

Turning a screw in “clockwise” gives more
gas at that setting; turning it out gives less.
NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you
must move the valve quadrant to the number
you desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting
screw directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A
resulting adjustment of the screw is directly
applied to the fuel valve plunger and its intercon-
nected valve body linkage.

Observe flame characteristics carefully.
Flame should remain a bright blue color with a
length beyond the mixing plates as indicated in
capacity/specification data. If flame becomes
long and yellow, gas pressure is too high and/or
air velocity is too low.

LO-NOX™ Line BurnersPage 5800-S-6
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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NOTE: To order line burner arrangements, order appropriate configured item number. To order loose items,
order individual assembly numbers.
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Assembly Numbers

Approximate net ship weight (in pounds) shown in parentheses
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[1] 12" x 12" cross and 12" x 12" back inlet cross sections include ductile iron body castings
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Assembly Numbers
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Assembly Numbers
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Maxon “HC” AIRFLO® Gas Burners

• High heat release per unit of burner length

• Process pressure drops across the burner as low as 0.2" w.c. (0.5 mbar)

• Operates on low O2 levels in process streams such as turbine exhaust gases

• Short flame length allows use of short combustion chambers

• Extremely clean and odor-free combustion with low NOx and CO production levels

Bulletin 5900
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Maxon “HC” AIRFLO® Gas Burners
Maxon Series “HC” AIRFLO® Line Burners are
designed for fresh and recirculating air heating
applications. It is possible to operate Series “HC”
AIRFLO® Burners in a process air stream with 12% or
less O

2
 content, provided adequate inlet temperature.

The design ensures that requirements of space,
capacity and low pressure drops of any application
are met.

Principle of Operation
Part of the air stream to be heated is forced through
the burner mixing plates and is used as combustion
air. Carefully controlled aeration patterns give pro-
gressive mixing, superior cross-ignition, flame reten-
tion and clean combustion.

Applications
• Turbine exhaust reheat applications, with after-

burners where low pressure drops are required.
Start-up burners for fluidized bed combustion.

• Processes where recirculating air has to be re-
heated and where oxygen levels may be down to
12%, but also depending on other parameters.

• Fresh air heating.

End Plate

Mixing
Plate

Pilot
End Plate Burner

Size

Gas
Inlet

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Specifications
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mcaeraeerfteN 2 mlautca0001repderiuqer 3 wolfriah/
C°erutarepmettelnI

.sserP
pord
rabm

51 05 001 051 002 052 003 053 004 054 005 055 006 056

5.0 23.493 43.273 94.643 73.523 96.703 16.292 55.972 01.862 59.752 78.842 96.042 62.332 84.622 62.022

55.0 79.573 20.553 63.033 32.013 73.392 00.972 55.662 36.552 59.542 92.732 94.922 14.222 49.512 10.012

6.0 69.953 09.933 03.613 20.792 88.082 21.762 02.552 47.442 84.532 91.722 27.912 49.212 57.602 70.102

56.0 48.543 75.623 98.303 73.582 68.962 46.652 91.542 41.532 42.622 72.812 01.112 85.402 46.891 81.391

7.0 62.333 96.413 48.292 99.472 50.062 03.742 72.632 95.622 10.812 33.012 24.302 41.791 14.191 61.681

57.0 69.123 20.403 19.282 66.562 32.152 29.832 62.822 09.812 26.012 02.302 25.691 64.091 29.481 48.971

8.0 47.113 63.492 29.372 32.752 52.342 33.132 10.122 59.112 39.302 57.691 82.091 14.481 50.971 31.471

58.0 34.203 75.582 57.562 55.942 99.532 24.422 14.412 26.502 48.791 88.091 06.481 09.871 17.371 39.861

9.0 19.392 35.772 62.852 15.242 43.922 01.812 73.802 38.991 72.291 05.581 04.971 68.371 18.861 81.461

59.0 70.682 31.072 73.152 50.632 22.322 82.212 18.202 05.491 41.781 55.081 16.471 32.961 13.461 08.951

1 38.872 92.362 10.542 70.032 75.712 19.602 86.791 85.981 04.281 89.571 91.071 49.461 51.061 57.551

50.1 11.272 49.652 01.932 25.422 33.212 29.102 19.291 10.581 00.871 47.171 90.661 79.061 92.651 00.251

1.1 58.562 30.152 06.332 63.912 44.702 82.791 84.881 57.081 19.371 97.761 72.261 72.751 07.251 05.841

51.1 10.062 25.542 74.822 45.412 88.202 49.291 33.481 87.671 90.071 01.461 17.851 18.351 43.941 42.541

2.1 35.452 53.042 66.322 20.012 16.891 88.881 54.081 60.371 15.661 56.061 63.551 75.051 91.641 81.241

52.1 93.942 94.532 41.912 87.502 06.491 60.581 18.671 65.961 41.361 04.751 22.251 35.741 42.341 13.931

3.1 55.442 29.032 88.412 87.102 28.091 74.181 73.371 72.661 79.951 43.451 72.941 66.441 64.041 06.631

53.1 89.932 06.622 78.012 10.891 52.781 80.871 31.071 61.361 89.651 64.151 84.641 69.141 38.731 50.431

4.1 56.532 25.222 70.702 44.491 88.381 78.471 70.761 22.061 61.451 37.841 48.341 04.931 53.531 36.131

54.1 55.132 56.812 74.302 60.191 86.081 38.171 61.461 44.751 41.641 43.141 43.141 89.631 00.331 43.921

5.1 66.722 79.412 50.002 58.781 56.771 49.861 04.161 97.451 96.341 69.831 69.831 76.431 67.031 71.721

87.0=rotcaf"K"
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Specifications

mcaeraeerfteN 2 mlautca0001repderiuqer 3 wolfriah/
C°erutarepmettelnI
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51 05 001 051 002 052 003 053 004 054 005 055 006 056

5.0 75.703 34.092 62.072 97.352 00.042 42.822 50.812 21.902 02.102 21.491 47.781 49.181 66.671 18.171

55.0 62.392 19.672 86.752 89.142 38.822 26.712 19.702 93.991 48.191 90.581 00.971 84.371 44.861 18.361

6.0 77.082 21.562 17.642 76.132 90.912 53.802 50.991 09.091 76.381 12.771 83.171 90.661 72.161 48.651

56.0 67.962 27.452 40.732 95.222 94.012 81.002 42.191 14.381 74.671 52.071 66.461 85.951 49.451 86.051

7.0 49.952 64.542 14.822 94.412 48.202 09.291 92.481 47.671 50.071 60.461 76.851 77.351 03.941 02.541

57.0 31.152 31.732 76.022 22.702 69.591 63.681 40.871 57.071 82.461 05.851 92.351 65.841 42.441 82.041

8.0 51.342 06.922 66.312 46.002 47.981 44.081 93.271 23.561 60.951 74.351 24.841 48.341 66.931 28.531

58.0 98.532 57.222 82.702 56.491 70.481 50.571 42.761 93.061 13.451 88.841 99.341 55.931 94.531 77.131

9.0 52.922 74.612 44.102 61.981 88.871 21.071 35.261 78.551 79.941 96.441 39.931 16.531 76.131 60.821

59.0 31.322 07.012 70.691 21.481 11.471 85.561 91.851 17.151 79.541 38.041 02.631 00.231 61.821 46.421

1 84.712 63.502 01.191 54.971 07.961 93.161 91.451 78.741 72.241 62.731 57.231 56.821 29.421 94.121

50.1 42.212 14.002 05.681 31.571 16.561 05.751 74.051 13.441 48.831 69.331 55.921 55.521 19.121 65.811

1.1 63.702 18.591 12.281 01.171 18.161 88.351 10.741 99.041 56.531 88.031 75.621 76.221 01.911 38.511

51.1 18.202 05.191 12.871 43.761 52.851 05.051 87.341 98.731 76.231 00.821 97.321 79.911 84.611 92.311

2.1 45.891 74.781 54.471 28.361 29.451 33.741 57.041 99.431 88.921 03.521 81.121 44.711 30.411 09.011

52.1 25.491 86.381 39.071 15.061 97.151 53.441 19.731 62.231 52.721 07.221 47.811 70.511 37.111 66.801

3.1 57.091 21.081 16.761 93.751 48.841 55.141 32.531 96.921 87.421 93.021 34.611 48.211 65.901 55.601

53.1 81.781 57.671 84.461 54.451 60.641 09.831 07.231 72.721 54.221 41.811 52.411 37.011 15.701 65.401

4.1 18.381 65.371 15.161 76.151 34.341 04.631 13.031 79.421 42.021 10.611 91.211 37.801 75.501 76.201

54.1 16.081 45.071 07.851 30.941 39.041 30.431 50.821 08.221 51.811 99.311 42.011 48.601 47.301 98.001

5.1 85.771 86.761 40.651 25.641 65.831 77.131 98.521 47.021 61.611 80.211 93.801 50.501 99.101 91.99

1=rotcaF"K"
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Dimensions

renruB
epyT

A B C D
L

)htgnel(

sehcni mm sehcni mm sehcni mm sehcni mm sehcni mm

1-CH

35.61 024 881.8 802 43.3 58 76.1 5.24

90.41 853

5.1-CH 0.02 015

2-CH 5.42 226

5.2-CH 0.23 518

3-CH 0.83 769

5.3-CH 0.44 0211

4-CH 0.05 2721

5.4-CH 01.65 5241

5-CH 0.26 7751

5.5-CH 0.86 9271

6-CH 0.47 2881

To Be
Specified

To Be
Specified

L

A

D

2" NPT
Male

C

Mixing Plate
Support Bracket

B
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Dimensions

“HC” AIRFLO® Burner Plug-Mounted

“HC” AIRFLO® Burner – Horizontal Process Flow Options

snoisnemiD A B C D E F G H J K L M N P
sehcni 8.11 43.3 69.1 334.x61 0.22 49.02 91.4x5 02.21 01.11 7.3x3 43.3 771.0 48.9 48.9

mm 003 58 05 11x61 065 235 5.601x5 018 282 49x3 58 54 052 052

MAXON
MAXON

GASGAS

Process Flow

Mounting Support

Gas Inlet 2" NPT Male

Pressure Diff.
Switch Connection

Pilot Gas Inlet
3/8" NPT Female

Cooling Air Inlet
 3/8" NPT Female

Flame Detector Port

Mounting Plug

Mixing Plate Support Bracket

Burner Support Bracket - Length to be Specified

Mounting Support

Process Flow

M
A
X
O
N

G
A
S

GAS

MAXON

.

.

.

==

.

Internal 
Duct

C

B

D

G
E

F

K
J
H

M
L

To Be 
Specified

To Be 
Specified

To Be 
Specified

P

Burner
Size

N

A

Differential
Pressure Taps 1/4"

NOTE: Dimensions “N” and “P” are minimums. Radiation from flame should be considered when sizing
burner length relative to duct size. If dimensions less than 18" are required, a flame shield is
recommended for the duct walls.
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Dimensions

“HC” AIRFLO® – Pilot Burner (Gas)

srebmuNylbmessA
)L(htgneL

sehcni mm

165003 27.71 054
365003 26.32 006
565003 36.92 057
765003 34.53 009
475003 deificepsebot

rh/utBK051-K05yticapac:ETON
)rabm01(cw"0.4=ecifirotalaitnereffiderusserptelnisag.tan

“HC” AIRFLO® – Spark Ignitor

srebmuNylbmessA
)L(htgneL

sehcni mm

265003 57.51 004
465003 56.12 055
665003 65.72 007
865003 64.33 058
575003 deificepsebot

MAXONMAXON

GASGAS

M
A
X
O
N

M
A
X
O
N

G
A
S

G
A
S

038009 Adjustable Orifice

UV Scanner Sight Tube

1" NPT
Female

Spark
Ignitor

Wall Mounting Set*
(optional)

d = 2.283" 
(58mm)

UV Scanner Cooling Air
Inlet 3/8" NPT Female

Pilot Gas Inlet
3/8" NPT Female

038557
Adjustable Orifice

Pressure Test
Connection

L

310005
Ignitor Cap Wrench Size

0.826" (21mm)

M14 x 1.25
310243 Insulator

L = 0.905" (23mm)
310441 Insulator

L = 0.748" (19mm)

L

Insulator
(enlarged)

0.511" (13mm)
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Installation Instructions

These mounting instructions for “HC” AIRFLO®

Burners are in addition to the general AIRFLO® Line
Burner installation instructions published on Maxon
catalog pages 5000-S-1 to 10.

Specific instructions are also offered for other
Maxon component items:
– Shut-off Valves (pages 6100-S-1 through S-14)
– Flow Control Valves (pages 7000-S-1 through S-4)

The “HC” AIRFLO® Line Burner is used only for the
heating of air in motion. It should be mounted so as to
direct the air perpendicular to the burner axes. It can
fire in any direction.

Do not mount the “HC” AIRFLO® assembly so that
the movement of air is across the face of the line

burner. Also, the burner should not be mounted too
near a turn in the duct which may cause air to be
directed at an angle over the burner.

Velocity and flow of air at operating temperature
must be uniform and not less than the values speci-
fied for the application and the air should not have a
swirl.

Install adjustable profile plates to attain this velocity
if required.

Install a differential pressure switch, or any flow
proving method, across the profile plate to make sure
the burner can only operate when air velocity is high
enough.

GASGAS

MAXONMAXON

GA
S

GA
S

MA
XO
N

MA
XO

N

+ -

Direction of Direction of 
air movementair movement

Flame Detector Connection
Scanner Cooling Air Inlet
Pilot Gas Inlet

Differential Pressure 
Switch Connection

Gasket

Mounting Plug "HC"
AIRFLO®

Burner

Profile Plate

Duct

Burner Support
Bracket

Mounting 
Support

Manhole

Gas Inlet

Profile Plate
(if applicable)

Observation
Port

Duct

Differential
Pressure Switch 

or other Flow
Proving Method
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Installation Instructions

A manhole is recommended for inspection or
maintenance. Sufficient observation ports should be
installed to overview both pilot and main burner
flames.

Ample space shall be reserved to remove mainte-
nance/replacement parts from the burner for regular
inspection. The Maxon “HC” AIRFLO® Burner is a
single piece burner and requires space for complete
burner removal if necessary.

The burner inlet side is fixed to the duct wall and

the other end should be able to move fully. Only the
weight of the burner should be supported by the
burner support. Ample duct length and space around
the burner shall be designed to prevent duct over-
heating. Space between two burner rows should not
be less than 1000 mm.

Gas piping and valves should be sufficiently large
enough to flow the maximum capacity at rated
pressures.

Burner Support Detail
Mixing Plate

End Plate

Duct

Mounting
Support

Weight of Burner

Duct
Movement of Burner

Burner Support Bracket length
can be adapted to duct dimensions

Burner Body

Direction of Air Movement

Mounting 
Support
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Start-up Instructions

Read complete instructions before proceeding, and
familiarize yourself with all the system’s equipment
components. Verify that your equipment has been
installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off
should be undertaken only by trained and
experienced personnel familiar with combus-
tion systems, with control/safety circuitry and
with knowledge of the overall installation.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individual responsible for the manufacture and/
or overall installation of a complete system
incorporating Maxon burners take precedence
over these provided by Maxon. If Maxon in-
structions confict with any codes or regula-
tions, contact Maxon Corporation or Maxon
International before attempting start-up.

The “HC” AIRFLO® Burner is a raw gas burner. There
is no flammable air-gas mixture in the feeder line and,
therefore, a flashback cannot occur. However, the
burner depends completely on the process air to
supply the oxygen for combustion. A correct air
velocity and well distributed air flow is therefore very
important. The minimum process air pressure is the
design pressure drop and should not be less than
0.2" wc (0.5 mbar). It should be checked prior to start-
up as well as checking the burner installation and its
profile plates, the electrical wiring and the leak testing
of the pipe train.

1. Bleed air from the gas pipe train.
2. Check process air flow and check whether

system has been purged.
3. Light the pilot as follows:

– Set the pilot regulator to get a reliable ignition
of the pilot (slightly above combustion chamber
pressure).

– A pilot should have a steady blue color and be
about 2.4–4.0 inches (60-100 mm) in height.

– The capacity of the pilot is 68K Btu/hr (51K –
154K Btu/hr).

4. Adjustment of the Maxon gas control valve:
(see catalog section 7000)
– Disconnect the control motor.
– Place the handle of the gas control valve in the

low fire position. The valve is now closed. Then
open the main gas shut-off valve.

– Increase the low fire position on the gas control
valve slowly until the flame covers the entire
burner surface between the mixing plates.

– Open the gas control valve completely. Set the
main gas regulator to obtain the rated differen-
tial gas pressure. Flame length will vary
depending on the actual pressure drop.

– Connect the control motor in such a manner
that it travels between the minimum and
maximum position of the gas control valve, as
set.

5. Operate the control valve several times by
adjusting the temperature controller higher and
lower. Make sure that the adjustment is satisfac-
tory and reproducible.
Check all other safety devices such as pressure
switches, high temperature limits, etc. and adjust
these devices to their correct value.
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Assembly Numbers

epyTrenruB rebmuNylbmessA

1-CH 559003

5.1-CH 659003

2-CH 759003

5.2-CH 859003

3-CH 959003

5.3-CH 069003

4-CH 169003

5.4-CH 269003

5-CH 369003

5.5-CH 469003

6-CH 569003



Bulletin 6100

Maxon Shut-Off and Vent Valves
General Purpose

2.5" Series STO-ACP
position “R”

• Electrically actuated valves shut off gas or oil lines reliably.

• Normally open versions available for vent or process purge lines with Maxon's long-
lasting metal-to-metal seating.

• Application flexibility provided with 3/8" through 6" diameter line sizes, Cv flow
factors up to 1230, and line pressures up to 600 PSIG.

• All Maxon top assembly enclosures meet approval sanctions:
– NEMA 1, 3, 3S, 4, and 12; CSA 2, 4, and 5; Available with NEMA 4X trim (optional)

2.5" Series 808
position "TO"

2" Series 5000-CP
position “L”

with stainless steel body

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Normally open or normally closed valves

4" Series 7000
position “L”

• Sanctioned service valve approvals:
– FM (Factory Mutual) sanctioned
– UL (Underwriters Laboratories) sanctioned
– CGA (Canadian Gas Association) sanctioned
– IRI (Industrial Risk Insurers) approvable for block/bleed/vent systems
– Contact your Maxon sales representative for international sanctions information

• Handles flowing fluid temperatures:
– Rising stem bodies from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C)
– Swinging gate bodies from -20°F (-28°C) to +550°F (+288°C)
– Any ambient temperature from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C)

• Valve body connections designed to ANSI (American National Standards Institute)
standards. ISO (International Standards Organization) standards also available.

• Various application requirements met with manual reset or automatic reset
motorized operators.

• Minimize line pressure drops with straight-through flow swinging gate or rising stem
(guillotine action) valve bodies

4" Series 5000-SCP
position “L”

1.5" Series STO-M
position “L”
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Maxon Valves – large or small, gas or oil, open or closed

1" Series 23300
 position "L"

1" Series 8730
position "TO"

• Minimal field maintenance required.

• Positive visual indication of valve body position is provided by large two-color
open-shut indicator.

• Bodies built for heavy duty industrial service of one-piece cast iron, cast steel or
cast stainless steel.

• Installation piping convenience obtained from field rotatable top assemblies.

• Special operating features available in Special Service Packaged versions.

• Micro-lapped seating wears in, not out.

1" Series 760
position “L”



Accessory Options

1" Series 25300
 position “L”

with socket welded nipples & flanges

1.25" Series 808
position “R”,

with wheel & chain assembly

Page 6104

• Positive indication of valve body position provided through:
– Auxiliary SPDT and DPDT signal switches mounted inside valve top enclosure.
– Proof-of-open and/or Proof-of-closed position switches.

• Built-in over travel valve body design meets requirements of insurance standards.

• External junction box requirement eliminated with built-in valve wiring
compartment and electrical terminal block.

• Manual reset valves may be mounted in overhead lines with use of wheel and
chain option.

• Companion flange sets available to simplify installation.

1/99
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Design Features and Operating Concepts

Valves with electro-mechanical actuators
for quick opening or closing action

1/99

Normally closed shut-off valves are used in
burner system fuel supply lines on industrial boilers,
furnaces, ovens, kilns, and other heating processes.
All valves are designed to shut-off fuel automatically
and instantly with any interruption in the electric
power supplied through your safety circuit.

These valves are also used for the manual or
motorized opening or closing of pipe lines carrying
gases and liquids commonly used in industrial proc-
esses. Normally closed valves cannot be opened until
the interlocking safety control circuit is proven and
resulting electrical power is supplied to the shut-off
valve.

Motorized automatic valve actuators are used
where remote access or unmanned applications are
needed.

NOTE: Valve motors are protected against thermal
overload. Normal duty cycles of 1 cycle per minute or
less should allow motor thermal overload to suffi-
ciently cool between cycles. If the normal valve duty
cycle is exceeded, the motor must be allowed to cool
before the thermal protection will automatically reset.

Manual reset actuators require operating person-
nel to be physically present to actuate the valve from
its at rest position.

Normally open vent valves are most often used
as the bleed valve in a block-and-bleed pipe train,
sometimes required by insurance authorities. They
are designed to open a vent line automatically and
instantly upon any interruption in the electric power
supply through your safety control circuit.

These normally open valves are also used in
protective atmosphere systems and other gaseous
and fluid service requiring quick opening or by-pass
purging action.

Like the normally closed versions, both automatic
and manual reset actuators are available for remote
access locations, or when operating personnel's
physical presence is preferred.

All Maxon valves feature one-piece cast iron or
cast steel bodies with micro-lapped seats and discs.
Straight through flow path minimizes pressure drop
through full open swinging gate or rising stem (guillo-
tine action) bodies.
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Valve Body Design Details

To provide seals in your process service lines, Maxon uses
two different styles of valve bodies:

Rising stem (guillotine action) bodies are frequently used
in normally closed and normally open gas valves. The micro-
lapped, spring loaded guillotine disc gets a pressure assist from
the flowing gases to seal against the downstream micro-lapped
metal seat ring. The carefully machined seal surfaces and
extremely close tolerances of the valve body operating mecha-
nism promote positive closing action. Frequent cycling action
constantly shears accumulated dirt or residue from the disc and
seat to insure instantaneous and reliable sealing.

The location of the port in the disc is the basic difference
between normally open and normally closed valve bodies. Both
valves function by the top assembly mechanism driving the stem
and disc down into the valve body, opening (or closing) the flow
path. Both valves trip to their rest position when their top
assembly's compression spring is released to pull the stem and
connected disc up out of the body.

Swinging gate bodies are frequently used in normally closed
oil valves and for some non-combustible gas applications. This
design provides the same seal capabilities, but in a slightly
different operating mode. The hard faced micro-lapped seat nut
is threaded into the one-piece valve body. The free-floating, hard
faced, spring loaded circular disc swings across the seat. Line
pressure also assists in sealing the disc to the downstream seat.

Here again, frequent use and cycling actually helps to keep
your valve clean. Since the free-floating disc is swinging across
the circular seat nut on the arc created by the disc carrier, the
disc rotates slightly on every cycle. This provides a fresh, clean
surface area for sealing off the flow lines.

Maxon valve bodies have special service trim options
available to meet your particular fluid service requirements.
Contact your Maxon representative for details.

Valve Body
Assembly

Valve Body
Assembly

Seat

Seat

Normally-Closed
Disc

Normally-Open
Disc

Disc
Carrier

Disc
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Valve Body Capacities/Specifications

2/00

Table 2: Normally open valve bodiesTable 1: Normally closed valve bodies

Each complete valve assembly must include one of
these valve bodies, regardless of ultimate series
designation.

Flows through the valve body and resulting pres-
sure drops may be estimated by inserting your
specific conditions into the following formula and
using C

v
 flow factors given for each valve body.

Gases: Q =   (1360)  x (Cv)  x (P1+P2) (P1–P2)

G Tf 2

Liquids: V =   (Cv)  x (P1–P2)

Gf

Where:
G = Gas specific gravity (air = 1.0)
G

f
= Specific gravity @ flowing temperature °F

P
1

= Inlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)
P

2
= Outlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)

Q = Cubic feet per hour @ 14.7 PSIA and 60°F
T

f
= Flowing temperature absolute (460° + °F)

V = Flow in U.S. gallons/minute of water

x

NOTE: Typically, pressure drop for gas flows should not
exceed 10% of inlet pressure; however, for 2" and smaller
valves, the drop should not exceed 5 PSIG, and for 2.5" and
larger valves, must not exceed 2.5 PSIG.
Select valve size on basis of the lower of these parameters
to avoid critical flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 5 inches w.c. Inlet Pressure

Approximate pressure drops
for various valve sizes and flows
may be determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop for
fuel flows should not exceed
10% of inlet pressure.

Select valve size on basis of
the lower of these parameters
to avoid critical flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 1 PSIG Inlet Pressure
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Approximate pressure
drops for various valve
sizes and flows may be
determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop
for fuel flows should not
exceed 10% of inlet
pressure.

Select valve size on
basis of the lower of these
parameters to avoid critical
flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 5 PSIG Inlet Pressure

Approximate pressure drops
for various valve sizes and flows
may be determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop for
fuel flows should not exceed
10% of inlet pressure; however,
for 2" and smaller valves, the
drop should not exceed 5 PSIG,
and for 2-1/2" and larger size
valves, must not exceed 2.5
PSIG.

Select valve size on basis of
the lower of these parameters
to avoid critical flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with #2 Oil
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To select a valve for
YOUR application, use
either C

v
 factor calcula-

tions, or this graph
showing approximate
pressure drop at various
flows of #2 oil.

Typically, pressure
drop for fuel flows
should not exceed 10%
of inlet pressure.

For preheated #5 or #6 oil, multiply
the required flow rate in GPH by the
factor given in the table at right, then
select a valve based upon that
equivalent flow of #2 oil and the
allowable drop.

Oil Grade #5 #6

°F @ Inlet 125 160 120 140 180 210 220

Factor 1.43 1.11 2.86 2.00 1.25 1.11 1.05

For example: To size for 5 PSIG drop with a 3500 GPH flow of #6 oil
preheated to 140°F, the multiplier is 2. Equivalent flow of #2 oil is
then 3500 x 2, or 7000 GPH. Chart shows that a 5 PSIG drop will
require use of a valve body having a Cv factor of at least 45.
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Selection Data
Normally closed, swinging gate valves

Features:
• Normally closed

• Electrically actuated

• Swinging gate body

• For shut-off service

• For liquid and non-
combustible gas service

1" Series 760

Temperature Limits
All of these valves can handle fluid temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to

+250°F (+121°C). The Series 33000 valves are designed to handle higher
fluid temperatures up to +450°F (+232°C) and even up to +550°F (+288°C)
with addition (at extra charge) of special stem seals.

Ambient temperature limits vary. Any valve on this page using DC
voltage and all Series 8700 valves can handle ambient temperatures from
-20°F (-28°C) to +125°F (+52°C). The other valves on this page handle
ambient temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C).

Operation
All of these electro-mechanical valves require a constant supply of

electrical energy to their holding solenoids inside the top assembly actua-
tors. Once the solenoid is energized, the manual reset valve may be
opened manually, or the automatic reset valve will automatically open. Any
interruption of the electrical power to either of these valves causes an
immediate trip of the valve to its normally closed position.
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Selection Data
Normally closed, rising stem valves

2/00

Features:
• Normally closed

• Electrically actuated

• Rising stem body

• For shut-off service

4" Series 7000

Temperature Limits
All these valves can handle fluid temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C).

Oil viscosity not to exceed 5000 SSU. Ambient temperature limits vary. Any valve on
this page using DC voltage and all Series 7000 valves can handle ambient temperatures
from -20°F (-28°C) to +125°F (+52°C). The other valves on this page handle ambient
temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C).

Operation
All of these electro-mechanical valves require a constant supply of electrical energy to

their holding device inside the top assembly actuators. (In Series 808 and 5000 valves,
the device is a solenoid and Series 7000 valves use an electro-magnetic clutch.) Once
that device is energized, the manual reset valve may be manually opened, or the auto-
matic reset valve will automatically open. Any interruption of the electrical power to either
of these valves causes an immediate trip of the valve to its normally closed position.
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Selection Data
Normally open, rising stem valves

Features:
• Normally open

• Electrically actuated

• Rising stem body

• For vent and by-pass
service

2.5"  Series STO-ACP

Temperature Limits
All these valves can handle fluid temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to

+140°F (+60°C). Oil viscosity not to exceed 5000 SSU.
Ambient temperature limits vary. Any valve on this page using DC

voltage can handle ambient temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +125°F
(+52°C). The other valves on this page can handle ambient temperatures
from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C).
Operation

All of these electro-mechanical valves require a constant supply of
electrical energy to their holding solenoids inside the top assembly
actuators. Once the solenoid is energized, the manual reset valve may be
manually closed, or the automatic reset valve will automatically close.

Any interruption of the electrical power to either of these valves causes
an immediate trip of the valve to its normally open position.
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Maxon Valves

Rising Stem Body/Trim Specifications

All Maxon Rising Stem Gate Valves carry a two-
part trim identification (for example, Trim 1-1).

The first digit (a 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 before the
hyphen) identifies valve body and bonnet
material as shown in Table 1 below.

The second digit (a 1, 2 or 3 after the hyphen)
identifies the specific internals used, as
described in Tables 2, 3 and 4, and identified in
the sketches at right.

Internal trim -1  is normally suitable for clean
fuel gases (for example, natural gas, propane,
butane, clean atmosphere gases).

Internal trim -2  may be required for clean
gases that require Viton seals or such gases as
coke oven, refinery, town or off-gas.

Internal trim -3  is designed for more corrosive
environments such as digester gas, sour natural
gas and landfill gas. Contact Maxon with specific
fuel analysis for prices and/or availability.

Normally closed and normally open threaded
and flanged body versions are identical in
material specifications.

The drawing at right carries item numbers
matching those in Table 2. This information is
furnished for identification only, not for ordering
parts.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of Maxon valve
body or electro-mechanical actuator. Any field
alterations void all warranties.
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Rising Stem Body/Trim Specifications
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Swinging Gate Body/Trim Specifications

Trim identification of Maxon Swinging Gate Shut-
Off Valves is two-part. The first digit before the
hyphen is a number (1, 2, 3 or 4) identifying body
material as shown in Table 1 below. The second digit
after the hyphen identifies a trim utilizing the materials
indicated in Table 2 below.

Standard sanctioned valves incorporating a cast
iron body  will normally be identified by trim 1-B or
1-D. Sanctioned valves with steel body  will normally
be trim 2-D.

Non-sanctioned services or unusual applications
may require upgrading of internal trim. Contact Maxon
with specific fuel analysis for price and availability.

The drawings shown on the following page carry
item numbers matching those in Table 2. This infor-
mation is furnished for identification only, not for
ordering parts.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of Maxon valve
body or electro-mechanical top actuator. Any field
alterations void all warranties.
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Swinging Gate Body/Trim Specifications

Typical construction of
1" through 2" screwed body valves

Typical construction of
.375" through .75" screwed body valves

Typical construction of
1.5" through 2" flanged body valves
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Component Identification

General Maintenance and Spare Parts

All safety devices should be tested at least
monthly* and more often if deemed advisable.
Periodic testing for tightness of manual or motor-
ized shut-off valve closure is equally essential.

*per NFPA 86-Appendix B-4 (1995)

These Maxon valves are designed for long trouble-
free service. Only items shown as suggested spare
parts are considered field replaceable.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of valve
body, top assembly or motor drive unit. Any
alterations void all warranties.

To determine suggested spare parts, identify
series designation and serial number from the valve’s
nameplate. Refer to the illustration and legend below
to identify suggested spare parts.

To order, specify:
1. Quantity
2. Assembly part number (if available)
3. Description
4. Electrical specification
5. Full nameplate information (from existing valve)

Automatic ResetManual Reset
Note: Drawings are illustrative only. Actual valves may vary slightly.

Series 808
Series 5000

Series 7000

Series 8700

Legend:
1 – Nameplate
2 – Solenoid
3 – VOS motor limit/signal

switch for normally closed
valve; VCS for normally
open valve

4 – Printed Circuit Board
(PCB)

Nameplate
(typical)

Series 808-CP

Nameplate
designation does
not reflect external
accessory items or
motor limit switch

(shown for listed
valves; others
similar)

Normally closed valve designation

3" 5000-S  CP D 2

VCS Used *
DC Solenoid (if used)

CP Body (if used)
Steel Body (if used)

Valve Series
Valve Size (NPT)

*Signal Switch legend:
0 No Switch 2 VCS-2 Switch
1 VCS-1 Switch 2H VCS-2 (Herm. Sealed)

1H VCS-1 (Herm. Sealed)

Normally open valve designation

3" STO-AS CP D 2

VOS Used *
DC Solenoid (if used)

CP Body (if applicable)
Steel Body (if used)

Valve Series
Valve Size (NPT)

*Signal Switch legend:
0 No Switch 2 VOS-2 Switch
1 VOS-1 Switch 2H VOS-2 (Herm. Sealed)

1H VOS-1 (Herm. Sealed)

3

2
1

2 3

1

2

NCNCCOMCOM
#1 BLACK TO#1 BLACK TO

#3 BLACK TO#3 BLACK TO

BLACK TO MOTORBLACK TO MOTOR

TERMINAL #1TERMINAL #1

TERMINAL #3TERMINAL #3

NONO

12

1212 1111 1010 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

TO CLUTCHTO CLUTCH

4

SHUTSHUT

4
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Electrical Data
for normally closed valves

Diagrams show valve in its normally closed (at rest)
position. The indicated internal wiring is present only
when the appropriate auxiliary switches are specified.
Automatic reset valves always include a VOS-1 SPDT
valve open motor limit switch.

Good practice normally  dictates that auxiliary
switches in valves used for safety shut-off functions
should be used for signal duty only, not to operate
additional safety devices.

Signal switch designations:
VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end

of the closing stroke. VCS-1 is SPDT; VCS-2 is
DPDT.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
the opening stroke. VOS-1 is SPDT; VOS-2 is DPDT.

Switch amp ratings are shown on the schematic
wiring diagrams on page 6122. DO NOT EXCEED
rated amperage or total load shown.

General
All Maxon shut-off valves are electrically actuated

from a power source, normally through the flame
safeguard and/or safety control circuits.

Standard valve assemblies include an internal
holding solenoid or printed circuit board for 115 volt
60 hertz AC power. (Other electrical current options
are available upon request.)

Series 808, 730, 760, 5000, 4730, and 4760 valves
have the internal solenoid. Series 8700 and 7000
valves incorporate the printed circuit board.

The solenoid (or the printed circuit board) is
energized whenever the valve is powered. The motor
operator on automatic reset versions is powered only
during the opening stroke.

Switch wiring diagrams (reproduced on the next
page) are part of each valve assembly, summarizing
electrical data and wiring for a valve equipped with
terminal block and a full complement of optional
signal switches.

NOTE: The VA rating shown in the DC column is based on an AC motor, DC solenoid.

teseRlaunaM:sgnitaR)AV(erepmAtloV
evlaV noitarepOCA noitarepOCD

eziS seireS gninepO gnidloH gninepO gnidloH

"3–"57. )S-(818,808

22 22
41 41

"52.1–"1 )S-(097,067,037

"2–"5.1 00332

"52.1–"1 )S-(09733

"4–"5.2 )S-(PC-818,PC-808
43 43

"6 )S-(818,808 61 61

teseRcitamotuA:sgnitaR)AV(erepmAtloV
evlaV noitarepOCA )zH06,CAV511( noitarepOCD )CDV42(

eziS seireS gninepO gnidloH gninepO gnidloH

"3–"57. )S-(0015,0005 ]1[022 22 212 41

"52.1–"1 )S-(0974,0674,0374 ]1[022 22 212 41

"2–"5.1 00352 ]1[022 22 212 41

"52.1–"1 97433 ]1[022 22 212 41

"4–"5.2 )S-(PC-0015,PC-0005 ]2[232 43 412 61

"6–"4 )S-(0017,0007 673 8 ]3[824 ]3[8

"57.–"573. )S-(0978,0678,0378 341 5 --- ---

243signitarAV,rewopztreh05fi;ztreh06rofsinwohsAV022]1[
453signitarAV,rewopztreh05fi;ztreh06rofsinwohsAV232]2[

CDV021nodesaB]3[
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Maxon Valves

Electrical Data
for normally closed valves

Manual Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 808, 818 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 730, 760, 790 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 33790 (-S);
2.5" – 4" Series 808-CP, 818-CP (-S);
6" Series 808, 818 (-S)

Automatic Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 5000, 5100 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 4730, 4760, 4790 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 33479;
2.5" – 4" Series 5000-CP, 5100-CP (-S)

4"– 6" Series 7000, 7100 (-S)

.375" through .75"
Series 8730, 8760,
and 8790 (-S)
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Electrical Data
for normally open valves

Signal switch designations:
VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end

of the closing stroke. VCS-1 is SPDT; VCS-2 is
DPDT.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
opening stroke. VOS-1 is SPDT; VOS-2 is DPDT.

Switch amp ratings are shown on the schematic
wiring diagrams below and on the next page. DO
NOT EXCEED rated amperage or total load shown.

General
All Maxon normally open vent valves are electri-

cally actuated from a power source, normally through
the flame safeguard and/or safety control circuits.

Standard valve assemblies include an internal
holding solenoid for 115 volt 60 hertz AC power.
(Other electrical current options are available upon
request.)

The solenoid is energized whenever the valve is
powered. The motor operator on automatic reset
version is powered only during the closing stroke.

Switch wiring diagrams (reproduced below and on
next page) are part of each valve assembly, summa-
rizing electrical data and wiring for a valve equipped
with terminal block and a full complement of optional
signal switches.

Diagrams show valve in its normally open (at rest)
position. The indicated internal wiring is present only
when the appropriate auxiliary switches are specified.
Automatic reset valves always include a VCS-1 SPDT
valve closed motor limit switch.

Good practice normally  dictates that auxiliary
switches in valves used for safety shut-off functions
should be used for signal duty only, not to operate
additional safety devices.

The VA rating shown in the DC column is based on
an AC motor, DC solenoid.

.75" – 2" Series STO-M and STO-A (-S)
2.5" – 4" Series STO-M-CP and STO-A-CP (-S)

sgnitaR)AV(erepmAtloV

evlaV noitarepOCA noitarepOCD

eziS seireS gnisolC gnidloH gnisolC gnidloH

"3–"57. M-OTS 22 22 41 41

"4–"5.2 PCM-OTS 43 43 41 41

"3–"57. A-OTS ]1[022 22 212 41

"4–"5.2 PCA-OTS ]2[232 43 412 61

243siAVneht,ztreh05fi;ztreh06rofsiAV022]1[
453siAVneht,ztreh05fi;ztreh06rofsiAV232]2[

VOS-2VOS-1VCS-2VCS-1
1-3 4-5 4-6 7-8 7-9 7-8 7-9 10-11 10-121-3

FULLY OPEN

FULLY SHUT

INTERMEDIATE

VALVE
MODE

VALVE WIRING DIAGRAM

VOS-2VOS-1VCS-2VCS-1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SWITCH CONTACT POSITIONS
SHOWN WITH VALVE OPEN

SPDT SPDT
HERMETICALLY SEALED

SPDT
HERMETICALLY SEALED

SPDT

DPDT
GENERAL PURPOSE

DPDT
GENERAL PURPOSE

L2-NL1-H
AC-POWER
SEE NAME PLATE FOR VOLTAGE AND HZ

P/N 26379M

FIELD
WIRING

INTERNAL
WIRING

OPTIONAL
D.C. POWER

SUPPLY

SOLENOID

H(+) N(-)

WARNING!
VALVE

MUST BE
WIRED AS

SHOWN

SPDT
125 VAC - 15 AMP
250 VAC - 15 AMP
125 VDC - 0.5 AMP
250 VDC - 0.25 AMP

DPDT
125 VAC - 10 AMP
250 VAC - 10 AMP
125 VDC - 0.3 AMP

GENERAL PURPOSE

250 VDC - 0.15 AMP

HAZARDOUS LOCATION
SPDT

28 VDC - 5 AMP
125 VAC - 1 AMP

SWITCH RATINGS
Total connected load not to exceed 1700 VA

ALL NI VALVES INCLUDE
HERMETICALLY SEALED
SWITCHES, SUITABLE FOR
HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS
CLASS I,   DIV. 2, ABCD
CLASS II,  DIV. 2, FG
CLASS III, DIV. 2

MOTORIZED VALVE ONLY

MTR
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Dimensions (in Inches)

808, 5000, STO-A, STO-M

10/02

.75" through 1.5" valves with rising stem bodies

“R” “L”

“AW” “TO”

5.5 1.87

2.3

B

J

K

2.0

7.34

3.49

D

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

C
H

A

G

(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit
Connection

11.5
7.13

5.44 1.87

9.17

2.33

J

R B

3.5 4.5

D

2.0

G

A

H
C

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit Connection

5000 & STO-A

808 & STO-M

Available
Top Assembly

Positions

epiP
eziS

evlaV
seireS

A B C D G H J K R

"57.
M-OTS&808

00.2 52.21 18.3 09.1 87. 49.1 18. 11.8

85.11

A-OTS&0005 ---

"1
)S-(M-OTS&)S-(808 85.11

)S-(A-OTS&)S-(0005 ---

"52.1
808

44.2 18.21

00.4 00.2

22.

21.2

65.1 76.8
41.21

0005 ---

"5.1
)S-(M-OTS&)S-(808

96.2 13.31 83. 86.1 41.9
16.21

)S-(A-OTS&)S-(0005 ---

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.
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Dimensions (in Inches)

808, 5000, STO-A, STO-M

2" through 3" valves with rising stem bodies

“R” “L”

“AW” “TO”

2.38
2.97.61

B
K

J

J

L

M N
P
Equally spaced

7.51

3.5
1.97

D
G

A

H
C

S

G

A

H
T

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPT
Test Connection

(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit
Connection

13.12
8.55
7.61 2.73

2.38

K

J

R B

1.97 5.63

D
G

A

H
C

Pipe Size

808 & STO-M

5000 & STO-A Available
Top Assembly

Positions

epiP
eziS

evlaV
seireS

A B C D G H J K L M N P R S T

"2
)S-(M-OTS&)S-(808

52.3 57.41

83.4 91.2

44. 52.2 88.1 6.01

--- --- --- ---

83.41

--- ---
)S-(A-OTS&)S-(0005

F"2
)S-(M-OTS&)S-(808

--- --- 10.3 83.2 57. 4 05.3 0.7
)S-(A-OTS&)S-(0005

"5.2
808

05.3
26.41

0.5 5.2

36.

21.2 52.2
64.01

--- --- --- ---
52.41

--- ---
0005

---F"5.2 0005&808 --- --- --- 5.2 0.2 5.3 57.2 57. 4 57.3 5.7

"3 0005&808 49.2 68.41 91.5 95.2 21.2 65.2 17.01 --- --- --- --- --- ---

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.



A

L

M N (dia.)

P (no. of holes)
Equally spaced

A

H
T

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

Pipe Size

S

15.12
10.94

8.87 2.83

R

6.09

3.0

0.88

A

7.25

J
11.68

A

View A-A
(2) 3/4" NPT 
Conduit
Connection

5.7
4.2

B

G

A

H
C

D

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

8.87 2.83

6.07

3.0

0.88
11.68 J

7.25

(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit
Connection

View A-A

AA

7.514.2

B

G

A

H
C

D

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection
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Dimensions (in Inches)

808-CP, 5000-CP, STO-MCP, STO-ACP

10/02

2.5" CP through 4" CP and 6" valves with rising stem bodies

“R” “L”

“AW” “TO”

Available
Top Assembly

Positions

Series 808 (-CP) & STO-M (-CP)

Series 5000 (-CP) & STO-A (-CP)

epiP
eziS

evlaV
seireS

A B C D G H J L M N P R S T

PC"5.2
)PCS-(808

13.4

65.41

0.5 5.2 05.

21.2

52.2 --- --- --- ---
65.41

--- ---
)PCS-(A-OTS,)PCS-(0005 ---

F"5.2
PC

)PCS-(808
5.4 --- --- --- 2.2 5.3 57.2 57. 4

65.41
57.3 5.7

)PCS-(A-OTS,)PCS-(0005 ---

"3
PC

)PCS-(808

21.5

92.51

5.5 57.2 26. 21.2 65.2 --- --- --- ---

79.71

--- ---PCA-OTS,PC-0005 ---

)PCS-(A-OTS,)PCS-(0005 79.71

F"3
PC

)PCS-(808
22.5

--- --- ---

42.2 6.2 57.3 0.3

57.

4
79.71

0.4 0.8
)PCS-(A-OTS,)PCS-(0005 ---

F"4
PC

)PCS-(808
55.5 52.2 65.2 5.4 57.3 8

79.71
5.4 0.9

)PCS-(A-OTS,)PCS-(0005 ---

"6 808 5.7 57.02 --- --- --- 83.3 --- 5.5 57.4 88. 8 34.32 52.5 5.01

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.
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Dimensions (in Inches)

4" & 6" 7000 Valves

8.63 3.87

P

R

3.25

E 4.56

G

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

S (dia.)
8 holes
equally spaced

(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit 
Connection

H

Pipe Size

A

B

“R” “L” “TO” “AW”

Available Top Assembly Positions

eziSevlaV seireSevlaV A B E G H P R S

"4 )S-(0017&)S-(0007 13.7 88.32 91.4 5.4 9 5.4 57.3 57.0

"6 )S-(0017&)S-(0007 83.8 52 18.5 52.5 5.01 5.5 57.4 88.0



2.9

P

R
S (dia. of holes)

T (no. of holes)
J

13.14
8.79

C D

N

Pipe Size

E F

K

A

H
G

2.9

P

R S (dia. of holes)

T (no. of holes)

7.59
C D

J

K

A

H
G

Pipe Size

E 8.75

3/4" Conduit 
Connection

Pipe Size

2.30 (for .375")

1.69 (for .5" & .75")

1.19

11.06

6.22 2.72 6.42 3.93

2.933.18

Page 6127Maxon Valves

Dimensions (in Inches)

 8700, 23300, 25300

10/02

.375" through 2" valves with swinging gate bodies

Series 8730, 8760, 8790 & 8790-S (.375", .5" & .75")

Series 23300 & 25300 (1.5" & 2")

“L” “R”

“TO” “AW”

Available Top Assembly Positions
for Series 23300 & 25300

eziSevlaV seireSevlaV A C D E F G H J K N P R S T

"5.1 00352&00332 60.3
26.7 83.2 5.3 26.5

44.2 44.11
27.2

00.81 00.81 60.3 52.2 88.0 4

"2 00352&00332 52.3 96.2 49.11 73.81 73.81 52.3 5.2 57.0 8

 Note: Series 8700 valves are
available in top assembly positions
"R" and "TO" only.

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.
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Dimensions (in Inches)

4700, 700, 33479, 33790

1" & 1.25" valves with swinging gate bodies

1" & 1.25" Series 700, 4700 1" & 1.25" Series 33790, 33479

Available Top Assembly Positions

"L" "R" "TO" "AW"

eziSevlaV seireSevlaV B C D E G H

"1

S-097&097,067,037
35.31

26.7 83.2 5.3 49.1

21.4S-0974&0974,0674,0374

97433&09733 ---

"52.1

S-097&097,067,037
35.31

91.4S-0974&0974,0674,0374

97433&09733 ---

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.

2.77

1.44 1.44
G

H

C D

8.82
13.14

16.2816.08

E 5.7

Pipe Size

3/4"
Conduit
Conn.

2.77

1.44

3/4" Conduit
Connection

16.28

2.94

DC
7.63

B

H
G

Pipe Size

7.56E
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Auxiliary Signal Switches

All Maxon valves may be equipped with internally-
mounted signal switch(es) to provide a “proof-of-
open” or “proof-of-closure” valve position indication.

Auxiliary signal switches indicate when valve is open
or closed and are normally connected electrically into
your control panel lights or warning device circuit(s).

For normally-closed valves:
VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated when valve

is fully shut. It is the upper, inverted snap-switch
mounted on rear of switch bracket. VCS-1 is an SPDT
(single-pole, double-throw) switch. VCS-2 is a DPDT
(double-pole, double-throw) switch. All contacts are
available for external circuitry.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated when valve
reaches full-open. It is the lower snap-switch mounted

on front of switch bracket. VOS-1 is an SPDT switch.
On automatic reset valves, its normally closed contact
serves as a motor limit switch and is not available for
external circuitry. On manual reset valves, normally
closed contact is available for external circuitry, but is
not wired to optional terminal block. VOS-2 is DPDT,
used in lieu of VOS-1 for additional contacts.

Photos above of normally-closed valve
(typical for Series 730, 760, 790, 808, 818, 5000, 5100, 4730, 4760, 4790)

Valve Open Valve Shut

VOS
(VOS-2 shown)

VOS wands

VOS actuator

VCS actuator

VCS actuatorVOS actuator

VCS wand

VCS
(VCS-2 shown)
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Auxiliary Signal Switches

For normally-open valves:
VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated when valve

is fully open. It is the upper, inverted snap-switch
mounted on rear of switch bracket. VOS-1 is an SPDT
(single-pole, double-throw) switch. VOS-2 is a DPDT
(double-pole, double-throw) switch. All contacts are
available for external circuitry.

VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated when valve
reaches fully-closed. It is the lower snap-switch

mounted on front of switch bracket. VCS-1 is an
SPDT switch. On automatic reset valves, its normally
closed contact serves as a motor limit switch and is
not available for external circuitry. On manual reset
valves, normally closed contact is available for
external circuitry, but is not wired to optional terminal
block. VCS-2 is DPDT, used in lieu of VCS-1 for
additional contacts.

Valve Shut Valve Open

Photos above of normally-open valve
(typical for Series STO-MCP (-S), STO-ACP (-S)

All Maxon proof-of-open and
proof-of-closure signal
switches work in a similar
manner; but due to different
styles and types of top assem-
bly housings, the switches
appear in slightly different
positions in the various types of
valves. Illustrated below are
representative top housings for
4" – 6" Series 7000 (Fig. 3) and
.375" – .75" Series 8700 (Fig.
4) valves. Switch locations are
noted on sketches.

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

VOS
(VOS-2 shown)

VOS wand

VCS actuator

VOS actuator

VCS actuator
VCS wand

VCS
(VCS-2 shown)
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Maxon Valve Accessories Page 6131

Tandem Arrangements
(for simultaneous opening of main and blocking valves)

General
Wherever insurance underwriters or other regula-

tory groups require the use of a double-valve or
"block-and-bleed" system, but manual operation is
preferred to the use of automatic reset valves, opera-
tion can be simplified by adding a tandem arrange-
ment to a pair of Maxon manual reset shut-off valves.

A linkage overtravel spring in the tandem arrange-
ment latches the blocking valve just before the main
valve is latched, assuring latching of both valves.

If it is necessary to locate a tandem valve above
arms reach, an overhead wheel and chain assembly
may be added which includes a loop of chain acces-
sible to operating personnel.

To order
Valves are to be specified in the usual manner and

must be in top assembly position TO or AW.
VOS and VCS switches must be included on the

main valve and a VOS switch on the blocking valve to
permit electrical connection as shown in the wiring
schematic illustrated at right.

If overhead wheel and chain assembly is also
required, specify loop length to reach appropriate
operating position. Extra chain (in one foot incre-
ments) may be specified.

Center line distance between valves must be within
the ranges indicated in Table 1 and shown in sketch
below and must be specified at the time of order.

Wiring Schematic

Flame
Safeguard

Contact

VCS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Blocking Valve

Main Valve
(Normally Closed)

Blocking Valve
(Normally Closed)

Vent Valve
(Normally Open)

Main Fuel
Panel Light

.tgrrAmednaTrofgnicapSevlaVelbawollA:1elbaT

eziSevlaV C-CmuminiM C-CmumixaM

"5.1–"57. "81 "42

"3–"2 "02 "72

"6&"4 "72 "33

Tandem Arrangement with
Overhead Wheel & Chain Tandem Arrangement

Blocking
Valve

Tension
Spring

Piping by others
Flow

Specify 
loop length
if overhead

wheel &
chain option

Tension
Spring

Piping by others
Flow

Blocking
Valve

See Table 1
above

For Illustration Only
(not a wiring diagram)
For Illustration Only

(not a wiring diagram)

Wiring Schematic

Flame
Safeguard

Contact

VCS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Blocking Valve

Main Valve
(Normally Closed)

Blocking Valve
(Normally Closed)

Vent Valve
(Normally Open)

Main Fuel
Panel Light

Main valve and blocking valve wired in parallel.
VCS Switch on main valve powers vent valve.
VOS Switches on main and blocking valves
wired in series to signal light.
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Overhead Wheel & Chain Assembly

Overhead wheel and chain assembly allows
operation of a manual reset valve in an otherwise
inaccessible overhead location. A wheel is mounted
onto the handle of the valve. The attached chain is
weighted on one end and has a paddle handgrip on
the other.

Once the valve is electrically energized, pulling
down on the paddle will open normally closed ver-
sions or close normally open versions.

Maxon valve's free-handle design permits valve to
trip to its rest position on any power interruption.

Wheel and chain assembly includes a length of
chain to position the paddle handgrip slightly below
pipe centerline. A standard length of 7 feet of chain is
included with CP and larger valve sizes and 5 feet is
included with all other valves. Extra chain (in one foot
increments) may be specified to fit your specific
location.

NOTE: Overhead wheel & chain can only be mounted
on swinging gate valves with the top assembly
position TO.

Approximate envelope dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Swinging gate valves Rising stem valves

2.31 dia.

12.19 
Maximum

6.94

4.06

7.25

12.19
Maximum

5.25
Maximum
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Installation Instructions

B. Teflon tape acts as a lubricant and greatly
reduces the pipe wrench turning force re-
quired to seal the threads.

Take care not to overtighten threads as
this can damage the valve.

C. Good piping practice dictates that piping be
independently supported, so that valve bodies
are not placed in a bind. In addition, large
valves may require support.

D. Clean pipe lines of foreign materials before
installing valve into line.

For new installations, a gas filter or strainer shall be
installed in the fuel gas piping to protect the
downstream safety shut-off valves.

per NFPA 86-4-2.4.3 (1999)
NFPA 86C-4-2.4.3 (1999)
NFPA 86D-4-2.4-3 (1999)

If normal inlet pressure to the fuel pressure regula-
tor immediately upstream from the valve exceeds
the valve’s pressure rating, a relief valve shall be
provided and it shall be vented to a safe location.

per NFPA 86-5-7.1.7 (1999)
NFPA 86C-5-7.1.7 (1999)
NFPA 86D-5-7.1.7 (1999)

E. Mount valve so that open/shut window
indicator [1] will be visible to your operating
personnel. The open/shut window indicator
should never face downward. With Maxon
electro-mechanical top assemblies, the motor
access side plate [2] should always be
vertical to the ground. Valves are usually
installed in horizontal piping; however, other

1/00

1. Read complete instructions before proceeding
and do not discard packing materials until any/all
loose items are located. Also, make sure that the
installation of the Maxon valves will be in compli-
ance with all applicable governmental, insurance
and/or agency requirements or codes, such as
NFPA-70, National Electric Code, CSA C22.1,
Canadian Electric Code, etc.

2. General considerations:
A. Prior to shipment, each valve is operated

electrically and cycled at rated and 1-1/2
rated pressure while being leak tested. Every
Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104
Class VI Seat Leakage when it leaves our
plant.

B. Inspect your valve for any shipping damage.
Contact Maxon Corporation with the valve’s
serial number (printed on the valve's name-
plate) for replacement and/or repair parts.

C. Read the nameplate on your valve. This
gives the maximum pressure, temperature
limitation, voltage requirements and service
conditions of your specific valve. DO NOT
exceed nameplate ratings.

D. Select mounting location carefully. Your
Maxon valve is designed to operate for many
years if installed in a location that is cool,
clean and dry.

3. Pipe the valve in the direction of the flow arrow
[3] on the valve body. The Maxon valve body can
shut off flow in one direction only.
A. Remove all thread and flange protectors

before installing valve in your service line.

1
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4

3

2
5

1
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2 1
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Page 6100-S-2 Electro-Mechanical Valves

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

orientations are acceptable, subject to the
above limitations. The top assemblies of all
Maxon valves are field rotatable to allow
installations involving conflicts with these
mounting restrictions.

F. Main system shut-off should always use a
manual leak-tight upstream fuel cock.

G. Time lag between valve action and fluid flow
(or flame response) is reduced if valve is
located near the burner (or outlet).

4. Wire the valve in accordance with all applicable
codes and standards. Supply voltages must agree
with valve’s nameplate voltage within -15%/+10%
AC or DC for proper operation. For electrical
wiring schematics, refer to appropriate Maxon
catalog literature and/or the wiring schematic
diagram affixed inside your valve’s access cover
plate or in the terminal block cover housing.
A. The Maxon valve must be electrically

interlocked with your safety-limit devices in
accordance with all applicable codes, stan-
dards, and the authority having jurisdiction
over the safety requirements for your overall
system installation. Normally, Maxon valves
are electrically wired in series with all of your
safety-limit devices. Therefore, any one
device can cause the valve to react. Each
valve was production tested when manufac-
tured. If it now appears inoperative, make
sure it is being powered properly from and
through your control circuit.

B. Maintain integrity of Maxon top assembly
enclosure by using dust and water-tight
electrical connectors. Use cable-sealing grips
and strain-relief loops for any cord or cable.
Use internal sealing materials on all conduit
connections. Moisture can have a harmful
effect on valve internals if permitted to enter
through wiring connectors. Make sure that all
access cover plates are in place and securely
fastened. All cover screws should be tight-
ened using an alternate cross corner tighten-
ing pattern to the values shown below.

While all covers are torqued at time of produc-
tion testing, torque should be rechecked
periodically to ensure adequate sealing
protection.

5. Pre-operational exercising:
Prior to initial fluid flow start-up and with upstream
manual cock still closed, operate the valve
electrically for 10-15 cycles. This not only pro-
vides an electrical check, but also wipes valve
body disc and seat free of accumulated foreign
matter.

revoC )sbl-ni(euqroT

revoCrotarepO42-01# 52

srevocsseccarehtollA02-"52. 05
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Top Assembly Rotation

Maxon valves can and should be ordered in a con-
figuration compatible with planned piping, but if open/
shut indicator window is not visible and/or valve orienta-
tion is not proper, the top assembly can be rotated in
90° increments around the valve body centerline axis
by the following procedure:
1. Shut off all electrical power and close off up-

stream manual cock.
2. Remove wiring access cover plate [2] and

disconnect power lead wires. (Tag carefully for later
re-assembly.)

3. Remove conduit and electrical leads.
4. Note physical position of any signal switch

actuator wands on auxiliary signal switches (see
switch arrangement sketch).

5. Unscrew the two body bolts [4] screwed up from
the bottom to 1/4 inch. DO NOT completely re-
move. These bolts secure the valve body [3] to the
valve’s top assembly housing [5].

6. Gently lift the top assembly [5] (not more than
1/4" in height); just enough to break the seal
between the valve body assembly and the rubber
gasket adhering to the bottom of the top housing.

WARNING: LIFTING TOO FAR MAY DISLODGE
SOME SMALL PARTS INSIDE THE TOP
HOUSING, REQUIRING COMPLEX RE-
ASSEMBLY AND RETESTING BY TRAINED
FACTORY PERSONNEL.

 Series 808

Series 25300
with socket welded
nipples & flangesSeries 5000-CP

1/99

Wiring Diagram

Auxiliary Switch Arrangement

A– Number Coded Wires H– Mounting Screws
B– Rubber Grommet I – Spring Retainer Extension
C– Mounting Screws J– Switch Wand
D– Normal (de-energized) K– Actual (energized)

Position Switch Position Switch
E– Insulating Barrier L– Switch Wand
F– Bracket Mounting Pad M–Switch Mounting Bracket
G– Drive Pin & Locating Hole N– Gasket
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Top Assembly Rotation (cont'd.)

7. Remove the two body bolts [4] screwed up
from the bottom (were partially unscrewed in
step 5).

8. Carefully rotate top assembly to the desired
position in a plane parallel to the top of the valve
body casting. Rotate the top housing about 30°
beyond this position, and then rotate it back.
Reposition the top housing back down onto the
valve body casting. This should align the open/
shut indicator with its window and provide proper
alignment of the internal mechanism.

9. Realign holes in valve body casting with the
corresponding tapped holes in the bottom of the
top assembly housing. Be sure the gasket is still
in place between the body and top housing.

10. Reinsert the body bolts up from the bottom
through the body and carefully engage threads of
the top assembly. Tighten securely.

11. Reconnect conduit and electrical leads, then
check that signal switch wands are properly
positioned and that open/shut indicator moves
freely. Failure to correct any such misalign-
ment can result in extensive damage to the
internal mechanism of your valve.

12. Energize valve and cycle several times from
closed to full open position. Also electrically trip
the valve in a partially opened position to prove
valve operates properly.

13. Replace and secure side cover access plate
and place valve in service.

Four top assembly positions are available for
most Maxon valves. When looking at the open/shut
window indicator of an electro-mechanical valve
assembly, the motor (for motorized version), or the
operating handle (for manual version), will be on the
right side of the top assembly. The valve body is on
the bottom. From this view, the unidirectional valve

Alternate Top Assembly Positions

revoC euqroT

revoCrotarepO42-01# sbl/ni52

srevocsseccarehtollA02-"52. sbl/ni05

etalPrevoCsseccAdednetxE02-"52. sbl/ni69

stloBydoB"13. sbl/tf51

stloBydoB"83. sbl/lt04

body and the arrow on the valve body casting points
in direction of fluid flow: to the right (position "R"), to
the left (position "L"), towards you (position "TO") or
away from you (position "AW"). With smaller size
swinging gate valve bodies, only position "R" and
position "TO" may be used.

“R” “L” “AW” “TO”
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Operating Instructions

Electro-mechanical manual reset valves require
two positive actions to open: a half rotation of
handle to latch internal mechanism, and a reversed
half rotation of handle to open valve. This refers to
normally closed valves. With normally open valves,
the procedure is the same, but the valve body position
(i.e., open or closed) is opposite to the normally
closed version.

Remotely located manual reset valves may be
equipped with wheel-and-chain assembly. Instructions
to operate the valve are on hand grip. Locate counter-
weight overhead at pipe level and hand grip can be
brought down to convenient operating personnel
height.

Normally closed motorized valves begin open-
ing cycle immediately upon being powered; motor
runs only until full open position is reached. Normally
open valves begin to close immediately, and motor
runs until fully closed position is reached.

Refer to appropriate catalog bulletin and specifi-
cation page for operating sequence applying to your
specific valve. Never operate valve until all essen-
tial allied equipment is operative and any neces-
sary purges completed. Failure of electro-mechani-
cally operated valve to operate normally indicates that
it is not powered. Check this first! Then check
internal holding solenoid and/or motor operator.

Main system shut-off should always be accom-
plished with an upstream leak-tight manual fuel
cock.

All Maxon valves react within a fraction of a
second when de-energized (can drop out if electrical
power is interrupted for less than 1/2 cycle [8 ms]).

All electro-mechanical manual reset valves may
be operated manually when solenoid is electrically
energized, but electrical tripping is recommended
for normal shut-downs.

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation
ever become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, IN 47307
Phone (765) 284-3304
FAX (765) 286-8394
www.maxoncorp.com

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information to insure positive identification.

Page 6100-S-5Electro-Mechanical Valves
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Maintenance Instructions

Maxon valves are endurance tested far in excess of
the most stringent requirements of the various ap-
proval agencies. They are designed for long life even
if frequently cycled, and to be as maintenance-free
and trouble-free as possible.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104 Class VI
Seat Leakage when it leaves our plant.

Top assembly components require no field
lubrication and should never be oiled.

Auxiliary switches, motors and solenoids, may be
replaced in the field.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of valve
body, top assembly or motor drive unit. Any
alterations void all warranties.

Valve leak test, performed with valve in line as
prescribed by jurisdictional authorities, is strongly
encouraged and should be done on a regularly
scheduled basis. In rare instances where valve shows
leakage, perform Pre-Operational Exercising (see
below) and retest. If leakage does not stop, remove
valve from service.

Pre-operational exercising: Prior to initial fluid
flow start-up and with upstream manual cock still
closed, operate the valve electrically for 10-15 cycles.
This not only provides an electrical check, but also
wipes valve body disc and seat free of accumulated
foreign matter.

Maxon valves are designed to be used with
clean fluids. If foreign material is present in the
fuel line, it will be necessary to inspect the
valve to make certain it is operating properly. If
abnormal opening or closing is observed, the
valve should be removed from service. Contact
your Maxon representative for instructions.

Insurance authorities agree . . .
. . . that the safety of any industrial fuel burning

installation is dependent upon well-trained
operators who are able to follow instructions and
to react properly in cases of emergency. Their
knowledge of, and training on, the specific
installation are both vital to safe operation.

Safety controls may get out of order without the
operator becoming aware of it unless shutdowns
result. Production-minded operators have been
known to bypass faulty controls without reporting
the trouble.

Continued safe operation of any installation is
then assured only if the plant management
carefully develops an exact schedule for regular
periodic inspection of all safety controls, insisting
that it then be rigidly adhered to.

A main gas shut-off cock should be located
upstream from all other fuel train piping compo-
nents and used to shut off all flow of fuel for
servicing and other shutdowns.

All safety devices should be tested at least
monthly* and more often if deemed advisable.
Periodic testing for tightness of manual or motor-
ized shut-off valve closure is equally essential.

*per NFPA 86-Appendix B-4 (1995)

Page 6100-S-6 Electro-Mechanical Valves

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation
ever become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, IN 47307
Phone (765) 284-3304
FAX (765) 286-8394
www.maxoncorp.com

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information to insure positive identification.
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Auxiliary Signal Switches

Field Installation Instructions
NOTE: Instructions below are written for normally
closed valves. For normally open versions (STO-
M, STO-A, Fig. 1 & 2), reverse switch nomencla-
ture. (VOS becomes VCS and vice versa.)

General: Shut off fuel supply upstream of valve, then
de-energize valve electrically.
– Remove top or side cover to provide access, being

careful not to damage gasket.
– Compare with illustrations at right to identify YOUR

valve type.
To replace existing switches:
– Note wand position and mounting hole location

carefully, then remove 2 screws and lift existing switch.
– Install replacement switch in same mounting holes on

bracket and verify correct wand position.
– Replace existing wiring one connection at a time,

following original route and placement.
To add switches to existing valve:
– Check illustrations at right. If your valve uses a switch

mounting bracket as in Fig. 1 & 2, mount switches to
bracket using the mounting holes appropriate for valve
type and size.

– Position bracket so VCS wand just touches top of
actuator, then move downward slightly, depressing
wand until switch clicks, then tighten mounting screws
to hold this position.

– Pin bracket by drilling 1/8" dia. holes 1/4" deep into
bracket mounting pad through drive pin holes, then tap
drive pin in until flush.

– Route wires to wiring compartment as shown, then
complete wiring connections and clean out metal
drilling chips from previous procedure.

– Cycle valve, checking switch actuation points carefully.
(VCS actuates at top of stem stroke, VOS at bottom.)
Simultaneously the valve body must be tested for
switch continuity and seat leakage. Bend VOS switch
wands slightly if necessary to insure valve is opening
fully.

– Replace gasket and cover, then return valve to
service.

Fig. 1
.75" – 3"
non-CP

Remove
side cover plate.
Switches mount
on bracket. (See
"A" below)

Fig. 2
2.5" – 4" -CP
6" 808

Remove
side cover plate.
Switches mount
on bracket. (See
"B" below)

5/03
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Fig. 3
4" – 6" 7000

Remove 2-piece top cover.
Switches mount on support
stand.

Fig. 4
.375" – .75" 8700

Remove top cover.
Switches mount on actuator
frame

VOS switch
on front

VOS switch wand
should be actuated

from above.

VCS switch wand
should be actuated

from below.

Oil SOV &
2"-6" Gas

Bracket
Mounting
Slots

Drive
Pins

VCS switch mounts
on back of bracket

VOS switch
on front

1-1/2"

3/4", 1"
1-1/4"

A

For 1", 1.25" C.I.
& 2", 3" non-CP

Wand Position Mounting Brackets
3",4",6"(-2)

3",4",6"(-2)
2-1/2"(-2)
2-1/2"(-1)

VCS Switch
on back

Bracket
Mounting
Holes

B
revoC )sbl-tf(euqroT

revoCrotarepO42-01# 52

srevocsseccarehtollA02-"52. 05

etalPrevoCsseccAdednetxE02-"52. 69

NCNCCOMCOM
#1 BLACK TO#1 BLACK TO

#3 BLACK TO#3 BLACK TO

BLACK TO MOTORBLACK TO MOTOR

TERMINAL #1TERMINAL #1

TERMINAL #3TERMINAL #3

NONO

12

1212 1111 1010 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

TO CLUTCHTO CLUTCH

SHUT
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Electrical Data

Normally Closed Valves

Manual Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 808, 818 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 730, 760, 790 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 33790 (-S):
2.5" – 4" Series 808-CP (-S); 818-CP (-S);
6" Series 808, 818 (-S)

Automatic Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 5000, 5100 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 4730, 4760, 4790 (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 33479;
2.5" – 4" Series 5000-CP(-S); 5100-CP(-S)

4" – 6"
Series 7000, 7100 (-S)

Page 6100-S-8 Electro-Mechanical Valves

.375" – .75"
Series 8730, 8760,
and 8790 (-S)
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Electrical Data

Normally Open Valves

.75" – 2" Series STO-M and STO-A (-S)
2.5" – 4" Series STO-MCP and STO-ACP (-S)

VOS-2VOS-1VCS-2VCS-1
1-3 4-5 4-6 7-8 7-9 7-8 7-9 10-11 10-121-3

FULLY OPEN

FULLY SHUT

INTERMEDIATE

VALVE
MODE

VALVE WIRING DIAGRAM

VOS-2VOS-1VCS-2VCS-1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SWITCH CONTACT POSITIONS
SHOWN WITH VALVE OPEN

SPDT SPDT
HERMETICALLY SEALED

SPDT
HERMETICALLY SEALED

SPDT

DPDT
GENERAL PURPOSE

DPDT
GENERAL PURPOSE

L2-NL1-H
AC-POWER
SEE NAME PLATE FOR VOLTAGE AND HZ

P/N 26379M

FIELD
WIRING

INTERNAL
WIRING

OPTIONAL
D.C. POWER

SUPPLY

SOLENOID

H(+) N(-)

WARNING!
VALVE

MUST BE
WIRED AS

SHOWN

SPDT
125 VAC - 15 AMP
250 VAC - 15 AMP
125 VDC - 0.5 AMP
250 VDC - 0.25 AMP

DPDT
125 VAC - 10 AMP
250 VAC - 10 AMP
125 VDC - 0.3 AMP

GENERAL PURPOSE

250 VDC - 0.15 AMP

HAZARDOUS LOCATION
SPDT

28 VDC - 5 AMP
125 VAC - 1 AMP

SWITCH RATINGS
Total connected load not to exceed 1700 VA

ALL NI VALVES INCLUDE
HERMETICALLY SEALED
SWITCHES, SUITABLE FOR
HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS
CLASS I,   DIV. 2, ABCD
CLASS II,  DIV. 2, FG
CLASS III, DIV. 2

MOTORIZED VALVE ONLY

MTR
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Installation Instructions
Review and comply with all general valve installa-

tion instructions provided separately. (See sketch
below.)
1. Mount both valves in fuel line with center to center

spacing as originally specified, and blocking valve
(without handle) downstream of main valve (with
handle).

2. Check valve alignment to be certain that operat-
ing wheels lie in the same plane.

3. Remove tape from the wheel of the main valve
and unwind the attached chain. Do not remove
the screw holding chain to wheel; it has been
factory positioned to assure correct alignment. Do
not remove tension spring attached to one end of
chain or the wooden block insert which preloads
the spring.

4. Take free end of chain and loop it around the
wheels of both main and blocking valve as shown
in sketch below. Depending on the specific valve
series and arrangement, tension spring may be
located either above or below the wheel center-
line.

5. Draw free end of chain and tension spring to-
gether so that as much slack as possible is
eliminated, then insert the open eye of the spring
"S" hook through the link in the chain that will
most nearly maintain this position.

6. Crimp the "S" hook shut around the chain link,
then cut and discard excess chain.

7. Remove spring preload wood block insert from
the tension spring, and verify that the chain is
drawn tight.

8. Rotate the operating handle of the main valve
fully to latching position for your particular valve,
then hold handle firmly in this position while
performing the next few steps.

9. Rotate blocking valve wheel fully counter-clock-
wise until it strikes a stop (it will slide within the
loop of chain).

10. Still holding main valve wheel in place, move
blocking valve wheel approximately 1/4 to 1/2
inch back in the clockwise direction. Insert the
#10-24 X 1/2" screw (furnished) through the chain
link that lines up with the tapped hole on bottom
of blocking valve wheel, then fasten securely.

11. Verify that the valves are wired in parallel as
shown in wiring schematic on page 6121.

To add wheel & chain assembly to
existing tandem valves:
1. Verify that both valves are in the same top

assembly position (TO or AW). Rotate if neces-
sary. (See top assembly rotation instructions on
pages 6100-S-3 and 6100-S-4.)

2. Bend handle of main valve outward about 25°.
3. Cut off handle of blocking valve at outer wheel

face.
4. Remove hardware holding main valve wheel in

place and mount new wheel and spacer to the
existing wheel with new hardware provided.

5. Cut chain loop to the desired length and secure to
both wheels.

Tandem Arrangements
(for simultaneous opening of main and blocking valves)

Tension
Spring

Piping by others
Flow

Blocking
Valve
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Overhead Wheel & Chain Assembly

Overhead wheel and chain assembly allows
operation of a manual reset valve in an otherwise
inaccessible overhead location. A wheel is mounted
onto the handle of the valve. The attached chain is
weighted on one end and has a paddle handgrip on
the other.

Once the valve is electrically energized, pulling
down on the paddle will open normally closed ver-
sions or close normally open versions.

Maxon valve's free-handle design permits valve to
trip to its rest position on any power interruption.

Wheel and chain assembly includes a length of
chain to position the paddle handgrip slightly below
pipe centerline. A standard length of 7 feet of chain is
included with CP and larger valve sizes and 5 feet is
included with all other valves. Extra chain (in one foot
increments) may be specified to fit your specific
location.

NOTE: Overhead wheel & chain can only be mounted
on swinging gate valves with the top assembly
position TO.

Approximate envelope dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Swinging gate valves Rising stem valves

2.31 dia.

12.19 
Maximum

6.94

4.06

7.25

12.19
Maximum

5.25
Maximum

2/00
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Hot

Shut-off 
Valve #1

Neutral

Shut-off 
Valve #2

LS-SV

From Flame
Safeguard

Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

Manual 
Valve

A Manual 
Valve

B

Shut-off
Valve

#1

Shut-off
Valve

#2

Gas Pressure
Regulator

To Combustion
System

LGP
Switch

HGP
Switch

Strainer

Drip
Leg
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Maintenance Instructions

Example of a gas piping diagram for leak test

CAUTION: Valve leak testing should be under-
taken only by trained and experienced personnel.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture and/or
overall installation of complete system incorporat-
ing Maxon valves take precedence over these
provided by Maxon. If Maxon instructions conflict
with any codes or regulations, contact Maxon
Corporation before attempting this procedure.

Valve leak test should be performed on a
quarterly basis to assure continued safe and
reliable operation. Each valve should be checked
with available line pressure. Absolute zero leakage
may not be obtained in the field. Any valve that
exceeds the allowable leakage, as set forth by your
local codes or insurance requirements (15 bubbles
per minute), should be removed from service and
your Maxon representative should be contacted.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104 Class
VI seat leakage when it leaves our plant.

Suggested leak test procedure for
double-blocking shut-off valves (without
vent line)
(a) Shut down combustion system per manufacturer’s

recommended procedure.
(b) Close manual valves A and B.
(c) Visually inspect to verify that shut-off valves #1

and #2 are closed.
(d) Remove the 1/4” pipe plug from downstream side

of shut-off valve #1. Install leak test apparatus.
Safely vent any trapped gas pressure.

(e) Open manual shut-off valve A, then close leak
test apparatus. Insert tube into a container of
water just below the surface.

(f) Open test apparatus and test valve for leakage.
As a guideline, valve should be tested for 2
minutes per inch of pipe diameter. Large diameter
pipes or long piping runs between shut-off valves
may need additional testing time.

(g) If valve testing indicates leakage exceeding 15
bubbles per minute, perform pre-operational
exercising as outlined on Page 6100-S-2 and
retest the valve. If valve continues to exceed
allowable leakage limit, remove from service and
contact Maxon.

Example of a wiring diagram for leak test

NOTES:
Push button must be tamper resistant.

LS-SV – Closes when Shut-off Valve #1
is fully open.

The “From Flame Safeguard” line is
energized only when all conditions for
safe operation have been satisfied.
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Manual
Valve

A Manual
Valve

B

Shut-off
Valve

#1

Vent
Valve

Drip
Leg

Strainer

Shut-off Valve #2

Gas Pressure
Regulator

To Combustion
System

LGP
Switch

HGP
Switch

Maintenance Instructions

Page 6100-S-13Electro-Mechanical Valves

2/00

Suggested leak test procedure for double-blocking shut-off valves with vent line

Example of a gas piping diagram for leak test with vent line

Example of a wiring diagram for leak test  with vent line

(h) Secure test apparatus on valve #1.
(i) Remove the 1/4” pipe plug from downstream side

of shut-off valve #2. Install leak test apparatus.
(j) With an auxiliary power supply connected to valve

#1, open test apparatus and test valve for leak-
age. As a guideline, valve should be tested for 2
minutes per inch of pipe diameter. Large diameter
pipes or long piping runs between shut-off valves
may need additional testing time.

(k) If valve testing indicates leakage exceeding 15
bubbles per minute, perform pre-operational
exercising as outlined on Page 6100-S-2 and

retest the valve. If valve continues to exceed
allowable leakage limit, remove from service and
contact Maxon.

(l) Secure test apparatus on valve #2.
(m) Upon completion of valve leak testing, test all

other safety interlocks per manufacturer’s instruc-
tions and verify they are operational.

(n) Restore combustion system to operational
condition. Be sure to remove all auxiliary power
supplies and jumpers that may have been used
during testing.

Suggested leak test procedure for double-blocking shut-off valves (without vent line) - continued

If vent valve is
present, use auxil-
iary power supply to
power vent valve to
closed position
during this test
procedure. Follow
test instructions
above. Once test is
complete, be sure
vent valve is re-
stored to normal
operation.

Hot

LS-VV

LS-SV

From Flame
Safeguard

Shut-off Valve #2
Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

Shut-off Valve #1
Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

Shut-off
Valve #2

Shut-off
Valve #1

Vent
Valve

NeutralNOTES:
Push button must be tamper
resistant.

LS-VV – Closes when Vent
Valve is fully closed

LS-SV – Closes when Shut-
off Valve #1 is fully open.

The “From Flame Safe-
guard” line is energized only
when sall conditions for
safe operation have been
satisfied.
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Page 6100-S-14 Electro-Mechanical Valves

Notes
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Maxon Valves Page 6100-A/P-1

5/99

Assembly Numbers
Series 808 Shut-off Valves

esolcpirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,desolcyllamroN

DPOM
)isp(

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
]1[)sliothgildnasesagleufnaelcrof( eziSevlaV

&
Cv rotcaF

*.tWpihS
)sbl(

sevlaVdenoitcnas-noN
)secivreslaicepsrof( DPOM

)isp(
rebmuNylbmessA

noitangiseD noitangiseD
rebmuNylbmessA

seireS seireS

521 80857. 808 "57.
Cv 02=

12 818 81857. 03

521 8081
808
S-808

"1
Cv 02=

32
818
S-818

8181 03

001 80852.1 808 "52.1
Cv 54=

32 818 81852.1 03

07 8085.1
808
S-808

"5.1
Cv 35=

32
818
S-818

8185.1 02

07 8082
808
S-808 "2

Cv 68=

43
818
S-818 8182 51

808 53 818

04 8085.2
808 "5.2

Cv 721=

63 818
8185.2 01

808 64 ---

05 808PC5.2
PC-808

PC"5.2
Cv 403=

44 PC-818
818PC5.2 51PC-808

PCS-808
36

PC-818
PCS-818

03 8083 808 "3
Cv 371=

83 818 8183 5

04 808PC3
PC-808

PC"3
Cv 324=

57
PC-818

818PC3 01PC-808
PCS-808

PC-818
PCS-818

04 808PC4
PC-808
PCS-808

PC"4
Cv 094=

98
PC-818
PCS-818

818PC4 01

03 8086
808
S-808

"6
Cv 968=

341
818
S-818

8186 5

ylno2-2dna2-1smirtotdetcirtserytilibatiusliothgiL]1[
)ecafdesiareranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS

.detcelessnoitponodesabyravlliwthgiewlautcA.etamixorppA*

Segment choices are as follows for configured 808 valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating

• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging
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Page 6100-A/P-2 Maxon Valves

Assembly Numbers
Series 5000 & 7000 Shut-off Valves

esolcpirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,desolcyllamroN

DPOM
)isp(

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
)sesagleufnaelcrof( eziSevlaV

&
Cv rotcaF

*.tWpihS
)sbl(

sevlaVdenoitcnas-noN
)secivreslaicepsrof( DPOM

)isp(
rebmuNylbmessA

noitangiseD noitangiseD
rebmuNylbmessA

seireS seireS

521 000557. 0005 "57.
Cv 02=

32 0015 001557. 03

521 00051
0005
S-0005

"1
Cv 02=

42
0015
S-0015

00151 03

001 000552.1 0005 "52.1
Cv 54=

52 0015 001552.1 03

07 00055.1
0005
S-0005

"5.1
Cv 35=

72
0015
S-0015

00155.1 02

07 00052
0005
S-0005 "2

Cv 68=

63
0015
S-0015 00152 51

0005 45 0015

04 00055.2
0005 "5.2

Cv 721=

93 0015
00155.2 01

0005 06 ---

05 0005PC5.2
PC-0005

PC"5.2
Cv 403=

44 PC-0015
0015PC5.2 51PC-0005

PCS-0005
86

PC-0015
PCS-0015

03 00053 0005 "3
Cv 371=

04 0015 00153 5

04 0005PC3
PC-0005

PC"3
Cv 324=

94 PC-0015
0015PC3 01PC-0005

PCS-0005
96

PC-0015
PCS-0015

04 0005PC4
PC-0005
PCS-0005

PC"4
Cv 094=

88
PC-0015
PCS-0015

0015PC4 01

06 00074
0007
S-0007

"4
Cv 917=

541
0017
S-0017

00174 01

05 00076
0007
S-0007

"6
Cv 2711=

571
0017
S-0017

00176 01

)ecafdesiarerasnoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS
.detcelessnoitponodesabyravlliwthgiewlautcA.etamixorppA*

Segment choices are as follows for
configured 5000 valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temp.
• Maximum ambient temp.
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing

• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for
configured 7000 valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temp.
• Maximum ambient temp.
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing

• Clutch voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Maxon Valves Page 6100-A/P-3

4/99

Assembly Numbers
Series STO-M Valves

nepopirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,nepoyllamroN

DPOM
)isp(

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
]1[)sliothgildnasesagleufnaelcrof( eziSevlaV

&
Cv rotcaF

*.tWpihS
)sbl(

sevlaVdenoitcnas-noN
)secivreslaicepsrof( DPOM

)isp(
rebmuNylbmessA

noitangiseD noitangiseD
rebmuNylbmessA

seireS seireS

521 MOTS57. M-OTS "57.
Cv 02=

12 UM-OTS UMOTS57. 03

521 MOTS1
M-OTS
SM-OTS

"1
Cv 02=

32
UM-OTS
USM-OTS

UMOTS1 03

07 MOTS5.1
M-OTS
SM-OTS

"5.1
Cv 35=

32
UM-OTS
USM-OTS

UMOTS5.1 02

07 MOTS2
M-OTS
SM-OTS "2

Cv 68=

43
UM-OTS
USM-OTS UMOTS2 51

M-OTS 53 UM-OTS

.ylno2-2dna2-1smirtotdetcirtserytilibatiusliothgiL]1[
)ecafdesiareranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS

.detcelessnoitponodesabyravlliwthgiewlautcA.etamixorppA*

Segment choices are as follows for configured STO-M valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VCS switch
• VOS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging
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Page 6100-A/P-4 Maxon Valves

Assembly Numbers
Series STO-A Valves

nepopirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,nepoyllamroN

DPOM
)isp(

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
)sesagleufnaelcrof( eziSevlaV

&
Cv rotcaF

*.tWpihS
)sbl(

sevlaVdenoitcnas-noN
)secivreslaicepsrof( DPOM

)isp(
rebmuNylbmessA

noitangiseD noitangiseD
rebmuNylbmessA

seireS seireS

521 AOTS57. A-OTS "57.
Cv 02=

32 UA-OTS UAOTS57. 03

521 AOTS1
A-OTS
SA-OTS

"1
Cv 02=

42
UA-OTS
USA-OTS

UAOTS1 03

07 AOTS5.1
A-OTS
SA-OTS

"5.1
Cv 35=

72
UA-OTS
USA-OTA

UAOTS5.1 02

07 AOTS2
A-OTS
SA-OTS "2

Cv 68=

93
UA-OTS
USA-OTS UAOTS2 51

A-OTS 45 UA-OTS

05 AOTSPC5.2
PC-A-OTS

PC"5.2
Cv 403=

64 PCU-A-OTS
UAOTSPC5.2 51PC-A-OTS

PCS-A-OTS
66
64

PCU-A-OTS
PCUS-A-OTS

04 AOTSPC3
PC-A-OTS

PC"3
Cv 324=

94 PCU-A-OTS
UAOTSPD3 01PC-A-OTS

PCS-A-OTS
96

PCU-A-OTS
PCUS-A-OTS

04 AOTSPC4
PC-A-OTS
PCS-A-OTS

PC"4
Cv 094=

88
PCU-A-OTS
PCUS-A-OTS

UAOTSPC4 01

hctiwstimilrotom1-SCVesopruPlareneGhtiwdionelosdnarotomCA06/511esopruPlareneGedulcniseilbmessaesehT
)ecafdesiareranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS

.detcelessnoitponodesabyravlliwthgiewlautcA.etamixorppA*

Segment choices are as follows for configured STO-A valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Maxon Valves Page 6100-A/P-5

4/99

Assembly Numbers
Series 700 / 23000 / 33000 Valves

esolcpirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,etaggnigniws,desolcyllamroN

DPOM
)isp(

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
)slioyvaehdnaslioleufnaelcrof( eziSevlaV

&
Cv rotcaF

*.tWpihS
)sbl(

sevlaVdenoitcnas-noN
)secivreslaicepsrof( DPOM

)isp(
rebmuNylbmessA

noitangiseD noitangiseD
rebmuNylbmessA

seireS seireS

003
0071

037
"1

Cv 21=

73
097

0971
003

006
067 S-097

006
--- --- 14 09733 097331

003
00752.1

037
"52.1

Cv 71=
04

097
09752.1

003

006
067 S-097

006
--- --- 09733 0973352.1

003 00752.1 S-037 "52.1
Cv 54=

04 S-097 09752.1 003

--- ---- --- "5.1
Cv 321=

07 00332 003325.1 051

--- --- --- "2
Cv 812=

08 00332 003322 001

.sdionelosCA06/511esopruPlareneGedulcniseilbmessaesehT
sevlavydobdegnalfdesiar#003erasaeradedahS

.detcelessnoitponodesabyravlliwthgiewlautcA.etamixorppA*

Segment choices are as
follows for configured
700 valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging

Segment choices are as
follows for configured
23300 valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging

Segment choices are as
follows for configured
33790 valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging
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Page 6100-A/P-6 Maxon Valves

Assembly Numbers
Series 4700 / 8700 / 25300 / 33479

esolcpirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,etaggnigniws,desolcyllamroN

DPOM
)isp(

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
)slioyvaehdnaslioleufnaelcrof( eziSevlaV

&
Cv rotcaF

*.tWpihS
)sbl(

sevlaVdenoitcnas-noN
)secivreslaicepsrof( DPOM

)isp(
rebmuNylbmessA

noitangiseD noitangiseD
rebmuNylbmessA

seireS seireS

003 0078573. 0378 "573.
Cv 4.3=

03 0978 0978573. 003

003
00785.

0378 "5.
Cv 4.3=

03
0978

09785.
003

006 0678 S-0978 006

003
007857.

0378 "57.
Cv 6.9=

03
0978

097857.
003

006 0678 S-0978 006

003

00741

0374
"1

Cv 21=
24

0974
09741

003

006 0674
S-0974

006
97433 974331

003

007452.1

0374
"52.1

Cv 71=
24

0974
097452.1

003

006 0674
S-0974

06
97433 9743352.1

003 007452.1 S-0374 "52.1
Cv 54=

24 S-0974 097452.1 ---

--- --- --- "5.1
Cv 321-

47 00352 003525.1 051

--- --- --- "2
Cv 812=

09 00352 003522 001

.sevlavydobdegnalfdesiar#003erasaeradedahS
.detcelessnoitponodesabyravlliwthgiewlautcA.etamixorppA*

Segment choices are
as follows for
configured 4700
valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Min. fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temp.
• Maximum ambient temp.
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are
as follows for
configured 8700
valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Min. fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temp.
• Maximum ambient temp.
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Clutch voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are
as follows for
configured 25300
valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Min. fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temp.
• Maximum ambient temp.
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are
as follows for
configured 33479
valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Min. fuel/ambient temp.
• Maximum fuel temp.
• Maximum ambient temp.
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Maxon Valves Page 6100-A/P-7

8/01

Assembly Numbers – Spare Parts

sevlaVGS"2hguorht"1dnaSR"3hguorht"57.esopruPlareneG
sevlaVdesolCyllamroN

rebmuNylbmessAhctiwSdlO
eziSevlaV

SR"1&"57. SR"52.1 SR"5.1
GS"2hguorht"1
SR"3hguorht"2

82481)ON(1SOV)CN(1SCV 82481 53375 74375 05275

92481)ON(2SOV)CN(2SCV 92481 63375 84375 15275

99591/W14571YSAWS1SOV,1SCV 52375 73375 94375 25275

99591/W24571YSAWS1SOV,2SCV 62375 83375 05375 35275

76452/W14571YSAWS2SOV,1SCV 72375 93375 15375 45275

76452/W24571YSAWS2SOV,2SCV 82375 04375 25375 55275

Signal Switches

808"6dnaPC"4"3,"5.2esopruPlareneG
sevlaVdesolCyllamroN

rebmuNylbmessAhctiwSdlO
eziSevlaV

"5.2 "6&"4,"3

33432)ON(1SOV)CN(1SCV 33432 96375

43432)ON(2SOV)CN(2SCV 43432 07375

63432/W07442YSAWS1SOV,1SCV 32375 17375

73432/W07442YSAWS1SOV,2SCV 42375 27375

63432/W10362YSAWS2SOV,1SCV 92375 37375

73432/W10362YSAWS2SOV,2SCV 03375 47375

sevlaVnepOyllamroN

rebmuNylbmessAhctiwSdlO
eziSevlaV

SR"1&"57. SR"52.1 SR"5.1
GS"2hguorht"1
SR"3hguorht"2

82481)ON(1SOV)CN(1SCV 82481 53375 74375 05275

92481)ON(2SOV)CN(2SCV 92481 63375 84375 15275

99591/W14571YSAWS1SCV,1SOV 52375 73375 94375 25275

99591/W24571YSAWS1SCV,2SOV 62375 83375 05375 35275

76452/W14571YSAWS2SCV,1SOV 72375 93375 15375 45275

76452/W24571YSAWS2SCV,2SOV 82375 04375 25375 55275

sevlaVnepOyllamroN

rebmuNylbmessAhctiwSdlO
eziSevlaV

"5.2 "6&"4,"3

33432)ON(1SOV)CN(1SCV 33432 96375

43432)ON(2SOV)CN(2SCV 43432 07375

63432/W07442YSAWS1SCV,1SOV 32375 17375

73432/W07442YSAWS1SCV,2SOV 42375 27375

63432/W10362YSAWS2SCV,1SOV 92375 37375

73432/W10362YSAWS2SCV,2SOV 03375 47375

Key:

VOS = Valve Open Switch
VCS = Valve Closed Switch
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Page 6100-A/P-8 Maxon Valves

Assembly Numbers – Spare Parts

sdioneloS

lacirtcelE
noitacificepS

seireS&eziSevlaVnoxaM

"5.1&,"52.1,"1,"57.
)S-(818;)S-(808
)S-(0015;)S-(0005

)S-(A-OTS;)S-(M-OTS

"52.1&"1
)S-(097;067;)S-(037

)S-(0974;0674;)S-(0374 "4&,"3,"5.2
PC)S-(818;PC)S-(808
PC)S-(0015;PC)S-(0005

PC)S-(A-OTS;PC)S-(M-OTS

"3&,"5.2,"2
)S-(818;)S-(808
)S-(0015;)S-(0005

)S-(A-OTS;)S-(M-OTS

"52.1&"1
)S-(97433;)S-(09733

"6
)S-(818;)S-(808

v32 zH06 52012 94022 58853

v64 zH06 68853 78853 88853

v001
zH05 14773 74773 35773

zH06 49853 59853 69853

v511
zH05 24773 84773 45773

zH06 55571 55022 34232

v802
zH05 44773 05773 55773

zH06 79853 89853 99853

v032
zH05 54773 15773 65773

zH06 62012 65022 44232

v543
zH05 64773 25773 85773

zH06 98853 09853 ---

v064 zH06 72012 25022 ---

v42 CD 34593 54593 ]1[94593

v84 CD --- 64593 ]2[05593

v021 CD 44593 74593 ]3[15593

v042 CD --- 84593 ]4[25593

)S-(818,808"6rof)CDv42(elbaliavaenoN]1[
CDv84rof35593esu,)S-(818,808"6roF]2[

tinuII-DThtiwdnaCDv021rof55593esu,)S-(818,808"6roF]3[
)S-(818,808"6rof)CDv042(elbaliavaenoN]4[

Key: v = Volts
Hz = Hertz
DC = DC
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Maxon Valves Page 6100-A/P-9

12/01

Assembly Numbers

stnenopmoCylbmessApoTlanretnIdnasrotarepOrotoM

lacirtcelErotarepOrotoM
snoitacificepS

seireS&eziSevlaVnoxaM

,"5.2,"2,"5.1,"52.1,"1,"57.
"4&,"3

)S-(0015;)S-(0005
)S-(0974;0674;)S-(0374

PC)S-(0005
PC)S-(0015

00352;)S-(97433

"2&,"5.1,"1,"57.
)S-(A-OTS

,"2,"5.1,"52.1,"1,"57.
"4&,"3,"5.2
PC)S-(A-OTS

dnoces5.2
gnimit

zH06/05v511 ]5[53614 53614 ---

zH06/05v032 ]5[74614 74614 ---

dnoces6
gnimit

detsiL
zH06/05v511 73614 73614 73614

zH06/05v032 94614 94614 94614

detsilnU
CDv42 84663 84663 ---

CDv84 05663 05663 ---

rotarepOrotoM
snoitacificepSlacirtcelE

seireS&eziSevlaVnoxaM

"6&"4
)S-(0007
)S-(0017

"57.&,"5.,"573.
0678;0378
)S-(0978

gnimitdnoces21
zH06/05v511 39023 ---

zH06/05v032 49023 ---

gnimitdnoces6
zH06v511 --- 25172

zH05v032 --- 32372

ylbmessApoTtnemecalpeR
zH06v511 ]2[51023/]1[41023 66723

zH05v032 ]2[09363/]1[78363 00463

draoBtiucriCgniriWtnemecalpeR
zH06v511

]3[45352
43172

zH05v032 74572

ylbmessAhctulCtnemecalpeR CDv09 ]3[76352 12134
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06/511 --- ]4[49523

zH06/05v032rozH06/05v511roF]3[0007seireS"6roF]2[evlav0007seireS"4roF]1[
denoitcnas)noitaicossAsaGnaidanaC(AGCdna,yrotarobaLsretirwrednU(LU,)lautuMyrotcaF(MFsitinuDTsihT]4[

sevlavPCrofelbaliavatonsinoitpodnoces5.2]5[

Key: v = Volts
Hz = Hertz
DC = Direct Current
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Assembly Numbers – Spare Parts

snoitpOteSegnalFnoinapmoC

noitpircseDegnalF
eziSeniLepiP

"2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6

nori,dedaerht,decaftalf,#521 28893 83302 14302 60202 ---

leets,dedaerht,decaftalf,#051 38893 93302 24302 80202 90202

leets,gnidlewno-pils,decaftalf,#051 48893 04302 34302 01202 11202

sdnuopnithgiewetamixorppA 02 22 42 53 64

.seilbmessaevlavydobdegnalfottestnuomotstlobdnastunyrassecenhtiwsteksagdnasegnalf)2(edulcnistesegnalF

Wheel & Chain Accessory Options

Extra chain for Wheel & Chain Assemblies (in 1 foot increments) – 00035
Standard length on CP and larger valves is 7 feet; all other valves is 5 feet
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Maxon Corporation practices a policy of conserva-
tive safety practices in the industrial gas market. In
accordance with NFPA safety codes, it is our policy
that users of Maxon Safety Shut-off Valves should
inspect and test their Safety Shut-off Valve equip-
ment on a quarterly basis. While this is practical in
many applications, some industrial sites may see a
need for increased safety in this area or decreased
time intervals for testing. In these cases, Maxon feels
that the use of the three valve safety system allows
for an increased time interval of up to one year for
these customers. This three valve system can be set-
up in several ways.

The first and most conventional is the Double
Block and Bleed system. This system involves the
use of a Double Block Safety Shut-off Valve system
with a Maxon STO vent valve positioned between the
2 Safety Shut-off Valves. All three valves should
include a Proof-of-Position switch which is inter-
locked into the flame safeguard system.

The second approach would be the installation of
a three valve system involving three Safety Shut-off
Valves in series. Again, as with the above, all three
valves should include a Proof-of-Closure switch
which has been interlocked into the flame safeguard
system.

Double Block & Bleed
Pipe Train

Triple Block
Pipe Train

Valve Testing Intervals
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Top Assembly Replacement for 4", 6" Series 7000 (S), 7100 (-S) valves et al.

To remove old top assembly:

1. Shut off upstream gas cock.

2. Shut off all electric power to valve.

3. Remove terminal access plate. (Make certain
valve is in shut position.)

4. Remove incoming lead wires from terminal
block.

5. Tag leads for re-assembly.

6. Remove conduit and leads.

7. Remove top cover. (Two of twelve screws are
sealed. Break seal and remove screws.)

8. Lift cover straight up to avoid damage to mecha-
nism.

9. Remove lock spacer, shock pad washer, and
shock pad. (Prevent spring retainer from turning
while removing lock spacer by inserting pin or
Allen wrench into 1/4" diameter hole. Pin will
stop possible spring retainer rotation when lock
spacer is unthreaded.)

10. Remove four hex head mounting screws (3/8" –
16 N.C.), which hold top assembly to upper
flange of valve bonnet.

11. Lift top assembly of valve bonnet. (Spring will
stay in place and hold valve closed.)

➨

➨

➨

Step 5 Step 6

Step 7 Step 9

Step 10 Step 11

➨

➨

➨
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Top Assembly Replacement  (continued)

To install new top assembly:

1. Match same size top assembly and valve body
then re-assemble by reversing procedure.

2. For optional installation of 6" top assembly on 4"
valve body, see supplemental instructions.

a. Slide new top assembly onto valve body.

b. Re-install and tighten hex head mounting
screw (3/8" – 16 N.C.) into lower portion of
top assembly and snug with wrench.

c. Replace shock pad and shock pad washer,
and lock spacer onto valve stem and tighten.
(6" valves will have one roll pin for limit
switches; 4" valve will have two roll pins for
limit switch.)

3. Always operating valve electrically several times
after re-assembly and check carefully for correct
operation.

4. Replace top cover and terminal access plate.
(50"-lbs. torque required on each screw or bolt
to insure tight seal.)

Mismatching Sizes

Top assemblies for 6" valves deliver more thrust
and travel than their 4" counterparts. However, they
can be mounted on a 4" valve body and modified for
correct operation.

Conversely, a 4" top assembly could be mounted
on a 6" valve body but would not deliver adequate
thrust or travel. No modifications are available. This
arrangement should not be attempted.

1. Proceed to install 6" top assembly on 4" body
same as 4" to 4", but stop prior to remounting
top cover.

2. Install 5/32" x 2-1/4" roll pin as shown in photo-
graph. This pin will actuate motor limit switch
(not shown) 3/4" early and compensate for
shorter travel required for 4" valve body.

3. Complete remainder of installation same as for
4" top assembly.

4. Always operate valve electrically several times
and check carefully for correct operation before
returning to service.

➨

➨

➨

Step 1 Step 2

Step 2a Step 2b

➨
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1. Shut off all electrical power and close off upstream manual cock.

2. Remove side cover access plate and disconnect solenoid power leads (12).

3. Knock out spring pin (1) in top of cast boss of the mainbase with a 3/16" punch.

4. Unscrew mounting screws (2) and remove the solenoid linkage assembly (4)

5. Place the new solenoid linkage (4) in the middle of the cast boss in the top of the mainbase.  Make sure that
the catch finger lever arm (11) is to the right of the solenoid linkage (4).  See Figure #1 for correct
orientation.

6. Start the spring pin (1) through the front side of the boss, through the solenoid linkage (4) and then through
the back side of the boss.  Once started through the back side, drive the spring pin in until it is even with the
front side of boss.

7. Align holes in mainbase and solenoid bracket (5). Applying Loctite to the screws is recommended (Loctite
not included).  Start threading mounting screws (2) to mainbase.  Locate the solenoid in the upmost position
(away from valve body) before screws are tightened securely.

8. Reconnect the electrical leads.

DC Solenoid Replacement Procedure (Electro-mechanical CP Valves)

Figure #1

1 – Spring pin
2 – Mounting screws
3 – Mainbase
4 – Solenoid linkage
5 – Solenoid bracket
6 – Solenoid plunger
7 – Roller bearing
8 – Catch finger pedestal
9 – Spring retainer
10 – Bumper
11 – Catch finger lever arm
12 – Solenoid power leads

6100-19
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9. Verify correct operation of the solenoid and catch finger linkage.  To do this, first energize the valve.  After
the solenoid plunger pulls in, place a large screwdriver behind the solenoid linkage (4) (see Figure #2).
While maintaining pressure to the solenoid linkage (4) with the screwdriver, shut-off the power to the valve
when the center of the roller bearing is horizontally in line with the center of the spring retainer pin (see
Figure #3).

CAUTION:  Keep fingers clear of the mainbase internals.

Figure #2

At this point, slowly release screwdriver pressure until the valve trips to the closed position and note the position
of the solenoid linkage. Verify that there is a visible gap between the end of the solenoid linkage pin and the tab
stops on the solenoid bracket.

Figure #3

Note:  If there is no visible gap, the solenoid may need to be adjusted.  Loosen the mounting screws attaching
the solenoid bracket to the mainbase.  Move the solenoid as far horizontally and vertically, in the direction of the
observation glass, as allowed.  Tightly secure the two solenoid bracket screws and perform step 9 again.

10. Replace and secure side cover access plate and place valve in service.

6100-20

Solenoid 
Linkage

Screwdriver

Tab Stop
on

Solenoid 
Bracket

Solenoid Linkage Pin

Solenoid Plunger

Center of
Roller Bearing

Catch Finger
Pedestal

Spring
Retainer Pin

Solenoid
Linkage Pin

Tab Stop
on

Solenoid
Bracket

Center of
roller bearing is
horizontally in line
with center of
spring pin in
spring retainer
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Top Assembly Rotation (Electro-mechanical CP Valves)

Maxon valves can and should be ordered in a configuration compatible with planned piping, but if open/shut
indicator window is not visible and/or valve orientation is not proper, the top assembly can be rotated in 90°
increments around the valve body centerline axis by the following procedure:
1. Shut off all electrical power and close off upstream manual cock.
2. Remove side cover access plate and disconnect power lead wires. (Tag carefully for later re-assembly.)
3. Remove conduit and electrical leads.
4. Note physical position of any signal switch actuator wands on auxiliary signal switches.
5. Unscrew the two body bolts screwed up from the bottom to 1/4 inch. DO NOT completely remove. These

bolts secure the valve body to the valve’s top assembly housing.
6. Gently lift the top assembly (not more than  1/4" in height); just enough to break the seal between the valve

body assembly and the rubber gasket adhering to the bottom of the top housing.

WARNING: LIFTING TOO FAR MAY DISLODGE SOME SMALL PARTS INSIDE THE TOP HOUSING,
REQUIRING COMPLEX RE-ASSEMBLY AND RETESTING BY TRAINED FACTORY PERSONNEL.

7. Remove the two body bolts screwed up from the bottom (were partially unscrewed in step 5).
8. Carefully rotate top assembly to the desired position in a plane parallel to the top of the valve body casting.

Rotate the top housing about 30° beyond this position, and then rotate it back. Reposition the top housing
back down onto the valve body casting. This should align the open/shut indicator with its window and
provide proper alignment of the internal mechanism.

9. Realign holes in valve body casting with the corresponding tapped holes in the bottom of the top assembly
housing. Be sure the gasket is still in place between the body and top housing.

Figure #1

10. CHECK that roller arm assembly is aligned in the center of the catch finger pedestal, insuring that the roller
tracks up the center of the pedestal track.

11. Tighten body bolts securely and recheck the alignment of the roller arm to the center of the catch finger
assembly.

12. Reconnect  the electrical leads.

1 – Spring pin
2 – Mounting screws
3 – Mainbase
4 – Solenoid linkage
5 – Solenoid bracket
6 – Solenoid plunger
7 – Roller bearing
8 – Catch finger pedestal
9 – Spring retainer
10 – Bumper
11 – Catch finger lever arm
12 – Solenoid power leads

6100-21
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13. Verify correct operation of the solenoid and catch finger linkage.  To do this, first energize the valve.  After
the solenoid plunger pulls in, place a large screwdriver behind the solenoid linkage (4) (see Figure #2).
While maintaining pressure to the solenoid linkage (4) with the screwdriver, shut-off the power to the valve
when the center of the roller bearing is horizontally in line with the center of the spring retainer pin (see
Figure #3).

CAUTION:  Keep fingers clear of the mainbase internals.

˚Figure #2

At this point, slowly release screwdriver pressure until the valve trips to the closed position and note the position
of the solenoid linkage. Verify that there is a visible gap between the end of the solenoid linkage pin and the tab
stops on the solenoid bracket.

˚Figure #3

Note:  If there is no visible gap, the solenoid may need to be adjusted.  Loosen the mounting screws attaching
the solenoid bracket to the mainbase.  Move the solenoid as far horizontally and vertically, in the direction of the
observation glass, as allowed.  Tightly secure the two solenoid bracket screws and perform step 13 again.

14. Replace and secure side cover access plate and place valve in service.

6100-22
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Allowable seat leakage standards
Approval agencies have different standards for
allowable seat leakage. Below is a listing of the
standards each of our agencies employs.

NOTE: Test conditions are 60°F at 30 in. Hg baromet-
ric pressure. Leakage allowances listed are for any
pressure up to 150% rated pressure. Bubbles per
minute values are for a 1/4" OD x 0.032" wall tube
submerged in water to a depth of 1/8" x 1/4", perpen-
dicular to the water surface. For any apparatus,
however, volume flow is the most accurate means.

FM 7400
(test fluid is at the discretion of the agency)

– Gas shut-off valves:
(all sizes) 1 Ft3/hr

or 28,320 ml/hr
or 472 ml/min
or 3147 bubbles/min

– Oil shut-off valves:
(all sizes) 12.6 cc per hour

UL 429: Safety Shut-off Valve
– Gas valves are tested for seat leakage with air or

nitrogen.
– Valves for handling liquids are tested with

liquefied petroleum.

– Up to 1" port diameter
(or rectangular diagonal):

.008 Ft3/hr
or 235 ml/hr
or 3.9 ml/hr
or 26.1 bubbles/min

– Larger than 1" port diameter
(or rectangular diagonal):

235 ml/hr/inch of port diameter
3.9 ml/min/inch of port diameter

UL 842: General Purpose (Vent)
– Gas valves are tested for seat leakage with air or

nitrogen.
Natural or Manufactured Gas

0.191 Ft3/hr
or 5400 ml/hr
or 90 ml/min
or 600 bubbles/min

LP-Gas
– Valves for handling liquid propane are tested with

liquefied petroleum.

– Up to 1-1/2" port diameter (or rectangular diagonal)
.008 Ft3/hr
or 650 ml/hr
or 10.8 ml/min
or 72.2 bubbles/min

– Larger than 1" port diameter (or rectangular
diagonal)

.235 ml/hr/inch of port diameter
3.9 ml/min/inch of port diameter

CGA 3.9:
– Gas valves are tested for seat leakage with air or

nitrogen.
– Valves for handling liquid propane are tested

with liquefied petroleum.

– Up to 1-1/2" port diameter (or rectangular
diagonal)

.023 Ft3/hr
or 651 ml/hr
or 10.8 ml/min
or 72.4 bubbles/min

– Larger than 1-1/2" port diameter (or rectangular
diagonal)

150 ml/hr
or 2.5 ml/min/inch of port
circumference (or perimeter)

CGA 6.5:
– Gas valves are tested for seat leakage with air or

nitrogen.
– Valves for handling liquids are tested with

liquefied petroleum.

– Up to 1" port diameter (or rectangular
diagonal)

.008 Ft3/hr
or 235 ml/hr
or 3.9 ml/min
or 26.1 bubbles/min

– Larger than 1" port diameter (or rectangular
diagonal)

235 ml/min/inch of port diameter
3.9 ml/min/inch of port diameter
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Class VI Seat Leakage Allowable
(in accordance with ANSI B16.104-1976)

Nominal       Allowable Leakage
Port Diameter ml/min bubbles/min

1" 0.15 1

1-1/2" 0.30 2

2" 0.45 3

2-1/2" 0.60 4

3" 0.90 6

4" 1.70 11

6" 4.00 27

8" 6.75 45

NOTE: For the ANSI requirements, the test pressure is
50 PSIG or the maximum rated differential pressure,
whichever is lower, and testing is done with air or
nitrogen.
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Maxon Shut-Off and Vent Valves
Hazardous Locations

2" Series 808NI
position “L”

2-1/2" Series STO-ANI-CP
position “L”

• Electrically actuated valves shut off gas or oil lines in less than one second.

• Normally open versions available for vent or process purge lines with Maxon's long-
lasting metal-to-metal seating.

• Application flexibility provided with 3/4" through 6" diameter line sizes, Cv flow
factors up to 765, and line pressures up to 600 PSIG.

• All Maxon top assembly enclosures meet approval sanctions:
– NEMA 1, 3, 3S, 4, and 12; Available with NEMA 4X trim (optional)

“NI” valves are FM approved for hazardous locations:
Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C, and D: T5 (AC)
Class II, Division 2, Groups F and G: T5 (AC)
Class III, Division 2: T5 (AC)

“NI” Valves are built in accordance with the Non-Incendive Component Criteria as outlined
by NEC/NFPA 70-1996 Articles 500-2(a)(6)

3"-F Series 5000NI-S
 with flanged body

position “L”

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Normally Open or Normally Closed valves

1" Series STO-MNI
position “R”

• Sanctioned service valve approvals:
– FM (Factory Mutual) sanctioned
– IRI (Industrial Risk Insurers) approvable for block/bleed/vent systems
– Contact your Maxon sales representative for international sanctions information

• Handles flowing fluid temperatures:
– Rising stem bodies from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C)
– Swinging gate bodies from -20°F (-28°C) to +250°F (+121°C)
– Any ambient temperature from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C)

• Valve bodies designed to ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standards.
ISO (International Standards Organization) standards also available.

• Various application requirements met with manual reset or automatic reset
motorized operators.

• Minimize line pressure drops with straight-through flow swinging gate or rising stem
(guillotine action) valve bodies.

1-1/4" Series 4760NI
position “L”,

socket welded nipples and flanges
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Maxon Valves – large or small, gas or oil, open or closed

2-1/2" Series 5000NI-CP
position“R”

• Minimal field maintenance required.

• Positive visual indication of valve body position is provided by large two-color
open-shut indicator.

• Bodies built for heavy duty industrial service of one-piece cast iron or cast steel.

• Installation piping convenience obtained from field rotatable top assemblies.

• Special operating features available in Special Service Packaged versions.

• Micro-lapped seating wears in, not out.

3"-F Series 808NI-S
 with flanged body

position “L”



Accessory Options

1-1/4" Series 5000NI
with ISO threads

position “TO”

Page 6204

• Positive indication of valve body position provided through:
– Auxiliary SPDT signal switches mounted inside valve top enclosure.
– Proof-of-open and/or Proof-of-closed position switches.

• Built-in over travel valve body design meets requirements of insurance standards.

• External junction box requirement eliminated with built-in valve wiring compart-
ment and electrical terminal block.

• Manual reset valves may be mounted in overhead lines with use of wheel and
chain option.

• Companion flange sets available to simplify installation.

4/97

2" Series 808NI
position “L”

with wheel & chain assembly

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Design Features and Operating Concepts

Valves with electro-mechanical actuators
for quick opening or closing action

4/97

Normally closed shut-off valves are used in
burner system fuel supply lines on industrial boilers,
furnaces, ovens, kilns, and other heating processes.
All valves are designed to shut-off fuel automatically
and instantly with an interruption in the electric power
supplied through your safety circuit.

These valves are also used for the manual or
motorized opening or closing of pipe lines carrying
gases and liquids commonly used in industrial proc-
esses. Normally closed valves cannot be opened until
the interlocking safety control circuit is proven and
resulting electrical power is supplied to the shut-off
valve.

Motorized automatic valve actuators are used
where remote access or unmanned applications are
needed.

NOTE: Valve motors and solenoids are protected
against thermal overload. If the valve duty cycle is
exceeded, the motor and/or solenoid must be allowed
to cool before the internal thermal protection will
automatically reset.

Manual reset actuators require operating person-
nel to be physically present to actuate the valve from
its at rest position.

Normally open vent valves are most often used
as the bleed valve in a block-and-bleed pipe train,
sometimes required by insurance authorities. They
are designed to open a vent line automatically and
instantly upon an interruption in the electric power
supply through your safety control circuit.

These normally open valves are also used in
protective atmosphere systems and other gaseous
and fluid service requiring quick opening or by-pass
purging action.

Like the normally closed versions, both automatic
and manual reset actuators are available for remote
access locations, or when operating personnel's
physical presence is preferred.

All Maxon valves feature one-piece cast iron or
cast steel bodies with micro-lapped seats and discs.
Straight-through flow path minimizes pressure drop
through full open swinging gate or rising stem (guillo-
tine action) bodies.
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Valve Body Design Details

To provide fuel shut-off in your process service lines, Maxon
uses two different styles of valve bodies:

Rising stem (guillotine action) bodies are frequently used
in normally closed and normally open gas valves. The micro-
lapped, spring loaded guillotine disc gets a pressure assist from
the flowing gases to seal against the downstream micro-lapped
metal seat ring. The carefully machined seal surfaces and
extremely close tolerances of the valve body operating mecha-
nism promote positive closing action. Frequent cycling action
constantly shears accumulated dirt or residue from the disc and
seat to insure instantaneous and reliable sealing.

The location of the port in the disc is the basic difference
between normally open and normally closed valve bodies. Both
valves function by the top assembly mechanism driving the stem
and disc down into the valve body, opening (or closing) the flow
path. Both valves trip to their rest position when their top
assembly's compression spring is released to pull the stem and
connected disc up out of the body.

Swinging gate bodies are frequently used as normally
closed oil valves and for some special service gas applications.
This design provides the same seal capabilities, but in a slightly
different operating mode. The hard faced micro-lapped seat nut
is threaded into the one-piece valve body. The free-floating, hard
faced, spring loaded circular disc swings across the seat. Line
pressure also assists in sealing the disc to the downstream seat.

Here again, frequent use and cycles actually helps to keep
your valve clean. Since the free-floating disc is swinging across
the circular seat nut on the arc created by the disc carrier, the
disc rotates slightly on every cycle. This provides a fresh, clean
surface area for sealing off the flow lines.

Maxon valve bodies have special service trim options
available to meet your particular fluid service requirements.

Rising Stem
Valve Body
Assembly

Seat

Normally Closed
Disc

Normally Open Disc

Swinging Gate
Valve Body
Assembly

Disc
Carrier

Disc

Seat
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Valve Body Capacities/Specifications

2/00

Table 2: Normally open valve bodiesTable 1: Normally closed valve bodies

Each complete valve assembly must include one of
these valve bodies, regardless of ultimate series
designation.

Flows through the valve body and resulting pres-
sure drops may be estimated by inserting your
specific conditions into the following formula and
using C

v
 flow factors given for each valve body.

Gases: Q =   (1360)  x (Cv)  x (P1+P2) (P1–P2)

G Tf 2

Liquids: V =   (Cv)  x (P1–P2)

Gf

Where:
G = Gas specific gravity (air = 1.0)
G

f
= Specific gravity @ flowing temperature °F

P
1

= Inlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)
P

2
= Outlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)

Q = Cubic feet per hour @ 14.7 PSIA and 60°F
T

f
= Flowing temperature absolute (460° + °F)

V = Flow in U.S. gallons/minute of water

x

NOTE: Typically, pressure drop for gas flows should not
exceed 10% of inlet pressure; however, for 2" and smaller
valves, the drop should not exceed 5 PSIG, and for 2-1/2"
and larger valves, must not exceed 2.5 PSIG.
Select valve size on basis of the lower of these parameters
to avoid critical flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 5 inches w.c.

Approximate pressure drops
for various valve sizes and flows
may be determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop for
fuel flows should not exceed
10% of inlet pressure.

Select valve size on basis of
these parameters to avoid
critical flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 1 PSIG

2/00

Approximate pressure
drops for various valve
sizes and flows may be
determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop
for fuel flows should not
exceed 10% of inlet
pressure.

Select valve size on
basis of these parameters
to avoid critical flow
conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 5 PSIG

Approximate pressure
drops for various valve sizes
and flows may be determined
by using this graph.

Typically, pressure drop for
fuel flows should not exceed
10% of inlet pressure; how-
ever, for 2" and smaller valves,
the drop should not exceed 5
PSIG, and for 2-1/2" and larger
size valves, must not exceed
2.5 PSIG.

Select valve size on basis of
the lower of these parameters
to avoid critical flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with #2 Oil

2/00

To select a valve for
YOUR application, use
either C

v
 factor calcula-

tions, or this graph
showing approximate
pressure drop at various
flows of #2 oil.

Typically, pressure
drop for fuel flows
should not exceed 10%
of inlet pressure.

For preheated #5 or #6 oil, multiply
the required flow rate in GPH by the
factor given in the table at right, then
select a valve based upon that
equivalent flow of #2 oil and the
allowable drop.

Oil Grade #5 #6

°F @ Inlet 125 160 120 140 180 210 220

Factor 1.43 1.11 2.86 2.00 1.25 1.11 1.05

For example: To size for 5 PSIG drop with a 3500 GPH flow of #6 oil
preheated to 140°F, the multiplier is 2. Equivalent flow of #2 oil is
then 3500 x 2, or 7000 GPH. Chart shows that a 5 PSIG drop will
require use of a valve body having a Cv factor of at least 45.
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Selection Data
Normally closed, swinging gate valves

Features:
• Normally closed

• Electrically actuated

• Swinging gate body

• For shut-off service

1.25" Series 4760NI

Temperature Limits
All of these valves can handle fluid temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to

+250°F (+121°C).
Ambient temperature limits vary. The valves on this page handle

ambient temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C).

Operation
All electro-mechanical valves require a constant supply of electrical

energy to their holding solenoids inside the top assembly actuators. Once
the solenoid is energized, the 730NI and 760NI valves may be opened
manually, or the 4730NI and 4760NI valves will automatically open. Any
interruption of the electrical power to either of these valves causes an
immediate trip of the valve to its normally closed position.
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Selection Data
Normally closed, rising stem valves

2/00

Features:
• Normally closed

• Electrically actuated

• Rising stem body

• For shut-off service

3" Series 808NI

Temperature Limits
All these valves can handle fluid temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F

(+60°C). Oil viscosity not to exceed 5000 SSU. Ambient temperature limits
vary. The valves on this page handle ambient temperatures from -20°F (-28°C)
to +140°F (+60°C).

Operation
All of these electro-mechanical valves require a constant supply of electrical

energy to their solenoid inside the top assembly actuators. Once that device is
energized, the Series 808NI (-CP) valves may be manually opened, or the Series
5000NI (-CP) valves will automatically open. Any interruption of the electrical
power to either of these valves causes an immediate trip of the valve to its
normally closed position.
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Selection Data
Normally open, rising stem valves

Features:
• Normally open

• Electrically actuated

• Rising stem body

• For vent and by-pass
service

1" Series STO-ANI

Temperature Limits
All these valves can handle fluid temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to

+140°F (+60°C). Oil viscosity not to exceed 5000 SSU.
Ambient temperature limits vary. The valves on this page can handle

ambient temperatures from -20°F (-28°C) to +140°F (+60°C).

Operation
All of these electro-mechanical valves require a constant supply of

electrical energy to their holding solenoids inside the top assembly
actuators. Once the solenoid is energized, the STO-MNI (-CP) valves may
be manually closed, or the STO-ANI (-CP) valves will automatically close.

Any interruption of the electrical power to either of these valves causes
an immediate trip of the valve to its normally open position.
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Hazardous Location Valves

Rising Stem Body/Trim Specifications

All Maxon Rising Stem Gate Valves carry a two-
part trim identification (for example, Trim 1-1).

The first digit (a 1, 2, 3 or 4 before the hyphen)
identifies valve body and bonnet material as
shown in Table 1 below.

The second digit (a 1 or 2 after the hyphen)
identifies the specific internals used, as
described in Table 2 and identified in the
sketches at right.

Internal trim -1  is normally suitable for clean
fuel gases (for example, natural gas, propane,
butane, clean atmosphere gases).

Internal trim -2  may be required for clean
gases that require Viton seals or such gases as
coke oven, refinery, town or off-gas, or #1 and
#2 fuel oils. Contact Maxon with specific fuel
analysis for prices and/or availability.

Normally closed and normally open threaded
and flanged body versions are identical in
material specifications.

The drawing at right carries item numbers
matching those in Table 2. This information is
furnished for identification only, not for ordering
parts.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of Maxon valve
body or electro-mechanical actuator. Any field
alterations void all warranties.
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Rising Stem Body/Trim Specifications
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Swinging Gate Body/Trim Specifications

Trim identification of Maxon Swinging Gate Shut-
Off Valves is two-part. The first digit before the hyphen
is a number (1, 2, 3 or 4) identifying body material as
shown in Table 1 below. The second digit after the
hyphen identifies a trim utilizing the materials indicated
in Table 2 below.

Standard sanctioned valves incorporating a cast iron
body  will normally be identified by trim 1-B or 1-D.
Sanctioned valves with steel body  will normally be
trim 2-D.

Non-sanctioned services or unusual applications
may require upgrading of internal trim. Contact Maxon
with specific fuel analysis for price and availability.

The drawings shown carry item numbers matching
those in Table 2. This information is furnished for
identification only, not for ordering parts.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of Maxon valve
body or electro-mechanical top actuator. Any field
alterations void all warranties.

Typical construction
of 1"and 1.25"

screwed body valves
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NEMA 4X
VOS Used *

CP Body (if applicable)
Steel Body (if used)

Valve Series
Valve Size (NPT)

NEMA 4X
VCS Used *

CP Body (if used)
Steel Body (if used)

Valve Series
Valve Size (NPT)

Component Identification

General Maintenance and Spare Parts

All safety devices should be tested at least
monthly* and more often if deemed advisable.
Periodic testing for tightness of manual or motor-
ized shut-off valve closure is equally essential.

*per NFPA 86-Appendix B-4 (1995)

These Maxon valves are designed for long trouble-
free service. Only items shown as suggested spare
parts are considered field replaceable.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of valve
body, top assembly or motor drive unit. Any
alterations void all warranties.

To determine suggested spare parts, identify
series designation and serial number from the
valve’s nameplate. Refer to the illustration and
legend below to identify suggested spare parts.

To order, specify:
1. Quantity
2. Assembly part number (if available)
3. Description
4. Electrical specification
5. Full nameplate information (from existing valve)

Automatic ResetManual Reset
Note: Drawings are illustrative only. Actual valves may vary slightly.

Series 808NI Series 5000NI

Legend:
1 – Nameplate
2 – Solenoid
3 – VCS signal switch for

normally closed valve;
VOS for normally open
valve

4 – VOS motor limit/signal
switch for normally closed
valve; VCS for normally
open valve

Series 808NI-CP

Normally closed valve designation

3" 5000NI-SCP    2     4X

*Signal Switch legend:
0 No Switch 2 VCS-2 Switch
1 VCS-1 Switch

Normally open valve designation

3" STO-ANI-SCP    2      4X

*Signal Switch legend:
0 No Switch 2 VOS-2 Switch
1 VOS-1 Switch

Nameplate
(typical)

Nameplate
designation does
not reflect external
accessory items or
motor limit switch

(shown for listed
valves; others
similar)

2 1

3

4

2

1

2

1

3
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Hazardous Location Valves

Electrical Data
for normally closed valves

Good practice normally  dictates that auxiliary
switches in valves used for safety shut-off functions
should be used for signal duty only, not to operate
additional safety devices.

Signal switch designations:
VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end

of the closing stroke. VCS-1 is SPDT; VCS-2 is 2
SPDT switches mounted side by side.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
the opening stroke. VOS-1 is SPDT; VOS-2 is 2
SPDT switches mounted side by side.

Switch amp ratings are shown on the schematic
wiring diagram below.

DO NOT EXCEED rated amperage or total load
shown.

General
All Maxon shut-off valves are electrically actuated

from a power source, normally through the flame
safeguard and/or safety control circuits.

Standard valve assemblies include an internal
holding solenoid for 115 volt 50/60 hertz AC power.
(230 volt 50/60 hertz available upon request.)

The solenoid is energized whenever the valve is
powered. The motor operator on automatic reset
versions is powered only during the opening stroke.

Switch wiring diagram (reproduced below) is part
of each valve assembly, summarizing electrical data
and a full complement of optional signal switches.

Diagram shows valve in its normally closed (at rest)
position. The indicated internal wiring is present only
when the appropriate auxiliary switches are specified.
Automatic reset valves always include a VOS-1 SPDT
valve open motor limit switch.

NOTE: Total VA of solenoid (manual reset valves) or solenoid and motor (motorized valves) must not exceed the limits shown.

Manual Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 808NI (-S)
1" – 1.25" Series 730NI, 760NI
2.5" – 4" Series 808NI-(S)CP
6" Series 808NI (-S)

Automatic Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 5000NI (-S)
1" – 1.25" Series 4730NI, 4760NI (-S)
2.5" – 4" Series 5000NI-(S)CP
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Electrical Data
for normally open valves

Automatic reset valves always include a VCS-1 SPDT
valve closed motor limit switch.

Good practice normally  dictates that auxiliary
switches in valves used for safety shut-off functions
should be used for signal duty only, not to operate
additional safety devices.
Signal switch designations:

VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end
of the closing stroke. VCS-1 is SPDT; VCS-2 is 2
SPDT switches mounted side by side.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
opening stroke. VOS-1 is SPDT; VOS-2 is 2 SPDT
switches mounted side by side.

Switch amp ratings are shown on the schematic
wiring diagrams below and on the next page.

 DO NOT EXCEED rated amperage or total load
shown.

General
All Maxon normally open vent valves are electri-

cally actuated from a power source, normally through
the flame safeguard and/or safety control circuits.

Standard valve assemblies include an internal
holding solenoid for 115 volt 50/60 hertz AC power.
(230 volt 50/60 hertz available upon request.)

The solenoid is energized whenever the valve is
powered. The motor operator on automatic reset
version is powered only during the closing stroke.

Switch wiring diagrams (reproduced below and on
next page) are part of each valve assembly, summa-
rizing electrical data and a full complement of optional
signal switches.

Diagrams show valve in its normally open (at rest)
position. The indicated internal wiring is present only
when the appropriate auxiliary switches are specified.

NOTE: Total VA of solenoid (manual reset valves) or solenoid and motor (automatic reset valves) must not exceed the limits shown.
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Manual Reset Series
.75" – 3" Series STO-MNI (-S)
2.5" – 4" Series STO-MNI-(S)CP

Automatic Reset Series
.75" – 3" Series STO-ANI (-S)
2.5" – 4" Series STO-ANI-(S)CP
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Dimensions (in Inches)

10/02

.75" through 1.5"  valves with rising stem bodies

epiP
eziS

evlaV
seireS

A B C D G H J K R

"57.
INM-OTS&IN808

00.2 52.21 18.3 09.1 87. 49.1 18. 11.8

85.11

INA-OTS&IN0005 ---

"1
)S-(INM-OTS&)S-(IN808 85.11

)S-(INA-OTS&)S-(IN0005 ---

"52.1
IN808

44.2 18.21

00.4 00.2

22.

21.2

65.1 76.8
41.21

IN0005 ---

"5.1
)S-(INM-OTS&)S-(IN808

96.2 13.31 83. 86.1 41.9
16.21

)S-(INA-OTS&)S-(IN0005 ---

“R”

“TO” “AW”

“L”

Maxon Maxon

11.5

11.5
7.19

11.58

J
2.27

B

5.5

K

D

5.48 4.88

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

C
H

G

A

(2) 3/4" 
NPT
Conduit
Connection

1.81

C

808NI, STO-MNI

5000NI, STO-ANI

Available Top Assembly
Positions1.81

2.27

5.5

B

J

K

5.48

2.0 7.34

(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit Connection

G

H
C

D

A Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.
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Dimensions (in Inches)

2" through 3"  valves with rising stem bodies

epiP
eziS

evlaV
seireS

A B C D G H J K L M N P R S T

"2
)S-(INM-OTS&)S-(IN808

52.3 57.41

83.4 91.2

44. 52.2 88.1 6.01

--- --- --- ---

83.41

--- ---
)S-(INA-OTS&)S-(IN0005

F"2
)S-(INM-OTS&)S-(IN808

--- --- 10.3 83.2 57. 4 05.3 0.7
)S-(INA-OTS&)S-(IN0005

"5.2
IN808

05.3

26.41

0.5 5.2

36.

21.2 52.2

64.01

--- --- --- ---
52.41

--- ---
IN0005

---
F"5.2

IN808
--- --- --- 5.2 0.2 5.3 57.2 57. 4 57.3 5.7

IN0005

"3
IN808

49.2 68.41 91.5 95.2 21.2 65.2 17.01 --- --- --- --- --- ---
IN0005

13.12
8.56
7.62 2.9

2.38

R

B K

J

J

L

M
N
P

Equally
Spaced

5.38

1.97 5.62

(2)
3/4" 
NPT

Conduit
Connection D

G

A

H
C

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

Pipe Size

S

T
H

A

G

7.59 2.84

B K

J

5.38

1.97 7.52

D

H
C

A

G

(2)
3/4" NPT
Conduit 

Connection

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

2.38

808NI & STO-MNI

5000NI & STO-ANI

“R”

“TO” “AW”

“L”

Maxon Maxon

Available Top Assembly
Positions

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.



10.94
8.88 2.83

15.13

R

5.32 7.25
A A

3.0

0.88

11.68

View AA
(2) 3/4" NPT
Conduit Connection

J

J

L

M N (dia.)
P (no. of holes) 
equally spaced

A

H
T

S

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

A

B

6.14 6.29

D
G

H
C

Pipe Size

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection
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10/02

Dimensions (in Inches)

2.5" CP through 4" CP and 6" valves with rising stem bodies

epiP
eziS

evlaV
seireS

A B C D G H J L M N P R S T

PC"5.2
)S-(IN808,IN808

13.4

65.41

0.5 5.2 05.

21.2

52.2 --- --- --- ---
65.41

--- ---INA-OTS,IN0005
---

)S-(INA-OTS,)S-(IN0005

F"5.2
PC

)S-(IN808,IN808
5.4 --- --- --- 2.2 5.3 57.2 57. 4

65.41
57.3 5.7INA-OTS,IN0005

---
)S-(INA-OTS,)S-(IN0005

"3
PC

)S-(IN808,IN808
21.5

92.51

5.5 57.2 26. 21.2 65.2 --- --- --- ---
79.71

--- ---INA-OTS,IN0005 ---
)S-(INA-OTS,)S-(IN0005 79.71

F"3
PC

)S-(IN808,IN808
22.5

--- --- ---

42.2 6.2 57.3 0.3

57.

4
79.71

0.4 0.8INA-OTS,IN0005
---

)S-(INA-OTS,)S-(IN0005

F"4
PC

)S-(IN808
55.5 52.2 65.2 5.4 57.3 8

79.71
5.4 0.9

)S-(INA-OTS,)S-(IN0005 ---
"6 IN808 5.7 57.02 --- --- --- 83.3 --- 5.5 57.4 88. 8 34.32 52.5 5.01

“R” “TO” “AW”“L”

Maxon Maxon

Series 808NI-CP, STO-MNI-CP Series 5000NI-CP, STO-ANI-CP

Available Top Assembly Positions

L
M

N (dia.)
P (no. of holes)
equally spaced

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection

T

H

A

Pipe Size

S

2.5" CP through 4" CP Valves

6" 808NI Valves

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.

MDM DATABASE INFO - DO NOT MODIFY!

2.83

5.32
A A

7.25

3.0

0.88
View A-A

11.68

8.88

J

6.14 7.52

B

D
G

A

H
C

(2) 1/4" NPTF
Test Connection



2.77

2.38

1.31

2.94

1.44

16.28

7.59

5.4

1.97

12.21

7.54

0.41
4.54

(2) 3/4"
NPT Conduit
Connection

Pipe
Size
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Dimensions (in Inches)

1" and 1.25" valves with swinging gate bodies

Series 730NI, 760NI

Series 4730NI, 4760NI

“R” “TO”

Available Top Assembly
Positions

NOTE: 2.75" needed
for terminal block
cover removal.

13.14

7.62
8.82

16.08
16.28

1.44

2.94

12.21

1.31

2.77

(2) 3/4" 
NPT
Conduit
Connection

.041
Pipe
Size

1.97

5.4 5.7

4.54

2.38
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Auxiliary Signal Switches

All Maxon NI Valves may be equipped with inter-
nally-mounted hermetically-sealed signal switch(es) to
provide a proof-of-open or proof-of-closure valve
position indication. Auxiliary signal switches indicate

when valve is open or closed and are normally con-
nected electrically into your control panel lights or
warning device circuit(s).

For normally closed valves:
VCS hermetically-sealed (Valve Closed Switch) is

actuated when valve is fully shut. It is the upper,
inverted snap-switch mounted on rear on switch
bracket. VCS-1 is an SPDT (single-pole, double-
throw) switch. VCS-2 is (2) SPDT switches mounted
side by side. All contacts are available for external
circuitry.

VOS hermetically-sealed (Valve Open Switch) is
actuated when valve reaches full-open. It is the lower

snap-switch mounted on front of switch bracket. VOS-
1 is an SPDT switch. On automatic reset valves, its
normally closed contact serves as a motor limit switch
and is not available for external circuitry. On manual
reset valves, normally closed contact is available for
external circuitry. VOS-2 is (2) SPDT switches
mounted side by side, used in lieu of VOS-1 for
additional contacts.

Valve OpenValve Shut

Photos above of normally closed valve
(typical for Series 808NI (-S), 5000NI (-S), 730NI (-S), 760NI,  4730NI (-S), 4760NI)
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Auxiliary Signal Switches

For normally open valves:
VOS hermetically-sealed (Valve Open Switch) is

actuated when valve is fully open. It is the upper,
inverted snap-switch mounted on rear of switch
bracket. VOS-1 is an SPDT (single-pole, double-
throw) switch. VOS-2 is (2) SPDT switches mounted
side by side. All contacts are available for external
circuitry.

VCS hermetically-sealed (Valve Closed Switch) is
actuated when valve reaches fully closed. It is the

lower snap-switch mounted on front of switch bracket.
VCS-1 is an SPDT switch. On automatic reset valves,
its normally closed contact serves a motor limit switch
and is not available for external circuitry. On manual
reset valves, normally closed contact is available for
external circuitry. VCS-2 is (2) SPDT switches
mounted side by side, used in lieu of VCS-1 for
additional contacts.

Valve Shut Valve Open

Photos above of normally open valve
(typical for Series STO-MNI-(-S)CP, STO-ANI-(S)CP)
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General
Wherever insurance underwriters or other regula-

tory groups require the use of a double-valve or
"block-and-bleed" system, but manual operation is
preferred to the use of automatic reset valves, opera-
tion can be simplified by adding a tandem arrange-
ment to a pair of Maxon manual reset shut-off valves.

A linkage overtravel spring in the tandem arrange-
ment latches the blocking valve just before the main
valve is latched, assuring latching of both valves.

If it is necessary to locate a tandem valve above
arms reach, an overhead wheel and chain assembly
may be added which includes a loop of chain acces-
sible to operating personnel.

To order
Valves are to be specified in the usual manner and

must be in top assembly position TO or AW.
VOS and VCS switches must be included on the

main valve and a VOS switch on the blocking valve to
permit electrical connection as shown in the wiring
schematic illustrated below.

If overhead wheel and chain assembly is also
required, specify loop length to reach appropriate
operating position. Extra chain (in one foot incre-
ments) may be specified.

Center line distance between valves must be within
the ranges indicated in Table 1 and shown in sketch
below and must be specified at the time of order.

Tandem Arrangements
(for simultaneous opening of main and blocking valves)

Blocking
Valve

Tension
Spring

Piping by others
Flow

Specify 
loop length
if overhead

wheel &
chain option

Tension
Spring

Piping by others
Flow

Blocking
Valve

See Table 1
above

Tandem Arrangement with
Overhead Wheel & Chain Tandem Arrangement

General
Wherever insurance underwriters or other regula-

tory groups require the use of a double-valve or
"block-and-bleed" system, but manual operation is
preferred to the use of automatic reset valves, opera-
tion can be simplified by adding a tandem arrange-
ment to a pair of Maxon manual reset shut-off valves.

A linkage overtravel spring in the tandem arrange-
ment latches the blocking valve just before the main
valve is latched, assuring latching of both valves.

If it is necessary to locate a tandem valve above
arms reach, an overhead wheel and chain assembly
may be added which includes a loop of chain acces-
sible to operating personnel.

To order
Valves are to be specified in the usual manner and

must be in top assembly position TO or AW.
VOS and VCS switches must be included on the

main valve and a VOS switch on the blocking valve to
permit electrical connection as shown in the wiring
schematic illustrated below.

If overhead wheel and chain assembly is also
required, specify loop length to reach appropriate
operating position. Extra chain (in one foot incre-
ments) may be specified.

Center line distance between valves must be within
the ranges indicated in Table 1 and shown in sketch
below and must be specified at the time of order.

Tandem Arrangements
(for simultaneous opening of main and blocking valves)

.tgrrAmednaTrofgnicapSevlaVelbawollA:1elbaT

eziSevlaV C-CmuminiM C-CmumixaM

"5.1-"57. "81 "42

"3-"2 "02 "72

"6&"4 "72 "33

Tandem Arrangement with
Overhead Wheel & Chain Tandem Arrangement

Main valve and blocking valve wired in parallel.
VCS Switch on main valve powers vent valve.
VOS Switches on main and blocking valves
wired in series to signal light.

4/97

Wiring Schematic

Flame
Safeguard

Contact

VCS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Blocking Valve

Main Valve
(Normally Closed)

Blocking Valve
(Normally Closed)

Vent Valve
(Normally Open)

Main Fuel
Panel Light

For Illustration Only
(not a wiring diagram)

Main valve and blocking valve wired in parallel.
VCS Switch on main valve powers vent valve.
VOS Switches on main and blocking valves
wired in series to signal light.

Wiring Schematic

Flame
Safeguard

Contact

VCS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Main Valve

VOS in
Blocking Valve

Main Valve
(Normally Closed)

Blocking Valve
(Normally Closed)

Vent Valve
(Normally Open)

Main Fuel
Panel Light

For Illustration Only
(not a wiring diagram)
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Overhead Wheel & Chain Assembly

Overhead wheel and chain assembly allows
operation of a manual reset valve in an otherwise
inaccessible overhead location. A wheel is mounted
onto the handle of the valve. The attached chain is
weighted on one end and has a paddle handgrip on
the other.

Once the valve is electrically energized, pulling
down on the paddle will open normally closed ver-
sions or close normally open versions.

Maxon valve's free-handle design permits valve to
trip to its rest position on any power interruption.

Wheel and chain assembly includes a length of
chain to position the paddle handgrip slightly below
pipe centerline. A standard length of 7 feet of chain is
included with CP and larger valve sizes and 5 feet is
included with all other valves. Extra chain (in one foot
increments) may be specified to fit your specific
location.

NOTE: Overhead wheel & chain can only be mounted
on swinging gate valves with the top assembly
position TO.

Approximate envelope dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Swinging gate valves Rising stem valves

2.31 dia.

12.19 
Maximum

6.94

4.06

7.25

12.19
Maximum

5.25
Maximum
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NEMA 4X Hardware Kit

General Information
Maxon “NI” Valves are available with hardware

modifications which make it NEMA 4X compliant.
On automatic valves, these kits may be installed in

the field. However, due to the linkage set-up of
manual valves, this kit is only available as a factory
installed accessory.

These kits consist of new corrosion resistant
stainless steel external fasteners for all covers.

When ordering the factory installed NEMA 4X
kit for manual valves, the kit will include a new
handle made of corrosion resistant stainless steel.

revoC )sbl-ni(euqroT

revoCrotarepO42-01# 52

srevocsseccarehtollA02-"52. 05

etalPrevoCsseccAdednetxE02-"52. 69

When these kits are factory installed, the
nameplate will indicate NEMA 4X in the designation
block as shown on Page 6218.

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

808NI, STO-MNI, 730NI 5000NI, STO-ANI, 4730NI

Extended
Access Cover

Plate
Operator

Cover

* Asterisks indicate fasteners included in kit (for appropriate valve series)
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Notes
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Installation Instructions

B. Teflon tape acts as a lubricant and greatly
reduces the pipe wrench turning force re-
quired to seal the threads.

Take care not to overtighten threads as
this can damage the valve.

C. Good piping practice dictates that piping be
independently supported, so that valve bodies
are not placed in a bind. In addition, large
valves may require support.

D. Clean pipe lines of foreign materials before
installing valve into line.

For new installations, a gas filter or strainer shall be
installed in the fuel gas piping to protect the
downstream safety shut-off valves.

per NFPA 86-4-2.4.3 (1999)
NFPA 86C-4-2.4.3 (1999)
NFPA 86D-4-2.4-3 (1999)

If normal inlet pressure to the fuel pressure regula-
tor immediately upstream from the valve exceeds
the valve’s pressure rating, a relief valve shall be
provided and it shall be vented to a safe location.

per NFPA 86-5-7.1.7 (1999)
NFPA 86C-5-7.1.7 (1999)
NFPA 86D-5-7.1.7 (1999)

E. Mount valve so that open/shut window
indicator [1] will be visible to your operating
personnel. The open/shut window indicator
should never face downward. With Maxon
electro-mechanical top assemblies, the motor
access side plate [2] should always be
vertical to the ground. Valves are usually
installed in horizontal piping; however, other

1/00

1. Read complete instructions before proceeding
and do not discard packing materials until any/all
loose items are located. Also, make sure that the
installation of the Maxon valves will be in compli-
ance with all applicable governmental, insurance
and/or agency requirements or codes, such as
NFPA-70, National Electric Code, CSA C22.1,
Canadian Electric Code, etc.

2. General considerations:
A. Prior to shipment, each valve is operated

electrically and cycled at rated and 1-1/2
rated pressure while being leak tested. Every
Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104
Class VI Seat Leakage.

B. Inspect your valve for any shipping damage.
Contact Maxon Corporation with the valve’s
serial number (printed on the valve's name-
plate) for replacement and/or repair parts.

C. Read the nameplate on your valve. This
gives the maximum pressure, temperature
limitation, voltage requirements and service
conditions of your specific valve. DO NOT
exceed nameplate ratings.

D. Select mounting location carefully. Your
Maxon valve is designed to operate for many
years if installed in a location that is cool,
clean and dry.

3. Pipe the valve in the direction of the flow arrow
[3] on the valve body. The Maxon valve body can
shut off flow in one direction only.
A. Remove all thread and flange protectors

before installing valve in your service line.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

5

4

3

1
2

5

4
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

orientations are acceptable, subject to the
above limitations. The top assemblies of all
Maxon valves are field rotatable to allow
installations involving conflicts with these
mounting restrictions.

F. Main system shut-off should always use a
manual leak-tight upstream fuel cock.

G. Time lag between valve action and fluid flow
(or flame response) is reduced if valve is
located near the burner (or outlet).

4. Wire the valve in accordance with all applicable
codes and standards. Supply voltages must agree
with valve’s nameplate voltage within -15%/+10%
AC for proper operation. For electrical wiring
schematics, refer to appropriate Maxon catalog
literature and/or the wiring schematic diagram
affixed inside your valve’s access cover plate or in
the terminal block cover housing.
A. The Maxon valve must be electrically

interlocked with your safety-limit devices in
accordance with all applicable codes, stan-
dards, and the authority having jurisdiction
over the safety requirements for your overall
system installation. Normally, Maxon valves
are electrically wired in series with all of your
safety-limit devices. Therefore, any one
device can cause the valve to react. Each
valve was production tested when manufac-
tured. If it now appears inoperative, make
sure it is being powered properly from and
through your control circuit.

B. Maintain integrity of Maxon top assembly
enclosure by using dust and water-tight
electrical connectors. Use cable-sealing grips
and strain-relief loops for any cord or cable.
Use internal sealing materials on all conduit
connections. Moisture can have a harmful
effect on valve internals if permitted to enter
through wiring connectors. Make sure that all
access cover plates are in place and securely
fastened. All cover screws should be tight-
ened using an alternate cross corner tighten-
ing pattern to the values shown below.

While all covers are torqued at time of produc-
tion testing, torque should be rechecked
periodically to ensure adequate sealing
protection.

5. Pre-operational exercising:
Prior to initial fluid flow start-up and with upstream
manual cock still closed, operate the valve
electrically for 10-15 cycles. This not only pro-
vides an electrical check, but also wipes valve
body disc and seat free of accumulated foreign
matter.

revoC )sbl-ni(euqroT

revoCrotarepO42-01# 52

srevocsseccarehtollA02-"52. 05

etalPrevoCsseccAdednetxE02-"52. 69
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Top Assembly Rotation

Maxon valves can and should be ordered in a con-
figuration compatible with planned piping, but if open/
shut indicator window is not visible and/or valve orienta-
tion is not proper, the top assembly can be rotated in
90° increments around the valve body centerline axis
by the following procedure:
1. Shut off all electrical power and close off up-

stream manual cock.
2. Remove wiring access cover plate [2] and

disconnect power lead wires. (Tag carefully for later
re-assembly.)

3. Remove conduit and electrical leads.
4. Note physical position of any signal switch

actuator wands on auxiliary signal switches (see
switch arrangement sketch).

5. Unscrew the two body bolts [4] screwed up from
the bottom to 1/4 inch. DO NOT completely re-
move. These bolts secure the valve body [3] to the
valve’s top assembly housing [5].

6. Gently lift the top assembly [5] (not more than
1/4" in height); just enough to break the seal
between the valve body assembly and the rubber
gasket adhering to the bottom of the top housing.

WARNING: LIFTING TOO FAR MAY DISLODGE
SOME SMALL PARTS INSIDE THE TOP
HOUSING, REQUIRING COMPLEX RE-
ASSEMBLY AND RETESTING BY TRAINED
FACTORY PERSONNEL.

 Series 5000NI

Series 4760NI
with socket welded
nipples & flangesSeries 808NI-CP

4/97

1

2

5

4

3

1

2

3

4

5

1
2

5

4

Wiring Diagram

Auxiliary Switch Arrangement

A– Number Coded Wires H– Mounting Screws
B– Rubber Grommet I – Spring Retainer Extension
C– Mounting Screws J– Switch Wand
D– Normal (de-energized) K– Actual (energized)

Position Switch Position Switch
E– Insulating Barrier L– Switch Wand
F– Bracket Mounting Pad M–Switch Mounting Bracket
G– Drive Pin & Locating Hole N– Gasket
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Top Assembly Rotation (cont'd.)

7. Remove the two body bolts [4] screwed up
from the bottom (were partially unscrewed in
step 5).

8. Carefully rotate top assembly to the desired
position in a plane parallel to the top of the valve
body casting. Rotate the top housing about 30°
beyond this position, and then rotate it back.
Reposition the top housing back down onto the
valve body casting. This should align the open/
shut indicator with its window and provide proper
alignment of the internal mechanism.

9. Realign holes in valve body casting with the
corresponding tapped holes in the bottom of the
top assembly housing. Be sure the gasket is still
in place between the body and top housing.

10. Reinsert the body bolts up from the bottom
through the body and carefully engage threads of
the top assembly. Tighten securely.

11. Reconnect conduit, electrical leads, and all
pneumatic lines, then check that signal switch
wands are properly positioned and that open/shut
indicator moves freely. Failure to correct any
such misalignment can result in extensive
damage to the internal mechanism of your
valve.

12. Energize valve and cycle several times from
closed to full open position. Also electrically trip
the valve in a partially opened position to prove
valve operates properly.

13. Replace and secure side cover access plate
and place valve in service.

Four top assembly positions are available for
most Maxon valves. When looking at the open/shut
window indicator of an electro-mechanical valve
assembly, the motor (for motorized version), or the
operating handle (for manual version), will be on the
right side of the top assembly. The valve body is on
the bottom. From this view, the unidirectional valve

Alternate Top Assembly Positions

revoC )sbl-ni(euqroT

revoCrotarepO42-01# 52

srevocsseccarehtollA02-"52. 05

etalPrevoCsseccAdednetxE02-"52. 69

“R” “TO” “AW”“L”

Maxon Maxon

body and the arrow on the valve body casting points
in direction of fluid flow: to the right (position "R"), to
the left (position "L"), towards you (position "TO") or
away from you (position "AW"). With smaller size
swinging gate valve bodies, only position "R" and
position "TO" may be used.
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Operating Instructions

Electro-mechanical manual reset valves require
two positive actions to open: a half rotation of
handle to latch internal mechanism, and a reversed
half rotation of handle to open valve. This refers to
normally closed valves. With normally open valves,
the procedure is the same, but the valve body position
(i.e., open or closed) is opposite to the normally
closed version.

Remotely located manual reset valves may be
equipped with wheel-and-chain assembly. Instructions
to operate the valve are on hand grip. Locate counter-
weight overhead at pipe level and hand grip can be
brought down to convenient operating personnel
height.

Normally closed motorized valves begin open-
ing cycle immediately upon being powered; motor
runs only until full open position is reached. Normally
open valves begin to close immediately, and motor
runs until fully closed position is reached.

Refer to appropriate catalog bulletin and specifi-
cation page for operating sequence applying to your
specific valve. Never operate valve until all essen-
tial allied equipment is operative and any neces-
sary purges completed. Failure of electro-mechani-
cally operated valve to operate normally indicates that
it is not powered. Check this first! Then check
internal holding solenoid and/or motor operator.

Main system shut-off should always be accom-
plished with an upstream leak-tight manual fuel
cock.

All Maxon valves react within a fraction of a
second when de-energized. One cycle drop in electri-
cally supplied power can cause this reaction.

All electro-mechanical manual reset valves may
be operated manually when solenoid is electrically
energized, but electrical tripping is recommended for
normal shut-downs.

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation
ever become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, Muncie, IN 47302, Phone (765) 284-3304
FAX (765) 286-8394

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information to insure positive identification.

Page 6200-S-5Hazardous Location Valves
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Maintenance Instructions

Maxon valves are endurance tested far in excess of
the most stringent requirements of the various ap-
proval agencies. They are designed for long life even
if frequently cycled, and to be as maintenance-free
and trouble-free as possible.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104 Class VI
Seat Leakage when it leaves our plant.

Top assembly components require no field
lubrication and should never be oiled.

Auxiliary switches, motors and solenoids, may be
replaced in the field.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of valve
body, top assembly or motor drive unit. Any
alterations void all warranties.

Valve leak test, performed with valve in line as
prescribed by jurisdictional authorities, is strongly
encouraged and should be done on a regularly
scheduled basis. In rare instances where valve shows
leakage, perform Pre-Operational Exercising (see
Installation Instructions) and retest. If leakage does
not stop, remove valve from service.

Maxon valves are designed to be used with
clean fluids. If foreign material is present in the
fuel line, it will be necessary to inspect the
valve to make certain it is operating properly. If
abnormal opening or closing is observed, the
valve should be removed from service. Contact
your Maxon representative for instructions.

Insurance authorities agree . . .
. . . that the safety of any industrial fuel burning

installation is dependent upon well-trained
operators who are able to follow instructions and
to react properly in cases of emergency. Their
knowledge of, and training on, the specific
installation are both vital to safe operation.

Safety controls may get out of order without the
operator becoming aware of it unless shutdowns
result. Production-minded operators have been
known to bypass faulty controls without reporting
the trouble.

Continued safe operation of any installation is
then assured only if the plant management
carefully develops an exact schedule for regular
periodic inspection of all safety controls, insisting
that it then be rigidly adhered to.

A main gas shut-off cock should be located
upstream from all other fuel train piping compo-
nents and used to shut off all flow of fuel for
servicing and other shutdowns.

All safety devices should be tested at least
monthly* and more often if deemed advisable.
Periodic testing for tightness of manual or motor-
ized shut-off valve closure is equally essential.

*per NFPA 86-Appendix B-4 (1995)

Page 6200-S-6 Hazardous Location Valves

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation
ever become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, Muncie, IN 47302, Phone (765) 284-3304
FAX (765) 286-8394

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information to insure positive identification.
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Auxiliary Signal Switches
Hermetically Sealed

Field Installation Instructions
NOTE: Instructions below are written for normally
closed valves. For normally open versions (STO-
MNI, STO-ANI, Fig. 1 & 2), reverse switch nomen-
clature. (VOS becomes VCS and vice versa.)

General: Shut off fuel supply upstream of valve, then
de-energize valve electrically.
– Remove top or side cover to provide access, being

careful not to damage gasket.
– Compare with illustrations at right to identify YOUR

valve type.
To replace existing switches:
– Note wand position and mounting hole location

carefully, then remove 2 screws and lift existing switch.
– Install replacement switch in same mounting holes on

bracket and verify correct wand position.
– Replace existing wiring one connection at a time,

following original route and placement.
To add switches to existing valve:
– Check illustrations at right. If your valve uses a switch

mounting bracket as in Fig. 1 & 2, mount switches to
bracket using the mounting holes appropriate for valve
type and size.

– Position bracket so VCS wand just touches top of
actuator, then move downward slightly, depressing
wand until switch clicks, then tighten mounting screws
to hold this position.

– Pin bracket by drilling 1/8" dia. holes 1/4" deep into
bracket mounting pad through drive pin holes, then tap
drive pin in until flush.

– Route wires to wiring compartment as shown,
then complete wiring connections and clean
out metal drilling chips from previous proce-
dure.

– Cycle valve, checking switch actuation points
carefully. (VCS actuates at top of stem stroke,
VOS at bottom.) Simultaneously the valve
body must be tested for switch continuity and
seat leakage. Bend VOS switch wands slightly
if necessary to insure valve is opening fully.

– Replace gasket and cover, then return valve
to service.

Fig. 1
.75" – 3" NI
non-CP

Remove
side cover plate.
Switches mount
on bracket. (See
"A" below)

Fig. 2
2.5" – 4" NI-CP
6" 808NI

Remove
side cover plate.
Switches mount
on bracket. (See
"B" below)

VOS switch
on front

VOS switch wand
should be actuated

from above.

VCS switch wand
should be actuated

from below.

Oil SOV &
2"-6" Gas

Bracket
Mounting
Slots

Drive
Pins

VCS switch mounts
on back of bracket

VOS switch
on front

1-1/2"

3/4", 1"
1-1/4"

A

For 1", 1.25" C.I.
& 2", 3" non-CP

Wand Position Mounting Brackets
3",4",6"(-2)

3",4",6"(-2)
2-1/2"(-2)

2-1/2"(-1)

VCS Switch
on back

Bracket
Mounting
Holes

B

4/97
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Electrical Data
Electro-Mechanical Valves

Normally Closed Valves

Manual Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 808NI, 818NI (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 730NI, 760NI (-S);
2.5" – 4" Series 808NI-(S)CP;
6" Series 808NI (-S)

Automatic Reset Series:
.75" – 3" Series 5000NI (-S);
1" – 1.25" Series 4730NI, 4760NI (-S);
2.5" – 4" Series 5000NI-(S)CP

Normally Open Valves

.75" – 2" Series STO-MNI &
STO-ANI (-S)

2.5" – 4" Series STO-MNI-CP
& STO-ANI-(S)CP

Page 6200-S-8 Hazardous Location Valves
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Installation Instructions
Review and comply with all general valve installa-

tion instructions provided separately. (See sketch
below.)
1. Mount both valves in fuel line with center to center

spacing as originally specified, and blocking valve
(without handle) downstream of main valve (with
handle).

2. Check valve alignment to be certain that operat-
ing wheels lie in the same plane.

3. Remove tape from the wheel of the main valve
and unwind the attached chain. Do not remove
the screw holding chain to wheel; it has been
factory positioned to assure correct alignment. Do
not remove tension spring attached to one end of
chain or the wooden block insert which preloads
the spring.

4. Take free end of chain and loop it around the
wheels of both main and blocking valve as shown
in sketch below. Depending on the specific valve
series and arrangement, tension spring may be
located either above or below the wheel center-
line.

5. Draw free end of chain and tension spring to-
gether so that as much slack as possible is
eliminated, then insert the open eye of the spring
"S" hook through the link in the chain that will
most nearly maintain this position.

6. Crimp the "S" hook shut around the chain link,
then cut and discard excess chain.

7. Remove spring preload wood block insert from
the tension spring, and verify that the chain is
drawn tight.

8. Rotate the operating handle of the main valve
fully to latching position for your particular valve,
then hold handle firmly in this position while
performing the next few steps.

9. Rotate blocking valve wheel fully counter-clock-
wise until it strikes a stop (it will slide within the
loop of chain).

10. Still holding main valve wheel in place, move
blocking valve wheel approximately 1/4 to 1/2
inch back in the clockwise direction. Insert the
#10-24 X 1/2" screw (furnished) through the chain
link that lines up with the tapped hole on bottom
of blocking valve wheel, then fasten securely.

11. Verify that the valves are wired in parallel as
shown in wiring schematic on page 6219.

To add wheel & chain assembly to
existing tandem valves:
1. Verify that both valves are in the same top

assembly position (TO or AW). Rotate if neces-
sary. (See top assembly rotation instructions on
pages 6200-S-3 and 6200-S-4.)

2. Bend handle of main valve outward about 25º.
3. Cut off handle of blocking valve at outer wheel

face.
4. Remove hardware holding main valve wheel in

place and mount new wheel and spacer to the
existing wheel with new hardware provided.

5. Cut chain loop to the desired length and secure to
both wheels.

Tandem Arrangements
(for simultaneous opening of main and blocking valves)

4/97
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Tension
Spring

Piping by others
Flow

Blocking
Valve
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Overhead Wheel & Chain Assembly

Overhead wheel and chain assembly allows
operation of a manual reset valve in an otherwise
inaccessible overhead location. A wheel is mounted
onto the handle of the valve. The attached chain is
weighted on one end and has a paddle handgrip on
the other.

Once the valve is electrically energized, pulling
down on the paddle will open normally closed ver-
sions or close normally open versions.

Maxon valve's free-handle design permits valve to
trip to its rest position on any power interruption.

Wheel and chain assembly includes a length of
chain to position the paddle handgrip slightly below
pipe centerline. A standard length of 7 feet of chain is
included with CP and larger valve sizes and 5 feet is
included with all other valves. Extra chain (in one foot
increments) may be specified to fit your specific
location.

NOTE: Overhead wheel & chain can only be mounted
on swinging gate valves with the top assembly
position TO.

Approximate envelope dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Swinging gate valves Rising stem valves

Page 6200-S-10 Hazardous Location Valves

2.31 dia.

12.19 
Maximum

6.94

4.06

7.25

12.19
Maximum

5.25
Maximum
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Maintenance Instructions

Example of a gas piping diagram for leak test

2/00

CAUTION: Valve leak testing should be under-
taken only by trained and experienced personnel.
Instructions provided by the company and/or
individuals responsible for the manufacture and/or
overall installation of complete system incorporat-
ing Maxon valves take precedence over these
provided by Maxon. If Maxon instructions conflict
with any codes or regulations, contact Maxon
Corporation before attempting this procedure.

Valve leak test should be performed on a
quarterly basis to assure continued safe and
reliable operation. Each valve should be checked
with available line pressure. Absolute zero leakage
may not be obtained in the field. Any valve that
exceeds the allowable leakage, as set forth by your
local codes or insurance requirements (15 bubbles
per minute), should be removed from service and
your Maxon representative should be contacted.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104 Class
VI seat leakage when it leaves our plant.

Suggested leak test procedure for
double-blocking shut-off valves (without
vent line)
(a) Shut down combustion system per manufacturer’s

recommended procedure.
(b) Close manual valves A and B.
(c) Visually inspect to verify that shut-off valves #1

and #2 are closed.
(d) Remove the 1/4” pipe plug from downstream side

of shut-off valve #1. Install leak test apparatus.
Safely vent any trapped gas pressure.

(e) Open manual shut-off valve A, then close leak
test apparatus. Insert tube into a container of
water just below the surface.

(f) Open test apparatus and test valve for leakage.
As a guideline, valve should be tested for 2
minutes per inch of pipe diameter. Large diameter
pipes or long piping runs between shut-off valves
may need additional testing time.

(g) If valve testing indicates leakage exceeding 15
bubbles per minute, perform pre-operational
exercising as outlined on Page 6200-S-2 and
retest the valve. If valve continues to exceed
allowable leakage limit, remove from service and
contact Maxon.

Example of a wiring diagram for leak test

Hot

Shut-off 
Valve #1

Neutral

Shut-off 
Valve #2

LS-SV

From Flame
Safeguard

Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

NOTES:
Push button must be tamper resistant.

LS-SV – Closes when Shut-off Valve #1
is fully open.

The “From Flame Safeguard” line is
energized only when all conditions for
safe operation have been satisfied.

Manual 
Valve

A Manual 
Valve

B

Shut-off
Valve

#1

Shut-off
Valve

#2

Gas Pressure
Regulator

To Combustion
System

LGP
Switch

HGP
Switch

Strainer

Drip
Leg
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Manual
Valve

A Manual
Valve

B

Shut-off
Valve

#1

Vent
Valve

Drip
Leg

Strainer

Shut-off Valve #2

Gas Pressure
Regulator

To Combustion
System

LGP
Switch

HGP
Switch
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Suggested leak test procedure for double-blocking shut-off valves with vent line

Maintenance Instructions

Example of a gas piping diagram for leak test with vent line

Example of a wiring diagram for leak test  with vent line

(h) Secure test apparatus on valve #1.
(i) Remove the 1/4” pipe plug from downstream side

of shut-off valve #2. Install leak test apparatus.
(j) With an auxiliary power supply connected to valve

#1, open test apparatus and test valve for leak-
age. As a guideline, valve should be tested for 2
minutes per inch of pipe diameter. Large diameter
pipes or long piping runs between shut-off valves
may need additional testing time.

(k) If valve testing indicates leakage exceeding 15
bubbles per minute, perform pre-operational
exercising as outlined on Page 6200-S-2 and

retest the valve. If valve continues to exceed
allowable leakage limit, remove from service and
contact Maxon.

(l) Secure test apparatus on valve #2.
(m) Upon completion of valve leak testing, test all

other safety interlocks per manufacturer’s instruc-
tions and verify they are operational.

(n) Restore combustion system to operational
condition. Be sure to remove all auxiliary power
supplies and jumpers that may have been used
during testing.

Suggested leak test procedure for double-blocking shut-off valves (without vent line) - continued

If vent valve is
present, use auxil-
iary power supply to
power vent valve to
closed position
during this test
procedure. Follow
test instructions
above. Once test is
complete, be sure
vent valve is re-
stored to normal
operation.

Hot

LS-VV

LS-SV

From Flame
Safeguard

Shut-off Valve #2
Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

Shut-off Valve #1
Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

Shut-off
Valve #2

Shut-off
Valve #1

Vent
Valve

NeutralNOTES:
Push button must be tamper
resistant.

LS-VV – Closes when Vent
Valve is fully closed

LS-SV – Closes when Shut-
off Valve #1 is fully open.

The “From Flame Safe-
guard” line is energized only
when all conditions for
safe operation have been
satisfied.
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Assembly Numbers
Series 808NI Shut-Off Valves

esolcpirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,desolcyllamroN

&eziSevlaV
Cv rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(rebmuNylbmessA
seireS

noitangiseD
]1[ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

"57.
Cv 02=

IN80857. IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

26692
76692
87692

03713
53713

---
521 12

"1
Cv 02=

IN8081

IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

36692
86692
97692

13713
63713

---
521 32

S-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

27692
57692
83003

04713
34713

---

"52.1
Cv 54=

IN80852.1 IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

46692
96692
08692

23713
73713

---
001 32

"5.1
Cv 35=

IN8085.1

IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

56692
07692
18692

33713
83713

---
07 32

S-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

37692
67692
93003

14713
44713

---

"2
Cv 68=

IN8082

IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

66692
17692
28692

43713
93713

---

07

43

S-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

47692
77692
04003

24713
54713

---

IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

78983
98983
19983

88983
09983

---
53

"5.2
Cv 721=

IN8085.2 IN808 1-1 01081 61112 04 63

"3
Cv 371=

IN8083 IN808 1-1 11081 71112 03 83

ylbmessaevlavsihtniseidobdradnatseradlobniseilbmessa-busydobevlaV]1[

.sdionelosCAV06/05-511evidnecnI-noNedulcniseilbmessaesehT
.sisylanaleufruoyhtiwnoxaMtcatnoC.denoitcnasebyamsdiuqildnasesagrehtO

sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS )sevlavydobleetseranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:

• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minumum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage

• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging
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Assembly Numbers
Series 808NI Shut-off Valves

esolcpirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,desolcyllamroN

C&eziSevlaV v
rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(rebmuNylbmessA
seireS

noitangiseD
]1[ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

"5.2
PC

Cv 403=
IN808PC5.2

PC-IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

86953
17953
47953

68953
98953

---

05

44

PC-IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

99983
30093
70093

00093
40093

---
36

PCS-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

26114
36114
87114

07114
17114

---

"3
PC

Cv 234=
IN808PC3

PC-IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

96953
27953
57953

78953
09953

---

04

84

PC-IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

10093
50093
90093

20093
60093

---
57

PCS-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

68114
78114
20214

49114
59114

---

"4
PC

Cv 155=
IN808PC4

PC-IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

07953
37953
67953

88953
19953

---
04 98

PCS-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

01214
11214
62214

81214
91214

---

"6
Cv 567=

IN8086

IN808
1-1
2-1
2-3

30492
60492
23003

50492
80492

---
03 341

S-IN808
1-2
2-2
2-4

07214
17214
47214

27214
37214

---

ylbmessaevlavsihtniseidobdradnatseradlobniseilbmessa-busydobevlaV]1[

.sdionelosCAV06/05-511evidnecnI-noNedulcniseilbmessaesehT
.sisylanaleufruoyhtiwnoxaMtcatnoC.denoitcnasebyamsdiuqildnasesagrehtO

sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS .)sevlavydobleetseranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:

• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minumum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage

• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging
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Assembly Numbers
Series 5000NI Shut-Off Valves

esolcpirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,desolcyllamroN

C&eziSevlaV v

rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(rebmuNylbmessA
seireS

noitangiseD
]1[ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

"57.
Cv 02=

IN000557. IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

26692
76692
87692

03713
53713

521 32

"1
Cv 02=

IN00051

IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

36692
86692
97692

13713
63713

---
521 42

S-IN0005
1-2
2-2
2-4

27692
57692
83003

04713
34713

---

"52.1
Cv 54=

IN000552.1 IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

46692
96692
08692

23713
73713

---
001 52

"5.1
Cv 35-

IN00055.1

IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

56692
07692
18692

33713
83713

---
07 72

S-IN0005
1-2
2-2
2-4

37692
67692
93003

14713
44713

---

"2
Cv 68=

IN00052

IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

66692
17692
28692

43713
93713

---

07

63

S-IN0005
1-2
2-2
2-4

47692
77692
04003

24713
54713

---

IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

78983
98983
19983

88983
09983

---
45

"5.2
Cv 721=

IN00055.2 IN0005 1-1 01081 61112 04 93

"3
Cv 371=

IN00053 IN0005 1-1 11081 71112 03 04

ylbmessaevlavsihtniseidobdradnatseradlobniseilbmessa-busydobevlaV]1[

.srotomdnasdionelosCAV06/05-511evidnecnI-noNedulcniseilbmessaesehT
.sisylanaleufruoyhtiwnoxaMtcatnoC.denoitcnasebyamsdiuqildnasesagrehtO

sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS )sevlavydobleetseranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minumum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature

• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch

• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Page 6200-A/P-4 Hazardous Location Valves

Assembly Numbers
Series 5000NI Shut-off Valves

esolcpirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,desolcyllamroN

C&eziSevlaV v
rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(rebmuNylbmessA
seireS

noitangiseD
]1[ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

PC"5.2
Cv 403=

IN0005PC5.2

PC-IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

86953
17953
47953

68953
98953

---

05

44

PC-IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

99983
30093
70093

00093
40093

---
86

PCS-IN0005
1-2
2-2
2-4

26114
36114
87114

07114
17114

---

PC"3
Cv 234=

IN0005PC3

PC-IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

96953
27953
57953

78953
09953

---

04

94

PC-IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

10093
50093
90093

20093
60093

---
86

PCS-IN0005
1-2
2-2
2-4

68114
78114
20214

49114
59114

---

PC"4
Cv 155=

IN0005PC4

IN0005
1-1
2-1
2-3

07953
37953
67953

88953
19953

---
04 72

PCS-IN0005
1-2
2-2
2-4

01214
11214
62214

81214
91214

---
ylbmessaevlavsihtniseidobdradnatseradlobniseilbmessa-busydobevlaV]1[

.srotomdnasdionelosCAV06/05-511evidnecnI-noNedulcniseilbmessaesehT
.sisylanaleufruoyhtiwnoxaMtcatnoC.denoitcnasebyamsdiuqildnasesagrehtO

sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS .)sevlavydobleetseranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(

Segment choices are as follows for configured products:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minumum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing

• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Assembly Numbers
Series STO-MNI Vent Valves

nepopirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,nepoyllamroN

eziSevlaV
C& v rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(rebmuNylbmessA
seireS

noitangiseD
]1[ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

"57.
Cv 02=

INMOTS57. INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

40792
80792
44003

45713
85713

---
521 12

"1
Cv 02=

INMOTS1

INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

50792
90792
54003

55713
95713

---
521 32

S-INM-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

21792
51792
84003

26713
56713
84003

"5.1
Cv 35=

INMOTS5.1

INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

60792
01792
64003

65713
06713

---
07 32

S-INM-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

31792
61792
94003

36713
66713

---

"2
Cv 68=

INMOTS2

INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

70792
11792
74003

75713
16713

---

07

43

S-INM-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

41792
71792
05003

46713
76713

---

INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

39983
59983
79983

49983
69983

---
53

PC"5.2
Cv 403=

INMOTSPC5.2

PC-INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

50063
80063
11063

32063
62063

---

05

44

PC-INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

11093
51093
91093

21093
61093

---
36

PCS-INM-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

46114
56114
97114

27114
37114

---

PC"3
Cv 234=

INMOTSPC3

PC-INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

60063
90063
21063

42063
72063

---

04

84

PC-INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

31093
71093
12093

41093
81093

---
57

PCS-INM-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

88114
98114
30214

69114
79114

---

PC"4
Cv 155=

INMOTSPC4

PC-INM-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

70063
01063
31063

52063
82063

---
04 98

PCS-INM-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

21214
31214
72214

02214
12214

---
ylbmessaevlavsihtniseidobdradnatseradlobniseilbmessa-busydobevlaV]1[

.sisylanaleufruoyhtiwnoxaMtcatnoC.denoitcnasebyamsdiuqildnasesagrehtO.sdionelosCAV06/05-511evidnecnI-noNedulcniseilbmessaesehT
sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS )sevlavydobleetseranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(

Segment choices are listed on page 6200-A/P-7
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Page 6200-A/P-6 Hazardous Location Valves

Assembly Numbers
Series STO-ANI Vent Valves

nepopirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,metsgnisir,nepoyllamroN

C&eziSevlaV v
rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(
ylbmessA
rebmuN

seireS
noitangiseD

]1[ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

"57.
Cv 02=

INAOTS57. INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

40792
80792
44003

45713
85713

---
521 12

"1
Cv 02=

INAOTS1

INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

50792
90792
54003

55713
95713

---
521 32

S-INA-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

21792
51792
84003

26713
56713

---

"5.1
Cv 35=

INAOTS5.1

INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

60792
01792
64003

65713
06713

---
07 32

S-INA-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

31792
61792
94003

36713
66713

---

"2
Cv 68=

INAOTS2

INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

70792
11792
74003

75713
16713

---

07

43

S-INA-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

41792
71792
05003

46713
76713

---

INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

39983
59983
79983

49983
69983

---
53

PC"5.2
Cv 403=

INAOTSPC5.2

PC-INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

50063
80063
11063

32063
62063

---

05

44

PC-INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

11093
51093
91093

21093
61093

---
36

PCS-INA-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

46114
56114
97114

27114
37114

---

PC"3
Cv 234=

INAOTSPC3

PC-INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

60063
90063
21063

42063
72063

---

04

84

PC-INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

31093
71093
12093

41093
81093

---
57

PCS-INA-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

88114
98114
30214

69114
79114

---

PC"4
Cv 155=

INAOTSPC4

PC-INA-OTS
1-1
2-1
2-3

70063
01063
31063

52063
82063

---
04 98

PCS-INA-OTS
1-2
2-2
2-4

21214
31214
72214

02214
12214

---
]1[ ylbmessaevlavsihtniseidobdradnatseradlobniseilbmessa-busydobevlaV

.sisylanaleufruoyhtiwnoxaMtcatnoC.denoitcnasebyamsdiuqildnasesagrehtO.sdionelosCAV06/05-511evidnecnI-noNedulcniseilbmessaesehT
sevlavydobdegnalferasaeradedahS )sevlavydobleetseranoitangisedS-htiwsevlav(

Segment choices are listed on page 6200-A/P-7
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Assembly Numbers
Series STO-MNI and STO-ANI Valves

For Series STO-MNI Valves: For Series STO-ANI Valves:

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VCS switch
• VOS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for
configured products:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid voltage
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Page 6200-A/P-8 Hazardous Location Valves

esolcpirt,teserlaunam,detautcayllacirtcele,etaggnigniws,desolcyllamroN

C&eziSevlaV v
rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(rebmuNylbmessA
seireS

noitangiseD
ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV

mirT ISNA OSI

"1
Cv 21=

IN0071
IN037 B-1 44272 95272 003

73
IN067 D-2 54272 16272 006

"52.1
Cv 71=

IN00752.1

IN037 B-1 64272 06272 003
04

IN067 D-2 74272 26272 006

CH"52.1
Cv 54=

S-IN037 D-2 45092 18553 006 04

Series 4730NI/4760NI Valves

esolcpirt,tesercitamotua,detautcayllacirtcele,etaggnigniws,desolcyllamroN

&eziSevlaV
Cv rotcaF

sevlaVdenoitcnaS
DPOM
)isp(

pihS
thgieW

).sbl(
ylbmessA
rebmuN

seireS
noitangiseD

ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV
mirT ISNA OSI

"1
Cv 21=

IN00741
IN0374 B-1 44272 95272 003

24
IN0674 D-2 54272 16272 006

"52.1
Cv 71=

IN007452.1

IN0374 B-1 64272 06272 003
24

IN0674 D-2 74272 26272 006

CH"52.1
Cv 54=

S-IN0374 D-2 45092 18553 006 24

Valve body sub-assemblies in bold are standard bodies in this valve assembly.
These assemblies include Non-Incendive 115-50/60 VAC solenoids. Other gases and liquids may be sanctioned. Contact Maxon with your
fuel analysis. Valves with -S designations are steel body valves.

Assembly Numbers
Series 730NI/760NI Valves

for oil and liquid service

For 700 Valves:
Segment choices are a follows for configured
products:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid rating
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Handle sideplate
• Tagging

For 4700 Valves:
Segment choices are a follows for configured
products:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Motor voltage
• Motor timing
• Solenoid rating
• Enclosure rating
• VOS switch
• VCS switch
• Terminal block
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

Key: VOS = Valve Open Switch
VCS = Valve Closed Switch

v = Volts
Hz = Hertz

sdioneloS

eziSevlaVnoxaM
>seireSdna ,"52.1,"1,"57.

"5.1&
;)S-(IN0005;)S-(IN808

)S-(INA-OTS;)S-(INM-OTS

"52.1&"1
IN0674;)S-(IN0374;IN067;)S-(IN037

"4&,"3,"5.2
;PC)S-(IN0005;PC)S-(IN808

PC)S-(INA-OTS

lacirtcelE
noitacificepS

"3&,"5.2,"2
;)S-(IN0005;)S-(IN808

)S-(INA-OTS;)S-(INM-OTS

"6
)S-(IN808

v511 zH06/05 02174 12174 22174

v032 zH06/05 32174 42174 52174

CDV42 1580401 0850401 *1850401

.IN808"6htiwelbaliavatoN*

sevlaVGS"2hguorht"1dnaSR"3hguorht"4/3delaeSyllacitemreH

rebmuNylbmessAhctiwSdlO
eziSevlaV

"1&"4/3 "4/1-1 "2/1-1 "3hguorht"2

86234)ON(1SOV)CN(1SCV 86234 14375 35375 65275

96234)ON(2SOV)CN(2SCV 96234 24375 45375 75275

37234/W17234YSAWS1SOV,1SCV 13375 34375 55375 85275

07234/W17234YSAWS1SOV,2SCV 23375 44375 65375 95275

37234/W27234YSAWS2SOV,1SCV 33375 54375 75375 06275

07234/W27234YSAWS2SOV,2SCV 43375 64375 85375 16275

Signal Switches

PC"4dna"3,"2/1-2delaeSyllacitemreH

rebmuNylbmessAhctiwSdlO
eziSevlaV

"2/1-2 "4dna"3

76234)ON(1SOV)CN(1SCV 76234 97375

06234)ON(2SOV)CN(2SCV 06234 08375

26234/W66234YSAWS1SOV,1SCV 57375 18375

16234/W66234YSAWS1SOV,2SCV 67375 28375

26234/W36234YSAWS2SOV,1SCV 77375 38375

16234/W36234YSAWS2SOV,2SCV 87375 48375
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

sevlaVcitamotuA–stiKerawdraHX4AMEN

seireSevlaVnoxaM
eziS&

&,"52.1,"1,"57.
"5.1

IN0005

"3&,"5.2,"2
IN0005
INA-OTS

"5.1&,"1,"57.
INA-OTS

"52.1&"1
)S-(IN0374

IN0674

tiKX4AMEN
rebmuNylbmessA

59674 69674

NEMA 4X rating pertains only to valve top assembly.

If additional protection is required, contact Maxon.

NEMA 4X Hardware Kits – Manual Valves
Must be returned to factory

stnenopmoCylbmessApoTlanretnIdnasrotarepOrotoM

>seireSdnaeziSevlaVnoxaM ,"5.1,"52.1,"1,"57.
"4&,"3,"5.2,"2

;IN0674;)S-(IN0374;)S-(IN0005
PC)S-(IN0005

,"1,"57.
"2&,"5.1

)S-(INA-OTS

"4&,"3,"5.2
PC)S-(INA-OTS

snoitacificepSlacirtcelErotarepOrotoM

gnimitdnoces2/1-2
zH06/05v511 ]1[22874 22874 ---

zH06/05v032 ]1[32874 32874 ---

gnimitdnoces6
zH06/05v511 42874 --- 42874

zH06/05v032 52874 --- 52874

gnimitdnoces41
zH06/05v511 62874 --- ---

zH06/05v032 72874 --- ---

sinoitpognimitdnoces2/1-2]1[ ton sevlavPCrofelbaliava

snoitpOteSegnalFnoinapmoC

noitpircseDegnalF
eziSeniLepiP

"2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6

nori,dedaerht,decaftalf,#521 28893 83302 14302 60202 ---

leets,dedaerht,decaftalf,#051 38893 93302 24302 80202 90202

leets,gnidlewno-pils,decaftalf,#051 48893 04302 34302 01202 11202

sdnuopnithgiewetamixorppA 02 22 42 53 64

.seilbmessaevlavydobdegnalfottestnuomotstlobdnastunyrassecenhtiwsteksagdnasegnalf)2(edulcnistesegnalF

Wheel & Chain Accessory Option
Extra chain (in one foot increments) – 00035
Standard chain length on CP and larger valves is 7
feet; all other valves is 5 feet



Bulletin 6300

4" Series 1220
1-1/2" Series 2010

1-1/4" Series 3320

• Air actuated valves shut off gas or oil lines in less than one second

• FM (Factory Mutual) approved for General Purpose and Hazardous Duty locations

• CGA (Canadian Gas Association) certified for General Purpose and Hazardous Duty locations
– Series 1000 and Series 2000 valves only

• Powerful spring-loaded air operators permit much higher differential pressure ratings
than are possible with listed electro-mechanical operators

• Gain application flexibility with 1/2" through 6" diameter line sizes, C
v
 factors up to 1230, and line

pressures up to 700 PSIG

• Internal trim options provided for special service lines

• Handle flowing fluid temperatures from -40°F (-40°C) to +550°F (+288°C) with ambient temperatures
from -40°F (-40°C) to +140°F (+60°C)

• Bodies designed to ASME/ANSI standards (ISO standards also available)

Maxon ACTIONAIR® Valves

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394



Series Designations and Available Sizes

Series 1000 – 3/4" to 6" rising stem bodies with normally-closed actuators are CGA (Canadian Gas Associa-
tion) certified and have FM (Factory Mutual) approval for use with air, natural gas, LP gases,
#1 and #2 fuel oils.

Series 2000 – 3/4" to 4" rising stem bodies with normally-open actuators are CGA (Canadian Gas Associa-
tion) certified and have FM (Factory Mutual) approval listings for use with air, natural gas, LP
gases, #1 and #2 fuel oils.

Series 3000 – 1/2" to 1-1/4" swinging gate bodies with normally-closed actuators have FM (Factory Mutual)
approval for use with #1, #2,# 4, and preheated #5 and #6 fuel oils.

Page 6302
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1-1/2" Series 1210

For quick opening or closing action

Maxon Valves with Air Actuators

Design Features and Operating Concepts

Normally-closed shut-off valves use 65 - 100 PSIG instrument air to open in
approximately four seconds, release of control air through 3-way solenoid valve
gives closure in less than one second.

Normally-open vent valves use 70 - 100 PSIG instrument air to close in
approximately four seconds after introduction of control air and will open in less
than one second upon release of control air.

ACTIONAIR® valve enclosures meet NEMA 1, 2, 3, 3R,  4 & 12; and CSA 2, 4
& 5.

All ACTIONAIR® Valves meet: Hazardous Duty ACTIONAIR® Valves meet:
Class I, Div. 2, Groups A, B, C, & D Class I, Div. 1, Groups C & D

Class II, Div. 2, Groups E, F, & G Class II, Div. 1, Groups E, F, & G
Class III, Div. 2, ID #T3B Class III, Div. 2, ID #T3B

ACTIONAIR® valve electrical components and accessories comply with UL
(Underwriters Laboratories) and CSA (Canadian Standards Association)
standards.

Rotatable top assembly for field piping convenience and lubrication-free body
design means minimal field maintenance.

Cast iron or cast steel bodies feature metal-to-metal seating that wears in,
not out. Straight-through flow path minimizes pressure drop through full open
swinging gate or rising-stem guillotine action bodies.

Large two-color open/shut indicator provides positive visual indication of
valve's body position.

All ACTIONAIR® valves have special service trim options available.

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394



ACTIONAIR® Valves Page 6303

Valve Body Capacities/Specifications
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Each complete valve assembly must include one of
these valve bodies, regardless of ultimate series
designation.

Flows through the valve body and resulting pres-
sure drops may be estimated by inserting your
specific conditions into following formula and using C

v

flow factors given for each valve body.

Gases: Q = (1360)  x Cv  x (P1+P2) (P1–P2)

G Tf 2

Liquids: V = Cv  x (P1–P2)

Gf

x

Where:
G = Gas specific gravity (air = 1.0)
G

f
= Specific gravity @ flowing temperature °F

P
1

= Inlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)
P

2
= Outlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)

Q = Cubic feet per hour @ 14.7 PSIA and 60°F
T

f
= Flowing temperature absolute (460° + °F)

V = Flow in U.S. gallons/minute

seidobevlavdesolc-yllamroN:1elbaT
ydoB

lairetaM
dnE

snoitcennoC
eziSepiP
sehcnIni

rotcaFvC
ydoB

]1[epyT

yarG
norI

dedaerhT

2/1 4.3 GS

4/3
6.9 GS

02 SR

1
21 GS

02 SR

4/1-1
71 GS

54 SR

2/1-1 35 SR

2 68 SR

2/1-2 403 SR

3 234 SR

degnalF

2 68 SR

2/1-2 403 SR

3 234 SR

4
155 SR

309 SR

6 0321 SR

tsaC
leetS

dedaerhT

2/1 4.3 GS

4/3 6.9 GS

1
21 GS

02 SR

4/1-1
71 GS

54 GS

2/1-1 35 SR

2 68 SR

degnalF

2/1-1 321 GS

2 812 GS

2/1-2 403 SR

3 234 SR

4
155 SR

309 SR

6 0321 SR

ydobetaggnigniwS=GS;ydobmetsgnisiR=SR]1[
sliatednoitcurtsnocrof3136egapgolataceeS

seidobevlavnepo-yllamroN:2elbaT
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 1 PSIG inlet pressures

Approximate pressure
drops for various valve
sizes and flows may be
determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop
for fuel flows should not
exceed 10% of inlet
pressure; however, for 2"
and smaller valves, the
drop should not exceed 5
PSIG, and for 2-1/2" and
larger size valves, must
not exceed 2.5 PSIG.

Select valve size on
basis of the lower of these
parameters to avoid critical
flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with Natural Gas at 5 PSIG inlet pressure
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Approximate pressure
drops for various valve
sizes and flows may be
determined by using this
graph.

Typically, pressure drop
for fuel flows should not
exceed 10% of inlet
pressure; however for 2"
and smaller valves, the
drop should not exceed 5
PSIG, and for 2-1/2" and
larger size valves, must
not exceed 2.5 PSIG.

Select valve size on
basis of the lower of these
parameters to avoid critical
flow conditions.
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Valve Body Capacities
with #2 Oil

To select a valve
for YOUR applica-
tion, use either C

v

factor calculations, or
this graph showing
approximate pres-
sure drop at various
flows of #2 oil.

Typically, pressure
drop for fuel flows
should not exceed
10% of inlet pres-
sure.

For preheated #5 or #6 oil, multiply
the required flow rate in GPH by the
factor given in the table at right, then
select a valve based upon that
equivalent flow of #2 oil and the
allowable drop.

Oil Grade #5 #6

ºF @ Inlet 125 160 122 140 180 210 220

Factor 1.43 1.11 2.86 2.00 1.25 1.11 1.05

For example: To size for 5 psi drop with a 3500 GPH flow of #6 oil
preheated to 140°F, the multiplier is "2". Equivalent flow of #2 oil is
then 3500 x 2, or 7000 GPH. Chart shows that a 5 psi drop will
require use of a valve body having a Cv factor of at least 45.
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Selection Data
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• For gas service
• Normally closed
• Rising stem body design

Series 1000

1-1/2" Series 1220

NOTE: All standard actuators require 115v 50/60 AC electrical signal to operate the air control
solenoid, which opens the valve assembly. Contact your Maxon representative for optional
electrical voltages.
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Selection Data

• For gas service
• Normally open
• Rising stem body design

Series 2000

Page 6308 ACTIONAIR® Valves

1-1/2" Series 2010

NOTE: All standard actuators require 115v 50/60 AC electrical signal to operate the air control
solenoid, which closes the valve assembly. Contact your Maxon representative for optional
electrical voltages.
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Selection Data

• For oil service
• Normally closed
• Swinging gate body design

Series 3000

8/94

1-1/4" Series 3320

NOTE: All standard actuators require 115v 50/60 AC electrical signal to operate the air control
solenoid, which opens the valve assembly. Contact your Maxon representative for optional
electrical voltages.
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Notes
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Rising Stem Body/Trim Specifications

All Maxon Rising Stem Gate Valves carry a two-
part trim identification (for example, Trim 1-1).

The first digit (a 1, 2, 3 or 4 before the hyphen)
identifies valve body and bonnet material as
shown in Table 1 below.

The second digit (a 1 or 2 after the hyphen)
identifies the specific internals used, as de-
scribed in Table 2 and identified in the sketches
at right.

Internal trim -1  is normally suitable for clean
fuel gases and oils (for example, natural gas,
propane, butane, clean atmosphere gases, #1
and #2 fuel oil).

Internal trim -2  may be required for such
gases as coke oven, refinery, town or off-gas.
Contact Maxon with specific fuel analysis for
prices and/or availability.

Normally closed and normally open threaded
and flanged body versions are identical in
material specifications.

The drawing at right carries item numbers
matching those in Table 2. This information is
furnished for identification only, not for ordering
parts.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of ACTIONAIR®

valve body or pneumatic actuator. Any field altera-
tions void all warranties.
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Swinging Gate Body/Trim Specifications

Trim identification of Maxon Swinging Gate Shut-
Off Valves is two-part. The first digit before the
hyphen is a number (1, 2, 3 or 4) identifying body
material as shown in Table 1 below. The second digit
after the hyphen identifies a trim utilizing the materials
indicated in Table 2 below.

Standard sanctioned valves incorporating a cast
iron body  will normally be identified by trim 1-B or 1-
D. Non-sanctioned valves with steel body  will nor-
mally be trim  2-D.

Non-listed services or unusual applications may
require upgrading of internal trim. Contact Maxon with
specific fuel analysis for price and availability.

The drawings shown carry item numbers matching
those in Table 2. This information is furnished for
identification only, not for ordering parts.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of ACTIONAIR®

valve body or pneumatic top actuator. Any field
alterations void all warranties.
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Swinging Gate Body/Trim Specifications

Typical construction of
1" through 2" screwed body valves

Typical construction of
1/2" through 3/4" screwed body valves

Typical construction of
1-1/2" through 2" flanged body valves
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Pipe Size

Example:

3/4" ACTIONAIR  1  0  1  1  –  HD  –  D  –  2E  –  TD

Body Function
1 = Normally-closed (gas)
2 = Normally-open (gas)
3 = Normally-closed (oil)

Body Type
0 = Iron body (listed)
1 = Iron body (unlisted)
2 = Steel body (listed)
3 = Steel body (unlisted)

Operator Type
1 = Automatic solenoid valve
2 = Manual solenoid valve
3 = Power-to-XXX solenoid valve

Operator Cylinder Designation
There are five designations (#1 – #5)
which are automatically selected with
actuator

Switch Identification
0 = None
1 = VCS-1 & VOS-1

(general purpose)
1H = VCS-1 & VOS-1

 (hermetically sealed)
1E = VCS-1 & VOS-1

(hazardous duty)
2 = VCS-2 & VOS-2

 (general purpose)
2H = VCS-2 & VOS-2

(hermetically sealed)
2E = VCS-2 & VOS-2

 (hazardous duty)

Solenoid Valve Voltage
A = AC voltage
D = DC voltage
NOTE: Nameplate shows
specific voltage

Operator Classification
GP = general purpose
HD = hazardous duty

ACTIONAIR® Valve Nameplate Designations

“TD” Trip Delay Unit
“HT” High Temperature

Body

For quotation or order entry, specify:

1. Quantity
2. Pipe size or fluid flow rate:

– Specific fluid service
– Maximum line pressure
– Fluid temperature
– Viscosity (if oil service)

3. Body function
4. Body type

5. End connection:
– Threaded ends
– Socket-welded nipples
– Flanged ends

6. Operator type
7. Operator classification
8. Solenoid valve voltage
9. Accessory options:

– Signal switch sets
– High temperature body
– Trip delay unit

10. Top assembly position:
– “R”, “L”, “TO” or “AW”
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Electrical Data

General
ACTIONAIR® Valves are air operated and the air

supply is controlled by a 115V 50/60 AC solenoid
valve wired directly into the control system.

Switch wiring diagrams (reproduced below) are
part of each valve assembly, summarizing electrical
data and wiring for a valve equipped with terminal
block and a full complement of optional switches.

Good practice normally dictates that auxiliary
switches in valves used for safety shut-off functions
should be used for signal duty only, not to operate
additional safety devices.

For normally closed versions
(Series 1000 & 3000)

VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end of
the closing stroke. VCS-1 is SPDT; VCS-2 is DPDT.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
opening stroke. VOS-1 is SPDT; VOS-2 is DPDT.

Switch amp ratings are shown on the schematic
wiring diagrams below. DO NOT EXCEED rated
amperage or total load shown.

Diagrams show valve in its normally closed (at rest)
position with a full complement of switches. The
indicated internal wiring is present only when the
appropriate auxiliary switches are specified.

Normally closed
Series 1000 & 3000
ACTIONAIR® Valves
(internal wiring schematic)

Power-to-Close
Series 1000 & 3000
ACTIONAIR® Valves
(internal wiring schematic)

WARNING: ACTIONAIR®

Valves equipped with
Power-to-Close actuator
assembly require electrical
power and compressed air
to be opened. The valve
will remain in the opened
position for a minimum of
15 minutes on loss of
power. The valve will return
to its normally closed
position with a loss of
cylinder air or continuous
power to the overriding
solenoid valve.
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Electrical Data (continued)

For normally open versions (Series 2000)
VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end

of the closing stroke. VCS-1 is SPDT; VCS-2 is
DPDT.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
opening stroke. VOS-1 is SPDT; VOS-2 is DPDT.

Switch amp ratings are shown on the schematic
wiring diagrams below. DO NOT EXCEED rated
amperage or total load shown.

Diagram shows valve in its normally open (at rest)
position with a full complement of switches. The
indicated internal wiring is present only when the
appropriate auxiliary switches are specified.

Normally open
Series 2000

ACTIONAIR® Valve
(internal wiring schematic)

Power-to-Open
Series 2000

ACTIONAIR® Valve
(internal wiring schematic)

WARNING: ACTIONAIR®

Valves equipped with
Power-to-Open actuator
assembly require electrical
power and compressed air
to be closed. The valve will
remain in the closed
position for a minimum of
15 minutes on loss of
power. The valve will return
to its normally open
position with a loss of
cylinder air or continuous
power to the overriding
solenoid valve.
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Approximate envelope dimensions for Series 1000 & 2000
(Nominal, in inches)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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8
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Fig. II - Iron bodied flanged valves are flat-faced ANSI Class #125.
Steel bodied flanged valves are flat-faced ANSI Class #150.
Special "raised face" ANSI Class #150 steel bodied valves are
available. Contact Maxon representative for cost and availability.
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Approximate envelope dimensions for Series 3000
(Nominal, in inches)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Fig. II - Steel bodied flanged valves are raised face ANSI Class #300
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Installation Instructions

E. Mount valve so
that open/shut
window indicator
[1] will be visible
to your operating
personnel.

F. Main system
shut-off should
always use a
manual leak-tight
upstream fuel
cock.

G. Time lag between
valve action and
fluid flow (or flame
response) is
reduced if valve is
located near the
burner (or outlet).

4. Wire the valve in
accordance with all
applicable codes and standards. Supply voltages
must agree with valve’s nameplate voltage within
-15%/+10% AC for proper operation. For electri-
cal wiring schematics, refer to appropriate Maxon
catalog literature and/or the wiring schematic
diagram affixed inside your valve’s access cover
plate.
A. The Maxon valve must be electrically

interlocked with your safety-limit devices in
accordance with all applicable codes, stan-
dards, and the authority having jurisdiction
over the safety requirements for your overall
system installation. Normally, Maxon valves
are electrically wired in series with all of your
safety-limit devices. Therefore, any one
device can cause the valve to react. Each
valve was production tested when manufac-
tured. If it now appears inoperative, make
sure it is being powered properly from and
through your control circuit.

B. Maintain integrity of Maxon top assembly
enclosure by using dust and water-tight
electrical connectors. Use cable-sealing grips
and strain-relief loops for any cord or cable.
Use internal sealing materials on all conduit
connections. Moisture can have a harmful
effect on valve internals if permitted to enter

12/99

1. Read complete instructions before proceeding
and do not discard packing materials until any/all
loose items are located. Also, make sure that the
installation of the Maxon valves will be in compli-
ance with all applicable governmental, insurance
and/or agency requirements or codes, such as
NFPA-70, National Electric Code, CSA C22.1,
Canadian Electric Code, etc.

2. General considerations:
A. Prior to shipment, each valve is operated

electrically and cycled at rated and 1-1/2
rated pressure while being leak tested. Every
Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104
Class VI Seat Leakage.

B. Inspect your valve for any shipping damage.
Contact Maxon Corporation with the valve’s
serial number (printed on the valve's name-
plate) for replacement and/or repair parts.

C. Read the nameplate on your valve. This
gives the maximum pressure, temperature
limitation, voltage requirements and service
conditions of your specific valve. DO NOT
exceed nameplate ratings.

D. Select mounting location carefully. Your
Maxon valve is designed to operate for many
years if installed in a location that is cool,
clean and dry.

3. Pipe the valve in the direction of the flow arrow
[3] on the valve body. The Maxon valve body can
shut off flow in one direction only.
A. Remove all thread and flange protectors

before installing valve in your service line.
B. Teflon tape acts as a lubricant and greatly

reduces the pipe wrench turning force re-
quired to seal the threads.

Take care not to overtighten threads as
this can damage the valve.

C. Good piping practice dictates that piping be
independently supported, so that valve bodies
are not placed in a bind. In addition, large
valves may require support.

D. Clean pipe lines of foreign materials before
installing valve into line.

For new installations, a gas filter or strainer shall be
installed in the fuel gas piping to protect the
downstream safety shut-off valves.

per NFPA 86-4-2.4.3 (1995)
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Page 6300-S-2 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

through wiring connectors. Make sure that all
access cover plates are in place and securely
fastened. All cover screws should be tight-
ened using an alternate cross corner tighten-
ing pattern to the values shown below.

While all covers are torqued at time of pro-
duction testing, torque should be rechecked
periodically to ensure adequate sealing
protection.

5. Pre-operational exercising:
Prior to initial fluid flow start-up and with upstream
manual cock still closed, operate the valve
electrically for 10-15 cycles. This not only pro-
vides an electrical check, but also wipes valve
body disc and seat free of accumulated foreign
matter.

6. Air actuated valves require clean, dry air at
designated pressures. Outlets and vents, where
present, should be protected from accidental
blockage.
NOTE: Although Maxon ACTIONAIR® Valves do
not require lubrication, they do contain Buna N
bellows diaphragms in the air actuator sub-
assembly. Quality of the compressed air supply
must not contain any lubricant that is not compat-
ible to Buna N elastomers. Although many
synthetic oils and additives have been publicized
for advanced lubricating characteristics in pneu-
matic systems, strict attention should be exer-
cised to avoid their use, even in small amounts.

7. Air-operated ACTIONAIR® Valves equipped with
the Power-to-Close or Power-to-Open actuator
assembly require electrical power and com-
pressed air to be actuated. The valve will remain
in the actuated position for a minimum of 15
minutes on loss of power. The valve will return to
its normal position with a loss of cylinder air or
continuous power to the overriding solenoid valve.

revoC )sbl-ni(euqroT

srevocssecca02-"52. 05
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ACTIONAIR® Valves Page 6300-S-3

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Top Assembly Rotation

Maxon valves can and should be ordered in a
configuration compatible with planned piping, but if
open/shut indicator window is not visible and/or valve
orientation is not proper, the top assembly can be
rotated in 90° increments around the valve body
centerline axis by the following procedure:
1. Shut off all electrical and pneumatic power

and close off upstream manual cock.
2. Remove wiring access cover plate [2] and

disconnect power lead wires. (Tag carefully for
later re-assembly.)

3. Remove conduit, electrical leads, and any air
line connections.

4. Note physical position of any signal switch
actuator wands on auxiliary signal switches (see
switch arrangement sketch).

5. Unscrew the two body bolts [4] screwed up from
the bottom to 1/4 inch. DO NOT completely
remove. These bolts secure the valve body [3] to
the valve’s top assembly housing [5].

6. Gently lift the top assembly [5] (not more than
1/4" in height); just enough to break the seal
between the valve body assembly and the rubber
gasket adhering to the bottom of the top housing.
This step may require loosening the stem
coupling [6] to permit components freedom of
movement.

WARNING: LIFTING TOO FAR MAY DISLODGE
SOME SMALL PARTS INSIDE THE TOP
HOUSING, REQUIRING COMPLEX RE-
ASSEMBLY AND RETESTING BY TRAINED
FACTORY PERSONNEL.

7. Remove the two body bolts [4] screwed up from
the bottom (were partially unscrewed in step 5).

8. Carefully rotate top assembly to the desired
position in a plane parallel to the top of the valve
body casting. Rotate the top housing about 30°
beyond this position, and then rotate it back.
Reposition the top housing back down onto the
valve body casting. This should align the open/
shut indicator with its window and provide proper
alignment of the internal mechanism.

9. Realign holes in valve body casting with the
corresponding tapped holes in the bottom of the
top assembly housing. Be sure the gasket is still
in place between the body and top housing.
Retighten the stem couplings.

12/99

Wiring Diagram

Auxiliary Switch Arrangement

A– Number Coded Wires H– Mounting Screws
B– Rubber Grommet I – Spring Retainer Extension
C– Mounting Screws J– Switch Wand
D– Normal (de-energized) K– Actual (energized)

Position Switch Position Switch
E– Insulating Barrier L– Switch Wand
F– Bracket Mounting Pad M–Switch Mounting Bracket
G– Drive Pin & Locating Hole N– Gasket
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Page 6300-S-4 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Top Assembly Rotation (cont'd.)

10. Reinsert the body bolts up from the bottom
through the body and carefully engage threads of
the top assembly. Tighten securely.

11. Reconnect conduit, electrical leads, and all
pneumatic lines, then check that signal switch
wands are properly positioned and that open/shut
indicator moves freely. Failure to correct any
such misalignment can result in extensive
damage to the internal mechanism of your
valve.

12. Energize valve and cycle several times from
closed to full open position. Also electrically trip
the valve in a partially opened position to prove
valve operates properly.

13. Replace and secure side cover access plate
and place valve in service.

Alternate Top Assembly Positions

revoC )sbl-ni(euqroT

srevocssecca02-"52. 05

“R” “TO” “AW”“L”

Maxon Maxon

Four top assembly positions are available for
most Maxon valves. When looking at the open/shut
window indicator of a valve assembly, the motor (for
motorized version), or the operating handle (for
manual version), will be on the left side of the top
assembly. The valve body is on the bottom. From this

view, the unidirectional valve body and the arrow on
the valve body casting points in direction of fluid flow:
to the right (position "R"), to the left (position "L"),
towards you (position "TO") or away from you (posi-
tion "AW"). With smaller size swinging gate valve
bodies, only position "R" and position "TO" may be
used.
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Operating Instructions

All manual reset valves may be operated manu-
ally when solenoid is electrically energized, but
electrical tripping is recommended for normal shut-
downs.

Manual reset valves require two positive actions
to open: a half rotation of handle to latch internal
mechanism, and a reversed half rotation of handle to
open valve. This refers to normally closed valves.
With normally open valves, the procedure is the
same, but the valve body position (i.e., open or
closed) is opposite to the normally closed version.

Normally closed motorized valves begin open-
ing cycle immediately upon being powered; motor
runs only until full open position is reached. Normally
open valves begin to close immediately, and motor
runs until fully closed position is reached.

Refer to appropriate catalog bulletin and specifi-
cation page for operating sequence applying to your
specific valve. Never operate valve until all essen-
tial allied equipment is operative and any neces-
sary purges completed. Failure of pneumatically
operated valve to operate normally indicates that it is
not powered. Check this first! Then check air control
solenoid and/or cylinder air supply.

Main system shut-off should always be accom-
plished with an upstream leak-tight manual fuel
cock.

All Maxon valves react within a fraction of a
second when de-energized. One cycle drop in electri-
cally supplied power can cause this reaction.

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation
ever become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, Muncie, IN 47302, Phone (765) 284-3304
FAX (765) 286-8394

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information to insure positive identification.

Page 6300-S-5ACTIONAIR® Valves
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Maintenance Instructions

Maxon valves are endurance tested far in excess of
the most stringent requirements of the various ap-
proval agencies. They are designed for long life even
if frequently cycled, and to be as maintenance-free
and trouble-free as possible.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of ANSI B16.104 Class VI
Seat Leakage when it leaves our plant.

Top assembly components require no field
lubrication and should never be oiled.

Auxiliary switches, motors and solenoids, may be
replaced in the field.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of valve
body, top assembly or motor drive unit. Any
alterations void all warranties.

Valve leak test, performed with valve in line as
prescribed by jurisdictional authorities, is strongly
encouraged and should be done on a regularly
scheduled basis. In rare instances where valve shows
leakage, perform Pre-Operational Exercising (see
Installation Instructions) and retest. If leakage does
not stop, remove valve from service.

Maxon valves are designed to be used with
clean fluids. If foreign material is present in the
fuel line, it will be necessary to inspect the
valve to make certain it is operating properly. If
abnormal opening or closing is observed, the
valve should be removed from service. Contact
your Maxon representative for instructions.

Insurance authorities agree . . .
. . . that the safety of any industrial fuel burning

installation is dependent upon well-trained
operators who are able to follow instructions and
to react properly in cases of emergency. Their
knowledge of, and training on, the specific
installation are both vital to safe operation.

Safety controls may get out of order without the
operator becoming aware of it unless shutdowns
result. Production-minded operators have been
known to bypass faulty controls without reporting
the trouble.

Continued safe operation of any installation is
then assured only if the plant management
carefully develops an exact schedule for regular
periodic inspection of all safety controls, insisting
that it then be rigidly adhered to.

A main gas shut-off cock should be located
upstream from all other fuel train piping compo-
nents and used to shut off all flow of fuel for
servicing and other shutdowns.

All safety devices should be tested at least
monthly* and more often if deemed advisable.
Periodic testing for tightness of manual or motor-
ized shut-off valve closure is equally essential.

*per NFPA 86-Appendix B-4 (1995)

Page 6300-S-6 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation
ever become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, Muncie, IN 47302, Phone (765) 284-3304
FAX (765) 286-8394

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information to insure positive identification.
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Auxiliary Signal Switches

Field Installation Instructions
NOTE: Instructions below are written for normally
closed valves. For normally open versions (STO-
MNI, STO-ANI, Fig. 1 & 2), reverse switch nomen-
clature. (VOS becomes VCS and vice versa.)

General: Shut off fuel supply upstream of valve, then
de-energize valve electrically.
– Remove top or side cover to provide access, being

careful not to damage gasket.
– Compare with illustrations at right to identify YOUR

valve type.
To replace existing switches:
– Note wand position and mounting hole location

carefully, then remove 2 screws and lift existing switch.
– Install replacement switch in same mounting holes on

bracket and verify correct wand position.
– Replace existing wiring one connection at a time,

following original route and placement.
To add switches to existing valve:
– Check illustrations at right. If your valve uses a switch

mounting bracket as in Fig. 1 & 2, mount switches to
bracket using the mounting holes appropriate for valve
type and size.

– Position bracket so VCS wand just touches top of
actuator, then move downward slightly, depressing
wand until switch clicks, then tighten mounting screws
to hold this position.

– Pin bracket by drilling 1/8" dia. holes 1/4" deep into
bracket mounting pad through drive pin holes, then tap
drive pin in until flush.

– Route wires to wiring compartment as shown,
then complete wiring connections and clean
out metal drilling chips from previous proce-
dure.

– Cycle valve, checking switch actuation points
carefully. (VCS actuates at top of stem stroke,
VOS at bottom.) Simultaneously the valve
body must be tested for switch continuity and
seat leakage. Bend VOS switch wands slightly
if necessary to insure valve is opening fully.

– Replace gasket and cover, then return valve
to service.

Fig. 1
.75" – 3" NI
non-CP

Remove
side cover plate.
Switches mount
on bracket. (See
"A" below)

Fig. 2
2.5" – 4" NI-CP
6" 808NI

Remove
side cover plate.
Switches mount
on bracket. (See
"B" below)

VOS switch
on front

VOS switch wand
should be actuated

from above.

VCS switch wand
should be actuated

from below.

Oil SOV &
2"-6" Gas

Bracket
Mounting
Slots

Drive
Pins

VCS switch mounts
on back of bracket

VOS switch
on front

1-1/2"

3/4", 1"
1-1/4"

A

For 1", 1.25" C.I.
& 2", 3" non-CP

Wand Position Mounting Brackets
3",4",6"(-2)

3",4",6"(-2)
2-1/2"(-2)

2-1/2"(-1)

VCS Switch
on back

Bracket
Mounting
Holes

B

12/99
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Electrical Data
ACTIONAIR® Valves

Normally Closed Valves

Normally closed
Series 1000 & 3000
ACTIONAIR® Valves
(internal wiring schematic)

Power-to-Close
Series 1000 & 3000
ACTIONAIR® Valves
(internal wiring schematic)

Page 6300-S-8 ACTIONAIR® Valves

WARNING: ACTIONAIR®

Valves equipped with
Power-to-Close actuator
assembly require electrical
power and compressed air
to be opened. The valve will
remain in the opened
position for a minimum of
15 minutes on loss of
power. The valve will return
to its normally closed
position with a loss of
cylinder air or continuous
power to the overriding
solenoid valve.
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Electrical Data
ACTIONAIR® Valves

Normally Open Valves

Normally open
Series 2000

ACTIONAIR® Valves
(internal wiring schematic)

Power-to-Open
Series 2000

ACTIONAIR® Valves
(internal wiring schematic)

WARNING: ACTIONAIR®

Valves equipped with
Power-to-Open actuator
assembly require electrical
power and compressed air
to be closed. The valve will
remain in the closed
position for a minimum of
15 minutes on loss of
power. The valve will return
to its normally open
position with a loss of
cylinder air or continuous
power to the overriding
solenoid valve.
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Notes
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Assembly Numbers

eziS "57. Cv 91=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 --- PG010157.

launaM 1201 --- PG020157.

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 --- SH010157.

SHlaunaM SH-1201 --- SH020157.

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 --- DH010157.

DHlaunaM DH-1201 --- DH020157.

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 --- PG011157.

launaM 1211 --- PG021157.

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 --- SH011157.

SHlaunaM SH-1211 --- SH021157.

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 --- PG031157.

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 --- SH031157.

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 --- DH011157.

DHlaunaM DH-1211 --- DH021157.

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 --- DH031157.

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 86473

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 58473

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

.75" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, threaded body

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

eziS 1" Cv 02=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01011

launaM 1201 1221 PG02011

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01011

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02011

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01011

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02011

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01111

launaM 1211 1231 PG02111

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01111

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02111

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03111

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03111

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01111

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02111

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03111

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 86473

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 58473

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

1" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, threaded body

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

1.25" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, threaded body

eziS 52.1 " Cv 44=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 --- PG010152.1

launaM 1201 --- PG020152.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 --- SH010152.1

SHlaunaM SH-1201 --- SH020152.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 --- DH010152.1

DHlaunaM DH-1201 --- DH020152.1

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 --- PG011152.1

launaM 1211 --- PG021152.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 --- SH011152.1

SHlaunaM SH-1211 --- SH021152.1

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 --- PG031152.1

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 --- SH031152.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 --- DH011152.1

DHlaunaM DH-1211 --- DH021152.1

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 --- DH031152.1

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 19783

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 92883

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

eziS 5.1 " Cv 35=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01015.1

launaM 1201 1221 PG02015.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01015.1

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02015.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01015.1

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02015.1

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01115.1

launaM 1211 1231 PG02115.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01115.1

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02115.1

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03115.1

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03115.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01115.1

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02115.1

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03115.1

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 33883

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 35883

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

1.5" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, threaded body

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

2" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem

eziS 2" Cv 68=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01012

launaM 1201 1221 PG02012

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01012

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02012

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01012

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02012

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01112

launaM 1211 1231 PG02112

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01112

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02112

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03112

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03112

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01112

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02112

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03112

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 30983

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 70983

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Page 6300-A/P-6 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers

eziS 5.2 " Cv 403=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01015.2

launaM 1201 1221 PG02015.2

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01015.2

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02015.2

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01015.2

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02015.2

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01115.2

launaM 1211 1231 PG02115.2

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01115.2

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02115.2

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03115.2

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03115.2

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01115.2

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02115.2

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03115.2

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 30873

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 40873

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 50873

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 60873

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 27783

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 67783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

2.5" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

3" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem

eziS 3" Cv 234=
noitangiseDseireS

ylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01013

launaM 1201 1221 PG02013

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01013

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02013

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01013

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02013

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01113

launaM 1211 1231 PG02113

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01113

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02113

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03113

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03113

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01113

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02113

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03113

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 30873

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 40873

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 50873

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 60873

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 27783

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 67783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Page 6300-A/P-8 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers

eziS 4" Cv 155=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01014

launaM 1201 1221 PG02014

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01014

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02014

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01014

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02014

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01114

launaM 1211 1231 PG02114

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01114

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02114

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03114

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03114

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01114

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02114

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03114

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 30873

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 40873

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 50873

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 60873

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 27783

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 67783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

4" Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, flanged body

Segment choices are as follows for
configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for
"Power-to-Close" configured ACTIONAIR®

Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

4" HC Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, flanged body

eziS CH"4 Cv 309=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG0101CH4

launaM 1201 1221 PG0201CH4

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH0101CH4

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH0201CH4

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH0101CH4

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH0201CH4

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG0111CH4

launaM 1211 1231 PG0211CH4

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH0111CH4

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH0211CH4

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG0311CH4

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH0311CH4

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH0111CH4

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH0211CH4

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH0311CH4

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 30873

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 40873

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 50873

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 60873

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 08783

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 48783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Page 6300-A/P-10 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers

eziS CH"6 Cv 0321=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1101 1121 PG01016

launaM 1201 1221 PG02016

SHcitamotuA SH-1101 SH-1111 SH01016

SHlaunaM SH-1201 SH-1221 SH02016

DHcitamotuA DH-1101 DH-1121 DH01016

DHlaunaM DH-1201 DH-1221 DH02016

detsilnU

citamotuA 1111 1131 PG01116

launaM 1211 1231 PG02116

SHcitamotuA SH-1111 SH-1131 SH01116

SHlaunaM SH-1211 SH-1231 SH02116

esolC-ot-rewoP 1311 1331 PG03116

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1311 SH-1331 SH03116

DHcitamotuA DH-1111 DH-1131 DH01116

DHlaunaM DH-1211 DH-1231 DH02116

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1311 DH-1331 DH03116

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 30873

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 40873

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 50873

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 60873

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 88783

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 29783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

6" HC Series 1000: Normally closed, rising stem, flanged body

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

.75" Series 2000: Normally open, rising stem, threaded body

eziS "57. Cv 91=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1102 --- PG010257.

launaM 1202 --- PG020257.

SHcitamotuA SH-1102 --- SH010257.

SHlaunaM SH-1202 --- SH020257.

DHcitamotuA DH-1102 --- DH010257.

DHlaunaM DH-1202 --- DH020257.

detsilnU

citamotuA 1112 --- PG011257.

launaM 1212 --- PG021257.

SHcitamotuA SH-1112 --- SH011257.

SHlaunaM SH-1212 --- SH021257.

DHcitamotuA DH-1112 --- DH011257.

DHlaunaM DH-1212 --- DH021257.

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 72573

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 38783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Page 6300-A/P-12 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers

1" Series 2000: Normally open, rising stem, threaded body

eziS 1" Cv 02=
noitangiseDseireS

srebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1102 1122 PG01021

launaM 1202 1222 PG02021

SHcitamotuA SH-1102 SH-1122 SH01021

SHlaunaM SH-1202 SH-1222 SH02021

DHcitamotuA DH-1102 DH-1122 DH01021

DHlaunaM DH-1202 DH-1222 DH02021

detsilnU

citamotuA 1112 1132 PG01121

launaM 1212 1232 PG02121

SHcitamotuA SH-1112 SH-1132 SH01121

SHlaunaM SH-1212 SH-1232 SH02121

DHcitamotuA DH-1112 DH-1132 DH01121

DHlaunaM DH-1212 DH-1232 DH02121

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 72573

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 38783

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

1.5" Series 2000: Normally open, rising stem, threaded body

eziS "5.1 Cv 35=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1102 1122 PG01025.1

launaM 1202 1222 PG02025.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1102 SH-1122 SH01025.1

SHlaunaM SH-1202 SH-1222 SH02025.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1102 DH-1122 DH01025.1

DHlaunaM DH-1202 DH-1222 DH02025.1

detsilnU

citamotuA 1112 1132 PG01125.1

launaM 1212 1232 PG02125.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1112 SH-1132 SH01125.1

SHlaunaM SH-1212 SH-1232 SH02125.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1112 DH-1132 DH01125.1

DHlaunaM DH-1212 DH-1232 DH02125.1

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 15883

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 56883

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Page 6300-A/P-14 ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers

2" Series 2000: Normally open, rising stem

eziS "2 Cv 68=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1102 1122 PG01022

launaM 1202 1222 PG02022

SHcitamotuA SH-1102 SH-1122 SH01022

SHlaunaM SH-1202 SH-1222 SH02022

DHcitamotuA DH-1102 DH-1122 DH01022

DHlaunaM DH-1202 DH-1222 DH02022

detsilnU

citamotuA 1112 1132 PG01122

launaM 1212 1232 PG02122

SHcitamotuA SH-1112 SH-1132 SH01122

SHlaunaM SH-1212 SH-1232 SH02122

DHcitamotuA DH-1112 DH-1132 DH01122

DHlaunaM DH-1212 DH-1232 DH02122

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 50983

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 90983

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-20 & 6300-A/P-21
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Assembly Numbers

.375" Series 3000: Normally closed, swinging gate, threaded body

eziS "573. Cv 4.3=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI

detsiL

citamotuA 1103 PG0103573.

launaM 1203 PG0203573.

SHcitamotuA SH-1103 SH0103573.

SHlaunaM SH-1203 SH0203573.

DHcitamotuA DH-1103 DH0103573.

DHlaunaM DH-1203 DH0203573.

detsilnU

citamotuA 1113 PG0113573.

launaM 1213 PG0213573.

SHcitamotuA SH-1113 SH0113573.

SHlaunaM SH-1213 SH0213573.

esolC-ot-rewoP 1313 PG0313573.

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1313 SH0313573.

DHcitamotuA DH-1113 DH0113573.

DHlaunaM DH-1213 DH0213573.

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1313 DH0313573.

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 33883

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 35883

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-22 & 6300-A/P-23
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ACTIONAIR® ValvesPage 6300-A/P-16

Assembly Numbers

.5" Series 3000: Normally closed, swinging gate, threaded body

eziS "5. Cv 4.3=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1103 2123 PG01035.

launaM 1203 2223 PG02035.

SHcitamotuA SH-1103 SH-2123 SH01035.

SHlaunaM SH-1203 SH-2223 SH02035.

DHcitamotuA DH-1103 DH-2123 DH01035.

DHlaunaM DH-1203 DH-2223 DH02035.

detsilnU

citamotuA 1113 2133 PG01135.

launaM 1213 2233 PG02135.

SHcitamotuA SH-1113 SH-2133 SH01135.

SHlaunaM SH-1213 SH-2233 SH02135.

esolC-ot-rewoP 1313 2333 PG03135.

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1313 SH-2333 SH03135.

DHcitamotuA DH-1113 DH-2133 DH01135.

DHlaunaM DH-1213 DH-2233 DH02135.

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1313 DH-2333 DH03135.

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 33883

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 35883

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-22 & 6300-A/P-23
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Page 6300-A/P-17ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers
.75" Series 3000: Normally closed, swinging gate, threaded body

eziS "57. Cv 6.9=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1103 2123 PG010357.

launaM 1203 2223 PG020357.

SHcitamotuA SH-1103 SH-2123 SH010357.

SHlaunaM SH-1203 SH-2223 SH020357.

DHcitamotuA DH-1103 DH-2123 DH010357.

DHlaunaM DH-1203 DH-2223 DH020357.

detsilnU

citamotuA 1113 2133 PG011357.

launaM 1213 2233 PG021357.

SHcitamotuA SH-1113 SH-2133 SH011357.

SHlaunaM SH-1213 SH-2233 SH021357.

esolC-ot-rewoP 1313 2333 PG031357.

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1313 SH-2333 SH031357.

DHcitamotuA DH-1113 DH-2133 DH011357.

DHlaunaM DH-1213 DH-2233 DH021357.

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1313 DH-2333 DH031357.

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 33883

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 35883

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-22 & 6300-A/P-23

8/03
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ACTIONAIR® ValvesPage 6300-A/P-18

Assembly Numbers

1" Series 3000: Normally closed, swinging gate, threaded body

eziS 1" Cv 21=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1103 2123 PG01031

launaM 1203 2223 PG02031

SHcitamotuA SH-1103 SH-2123 SH01031

SHlaunaM SH-1203 SH-2223 SH02031

DHcitamotuA DH-1103 DH-2123 DH01031

DHlaunaM DH-1203 DH-2223 DH02031

detsilnU

citamotuA 1113 2133 PG01131

launaM 1213 2233 PG02131

SHcitamotuA SH-1113 SH-2133 SH01131

SHlaunaM SH-1213 SH-2233 SH02131

esolC-ot-rewoP 1313 2333 PG03131

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1313 SH-2333 SH03131

DHcitamotuA DH-1113 DH-2133 DH01131

DHlaunaM DH-1213 DH-2233 DH02131

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1313 DH-2333 DH03131

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 30983

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 70983

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-22 & 6300-A/P-23
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Page 6300-A/P-19ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers
1.25" Series 3000: Normally closed, swinging gate, threaded body

eziS "52.1 Cv )CHrof54(71=
noitangiseDseireS

rebmuNylbmessA
norI leetS

detsiL

citamotuA 1103 2123 PG010352.1

launaM 1203 2223 PG020352.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1103 SH-2123 SH010352.1

SHlaunaM SH-1203 SH-2223 SH020352.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1103 DH-2123 DH010352.1

DHlaunaM DH-1203 DH-2223 DH020352.1

detsilnU

citamotuA 1113 2133 PG011352.1

launaM 1213 2233 PG021352.1

SHcitamotuA SH-1113 SH-2133 SH011352.1

SHlaunaM SH-1213 SH-2233 SH021352.1

esolC-ot-rewoP 1313 2333 PG031352.1

SHesolC-ot-rewoP SH-1313 SH-2333 SH031352.1

DHcitamotuA DH-1113 DH-2133 DH011352.1

DHlaunaM DH-1213 DH-2233 DH021352.1

DHesolC-ot-rewoP DH-1313 DH-2333 DH031352.1

straPerapS

hctiwS
steS

)PG(1-SCV/1-SOV 33483

)PG(2-SCV/2-2OV 43483

)SH(2-SCV/1-SOV 53483

)SH(2-SCV/2-SOV 63483

)DH(1-SCV/1-SOV 30983

)DH(2-SCV/2-SOV 70983

delaeSyllacitemreH=SH;ytuDsuodrazaH=DH;esopruPlareneG=PG:YEK

Segment choices are as follows for configured
ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Solenoid valve body and tubing material
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Time delay
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Segment choices are as follows for "Power-to-
Close" configured ACTIONAIR® Valves:
• Fuel
• Body trim
• Body connection
• Minimum fuel/ambient temperature
• Maximum fuel temperature
• Maximum ambient temperature
• Primary solenoid voltage
• Secondary solenoid voltage
• Cylinder pressure
• Enclosure rating
• VOS & VCS switch
• Top assembly position
• Tagging

Descriptions of segment choices are listed on pages 6300-A/P-22 & 6300-A/P-23

8/03
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sevlaVRIANOITCA0002&0001seireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF leuffoepyT

RIA riA

MMA ainommA

TUB saGenatuB

CEKOC )naelc(saGnevOekoC

DEKOC )ytrid(saGnevOekoC

LED detsubmoCocleD

GID saGretsegiD

ODNE 203AGAcimrehtodnE

OXE cimrehtoxE

CDYH )naelc(saGnegordyH

DDYH )llecmgarhpaid(saGnegordyH

DGFM saGderutcafunaM

TAN saGlarutaN

TIN saGnegortiN

HYXO erusserPhgiHnegyxO

LYXO erusserPwoLnegyxO

PORP saGenaporP

FER saGyrenifeR

RUOS saGlarutaNruoS

NWOT saGnwoT

MIRTYDOB mirtlanretniydobevlavfoepyT

11 mirT1-1

21 mirT2-1

12 mirT1-2

22 mirT2-2

23 mirT2-3

24 mirT2-4

NOITCENNOCYDOB noitcennocfoepyT

GLFFF_ISNA degnalFecaF-talFISNA

GLFFR_ISNA degnalFecaF-desiaRISNA

DRHT_ISNA dedaerhTISNA

GLFFF_NID degnalFecaF-talFNID

GLFFR_NID degnalFecaF-desiaRNID

DRHT_0SI dedaerhTOSI

PIN delppiN

051_PIN segnalf#051/wdelppiN

003_PIN segnalf#003/wdelppiN

ERUTAREPMETTNEIBMA/LEUF.NIM
tneibmadnaleufmuminiM

timilerutarepmet
02GEN timilerutarepmetF02-

04GEN timilerutarepmetF04-

ERUTAREPMETLEUFMUMIXAM
leufmumixamfoeciohC

serutarepmet
521 timilerutarepmetC05/F521

041 timilerutarepmetC06/F041

ERUTAREPMETTNEIBMAMUMIXAM erutarepmettneibmamumixaM 041 timilerutarepmetC06/F041

ACTIONAIR® ValvesPage 6300-A/P-20

Assembly Numbers
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sevlaVRIANOITCA0002&0001seireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS )deunitnoc(

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EGATLOVEVLAVDIONELOSMIRP
evlavdionelosyramirpfoeciohC

egatlov

05V511 zH05V511

06V511 zH06V511

CDV021 CDV021

05V032 zH05V032

06V032 zH06V032

CDV42 CDV42

EGATLOVEVLAVDIONELOSCES ylnosevlavesolC-ot-rewoP
05V511 zH05V511

06V511 zH06V511

ERUSSERPREDNILYC
sdnuopni(erusserprednilycfoeciohC

)hcnierauqsrep

56 ISP56

57 ISP57

58 ISP58

59 ISP59

L'TAMGNIBUT&YDOBVLVLOS
-ot-rewoPnoelbaliavatoneciohC

sevlavesolC
SS slairetamleetSsselniatS

DTS slairetamdradnatS

GNITARERUSOLCNE erusolcnepotfognitaR 4 detar4AMEN

HCTIWSSCV&SOV elbaliavasehctiwsfoepyT

ENON deredrohctiwsoN

1SOV_1SCV hctiws1-SOV/1-SCV

2SOV_2SCV hctiws2-SOV/2-SCV

YALEDEMIT
-ot-rewoProfelbaliavatoneciohC

sevlavesolC
ON detcelestoneciohC

NOITISOPYLBMESSAPOT noitisopylbmessapotydobevlaV

WA yawA

L tfeL

R thgiR

OT drawoT

GNIGGAT elbaliavagniggatfosepyT

WLA )no-eriw(munimulA

ENON gniggatoN

PSS )tnenamrep(leetSsselniatS

WSS )no-eriw(leetSsselniatS

GNITARDPOM
erusserpgnitarepomumixaM

gnitarlaitnereffid
detaluclaC ---

TNERRUCEVLAVDIONELOSMIRP evlavdionelosyramirpfotnerruC detaluclaC ---

TNERRUCEVLAVDIONELOSCES ylnosevlavesolC-ot-rewoP detaluclaC ---

TNERRUCYALEDEMIT
esolC-ot-rewoPotelbacilppatoN

sevlav
detaluclaC ---

SNOITCNASYCNEGA
esolC-ot-rewoPotelbacilppatoN

sevlav
detaluclaC ---

Page 6300-A/P-21ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers
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ACTIONAIR® ValvesPage 6300-A/P-22

Assembly Numbers

sevlaVRIANOITCA0003seireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS
emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED( noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUF leuffoepyT

MMA ainommA

LTUB )diuqil(enatuB

4PJ 4PJ

OREK enesoreK

LIO1ON liOleuF1.oN

LIO2ON liOleuF2.oN

LIO4ON liOleuF4.oN

HYXO erusserPhgiHnegyxO

LYXO erusserPwoLnegyxO

LIO4ONP liOleuF4.oN)detaeherP(

LIO5ONP liOleuF5.oN)detaeherP(
LIO6ONP liOleuF6.oN)detaeherP(

MAETS maetS

MIRTYDOB mirtlanretniydobevlavfoepyT

B1 mirTB-1

D1 mirTD-1

D2 mirTD-2

D3 mirTD-3

D4 mirTD-4

NOITCENNOCYDOB noitcennocfoepyT

DRHT_ISNA dedaerhTISNA

DRHT_0SI dedaerhTOSI

PIN delppiN

051_PIN segnalF#051/wdelppiN

003_PIN segnalF#003/wdelppiN

006_PIN segnalF#006/wdelppiN

ERUTAREPMETTNEIBMA/LEUF.NIM tneibmadnaleufmuminiM
timilerutarepmet

02GEN timilerutarepmetF02-

04GEN timilerutarepmetF04-

ERUTAREPMETLEUFMUMIXAM leufmumixamfoeciohC
serutarepmet

051 timilerutarepmetC56/F051

052 timilerutarepmetC021/F052

054 timilerutarepmetC032/F054

055 timilerutarepmetC092/F055

ERUTAREPMETTNEIBMAMUMIXAM erutarepmettneibmamumixaM 041 timilerutarepmetC06/F041

EGATLOVEVLAVDIONELOSMIRP evlavdionelosyramirpfoeciohC
egatlov

05V511 zH05V511

06V511 zH06V511

CDV021 CDV021

05V032 zH05V032

06V032 zH06V032

CDV42 CDV42

EGATLOVEVLAVDIONELOSCES ylnosevlavesolC-ot-rewoP
05V511 zH05V511

06V511 zH06V511

ERUSSERPREDNILYC ni(erusserprednilycfoeciohC
)hcnierauqsrepsdnuop

56 ISP56

57 ISP57

58 ISP58

59 ISP59
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Page 6300-A/P-23ACTIONAIR® Valves

Assembly Numbers

sevlaVRIANOITCA0003seireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS )deunitnoc(

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

L'TAMGNIBUT&YDOBVLVLOS
-ot-rewoPnoelbaliavatoneciohC

sevlavesolC
SS slairetamleetSsselniatS

DTS slairetamdradnatS

GNITARERUSOLCNE erusolcnepotfognitaR 4 detar4AMEN

HCTIWSSCV&SOV elbaliavasehctiwsfoepyT

ENON deredrohctiwsoN

1SOV_1SCV hctiws1-SOV/1-SCV

2SOV_2SCV hctiws2-SOV/2-SCV

YALEDEMIT
-ot-rewoProfelbaliavatoneciohC

sevlavesolC
ON detcelestoneciohC

NOITISOPYLBMESSAPOT noitisopylbmessapotydobevlaV

WA yawA

L tfeL

R thgiR

OT drawoT

GNIGGAT elbaliavagniggatfosepyT

WLA )no-eriw(munimulA

ENON gniggatoN

PSS )tnenamrep(leetSsselniatS

WSS )no-eriw(leetSsselniatS

GNITARDPOM
erusserpgnitarepomumixaM

gnitarlaitnereffid
detaluclaC ---

TNERRUCEVLAVDIONELOSMIRP evlavdionelosyramirpfotnerruC detaluclaC ---

TNERRUCEVLAVDIONELOSCES ylnosevlavesolC-ot-rewoP detaluclaC ---

TNERRUCYALEDEMIT
esolC-ot-rewoPotelbacilppatoN

sevlav
detaluclaC ---

SNOITCNASYCNEGA
esolC-ot-rewoPotelbacilppatoN

sevlav
MF lautuMyrotcaF
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ACTIONAIR® ValvesPage 6300-A/P-24

Assembly Numbers
Spare Items

seilbmessArednilyCriA
)sag(metSgnisiR 0001seireS 0002seireS 0311

eziS elytS )otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS )otua(CTP

57. DH,SH,PG

74973

51983

41983

1 DH,SH,PG

52.1 DH,SH,PG ---

5.1 DH,SH,PG
51983

2 DH,SH,PG

5.2 DH,SH,PG

90383

---

013833 DH,SH,PG

4 DH,SH,PG

CH4 DH,SH,PG 21383 31383

6 DH,SH,PG 41383 51383

)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS 0003seireS 0313

eziS elytS )otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS )otua(CTP

573. DH,SH,PG

74973 --- 41983

5. DH,SH,PG

57. DH,SH,PG

1 DH,SH,PG

52.1 DH,SH,PG

)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS 0003seireS 0313

eziS elytS )otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS )otua(CTP

573. DH,SH,PG ---

5. DH,SH,PG

61383 --- 71383
57. DH,SH,PG

1 DH,SH,PG

52.1 DH,SH,PG
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Page 6300-A/P-25ACTIONAIR® Valves

seilbmessAevlaVtsuahxEkciuQ
)sag(metSgnisiR 0001seireS 0002seireS 0311

eziS elytS )otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS )otua(CTP

57.
SH,PG

DH

81483

81483
04483

71483

71483
82483

61483

1
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

71483
82483

52.1
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

---
---

---
---

5.1
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

71483

71483
82483

2
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

71483
82483

5.2
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

34483
58593

---

74573
88593

3
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

34483
58593

74573
88593

4
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

34483
58593

74573
88593

CH4
SH,PG

DH
64973
19493

54483
78593

14373
29593

6
SH,PG

DH
64973
19593

54483
78593

14373
29593

)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS 0003seireS 0313

eziS elytS )otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS )otua(CTP

573.
SH,PG

DH

81483

81483
04483

--- 61483

5.
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

57.
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

1
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

52.1
SH,PG

DH
81483
04483

)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS 0003seireS 0313

eziS elytS )otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS )otua(CTP

573.
SH,PG

DH
--- --- --- --- ---

5.
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

17514
58593

--- ---
74573
88593

57.
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

17514
58593

--- ---
74573
88593

1
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

17514
58593

--- ---
74573
88593

52.1
SH,PG

DH
54973
09593

17514
58593

--- ---
74573
88593

Assembly Numbers
Spare Items
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Items

seilbmessAebuTdioneloS
)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
0001seireS 0002seireS )otua(CTP0311

)otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS SC SS
SC SS SC SS SC SS SC SS lycotlos losotlos lycotlos losotlos

57.
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

64483
77573

13514
72514

05573
94573

03514
92514

35573
98473

15573

---

1
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

64483
77573

13514
72514

05573
94573

03514
92514

35573
98473

52.1
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

--- --- --- ---
35573
98473

5.1
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

64483
77573

13514
72514

05573
94573

03514
92514

35573
98473

2
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

64483
77573

13514
72514

05573
94573

03514
92514

35573
98473

5.2
SH,PG

DH
17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

---

75573
09473

25573

3
SH,PG

DH
17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

75573
09473

4
SH,PG

DH
17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

75573
09473

CH4
SH,PG

DH
37573
76573

32514
71514

27573
66573

22514
61514

95573
35573

6
SH,PG

DH
57573
96573

52514
91514

47573
86573

42514
81514

16573
55573

)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
0003seireS )otua(CTP0313

)otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS SC SS
SC SS SC SS SC SS SC SS lycotlos losotlos lycotlos losotlos

573.
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

---

35573
98473

15573 ---

5.
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

35573
98473

57.
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

35573
98473

1
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

35573
98473

52.1
SH,PG

DH
76573
36573

71514
31514

66573
56573

61514
51514

35573
98473

)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS

0003seireS )otua(CTP0313

)otua(VOS )launam(VOS )otua(OTS )launam(OTS SC SS

SC SS SC SS SC SS SC SS lycotlos losotlos lycotlos lycotlos

573.
SH,PG

DH
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

---

5.
SH,PG

DH
17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

---

75573
09473

25573
57.

SH,PG
DH

17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

75573
09473

1
SH,PG

DH
17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

75573
09473

52.1
SH,PG

DH
17573
46573

12514
41514

07573
26573

02514
21514

75573
09473
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Items

)otua(VOS-seilbmessAevlaVdioneloS
0131&0121,0111,0101seireS)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021

57.
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

5.1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

2
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

5.2
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

3
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

4
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

CH4
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

6
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

0113seireS&0103seireS)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021

573.
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

5.
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

57.
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

0133seireS&0123seireS)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021

573.
SH,PG

DH
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

5.
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

57.
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
12883
74683

32883
94683

03175
82175

10393
04393

54175
34175

05175
84175

36175
16175

85175
65175

8/03
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Items

)launam(VOS-seilbmessAevlaVdioneloS
0231&0221,0211,0201seireS)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021

57.
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

5.1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

2
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

5.2
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

3
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

4
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

CH4
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

6
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

0213seireS&0203seireS)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021

573.
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

5.
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

57.
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

0233seireS&0223seireS)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021

573.
SH,PG

DH
--- --- --- --- --- ---

5.
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

57.
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
71883
34973

91883
28573

30393
43393

96175
76175

57175
37175

18175
97175
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Items

)otua(OTS-seilbmessAevlaVdioneloS
0132&0122,0112,0102seireS)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv42 CDv021

57.
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

1
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

5.1
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

2
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

5.2
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

3
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

4
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

CH4
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

6
SH,PG

DH
22883
84683

42883
05683

13175
92175

20393
14393

64175
44175

15175
94175

46175
26175

95175
75175

)launam(OTS-seilbmessAevlaVdioneloS
0232&0222,0212,0202seireS)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
SC SS

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021 05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032 CDv021

57.
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

1
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

5.1
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

2
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

5.2
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

3
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

4
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

CH4
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

6
SH,PG

DH
81883
18573

02883
89383

40393
53393

07175
66175

67175
27175

28175
87175

8/03
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Items

seilbmessAevlaVdioneloS
)otua(yramirp-CTP

0331seireS&0311seireS)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
SC

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032

57.
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

1
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

5.1
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

2
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

5.2
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

3
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

4
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

CH4
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

6
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

0313seireS)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032

573.
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

5.
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

57.
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

1
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
51883
75683

62175
52175

0333seireS)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032

573.
SH,PG

DH
--- ---

5.
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

57.
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

1
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

52.1
SH,PG

DH
51883
38573

62175
42175

seilbmessAevlaVdioneloS
)otua(yradnoces-CTP

0331seireS&0311seireS)sag(metSgnisiR

eziS elytS
SC

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032

57.
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

---

1
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

52.1
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

5.1
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

2
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

5.2
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

3
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

4
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

CH4
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

6
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

0313seireS)lio(deidobnori-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032

573.
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

---

5.
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

57.
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

1
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

52.1
SH,PG

DH
31883
55683

0333seireS)lio(deidobleets-etaGgnigniwS

eziS elytS
SC

05v511 06v511 05v032 06v032

573.
SH,PG

DH
---

---

5.
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

57.
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

1
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573

52.1
SH,PG

DH
31883
78573
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Maxon Series 8000 Air Actuated Valves

• Pneumatically actuated valves with powerful closing spring for reliable operation

• Compact design with integral solenoid, quick exhaust, switches and cylinder that protects components,
simplifies piping and minimizes space requirements

• Factory Mutual (FM) and CSA (6.5 C/I & 3.9) approved safety shut-off and vent valves

• Hazardous Location approved: Intrinsically Safe for Class I, Div. 1; Non-Incendive for Class I, Div. 2

• Top mounted 360-degree open-shut visual position indication

• Cast iron, carbon steel, low temperature carbon steel and stainless steel body assemblies  with internal
trim options to handle general purpose or corrosive gases; oxygen compatibility available

• Ambient temperature ranges of -40°F (-40°C) to 140°F (60°C); Gas temperature range of -40°F (-40°C) to
212°F (100°C)

• Application flexibility provided with 3/4" through 4" line sizes (6" size pending) & line pressures up to 255
psig

• Actuator assemblies are field-replaceable and available in 120VAC 50/60 Hz, 240VAC 50/60 Hz, and
24VDC, rated for NEMA 4, NEMA 4X and IP65

• Unique bonnet design eliminates packing adjustments, reducing maintenance and minimizing drag on
closing

• Series 8000 Valves meet Fluid Control Institute (FCI) 70-2-1998 control valve standard for Class VI seat
leakage
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Maxon Series 8000 Air Actuated Valves

Maxon Series 8000 Air Actuated Valves
combine a unique space-saving design with a
maintenance-free bonnet seal and a replaceable
actuator for easy installation and smooth,
trouble-free operation.

The valve's quick exhaust and powerful
closing spring provide valve closure in less
than one second and reliable, long-life operation.

Series 8000 Valve's compact design
simplifies piping design and minimizes space
requirements.

The field-replaceable actuator provides
easier maintenance and reduced downtime. The
actuator can also be rotated around the valve
body in 90° increments to fit your specific
application requirements.

A unique bonnet design eliminates packing
adjustments for reduced maintenance and
minimized drag on closing.

The top-mounted open-shut indicator is
visible from all angles for easy proof of valve
position.

2" Series 8000 Valve

Features & Benefits



Maxon Series 8000 Air Actuated Valves
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Normally-closed shut-off valves use
instrument air to open quickly. Removal of
electrical signal allows release of control
air through solenoid and quick exhaust
valve allowing the powerful closing spring
in the Series 8000 Valve to close the
valve in less than one second. Optional
speed control set kit available for slower
opening adjustment.
Series 8011, 8012 & 8013
require 40-100 psig instrument air
Series 8111, 8112 & 8113
require 65-100 psig instrument air

Normally-open vent valves use instru-
ment air to close quickly.  Removal of
electrical signal allows release of control
air through solenoid and quick exhaust
valve allowing the Series 8000 Valve to
open in less than one second. Optional
speed control set kit available for slower
closing adjustment.
Series 8021, 8022 & 8023
require 45-100 psig instrument air
Series 8121, 8122 & 8123
require 70-100 psig instrument air

• Provides positive valve position - open or
closed

• Complies with "proof of closure" requirements
• Easily integrates with an analog control

system, DCS or PLC

VOS2/VCS2 Switch Assemblies (shown at right)
with Terminal Blocks and Leads Mounted
• Factory-mounted to terminal strip to shorten

installation time
• Easy replacement (2 screws)
• Locating pins guarantee accurate

mounting position
• No adjustment required

Standard Switch Assem-
bly for General Purpose
and Intrinsically Safe
Class I Div.1 Areas

IP67 Switch Assembly
for Non-Incendive Class
I Div. 2 Areas

Cast iron, carbon steel and stainless steel body
assemblies feature metal-to-metal seating that
meets FCI 70-2-1998 control valve standard for
Class VI seat leakage. Industrial-strength PEEK
seats and followers are available for corrosive fluids
that contain traces of H

2
S and CO

2
. Stainless steel

body assemblies are constructed per NACE
Standard MR0175. Contact
Maxon with your specific
application details.

Valve bodies are available in
your choice of threaded,
flanged and socket-
welded connections.
Bodies are currently
available in 3/4"
through 4" line
sizes (6" size under
development) with
line pressures up to
255 psig.

Body and Trim Selections

Switch Assemblies
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Safety shut-off and vent valve approved per FM Class 7400 and CSA 6.5 standards

• FM Approved for Hazardous Locations

Non-incendive Protection Method
(max ambient temp 140°F/60°C)

Class I, Div. 2 Group A,B,C,D; Temp. Code T4
Class I, Zone 2, Group IIC; Temp. Code T4
Class II, Div. 2 Group F,G; Temp. Code T4
Class III, Div. 2; Temp. Code T4

Intrinsically Safe Protection Method
(max ambient temp 122°F/50°C)

Class I, Div. 1 Group A,B,C,D; Temp. Code T5
Class II, Div. 1 Group E,F,G; Temp. Code T5
Class III, Div. 1; Temp. Code T5

• CSA Approved for Hazardous Locations

Non-incendive Protection Method
(max ambient temp 140°F/60°C)

Class I, Div. 2 Group A,B,C,D; Temp. Code T4
Class II, Div. 2 Group F,G; Temp. Code T4
Class III, Div. 2; Temp. Code T4

Intrinsically Safe Protection Method
(max ambient temp 122°F/50°C)

Class I, Div. 1 Group A,B,C,D; Temp. Code T5
Class II, Div. 1 Group E,F,G; Temp. Code T5
Class III, Div. 1; Temp. Code T5

Series Designations and Available Sizes

Series 8111
General Purpose

Series 8112
Class I, II, Div.2

Series 8113
Class I, Div. 1

Series 8021
General Purpose

Series 8022
Class I, II, Div.2

Series 8023
Class I, Div. 1

Series 8121
General Purpose

Series 8122
Class I, II, Div.2

Series 8123
Class I, Div. 1

Normally-Closed Shut-off Valves Normally-Open Vent Valves

Standard MOPD ratings
CP body only

2.5" through 4" sizes

Standard MOPD ratings
CP body only

2.5" through 4"

High pressure MOPD ratings
All bodies

.75" through 4" sizes

High pressure MOPD ratings
All bodies

.75" through 4" sizes

Series 8011
General Purpose

Series 8012
Class I, II, Div.2

Series 8013
Class I, Div. 1

FM approved for fluid temperatures -40°F (-40°C) to 140°F (60°C)
CSA approved for fluid temperatures -40°F (-40°C) to 212°F (100°C)
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Every Maxon Series 8000 Valve can be accurately
identified by the model number shown on the valve
nameplate. The example below shows a typical Series
8000 Valve model number, along with the available
choices for each item represented in the model

number. The first five choices determine the valve’s
configured item number. Valve body and actuator
options are identified by the next eight characters in
the model number.

Valve Size
075 –.75”
100 – 1”
125 – 1.25”
150 – 1.5”
200 – 2”
250 – 2.5”
300 – 3”
400 – 4”
600 – 6” (future availability)

Flow Capacity
S – Standard
C – CP Body Construction

Pressure Rating
80 – Pneumatic Standard Pressure
81 – Pneumatic High Pressure

Normal Position
1 – Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valve

(also actuator only)
2 – Normally-Open Vent Valve

(also actuator only)

Area Classification
1 – General Purpose
2 – Non-incendive, Class I Div. 2
3 – Intrinsically Safe, Class I Div. 1

(see note 1)
4 – Valve Body Only
X - Special

Body Connection
A – ANSI Threaded
B – ANSI Flanged
C – ISO Threaded
D – DIN Flanged
E – Socket Welded Nipple
F – Socket Welded Nipple

w/ANSI Class 150 Flanges
G – Socket Welded Nipple

w/ANSI Class 300 Flanges
X – Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Seals & Bumper
A – Buna N
B – Viton
C – Ethylene Propylene

(see note 2)
X – Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Material
1 – Cast Iron
2 – Carbon Steel
5 – Stainless Steel
6 – Low Temp Carbon Steel
X – Special
* - Actuator Only

Internal Trim Package
1 – Trim Package 1
2 – Trim Package 2
3 – Trim Package 3
4 – Trim Package 2, Oxy Clean
5 – Trim Package 3, Oxy Clean
X – Special
* - Actuator Only

Primary Voltage
A – 120VAC 50Hz
B – 120VAC 60Hz
D – 240VAC 50Hz
E – 240VAC 60Hz
G – 24VDC
X – Special
* - Valve Body Only

Switch Option
0 – None
1 – VOS1/VCS1
2 – VOS2/VCS2
X – Special
* - Valve Body Only

Enclosure Rating
A – NEMA 4, IP65
B – NEMA 4X, IP65
X – Special
* - Valve Body Only

Secondary Language
1 – French
* - Valve Body Only

Configured Item Number Valve Body

300 C 81 1 1 A A 1 1 B 1 A 1
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Note 1: 122°F (50°C) maximum
ambient temperature limit
Note 2: -0°F (-17°C) minimum
ambient temperature limit
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Optim
um Design Area
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Body Connections:
A – ANSI Threaded
B – ANSI Flanged
C – ISO Threaded
D – DIN Flanged
E – Socket Welded Nipple
F – Socket Welded Nipple

    w/150 lb. ANSI Flange
G – Socket Welded Nipple
      w/300 lb. ANSI Flange

Trim Package Options and Typical Material:
1 – 400 Series Stainless Steel Seat, Hardened Cast Iron

Disc, Nickel Plated Carbon Steel Follower Ring
2 – Hard Faced 300 Series Stainless Steel Seat, Chrome

Plated Cast Iron Disc, Chrome Plated Follower Ring
3 – PEEK Seat, 300 Series Stainless Steel Disc, PEEK

Follower Ring
Body Seals and Bumper:
All configurations allow for Buna-N and Viton elastomers
as standard.  Kalrez and Ethylene Propylene are available
for special services. Consult Maxon for proper application.

Body Material:
1 – Cast Iron
2 – Carbon Steel
5 – Stainless Steel
6 – Low Temp

  Carbon Steel

Series 8000 Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valves
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Series 8000 Normally-Open Vent Valves
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Body Connections:
A – ANSI Threaded
B – ANSI Flanged
C – ISO Threaded
D – DIN Flanged
E – Socket Welded Nipple
F – Socket Welded Nipple
      w/150 lb. ANSI Flange
G – Socket Welded Nipple
      w/300 lb. ANSI Flange

Trim Package Options and Typical Material:
1 – 400 Series Stainless Steel Seat, Hardened Cast

Iron Disc, Nickel Plated Carbon Steel Follower
Ring

2 – Hard Faced 300 Series Stainless Steel Seat,
Chrome Plated Cast Iron Disc, Chrome Plated
Follower Ring

3 – PEEK Seat, 300 Series Stainless Steel Disc,
PEEK Follower Ring

Body Seals and Bumper:
All configurations allow for Buna-N and Viton

elastomers as standard.  Kalrez and Ethylene Propy-
lene are available for special services. Consult Maxon
for proper application.

Body Material:
1 – Cast Iron
2 – Carbon Steel
5 – Stainless Steel
6 – Low Temp
     Carbon Steel
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Valve Body Assembly — Gas Compatibility
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NOTES:
1. Other body and trim packages may be acceptable pending fuel analysis. For pricing inquiry, Viton body seals and

bumper material will be standard option. Contact Maxon for details.
2. Valve maximum operating pressure (MOPD) to be reduced by 25% from standard ratings.
3. 0°F (-17°C) minimum ambient temperature limit

Body Seals & Bumper:
A - Buna N
B - Viton
C - Ethylene Propylene
     (see note 3)

Trim Package:
1 - Trim Package 1
2 - Trim Package 2
3 - Trim Package 3
4 - Trim Package 2, Oxy Clean
5 - Trim Package 3, Oxy Clean

Body & Bonnet:
1 - Cast Iron
2 - Carbon Steel
5 - Stainless Steel
6 - Low Temp Carbon Steel
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Valve Actuator Assembly Specifications

Typical Actuator Assembly

Typical Cylinder Assembly Mounting

View without Top Plate

General Purpose Switch Assembly
w/Terminal Block & Leads Mounted
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General
Series 8000 Valves are pneumatically operated and

a solenoid valve controls the air supply.  The solenoid
valve is directly wired into the control system.

Switch wiring diagrams (reproduced below) are
part of each valve assembly, summarizing electrical
data and wiring for a valve equipped with terminal block
and a full complement of optional switches.

Good practice normally dictates that auxiliary
switches in valves should be used for signal duty only,
not to operate additional safety devices.

Valve position switches are offered in SPDT
(Single Pole/Double Throw). Standard packages
include one open switch and one closed switch,
(VOS1/VCS1) and additional auxiliary switches
designated by VOS2/VCS2.

Electrical Data

VCS (Valve Closed Switch) is actuated at the end of
the closing stroke.

VOS (Valve Open Switch) is actuated at the end of
the opening stroke.

Switch amperage ratings are shown on the sche-
matic wiring diagrams below.  DO NOT EXCEED rated
amperage or total load shown.  Diagrams show valve
with a full complement of switches.  The indicated
internal wiring is present only when the appropriate
auxiliary switches are specified.

VALVE SWITCH WIRING DIAGRAM

 1                2               3           4            5             6            7            8            9           10          11          12            13              14  

VOS-1                        VCS-1                          VOS-2                         VCS-2

See Nameplate

for Voltage and Hz.

Standard

SCHEMA DE RACCORDEMENT DE LA SOUPAPE
Voir plaque signaletique

pour tension d'alimentation et

frequence (Hz)
'

'

WARNING
VALVE MUST 
BE WIRED 
AS SHOWN

AVERTISSEMENT

Cett soupape doit etre
raccordee tel qu'indique ici

' ' ' '

' '

' '

Standard

IP67 '

'

'

Valve Mode
Position de la Valve

Fermee Completement
Fully Shut

Intermediate

Fully Open

Entrouverte

Ouverte Completement

VOS-1 VCS-1 VOS-2 VCS-2
3-4 3-5 6-7 6-8 9-10 9-11 12-13 12-14

24VDC 2.0 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

Internal Wiring

Field Wiring

Cablage Interne

Cablage Externe

2.0 Amps

2.0 Amps

24VDC 0.5 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

11 Amps

11 Amps

VALVE SWITCH WIRING DIAGRAM

1            2          3        4        5       6        7         8        9      10       11        12     13         14

VCS-1                      VOS-1                   VCS-2                      VOS-2

See Nameplate
for Voltage and Hz.

Standard

SCHEMA DE RACCORDEMENT DE LA SOUPAPE
Voir plaque signaletique
pour tension d'alimentation et
frequence (Hz)

'

'

WARNING
VALVE MUST 
BE WIRED 
AS SHOWN

Standard
IP67 '

'

'

Valve Mode
Position de la Valve

Fermee Completement
Fully Shut

Intermediate

Fully Open

Entrouverte

Ouverte Completement

VCS-1 VOS-1 VCS-2 VOS-2
3-4 3-5 6-7 6-8 9-10 9-11 12-13 12-14

24VDC 2.0 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

Internal Wiring

Field Wiring

Câblage Interne

Câblage Externe

2.0 Amps

2.0 Amps

24VDC 0.5 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

11 Amps

11 Amps

AVERTISSEMENT
Cett soupape doit être
raccordeé tel qu'indiqué ici

Figure 1: Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valve

Figure 2: Normally-Open Vent Valve
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General Purpose — Series 8011, 8111, 8021 & 8121

Class I, Div. 2 Hazardous Location — Series 8012, 8112, 8022 & 8122
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The Series 8000 Valve achieves Class I Div.1
hazardous location certification through the Intrinsically
Safe protection method.  Below is a representation of
the Control Drawing.  Maxon standard offering does not

include the barriers/isolators that are depicted below in
the NON-HAZARDOUS LOCATION; however, they can
be provided as an additional accessory. Consult
Maxon Corporation for details.

Class I Div. 1 - Series 8013, 8113, 8023 & 8123

7/03



Dimensions & Weights
Series 8100: .75” to 3”
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Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valve
Series 8111 - General Purpose
Series 8112 - Class I, II, III, Div. 2
Series 8113 - Class I, II, III, Div. 1

Normally-Open Vent Valve
Series 8121 - General Purpose
Series 8122 - Class I, II, III, Div. 2
Series 8123 - Class I, II, III, Div. 1

Body Connection:
A - ANSI Threaded
B - ANSI Flanged
C - ISO Threaded

Flow Capacity:
S - Standard
C - CP Body Construction

D - DIN Flanged
E - Socket Welded Nipple
F - Socket Welded Nipple w/ 150 lb. ANSI Flange
G - Socket Welded Nipple w/ 300 lb. ANSI Flange
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2X 1/4" N.P.T. 
Test Conn.

2X 3/4"
Conduit
Conn.

1/8" N.P.T. Air
Inlet Conn.
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Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valve
Series 8011 - General Purpose
Series 8012 - Class I, II, III, Div. 2
Series 8013 - Class I, II, III, Div. 1

Normally-Open Vent Valve
Series 8021 - General Purpose
Series 8022 - Class I, II, III, Div. 2
Series 8023 - Class I, II, III, Div. 1

Dimensions & Weights
Series 8000: 2.5”CP,  3”CP, 4”CP

Flow Capacity:
S - Standard
C - CP Body Construction
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Body Connection:
A - ANSI Threaded
B - ANSI Flanged
C - ISO Threaded
D - DIN Flanged
E - Socket Welded Nipple
F - Socket Welded Nipple w/ 150 lb. ANSI Flange
G - Socket Welded Nipple w/ 300 lb. ANSI Flange



2X 1/4" N.P.T. 
Test Conn.

R Dia. of Holes 
S No. of Holes
(equally spaced)

2X 1/4" N.P.T. 
Test Conn.

2X 3/4"
Conduit
Conn.

1/8" N.P.T. Air
Inlet Conn.

Visual Indication
of Valve Position
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P
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  K
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  H
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  H

Dimensions & Weights
Series 8100: 2.5"CP, 3”CP, 4”CP
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Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valve
Series 8111 - General Purpose
Series 8112 - Class I, II, III, Div. 2
Series 8113 - Class I, II, III, Div. 1

Normally-Open Vent Valve
Series 8121 - General Purpose
Series 8122 - Class I, II, III, Div. 2
Series 8123 - Class I, II, III, Div. 1

Flow Capacity:
S - Standard
C - CP Body Construction
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Body Connection:
A - ANSI Threaded
B - ANSI Flanged
C - ISO Threaded
D - DIN Flanged
E - Socket Welded Nipple
F - Socket Welded Nipple w/ 150 lb. ANSI Flange
G - Socket Welded Nipple w/ 300 lb. ANSI Flange
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Accessories
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Speed Control Set Kits
Manually adjustable valve restricts flow to the

actuator inlet and so reduces opening speed of the
normally closed shut-off valve or reduces the closing
speed of normally open vent valves.

- Available in carbon steel and stainless steel
construction

- 90° mating elbow provided for easy assembly
- Tamper-proof set screw prevents accidental

misadjustment
Kit No. 1067124
Carbon Steel
construction

Kit No. 1067125
Stainless Steel
construction

Intrinsic Safety Interfaces
Approved units interposed between the hazardous

and safe area circuits limit parameters such as
voltage, current or power.

- Suitable for use in Class 1 Div. 2 areas
- DIN rail mounted
- Compliments intrinsically safe Series 8000

Valves

Zener Diode Safety Barriers
- Circuit must be isolated from earth in hazardous

area

Isolator
- Circuit may be earthed at one point in hazardous

area

Isolator - Solenoid
P/N 1067660

Isolator - Switches
(1 isolator required for
VOS1/VCS1)
P/N 1067659

Barrier - Solenoid
P/N 1067656

Barrier - Switches
(2 barriers required
for VOS1/VCS1)
P/N 1067655



Notes
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Installation Instructions

B. Inspect your valve for any shipping damage.
Contact Maxon Corporation with the valve’s
serial number (printed on the valve's name-
plate) for replacement and/or repair parts.

C. Read the nameplate [10] on your valve. This
gives the maximum pressure, temperature
limitation, voltage requirements and service
conditions of your specific valve. DO NOT
exceed nameplate ratings.

D. Select mounting location carefully. Your
Maxon valve is designed to operate for many
years if installed in a location that is cool,
clean and dry.

3. Pipe the valve in the direction of the flow arrow [1]
on the valve body. The Maxon valve body can
shut off flow in one direction only.
A. Remove all thread and flange protectors

before installing valve in your service line.
B. Teflon tape acts as a lubricant and greatly

reduces the pipe wrench turning force required
to seal the threads.

Take care not to overtighten threads as this
can damage the valve.

C. Good piping practice dictates that piping be
independently supported so that valve bodies
are not placed in a bind. In addition, large
valves may require support.

D. Clean pipe lines of foreign materials before
installing valve into line.

For new installations, a gas filter or strainer shall be
installed in the fuel gas piping to protect the down-
stream safety shut-off valves.

per NFPA 86-4-2.4.3 (1999)
NFPA 86C-4-2.4.3 (1999)
NFPA 86D-4-2.4-3 (1999)

If normal inlet pressure to the fuel
pressure regulator immediately
upstream from the valve exceeds the
valve’s pressure rating, a relief valve
shall be provided and it shall be
vented to a safe location.

per NFPA 86-5-7.1.7 (1999)
NFPA 86C-5-7.1.7 (1999)
NFPA 86D-5-7.1.7 (1999)
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The Installation, Operating and Maintenance
Instructions contain important information that
must be read and followed by anyone operating
or servicing this product. Do not operate or
service this equipment unless the instructions
have been read. IMPROPER INSTALLATION OR
USE OF THIS PRODUCT COULD RESULT IN
BODILY INJURY OR DEATH.

1. Read complete instructions before proceeding
and do not discard packing materials until any/all
loose items are located. Also, make sure that the
installation of the Maxon valves will be in compli-
ance with all applicable governmental, insurance
and/or agency requirements or codes, such as
NFPA-70, National Electric Code, CSA C22.1,
Canadian Electric Code, etc.

2. General considerations:
A. Prior to shipment, each valve is operated

electrically and cycled at rated and 1-1/2
rated pressure while being leak tested. Every
Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of FCI 70-2 Class VI
Seat Leakage.
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

E. Mount valve so that open/shut indicator [2]
will be visible to your operating personnel. The
open/shut indicator should never face
downward.  Valves are usually installed in
horizontal piping; however, other orientations
are acceptable, subject to the above limitation.
The top assemblies of all Maxon valves are
field rotatable to allow installations involving
conflicts with these mounting restrictions.

F. Main system shut-off should always use a
manual leak-tight upstream fuel cock.

G. Time lag between valve action and fluid flow
(or flame response) is reduced if valve is
located near the burner (or outlet).

H. In some instances, it may be desired to
utilize a slow opening feature for either applica-
tion or code-related reasons. If a slow opening
feature is required for normally closed shut-off
valves, use Maxon’s optional speed control
set kit.

4. Wire the valve in accordance with all applicable
codes and standards. Supply voltages must agree
with valve’s nameplate voltage within -15%/+10%
for proper operation. For electrical wiring schemat-
ics, refer to pages 6400-S-7 & 6400-S-8 and/or the
wiring schematic diagram affixed inside your
valve’s access cover plate or in the terminal block
cover housing.
A. Electrical Specifications

Actuator assemblies available in 120VAC 50
or 60Hz, 240VAC 50 or 60Hz, and 24VDC.
(Note: 24VDC is the only option available for
the 8013, 8113, 8023, and 8123 Intrinsically
Safe series valves.)
i. Ground is achieved with a grounding screw

which is located in the top assembly
ii. Customer connections are provided via

terminal blocks also located in the top
assembly

iii. Main power wiring (120VAC or 240VAC)
must be segregated from lower voltage
24VDC signal wiring, when both are re-
quired.

B. The Maxon valve must be electrically
interlocked with your safety-limit devices in
accordance with all applicable codes, stan-
dards, and the authority having jurisdiction

over the safety requirements for your overall
system installation. Normally, Maxon valves
are electrically wired in series with all of your
safety-limit devices. Therefore, any one device
can cause the valve to react. Each valve was
production tested when manufactured. If it now
appears inoperative, make sure it is being
powered properly from and through your control
circuit.

C. Maintain integrity of Maxon top assembly
enclosure by using dust and watertight electri-
cal connectors. There are (2) 3/4” NPT conduit
thread connections per valve. Use cable-
sealing grips and strain-relief loops for any
cord or cable. Use internal sealing materials on
all conduit connections. If conduit is not used,
suitable liquid-tight connections must be used
in order to maintain NEMA 4 or 4X enclosure
rating. Moisture can have a harmful effect on
valve internals if permitted to enter through
wiring connectors. Make sure that all access
cover plates are in place and securely fas-
tened. All cover screws should be tightened
using an alternate cross corner tightening
pattern to the values shown in Table 1 below.
While all covers are torqued at time of produc-
tion testing, torque should be rechecked
periodically to ensure adequate sealing
protection.

snoitacificepSeuqroT-1elbaT
metI

rebmuN
revoC euqroT

3 swercSkcolBlanimreT8.0x5M .sbl-ni54

9 swercSetalPsseccApoT0.1x6M .sbl-ni05

6 stloBydoB/rotautcA52.1x8M .sbl-tf52

6 stloBydoB/rotautcA05.1x01M .sbl-tf04

5. Pre-operational exercising:
Prior to initial fluid flow start-up and with upstream
manual cock still closed, operate the valve
electrically for 10-15 cycles. This not only provides
an electrical check, but also wipes valve body disc
and seat free of accumulated foreign matter.
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6. Series 8000 Valves require clean, dry gas piped to the inlet of the actuator at the designated pressures de-
picted on the valve nameplate. Typically compressed air is the actuating medium, however, certain applications
require the use of other gases to the actuator inlet.

A. Compressed Air
i. The vent, located on the underside of the base plate, should be protected from accidental blockage.
ii. Although Maxon Series 8000 Valves do not require lubrication, they do contain Buna-N seals in the

actuator sub-assembly. Quality of the compressed air supply must not contain any lubricant that is not
compatible with Buna-N elastomers. Although many synthetic oils and additives have been publicized for
advanced lubricating characteristics in pneumatic systems, strict attention should be exercised to avoid
their use, even in minute amounts.

B. Natural Gas and other fuel gases can be used to actuate the Series 8000 Valve when the appropriate
considerations are taken into account.

i. Apply only the Intrinsically Safe Series 8000 Valve for the application. The general purpose and non-
incendive options are not suitable for fuel gas activation.

ii. The activating fuel gas must be clean and free of moisture. The Series 8000 actuator contains Buna-N
elastomers and brass components that will come in contact with the activating gas. The quality of the
gas must not contain any contaminates or constituents that are not compatible with Buna-N or brass. If
needed, contact Maxon Corporation for appropriate application assistance.

iii. The exhaust gas must be vented to the atmosphere in a safe manner by piping from the filtered vent,
located on the underside of the actuator’s base plate. A female 1/8” NPT connection in the base plate
allows for proper piping.

7. Environmental Specifications
A. Actuators are rated for NEMA 4, IP65 or NEMA 4, 4X, IP65
B. Ambient temperature range  of -40°F (-40°C) to 140°F (60°C) for the 8011, 8111, 8021, and 8121 General

Purpose and 8012, 8112, 8022, and 8122 Non-Incendive series valves.
C. Ambient temperature range of -40°F (-40°C) to 122°F (50°C) for 8013, 8113, 8023, and 8123 Intrinsically

Safe series valves.
D. All valves for oxygen service or using Ethylene Propylene body seals are limited to a minimum ambient

temperature of 0°F (-17°C).

8. Product Approvals

Area  Classification Applicable Standards
A. General Purpose FM 7400, CSA 6.5-2000,

CSA 22.2 No. 1010.1

B. Non-Incendive, Division 2 Areas as follows: FM 7400/3600/3611/3810,
Class I, Division 2, Groups ABCD, T4 CSA 22.2 No. 213;
Class II, Division 2, Groups FG, T4 CSA 6.5-2000
Class III, Division 2, T4

C. Intrinsically Safe, Division 1 Areas as follows: FM 7400/3600/3610/3810
Class I, Division 1, Groups ABCD, T5 CSA 22.2 No. 157,
Class II, Division 1, Groups EFG, T5 CSA 6.5-2000
Class III, Division 1, T5

Solenoid Entity Parameters:  Vmax=28V  Imax=115mA  Pi=1.6W  Ci=0  Li=0
Switch Entity Parameters: Vmax=30V  Imax=500mA  Pi=2W  Ci=0  Li=0

Installation Instructions (cont'd.)
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Actuator Assembly Rotation/Replacement
Maxon Series 8000 Valves should be ordered in a

configuration compatible with planned piping. If valve
orientation is not proper, the actuator assembly can be
rotated in 90° increments around the valve body
centerline axis using the procedure below. This
procedure should also be followed for field replacement
of the actuator.
1. Shut off all electrical power and close off

upstream manual cock.
2. Remove terminal block access cover plate [5]

and disconnect power lead wires. (Tag carefully for
later re-assembly.)

3. Remove conduit and electrical leads.
4. Remove all pneumatic lines.
5. Unscrew the actuator/body bolts [6] screwed up

from the bottom. These bolts secure the valve
actuator [8] to the valve body [7].

6. Gently lift the actuator [8] off valve body assem-
bly enough to break the seal between body
assembly and the rubber gasket adhering to the
bottom of the actuator base plate.

Flow Arrow on
Valve Body [1]

Terminal Block Cover [5]
and Screws [3]

Actuator Assembly [8]

Valve Body [7]

Actuator/Body
Bolts [6]

Open/Shut Indicator [2]
See Note 1 below.

Switch Access Cover [4]
Switch
Access
Cover
Screws [9]

Note 1: Open/Shut indication is 360°.
If required, the observation window
may be cleaned with a damp cloth.
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Installation Instructions (cont'd.)

Actuator Assembly Rotation/Replacement (cont'd.)

7. Carefully rotate/replace actuator assembly to
the desired position. Reposition the actuator back
down onto the valve body casting.

8. Realign holes in valve body casting with the
corresponding tapped holes in the bottom of the
actuator base plate. Be sure the gasket is still in
place between the body and actuator base plate.

9. Reinsert the body bolts up from the bottom
through the body and carefully engage threads of
the actuator assembly. Tighten securely referring
to Table 1 on page 6400-S-2 for appropriate torque
specifications.

10. Reconnect conduit, electrical leads, and all
pneumatic lines, then check that signal switch
wands are properly positioned. Failure to correct
any such misalignment can result in extensive
damage to the internal mechanism of your
valve.

11. Energize valve and cycle several times from
closed to full open position. Also electrically trip
the valve in a partially opened position to prove
valve operates properly.

12. Replace and secure cover plates and place valve
in service.

Alternate Actuator Assembly Positions

Four actuator assembly positions are available for
Maxon Series 8000 Valves. When looking at the
terminal block access cover plate on the actuator, the
valve body is positioned on the bottom. From this

view, the unidirectional valve body and the arrow on
the valve body casting points in direction of fluid flow:
to the right (position "R"), to the left (position "L"),
towards you (position "TO") or away from you (position
"AW").

 "R""L"   "AW"  "TO"
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Field Installation of Valve Position Switch

NOTE: Instructions below are written for nor-
mally- closed shut-off valves. For normally-open
vent valves, reverse switch nomenclature. (VOS
becomes VCS and vice versa.)

General: Shut off fuel supply upstream of valve, then
de-energize valve electrically.
– Remove top cover and terminal block cover to

provide access, being careful not to damage gasket.

Page 6400-S-6 Series 8000 Air Actuated Valves

Figure 1:
Typical Switch
Sub-Assembly

ylbmessAhctiwSetelpmoC detnuoMsdaeL&skcolBlanimreT/w

lanimoN
evlaV
eziS

wolF
yticapaC

ledoM.feR
rebmuN

srebmuNylbmessA

1.viD,IssalC&esopruPlareneG 2.viD,1ssalC-76PI

1SCV/1SOV 2SCV/2SOV 1SCV/1SOV 2SCV/2SOV

"57. S S570 9693501 0793501 1793501 3793501

"1 S S001 9693501 0793501 1793501 3793501

"52.1 S S521 6793501 8793501 9793501 0893501

"5.1 S S051 1893501 2893501 3893501 5893501

"2 S S002 6893501 7893501 8893501 9893501

"5.2 S S052 6893501 7893501 8893501 9893501

"5.2 C C052 0993501 1993501 2993501 3993501

"3 S S003 6893501 7893501 8893501 9893501

"3 C C003 4993501 5993501 6993501 7993501

"4 C C004 4993501 5993501 6993501 7993501

-sdaeL/wstekcarBylbmessAhctiwSdetnuoMlaudividnI 1SCV/1SOV

eziSevlaVlanimoN yticapaCwolF rebmuNledoM.feR
srebmuNylbmessA

1.viD,IssalC&esopruPlareneG 2.viD,IssalC76PI

"57. S S570 8253601 4353601

"1 S S001 8253601 4353601

"52.1 S S521 9253601 5353601

"5.1 S S051 0353601 6353601

"2 S S002 1353601 7353601

"5.2 S S052 1353601 7353601

"5.2 C C052 2353601 8353601

"3 S S003 1353601 7353601

"3 C C003 3353601 9353601

"4 C C004 3353601 9353601

WARNING:
Substitution of components may affect suitability
for Hazardous Locations. Reference tables below
for the appropriate switch
assembly.

See page 6400-S-7 for instructions on adding or
replacing switches.
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2", 2.5" & 3" VOS

1.5" VOS

1.25" VOS

.75" & 1" VOS

.75", 1", 1.25", 1.5"
2", 2.5" & 3" VCS

2.5"CP, 3"CP,
4"CP, 4" & 6" VCS

2.5"CP VOS

3"CP, 4"CP,
4" & 6" VOS

2", 2.5" & 3" VOS

1.5" VOS

1.25" VOS

.75" & 1" VOS

.75", 1", 1.25", 1.5"
2", 2.5" & 3" VCS

2.5"CP, 3"CP,
4"CP, 4" & 6" VCS

2.5"CP VOS

3"CP, 4"CP,
4" & 6" VOS
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Figure 2:
IP67 Switch Bracket

Figure 3:
IP67 Switch Bracket

Figure 4:
General Purpose
Switch Bracket

Figure 5:
General Purpose
Switch Assembly

Replacement Switches:
– Carefully remove field wiring from the terminal block.

Insure field wires are clearly marked to correct
terminal.

– Unwire the solenoid valve lead wires from terminals
labeled #1 and #2.

– Remove screws that secure the switch sub-assem-
bly to the actuator housing. The switch sub-assem-
bly should be easily removable from actuator
assembly (see Figure 1: Typical Switch Sub-
Assembly).

– Note wand position and mounting hole location.
Carefully remove the 2 screws and lift existing
switch. Reference Figures 2, 3, 4 or 5 (below) to
ensure correct switch location.
– Install replacement switch in same mounting

holes on bracket and verify correct wand position.
– Replace existing wiring one connection at a time,

following original route and placement.
– Reassemble switch sub-assembly in actuator

housing. Dowel pins are provided to insure proper
placement of switch sub-assembly.

– Wire the solenoid valve leads to terminals labeled #1
and #2.

– Cycle valve, checking switch actuation points
carefully. VCS switch actuates at top of stem stroke
and VOS at bottom for normally-closed shut-off
valves; vice-versa for normally-open vent valves.

– Replace covers, and then return valve to service.

Add Switches:
– Carefully remove field wiring from the terminal block.

Insure field wires are clearly marked to correct
terminal.

– Unwire the solenoid valve lead wires from terminals
labeled #1 and #2.

– Remove screws that secure the switch sub-assem-
bly to the actuator housing. The switch sub-assem-
bly should be easily removable from actuator
assembly (see Figure 1: Typical Switch Sub-
Assembly).

– Reference Figures 2, 3, 4, or 5 to ensure correct
switch location. Valve size is depicted in the model
number by the first 4 digits. For example, a 3” CP
valve should have Model No. 300C.
– Install switch and insulators, when provided, to

correct hole. Insure proper alignment. VCS switch
should have activation wand pointed upward and
VOS activation wand should be pointed down-
ward.

– Wire new switches to terminals provided.

– Reassemble switch sub-assembly in actuator
housing. Dowel pins are provided to insure proper
placement of switch sub-assembly.

– Wire the solenoid valve leads to terminals labeled #1
and #2.

– Cycle valve, checking switch actuation points
carefully. VCS switch actuates at top of stem stroke
and VOS at bottom for normally-closed shut-off
valves; vice-versa for normally-open vent valves.

– Replace covers, and then return valve to service.

Field Installation of Valve Position Switch (continued)

Installation Instructions
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VALVE SWITCH WIRING DIAGRAM

 1                2               3           4            5             6            7            8            9           10          11          12            13              14  

VOS-1                        VCS-1                          VOS-2                         VCS-2

See Nameplate

for Voltage and Hz.

Standard

SCHEMA DE RACCORDEMENT DE LA SOUPAPE
Voir plaque signaletique

pour tension d'alimentation et

frequence (Hz)
'

'

WARNING
VALVE MUST 
BE WIRED 
AS SHOWN

AVERTISSEMENT

Cett soupape doit etre
raccordee tel qu'indique ici

' ' ' '

' '

' '

Standard

IP67 '

'

'

Valve Mode
Position de la Valve

Fermee Completement
Fully Shut

Intermediate

Fully Open

Entrouverte

Ouverte Completement

VOS-1 VCS-1 VOS-2 VCS-2
3-4 3-5 6-7 6-8 9-10 9-11 12-13 12-14

24VDC 2.0 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

Internal Wiring

Field Wiring

Cablage Interne

Cablage Externe

2.0 Amps

2.0 Amps

24VDC 0.5 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

11 Amps

11 Amps

Electrical Data
Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valves

General Purpose
Normally-Closed Valves
Series 8011 & Series 8111
Switches: Standard
Solenoid Valve: Standard

24 VDC, 4.8W
120VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak,

8.5/6.9 VA Holding
240VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak,

8.5/6.9 VA Holding

Normally-Closed Valves
Series 8012 & Series 8112
Switches: IP67
Solenoid Valve: Standard

24 VDC, 4.8W
120VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak, 8.5/6.9 VA Holding
240VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak, 8.5/6.9 VA Holding

Class I, Div. 1 Intrinsically Safe
Hazardous Location
Normally-Closed Valves
Series 8013 & Series 8113
Switches: Standard
Solenoid Valve: Intrinsically Safe

Class I, Div. 2
Hazardous Location
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VALVE SWITCH WIRING DIAGRAM

1            2          3        4        5       6        7         8        9      10       11        12     13         14

VCS-1                      VOS-1                   VCS-2                      VOS-2

See Nameplate
for Voltage and Hz.

Standard

SCHEMA DE RACCORDEMENT DE LA SOUPAPE
Voir plaque signaletique
pour tension d'alimentation et
frequence (Hz)

'

'

WARNING
VALVE MUST 
BE WIRED 
AS SHOWN

Standard
IP67 '

'

'

Valve Mode
Position de la Valve

Fermee Completement
Fully Shut

Intermediate

Fully Open

Entrouverte

Ouverte Completement

VCS-1 VOS-1 VCS-2 VOS-2
3-4 3-5 6-7 6-8 9-10 9-11 12-13 12-14

24VDC 2.0 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

Internal Wiring

Field Wiring

Câblage Interne

Câblage Externe

2.0 Amps

2.0 Amps

24VDC 0.5 Amps

120VAC
240VAC

11 Amps

11 Amps

AVERTISSEMENT
Cett soupape doit être
raccordeé tel qu'indiqué ici
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Electrical Data
Normally-Open Vent Valves

General Purpose
Normally-Open Vent Valves
Series 8021 & Series 8121
Switches: Standard
Solenoid Valve: Standard

24 VDC, 4.8W
120VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak,

8.5/6.9 VA Holding
240VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak,

8.5/6.9 VA Holding

Class I, Div. 2
Hazardous Location
Normally-Open Vent Valves
Series 8022 & Series 8122
Switches: IP67
Solenoid Valve: Standard

24 VDC, 4.8W
120VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak, 8.5/6.9 VA Holding
240VAC, 50/60 Hz, 11/9.4 VA Peak, 8.5/6.9 VA Holding

7/03

Class I, Div. 1 Intrinsically Safe
Hazardous Location

Normally-Open Vent Valves
Series 8023 & Series 8123
Switches: Standard
Solenoid Valve: Intrinsically Safe
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Maintenance Instructions
Maxon Series 8000 Valves are endurance tested far

in excess of the most stringent requirements of the
various approval agencies. They are designed for long
life even if frequently cycled, and to be as mainte-
nance-free and trouble-free as possible.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of FCI 70-2 Class VI Seat
Leakage when it leaves our plant.

Actuator assembly components require no field
lubrication and should never be oiled.

Auxiliary switches or complete actuator may be
replaced in the field.

WARNING: Do not attempt field repair of valve
body or actuator. Any alterations void all
warranties.

Valve leak test, performed with valve in line as
prescribed by jurisdictional authorities, is strongly
encouraged and should be done on a regularly
scheduled basis. In rare instances where valve shows
leakage, perform Pre-Operational Exercising (see
Page 6400-S-2) and retest. If leakage does not stop,
remove valve from service.

Maxon valves are designed to be used with clean
fluids. If foreign material is present in the fuel
line, it will be necessary to inspect the valve to
make certain it is operating properly. If abnormal
opening or closing is observed, the valve should
be removed from service. Contact your Maxon
representative for instructions.

Insurance authorities agree . . .
. . . that the safety of any industrial fuel burning

installation is dependent upon well-trained opera-
tors who are able to follow instructions and to react
properly in cases of emergency. Their knowledge
of, and training on, the specific installation are both
vital to safe operation.

Safety controls may get out of order without the
operator becoming aware of it unless shutdowns
result. Production-minded operators have been
known to bypass faulty controls without reporting
the trouble.

Continued safe operation of any installation is
then assured only if the plant management
carefully develops an exact schedule for regular
periodic inspection of all safety controls, insisting
that it then be rigidly adhered to.

A main gas shut-off cock should be located
upstream from all other fuel train piping compo-
nents and used to shut off all flow of fuel for
servicing and other shutdowns.

All safety devices should be tested at least
monthly* and more often if deemed advisable.
Periodic testing for tightness of manual or motor-
ized shut-off valve closure is equally essential.

*per NFPA 86-Appendix B-4 (1995)

Operator should be aware of and observe characteristic opening/closing action of the valve. Should operation ever
become sluggish, remove valve from service and contact Maxon for recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, Muncie, IN 47302
Phone (765) 284-3304; Fax (765) 286-8394

www.maxoncorp.com

Always include valve serial number and nameplate information
for positive identification.

Operating Instructions

Refer to appropriate catalog bulletin and
specification page for operating sequence applying to
your specific valve. Never operate valve until all
essential allied equipment is operative and any
necessary purges completed. Failure of valve to
operate normally indicates that it is not powered or
supply air pressure is not adequate. Check this first!

Main system shut-off should always be
accomplished with an upstream leak-tight manual
fuel cock.

Normally-closed shut-off valves begin opening cycle
immediately upon being powered.

Normally-open vent valves begin to close
immediately upon being powered.
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Maintenance Instructions

CAUTION: Valve leak testing should be undertaken
only by trained and experienced personnel. Instruc-
tions provided by the company and/or individuals
responsible for the manufacture and/or overall
installation of complete system incorporating Maxon
valves take precedence over these provided by
Maxon. If Maxon instructions conflict with any
codes or regulations, contact Maxon Corporation
before attempting this procedure.

Valve leak test should be performed on a
quarterly basis to assure continued safe and
reliable operation. Each valve should be checked
with available line pressure. Absolute zero leakage
may not be obtained in the field. Any valve that
exceeds the allowable leakage, as set forth by your
local codes or insurance requirements (15 bubbles per
minute), should be removed from service and your
Maxon representative should be contacted.

Every Maxon valve is operationally tested and
meets the requirements of FCI 70-2 Class VI seat
leakage when it leaves our plant.

Suggested leak test procedure for double-
blocking shut-off valves (without vent line)
(a) Shut down combustion system per manufacturer’s

recommended procedure.
(b) Close manual valves A and B.
(c) Visually inspect to verify that shut-off valves #1

and #2 are closed.
(d) Remove the 1/4” pipe plug from downstream side

of shut-off valve #1. Install leak test apparatus.
Safely vent any trapped gas pressure.

(e) Open manual shut-off valve A, then close leak
test apparatus. Insert tube into a container of
water just below the surface.

(f) Open test apparatus and test valve for leakage.
As a guideline, valve should be tested for 2
minutes per inch of pipe diameter. Large diameter
pipes or long piping runs between shut-off valves
may need additional testing time.

(g) If valve testing indicates leakage exceeding 15
bubbles per minute, perform pre-operational
exercising as outlined on Page 6400-S-2 and retest
the valve. If valve continues to exceed allowable
leakage limit, remove from service and contact
Maxon.

Manual
 Valve
    A

Gas Pressure
  Regulator

 LPG
Switch

Shut-off
  Valve
    #1

Shut-off
  Valve
    #2

 HGP
Switch

Manual
 Valve
    B

To Combustion
     System

Strainer

Drip
Leg

NOTES:
Push button must be
tamper resistant.

LS-SV - Closes when
shut-off Valve #1 is fully
open.

The "From Flame Safeguard"
line is energized only when all
conditions for safe operation
have been satisfied.

Example of a wiring diagram for leak test

Hot
From Flame
 Safeguard Momentary Leak

Test Push Button

LS-SV

Shut-off
Valve #1

Shut-off
Valve #2

Neutral

Example of a gas piping diagram for leak test without vent line
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Suggested leak test procedure for double-blocking shut-off valves with vent line

Maintenance Instructions

(h) Secure test apparatus on valve #1.
(i) Remove the 1/4” pipe plug from downstream side

of shut-off valve #2. Install leak test apparatus.
(j) With an auxiliary power supply connected to valve

#1, open test apparatus and test valve for leak-
age. As a guideline, valve should be tested for 2
minutes per inch of pipe diameter. Large diameter
pipes or long piping runs between shut-off valves
may need additional testing time.

(k) If valve testing indicates leakage exceeding 15
bubbles per minute, perform pre-operational
exercising as outlined on Page 6400-S-2 and retest

the valve. If valve continues to exceed allowable
leakage limit, remove from service and contact
Maxon.

(l) Secure test apparatus on valve #2.
(m) Upon completion of valve leak testing, test all

other safety interlocks per manufacturer’s instruc-
tions and verify they are operational.

(n) Restore combustion system to operational
condition. Be sure to remove all auxiliary power
supplies and jumpers that may have been used
during testing.

Suggested leak test procedure for double-blocking shut-off valves (without vent line) - continued

If vent valve is present, use auxiliary power supply to power vent valve to closed position during this test proce-
dure. Follow test instructions above. Once test is complete, be sure vent valve is restored to normal operation.

Manual
 Valve
    A

Gas Pressure
  Regulator

 LPG
Switch

Shut-off
  Valve
    #1

Shut-off
  Valve
    #2  HGP

Switch
Manual
 Valve
    B

To Combustion
     System

Strainer

Drip
Leg

NOTES:
Push button must be
tamper resistant.

LS-VV - Closed when Vent
Valve is fully closed.

LS-SV - Closes when
shut-off Valve#1 is fully
open.

The "From Flame Safeguard"
line is energized only when all
conditions for safe operation
have been satisfied.

Example of a wiring diagram for leak test

Hot
From Flame
 Safeguard

Shut-off Valve #2
Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

LS-VV Shut-off
Valve #1

Shut-off
Valve #2

Neutral

Vent Valve

Vent
Valve

LS-SV

Shut-off Valve #1
Momentary Leak
Test Push Button

Example of a gas piping diagram for leak test with vent line
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Assembly Numbers

To determine the Configured Item Number:
Select one choice each from the following five categories

Valve
Size

Flow
Capacity

Pressure
Rating

Normal
Position

Area
Classification

Configured Item Number

Valve Size:
075 –.75”
100 – 1”
125 – 1.25”
150 – 1.5”
200 – 2”
250 – 2.5”
300 – 3”
400 – 4”
600 – 6”
(future availability)

Flow Capacity:
S – Standard
C – CP Body Construction

Pressure Rating:
80 – Pneumatic Standard Pressure
81 – Pneumatic High Pressure

Normal Position:
1 – Normally-Closed Shut-Off Valve (also actuator only)
2 – Normally-Open Vent Valve (also actuator only)

Area Classification:
1 – General Purpose
2 – Non-incendive, Class I Div. 2
3 – Intrinsically Safe, Class I Div. 1
4 – Valve Body Only

Example:

To order a 3” CP body, high pressure
rating, normally-closed shut-off valve for
general purpose use, make the following
selections:

Valve Size........................................ 300
Flow Capacity ..................................... C
Pressure Rating .................................81
Normal Position ................................... 1
Area Classification .............................. 1

The Configured Item Number for this
valve is:

300 C 8111.

Segment choices for Series 8000
Air Actuated Valves are shown on
the following pages

Configured Item Numbers are designated as follows:

Valve Size space Flow Capacity space Pressure Rating, Normal Position, Area Classification
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Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

1REBMUNLEDOM

ybdenimreteD
rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

)1-P/A-0046egapees(noitceles

detaluclaC ---

2REBMUNLEDOM detaluclaC ---

EZIS detaluclaC ---

YTICAPACWOLF detaluclaC ---

GNITARERUSSERP detaluclaC ---

NOITISOPLAMRON detaluclaC ---

NOITACIFISSALCAERA detaluclaC ---

NOITCENNOCYDOB noitcennocydobfoepyT

* ylnorotautcA)*(

A dedaerhtISNA)A(

B degnalfISNA)B(

C dedaerhtOSI)C(

D degnalfNID)D(

E elppindedlewtekcoS)E(

F
elppindedlewtekcoS)F(

segnalf051ssalCISNA/w

G
elppindedlewtekcoS)G(
segnalf003ssalCISNA/w

REPMUB,SLAESYDOB
LAIRETAM

evlavrofnoitacificepslairetaM
repmubdnaslaesydob

* ylnorotautcA)*(

A NanuB)A(

B notiV)B(

C enelyporPenelyhtE)C(

LAIRETAMYDOB lairetamydobevlavfoepyT

* ylnorotautcA)*(

1 noritsaC)1(

2 leetsnobraC)2(

5 leetssselniatS)5(

6 leetSnobraCpmeTwoL)6(

EGAKCAPMIRTLANRETNI
ydobevlavrofdesuslairetaM

stnenopmoclanretni

* ylnorotautcA)*(

1 1egakcapmirT)1(

2 2egakcapmirT)2(

3 3egakcapmirT)3(

4 naelcyxo,2egakcapmirT)4(

5 naelcyxo,3egakcapmirT)5(

EGATLOVYRAMIRP rotautca-egatlovlacirtcelE

* ylnoydobevlaV)*(

A zH05CAV021)A(

B zH06CAV021)B(

D zH05CAV042)D(

E zH06CAV042)E(

G CDV42)G(

SEHCTIWS ynafi,derisedsnoitpohctiwS

* ylnoydobevlaV)*(

0 enoN)0(

1 1SCV/1SOV)1(

2 2SCV/2SOV)2(

Segment Choice Detail - NOTE: Some choices may not be available with all sizes and types of valves.
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Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

GNITARERUSOLCNE erusolcnerotautcafognitaR

* ylnoydobevlaV)*(

A 56PI,4AMEN)A(

B 56PI,X4AMEN)B(

EGAUGNALYRADNOCES
evlavrofegaugnaldnoceS

gnilebal
* ylnoydobevlaV)*(

1 hcnerF)1(

LEUF desuebotleuffoepyT

RIA riA

MMA ainommA

TUB saGenatuB

EKOC saGnevOekoC

LED detsubmoCocleD

GID saGretsegiD

ODNE 203AGAcimrehtodnE

OXE cimrehtoxE

DYH saGnegordyH

DNAL saGllifdnaL

DGFM saGderutcafunaM

TAN saGlarutaN

TIN saGnegortiN

HYXO spf002<,gisp002otpu(negyxO

LYXO spf002<,gisp03otpu(negyxO

XYXO )spf571<,gisp552otpu(negyxO

PORP saGenaporP

FER saGyrenifeR

RUOS saGlarutaNruoS

NWOT saGnwoT

NOITISOPYLBMESSAPOT noitisoprotautcA

WA yawA

L tfeL

R thgiR

OT drawoT

GNIGGAT gniggatfoepyT

WLA )no-eriw(munimulA

ENON gniggatoN

PSS )tnenamrep(leetssselniatS

WSS )no-eriw(leetssselniatS

TELNIREDNILYC.NIM
ERUSSERP

elbaliavaseciohcoN detaluclaC ---

DPOM elbaliavaseciohcoN detaluclaC ---

TNEIBMAXAM/NIM
ERUTAREPMET

elbaliavaseciohcoN detaluclaC ---

REWOP/TNERRUCDIONELOS
GNITAR

elbaliavaseciohcoN detaluclaC ---

SNOITCNASYCNEGA elbaliavaseciohcoN detaluclaC ---

Segment Choice Detail - NOTE: Some choices may not be available with all sizes and types of valves.
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Assembly Numbers
Spare Parts

ylbmessAhctiwSetelpmoC detnuoMsdaeL&skcolBlanimreT/w

lanimoN
evlaV
eziS

wolF
yticapaC

ledoM.feR
rebmuN

srebmuNylbmessA

1.viD,IssalC&esopruPlareneG 2.viD,1ssalC-76PI

1SCV/1SOV 2SCV/2SOV 1SCV/1SOV 2SCV/2SOV

"57. S S570 9693501 0793501 1793501 3793501

"1 S S001 9693501 0793501 1793501 3793501

"52.1 S S521 6793501 8793501 9793501 0893501

"5.1 S S051 1893501 2893501 3893501 5893501

"2 S S002 6893501 7893501 8893501 9893501
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Maxon “Modular” Special Service Valves
Whatever your valve needs, you can’t afford less than Maxon quality.

Special Service Valves are ruggedly designed
and built for a long service life in today’s industrial
processing environments.

Maxon Valves are built to order – individually
assembled and tested to very stringent quality control
standards that support Maxon’s dedication to total
customer satisfaction.

The “Modular” Valve design provides application
flexibility and the capability to “create” the valve that
best meets your specifications. Building block concept
allows you to select the appropriate valve body for
flow capacity conditions and/or code specification,
then choose and add the manual or automatic operat-
ing mechanism required for your application.

Body Types
Threaded Bodies

Single-seated

Flanged Bodies (single-or double-seated)

Standard “FL” Extended outlet “XL” Elbow Outlet “EL” Single Inlet –
Double Outlet

Double-seated

Operating Mechanisms
Lever
for fast manual
operation

Rack & Pinion
for greater
leverage in fast
manual operation

Wheel
for slower
manual
operation

Fusible Link
for “automatic”
opening or closing
of manually
“cocked” valve
upon exposure to
ambient tempera-
tures exceeding
link rating.

Air
for unattended
operation using a
controlled air supply.
Variations include
double-acting air
cylinders and
air/spring
combinations to open
or close.

Spring Return
for “dead man”
control with
automatic return
to either open or
closed position
when handle is
released

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Maxon “Modular” Special Service Valves

This trim is frequently selected for natural gas, propane
or butane service.

A special electro-less nickel coating may provide
additional corrosion/erosion protection to the valve
body itself.

Contact Maxon with your specific application needs
for recommendations.

Double Stem Packing Arrangements
Maxon “Modular” Special Service valves incorporate

a double stem packing for superior reliability. Long
packing life and minimal wear can be expected be-
cause the valve stem rotates in operation rather than
sliding through the packing.

The initial stem seal is provided by an “inside”
packing ring with additional protection furnished by the
“outside” packing set.

Packing arrangements are shown below.

Principle of Operation
To provide “bubble-tight” seals in your process

service lines, Maxon uses swinging gate bodies for
special service gas applications. The hard-faced micro-
lapped seat nut is threaded into the one-piece cast
valve body. The free-floating, hard-faced, spring-loaded
circular disc swings across the seat. Line pressure
also assists in sealing the disc to the downstream
seat.

Frequent use and cycles actually helps to keep your
valve clean. The valve wears in, not out. Since the
free-floating disc is swinging across the circular seat
nut on the arc created by the disc carrier, the disc
rotates slightly on every cycle. This provides a fresh,
clean surface area for sealing off your flow lines.

All Maxon valve bodies have special service trim
options available to meet your particular fluid service
requirements.

Figure 1 shows the threaded outside packing nut
arrangement furnished on 1/2" through 1-1/4" threaded
valves (Type SL) and 1", 1-1/4" flanged valves (Type
XL, EL).

Figure 2 shows the bolted outside packing gland
arrangement furnished with all 1-1/2" through 8" flanged
body valves.

Stem Packing Options
Stem packing is offered in the three versions

shown in the photograph below.
– Standard trim consists of a carbon-based composi-

tion (Grafoil) inner ring and chevron formed set of
Teflon outer packing. It is suitable for temperatures
up to 450°F (232°C).

– Trim “G” uses the Grafoil composition ring forms for
both inside and outside packings and is suitable for
temperatures up to 1000°F (538°C).

– Trim “T” uses the
formed Teflon rings for
both inside and
outside packings and
is restricted to tem-
peratures below 450°F
(232°C).

Bodies and Trims
All feature metal-to-metal seating, with a swinging

gate design that minimizes leakage potential by
requiring only slight rotation of stem through double
stem packing/seals.

Flanged and threaded, single and double seated
versions are available in 1/2" through 8" pipe sizes.

Ratings to 1000 PSI or 1000°F.

Valve Body Trim Selection
“Modular” Special Service Valve bodies are offered

in two basic trims: Trim 3 and Trim 5.
Our “standard”, Trim 3, includes Stellited Steel seat

and disc and is suitable for a broad range of pressures
and temperature conditions, including steam and some
corrosive services.

A lower cost alternative where high temperatures
and corrosion are not a problem is Trim 5, which
includes Stellited Steel seat and Nodular Iron disc.

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Valve Body Ratings/Materials

All “Modular” Special Service Valves incorporate a
metal-to-metal seated swinging gate valve body.
Addition of various operating mechanisms gives a
lever, wheel, air operated valve assembly, etc. The
type of operating mechanism selected will determine
the maximum operating pressure differential
(MOPD) rating of the valve assembly. This MOPD
rating is the maximum pressure that this particular
body/operating mechanism combination can reliably
open (or close) against within the limits imposed by
the operating mechanism.

Valve body casting ratings
All valve body assembly ratings may be specified

with at least four different ratings:

• WOG rating: Generally accepted to be the maxi-
mum water, oil or gas pressure rating at ambient
temperatures (-20°F or -29°C to +100°F or +38°C)
that a valve body can accept.

• WSP rating: Defined as the maximum working
steam pressure rating that the valve body can
accept. This WSP rating must always be a psi rating
at a given temperature. It is typically lower than
WOG ratings.

• ANS rating: Primarily a mechanical piping code for
wall thickness, metallurgy, bolt circle dimensions
and flange thickness, etc. This rating is used to
insure pipe line fixture compatibility. A 300# ANS
valve should mate with any ANS 300# companion
flange, etc.

• Primary non-shock service pressure ratings:
This is another way of presenting the WOG and
WSP ratings. The primary service rating is the
maximum pressure and temperature combination
that a valve body can withstand. (This is also the
WSP rating definition.)

The primary service rating chart below shows the
relationships of pressure and temperature. As the
temperature increases, the maximum pressure
decreases and vice versa.

Therefore, a 600# body might handle 1480 PSIG at
ambient  temperatures of -20°F to +100°F (WOG
rating), but only 105 PSIG if temperature climbed up
to 1000°F. The maximum pressure and tempera-
ture combination is the WSP rating (for example –
for a 600# valve body: 600 PSIG at 840°F).

)GISP(gnitarerusserpecivreskcohs-nonmumixaM

ecivreS
F°.pmeT

)GISP(gnitarerusserpecivresyramirP

051 052 003 006

02- 582 005 047 0841

001 582 005 047 0841

051 072 084 507 5141

002 062 064 576 0531

052 542 514 566 0331

003 032 573 556 5131

053 512 533 546 5921

004 002 092 536 0721

054 581 052 516 5321

005 071 --- 006 0021

055 551 --- 575 0011

006 041 --- 055 5901

056 521 -- 535 5701

007 011 --- 025 5601

057 59 --- 505 0101

008 08 --- 014 528

058 56 --- 072 535

009 05 --- 071 543

059 53 --- 501 502

0001 02 --- 05 501
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“Modular” Special Service Valve bodies are offered
in five distinct types/ratings: SL-25, SLD-30, SL-60,
FL-15 and FL-30. The table below summarizes the
ratings for each in its standard trim. The lower half of
the table lists construction materials of major valve
body components.

Valve Body Ratings/Materials

Regardless of the ultimate designation, each
contains a valve body in a primary service rating of
150, 250, 300 or 600 psi. Suitable water/steam/oil
working pressure is a function of service temperature
as outlined in the table below. Some operating
mechanism options may require lower pressure limits
as outlined in their specific catalog literature.

Valve Body Quality Assurance  (per Maxon Material Specification Sheet #MP-1042)

bodies is not a standard option). All flanged valves
going into service in a refinery, utility, chemical
plant, or boiler blow-off service must be subjected to
hydrostatic shell testing. Hydrostatic shell testing
should always be requested for valves handling a
hazardous fluid unless such testing cannot be given
because of service restrictions, such as oxygen
service valves.

Hydrostatic test should be requested for all
valves (threaded or flanged) going into greater
than 200 PSIG service (at net extra charge).

Regardless of maximum operating pressure, the
following hydrostatic test pressures are used:

Whether you are a long-time customer that origi-
nally knew us as Okadee, or a first-time contact, you
will find Maxon’s reputation for quality products is
well-deserved. During manufacture, ALL Maxon
“Modular” Special Service Valve bodies are tested
as follows:

• Seat tests: All seats are tested for tightness at air
pressures of 25 PSIG and 300 PSIG. In addition, a
lower seat pressure test, such as 5 PSIG, may be
requested if the valve is to be used at low differen-
tial pressure. The lower seat pressure test is not a
standard option.

• Shell tests: All valves are tested for porosity and
joint tightness while immersed under water while
being subjected to 300 PSIG internal air pressure.
Our intent is to test all valves at a minimum of one
and one-half times the maximum pressure that the
valve will be subjected to in actual service.

• Hydrostatic shell tests (must be specified on
order ): Hydrostatic shell testing is standard on all
XL and EL valve bodies (testing on other valve
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Capacities/Specifications

Valve body sizing/selection
Maxon “Modular” Special Service Valves are noted

for their full-open flow port design with extremely low
pressure drops. Always select valve size based
upon volume flow capacities at their acceptable
pressure drop conditions.

Approximate pressure drop as a function of
water flow is shown in the chart below. The Cv factor
(shown in parentheses after valve size) is, by defini-
tion, the number of U.S. gallons per minute of water
which will pass through that valve with exactly one (1)
psi pressure drop.

That C
v
 factor may be used to determine gas and

liquid flow rates or pressure drop for your conditions,
using the appropriate formula from those given below:

Liquids: V = C
v

(P
1 
- P

2
)

G
f

W = (500) C
v

(P
1
 - P

2
) G

f

Gases: Q = (1360) C
v

(P
1
 - P

2
) (P

1
 + P

2
)

G T
f

2

W = (4.56) C
v

(P
1 
- P

2
) P

2
G

f

Steam: W = (63.4) C
v

(P
1
 - P

2
) w

2

Sat. Steam: W = (3) C
v

(P
1
 - P

2
) P

2

Where:
G = Gas specific gravity (air = 1.0)
G

f
= Specific gravity @ flowing temperature °F

P
1

= Inlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)
P

2
= Outlet pressure PSIA (14.7 psi + psi gauge)

Q =  Cubic feet per hour @ 14.7 PSIA and 60°F
T

f
= Flowing temperature absolute (460° + °F)

V =  Flow in U.S. gallons/minute
W =  Flow in pounds per hour
w

2
=  Density of steam (pounds/cubic foot)

For example: If your application calls for a flow of 60
gpm of #2 oil at 100°F, 150 psi inlet pressure and with
an allowable drop of 5 psi, we can calculate . . .

V = gpm 60 = C
v

5

.865

G
f

= .865 60 = C
v

5.78

P
1
 - P

2
= 5 PSIG 60 = C

v
 (2.4)

required C
v
 = 25

Looking at chart at left, we see that a 3/4" valve (with
a C

v
 of 31) is the smallest that would meet our needs.

3" (491)

2-1/2" (341)

2" (218)

1

Water

6" & 8V

4" (873)

1-1/2" (123)

1-1/4" (85)

1" (55)

3/4" (31)

1/2" (19)
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Nomenclature

Maxon “Modular” Special Service Valves are
identified by a six-part designation system that
provides the following information:
• Part 1 – Valve and pipe size
• Part 2 – Valve seating (single or double) and

operator type
• Part 3 – Body type
• Part 4 – ANS body class
• Part 5 – Seating and stem packing materials
• Part 6 – Accessory items

Each “Modular” Special Service Valve bears a
nameplate similar to the one reproduced at right. The
information stamped there at manufacture allows
permanent identification of the valve.

2"  Fig 19 – FL – 30 – 3 T – AM

Valve and
Pipe Size

The example above in simplified nomenclature describes a 2" single-seated,
flanged, 300# ANS valve with stellited steel seat and disc, Teflon inner and outer
stem packings, complete with ATO/SC (single acting air cylinder/spring closing
mechanism) and with both special machining and factory-mounted accessories.

The actual order for such a valve would also include assembly numbers
shown in appropriate catalog section and might look like this:

1 2" Fig 19-FL-30-3T-AM valve consisting of
1 2"-0-FL-30-3 valve body assembly
1 with inside Teflon packing
1 with electroless nickel body
1 with 3 x 7 ATO/SC mechanism (one spring)
1 with SPDT Limit Switch & Bracket sub-assembly
1 with Air Control Set (120/60)
1 and with Speed Control Set
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Stem Packing Selection

Special provisions for oxygen service include:
– Degreasing of all valve body and internals
– Special handling and packaging
– Addition of grounding strap. The grounding strap is

required for oxygen service but is available as an
option for any flanged valve.
A plugged 1/4" bleed port is provided in the body

of all double-seated flanged valves and may be
provided (at net extra charge) in threaded double-
seated valves.

Electro-less nickel coating of valve bodies is
available (at net extra cost) to provide an additional
coating of corrosion resistance to the durable cast
iron and steel valve bodies. This option will extend
normal delivery times.

Special flush-out cleaning ports may be
provided in valve bodies (at net extra cost).

Valve Body Alternatives
Alternate piping arrangements (shown on

Product Information Sheet 6500-7) are offered with
threaded steel bodied valves (up to 2") and include:

Figure I: Indicates a threaded, steel body with
Schedule #80 pipe nipples socket-welded in place.
Other pipe nipples may be available as options.
Contact Maxon for more information.

Figure II: Indicates Schedule #80 pipe nipples
socket-welded into steel body and outboard ends
have welding couplings in place. Contact Maxon for
other options and availability.

Figure IV: Indicates Schedule #80 pipe nipples
socket-welded into steel body and slip-on, raised face
flanges welded in place. Available with 150#, 300# or
600# flanges.

Assembly numbers for both inside and outside
packing in each of the three valve alternatives are
shown in the table below.

The materials supplied under each assembly
number may consist of a single formed element or
multiple formed elements, depending on specific
valve and trim.

snoitpOgnikcaPmetS
evlaV dradnatS gnikcapG gnikcapT

epyT eziS seireS edisnI edistuO edisnI edistuO edisnI edistuO
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ydoB

57.–5. 52-LS 83547 25507 83547 54547 85507 25507

52.1–1 06,03,52-LS 73547 15507 73547 44547 75507 15507

2–5.1 06,03-LS;03-DLS 53547 94507 53547 24547 55507 94507

3–5.2 06,03-LS 63547 05507 63547 34547 65507 05507

degnalF
ydoB

52.1–1 03-LX 73547 15507 73547 44547 75507 15507

5.1 03-LE,LX;03-LF

53547 94507 53547 24547 55507 945072 03-LE,LX;03,51-LF

5.2
51-LF

03-LE,LX;03-LF

63547 05507 63547 34547 65507 055073 03,51-LF

4
51-LF

03-LF 93547 35507 93547 74547 95507 35507

6 03-LF 04547 45507 04547 64547 06507 45507

V8 51-LF 93547 35507 93547 74547 95507 35507
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Dimensions (in inches)

Flanged Valve Body Sub-assemblies

Type FL-15, FL-30 Valve Bodies

Type XL-30 Valve Bodies Type EL-30 Valve Bodies

NOTE: All flanged
"Modular" Special
Service valves are
raised face flanges
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elgniS
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1 3-03-LX-0 ---
3

52.9 27.7 52.2 57.4 60.3 88.4 5.3
57.0

4 °54

---52.1 3-03-LX-0 --- 83.9 19.7 44.2 49.4 35.3 52.5 88.3

5.1

3-03-LX-0 3-03-LX-00 44.11
95.7

88.2 52.6 86.3 21.6 5.4 88.03-03-LE-0 3-03-LE-00 4 35.9 5.4

3-03-LF-0 3-03-LF-00 1 84.7 65.6
---

2

3-03-LX-0 3-03-LX-00 3 88.11
19.7

52.3 26.6 5.4

5.6 5

57.0

8 °5.22
3-03-LE-0 3-03-LE-00 4 44.01 57.4

3-51-LF-0 3-51-LF-00
1

29.6 83.6 6 57.4 4 °54

---3-03-LF-0 3-03-LF-00 5.8 78.6 5.6 5

8 °5.22

5.2

3-03-LX-0 3-03-LX-00 3 44.21
74.8

57.3 57.7 5.5

5.7 88.5 88.0
3-03-LE-0 3-03-LE-00 4 44.11 57.5

3-51-LF-0 3-51-LF-00

1

54.7 65.6 7 5 57.0 4 °54

---

3-03-LF-0 3-03-LF-00 44.9 83.7
5.7

88.5 88.0 8 °5.22

3
3-51-LF-0 3-51-LF-00 9.7 7

21.4 21.8
6 6 57.0 4 °54

3-03-LF-0 3-03-LF-00 70.11 83.8 60.6 52.8 26.6 88.0

8 °5.22
4

3-51-LF-0 3-51-LF-00

2

38.8 13.7
5

9 96.7 9 5.7 57.0

3-03-LF-0 3-03-LF-00 8.11 44.9 5.8 88.7 01 88.7
88.06 3-03-LF-0 3-03-LF-00 87.51 44.31 5.7 11 26.01 5.21 26.01 21 °51

V8 3-51-LF-0 3-51-LF-00 4.11 3.9 6 5.9 01 5.31 57.11 8 °5.22

See XL-30 illustration at left to identify
G, H, J and K dimensions
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Dimensions (in inches)

Threaded Valve Body Sub-assemblies

Single-seated version
Fig. 0-SL-25
Fig. 0-SLD-30
Fig. 0-SL-30
Fig. 0-SL-60

Double-seated version
Fig. 00-SL-25
Fig. 00-SLD-30
Fig. 00-SL-30
Fig. 00-SL-60
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63.4 82.7

88.2 52.6 96.3 88.1
06,03-LS-0 ---

--- 03-DLS-00
35.4 44.7

--- 06,03-LS-00

"2

03-DLS-0 --- 24.4
43.7

52.3 26.6

52.4

21.2
06,03-LS-0 --- 63.4

--- 03-DLS-00
26.4 35.7 74.4

--- 06,03-LS-00

"5.2
06,03-LS-0 --- 37.5 19.8

57.3 57.7
60.5

26.2
--- 06,03-LS-00 48.5 30.9 83.5

"3
06,03-LS-0 --- 89.5 21.9

21.4 21.8
57.5

88.2
--- 06,03-LS-00 89.6 52.9 60.6

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (B2.1)
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Operating Mechanism Selection for Manual Operation

Where straight manual operation of “Modular”
Special Service Valves is desired, your choice of
operating mechanism may be lever, rack & pinion or
wheel, depending on valve size, series and applica-
tion pressure.

A selection guide is provided in Table 1 at right to
help you make your choice.

To use the table, locate your desired valve size on
top line, then move down through the column indi-
cated for your series designation to the first horizontal
row matching or exceeding your desired maximum
operating pressure differential. If you find the letter “L”
in that block, select a lever operating mechanism (“R”
indicates rack & pinion, “W” indicates wheel), unless
you prefer the slower operation of a wheel.

Table 1 is based on a maximum required pull of 70
pounds at end of the lever or on a wheel rim.

Torque requirements per 100 psi operating
differential pressure are shown in Table 2 below.
See catalog pages covering specific operating
mechanisms for additional guidelines for application.

ediugnoitcelesnoitarepolaunaM:1elbaT
eziS 5. 57. 1 52.1 5.1 2 5.2 3 4 6 V8

seireS
noitangiseD

--- --- --- --- --- 51 51 51 51 --- 51

52 52 52 52 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

--- --- 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 ---

06 06 06 06 06 06 --- 06 --- --- ---

eniL
erusserp

)GISP(

52 L L L L L L L L L R R

05 L L L L L L L L L R R

001 L L L L L L L L R R R

051 L L L L L L R R R W W

002 L L L L L L R R R W W

052 L L L L L R R R W W W

003 L L L L L R R R W W W

053 L L L L L R R W W W W

004 L L L W R R R W W W W

054 L L W W R R W W W W W

005 L L W W R R W W W W W

055 L L W W R W W W W W W

006 L L W W W W W W W W W

CAUTION: Data given in Table 2 above is speci-
fied per 100 psi differential pressure. For example:
a 4"-FL-15-3 valve could use a rack & pinion
operator up to 100 PSIG, but above approximately
150 PSIG, the pull force required becomes too
great for one person to pull and a wheel operating
mechanism is the better choice.

NOTE: Decision for recommendation of greater
mechanical advantaged operating mechanism is
based upon assumption that a person can only exert
up to 70 pound force. Thus, any operating mechanism
requiring over 70 pounds should not be considered a
good choice for “manual” operation.

erusserpenillaitnereffidisp001repstnemeriuqereuqroT:2elbaT

evlaV
laitnereffidisp001/euqroT

erusserp )sdnuop-hcni(

gnitareporeveL
smsinahcem

noinip&kcaR
gnitarepoleehW

msinahcem

eziS
seireS

noitangiseD
htgneL
)sehcni(

ecroflluP
)sdnuop(

htgneL
)sehcni(

ecroflluP
)sdnuop(

forebmuN
snrut

ecroflluP
)sdnuop(

57.,5. 06-,52- 06 6 01

--- ---

--- ---

1 06-,52- 051
9

71
5.4

5.4

52.1 06-,03-,52- 081 02 5

5.1 06-,03- 003

61

91

02

7
5.5

4

2 06-,03-,51- 005 23 21
9

5.2
51-

588
05 02

52.7
06-,03-

81

94

52

51 01

3 06-,03-,51- 0231 47 12
8

31

4
51-

0662 841
24

03
03- 03 33 5.7

6 03- 7708 --- --- --- --- 5.9 02

V8 51- 0646 81 063 03 07 52.8 06
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Lever Operating Mechanisms

Lever operating mechanisms provide for fast
manual operation on “modular” special service valves.

Four basic configurations are available:
Figure 1 – Lever operated single-seated valves
Figure 2 – Lever operated double-seated valves
Figure 25 – Cross-lever operated single-seated

valves in overhead lines
Figure 26 – Cross-lever operated double-seated

valves in overhead lines

NOTE: Lever operating mechanisms are not a
practical option for 6" and 8" modular valves. See
rack & pinion or wheel operations for these sizes.

Selection of any lever operating mechanism
must begin with the choice of your valve body
from pages 6503-6505 of this section, meeting your
specific flow, pressure and temperature requirements.
Once valve size, series and body type have been
determined, verify suitability of this type operating
mechanism to your valve selection from Table 1
below. Lever operating mechanisms are recom-
mended only for those applications indicated by
the letter “L” in the table below.

For manual operation of valves at higher pres-
sures, see rack & pinion or wheel operating mecha-
nism selection charts.

Accessory items which may be used with lever
operating mechanisms include:
• Optional limit switches to prove position electri-

cally. Assembly includes bracket and two switches,
one actuated at each end of valve stroke. Offered
with SPDT or DPDT contacts in both moisture-proof
and hazardous duty versions.

• Optional locking mechanism to safeguard against
unwanted operation. Specify whether locking is
desired in open or closed position (padlock not
included).

To order, specify:
1. Valve body (size, series, single/double-seating,

trim)
2. Type of operator desired (lever, cross-lever)
3. Accessory items desired
4. Quantity of each
5. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and

operating temperatures)

Figure 1 & Figure 2
Lever operating mechanism

for 1/2" – 4" valves

Figure 25 & Figure 26
Cross-lever operating

mechanism for 1/2" – 4"
valves in overhead service lines

ediugnoitcelesnoitarepolaunaM
eziS 5. 57. 1 52.1 5.1 2 5.2 3 4 6 V8

seireS
noitangiseD

--- --- --- --- --- 51 51 51 51 --- 51

52 52 52 52 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

--- --- 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 ---

06 06 06 06 06 06 --- 06 --- --- ---

eniL
erusserp

)GISP(

52 L L L L L L L L L R R

05 L L L L L L L L L R R

001 L L L L L L L L R R R

051 L L L L L L R R R W W

002 L L L L L L R R R W W

052 L L L L L R R R W W W

003 L L L L L R R R W W W

053 L L L L L R R W W W W

004 L L L W R R R W W W W

054 L L W W R R W W W W W

005 L L W W R R W W W W W

055 L L W W R W W W W W W

006 L L W W W W W W W W W

Above: Cross-lever
operating mechanism on
1-1/4" Figure
25-SL-60-3 valve

Left: Lever operating
mechanism on 1-1/2"
Figure 1-FL-15-3 valve
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Lever Operating Mechanisms

Cross-lever operating mechanisms are shown in
Table 1. Cross-lever assemblies include a 10' loop of
chain. For additional reach, specify the assembly
number and length of extra chain needed (twice the
extra reach).

For example: a 2" FL-15 valve located 20' above the
floor would require a #74390 cross-lever operating mecha-
nism with 24 extra feet of #74963 chain.

Here is how we arrived at that: desired height of chain
loop above floor = 5'. Approximate reach of standard chain
below pipe centerline = 3'. Required additional reach  = 15'
– 3" = 12'. Additional chain required = 2' x 12' = 24'.

Optional limit switch assemblies are shown in
Table 2. Assemblies include bracket and two
switches, one actuated at each end of valve stroke.
Choose with SPDT or DPDT contacts in either
moisture-proof or hazardous duty versions. Optional lever locking device set (available only

for valves equipped with a limit switch assembly from
above) prevent unauthorized operation of valve.
Padlock not included. See Table 3.

smsinahcemgnitareporevel-ssorC:1elbaT
evlaV niahC

)toofrep(epyT eziS seireS

DLS,LS

57.,5. 06,52-LS

2693752.1,1 06,03,52-LS

2,5.1 06,03-LS,03-DLS

3,5.2 06,03-LS

36937
LF

5.1 03-LF

2 03,51-LF

5.2
51-LF

03-LF

3 03,51-LF

4 03,51-LF

LE,LX

52.1,1 03-LX
26937

2,5.1 03-LE,LX

5.2 03-LE,LX 36937

stekcarbgnitnuomdnaseilbmessahctiwstimiL:2elbaT

seireS
noitangised

eziS
)sehcni(

foorp-erutsioM ytudsuodrazaH

TDPS TDPD TDPS TDPD

52-LS 52.1–5. 88937 09937 98937 19937

03-DLS,52-LS 2-5.1 72147 92147 82147 03147

03-LS
52.1,1 88937 09937 98937 19937

3-5.1 72147 92147 82147 03147

06-LS
52.1-5. 88937 09937 98937 19937

3-5.1

72147 92147 82147 0314751-LS 4-2

03-LF
3-5.1

4 29937 49937 39937 59937

LX 52.1,1 88937 09937 98937 19937

stesecivedgnikcolreveL:3elbaT

epytevlaV eziS rebmuNylbmessA

DLS,LS

52.1-5. 42147

2-5.1 52147

5.2 62147

3 ]1[52147

LF

2,5.1
42147

)51-LF(5.2

)03-LF(5.2 62147

V8-3 52147

LX
52.1,1 42147

5.2-5.1
52147

LE 5.2-5.1

.detaes-elbuodrof62147#esu;noisrevdetaes-elgnisroF]1[

snoisnemiD )sehcnini(
noseilbmessahctiwstimilrof

smsinahcemdetareporevel

eziS seireS A B C

57.,5. llA

5.9

91.5 6

1 llA 60.6
5.9

52.1 llA 52.6

5.1 llA
18.8

26.6
26.61

2 llA 7

5.2
51-LF

13.11
5.7

26.81
srehtO 5.8

3 llA
13.11

60.21 57.81

4
51-LF 83.9 26.81

03-LF 57.11 61.11 57.81
4" FL-30 flanged valves All other valves
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Dimensions (in inches)

Lever Operating Mechanisms

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see pages 6508 and 6509.

seidoBevlaVdedaerhT

evlaV
ezis

noitangiseD noisnemiD

elgniS
detaes

elbuoD
detaes A B C

.dar D E

&"5.
"57.

52-LS-1
06-LS-1

52-LS-2
06-LS-2 °22 °73 6 5 57.1

"1

52-LS-1
06,03-LS-1

---
---

°32

°54
°93

5.9

27.5
52.2

---
---

52-LS-2
06,03-LS-2 °83 6

"52.1

52-LS-1
06,03-LS-1

---
---

°54
°24 7.5

44.2
---
---

52-LS-2
06,03-LS-2

°54
°24 21.6

"5.1

03-DLS-1
06,03-LS-1

---
---

°0

°24

26.61

35.6
88.2

---
---

03-DLS-2
06,03-LS-2 96.6

"2

03-DLS-1
06,03-LS-1

---
--- °44 95.6

52.3
---
---

03-DLS-2
06,03-LS-2 °05 87.6

"5.2
06,03-LS-1 ---

---

°72

°74

26.81

2.8 57.3
---
--- 06,03-LS-2

°05

"3
06,03-LS-1 ---

--- 73.8
21.4

---
--- 06,03-LS-2 °45 5.8

seidoBevlaVdegnalF

evlaV noitangiseD noisnemiD

epyT eziS elgniS
detaes

elbuoD
detaes A B C

.dar D E

LF

"5.1 3-03-LF-1 3-03-LF-2

°52

°24

6.61

91.6 88.2

"2
3-51-LF-1 3-51-LF-2

°05
6

52.3
3-03-LF-1 3-03-LF-2 5.6

"5.2
3-51-LF-1 3-51-LF-2

°35
91.6

57.3
3-03-LF-1 3-03-LF-2

°72 6.81

7

"3
3-51-LF-1 3-51-LF-2

°55 21.4
3-03-LF-1 3-03-LF-2 8

"4
3-51-LF-1 3-51-LF-2 °75 49.6

5
3-03-LF-1 3-03-LF-2 °03 °16 57.81 88.8

LX

"1 3-03-LX-1 ---

°32
°54 5.9

79.6 52.2

"52.1 3-03-LX-1 --- 61.7 44.2

"5.1
3-03-LX-1 ---

°24

6.61

48.6 88.2
--- 3-03-LX-2

°0
"2

3-03-LX-1 --- °44 61.7
52.3

--- 3-03-LX-2 °05 30.7

"5.2
3-03-LX-1 ---

°72
°74

6.81 27.7 57.3
--- 3-03-LX-2 °05

LE

"5.1 3-03-LE-1 3-03-LE-2

°0

°24

6.61

48.6 88.2

"2
3-03-LE-1 --- °44 61.7

52.3
--- 3-03-LE-2 °05 30.7

"5.2
3-03-LE-1 ---

°72
°74

6.81 27.7 57.3
--- 3-03-LE-2 °05
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Dimensions (in inches)

Cross-lever Operating Mechanisms

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see pages 6508 and 6509.

sevlaVydoBdedaerhT

evlaV
ezis

noitangiseD noisnemiD

elgniS
detaes

elbuoD
detaes

A A1 B C D

&"5.
"57.

52-LS-52
06-LS-52

---

91 5.9

96.4 18.6
44.5

---
52-LS-62
06-LS-62

18.5

"1

52-LS-52
06,03-LS-52

---
5.4

65.01
01

13.6
60.6

---
52-LS-62

06,03-LS-62
65.01

88.9
96.6

"52.1

52-LS-52
06,03-LS-52

---
96.4

57.01
74.01

13.6

---
52-LS-62

06,03-LS-62
57.01

5.01
96.6

"5.1

52-DLS-52
06,03-LS-52

---
57.6 21.01

26.6

---
52-DLS-62
06,03-LS-62

88.6
57.6

"2

52-DLS-52
06,03-LS-52

---
21.7

96.21 88.6

---
52-DLS-62
06,03-LS-62

60.31 7

"5.2
06,03-LS-52 ---

73 5.81

49.7
21.02 52.8

--- 06,03-LS-62 26.02 83.8

"3
06,03-LS-52 ---

13.8
12 5.8

--- 06,03-LS-62 65.12 88.8

sevlaVydoBdegnalF

evlaV noitangiseD noisnemiD

epyT eziS
elgniS
detaes

elbuoD
detaes

A A1 B C D

LF

"5.1 3-03-LF-52 3-03-LF-62

73 5.81

57.6 21.81 88.6

"2
3-51-LF-52 3-51-LF-62

21.7 49.91
26.6

3-03-LF-52 3-03-LF-62 21.7

"5.2
3-51-LF-52 3-51-LF-62 26.7 88.02 57.6

3-03-LF-52 3-03-LF-62 49.7 60.12 88.7

"3
3-51-LF-52 3-51-LF-62

13.8 96.12
5.7

3-03-LF-52 3-03-LF-62 88.8

"4 3-51-LF-52 3-51-LF-62 91.9 18.22 88.7

LX

"1 3-03-LX-52 ---

91 5.9

5.4 91.01 44.7

"52.1 3-03-LX-52 --- 96.4 26.01 57.7

"5.1 3-03-LX-52 3-03-LX-62 57.6 21.21 57.6

"2
3-03-LX-52 ---

21.7
96.21 83.6

--- 3-03-LX-62 60.31 52.7

"5.2
3-03-LX-52 ---

73 5.81 49.7
21.02 18.6

--- 3-03-LX-62 06.02 88.7

LE

"5.1 3-03-LE-52 3-03-LE-62

91 5.9

57.6 21.21 57.6

"2
3-03-LE-52 ---

21.7
96.21 83.6

--- 3-03-LE-62 60.31 52.7

"5.2
3-03-LE-52 ---

73 5.81 49.7
21.02 18.6

--- 3-03-LE-62 26.02 88.7
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Rack & Pinion Operating Mechanisms

Rack & pinion operating mechanisms provide
for fast manual operation on Modular Special Service
Valves in applications with higher line pressures.

The rack & pinion mechanism provides a greater
mechanical advantage than lever operating
mechanisms.

NOTE: Excessive pull on valve arm, as through
impact or use of a cheater bar, can cause threaded
valves to turn in the line and may result in leakage
and/or mechanical damage. Therefore, the rack &
pinion operating mechanism is not a practical
option for a threaded valve body assembly.

Selection of any rack & pinion operating
mechanism must begin with the choice of your
valve body from pages 6503-6505 of this section,
meeting your specific flow, pressure and temperature
requirements. Once valve size, series and body type
have been determined, verify suitability of this type
operating mechanism to your valve selection from
Table 1 below.

Rack & pinion operating mechanisms are
recommended only for those applications indi-
cated by the letter R in Table 1.

For manual operation of valves at higher pres-
sures, see wheel operating mechanism selection
charts.

Two basic configurations are available:
Figure 3 – Rack & pinion single-seated flanged

valves
Figure 4 – Rack & pinion double-seated flanged

valves.
To order, specify:
1. Valve (size, series, single/double seating, trim)
2. Type of operator desired (rack & pinion)
3. Quantity and assembly number of each
4. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and

operating temperatures)
Rack & pinion operating mechanisms are shown

in Table 2 below. Enter the table under your desired
valve size. Drop down to the line opposite the appro-
priate valve series to identify the required assembly
number.

For use with 1-1/2"
through 8"V flanged

body valves

Rack & pinion operating mechanism on
1-1/2" Figure 3-FL-15-3 valve

ediugnoitcelesnoitarepolaunaM:1elbaT
eziS 5. 57. 1 52.1 5.1 2 5.2 3 4 6 V8

seireS
noitangiseD

--- --- --- --- --- 51 51 51 51 --- 51

52 52 52 52 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

--- --- 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 ---

06 06 06 06 06 06 --- 06 --- --- ---

eniL
erusserp

)GISP(

52 L L L L L L L L L R R

05 L L L L L L L L L R R

001 L L L L L L L L R R R

051 L L L L L L R R R W W

002 L L L L L L R R R W W

052 L L L L L R R R W W W

003 L L L L L R R R W W W

053 L L L L L R R W W W W

004 L L L W R R R W W W W

054 L L W W R R W W W W W

005 L L W W R R W W W W W

055 L L W W R W W W W W W

006 L L W W W W W W W W W

srebmunylbmessamsinahcemgnitareponoinip&kcaR:2elbaT

seiresevlaV
ezisevlavlanimoN

"5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 V"8
51-LF
03-LF

---
64447 68817 68817

29817 29817 29817
99817

---
00917

99817
---

03-LX
03-LE 78817 78817 39817 --- --- --- ---
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Dimensions (in inches)

Rack & pinion operating mechanisms (with flanged valve bodies)

evlaV noitangiseD noisnemiD

epyT eziS detaeselgniS detaeselbuoD A B .darC D E

LF

"5.1 3-03-LF-3 3-03-LF-4

°45

°68

02
5

44.6

"2
3-51-LF-3 3-51-LF-4

°59 18.6
3-03-LF-3 3-03-LF-4 4.5

"5.2
3-51-LF-3 3-51-LF-4 °301 5 13.7
3-03-LF-3 3-03-LF-4

°74

°521

52

7.5 91.8

"3
3-51-LF-3 3-51-LF-4

°331
4.5

65.8
3-03-LF-3 3-03-LF-4 57.6

"4
3-51-LF-3 3-51-LF-4 °541 49.5 44.9
3-03-LF-3 3-03-LF-4

°06
°011

03
49.7 11

"6 3-03-LF-3 3-03-LF-4 °301 9.9 31

V"8 3-51-LF-3 3-51-LF-4 °011 8.7 5.11

LX
"5.1 3-03-LX-3 3-03-LX-4

°45
°68

02
5 44.6

"2 3-03-LX-3 3-03-LX-4 °301 4.5 18.6

"5.2 3-03-LX-3 3-03-LX-4 °74 °531 52 7.5 91.8

LE
"5.1 3-03-LE-3 3-03-LE-4

°45
°68

02
5 44.6

"2 3-03-LE-3 3-03-LE-4 °301 4.5 18.6

"5.2 3-03-LE-3 3-03-LE-4 °74 °531 52 7.5 91.8

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see pages 6508 and 6509.
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Wheel Operating Mechanisms

Wheel operating mechanisms allow slow-acting
manual operation of “Modular” Special Service
Valves, even in high-pressure applications. Clockwise
rotation of a handwheel closes valve; counter-clock-
wise rotation opens valve.

Four basic configurations are available:
Figure 5 – “Standard” left-hand wheel operating

mechanism for single-seated valve
bodies (left-hand: with valve stem to left
side of valve as you face the handwheel)

Figure 6 – “Standard” left-hand wheel operating
mechanism as above, but for use with
double-seated valve bodies

Figure 7 – Optional “right-hand” wheel operating
mechanism for single-seated valve
bodies (right-hand: with valve stem to
right side of valve as you face the
handwheel)

Figure 8 – Optional “right-hand” wheel operating
mechanism as above, but for use with
double-seated valve bodies

Selection of any wheel operating mechanism
must begin with the choice of your valve body from
pages 6503-6505 of this section, meeting your
specific flow, pressure and temperature requirements.
Once valve size, series and body type have been
determined, verify suitability of this type operating
mechanism to your valve selection from table below.

For use with
1" through 8"V

Maxon “Modular”
Valves

Wheel operating mechanisms are recom-
mended only for those applications indicated by
the letter “W” in Table 1 or where slow manual
operation might be required. For fast-acting manual
operation of valves at lower pressures, see lever or
rack & pinion operating mechanism selection charts.

Accessory items which may be used with wheel
operating mechanisms include:
• Optional chain wheel assembly permits manual

operation of overhead-mounted valves. Wheel and
chain assemblies are available as a standard left
hand or right hand assembly. To order a wheel
and chain assembly, choose the wheel and
chain option first; do not choose the wheel
orientation first.
Standard assemblies include a special sprocket
wheel and closed 20-foot loop of chain. Additional
lengths of chain are available by changing the
default length of 20-foot to the desired value.

To order, specify:
1. Valve body (size, series, single/double seating,

trim)
2. Type of operator desired (standard wheel, right-

hand wheel)
3. Accessory items desired
4. Quantity and assembly number of each
5. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and

operating temperatures)

ediugnoitcelesnoitarepolaunaM:1elbaT
eziS 5. 57. 1 52.1 5.1 2 5.2 3 4 6 V8

seireS
noitangiseD

--- --- --- --- --- 51 51 51 51 --- 51

52 52 52 52 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

--- --- 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 ---

06 06 06 06 06 06 --- 06 --- --- ---

eniL
erusserp

)GISP(

52 L L L L L L L L L R R

05 L L L L L L L L L R R
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004 L L L W R R R W W W W

054 L L W W R R W W W W W

005 L L W W R R W W W W W

055 L L W W R W W W W W W
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Dimensions (in inches)

Wheel Operating Mechanisms

sevlaVydoBdedaerhT

epiP
ezis

noitangiseD noisnemiD

elgniS
detaes

elbuoD
detaes

A B C D E

"1

52-LS ---

52.4

13.4

6 5.3 5.5

06,03-LS --- 91.4

---
---

52-LS
06,03-LS

57.4

"52.1

52-LS ---

44.4

83.4

06,03-LS --- 13.4

--- 52-LS 18.4

--- 06,03-LS 96.4

"5.1
03-DLS
06,03-LS

03-DLS
06,03-LS

7
5

01

13.5 7
"2

03-DLS
06,03-LS

---
83.7

---
03-DLS
06,03-LS

52.5

"5.2
06,03-LS ---

5.8
91.6

57.5 52.8
--- 06,03-LS 13.6

"3
06,03-LS ---

88.8
44.6

--- 06,03-LS 5.6

sevlaVydoBdegnalF

evlaV noitangiseD noisnemiD

epyT eziS elgniS
detaes

elbuoD
detaes A B C D E

LF

"5.1 03-LF 03-LF 7
5

01

13.5 7"2
51-LF 51-LF

83.703-LF 03-LF 5.5

"5.2
51-LF 51-LF 5

03-LF 03-LF 5.8 57.5

57.5 52.8
"3

51-LF 51-LF
88.8

44.5

03-LF 03-LF 18.6

"4

51-LF ---
57.9

57.5

--- 51-LF 6

51-LF 51-LF 31 18.7 88.21 88.9 ---

"6 03-LF 03-LF 65.81 18.9 81 91.21 ---

V"8 51-LF 51-LF 41 96.7 88.21 88.9 ---

LX

"1 03-LX --- 52.4 65.5
6 5.3 5.5

"52.1 03-LX --- 44.4 57.5

"5.1 03-LX 03-LX 7 5

01

13.5 7
"2 03-LX 03-LX 83.7 5.5

"5.2 03-LX 03-LX 5.8 57.5 57.5 52.8

LE

"5.1 03-LE 03-LE 7 5
13.5 7

"2 03-LE 03-LE 83.7 5.5

"5.2 03-LE 03-LE 5.8 57.5 57.5 52.8

NOTE: Wheel turns clockwise to close valve,
counter-clockwise to open. The clearance for
right-hand mechanism (E) is greater than for
left-hand mechanism (D) because of valve
body bulge.

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see pages 6508 and 6509.
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Spring Return Operating Mechanisms

For use with
.5" through 8"V

Maxon
“Modular” Valves

Spring return operating mechanisms provide
dead man control of Modular Special Service Valves.
Valve is operated manually, against a powerful return
spring. When handle is released, spring returns valve
to original position.

Four basic configurations are available:
Figure 9 – Type SC spring closing, lever oper-

ated mechanism for single-seated
valve body assemblies.

Figure 10 – Type SC spring closing, lever oper-
ated mechanism for double-seated
valve bodies.

Figure 11 – Type SC spring closing, rack &
pinion operated mechanism for single-
seated valve body assemblies.

Figure 12 – Type SC spring closing, rack &
pinion operated mechanism for
double-seated valve bodies.

Selection of a spring return operating mecha-
nism should begin with a choice of valve body
from pages 6503 – 6505 of this catalog section
meeting your specific flow and pressure requirements.
Once valve size, series and body type have been
determined, verify suitability of application in tables
below, locating the appropriate operating mechanism
and assembly number while noting applicable maxi-
mum operating pressure differential (MOPD).

Typical applications include chemical transfer
lines, fluid transfer and/or sampling lines, furnace or
oven viewing ports, vehicular dumps/drains, water
deluge devices or any other application requiring
manual supervision while valve is functioning.

NOTE: Excessive pull on valve lever handle, as
through impact or use of a cheater bar, can cause
threaded valves to turn in the line and may result in
leakage and/or mechanical damage.

To order, specify:
1. Valve (size, series, single/double seating, trim)
2. Type of operator desired (SC)
3. Quantity and assembly number of each
4. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and

operating temperatures)

Shown: SC spring closing operating
mechanism on 2" Fig-9-SL-30-3 valve
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LF
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"2 51-LF
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"5.2
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"4
51-LF 02
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V"8
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"2 03-LE,LX 09

"5.2 03-LE,LX 08
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Dimensions (in inches)

Spring Return Operating Mechanisms

SC Spring-Closing Operating Mechanisms

For .5" – 1.25" Threaded Body Valves For 1.5", 2" Valves

For Threaded Body For Flanged Body

For 2.5" – 4" Valves

For Threaded Body For Flanged Body

For 8"V Flanged Body Valves
(except Rack & Pinion versions)

For 4" – 8"V Flanged Body Valves
(Rack & Pinion versions only)

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body
details, see pages 6508 and 6509.
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epyT eziS seireS A D

DLS,LS

"57.,"5. 06,52-LS 5.9 6
"52.1,"1 06,03,52-LS 01 5.9

"2,"5.1 06,03-LS;03-DLS 11 26.61
"5.2 06,03-LS 91

26.81
"3 06,03-LS 5.81

LF

"5.1 03-LF
5.01

26.61"2 03,51-LF

"5.2
51-LF

5.81
03-LF

26.81"3 03,51-LF

"4
51-LF

]1[03-LF
52 02

"6 ]1[03-LF

V"8
51-LF 5.81 57.03

]1[51-LF 52 02

LE,LX
"52.1,"1 03-LX 01 5.9
"2,"5.1 03-LE,LX 11 26.61

"5.2 03-LE,LS 91 26.81
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Spring Return Fusible Link Operating Mechanisms

Fusible link operating mechanisms provide
automatic spring-opening or spring-closing through
operation of a UL/FM listed temperature-sensitive link.
If tripped by excessive temperature, fusible link
must be replaced. Otherwise valve may be opened
or closed manually without damage to the tempera-
ture-sensitive link.

Four basic SCF (spring-closing fusible link)
configurations are available:
Figure 13 –Type SCF spring-closing, fusible link,

lever operating mechanism for single-
seated valve body assemblies.

Figure 14 –Type SCF spring-closing, fusible link,
lever operated mechanism for double-
seated valve bodies.

Figure 15 –Type SCF spring-closing, fusible link,
rack & pinion operated mechanism for
single-seated valve body assemblies.

Figure 16 –Type SCF spring-closing, fusible link,
rack & pinion operated mechanism for
double-seated valve bodies.

The SCF spring-closing fusible link operating
mechanisms listed above allow valve to be manually
opened and latched or held open by the fusible link
(commonly used for emergency shut-off of fuel,
solvent, paint or hazardous chemical lines).

The SOF spring-opening fusible link operating
mechanisms listed below allow valve to be manually
closed and latched or held closed by the fusible link
(commonly used for emergency opening of dip tank
discharges, chemical diversion lines, water deluge
systems, etc.).

Two basic SOF (spring-opening fusible link)
configurations are available:
Figure 17 –Type SOF spring-opening, lever

operating mechanism for single-seated
valve body assemblies.

Figure 18 –Type SOF spring-opening, lever
operated mechanism for double-seated
valve bodies.

Selection of any spring return operating mecha-
nism should begin with a choice of valve body from
pages 6503-6505 of this catalog section, meeting
your specific flow and pressure requirements. Once
valve size, series and body type have been deter-
mined, verify suitability of application in tables on the
following page, locating the appropriate operating
mechanism while noting applicable maximum operat-
ing pressure differential (MOPD).

Shown: SCF spring-closing fusible link operating mechanism on 2"
Fig 13-SL-30-3 valve

For
.5" – 8"V
Valves

Fusible link options include your choice of two
alternate temperature ratings for standard link (165°F
link is included in mechanism). Optional fusible links
are also available with 212° and 286° temperature
ratings.

CAUTION: All fusible link valves should be
inspected regularly for dust, corrosion, grease
or paint build-up which might affect perfor-
mance. A spare link should be kept on hand,
and in some circumstances, periodic replace-
ment may be desirable.

CAUTION: Excessive pull on valve arm, as
through impact or use of a cheater bar,  can cause
threaded valves to turn in the line and may result
in leakage and/or mechanical damage.

To order, specify:
1. Valve (size, series, single/double seating, trim)
2. Type of operator desired (SCF, SOF)
3. Accessory items desired (alternate links)
4. Quantity and assembly number of each
5. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and

operating temperatures)
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Spring Return Fusible Link Operating Mechanisms

SCF spring-closing fusible link operating
mechanisms are shown in Table 1. Locate your
selected valve body type in the first column, then
move right to the desired valve size and series. On
that same line, you will find the maximum operating
pressure differential (MOPD) for the applicable
operating mechanism.

SOF spring-opening fusible link operating
mechanisms are shown in Table 2. Selection is
accomplished as outlined for SCF mechanisms.
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Dimensions (in inches)

SCF Spring-Closing Fusible Link Operating Mechanisms

For .5" – 1.25" Threaded Body Valves For 1.5", 2" Valves
For Threaded Body For Flanged Body

For 2.5" – 4" Valves For 8"V Flanged Body Valves
(except Rack & Pinion versions)For Threaded Body For Flanged Body

For 4" – 8"V Flanged Body Valves
(only Rack & Pinion versions)

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body
details, see pages 6508 and 6509.
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Dimensions (in inches)

SOF Spring-Opening Fusible Link Operating Mechanisms

For 1" – 2" Valves

For Threaded Body For Flanged Body

For 2.5" – 4" Valves

For Threaded Body For Flanged Body

For 8"V Flanged Body Valves
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2" Figure 19-FL-15-3 ATO/SC valve
assembly with optional limit switch, bracket
and air control set
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Air Operating Mechanisms

Air operating mechanisms permit automatic,
unattended operation of Modular Special Service
Valves and at higher maximum operating pres-
sures than would be possible with manual actua-
tors. A broad range of air operating mechanisms are
offered including air cylinders from 1-1/8" diameter x
3" long through 5" diameter x 12" long, and up to as
many as four powerful return springs for quick positive
action upon loss of control air supply.

Three types of air operating mechanisms
are offered:
• ATO/SC air-to-open/spring closing operating

mechanism, commonly used on shut-off applica-
tions, allow control air to open the valve. Loss of
control air supply or electrical power to the control
solenoid valve allows powerful spring closing
mechanism to close valve body.

Two basic configurations are available:
Figure 19 –ATO/SC air-to-open/spring close

operating mechanism for single-seated
valves

Figure 20 –ATO/SC air-to-open/spring close
operating mechanism for double-seated
valves

• ATC/SO air-to-close/spring opening operating
mechanism, commonly used on vent or by-pass
line applications, allow control air to close the
valve. Loss of control air supply or electrical power
to the control solenoid valve allows built-in return
spring(s) to open valve body.

Two basic configurations are available:
Figure 21 –ATC/SO air-to-close/spring opening

operating mechanism for single-seated
valves

Figure 22 –ATC/SO air-to-close/spring opening
operating mechanism for double-seated
valves

• ATO/ATC air-to-open/air-to-close operating
mechanism, commonly used in process flow
diversion applications, permit both opening and
closing of valve body by control air. Loss of control
air supply or power to the control solenoid will not
change the valve body position.

Two basic configurations are available:
Figure 23 –ATO/ATC air-to-close/air-to-open

operating mechanism for single-seated
valves

For .5" to 8"V
Valve Bodies

Figure 24 –ATO/ATC air-to-close/air-to-open
operating mechanism for double-seated
valves

Selection of any air operating mechanism
should begin with the choice of a valve body from
page 6503-6505 of your catalog, meeting your
specific flow and pressure requirements. Once valve
size, series and body type have been determined,
refer to the appropriate Specification table to choose
your operator.

WARNING: Maximum operating pressure
differential (MOPD) should never exceed the
pressure/temperature limits shown on page
6503 for your particular valve body.

The following pages include tables listing the air
operating mechanisms available, specific valve sizes
and series which they fit, maximum allowable operat-
ing pressure and required air supply pressure.

NOTE: Maximum air supply pressure must not
exceed 125 psi or 20 psi above the minimum
cylinder air pressure shown in specification
tables.

Accessory items which may be used with air
operating mechanisms are shown on page 6526.

To order, specify:
1. Valve body (size, series, single/double seating,

trim)
2. Type of operator desired (ATC/SO, ATO/SC,

ATO/ATC)
3. Accessory items desired
4. Quantity and assembly number of each
5. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and

operating temperatures)
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Specifications
ATO/SC Air-to-Open/Spring Closing Operating Mechanisms

ATO/SC operating mechanisms are shown in
table on page 6527. To select, locate your desired
valve size at the left of the table and move right to the
section indicating your particular valve series. In most
cases, you will find several selection lines available.
Choose the lowest maximum operating differen-
tial pressure (MOPD) line that exceeds your
requirements and verify that the required minimum
cylinder air pressure is available.

Additional data provided on the same line include
the number of return springs and the air cylinder size
which will be supplied.

Accessories
Optional air control set includes a four way, two

position 120/60 AC general purpose air solenoid and
hoses for control of air supply to cylinder of operating
mechanism. If not ordered with valve, customer must
supply.

Optional speed control set (1/4", manually
adjusted) restricts intake or exhaust air flow from
control valve and so reduces operating speed of air
actuator mechanism.

Optional limit switch and bracket assemblies
are also available. Each contains two switches of the
type shown; one indicating full open position; the
other full closed.

Be sure to see general notes and ordering
procedures on page 6525.

Speed Control
Set

Air Control
Set

Controlled
Flow

▲

▲

Exhaust
▲

Air In

▲

Air to Lower
Cylinder

Connection
(ATO/ATC only)

▲

Air to Upper
Cylinder Connection
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Specifications
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

ATO/SC Air-to-Open/Spring Closing Operating Mechanisms

For .5" through 1.25" SL-30, -60 valves with 1-1/8" dia. x 3" lg cylinder only

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see catalog pages 6508 and 6509
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Specifications
ATC/SO Air-to-Close/Spring Opening Operating Mechanisms

ATC/SO operating mechanisms are shown in
the table below. To select, locate your desired valve
size at the left of the table and move right to the
section indicating your particular valve series. In most
cases, you will find several selection lines available.
Choose the lowest maximum operating differential
pressure (MOPD) line that exceeds your requirements
and verify that the required minimum cylinder air
pressure is available.

Additional data provided on the same line includes
the number of return springs and the air cylinder size
which will be supplied.

Accessories
Optional air control sets are available. If not

ordered with valve, customer must supply. Operation
is described on page 6526.

Optional speed control set (1/4" ) is described on
page 6526.

Optional quick exhaust valve kit (3/8" ) speeds
operation of single acting air operated valves.

Optional limit switch and bracket assemblies
are available. Each contains two switches of the type
shown; one indicating full open position; the other full
closed.

Be sure to see general notes and ordering
procedures on page 6525.
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

ATC/SO Air-to-Close/Spring Opening Operating Mechanisms

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see pages 6508 and 6509.
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5.01

5.6

5.6"2

51-LF
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03-LF

96.62
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26.11

7

"3
8

51-LF 7
"4
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61 88.6 8.8
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Specifications
ATO/ATC Air-to-Open/Air-to-Close Operating Mechanisms

ATO/ATC operating mechanisms are shown in
the table below. To select, locate your desired valve
size at the left of the table and move right to a section
applying to your particular valve series.

Three columns of selection data are offered.
Choose the one applying to your available air supply
pressure (30, 60 or 90 PSIG) then identify the lowest
maximum operating pressure differential (MOPD)
which meets your requirements.

CAUTION: If air pressure to air control set is
lost, valve remains in position held at that time;
but if only electrical supply to air control set
solenoid is lost valve returns to its initial at rest
position.

Accessories
Optional air control sets are available. Operation

is described on page 6526. If not ordered with valve,
customer must supply.

Optional speed control set (1/4" ) is described on
page 6526.

Optional limit switch and bracket assemblies
are available. Each contains two switches of the type
shown: one indicating full open position; the other full
closed.

Be sure to see general notes and ordering
instructions on page 6525.

smsinahcemgnitarepoCTA/OTA

evlaV
)GISP(laitnereffiderusserpgnitarepomumixaM

erusserpriarednilycdetacidnita ezisrednilyC
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"57.&"5. 06-LS 003 097 0021 "3X"2

"1
03-LS 57 591 042 "3X"8/1-1
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"52.1
03-LS 06 051 062 "3X"8/1-1

06-LS 514 579 0021 "4X"4/1-3

"5.1
03-LS
06-LS

001 072 044

"7X"2

"2
03-LS
06-LS

06 061 562

"5.2
51-LF 001 042 572 "7X"4/1-3

03-LF 591 534 086

"7X"4"3
51-LF
03-LF

031 592 064

"4

51-LF 56 541 522

03-LF
001 522 053 "21X"4

561 563 565 "21X"5

V"8 51-LF
54 59 051 "21X"4

07 551 042 "21X"5
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Envelope Dimensions (in inches)

ATO/ATC Air-to-Open/Air-to-Close Operating Mechanisms

For 1" & 1.25" SL-30, -60 Valves
with 1-1/8" x 4" cylinder only

For all others

NOTE: For dimensions related to valve body details, see pages 6508 and 6509.
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Component Identification

Threaded Body Assemblies - Valve Bodies

Item Description
1 – Hex nut (Trim -3)

– Hex nut (Trim -5)
– Hex nut (Trim -5) SL-30- only

2 – Body gasket set [1]
3 – Disc (single seat) Trim -3

– Disc (single seat) Trim -5
3d – Disc (double seat) Trim -3

– Disc (double seat) Trim-5
4 – Disc spring
5 – Disc carrier (single)
5d – Disc carrier (double)
6 – Body SL-25 (single seat)

– Body SLD-30 (single seat)
– Body SL-60 (single seat)

6d – Body SL-25 (double seat)
– Body SLD-30 (double seat)
– Body SL-60 (double seat)

Item Description
7 – Information plate
8 – Escutchen pin
9 – Hex nut
10 – Stud (gland)
11 – Gland
12 – Outer stem packing [1]
13 – Stem bushing: current (square)

– Stem bushing: old style (hex)
14 – Stem bushing gasket [1]
15 – Inner stem packing [1]
16 – Stem
17 – Packing nut

[1] Component listed normally will be furnished as a
part of the valve body maintenance kit

Body Parts (threaded valves)
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Threaded Body Assemblies - Operating Mechanisms

Component Identification

Item Description
18 – Stem nut
19 – Lockwasher
35 – Handle

Parts for lever operating mechanisms

Item Description
36 – Sector
37 – Socket head cap screw
38 – Information plate
39 – Escutcheon pin
40 – Pinion lever
41 – Pinion lever handle
42 – Hex nut
43 – Hex head cap screw
44 – Lockwasher
45 – Hex head cap screw
46 – Pinion lever adapter plate
47 – Eccentric fulcrum
48 – Flat steel washer

Parts for rack & pinion operating
mechanisms

Item Description
20 – Sector (left hand)

– Sector (right hand)
21 – Shaft bearing
22 – Worm gear (left hand)

– Worm gear (right hand)
23 – Badge plate
24 – Drive shaft
25 – Worm shaft (left hand)

– Worm shaft (right hand)
26 – Cotter pin
27 – Shaft washer
28 – Gear case
29 – Hex head cap screw
30 – Lockwasher
31 – Handwheel caution plate
32 – Hex nut
33 – Handwheel
34 – Spacer

Parts for wheel operating mechanisms
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Component Identification

Flanged Body Assemblies – Valve Bodies

Item Description
1 – Hex nut to body stud
2 – Outlet (straight)

– Outlet - XL
– Outlet - EL

3 – Body stud
4 – Body gasket set [1]
5 – Renewable seat
6 – Disc (single seat)
6d – Disc (double seat)
7 – Disc spring (single seat)
7d – Disc spring (double seat)
8 – Disc carrier (single seat)
8d – Disc carrier (double seat)
9 – Body (single seat)
9d – Body (double seat)

Body parts (flanged valves)

Item Description
10 – Disc seat
11 – Badge plate
15 – Hex nut (2)
16 – Packing gland
17 – Gland stud
18 – Outer packaing set [1]
19 – Stem bushing (current: square)

– Stem bushing (old style: hex)
20 – Stem bushing gasket [1]
21 – Inner packing [1]
22 – Stem

– Stem (XL & EL only)
25 – Packing nut

[1] Component listed normally will be furnished as a
part of the valve body maintenance kit
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Component Identification

Flanged Body Assemblies – Operating Mechanisms

"XL" & "EL"
valves only

All others
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Component Identification

Flanged Body Assemblies – Operating Mechanisms

Item Description
12 – Handle (FL)

– Handle (EL & XL)
13 – Handle cap screw
14 – Hex nut
23 – Hex, jam nut (XL & EL only)
24 – Lockwasher (XL & EL only)

Parts for lever operating mechanisms

Item Description
57 – Socket jam screw
58 – Taper screw (FL only)
59 – Sector (FL only)

– Sector (EL & XL only)
60 – Flat steel washer
61 – Information plate
62 – Pinion lever
63 – Hex nut
64 – Pinion lever handle
65 – Hex head cap screw
66 – Hex nut (heavy)
67 – Lockwasher
68 – Adapter stud
69 – Hex nut (jam)
70 – Lockwasher
71 – Pinion lever adapter plate
72 – Eccentric fulcrum
73 – Cotter pin
74 – Hex head cap screw
75 – Socket head cap screw

Parts for rack & pinion operating
mechanisms

Item Description
23 – Hex, jam nut (XL & EL only)
24 – Lockwasher (XL & EL only)
26 – Socket jam screw (FL only)
27 – Taper screw (FL only)
28 – Sector FL (right hand)

– Sector XL & EL (right hand)
– Sector FL (left hand)
– Sector XL & EL (left hand)

29 – Worm gear FL (right hand)
– Worm gear XL & EL (right hand)
– Worm gear FL (left hand)
– Worm gear XL & EL (left hand)

30 – Thrust washer
31 – Bearing
32 – Body stud
33 – Gear pad spacer
34 – Pin
35 – Drive screw
36 – Badge plate
37 – Cotter pin
38 – Shaft washer
39 – Gear case
40 – Lockwasher
41 – Hex nut (heavy)
42 – Square head set screw
43 – Plug
44 – Spacer
45 – Shaft bearing
46 – Bearing
47 – Adjusting screw
48 – Worm shaft (left hand)

– Worm shaft (right hand)
49 – Hand wheel
50 – Hand wheel caution plate
51 – Hex nut
52 – Spring
53 – Washer
54 – Bushing (Oilite)
55 – Hex head cap screw

Parts for wheel operating mechanisms
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Notes
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Installation/Operating/Maintenance Instructions

General Data:
Maxon “Modular” Special Service Valves

feature metal-to-metal seating. Because seating
faces of discs and seats are ultra-lapped to near-
perfect flatness, parts are field-replaceable.

Valves discs are full-floating and move parallel
to the seats. They do not wedge but wipe seat faces
clean due to the combined action of line pressure and
disc spring. Discs also rotate a few degrees with each
operation, thus promoting uniform wear.

Single-seated valves seal in the indicated
direction only. Double-seated valves may be
installed with flow in either direction.

All valves are non-lubricated and provide a full-
open, non-restricted port. Each is leak-tested and
cycled at 150% of its maximum rated pressure before
shipment.

To insure long valve life and dependable service,
read and follow the installation and operating proce-
dures outlined below.

All valves except those intended for oxygen
service are sprayed internally with a rust
preventative oil after final factory tests. This
should be flushed out with a good solvent
before installation.

Installation:
All valves are shipped with end protectors to

prevent entrance of foreign material in valve or
damage to flange faces or threads. Do not remove
protectors until ready to install.

Piping and upstream systems should be blown
or flushed clear of abrasive materials which could
cause damage to valve seats and discs.

If optional manual bleed has been furnished
with double-seated valves, note carefully the fluid
temperature limitation of 450°F imposed by the Teflon
seat within bleed valve.

Do not orientate valve with body bulge down-
ward or line debris may accumulate there to prevent
full-opening.

WARNING: Do not tighten or loosen hex nut of
threaded valves. Use two wrenches: one to
hold hex nut, the other to turn pipe. Failure to
do so may affect valve operation and/or cause
leakage.

Operation:
Do not exert excessive force at the end of travel

on manually-operated valves. Shut-off is obtained
as soon as the disc laps the seat. Since discs are full-
floating and move parallel to the seats (without
wedging), strain on the operating mechanism and
stem packing can be minimized by backing off slightly
from either full-open or closed position.

“Modular” Special Service Valves require no
lubrication to provide tight shut-off. The stem
packing gland is properly adjusted at assembly. If
stem leakage develops, tighten gland or stud as
necessary, or remove from line and replace packing.

The operating mechanisms of Rack & Pinion or
geared valves may be lubricated. An eccentric
screw permits adjustment of tooth engagement on
some Rack & Pinion Valves.

Maintenance:
If the simple installation and operating instructions

outlined above have been observed, Maxon “Modular”
Special Service Valves will give long and satisfactory
service without further attention. We recommend,
however, that you run periodic checks observing
operation and noting any departure from normal feel
or conditions.

Seats and discs may be relapped in the field if
scratches are only minor. Worn or deeply scratched
parts should be replaced with new.

If adjustment or repairs are necessary, your
valve can be returned to our factory in Muncie,
Indiana for reconditioning on a “time and material”
basis, or parts can be supplied for your installation per
the procedures outlined on the back of this sheet.

See component identification drawings and
accompanying tables for identification. Always
specify quantity, assembly number, valve size,
serial number, and all available nameplate
information when ordering repair parts.

Various valve operating mechanisms such as
wheels, cylinders, solenoids, springs and fusible
links may require additional maintenance as
indicated in applicable catalog pages.

Fusible link valves should be inspected regularly
for dust, corrosion, grease or paint build-up which might
affect link accuracy or performance. A spare link should
be kept on hand, and in some circumstances, periodic
replacement may be desirable.

Air Cylinders should be inspected regularly for
O-ring seal deterioration and care taken to maintain a
“dry” air supply.
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Maintenance Instructions

To disassemble:
Refer to appropriate component identification diagram
on pages 6533 to 6537, then:
1. Remove Rack & Pinion or gear assembly secured

to body by cap screws (and stud nut for some
flanged valves).

2. Remove handle or stem nut and sectors (fitted
over a tapered square on stem end).

3. Open valve fully so that discs are contained in the
body bulge.

4. Flanged valves only: remove stud nuts and lift off
outlet.

5. Threaded valves: remove hex nut seat by un-
screwing from body. Discard used metal ring
gaskets. Flanged valves: remove stem-side seat,
tapping outside of the body (not seat) if necessary
to break it loose.

6. For double-seated valves: remove back disc and
hex nut seat. Threaded valves: will require an
open-end wrench of proper size and handle
extension to provide necessary leverage. Flanged
valves: may require a special spanner wrench.

7. Close valve and remove disc(s).
8. Remove gland assembly, stem bushing, stem and

carrier in order listed.

To reassemble:
1. Clean body and all parts thoroughly, inside and out.
2. Make certain that all machined surfaces where

gaskets are applied are clean and smooth. During
assembly, use only new gaskets of a compound
such as “TITE SEAL, LIGHTWEIGHT GASKET
AND JOINT SEALING” or equivalent.

3. Install back disc and hex nut seat of double-seated
valves.

4. Install carrier, stem, stem bushing and gland
assembly. If composition packing is used, tighten
to 40 ft-lbs then loosen and retighten to 10 ft-lbs. If
Teflon packing is used, tighten firmly.

5. Replace disc and disc spring and move valve to
OPEN position so disc(s) is/are contained in body
bulge.

WARNING: Valve must be in OPEN position when
installing seat, or both seat and disc may be damaged.

6. Make test installation of hex nut seat (threaded
bodies) or seat (flanged bodies) using a test
combination of various metal ring gasket thick-
nesses supplied. Seats must be as nearly in line
with the disc track and body as is possible. See
accompanying illustration for proper alignment.
Select the combination of gasket sizes which gives
best alignment and smooth operation, then apply
gasket compound to each gasket and assemble

seat permanently. (Double-seated bodies  1-1/2"
and smaller must have stem and disc carrier
placed on a ledge or track, which assures align-
ment with the discs, to prevent locking.)

7. Flanged valves only: reinstall outlet to body,
pulling stud nuts down gradually and evenly
according to the following sequence correspond-
ing to the number of studs present (1-3-2-4,
1-4-3-6-2-5, or 1-5-3-7-2-6-8-4).

8. Replace any additional operating mechanism re-
moved in steps 1 and 2 of disassembly procedure.

9. Cycle valve repeatedly to check for proper operation.

Be sure to pressure test for leakage before
valve is placed back in service.

Seat Alignment:

WRONG – Insufficient
gaskets. Disc must climb seat
in closing and will not wipe
seat properly. Add gaskets to
align seat surface with disc
track.

WRONG – Too many
gaskets. Disc must climb disc
track to open, causing hard
operation. Remove gaskets to
align seat surface with disc
track.

RIGHT – Seating surface in
alignment with disc track.
Select gaskets to give best
possible alignment.

Inlet Torque (threaded body):
Once gaskets have been chosen to give proper

seat alignment, threaded body seat should be torqued
into place with approximate force (ft-lbs) shown in
table below. Over-tightening can damage threads.
Under-tightening can cause leakage. (Additional data
upon request.)

eziSevlaV
epyTtaeS

norI
gnirtaes.S.S/w

leetS
gnirtaes.S.S/w

detilletS
leets

"4/3&"2/1 --- --- 571

"1 521 002 573

"4/1-1 541 522 004

"2/1-1 --- --- 524

"2 --- --- 525
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Assembly Numbers
Valve Body Selection

seilbmessa-buSydoBevlaVdedaerhT

evlaV
ydoB
eziS

)TPN(

srebmuNtcudorPderugifnoC

sevlavdetaeselgniS sevlavdetaeselbuoD

3#mirT 5#mirT 3#mirT 5#mirT

"5.
52LS05. --- 52LS005. ---

06LS05. --- 06LS005. ---

"57.
52LS057. --- 52LS0057. ---

06LS057. --- 06LS0057. ---

"1

52LS01 52LS01 52LS001 52LS001

--- 03LS01 --- 03LS001

06LS01 --- 06LS001 ---

"52.1

52LS052.1 52LS052.1 52LS0052.1 52LS0052.1

--- 03LS052.1 --- 03LS0052.1

06LS052.1 --- 06LS0052.1 ---

"5.1

03DLS05.1 03DLS05.1 03DLS005.1 03DLS005.1

--- 03LS05.1 --- 03LS005.1

06LS05.1 --- 06LS005.1 ---

"2

03DLS02 03DLS02 03DLS002 03DLS002

--- 03LS02 --- 03LS002

06LS02 --- 06LS002 ---

"5.2
--- 03LS05.2 --- 03LS005.2

06LS05.2 --- 06LS005.2 ---

"3
--- 03LS03 --- 03LS003

06LS03 --- 06LS003 ---

seilbmessa-buSydoBevlaVdegnalF

ezisydobevlaV
)egnalfecafdesiar(

srebmuNtcudorPderugifnoC

evlavdetaeselgniS evlavdetaeselbuoD

"1 03LX01 ---

"4/1-1 03LX052.1 ---

"2/1-1

03LX05.1 03LX005.1

03LE05.1 03LE005.1

03LF05.1 03LF005.1

"2

03LX02 03LX002

03LE02 ---

51LF02 51LF002

03LF02 03LF002

"2/1-2

03LX05.2 03LX005.2

03LE05.2 03LE005.2

51LF05.2 ---

03LF05.2 03LF005.2

"3
51LF03 51LF003

03LF03 03LF003

"4
51LF04 51LF004

03LF04 03LF004

"6 03LF06 06LF006

V"8 51LF0V8 ---
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Assembly Numbers
Valve Body Selection
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Assembly Numbers
Operating Mechanisms

Select an operating mechanism from the
table at right
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Assembly Numbers
Operating Mechanisms
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02 ).tf02=pooldesolc.tf01(htgnelniahctluafeD

eulavyficepS deriuqersiteef02revofihtgnelniahcyficepS

srebmuNylbmessAmsinahceMgnitarepOnoiniP&kcaR

seireSevlaV
eziSevlaVlanimoN

"5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 V"8

51-LF
03-LF

---
64447

68817
68817
29817

29817
29817
99817

---
00917

99817
---

03-LX
03-LE

78817 78817 39817 --- --- --- ---

Rack & Pinion Operating Mechanism - not configured

To order, specify the following:
1. Valve (size, series, single/double seating, trim)
2. Type of operator desired (rack & pinion)
3. Quantity and assembly number (from table below)
4. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and operating temperatures)

7/00
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Assembly Numbers
Operating Mechanisms

liateDeciohCtnemgeSmsinahceMgnitarepOniahC&leehW

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NHCLHW
leehWfonoitisoP

HR leehwdnahthgiR

DTS leehwdnahtfeldradnatS

)tF(htgneLniahC
02 eulavtluafeD

eulavyficepS deriuqersi.tf02revofiniahcfohtgnelyficepS

Right Hand Wheel (RHWHL) and Standard Left Hand Wheel (WHL) - not configured

To order, specify the following:
1. Valve body (size, series, single/double seating, trim)
2. Type of operator desired (standard wheel, right hand wheel)
3. Accessory items desired
4. Quantity and assembly number of each (see tables below)
5. Fluid service (analysis, pressure, ambient and operating temperatures)

srebmuNylbmessAmsinahceMgnitarepO)LHW(leehWdnaHtfeLdradnatS

seireSevlaV
eziSevlaVlanimoN

"52.1,"1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 V"8
52-LS

28817
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

06,03-LS
88817 88817

49817 49817 --- --- ---

03-DLS --- --- --- --- --- ---

51-LF --- ---
48817

48817
79817

79817 --- 19817

03-LF --- 48817 79817 19817 45627 ---

03-LE ---
88817 88817 49817

--- --- --- ---

03-LX 28817 --- --- --- ---

srebmuNylbmessAmsinahceMgnitarepO)LHWHR(leehWdnaHthgiR

seireSevlaV
eziSevlaVlanimoN

"52.1,"1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4
52-LS

38817
--- --- --- --- ---

06,03-LS
98817 98817

59817 59817 ---

03-DLS --- --- --- ---

51-LF --- ---
09817

09817
89817

89817

03-LF --- 09817 89817 ---

03-LE ---
98817 98817 59817

--- ---

03-LX 38817 --- ---
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Assembly Numbers
Operating Mechanisms

liateDeciohCtnemgeSmsinahceMgnitarepOnruteRgnirpS

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

TERGNIRPS lairetaMgnirpSnoisnetxE
SS gnirpsnoisnetxesselniatS

DTS gnirpsnoisnetxedradnatS

liateDeciohCtnemgeSmsinahceMgnitarepOkniLelbisuFgnisolCgnirpS

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LFCS
sgnitaRerutarepmeTkniL

561KNIL knilF°561dradnatS

212KNIL knilF°212lanoitpO

682KNIL knilF°682lanoitpO

*lairetaMgnirpSnoisnetxE
SS gnirpsnoisnetxesselniatS

DTS gnirpsnoisnetxedradnatS

snoisrev03LF"6&"4dnasnoisrevLS57.&5.nodradnatssignirpsnoisnetxeleetssselniatsehT*

liateDeciohCtnemgeSmsinahceMgnitarepOkniLelbisuFgninepOgnirpS

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LFOS
sgnitaRerutarepmeTkniL

561KNIL knilF°561dradnatS

212KNIL knilF°212lanoitpO

682KNIL knilF°682lanoitpO

lairetaMgnirpSnoisnetxE
SS gnirpsnoisnetxesselniatS

DTS gnirpsnoisnetxedradnatS

7/00
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Assembly Numbers
Operating Mechanisms

liateDeciohCtnemgeSmsinahceMgnitarepOesolC-ot-gnirpS,nepO-ot-riA

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
liateDeciohCtnemgeS

CS/OTA

rednilyC ezisevlavotgnidroccayravseciohctnemgeS

lanoitpO
teSlortnoCdeepS

ENON teslortnocdeepsoN

SEY teslortnocdeepS

lanoitpO
teSlortnoCriA

ENON teslortnocriaoN

SEY teslortnocriA

epyThctiwStimiL

DHTDPD ytudsuodrazah,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

PMTDPD foorp-erutsiom,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

ENON detnawsehctiwstimiloN

DHTDPS ytudsuodrazah,worhtelbuod,elopelgniS

PMTDPS foorp-erutsiom,worhtelbuod,elopelgniS

liateDeciohCtnemgeSsmsinahceMgnitarepOnepO-ot-gnirpS,esolC-ot-riA

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

OS/CTA

lanoitpO
teSlortnoCdeepS

ENON teslortnocdeepsoN

SEY teslortnocdeepS

lanoitpO
teSlortnoCriA

ENON teslortnocriaoN

SEY teslortnocriA

lanoitpO
evlaVtsuahxEkciuQ

ENON evlavtsuahxeoN

SEY evlavtsuahxE

epyThctiwStimiL

DHTDPD ytudsuodrazah,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

PMTDPD foorp-erutsiom,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

ENON detnawsehctiwstimiloN

DHTDPS ytudsuodrazah,worhtelbuod,elopelgniS

PMTDPS foorp-erutsiom,worhtelbuod,elopelgniS
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Assembly Numbers
Operating Mechanisms

liateDeciohCtnemgeSmsinahceMgnitarepOesolC-ot-riA,nepO-ot-riA

msinahceMgnitarepO emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

CTA/OTA

eciohCylbmessA
)ylnoV8,03LF4(

18927 eciohcDPOMrewoL

28927 eciohcDPOMrehgiH

lanoitpO
teSlortnoCdeepS

ENON teslortnocdeepsoN

SEY teslortnocdeepS

lanoitpO
*teSlortnoCriA

ENON teslortnocriaoN

SEY teslortnocriA

epyThctiwStimiL

DHTDPD ytudsuodrazah,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

PMTDPD foorp-erutsiom,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

ENON detnawsehctiwstimiloN

DHTDPS ytudsuodrazah,worhtelbuod,elopelgniS

PMTDPS foorp-erutsiom,worhtelbuod,elopelbuoD

ylppustsumremotsuc,evlavhtiwderedrotonfI*

7/00
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Assembly Numbers

)sevlavdedaerht(strapydoB

metI noitpircseD "5. "57. "1 "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3

1
)3-mirT(tunxeH 56707 66707 24202 34502 72617 66407 44617 63617
)5-mirT(tunxeH --- --- 64202 04502 62617 46407 44347 83617

ylno5-03-LS)5-mirT(tunxeH --- --- 24202 34502 72617 66407 14617 63617
2 ]2[testeksagydoB ]2[

3
3-mirT)taeselgnis(csiD 23707 45202 05202 13017 01507 44107 03107
5-mirT)taeselgnis(csiD --- 25202 84202 54017 93107 61317 77117

d3
3-mirT)taeselbuod(csiD 23707 39317 66317 78507 60507 29417 73317
5-mirT)taeselbuod(csiD --- 19317 86317 42517 14407 19417 84417

4 gnirpscsiD 38707 62302 61417 05002 65002

5 )elgnis(reirraccsiD 27707 78202 15202 71517 13407 58417 13107

d5 )elbuod(reirraccsiD 28707 59317 56317 32517 64407 98417 44417

6
)taeselgnis(52-LSydoB 78537 88537 29707 99317 ---

)taeselgnis(03-DLSydoB --- 62317 07307 --- ---
)taeselgnis(06-LSydoB 54317 64317 11417 89317 52317 32317 51317 10417

d6
)taeselbuod(52-LSydoB 98537 98317 36317 ---

)taeselbuod(03-DLSydoB --- 24317 09507 --- ---
)taeselbuod(06-LSydoB 22207 50307 26317 34317 69307 95317 71417

7 etalpnoitamrofnI 35017 90007

8 nipnehctucsE 95104

9 tunxeH --- 53004

01 )dnalg(dutS --- 03007 13007

11 dnalG 88707 99907 04107 92107

21 ]2[gnikcapmetsretuO ]2[

31
)erauqs(tnerruc:gnihsubmetS 70347 80347 90347 ]1[74107

)xeh(elytsdlo:gnihsubmetS 96707 37707 14107 74107
41 ]2[teksaggnihsubmetS ]2[

51 ]2[gnikcapmetsrennI ]2[

61 metS 17707 09707 03407 03317

71 tungnikcaP 30347 ---
erauqston,xeH]1[

.9-P/A-0056egapnodetsilstikecnanetniamydobevlavehtfotrapasadehsinrufeblliwyllamrondetsiltnenopmoC]2[

For Threaded Body Valves
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Assembly Numbers

For Threaded Body Valves

smsinahcemgnitareporevelrofstraP

metI noitpircseD &"5.
"57.

&"1
"52.1

&"5.1
"2

&"5.2
"3

81 tunmetS 82004 04004 64004 85004

91 rehsawkcoL 79004 00104 20104 30104

53 eldnaH 07707 39707 58307 85307

smsinahcemgnitareponoinip&kcarrofstraP
metI noitpircseD "2&"5.1 3&"5.2
63 rotceS 74407 78317

73 wercspacdaehtekcoS 87304 48304

83 etalpnoitamrofnI 63517 03517

93 nipnoehctucsE 95104

04 revelnoiniP 53537 43537

14 eldnahrevelnoiniP 73537 83537

24 tunxeH 91004

34 wercspacdaehxeH 96204

44 rehsawkcoL 10104

54 wercspacdaehxeH 52304

64 etalpretpadarevelnoiniP 05407 31417

74 murclufcirtneccE 74447 41417

84 rehsawleetstalF 18004 48004

smsinahcemgnitarepoleehwrofstraP
metI noitpircseD "52.1&"1 "2&"5.1 "3&"5.2

02
)dnahtfel(rotceS 17317 11717 20417

)dnahthgir(rotceS 27317 21717 30417

12 gniraebtfahS 37317 02717

22
)dnahtfel(raegmroW 96317 25207

)dnahthgir(raegmroW 07317 35207

32 etalpegdaB 40307 58817

42 wercsevirD 02404

52
)dnahtfel(tfahsmroW 67317 82407 40417

)dnahthgir(tfahsmroW 68317 52407 62407

62 niprettoC 42104 53104

72 rehsawtfahS 47317 10307

82 esacraeG 57317 22707

92 wercspacdaehxeH 29204 52304

03 rehsawkcoL 79004 10104

13 etalpnoituacleehwdnaH 28117

23 tunxeH 82004 53004

33 leehwdnaH 46317 74207

43 recapS --- 50417

sevlavydobdedaerhtrofstikecnanetniamydobevlaV
ezisevlaV "57.&"5. "1 "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3

rebmunylbmessatiK 20547 30547 40547 50547 60547 70547 80547

edulcnistikecnanetniamydobevlaV yllamroN.testeksagydobdna,teksaggnihsubmets,)edistuodnaedisni(gnikcapmetsdradnats
nehwdednemmocer yna .ylbmessaydobdedaerhtanidecalpersitraplanretni
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Assembly Numbers

For Flanged Body Valves

sevlavydobdegnalfrofstikecnanetniamydobevlaV

evlaV
eziS "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 V"8&"6 V"8 "6

seireS 03-LF
51-LF
03-LF

51-LF 03-LF
51-LF
03-LF

51-LF 03-LF 51-LF-0 51-LF-00 03-LF

rebmunylbmessatiK 90547 01547 11547 21547 31547 41547 51547 61547 81547 71547

edulcnistikecnanetniamydobevlaV yllamroN.testeksagydobdnateksaggnihsubmets,)edistuodnaedisni(gnikcapmetsdradnats
nehwdednemmocer yna .ylbmessaevlavydobdegnalfanidecalpersitraplanretni
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Assembly Numbers

For Flanged Body Valves

sevlavydobdegnalfrofstrapydoB
51-LFseireS metI

.oN
noitpircseDtraP

03-LEdna-LX,03-LFseireS

"2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 V"8 "1 "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6
14004 35004 1 dutsydobottunxeH 14004 84004 35004 95004 35004

53107 33107 35217 72007 75017

2

)thgiarts(teltuO --- 41517 22407 38417 53417 15417 62207

--- LX-teltuO 82117 69907 73517 43517 13517 ---

--- LE-teltuO --- 83517 53517 23517

93007 04007 14007 3 dutsydoB 04007 53017 43007 53007 63007 73007 83007 73007

]1[ 4 ]1[testeksagydoB ]1[

73107 47107 23107 25217 42007 5 taeselbaweneR 13117 49907 26507 73107 47107 23107 94307 31407

01507 44107 03107 15217 41407 6 )taeselgnis(csiD 45202 84202 13017 01507 44107 03107 38317 41407

60507 29417 74417 66417 01407 d6 )taeselbuod(csiD --- 78507 60507 29417 74417 65417 41407

05002 65002 32007 7 )taeselgnis(gnirpscsiD 62302 61417 05002 65002 32007

05002 65002 d7 )taeselbuod(gnirpscsiD --- 61417 05002 65002 32007

21207 34107 13107 05217 22007 8 )taeselgnis(reirraccsiD 78202 15202 71517 21207 58417 13107 40517 38307

64407 81817 44417 46417 83407 d8 )taeselbuod(reirraccsiD --- 32517 64407 98417 44417 55417 77307

27107 77107 67107 45217 95007 85017 9 )taeselgnis(ydoB 23117 52017 66307 67307 28417 43417 99417 02207

47307 39417 00517 36417 50517 57517 d9 )taeselbuod(ydoB --- 02517 57307 88417 14417 35417 81207

77507 49417 20517 05307 49717 67517 01 taescsiD --- 72517 87507 59417 05417 05307 49717

90007 11 etalpegdaB 35017 90007

33004 33004 --- 51 )2(tunxeH --- 33004 33004 ---

04107 92107 52007 61 dnalggnikcaP 99907 04107 92107 52007

03007 13007 71 dutsdnalG --- 03007 13007 23007 33007

]1[ 81 ]1[tesgnikcapretuO ]1[

90347 74107 54107
91

)erauqs:tnerruc(gnihsubmetS 80347 90347 74107 54107 74307

14107 74107 54107 )xeh:elytsdlo(gnihsubmetS 37707 --- 14107 74107 54107 74307

]1[ 02 ]1[teksaggnihsubmetS ]1[

]1[ 12 ]1[gnikcaprennI ]1[

05107 82107 85007
22

metS --- 61517 05107 48417 82107 85007 61407

--- )ylnoLE&LX(metS 09707 15617 30817 ---

--- 52 tungnikcaP 40347 ---

.01-S-0056egapnonwohstikecnanetniamydobevlavehtfotrapasadehsinrufeblliwyllamrondetsiltnenopmoC]1[
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Assembly Numbers

)sevlavydobdegnalf(smsinahcemgnitareporevelrofstraP
51-LFseireS metI

.oN
noitpircseDtraP

03-LEdna-LX,03-LFseireS

"2 "5.2 "3 "4 "1 "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4
83107 70107

21
)LF(eldnaH --- 83107 70107 80107 91007

--- )LX&LE(eldnaH 34707 39707 58307 85317 ---

00304 70304 31 wercspaceldnaH --- 00304 70304 05604

82004 13004 41 tunxeH --- 82004 13004 ---

--- 32 )ylnoLE&LX(tunmaj,xeH 04004 64004 85004 ---

--- 42 )ylnoLE&LX(rehsawkcoL 00104 20104 30104 ---

)sevlavydobdegnalf(smsinahcemgnitareponoinip&kcarrofstraP
51-LFseireS metI

.oN
noitpircseDtraP

03-LEdna-LX,03-LFseireS

"2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 V"8 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6
21404 31404 75 wercsmajtekcoS 21404 31404 41404

04117 19017 85 )ylnoLF(wercsrepaT 04117 19017 35407 ---

90407 18417 06417 99817
95

)ylnoLF(rotceS 90407 18417 06417 28307

--- )ylnoLX&LE(rotceS 74407 78317 ---

18004 48004 --- 06 rehsawleetstalF 18004 48004 ---

63517 16 etalpnoitamrofnI 63517

53537 43537 63537 26 revelnoiniP 53537 43537 63537

91004 36 tunxeH 91004

73537 83537 93537 46 eldnahrevelnoiniP 73537 83537 93537

96204 56 wercspacdaehxeH 96204

--- 84004 66 )yvaeh(tunxeH --- 84004

10104 20104 76 rehsawkcoL 10104 20104

--- 51407 86 dutsretpadA --- 51407

--- 85004 96 )maj(tunxeH --- 85004

--- 30104 07 rehsawkcoL --- 30104

05407 31417 97307 17 etalpretpadarevelnoiniP 05407 31417 97307

15407 41417 08307 27 murclufcirtneccE 7447 15407 41417 08307

--- 53104 37 niprettoC --- 53104

52304 --- 47 wercspacdaehxeH 52304 ---

46604 48304 57 wercspacdaehtekcoS 87304 46604 48304
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Assembly Numbers

)sevlavydobdegnalf(smsinahcemgnitarepoleehwrofstraP
51-LFseireS metI

.oN
noitpircsedtraP

03-LEdna-LX,03-LFseireS

"2 "5.2 "3 "4 "6 V"8 "1 "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4 ]1["6 ]2["6

--- 32 )ylnoLE&LX(tunmaj,xeH 04004 64004 85004 ---

--- 42 )ylnoLE&LX(rehsawkcoL 00104 20104 30104 ---

21404 31404 62 )ylnoLF(wercsmajtekcoS --- 21404 31404 41707 41404

04117 19017 72 )ylnoLF(wercsrepaT --- 04117 19017 35407

86307 87417 ---

82

)dnahthgir(LFrotceS --- 86307 87417 ---

--- )dnahthgir(LE&LXrotceS 27317 21717 30417 ---

76307 77417 97417 77417 )dnahtfel(LFrotceS --- 76307 77417 97417 17617

--- )dnahtfel(LE&LXrotceS 17317 11717 20417 ---

35207 ---

92

)dnahthgir(LFraegmroW --- 35207 ---

--- )dnahthgir(LE&LXraegmroW 07317 35207 ---

25207 63407 )dnahtfel(LFraegmroW --- 25207 63407

--- )dnahtfel(LE&LXraegmroW 96317 25207 ---

--- 03 rehsawtsurhT --- 78617

13 gniraeB --- 03817

--- 53007 23 dutsydoB --- 53007

--- 33 recapsdapraeG --- ]3[

--- 43 niP --- 81433

02404 53 wercsevirD 02404 62404 02404

58817 33517 63 etalpegdaB 40307 58817 33517

53104 73 niprettoC 92104 53104 63104

10307 83 rehsawtfahS 47317 10307 58004

22707 00417 93 esacraeG 57317 22707 00417 57617

10104 20104 04 rehsawkcoL 79004 10104 20104

--- 84004 14 )yvaeh(tunxeH --- 84004

--- 24 wercstesdaeherauqS --- 23504

--- 34 gulP --- 87617

--- 50417 --- 44 recapS --- 50417 --- 37617

02717 65207 54 gniraebtfahS 37317 02717 65207 88617

--- 64 gniraeB --- 13817

--- 74 wercsgnitsujdA --- 67617

82407 40417 53407
84

)dnahtfel(tfahsmroW 67317 82407 40417 53407 --- 47617

52407 62407 --- )dnahthgir(tfahsmroW 68317 52407 62407

74207 81407 94 leehwdnaH 46317 36317 74207 81407 64207

28117 05 etalpnoituacleehwdnaH 28117

53004 15 tunxeH 82004 53004

--- 25 gnirpS --- 15207

--- 35 rehsaW --- 58004

--- 75207 45 )etiliO(gnihsuB --- 75207 ---

52304 --- 55 wercspacdaehxeH 24204 29404 52304 ---

)leehWoitaRhgiH(WRHdetangisedsselnu3891,1.naJotroirptliubsevlaV]1[
)leehWoitaRhgiH(WRHdetangisedro3891,1.naJretfatliubsevlaV]2[

.ylbmessatadenimretedsa)"881.(74347#dna)"521.(64347#,)"060.(54347#fonoitanibmoC]3[
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Notes
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Product: Air-to-Open Relay Valves Page: 6500-3

Maxon Air-to-Open Relay Valve

• 3/8" bronze body

• 600 psi WOG rating

• Operated by 50-150 psi air

Maxon Air-to-Open Relay Valves open and close a fluid line in
response to varying instrument control air. Simple design without
timing element or nozzles makes the unit virtually trouble-free.
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Operation
Mounted in a line to control fluid flow, Maxon’s Air-

to-Open Relay Valve is normally closed. Introduction
of 50 to 150 psi instrument or compressed air
through 1/4" operating inlet overcomes spring
pressure and opens valve allowing flow. Loss or
interruption of control air pressure causes valve
closure.

Lower piston cavity vents to outlet. Venting to
atmosphere is available at extra cost. Simple con-
struction gives virtually trouble-free operation.

Typical applications include air trap condensate
drain and compressor cooling water flow control.

Dimensions & Component Identification

To order, specify: #70101 3/8" Relay Valve
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Flow Control Valves
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assemblies are used

for air, gas and oil proportioning control. The multiple
screw cam assembly provides mechanical adjustment
capabilities to the air/fuel ratio at each valve position
throughout the entire capacity range of your burner
system.

Throttling range is fully adjustable and designed to
operate over the extremely wide turndown capabilities
of Maxon’s modern burner systems.

Stand-by fuel requirements are simplified by
using tandem-linked “air-gas-oil” valves to provide
single point control for multiple fuel or multiple zone
systems (see photo below).

M- 10" x 4" -M x 3/4" -O -200 MICRO-RATIO® triplex
valve arrangement with optional companion flange set

MICRO-RATIO® Valves covered by U.S. Patents
2,286,173;  2,035,904;  and 3,706,438.

Oil

Gas

Air
Poppet-type Gas/Oil

SYNCHRO Valve
Butterfly-type Gas
SYNCHRO Valve

1" -O -400 with totally
enclosed cam

2-1/2" -M SYNCHRO Valve
with standard cam assembly

Air Gas
M- 4" x 1-1/2" -P MICRO-RATIO® Valve

SYNCHRO Valves (below) may be used
independently for individual adjustable gradient fuel
flow control, or in tandem with other fuel control
valves for more sophisticated multi-zone control
applications. Totally enclosed cam option is available
for greater protection against hostile environments.

Smaller sizes of SYNCHRO Valves use
characterized “V” ports in a poppet disc for greatest
refinement of control. Larger sizes feature a butterfly-
type disc for maximum capacity with minimum
pressure drop for gas or air flows.

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Flow Control Valves
Series “Q” Gas Control Valves provide the high

capacity and low pressure drop benefits of a butterfly
valve construction, plus an adjustable gradient feature
for accurate fuel flow control.

They are used independently for throttling of fuel
gases and with PREMIX® Blower Mixers and
AIRFLO® Mixers for stand-by fuel systems, where
they allow change-over to alternate fuels without re-
adjustment.

Series “Q” Valves are UL (Underwriters
Laboratories) listed for use with air, natural gas and
liquefied petroleum gases.

3" Series “Q” Valve

Series “CV” Control Valves incorporate a full-
flow, fixed gradient butterfly valve design for high
capacities at low pressure drops, using minimum
operating torque.

This economical assembly includes a minimum
stop screw and can be supplied with connecting base
and linkage assembly to mount your electric control
operator.

Versions available with UL (Underwriters
Laboratories) listing for air, natural gas and liquefied
petroleum gas service.

Series “BV” Balancing Valves are used to
balance gas or air flows in multiple-burner systems
fed by a common manifold. They feature a full-flow
butterfly design with provision for locking in any
position.

Air Control Valves permit throttling control of air to
burners. They feature a fixed gradient butterfly valve
design with an adjustable minimum stop, friction
brake screw and provision for manual or automatic
operation. Air control valves are offered in 1-1/2"
through 18" pipe sizes.

A complete system using Maxon Flow Control
Valves will typically include burner, gas and/or oil pipe
trains, mixing equipment, pressure blower and a
control panel. Your Maxon representative can help
you choose from the broad range available.

11/90

2" Series “CV” Valve with
optional connecting base
and linkage assembly

2-1/2" Series
“BV” Valve

M-6" Manual Air
Control Valve with
optional Low Fire
Start Switch

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX (765) 286-8394
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Design and Application Details
MICRO-RATIO® Valves

Principle of Operation
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assemblies typically consist

of a fixed-gradient air butterfly valve mechanically
linked to one or more adjustable gradient SYNCHRO
Fuel Control Valve(s).

The tandem linkage gives accurate proportioning of
the air/fuel(s) ratios required for your specific burner
system/application.

The multiple screw adjustment feature of the
SYNCHRO Valve provides a mechanical means of
adjusting the air/fuel(s) ratios at each of twelve valve
positions throughout the capacity range of each valve.

Maximum application flexibility is provided from
over 500 possible valve combinations.

Air-gas-oil valves in tandem-linked combination
are ideal for multi-zone or stand-by fuel system
control.

Totally enclosed cam assemblies are available
to protect the valve’s internal adjusting mechanism
against moisture and/or hostile environments.

Air-gas-oil SYNCHRO Valves may be used
independently for single control or throttling of
multiple flow paths or fuels.

Nomenclature
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assemblies are designated

by listing the individual valves, starting with the air
valve, then each of the fuel valves to be included, as
well as their relative position in the assembly.

Examples:

“Duplex” MICRO-RATIO ® Valve assembly

M- 6" x 2" -P
(air) x (gas)

“Quadriplex” MICRO-RATIO ® Valve assembly

M- 10" x 4" -M x 1/2" -O -200 x 2" -P
(air) x (gas) x (oil) x (gas)

Cut-away view of
 2-1/2" -P
SYNCHRO Gas
Valve with standard
cam assembly

Cut-away view of M- 3" x 1-1/4" -P MICRO-RATIO ® Valve

Cut-away view of
3/4" -O -200
SYNCHRO Oil Valve
with standard cam
assembly
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Capacities and Specifications
SYNCHRO and MICRO-RATIO® Valves

General
All Maxon Flow Control Valves are designed for
throttling service only and are not intended for
tight shut-off.

Flow direction is not a factor with butterfly-type
valve bodies; however, with poppet-type SYNCHRO
Valves, fluid flow through the valve must only be in
the direction indicated by the arrowhead cast into
each valve body.

All valve combinations will be assembled in “right
hand” flow direction unless specified as “left hand”
assembly. When looking directly at the air valve
indicator dial, a “right hand” arrangement is indicated
by flow coming from the right side of the fuel valve
quadrant and flowing to the left side. A “left hand”
assembly is opposite, with flow from left to right.

For instructions for reversing valve body flow
direction in the field, see page 7016.

Torque requirements listed in tables below are
important and are to be used in selecting your
automatic control operators. Torque figures (inch-
pounds) are additive for your complete MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly.

Example: For M- 6" x 2" -P MICRO-RATIO® Valve:
M- 6" requires 60 in-lbs
2" -P requires 90 in-lbs
M- 6" x 2" -P assembly requires 150 in-lbs

The automatic control motor you select must be
capable of developing at least 150 in-lbs of torque in
order to throttle this particular MICRO-RATIO® Valve
combination if valve is applied at maximum inlet
pressures shown.
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Performance Data

(M-) Style Control Valves – Air Service
Air Valves are normally

sized to match the combustion
air pipe sizing. Pressure drops
of 1" wc to 2.5" wc are typical.
If supply pressures are higher
than required, smaller valves
can be used, or travel limited to
restrict maximum flow rate.

Note: The capacities and
pressure drops indicated in
this chart are based on flow
through a wide-open valve. If
valve is less than fully open,
higher drops and lower flows
will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and Pressure
defined at: (60°F and 14.7
PSIA and 15.6°C and 760mm
Hg)
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SYNCHRO Gas Valves – Natural Gas Service

Performance Data

Note: The capacities and
pressure drops indicated in
this chart are based on flow
through a wide-open valve. If
valve is less than fully open,
higher drops and lower flows
will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and Pressure
defined at: (60°F and 14.7 PSIA
and 15.6°C and 760mm Hg)

Gas Valves are normally
sized based on inlet pressure
and allowable pressure drop.
See guidelines at right.

erusserPtelnIsaG porDerusserPdetsegguS
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Performance Data

SYNCHRO Gas Valves – Propane Gas Service

Note: The capacities
and pressure drops
indicated in this chart
are based on flow
through a wide-open
valve. If valve is less
than fully open, higher
drops and lower flows
will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and
Pressure defined at: (60°F
and 14.7 PSIA and 15.6°C
and 760mm Hg)

Gas Valves are normally sized
based on inlet pressure and
allowable pressure drop. See
guidelines at right.

erusserPtelnIsaG porDerusserPdetsegguS
cw"5-cw"3 cw"5.1-cw"5.0
iso8-iso4 cw"2-cw"1
iso61-iso8 cw"5-cw"2

isp3-isp2 cw"01-cw"6
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Performance Data

SYNCHRO Oil Valves – #2 Fuel Oil Service
Oil Valves are normally sized for

approximately 5 psi pressure drop. For #2 oil
service, see chart at left.

For preheated #5 or #6 oil, multiply the
required flow rate in gph by the factor given in
the table shown below the chart, then select a
valve based upon that equivalent flow of #2 oil
and its allowable pressure drop.

For example: To size for 5 psi drop with a 50 gph
flow of #6 preheated to 140°F, the multiplier is “2”.
Equivalent flow of #2 oil is then 50 x 2, or 100 gph.
Chart shows that a 5 psi drop will require use of a
1/2" -O -100 SYNCHRO Oil Valve.

Note: The capacities and pressure drops
indicated in this chart are based on flow
through a wide-open valve. If valve is less
than fully open, higher drops and lower flows
will result.
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Dimensions (in inches)

(M-) Style Manual Air Control Butterfly-type Valves

M- 1-1/2" through M- 4" Valves M- 6" through M- 18" Valves

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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"4-M 91.3 52.4 65.4 91.3 21.2 91.3

"6-M 60.6 52.4 60.6 44.4 21.2 44.4
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Dimensions (in inches)

SYNCHRO Oil Valves

SYNCHRO Gas Poppet Valves

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

(-M) Style SYNCHRO Butterfly-type Gas Valves (1-1/2" through 6") – cast iron bodies

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT
(ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

(-M) Style SYNCHRO Butterfly-type Gas Valves (8" through 12") –  cast iron bodies

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT  (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

(-M) Style SYNCHRO Butterfly-type Gas Valves (1-1/2" through 4" sizes, steel bodies)

Pipe threads on this page
conform to NPT

(ANSI Standard B2.1)

eziS A B C E&D G H K L seloHtloB

M-"2/1-1 26.3 13.7 83.3 52.2 60.9 96.1 5.2 65.7

4
M-"2 65.3 83.7 26.3 3

21.9
18.1 3 26.7

M-"2/1-2 60.4 88.7 88.3 5.3 49.1 5.3 21.8

M-"3 13.4 21.8 4 57.3 88.9 2 57.3 83.8

M-"4 60.5 9 52.4 65.4 57.01 21.2 5.4 52.9 8

1-1/2" through 3" -M Valves

Flow Control Valves
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Dimensions (in inches)

MICRO-RATIO® Valve arrangements (right hand arrangement shown)

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

For dimensions not
shown on this page,
see pages 7009
through 7013.
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Component Identification
MICRO-RATIO® and SYNCHRO Flow Control Valves

(-P) SYNCHRO Gas Valve
Poppet-type with standard

cam assembly

(-O) SYNCHRO Oil Valve
Poppet-type with standard

cam assembly

(-M) SYNCHRO Gas Valve
Butterfly-type with totally
enclosed cam assembly

Duplex MICRO-RATIO® Valve
(M-) air valve with (-M) type gas valve

and standard cam assembly

Legend
Item Description

1 Adjusting Screws
2 Cam Springs
3 Plunger/Cap Assembly
4 Plunger Bushing
5 Set Collar
6 Operating Crank
7 Upper Spring Retainer
8 Gas Valve Spring
9 Spring Return Shaft

10 Shaft Retainer
11 Lower Spring Retainer
12 Packing Collar
13 O-rings
14 Operating Shaft
15 Valve Disc
16 Valve Body
17 Valve Disc Spring
18 Valve Disc Guide
19 Valve Stem
20 Spring Support Plug
21 Stud Bolt
22 Bushing
23 Locking Screw

Suggested Spare Parts
– Cam Springs
– Plunger/Cap Assembly
– Adjusting Screws

Order spare parts for Flow Control Valves by identifying required
items from drawings above, and referencing information on SYNCHRO
Valve nameplate (shown at right)

SYNCHRO Valve Nameplate
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures
Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valves

Field Rotation of SYNCHRO Valves in
MICRO-RATIO® Valve Assemblies

Flow direction through (-P) and (-O) poppet-type
SYNCHRO Valves must be in the direction indicated
on valve body casting. If reversal of the SYNCHRO
Valve body is required for piping convenience, follow
these steps:

1. Loosen neck set screws (one on each side) [1].

2. Remove bracket cap screws [2] and save.

3. Remove valve body [3] while supporting air butterfly
[5] and adjusting screw carrier assembly [4].

4. Rotate valve body [3] 180°, then reposition and
install bracket cap screws [2] loosely.

5. Check carefully that screw carrier assembly [4] is
lowered into position, then tighten neck set screws
[1] into neck indentation.

6. Tighten bracket cap screws [2].

Valve Lubrication Suggestions

Some lubrication of moving parts may be
required. All moving parts, O-rings and cam strips are
lubricated at time of manufacturing. A periodic
inspection should be performed to insure all parts
continue to move freely and function properly. A
periodic re-application of lubricant will extend the
service life of your Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

The following lubricants are suggested:

Manufacturer Lubricant

Keystone Div., #84-EP-2, NLGI #2
Philadelphia, PA Lithium base grease

Standard Oil Co. Stanolith grease #42
(of Indiana)

Shell Oil Co. Alvania grease #1

Stewart Warner Corp. Alemite lubricant #32
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Design and Application Details
Series “Q” Adjustable Gradient Gas Control Valves

CB & L assemblies are available for the most
commonly-used electric and air operators.

Maxon CB & L assemblies are designed to
position control operators, not to support them.
User must provide auxiliary support in the form of wall
brackets, floor stands, turnbuckle hangers, etc. to
support the weight and size of your operator.

Optional tandem linkage assembly is available to
connect two Series “Q” Valves together for control by a
single automatic control operator.

Connecting linkage is available to mount a Series
“Q” Valve in a stand-by fuel arrangement with
PREMIX® Blower Mixers or Series “66” AIRFLO®

Mixers as shown on page 7018.

The Series “Q” butterfly gas valve is equipped with
the Maxon multiple-screw adjusting cam for adjusting
the flow from maximum to minimum. The numbers on
an external indicator strip correspond to a series of
adjusting screws which may be set initially to give the
desired contour to the cam.

A Series “Q” Valve may be used for most gas
throttling applications and provides flexibility of
adjustment.

Series “Q” Valves can be easily adapted for
automatic operation with either electric or pneumatic
control operators.

Maxon has designed a broad range of Connecting
Base and Linkage (CB & L) assemblies to properly
position and align those operators for control of Maxon
Flow Control Valves.

Series “Q” Valve with connecting base and linkage
positioning a typical electric control operator

Series “Q” Valve with connecting base and linkage
positioning a typical pneumatic control operator
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Capacities and Specifications
Series “Q” Adjustable Gradient Gas Control Valves

General
All Maxon Flow Control Valves are designed for
throttling service only and are not intended for
tight shut-off.

All Series “Q” Gas Control Valves are UL (Under-
writers Laboratory) listed for air, natural gas and
liquefied petroleum gas service.

Torque requirements listed in table at right are to
be used in selecting your automatic control operator.

Nomenclature
Series “Q” Valves are designated first by the pipe

size (inlet and outlet), followed by the letter “Q” to
indicate the valve series.
Example:   2" -Series “Q” Control Valve

Special application of Series “Q” Valve for stand-by service on PREMIX®

Blower Mixers and Series “66” AIRFLO® Mixers
Propane is frequently used as a stand-by fuel for

natural gas. When propane is carburetted with air at a
central mixing point and delivered in the regular natural
gas lines at a Btu value and specific gravity permitting
performance characteristics closely matching the
primary fuel, it may be burned in most industrial gas
equipment without any change in adjustment.

However, LPG can also often be used in the raw,
uncarburetted state. For example, the Maxon Series
“Q” Gas Control Valve may be linked to the ratio valve
of a Maxon PREMIX® Blower Mixer or Series “66”
AIRFLO® Mixer to provide for pre-adjustment of the
fuel-air ratio for both the primary fuel and a stand-by
fuel.
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Performance Data

Series “Q” Control Valves – Natural Gas Service

Note: The capacities
and pressure drops
indicated in this chart
are based on flow
through a wide-open
valve. If valve is less
than fully open, higher
drops and lower flows
will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and
Pressure defined at: (60°F
and 14.7 PSIA and 15.6°C
and 760mm Hg)

Gas Valves are normally sized
based on inlet pressure and
allowable pressure drop. See
guidelines at right.

erusserPtelnIsaG porDerusserPdetsegguS

cw"5-cw"3 cw"5.1-cw"5.0

iso8-iso4 cw"2-cw"1

iso61-iso8 cw"5-cw"2

isp3-isp2 cw"01-cw"6
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Performance Data

Series “Q” Control Valves – Propane Gas Service

Note: The capacities
and pressure drops
indicated in this chart
are based on flow
through a wide-open
valve. If valve is less
than fully open, higher
drops and lower flows
will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and
Pressure defined at: (60°F
and 14.7 PSIA and 15.6°C
and 760mm Hg)

Gas Valves are normally sized
based on inlet pressure and
allowable pressure drop. See
guidelines at left.

erusserPtelnIsaG porDerusserPdetsegguS

cw"5-cw"3 cw"5.1-cw"5.0

iso8-iso4 cw"2-cw"1

iso61-iso8 cw"5-cw"2

isp3-isp2 cw"01-cw"6
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “Q” Gas Control Valves

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

2" Series “Q” Valve

eziS )sehcni( A B C D E G

"1
18.1 91.7

5

5.3 2

5.2
"4/1-1

"2/1-1
52.2 44.7 57.3 26.2

"2

"2/1-2
21.3 91.8

88.3
5.4 26.3

49.1

"3 52.4 21.2

NOTE: 1" through 2"
Series “Q” Valves have
threaded bodies.
2-1/2" and 3" Series “Q”
Valves are flanged body
as illustrated in dimen-
sional data below.
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Component Identification
Series “Q” Adjustable Gradient Gas Control Valves

Suggested Spare Parts

– Cam springs
– Plunger/cap assembly
– Adjusting screws

Order spare parts for Series “Q” Valves by
identifying required items from drawing above and
referencing information on valve nameplate (shown at
right).

Series “Q” Valve Nameplate
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Capacities and Specifications
Series “CV” Control Valves and Series “BV” Balancing Valves

General
All Maxon Flow Control Valves are designed for
throttling service only and are not intended for
tight shut-off.

Series “CV” Valves are offered in four different
versions:
1. Standard assemblies without connecting base and

linkage (CB & L) assembly (order CB & L
separately)

2. UL (Underwriters Laboratory) listed assemblies
without CB & L (CB & L ordered separately)

3. Standard assemblies with CB & L to accept electric
control operators, such as:
A. Penn/Johnson #M-80 or #M-81
B. Honeywell #M644, #M744, #M941, #M944 or

#M7044
C. Barber-Colman #EA50

4. UL (Underwriters Laboratory) listed assemblies with
CB & L as in #3 above.

Designations
Both of these valve types are designated first by the

nominal pipe size (inlet and outlet) followed by the
letters indicating the valve series.
Example:

1" - Series “BV” Balancing Valve
1-1/4" -U Series “CV” Control Valve

UL (Underwriters Laboratory) listed series “CV”
Valve assemblies are available in all sizes for air,
natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas service.
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Performance Data

Series “BV” and “CV” Gas Control Valves – Natural Gas Service

Note: The capacities and
pressure drops indicated in
this chart are based on
flow through a wide-open
valve. If valve is less than
fully open, higher drops
and lower flows will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and Pressure
defined at: (60°F and 14.7
PSIA and 15.6°C and 760mm
Hg)

Gas Valves are normally
sized based on inlet
pressure and allowable
pressure drop. See
guidelines at left.

erusserPtelnIsaG porDerusserPdetsegguS

cw"5-cw"3 cw"5.1-cw"5.0

iso8-iso4 cw"2-cw"1

iso61-iso8 cw"5-cw"2

isp3-isp2 cw"01-cw"6
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Series “BV” and “CV” Gas Control Valves – Propane Gas Service

Performance Data

Note: The capacities and
pressure drops indicated in
this chart are based on flow
through a wide-open valve.
If valve is less than fully
open, higher drops and
lower flows will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and Pressure
defined at: (60°F and 14.7
PSIA and 15.6°C and 760mm
Hg)

Gas Valves are normally
sized based on inlet
pressure and allowable
pressure drop. See
guidelines at left.

erusserPtelnIsaG porDerusserPdetsegguS

cw"5-cw"3 cw"5.1-cw"5.0

iso8-iso4 cw"2-cw"1

iso61-iso8 cw"5-cw"2

isp3-isp2 cw"01-cw"6
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Performance Data

Series “BV” and “CV” Gas Control Valves – Air Service

Note: The capacities and
pressure drops indicated in
this chart are based on flow
through a wide-open valve.
If valve is less than fully
open, higher drops and
lower flows will result.

[1] S.T.P. = Standard
Temperature and Pressure
defined at: (60°F and 14.7
PSIA and 15.6°C and 760mm
Hg)

Air Valves are normally sized to match the combustion air pipe sizing.
Pressure drops of 1" wc to 2.5" wc are typical. If supply pressures are higher
than required, smaller valves can be used, or travel limited to restrict maximum
flow rate.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “CV” Control Valves

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

Series “BV” Balancing Valves

Dimensions (in inches)

eziS A B C D E

"2/1

52.1
52.2

52.3
57.0

52.1"4/3

"1 1

"4/1-1 83.1 83.3 91.1 44.1

"2/1-1 18.1
5.2 26.3
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"2 88.1 26.1 88.1

"2/1-2
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26.4 49.1 91.2

"3 5 13.2 65.2
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Component Identification
Series “BV” Balancing Valves and Series “CV” Flow Control Valves

Series “BV” Balancing Valve

Series “CV” Control Valves

Typical internal construction
(Series “CV” Valve shown)

Series “CV” Control Valve Nameplate

Order spare parts for Series “CV” and “BV” Flow
Control Valves by identifying required items from the
drawings above and referencing information on valve
nameplate (shown above).
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Accessories

Adjustable Stop
for air control
valves

Optional Adjustable
Stop shown at right
sets a minimum to
prevent full closure of
the air valve.

Position Switches for electrical indication of
valve position

Standard Low Fire Start (LFS) Switch opens the
circuit when valve leaves minimum position. Weather-
proof and Hazardous Location/Weatherproof versions
differ only in the physical switch size and rating. High
and low fire position switch includes (2) SPDT
switches. One switch may be field-set to activate at
“high” position, while other is set to activate at “low” fire
position.

Connecting Base & Linkage Assemblies
Maxon has designed a broad range of Connecting

Base & Linkage Assemblies (CB & L) to properly
position and align the popular operators for control of
Maxon flow control valves.

Proper position and alignment are essential for
smooth and trouble-free operation of flow control
valves.

Air operator shown on Series “Q” Control Valve and
MICRO-RATIO ® Valve
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lessens the chance of internal flow turbulence being
set-up in the piping manifolds and control valve.

– Check fluid flow direction through “-P” and “-O”
poppet-type valves. It must flow only in direction
matching the arrow cast into valve body. If neces-
sary, valve body may be rotated per instructions
given on page 7016.

– Install flow control valves carefully and maintain
adequate dimensional clearance to allow full
stroke and travel of the valve’s control linkage.
Internal drive mechanisms within a control motor
may be damaged if linkage is restricted as to cause
binding in high or low flow position.

CAUTION: All Flow Control Valves are designed
for throttling service only and are not intended
for tight shut-off.

– Main system shut-off should always use a
manual “leak-tight” upstream fuel cock.

– Support weight of piping independently. Do not
place any Maxon Flow Control Valve in a piping
bind. Provide pipe hangers and/or special support
for related manifolds.

– Maxon connecting base and linkage assemblies
are designed to locate and/or position the
control operator for its interaction with the Flow
Control Valve assembly. They are not intended to
support the weight of the control motor. Special
provisions will be required to support the weight of
the control operators.

– Use of pipe heavier than schedule #40 can
cause interference with butterfly-type Flow Control
Valves and restrict the valve from full opening.

– Flow Control Valves provide the means to
adjust fluid and/or gas flows. They should be
installed with at least four pipe diameter lengths of
straight pipe before and after the valve. This

Mounting Instructions for motor operator on Series “CV” Flow Control Valves

For those Series “CV” Valve assemblies furnished with
connecting base and linkage, the accompanying diagrams
illustrate mounting procedures relative to each specific type
operator.

First, mount your control motor to connecting base in
accordance with diagrams at right.

Secondly, determine if your electric operator travels
through 90° or 180° rotations. Then arrange connecting
linkage and motor crank arm as shown below for your
specific operator.

90° Control Motor 160° – 180° Control Motor

Honeywell
#M644, M744,
M941 or M944

(7616BR Crank)

Mount with four short bolts
and nuts at indicated holes.

Barber-Colman
EA50

Mount with three short bolts
and nuts at indicated holes.

Penn/Johnson
M80, M81

(MD3-600 Crank)

Mount with two short bolts
and nuts and long bolt
screwed into operator base
through slotted hole.

Installation Instructions

Crank & Linkage Side

Crank & Linkage Side

Crank & Linkage Side
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Adjusting Instructions

Notice: Only generalized instructions can be provided
here. Detailed adjusting instructions are provided with
each individual Maxon burner and/or mixer system.

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing materials
until all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, some connecting
base and linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
Flow Control Valve.

The Flow Control Valve is normally only a part of
your complete combustion system. Additional pipe
train accessories and control components may be
required for a complete system installation.

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s
equipment components. Verify that your equipment
has been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off of
burner systems should be undertaken only by
trained and experienced personnel familiar with
combustion systems, with control/safety
circuitry, and with knowledge of the overall
installation. Instructions provided by the
company and/or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial adjustment and/or burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all

control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and fuel manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that any air handling dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your control valve’s operating crank
arm by loosening the control motor’s connecting
rod from the burner’s toggle linkage.

Initial adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of
air and fuel valves, the minimum differential
pressure setting is initially established with
the air valve only.
A. By disconnecting the linkage between the air

butterfly valve and interconnected fuel
valve(s), the minimum and maximum limits of
travel on the air valve may be determined.
For example, a combustion system may

need the air valve to be 15° open for the
“minimum” setting and the “maximum”
requirements are satisfied with the air valve
open to 60°. By marking these points on the
air valve’s indicating strip, you are ready to
reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

B. The next step involves adjusting the
connecting linkage between the air valve
and the fuel valve(s) so that each fuel valve
travels its full quadrant range (i.e. from
minimum to maximum), while the air valve
swings from its pre-determined minimum and
maximum positions.

C. With Series “CV” Valves and Series “Q”
adjustable-gradient Flow Control Valves,
the minimum flow position is set by their
minimum stop screw. This adjustable stop is
located on the side of the screw carrier of
Series “Q” Valves and at the base of crank
arm of Series “CV” Valves. Screwing “in” on
the minimum stop screw produces a physical
stop on the quadrant’s travel that prohibits
valve from being completely closed off.
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Adjusting Instructions

D. SYNCHRO gas and oil valves have
multiple adjusting screws and, when used
alone (without an inter-connected air valve as
in the MICRO-RATIO® Valve assemblies), the
minimum adjusting screws are not screwed
in, thus not permitting flows at the specific
minimum flow positions.

E. Series “BV” Balancing Valves have fixed
setting control points. The butterfly-type body
may be locked in any particular flow position
by simply screwing “in” on the locking Allen
screw on the side of the wheel handle.

CAUTION: Verify all safety interlocks are
operational before opening any main and/or
individual burner valves.

7. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning
pilot gas regulator clockwise and/or adjustable
orifice screw counter-clockwise to increase fuel
flow. Repeat procedure as necessary until pilot
ignites, as air might have to bled out of fuel
supply lines before reliable pilot flame is
established. Pilot gas regulator should normally
be set for as low a pressure as possible.

8. After ignition, adjust pilot flame with pilot gas
adjustable orifice for good stable flame shape. A
“rule of thumb” is that any pilot over a tennis ball
size is probably too large. This assumes you
have visual access to the pilot flame. If this is not
possible, then adjust pilot to give a strong and
stable flame signal through your flame safety
circuit. This signal strength can be read with a
micro-amp meter. The signal strength (or range)
will be determined by the specific type of flame
safeguard instrument you have with your burner
system.

9. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame
safeguard relays should now power your main
fuel Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close pilot
cock and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

10. To light and adjust burner on gas:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, opening the main fuel Shut-
Off Valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the Flow
Control Valve.

11. To adjust SYNCHRO Fuel Control Valve(s):
With SYNCHRO
Valve at minimum
position, open
upstream fuel
cock. Using the
Allen wrench
provided, turn
minimum adjusting
screw “down”
(clockwise) to
permit fuel flow to
your burner.

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any
kind of flame as soon as possible. The flame
geometry can be adjusted and refined as needed
later.
12. Once your flame is established and refined at

this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws down to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with
all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally each
succeeding screw needs to be screwed in
approximately one full turn deeper than its preceding
screw. A smooth “stair-step” gradient pre-set at this
point from low to high will simplify the remaining
adjustment steps.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return Flow Control Valve to minimum position
and shut off fuel (if flame safeguard has not
already done so). Turn in slightly on adjusting
screw at point where ignition was lost, then
return Flow Control Valve to minimum position,
re-establish pilots, open fuel valve and verify
ignition.

13. Without advancing the Flow Control Valve
quadrant, screw down on #2 screw (one or two
turns). Then slowly advance the Flow Control
Valve quadrant to the #2 position. Adjust flame
appearance at this new position #2.

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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Adjusting Instructions

NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construction,
allow your burner system to operate at this low setting
for the necessary dry/cure-out time period
recommended by the chamber or refractory
manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of Flow
Control Valve.

Again, without moving valve, bring #3 and all
remaining adjusting screws down to the same
level as #2 screw. (If approximate pre-set
gradient was made earlier, the remaining screws
will already be at or below appropriate levels.)

14. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
maximum position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the Flow Control Valve to the number you
desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting screw
directly on top of the fuel valve plunger. A resulting
adjustment of the screw is directly applied to the fuel
valve plunger and its interconnected valve body
linkage.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use eye
protection and avoid prolonged viewing. Prepare
to shut off oil quickly if there is a noticeable
drop in oil pressure or if ignition does not
occur.

NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam strips,
always turn all higher-numbered screws in as far as
the last one adjusted.

15. Refine adjustment as needed, always turning
valve so that position indicator matches screw
being adjusted.

For more fuel, turn screw in (clockwise). For
less fuel, turn screw out (counter-clockwise).

If screws must be turned in flush with carrier
casting, increase fuel pressure and re-adjust.

16. Repeat procedure for any other fuels.
17. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and

refine adjustment, if necessary. Always set
Flow Control Valve to the numbered position you
wish to adjust.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

18. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

19. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allow temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.

20. Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

21. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference.
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lessens the chance of internal flow turbulence being
set-up in the piping manifolds and control valve.

– Check fluid flow direction through “-P” and “-O”
poppet-type valves. It must flow only in direction
matching the arrow cast into valve body. If neces-
sary, valve body may be rotated per instructions
given on page 7016.

– Install flow control valves carefully and maintain
adequate dimensional clearance to allow full
stroke and travel of the valve’s control linkage.
Internal drive mechanisms within a control motor
may be damaged if linkage is restricted as to cause
binding in high or low flow position.

CAUTION: All Flow Control Valves are designed
for throttling service only and are not intended
for tight shut-off.

– Main system shut-off should always use a
manual “leak-tight” upstream fuel cock.

– Support weight of piping independently. Do not
place any Maxon Flow Control Valve in a piping
bind. Provide pipe hangers and/or special support
for related manifolds.

– Maxon connecting base and linkage assemblies
are designed to locate and/or position the
control operator for its interaction with the Flow
Control Valve assembly. They are not intended to
support the weight of the control motor. Special
provisions will be required to support the weight of
the control operators.

– Use of pipe heavier than schedule #40 can
cause interference with butterfly-type Flow Control
Valves and restrict the valve from full opening.

– Flow Control Valves provide the means to
adjust fluid and/or gas flows. They should be
installed with at least four pipe diameter lengths of
straight pipe before and after the valve. This

Mounting Instructions for motor operator on Series “CV” Flow Control Valves

For those Series “CV” Valve assemblies furnished with
connecting base and linkage, the accompanying diagrams
illustrate mounting procedures relative to each specific type
operator.

First, mount your control motor to connecting base in
accordance with diagrams at right.

Secondly, determine if your electric operator travels
through 90° or 180° rotations. Then arrange connecting
linkage and motor crank arm as shown below for your
specific operator.

90° Control Motor 160° – 180° Control Motor

Honeywell
#M644, M744,
M941 or M944

(7616BR Crank)

Mount with four short bolts
and nuts at indicated holes.

Barber-Colman
EA50

Mount with three short bolts
and nuts at indicated holes.

Penn/Johnson
M80, M81

(MD3-600 Crank)

Mount with two short bolts
and nuts and long bolt
screwed into operator base
through slotted hole.

Installation Instructions
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Adjusting Instructions

Notice: Only generalized instructions can be provided
here. Detailed adjusting instructions are provided with
each individual Maxon burner and/or mixer system.

General Instructions
Important: Do not discard packing materials
until all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, some connecting
base and linkage components may be packed
separately and shipped loose with your new Maxon
Flow Control Valve.

The Flow Control Valve is normally only a part of
your complete combustion system. Additional pipe
train accessories and control components may be
required for a complete system installation.

Read complete instructions before proceeding,
and familiarize yourself with all the system’s
equipment components. Verify that your equipment
has been installed in accordance with the original
manufacturer’s current instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off of
burner systems should be undertaken only by
trained and experienced personnel familiar with
combustion systems, with control/safety
circuitry, and with knowledge of the overall
installation. Instructions provided by the
company and/or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete system incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

For initial adjustment and/or burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all

control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and fuel manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that any air handling dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from your control valve’s operating crank
arm by loosening the control motor’s connecting
rod from the burner’s toggle linkage.

Initial adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of
air and fuel valves, the minimum differential
pressure setting is initially established with
the air valve only.
A. By disconnecting the linkage between the air

butterfly valve and interconnected fuel
valve(s), the minimum and maximum limits of
travel on the air valve may be determined.
For example, a combustion system may

need the air valve to be 15° open for the
“minimum” setting and the “maximum”
requirements are satisfied with the air valve
open to 60°. By marking these points on the
air valve’s indicating strip, you are ready to
reconnect the SYNCHRO Fuel Valve’s
linkage to the air valve.

B. The next step involves adjusting the
connecting linkage between the air valve
and the fuel valve(s) so that each fuel valve
travels its full quadrant range (i.e. from
minimum to maximum), while the air valve
swings from its pre-determined minimum and
maximum positions.

C. With Series “CV” Valves and Series “Q”
adjustable-gradient Flow Control Valves,
the minimum flow position is set by their
minimum stop screw. This adjustable stop is
located on the side of the screw carrier of
Series “Q” Valves and at the base of crank
arm of Series “CV” Valves. Screwing “in” on
the minimum stop screw produces a physical
stop on the quadrant’s travel that prohibits
valve from being completely closed off.
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Adjusting Instructions
“Push-to-Close” SYNCHRO Valve

D. “Push-to-Close” SYNCHRO gas and oil
valves have multiple adjusting screws and,
when used alone (without an inter-connected
air valve as in the MICRO-RATIO® Valve
assemblies), the minimum adjusting screws
are screwed “in”, thus reducing flows at the
minimum flow positions.

WARNING: The “Push-to-Close” SYNCHRO
Valve is adjusted differently than a standard
Maxon SYNCHRO Valve. Before installing or
operating, read and comply with all instructions
and warnings shipped by Maxon Corporation in
envelope with your Maxon Flow Control device. If
you are unclear about the method of adjustment
or if these instructions were misplaced or not
received, immediately contact Maxon
Corporation in Muncie, Indiana, U.S.A. for a set
before attempting to use the valve.

CAUTION: Verify all safety interlocks are
operational before opening any main and/or
individual burner valves.

7. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning
pilot gas regulator clockwise and/or adjustable
orifice screw counter-clockwise to increase fuel
flow. Repeat procedure as necessary until pilot
ignites, as air might have to be bled out of fuel
supply lines before reliable pilot flame is
established. Pilot gas regulator should normally
be set for as low a pressure as possible.

8. After ignition, adjust pilot flame with pilot gas
adjustable orifice for good stable flame shape.
This assumes you have visual access to the pilot
flame. If this is not possible, then adjust pilot to
give a strong and stable flame signal through
your flame safety circuit. This signal strength
can be read with a micro-amp meter. The signal
strength (or range) will be determined by the
specific type of flame safeguard instrument you
have with your burner system.

9. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame
safeguard relays should now power your main
fuel Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing these steps, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close pilot
cock and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

10. To light and adjust burner on gas:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, opening the main fuel Shut-
Off Valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the “Push-to-
Close” SYNCHRO Control Valve.

NOTICE: If fuel valve has been shipped directly
from the factory, the adjusting screws will normally
be in their inner position (valve port fully closed).
Turn adjusting screws “counter-clockwise” to open
valve port and/or increase flow. This is opposite
to standard Maxon SYNCHRO Control Valve.

11. To adjust “Push-to-Close” SYNCHRO Fuel
Control Valve(s):
With SYNCHRO
Valve at minimum
position, open
upstream fuel
cock. Using the
Allen wrench
provided, turn
minimum
adjusting screw
“out” (counter-
clockwise) to permit fuel flow to your burner.

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get a
stable flame as soon as possible. The flame geometry
can be adjusted and refined as needed later.
12. Once your flame is established and refined at

this position, and without advancing the screw
carrier quadrant higher, screw all remaining
screws “out” to at least the same level as your
first adjusted screw.

NOTE: A preliminary setting can be established with
all the remaining adjusting screws. Generally each
succeeding screw needs to be screwed “out”
(counter-clockwise) approximately one full turn farther
than its preceding screw. A smooth “stair-step”
gradient pre-set at this point from low to high will
simplify the remaining adjustment steps.

Adj. Screws
(under cover)

Handle for
Manual 

Operation
Position
Indicator
Pointer

Locking Screw
for manual
operation
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CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
shut off fuel (if flame safeguard has not already
done so) and return Flow Control Valve to
minimum position . Re-adjust screw slightly at
point where ignition was lost, then return Flow
Control Valve to minimum position, re-establish
pilots, open fuel valve and verify ignition.

13. Without advancing the Flow Control Valve
quadrant, screw “out” on #2 screw (one or two
turns). Then slowly advance the Flow Control
Valve quadrant to the #2 position. Adjust flame
appearance at this new position #2.

NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construction,
allow your burner system to operate at this low setting
for the necessary dry/cure-out time period
recommended by the chamber or refractory
manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of “Push-to-
Close” Flow Control Valve.

Again, without moving valve, bring #3 and all
remaining adjusting screws “out” to the same
level as #2 screw. (If approximate pre-set
gradient was made earlier, the remaining screws
will already be at or above appropriate levels.)

14. Progressively work your way up through each
adjusting screw position, developing a smooth
progression slope from your first screw to the
maximum position.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, you must
move the “Push-to-Close” Flow Control Valve to the
number you desire to adjust. This aligns the adjusting
screw directly on the fuel valve plunger. A resulting
adjustment of the screw is directly applied to the fuel
valve plunger and its interconnected valve body
linkage.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use
eye protection and avoid prolonged viewing.
Prepare to shut off oil quickly if there is a
noticeable drop in oil pressure or if ignition
does not occur.

Page 7000-S-4A Flow Control Valves

Adjusting Instructions
“Push-to-Close” SYNCHRO Valves

NOTE: To avoid possible damage to cam strips,
always turn all higher-numbered screws “out” as far
as the last one adjusted.
15. Refine adjustment as needed, always turning

valve so that position indicator matches screw
being adjusted.

For more fuel, turn screw “out” (counter-
clockwise). For less fuel, turn screw “in”
(clockwise).

16. Repeat procedure for any other fuels.
17. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and

refine adjustment, if necessary. Always set
Flow Control Valve to the numbered position you
wish to adjust.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

18. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

19. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allow temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.

20. Recheck all safety system interlocks for proper
setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

21. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for their future reference,
emphasizing the difference between these
“Push-to-Close” valves and the standard Maxon
SYNCHRO Valve.
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Assembly Numbers
SYNCHRO Valves

sevlaVepyTteppoPsaGelytSP-
eziS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

P-"2/1 ORHCNYSP5.

P-"4/3 ORHCNYSP57.

P-"1 ORHCNYSP1

P-"4/1-1 ORHCNYSP52.1

P-"2/1-1 ORHCNYSP5.1

P-"2 ORHCNYSP2

P-"2/1-2 ORHCNYSP5.2

sevlaVepyTteppoPelytSP--liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS eciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED( noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EPYTYDOB ydobevlavfoepyT

ISNA2O ecivresnegyxoISNA
OSI2O ]1[ecivresnegyxoOSI

ISNADTS ydobevlavteppopISNAdradnatS
OSIDTS ]1[ydobevlavteppopOSIdradnatS

EPYTMAC macfoepyT
CTP )ylnoregraldnaORHCNYSP52.1(esolc-ot-hsuP
DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

)MIRT(ELYTSEVLAV lairetammirtlanretnievlaV
SS mirtleetssselniatS
DTS mirtdradnatS

EPYTEGNALF ylnosezisP5.2dnaP2roF
OSI egnalfOSI
DTS egnalfTPN

&ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

TH_LOC_RAB L&BCeuqroThgiH07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

LOC_BRAB L&BCFM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB
ROJ_XOF L&BC0151-MScirtcelenadroJ-orobxoF
52P_XOF L&BCria52-PorobxoF
05P_XOF L&BCria05-PorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH
RIA_WH L&BCT368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH

CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH
DOM_WH L&BClortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH
M68910_WH L&BCM168/9-10detautcariallewyenoH
RON_SDEEL L&BCcirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL

ENON L&BCoN
NHOJ_NNEP L&BC18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

ROLYAT L&BC6FV04riarolyaT

SEHCTIWS hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT
deriuqer

XUA hctiwsnoitisopyrailixuA

FLPG hctiwsnoitisopolesopruplareneG
FHFLPG sehctiwsnoitisopol&ih,esopruplareneG

FLDH hctiwsnoitisopolytudsuodrazaH
ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

FLW hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaeW
FHFLW sehctiwsnoitisopih&ol,foorprehtaeW

sezisP5.2dnaP2,P5.rofelbaliavatoN]1[
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Assembly Numbers
SYNCHRO Valves

sevlaVylfrettuBsaGelytSM-
epyT eziS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

elytSM-

M-"2/1-1 ORHCNYSM5.1

M-"2 ORHCNYSM2

M-"2/1-2 ORHCNYSM5.2

M-"3 ORHCNYSM3

M-"4 ORHCNYSM4

M-"6 ORHCNYSM6

M-"8 ORHCNYSM8

M-"01 ]1[ORHCNYSM01

M-"21 ]1[ORHCNYSM21

owTanievlaVpoTehtrofelbaliavatonerasnoitcelesesehT]1[
.VRMMMnanievlaVsaGehtroleuF

sevlaVelytSS-dnaM--liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS eciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED( noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

)MIRT(ELYTSEVLAV lairetammirtlanretnievlaV
)sezis"4hguorht"2/1-1rof(

SS mirtleetssselniatS

DTS lairetammirtdradnatS

ELYTSMAC derisedelytsmaC
CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP
DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

EPYTEGNALF

"2/1-1rofseciohcegnalF
sevlav"8hguorht

OSI )ezis"8rofelbaliavaton(egnalfdedaerhtOSI
COS )ylnosezis"8&"6,"4rof(segnalfdedlewtekcoS
DTS egnalfdedaerhtTPN

rofelbaliavaseciohcegnalF
M21&ORHCNYSM01

ylnoORHCNYS

ENON egnalfoN
521 egnalfnoritsac#521

051 egnalfdedlewtekcosleetstsac#051

EPYTGNIRPS "2/1-1rof(seciohcgnirpS
)sevlav"4hguorht

PHS noisrev)erusserphgih(PHS
DTS gnirpsevlavM-dradnatS

ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL&

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

TH_LOC_RAB L&BCeuqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB
LOC_BRAB L&BCFM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

ROJ_XOF L&BC0151-MScirtcelenadroJ-orobxoF

52P_XOF L&BC52-PriaorobxoF
05P_XOF L&BC05-PriaorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH

RIA_WH L&BCT368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH

CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH
DOM_WH L&BClortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH
M68910_WH L&BCM168/9-10riallewyenoH

RON_SDEEL L&BCcirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BC18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP
ROLYAT L&BC6FV04riarolyaT

SEHCTIWS hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT
deriuqer

XUA hctiwsnoitisopyrailixuA
FLPG hctiwsnoitisopolesopruplareneG

FHFLPG sehctiwsnoitisopol&ih,esopruplareneG

FLDH hctiwsnoitisopolytudsuodrazaH
ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

FLW hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaeW
FHFLW sehctiwsnoitisopih&ol,foorprehtaeW

TEKSAGEVLAV
LAIRETAM

"4roflairetamteksaG
sevlav"8hguorht

DTS teksagenerpoendradnatS
LAESRUS rednibelirtinhtiwrebiF

sevlaVylfrettuBsaGelytSS-
epyT eziS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

elytSS-
S-"3 ORHCNYSS3

S-"4 ORHCNYSS4
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sevlaVliOelytSO-
eziS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

8-O-"8/3 ORHCNYS8O573.

02-O-"2/1 ORHCNYS02O5.

05-O-"2/1 ORHCNYS05O5.

001-O-"2/1 ORHCNYS001O5.

002-O-'4/3 ORHCNYS002O57.

004-O-"1 ORHCNYS004O1

057-O-"1 ORHCNYS057O1

sevlaVliOelytSO--liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS eciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED( noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

ECIOHCMIRT lairetammirtlanretnievlaV
SS lairetammirtleetssselniatS

DTS lairetammirtdradnatS

ELYTSMAC macfoepyT

CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP

DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

EPYTYDOBEVLAV ydobevlavfoepyT

OSI )ylnosevlav"1&"4/3rof(eerged053OSI

DTS eerged053dradnatS

054 ISNAleetseerged054

OSI054 )ylnosevlav"1&"4/3rof(OSIleetseerged054

COS054 dlewtekcosleetseerged054

&ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

TH_LOC_RAB L&BCeuqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

LOC_BRAB L&BCFM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

ROJ_XOF L&BC0151-MScirtcelenadroJ-orobxoF

52P_XOF L&BC52-PriaorobxoF

05P_XOF L&BC05-PriaorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH

RIA_WH L&BCT368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH

CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH

DOM_WH L&BClortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH

M68910_WH L&BCM168/9-10riallewyenoH

RON_SDEEL L&BCcirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BC18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

ROLYAT L&BC6FV04riarolyaT

SEHCTIWS hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT
deriuqer

XUA hctiwsnoitisopyrailixuA

FLPG hctiwsnoitisopolesopruplareneG

FHFLPG sehctiwsnoitisopol&ih,esopruplareneG

FLDH hctiwsnoitisopolytudsuodrazaH

ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

FLW hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaeW

FHFLW sehctiwsnoitisopih&ol,foorprehtaeW
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Assembly Numbers
SYNCHRO Valves

sevlaVlortnoCriAelytSM
eziS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

"2/1-1-M VLVRIA5.1M
"2-M VLVRIA2M

"2/1-2-M VLVRIA5.2M
"3-M VLVRIA3M
"4-M VLVRIA4M
"6-M VLVRIA6M
"8-M VLVRIA8M
"01-M VLVRIA01M
"21-M VLVRIA21M
"41-M VLVRIA41M
"61-M VLVRIA61M
"81-M VLVRIA81M

)"8hguorht"5.1sezis(sevlaVlortnoCriAelytSM-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

ERUTAREPMET
GNITAR

derisedgnitarerutarepmeT

002 evlaveerged002dradnatS

054 evlaveerged054

008 )ylnosezis"8hguorht"3(evlaveerged008

EPYTEGNALF deriuqeregnalffoepyT

OSI )ylno"3hguorht"5.1(egnalfdedaerhtOSI

COS )ylnosezis"8&"6,"4(egnalfdedlewtekcoS

DTS egnalfdedaerhtTPN

&ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

TH_LOC_RAB L&BCeuqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

LOC_BRAB L&BCFM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

52P_XOF L&BC52-PriaorobxoF

05P_XOF L&BC05-PriaorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH

RIA_WH L&BCT368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH

CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH

DOM_WH L&BClortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH

M68910_WH L&BCM168/9-10riallewyenoH

RON_SDEEL L&BCcirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BC18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

ROLYAT L&BC6FV04riarolyaT

SEHCTIWS
hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT

deriuqer

FLPG hctiwsnoitisopolesopruplareneG

ENON sehctiwsoN

MO hctiwsnoitisopolnormO

FLW hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaew

POTSELBATSUJDA
NOITPO

potselbatsujdalanoitpO
erutaef

ON potselbatsujdaoN

SEY detnawpotselbatsujdA

LAIRETAMTEKSAG
ECIOHC

lairetamteksagfoepyT
DTS teksagenerpoendradnatS

LAESRUS rednibelirtinhtiwrebiF
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)"81hguorht"01sezis(sevlaVlortnoCriAelytSM-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

ERUTAREPMET
GNITAR

derisedgnitarerutarepmeT
002 evlaveerged002dradnatS

008 evlaveerged008laicepS

EPYTEGNALF deriuqeregnalffoepyT

ENON egnalfoN

521 noritsac#521

051 dedlewtekcosleetstsac#051

&ESABGNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

TH_LOC_RAB L&BCeuqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

LOC_BRAB L&BCFM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

52P_XOF L&BC52-PriaorobxoF

05P_XOF L&BC05-PriaorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH

RIA_WH L&BCT368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH

CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH

DOM_WH L&BClortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH

M68910_WH L&BCM168/9-10riallewyenoH

RON_SDEEL L&BCcirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BC18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

ROLYAT L&BC6FV04riarolyaT

SEHCTIWS
hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT

deriuqer

FLPG hctiwsnoitisopolesopruplareneG

ENON sehctiwsoN

MO hctiwsnoitisopolnormO

FLW hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaew

ELYTSMAC deriuqermacfoepyT
DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

POTSELBATSUJDA
NOITPO

potselbatsujdalanoitpO
erutaef

ON potselbatsujda62232#oN

SEY )62232#(detnawpotselbatsujdA
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Page 7000-A/P-6 Flow Control Valves

Assembly Numbers
MICRO-RATIO® Valves

OITAR-ORCIMxelpuD ® snoitanibmoCevlaV
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
emaNtnemgeS

seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

VRMPM
&

VRMOM

EZISEVLAVRIA ]1[4-P/A-0007egapeeS

EZISEVLAVSAG 3-P/A-0007&2-P/A-0007,1-P/A-0007egapeeS

NOITCERIDWOLF
L TFEL

R THGIR

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC
CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP
DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

GNITARERUTAREPMETEVLAVRIA
002 evlaveerged002
054 mirtlaiceps/wevlaveerged054
008 noisreverutarepmethgiheerged008

VRMMM
&

VRMSM

EZISEVLAVRIA ]1[4-P/A-0007egapeeS

EZISEVLAVSAG 2-P/A-0007&1-P/A-0007egapeeS

GNIGGAT
WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN
WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC
CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP
DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

GNITARERUTAREPMETEVLAVRIA
002 evlaveerged002
054 mirtlaiceps/wevlaveerged054
008 noisreverutarepmethgiheerged008

VRMAM

EZISEVLAVRIA ]1[4-P/A-0007egapeeS

EZISEVLAVSAG 1-P/A-0017egapeeS

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS
ELYTSMAC DTS macdradnatS

seilbmessaevlaVOITAR-ORCIMnisevlavriarofelbaliavatons'L&BC]1[

OITAR-ORCIMxelpuD ® sevlaV
OITAR-ORCIM ® evlaV rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

PXM VRMPM
MXM VRMMM
SXM VRMSM
OXM VRMOM
AXM VRMAM

NOTE: When ordering any duplex or triplex MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly, choose the same cam style
and air valve temperature rating at all levels. Any
MICRO-RATIO® Valve which uses Series “A” Valves
must use the standard cam style.
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OITAR-ORCIMxelpirT ® sevlaV

OITAR-ORCIM ® evlaV rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

ylbmessAOITAR-ORCIMxelpirT VRMXELPIRT

OITAR-ORCIMxelpirT ® snoitanibmoCevlaV
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
emaNtnemgeS

seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

VRMXELPIRT

OTORHCNYSDDAOTXELPUD
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tnemgesrof4hguorht2-P/A-0017egapeeS

snoitpircsedOA
PA
AM

snoitpircsedtnemgesrof6-P/A-0007egapeeS
MM
OM
PM
SM

)XELPUDOTDEDDA(EVLAVDRIHT
dnaseciohctnemgesrof1-P/A-0017egapro3hguorht1-P/A-0007segapeeS

snoitpircsed

GNIGGAT
WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN
WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC
CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP
DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

sevlaVORHCNYSleuFowT
evlaVORHCNYS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

evlaVORHCNYSleuFowT ylbmessA LEUFOWT

snoitanibmoCevlaVORHCNYSleuFowT
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
emaNtnemgeS

seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUFOWT

EVLAVLEUF)MOTTOB(TSRIF seciohctnemgesrof1-P/A-0017egapro3ot1-P/A-0007segapeeS

EVLAVLEUF)POT(DNOCES seciohctnemgesrof1-P/A-0017egapro3ot1-P/A-0007segapeeS

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC

CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP

DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

NOTE: When ordering any duplex or triplex MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly, choose the same cam style
and air valve temperature rating at all levels. Any
MICRO-RATIO® Valve which uses Series “A” Valves
must use the standard cam style.
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Assembly Numbers
Series Q Gas Control Valves

sevlaVlortnoCsaGQseireS

&eziS
noitangiseD

srebmuNtcudorPderugifnoC

LU-noN
noisreV

noisreVLU
yb-dnatS

noisreVLU-noN
yb-dnatS
noisreVLU

"1 Q1 LUQ1 BSQ1 LUBSQ1

"4/1-1 Q52.1 LUQ52.1 BSQ52.1 LUBSQ52.1

"2/1-1 Q5.1 LUQ5.1 BSQ5.1 LUBSQ5.1

"2 Q2 LUQ2 BSQ2 LUBSQ2

"2/1-2 Q5.2 LUQ5.2 BSQ5.2 LUBSQ5.2

"3 Q3 LUQ3 BSQ3 LUBSQ3

sevlaVlortnoCsaGQseireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NOITCENNOCYDOB noitcennocfoepyT
DRHT_ISNA sdaerhtISNA

DRHT_OSI ]1[sdaerhtOSI

LAIRETAMTFAHS tfahsrofdesulairetaM
SC leetsnobraC
SS leetssselniats

EGAKNILGNITAREPO
]2[

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

LOC_BRAB L&BCcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

52P_XOF L&BCria52-PorobxoF
05P_XOF L&BCria05-PorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(cirtcelerotanoitcAllewyenoH
CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH

RIA_WH T368P168/11-10riAllewyenoH
DOM_WH L&BCcirtcelelortudoMllewyenoH

M68910_WH L&BCdetautcariaM68910llewyenoH

TNOC_NHOJ L&BCriaslortnoCnosnhoJ
ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BCcirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP
ROLYAT L&BCriarolyaT

]2[HCTIWSNOITISOP
hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT

deriuqer

ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

SPLHPWMO hctiwsnoitisopol&ihfoorprehtaewnormO
SPLPWMO hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaewnormO

GNITARDPOM
gnitarepomumixaM

)isp(laitnereffiderusserp
ezisevlavotgnidroccaseiravdnaerusserpmumixamsitluafeD

TOOFARTXE
TEKCARB

mednatroftekcarbtoofartxE
gnitnuom

ENON dedeentekcarbtoofartxeoN
SEY dedivorptekcarbtoofartxE

snoisrevLUnoelbaliavatonerasdaerhtOSI]1[
snoisrevLUnoelbaliavatonerasnoitcelesesehT]2[

ylbmessAegakniLmednaT
egakniLmednaT

ylbmessA
rebmuNtcudorPderugifnoC

QNAT

ylbmessAegakniLmednaT-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EVLAVPOT evlaVQtsriF snoitpircseddnaseciohctnemgesrofevobaelbateeS

GNITCENNOC
EGAKNIL

sevlaVQtcennocotegakniL
OTUA L&BCcitamotuA

NAM L&BClaunaM

EVLAVMOTTOB evlaVQdnoceS snoitpircseddnaseciohctnemgesrofevobaelbateeS
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Series CV Control Valves
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sevlaVlortnoCVCseireS
seilbmessAevlaV"VC"seireS

noisreVdradnatS
&eziS

noitangiseD

noisreVLU

kcotS
ylbmessA
rebmuN

derugifnoC
tcudorP
rebmuN

kcotS
ylbmessA
*rebmuN

derugifnoC
tcudorP
rebmuN

90881 VC5. VC-"2/1 97723 LUVC5.

01881 VC57. VC-"4/3 08723 LUVC57.

08832 VCU57. VC-U-"4/3 18723 LUVCU57.

60281 VC1 VC-"1 28723 LUVC1

18832 VCU1 VC-U-"1 38723 LUVCU1

70281 VC52.1 VC-"4/1-1 48723 LUVC52.1

28832 VCU52.1 VC-U-"4/1-1 58723 LUVCU52.1

80281 VC5.1 VC-"2/1-1 68723 LUVC5.1

90281 VC2 VC-"2 78723 LUVC2

01281 VC5.2 VC-"2/1-2 88723 LUVC5.2

11281 VC3 VC-"3 98723 LUVC3

ylbmessaL&BCsedulcnI*

sevlaVlortnoCVCseireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS
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LAIRETAMTFAHS tfahsrofdesulairetaM
SC leetsnobraC

SS leetssselniatS

&ESABGNITCENNOC
]2[EGAKNIL

dnaesabgnitcennocfoepyT
fi,)L&BC(ylbmessaegaknil

derised

LOC_BRAB L&BCcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

TCA_OMILEB ylbmessArotautcAVComileB

52P_XOF L&BCria52-PorobxoF

NOITCA_WH )deunitnocsiD(cirtcelerotanoitcAllewyenoH

RIA_WH L&BCT368P168/11-10riallewyenoH

CREH_WH rotomenilucreHllewyenoH

DOM_WH L&BCcirtcelelortudoMllewyenoH

TNOC_NHOJ L&BCriaslortnoCnosnhoJ

ENON L&BCoN

NHOJ_NNEP L&BCcirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

ROLYAT L&BCriarolyaT

HCTIWSNOITISOP
]2[

hctiwsnoitisopfoepyT
deriuqer

SFL_OMILEB hctiwStratSeriFwoLomileB

ENON hctiwsnoitisopoN

SPLHPWMO hctiwsnoitisopwol&ihfoorprehtaewnormO

SPLPWMO hctiwsnoitisopwolfoorprehtaewnormO

GNITARDPOM
gnitarepomumixaM

)isp(laitnereffiderusserp
ezisevlavotgnidroccaseiravdnaerusserpmumixamsitluafeD

.snoisrevLUnoelbaliavatonerasdaerhtOSI]1[
.snoisrevLUnoelbaliavatonerasnoitcelesesehT]2[
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Assembly Numbers
Series BV Balancing Valves

sevlaVgnicnalaBVBseireS
dnaeziS

noitangiseD
kcotS

rebmuNylbmessA
derugifnoC

rebmuNtcudorP

VB-"2/1 81191 VB5.

VB-"4/3 91191 VB57.

VB-"1 02191 VB1

VB-"4/1-1 12191 VB52.1

VB-"2/1-1 22191 VB5.1

VB-"2 32191 VB2

VB-"2/1-2 42191 VB5.2

VB-"3 52191 VB3

sevlaVgnicnalaBVBseireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
eciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NOITCENNOCYDOB noitcennocfoepyT
DRHT_ISNA sdaerhtISNA

DRHT_OSI sdaerhtOSI

LAIRETAMTFAHS tfahsrofdesulairetaM
SC leetsnobraC

SS leetssselniatS

GNITARDPOM
gnitarepomumixaM

)isp(laitnereffiderusserp
ezisevlavotgnidroccaseiravdnaerusserpmumixamsitluafeD
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seilbmessAegakniL&esaBgnitcennoC
rerutcafunaM sevlaV®OITAR-ORCIM&ORHCNYS elytSM

riA
lortnoC

sevlaV

seireS
Q

sevlaV

seireS
VC

sevlaVemaN noitpircseD
dradnatS

maC
desolcne-yllatoT

maC

namloC-rebraB
FM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB 66151 75652 02823 77371

67724
*49181

euqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB 19003 69692 12823 --- ---

orobxoF
52-PriaorobxoF 92442 14652 01823 38342 22442

05-PriaorobxoF 03442 24652 41823 48342 ---

nadroJ-orobxoF 0151-MScirtcelenadroJ-orobxoF 65443 96443 --- --- ---

llewyenoH

T368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH 08271 45652 11823 67371 02391

M168/9-10riallewyenoH 61131 09752 31823 11771 ---

lortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH 14261 65652 91823 27371
67724
*49181

)deunitnocsiD(rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH 62541 77752 81823 87371 25891

rotomenilucreHllewyenoH 2786601 1096601 2096601 0096601 3096601

slortnoCnosnhoJ riaslortnoCnosnhoJ --- --- --- 76871 61991

purhtroN&sdeeL cirtcelepurhtroN&sdeeL 72141 78692 71823 --- ---

nosnhoJ/nneP 18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP 14261 65652 91823 27371
67724
*49181

rolyaT 6FV04riarolyaT 38821 84372 51823 80771 05891

kceB 051-11cirtcelekceB 14090 --- --- --- ---

omileB XM1.RS42MLomileB --- --- --- --- 2020601

regraldna"2/1-1rofrebmunmottob;sevlavrellamsdna"4/1-1rofrebmunpotesU*

sevlaVriAelytSM&®OITAR-ORCIM,ORHCNYS-seilbmessAhctiwSlangiSyrailixuA

noitpircseDhctiwS
sevlaV®OITAR-ORCIM&ORHCNYS

evlaVlortnoCriAelytSM
macdradnatshtiw macdesolcne-yllatothtiw

hctiwsnoitisopyrailixuA 90341 --- ---

hctiwsnoitisopolesopruplareneG 61341 --- 98033

sehctiwsnoitisopol&ih,esopruplareneG 98181 --- ---

hctiwsnoitisopolytudsuodrazaH 54953 80535 ---

hctiwsnoitisopolfoorprehtaeW 41653 70535 21653

sehctiwsnoitisopih&ol,foorprehtaeW 80593 --- ---

hctiwsnoitisopolnormO --- --- 65664
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Assembly Numbers

sevlaVlortnoCVCseireS&QseireS-seilbmessAhctiwSlangiSyrailixuA
eziS&seireSevlaV noitpircseDhctiwS

seireS eziS
foorprehtaewnormO
hctiwsnoitisopol&ih

foorprehtaewnormO
hctiwsnoitisopol

erifwolomileB
hctiwstrats

sevlaVQseireS sezisllA 5798301 4798301 ---

sevlaVVCseireS

5. 9006301 3736301 0120601

57. 9006301 3736301 0120601

1 9006301 3736301 0120601

52.1 9006301 3736301 0120601

5.1 9006301 3736301 0120601

2 9006301 3736301 0120601

5.2 9006301 3736301 0120601

3 0149501 9049501 0120601





Bulletin 7100

Series “A” Flow Control Valves

• Valve bodies are designed to meet ANSI specifications (DIN flange option for future availability)

• High pressure rating

• Cast iron, carbon steel and brass bodies

• Positive push/pull actuator

• SYNCHRO Valves may be used independently for individual adjustable gradient fuel flow
control, or in tandem with other fuel control valves for more sophisticated multi-zone control
or multi-fuel applications.

• Low torque

Cut-away of 3" positive push/pull SYNCHRO Valve
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Nomenclature
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assemblies are designated

by listing the individual valves, starting with the air
valve, then each of the fuel valves to be included, as
well as their relative position in the assembly (bottom
to top).

Examples:
“Duplex” MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly

A-4” X 1-1/2 ”-A
   (air)  X   (gas)

“Quadriplex” MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly

M- 10” X 4”-A X 1/2” -O -200 X 2”-A
(air)      X (gas)  X         (oil)      X  (gas)

Page 7102
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Series “A” Flow Control Valves
Design and Application Details

Principle of Operation
MICRO-RATIO® Valve assemblies typically consist

of an air butterfly valve mechanically linked to one or
more adjustable gradient SYNCHRO Fuel Control
Valves(s).

View of a A-3” x 1-1/2” -A MICRO-RATIO® Valve

The tandem linkage gives accurate proportioning of
air/fuel(s) ratios required for your specific burner
system/application.

The multiple screw adjustment feature of the
SYNCHRO Valve provides a mechanical means of
adjusting the air/fuel(s) ratios at each of twelve valve
positions throughout the capacity range of each valve.
This provides accurate fuel/air control.

Air-gas-oil valves in tandem-linked combination
are ideal for multi-zone or stand-by fuel system
control.

Air-gas-oil SYNCHRO Valves may be used
independently for single control or throttling of
multiple burners.

View of Triplex M-6" x 1-1/2"-A x 1/2"-P

Design Features
Series “A” Flow Control Valves are available in

manual handle and positive push/pull SYNCHRO
versions.

Valve bodies are available in cast iron, steel and
brass versions. All versions have a stainless steel
shaft and disc. Brass versions are compatible for
oxygen service.

The positive push/pull actuator is tested to over
250,000 cycles.
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Capacities and Specifications

General
All Maxon Flow Control Valves are designed for

throttling service only and are not intended for
tight shut-off.

Flow direction is not a factor with butterfly-type
valve bodies. However, with poppet-type SYNCHRO
Valves, fluid flow through the valve must only be in the
direction indicated by the arrowhead cast into each
valve body.

Torque Requirements listed in tables above are
important and are to be used in selecting your auto-
matic control operators. Torque figures (inch-pounds)
are additive for your complete MICRO-RATIO® Valve
assembly.

When pneumatic actuators are applied, oversize to
achieve accurate control.

sevlaVlortnoClaunaM”A“seireS

eziS
vCmumixaM

gnitaR

muminiM
elballortnoC

gnitaRvC

mumixaM
telnI

erusserP
)gisp(

mumixaM
ydoB

erusserP
)gisp(

euqroT
deriuqeR

)sbl-ni(

diulFmumixaM
)F°(erutarepmeT

leetS&norI ssarB

"1 72 05. 001 001 01 052 004

"52.1 07 06. 001 001 02 052 004

"5.1 501 07. 001 001 03 052 004

"2 091 03.1 001 001 56 052 004

"5.2 062 04.2 09 001 001 052 004

"3 063 00.3 06 001 521 052 004

"4 057 00.5 03 001 041 052 A/N

Cv .evlavnepo-ediwahguorhtwolfnodesabsrotcaf
.deriuqerebyameuqrotssel,serusserprewoltA.erusserpdetarmumixamrofnwohssideriuqereuqroT

sevlaVlortnoCORHCNYS”A“seireS

eziS
vCmumixaM

gnitaR

muminiM
elballortnoC

gnitaRvC

mumixaM
telnI

erusserP
)gisp(

mumixaM
ydoB

erusserP
)gisp(

euqroT
deriuqeR

)sbl-ni(

diulFmumixaM
)F°(erutarepmeT

leetS&norI ssarB

"1 72 05. 001 001 55 052 004

"52.1 07 06. 001 001 06 052 004

"5.1 501 07. 001 001 07 052 004

"2 091 03.1 55 001 57 052 004

"5.2 062 04.2 03 001 57 052 004

"3 063 00.3 61 001 57 052 004

"4 057 00.5 8 001 57 052 A/N

Cv .evlavnepo-ediwahguorhtwolfnodesabsrotcaf
eriuqertahtsnoitacilpparoF.sgnittespirtsmacraenilhtoomsdnaerusserpdetarmumixamrofnwohssideriuqereuqroT

.deriuqereuqrotehtelbuod,sgnittespirtsmacraenil-non

Example #1:  Linear Cam Strip Setting
A-4" x 1-1/2"-A MICRO-RATIO® Valve
A-4" manual requires 140 in-lbs.
1-1/2"-A SYNCHRO requires 70 in-lbs.
Total torque required: 210 in-lbs.

Example #2:  Non-Linear Cam Strip Setting
A-4" x 1-1/2"-A MICRO-RATIO® Valve
A-4" manual requires 140 in-lbs.
1-1/2"-A SYNCHRO requires 140 in-lbs.
Total torque required: 280 in-lbs.
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seidoBnorItsaC

eziS A B C D E

"1 21.3 36.0 52.4 66.0 13.1

"52.1 05.3 36.0 00.5 66.0 13.1

"5.1 88.3 36.0 00.5 66.0 13.1

"2 57.4 57.0 00.6 48.0 96.1

"5.2 05.5 57.0 05.7 19.0 18.1

"3 00.6 57.0 05.7 19.0 18.1

"4 05.7 57.0 00.9 30.1 60.2

seidoBleetSnobraC

eziS A B C D E

"1 21.3 36.0 52.4 66.0 13.1

"52.1 05.3 36.0 00.5 66.0 13.1

"5.1 88.3 36.0 00.5 66.0 13.1

"2 57.4 57.0 00.6 48.0 96.1

"5.2 05.5 57.0 05.7 19.0 18.1

"3 00.6 57.0 05.7 19.0 18.1

"4 05.7 57.0 00.9 30.1 60.2

seidoBssarB

eziS A B C D E

"1 21.3 36.0 52.4 66.0 13.1

"52.1 05.3 36.0 00.5 66.0 13.1

"5.1 88.3 36.0 00.5 66.0 13.1

"2 57.4 57.0 00.6 48.0 96.1

"5.2 05.5 57.0 05.7 19.0 18.1

"3 00.6 57.0 05.7 19.0 18.1

B dia.

A dia.

C dia.

D
E

Dimensions (in inches)

Valve Body
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “A” Manual Control Valves

seidoBnorItsaC
eziS A B C D E F

"1 80.5 19.2 14.1 28.2 76.5 00.4

"52.1 15.5 61.3 35.1 60.3 71.6 52.4

"5.1 15.5 61.3 06.1 02.3 71.6 52.4

"2 15.5 14.3 19.1 18.3 71.6 05.4

"5.2 80.6 41.4 90.2 81.4 76.6 52.5

"3 80.6 41.4 61.2 23.4 76.6 52.5

"4 36.6 82.5 14.2 18.4 92.7 83.6

seidoBleetSnobraC
eziS A B

.drhT
C

dedleW
C

.drhT
D

dedleW
D

E F

"1 80.5 19.2 14.1 14.1 28.2 28.2 76.5 00.4

"52.1 15.5 61.3 35.1 35.1 60.3 60.3 71.6 52.4

"5.1 15.5 61.3 06.1 06.1 02.3 02.3 71.6 52.4

"2 15.5 14.3 19.1 19.1 18.3 18.3 71.6 05.4

"5.2 80.6 41.4 90.2 90.2 81.4 81.4 76.6 52.5

"3 80.6 41.4 61.2 61.2 23.4 23.4 76.6 52.5

"4 36.6 82.5 14.2 14.2 18.4 18.4 92.7 83.6

seidoBssarB

eziS A B
.drhT

C
redloS

C
.drhT

D
redloS

D E F

"1 80.5 19.2 14.1 87.1 28.2 18.3 76.5 00.4

"52.1 15.5 61.3 35.1 48.1 60.3 18.3 71.6 52.4

"5.1 15.5 61.3 06.1 29.1 02.3 79.3 71.6 52.4

"2 15.5 14.3 19.1 15.2 18.3 31.5 71.6 05.4

"5.2 80.6 41.4 60.2 97.2 11.4 84.5 76.6 52.5

"3 80.6 41.4 61.2 58.2 23.4 07.5 76.6 52.5

Low Position Switch &
Adapter Foot Accessories

Low Position Switch Top View

0.68
1/2" NPT
Conduit 

Inlet

E

F

3.0

3.0

2.0
1.0

1.0

2.0

Adapter
Foot 
Mounting

6.498 rad.

3.17 2.83

A

B

4.35

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

sevlaVlaunaM-thgieWevlaV ).sblni(

eziSevlaV
lairetaMydoB

norItsaC leetSnobraC ssarB

"1 1.8 5.8 3.9

"52.1 6.9 2.01 2.11

"5.1 4.9 0.01 9.01

"2 2.31 1.41 6.51

"5.2 2.02 7.12 1.42

"3 0.91 4.02 7.22

"4 6.72 8.92 ---

edulcnitonoddnaetamixorppaerasthgiewllA:etoN
seirossecca

5.44

.71

1/2" NPSM
Conduit  

Inlet

E

High Position SwitchFlange
Set

Accessory

D
C



Flange Set Accessory

Position Switch Manual Knob &
Foot Adapter Accessories

D
E

2.36

4.68

1.11

1.11

F

1/2" NPT
Conduit Inlet

High 
Position 
Switch

1/2" NPT
Conduit Inlet

Low 
Position 
Switch

3.0

2.0
1.0

1.0
3.02.0

6.24

1/2" 
NPT

Conduit
Inlet

3.65

10.69

2.98

9.00

1.57

A

B

C

Adapter Foot Mounting
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Dimensions (in inches)

Series “A” SYNCHRO Control Valves

seidoBnorItsaC
eziS A B C D E F

"1 60.5 44.8 19.2 14.1 28.2 00.4

"52.1 65.5 49.8 61.3 35.1 60.3 52.4

"5.1 65.5 49.8 61.3 06.1 02.3 52.4

"2 65.5 49.8 14.3 19.1 18.3 05.4

"5.2 60.6 44.9 41.4 90.2 81.4 52.5

"3 60.6 44.9 41.4 61.2 23.4 52.5

"4 96.6 60.01 82.5 14.2 18.4 83.6

seidoBleetSnobraC
eziS A B C .drhT

D
dedleW

D
.drhT

E
dedleW

E
F

"1 60.5 44.8 19.2 14.1 14.1 28.2 28.2 00.4

"52.1 65.5 49.8 61.3 35.1 35.1 60.3 60.3 52.4

"5.1 65.5 49.8 61.3 06.1 06.1 02.3 02.3 52.4

"2 65.5 49.8 14.3 19.1 19.1 18.3 18.3 05.4

"5.2 60.6 44.9 41.4 90.2 90.2 81.4 81.4 52.5

"3 60.6 44.9 41.4 61.2 61.2 23.4 23.4 52.5

"4 96.6 60.01 82.5 14.2 14.2 18.4 18.4 83.6

seidoBssarB

eziS A B C .drhT
D

redloS
D

.drhT
E

redloS
E F

"1 60.5 44.8 19.2 14.1 87.1 28.2 18.3 00.4

"52.1 65.5 49.8 61.3 35.1 48.1 60.3 18.3 52.4

"5.1 65.5 49.8 61.3 06.1 29.1 02.3 79.3 52.4

"2 65.5 49.8 14.3 19.1 15.2 18.3 31.5 05.4

"5.2 60.6 44.9 41.4 60.2 97.2 11.4 84.5 52.5

"3 60.6 44.9 41.4 61.2 58.2 23.4 07.5 52.5

sevlaVORHCNYS-thgieWevlaV ).sblni(

eziSevlaV
lairetaMydoB

norItsaC leetSnobraC ssarB

"1 6.71 0.81 8.81

"52.1 1.91 7.91 7.02

"5.1 9.81 5.91 4.02

"2 7.22 6.32 1.52

"5.2 7.92 2.13 6.33

"3 5.82 9.92 2.23

"4 1.73 3.93 ---

edulcnitonoddnaetamixorppaerasthgiewllA:etoN
seirossecca

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

MICRO-RATIO® Valve Arrangements (right hand arrangement shown)
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epyTylfrettuB-sevlaVsaGORHCNYS
eziS A B C C

ssarB

"1 60.5 00.4 28.2 28.2

"52.1 65.5 52.4 60.3 60.3

"5.1 65.5 52.4 02.3 02.3

"2 65.5 05.4 18.3 18.3

"5.2 60.6 52.5 81.4 11.4

"3 60.6 52.5 23.4 23.4

"4 96.6 83.6 18.4 ---

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)

DnoisnemiD-sevlaVriA"-M"
eziS D

"6-Murht"2/1-1-M ---

"8-M 21.1

"01-M 26.3

"21-M 26.4

"41-M 57.5

"61-M 26.6

"81-M 26.7

evlavriafoezisehtnoputnednepedsi"D"noisnemiD:etoN
.detceles

“O” Type
Oil Valve

“P” Type
Gas Valve

“-A” Type
Gas Valve

“M-” Type
Air Valve

3"-A

10.27

M-12"

4.88

2.38

4.88

5.50

A

B

Outlet

Spacer

Spacer

Outlet

Inlet

Inlet

C

For dimensions not shown
on this page, see pages

7009 through 7014.

NOTE: Spacer
supplied separately
or with connecting
linkage assembly

D

2.0
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Accessories

Position switches
for electrical indication of valve position

Standard Low Fire Start (LFS) switch opens the
circuit when valve leaves minimum position. Hi/Lo fire
position switch set includes (2) SPDT switches. One
switch may be field-set to activate at high position,
while the other is set to activate at low position.

Connecting Base
and Linkage
Assemblies

Maxon has designed a
broad range of Connecting
Base and Linkage assem-
blies (CB & L) to properly
position and align the
popular operators for
control of Maxon flow
control valves.

Proper position and
alignment are essential for
smooth and trouble-free
operation of flow control
valves.

SYNCHRO Valves

Manual Handle Valves

Poppet to A- SYNCHRO Spacer Kit

Universal Adapter Bracket Kit

Other Accessories
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Component Identification
Series “A” Manual Control Valves

dnegeL
metI noitpircseD

1 retpadAevlaVlaunaM

2 swercSpaC

3 etalProtacidnI

4 gnihsuBtfahSlaunaM

5 eldnaHlaunaM

6 eveelSlaunaM

7 wercSteS

8 gnirpSekarB

9 ekarB

01 ylbmessA-buSydoBevlaV
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Component Identification
Series “A” SYNCHRO Flow Control Valves

A

23 2210

32

1

27

A

29

28

13

10
17 18 17 19 19

21

9

15

3

20
16

30

31

23458
6

14
12

11 7

Section A-A

22
24

26

25

dnegeL
metI noitpircseD

1 gnisuoH

2 kcaRgnitarepO

3 sgniraeBkcaRgnitarepO

4 gnirpSnoisserpmoC

5 reniateRgnirpS

6 esaB

7 wercSgnikcoL

8 stloBesaB

9 gnittiFebuL

01 reirraCwercS

11 swercSmaC

21 swercSreniateR

31 spirtSmaC

41 ekoY

51 revoCtsuD

61 tloBreirraCwercS

71 rehsaW

81 gniraeB

91 rehsaW

02 gniraeB

12 wercSteS

22 pirtSrotacidnI

32 wercSetalP

42 etalPrevoCwercSmaC

52 etalPnoitacifitnedI

62 wercSevirD

72 ylbmessA-buSydoBevlaV

82 )ylnOssarB(spartSdnuorG

92 )ylnOssarB(wercSevirD

03 raeGrupS

13 swercSpaC

23 etalPrevoC
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Suggested Maintenance/Inspection Procedures
Series “A” SYNCHRO Flow Control Valves

Valve Lubrication Suggestions
Some lubrication of moving parts may be

required. All moving parts, O-rings and cam strips are
lubricated at time of manufacturing. A periodic
inspection should be performed to insure all parts
continue to move freely and function properly. A
periodic re-application of lubricant will extend the
service life of your Maxon MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

The following lubricants are suggested:

Manufacturer Lubricant

Keystone Div., #84-EP-2, NLGL #2
Philadelphia, PA Lithium base grease

Standard Oil Co. Stanolith grease #42
(of Indiana)

Shell Oil Co. Alvania grease #1

Stewart Warner Corp. Alemite lubricant #32
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Notes
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Series “A” Flow Control Valves Page 7100-S-1

Installation Instructions

6/02

• Support weight of piping independently. Do not
place any Maxon Flow Control Valve in a piping
bind. Provide pipe hangers and/or special support
for related manifolds.

• Maxon connecting base and linkage assemblies
are designed to locate and/or position the
control operator for its interaction with the Flow
Control Valve assembly. They are not intended to
support the weight of the control motor. Special
provisions will be required to support the weight of
the control operators.

• Use of pipe heavier than Schedule #40 can cause
interference with butterfly-type Flow Control Valves
and restrict the valve from full opening.

• Flow Control Valves provide the means to adjust
fluid and/or gas flows. They should be installed
with at least four pipe diameter lengths of straight
pipe before and after the valve. This lessens the
chance of internal flow turbulence being set-up in
the piping manifolds and control valve.

• Install flow control valves carefully and maintain
adequate dimensional clearance to allow full
stroke and travel of the valve’s control linkage.
Internal drive mechanisms within a control motor
may be damaged if linkage is restricted as to cause
binding in high or low flow positions.

CAUTION: All flow control valves are designed
for throttling service only and are not intended
for tight shut-off.

• Main system shut-off should always use a
manual “leak-tight” upstream fuel cock.

Screw Carrier Rotation Instructions

To rotate screw carrier in 90° increments:
– Remove four base bolts.
– Rotate screw carrier on its shaft to desired position.
– Reinstall base bolts.

Base Bolts

Spur Gear

Housing
Bolt
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Adjusting Instructions
Series “A” Push/Pull SYNCHRO Valves

General Instructions

Important: Do not discard packing materials
until all loose items are accounted for.

To prevent damage in transit, some connecting
base and linkage components may be packed sepa-
rately and shipped loose with your new Maxon flow
control valve.

The flow control valve is normally only a part of
your complete combustion system. Additional pipe
train accessories and control components may be
required for a complete system installation. Read
complete instructions before proceeding, and familiar-
ize yourself with all the system’s equipment compo-
nents. Verify that your equipment has been installed
in accordance with the original manufacturer’s current
instructions.

CAUTION: Initial adjustment and light-off of
burner systems should be undertaken only by
trained and experienced personnel familiar with
combustion systems, with control/safety
circuitry, and with knowledge of the overall
installation. Instructions provided by the
company and/or individuals responsible for the
manufacture and/or overall installation of
complete systems incorporating Maxon burners
take precedence over these provided by Maxon.
If Maxon instructions conflict with any codes or
regulations, contact Maxon Corporation before
attempting start-up.

Adjusting the Series “A” Push/Pull
SYNCHRO Control Valve:

The Series “A” Push/Pull SYNCHRO has multiple
adjusting screws that are pre-set by Maxon to an
approximate ramp to assist the customer in beginning
their adjustments.

CAUTION: Pre-set condition will allow flow to
occur.

The Push/Pull SYNCHRO relies on direct
connections from the adjusting screw through to
the valve shaft. Carefully follow these adjusting
instructions to prevent permanent damage to the
cam strips or linkages, which could cause the
valve to not operate properly or result in an
unsafe condition.

The following tools are needed to adjust the Maxon
Push/Pull SYNCHRO screw carrier:
• Flat tipped screw driver
• 5mm hex wrench (screw carrier position lock)
• 5/32” hex (‘T’ handle recommended) wrench

(adjusting screws)

1. Remove any connecting linkages as needed to allow
access to the screw carrier.

2. Lock the screw carrier in a convenient position (use
5mm hex wrench).

3. Swing out of the way or remove the adjusting
screws cover plate (flat tipped screw driver).

4. Unlike the ‘M’ style screw carrier, which is adjusted
by setting the MAX and MIN screw positions and
then blending the remaining screw positions, the
Push/Pull screw carrier cannot be adjusted in this
manner due to its different design.

As a general rule of thumb, there should not be
more that 1/8” difference between screw heights.
This is approximately 3 turns between 2 adjacent
screws.

For ease of operation, longer cam strip life and
reduced torque, it is best to adjust the cam strips to
a smooth ramp from MIN to MAX.

Try to spread adjustments out over several
screws to avoid distortion of the cam strips. This
may take more time to achieve a good ramp, but it
will eliminate the possibility of damage to the cam
strips or adjusting screws.

A smooth ramp will also lengthen the life of the
cam strips, other components of the screw carrier
and the control motor.
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Adjusting Instructions

For initial adjustment and/or burner start-up:
1. Close all burner fuel valves and cocks. Make

preliminary adjustments to fuel gas regulators.
2. Check all electric circuitry. Verify that all

control devices and interlocks are operable and
functioning within their respective settings/
ranges. Be sure all air and fuel manifolds are
tight and that test ports are plugged if not being
used.

3. Check that any air handling dampers are
properly positioned and locked into operating
positions.

4. Disconnect the automatic control motor’s
linkage from the control valve’s operating crank
arm by loosening the control motor’s connecting
rod from the burner’s toggle linkage.

Initial adjustment should only be
accomplished during a “manual” control
mode.

5. Start all system-related fans and blowers.
Check for proper motor rotation and impeller
direction. Verify that all control interlocks are
working. Allow air handling equipment to run for
adequate purge of your manifolds.

CAUTION: Do not by-pass control panel timers
typically controlling sequential operations.

6. With MICRO-RATIO® Valve combinations of
air and fuel valves, the minimum differential
pressure setting is initially established with
the air valve only.
A. By disconnecting the linkage between the air

butterfly valve and interconnected fuel
valve(s), the minimum and maximum limits of
travel on the air valve may be determined.
For example, a combustion system may

need the air valve to be 15° open for the
“minimum” setting and the “maximum”
requirements are satisfied with the air valve
open to 60°. By marking these points on the
air valve’s indicating strip, the SYNCHRO Fuel
Valve’s linkage is ready to be reconnected to
the air valve.

B. The next step involves adjusting the
connecting linkage between the air valve
and the fuel valve(s) so that each fuel valve
travels its full quadrant range (i.e. from
minimum to maximum), while the air valve
swings from its pre-determined minimum and
maximum positions.

CAUTION: Verify all safety interlocks are opera-
tional before opening any main and/or individual
burner valves.

7. Open main and pilot gas cocks, then attempt
spark ignition to light pilot while slowly turning
pilot gas regulator clockwise and/or adjustable
orifice screw counter-clockwise to increase fuel
flow. Repeat procedure as necessary until pilot
ignites, as air might have to bled out of fuel
supply lines before reliable pilot flame is
established. Pilot gas regulator should normally
be set for as low a pressure as possible.

8. After ignition, adjust pilot flame with pilot gas
adjustable orifice for good stable flame shape. A
“rule of thumb” is that any pilot over a tennis ball
size is probably too large. If visual access to the
pilot flame is not available, adjust pilot to give a
strong and stable flame signal through the
flame safety circuit. This signal strength can be
read with a micro-amp meter. The signal strength
(or range) will be determined by the specific type
of flame safeguard instrument used with the
burner system.

9. Re-check pilot ignition by closing pilot gas cock
or otherwise causing pilot outage. Re-light and
refine pilot gas adjustment as necessary to get
ignition within a second or two. The flame
safeguard relays should now power the main fuel
Shut-Off Valve(s).

CAUTION: After completing steps above, re-
check all interlocking safety components and
circuitry to prove that they are properly
installed, correctly set, and fully operational. If
in doubt, shut the system down, close pilot
cock and contact responsible individual before
proceeding further.

10. To light and adjust burner on gas:
With gas pilot established and flame supervision
system operational, opening the main fuel Shut-
Off Valve(s) will allow fuel flow to the Flow
Control Valve.

11. To adjust SYNCHRO flow control valves:
With SYNCHRO valve in minimum position, open
upstream fuel cock. Using a 5/32" hex wrench,
turn minimum adjusting screw (first adjusting
screw)  clockwise to permit fuel flow to the burner.

6/02
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Page 7100-S-4 Series “A” Flow Control Valves

Adjusting Instructions

CAUTION: Pre-set of adjusting screw gradiant
may permit fuel flow at minimum position.
Flame safeguard interlocking safety
components and circuitry must be operating
properly.

NOTE: At this point, it is more important to get any
kind of flame as soon as possible. The flame
geometry can be adjusted and refined as needed later.

12. Once flame is established and refined at this
position, and without advancing the screw carrier
quadrant higher, place the 5/32" hex wrench on
the next screw and rotate to position #1 (second
adjusting screw). Observe and refine flame
characteristics per the appropriate burner
adjustment procedures.

CAUTION: If flame is extinguished, immediately
return Flow Control Valve to minimum position
and shut off fuel (if flame safeguard has not
already done so). Turn in slightly on adjusting
screw at point where ignition was lost, then
return Flow Control Valve to minimum position,
re-establish pilots, open fuel valve and verify
ignition.

NOTE: If firing chamber is of refractory construction,
allow the burner system to operate at this low setting
for the necessary dry/cure-out time period
recommended by the chamber or refractory
manufacturer. Then continue adjustments of Flow
Control Valve.

13. Progressively work up through each adjusting
screw position, developing a smooth progression
slope from the first screw to the maximum
position while adjusting and refining flame
geometry as required.

NOTE: To adjust the flame at any position, move the
Flow Control Valve to the desired number to be
adjusted. This aligns the adjusting screw directly on
top of the fuel valve yoke shaft and its interconnected
valve body linkage.

CAUTION: Oil flames are highly radiant. Use eye
protection and avoid prolonged viewing. Prepare
to shut off oil quickly if there is a noticeable
drop in oil pressure or if ignition does not
occur.

14. Refine adjustment as needed, always turning
valve so that position indicator matches screw
being adjusted.

For more fuel, turn screw in (clockwise). For
less fuel, turn screw out (counter-clockwise).

If screws must be turned in flush with carrier
casting, increase fuel pressure and re-adjust.

15. Repeat procedure for any other fuels.
16. Cycle burner from minimum to maximum and

refine adjustment, if necessary. Always set
Flow Control Valve to the desired numbered
position to be adjusted.

For operation with interrupted pilot (as
recommended), shut off pilots and cycle burner
from minimum to maximum and back several
times to verify the flame is maintained.

17. Reconnect linkage to control motor, plug all
test connections, replace equipment cover caps
and tighten linkage screws.

18. Check out overall system operation by cycling
through light-off at minimum, interrupting pilot,
and allow temperature control system to cycle
burner from minimum to maximum and return.

19. Recheck all safety system interlocks for
proper setting and operation.

WARNING: Test every UV installation for
dangerous spark excitation from ignitors and
other possible sources of direct or reflected UV
radiation. Use only gas-tight scanner
connections.

20. Before system is placed into full service,
instruct operator personnel on proper start-up,
operation and shut-down of system. Establish
written instructions for future reference.
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Assembly Numbers
Series “A” Valves

sevlaVlortnoCwolF"A"seireS
eziS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

"1 VLVLTCA1

"52.1 VLVLTCA52.1

"5.1 VLVLTCA5.1

"2 VLVLTCA2

"5.2 VLVLTCA5.2

"3 VLVLTCA3

"4 VLVLTCA4

sevlaVlortnoC"A"seireS-liateDeciohCtnemgeS

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

)LAIRETAM(EPYTEVLAV lairetamydobevlaV
RB )ecivresnegyxorofelbatius(noisrevssarB
IC noisrevnoritsaC
LTS noisrevleetsnobraC

ORHCNYSROLAUNAM edomgnitarepoevlaV
NAM noisreveldnahlaunaM

NYS noisrev)citamotua(ORHCNYS

TESEGNALF derisedsegnalF

DRHTISNARB segnalFdedaerhTISNAssarB
RDLSRB segnalFderedloSssarB

DRHTISNAIC segnalFdedaerhTISNAnorItsaC
DRHTISNASC segnalFdedaerhTISNAleetSnobraC

GDLWSC segnalFgnidleWleetSnobraC
ENON detceleSenoN

S'L&BC
egakniL&esaBgnitcennoC

derisedylbmessa

TH_LOC_RAB L&BCeuqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB
LOC_BRAB L&BCFM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB

ROJ_XOF L&BC0151-MScirtcelenadroJ-orobxoF
52P_XOF L&BC52-PriaorobxoF
05P_XOF L&BC05-PriaorobxoF

NOITCA_WH L&BCA049,A046-MrotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH
RIA_WH L&BCT368/8-30,P168/11-10riallewyenoH
DOM_WH L&BClortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH
M68910_WH L&BCM168/9-10riallewyenoH

ENON L&BCoN
NHOJ_NNEP L&BC18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP

SEHCTIWS derisedteshctiwsfoepyT

XUA teshctiwsnoitisopyrailixuA
DH teshctiwsytudsuodrazaH
OLIH teshctiwsnoitisopol-ihfoorprehtaeW

SOPIH
teshctiwsnoitisop-hgihfoorprehtaeW

)ylnonoisrevlaunam(
SOPOL teshctiwsnoitisopwolfoorprehtaeW

ENON sehctiwsoN

LORTNOCLAUNAM
TIKBONK

derisedtikbonklanoitpO
ENON bonklortnoclaunamoN

SEY detnawbonklortnoclaunaM

TIKRETPADATOOF derisedtikretpadalanoitpO
ENON tikretpadaetalptoofoN

SEY detnawtikretpadaetalptooF
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Assembly Numbers
MICRO-RATIO® Valves

OITAR-ORCIM ® snoitanibmoCevlaV
OITAR-ORCIM ® evlaV rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

AXM VRMAM

AXA VRMAA

PXA VRMPA

OXA VRMOA

OITAR-ORCIMxelpuD ® snoitanibmoCevlaV

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

VRMAM

ECIOHCEVLAVRIA

5.1 evlaVlortnoCriA"5.1-M

01 evlaVlortnoCriA"01-M

21 evlaVlortnoCriA"21-M

41 evlaVlortnoCriA"41-M

61 evlaVlortnoCriA"61-M

81 evlaVlortnoCriA"81-M

2 evlaVlortnoCriA"2-M

5.2 evlaVlortnoCriA"5.2-M

3 evlaVlortnoCriA"3-M

4 evlaVlortnoCriA"4-M

6 evlaVlortnoCriA"6-M

8 evlaVlortnoCriA"8-M

ECIOHCEVLAVSAG

1 evlaVsaGA-"1

52.1 evlaVsaGA-"52.1

5.1 evlaVsaGA-"5.1

2 evlaVsaGA-"2

5.2 evlaVsaGA-"5.2

3 evlaVsaGA-"3

4 evlaVsaGA-"4

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC DTS macdradnatS

ECIOHCHCTIWSEVLAVRIA

FLPG hctiwsnoitisopwolesopruplareneG

ENON hctiwsoN

MO hctiwsnoitisopwolnormO

FLW hctiwsnoitisopwolfoorp-rehtaeW

NOTE: When ordering any duplex or triplex MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly, choose the same cam style
and air valve temperature rating at all levels. Any
MICRO-RATIO® Valve which uses Series “A” Valves
must use the standard cam style.
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Assembly Numbers
MICRO-RATIO® Valves

OITAR-ORCIMxelpuD ® snoitanibmoCevlaV
rebmuNmetIderugifnoC emaNtnemgeS

seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

VRMAA

ECIOHCEVLAVRIA

1 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"1-A

52.1 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"52.1-A

5.1 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"5.1-A

2 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"2-A

5.2 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"5.2-A

3 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"3-A

4 evlaVriAeldnaHlaunaM"4-A

ECIOHCEVLAVSAG

1 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"1

52.1 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"52.1

5.1 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"5.1

2 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"2

5.2 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"5.2

3 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"3

4 evlaVORHCNYSsaGA-"4

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

VRMPA

NOITCELESEVLAVRIA

1 evlaVriA"1-A

52.1 evlaVriA"52.1-A

5.1 evlaVriA"5.1-A

2 evlaVriA"2-A

5.2 evlaVriA"5.2-A

3 evlaVriA"3-A

4 evlaVriA"4-A

NOITCELESEVLAVSAG

5. evlaVsaGP-"5.

57. evlaVsaGP-"57.

1 evlaVsaGP-"1

52.1 evlaVsaGP-"52.1

5.1 evlaVsaGP-"5.1

2 evlaVsaGP-"2

5.2 evlaVsaGP-"5.2

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC DTS macdradnatS

NOTE: When ordering any duplex or triplex MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly,
choose the same cam style and air valve temperature rating at all levels.
Any MICRO-RATIO® Valve which uses Series “A” Valves must use the
standard cam style.
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Assembly Numbers
MICRO-RATIO® Valves

OITAR-ORCIMxelpuD ® snoitanibmoCevlaV

rebmuNmetIderugifnoC emaNtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS

)dedahssiTLUAFED(
noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

VRMOA

NOITCELESEVLAVRIA

1 evlaVlortnoCriA"1-A

52.1 evlaVlortnoCriA"52.1-A

5.1 evlaVlortnoCriA"5.1-A

2 evlaVlortnoCriA"2-A

5.2 evlaVlortnoCriA"5.2-A

3 evlaVlortnoCriA"3-A

4 evlaVlortnoCriA"4-A

NOITCELESEVLAVLIO

573. evlaVORHCNYSliO8-O-"8/3

0015. evlaVORHCNYSliO001-O-"2/1

025. evlaVORHCNYSliO02-O-"2/1

055. evlaVORHCNYSliO05-O-"2/1

57. evlaVORHCNYSliO002-O-"4/3

0041 evlaVORHCNYSliO004-O-"1

0571 evlaVORHCNYSliO057-O-"1

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC DTS macdradnatS

NOTE: When ordering any duplex or triplex MICRO-RATIO® Valve assembly,
choose the same cam style and air valve temperature rating at all levels.
Any MICRO-RATIO® Valve which uses Series “A” Valves must use the
standard cam style.
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OITAR-ORCIMxelpirT ® snoitanibmoCevlaV
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
emaNtnemgeS

seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

VRMXELPIRT

OTORHCNYSDDAOTXELPUD

AA
tnemgesrof4&3-P/A-0017egapeeS

snoitpircsedOA

PA

AM

snoitpircsedtnemgesrof6-P/A-0007egapeeS

MM

OM

PM

SM

)XELPUDOTDEDDA(EVLAVDRIHT 573.
-0017egapro3hguorht1-P/A-0007segapeeS

snoitpircseddnaseciohctnemgesrof1-P/A

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC

CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP

DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

sevlaVORHCNYSleuFowT
evlaVORHCNYS rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

evlaVORHCNYSleuFowT ylbmessA LEUFOWT

snoitanibmoCevlaVORHCNYSleuFowT
metIderugifnoC

rebmuN
emaNtnemgeS

seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssiTLUAFED(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

LEUFOWT

EVLAVLEUF)MOTTOB(TSRIF P5.
1-P/A-0017egapro3ot1-P/A-0007segapeeS

seciohctnemgesrof

EVLAVLEUF)POT(DNOCES P5.
1-P/A-0017egapro3ot1-P/A-0007segapeeS

seciohctnemgesrof

GNIGGAT

WLA no-eriwmunimulA

ENON lebaloN

WSS no-eriwleetssselniatS

ELYTSMAC

CTP macesolc-ot-hsuP

DTS macdradnatS

ET macdesolcneyllatoT

OITAR-ORCIMxelpirT ® sevlaV
OITAR-ORCIM ® evlaV rebmuNmetIderugifnoC

OITAR-ORCIMxelpirT ® ylbmessA VRMXELPIRT

NOTE: When ordering any duplex or triplex MICRO-
RATIO® Valve assembly, choose the same cam style
and air valve temperature rating at all levels.
Any MICRO-RATIO® Valve which uses Series “A”
Valves must use the standard cam style.
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Assembly Numbers

seilbmessAegakniL&esaBgnitcennoC
rerutcafunaM sevlaVlortnoC"A"seireS

emaN noitpircseD noisrevORHCNYS noisreveldnahlaunaM

namloC-rebraB
FM,PM,CM,85-15AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB 35084 45084

euqrothgih07AEcirtcelenamloC-rebraB 05474 79774

orobxoF
52-PriaorobxoF 59774 69774

05-PriaorobxoF 19774 29774

nadroJ-orobxoF 0151-MScirtcelenadroJ-orobxoF 05774 89774

llewyenoH

T368/8-30P168/11-10riallewyenoH 15474 84474

M168/9-10riallewyenoH 39774 49774

lortudoMcirtcelellewyenoH 56374 52774

rotanoitcAcirtcelellewyenoH 94474 99774

nosnhoJ/nneP 18M,08McirtcelenosnhoJ/nneP 56374 52774

kceB 051-11cirtcelekceB 97974 ---

seilbmessAhctiwSlangiSyrailixuA

noitpircseDhctiwS
sevlaVlortnoC"A"seireS

noisrevORHCNYS noisreveldnahlaunaM

hctiwsnoitisopyrailixuA 34874 ---

teshctiwsytudsuodrazaH 54874 ---

teshctiwsnoitisopol-ihfoorprehtaeW 58854 ---

teshctiwsnoitisopwolfoorprehtaeW 48854 66374

stiKegnalF
eziSevlaV "1 "52.1 "5.1 "2 "5.2 "3 "4

dedaerhtISNAnoritsaC 00344 10344 39934 20344 30344 40344 69564

dedaerhtISNAleetsnobraC 96964 07964 17964 27964 37964 47964 57964

dedlewleetsnobraC 01864 11864 21864 31864 41864 51864 61864

dedaerhtISNAssarB 01344 11344 21344 92624 41344 51344 ---

deredlosssarB 50344 60344 70344 39524 80344 90344 ---

seirosseccAdnastraPerapS
seirosseccA&straPerapS rebmuNtraP

tiKbonKlortnoClaunaM 43964

tiKretpadAtooF 44044



Product Data Sheet
(for Maxon Personnel only)

Do Not Reproduce

Product: Series “A” Flow Control Valves

Page: 7100-1                         Date: 6/02

Series “A” SYNCHRO Valve -  Technical Data Sheet Instructions:
(Data sheet is located in Phoenix\Template\Engineering Worksheets\Valve Sizing\A-VALVE sizing sheet 1060228.xls)

See following page for detailed explanation of the data sheet shown below.
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Series “A” SYNCHRO Valve Technical Data Sheet Instructions:

1. All required inputs are highlighted in yellow blocks.

2. All calculated or pulled data values are in highlighted green blocks.

3. If “other” is selected from the Gas pull-down menu, inputs are highlighted under the “Other Gas” heading in light
red.

4. Label Technical Data Sheet by “Customer Name” and “Proposal or Job #”.

5. Select type of Gas from the pull-down menu.
5.1 Gas from pull-down menu inputs Gg, Z, k & R values @ 80 deg. F
5.2 If gas is available from the pull-down menu, but the temperature changes the values of Gg, Z, k & R

significantly, choose “Other” from the gas pull-down menu and input values of Gg, Z, k & R under the
“Other Gas” heading.

5.3 If gas is not available from pull down menu, choose “Other” and input values for Gg, Z, k & R under the
“Other Gas” heading.

6. Input “Gas Temperature”, “Maximum Flow” and “Turndown Required” in their respective units.

7. Select “Gage Pressure Units” from the pull-down menu in inches of H2O or PSI.

8. Input “Valve Inlet Pressure at Maximum Flow (P1)” in previously selected units.
8.1 This is the static pressure measured 2 nominal pipe diameters upstream of the control valve.
8.2 Piping losses must be considered between the regulator and the control valve.

For example:
At maximum flow conditions, the customer has 8 in. of H2O outlet of the regulator and will achieve an
additional 1.5 inches of H2O drop up to the control valve (due to piping and SOVs). The value to input will
be 6.5 of H2O.

9. Input “Valve Outlet Pressure at Maximum Flow (P2)” in previously selected units.
9.1 This is the static pressure measured 6 nominal pipe diameters downstream of the control valve.
9.2 This value is typically the gas pressure required at the burner at maximum flow. However, if significant

piping losses are to occur between the control valve and burner, the losses must be accounted for in this
input.

10. Input “Upstream Pressure Drops to Regulated Source Plus Droop”.
10.1 This input is required to determine if the turndown required is achievable.
10.2 Using the example in 8.2 above, the value for this input would be 1.5 in. of H2O.

11. The Application Summary section tabulates the flow, inlet and outlet pressure and a preliminary Cv required at
maximum and minimum conditions. The values assume equal valve size and line size.

12. Select customer’s line size from the pull-down menu.



13. Select valve size from the pull-down menu that will operate per the following guidelines:
13.1 Valve is to operate between 80% and 90% of capacity.
13.2 Valve outlet velocity to not exceed 33% sonic velocity due to noise considerations.
13.3 Valve selected must have a minimum catalog Cv rating lower than the application Cv at minimum

conditions.
13.4 Valve application cannot have a higher MOPD than catalog value.

14. “Suggestions” box will help you to accurately size the valve per the above requirements:
14.1 When the Application Required Cv is greater than Valve Catalog Cv at Maximum:

- Choose a larger valve or increase inlet pressure.
14.2 When the Application Cv is less than 60% of the Valve Catalog Cv at Maximum:

- Choose a smaller valve or decrease inlet pressure.
14.3 When the Application Cv is greater than 90% but less than 100% of the Valve Catalog Cv:

- Increase inlet pressure to decrease capacity to < 90%
14.4 When the Application Cv is greater than 60% but less than 80% of the Valve Catalog Cv:

- Lower inlet pressure to increase capacity to > 80%
14.5 When Minimum Catalog Cv is greater than Minimum Condition Application Cv:

- Turndown not achievable. Modify parameters.
14.6 When fluid velocity at outlet is greater than 33% sonic velocity:

- Caution: Velocity should be < 33% sonic to minimize noise.

Product Data Sheet
(for Maxon Personnel only)

Do Not Reproduce

Product: Series “A” Flow Control Valves

Page: 7100-3                       Date: 6/02

Series “A” SYNCHRO Valve Technical Data Sheet Instructions:
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Using the Series “A” SYNCHRO Technical Data Sheet for Valve Sizing:

Example:

Customer’s Application Details
Fluid .................................................................... Natural Gas
Fluid Temperature ................................................ 60°F
Max Flow at High Fire .......................................... 20,000 SCFH
Turndown Required .............................................. 20:1
Valve Inlet Pressure ............................................ 15 in. of H2O
Valve Outlet Pressure (Burner Pressure) ............. 5 in of H2O
Upstream Pressure Drop to
Regulated Source and Droop ............................... 8 in. of H2O
Line Size ............................................................. 3 inches

Option #1: Valve can be smaller than pipe size

2” Series “A” SYNCHRO Flow Control Valve
NOTE: Customer must use 2” x 3” reducer

1. Maximum condition: 2” will operate at 87.4% capacity
2. Outlet velocity equal to or less than 33% sonic: 19.7% sonic
3. Minimum conditions: Catalog Cv minimum (1.30) equal to or less than application Cv (5.56)

Option #2: Valve to be same size as pipe line

3” Series “A” SYNCHRO Flow Control Valve
NOTE: Inlet pressure to valve must be decreased to 6.5 in of H2O

1. Maximum condition: 3” will operate at 80.4% capacity
2. Outlet velocity equal to or less than 33% sonic: 7.9% sonic
3. Minimum conditions: Catalog Cv minimum (3.00) equal or less than application Cv (4.75)
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SMARTFIRE™
Intelligent Combustion Control System

• Precise electronic control of air and fuel flow to
the burner to maximize efficiency and minimize
emissions simultaneously

• Maintain emissions or fuel efficiency over the
entire operating range of the burner, not just
at one burner set point

• Automatically compensates for changes
in combustion or process conditions with
full cross-limited ratio control, maximizing
burner performance and ensuring a highly
repeatable heat source

• Plug ‘n Play, turnkey system for easy
installation and set-up

• Integrates easily with all burner
management systems, reducing
engineering costs in retrofit applications

• Advanced diagnostics and troubleshooting
provide real-time information about combustion
and process system performance

• Optional remote monitoring gateway reduces
process downtime by providing immediate off-site
technical support over a standard phone line

• Rugged industrial design includes NEMA 4X enclosures, high torque actuators, and all-digital field
device communications, ensuring reliable operation in harsh environments

• Redundant system safety checks built into intelligent components, significantly reducing the
risks associated with combustion system commissioning and maintenance neglect

• FM and CSA approved

• Meets requirements for European Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) and Low Voltage
Directives

Manufactured under U.S. patent #6,247,919

CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax: (765) 286-8394
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control System
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CORPORATION   201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. Fax: (765) 286-8394

Design and Application Details

The SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control
System is a turnkey, mass flow air/fuel ratio control
system for industrial burners. The System is com-
prised of five components that integrate easily with a
conventional burner management system and pipe
train:  an Interface Panel; Air Valve Actuator and
Fuel Valve Actuator; and Air Flow Controller and Fuel
Flow Controller.

The Interface Panel includes a Burner Brain, 24
VDC Power Supply, and User Display. The Burner
Brain contains all of the factory-installed, combustion
intelligence (such as burner-specific air/fuel ratio and
flow data), enabling the SMARTFIRE™ System to be
easily commissioned after field installation.  The
User Display panel allows the Operator to monitor
and adjust the performance of the combustion
system.  The Valve Actuators are factory-calibrated
assemblies that include rugged, high-quality plan-
etary gearheads and stepper motors for highly
repeatable and precise control of Maxon’s butterfly
valves.  The Air and Fuel Flow Controllers each
consist of a precision-calibrated thermal mass flow
sensor, control electronics, and flow body with
integrated flow conditioners for a highly repeatable
measurement.

Other SMARTFIRE™ System functions include
fuel totalizing, air/fuel flow and valve position analog
outputs for DCS interfacing, (optional) remote
monitoring, and many redundant system safety
functions.  The SMARTFIRE™ System specifica-
tions are as follows:

Burners and Fuels

The SMARTFIRE™ System can be used with the
majority of Maxon’s natural gas fired burners, espe-
cially those designed for low-emission applications
(e.g., KINEDIZER®, CYCLOMAX®, CROSSFIRE®,
OXYTHERM®).  For application of SMARTFIRE™ to
non-Maxon burners or use with other fuels, contact
Maxon.

Principle of Operation

As shown in the block diagram below, the five
SMARTFIRE™ components each communicate over a
peer-to-peer digital network. Control functions are
performed in the field devices and the Burner Brain,
providing higher accuracy and reliable operation in
electrically noisy industrial environments that often
affect the performance of systems with analog (4-
20mA or low voltage) control signals. The distributed
intelligence also allows redundant system safety
checks which prevent tampering and unsafe conditions
that can occur during combustion system commission-
ing and after long-term operation.

The SMARTFIRE™ System permits the burner to
be started in response to the commands from the
User’s burner management system.  Once the se-
quence is completed, the System maintains the
factory-installed air/fuel ratio for the desired heat
output set by the User’s process controller. The
System’s cross-limited mass flow control of air and
fuel automatically compensates for changes that
affect combustion performance such as air and fuel
temperature and pressure and chamber pressure. The
process controller and burner management system are
not included as part of the SMARTFIRE™ System.
These functions can be obtained using one of several
Maxon combustion command panel products.
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Electrical Specifications
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Dimensions (inches)

Interface Panel
12.88

14
.7

5

Panel Depth: 4.25

0.25

0.
31

Mounting Holes
4-Places

Panel Weight
9 pounds

Size: 3.25 x 5.75
Size:  5.5 x 4.125

24 VDC
Power
Supply

Burner Brain  Size:  4.375 x 10.0

User Display
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Dimensions (inches)

)sehcnI(snoisnemiDydoBwolFriA
egnaRwoL egnaRhgiH

xaM
egnaRhgiH

erusserP
)cw"(porD

wolFniM wolFxaM wolFniM wolFxaM

eziS .D.O htgneL
fo.oN
.scP

thgieW
).sbl(

segnalF s'0001
hfcs

s'0001
hfcs

s'0001
hfcs

s'0001
hfcsepyT thgieW

8 36.8 43 1 05 *elgnAdelloR 21 8.2 05 8.3 57 7.4

21 57.21 05 1 86 *elgnAdelloR 61 2.6 111 3.8 761 7.4

61 0.61 46 2 011 *elgnAdelloR 02 8.9 671 2.31 362 7.4

02 0.02 08 2 022 *elgnAdelloR 52 3.51 672 7.02 414 7.4

42 0.42 69 2 052 *elgnAdelloR 82 2.22 993 9.92 995 7.4

82 0.82 69 2 572 *elgnAdelloR 13 3.03 645 9.04 818 7.4

7575-325)377(stcudorPdelloRlateMogacihC*

Flow Controllers / Flow Bodies

Flow Controller Weight:
3 pounds plus Flow Body

6.25

Probe Length:

10.75 for Air
6.75 for Gas

Flow Body OD:
(see table)

Flow Body Length:
(see table)

Flow Controller
Depth: 3.25

4.
0

)sehcnI(snoisnemiDydoBwolFsaG
egnaRwoL egnaRhgiH

xaM
egnaRhgiH

erusserP
)cw"(porD

wolFniM wolFxaM wolFniM wolFxaM

eziS .D.O htgneL
fo.oN
.scP
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Valve Body Specifications

"4urht"1-snoitacificepSlairetaMydoBevlaV

metI
.oN noitpircseD

ylbmessAydoBevlaV

decaFtalFPG decaFdesiaRPG decaFtalFyxO

1 ydoBevlaV norIyarG
0003G,RG751AMTSA

leetSnobraC
BCW,RG612AMTSA

ssarB
00638C.oNSNU26BMTSA

2 metSevlaV 0003G,RG751AMTSA-leetSsselniatS303

3 csiDylfrettuB 00403S.oNSNU403epyT042AMTSA-leetSsselniatS403

4 gnihsuBpoT

00239C.oNSNU485Bdna505B,172BMTSA-eznorB5 gnihsuBmottoB

6 gnihsuBmihSpoT

7 gniR-O

N-anuB notiV8 gniR-O

9 gniR-O

01 wercS leetSsselniatS8-81

11 rehsaW leetSsselniatS403

21 gniRgniniateR leetSsselniatS613

4 8
9

2

6

1

12

10

11

3

5

7

87

8
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Valve Body Specifications

"61urht"6-snoitacificepSlairetaMydoBevlaV

.oNmetI noitpircseD
eziSevlaV

"8&"6 "61-"01

1 ydoBevlaV 0003G,RG751AMTSA-norIyarG

2 metSevlaV 672AMTSA-leetSsselniatS613

3 csiDylfrettuB 761AMTSA-leetSsselniatS403
00403S.oNSNU

801AMTSA-leetSnobraC
08101G.oNSNU

4 gnihsuBmottoB&poT 485Bdna505B,172BMTSA-eznorB
00239C.oNSNU5 gnihsuBmihS

6 gniR-O
N-anuB

7 gniR-O

8 wercS leetSsselniatS403 leetSnobraCdetalPcniZ

9 tuNxeH leetSsselniatS613 leetSnobraCdetalPcniZ

01 gniRgniniateR
00901G-00601G.oNSNU0901-0601EAS-leetSnobraC

11 gniRgniniateR

21 gulPepiP 07304GSNU223AMTSA-leetSyollA
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Valve Body Specifications

snoitacificepSlairetaMylbmessAydoBevlaVERIFTRAMS
.oNmetI noitpircseD snoitacificepSlairetaMtnenopmoCERIFTRAMS

A1 ylbmessa-buSydoBevlaV 6027&5027segaprepylbmessA

A2 niPgnirpSgnitacoL leetSnobraCdetalPcniZ

A3 tekcarBretpadA munimulA6T971BMTSA

†A4 wercSpaCdaeHtekcoS leetSnobraCdetalPcniZ

A5 gnilpuoC leetSsselniatS303epyT285AMTSA

A6 ralloCgnikcoL leetSsselniatS303epyT8-81

A7 niPgnirpS leetSnobraCdetalPcniZ

A8 niPlewoD leetSsselniatS303

A9 wercSpotSdraH leetSsselniatS8-81

A01 tuNpotSdraH leetSsselniatS

†A11 etalPrevoC munimulA

"4urht"1sezisnoylnodesusmetiesehT-†

3A

8A

7A

4A

6A

10A

9A

5A

2A

11A

4A

1A
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion ControlPage 7208

Dimensions (in inches)

1" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator 1.25" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 78.2

leetS
dedaerhT 51.3

dedleWtekcoS 48.2

ssarB
dedaerhT 18.2

puCredloS 15.3

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 50.3

leetS
dedaerhT 21.3

dedleWtekcoS 50.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 50.3

puCredloS 36.3

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.2

4.4

2.7

3.5 dia.
bolt circle

.62 dia.
4 holes

5.0 dia.1.4 
dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

1.31

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.0

A

12.2

2.9

4.4

2.5

.62 dia.  4 holes

4.2 dia.

3.1 dia.
bolt circle

1.1 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1.31

1" 1"

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚



Page 7209SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Dimensions (inches)

1.5" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator 2" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 72.3

leetS
dedaerhT 32.3

dedleWtekcoS 42.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 51.3

puCredloS 88.3

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 34.3

leetS
dedaerhT 65.3

dedleWtekcoS 15.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 27.3

puCredloS 26.4

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.2

4.4

2.8

3.9 dia.
bolt circle

5.0 dia.

1.7 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1" 1"

.62 dia.
4 holes

1.31

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.4

4.4

3.0

4.8 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

6.0 dia.

2.2 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1.69

1 1

1"

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads
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Dimensions (in inches)

2.5" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator 3" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 27.3

leetS
dedaerhT 76.3

dedleWtekcoS 97.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 08.3

puCredloS 72.5

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 38.3

leetS
dedaerhT 31.4

dedleWtekcoS 30.4

ssarB
dedaerhT 20.4

puCredloS 90.5

4.0

10.2

2.0

4.0

A

13.2

4.2

4.4

3.8 5.5 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

7.5 dia.

2.6 dia.

1.81

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads

4.0

10.2

2.0

4.0

A

13.2

4.2

4.4

6.0 dia. 
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

7.5 dia.

3.3 dia.

1.81

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

3.8

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads
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Dimensions (in inches)

4" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 31.4

leetS
dedaerhT 60.4

dedleWtekcoS 60.4

10.2

2.0

4.6

A

13.8

5.3

4.4

7.5 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
8 holes

4.3 dia.

2.06

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

4.9

4.0

9.0 dia.

.5" NPT 
Threads

22.5˚

6" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

6.1 dia.

6.1

1/2-13 UNC
6 holes

7.75" dia.
bolt circle

60˚

4.4

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

.438 deep
4 holes

3.0

3.0

5.9

5.9

10.2

15.1

2.0

4.0

1.5

4.3

8.9 dia.

Page 7211SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control
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Dimensions (in inches)

8" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator 10" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

60˚

10.25 dia.
bolt circle1/2-13 UNC

6 holes

8.0 dia.

11.8
dia.

7.6

1.1

3.0

3.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

2.0

4.0

7.4

7.0

10.2

16.2

4.4

1.5

4.4

.438 deep
4 holes

.5" NPT
Threads

3.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

.438 deep
4 holes

18.4

10.2

9.2

7.6

2.5
6.5

4.4

8.4

3.6

10.0 dia.

13.0 dia.

16.0 dia.

14.2 dia.
bolt circle

2.0
4.0

1.0 dia. 
12 holes

Note: Flanges are shipped loose.

SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion ControlPage 7212



.5" NPT
Threads

8.7

10.2

10.2

3.0
7.6

2.0
4.0

19.4

4.6

9.5

12.0
dia.

1.0 dia.
12 holes

16.0 dia.

19.0 dia.

17.0 dia.
bolt circle

4.4

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

.438 deep
4 holes

Dimensions (in inches)

12" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator 14" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

3.0

3.0

4.4

13.2
dia.

17.4
dia.

18.8 dia.
bolt circle

1.1 dia.
12 holes

21.0 dia.

5.8

10.5

9.6

11.4

10.2

20.6

2.0
4.0

3.0
7.6 .438 deep

4 holes

Note: Flanges are shipped loose. Note: Flanges are shipped loose.

Page 7213SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control
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Dimensions (in inches)

16" SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threaded

1.0
1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

4.4

23.5 dia.

21.2 dia.
bolt circle

19.4 dia.

15.0 dia.

1.12 dia.
16 holes

11.4

6.6

10.5

12.2

10.2

2.0
4.0

21.4

3.0
8.1

.438 deep
4 holes

 

1.0

Note: Flanges are shipped loose.

SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion ControlPage 7214
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Page 7200-S-1SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

General Installation Instructions

4/03

Please read all installation and start-up
instructions prior to working with the
SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control
System.  A view port providing a clear view of
the entire flame is strongly recommended.

The SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion
Control System accounts for a portion of the
total combustion system.  The sizing and
installation instructions for other components
such as burners, blowers, and regulators can
be found in the corresponding sections of the
Maxon catalog.

Do not discard packing material until all parts
have been identified.  Collect the five
SMARTFIRE™ components required for controlling a
burner (or zone of burners):
1. Interface Panel (includes the Burner Brain, User

Interface Terminal, and 24 VDC Power Supply)
2. Air Valve Actuator
3. Fuel Valve Actuator
4. Air Flow Controller (comprised of a sensor probe

and attached electronics in a flow body)
5. Fuel Flow Controller (comprised of a sensor

probe and attached electronics in a flow body)

A typical SMARTFIRE™/burner/piping layout is
shown below.

Verify that all Maxon System Numbers and
Burner Model Identifiers are the same.  Because
all SMARTFIRE™ Systems are pre-configured at the
factory for a given burner system, this installation
step is very important to ensure proper operation.

Typical SMARTFIRE™/Burner/Pipetrain Layout

Burner
Act

Gas

Air and Gas Supplied by
Conventional Pipe Train

Assembly

FlowAct

Air

Flow

Burner Brain

Interface Panel

User
Display

24 VDC
Supply
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Page 7200-S-2 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

The SMARTFIRE™ System can be installed as a
new or retrofit system.  Installation is straightforward
and can be accomplished in a working day for most
applications.  The major tasks involve installing the
four field devices and mounting the SMARTFIRE™
Interface Panel.  These tasks are described in the
following sections:
• Mechanical Installation Instructions

(pages 7200-S-3 to 5)
• Electrical Installation Instructions

(pages 7200-S-6 to 15)

The Interface Panel and the four field devices can
be installed in any sequence.

Before performing the installation steps described in
these sections, please note the following general
guidelines and safety instructions:
• Validate the air and fuel flow measurements

during commissioning by using the pressures at
the burner.

• The SMARTFIRE™ Interface Panel must be
mounted in a protected enclosure.

• Check for air and fuel leaks before the burner is
started.

• CAUTION:  Never place hands or fingers in the
Valve Actuators/Valve Assemblies.

• If the piping requirements outlined in the Me-
chanical Installation Instructions (Page 7200-S-3)
cannot be achieved within the User’s allocated
space for the combustion system, call Maxon
SMARTFIRE™ Support at 800-652-3553 (within
the United States or Canada).

• Eliminate any construction debris from the fuel
and air pipetrains before installing the Flow
Controllers to prevent blockages in the flow
conditioning screens.

• Verify that the combustion air blower is properly
filtered.  (Proper filtering ensures that the air
sensing probe of the SMARTFIRE™ Flow
Controller is not contaminated by particulate
matter or water.)

• Verify that the gas regulator is sized for both the
maximum and minimum fuel flow required by the
burner and/or application.

After the installation steps are completed, follow the
SMARTFIRE™ checkout and startup procedures
provided in the Start-up and Operation Instructions
(Page 7200-S-16 to 21).

WARNING
The SMARTFIRE™ System is not a safety

device.  The System provides cross-limited air/
fuel ratio control and performs many redun-
dant and physically diverse diagnostic tests
during operation.  However, in accordance with
NFPA (National Fire Protection Agency) guide-
lines and other local and national safety codes,
the User should provide appropriate safety
equipment such as flame safeguard, high
temperature limits, oxygen sensors, or redun-
dant air and fuel flow sensors, as required.

General Installation Instructions
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Page 7200-S-3

Mechanical Installation Instructions

SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Requirements
When installing the SMARTFIRE™ Air and Fuel

Flow Controllers and the Air and Fuel Valve Actua-
tors, please note the following:
• The arrow on the side of each Flow Controller

should be oriented in the direction of flow.
• The Flow Controllers and the Valve Actuators can

be mounted in any orientation.
• Refer to the Electrical Installation Instructions

(pages 7200-S-6 to 7200-S-15) for cable and
wiring requirements for each of the field devices.
Maintain proper wire color code for 24 Volt DC
Power and Data Communication Signals.

In cases where replacement Flow Controller air
and/or fuel sensor probes (with their attached elec-
tronics) need to be installed in their respective flow
bodies, loosen the compression fitting sufficiently to
insert the sensor probe and alignment pin into the
flow body.  The probe assembly should sit flush
against the flow body’s horizontal mounting flange
and should not be cocked at an angle.  The compres-
sion fitting is then tightened.

The following piping guidelines for the
SMARTFIRE™ field devices ensure that the gas and
air flow can be properly measured and controlled.
Flow control accuracy is essential for optimum burner
performance.  If the piping requirements outlined
in the Air Piping Guidelines and/or Gas Piping
Guidelines  cannot be achieved within the space
allocated for the combustion system, call Maxon
SMARTFIRE™ Support at 800-652-3553 (within
the United States or Canada).

Air Piping Guidelines
Air piping between the combustion blower and the

burner should be constructed using the following
guidelines:
• Locate the SMARTFIRE™ Air Valve Actuator at a

maximum distance of 10 blower outlet diameters
from the combustion blower.  This configuration
prevents blower pulsation (effects) created by the
blower and air piping at low flow rates.

• If Maxon is not supplying the blower, the User
should contact the blower manufacturer for the
maximum recommended distance (for a specific
pipe diameter) between the blower outlet and a
control valve (i.e., the SMARTFIRE™ Air Valve
Actuator) to prevent Helmholtz effect.

• The SMARTFIRE™ Air Flow Controller is in-
stalled downstream of the air valve actuator.  It
requires a total straight piping run of 14 flow body
diameters (including approximately 4 diameters
for the Flow Controller) to ensure accurate air
flow control.  See installation schematic on page
7200-S-4:

1. A minimum of seven (7) “straight” diameters are
required upstream of the Air Flow Controller.

Minimum length of pipe =
7 x the air flow body diameter

“Straight” diameter piping is defined as same
diameter pipe with no elements such as valves,
flanges, orifice plates, or bends within the speci-
fied pipe length.

2. Exceed the above minimum requirement by as
many straight diameters as space permits (i.e.,
maximize the number of straight diameters
upstream of the Air Flow Controller).  This length
ensures that the air stream can be properly
conditioned and measured by the Air Flow
Controller.

3. A minimum of three (3) “straight” diameters are
required downstream of the Air Flow Controller.

Minimum length of pipe =
3 x the air flow body diameter

• Because the blower is rotational machinery,
dampening pads for the blower stand and a
flexible (bellows-type or braided stainless
hose) connection from the blower discharge to
the air piping are recommended.

4/03
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Page 7200-S-4 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Mechanical Installation Instructions

SMARTFIRE™ Air Piping Specification

Note 1: For Maxon blowers, piping distance between the blower and the control valve must not exceed 10 times
the blower outlet diameter.  For non-Maxon blowers, contact the blower manufacturer for the maximum
recommended length for the blower outlet size to prevent Helmholtz effects.

Note 2: Piping diameters should match the Flow Controller’s ID
Note 3: Maximize the straight length of Dimension C (space permitting)
Note 4: Piping sections dimensioned C and D are customer-supplied

snoisnemiDniartepiPdnarellortnoCwolF

wolFriA
rellortnoC

eziS

noxaM
wolF

rellortnoC
N/P

A
wolF

rellortnoC
DI/DO

)sehcni(

B
wolF

rellortnoC
htgneL
)sehcni(

wolF
rellortnoC

egnalF
DO/DI

)sehcni(

wolF
rellortnoC

egnalF
elcriCtloB

)sehcni(

egnalF
eloH
eziS

rellortnoCwolF
egnalF

seloHfo.oN
decapSyllauqE

C
muminiM
htgneL
)sehcni(

D
muminiM
htgneL
)sehcni(

8 CASFS 24.8/36.8 30.±0.43 26.01/21.8 5.9 604.0 8 95 62

21 CASFS 45.21/57.21 50.±0.05 91.51/91.21 18.31 604.0 21 88 83

61 CASFS 67.51/00.61 60.±0.46 57.91/52.61 31.81 604.0 61 111 84

02 CASFS 67.91/00.02 80.±0.08 57.32/52.02 31.22 604.0 02 931 06

42 CASFS 67.32/00.42 01.±0.69 57.72/52.42 31.62 265.0 02 761 27

82 CASFS 77.72/00.82 01.±0.69 52.23/52.82 5.03 526.0 42 591 48

)7575-325-377(:stcudorPdelloRlateMogacihCrepegnalF

D

 See Note 1

Blower

C B

See Note 2

A 

From Gas Pipe Train

See Note 2
Burner 

Controller Assembly
MARTS Flow IREF

 Valve 
MARTS

Assembly
IREF

See Notes 3 & 4 See Note  4
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Page 7200-S-5SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Mechanical Installation Instructions

Gas Piping Guidelines

Gas piping between the fuel train and burner
should be constructed using the following guidelines:
• Locate the SMARTFIRE™ Fuel Flow Controller

downstream of the gas regulator and upstream of
the gas valve actuator.

• The SMARTFIRE™ Fuel Flow Controller requires
a total straight piping run of 14 flow body diam-
eters (including approximately 4 diameters for the
Flow Controller) to ensure accurate fuel flow
control.  See installation schematic below:
1. A minimum of five (5) “straight” diameters are

required upstream of the Fuel Flow Controller.

Minimum length of pipe =
5 x the fuel flow body diameter

“Straight” diameter piping is defined as same
diameter pipe with no elements such as
valves, flanges, orifice plates, or bends within
the specified pipe length.

2. Exceed the above minimum requirement by
as many straight diameters as space permits
(i.e., maximize the number of straight diam-
eters upstream of the Fuel Flow Controller).
This length ensures that the gas stream can
be properly conditioned and measured by the
Fuel Flow Controller.

3. A minimum of five (5) “straight” diameters are
required downstream of the Fuel Flow
Controller.

Minimum length of pipe =
5 x the fuel flow body diameter

Note 1:  Piping diameters should match the Flow Controller’s ID
Note 2:  Maximize the straight length of Dimension C (space permitting)
Note 3:  Piping sections dimensioned C and D are customer-supplied

snoisnemiDniartepiP

wolF
rellortnoC

eziS

yxO
wolF

rellortnoC
N/P

wolFleuF
ellortnoC r

N/P

A
wolF

rellortnoC
DO

)sehcni(

B
wolF

rellortnoC
htgneL
)sehcni(

C
muminiM
htgneL
)sehcni(

D
muminiM
htgneL
)sehcni(

egnalFISNA
gnitaR

)sdnuop(

2 COSSFS CNSFS 83.2 20.±8 21 21 051

3 COSSFS CNSFS 5.3 20.±21 81 81 051

4 COSSFS CNSFS 5.4 20.±61 32 32 051

6 COSSFS CNSFS 36.6 20.±42 23 23 051

epiP04eludehcS
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SMARTFIRE™ Gas Piping Specification

D

See Note 1

Gas Line

C
See Notes 2 & 3

B D
See Note 3

A See Note 1

SMARTFIRE Flow
Controller Assembly

SMARTFIRE 
Valve Assembly

To Burner
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Page 7200-S-6 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Electrical Installation Instructions

System Wiring Requirements

The following block diagram indicates the major
sources and destinations of the electrical wiring
required by the SMARTFIRE™ System.  The System
wiring is divided into the following four categories:
• Burner management AC control wiring to/from

the SMARTFIRE™ Burner Brain.
• Current loop (4-20 mA) control and monitoring

wiring from a User’s temperature controller and/
or DCS system to the SMARTFIRE™ Burner
Brain.

A complete set of wiring schematics de-
scribing how SMARTFIRE™ is interfaced to a
“typical” burner management system is
shown in the following pages.

• Network wiring from the SMARTFIRE™ Burner
Brain to the SMARTFIRE™ Field Devices.

• Power and network wiring between the
SMARTFIRE™ Burner Brain and the 24VDC
Power and the User Display.  These connections
are factory wired on the SMARTFIRE™ Interface
Panel.
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Typical SMARTFIRE™ Wiring Schematic
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Electrical Installation Instructions

SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Typical SMARTFIRE™ Wiring Schematic (Continued)
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Typical SMARTFIRE™ Wiring Schematic (Continued)
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Field Device Wiring Requirements

A four-conductor cable with an outer shield is
required between the SMARTFIRE™ Burner Brain and
each of the four SMARTFIRE™ field devices (four field
cables are required, one for each field device).  A fifth
cable of the same type is provided (pre-wired) with the
Interface Panel.  It connects the Burner Brain to the
User Interface Terminal.  An optional sixth cable can be
run for connection to a remote display or to connect to
a telephone gateway for remote monitoring by Maxon
field support personnel.

The recommended cable can be purchased from
Maxon (P/N 59829) in a 500-foot spool, or it can be
supplied in longer lengths (Connect-Air P/N W22P-1005)
by contacting the following manufacturer.

Connect-Air International, Inc.
4240 “B” Street NW
Auburn, Washington 98001
Phone:  800-247-1978

The shields of each field cable should be terminated
just as the cable enters the enclosure that houses the
Interface Panel. Shield wire length should not exceed
2 inches.

Maxon recommends all SMARTFIRE™ field device
cables be routed through a dedicated conduit or at least
one that carries only low voltage, instrumentation
signals.

Typically, flex conduit is used at each field device.
The flex conduits feed a common steel conduit or cable
tray that is run to the combustion panel.  The
SMARTFIRE™ control cable conduit(s) should not
share the same conduit with any AC wiring or be in
close proximity to the burner ignition cable.  All wiring
should be done in accordance with all applicable
local and national electric codes.

The maximum total length of the recommended
Maxon cable (P/N 59829) must be:
• Less than a total length of 1100 feet
• No single cable run to a SMARTFIRE™ Flow

Controller, remote User Display Terminal, or
Digital Gateway greater than 300 feet

• No single cable run to a SMARTFIRE™ Valve
Actuator greater than 100 feet.

If any single cable run to a SMARTFIRE™ Valve
Actuator exceeds 100 feet in length but is less than
300 feet, Belden Cable #3086A should be ordered.
Belden product distribution information is available at
1-800-BELDEN-1 or www.belden.com.

If a single cable run to any SMARTFIRE™ device
must exceed 300 feet, call the Maxon Product
Support Team at 1-800-652-3553 within the United
States or Canada.

The Burner Brain diagram on the following page
shows all input/output terminations to the User’s
burner management system and field device cable
terminations for the SMARTFIRE™ Valve Actuators
and Flow Controllers.  The tables on pages 7200-S-
12 through 7200-S-15 explain the function of all
inputs and outputs and network wiring color code.

It is the responsibility of the User to ensure
that Maxon’s SMARTFIRE™ Burner Brain is
wired correctly to the proper burner start-up
sequencing logic and combustion safety inter-
locks as required by local and national safety
codes.

The User’s burner management system and
all related electrical control drawings that
incorporate Maxon’s SMARTFIRE™ Combustion
Control System should be reviewed by qualified
personnel knowledgeable in all relevant safety
and industrial combustion requirements.
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Burner Brain Interconnect Diagram

4/03
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Checkout before Start-up

After the SMARTFIRE™ System has been in-
stalled and before power is applied, follow the
checkout procedure listed below:
1. Verify that all Maxon system numbers and burner

model identifiers on the device labels are the
same.  Because all SMARTFIRE™ systems are
preconfigured at the factory for a specific burner
configuration, this verification is very important.
It ensures that the proper components are
installed.

2. Verify the Air Flow Controller and Air Valve
Actuator are installed in the air pipetrain and the
Gas Flow Controller and Gas Valve Actuator are
installed in the gas pipetrain.

3. Verify the proper connection of the
SMARTFIRE™ READY output contact to the start-
up and running interlock of the User’s burner
management system.  With no AC power applied
to the SMARTFIRE™ Interface Panel, the
SMARTFIRE™ READY output should provide an
open contact to the burner management permis-
sive circuit.

4. Verify that all other required terminations have
been made at the Burner Brain.

5. Verify the connections and color coding conven-
tion on all control cable wiring at each
SMARTFIRE™ field device and the Burner Brain.

6. On the Interface Panel with power off, measure
the resistance between earth ground and each of
the four signals wired to each field device: 24
VDC, GND, Data-A, and Data-B.  The resistance
should indicate an open circuit (i.e., a resistance
value of several Mega-Ohms).  If the resistance
value does not indicate an open circuit, it is likely
that there is a short circuit in the cabling between
the field devices and the Burner Brain.  Discon-
nect each cable and determine where the short
circuit exists.

7. Perform all required prestart-up checkout proce-
dures for the installed burner, pipetrain, and the
burner management system.

Once these checks have been completed, the
SMARTFIRE™ System is ready to operate in con-
junction with the User’s installed burner management
system.

Start-up Procedure

During start-up, the SMARTFIRE™ System
responds to commands supplied by the burner
management system by moving its Air and Gas Valve
Actuators to appropriate positions and closing
several output contacts to acknowledge specific
conditions such as “maximum combustion air” and
“low fire start” conditions.

Note:  The SMARTFIRE™ System does not
replace, inhibit, or interfere with any of the
safety functions provided by the User’s
flame relay or burner management system.

During the start-up sequence outlined below, if the
User Display shows an alarm indication, reference
the Troubleshooting section of these instructions
(Page 7200-S-23) for appropriate action.

If the start-up sequence does not proceed as
expected, check if the required SMARTFIRE™ input
or output is powered and properly connected to the
burner management system.

The following burner start-up procedure is driven
by the User’s burner management system:
1. Apply 120VAC power to the 24VDC Supply of the

SMARTFIRE™ Interface Panel.  After power is
applied, the User Display reads, “System Initializ-
ing.”  All SMARTFIRE™ output contacts are
opened while the System performs initialization
and self-diagnostic tasks.  The System will close
the SMARTFIRE™ READY contact after approxi-
mately 20 seconds if all the following conditions
are met:
• The SMARTFIRE™ Flow Controllers and

Valve Actuators are communicating properly;
• A fuel leak test passes (i.e., fuel flow less

than 1/20th the burner’s flow at high fire);
• Both Valve Actuators are in their pre-defined

standby positions: and
• The combustion-related data in the Burner

Brain are correct.

When the System completes initialization suc-
cessfully, the User Display reads “SMARTFIRE™
Ready ON, Waiting for Dr to Max” with no alarm
conditions displayed.  The SMARTFIRE™
System is now waiting for the burner manage-
ment command to drive to a maximum air condi-
tion for purging.
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Before proceeding, press the Menu key of the User
Display until the Burner Configuration Data screen
is shown.  Verify that the burner type and capacity
data match the installed burner.  If the displayed
data do not match the installed burner, discon-
tinue the start-up and call Maxon.

2. The burner management system energizes the
SMARTFIRE™ DRIVE TO MAX AIR input relay.  (In
a mechanically controlled MICRO-RATIO®

system, this burner management command
would be used to drive open the MICRO-RATIO®

valve motor.)
3. When the SMARTFIRE™ DRIVE TO MAX input is

powered, the SMARTFIRE™ System prepares
for a purge cycle and displays, “Driving to Max
Air.”  The SMARTFIRE™ ENABLE PURGE output
contact is closed if all the following conditions are
satisfied:
• Air Valve Actuator is opened to its full open

position;
• A fuel leak check is passed;
• Communications are tested, and
• Air flow greater than one-half of the burner’s

maximum required air flow is measured.
If the above conditions are satisfied, the
SMARTFIRE™ System displays “Enable Purge
ON, Waiting for Dr to Lightoff.”  It then waits for a
low fire start command from the burner manage-
ment system.

4. The burner management system applies to 120
VAC to the SMARTFIRE™ DRIVE TO LIGHTOFF

input signal.  (In a mechanically controlled
MICRO-RATIO® system, this burner management
command would be used to drive the MICRO-
RATIO® valve to the minimum setting established
by the mechanical linkage.)

5. When the SMARTFIRE™ DRIVE TO LIGHTOFF input
signal is powered, the System prepares for
burner management ignition trials.  If all the
following conditions are satisfied, within approxi-
mately 30 seconds, the SMARTFIRE™ ENABLE

IGNITION output contact is closed:
• Air flow control is enabled and the starting air

flow is achieved;
• Communications are tested; and
• The Burner Brain verifies gas Valve Actuator

starting position (nominally 5 degrees).

If the above conditions are satisfied, the
SMARTFIRE™ display shows “Enable Ignition ON,
Waiting for Main Valve ON.”  It then waits for the
burner management system to prove pilot and
begin main flame trials.

6. The burner management system energizes the
burner spark transformer and proves a pilot
flame.

7. The burner management system begins main
flame trials.  When this event occurs, the burner
management system (typically using switches
within the gas shut-off valve that close as the
valve begins to open) energizes the
SMARTFIRE™ MAIN VALVE ON relay input.

8. When the SMARTFIRE™ MAIN VALVE ON input is
powered, the burner management system proves
main flame while the SMARTFIRE™ System
performs the following actions:
• Closed loop control of fuel flow at the starting

flow setpoint after a 10-second fuel modulation
delay for the shut-off valve to fully open and
the fuel sensor to read properly;

• A 10-second firing rate delay timer is started
which allows the burner management system
to prove the main flame before the
SMARTFIRE™ System can begin to adjust
the burner’s firing rate, and

• A ratio check and a test for the
SMARTFIRE™ MODULATION ENABLE input
signal is started after the firing rate delay
expires.

9. After the main flame establishment period (typi-
cally 10 to 15 seconds), the burner management
system energizes the SMARTFIRE™ MODULATION

ENABLE relay input.
10. When the SMARTFIRE™ MODULATION ENABLE

input is powered, SMARTFIRE™ begins to adjust
the burner’s firing rate based on the SMART-
FIRE™ FIRING RATE input, a 4-20 mA signal from
the User’s temperature or process controller.
SMARTFIRE™ translates the Firing Rate signal
into air and fuel flow setpoints that are determined
by the Maxon burner model being used in the
application.  These setpoints are transmitted to
their respective Mass Flow Controllers, which, in
turn, modulate the position of their respective
Valve Actuator through digital position commands
sent over the control network.

Start-up and Operation Instructions
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After the burner is lit, the SMARTFIRE™ System
continuously tests for the following unsafe operating
conditions:

• An incorrect ratio;
• Loss of communication to either Fuel or Air

Flow Controller;
• Corrupted Burner Brain memory;
• Improper Burner Brain program execution that

tests for the three previous fault conditions;
and

• Fuel or air flow measurements that exceed the
range of the sensor.

If the SMARTFIRE™ System detects any of these
fault conditions, it initiates a combustion system
shutdown by opening the SMARTFIRE™ READY

contact that is wired to the burner management
system’s running interlocks.  When the interlock
string is opened, the burner management system de-
energizes the main gas shut-off valves.  A
SMARTFIRE™ reset must be performed to allow a
re-start.  This can be accomplished through the
display or by momentarily powering the alarm reset
input or repowering the SMARTFIRE™ System.

SMARTFIRE™ will return to the beginning of its
start-up sequence if the burner management system
initiated the shutdown event or if the main gas shut-
off valve is closed at anytime.  SMARTFIRE™
detects a closed main gas shut-off valve through its
MAIN VALVE ON input signal.

Checkout after Start-up

Note:  After the burner is running at minimum
fire, perform the following checkout procedures
to ensure safe operation.

1. Verify that the SMARTFIRE™ READY output
(used by the burner management system as a
burner interlock) is operational by removing
120VAC power to the SMARTFIRE™ System.
The burner should shut-off when this test is
performed.

2. Restart the burner. If process temperature limits
will not be exceeded, place the User’s tempera-
ture controller in manual mode and ramp the
burner to approximately 25-50% capacity. After the
burner reaches the requested firing rate, validate
SMARTFIRE™ flow readings by measuring air and
gas pressures at the taps typically provided at the

burner.  Using the burner’s flow-versus-pressure
curves, verify that the flows calculated using
pressure are within 10% of the SMARTFIRE™ flow
readings available on the User Display.

3. If process temperature limits will not be exceeded,
ramp the burner to maximum capacity and check
for any fuel or air flow “high limit” alarms (i.e.,
insufficient gas pressure or combustion blower
capacity).

If an air flow limit is reached, check the specifica-
tions of the installed combustion blower and
determine if the blower is undersized.

If a fuel high limit is reached, increase the gas
regulator pressure; reset the alarms with the User
Display (refer to the User Display Functions
section on the following page) and verify the high
limit alarm condition has been eliminated.

With the burner at maximum capacity, adjust the
gas regulator pressure until the gas valve actua-
tor position is between 50 and 60 degrees.  If the
blower is undersized or the available gas pres-
sure is not adequate to reach the desired capac-
ity, refer to the Maxon Field Configuration section
(page 7200-S-21).

4. Ramp the burner back down to minimum fire and
check for an air or fuel “low limit” alarm (i.e., the
gas/air pressure may be too high or the installed
valve characteristics due to piping hydraulics
may limit burner turndown).  Readjust the gas
pressure regulator, reset the alarms with the User
Display and repeat Steps 3 and 4.

If both maximum and minimum burner capacities
cannot be achieved due to pressure limitations or
pressure losses in the piping, refer to the Maxon
Field Configuration section (Page 7200-S-21) to
permanently modify the application’s capacity
limits.  If the application capacity limits are not
modified, the SMARTFIRE™ System will auto-
matically limit the maximum and minimum capaci-
ties and run with the proper ratio.  However, a “low
limit” or “high limit” condition will be indicated until
power is cycled or the alarms are reset.

5. After adjusting the gas pressure, turn the burner off
and cycle power to SMARTFIRE™.  This resets
the flow checking function in the Burner Brain.
This continuous, on-line checking function tests for
reasonable flow measurements that are critical to
proper operation of a burner system and detection
of flow sensor failures.

Page 7200-S-18 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Start-up and Operation Instructions
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6. For some applications, on-site adjustment of the
air/fuel ratio is necessary to optimize emissions or
fuel efficiency.  Although the SMARTFIRE™
System delivers high-precision, turnkey ratio
control performance, adjustment of the air/fuel
ratio is sometimes required due to variations in
gas composition or piping configurations that
cause errors in flow measurements.  This adjust-
ment procedure can be accomplished by source
testing the burner system while trimming (in 1%
steps) the entire air/fuel ratio curve using the
User Display.  Refer to the User Display Func-
tions section on page 7200-S-20 for instructions.

7. For applications that must optimize emissions or
fuel efficiency over a significant turndown, the air/
fuel ratio can also be trimmed in twenty 5%
segments that cover 100% of the burner’s capac-
ity.  Maxon-trained personnel must perform this
adjustment capability using a PC and
SMARTFIRE™ commissioning software.

Start-up and Operation Instructions
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User Display Functions

The SMARTFIRE™ User Display is used to adjust
air/fuel ratio, view start-up status, System perfor-
mance, flow, alarm data, view and reset flow totals,
perform valve diagnostics, and reset alarm and
shutdown conditions.  These functions can be easily
accessed using the display’s MENU and BACK (or
ESCAPE) keys.

The table on the following page summarizes all User
Display functions and is organized in the order that
menu items are accessed using the MENU and
ESCAPE keys.  The up and down ARROW keys are
used to scroll down sub-menus and increase or
decrease specific adjustable parameters such as air/
fuel ratio.
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Maxon Field Configuration

Using a PC connected to the SMARTFIRE™
control network and SMARTFIRE™ commissioning
software, Maxon field personnel can perform the
following field configuration functions:

• For applications that require on-site optimiza-
tion of emissions or fuel efficiency over a
wide turndown, the air/fuel ratio can be
adjusted in twenty 5% segments of burner
firing capacity.  The adjustments can be made
leaner or richer in 1% steps.

• Modify maximum, minimum, and starting
firing rates due to fuel pressure limitations,
undersized combustion blower, under-
estimated pressure losses in piping.

• Modify starting fuel valve position for applica-
tions with long piping runs between the shut-
off valve and the burner and have a burner
management system with a very short main
flame-establishment period.

See the Product Support section on page 7200-S-
22 for information on Maxon SMARTFIRE™ Techni-
cal Support.

Local and Remote Monitoring

Local monitoring of the SMARTFIRE™ System
can be accomplished by connecting a User’s DCS
(Distributed Control System) or data acquisition
system.  This monitoring may be required to meet
local environmental regulations that mandate a
record of air/fuel ratio performance data in place of
costly periodic or continuous emissions monitoring.
Local SMARTFIRE™ monitoring may also be useful
to help determine the cause of a burner shutdown.

The most straightforward method for local monitor-
ing is to connect the User’s monitoring system to the
two alarm contacts and the four isolated 4-20 mA
outputs that represent fuel and air flow and fuel and air
valve position.

Remote diagnostic support by Maxon field personnel
can also be performed with an optional SMARTFIRE™
telephone gateway (Maxon P/N 1055838) and a local
telephone line. This remote monitoring option allows
trained personnel to log diagnostic control data and
help the customer diagnose a problem without an on-
site service call.

4/03
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Maintenance

The SMARTFIRE™ System continuously monitors
its components for proper operation and alarms when
failures or maintenance issues arise. Maxon recom-
mends a minimum monthly check for alarm condi-
tions that are indicated by SMARTFIRE™ alarm
contacts and by alarm messages on the User Inter-
face Display.

When alarms occur, the user should follow the
Troubleshooting section of these instructions (Page
7200-S-23) to determine if any maintenance action is
required.  For example, if a Flow Test or Flow Limit
Alarm occurs, a flow limitation or sensing problem
may exist that requires cleaning of the combustion
fan filter, removing debris in the flow conditioning
screens, or cleaning contaminates on the flow sensor
probe.

Maxon also recommends the calibration of the
SMARTFIRE™ Air and Fuel Flow Controllers be
verified at least every 5 years. This verification can
be accomplished in the field using the sensor valida-
tion procedure described in the Start-up and Opera-
tion section of these instructions (Page 7200-S-16 to
21).  For a more precise evaluation of sensor calibra-
tion, the sensor probe assemblies can be removed
from their flow bodies and shipped to Maxon Corpo-
ration in Muncie, Indiana, for testing.

All maintenance work performed on the Fuel or
Air Flow Controllers must be performed with the
System turned off.  Cleaning of the flow sensor
probes can be done with any solvent material suit-
able for stainless steel.  However, care should be
taken not to bend the two small sensing probes.  Re-
validation of any flow sensor that has been cleaned
or removed from its flow body is required before re-
commissioning the combustion system.

If the SMARTFIRE™ System is applied in combus-
tion systems with minimal combustion air filtering or
with fuel gas contaminants, the SMARTFIRE™ alarm
contacts should be monitored by the plant or process
DCS system to alert personnel of improper operation
and possible maintenance issues.

Product Support

Maxon Corporation provides 24-hour telephone
support for all SMARTFIRE™ customers.  If you have
a question that relates to the installation, operation,
or maintenance of the SMARTFIRE™ System,
please call 800-652-3553 (within the United States or
Canada) and your call will be answered immediately
or returned as soon as possible.

Maintenance and Product Support
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Troubleshooting (Continued)
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Troubleshooting (Continued)
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SMARTFIRE™ Actuator Field Replacement Instructions

Actuator Removal

1. Verify that the SMARTFIRE™/Burner System is
completely shut down and that the gas shut-off
valve is closed. DO NOT try to move the valve
manually with power on.

2. Remove the actuator access cover using an M3
Allen wrench, and verify that there is no power to
the unit. The 3 lights (power, status, and diagnos-
tic LEDs) should not be lit if power is off.

3. Record the wire color code sequence and then
disconnect the four lead wires from the terminal
block.  Disconnect any conduit fittings.

4. Loosen the clamp collar set screw with a 3/16”
Allen wrench.

5. Remove the four M6x1x18mm socket head cap
screws connecting the actuator to the valve
adapter with an M5 Allen wrench.

6. Remove the actuator by holding the actuator
housing and pulling the actuator along the shaft
axis, away from the valve.

7. IMPORTANT: Move the valve to a fully closed
position using the hole below the clamp collar.

Actuator Reinstallation

1. Inspect the actuator shaft and verify that the 1/8”
square ½” long key is completely seated in the
shaft slot.

2. IMPORTANT: Verify that the clamp collar is
loose and the valve is in a fully closed
position. The collar should have the screw head
on the left when looking at the clamp with the
collar at the top.

3. Align the shaft key with the slot in the coupling
and insert the shaft into the coupling.  Turn the
actuator housing as needed so the alignment pin
on the actuator is aligned with the valve adapter
hole (closest to the open face of the valve
adapter).

Note: Older units may have an alignment
bushing in place of a dowel pin.

If you have an older unit, remove the dowel pin
from the replacement actuator with a pair of pliers
and proceed with installation.  To confirm proper
orientation of the actuator to the adapter, verify
that the pinhole is over the adapter opening prior
to bolting in place.

4. The parts are a clearance fit but should slip
together with little force. Apply pressure until the
actuator is flat against the adapter. (DO NOT apply
excessive force — if the valve adapter and
actuator do not mate together, recheck that the
clamp is loose and the key is pressed to the
bottom of the key slot.) Verify that the actuator is
seated flush to the valve adapter. Install the four
M6x1x18 mm socket head cap screws and torque
to 18 in-lbs. with an M4 Allen wrench.

5. Verify that the clamp collar is seated flush against
the coupling shoulder. Tighten the socket head cap
screw with a 3/16” Allen wrench and torque to 110
in-lbs.

6. Remove the access cover using an M4 Allen
wrench and make the necessary water-tight
electrical conduit connection.  Connect the four
wires to the terminal strip per the original color
code sequence.  Connect the shield wire to the
terminal strip, keeping it as short as possible.

7. Apply power to the SMARTFIRE™ System and,
using the User Interface Display, verify that the
actuator has power and is communicating with
the Burner Brain.

8. Reinstall the access cover and torque the four
fasteners to 18 in-lbs. using an M3 Allen wrench.

9. Run the actuator calibration function from the User
Interface Display main menu.

See next page for schematic of typical Valve/
Actuator assemblies.
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Typical Valve/Actuator Assembly
1” through 4” valves

(2” valve shown)

4/03

Typical Valve/Actuator Assembly
6” through 16” valves

(6” valve shown)

SMARTFIRE™ Actuator Field Replacement Instructions
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Notes
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Assembly Numbers

SMARTFIRE™ Configured Item Numbers and Selection Information

noitpircseD rebmuNmetIderugifnoC rebmuNegaPeeS

lenaPecafretnIERIFTRAMS LNPFS 2-P/A-0027

erapSniarBERIFTRAMS PSRNRBFS 4-P/A-0027

Following is a list of all SMARTFIRE™ configured items. To configure a SMARTFIRE™ system, you will need
to choose an Interface Panel, two Valve actuator assemblies (1 Air or Oxy Valve Actuator and 1 Fuel Valve
Actuator) and two Flow Controller assemblies (1 Air or Oxy Flow Controller and 1 Fuel Flow Controller).  The
spares for each assembly type are also included and are the last item in its particular category. Spares are not
always included in the original order, however they can be ordered at any time.  The details of each configured
item with the segment choices are described in the following pages.

Interface Panel and Brain Spare
• Order one Interface Panel for each SMARTFIRE™ System.
• If the customer's combustion panel cannot physically accommodate the basic SMARTFIRE™ Interface Panel

(13"W x 15"H x 5"D), order the panel with the enclosed option.
• Provide all configuration information for the intended burner application. This information is used to electroni-

cally configure the Burner Brain (included as part of the Interface Panel) with the proper air/fuel ratio data
required and product labeling.

Valve Actuator Assemblies and Valve Actuator Spare
• Order one Air (or Oxygen) and one Fuel Valve Actuator Assembly for each SMARTFIRE™ System.
• Select size using the same valve sizing methods as a mechanical MICRO-RATIO® Valve.

Flow Controller Assemblies and Flow Sensor Spare
• Order one Air (or Oxygen) and one Fuel Flow Controller for each SMARTFIRE™ System.
• Configure the flow controller's size and range (HI or LO) for the maximum application flow PLUS 10% (minimum)

to ensure the sensor's range is not exceeded. In addition, the maximum application flow must be at least 40% of
the selected flow controller's HI flow range; this ensures the turndown of the sensor is not exceeded. (The HI
and LO flow ranges are provided in J.D. Edwards segment descriptions for each flow controller size.)

noitpircseD rebmuNmetIderugifnoC rebmuNegaPeeS

rellortnoCwolFriAleetSERIFTRAMS CASFS 21-P/A-0027

rellortnoCwolFriAleetSsselniatSERIFTRAMS CASSFS 31-P/A-0027

rellortnoCwolFnegyxOleetSsselniatSERIFTRAMS COSSFS 41-P/A-0027

rellortnoCwolFleuFleetSERIFTRAMS CNSFS 51-P/A-0027

erapSrosneSwolFERIFTRAMS PSRRSNSFS 61-P/A-0027

noitpircseD rebmuNmetIderugifnoC rebmuNegaPeeS

evlaVriAnorIERIFTRAMS VAIFS 6-P/A-0027

evlaVriAleetSERIFTRAMS VASFS 7-P/A-0027

evlaVnegyxOssarBERIFTRAMS VOBFS 8-P/A-0027

evlaVleuFnorIERIFTRAMS VNIFS 9-P/A-0027

evlaVleuFleetSERIFTRAMS VNSFS 01-P/A-0027

erapSrotautcAERIFTRAMS PSRTCAFS 11-P/A-0027
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Assembly Numbers
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SMARTFIRE™ Interface Panel - SF PNL

Continued on page 7200-A/P-3
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DESURELLORTNOCRIA eciohcrellortnocriA

21 )hfcsk581rok421(ezis"21

61 )hfcsk392rok591(ezis"61

2 )hfcsk3rok6(ezisSS"2

02 )hfcsk064rok703(ezis"02

42 )hfcsk566rok344(ezis"42

82 )hfcsk909rok606(ezis"82

3 )hfcsk9rok5.21(ezisSS"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezisSS"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezisSS"6

8 )hfcsk4.38rok6.55(ezis"8

YTICAPACROSNESRIA
EGNAR

rosnesriafoegnaryticapaC
IH hgiH

OL woL

DESURELLORTNOCSAG eciohcrellortnocsaG

2 )hfcsk6rok3(ezis"2

3 )hfcsk5.21rok9(ezis"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezis"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezis"6

CH6 )hfcsk001rok57()ih(ezis"6

YTICAPACROSNESSAG
EGNAR

rosnessagfoegnaryticapaC
IH hgiH

OL woL

SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Assembly Numbers

SMARTFIRE™ Interface Panel - SF PNL (continued)
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Page 7200-A/P-4 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

SRENRUBFOREBMUN
hcaerofsrenruBforebmuN

metsysERIFTRAMS
1

notnednepedderetneeulaV
noitacilppa

PACRENRUBXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
srenruBllA

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

NWODNRUTNOITACILPPA derisednwodnruT 1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

LEUFPUKCAB
renrubnidesuleufpukcaB

noitacilppa

ENON enoN

RIA_PORP erutximria/enaporp04/06

EVRUC,OITARF/AMON
TLUAFED

oitarleuf/rialanimoN 1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

AEVRUC,OITARF/AMON oitarleuf/rialanimoN 1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

BEVRUC,OITARF/AMON oitarleuf/rialanimoN 1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

YTICAPACFFO-THGIL
)HUTBM(

yticapacffo-thgilrenruB 0
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

SOPEVLAVRIAYBDNATS
)EERGED(

noitisopevlavriaybdnatS 08
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

NOITACILPPANEGYXOWOL
noitacilppAnegyxOwoL

eciohC

ON detcelestoneciohC

SEY detceleseciohC

SMARTFIRE™ Brain Spare — SF BRN RSP

Continued on page 7200-A/P-5

Assembly Numbers
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Assembly Numbers

Page 7200-A/P-5

8/03

SMARTFIRE™ Brain Spare — SF BRN RSP (continued)

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

DESURELLORTNOCRIA eciohCrellortnoCriA

21 )hfcsk581rok421(ezis"21

61 )hfcsk392rok591(ezis"61

2 )hfcsk3rok6(ezisSS"2

02 )hfcsk064rok703(ezis"02

42 )hfcsk566rok344(ezis"42

82 )hfcsk909rok606(ezis"82

3 )hfcsk9rok5.21(ezisSS"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezisSS"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezisSS"6

8 )hfcsk4.38rok6.55(ezis"8

YTICAPACROSNESRIA
EGNAR

rosnesriafoegnaryticapaC
IH hgiH

OL woL

DESURELLORTNOCSAG eciohCrellortnoCsaG

2 )hfcsk6rok3(ezis"2

3 )hfcsk5.21rok9(ezis"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezis"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezis"6

CH6 )hfcsk001rok57()ih(ezis"6

YTICAPACROSNESSAG
EGNAR

rosnessagfoegnaryticapaC
IH hgiH

OL woL
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Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISEVLAV ydoBevlaVfoeziS

LLA sezisllA

1 ydob"1

52.1 ydob"52.1

5.1 ydob"5.1

01 ydob"01

21 ydob"21

41 ydob"41

61 ydob"61

2 ydob"2

5.2 ydob"5.2

3 ydob"3

4 ydob"4

6 ydob"6

8 ydob"8

LAIRETAMEGNALF evlaVroflairetaMegnalF
IC segnalfnoritsaC

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

EPYTEGNALF epyTegnalF
GLFFF_ISNA segnalfdecaf-talf#521ISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

SMARTFIRE™ Iron Air Valve — SF IAV

Page 7200-A/P-6 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control Page 7200-A/P-7

8/03

Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISEVLAV ydoBevlaVfoeziS

1 ydob"1

52.1 ydob"52.1

5.1 ydob"5.1

2 ydob"2

5.2 ydob"5.2

3 ydob"3

4 ydob"4

LAIRETAMEGNALF evlaVroflairetaMegnalF
ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

LTS segnalfleetS

EPYTEGNALF epyTegnalF

GLFFR_ISNA segnalfdecaf-desiar#051ISNA

GDLW_ISNA segnalfgnidlewISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

SMARTFIRE™ Steel Air Valve — SF SAV
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Assembly Numbers

Page 7200-A/P-8 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

SMARTFIRE™ Brass Oxygen Valve — SF BOV

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISEVLAV ydoBevlaVfoeziS

1 ydob"1

52.1 ydob"52.1

5.1 ydob"5.1

2 ydob"2

5.2 ydob"5.2

3 ydob"3

LAIRETAMEGNALF evlaVroflairetaMegnalF
RB segnalfssarB

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

EPYTEGNALF epyTegnalF

GLFFF_ISNA segnalfdecaf-talf#051ISNA

TJLOS_ISNA segnalftniojredlosISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOerofebdeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control Page 7200-A/P-9

Assembly Numbers

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISEVLAV ydoBevlaVfoeziS

1 ydob"1

52.1 ydob"52.1

5.1 ydob"5.1

2 ydob"2

5.2 ydob"5.2

3 ydob"3

4 ydob"4

LAIRETAMEGNALF evlaVroflairetaMegnalF
IC segnalfnoritsaC

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

EPYTEGNALF epyTegnalF
GLFFF_ISNA segnalfdecaf-talf#521ISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

SMARTFIRE™ Iron Fuel Valve — SF INV

8/03
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Assembly Numbers

Page 7200-A/P-10 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISEVLAV ydoBevlaVfoeziS

1 ydob"1

52.1 ydob"52.1

5.1 ydob"5.1

2 ydob"2

5.2 ydob"5.2

3 ydob"3

4 ydob"4

LAIRETAMEGNALF evlaVroflairetaMegnalF
ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

LTS segnalfleetS

EPYTEGNALF epyTegnalF

GLFFR_ISNA segnalfdecaf-desiar#051ISNA

GDLW_ISNA segnalfgnidlewISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa

SMARTFIRE™ Steel Fuel Valve — SF SNV
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control Page 7200-A/P-11

Assembly Numbers

8/03

SMARTFIRE™ Actuator Spare — SF ACT RSP

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991.tcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTROTAUTCA epyTerapSrotautcA

RIA riA

TAN saglarutaN

YXO negyxO

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

PACMETSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(

foyticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsyS

1
notnednepedderetneeulaV

noitacilppa
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Assembly Numbers

Page 7200-A/P-12 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISRELLORTNOC ydoBwolFfoeziS

21 )hfcsk581rok421(ezis"21

61 )hfcsk392rok591(ezis"61

02 )hfcsk064rok703(ezis"02

42 )hfcsk566rok344(ezis"42

82 )hfcsk909rok606(ezis"82

8 )hfcs4.38rok6.55(ezis"8

LAIRETAMEGNALF
wolFroflairetaMegnalF

ydoB

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

LTS segnalfleetS

EPYTEGNALF derisedfi,egnalffoepyT
LLOR_ISNA segnalfelgnadellorISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

ROSNESWOLF
EGNARYTICAPAC

rosnesfoegnaR
IH hgiH

OL woL

ROSNESWOLF
)HFCS(YTICAPAC

rosnesfoyticapaC ----
detaluclaC

)detcelesegnardnaezisnodesabeulaV(

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991rebmevoNerofebdeppihS

2 9991rebotcOretfadeppihS

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

METSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(PAC

yticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsySfo

1 noitacilppanotnednepedderetneeulaV

SMARTFIRE™ Steel Air Flow Controller — SF SAC
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SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control Page 7200-A/P-13

Assembly Numbers

8/03

SMARTFIRE™ Stainless Steel Air Flow Controller — SF SSAC

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISRELLORTNOC ydoBwolFfoeziS

2 )hfcsk6rok3(ezis"2

3 )hfcsk5.21rok9(ezis"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezis"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezis"6

LAIRETAMEGNALF
wolFroflairetaMegnalF

ydoB

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

SS segnalfleetSsselniatS

EPYTEGNALF derisedfi,egnalffoepyT
GLFFR_ISNA segnalfecaf-desiar#051ISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

ROSNESWOLF
EGNARYTICAPAC

rosnesfoegnaR
IH hgiH

OL woL

ROSNESWOLF
)HFCS(YTICAPAC

rosneSfoyticapaC ----
detaluclaC

)detcelesegnardnaezisnodesabeulaV(

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991rebotcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

METSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(PAC

yticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsySfo

1 noitacilppanotnednepedderetneeulaV
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emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISRELLORTNOC ydoBwolFfoeziS

2 )hfcsk6rok3(ezis"2

3 )hfcsk5.21rok9(ezis"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezis"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezis"6

LAIRETAMEGNALF
wolFroflairetaMegnalF

ydoB

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

SS segnalfleetSsselniatS

EPYTEGNALF derisedfi,egnalffoepyT
GLFFR_ISNA segnalfdecaf-desiar#051ISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

ROSNESWOLF
EGNARYTICAPAC

rosnesfoegnaR
IH hgiH

OL woL

ROSNESWOLF
)HFCS(YTICAPAC

rosnesfoyticapaC ----
detaluclaC

)detcelesegnardnaezisnodesabeulaV(

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991rebotcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC

MC_BE renruBXAMOLCYCBE

RZDK renruBREZIDENIK

XAMK renruBXAMENIK

RFGM renruBERIFAGEM

ENON deificepstoN

YXO renruBMREHTYXO

004 renruBKAPNEVO004

II004 renruBIIKAPNEVO004

METSYSXAMLATOT
)HUTBM(PAC

yticapaCmumixaMlatoT
metsySfo

1 noitacilppanotnednepedderetneeulaV

SMARTFIRE™ Stainless Steel Oxygen Flow Controller — SF SSOC

Page 7200-A/P-14 SMARTFIRE™ Intelligent Combustion Control

Assembly Numbers
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SMARTFIRE™ Steel Fuel Flow Controller — SF SNC

emaNtnemgeS noitpircseDtnemgeS
seciohCtnemgeS
)dedahssitluafeD(

noitpircseDeciohCtnemgeS

EZISRELLORTNOC ydoBwolFfoeziS

2 )hfcsk6rok3(ezis"2

3 )hfcsk5.21rok9(ezis"3

4 )hfcsk52rok5.21(ezis"4

6 )hfcsk05rok52(ezis"6

CH6 )hfcsk001rok57()ih(ezis"6

LAIRETAMEGNALF
wolFroflairetaMegnalF

ydoB

ENON dedivorpsegnalfoN

LTS segnalfleetS

EPYTEGNALF derisedfi,egnalffoepyT
GLFFR_ISNA segnalfdecaf-desiar#051ISNA

ENON dedivorpenoN

ROSNESWOLF
EGNARYTICAPAC

rosnesfoegnaR
IH hgiH

OL woL

ROSNESWOLF
)HFCS(YTICAPAC

detaluclaC ---- .detcelesegnardnaezisnodesabeulaV

NOISREVERAWTFOS dedaolerawtfoSnoisreV

1X 1XnoisreVlaicepS

1 9991.voNerofebdeppihs1.reV

2 9991rebotcOretfadeppihs2.reV

A2 A2noisreV

EPYTRENRUB
htiwdesurenruBfoepyT

metsysERIFTRAMS

RFRC renruBERIFSSORC
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SMARTFIRE™ Flow Sensor Spare — SF SNSR RSP
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ERIFTRAMS smetIdnE™ .oNtraPnoxaM smetIderugifnoC™ERIFTRAMS

ERIFTRAMS norItsaC,srotautcA/evlaV-A™

ICA"1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 0251501 VAIFS,VNIFS

ICA"4/1-1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 0542401 VAIFS,VNIFS

ICA"2/1-1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 1251501 VAIFS,VNIFS

ICA"2,rotautcA-evlaVFS 2251501 VAIFS,VNIFS

ICA"2/1-2,rotautcA-evlaVFS 3251501 VAIFS,VNIFS

ICA"3,rotautcA-evlaVFS 4251501 VAIFS,VNIFS

ICA"4,rotautcA-evlaVFS 5251501 VAIFS,VNIFS

ERIFTRAMS leetS,srotautcA/evlaV-A™

TSA"1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 8497301 VASFS,VNSFS

TSA"4/1-1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 9497301 VASFS,VNSFS

TSA"2/1-1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 0597301 VASFS,VNSFS

TSA"2,rotautcA-evlaVFS 1597301 VASFS,VNSFS

TSA"2/1-2,rotautcA-evlaVFS 2597301 VASFS,VNSFS

TSA"3,rotautcA-evlaVFS 3597301 VASFS,VNSFS

TSA"4,rotautcA-evlaVFS 4597301 VASFS,VNSFS

ERIFTRAMS ssarB,srotautcA/evlaV-A™

RBA"1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 4195301 VOBFS

RBA"4/1-1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 5195301 VOBFS

RBA"2/1-1,rotautcA-evlaVFS 6195301 VOBFS

RBA"2,rotautcA-evlaVFS 7195301 VOBFS

RBA"2/1-2,rotautcA-evlaVFS 8195301 VOBFS

RBA"3,rotautcA-evlaVFS 0295301 VOBFS

ERIFTRAMS srotautcAevlaV-M™

M"6,rotautcA-evlaVFS 6251501 VAIFS

M"8,rotautcA-evlaVFS 7251501 VAIFS

M"01,rotautcA-evlaVFS 8251501 VAIFS

M"21,rotautcA-evlaVFS 9251501 VAIFS

M"41,rotautcA-evlaVFS 0351501 VAIFS

M"61,rotautcA-evlaVFS 00395 VAIFS

ERIFTRAMS srellortnoCwolFsaG™

hfcs0003/0006,TS"2,lrtCwolFsaGFS 7397301 CNSFS

hfcs0009/00521,TS"3,lrtCwolFsaGFS 8397301 CNSFS

hfcs00521/00052,TS"4,lrtCwolFsaGFS 9397301 CNSFS

hfcs00052/00005,TS"6,lrtCwolFsaGFS 0497301 CNSFS

hfcs00057/000001,TS"6,lrtCwolFsaGFS 7788401 CNSFS

ERIFTRAMS srellortnoCwolFriA™

hfcs61655/42438,TS"8,lrtCwolFriAFS 3607301 CASFS

hfcs505321/852581,TS"21,lrtCwolFriAFS 5607301 CASFS

hfcs001591/056292,TS"61,lrtCwolFriAFS 7607301 CASFS

hfcs696603/440064,TS"02,lrtCwolFriAFS 9607301 CASFS

hfcs783344/080566,TS"42,lrtCwolFriAFS 0707301 CASFS

hfcs411606/171909,TS"82,lrtCwolFriAFS 6788401 CASFS
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Assembly Numbers

ERIFTRAMS smetIdnE™ .oNtraPnoxaM ERIFTRAMS smetIderugifnoC™

ERIFTRAMS srellortnoCwolFriA/negyxO™

hfcs0003/0006,SS"2,lrtCwolFriA/yxOFS 1507301 CASSFS,COSSFS

hfcs0009/00521,SS"3,lrtCwolFriA/yxOFS 4275301 CASSFS,COSSFS

hfcs00521/00052,SS"4,lrtCwolFriA/yxOFS 5274301 CASSFS,COSSFS

hfcs00052/00005,SS"6,lrtCwolFriA/yxOFS 6275301 CASSFS,COSSFS

slenaPecafretnI

lenaPecafretnIFS 1446401 LNPFS

erusolcnE/lenaPecafretnIFS 2446401 LNPFS

SBUSDEKCOTS/SEIROSSECCA/SERAPS
)euqroT-iH(rotautcA-evlaVFS 3428401 PSRTCAFS

niarBrenruBFS 9172401 PSRNRBFS

srosneSwolFleuF

hfcs0003/0006,TS"2,rosneSwolFsaGFS 3397301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs0009/00521,TS"3,rosneSwolFsaGFS 4397301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs00521/00052,TS"4,rosneSwolFsaGFS 5397301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs00052/00005,TS"6,rosneSwolFsaGFS 6397301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs00057/000001,TS"6,rosneSwolFsaGFS 8788401 PSRRSNSFS

srosneSwolFnegyxO/riA

ceS/tF04/06,rosneSwolFriAFS 9587301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs0003/0006,rosneSwolFriA/yxOFS 7587301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs0009/00521,rosneSwolFriA/yxOFS 33795 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs00521/00052,rosneSwolFriA/yxOFS 2275301 PSRRSNSFS

hfcs00052/00005,rosneSwolFriA/yxOFS 8587301 PSRRSNSFS

seirosseccA&straPerapSERIFTRAMS
noitpircseD rebmuNtraP

niarBrenruBFS PSRNRBFS

rosneSwolFFS PSRRSNSFS

rotautcAevlaVFS PSRTCAFS

ylppuSrewoPFS 4636401

yalpsiDresUFS 95495

yawetaGocleTFS 8385501

yawetaGlatigiDFS 5746501

yawetaGocleTenoZ-itluMFS 6400601

).tf001(elbaClortnoCFS 4565501

).tf005(elbaClortnoCFS 92895

).tf005(elbaClortnoCecnatsiDgnoLFS 3341501
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SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

• Direct coupled, factory calibrated valve and actuator assembly for precision flow control
– Provides precise and repeatable flow control required in modern processes to maximize efficiency and

minimize emissions
– Reduces failures and inaccuracies associated with field-configured, linkage-type mounting arrangements

• Rugged industrial design includes continuous duty NEMA 4X valve actuators with integrated
position feedback and heavy duty planetary gearheads
– For reliable, long-life operation

• Fully adjustable, 19 position, electronic gradiant feature; accurate to 0.1 degrees
– Easy customization of the valve flow characteristic for high precision flow control and repeatability

• DIN rail-mounted valve control interface with LED display and command switches
– "Links" the user's process controller to the valve actuator; provides a precision, 4-20mA position feedback

signal and several discrete outputs for indication of control status and alarm

• Digital position communication minimizes interference when applied in industrial environments

• Electronic combination "lock" prevents tampering and continuous adjustment

• Compact, robust design mounts in any orientation; eliminates need for additional support

• No lubrication required; reduces maintenance

• Factory Mutual (FM) approved as non-incendive for Hazardous Locations Class I, Division 2,
Groups A, B, C, and D, T4 Temperature Code; NEMA 4X standard actuator

Manufactured under U.S. patent #6,279,870
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SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

The Maxon SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve
Actuator Assembly is a rugged, turnkey solution for
industrial flow control applications that require a high
degree of precision, repeatability, and commissioning
flexibility in a small space.

In addition, SMARTLINK™ provides easy, on-site
customization of the valve flow characteristics. This
feature makes it an ideal solution for parallel valve
positioning systems in combustion control applica-
tions.

The SMARTLINK™ assembly includes two compo-
nents: 1) a Valve Actuator direct-coupled to a valve
and, 2) a Control Interface unit between the Valve
Actuator and the user’s process controller, PLC, or
DCS.

The Valve Actuator is an
industrial rated, factory-
calibrated assembly that
incorporates a heavy-duty,
planetary gear-head with
integrated, long-life position
feedback. It also includes a
stepper motor for continuous
duty, high precision valve
control.  The Valve Actuator is
powered by 24VDC through a
four wire cable that also
includes a digital position
communications interface to
ensure reliable operation in
electrically noisy environments.

The Control Interface is a
DIN rail-mounted electronic
device that “links” the user’s
process controller to the
Valve Actuator.  Several front
panel-mounted switches and
lights are provided for display-
ing alarms, simple valve
configuration, and valve
characterization. The Control
Interface also provides a
precision, 4-20mA position
feedback signal and several relay driver outputs for
indication of alarm and control status.  The unit is
typically mounted in a control panel along with a
Maxon or user-supplied 24VDC supply and output
interface relays.

The SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator
Assembly specifications are as follows:
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Design and Application Details

Principle of Operation

As shown in the block diagram below, the
SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator is driven by
a position command signal via a 4-20mA signal from
the user’s process controller.  (A 4mA signal will drive
the valve to its minimum position and a 20mA signal
will drive the valve to its maximum position.)  The
position command signal is translated by the Control
Interface into a digital command that is sent to the
valve over a dedicated communications network. The
Valve Actuator performs a high-speed position control
loop to achieve the position setpoint received from
the Control Interface.  The valve position is continu-
ously transmitted digitally by the Valve Actuator back
over the communications network to the Control
Interface.  The digitally received valve position
feedback is then translated by the Control Interface
into a 4-20mA output signal for PLC monitoring if
required.

The SMARTLINK™ Control Interface includes a
set of switches and lights to allow the user to perform
the following functions:

1) Configure operating parameters, such as loss of
signal operation and high/low position limits,

2) Display alarm codes,
3) “Lock” the device electronically to prevent

tampering,
4) Customize the installed valve characteristic,

and,
5) Locally control valve movement.
The communications network between the Valve

Actuator and the Control interface is composed of 4
wires: 24VDC, Common, Data-A, and Data-B.  The
Control Interface continuously monitors Valve Actua-
tor status over the digital network, and updates
several relay driver outputs.  These outputs are used
to drive optional (Maxon or user-supplied) interface
relays for control enable, alarm, manual control, and
high/low position limit indication.

SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Assembly
Block Diagram

4-20mA
Terminal

Block

Relay
Terminal

Block

Control
Network
Terminal

Block

Position Command

Position Feedback

(6) Input
Interface
Relays 

(future use)

(5) Output
Interface

Relays
(optional)

24 VDC
Power
Supply

SMARTLINK
Control

Interface

SMARTLINK
Valve

Actuator
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Maxon or User-Supplied DIN Rail Assembly
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Valve Body Capacities
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"61 88 00711 5 001 052
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21 gniRgniniateR leetSsselniatS613
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Valve Body Specifications
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Dimensions (in inches)

1" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 1.25" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 78.2

leetS
dedaerhT 51.3

dedleWtekcoS 48.2

ssarB
dedaerhT 18.2

puCredloS 15.3

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 50.3

leetS
dedaerhT 21.3

dedleWtekcoS 50.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 50.3

puCredloS 36.3

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.2

4.4

2.7

3.5 dia.
bolt circle

.62 dia.
4 holes

5.0 dia.1.4 
dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

1.31

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.0

A

12.2

2.9

4.4

2.5

.62 dia.  4 holes

4.2 dia.

3.1 dia.
bolt circle

1.1 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1.31

1" 1"

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚
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Dimensions (in inches)

1.5" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 2" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 72.3

leetS
dedaerhT 32.3

dedleWtekcoS 42.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 51.3

puCredloS 88.3

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 34.3

leetS
dedaerhT 65.3

dedleWtekcoS 15.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 27.3

puCredloS 26.4
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4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.2

4.4

2.8

3.9 dia.
bolt circle

5.0 dia.

1.7 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1" 1"

.62 dia.
4 holes

1.31

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.4

4.4

3.0

4.8 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

6.0 dia.

2.2 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1.69

1 1

1"

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads
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Dimensions (in inches)

2.5" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 3" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 27.3

leetS
dedaerhT 76.3

dedleWtekcoS 97.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 08.3

puCredloS 72.5

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 38.3

leetS
dedaerhT 31.4

dedleWtekcoS 30.4

ssarB
dedaerhT 20.4

puCredloS 90.5

4.0

10.2

2.0

4.0

A

13.2

4.2

4.4

3.8 5.5 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

7.5 dia.

2.6 dia.

1.81

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads

4.0

10.2

2.0

4.0

A

13.2

4.2

4.4

6.0 dia. 
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

7.5 dia.

3.3 dia.

1.81

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

3.8

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads
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Dimensions (in inches)

4" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 31.4

leetS
dedaerhT 60.4

dedleWtekcoS 60.4
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10.2

2.0

4.6

A

13.8

5.3

4.4

7.5 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
8 holes

4.3 dia.

2.06

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

4.9

4.0

9.0 dia.

.5" NPT 
Threads

22.5˚

6" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

6.1 dia.

6.1

1/2-13 UNC
6 holes

7.75" dia.
bolt circle

60˚

4.4

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

.438 deep
4 holes

3.0

3.0

5.9

5.9

10.2

15.1

2.0

4.0

1.5

4.3

8.9 dia.
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Dimensions (in inches)

8" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 10" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

60˚

10.25 dia.
bolt circle1/2-13 UNC

6 holes

8.0 dia.

11.8
dia.

7.6

1.1

3.0

3.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

2.0

4.0

7.4

7.0

10.2

16.2

4.4

1.5

4.4

.438 deep
4 holes

.5" NPT
Threads

3.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

.438 deep
4 holes

18.4

10.2

9.2

7.6

2.5
6.5

4.4

8.4

3.6

10.0 dia.

13.0 dia.

16.0 dia.

14.2 dia.
bolt circle

2.0
4.0

1.0 dia. 
12 holes

Note: Flanges are shipped loose.



.5" NPT
Threads

8.7

10.2

10.2

3.0
7.6

2.0
4.0

19.4

4.6

9.5

12.0
dia.

1.0 dia.
12 holes

16.0 dia.

19.0 dia.

17.0 dia.
bolt circle

4.4

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

.438 deep
4 holes
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Dimensions (in inches)

12" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator
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14" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

3.0

3.0

4.4

13.2
dia.

17.4
dia.

18.8 dia.
bolt circle

1.1 dia.
12 holes

21.0 dia.

5.8

10.5

9.6

11.4

10.2

20.6

2.0
4.0

3.0
7.6 .438 deep

4 holes

Note: Flanges are shipped loose. Note: Flanges are shipped loose.
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Dimensions (in inches)

16" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Control Interface

4.53

4.57

1.00

.5" NPT
Threaded

1.0
1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

4.4

23.5 dia.

21.2 dia.
bolt circle

19.4 dia.

15.0 dia.

1.12 dia.
16 holes

11.4

6.6

10.5

12.2

10.2

2.0
4.0

21.4

3.0
8.1

.438 deep
4 holes

 

1.0

Note: Flanges are shipped loose.
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Component Identification

7

Schematic
Label

Actuator

Information
Label

Hex Head Nut
Flat Washer

Flat 
Washer

Hex Head
Flange Bolts

Valve Body

Flange Gasket

Flange 

Actuator
Mounting

Bolts
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Page 7300-S-1SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Installation  and Operating Instructions

Installation Instructions:
Required components ............................................................................................................... 7300-S-2
Mechanical installation .............................................................................................................. 7300-S-2
Basic electrical installation ......................................................................................................... 7300-S-3
Electrical installation with Maxon-supplied pre-wired DIN rail assembly .................................... 7300-S-3
Typical SMARTLINK™ wiring diagram ...................................................................................... 7300-S-4

Operating Instructions:
Understanding the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface ................................................................. 7300-S-5
Wiring checkout ......................................................................................................................... 7300-S-6
Operational checkout ................................................................................................................. 7300-S-6
Configuration settings ................................................................................................................ 7300-S-7
Characterizing the valve - 10 point characterization .................................................................. 7300-S-8
Characterizing the valve - 19 point characterization .................................................................. 7300-S-9
User Commands ....................................................................................................................... 7300-S-10
General Command Entry instructions ........................................................................................ 7300-S-11
Locking the unit and entering passcodes ................................................................................... 7300-S-12
Manual override of the 4-20mA position command input signal ................................................. 7300-S-13
High and low valve position limits .............................................................................................. 7300-S-14
Alarm codes .............................................................................................................................. 7300-S-15
Actuator Replacement ............................................................................................................... 7300-S-16
SMARTLINK™ Commissioning Table ....................................................................................... 7300-S-17
(should be completed at time of installation)

SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables:
Table 1: SMARTLINK™ Control Interface Input/Output Terminal Description ........................... 7300-S-18
Table 2: SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Input/Output Terminal Description .............................. 7300-S-19
Table 3: SMARTLINK™ Control Interface Wiring Specifications ............................................... 7300-S-19
Table 4: SMARTLINK™ DIN Rail Assembly Input/Output Terminal Description ....................... 7300-S-20
Table 5: SMARTLINK™ DIN Rail Assembly Wiring Specifications ........................................... 7300-S-21
Table 6: SMARTLINK™ Interface Relay Checkout Procedures ................................................ 7300-S-22
Table 7: SMARTLINK™ System Configuration Summary ......................................................... 7300-S-23
Table 8: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set A ................................................... 7300-S-24
Table 9: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set B ................................................... 7300-S-26
Table 10: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set C ................................................. 7300-S-28

Before operating this product, read all installation, commissioning, and operating instructions.  Failure
to follow these instructions could result in product damage or cause a hazardous condition.  Check the
ratings and installation requirements provided to ensure the product is suitable for the intended
application.

QUICK START OPERATION:
The following pages describe in detail each of the installation and operating steps listed above.  System
configuration or valve characterization can be eliminated for those applications that do not require
adjustments of the factory default min/max valve positions, interface relay min/max position limits, electronic
“lock” settings, or the linear valve position profile (0 to 80 degrees versus 4 to 20mA command).
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Installation Instructions

Required components
The minimum SMARTLINK™ system requires an

order for 1 Control Interface and 1 Valve Actuator
assembly as shown below.

DIN rail-mounted interface relays, 24VDC supply,
terminal block assembly, a pre-wired DIN rail assem-
bly and a NEMA 4X enclosed panel are all options
available from Maxon.

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve and Actuator Assembly
Block Diagram

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Mechanical installation of the SMARTLINK™
Intelligent Valve and Actuator Assembly requires the
following:
• Mount the SMARTLINK™  Control Interface along

with any optional interface relays on a DIN rail
within an appropriate electrical enclosure or cabi-
net, and

• Install the SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator assembly
in any orientation within the pipe train.
The system block diagram below indicates the

sources and destinations of the electrical wiring
required by the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface and
Actuator Assembly.

4-20mA
Terminal

Block

Relay
Terminal

Block

Control
Network
Terminal

Block

Position Command

Position Feedback

(6) Input
Interface
Relays 

(future use)

(5) Output
Interface

Relays
(optional)

24 VDC
Power
Supply

SMARTLINK
Control

Interface

SMARTLINK
Valve

Actuator

F
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m
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Maxon or User-Supplied DIN Rail Assembly
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Installation Instructions

If the Control Interface is shipped as part of the
Maxon pre-wired DIN rail assembly, the electrical
installation is simplified because the 24VDC power
supply and interface relays are provided and wired to
the Control Interface. The electrical installation for the
pre-wired DIN rail assembly requires the following:

• Low voltage 4-20mA signal wiring from the
user’s process controller to the SMARTLINK™ DIN
rail assembly. Wiring of the 4-20mA position
feedback signal is optional.

• Communications wiring between the
SMARTLINK™ Control Interface and Valve Actua-
tor.

• 120/230 VAC output relay wiring from the output
interface relay contacts to the user’s process
control equipment.  This wiring is not required if
output interface relays are not required.

• 120/230 VAC supply wiring between a user’s
fused power source and the 24VDC power supply.

All electrical wiring should be performed in accor-
dance with all local and NEC 1 codes.  Reference
Table 4 (page 7300-S-20) summarizes all of the input/
output terminals for the DIN rail assembly and Refer-
ence Table 5 (page 7300-S-21) summarizes the
maximum wiring length, type, and size for all DIN rail
assembly terminations.

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

12/02

The basic electrical installation requires the
following wiring:

• Low voltage 4-20mA signal wiring from the
user’s process controller to the SMARTLINK™
Control Interface. Wiring of the 4-20mA position
feedback signal is optional and may not be needed
for specific applications.

• Communications wiring between the
SMARTLINK™ Control Interface and Valve Actua-
tor.

• Low-voltage supply wiring between a 24VDC
supply and the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface.  A
pre-wired Maxon DIN Rail Assembly can be
supplied that includes this wiring.

• Low voltage DC relay coil wiring from the
SMARTLINK™ Control Interface to output interface
relays. All interface relays are optional. A pre-wired
Maxon DIN Rail Assembly can be supplied that
includes this wiring to the relays.

• 120/230 VAC output relay wiring from the output
interface relay contacts to the user’s process
control equipment.  This wiring is not required if
output interface relays are not required for the
application.

• 120/230 VAC supply wiring between a user’s
fused power source and the 24VDC power supply.

Electrical wiring should be performed in accor-
dance with all local and NEC 1 codes.  See Reference
Table 1 and Table 2 (pages 7300-S-18 and 19) for
summaries of all of the input/output terminals for the
Control Interface and Valve Actuator.  Reference
Table 3 (page 7300-S-19) summarizes the maximum
wiring length, type, and size for all terminations.

Typical wiring diagram of a SMARTLINK™ Valve
Actuator Assembly is shown on the following page.

With Maxon-supplied pre-wired DIN rail assembly
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Installation Instructions

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Typical SMARTLINK™ Wiring

NOTE 1: Recommended wire color code for SMARTLINK™
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noitangiseD

elbaC

92895#noxaM
).tf001deecxeotton(

16803#nodleB
).tf003deecxeotton(

42+/42F egnaro/etihw nworb
DNG/MOCF egnaro eulb

AD eulb/etihw etihw
BD eulb kcalb
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Operating Instructions

The installer should perform the following commissioning steps for the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface and
Actuator Assembly:
• Wiring checkout prior to applying power
• Operational checkout after applying power
• System configuration if required by the application
• Valve characterization if required by the application

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly
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Understanding the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface

Lights and switches:
The lights and switches of the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface allow the user to:
a) Display and change configuration parameters (i.e. loss of signal position and emergency standby position),
b) Display the operating mode of the valve and indicate alarm conditions,
c) “Lock” the device electronically to prevent tampering,
d) Customize the position profile of the valve, and
e) Locally control movement of the valve.

SMARTLINK™ Control Interface Switch & Light Functions

MAN Light - Unit in Manual Positioning Mode when lit.
RUN Light - Unit in Run Mode when lit; 
Unit in Position Setup Mode when RUN or MAN lights are both blinking.
ALM Light - Alarm exists when lit; Unit is locked if blinking.

0 - 9 Lights - Indicates valve position index when unit is in Manual or Position Setup Mode; Also indicates 
command number selected by rotary CMD SEL switch, configuration settings, alarm codes and lock 
passcodes.

ENTER Switch - Momentary pushbutton for command entry and saving configuration or valve position 
changes.

MODE Switch - 3 positions: (1) RUN (down) places unit in Run Mode which positions valve by 
4-20mA input, (2) Command Entry (middle) for selecting user command with rotary switch, and 
(3) CMD abc (up, with momentary action) for command set selection.

ADJUST Switch - 3 positions: (1) STANDBY (down) for emergency valve movement to its standby position 
when unit is not in Run Mode, (2) ADJ (middle) enables valve movement in tenth degree steps when 
using the INC/DEC switch in Manual and Position Setup Mode, and (3) INDEX enables valve positioning 
moves to the 19 position indexes when using the INC/DEC switch in Manual Mode.

INC/DEC Switch - 3 positions: INC and DEC (up & down, with momentary action) for valve opening and 
closing in Manual or Position Setup Mode; also used for changing configuration settings. Middle position 
has no function.

Command Set Lights - Identifies which command set (a, b, or c) is currently selected (when blinking) or 
active (when not blinking).

CMD SEL (Rotary) Switch - Selects command number, 0 thru 7.
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Operating Instructions

Operational Checkout

Apply power to the SMARTLINK™ Control Interface
and SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Assembly and
perform the following operational checkout:

1) Verify the Control Interface Alarm light is off and
the Run light is on after powering up the system. If
the alarm light is on, see page 7300-S-15 to
determine the cause of the alarm and corrective
actions.

2) Place the user’s process controller into manual
mode or temporarily replace the 4-20mA position
command with a simulated 4-20mA current loop.
With the Control Interface command switch in the
“Run” position, move the position command signal
slowly from 4mA to 20mA and verify valve move-
ment.  The position of the valve can be visually
observed by the “OPEN” or “CLOSED” markings
on the machined coupling that connects the
actuator to the valve shaft. If the application
requires the 4-20mA position feedback signal,
measure this feedback current loop while chang-
ing the position command and verify that the two
currents (input vs. output) are approximately equal
after pausing at several intermediate positions.

3) If the process controller cannot be placed in
manual mode or if a simulated command signal
cannot be produced, the SMARTLINK™  assem-
bly can be placed in a local manual mode.  (Refer
to Command A-0 and the general command entry
instructions on page 7300-S-11). Once the system
is in manual mode, drive the valve to its full open
and closed positions using the INC/DEC switch on
the Control Interface.

4) If installed, verify operation of each output inter-
face relay by measuring the presence and disap-
pearance of voltage on the relay’s contact.   If a
DIN Rail Assembly is supplied with the Control
Interface, the terminals for each relay contact are
shown in Reference Table 6 on page 7300-S-22.
The Control Interface relay driver output terminals
are also provided in Reference Table 6 to assist in
testing of interface relays when not supplied and
pre-wired by Maxon.

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Wiring Checkout

Before applying power to the SMARTLINK™ Control
Interface and SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Assem-
bly, perform the following wiring checkout:

1) Verify that 120 VAC is not connected directly to
SMARTLINK™ Control Interface and Valve
Actuator Assembly.  Both devices are powered by
a 24VDC supply.  All output interface relay wiring
from the Control Interface is connected to 24VDC
relay coils.

2) Verify the proper wire type and maximum wire
length requirements are satisfied for all
connections.

3) Verify color code connections are correct on the
24V/Data Connector of both the Control Interface
and Valve Actuator Assembly.

4) Measure the resistance between earth ground at
the user's panel enclosing the Control Interface
and each of the four signals wired to the Valve
Actuator: F24 (Field +24VDC), FCOM (Field
Common), DA (Data-A), and DB (Data-B).  The
resistance should indicate an open circuit (i.e., a
resistance value greater than 106 Ohms).  If an
open circuit is not measured, damage or incorrect
wiring of the control network cable exists and must
be corrected.

5) Verify proper termination of shields for the 4-20mA
cables and the control cable between the Control
Interface and Valve Actuator Assembly.

6) If Maxon SMARTLINK™ Interface Relays are not
provided with the Control Interface, verify that all
required relays ����������	�
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Operating Instructions

Configuration settings

There are 8 SMARTLINK configuration settings that can be changed through execution of the commands below,
using the switches and lights on the Control Interface. Detailed explanations of each setting appear in Reference
Table 7: SMARTLINK™ System Configuration Summary on page 7300-S-23.

Command Name Command Number Factory Default
Select LOS Position B-0 No position change
Select Standby Position B-2 Position Index 0
Select Control Deadband B-3 0.06% Deadband
Set High Limit Position Threshold B-4 80.0 degrees
Set Low Limit Position Threshold B-5 0.0 degrees
Set Auto Ramp Adjust On/Off B-6 Auto Ramp ON
Enter New Lock Combination C-4 Passcode: 0, 0, 0, 0
Select Lock Enable/Disable C-5 Lock Disable

Review the factory default settings before changing any of the system configuration settings; in many
applications, modification of the default settings is not necessary. If a setting does need to be changed, follow the
procedure outlined below.

Procedure for Changing a System Configuration Setting:

a) Select and enter the required system configuration command.

b) After the command is entered, one of the numbered (0-9) lights will be on, indicating the current configuration
setting. (For example: If the lock configuration is set to #0, Lock Disable, the 0 light will be solidly lit after
Command C-5, Lock Enable/Disable, is entered successfully.)

c) Select the desired configuration setting by using the INC/DEC switch.  As the INC/DEC switch is momentarily
pushed up or down, the selected setting changes as indicated by turning on the corresponding numbered
light (0-9).

d) Push the ENTER button after the desired configuration setting is selected.  The numbered light that is lit to
indicate the selected configuration will momentarily turn off indicating the command is complete and the
configuration setting is saved.

e) To confirm the correct setting is saved, re-enter the command and verify the new setting by the numbered
light (0-9) indication.

12/02
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Operating Instructions

Characterizing the valve

Valve characterization is necessary for changing
the relationship between valve position and the 4-
20mA position command.  This process permits field
adjustment of the “installed” valve characteristic
without mechanically adjusting the valve or external
linkages.

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

10 Point Characterization
SMARTLINK™ is shipped with the configuration setting to easily adjust valve positions at 10 of the 19 position
indexes and automatically set the positions at the other 9 (intermediate) indexes.

SMARTLINK™ 10 Point Valve Characterization Procedure:

a) Place the process controller that commands SMARTLINK™ in manual mode and connect a 4-digit current
meter on the 4-20mA position output. Execute Command B-6 and verify the Auto Ramp function is set to
#1, Auto Ramp ON. If not set correctly, refer to page 7300-S-7 or Reference Table 7 on page 7300-S-23.

b) Execute Command A-2, Enter Position Setup Mode.  In this mode, both the yellow and green run lights will
be flashing. The position command signal determines which of the 19 position indexes can be modified as
shown by the blinking numbered lights.  Move the process controller’s output to either 0% (Index #0) or
100% (Index #9) to begin characterization.

c) With the ADJUST switch in the middle (ADJ) position, push the INC/DEC switch up or down to change the
valve position.  Each push of the INC/DEC switch moves the valve 0.1 degrees.  If the switch is held in the
up or down position for more than 3 seconds, the valve will move in 0.5-degree steps up to a total travel of 8
degrees from the stored valve position.  (All the numbered lights will momentarily flash when this 8-degree
limit is reached.)  After moving the valve to the desired position, press the ENTER button to save the
position setting. Record the valve position feedback in mA or %.

d) Move the controller’s output to the % or mA setting in the commissioning table (shown on page 7300-S-17)
for each consecutive whole digit index and repeat the adjustment procedure in Step c.  With the auto ramp
function ON, adjustment at only the 10 whole digit indexes is necessary because positions at the intermedi-
ate indexes (0.5, 1.5, etc.) are automatically set to a value half way between the positions of the whole
number indexes (0, 1, 2, etc).

e) Execute Command C-6 to save the profile as a backup.  Move the MODE switch to the RUN position and
put the user’s process controller in AUTO.

The SMARTLINK™ is pre-set to a linear slope, but
can be customized using either the 10 Point Charac-
terization procedure (below) or the 19 Point Character-
ization procedure (page 7300-S-9).
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Operating Instructions

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Characterizing the valve

19 Point Characterization
There are applications that require precision adjustment throughout the actuator’s control range.  For these
applications, adjustment of all 19 positions is necessary using the procedure below.

SMARTLINK™ 19 Point Valve Characterization Procedure:

a) Place the process controller that commands SMARTLINK™ in manual mode and connect a 4-digit current
meter on the 4-20mA position output. Execute Command B-6 and set the auto ramp function to setting #0,
Auto Ramp OFF.  (Refer to page 7300-S-7 or the Reference Table on page 7300-S-23 for changing con-
figuration settings.)

b) Execute Command A-2, Enter Position Setup Mode.  In this mode, both the yellow and green run lights will
be flashing. The position command signal determines which of the 19 position indexes can be modified as
shown by the blinking numbered lights.  Move the process controller’s output to either 0% (Index #0) or
100% (Index #9) to begin characterization.

c) With the ADJUST switch in the middle (ADJ) position, push the INC/DEC switch up or down to change the
valve position. Each push of the INC/DEC switch moves the valve 0.1 degrees.  If the switch is held in the
up or down position for more than 3 seconds, the valve will move in 0.5-degree steps up to a total travel of 8
degrees from the stored valve position.  (All the numbered lights will momentarily flash when this 8-degree
limit is reached.) After moving the valve to the desired position, press the ENTER button to save the posi-
tion setting. Record the valve position feedback in mA or %.

d) Move the controller’s output to the next % or mA setting in the commissioning table (shown on page 7300-S-
17) and repeat the adjustment procedure in Step c for all 19 position indexes. With the auto ramp function
OFF, the positions of adjacent indexes are not automatically ramped.  Therefore, all 19 position indexes
should be visited during this procedure and adjusted if necessary.

e) Execute Command C-6 to save the profile as a backup.  Move the MODE switch to the RUN position and
put the user’s process controller in AUTO.

If an unsafe operating condition is observed while characterizing the SMARTLINK™ in a parallel positioning
combustion application, follow the instructions below:

1. When SMARTLINK™ is in the Position Setup Mode for valve characterization, the ADJUST switch can be
pushed to the STANDBY position (down). This action will immediately move the valve to the Standby
position, overriding the 4-20mA position command.

2. The factory default Standby position is the valve position at Index #0, the minimum position in the profile.
While the ADJUST switch is in this position, no commands can be executed. The Standby position function
is inhibited when the MODE switch is in the RUN position (down).

12/02
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SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

User commands

There are 3 SMARTLINK™ command sets (a, b, and c) as listed below. Entry requirements for each command (if
applicable) are listed at right. Detailed descriptions of the following user commands are shown in Reference Tables
8 through 10 (pages 7300-S-24 through 7300-S-29).

Command Set "A" A-0 ...... Enter Manual Positioning Mode ............... Position command <= 4mA
A-1 ...... Display Alarm Codes
A-2 ...... Enter Valve Position Setup Mode............. Position command = 4 to 20mA
A-3 ...... Reserved for Future Use
A-4 ...... Reserved for Future Use
A-5 ...... Set Max Position and Min/Max Ramp ...... Position command = 20mA
A-6 ...... Set Min Position and Min/Max Ramp ....... Position command = 4mA
A-7 ...... Unlock Valve Configuration ...................... Unit must be "locked"

Command Set "B" B-0 ...... Select Loss of Signal Position
B-1 ...... Reserved for Future Use
B-2 ...... Select Standby Position
B-3 ...... Select Deadband
B-4 ...... Set High Limit Position Threshold ............ Unit in Manual Mode
B-5 ...... Set Low Limit Position Threshold ............. Unit in Manual Mode
B-6 ...... Set Auto Ramp Adjust On/Off
B-7 ...... Reserved for Future Use

Command Set "C" C-0...... Check Valve Calibration ........................... For Maxon-trained technician only
C-1...... Calibrate Valve ........................................ For Maxon-trained technician only
C-2...... Enable Valve Calibration / Check ............. For Maxon-trained technician only
C-3...... Reset Factory Default Settings ................ Unit in Position Setup Mode
C-4...... Enter New Lock Combination................... Unit "unlocked" to modify
C-5...... Select Lock Enable / Disable ................... Unit "unlocked" to modify
C-6...... Save Profile as Backup
C-7...... Restore Backup Profile ............................ Unit in Position Setup Mode
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General Command Entry Instructions:

1. A user command can be performed only when the following conditions are all satisfied:

a.) MODE switch is not in the RUN position,

b.) one of the green command set lights (a, b, c) is blinking,

c.) ADJUST switch is not in the STANDBY position, and

d.) unit is “unlocked”.  (Condition d. is not required for Command A-7, Unlock Valve Configuration and
Command  A-1, Display Alarm Codes.)

e.) For some commands, the unit must be in a specific mode or have the correct 4-20mA command
signal (see command entry requirements listed on page 7300-S-10 or in Reference Tables 8 through
10 on pages 7300-S-24 through 29).

2. If the a, b, or c command set light is not blinking, momentarily push the MODE switch in the CMD abc
position (up) or, change the position of the rotary CMD SEL switch. This will start the command set light
blinking and permit a command to be entered.

3. Select the desired command set by momentarily pushing the MODE switch upward to the CMD abc position.
Subsequent CMD abc switch entries will change the command set selection as indicated by the green
command set (a, b, c) lights.

4. Select the desired command number by changing the position of the rotary CMD SEL switch.  When one of
the command set lights is blinking, the command number selected is indicated by the corresponding num-
bered (0-9) light being lit.

5. After the command set and number are selected, press the ENTER button.  If all of the numbered lights flash
momentarily after the Enter button is pushed, a command entry error has occurred and the command was
not executed. If an entry error occurs, check if the unit is locked (i.e. alarm light blinking) or the ADJUST
switch is in the STANDBY position. If neither condition exists, check the specific entry requirements of the
command.

User commands
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Locking the unit and entering passcodes

The SMARTLINK™ Control Interface is shipped with the lock function disabled and a factory default 4-digit
passcode or “combination” of 0,0,0,0.  To lock the unit for the first time and change the default passcode, the
lock function must first be enabled (Command C-5) and the default passcode entered (Command A-7).  After the
lock function is enabled and the unit is “unlocked”, a new passcode can be entered using Command C-4. If you
forget the passcode, call Maxon for the “master” passcode.

Procedure for Enabling the “Lock” Configuration Setting (Command C-5):

a) If the alarm light is blinking, the lock function is already enabled and the unit is in a “locked” state.  Before
changing the passcode, the unit must be unlocked by entering the current passcode (Command A-7) using
the procedure below.

b) If the alarm light is not blinking, select and enter Command C-5, Lock Enable/Disable.

c) After the command is entered, one of the numbered (0-9) lights will be on, indicating the current configura-
tion setting. If the #1 light is on, the lock function is already enabled and the procedure below can be
performed to change the passcode. If the #0 light is on, the lock function is disabled.

d) To select the #1 setting (Lock Enable), momentarily push the INC/DEC switch in the up position.  The #1
light will now be on, indicating the new setting is selected.

e) Push the ENTER button. The #1 light will turn off indicating the command is complete and the configuration
setting is saved.  The unit is now locked and the alarm light will be blinking.  To change the current
passcode, perform the following two procedures (Command A-7 & C-4).

Procedure for Entering the Current “Lock” Passcode (Command A-7):

a) Select and enter Command A-7, Unlock Valve Configuration.

b) After the command is entered, the INC/DEC switch is used to select the first passcode digit.  The digit
selected is indicated by a numbered light (0-9).

c) Once the first digit of the passcode is selected, push the ENTER button once. The numbered light should
momentarily turn off indicating the entry was accepted.

d) Repeat step b and c for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th passcode digits.  If the passcode was entered incorrectly, all the
numbered lights will momentarily flash after entry of the 4th and final passcode digit.  If the passcode was
correct, the alarm light will stop flashing and will be turned off completely if no other alarms exist.

e) To change the current passcode, perform the procedure (Command C-4) on the following page.
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Procedure for Entering a New “Lock” Passcode (Command C-4):

a) To enter a new lock passcode, the lock function must be enabled (Command C-5) and the current passcode
must be entered (i.e. the unit must be “unlocked” using Command A-7). See the 2 previous procedures if
these two command entry requirements have not been satisfied.

b) Select and enter Command C-4, Enter New Lock Combination.

c) After the command is entered, the INC/DEC switch is used to select the first new passcode digit.  The digit
selected is indicated by a numbered light (0-9).

d) Once the first new digit of the passcode is selected, push the ENTER button once. The numbered light
should momentarily turn off indicating the entry was accepted.  Write down the new digit for later use.

e) Repeat steps c and d for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th passcode digits, remembering to write down each passcode digit
as they are entered.

f) Verify the new passcode by re-locking the unit (MODE switch to the RUN position and then back to the
middle, Command Entry position), and entering the new passcode using Command A-7 as described in the
procedure on the previous page.

Manual override of the 4-20mA position command input signal

Command A-0, Enter Manual Positioning Mode, is used to override the 4-20mA position command input. (This
command should not be used when the valve is in an operating process that requires continuous positioning based
on the 4-20mA input signal.)

Procedure for Entering Manual Positioning Mode (Command A-0):

a) To enter the Manual Positioning Mode, the position command input signal must be first driven to 4ma or less.

b) Select and enter Command A-0, Enter Manual Positioning Mode. If the numbered lights flash momentarily
after entering Command A-0: 1.) the position command may not be less than 4mA, 2.) the adjustment mode
switch may be in the STANDBY position, or 3.) unit may be “locked” to prevent tampering.

c) After entering the command, the yellow manual (MAN) light will be on and RO5 (Relay Output driver #5) will
energize the Manual Control relay (if installed). The INC/DEC switch can be used to move the valve open or
closed. If the adjustment mode switch is in the INDEX position, the INC/DEC switch is used to move between
the 19 position “indexes”.  If the adjustment mode switch is in the ADJ position, pushing the INC/DEC switch
up or down changes the valve position in 1.0 degree steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up or down
position, the position is continuously adjusted until the maximum or minimum position is reached.  When the
max or min position setpoint is reached, all the numbered lights will momentarily flash.

This command should not be executed when the valve is part of an operating process that requires continu-
ous, closed-loop valve positioning.

d) To return control back to the 4-20mA position command input, move the MODE switch to the RUN position
(down).

Locking the unit and entering passcodes (continued)
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High and low valve position limits

The high and low limits are automatically set when the user adjusts the maximum (Index #19) and minimum
(Index #0) valve position settings. If different high and low limits are required (other than the default or automati-
cally set limits), Command B-4 and Command B-5 can be executed using the procedure below.

Command B-4 is a configuration command that is used to adjust the high limit position threshold. Relay driver
Output #3, RO3 will energize the optional High Position Limit relay when the valve position is equal to or greater
than the stored high limit position threshold.  The high limit threshold has a factory default of 80.0 degrees and is
automatically set to 1.0 degree less than the maximum valve position when modified using Command A-2, Enter
Position Setup Mode, or A-5, Set Max Position & Min/Max Ramp. If the factory default or automatic 1.0
degree offset is acceptable, execution of Command B-4 is not necessary.

Command B-5 is a configuration command that is used to adjust the low limit position threshold. Relay driver
Output #4, RO4 will energize the optional Low Position Limit relay when the valve position is less than or equal to
the stored low limit position threshold.  The low limit threshold has a factory default of 0.0 degrees and is auto-
matically set to 1.0 degree above the minimum valve position when modified using Command A-2, Enter Position
Setup Mode, or A-6, Set Min Position & Min/Max Ramp. If the factory default or automatic 1.0 degree offset
is acceptable, execution of Command B-5 is not necessary.

Procedure for Manually Adjusting the High or Low Limit Position Threshold (Command B-4 or B-5):

a) Before entering Command B-4 (or B-5), the unit must be in the Manual Positioning Mode. (Execute Com-
mand A-0, as described on page 7300-S-13 or in Reference Table 8 on page 7300-S-24).

b) With the unit in Manual Positioning Mode (as indicated by the yellow, MAN light on) and the ADJUST switch
in the “ADJ” middle position, select and enter Command B-4 (or B-5).  After command entry, the valve will
be driven to the high (or low) limit position.

c) To change the valve position in +/-1.0 degree steps, momentarily push the INC/DEC switch up or down.  If
the INC/DEC switch is held in the up or down position, the valve position setpoint is continuously changed
in +/-1.0 degree steps.

d) After moving the valve to the desired high (or low) limit position, push the ENTER button to save the new
setting. When the ENTER button is pressed, the numbered light(s) and command set ‘b’ light will momen-
tarily turn off, indicating the new value has been stored.

e) To return control back to the 4-20mA position command input, move the MODE switch to the RUN position
(down). The unit is now in RUN mode.
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Alarm Code
(Lights ON)

Alarm
Name

Alarm Description, Possible Cause, and Corrective Action

Actuator Alarm
Light # Pattern
0,1 Position Overshoot Actuator detected problem with position control.  If alarm persists, replace valve

actuator.
0,2 Position Breakaway Actuator detected problem holding commanded position. Check valve’s operating

differential pressure and compare with specification.  If alarm persists and
measured pressure does not exceed valve rating, replace actuator.

0,1,2 Sticky Valve Actuator could not position to within 0.1 degree. Check if there is debris in the
valve inhibiting movement and command the valve open and close.  If alarm
persists and no debris is found, replace actuator.

0,3 Stuck Valve Actuator could not position to within 0.1 degree. Re-power the actuator. Check if
there is debris in the valve inhibiting movement and command the valve open and
close.  If alarm persists and no debris is found, replace actuator.

0,1,3 Temperature Actuator senses out-of-specification ambient temperature.  Check temperature of
actuator’s enclosure and remove heat source or promote circulation if too hot.  If
actuator ambient temperature is within specification, replace valve actuator.

0,2,3 Calibration Actuator is not calibrated.  Contact Maxon Corporation.
0,1,2,3 DC Supply Voltage Actuator senses improper +24VDC supply.  Check for heavily loaded power

supply, a failed supply, or cable length out-of-specification.
0,4 Reset Actuator detected a reset condition due to improper software execution, high

electrical noise, improper shielding, or electronics failure.  If alarm persists after
checking for noise source and proper shielding, replace actuator.

0,1,4 Hardware Actuator detected hardware failure.  If alarm persists after re-powering actuator,
replace actuator.

Control
Interface Alarm
Light # Pattern
1,2 Communication Control Interface/ Valve Actuator communication timeout occurred.  Check for an

intermittent control cable (4-wire cable and shield) connection.  Replace Control
Interface or Valve Actuator if control cable connections are sound.

1,3 Memory Control Interface detected data corruption.  Reset factory defaults and re-
commission valve actuator.  If alarm persists, replace Control Interface.

1,2,3 Lock Control Interface is “locked” and user has moved command switch from the RUN
position to the Command Entry (middle) position. A flashing alarm light also
indicates this condition. Move command switch to the RUN position or unlock the
unit by entering Command A-7 followed by the 4-digit passcode.

1,4 Reset Control Interface detected a reset condition due to improper software execution,
high electrical noise, improper shielding, or electronics failure.  If alarm persists
after checking for noise source and proper shielding, replace Control Interface.

Notes:
1.) If the alarm light is not on or flashing, no alarm conditions exist.
2.) If the alarm light is on or flashing, view the alarm code by executing Command A-7, Display Alarms.  After command

entry, the INC/DEC switch is used to scroll through the alarm codes. The cause of the alarm can be determined by
observing the numbered lights turned on and matching the pattern to a table entry above.
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Actuator Replacement
The SMARTLINK™ valve actuator assembly is
factory-calibrated to ensure 0.1 degree positioning
accuracy. Therefore, the following actuator replace-
ment procedures should be performed by Maxon
personnel or maintenance personnel trained specifi-
cally by Maxon.

Actuator Removal:
1. Disable the process controller connected to

SMARTLINK™ and turn off power. Remove the
actuator access cover using a 4mm Allen wrench
and verify the green power light is OFF.

2. Record the wire color code sequence and then
disconnect the four wires and shield from the
terminal block.  Disconnect any conduit fittings.

3. Loosen the clamp collar set screw with a 3/16”
Allen wrench.

4. Remove the four M6x1x18 mm screws connecting
the actuator to the adapter with a 4mm Allen
wrench.

5. Remove the actuator by holding the actuator
housing and pulling the actuator away from the
valve.

Actuator Reinstallation:
1. Inspect the actuator shaft and verify that the 1/8”

square 1/2” long key is completely seated in the
shaft slot.

2. Verify the clamp collar is loose and position the
screw head on the left when looking at the clamp
collar at the top.

3. Place the actuator shaft with key into the clamp
collar.  Slide the keyed shaft into the coupling key
slot, then rotate the actuator housing so the
alignment pin mates with the pin hole in the valve
adapter.  The parts are a clearance fit but should
slip together with little force. Apply pressure until
the actuator is flat against the adapter. Do not
apply an excessive force. If the sub-assemblies
do not mate together, recheck that the clamp is
loose and the key is pressed to the bottom of the
key slot.

4. Verify that the valve will close completely. With
the valve closed, the coupling hard-stop pin
should be centered and touching the hard-stop set
screw.

5. With valve in the fully closed position, assemble
the actuator to the valve adapter with four
M6x1x18 mm fasteners using Loctite 242. Use a

Operating Instructions

torque wrench with a 4mm Allen bit to apply 18in-
lbs of torque in an alternating diagonal tightening
sequence.

6. With the valve in the fully closed position, verify
that the clamp collar is seated flush against the
coupling shoulder. Tighten the stainless steel
clamp collar with a torque wrench and 3/16” Allen
bit to 110 in-lbs.

7. Make the necessary water-tight electrical conduit
connection.  Re-connect the four wires to the
terminal strip per the original color code se-
quence.  Re-connect the shield wire to the termi-
nal strip, keeping it less than 1” in length.

8. Apply power to the SMARTLINK™ System. Verify
the green power light is ON.

9. Reinstall the access cover and torque the four
fasteners to 18 in-lbs. using a 4mm Allen wrench.

10. With the Control Interface, execute Command C-2
(Enable Valve Calibration/Check) which places
the actuator in a command mode for calibration.
When the command is entered, if all the lights
flash on the Control Interface, the command was
not executed. When the command is properly
executed, the green diagnostic (DIAG) light in the
actuator terminal block compartment will be off
and the unit will no longer respond to 4-20mA
position commands.

11. Execute Command C-1 (Calibrate Valve) which
closes the valve until the hard-stop is found,
establishes a new home (or 0 degree) position,
and moves the valve through all 800 positions.
The command takes 2 or 3 minutes to execute
during which half of the numbered lights on the
Control Interface flash on and off. When the
command is finished, the Control Interface will
flash all of the numbered lights ON if the com-
mand was not successful. If the calibration failed,
repeat the command a second time.

12. Execute Command C-0 to check the new calibra-
tion. This command takes less than 90 seconds
and will flash half of the numbered lights during
execution. At the end of command execution, if all
the number lights on the Control Interface flash
ON and then OFF, the calibration test failed. Re-
mount the valve to the assembly as described
above and repeat the calibration procedure. If the
calibration test passed, cycle power to the actua-
tor and check for a calibration alarm. (The
actuator's green diagnostic light should now be
flashing and the alarm light on the Control Inter-
face should be off.)

13. Re-enable the process controller commanding
SMARTLINK™.
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SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Table 1: SMARTLINK™ Control Interface Input / Output Terminal Description

Terminal Name (Abbreviation) Description

24V / Data Connector
   Field 24VDC Power (F24) Output: Valve actuator +24VDC power; 25Watts peak, 12Watts average
   Field Common (FCOM) Output: Valve actuator +24VDC common
   Data A (DA) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘A’ signal
   Data B (DB) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘B’ signal
   Supply 24VDC (S24) Input : Power supply +24VDC; 25Watts peak, 12Watts average
   Supply Common (SCOM) Input:  Power supply common

4-20mA Connector
   4-20mA In A + (INA+)
   4-20mA In A -  (INA-)

Input: 4-20mA valve position command, current into + and out of - terminal;
4mA = minimum position; 20mA = maximum position

   4-20mA In B + (INB+)
   4-20mA In B – (INB-)

Reserved for future use

   4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
   4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

Output: 4-20mA valve position feedback, current out of + and into – terminal;
4mA = 0.0 degrees; 20mA = 80.0 degrees; valve position = [current (mA) – 4.0mA] / 16.0mA * 80.0 degrees
(for non-characterized valve actuator)

Relay Input Connector
   Relay In 1 (RI1) Input: Reserved for future use
   Relay In 2 (RI2) Input: Reserved for future use
   Relay In 3 (RI3) Input: Reserved for future use
   Relay In 4 (RI4) Input: Reserved for future use
   Relay In 5 (RI5) Input: Reserved for future use
   Relay In 6 (RI6) Input: Reserved for future use

Relay Output Connector
   Relay Out 1 (RO1) Output: Alarm relay driver output; External interface relay coil voltage is connected to Supply Common

(SCOM) through RO1, an open collector transistor output, if one or more of the following alarm conditions
exist: valve communications, memory fault, valve actuator alarm, or tamper alarm.

   Relay Out 2 (RO2) Output: Control Enable relay driver output; External interface relay coil voltage is connected to Supply
Common (SCOM) through RO2, an open collector transistor output, if none of  the following alarm conditions
exist: valve communications, memory fault, or stuck valve alarm.

   Relay Out 3 (RO3) Output: High Position Limit relay driver output; External interface relay coil voltage is connected to Supply
Common (SCOM) through RO3, an open collector transistor output, if valve position >= high limit position.

   Relay Out 4 (RO4) Output: Low Position Limit relay driver output; External interface relay coil voltage is connected to Supply
Common (SCOM) through RO3, an open collector transistor output, if valve position <= low position limit
position.

   Relay Out 5 (RO5) Output: Manual Control relay driver output; External interface relay coil voltage is connected to Supply
Common (SCOM) through RO3, an open collector transistor output, if control interface is in manual control
mode.

   Relay Common (RCOM) Output and Input Relay Common
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Table 3: SMARTLINK™ Control Interface Wiring Specifications

Table 2: SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Input / Output Terminal Description

Terminal Name
(Abbreviation)

Description

24V / Data Connector
   Field 24VDC Power (+24) Input: Valve actuator +24VDC power; 25Watts peak, 12Watts average
   Field Common (GND) Input: Valve actuator +24VDC common
   Data A (DA) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘A’ signal
   Data B (DB) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘B’ signal
   Shield (SHD) Field device shield

12/02

Terminal Name (Abbreviation) Wiring Specification (Maximum Length, Type, Min/Max Size, and special requirements)

24V / Data Connector
100 feet maximum length; Maxon P/N 59829, Connect-Air International P/N W22P-1005, or equivalent;
EIA Level 4 cable, 2 twisted pair with shield, 22 AWG; Suggested wiring color code convention:
Orange/White (F24), Orange (FCOM), Blue (DA), Blue/White (DB); Requires shield wire termination at both
ends.  Shield should be connected to earth ground as it enters the enclosure for the Control Interface with a
maximum length of 2 inches.

   Field 24VDC Power (F24)
   Field Common (FCOM)
   Data A (DA)
   Data B (DB)

300 feet maximum length; Belden P/N 3086A; 2 twisted pair with shield; 16 AWG – power pair, 20 AWG -
data pair; Suggested wiring color code convention: Brown (F24), Blue (FCOM), White (DA), Black (DB);
Requires shield wire termination on both ends.  Shield should be connected to earth ground as it enters the
enclosure for the Control Interface with a maximum length of 2 inches.

   Supply 24VDC (S24)
   Supply Common (SCOM)

No length limitations other than voltage drop considerations versus wire size constraints;
+24VDC;1A/25Watt maximum; 14 to 22 AWG

4-20mA Connector
   4-20mA In A + (INA+)
   4-20mA In A -  (INA-)
   4-20mA In B + (INB+)
   4-20mA In B – (INB-)
   4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
   4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

1000 feet maximum length; Belden 9535, 2-conductor, 100% shield coverage, 300V 80C (UL 2464, CSA
PCC FT 4) or equivalent; Inputs (INA+/- & INB+/-); Requires shield wire termination at Control Interface end.
Shield should be connected to earth ground as it enters the enclosure for the Control Interface with a
maximum length of 2 inches.
Output (OUT+/-) shield should be terminated at user’s controller end.

Relay Input Connector
   Relay In 1 (RI1)
   Relay In 2 (RI2)
   Relay In 3 (RI3)
   Relay In 4 (RI4)
   Relay In 5 (RI5)
   Relay In 6 (RI6)

Not applicable

Relay Output Connector
  Relay Out 1 (RO1)
  Relay Out 2 (RO2)
  Relay Out 3 (RO3)
  Relay Out 4 (RO4)
  Relay Out 5 (RO5)
  Relay Common (RCOM)

No length limitations; 30 VDC max & 100 mA max;  14 to 22 AWG; Follow local codes for wire type.
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Table 4: SMARTLINK™ DIN Rail Assembly Input / Output Terminal Description

Terminal Designator:
Name  (Abbreviation)

Description

Power Supply VAC Terminals Provided only if optional DC supply is provided
  Line Voltage (L1) 120 to 230 VAC power source, 50-60Hz
  Neutral (L2) Neutral
  Ground (GND) Earth Ground

Relay Output Terminal Block
 Alarm (AL)
 Alarm Return (ALR)

Output: Alarm relay contact, Normally open, 6A, 250VAC/DC max; Contacts closes if one or more of the
following alarms exist: valve communications, memory fault, valve actuator alarm, or tamper alarm.

 Control Enable (CE)
 Control Enable Return (CER)

Output: Control Enable relay contact; Normally open, 6A, 250VAC/DC max; Contact opens if one or more
of the following alarm conditions exist: valve communications, memory fault, or stuck valve alarm.

 High Position Limit (HPL)
 High Position Limit Return (HPLR)

Output: High Position relay contact; Normally open, 6A, 250VAC/DC max; Contact closes if valve position
>= high limit position.

 Low Position Limit  (LPL)
 Low Position Limit Return (LPLR)

Output: Low Position Limit relay contact; Normally open, 6A, 250VAC/DC max; Contact closes if valve
position <= low position limit position.

 Manual Control (MC)
 Manual Control Return (MCR)

Output: Manual Control relay contact; Normally open, 6A, 250VAC/DC max; Contact closes if Control
Interface is in manual control mode.

4-20mA Terminal Block
 4-20mA In A + (INA+)
 4-20mA In A -  (INA-)

Input: 4-20mA valve position command, current into + and out of - terminal;
4mA = minimum position; 20mA = maximum position

 4-20mA In B + (INB+)
 4-20mA In B – (INB-)

Reserved for future use

 4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
 4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

Output: 4-20mA valve position feedback, current out of + and into – terminal;
4mA = 0.0 degrees; 20mA = 80.0 degrees; valve position = [current (mA) – 4.0mA] / 16.0mA * 80 degs
(for non-characterized valve actuator)

Network Terminal Block
 Field 24VDC Power (F24) Output: Communications network +24VDC power
 Field Common (FCOM) Output: Communications network common
 Data A (DA) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘A’ signal
 Data B (DB) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘B’ signal

24VDC Terminal Block Pre-wired only if optional DC supply is provided
 Supply 24VDC Power (S24) 24VDC power source; 1A peak current
 Supply Common (SCOM) 24VDC power source common
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Table 5: SMARTLINK™ DIN Rail Assembly Wiring Specifications
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Terminal Designator:
Name  (Abbreviation)

Wiring Specification (Maximum Length, Type, Min/Max Size, and special requirements)

VAC Terminal Block
 Line Voltage (L1)
 Neutral (L2)
 Ground (GND)

No length limitations; 14 to 22 AWG; Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes; Protective Earth should
also be connected to the ground lug of the enclosure that houses the Control Interface.

Relay Output Terminal Block
 Alarm (AL)
 Alarm Return (ALR)
 Control Enable (CE)
 Control Enable Return (CER)
 High Position Limit (HPL)
 High Position Limit Return (HPLR)
 Low Position Limit  (LPL)
 Low Position Limit Return (LPLR)
 Manual Control (MC)
 Manual Control Return (MCR)

No length limitations; 14 to 22 AWG; Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes.

4-20mA Terminal Block
 4-20mA In A + (INA+)
 4-20mA In A -  (INA-)
 4-20mA In B + (INB+)
 4-20mA In B – (INB-)
 4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
 4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

1000 feet maximum length; Belden 9535, 2-conductor, 100% shield coverage, 300V 80C (UL 2464, CSA
PCC FT 4) or equivalent; Inputs (INA+/- & INB+/-); Requires shield wire termination at enclosure that
houses the Control Interface end. Shield should be connected to the ground lug with a maximum length
of 2 inches.
Output (OUT+/-) shield should be terminated at user’s controller end.

Network Terminal Block
100 feet maximum length; Maxon P/N 59829, Connect-Air International P/N W22P-1005, or equivalent;
EIA Level 4 cable, 2 twisted pair with shield, 22 AWG; Suggested wiring color code convention:
Orange/White (F24), Orange (FCOM), Blue (DA), Blue/White (DB); Requires shield wire termination at
both ends.  Shield should be connected to ground lug of enclosure that houses the Control Interface with
a maximum length of 2 inches.

 Field 24VDC Power (F24)
 Field Common (FCOM)
 Data A (DA)
 Data B (DB)

300 feet maximum length; Belden P/N 3086A; 2 twisted pair with shield; 16 AWG – power pair, 20 AWG
- data pair; Suggested wiring color code convention: Brown (F24), Blue (FCOM), White (DA), Black (DB);
Requires shield wire termination on both ends.  Shield should be connected to earth ground as it enters
the enclosure for the Control Interface with a maximum length of 2 inches.

24VDC Terminal Block
Supply 24VDC Power (S24)
Supply Common (SCOM)

No wiring required if optional supply and pre-wiring are specified;
If supply is not provided, no length limitations exist other than voltage drop considerations versus wire
size constraints; 14 to 22 AWG; Follow all local and NEC 1 codes
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Table 6: SMARTLINK™ Interface Relay Checkout Procedures
SMARTLINK   DIN-Rail
Assembly Terminal Number:
Name  (Abbreviation)

SMARTLINK 
Control Interface
Relay Driver Terminal
Name (Abbreviation)

Checkout Procedure to verify proper relay contact operation

Relay Output Terminal Block Relay Output Drivers
 Alarm (AL)
 Alarm Return (ALR)

Relay Out 1 (RO1) Temporarily disconnect the Data A or B signal to the Valve
Actuator.  Within a few seconds, the Alarm relay (connected to
the Control Interface RO1 terminal) should be energized.

 Control Enable (CE)
 Control Enable Return (CER)

Relay Out 2 (RO2) After power up, the Control Enable relay (connected to the
Control Interface RO2 terminal) should normally be energized.
Temporarily disconnect the Data A or Data B signal to the Valve
Actuator.  Within a few seconds, the Control Enable relay should
not be energized.

 High Position Limit (HPL)
 High Position Limit Return
(HPLR)

Relay Out 3 (RO3) Perform Operational Checkout Step #2 or #3 (page 7300-S-6) to
move the valve actuator throughout its full travel range. With the
valve in its maximum position, the High Position Limit relay
(connected to the Control Interface RO3 terminal) should be
energized.  With the valve commanded to a position 95% or less
than its maximum position, the relay should not be energized.

 Low Position Limit  (LPL)
 Low Position Limit Return
(LPLR)

Relay Out 4 (RO4) Perform Operational Checkout Step #2 or #3 (page 7300-S-6) to
move the valve actuator throughout its full travel range. With the
valve in its minimum position, the Low Position Limit relay
(connected to the Control Interface RO4 terminal) should be
energized.  With the valve commanded to a position 5% or more
above its minimum position, the relay should not be energized.

 Manual Control (MC)
 Manual Control Return (MCR)

Relay Out 5 (RO5) After power up, the Manual Control relay (connected to the
Control Interface RO5 terminal) should not be energized. Put the
SMARTLINK  in a local manual mode as described on page
7300-S-13.  Once the system is put in manual mode, the Manual
Control relay should be energized.
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Table 7: SMARTLINK™ System Configuration Summary

Changing a System Configuration Setting:

a) Select and enter the required system configuration command.
b) After the command is entered, one of the numbered (0-9) lights will be on, indicating the current configuration

setting. (For example: If the lock configuration is set to #0, Lock Disable, the 0 light will be solidly lit after
Command C-5, Lock Enable/Disable, is entered successfully).

c) Select the desired configuration setting by using the INC/DEC switch.  As the INC/DEC switch is momentarily
pushed up or down, the selected setting changes as indicated by turning on the corresponding numbered (0-
9) light.

d) Push the ENTER button after the desired configuration setting is selected.  The numbered light that is lit to
indicate the selected configuration will momentarily turn off indicating the command is complete and the
configuration setting is saved.

e) To confirm the correct setting is saved, re-enter the command and verify the new setting by the numbered (0-
9) light indication.

System configuration of SMARTLINK™ is accom-
plished through execution of the commands shown
below, using the switches and lights on the Control
Interface.

Before performing any system configuration
function, review the factory default settings. In
many applications, modification of the default configu-
ration is not necessary.
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Configuration
Function
(Command #)

Factory Default
(Configuration #)

Description

Select LOS Position
(B-0)

No position change
(#4)

Desired valve position when a loss of signal (L.O.S.) event occurs.  A loss of signal condition
exists if the position command signal drops below 0.05mA. Configuration setting #0, 1, 2, and
3 correspond to the positions defined at index #0, 3, 6, and 9, respectively. Setting #4
corresponds to no position change (i.e. actuator remains in last position before loss of signal).

Select Standby
Position (B-2)

Position Index 0
(#0)

Desired valve position when adjustment mode switch is placed in the STANDBY position.
(The STANDBY function is not active when the unit is in RUN mode.) Configuration setting #0,
1, 2, and 3 correspond to the positions defined at index #0, 3, 6, and 9, respectively.

Select Control
Deadband (B-3)

0.06% Deadband
(#2)

Control deadband placed around the position command input signal to eliminate unwanted
actuator movement caused by electrical noise on the 4-20mA position command.
Configuration setting #0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond to a deadband of 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13,
0.16, and 0.19%, respectively.

Set High Limit
Position Threshold
(B-4)

80.0 degrees
(N/A)

Relay driver Output #3 (RO3) will energize the High Position Limit relay when the valve
position is >= high position limit threshold.  This value is automatically set to 1.0 degree less
than the maximum valve position when modified using Commands A-2 or A-5.

Set Low Limit Position
Threshold (B-5)

0.0 degrees
(N/A)

Relay driver Output #4 (RO4) will energize the Low Position Limit relay when the valve
position is <= low position limit threshold.  This value is automatically set to 1.0 degree above
the minimum valve position when modified using Commands A-2 or A-6.

Set Auto Ramp Adjust
On/Off (B-6)

Auto Ramp ON
(#1)

The automatic ramp function is used during the Valve Position Setup Mode to create a linear
position ramp between the position being adjusted and the two adjacent position indexes.
This provides a position “smoothing” of the valve profile and simplifies valve characterization.
Setting #0 is Auto Ramp OFF and setting #1 is ON.

Enter New Lock
Combination (C-4)

Passcode: 0,0,0,0
(N/A)

4-digit electronic passcode to prevent tampering.  The passcode is required to modify the
configuration only if the lock is enabled.  See Select Lock Enable/Disable configuration below.

Select Lock Enable /
Disable (C-5)

Lock Disable
(#0)

Enable / Disable selection of the electronic “lock” function.  If enabled, the stored passcode
must be entered to modify any configuration or valve profile data. Setting #0 and #1
correspond to Lock Disable and Lock Enable, respectively.
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Table 8: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set 'A'

Continued on page 7300-S-25

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘A’
 A-0:  Enter Manual
Positioning Mode

Command A-0 is used to enter a Manual Positioning Mode that overrides the 4-20 ma, position
command input.  To execute Command A-0, the position command signal must first be driven to
4ma or less.  If the numbered lights flash momentarily after entering Command A-0;
a.) the position command may not be less than 4mA,
b.) the adjustment mode switch may be in the STANDBY position, or
c.) unit may be “locked” to prevent tampering.

After entering Command A-0, the yellow manual light on the Control Interface will be on and RO5
(Relay Output driver #5) will energize the Manual Control relay (if installed).  Once this command
has been entered, the INC/DEC switch can be used to move the valve open or close. If the
adjustment mode switch is in the INDEX position, the INC/DEC switch is used to move between
the 19 electronic position “indexes”.  (See Commissioning Sheet on page 7300-S-17 for the
factory default valve positions for each index).

If the adjustment mode switch is in the ADJ position, pushing the INC/DEC switch up or down
changes the valve position in 1.0 degree steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up or down
position, the position is continuously adjusted until the max/min position is reached. This
command should not be executed when the valve is part of an operating process that
requires continuous, closed-loop valve positioning.

 A-1:  Display Alarm
Codes

After entering Command A-1, the INC/DEC switch is used to scroll through all current alarm
conditions. If the red alarm (“ALM”) light on the Control Interface is on, one or more alarm
condition exists.  (See page 7300-S-15 for Alarm Codes.)

 A-2:  Enter Valve Position
Setup Mode

Command A-2 is used to enter the Valve Position Setup Mode for modifying the 19 position
profile. To execute Command A-2, the position command signal must be 4 ma or greater. (If the
numbered lights flash momentarily after entering Command A-0, the adjustment mode switch may
be in the STANDBY position, or the unit may be “locked” to prevent tampering.)

After entering Command A-2, both the yellow manual light and green run light will be flashing
along with 1 or 2 of the numbered lights that are used to indicate the valve’s position index. The
flashing lights indicate that one of the 19 position indexes can now be modified using the
INC/DEC switch. (For example, if the #1 and #2 light are flashing, position index 1.5 can be
adjusted.) The position command signal determines which of the 19 position indexes can be
modified. With the adjustment mode switch in the ADJ position, pushing the INC/DEC switch up
or down changes the valve position in +/-0.1 degree steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is held in the
up or down position for more than 3 seconds, the valve position is changed in 0.5 degree steps.
After moving the valve to the desired position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the
position setting.  When the Enter button is pressed, the blinking position index lights (0-9) and
command set light ‘a’ will momentarily turn off. See Commissioning Sheet on page 7300-S-17 for
a complete description of the valve characterization procedure.

In the Position Setup mode a maximum movement of 8 degrees from the stored position is
permitted. When the 8 degree limit is reached all of the position index lights will momentarily flash
on. If the adjustment mode switch is in the INDEX position, valve positioning is inhibited and is
indicated by a momentary flash of the position index lights if an INC/DEC switch adjustment is
attempted.  Valve positioning is also inhibited if the position command signal is less than 0.05 ma
and is indicated by turning off the position index lights.

 A-3:  Reserved for future
use

N/A

 A-4:  Reserved for future
use

N/A
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Table 8: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set 'A' (continued)
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SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘A’
A-5:  Set Max Position &
Min/Max Ramp

Command A-5 is used to enter the Valve Position Setup Mode for adjusting the maximum position
(index #9) and setting a linear position ramp from the minimum to maximum stored positions. To
execute Command A-5, the position command signal must be 20mA, +/-0.15mA. (If the numbered
lights flash momentarily after command entry, the position command input is not 20mA or the
adjustment mode switch is in the STANDBY position.)  After entering the command, both the
yellow manual light and green run light will be flashing along with a flashing #9 light. The valve’s
maximum position can now be modified using the INC/DEC switch. If the adjustment mode switch
is in the ADJ position, pushing the INC/DEC switch up or down changes the valve position in +/-
0.1 degree steps. If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up or down position for more than 3
seconds, the valve position is changed in 0.5 degree steps.  After moving the valve to the desired
position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the position setting.  When the Enter button is
pressed, the #9 position index light and the command set light ‘a’ will momentarily turn off.

In the Position Setup mode a maximum movement of 8 degrees from the stored position is
permitted. When the 8 degree limit is reached all of the position index lights will momentarily flash
on. If the adjustment mode switch is in the INDEX position, valve positioning is inhibited and is
indicated by a momentary flash of the position index lights when an INC/DEC adjustment is
attempted. After the command is entered, valve positioning is also inhibited if the command signal
changes from 20mA.

 A-6:  Set Min Position &
Min/Max Ramp

Command A-6 is used to enter the Valve Position Setup Mode for adjusting the minimum position
(index #0) and setting a linear position ramp from the minimum to maximum positions. To enter
Command A-6, the position command signal must be 4mA, +/-0.15mA. Adjustment of the
minimum position is performed identical to adjustment of the maximum position, Command A-5.

 A-7:  Unlock Valve
Configuration

Command A-7 permits entry of a 4-digit passcode to “unlock” the system configuration and
position profile for user modification. A flashing alarm light indicates a “locked” unit. If the alarm
light is not flashing, the unit is already unlocked and the numbered lights will flash momentarily if
command entry is attempted.   After the command is entered, the INC/DEC command is used to
select a passcode digit as indicated by the lights. Once selected, the Enter button should be
pushed and the process repeated 3 more times.  If the 4-digit passcode is correct, the alarm light
will stop flashing and be turned off if no other alarms exist. To re-lock the unit, move the
command switch to the RUN position
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Table 9: SMARTLINK™ User Commands- Command Set 'B'

Continued on page 7300-S-27

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘B’
 B-0:  Select Loss of
Signal (LOS) Position

Command B-0 is a configuration command that permits selection of valve position when a loss of
signal event occurs  (below 0.05mA). After Command B-0 is entered, the current configuration is
shown by one of the numbered lights. Select an L.O.S. configuration, #0,1,2,3, or 4, using the
INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after the desired configuration is indicated by the
numbered lights.

Configuration #0,1,2, and 3 correspond to the positions defined at index #0, 3, 6, and 9 (max),
respectively. (See Commissioning Sheet on page 7300-S-17 for the default valve position for
each index). Configuration #4 corresponds to no position change (actuator remains in last
position before loss of signal). The factory default configuration is #4.

 B-1:  Reserved for future
use

N/A

 B-2:  Select Standby
Position

Command B-2 is a configuration command that permits selection of the STANDBY valve position.
After command entry, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights.  Select a
standby position configuration, #0-3, using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after
the desired configuration is indicated by the numbered lights. Configuration #0,1,2, and 3
correspond to the positions defined at index #0, 3, 6, and 9 (max), respectively. (See
Commissioning Sheet on page 7300-S-17 for the default position for each index).

The STANDBY position is useful if an emergency situation occurs during Valve Position Setup
and the user wants the valve to immediately move to a “safe” position, regardless of the 4-20mA
position command. The valve moves to the STANDBY position when the adjustment mode switch
is in the downward “STANDBY” position.

 B-3:  Select Deadband Command B-3 is a configuration command that is used to select the deadband placed around the
position command input signal.  If the input signal contains spurious noise, hunting of the actuator
may occur.  It is recommended that the source of the noise is eliminated or the 4-20mA cable type
is verified as well as its shield and ground connections.  If the noise cannot be eliminated, the
deadband can be increased as a last resort.

After Command B-3 is entered, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights.
Select a deadband configuration, #0-5, using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after
the desired configuration is indicated by the numbered lights. Configuration #0,1,2,3,4 and 5
correspond to a deadband of 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13, 0.16 and 0.19%, respectively.  The factory
default configuration is #2, 0.06%.

B-4:  Set High Limit
Position Threshold

Command B-4 is a configuration command that is used to adjust the high limit position threshold.
Relay driver Output #3 (RO3) will energize the High Position Limit relay when the valve position is
equal to or greater than the stored high limit position threshold.  The factory default is 80.0
degrees and is automatically set to 1.0 degree less than the maximum valve position when
modified using Commands A-2 or A-5. If the factory default or automatic 1.0 degree offset (from a
user-selected maximum) is acceptable, this configuration is not necessary.

To execute Command B-4, the valve system must be in the Manual Mode (See Command A-0).
With the unit in Manual Mode and adjustment mode switch in the “ADJ” middle position, push the
Enter button and the valve will be driven to the stored value. Then push the INC/DEC switch up or
down to change the valve position in +/-1.0 degree steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up
or down position, the valve position is continuously changed in +/-1.0 degree steps.  After moving
the valve to the desired high limit position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the setting.
When the Enter button is pressed, the position index and command set ‘b’ lights will momentarily
turn off, indicating the new value has been stored.
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Table 9: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set 'B' (continued)
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SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘B’
 B-5:  Set Low Limit
Position Threshold

Command B-5 is a configuration command that is used to adjust the low limit position threshold.
Relay driver Output #4 (RO4) will energize the Low Position Limit relay when the valve position is
less than or equal to the stored low limit position threshold.  The factory default is 0.00 degrees
and is automatically set to 1.0 degree above the minimum valve position when modified using
Commands A-2 or A-6. If the factory default or automatic 1.0 degree offset (from a user-selected
minimum) is acceptable, this configuration is not necessary.

To execute Command B-5, the valve system must be in the Manual Mode (See Command A-0).
With the unit in Manual Mode and adjustment mode switch in the “ADJ” middle position, push the
Enter button and the valve will be driven to the stored value. Then push the INC/DEC switch up or
down to change the valve position in +/-1.0 degree steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up
or down position, the valve position is continuously changed in +/-1.0 degree steps. After moving
the valve to the desired low limit position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the setting.
When the Enter button is pressed, the position index and command set ‘b’ lights will momentarily
turn off, indicating the new value has been stored.

 B-6:  Set Auto Ramp
Adjust On/Off

Command B-6 is a configuration command that is used to set on or off the automatic ramp
function.  The factory default is Auto Ramp ON, configuration #1. Configuration #0 is Auto Ramp
OFF.

After command entry, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select
Auto Ramp ON, #1, or Auto Ramp OFF, #0 using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button
after the desired configuration is indicated by the numbered lights.

The automatic ramp function is used during the Valve Position Setup Mode to create a linear
position ramp between the position being adjusted and the two adjacent position indexes.  This
provides a position “smoothing” of the valve profile and simplifies valve characterization because
only 10 of the 19 position indexes (i.e. index 0, 1, 2, 3, ….instead of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, etc.) require
adjustment.  For custom valve characterization that requires precision adjustment of each of the
19 position indexes, the Auto Ramp function should be OFF.

 B-7:  Reserved for future
use

N/A
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SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Table 10: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set 'C'

Continued on page 7300-S-29

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number / Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘C’
 C-0:  Check Valve
Calibration

For use by Maxon-trained field personnel.

 C-1:  Calibrate Valve For use by Maxon-trained field personnel.

 C-2:  Enable Valve
Calibration / Check

For use by Maxon-trained field personnel.

 C-3:  Reset Factory
Default Settings

Command C-3 is a configuration command that is used to reset all system configuration and valve
position data with the exception of the backup position profile. To execute Command C-3, the
valve system must first be in Position Setup Mode (See Command A-2). With the unit in Position
Setup Mode and Command C-3 selected, push the Enter button.  Light #3 and the command set
‘c’ light should momentarily turn off indicating the reset is complete.

 C-4:  Enter New Lock
Combination

Command C-4 is a configuration command that is used to enter a new 4-digit electronic passcode
to prevent tampering. To execute Command C-4, the electronic “lock” must be enabled and the
unit must be in the “unlocked” state. (A locked unit is indicated by a flashing alarm light.) If all the
numbered lights momentarily flash after command entry, the “lock” function is disabled or the unit
is currently locked.  See Command C-5 to enable the lock function or Command A-7 to unlock the
unit.

After the command is entered, the INC/DEC command is used to select a passcode digit as
indicated by the numbered lights. After the first digit is selected, the Enter button should be
pushed and the numbered light and command set light ‘c’ momentarily turn off.  Repeat the
previous digit entry process 3 more times for a total of 4 digits.  After the 4th digit is entered, the
number #4 light will turn on and the command set ‘c’ light will begin to flash, indicating that a new
4-digit passcode has been saved and the command is complete.

If the 4-digit passcode is forgotten, call Maxon for assistance. The factory default 4-digit pass-
code is 0-0-0-0.

 C-5:  Select Lock Enable
/ Disable

Command C-5 is a configuration command that is used to enable or disable the electronic “lock”
function.   The factory default is configuration #0, Lock Disable. Configuration #1 is Lock Enable.

To execute Command C-5, the unit must be in the unlocked state.  (The alarm light will be
flashing rapidly if the unit is locked. See Command A-7 to unlock the device.) After command
entry, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select either
configuration #0 or #1 using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after the desired
configuration is indicated by the numbered lights.
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 SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

SMARTLINK™ Intelligent Valve Actuator Assembly

Table 10: SMARTLINK™ User Commands - Command Set 'C' (continued)

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number / Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘C’
 C-6:  Save Profile as
Backup

Command C-6 is a configuration command that is used to save the currently stored valve position
profile.  This command is used in conjunction with C-7, Restore Backup Profile, to help ensure
that a proven valve position profile can be restored without re-commissioning if a factory default
reset is accidentally performed or incorrect position adjustments are made during the
commissioning process.

To execute Command C-6, the valve system must first be in Position Setup Mode (See Command
A-2). With Command C-6 selected and the unit in Position Setup Mode, push the Enter button.
Light #6 and the command set ‘c’ light should momentarily turn off, indicating the command has
been executed.

 C-7:  Restore Backup
Profile

Command C-7 is a configuration command that is used to restore a backup valve position profile
as the current operating profile.  This command is used in conjunction with C-6, Save Profile as
Backup, to help ensure that a proven valve position profile can be restored without re-
commissioning if a factory default reset is accidentally performed or incorrect position adjustments
are made during the commissioning process.

To execute Command C-6, the valve system must first be in Position Setup Mode (See Command
A-2). With the unit in Position Setup Mode and Command C-7 selected, push the Enter button.
Light #7 and the command set ‘c’ light should momentarily turn off, indicating the command has
been executed.

General Command Entry Instructions:
1. A user command can be performed only when the following conditions are all satisfied:

a.) MODE switch is not in the RUN position,
b.) one of the green command set lights (a, b, c) is blinking,
c.) ADJUST switch is not in the STANDBY position, and
d.) unit is “unlocked”.  (Condition d. is not required for Command A-7, Unlock Valve Configuration and

Command  A-1, Display Alarm Codes.)
e.) For some commands, the unit must be in a specific mode or have the correct 4-20mA command signal

(see command entry requirements listed on page 7300-S-10 or in Reference Tables 8 through 10 on
pages 7300-S-24 through 29).

2. If the a, b, or c command set light is not blinking, momentarily push the MODE switch in the CMD abc position
(up) or, change the position of the rotary CMD SEL switch. This will start the command set light blinking and
permit a command to be entered.

3. Select the desired command set by momentarily pushing the MODE switch upward to the CMD abc position.
Subsequent CMD abc switch entries will change the command set selection as indicated by the green com-
mand set (a, b, c) lights.

4. Select the desired command number by changing the position of the rotary CMD SEL switch.  When one of the
command set lights is blinking, the command number selected is indicated by the corresponding numbered (0-
9) light being lit.

5. After the command set and number are selected, press the ENTER button.  If all of the numbered lights flash
momentarily after the Enter button is pushed, a command entry error has occurred and the command was not
executed. If an entry error occurs, check if the unit is locked (i.e. alarm light blinking) or the ADJUST switch is
in the STANDBY position. If neither condition exists, check the specific entry requirements of the command.

12/02
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Assembly Numbers & Spare Parts

5/03
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Assembly Numbers

0100 S SLCV - A A 1 1 1 V1 A-
Size Flow

Capacity
Series Body

Connection
Body
Seals

Body
Material

Body
Internals

Torque
Rating

Software
Version

Language

CONFIGURED ITEM NUMBER

Size
0000 - Actuator

Only
0100 - 1”
0125 - 1.25”
0150 - 1.5”
0200 - 2”
0250 - 2.5”
0300 - 3”
0400 - 4”
0600 - 6”
0800 - 8”
1000 - 10”
1200 - 12”
1400 - 14”
1600 - 16”

Flow Capacity
O - Actuator Only
S - Standard

Series
SLCV - SMARTLINK

Butterfly Valve

Language
A - English
X - Special
* - Valve

Body
Only

Body Internals †
1 - Trim Package 1
2 - Trim Package 1,

Oxy-Clean
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Connection
A - ANSI Flange
M  - “M” Style

Flange
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Seals
A - Buna-N
B - Viton
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Material
1 - Cast Iron
2 - Carbon Steel
3 - Brass
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Torque Rating
1 - 300 in-lbs
X - Special
* - Valve Body

Only

Software Version ††
** - Valve Body

Only
V1 - Version 1
XX - Special
1A - Version 1A

† - “Trim Package 1” used with cast iron and carbon steel bodies. “Trim Package 1, Oxy-Clean” used with brass bodies.
†† - The latest version is the default, proper version must be specified for replacement items.

BODY

SMARTLINK™ Valve Model Number

ACTUATOR

Additional Configured Valve Options

Fluid
AIR - Air

PROP - Propane Gas
NAT - Natural Gas
OXY - Oxygen

Flanges
NONE - None Selected

CIANSITHRD - Cast Iron ANSI Threaded Flanges
CSANSITHRD - Carbon Steel ANSI Threaded Flanges

CSWLDG - Carbon Steel Welding Flanges
BRANSITHRD - Brass ANSI Threaded Flanges

BRSLDR - Brass Soldered Flanges

Control Interface
NO - Control Interface Not Selected

YES - Control Interface Selected
(see Page 7300-A/P-3 for options)

Wire
0 - None Selected

100 - 100 feet
500 - 500 feet

Tagging
NONE - No Tagging

ALW - Aluminum (wire-on)
SSP - Stainless Steel (permanent)
SSW - Stainless Steel (wire-on)

Installation
NEW - New Installation
REPL - Replacement

Original Model Number
1 - Configured Item Number
2 - Segment Options
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Assembly Numbers

SL CI V1- A A 1-
Series Software

Version
Language Power

Supply
DIN
Rail

CONF. ITEM  #

Series
SL CI - SMARTLINK

Control
Interface

Language
A - English
X - Special

Power Supply
O - None
A - 24VDC
X - Special
* - Included w/

Enclosure

Enclosure
O - None
A - NEMA 4X

Control Panel
Enclosure †

X - Special

DIN Rail Asby.
O - None
1 - Parts mounted,

factory wired
2 - Parts mounted,

not wired
X - Special
* - Included w/

EnclosureSoftware Version††
** - Valve Body

Only
V1 - Version 1
XX - Special
1A - Version 1A

† - NEMA 4X Control Panel Enclosure includes power supply and DIN rail assembly
†† - The latest version is the default, proper version must be specified for replacement items.

SMARTLINK™ Control Interface Model Number

A
Enclosure

- 1
Alarm

1
Control
Enable

1
High

Position

1
Low

Position

1
Manual
Control

RELAYS

Relays

Alarm
O - None
1 - 24VDC Relay
X - Special

Control Enable
O - None
1 - 24VDC Relay
X - Special

High Position
O - None
1 - 24VDC Relay
X - Special

Manual Control
O - None
1 - 24VDC Relay
X - Special

Low Position
O - None
1 - 24VDC Relay
X - Special

Additional Configured Control Interface Options

Installation
NEW - New Installation
REPL - Replacement

Original Model Number
1 - Configured Item Number
2 - Segment Options
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Assembly Numbers

Valve and Actuator Assembly - Approximate Shipping Weight (in pounds)

eziSevlaV evlaV segnalF

"1 22 4

"52.1 52 4

"5.1 82 6

"2 13 8

"5.2 93 41

"3 44 81

"4 94 22

"6 55 61

"8 16 03

"01 66 37

"21 77 021

"41 901 751

"61 431 402
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SMARTLINK™ MRV
Intelligent MICRO-RATIO® Valve Series

• Optimize fuel efficiency and meet stringent emissions standards through precise, repeatable flow control.

• SMARTLINK™ MRV is an electronic parallel positioning system for air/fuel ratio control; for use in
industrial applications requiring a high degree of precision, repeatability and durability.

• Complete system includes up to four valves and a Control Interface Unit to electronically link the valves to the
user’s process controller.

• Factory-calibrated valve and actuator assembly includes NEMA 4X valve actuators with integrated position
feedback and heavy duty planetary gearheads for reliable, long life operation.

• Compact, robust valve design mounts in any orientation without additional support.

• Each SMARTLINK™ Valve is continuous duty and fully adjustable to 0.1 degrees accuracy.

• Control Interface stores a 22 point user-customized position profile for each valve; offered in several
configurations with optional equipment available.

• Non-incendive for Class I Division 2 Groups A, B, C and D Hazardous (Classified) Indoor and Outdoor
(Type 4X for Valve Actuator) locations.

• Maintenance-free operation; no lubrication required.

• Electronic passcode protection eliminates valve profile tampering.

• Simple set-up; no PC required.
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SMARTLINK™ MRV
Intelligent MICRO-RATIO® Valve Series

The Maxon SMARTLINK™ MICRO-RATIO® Valve
(MRV) is an industrial parallel positioning system for
combustion applications that require a high degree of
precision, repeatability, tamper resistance, and
durability. In addition, SMARTLINK™ MRV interfaces
with all burner management and flame safety sys-
tems, simplifying retrofit applications. The system is
simple to set-up and does not require a personal
computer in the field for commissioning.

SMARTLINK™ MRV includes: a) 2, 3, or 4 Valve
Actuators directly coupled to Maxon valves, and b) a
Control Interface unit which serves as a manual
station, commissioning interface, and “gateway”
between the Valve Actuators and the user’s process
controller, PLC, or distributed control system (DCS).

The Control Interface also synchronizes valve
movement and is available in a complete factory-
wired assembly with a NEMA 4X enclosure. This
“packaged” solution is Class I, Division 2 approved
and eliminates the need for purging systems. It
provides a turnkey, electronic air/fuel ratio control
solution for hazardous petrochemical environments.

The SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator design is an
industrial rated, factory-calibrated assembly. It
incorporates a heavy-duty, planetary gear-head with
integrated, long-life position feedback and a stepper
motor for continuous duty, high precision control of
Maxon control valves. Each Valve Actuator is pow-
ered by 24VDC and includes a digital position control
loop and a communications interface that ensures
reliable operation in electrically noisy environments.
The small footprint, NEMA 4X and Class I, Division 2
approvals, and superior position control performance
make this product a very attractive alternative to
pneumatic equipment.

The SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface is a
DIN rail-mounted device that electronically “links” and
synchronizes valve movement for precision air/fuel
ratio control.  Several front-mounted switches and
lights are provided for displaying alarms, system
configuration, and valve characterization. The Control
Interface also provides a precision 4-20mA firing rate
feedback signal. The unit is offered in a number of
configurations. Optional equipment includes Maxon
Relay Input and Output Interfaces, a User Display,
universal power supply, factory-wired panel assem-
blies, and several NEMA 4X enclosures.

Inside view of
SMARTLINK®

Actuator, showing
planetary gear
heads.

Control Interface
with optional
User Display,
Relay Input,
Output, and
Network
Interfaces in
pre-wired panel
assembly

SMARTLINK® gas valve
(above) and air valve
(right) assemblies
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Design and Application Details

SMARTLINK™ MICRO-RATIO ® Valve (MRV) System
Block Diagram

Principle of Operation
As shown in the block diagram below, the

SMARTLINK™ MRV System synchronously positions
2, 3, or 4 valves with 0.1-degree precision and repeat-
ability.   During burner startup, the user’s burner
management system or flame safety device drives the
system to user-commissioned standby, purge, and
light-off positions. After burner startup, the user’s
process (or temperature) controller drives
SMARTLINK™ MRV with a 4-20mA firing rate com-
mand.

The Control Interface  stores a 22 point, user-
commissioned position profile for each valve and
translates the firing rate command into synchronized,
digital position commands that are sent to the Valve
Actuators over a dedicated communications network.

The Valve Actuators  perform a high-speed control
loop to achieve their position setpoints without over-
shoot. Valve positions are continuously transmitted
digitally by the Valve Actuator over the communications
network to the Control Interface for verification of
proper valve position.  The Control Interface also
provides a 4-20mA output signal that represents actual
burner firing rate for process monitoring. This 4-20mA
output is also used to indicate the actual position of the
valve selected during the commissioning process.

The SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface  includes
a set of switches and lights to allow the user to perform
the following functions:
1) Customize the position profile and commission

each valve for precision burner tuning,

2) Display the operating mode of the system and
indicate alarm/fault codes,

3) Display and change system operating parameters
(such as loss of signal operation and valve speed),

4) Electronically lock the device to prevent tampering,
and

5) Locally control burner firing rate in a manual mode.

The communications network  between the Valve
Actuator and the Control Interface is composed of 4
signal wires: 24VDC, Common, Data-A, and Data-B.
The Control Interface continuously monitors valve
status over the digital network and updates several
relay driver outputs.  These outputs drive interface
relays that indicate when the system is in a light-off,
purge, or alarm state.  An output (Control Enable) is
also provided for the user’s combustion system permis-
sive circuit.  If a SMARTLINK™ fault condition is
detected, such as a stuck valve or corrupted position
memory, this output is de-energized and the burner
system is turned off.

 An optional User Display  with a 4-line x 20-
character LCD is also available to easily commission
the system locally or hundreds of feet away near the
burner or field instrumentation. The User Display also
shows all alarm and fault conditions (as text mes-
sages), time stamps the last 6 shutdown events,
performs system/valve maintenance functions, stores
up to 5 system profiles, and restores the system profile
if the Control Interface is replaced.

SMARTLINK
MRV

Control
Interface

(CI)

24VDC
Power
Supply

SMARTLINK MRV Interface Panel Assembly  
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(RII)
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Notes:
1.) Non-shaded blocks indicate optional Maxon-supplied equipment
2.) Shaded blocks indicate SMARTLINK MRV required components
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Valve Body Specifications
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Valve Body Specifications
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Dimensions (in inches)

1" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 1.25" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 78.2

leetS
dedaerhT 51.3

dedleWtekcoS 48.2

ssarB
dedaerhT 18.2

puCredloS 15.3

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 50.3

leetS
dedaerhT 21.3

dedleWtekcoS 50.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 50.3

puCredloS 36.3

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.2

4.4

2.7

3.5 dia.
bolt circle

.62 dia.
4 holes

5.0 dia.1.4 
dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

1.31

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.0

A

12.2

2.9

4.4

2.5

.62 dia.  4 holes

4.2 dia.

3.1 dia.
bolt circle

1.1 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1.31

1" 1"

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚
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Dimensions (in inches)

1.5" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 2" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 72.3

leetS
dedaerhT 32.3

dedleWtekcoS 42.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 51.3

puCredloS 88.3

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 34.3

leetS
dedaerhT 65.3

dedleWtekcoS 15.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 27.3

puCredloS 26.4

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.2

4.4

2.8

3.9 dia.
bolt circle

5.0 dia.

1.7 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1" 1"

.62 dia.
4 holes

1.31

.5" NPT 
Threads

45˚

4.0

10.2

2.0

3.5

A

12.7

3.4

4.4

3.0

4.8 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

6.0 dia.

2.2 dia.

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1.69

1 1

1"

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads
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Dimensions (in inches)

2.5" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 3" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 27.3

leetS
dedaerhT 76.3

dedleWtekcoS 97.3

ssarB
dedaerhT 08.3

puCredloS 72.5

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 38.3

leetS
dedaerhT 31.4

dedleWtekcoS 30.4

ssarB
dedaerhT 20.4

puCredloS 90.5

4.0

10.2

2.0

4.0

A

13.2

4.2

4.4

3.8 5.5 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

7.5 dia.

2.6 dia.

1.81

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads

4.0

10.2

2.0

4.0

A

13.2

4.2

4.4

6.0 dia. 
bolt circle

.75 dia.
4 holes

7.5 dia.

3.3 dia.

1.81

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

3.8

45˚

.5" NPT 
Threads
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Dimensions (in inches)

4" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

"A"noisnemiDegnalF
norI dedaerhT 31.4

leetS
dedaerhT 60.4

dedleWtekcoS 60.4

10.2

2.0

4.6

A

13.8

5.3

4.4

7.5 dia.
bolt circle

.75 dia.
8 holes

4.3 dia.

2.06

M8 - 1.25 tap
.62 deep
2 holes

1 1

4.9

4.0

9.0 dia.

.5" NPT 
Threads

22.5˚

6" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

6.1 dia.

6.1

1/2-13 UNC
6 holes

7.75" dia.
bolt circle

60˚

4.4

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

.438 deep
4 holes

3.0

3.0

5.9

5.9

10.2

15.1

2.0

4.0

1.5

4.3

8.9 dia.
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Dimensions (in inches)

8" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 10" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

60˚

10.25 dia.
bolt circle1/2-13 UNC

6 holes

8.0 dia.

11.8
dia.

7.6

1.1

3.0

3.0
1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

2.0

4.0

7.4

7.0

10.2

16.2

4.4

1.5

4.4

.438 deep
4 holes

.5" NPT
Threads

3.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

.438 deep
4 holes

18.4

10.2

9.2

7.6

2.5
6.5

4.4

8.4

3.6

10.0 dia.

13.0 dia.

16.0 dia.

14.2 dia.
bolt circle

2.0
4.0

1.0 dia. 
12 holes

Note: Flanges are shipped loose.
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.5" NPT
Threads

8.7

10.2

10.2

3.0
7.6

2.0
4.0

19.4

4.6

9.5

12.0
dia.

1.0 dia.
12 holes

16.0 dia.

19.0 dia.

17.0 dia.
bolt circle

4.4

1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

.438 deep
4 holes

Page 7414 SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Dimensions (in inches)

12" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator 14" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator

.5" NPT
Threads

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

3.0

3.0

4.4

13.2
dia.

17.4
dia.

18.8 dia.
bolt circle

1.1 dia.
12 holes

21.0 dia.

5.8

10.5

9.6

11.4

10.2

20.6

2.0
4.0

3.0
7.6 .438 deep

4 holes

Note: Flanges are shipped loose. Note: Flanges are shipped loose.
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Dimensions (in inches)

16" SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator Control Interface

4.53

4.57

1.00

.5" NPT
Threaded

1.0
1.0

1.0

3.0

3.0

4.4

23.5 dia.

21.2 dia.
bolt circle

19.4 dia.

15.0 dia.

1.12 dia.
16 holes

11.4

6.6

10.5

12.2

10.2

2.0
4.0

21.4

3.0
8.1

.438 deep
4 holes

 

1.0

Note: Flanges are shipped loose.
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Ground
Label

NOTE: Maximum Options Shown

Rail Assembly

Control
Rail Assembly

Warning
Label

Interface
Panel Label

1" W x 2" H 
Wire Duct (typ.)

Terminal Block

6.59

13.18
Mounting Centers

14.2

5.51

13.7

15.7
Mounting Centers

18.2

Ground
Label

Terminal Block
Rail Assembly

Control
Rail Assembly

Warning
Label

Interface
Panel Label

1" W x 2" H 
Wire Duct (typ.)

NOTE: Maximum Options Shown

8.59

17.18
Mounting Centers

7.21

15.77

18.2

22.2 19.7
Mounting Centers 

Page 7416 SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Dimensions (in inches)

24 x 20" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(without enclosure)

20 x 16" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(without enclosure)



.44 x .75 Slot
Alternate Position

Mounting
Lug

A

User Display
(Optional, Door
Mounted Only)

Dust Cover
(Optional)

Logo Label

NOTE: Maximum Options Shown

1.5

1.5

1.25 Typ.

20.0

7.25

14.5

21.5

23.0
Overall
Height

Mounting
Lug

NOTE:  Maximum Options Shown

9.25

18.5

25.5 27.0
Overall
Height

1.25 Typ.

24.0

Page 7417SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Dimensions (in inches)

24 x 20" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(with enclosure)

20 X 16" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(with enclosure)

12/02

A

Section A
Mounting Lug Detail

Enclosure Options:
With User Display -
- User Display w/dust cover mounted on

solid door (dust cover recommended)
- User Display mounted on solid door

without dust cover

Without User Display -
- Window in door
- Solid door
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7

Schematic
Label

Actuator

Information
Label

Hex Head Nut
Flat Washer

Flat 
Washer

Hex Head
Flange Bolts

Valve Body

Flange Gasket

Flange 

Actuator
Mounting

Bolts

Component Identification
Valve Body & Actuator
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Page 7400-S-1SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Installation and Operating Instructions

Installation Instructions:
SMARTLINK™ MRV components ............................................................................................................ 7400-S-2
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Optional SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Assemblies ...................................................................... 7400-S-3
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Operating Instructions:
Understanding the SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface ........................................................................ 7400-S-12
Using the Control Interface for Command Entry ....................................................................................... 7400-S-13
User Display Operation & Wiring Checkout .............................................................................................. 7400-S-15
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10-Point System Commissioning ............................................................................................................. 7400-S-18
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SMARTLINK™ MRV Reference Tables:
Table 1: SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Terminal Descriptions ...................................................... 7400-S-26
Table 2: SMARTLINK™ MRV Valve Actuator Terminal Descriptions ....................................................... 7400-S-27
Table 3: SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Field Wiring Specifications ............................................... 7400-S-28
Table 4: SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface Terminal Descriptions .................................................... 7400-S-29
Table 5: SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface Field Wiring Specifications ............................................ 7400-S-30
Table 6: SMARTLINK™ MRV Relay Input Interface Terminal Descriptions and Wiring Specifications ..... 7400-S-31
Table 7: SMARTLINK™ MRV Relay Output Interface Terminal Descriptions and Wiring Specifications .. 7400-S-32
Table 8: SMARTLINK™ MRV Network Interface Terminal Descriptions and Wiring Specifications .......... 7400-S-33
Table 9: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Display Terminal Descriptions and Wiring Specifications ................. 7400-S-34
Table 10: SMARTLINK™ MRV Relay Output Interface Checkout Procedures ......................................... 7400-S-35
Table 11: SMARTLINK™ MRV System Configuration Settings ............................................................... 7400-S-36
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Table 13: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands – Command Set B ....................................................... 7400-S-40
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Before operating this product, read all installation, commissioning, and operating instructions.
Failure to follow these instructions could result in product damage or cause a hazardous condition.
Check all ratings, product specifications, and installation requirements provided to ensure the product
is suitable for the intended application. This product must be setup and maintained in the field by
qualified combustion personnel.
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Page 7400-S-2

Installation Instructions

SMARTLINK™ MRV System

SMARTLINK™ MRV Components

As shown below, the minimum SMARTLINK™ MRV
system requires two Valve Actuators and one (DIN rail-
mounted) Control Interface.  A total of four Valve
Actuators can by supported by one Control Interface.
In addition, several optional DIN rail-mounted compo-
nents are available to simplify electrical interfacing and
commissioning.  These optional components include:

a.) Relay Input Interface  – Provides the electrical
interface between the 6 Control Interface inputs
and the customer’s burner management or flame
safety device.  This device is available in
120VAC, 230VAC, and 24VDC models.

b.) Relay Output Interface – Provides the electrical
interface between the 5 Control Interface outputs
and the customer’s burner management or flame
safety device.

c.) Network Interface – Provides a plug-type
terminal connector for all SMARTLINK™ MRV
field devices.

d.) User Display – Provides a 4-line x 20-character
LCD display for system commissioning and
maintenance.

e.) Universal Power Supply – Provides regulated
24VDC power to all SMARTLINK™ MRV system
components.

These optional components can be ordered individu-
ally and wired by the customer. However, two
SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel assemblies are
available with factory-wired components as follows:

(1) 24”x20” Interface Panel: Includes factory-wired
Input & Output Relay Interfaces, Network
Interface, Supply, Control Interface, User Dis-
play, and Terminal Block Assembly

(2) 20”x16” Interface Panel: Includes factory-wired
Input & Output Relay Interfaces, Network
Interface, Supply, Control Interface, and Terminal
Block Assembly

The larger, 24” x 20” Interface Panel includes a
User Display.  Both Interface Panels provide a 4-Amp
breaker and power switch as well as a labeled terminal
block for field wiring.

The Interface Panels can be specified with a
windowed, NEMA 4X enclosure in painted steel, 304-
stainless or 316-stainless. When provided with a
NEMA 4X enclosure, the complete package is
Class 1, Division 2 approved and no purging
equipment is required.

Because SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuators communi-
cate digitally to the Control Interface, an EIA Level 4
Cable with 2 twisted pair and shield is required for
these connections.  See the Electrical Installation
section for wiring specifications.

Minimum SMARTLINK™ MRV System Requirements
2 Valve Actuators & 1 Control Interface
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Installation Instructions

SMARTLINK™ MRV System

12/02

Optional Components

User Display

Relay Input Interface Relay Output Interface Network Interface

Universal Supply

Optional SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Assemblies

Interface Panel without Enclosure
(24" x 20" Interface Panel shown; 20" x 16" Interface Panel

does not include User Display)
Interface Panel with Enclosure

(24" x 20" Interface Panel shown; 20" x 16" Interface Panel
does not include User Display)
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Installation Instructions

Mechanical Installation

Ground
Label

Terminal Block
Rail Assembly

Control
Rail Assembly

Warning
Label

Interface
Panel Label

1" W x 2" H 
Wire Duct (typ.)

NOTE: Maximum Options Shown

8.59

17.18
Mounting Centers

7.21

15.77

18.2

22.2 19.7
Mounting Centers 

24" x 20" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(without enclosure)

20" x 16" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(without enclosure)

Ground
Label

NOTE: Maximum Options Shown

Rail Assembly

Control
Rail Assembly

Warning
Label

Interface
Panel Label

1" W x 2" H 
Wire Duct (typ.)

Terminal Block

6.59

13.18
Mounting Centers

14.2

5.51

13.7

15.7
Mounting Centers

18.2

The mechanical installation of the SMARTLINK™
MRV system requires the following:

• SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuators:
Install the Valve Actuator assemblies in any
orientation within the appropriate air and fuel pipe
trains. SMARTLINK™ MRV is available as a 2,
3, or 4-valve system. The number of Valve
Actuators to be installed with the MRV Control
Interface is indicated by one of the fields within
the Control Interface model number. (See Assem-
bly Number page 7400-A/P-4.)

• SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface
(When ordered without Interface Panel):
The Control Interface must be snapped onto a
DIN rail within a customer’s enclosure.

• SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface
(When ordered with Interface Panel and no
enclosure):
Remove the 4 threaded mounting studs on the
Interface Panel saving the bolts, washers and
nuts for re-installation later. (Refer to panel
drawings below.) If the back of the customer’s
panel is inaccessible, tap four 6mm holes in the
customer panel using the SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel as a template. Re-install the
threaded studs into the customer panel and bolt
the Interface Panel using the hardware removed
earlier. (If the back of the customer panel is
accessible, drill 4 holes on the customer panel
and install the mounting hardware using the nuts
to capture the studs on the back of the customer
plate.)
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Installation Instructions

SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Mechanical Installation  (continued)

.44 x .75 Slot
Alternate Position

Mounting
Lug

A

User Display
(Optional, Door
Mounted Only)

Dust Cover
(Optional)

Logo Label

NOTE: Maximum Options Shown

1.5

1.5

1.25 Typ.

20.0

7.25

14.5

21.5

23.0
Overall
Height

Mounting
Lug

NOTE:  Maximum Options Shown

9.25

18.5

25.5 27.0
Overall
Height

1.25 Typ.

24.0

24" x 20" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(with enclosure)

20" x 16" SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel
(with enclosure)

Section A
Mounting Lug

Detail

Enclosure Options:

With User Display -
- User Display w/dust cover mounted on solid door

(dust cover recommended)
- User Display mounted on solid door without dust

cover

Without User Display -
- Window in door
- Solid door

• SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface
(When ordered with Interface Panel & Enclosure):
Bolt the NEMA 4X enclosure to a wall using the slot
(0.44” x 0.75”) in each of the four mounting feet.
(Refer to enclosed panel drawings below).

12/02
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SMARTLINK
MRV

Control
Interface

(CI)

24VDC
Power
Supply

SMARTLINK MRV Interface Panel Assembly

SMARTLINK
Relay Input

Interface
(RII)

 I/
O

 T
er

m
in

al
 B

lo
ck

s
 4

-2
0 

m
A

 T
er

m
in

al
 B

lo
ck

Firing Rate

Firing Rate Feedback

T
o/

F
ro

m
  U

se
r’s

P
ro

ce
ss

 C
on

tr
ol

le
r

T
o/

F
ro

m
 U

se
r’s

B
ur

ne
r 

M
an

ag
em

en
t

A
C

 P
ow

er

SMARTLINK
Valve  Actuator #0

SMARTLINK
Valve  Actuator #1

SMARTLINK
Valve Actuator  #2

SMARTLINK
Valve  Actuator #3

SMARTLINK
User Display

SMARTLINK
Network
Interface

(NI)
SMARTLINK

Relay Output
Interface

(ROI)

SMARTLINK
Future Field Device

 V
A

C
 T

er
m

in
al

s

SMARTLINK
Local User

Display

Notes:
1.) Non-shaded blocks indicate optional Maxon-supplied equipment
2.) Shaded blocks indicate SMARTLINK MRV required components

Circuit
Breaker
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Installation Instructions

SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Electrical Installation

The SMARTLINK™ MRV System block diagram
below indicates the sources and destinations of all
electrical wiring. If the Control Interface is ordered
with an Interface Panel assembly, the following field
wiring is required:

• 120/230 VAC supply and protective earth
wiring between the customer’s fused, AC power
source and Interface Panel terminal block (L1,
L2, and PE).

• Low voltage 4-20mA firing rate command and
feedback signal wiring between the user’s
process controller and Interface Panel terminal
block (INA+, INA-, OUT+, and OUT-). The shield
wire for the firing rate command (INA+ and INA-)
should be grounded immediately as it enters the
enclosure that houses the MRV Interface Panel.
If the Interface Panel is purchased with the
enclosure option, terminate the shield wire on
the corner ground post closest to where the cable
enters. The shield wire for the 4-20mA firing rate
feedback (OUT+, OUT-) should be terminated
only at the process or temperature controller end.

• Input Command Relay wiring between the
customer’s burner management or flame safety
device and the Interface Panel terminal block
(PPC, LPC, MVC, RRC, and CCOM). The
ground reference (CCOM) must be wired for
any of the input command signals to function.

• Output Relay wiring between the customer’s
burner management or flame safety system and
the Interface Panel terminal block (ALM/ALMR,
CE2/CE1R, PPP/PPPR, and LPP/LPPR).

• Communications Network wiring between each
SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuator (+24, GND, DA,
DB, SHD) and the 4-terminal connectors (F24+,
F24-, DA, DB) of the Network Interface. The
shield wire of each network cable should be
connected to the actuator “SHD” terminal (keep-
ing the shield length to 1 inch or less).  The
shield wire should also be tied to ground as it
enters the enclosure of the MRV Interface Panel
(keeping the maximum length to 6 inches or
less). If the Interface Panel is purchased with
the enclosure option, terminate the shield wire
on the corner ground post closest to where the
cable enters the enclosure.

Maxon SMARTLINK™ MICRO-RATIO® Valve (MRV)
System Block Diagram
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OUT-

OUT+

INB-

INB+

INA-

INA+

F24+

F24-

DA

DB

S24+

S24-

OUT-

OUT+

INB-

INB+

INA-

INA+

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

F24-
F24+

DB
DA

CE1R
CE1

 (-)

(+)

PPPR
PPP

LPPR
LPP

CO1R
CO1

RO1

RO2

RO3

RO4

RO5

S24-

Control Enable #1

Control Enable #2

Purge Position

Proven

Lightoff Position

 Proven

Custom Output #1

SMARTLINK
Relay Output

Interface
(ROI)

24VDC
Power
Supply

Network & Power
Connectors for
Actuators and
Displays

Relay
Output
(Form A)
Terminals

SMARTLINK

MRV

Control

Interface

(CI)

120 / 230 VAC  Power
Input Terminals

4-20 mA Inputs &
Output Terminals

Purge Position
Command

Lightoff Position
Command

Modulate Valves
Command

Remote Reset
Command

Custom Application
Command #1

SMARTLINK
Relay Input

Interface
(RII)

Custom Application
Command #2

RI1

RI2

RI3

RI4

RI5

RI6

 PPC

 LPC

 MVC

 RRC

 CAC1

Relay
Command
Terminals

 CAC2

CCOM

SMARTLINK
Network
Interface

(NI)

120/230 VAC

Neutral

Protective Earth

L1

L2

PE

Command
Common

F24+

F24-

DA

DB

Alarm
ALMR

ALM

CE2R
CE2

6

5

4

3

2

1

24

22

20

18

16

14

COM

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

S24+

S24+ S24-

Circuit
Breaker

F24-
F24+
DB
DA

SMARTLINK
User Display
(Not included with

20”x16” MRV
Interface Panel)

(Firing Rate Command)

(Reserved for Future Use)

(Firing Rate Feedback)
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Installation Instructions

SMARTLINK™ MRV System

The MRV Interface Panel includes a Universal
Power Supply, Relay Input Interface, Relay Output
Interface and Network Interface module. (The 24”x20”
Interface Panel also includes a User Display.) These
DIN rail-mounted devices are factory-wired to the
SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface and a labeled
terminal block assembly for field wiring as shown in the
wiring diagram below. A “typical” electrical schematic
of a SMARTLINK™ MRV system is also provided as a
representative example of how the system is inter-
faced to a temperature controller and flame safety
device.

Electrical wiring should be performed in accor-
dance with all local and NEC 1 codes.  See Reference
Table 1 and Table 2 (page 7400-S-26 & 27) for terminal
descriptions of the MRV Interface Panel and Valve
Actuator. Reference Table 3 (page 7400-S-28) summa-
rizes the maximum length, type, and size of all field
wiring required for the MRV Interface Panel.

If the Control Interface is purchased without a
factory-wired Interface Panel, see Reference Tables
4 through 9 (pages 7400-S-29 to 34) for terminal
descriptions of the individual SMARTLINK™ MRV
electronic components: Control Interface, Relay Input
Interface, Relay Output Interface, Network Interface
and User Display.

SMARTLINK™ MICRO-RATIO® Valve (MRV) Interface Panel Block Diagram

Electrical Installation

12/02
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Page 7400-S-8 SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Installation Instructions

Typical SMARTLINK™ MRV Wiring Schematic

TO: 200

120/1/60

CE1

CE2R

Control Panel 
Power

Off On
10 amp

Control Panel
Power On

Combustion Air
Pressure Switch

Low Gas
Pressure Switch

High Gas
Pressure Switch

Customer
Interlocks #1

Customer
Interlocks #2

To SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel

See Line 312

PPC

See Line 307

Relay
Input

Remote Burner 
Start

6

17

L2
4

12

13

1420

15

Honeywell Flame
Safeguard RM7800E-1010

Jumper All Unused Limits and Interlocks

Request 
for Heat

(L1)

Lockout
Interlocks

Neutral

Proof of 
Closure

Continued on Line 200

See Line 307

To SMARTLINK™ MRV 
Interface Panel

To SMARTLINK™ MRV 
Interface Panel

To SMARTLINK™ MRV 
Interface Panel

See Line 306

Purging

Purge
Complete

Temperature
Control Enable

Interlocks 
Proven

Main Valve
VCS1

Blocking Valve 
VCS1

Field Wiring 
Shown for 

Block and Bleed 
Valve Arrangement

L2

L2

L1

L1

25

27

Honeywell High Temp Limit 
DC330L-E0-000-10-0A0000-00-0

26+

L2

GND

-

Cold
Jumper

Wht/Yel

Red
This device is 
externally mounted
to the enclosure
door.

See Note 4

Relay
Input

Relay
Input

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

LPC

MVC
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Installation Instructions

Typical SMARTLINK™ MRV Wiring Schematic (continued)

From: 115

F24+

DA
DB

OC+
OC-

 F24-

3
2
1

4
5

CR

SMARTLINK™ MRV
User Display

L2

PPP

PPPR

To SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel

See Line 313

19
High Fire 
Position

18
Low Fire 
Position

5

3
Alarm

8Ignition
(10 sec.)

21Interrupted
Pilot

F
Flame Detector

22
Shutter

G

9
Main Valves

Continued from Line 115

Honeywell Flame Safeguard
 RM7800E-1010

Pilot On

Alarm

Pilot Indicator
Relay

Pilot Indicator
Relay

See Line 211

See Line 205

Pilot Valve

Spark Plug

Spark Ignition
Transformer

Ignition cable to the spark
electrode must be run in 

separate conduit

Wire to the detector should be #14 AWG 
Type 600V insulated wire or equivalent. 
Wire must not be in the same conduit with
power wiring.

Honeywell
Self-Checking
Flame Detector
C7061A-1012

Blue

Yellow
White (L2)

Honeywell Keyboard
Display Module

This device is externally 
mounted to the enclosure
door, and is rated for 
NEMA 4 environment.

(DDL
Cable)

LPP

LPPR

To SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel

See Line 314

ALM

ALMR

To SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel

See Line 310

RRC

To SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel

See Line 305

Relay
Input

SL-MRV Alarm

See Line 315

This device is externally mounted
to the enclosure door, and protected
with water resistant cover and gasket

SL-MRV Alarm 
Reset

White (S)

To: SMARTLINK™  MRV
Network Interface

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

12/02
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Installation Instructions

Typical SMARTLINK™ MRV Wiring Schematic (continued)

 

 

 

 

 

 

F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB
F24+
F24-
DA
DB

120/1/60

 

24

Yellow 6

SMARTLINK™ MRV
Relay Input Interface

Yellow

22

20

18

16

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow 3

4

5

2

25

23

21

19

17

S24-

COM S24+

Cabur 24 VDC Power Supply
CS224/90 XAS02VH 

Circuit Breaker
Weidmuller 9911400005

315

314

313

312

311

310

308

309

307

306

305

304

303

302

301

300

12

11

9

10

15

14

13

16

17

18

Red

2

S24+

1

3

4

5

Green

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

SMARTLINK™ MRV
Relay Output Interface

14

1

INA+

INA-

INB+

INB-

Out+

Out-

Data B

Data A

F24-

F24+

RI6

RI5

RI4

RI3

RI2

RI1

SMARTLINK™ MRV
Control Interface

RO1

RO2

RO3

RO4

R05

S24-

15

S24+

S24-

CAC2

CAC1

RRC

MVC

LPC

PPC

CCOM

CE2R

CE2

CE1R

CE1

PPPR

PPP

LPPR

LPP

C01R

C01

PE
PE

L2
L2

L1
L1

I >
 4

L1S
L1S INA+

INA-

INB+

INB-

OUT+

OUT-

TO:
Valve 0

1

2

GND

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

9

8

7

6

11

10

13

12

15

42
41

41
41
41

48

47

46

45

44

43
42

3 3

41

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

42

35

34

33

32

31

25

26

27

28

29

30

40

39

38

37

3
2

GND

42
42

14

41

31

32

33

34

35

SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel without User Display

TO:
Valve 1

TO:
Valve 2

TO:
Valve 3

Spare

Spare

8

7
ALMR

ALM 4

55

L2

L1

TO: 
User Display

See Line 212

See Line 213

See Line 104

See Line 104

See Line 201

See Line 201

See Line 204

See Line 204

See Line 214

See Line 214

See Note 8

See Line 114

See Line 110

See Line 400

See Line 404

See Line 401

See Line 403

See Line 405

See Line 214

See Line 404

See Line 108

4-20 mA Temp
Control Input

SMARTLINK™ MRV
Network Interface

+

-

N
L
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Installation Instructions

Typical SMARTLINK™ MRV Wiring Schematic (continued)

+24V
GND
DATA A
DATA B
SHIELD

+24V
GND
DATA A
DATA B
SHIELD

+24V
GND
DATA A
DATA B
SHIELD

+24V
GND
DATA A
DATA B
SHIELD

3

408

407

406

405

404

403

402

401

400

SMARTLINK™ 
Valve 0

See Line 308

SMARTLINK™ 
Valve 1

SMARTLINK™ 
Valve 2

SMARTLINK™ 
Valve 3

L1

25

27

Honeywell
Temperature Controller

DC3308-C0-000-10-0A0000-00-0

26+

L2

2
+

GND

-

L2

Cold
Jumper

Wht/Yel Red

INA+

INA-

To SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel

See Line 300

4-20 
mA

Input

 -

4-20 mA
Output

L1

This device is externally
mounted to the enclosure door.

See Notes 1, 2

See Notes 1, 2

See Notes 1, 2

See Notes 1, 2

See Note 4

To: SMARTLINK™ MRV
Network Interface

See Line 309

To: SMARTLINK™ MRV
Network Interface

See Line 310

To: SMARTLINK™ MRV
Network Interface

See Line 311

To: SMARTLINK™ MRV
Network Interface

NOTES:

NOTE 1: Recommended wire color code for SMARTLINK™
MRV  Control Network

tnenopmoC
lanimreT
noitangiseD

elbaCkrowteNVRM™KNILTRAMS

92895#noxaM
).tf001deecxeotton(

16803#nodleB
).tf003deecxeotton(

42+/+42F egnaro/etihw nworb
DNG/-42F egnaro eulb

AD eulb/etihw etihw
BD eulb kcalb

NOTE 2: All shields should terminate to GND within 6" of where it
enters the cabinet.

NOTE 3: Blue 14AWG MTW/AWM wire is to be used on 4-20mA
signal.

NOTE 4: Type "J" thermocouples are color coded with white as
(+) and red as (-). Type "K" thermocouples are color coded with
yellow as (+) and red as (-). Thermocouple wires must be run in
separate conduit.

NOTE 5: Installation, operation, and maintenance shall conform
with National Fire Protection Association standards, national and
local codes, and authorities having jurisdiction.

NOTE 6: Wire numbers assigned only to SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel.

NOTE 7: Symbol Key

12/02

Indicates terminals and wiring in
SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Panel

Indicates component terminals

Indicates SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface
Panel DIN Rail Terminal Block

Indicates adjacent SMARTLINK™ MRV
Interface Panel DIN Rail Terminal Blocks
jumpered together

Indicates external wiring

NOTE 8: The ground reference for all input command signals
must be wired by the customer and its termination depends on the
relay input interface purchased (i.e. VAC vs. VDC).
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Page 7400-S-12 SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Operating Instructions

The installer should perform the following steps prior to commissioning the SMARTLINK™ MRV system:
· Review SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface operation and command entry
· Wiring checkout prior to applying power
· Operational checkout after applying power
· System configuration if required by the application
· System commissioning for burner operation

Understanding the SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface
The lights and switches of the SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface allow the user to:
a) Display and change configuration parameters (i.e. loss of signal position and valve movement),
b) Display the operating mode of the valve and indicate alarm conditions,
c) “Lock” the device electronically to prevent tampering,
d) Customize the position profile of each valve for burner tuning, and
e) Locally control the movement of the valves.

MAN Light – Unit in Manual Positioning Mode when lit or blinking.
RUN Light – Unit in Run Mode when lit; Startup Mode when blinking; Position Setup Mode if 
RUN and MAN lights are blinking; Shutdown Mode if RUN and MAN lights are OFF.
ALM Light – Alarm exists when lit; Unit is locked if blinking.
 
0 – 9 Lights – Indicates valve position index when unit is in Manual or Position Setup Mode; 
Also indicates command number selected by rotary CMD SEL switch and configuration 
setting.

ENTER Switch – Momentary pushbutton for command entry and saving configuration or 
valve position changes.

MODE Switch – 3 positions: (1) RUN (down) places unit in Run or Startup Mode for relay 
input and 4-20mA command operation, (2) Command Entry (middle) for selecting user 
command with rotary switch, and (3) CMD abc (up, with momentary action) for Command Set 
selection.

ADJUST Switch – 3 positions: (1) MINIMUM (down) for emergency movement to minimum 
positions when not in Run Mode, (2) ADJ (middle) enables valve movement in 0.1 degree 
steps when using the INC/DEC switch in Manual or Position Setup Mode, and (3) INDEX 
enables positioning moves to the 19 position indexes when using INC/DEC switch in Manual 
Mode.

INC/DEC Switch – 3 positions: INC and DEC (up & down, with momentary action) for valve 
opening and closing in Manual or Position Setup Mode; also used for changing configuration 
settings and selecting a valve to change its respective profile.  Middle position has no 
function.

Command Set Lights – Identifies which command set (a, b, or c) is currently selected (when 
blinking) or active (when not blinking).

CMD SEL (Rotary) Switch – Selects command number, 0 thru 7. 

SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface Switch & Light Functions
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Page 7400-S-13SMARTLINK™ MRV System

Operating Instructions

Using the Control Interface for Command Entry

There are 3 SMARTLINK™ MRV command sets (a, b, and c) as listed below. Several of the commands
have special requirements before they can be executed. For example, before entering the Set Max Position
& Ramp Command, the unit must be at position index #9 or the command cannot be executed.

Command Set "A" A-0 ......Enter Manual Positioning Mode ..........Unit not in Shutdown Mode
A-1 ......Display Alarm Codes
A-2 ......Enter Position Setup Mode .................Unit not in Shutdown Mode
A-3 ......Display/Change Selected Valve
A-4 ......Commission Valve..............................Unit in Setup Mode, MVC input on;
........................................................................Shutdown Mode to replace valve
A-5 ......Set Max Position and Ramp ...............Unit at Position Index = 9, not in
........................................................................Shutdown Mode
A-6 ......Set Min Position and Ramp ................Unit at Position Index = 0, not in
........................................................................Shutdown Mode
A-7 ......Unlock System Configuration .............Unit must be already "locked"

Command Set "B" B-0 ......Select Loss of Signal Position
B-1 ......Set Purge Position..............................Custom Startup enabled,
........................................................................MVC off, not in Shutdown Mode
B-2 ......Set Standby Position ..........................Custom Startup enabled,
........................................................................MVC off, not in Shutdown Mode
B-3 ......Select Deadband
B-4 ......Select Startup Configuration
B-5 ......Set Light-Off Position .........................Custom Startup enabled,

..............................................................................................................MVC off, not in Shutdown Mode
B-6 ......Select Auto Ramp Adjust
B-7 ......Select Movement Configuration

Command Set "C" C-0 ......Valve Test ..........................................Unit in Shutdown Mode
C-1 ......Reserved for Trained Personnel ..........See Installation & Operating Instructions
C-2 ......Reserved for Trained Personnel ..........See Installation & Operating Instructions
C-3 ......Reset Factory Default Settings ...........Unit in Position Setup Mode, MVC input off
C-4 ......Enter New Lock Passcode .................Unit "unlocked" and lock function enabled to
........................................................................modify
C-5 ......Select Lock Enable / Disable ..............Unit "unlocked" to modify
C-6 ......Save Profile as Backup ......................Unit in Position Setup Mode
C-7 ......Restore Backup Profile .......................Unit in Position Setup Mode, MVC input off

12/02
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Page 7400-S-14

Operating Instructions

SMARTLINK™ MRV System

General Command Entry Instructions:

1. A user command can be performed only when the following conditions are all satisfied:
a.) Mode switch is not in the RUN position,
b.) One of the green Command Set lights (a, b, c) is blinking,
c.) ADJUST switch is not in the MINIMUM position,
d.) Unit is “unlocked”,  and
e.) For some commands, the unit must be in a specific mode, position index, etc. (See command

entry requirements listed on page 7400-S-13 or in Reference Tables 12 through 14 on pages 7400-
S-37 through 44.

Note: Condition d. above is not required for Command A-7, Unlock Configuration and Command A-1,
Display Alarm Codes.

2. If the a, b, or c Command Set light is not blinking, momentarily push the MODE switch in the CMD
abc position (up) or, change the position of the rotary CMD SEL switch.  This will start the Command
Set light blinking and permit a command to be entered.

3. Select the desired Command Set by momentarily pushing the MODE switch upward to the CMD abc
position.  Subsequent CMD abc switch entries will change the command set selection as indicated by
the green Command Set (a, b, c) lights.

4. Select the desired command number by changing the position of the rotary CMD SEL switch.  When
one of the command set lights is blinking, the command number selected is indicated by the corre-
sponding numbered (0-9) light being lit.

5. After the command set and number are selected, press the ENTER button.  If all of the numbered
lights flash momentarily after the ENTER button is pushed, a command entry error has occurred and
the command was not executed. If an entry error occurs, check to see if the unit is locked (i.e. alarm
light blinking) or the ADJUST switch is in the MINIMUM position.  If neither condition exists, check
the specific entry requirements of the command.

Using the Control Interface for Command Entry (continued)

Each of the user commands can be initiated by following the general command entry procedure outlined
below.
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Operating Instructions

User Display Operation
The optional SMARTLINK™ MRV User Display

simplifies commissioning and viewing system status
with a back-lit, 4-line by 20-character, liquid crystal
display (LCD).  The User Display can be remotely
mounted up to 1000 feet away from the Control
Interface for remote commissioning and control room
monitoring.  Multiple displays can be connected to the
system for both local and remote operation.  All
commissioning functions provided within the Control
Interface can be performed with the User Display.
However, the User Display provides the following
functions in addition to the Control Interface commis-
sioning and status capabilities:

• Alarm and fault condition text message display
• Time-stamped history of 6 shutdown events
• System and valve maintenance functions
• Storing and viewing of up to 5 system profiles
• Restoring system profile in replacement Control

Interface

See Reference Table 15 for a summary of the Main
Menu and Sub-Menu Command list. The five keys on
the display are used as follows:
1) Press [MENU] key to move down Main Menu or

Sub-Menu command list.
2) Press [BACK] key to move up Main Menu or Sub-

Menu list.
3) Press [ENTER] to move from Main Menu com-

mand item to Sub-Menu list.
4) Press [BACK] key to move from the top command

item in a Sub-Menu list back to the Main Menu.
5) Press [ENTER], [BACK] or [ARROW] keys to

accomplish specific Sub-Menu tasks as prompted
by the display.

6) When on a Main Menu item, press [MENU] and
[DOWN] key simultaneously to reach last Main
Menu item.

7) When on a Main Menu item, press [BACK] and
[UP] key simultaneously to reach first main menu
item.

Wiring Checkout
Before applying power to the SMARTLINK™ MRV

Interface Panel, Control Interface, or Valve Actuators,
perform the following wiring checkout:

1) Verify that 120 VAC (or 230 VAC) power and
burner management control signals are connected
to the proper field wiring terminals of the MRV
Interface Panel.

2) If a factory-wired Maxon MRV Interface Panel was
not purchased, verify that no 120 VAC (or 230
VAC) wiring is connected directly to any Control
Interface or Valve Actuator terminal. The MRV
Control Interface (and Valve Actuators) must be
powered by a 24Volt DC source.

3) Verify the proper wire type and maximum wire
length requirements are satisfied for all connec-
tions.

4) Verify network/power connection color codes are
correct for the Valve Actuators.

5) Measure the resistance between earth ground at
the enclosure of the Control Interface and each of
the four signals wired to the Valve Actuator: F24+
(Field 24VDC), F24- (Field 24VDC Common), DA
(Data-A), and DB (Data-B).  The resistance should
indicate an open circuit (i.e., a resistance value
greater than 106 Ohms).  If an open circuit is not
measured, damage or incorrect wiring of the
control network cable exists and must be located.

6) Verify proper termination of shields for the 4-20mA
cables and the power/network cable between the
MRV Interface Panel, Control Interface and Valve
Actuators.

7) If a Maxon SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel is
not provided, verify that all customer-provided
output relays connected to RO1 through RO5 of
the Control Interface have a 24 VDC coil rating and
require less than 100mA to turn on.

Refer to SMARTLINK™ MRV Reference Tables 1
through 5 (pages 7400-S-26 to 30) for all terminal
definitions and wiring/shielding requirements.
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Operational Checkout
Apply power to the SMARTLINK™ MRV System. If

an MRV Interface Panel was purchased, switch the
breaker located on the lower rail of the Interface Panel
to the ON (or up) position.  The breaker switch will
power all system components including the
SMARTLINK™ Valve Actuators.  Perform the following
operational checkout prior to attempting burner light-off
and commissioning the system for burner operation:

1) Disable the flame safety or burner management
system by turning the combustion blower off and
manually turning off the pilot and main fuel supply.

2) Place the Mode switch of the Control Interface in
its middle position. With all Valve Actuators wired,
verify the Control Interface Alarm light is off and
the Run light is blinking indicating the system is in
the Startup Mode. If the Control Interface alarm
light is on, see Page 7400-S-23 on troubleshooting
and alarms, to determine the cause of the alarm
and corrective actions.

3) Verify operation of each SMARTLINK™ MRV relay
output by using the procedures summarized in
Table 10 (page 7400-S-35).  If a Maxon MRV
Interface Panel is provided, the Relay Output
Interface (ROI) is factory-wired to the Control
Interface and a field wiring terminal block for easy
access to the output contacts. The relay output
terminals of the Control Interface are also refer-
enced in Table 10 to assist in operational checkout
of systems with customer-supplied relays or a
PLC-based burner management system that
controls burner startup (without the Maxon Relay
Output Interface).

4) Turn on the combustion blower.  Re-enable the
burner management system but keep the pilot and
main fuel supply turned off. Verify that all combus-
tion system safety interlocks are satisfied.

5) Power cycle SMARTLINK™ MRV and verify the
relay input commands from the burner
management system properly drive SMARTLINK™
MRV to its purge and light-off states. If a Maxon
MRV Interface Panel is provided, the Relay Input
Interface (RII) is factory-wired to the Control
Interface and a field wiring terminal block. The
lights of the Relay Input Interface indicate when
each input command relay is energized and the
4-20mA output (OUT-/OUT+ terminals) can be
measured by a current meter to verify
SMARTLINK™ MRV has responded to the input
command. When the burner management system
(or flame safety) issues a Purge Position
Command, the PPC terminal of the Interface Panel
is energized and the Relay Input Interface (terminal
#6) outputs a voltage greater than 22VDC to the
Control Interface input terminal RI1 (Relay Input
#1). When a Light-Off Position Command is
issued, the LPC terminal of the Interface Panel is
energized and the Relay Input Interface (terminal
#5) outputs a voltage greater than 5VDC to the
Control Interface input terminal RI2 (Relay Input
#2). The following 4-20mA output currents can be
measured for each of the following SMARTLINK
MRV states: 1mA= Standby Positions; 2mA =
Purge Positions; 3mA = Light-Off Positions.
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System Configuration

There are 7 SMARTLINK™ configuration settings that can be changed through execution of the commands
listed below.  Detailed explanations of each setting appear in Reference Table 11: SMARTLINK™ MRV System
Configuration Summary (page 7400-S-36).

Command Name Command Number Factory Default
Select Loss of Signal (LOS) Position B-0 Setting #0: Position Index 0 (Minimum)
Select Control Deadband B-3 Setting #2: 0.06% Deadband
Select Startup Configuration B-4 Setting #0: Default Startup
Select Auto Ramp Adjust B-6 Setting #1: Auto Ramp ON
Select Movement Configuration B-7 Setting #1: Medium Speed (~40 seconds)
Enter New Lock Passcode C-4 Default Passcode: 0, 0, 0, 0
Select Lock Enable/Disable C-5 Setting # 0: Lock Disable

Review the factory default settings before changing any of the system configuration settings.  In many
applications, modification of the default settings is not necessary. If a setting does need to be changed, follow the
procedure below.

Procedure for Changing a System Configuration Setting:

a) Select and enter the required system configuration command.

b) After the command is entered, one of the numbered (0-9) lights will be on, indicating the current
configuration setting. (For example: If the lock configuration is set to #0, Lock Disable, the 0 light will
be solidly lit after Command C-5, Lock Enable/Disable, is entered successfully.)

c) Select the desired configuration setting by using the INC/DEC switch.  As the INC/DEC switch is
momentarily pushed up or down, the selected setting changes as indicated by turning on the corre-
sponding numbered (0-9) light.

d) Push the ENTER button after the desired configuration setting is selected.  The numbered light (i.e.
selected configuration) that is lit will momentarily turn off indicating the command is complete and the
configuration setting is saved.

e) To confirm the correct setting is saved, re-enter the command and verify the new setting by the
numbered (0-9) light indication.
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10-Point System Commissioning
The SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface is

shipped with configuration settings that support a 10-
point commissioning procedure as described on the
following page. Specifically, the Auto Ramp ON
configuration is selected as the default setting so that
fuel valve adjustment is needed for only 10 position
indexes (0, 1, 2…9). The 9 intermediate position
indexes (0.5, 1.5, 2.5, etc.) are automatically set to
positions mid-way between the 10 integer position
indexes, 0 through 9. In addition, the Default Startup
Configuration sets the standby, purge, and light-off
positions to the same values as those established for
Index 0 (minimum), Index 9 (maximum), and Index 0
(minimum), respectively. See Reference Table 11 for a
detailed description of these configuration settings.

When SMARTLINK™ MRV is in the Position Setup
Mode for commissioning, the ADJUST switch can be
pushed to the MINIMUM position (down).  This action
will immediately move the valves synchronously to
position index #0, the minimum position.  This feature
provides a method (during commissioning when the
user’s temperature controller is not in automatic mode)
to quickly ramp the burner back to low fire if a process
or combustion condition warrants an immediate burner
firing rate change.

An optional User Display with a 4-line by 20
character LCD can also be used for SMARTLINK™
MRV commissioning instead of the Control Interface
switches and lights.  The commissioning procedure
using the User Display is described on page 7400-S-
20. See Reference Table 15 on page 7400-S-45 for a
description of User Display key operation and com-
mands, as well as a numbered menu structure.

19-Point System Commissioning
There are combustion applications that require

burner adjustment at more than 10 points throughout
the firing range to meet emissions or fuel efficiency
requirements. For these applications, the Auto Ramp
configuration should be OFF, setting #0.  With Auto
Ramp OFF, adjustment of each fuel valve at all 19
position indexes (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5…8.5, and 9) is now
required and no automatic “smoothing” is performed on
points adjacent to the position index being adjusted.

The procedure for adjusting all 19 points is identical to
the 10-point procedure described above with the
following exceptions:

1.) In step g of the 10-Point Commissioning (using
the Control Interface) procedure on page 7400-S-
19, execute Command B-6 to ensure the auto
ramp function is OFF, setting #0. In step g of the
10-Point Commissioning (using the User Display),
go to Main Menu 9 (Set Configuration) and use
the ARROW up key until the auto ramp configura-
tion can be verified.

2.) In step h, the firing rate should be adjusted at
0.5-position index steps instead of every whole
integer position index.

In some applications, it may also be desirable to
adjust positions at all 19 points of the air valve(s) in
order to provide a linear flow characteristic.  The same
19-point adjustment process used for the fuel valves
would be performed for the air valve(s) instead of the 2-
point linear position setup using Commands A-5 and A-
6 (described in steps c through e).

Custom Startup Positions

The Custom Startup Configuration is intended for
burners or applications that require standby, light-off, or
purge positions that are independent of the burner’s
normal operating valve position curves.

To enable this function using the Control Inter-
face, execute Command B-4, Select Startup Configura-
tion.  Use the INC/DEC switch to select setting #1
(Custom Startup) and press the ENTER switch to save
the configuration setting if it has been changed.
Command B-1 (Set Purge Positions), Command B-2
(Set Standby Positions), and Command B-5 (Set Light-
Off Positions) can now be executed to set custom
valve positions during startup.  See Reference Table
19 for a more detailed explanation of how to use these
commands.

These custom startup adjustment commands
can also be executed from the User Display using
Main Menu 9 to select the Startup Configuration item
(using the ARROW keys) and Sub-Menu 9.1 to change
(ARROW keys) and save (ENTER key) the setting.
See Reference Table 15 (page 2400-S-45) for the User
Display command menu structure.
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SMARTLINK™ MRV 10- Point Commissioning Procedure with Control Interface:

a) Disable burner light-off by turning off the burner management system or disabling a combustion permissive so
that interlocks cannot be proven.  Turn on the combustion blower.

b) Execute Command A-0, Enter Manual Mode. With the ADJUST switch in the up (INDEX) position, push the INC/
DEC switch momentarily to advance the firing rate to position index #9.

c) Execute Command A-3 and select the SMARTLINK Air Valve Actuator’s number by using the INC/DEC switch to
light the desired valve number.  (The number of the Air Valve Actuator is on the unit’s label.)  Execute Command
A-5, Set Max Position & Ramp, and adjust the air valve maximum position to satisfy the pressure/flow require-
ments of the burner.  When this command is executed, both the yellow and green run lights will be flashing
indicating the system is in Position Setup Mode.

d) With the ADJUST switch in the middle (ADJ) position, push the INC/DEC switch up or down to change the valve
position.  Each push of the INC/DEC switch moves the valve 0.1 degrees.  If the switch is held in the up or down
position for more than 3 seconds, the valve will move in 0.5 degree steps up to a total travel of 8 degrees from the
stored valve position.  (All the numbered lights will momentarily flash when this 8-degree limit or the maximum
valve travel is reached.)  After moving the valve to the desired position, press the ENTER button to save the
position setting. The command ‘a’ light will momentarily turn off and then begin blinking when the position is
saved. Record the valve position feedback in milliamps (mA) or percent that is present on the OUT+/- terminals of
the Control Interface.

e) Execute Command A-0, Enter Manual Mode, again and move to position index #0.  Execute Command A-6, Set
Min Position & Ramp, and adjust the minimum air valve position in the same manner as the maximum position
was adjusted in step d.

f) Repeat steps b through e for all other air valves installed.  SMARTLINK MRV is shipped with factory default
minimum and maximum valve positions of 6.0 and 60.0 degrees, respectively.

g) Momentarily set the mode switch in the RUN position, re-enable the burner management system and light the
burner. Execute Command B-7 to ensure the auto ramp function is set to #1, ON.  Select the fuel valve for
adjustment using Command A-3 and then execute Command A-6, Set Min Position and Ramp. This command
permits adjustment of the minimum position and then creates a linear ramp to the current maximum position. The
system is placed in Position Setup Mode, indicated by the flashing of both the yellow (MANUAL) and green
(RUN) lights. With the ADJUST switch in the middle position, trim the fuel valve's position at index #0 (minimum)
based on burner pressure or flow measurement equipment as performed in step d above. Repeat this step to
adjust the minimum and linear position ramp for all other fuel valves in the system.

h) After adjusting index #0 (and forcing a linear position ramp) for the fuel valve, place the adjust switch in the
INDEX (up) position. Move the MRV firing rate to the next whole integer position index (index #1) by momentarily
pressing the INC/DEC switch until the desired index number is turned ON. Move the ADJUST switch back to the
middle (ADJ) position. Use the INC/DEC switch to adjust valve position based on burner pressure or flow mea-
surement and press ENTER to save the profile to memory as described in step d above. Repeat this adjustment
procedure for each whole integer index up to and including index #9 (maximum). If necessary, make gas pres-
sure regulator adjustments at index #9 and then work back down through the lower indexes making adjustments
as required.

i) After the last adjustment is made in Position Setup Mode, use the INC/DEC switch to move to position index #9
(or the highest position index adjusted for all valves) with the ADJUST switch in the INDEX (up) position.  Select
the air valve using Command A-3 and then execute Command A-4, Commission Valve. Repeat this step for each
installed SMARTLINK MRV valve actuator.  The commission command stores the selected valves current position
index as its maximum allowable position index while in RUN mode (i.e. under 4-20mA firing rate control). If one
valve has a "maximum run index" less than the other commissioned valves, the system will not modulate above
the lowest run index. The system will also not modulate in RUN mode if any valve is not commissioned.

j) Record in the SMARTLINK MRV commissioning table (Table 16, page 7400-S-47 and 48) the position of each
valve and pressure (or flow) at each index.  Execute Command C-6 to save the profile as a backup.  Move the
MODE switch to the RUN position and set the user’s temperature controller to AUTO.

Commissioning Procedure with Control Interface
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SMARTLINK™ MRV 10- Point Commissioning Procedure with User Display:
Menu & Sub-Menu reference numbers and instructions for moving between menu levels are shown in Table 15 (pg 7400-S-45)

a) Disable burner pilot trials by turning off the burner management system or disabling a combustion permissive so that
interlocks cannot be proven. Turn on the combustion blower. Go to Sub-Menu 5.5 (Set Valve #) and Sub-Menu 5.6 (Set
Fluid) and, using the ARROW keys, select each valve and its fluid type (air, oxygen, natural gas, propane, etc.) Display
of the fluid type during commissioning helps prevent selection and adjustment of the wrong valve.

b) Go to Menu 2 and enter Manual Mode (Command A-0) by pressing the ENTER key. After entering Manual Mode, Sub-
Menu 2.1 (Maximum Fire) is displayed. Press the ENTER key and wait for the system to move to position index #9.
Press the BACK key to return to Main Menu 2. Press the MENU key to move to Main Menu 3 (Set Max & Ramp).

c) If the system is at position index #9 (maximum), press the ENTER key in Menu 3 (Set Max & Ramp, Command A-3).
This command permits adjustment of the maximum position and provides a linear position ramp on all lower indexes.
When this command is successfully executed, both the yellow and green mode lights on the Control Interface will be
flashing (indicating that the system is in Position Setup Mode) and Sub-Menu 3.1 (Set Valve #) is displayed.

d) Use the ARROW keys to select the air valve in Sub-Menu 3.1 (Set Valve #). Press the MENU key to go to Sub-Menu
3.2 (Trim 1.0 deg). Use the ARROW keys to adjust the air valve's maximum position in 1.0 degree increments until the
required burner pressure (flow) is achieved. The valve's position can be moved 8 degrees from its stored position or
until the maximum travel of the valve (80 degrees) is reached. (The display will indicate an invalid command request if
the 8-degree limit or max/min travel is reached.) Press the ENTER key to save the maximum position and linear ramp.

e) Use the BACK key to return to Menu 2 (Manual Mode). Press the ENTER key in Menu 2 to enter Manual Mode (Com-
mand A-0). Go to Sub-Menu 2.4 (Set Valve #) and verify the correct valve is selected. Go back to Sub-Menu 2.2
(Minimum Fire). Press the ENTER key and wait for the system to move to position index #0 (minimum). When the
system is at index #0, go to Main Menu 4 (Set Min & Ramp). Press the ENTER key and verify the correct valve is
selected in Sub-Menu 4.1 (Set Valve #). Go to Sub-Menu 4.2 (Trim 1.0 deg) and use the ARROW keys to adjust the
minimum air valve position in the same manner as the maximum position was adjusted in step d. After adjustment is
complete, press ENTER in Sub-Menu 4.2 to save the setting in memory.

f) Repeat steps b through e for all other air valves installed.  SMARTLINK MRV is shipped with factory default minimum
and maximum valve positions of 6.0 and 60.0 degrees, respectively.

g) Momentarily set the mode switch in the RUN position, re-enable the burner management system and light the burner.
Go to Main Menu 9 (Set Configuration) and press the up ARROW key until the Auto Ramp setting is displayed. Auto
Ramp should be set to #1, ON. (If not, press ENTER to change the setting in Sub-Menu 9.1 using the up ARROW key to
select ON and press ENTER to save the modified configuration.) Go back to Main Menu 4 (Set Min & Ramp) and press
ENTER. Go to Sub-Menu 4.1 (Set Valve #) and select the fuel valve using the ARROW keys. Go back to Sub-Menu 4.2
(Trim 1.0 deg) and use the ARROW keys to adjust the minimum fuel valve position for the required burner pressure
(flow). After adjustment is complete, press ENTER to save the setting in memory. Repeat setting the minimum position
(and linear ramp) for each fuel valve in the system.

h) Once the fuel valve minimum and linear ramp are set, go to Main Menu 5 (Setup Mode). Press the ENTER key and
Sub-Menu 5.1 (Set Index) is displayed. Use the ARROW keys in Sub-Menu 5.1 to move the system to the next whole
integer position index. Press the MENU key to display Sub-Menu 5.2 (Set Valve #). Verify the correct fuel valve is
selected; use the ARROW keys if a change is required. Press the MENU key to display Sub-Menu 5.3 (Trim 1.0 deg)
and then adjust the fuel valve position using the ARROW keys to achieve the required burner pressure (flow). Press
the ENTER key to save the position profile in memory. (Use Sub-Menu 5.4, Trim 0.1 deg, if finer adjustments are
needed.) Select each fuel valve in the system and adjust its position. Repeat this step until all 10 whole integer position
indexes are adjusted. If additional gas pressure is required at index #9 (maximum), adjust the regulator and then re-
adjust the fuel valves at each whole integer index position while working back to index #0 (minimum).

i) After the last adjustment is made in Position Setup Mode, go to Sub-Menu 5.1 (Set Index) and use the ARROW keys to
move the system to index #9 (or the highest possible with the burner firing). Go to Sub-Menu 5.7 (Commission) and
press the ENTER key to execute the Commission Valve Command (A-4) for the selected valve. Use the ARROW keys
to select each valve and then press ENTER to commission the newly-selected valve. Repeat this process for each
installed SMARTLINK MRV Valve. The commission command stores the selected valve's current position index as its
maximum allowable position index while in RUN mode (i.e. under 4-20 mA firing rate control). If one valve has a
maximum run index less than the other commissioned valves, the system will not modulate above the lowest run index.
The system will also not modulate in RUN mode if any valve is not commissioned.

j) To make a back-up profile in the Control Interface, go to Sub-Menu 5.9 (Save Back-up) and press ENTER to execute
Command C-6, Save Profile as Back-up. To back-up the profile and all system configuration settings in the User
Display, go to Sub-Menu 10.4 (Save System Data) and press ENTER. Backing up system data to the User Display
takes approximately 30 seconds. Go to Sub-Menu 5.8 (Run Mode) and press ENTER. Place the user's temperature
controller in AUTO. SMARTLINK MRV will modulate the burner's firing rate based on the 4-20 mA input command.

Commissioning Procedure with User Display
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Unit Locking and Passcode Entry

The SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface is shipped with the lock function disabled and a factory default 4-digit
passcode or “combination” of 0,0,0,0.  To lock the unit for the first time and change the default passcode, the lock
function must first be enabled (Command C-5) and the default passcode entered (Command A-7) as described in
the first two procedures below.  After the lock function is enabled and the unit is “unlocked”, a new passcode can
be entered using Command C-4 as described in the procedure on the following page. If you forget the passcode,
call Maxon for the “master” passcode.

Procedure for Enabling the “Lock” Configuration Setting (Command C-5):

a) If the alarm light is blinking, the lock function is already enabled and the unit is in a “locked” state.
Before changing the passcode, the unit must be unlocked by entering the current passcode (Command
A-7) using the procedure below.

b) If the alarm light is not blinking, select and enter Command C-5, Lock Enable/Disable.
c) After the command is entered, one of the numbered (0-9) lights will be on, indicating the current configu-

ration setting. If the #1 light is on, the lock function is already enabled and the procedure below can be
performed to change the passcode. If the #0 light is on, the lock function is disabled.

d) To select the #1 setting (Lock Enable), momentarily push the INC/DEC switch in the up position.  The
#1 light will now be on, indicating the new setting is selected.

e) Push the ENTER button. The #1 light will turn off indicating the command is complete and the configura-
tion setting is saved.  The unit is now locked and the alarm light will be blinking. To change the current
passcode, perform the next two procedures (Command A-7 & C-4).

Procedure for Entering the Current “Lock” Passcode (Command A-7):

a) Select and enter Command A-7, Unlock Valve Configuration.
b) After the command is entered, the INC/DEC switch is used to select the first passcode digit.  The digit

selected is indicated by a numbered light (0-9).
c) Once the first digit of the passcode is selected, push the ENTER button once. The numbered light

should momentarily turn off indicating the entry was accepted.
d) Repeat steps b and c for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th passcode digits.  If the passcode was entered incorrectly,

all the numbered lights will momentarily flash after entry of the 4th and final passcode digit.  If the
passcode was correct, the alarm light will stop flashing and will be turned off completely if no other
alarms exist.

e) To change the current passcode, perform the procedure (Command C-4) on the following page.
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Manual Operation

Command A-0, Enter Manual Positioning Mode, is used to override the 4-20mA position command input and the
startup (burner management) command inputs (i.e. Purge Position, Lightoff Position, Standby Position).  This
command is used during the operational checkout of the system prior to commissioning and after commissioning to
verify burner performance at each position index.

Procedure for Entering a New “Lock” Passcode  (Command C-4):

a) To enter a new lock passcode, the lock function must be enabled (Command C-5) and the current
passcode must be entered (i.e. the unit must be “unlocked” using Command A-7). See the two previous
procedures if these command entry requirements have not been satisfied.

b) Select and enter Command C-4, Enter New Lock Combination.
c) After the command is entered, the INC/DEC switch is used to select the first new passcode digit.  The

digit selected is indicated by a numbered light (0-9).
d) Once the first new digit of the passcode is selected, push the ENTER button once. The numbered light

should momentarily turn off indicating the entry was accepted.  Write down the new digit for later use.
e) Repeat steps c and d for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th passcode digits, remembering to write down each passcode

digit as it is entered.
f) Verify the new passcode by re-locking the unit (MODE switch to the RUN position and then back to the

middle, Command Entry position), and entering the new passcode using Command A-7 as described in
the procedure on the previous page.

Procedure for Entering Manual Positioning Mode (Command A-0):

a) Select and enter Command A-0, Enter Manual Positioning Mode. If the numbered lights flash momentarily
after entering Command A-0:
• The ADJUST switch may be in the MINIMUM position, or
• The unit may be “locked” to prevent tampering.

b) After entering the command, the yellow manual (MAN) light will be on. The INC/DEC switch can be used
to move the valve open or closed. If the ADJUST switch is in the INDEX position, the INC/DEC switch is
used to move between the 19 position “indexes”.  If the ADJUST switch is in the ADJ position, pushing
the INC/DEC switch up or down changes the valve position in 1.0-degree steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is
held in the up or down position, the position is continuously adjusted until the maximum or minimum
position is reached.  When the max or min position setpoint is reached, all the numbered lights will
momentarily flash.

c) To return control back to the 4-20mA firing rate command input or burner management startup control,
move the MODE switch to the RUN position (down).

Unit Locking and Passcode Entry (continued):
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Troubleshooting and Alarms

If the alarm light of the Control Interface is on or flashing, view the alarm condition by executing Command A-1,
Display Alarms.  After command entry, the INC/DEC switch is used to scroll through the alarm codes. The cause of
the alarm can be determined by observing the numbered lights turned on and matching the light pattern to the table
entry below.  Corrective action and the optional User Display text message of each alarm are also provided in the
following tables.

Continued on Page 7400-S-24

Valve Actuator Alarms
Alarm Code
Light #0-3 = Valve #
Light #5-9 = Alarm
Condition

Alarm Name User Display
Message
(V# = Valve No.
0, 1, 2, or 3 )

Alarm Description and Corrective Action
(Alarms shown as “faults”  in User Display message indicate system
was shutdown and requires a remote reset command or power cycling)

Actuator Alarms
Valve #, 5 Position

Overshoot
“ALARM: V#
OVERSHOOT”

Actuator detected problem with position control.
If alarm persists, replace valve actuator.

Valve #, 6 Position
Breakaway

“ALARM: V#
BREAKAWAY”

Actuator detected problem holding commanded position.
Check valve’s operating differential pressure and compare with specification; i
alarm persists and measured pressure does not exceed valve rating, replace
actuator.

Valve #, 5, 6 Sticky Valve “ALARM: V# STICKY” Actuator could not momentarily position to within 0.1 degree.
With the system and valve powered down, check if there is debris or a mating
flange inhibiting valve movement.  If the alarm persists and no mechanical
problem is found, replace actuator.

Valve #, 7 Stuck Valve “FAULT:  V# STUCK” Actuator could not position to within 0.1 degree.
With the system and valve powered down, check if there is debris or a mating
flange inhibiting valve movement.  If the alarm persists and no mechanical
problem is found, replace actuator.

Valve #, 5, 7 Temperature “ALARM: V# TEMP” Actuator senses out-of-specification ambient temperature.
Check temperature of actuator’s enclosure.  If actuator temperature is within
specification, replace actuator.  Otherwise, remove (or add) heat source.

Valve #, 6, 7 Calibration “ALARM: V#
CALIBRATE”

Actuator is not calibrated.
This alarm condition should be addressed by Maxon-trained personnel only.
Select the alarming valve number (Command A-3) and perform calibration by
executing Command C-1 and C-2.

Valve #, 5, 6, 7 DC Supply
Voltage

“ALARM: V# 24VDC” Actuator senses out-of-specification +24VDC supply.
Check for heavily loaded power supply, a failed supply, or cable length out-of-
specification.

Valve #, 8 Processor Reset “ALARM: V# RESET” Actuator detected processor reset due to improper software execution, high
electrical noise, improper shield terminations, or electronics failure.
If alarm persists after checking for noise source, replace actuator.

Valve #, 5, 8 ADC Hardware “ALARM: V# ADC” Actuator detected an analog-to-digital hardware or position control problem.
If alarm occurs with sticky or stuck valve alarm, see corrective action for
sticky/stuck alarm above.  If only this alarm occurs and persists after re-
powering actuator, replace actuator.

Valve #, 6, 8 Network
Communication

“FAULT:  V# NET
COMM”

Actuator lost communication with Control Interface.
Check for an intermittent control cable connection at both ends.  On the
actuator end, check for a solid ON green power light and a blinking red status
light. A green diagnostic light will blink 0, 1, 2, or 3 times per second indicating
its valve number.  (The green diagnostic light of Valve #0 will remain on
without blinking). The yellow service light should not be turned on.

Valve #, 5, 6, 8 Commission “ALARM: V#
COMMISSION”

Actuator was not commissioned and the burner management system is
issuing a command to modulate the burner.
Commission the valve as described in Pages 7400-S-18 through 20.

Valve #, 7, 8 Swap “ALARM: V# SWAP” Actuator was replaced (or swapped) on a commissioned system without
performing the re-commissioning procedure.
Re-commission the alarming valve using Command A-4, Commission Valve,
as described in Reference Table 12.
If all valves indicate a swap alarm, the Control Interface was replaced on a
commissioned system without performing the re-commissioning commands;
execute the Commission Command A-4 for each installed valve.
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Control Interface Alarms
Alarm Code
(Code = CI #0-9
Lights ON)

Alarm
Name

User Display
Message

Alarm Description and Corrective Action
(Alarms shown as “faults” in User Display message indicate system was
shutdown and requires a remote reset command or power cycling)

4, 5 Memory “FAULT:  CI
MEMORY”

Control Interface detected data corruption.
Reload commissioning data if stored in optional User Display.  If a User Display was
not purchased, reset factory defaults and re-commission system using the
Commissioning Table filled out during initial commissioning. If alarm persists,
replace Control Interface.

4, 6 Lock “ALARM: CI
LOCK”

Control Interface is locked and Mode switch is in Command Entry (middle) position.
A flashing alarm light also indicates this condition.
Move Mode switch on Control Interface to the RUN position or unlock the unit by
entering Command A-7 followed by the 4-digit passcode.

4, 5, 6 Processor
Reset

“ALARM: CI
RESET”

Control Interface detected a reset due to improper software execution, high electrical
noise, improper shield connections, or electronics failure.
If alarm persists after checking for noise source, replace Control Interface.

4, 7 User-
Initiated
Shutdown

“FAULT:  CI  U-
SHUTDOWN”

Control Interface user-initiated system shutdown occurred via User Display.
Cycle power to the system or momentarily provide a Remote Reset command to the
Control Interface.

4, 5, 7 Firing
Rate Limit

“ALARM: CI  FR
LIMIT”

Control Interface firing rate exceeds commissioned maximum “running” index.
Re-commission installed valves at position index #9 as described in Pages 7400-S-
18 through 20.
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Actuator Removal
1. Power down the SMARTLINK™ MRV system. Turn off

the fuel supply and burner management system.

2. Remove the actuator access cover using a 4mm Allen
wrench and verify the green power light is OFF.

3. Record the wire color code sequence and then
disconnect the four wires and shield from the terminal
block.  Disconnect any conduit fittings.

4. Loosen the clamp collar set screw with a 3/16” Allen
wrench.

5. Remove the four M6x1x18 mm screws connecting the
actuator to the adapter with a 4mm Allen wrench.

6. Remove the actuator by holding the actuator housing
and pulling the actuator away from the valve.

Actuator Reinstallation
1. Inspect the actuator shaft and verify that the 1/8”

square ½” long key is completely seated in the shaft
slot.

2. Verify the clamp collar is loose and position the screw
head on the left when looking at the clamp collar at the
top.

3. Place the actuator shaft with key into the clamp collar.
Slide the keyed shaft into the coupling key slot, then
rotate the actuator housing so the alignment pin mates
with the pin hole in the valve adapter.  The parts are a
clearance fit but should slip together with little force.
Apply pressure until the actuator is flat against the
adapter. Do not apply an excessive force. If the
subassemblies do not mate together, recheck that the
clamp is loose and the key is pressed to the bottom of
the key slot.

4. Verify that the valve will close completely. With the
valve closed, the coupling hard-stop pin should be
centered and touching the hard-stop set screw.

5. With valve in the fully closed position, assemble the
actuator to the valve adapter with four M6x1x18 mm
fasteners using Loctite 242. Use a torque wrench with
a 4mm Allen bit to apply 18in-lbs of torque in an
alternating diagonal tightening sequence.

6. With the valve in the fully closed position, verify that
the clamp collar is seated flush against the coupling
shoulder. Tighten the stainless steel clamp collar with
a torque wrench and 3/16” Allen bit to 110 in-lbs.

7. Make the necessary water-tight electrical conduit
connection.  Re-connect the four wires to the terminal
strip per the original color code sequence.  Re-
connect the shield wire to the terminal strip, keeping it
less than 1” in length.

8. Apply power to the SMARTLINK™ MRV System. Verify
the green power light is ON.

9. Reinstall the access cover and torque the four
fasteners to 18 in-lbs. using a 4mm Allen wrench.

10. Make sure the system is in Shutdown Mode (i.e. The
Control Interface RUN and MANUAL lights are off and
ALARM light is on.) If not, disconnect power for 10
seconds to the valve actuator being replaced and re-
power the actuator after the system enters Shutdown
Mode.)

11. With the Control Interface, select the valve number that
is being replaced (Command A-3). Next, execute
Command A-4, Commission Valve. This command
electronically "replaces" the spare unit (valve #4) as
the valve requiring replacement (valve #0, 1, 2 or 3). If
a User Display is used, select the valve to be replaced
and execute the "Replace" command (Sub-Menu
#11.5) under the Valve Maintenance Main Menu #11.

12. Execute Command C-1, Enable Calibration, from the
Control Interface or the User Display. If all the num-
bered lights flash on the Control Interface after
command entry, the command was not successfully
executed. Refer to Table 14 (page 7400-S-43) for
detailed command information. In the User Display,
this command is available under the Valve Mainte-
nance Menu in the Test Mode Sub-Menu (#11.1).
Successful completion of this command will result in
the test mode being displayed as "ON".

13. Execute Command C-2, Calibrate Valve. This com-
mand takes approximately 3 minutes. If the command
is executed from the Control Interface, the even
numbered lights will flash on and off. If the command is
executed from the User Display (Sub-Menu #11.4), the
valve positions displayed will slowly change as the
valve moves through its full travel. Refer to Table 14
for detailed command information. If the command is
executed from the Control Interface and all the lights
flash on and then off, the calibration procedure did not
execute properly.

14. Power the complete system down and then up. If a
valve calibration alarm still exists, the calibration
command did not complete successfully. Verify that the
actuator was mounted properly as described above
and perform the previous steps again.

15. Turn on the fuel supply and burner management
system and re-verify burner performance throughout
its full firing range. The valve attached to the new
actuator will be within approximately 1 degree of its
previously commissioned positions due to mechanical
tolerances. Verify burner operation with the new
actuator through its entire firing range and re-commis-
sion if necessary.

Actuator Replacement
Actuator replacement should be accomplished by Maxon-trained personnel only
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Terminal Designator:
Name  (Label Abbreviation)

Description

Line Voltage Terminals Location:  Terminal block assembly on lower DIN rail of Interface Panel
Line Voltage (L1) 120 to 230 VAC customer power source, 50-60Hz

2 Valve System: 61Watts (max) load
3 Valve System: 90 Watts (max) load
4 Valve System: 118Watts (max) load

Line Voltage Switched (L1S) Switched line voltage from breaker used to locally power down the SMARTLINK MRV system.
Note: No field wires should be connected to these terminals.

Neutral (L2) Neutral
Protective Earth (PE) Earth Ground

Relay Output Terminal Block Location:  Terminal block assembly on lower DIN rail of Interface Panel
All relay outputs below are Form A (Normally Open) contacts with the following specifications: 12A,
250VAC/DC (max)

Alarm (ALM)
Alarm Return (ALMR)

Output: Alarm relay contact closes if one or more MRV alarm or fault conditions exist.  (See Page 7400-S-23
for alarm/fault description).

Control Enable (CE1)
Control Enable Return (CE1R)
Control Enable (CE2)
Control Enable Return (CE2R)

Output: Control Enable #1 & #2 relay contacts are closed when no MRV system fault exists; outputs provide a
combustion system permissive signal.  (See Page 7400-S-23 for descriptions of fault conditions and Page
7400-S-8 for wiring the Control Enable in a typical combustion system.) The two contacts are wired in series to
prevent a single-point, welded contact failure.
Note: A jumper is installed between CE1R and CE2. Field wiring should be connected to only CE1 and CE2R.

Purge Position Proven (PPP)
Purge Position Proven Return (PPPR)

Output: Purge Position Proven relay contact closes when all valve positions are greater than or equal to
maximum positions or user-defined, custom purge positions.

Light-Off Position Proven (LPP)
Light-Off Position Proven Return (LPPR)

Output: Light-off Position Proven relay contact closes when all valve positions are less than or equal to
minimum positions or user-defined, custom light-off positions.

Custom Output #1 (CO1)
Custom Output #1 Return (CO1R)

Output: Reserved for future use.

Relay Input Terminal Block Location: Terminal block assembly on lower DIN rail of Interface Panel
All relay inputs below are solid-state with following specifications:
Input On-State Voltage: 120VAC (230VAC and 24VDC options available)
Input On-State Current: 25mA (max)
Input Off-State (Leakage) Current: 4mA

Command Common (CCOM) N/A: Common for all solid-state relay input command signals listed below. Must be wired to ground
reference of all input command signals below.

Purge Position Command (PPC) Input: Purge Position Command drives all SMARTLINK MRV valves to their maximum or user-defined, custom
purge positions if the LPC and MVC inputs are not energized.

Light-off Position Command (LPC) Input: Light-off Position Command drives all SMARTLINK MRV valves to their minimum or user-defined,
custom light-off positions if the MVC input is not energized.

Modulate Valves Command (MVC) Input: Modulate Valves Command enables all SMARTLINK MRV valves to synchronously modulate based on
the 4-20mA firing rate command input signal. This command overrides the PPC and LPC commands when
energized.

Remote Reset Command (RRC) Input: Remote Reset Command resets the MRV system when a fault condition occurs and the system has
entered Shutdown Mode.  (See Page 7400-S-23 for fault condition descriptions.)

Custom Application Command #1 (CAC1) Input: Reserved for future use.
Custom Application Command #2 (CAC2) Input: Reserved for future use.

4-20mA Terminal Block Location:  Terminal block assembly on lower DIN rail of Interface Panel
  4-20mA In A + (INA+)
  4-20mA In A  - (INA-)

Input: Isolated 4-20mA firing rate command; current flows into INA+ and out of INA- terminal;
4mA = 0% firing rate demand (minimum valve positions); 20mA = 100% firing rate demand (maximum valve
positions)

  4-20mA In B + (INB+)
  4-20mA In B – (INB-)

Input: Reserved for future use

  4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
  4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

Output: Isolated 0-20mA signal with current provided by the Control Interface, i.e. no external loop power
supply is required
During Run, Manual, or Shutdown Mode: Output represents firing rate feedback (actual);
4mA = 0% actual firing rate (minimum valve positions); 20mA = 100% actual firing rate (maximum valve
positions)
During Startup Mode:  Output represents startup system status; 1mA = all valves in standby positions; 2mA =
all valves in purge positions; 3mA = all valves in light-off positions
During Position Setup Mode: Output represents the actual position of the selected valve so that system
commissioning is possible using only a 4-20mA meter; 4mA = 0.0 degrees;
20mA = 80.0 degrees;  Actual valve position = [current (mA) – 4.0mA] / 16.0mA * 80.0 degrees

Page 7400-S-26 SMARTLINK™ MRV System

SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

Table 1: SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Terminal Descriptions
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SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

Table 1: SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Terminal Descriptions (continued)

Terminal Name (Abbreviation) Description

24V / Data Connector
   24VDC Power (+24) Valve actuator +24VDC power; 25Watts peak, 12Watts average
   Common (GND) Valve actuator +24VDC common
   Data A (DA) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘A’ signal
   Data B (DB) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘B’ signal
   Shield (SHD) Field device shield

Table 2: SMARTLINK™ MRV Valve Actuator Terminal Descriptions

Terminal Designator:
Name  (Label Abbreviation)

Description

Network Interface Terminal Connectors Location:  4-position plug-type connectors of Network Interface module; Quantity-8
 Valve-0:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #0 communications network and field +24VDC power

 Valve-1:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #1 communications network and field +24VDC power

 Valve-2:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #2 communications network and field +24VDC power

 Valve-3:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #3 communications network and field +24VDC power

 User Display:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: User Display communications network and field +24VDC power
Note: Factory-wired in MRV 24”x20” Interface Panel

 SL-MRV-CI:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Input: Communications network and field +24VDC power from SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface
Note: Factory-wired in MRV Interface Panels

 Spares (2):
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Spare communications network and field +24VDC power for optional remote User
Display and future SMARTLINK field devices.
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Table 3: SMARTLINK™ MRV Interface Panel Field Wiring Specifications

Terminal Designator:
Name  (Label Abbreviation)

Wiring Specifications
(Maximum Length, Min/Max Size, and special requirements)

Line Voltage Terminals
  Line Voltage (L1)
  Neutral (L2)
  Protective Earth (PE)

14 or 16 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations for 115Watts (max) load
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes

Relay Output Terminal Block
  Alarm (ALM)
  Alarm Return (ALMR)
  Control Enable (CE1)
  Control Enable Return (CE1R)
  Control Enable (CE2)
  Control Enable Return (CE2R)
  Purge Position Proven (PPP)
  Purge Position Proven Return (PPPR)
  Light-Off Position Proven (LPP)
  Light-Off Position Proven Return (LPPR)
  Custom Output #1 (CO1)
  Custom Output #1 Return (CO1R)

14 or 16 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations for 12 Amps (max) load
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
Terminals CO1 and CO1R for future use

Relay Input Terminal Block
  Command Common (CCOM)
  Purge Position Command (PPC)
  Light-off Position Command (LPC)
  Modulate Valves Command (MVC)
  Remote Reset Command (RRC)
  Custom Application Command #1 (CAC1)
  Custom Application Command #2 (CAC2)

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions (25mA max load)
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
Terminals CAC1 and CAC2 for future use

4-20mA Terminal Block
  4-20mA In A + (INA+)
  4-20mA In A  - (INA-)

1000 feet maximum length
Use Belden 9535, 2-conductor, 100% shield coverage, 300V 80C (UL 2464, CSA PCC FT 4) or equivalent
Notes on shield wire termination: The shield wire should be grounded immediately as it enters the
enclosure that houses the MRV Interface Panel. If the Interface Panel is purchased with the enclosure
option, terminate the shield wire on the corner ground post closest to where the cable enters.

 4-20mA In B + (INB+)
 4-20mA In B – (INB-)

Terminal INB+ and INB- for future use

 4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
 4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

1000 feet maximum length
Use Belden 9535, 2-conductor, 100% shield coverage, 300V 80C (UL 2464, CSA PCC FT 4) or equivalent
Notes on shield wire termination: The shield wire should be terminated at the process controller end only,
not at the Interface Panel enclosure.

Network Interface Terminal Connectors
100 feet max length to each actuator; 1000 feet maximum to optional remote User Display
EIA Level 4 cable, 2 twisted pair with shield, 22 AWG
Cable sources:
Maxon - P/N 59829 (available in 100 and 500ft. lengths)
Connect-Air International P/N W22P-1005
Suggested wiring color code convention:
Orange/White (F24+), Orange (F24-), Blue (DA), Blue/White (DB)
300 feet max length to each actuator with Belden P/N 3086A: 2 twisted pair with shield;16 AWG – power
pair, 20 AWG - data pair
Suggested wiring color code convention:  Brown (F24+), Blue (F24-), White (DA), Black (DB)

 Valve-0:
    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Note on shield wire terminations:
The shield wire of each actuator network cable should be connected to the actuator “SHD” terminal
(keeping the shield length to 1 inch or less).  In addition, the shield wire should be tied to ground as it
enters the enclosure of the MRV Interface Panel (keeping the maximum length to 2 inches or less). If the
Interface Panel is purchased with the enclosure option, terminate the shield wire on the corner ground
post closest to where the cable enters the enclosure.

 Valve-1 Same requirements as Valve #0 connections above.
 Valve-2 Same requirements as Valve #0 connections above.
 Valve-3 Same requirements as Valve #0 connections above.
 User Display Factory-wired with MRV Interface Panel (24” x 20” Interface Panel only)
 SL-MRV-CI Factory-wired with MRV Interface Panel
 Spares (2) Same requirements as Valve #0 connections above.
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Table 4: SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface Terminal Descriptions

Terminal Name (Abbreviation) Description

24V / Data Connector
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+) Field (actuator) +24VDC power; 2,3, & 4 Valve systems – 50, 75, 100 Watts (max),

respectively
   Field Common (F24-) Field (actuator) +24VDC common
   Data A (DA) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘A’ signal
   Data B (DB) Input / Output: Communications network data ‘B’ signal
   Supply 24VDC (S24+) System power supply +24VDC; 2,3, & 4 Valve systems – 53, 78, 103 Watts (max),

respectively
   Supply Common (S24-) System power supply common

4-20mA Connector
   4-20mA In A + (INA+)
   4-20mA In A -  (INA-)

Input: Isolated 4-20mA firing rate command; current flows into INA+ and out of INA-
terminal; 4mA = 0% firing rate demand (minimum valve positions); 20mA = 100% firing
rate demand (maximum valve positions)

   4-20mA In B + (INB+)
   4-20mA In B – (INB-)

Input: Reserved for future use

   4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
   4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

Output: Isolated 0-20mA signal with current provided by the Control Interface, i.e. no
external loop power supply is required
During Run, Manual, or Shutdown Mode: Output represents firing rate feedback
(actual); 4mA=0% actual firing rate (min positions); 20mA=100% actual firing rate (max
positions)
During Startup Mode:  Output represents startup system status; 1mA = all valves in
standby positions; 2mA = all valves in purge positions; 3mA = all valves in light-off
positions
During Position Setup Mode: Output represents the actual position of the selected
valve so that system commissioning is possible using only a 4-20mA meter; 4mA = 0.0
degrees;  20mA = 80.0 degrees;  Actual valve position = [current (mA) – 4.0mA] /
16.0mA * 80.0 degrees

Relay Input Connector The following relay inputs are solid-state and require 5-24VDC and 2mA (max) to turn
“ON”.
Note #1: RI1 through RI6 must all be referenced to RCOM
Note #2: If the Control Interface is used with the Maxon Relay Input Interface (RII)
module, the RI1-RI6 inputs below can be connected to Relay Input Interface, terminals
#6-#1.

   Relay In 1 (RI1) Input: The ON state of Relay Input #1 drives all SMARTLINK MRV valves to their
maximum or user-defined, custom purge positions if either RI2 and RI3 are not ON.

   Relay In 2 (RI2) Input: The ON state of Relay Input #2 drives all SMARTLINK MRV valves to their
minimum or user-defined, custom light-off positions if RI 3 is not ON.

   Relay In 3 (RI3) Input: The ON state of Relay Input #3 enables all SMARTLINK MRV valves to
synchronously modulate based on the 4-20mA firing rate command signal. When RI3 is
ON, commands from either or both RI1 and RI2 inputs are overridden.

   Relay In 4 (RI4) Input: A momentary ON state of Relay Input #4 resets the MRV when a fault has
occurred and the system is in Shutdown Mode. (See Page 7400-S-23 for fault condition
descriptions.)

   Relay In 5 (RI5) Input: Relay Input #5 is reserved for future use.
   Relay In 6 (RI6) Input: Relay Input #6 is reserved for future use.

Relay Output Connector The following relay drive outputs are solid-state, 30VDC, 100mA (max) open collectors.
Note #1: RO1 through RO5 must all be referenced to RCOM
Note #2: If the Control Interface is used with the Maxon Relay Output Interface (ROI)
module, the following RO1-RO5 outputs can be directly connected to Relay Output
Interface, terminals #1-#5.

   Relay Out 1 (RO1) Output: Relay drive Output #1 is turned ON if one or more MRV alarm or fault
conditions exist.  (See Page 7400-S-23 for alarm/fault descriptions).

   Relay Out 2 (RO2) Output: Relay drive Output #2 is turned ON when no MRV system fault exists. (See
Page 7400-S-23 for descriptions of fault conditions.)

   Relay Out 3 (RO3) Output: Relay drive Output #3 is turned ON when all MRV valve positions are greater
than or equal to their maximum positions or user-defined, custom purge positions.

   Relay Out 4 (RO4) Output: Relay drive Output #4 is turned ON when all MRV valve positions are less than
or equal to their minimum positions or user-defined, custom light-off positions.

   Relay Out 5 (RO5) Output: Relay drive Output #5 is reserved for future use.
   Relay Common (RCOM) Common for all relay output drive signals (RO1-RO5) and relay input signals (RI1-RI6).
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Table 5: SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface Field Wiring Specifications
(For applications with optional Maxon MRV Interface Panel or optional MRV Relay Input, Relay Output, and Network Interface Modules)

Connector Name /
Terminal Name (Label Abbreviation)

Wiring Specifications
(Maximum Length, Type, Min/Max Size, and special requirements)

24V / Data Connector
100 feet maximum length to each actuator; EIA Level 4 cable, 2 twisted pair with shield, 22 AWG
Cable sources:
Maxon - P/N 59829 (available in 100 and 500ft. lengths)
Connect-Air International P/N W22P-1005
Suggested wiring color code convention:
Orange/White (F24+), Orange (F24-), Blue (DA), Blue/White (DB)
300 feet maximum length to each actuator with Belden P/N 3086A: 2 twisted pair with shield;16
AWG – power pair, 20 AWG - data pair
Suggested wiring color code convention:  Brown (F24+), Blue (F24-), White (DA), Black (DB)

   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
   Field Common (F24-)
   Data A (DA)
   Data B (DB)

Note on shield wire terminations:
The shield wire of each actuator network cable should be connected to the actuator “SHD”
terminal (keeping the shield length to 1 inch or less).  In addition, the shield wire should be tied to
ground as it enters the enclosure of the Control Interface (keeping the maximum length to 2
inches or less).

  Supply 24VDC (S24+)
  Supply Common (S24-)

14-18 AWG
No length limitations other than voltage drop considerations
+24VDC with 2, 3, & 4 Valve systems require 2.2, 3.3, and 4.3 DC Amps (max), respectively

4-20mA Connector
  4-20mA In A + (INA+)
  4-20mA In A -  (INA-)

1000 feet maximum length
Use Belden 9535, 2-conductor, 100% shield coverage, 300V 80C (UL 2464, CSA PCC FT 4) or
equivalent
Notes on shield wire termination: The shield wire should be grounded immediately as it enters the
enclosure that houses the Control Interface.

  4-20mA In B + (INB+)
  4-20mA In B – (INB-)

Terminal INB+ and INB- for future use

  4-20mA Out + (OUT+)
  4-20mA Out  - (OUT-)

1000 feet maximum length
Use Belden 9535, 2-conductor, 100% shield coverage, 300V 80C (UL 2464, CSA PCC FT 4) or
equivalent
Notes on shield wire termination: The shield wire should be terminated at the process controller
end only, not within the enclosure housing the Control Interface.

Relay Input Connector
   Relay In 1 (RI1)
   Relay In 2 (RI2)
   Relay In 3 (RI3)
   Relay In 4 (RI4)
   Relay In 5 (RI5)
   Relay In 6 (RI6)

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations (5-24VDC, 2mA max)
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
RI5 and RI6 for future use

Relay Output Connector
  Relay Out 1 (RO1)
  Relay Out 2 (RO2)
  Relay Out 3 (RO3)
  Relay Out 4 (RO4)
  Relay Out 5 (RO5)
  Relay Common (RCOM)

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations (30VDC, 100mA max)
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
RO5 for future use
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Table 6: SMARTLINK™ MRV Relay Input Interface Terminal Descriptions and Wiring
Specifications

Terminal Number / Name Description

Power Connections 14-22 AWG
No length limitations other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes

   Supply 24VDC (S24+) System power supply +24VDC (+/- 5%), 50mA (max when all inputs are energized)
   Supply 24VDC Common (S24-) System power supply common

Command Input Drive Signals
(To Control Interface signals, RI1-RI6)

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
Note: The following command input drive signals are solid-state

  #1 Output: Greater than 22 VDC in ON state when terminal #14 is energized.
  #2 Output: Greater than 22 VDC in ON state when terminal #16 is energized.
  #3 Output: Greater than 22 VDC in ON state when terminal #18 is energized.
  #4 Output: Greater than 22 VDC in ON state when terminal #20 is energized.
  #5 Output: Greater than 22 VDC in ON state when terminal #22 is energized.
  #6 Output: Greater than 22 VDC in ON state when terminal #24 is energized.

Relay Command Inputs
(From burner management system)

The following relay command inputs are solid-state with the following specifications:
Input On-State Voltage: 120VAC (230VAC and 24VDC options available)
Input On-State Current: 25mA (max for each input)
Input Off-State (Leakage) Current: 4mA

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
Note #1: All relay command inputs must be referenced to the COM terminal

   #14 Input: When energized with 120VAC (230VAC or 24VDC with other models), greater than 5VDC
will appear at terminal #1 (which should be wired to terminal RI6 of the SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface).

   #16 Input: When energized with 120VAC (230VAC or 24VDC with other models), 5VDC (or greater)
will appear at Terminal #2 (which is wired to terminal RI5 of the SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface).

   #18 Input: When energized with 120VAC (230VAC or 24VDC with other models), 5VDC (or greater)
will appear at terminal #3 (which is wired to terminal RI4 of the SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface).

   #20 Input: When energized with 120VAC (230VAC or 24VDC with other models), 5VDC (or greater)
will appear at terminal #4 (which is wired to terminal RI3 of the SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface).

   #22 Input: When energized with 120VAC (230VAC or 24VDC with other models), 5VDC (or greater)
will appear at terminal #5 (which is wired to terminal RI2 of the SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface).

   #24 Input: When energized with 120VAC (230VAC or 24VDC with other models), 5VDC (or greater)
will appear at terminal #6 (which is wired to terminal RI1 of the SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface).

   COM Relay command input common
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Table 7: SMARTLINK™ MRV Relay Output Interface Terminal Descriptions and Wiring
Specifications

Terminal Number / Name Description

Power Connections 14-22 AWG
No length limitations other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes

   Supply 24VDC (S24+) System power supply +24VDC (+/- 5%), 100mA (max when all inputs are ON)

Relay Drive  Inputs
(From Control Interface signals, RO1-RO5)

The following input signals energize electromechanical relay coils.  Each input has the following
specification: 24VDC, 20mA (max)

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes

  #1 Input: 24VDC energizes a Form A relay, closing contacts between terminal #7 and #8.
  #2 Input: 24VDC energizes 2 Form A relays, closing 2 contacts between terminal #9 and #10 and

between #11 and #12.  (Redundant contacts are provided for additional reliability.)
  #3 Input: 24VDC energizes a Form A relay, closing contacts between terminal #13 and #14.
  #4 Input: 24VDC energizes a Form A relay, closing contacts between terminal #15 and #16.
  #5 Input: 24VDC energizes a Form A relay, closing contacts between terminal #17 and #18.

Relay Contact Outputs
(To customer burner management system)

Each Form A (normally open) relay contact has the following specification:
Contact Voltage: 250VAC (max)
Contact Current: 12A (max)
Note: Contacts are “dry”, i.e. no voltage is applied to these contacts by this module

14-16 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes

   #7 and #8 Output: Contact closes between terminals when relay coil is energized on terminal #1.
   #9 and #10 Output: Contact closes between terminals when relay coil is energized on terminal #2.
   #11 and #12 Output: Contact closes between terminals when relay coil is energized on terminal #2.
   #13 and #14 Output: Contact closes between terminals when relay coil is energized on terminal #3.
   #15 and #16 Output: Contact closes between terminals when relay coil is energized on terminal #4.
   #17 and #18 Output: Contact closes between terminals when relay coil is energized on terminal #5.
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Table 8: SMARTLINK™ MRV Network Interface Terminal Descriptions and Wiring
Specifications

Terminal Name Description

100 feet maximum length to each actuator; 1000 feet maximum to optional remote User Display
EIA Level 4 cable, 2 twisted pair with shield, 22 AWG
Cable sources:
Maxon P/N 1055654 (100 ft. length); P/N 59829 (500 ft. length)
Connect-Air International P/N W22P-1005
Suggested wiring color code convention:
Orange/White (F24+), Orange (F24-), Blue (DA), Blue/White (DB)
300 feet maximum length to each actuator with Belden P/N 3086A: 2 twisted pair with shield;
16 AWG – power pair, 20 AWG - data pair
Suggested wiring color code convention:  Brown (F24+), Blue (F24-), White (DA), Black (DB)

Network Interface Terminal Connectors
(4-position plug-type; Quantity-8)

Note on shield wire terminations:
The shield wire of each actuator network cable should be connected to the actuator “SHD”
terminal (keeping the shield length to 1 inch or less).  In addition, the shield wire should be tied to
ground as it enters the enclosure of the Control Interface (keeping the maximum length to 6
inches or less).

 Valve-0:
    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #0 communications network and field +24VDC power

 Valve-1:
    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #1 communications network and field +24VDC power

 Valve-2:
    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #2 communications network and field +24VDC power

 Valve-3:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Valve #3 communications network and field +24VDC power

 User Display:
    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: User Display communications network and field +24VDC power
Note: Factory-wired in MRV 24”x20” Interface Panel

 SL-MRV-CI:
   Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Input: Communications network and field +24VDC power from SMARTLINK MRV Control
Interface
Note: Factory wired in MRV Interface Panels

 Spares (2):
    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Output: Spare communications network and field +24VDC power for optional remote User
Display and future SMARTLINK field devices.
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Table 9: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Display Terminal Descriptions and Wiring
Specifications

Terminal Name (Label Abbreviation) Description

Network Interface Terminals
(4-position screw-type connector)

Communications network and field +24VDC power

1000 feet maximum to optional remote User Display
EIA Level 4 cable, 2 twisted pair with shield, 22 AWG
Cable sources:
Maxon P/N 1055654 (100 ft. length); P/N 59829 (500 ft. length)
Connect-Air International P/N W22P-1005
Suggested wiring color code convention:
Orange/White (F24+), Orange (F24-), Blue (DA), Blue/White (DB)

    Field 24VDC Power (F24+)
    Field 24VDC Common (F24-)
    Data A (DA)
    Data B (DB)

Note on shield wire terminations:
The shield wire should be connected to the actuator “SHD” terminal (keeping the shield length to
1 inch or less).  In addition, the shield wire should be tied to ground as it enters the enclosure of
the Control Interface (keeping the maximum length to 2 inches or less).

Relay Drive Output Terminals
(2-position screw-type connector)

OC+ and OC- are for future use
30VDC, 100mA (max)

    Open Collector +(OC+)
    Open Collector - (OC -)

14-22 AWG wire
No length restrictions other than voltage drop considerations
Follow all local and NEC 1 wiring codes
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SMARTLINK  Interface Panel
Terminal Name  (Abbreviation)

SMARTLINK
Control Interface
Relay Driver
Terminal
Name (Abbreviation)

Checkout Procedure to verify proper relay operation

Relay Output Terminals
(Form A contacts: normally open when
non-powered)

Relay Output
Drivers
(On state: <0.8 VDC;
 Off state: 24VDC )

Alarm (AL)
Alarm Return (ALR)

Relay Out 1 (RO1) Cycle system power off and then on with the Control Interface Mode
switch in the middle position.  Temporarily disconnect the
communication and power to one of the Valve Actuators by
unplugging its connector on the Network Interface.  Within a few
seconds, the Alarm relay, connected to the RO1 terminal of the
Control Interface, is energized and the RO1 terminal is driven to less
than 0.8 VDC in the ON state.  If an MRV Interface Panel is provided,
verify the Alarm light of the Relay Output Interface is on and the
contacts are closed between AL and ALR.

Control Enable #1 (CE1)
Control Enable #2 Return (CE2R)

Relay Out 2 (RO2) Cycle system power off and then on with the Control Interface Mode
switch in the middle position. After power up, the Control Enable
relays, connected to the RO2 terminal of the Control Interface, are
energized. The RO2 terminal is driven to less than 0.8 VDC in the
ON state. If an MRV Interface Panel is provided, verify the Control
Enable light of the Relay Output Interface is on and the contacts are
closed between CE1 and CE2R.  (A jumper should exist between
Interface Panel terminals CE1R and CE2. The CE1 and CE2R output
provides a redundant series contact to be used as a fail-safe
combustion system running interlock or permissive.)  Temporarily
disconnect the communication and power to one of the Valve
Actuators by unplugging the connector on the Network Interface.
Within a few seconds, the Control Enable relays are de-energized
and the output contacts are opened. RO2 is in the OFF state at
24VDC.  If an MRV Interface Panel is provided, verify the Control
Enable light of the Relay Output Interface is now off and the contacts
are open between CE1 and CE2R.

Purge Position Proven (PPP)
Purge Position Proven Return (PPPR)

Relay Out 3 (RO3) Execute Command A-0, Enter Manual Mode, using the Control
Interface or User Display.  Move to position index #9, maximum.
When the system has reached index #9, the Purge Proven relay,
connected to the RO3 terminal of the Control Interface, is energized
and the RO3 terminal is driven to less than 0.8 VDC in the ON state.
If an MRV Interface Panel is provided, verify the Purge Proven light
of the Relay Output Interface is on and the contacts are closed
between PPP and PPPR.

Light-Off Position Proven (LPP)
Light-Off Position Proven Return (LPLR)

Relay Out 4 (RO4) Execute Command A-0, Enter Manual Mode, using the Control
Interface or User Display.  Move to position index #0, minimum.
When the system has reached index #0, the Light-Off Position relay,
connected to the RO4 terminal of the Control Interface, is energized
and the RO4 terminal is driven to less than 0.8 VDC in the ON state.
If an MRV Interface Panel is provided, verify the Light-Off Position
relay of the Relay Output Interface is on and the contacts are closed
between LPP and LPPR.

Custom Output #1 (CO1)
Custom Output #1 Return (CO1R)

Relay Out 5 (RO5) Reserved for future use
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Table 10: SMARTLINK™ MRV Relay Output Interface Checkout Procedures
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Table 11: SMARTLINK™ MRV System Configuration Settings

Configuration
Command Name &
(Number)

Factory Default
& (Configuration
Setting No.)

Description and Configuration Options

Select Loss of
Signal Position
(B-0)

Position Index #0
(Minimum)

Desired valve position when a loss of signal (L.O.S.) event occurs.  A loss of signal condition exists
if the position command signal drops below 0.05 mA. Configuration setting #0, 1, 2, and 3
correspond to the positions defined at index #0, 3, 6, and 9, respectively. Setting #4 corresponds to
no position change (i.e. valves remain in last position before loss of signal).

Select Control
Deadband
(B-3)

0.06% Deadband
(#2)

Control deadband placed around the position command input signal to eliminate unwanted actuator
movement caused by electrical noise on the 4-20 mA position command.  Configuration setting #0,
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond to a deadband of 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13, 0.16, and 0.19%, respectively.

Select Startup
Configuration
(B-4)

Default Startup
(#0)

The Startup Configuration setting defines what effect the startup command inputs have on
SMARTLINK MRV operation.  The 3 startup commands include the Purge Position Command
(PPC), Lightoff Position Command (LPC), and Standby Position Command (SPC).  The SPC
command is active when both the PPC and LPC command inputs are not energized.
Default Startup (#0):  PPC = maximum position for all valves, index #9; LPC = minimum position for
all valves, index #0; SPC = minimum position, index #0.  For this configuration setting, adjustment of
the minimum position (Index #0) and maximum position (Index #9) will automatically change the
purge (Index #10), lightoff (Index #10.5), and standby (Index #9.5) positions.
Custom Startup (#1):  For each valve, the user can define a position for each of the 3 startup
commands (PPC, LPC, SPC).  This configuration setting enables Command B-1 (Set Purge
Position), Command B-2 (Set Standby Position), and Command B-5 (Set Light-Off Position).

Set Auto Ramp
Adjust
(B-6)

Auto Ramp ON
(#1)

The automatic ramp function is used during the Valve Position Setup Mode to create a linear
position ramp between the position being adjusted and the two adjacent position indexes.  This
provides a position “smoothing” of the valve profile and simplifies valve characterization.  Setting #0
is Auto Ramp OFF and setting #1 is ON.

Select Movement
Configuration
(B-7)

Medium
(#1)

The speed of valve movement from low to high fire can be selected using the Select Movement
Configuration Command.  Configuration setting #0 is the slow speed (~60 seconds), setting #1 the
medium speed (~40 seconds), and setting #2 is the fast speed (~20 seconds).

Enter New Lock
Passcode
(C-4)

Passcode:
0,0,0,0
(N/A)

4-digit electronic passcode to prevent tampering.  To change the existing passcode, the lock
function must be enabled and the unit must be “unlocked”. See Select Lock Enable/Disable
configuration below.

Select Lock
Enable / Disable
(C-5)

Lock Disable
(#0)

Enable / Disable selection of the electronic “lock” function.  If enabled, the stored passcode must be
entered to modify any configuration or valve profile data.  Setting #0 and #1 correspond to Lock
Disable and Lock Enable, respectively.
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Table 12: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'A'

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘A’
A-0:  Enter Manual
Positioning Mode

Command A-0 is used to enter a Manual Positioning Mode that overrides the 4-20 mA firing rate command
input. If the numbered lights flash momentarily after entering Command A-0, the command was not executed
for one or more of the following reasons:
•  The ADJUST switch may be in the MINIMUM position,
•  The system is in Shutdown Mode, or
•  The system may be “locked” to prevent tampering.

After entering Command A-0, the yellow manual light on the Control Interface will be ON. Once this command
has been entered, the INC/DEC switch can be used to change the firing rate. If the ADJUST switch is in the
INDEX position, the INC/DEC switch is used to move between the 19 electronic position “indexes”.

If the ADJUST switch is in the ADJ position, pushing the INC/DEC switch up or down changes the firing rate in
1.0% steps.  If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up or down position, the firing rate will change until 0 or
100% is reached.

CAUTION: This command should not be executed when the system is part of an operating process
that requires continuous, closed-loop temperature control.

A-1:  Display Alarm Codes After entering Command A-1, the INC/DEC switch is used to scroll through all current alarm conditions. If the
red alarm (“ALM”) light on the Control Interface is off, no alarm conditions exist.  (See Page 7400-S-23 for
troubleshooting and alarm descriptions.)

A-2:  Enter Valve Position
Setup Mode

Command A-2 is used to enter the Position Setup Mode for modifying the 22-position profile.  If the numbered
lights flash momentarily after entering Command A-2, the command was not executed for one or more of the
following reasons:
•  The ADJUST switch may be in the MINIMUM position,
•  The system is in Shutdown Mode, or
•  The system may be “locked” to prevent tampering.

After entering Command A-2, both the yellow manual light and green run light will be flashing along with 1 or 2
of the numbered lights that are used to indicate the valve’s position index. The flashing lights indicate that one
of the 22 position indexes can now be modified using the INC/DEC switch. (For example, if the #1 and #2 light
are flashing, position index 1.5 can be adjusted.) When the ADJUST switch is in the INDEX position, the
INC/DEC switch is used to select the position index to be modified. Each INC or DEC switch entry changes
the position index in 0.5 steps. With the ADJUST switch in the ADJ position, pushing the INC/DEC switch up
or down changes the position of the “selected” valve in 0.1-degree steps. (A valve is “selected” by using
Command A-3, Display/Change Selected Valve). If the INC/DEC switch is held in the up or down position for
more than 3 seconds, the valve position is changed in 0.5-degree steps. After moving the valve to the desired
position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the position setting.  When the Enter button is pressed, the
blinking position index lights (0-9) and command set light ‘a’ will momentarily turn off. (See Page 7400-S-18
through 20 for a complete description of the commissioning procedure.)

In the Position Setup Mode a maximum movement of 8 degrees from the stored position is permitted. When
the 8-degree limit or the min/max travel of the valve is reached, all of the position index lights will momentarily
flash on.

A-3:  Display / Change
Selected Valve

Command A-3 displays or changes the “selected” valve for adjustment, system commissioning, or valve
diagnostics.  If the numbered lights flash momentarily after entering Command A-3, the command was not
executed because the ADJUST switch may be in the MINIMUM position or the system may be “locked” to
prevent tampering.

After entering Command A-3, the numbered light of the selected valve (0, 1, 2, or 3) will be turned ON solid.
The INC/DEC switch is then used to change the selected valve. After pressing the INC/DEC switch until the
desired valve number is turned ON, press Enter to save the new selection. When the Enter button is pressed,
the selected valve number and command set light ‘a’ will momentarily turn off indicating the new selection has
been saved.

Continued on page 7400-S-38
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Table 12: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'A'  (Continued)

Continued on page 7400-S-39

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘A’
A-4:  Commission Valve Command A-4 “commissions” the selected valve and stores the position index (at the time of command entry)

as the valve’s maximum “running” position index. Prior to executing A-4, Command A-3 must be performed to
verify and/or change the valve being selected for commissioning.  After Command A-4 is executed for each of
the installed valves, the system will follow the 4-20mA firing rate when the Modulate Valves input is energized
on the MRV Interface Panel (i.e. RI3 of the Control Interface is in the ON state).  If a valve is not
commissioned, the system will remain at its light-off positions when modulation is commanded but will indicate
an alarm for each non-commissioned valve. The maximum “running” position index permitted for a
commissioned system is the minimum “running” index of the installed valves.  The maximum “running” index
permits partial commissioning when the lack of a full system load prevents firing the burner to its required
capacity.  Therefore, if the user desires operation at position index #9 for maximum application capacity,
Command A-4 must be executed for each installed valve while the system is in Setup Mode and positioned at
index #9.

Command A-4 is also used to re-commission a valve when its actuator is replaced. (See Page 7400-S-25 for
instructions on how to mechanically replace a valve actuator.)  When re-commissioning a spare actuator, the
valve number being replaced (#0, 1, 2, or 3) must be selected with Command A-3 and the replacement
actuator must be powered and connected to the control network. When Command A-4 is executed for re-
commissioning, the identification number of the spare valve actuator is saved in the Control Interface and the
number of the valve being replaced is saved in the spare actuator. After re-commissioning the spare actuator,
the valve should be re-calibrated by Maxon-trained personnel (see Commands C-1 and C-2) and the system
must be re-powered or reset (using the Remote Reset input or the User Display). Then the burner can be re-lit
and the MRV will modulate based on the 4-20mA firing rate when commanded. Due to mechanical tolerances,
the direct mounting of the replacement actuator will change the position of the valve by less than 1 degree.
Burner operation should be re-verified after actuator replacement if a 1-degree change in absolute valve
position could affect burner performance.  If an actuator is replaced without executing Command A-4 for valve
re-commissioning, a valve “swap” alarm will be indicated and the system will not modulate based on the 4-
20mA firing rate when commanded.

If the numbered lights flash momentarily after entering Command A-4, the command was not executed for one
or more of the following reasons:
• The ADJUST switch may be in the MINIMUM position,
• The system is not in Position Setup Mode (or in Shutdown Mode for actuator re-commissioning),
• The system may be “locked” to prevent tampering, or
• The replacement valve is not connected to the system when re-commissioning a spare actuator.

A-5:  Set Max Position &
Min/Max Ramp

Command A-5 is used to enter the Valve Position Setup Mode for adjusting the maximum position (index #9
of the selected valve) and setting a linear position ramp from the minimum to maximum stored positions. If the
numbered lights flash momentarily after command entry, the command was not executed for one or more of
the following reasons:
• The system is not currently at position index #9,
• The ADJUST switch may be in the MINIMUM position,
• The system is in Shutdown Mode, or
• The system may be “locked” to prevent tampering.

After entering the command successfully, both the yellow manual light and green run light will be flashing
(indicating Position Setup Mode) along with a flashing #9 light. The selected valve’s maximum position can
now be modified using the INC/DEC switch. If the ADJUST switch is in the ADJ position, pushing the
INC/DEC switch up or down changes the valve position in +/-0.1 degree steps. If the INC/DEC switch is held
in the up or down position for more than 3 seconds, the valve position is changed in 0.5-degree steps.  After
moving the valve to the desired position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the position setting.  When
the Enter button is pressed, the #9 position index light and the command set light ‘a’ will momentarily turn off.
Prior to executing Command A-5, Command A-3 must be performed to verify and/or change the valve being
selected for adjustment.

In the Position Setup Mode a maximum movement of 8 degrees from the stored position is permitted. When
the 8-degree limit or min/max travel of the valve is reached, all of the position index lights will momentarily
flash on. If the ADJUST switch is in the INDEX position, valve positioning is inhibited and is indicated by a
momentary flash of the position index lights when an INC/DEC adjustment is attempted. When the system is
in Position Setup Mode, the actual valve position is provided as a 4-20 mA output signal on the OUT+/-
terminals of the Control Interface.  If a User Display is not purchased, this output can be measured and
recorded in the MRV Commissioning Sheet (Reference Table 16) as an indication of the positions stored in
the Control Interface.
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Table 12: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'A'  (Continued)

A-6:  Set Min Position &
Min/Max Ramp

Command A-6 is used to enter the Valve Position Setup Mode for adjusting the minimum position (index #0 of
the selected valve) and setting a linear position ramp from the minimum to maximum positions. To enter
Command A-6, the position of the system must be at index #0. Adjustment of the minimum position is
performed identical to adjustment of the maximum position, Command A-5.

A-7:  Unlock Valve
Configuration

Command A-7 permits entry of a 4-digit passcode to “unlock” the system configuration and position profile for
user modification. A flashing alarm light indicates a “locked” unit. If the alarm light is not flashing, the unit is
already unlocked and the numbered lights will flash momentarily if command entry is attempted.   After the
command is entered, the INC/DEC command is used to select a passcode digit as indicated by the lights.
Once selected, the Enter button should be pushed and the process repeated 3 more times.  If the 4-digit pass-
code is correct, the alarm light will stop flashing and be turned off if no other alarms exist. To re-lock the unit,
move the command switch to the RUN position.

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘A’
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Table 13: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'B'

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘B’
B-0:  Select Loss of Signal
(LOS) Position

Command B-0 is a configuration command that permits selection of firing rate when a loss of signal event
occurs.  (A loss of signal condition exists if the 4-20mA firing rate command signal drops below 0.05 mA).
After Command B-0 is entered, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select an
L.O.S. configuration, #0,1,2,3, or 4, using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after the desired
configuration is selected and indicated by the numbered lights.

Configuration #0,1,2, and 3 correspond to the positions defined at index #0, 3, 6, and 9 (max), respectively.
Configuration #4 corresponds to no position change (actuator remains in the last firing rate position before
loss of signal). The factory default configuration is #0, position index #0.

 B-1:  Set Purge Position Command B-1 is used to set a custom purge position that is independent of the maximum position required
for high fire burner operation.  In most applications, this command is not required because the maximum
position established for each valve at high fire is acceptable during the purge period.  (If this command is not
used, purge positions will be set to the same values as stored for position index #9.)

Prior to executing this command, the system must be in Startup Mode (i.e. Modulate Valve Command input of
the MRV Interface Panel is in OFF state) and the system’s Startup Configuration must be set to “Custom”.
(See Command B-4 for Startup Configuration.) In addition, Command A-3 must also be executed prior to
Command B-1 execution in order to verify and/or change the valve being selected for adjustment. When
Command B-1 is executed, the system will enter Position Setup Mode to allow user modification of the purge
position (index #10) of the selected valve.  If the numbered lights flash momentarily after entering Command
B-1, the command was not executed for one or more of the following reasons:
•  The system is currently in RUN mode (i.e. the Modulate Valves command is energized),
•  The ADJUST switch is in the MINIMUM position,
•  The system is in Shutdown Mode, or
•  The system is “locked” to prevent tampering.

After successfully entering Command B-1, both the yellow manual light and green run light on the Control
Interface will be flashing along with numbered lights 9, 0, and 1. The flashing lights indicate that the purge
position index can now be modified using the INC/DEC switch.  With the ADJUST switch in the ADJ position,
pushing the INC/DEC switch up or down changes the position of the “selected” valve in 0.1-degree steps. (A
valve is “selected” by using Command A-3, Display/Change Selected Valve). If the INC/DEC switch is held in
the up or down position for more than 3 seconds, the valve position is changed in 0.5-degree steps. After
moving the valve to the desired position, the Enter button must be pressed to save the position setting.  When
the Enter button is pressed, the blinking position index lights (0-9) and command set light ‘a’ will momentarily
turn off.

In the Position Setup Mode a maximum movement of 8 degrees from the stored position is permitted. When
the 8-degree limit or the min/max travel of the valve is reached, all of the position index lights will momentarily
flash on. If the ADJUST switch is in the INDEX position, valve positioning is inhibited and is indicated by a
momentary flash of the position index lights when an INC/DEC adjustment is attempted. When the system is
in Position Setup Mode, the actual valve position is provided as a 4-20 mA output signal on the OUT+/-
terminals of the Control Interface.  If a User Display is not purchased, this output can be measured and
recorded in the MRV Commissioning Table (Reference Table 16) as an indication of the positions stored in
the Control Interface.

Continued on page 7400-S-41
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Table 13: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'B'  (Continued)

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘B’
 B-2: Set Standby Position Command B-2 is used to set a custom standby position that is independent of the minimum position required

for low fire burner operation.  In most applications, this command is not required because the minimum
position established for each valve at low fire is acceptable during the standby period.  (If this command is not
used, standby positions will be set to the same values as stored for position index #0.)

After successfully entering Command B-1, both the yellow manual light and green run light on the Control
Interface will be flashing along with numbered lights 9 and 0.  Adjustment of the standby positions and the
requirements for entering the command are identical to Command B-1, Set Purge Positions, described above.

B-3:  Select Deadband Command B-3 is a configuration command that is used to select the deadband placed around the firing rate
command input signal.  If the input signal contains spurious noise, hunting of the actuators may occur.  It is
recommended that the source of the noise is eliminated or the 4-20 mA cable type is verified as well as its
shield and ground connections.  If the noise cannot be eliminated, the deadband can be increased as a last
resort.

After Command B-3 is entered, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select a
deadband configuration, #0-5, using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after the desired
configuration is selected and indicated by the numbered lights. Configuration #0,1,2,3,4 and 5 correspond to a
deadband of 0, 0.03, 0.06, 0.13, 0.16%, respectively.  The factory default configuration is #2, 0.06%.

 B-4:  Select Startup
Configuration

Command B-4 permits selection of the Startup Configuration setting. The Startup Configuration setting defines
what effect each startup command input has on SMARTLINK MRV operation.  The 3 startup commands
include the Purge Position Command (PPC), Light-off Position Command (LPC), and Standby Position
Command (SPC).  The SPC command is active when both the PPC and LPC command inputs are not
energized.  All startup commands are overridden by the Modulate Valves command (MVC) which puts the
MRV in RUN mode.  The two configuration options are defined as follows:

Default Startup (Setting #0): PPC = maximum position for all valves, index #9; LPC = minimum position for all
valves, index #0; SPC = minimum position, index #0.  For this configuration setting, adjustment of the
minimum position (Index #0) and maximum position (Index #9) will automatically change the purge (Index
#10), light-off (Index #10.5), and standby (Index #9.5) positions.

Custom Startup (Setting #1): For each valve, the user can define a position for each of the startup commands
(PPC, LPC, SPC).  This configuration setting enables Command B-1 (Set Purge Position), Command B-2 (Set
Standby Position), and Command B-5 (Set Light-Off Position) and enables (or disables) custom startup
positions for standby, purge, and light-off states during the burner startup sequence controlled by the user’s
burner management system.

After Command B-4 is entered, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select
Startup Configuration #0 (Default Startup) or #1 (Custom Startup), using the INC/DEC switch and push the
Enter button after the desired configuration is selected and indicated by the numbered lights. The factory
default Startup Configuration is setting #0, Default Startup.

Continued on page 7400-S-42
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Table 13: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'B'  (Continued)

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number:  Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘B’
 B-5:  Set Light-Off Position Command B-5 is used to set a custom light-off position that is independent of the minimum position required

for low fire burner operation.  In most applications, this command is not required because the minimum
position established for each valve at low fire is also acceptable for burner light-off positions. (If this command
is not used, light-off positions will be set to the same values as stored for position index #0.)

After successfully entering Command B-5, both the yellow manual light and green run light on the Control
Interface will be flashing along with numbered lights 9 and 1.  Adjustment of the light-off positions and the
requirements for entering the command are identical to Command B-1, Set Purge Positions, described above.

 B-6:  Select Auto Ramp
Adjust On/Off

Command B-6 is a configuration command that is used to set on or off the automatic ramp function.  The
factory default is Auto Ramp ON, configuration #1. Configuration #0 is Auto Ramp OFF.

After command entry, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select Auto Ramp
ON, #1, or Auto Ramp OFF, #0 using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after the desired
configuration is selected and indicated by the numbered lights.

The automatic ramp function is used during the Position Setup Mode to create a linear position ramp between
the position being adjusted and the two adjacent position indexes.  This provides a position “smoothing” of the
valve profile and simplifies commissioning because only 10 position indexes (i.e. index 0, 1, 2, 3, ….instead of
0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, etc.) require adjustment.  For burner tuning that requires precision adjustment of each of the
19 position indexes, the Auto Ramp function should be OFF.

 B-7:  Select Movement
Configuration

Command B-7 is a configuration command that is used to select valve movement speed during RUN mode
when modulating from low to high fire.  Configuration setting #0 is the slow speed (~60 seconds), setting #1
the medium speed (~40 seconds), and setting #2 is the fast speed (~20 seconds).  Configuration setting #1,
medium speed, is the default configuration.

After command entry, the current configuration is shown by one of the numbered lights. Select the movement
configuration (#0, #1, or #2) using the INC/DEC switch and push the Enter button after the desired
configuration is selected and indicated by the numbered lights.
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Table 14: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Commands — Command Set 'C'

SMARTLINK  Commands
Number / Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘C’
C-0:  Test Valve Command C-0 is a diagnostic command that is used to test a valve actuator through its full travel.  When the

command is executed, the selected valve moves to its full open position, pauses for several seconds, and
returns to a fully closed position.  (To display or change the selected valve, perform Command A-3.) During
command execution, the even numbered lights should flash on the Control Interface.  If either open or close
positions are not properly reached, all the numbered lights will flash momentarily indicating the test has failed.
The system must first be in Shutdown Mode before this command will be executed. (To place the system in
Shutdown Mode, disconnect one of the valves temporarily until a Shutdown alarm is indicated or initiate a
system shutdown from the User Display.) If all of the numbered lights momentarily flash after command entry,
the command was not executed.

C-1:  Reserved for Trained
Personnel
(Enable Calibration)

Command C-1 permits the selected valve actuator to be re-calibrated. In effect, this command enables the
user to execute Command C-2, Calibrate Valve. (Refer to the Actuator Replacement section on Page 7400-S-
25 for the complete procedure.) The system must first be in Shutdown Mode before this command will be
executed. If all of the numbered lights momentarily flash after Control Interface Command entry, the command
was not executed.

C-2:  Reserved for Trained
Personnel
(Calibrate Valve)

Command C-2 calibrates the valve actuator and replaces the factory-set valve calibration data. This command
should be performed by factory-trained personnel only. When the command is executed, the selected valve
finds the factory-set hard-stop, establishes a new “home” or 0.0 degree position, and then verifies full travel
movement in 0.1 degree steps. (To display or change the selected valve prior to executing Command C-2,
execute Command A-3.) When the command is executed from the Control Interface, the even numbered
lights should flash. (No lights will flash on the Control Interface if this command is executed from the User
Display.) The command takes approximately 3 minutes to complete. If the calibration procedure fails, all the
numbered lights will flash momentarily indicating the test has failed. Command C-1 must be successfully
performed before this command can be executed. If all of the numbered lights momentarily flash after the
command is entered or at the end of the calibration procedure, the command was not successfully executed.

C-3:  Reset Factory Default
Settings

Command C-3 is a configuration command that is used to reset all system configuration and valve position
data with the exception of the backup position profile. To execute Command C-3, the valve system must first
be in Position Setup Mode (See Command A-2) and the Modulate Valve Command (MVC) must be off. With
the unit in Position Setup Mode and Command C-3 selected, push the Enter button.  Light #3 and the
command set ‘c’ light should momentarily turn off indicating the reset is complete.

C-4:  Enter New Lock
Combination

Command C-4 is a configuration command that is used to enter a new 4-digit electronic passcode to prevent
tampering. To execute Command C-4, the electronic “lock” must be enabled and the unit must be in the
“unlocked” state. (A locked unit is indicated by a flashing alarm light.) If all the numbered lights momentarily
flash after command entry, the command was not executed due to one of the following reasons:
•  The “lock” function is disabled, or
•  The unit is currently locked. (See Command C-5 to enable the lock function or Command A-7 to unlock

the unit.)

After the command is entered, the INC/DEC command is used to select a passcode digit as indicated by the
numbered lights. After the first digit is selected, the Enter button should be pushed and the numbered light
and command set light ‘c’ momentarily turn off.  Repeat the previous digit entry process 3 more times for a
total of 4 digits.  After the 4th digit is entered, the number #4 light will turn on and the command set ‘c’ light will
begin to flash, indicating that a new 4-digit passcode has been saved and the command is complete.

If the 4-digit passcode is forgotten, call Maxon for assistance. The factory default 4-digit passcode is 0-0-0-0.

Continued on page 7400-S-44
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SMARTLINK  Commands
Number / Name

Description of command purpose and usage

Command Set ‘C’
C-5:  Select Lock Enable /
Disable

Command C-5 is a configuration command that is used to enable or disable the electronic “lock” function.
The factory default is configuration #0, Lock Disable. Configuration #1 is Lock Enable.

To execute Command C-5, the unit must be in the unlocked state.  (The alarm light will be flashing rapidly if
the unit is locked. See Command A-7 to unlock the device.) After command entry, the current configuration is
shown by one of the numbered lights. Select either configuration #0 or #1 using the INC/DEC switch and push
the Enter button after the desired configuration is selected and indicated by the numbered lights.

C-6:  Save Profile as Backup Command C-6 is a configuration command that is used to save the currently stored valve position profiles.
This command is used in conjunction with C-7, Restore Backup Profile, to help ensure that proven valve
position profiles can be restored without re-commissioning if a factory default reset is accidentally performed
or incorrect position adjustments are made during the commissioning process.

To execute Command C-6, the valve system must first be in Position Setup Mode (See Command A-2). With
Command C-6 selected and the unit in Position Setup Mode, push the Enter button.  Light #6 and the
command set ‘c’ light should momentarily turn off, indicating the command has been executed.

C-7:  Restore Backup Profile Command C-7 is a configuration command that is used to restore a backup valve position profile as the
current operating profile.  This command is used in conjunction with C-6, Save Profile as Backup, to help
ensure that proven valve position profiles can be restored without re-commissioning if a factory default reset is
accidentally performed or incorrect position adjustments are made during the commissioning process.

To execute Command C-6, the valve system must first be in Position Setup Mode (See Command A-2) and
the Modulate Valve command input must be in the OFF state. With the unit in Position Setup Mode and
Command C-7 selected, push the Enter button.  Light #7 and the command set ‘c’ light should momentarily
turn off, indicating the command has been executed.
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Table 15: SMARTLINK™ MRV User Display Command Summary

Continued on page 7400-S-46
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MAIN & SUB-MENU ITEMS
(See Notes 1-7 below) MENU & SUB-MENU DESCRIPTIONS

Main
Menu #

Sub
Menu # Menu Item Descriptions

1
SMARTLINK MRV Status
Or
More Status                [ENTER]

View mode of operation, firing rate or startup state, and alarm status
Or
Enter status sub-menu to view additional status

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

  Ctl Interface Status
  Valve #0 Status
  Valve #1 Status
  Valve #2 Status
  Valve #3 Status

  Control Interface commissioning status, S/W version, and ID number
  Valve #0 position status, S/W version, and ID number
  Valve #1 position status, S/W version, and ID number
  Valve #2 position status, S/W version, and ID number
  Valve #3 position status, S/W version, and ID number

2 Manual Mode [ENTER] Execute Command A-0: Enter Manual Positioning Mode

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

  Maximum Fire                  [ENTER]
  Minimum Fire                 [ENTER]
  Set Index                     [ARROWS]
  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Move FR 10%             [ARROWS]
  Move FR 1%               [ARROWS]
  Run Mode                       [ENTER]

  Move valves synchronously to maximum position index (#9)
  Move valves synchronously to minimum position index (#0)
  Move valves synchronously to selected position index
  (Command A-3) Select valve for viewing positions
  Change firing rate by 10% up or down
  Change firing rate by 1% up or down
  Exit manual mode and resume control via 4-20mA firing rate input

3 Set Max & Ramp [ENTER] Execute Command A-5: Set Max Position & Min/Max Ramp

3.1
3.2
3.3

   Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Trim 1.0 deg               [ARROWS]
  Trim 0.1 deg               [ARROWS]

   (Command A-3) Select valve for  adjustment
  Adjust selected valve in 1.0 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  Adjust selected valve in 0.1 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile

4 Set Min & Ramp [ENTER] Execute Command A-6: Set Min Position & Min/Max Ramp

4.1
4.2
4.3

  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Trim 1.0 deg               [ARROWS]
  Trim 0.1 deg               [ARROWS]

  Select valve for adjustment
  Adjust selected valve in 1.0 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  Adjust selected valve in 0.1 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile

5 Setup Mode [ENTER] Execute Command A-2: Enter Position Setup Mode

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11

  Set Index                    [ARROWS]
  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Trim 1.0 deg               [ARROWS]
  Trim 0.1 deg               [ARROWS]
  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Set Fluid                     [ARROWS]
  Commission                   [ENTER]
  Run Mode                       [ENTER]
  Save Backup                  [ENTER]
  Load Backup                  [ENTER]
  Load Default                   [ENTER]

  Move valves synchronously to selected position index
  (Command A-3) Select valve for profile adjustment
  Adjust selected valve in 1.0 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  Adjust selected valve in 0.1 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  (Command A-3) Select valve for profile adjustment
  Set fluid type for selected valve
  (Command A-4) Commission Valve; [ARROWS] select valve
  Exit Position Setup Mode and return to RUN mode
  (Command C-6) Save Profile as Backup
  (Command C-7) Restore Profile from Backup
  (Command C-3) Reset Factory Default Settings

6 Set Standby [ENTER] Execute Command B-2: Set Standby Position

6.1
6.2
6.3

  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Trim 1.0 deg               [ARROWS]
  Trim 0.1 deg               [ARROWS]

  (Command A-3) Select valve for profile adjustment
  Adjust selected valve in 1.0 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  Adjust selected valve in 0.1 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile

7 Set Purge: [ENTER] Execute Command B-1: Set Purge Position

7.1
7.2
7.3

  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Trim 1.0 deg               [ARROWS]
  Trim 0.1 deg               [ARROWS]

  (Command A-3) Select valve for profile adjustment
  Adjust selected valve in 1.0 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  Adjust selected valve in 0.1 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile

8 Set Lightoff [ENTER] Execute Command B-5: Set Light-Off Position

8.1
8.2
8.3

  Set Valve#                  [ARROWS]
  Trim 1.0 deg               [ARROWS]
  Trim 0.1 deg               [ARROWS]

   (Command A-3) Select valve for profile adjustment
  Adjust selected valve in 1.0 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
  Adjust selected valve in 0.1 degree steps; [ENTER] to save profile
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MAIN & SUB-MENU ITEMS
(See Notes 1-7 below) MAIN & SUB-MENU DESCRIPTIONS

Main
Menu #

Sub
Menu # Menu Item Descriptions

9 Set Configuration [ENTER]

Or
Select Item                [ARROWS]

Execute the configuration command (Command B-0, B-3, B-4, B-6, B-7, or C-
5) for the item selected
Or
Select the configuration item to be changed

9.1   Save Setting                       [ENTER]
  Or
  Change                               [ARROWS]

   Save the displayed setting of the selected configuration item
   Or
   Change the setting of the selected item

10 System Maintenance  [ENTER] Enter the system maintenance sub-menu to select function

10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8

  Lock Configuration             [ENTER]
  Unlock Configuration          [ENTER]
  Change Lock Passcode      [ENTER]
  Save System Data               [ENTER]
  View System Data               [ENTER]
  Restore System Data          [ENTER]
  Change System Name        [ENTER]
  Change Valve Count           [ENTER]

  Locks the unit after enabling the lock function (Command C-5)
  Unlock system using prompts to select and enter passcode (Command A-7)
  Change lock using prompts to select and enter new passcode (Command C-4)
  Save data of connected system in User Display
  View data records saved in User Display
  Restore selected User Display data record in connected system
  Change name of connected system
  Change number of valves connected

11 Valve Maintenance       [ENTER] Enter the valve maintenance sub-menu to select function

11.1
11.2

11.3

11.4
11.5

11.6

  Test Mode                           [ENTER]
  Open/Close                         [ENTER]

  Check Cal                           [ENTER]

  Calibrate                             [ENTER]
  Replace                              [ENTER]

  Make Spare                        [ENTER]

  Enables testing for selected valve; ARROWS select valve (Command A-3)
  (Command C-0) Performs open/close test on selected valve; ARROWS select
valve (Command A-3)
  Performs calibration check on selected valve; ARROWS select valve (Command
A-3)
  Performs calibration on selected valve; ARROWS select valve (Command A-3)
  (Command A-4) Replaces selected valve with spare; ARROWS select valve to
replace (Command A-3)
  Makes selected valve a spare unit; ARROWS select valve (Command A-3)

12 Shutdown History
Or
More History                  [ENTER]

Displays number of shutdown events and last history reset time/date
Or
Enter shutdown event history sub-menu

12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.7

   Event #1
   Event #2
   Event #3
   Event #4
   Event #5
   Event #6
   Reset Events                     [ENTER]

  Displays time-stamped shutdown event  #1
  Displays time-stamped shutdown event  #2
  Displays time-stamped shutdown event  #3
  Displays time-stamped shutdown event  #4
  Displays time-stamped shutdown event  #5
  Displays time-stamped shutdown event  #6
  Resets shutdown event history and returns to main menu item

13 Set 24-Hour Clock          [ENTER] Enter sub-menu to set clock

13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4
13.5

  Set Month                            [ARROWS]
  Set Date                               [ARROWS]
  Set Year                               [ARROWS]
  Set Hour (0-23)                    [ARROWS]
  Set Minutes                         [ARROWS]

Change/set month
Change/set date
Change/set year
Change/set hour
Change/set minutes

14 Emergency  Shutdown    [ENTER]
Or
Reset Shutdown               [ENTER]

Puts MRV in Shutdown Mode and de-energizes Control Enable output relay
Or
Resets MRV when in Shutdown Mode
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 SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

Table 16: SMARTLINK™ MRV Commissioning Sheet

Commissioning Date:

System Number:

Control Interface S/N:

Plant:

Burner Zone:

Valve-0 Valve-1Position
Index

Light
# On

Position
Command

(%)

Position
Command

(mA)
Position

(deg. or mA)
Burner

Pressure or
Flow

Position
(deg. or mA)

Burner
Pressure or

Flow
0 0   00.00% 4.000
0.5 0, 1   05.56% 4.889

1 1   11.11% 5.778

1.5 1, 2   16.67% 6.667

2 2   22.22% 7.556

2.5 2, 3   27.78% 8.444

3 3   33.33% 9.333

3.5 3, 4   38.89% 10.222

4 4   44.44% 11.111

4.5 4, 5   50.00% 12.000

5 5   55.56% 12.889

5.5 5, 6   61.11% 13.778

6 6   66.67% 14.667

6.5 6, 7   72.22% 15.556

7 7   77.78% 16.444

7.5 7, 8   83.33% 17.333

8 8   88.89% 18.222

8.5 8, 9   94.44% 19.111

9 9 100.00% 20.000

9.5 9, 0 Standby No inputs

10 9, 0, 1 Purge PPC On

10.5 9, 1 Lightoff LPC On

Valve #0 Fluid:

Valve #1 Fluid:

Valve #2 Fluid:

Valve #3 Fluid:

Continued on page 7400-S-48

Configuration
Command Name &
(Number)

Factory Default &
(Configuration
Setting No.)

Field Configuration
Setting

Select Loss of Signal
Position (B-0)

Position Index #0
(Minimum)

Select Control Deadband
(B-3)

0.06% Deadband
(#2)

Select Startup
Configuration  (B-4)

Default Startup
(#0)

Set Auto Ramp
Adjust (B-6)

Auto Ramp ON
(#1)

Select Movement
Configuration (B-7)

Medium
(#1)

Enter New Lock
Passcode (C-4)

Passcode: 0,0,0,0
(N/A)

Select Lock Enable /
Disable (C-5)

Lock Disable
(#0)

12/02
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SMARTLINK™ Reference Tables

Table 16: SMARTLINK™ MRV Commissioning Sheet ���������	


Valve-2 Valve-3Position
Index

Light
# On

Position
Command

(%)

Position
Command

(mA)
Position

(deg. or mA)
Burner

Pressure or
Flow

Position
(deg. or mA)

Burner
Pressure or

Flow
0 0   00.00% 4.000
0.5 0, 1   05.56% 4.889

1 1   11.11% 5.778

1.5 1, 2   16.67% 6.667

2 2   22.22% 7.556

2.5 2, 3   27.78% 8.444

3 3   33.33% 9.333

3.5 3, 4   38.89% 10.222

4 4   44.44% 11.111

4.5 4, 5   50.00% 12.000

5 5   55.56% 12.889

5.5 5, 6   61.11% 13.778

6 6   66.67% 14.667

6.5 6, 7   72.22% 15.556

7 7   77.78% 16.444

7.5 7, 8   83.33% 17.333

8 8   88.89% 18.222

8.5 8, 9   94.44% 19.111

9 9 100.00% 20.000

9.5 9, 0 Standby No inputs

10 9, 0, 1 Purge PPC On

10.5 9, 1 Lightoff LPC On

Maxon SMARTLINK MRV Commands Command Entry Requirements

Command Set ‘A’
 A-0:  Enter Manual Positioning Mode Unit not in Shutdown Mode
 A-1:  Display Alarm Codes
 A-2:  Enter Position Setup Mode Unit not in Shutdown  Mode
 A-3:  Display/Change Selected Valve
 A-4:  Commission Valve Unit in Setup Mode, MVC input on; Shutdown Mode to replace valve
 A-5:  Set Max Position & Ramp Unit at Position Index = 9; not in Shutdown Mode
 A-6:  Set Min Position & Ramp Unit at Position Index = 0; not in Shutdown Mode
 A-7:  Unlock System Configuration Unit must be already “locked”
Command Set ‘B’
 B-0:  Select Loss of Signal Position
 B-1:  Set Purge Position Custom Startup enabled, MVC off, not in Shutdown Mode
 B-2:  Set Standby Position Custom Startup enabled, MVC off, not in Shutdown Mode
 B-3:  Select Deadband
 B-4:  Select Startup Configuration
 B-5:  Set Light-Off Position Custom Startup enabled, MVC off, not in Shutdown Mode
 B-6:  Select Auto Ramp Adjust
 B-7:  Select Movement Configuration
Command Set ‘C’
 C-0:  Valve Test Unit in Shutdown Mode
 C-1:  Reserved For Trained Personnel See Installation and Operating Instructions
 C-2:  Reserved For Trained Personnel See Installation and Operating Instructions
 C-3:  Reset Factory Default Settings Unit in Position Setup Mode, MVC input off
 C-4:  Enter New Lock Passcode Unit “unlocked” and lock function enabled to modify
 C-5:  Select Lock Enable / Disable Unit “unlocked” to modify
 C-6:  Save Profile as Backup Unit in Position Setup Mode
 C-7:  Restore Backup Profile Unit in Position Setup Mode, MVC input off
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Assembly Numbers & Spare Parts
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Assembly Numbers

0100 S SRCV - A A 1 1 1 V1 A-
Size Flow

Capacity
Series Body

Connection
Body
Seals

Body
Material

Body
Internals

Torque
Rating

Software
Version

Language

CONFIGURED ITEM NUMBER

Size
0000 - Actuator

Only
0100 - 1”
0125 - 1.25”
0150 - 1.5”
0200 - 2”
0250 - 2.5”
0300 - 3”
0400 - 4”
0600 - 6”
0800 - 8”
1000 - 10”
1200 - 12”
1400 - 14”
1600 - 16”

Flow
Capacity
0 - Actuator

Only
S - Standard

Series
SRCV - SMARTLINK

MICRO-RATIO Valve

Language
A - English
X - Special
* - Valve

Body
Only

Body Internals ➀➀➀➀➀
1 - Trim Package 1
2 - Trim Package 1,

Oxy-Clean
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Connection
A - ANSI Flange
M - M-Style

Flange
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Seals
A - Buna-N
B - Viton
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Body Material
1 - Cast Iron
2 - Carbon Steel
3 - Brass
X - Special
* - Actuator Only

Torque Rating
1 - 300 in-lbs
X - Special
* - Valve Body

Only

Software Version ➂➂➂➂➂
V1 - Version 1
1A - Version 1A
1B - Version 1B
XX - Special
** - Valve Body

Only

➀  - “Trim Package 1” used with cast iron and carbon steel bodies. “Trim Package 1, Oxy-Clean” used with brass bodies.
➁ - Valve 0 should be configured as the fuel valve.
➂ - The latest version is the default; proper version must be specified for replacement items.

BODY

SMARTLINK™ MRV Valve Model Number

ACTUATOR

Valve
Number

Valve Number ➁➁➁➁➁
0 - Valve 0
1 - Valve 1
2 - Valve 2
3 - Valve 3
4 - Spare

Actuator

0

8/03

Additional Configured Valve Options

Fluid
AIR - Air

PROP - Propane Gas
NAT GAS - Natural Gas

OXY - Oxygen
BUT - Butane

Flanges
NONE - None Selected

CIANSITHRD - Cast Iron ANSI Threaded Flanges
CSANSITHRD - Carbon Steel ANSI Threaded Flanges

CSWLDG - Carbon Steel Welding Flanges
BRANSITHRD - Brass ANSI Threaded Flanges

BRSLDR - Brass Soldered Flanges

Wire
0 - None Selected

100 - 100 feet
500 - 500 feet

Tagging
NONE - No Tagging

ALW - Aluminum (wire-on)
SSP - Stainless Steel (permanent)
SSW - Stainless Steel (wire-on)

Installation
NEW - New Installation
REPL - Replacement

Original Model Number
1 - Configured Item Number
2 - Segment Options
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Assembly Numbers

SR CI V1- A 1 2
Series Software

Version
Language Network

Interface
Valve
Count

Conf. Item  #

Series
SR CI - SMARTLINK

MRV Control
Interface

Language
A - English
X - Special

Power Supply
0 - None
1 - 24VDC
X - Special
* - Included w/

Interface Panel

Enclosure
0 - None
1 - 24x20x8, NEMA 4/4x, Window
2 - 24x20x8, SS304, Window
3 - 24x20x8, SS316, Window
4 - 20x16x8, NEMA 4/4x, Window
5 - 20x16x8, SS304, Window
6 - 20x16x8, SS316, Window
7 - 20x16x8, NEMA 4/4x, No Window
8 - 20x16x8, SS304, No Window
9 - 20x16x8, SS316, No Window
X - Special

Software Version ➂➂➂➂➂
V1 - Version 1
1A - Version 1A
1B - Version 1B
XX - Special

SMARTLINK™ MRV Control Interface Model Number

2
Enclosure

- 1
User

Display

A
Interface
Panel/
Plate

1
Power
Supply

Module/Rail Assembly Options

- -1
Relay
Input

Interface

1
Rail

Assem-
blies

1
Relay
Output

Interface

User Display ➀➀➀➀➀
0 - None
1 - Mounted Inside Enclosure
2 - Mounted Outside Enclosure
3 - Mounted Outside Enclosure,
w/ dust cover
4 -  Not Mounted

Interface Panel/
Plate
0 - None
A - 24x20 Plate,

prewired
B - 24x20 316SS

Plate, prewired
C - 20x16 Plate,

prewired
D - 20x16 316SS

Plate, prewired
X - Special

Network
Interface
0 - None
1 - Yes
* - Included w/

Interface
Panel

Relay Input
Interface ➁➁➁➁➁
0 - None
A - 24 VDC
B - 120 VAC
C - 230 VAC

Relay Output
Interface
0 - None
1 - Yes
* - Included w/

Interface
Panel

Rail
Assemblies
0 - None
1 - Control Rail

Assembly
2 - Control Rail

 & Terminal
Block
Assembly

* - Both
included w/
Interface
Panel

Valve Count
2 - Two Valve

System
3 - Three

Valve
System

4 - Four
Valve
System

Additional Configured Control Interface Options
Installation

NEW - New Installation
REPL - Replacement

Original Model Number
1 - Configured Item Number
2 - Segment Options

➀  - Outside enclosure can only be chosen for a non-window enclosure.
➁ - One option must be chosen when an Interface Panel/Plate is specified.
➂ - The latest version is the default; proper version must be specified for replacement items.
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Gas Pressure Regulators

Maxon Corporation stocks and supplies a broad range of accessories. These gas pressure
regulators are selected and compatibility matched for use with Maxon equipment systems
and are manufactured by other major component suppliers. Dimensional and capacity
information given is in accordance with latest information supplied by the original manu-
facturer, but is subject to manufacturer’s changes and availability.

Mounting position may affect regulator
performance. See specific regulator data for any
limitations.

Outside venting is recommended for all
regulators. Manifolding or undersizing of vent piping
may limit escape capacity and give sluggish regulator
response or adverse interaction between regulators.
Always protect the open end of vent line against
insect or water entry.

Valves downstream of regulator should be
rated for full upstream pressure since their
relatively quicker closure generally allows full line
pressure to build up downstream of regulator.

Outlet piping must be sized for full system
capacity and allowable pressure drops. It may
need to be larger than regulator outlet size. See Table
1 below which indicates attainable natural gas flows
under various line size and pressure combinations.

Principle of Operation
Gas pressure regulators attempt to maintain a

specific outlet pressure at any flow within their
capacity range, despite inlet pressure fluctuation. In
actual practice, outlet pressures generally fall off as
flow increases for three reasons:
1. The opening force supplied by the adjusting spring

length changes.
2. The effective diaphragm area varies with valve

position.
3. Varying flows give varying pressure losses

between the regulator’s sensing point (normally
inside the regulator body) and the downstream
pressure measuring point. This is called “droop”
and can have a pronounced effect on the
maximum capacity rating.

Some regulators use lever-type internal linkages
for greater shut-off force. Such designs exhibit a
frictional response lag that is normally countered by
boosting outlet pressure internally. Under some
conditions, regulator instability can result.

Selection considerations
Regulator size should provide maximum flow

required at the highest outlet pressure needed,
taking into consideration incoming line losses.

Regulator spring should be chosen so desired
outlet pressure is centered within its range.
Regulator inlet pressure cannot be exceeded at
outlet. You may wish to order a spare spring in the
next higher pressure range to avoid start-up
inconvenience if system pressure drops exceed those
anticipated.

Orifice size (if offered) should always be the
smallest compatible with required capacity.
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"1 084 086 0251 0612 0462 0273

"4/1-1 0701 0151 0813 0054 0445 0477

"2/1-1 0661 0532 0284 0286 0828 027,11
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"4 000,12 007,92 008,55 008,87 008,59 004,531
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Regulator Specifications

External control line (if required by the specific
regulator selected) must be installed between
regulator connection and outlet piping 6-8 pipe
diameters downstream of regulator. Protect this
control line against breakage: Such damage could
cause regulator to go wide open. A restrictor (such as
tamper-proof gas cock or needle valve) may be added
to control line if regulator performance appears
unstable.

NOTE: Equimeter Series 121 regulators require
installation of a 1/4" external downstream control line
by customer, as shown in sketch below.

Temperature limits
Ambient temperature limits:

-40°F to +200°F (93°C)
Flowing gas temperature limits:

-20°F (-29°C) to +150°F (66°C)

CAUTION: If any of the above limits are exceeded,
the regulator must be taken out of service and
inspected. Damaged or otherwise unsatisfactory
parts must be repaired or replaced.

Other gases:
These regulators may be used for the following gas

services: natural gas, LP gas, nitrogen, dry carbon
dioxide, air, and many other inert gas applications.
For equivalent flow capacities of other gases, multiply
the natural gas capacities shown in the charts by a
“correction factor”  from the table below.

Internal relief valve (often called IRV) is built into
the 1-1/4" and 2" Equimeter Series 243 regulators. It
is built into the center of the regulator’s diaphragm
assembly and works in essentially the same way as a
standard relief valve.

The IRV “opens” when outlet pressure exceeds the
set point by approximately 9" wc, thereby allowing
excess gas to escape through the vent to
atmosphere.

Maximum inlet pressures vary dependent upon
the manufacturer’s combination of pipe size, orifice
size (if offered), and the outlet spring.

Emergency exposure pressure is the
manufacturer’s maximum inlet pressure the regulator
can be subjected to under abnormal conditions
without causing damage to the regulator’s internals.

Set point is the outlet pressure a regulator is
adjusted to deliver. Ideally, this is at or near a mid-
point of a specific outlet spring range.

Maximum outlet pressure is a manufacturer’s
pressure limit that can be safely contained within the
regulator body. (“Safely contained” means no leakage
and no bursting.)

Maximum diaphragm pressure is a
manufacturer’s pressure limit that the diaphragm may
be subjected to without causing damage to the
internals of the regulator. (It is typically related to “set
point”.)

Correction
Factor

Other Gases

Air (Specific Gravity 1.0) 0.77

Propane (Specific Gravity 1.53) 0.63

1350 Btu Propane-Air Mix (1.20) 0.71

Nitrogen (Specific Gravity 0.97) 0.79

Dry Carbon Dioxide (Specific Gravity 1.52) 0.63

0.6

Specific Gravity
of the Gas

For other noncorrosive gases
Correction Factor =

Sizing a gas pressure regulator
In order to select the proper size regulator, you

must know:
1. Available inlet pressure
2. Desired outlet pressure
3. Required maximum flow rate in Btu/hr or CFH and

the type/analysis of flowing fuel gas
4. Pipe size
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Condensed Regulator Selection Data

Maxitrol Series RS
Maximum inlet pressure: 5 PSIG
Emergency exposure limit: 12.5 PSIG
Ambient temperature limits: (-40° to +205°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 1" wc to 22" wc
No diaphragm mounting position restrictions

Maxitrol Series #325
Maximum inlet pressure: 10 PSIG
Emergency exposure limit: 65 PSIG
Ambient temperature limits: (-40° to +205°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 2" wc to 3 PSIG
Horizontal diaphragm mounting position only

Maxitrol Series RV
Maximum inlet pressure: 1 PSIG
Emergency exposure limit: 10 PSIG
Ambient temperature limit: (-40° to +205°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 1" wc to 22" wc
Horizontal diaphragm mounting position only

NOTE: Do not use Series RV regulators if inlet
pressure is more than 10 times outlet pressure.

Maxitrol Series #210
Maximum inlet pressure: 10 PSIG
Emergency exposure limit: 25 PSIG
Ambient temperature limit: (-40° to +200°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 1" wc to 30" wc
Horizontal diaphragm mounting position only
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Condensed Regulator Selection Data

Equimeter Series #043
Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG,
dependent upon orifice size, pipe size, and spring
selection combination.
Emergency exposure limit: 50 PSI greater than
maximum inlet pressure combination
Flowing gas temperature limit: (-20°F to +150°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG
No diaphragm mounting position restrictions
Maximum diaphragm pressure: set point + 3 PSIG

Equimeter Series #143
Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG,
depending upon orifice size, pipe size, and spring
selection combination.
Emergency exposure limit: 50 PSI greater than
maximum inlet pressure combination
Flowing gas temperature limit: (-20°F to +150°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG
No diaphragm mounting position restrictions
Maximum diaphragm pressure: set point + 3 PSIG

Equimeter Series #243
Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG,
depending upon orifice size, pipe size, and spring
selection combination.
Emergency exposure limit: 50 PSI greater than
maximum inlet pressure combination
Flowing gas temperature limit: (-20°F to +150°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 3.5" wc to 4.25 PSIG
No diaphragm mounting position restrictions
Maximum diaphragm pressure: set point + 5 PSIG

Equimeter Series #122
Maximum inlet pressure: 15 PSIG
Emergency exposure pressure: 20 PSIG
Flowing gas temperature limit: (-20°F to +150°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG
Horizontal diaphragm mounting position only

Equimeter Series #121
Maximum inlet pressure: 60 PSIG
Emergency exposure limit: 70 PSIG
Flowing gas temperature limit: (-20°F to +150°F)
Outlet pressure ranges: 3 PSIG to 10 PSIG
Horizontal diaphragm mounting position only
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Performance Selection Data
for Maxitrol Gas Pressure Regulators

Maxon stocks a broad range of Maxitrol regulators.
If you have selected one of them on the basis of
general considerations and condensed selection data
found on the preceding pages, the tables below and

on the following page indicate flows in SCFH natural
gas under various conditions. See the following pages
for dimensions and ordering information.

srotalugeR"SR"seireSlortixaM
morfsegnarerusserpteltuohtiwerusserptelnimumixamGISP5rof

cw"22otcw"1
seireSs'rerutcafunaM

eziS&noitangiseD
S004R#lortixaM S005R# S006R#

erusserPtelnI
porDerusserP

)cwsehcni(
"8/3 "2/1 "4/3 "1

GISP5

cw"2.0 77 68 691 033

cw"4.0 011 121 772 864

cw"6.0 431 841 043 275

cw"8.0 551 271 293 166

cw"1 471 291 834 937

cw"5.1 212 532 735 609

cw"2 542 172 026 6401

cw"5.2 472 303 396 9611

cw"3 --- --- 067 0821

cw"5.3 --- --- 028 0831

cw"4 --- --- 678 0841

srotalugeR523#seireSlortixaM
teltuohtiwerusserpteltuomumixamGISP01rof

GISP2otcw"2morfsegnarerusserp

seireSs'rerutcafunaM
eziS&noitangiseD

lortixaM
3-523#

lortixaM
5-523#

telnI
erusserP

erusserP
porD

)cwsehcni(
"2/1&"8/3 "1&"4/3

GISP01

cw"3.0 03 07

cw"5.0 83 09

cw"0.1 55 821

cw"3 59 122

cw"5 221 682

cw"7 541 833

GISP5.0 402 674

GISP57.0 052 385

GISP1 982 376

srotalugeR"VR"seireSlortixaM
cw"22otcw"1morfsegnarerusserpteltuohtiwerusserptelnimumixamGISP1rof

eziS&noitangiseDseireSs'rerutcafunaM 16-VR#lortixaM 18-VR#lortixaM 19-VR#lortixaM 111-VR#lortixaM

erusserPtelnI porDerusserP )cwsehcni( "1 "4/1-1 "2/1-1 "2 "3

GISP1

cw"1.0 973 973 087 2121 2472

cw"2.0 635 635 2011 4171 8783

cw"3.0 576 576 0531 0012 0574

cw"4.0 957 957 9551 4242 5845

cw"5.0 848 848 3471 1172 2316

cw"6.0 929 929 9091 9692 8176

cw"7.0 4001 4001 2602 8023 6527

cw"8.0 3701 3701 4022 9243 7577

cw"9.0 8311 8311 9332 7363 7228

cw"1 0021 0021 5642 4383 2758

cw"2 2471 2471 5843 2245 431,21

cw"3 4312 4312 9624 0466 268,41

cw"4 4642 4642 9294 8667 161,71
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Performance Selection Data
for Maxitrol Gas Pressure Regulators

Maxon stocks a broad range of Maxitrol regulators.
If you have selected one of them on the basis of
general considerations and condensed selection data
found on the preceding pages, the table below and

the tables on the preceding page indicate flows in
SCFH natural gas under various conditions. See the
following pages for dimensions and ordering
information.

srotalugeR012#seireSlortixaM
cw"03otcw"1morfsegnarerusserpteltuohtiwerusserptelnimumixamGISP01rof

eziS&noitangiseDseireSs'rerutcafunaM D012#lortixaM E012#lortixaM G012#lortixaM J012#lortixaM

erusserPtelnI erusserPteltuO )cwsehcni( "4/1-1 "2/1-1 "2 "3 "4

cw"8 cw"2 0072 0092 0005 005,11 008,02

cw"41 cw"4 0053 0073 0046 007,41 000,72

cw"12 cw"6 0024 0064 0087 009,71 000,33

GISP1 cw"9 0084 0025 0088 002,02 000,73

GISP5.1 cw"21 0006 0006 051,11 000,43 000,74

GISP01-GISP2 cw"82-cw"61 0006 0056 000,21 000,72 000,05
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #043-180-1 Regulators

Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG
dependent upon pipe size, orifice size, and outlet
spring combination. Capacity figure in shaded area is
the maximum flow capacity for the specific (size,
orifice and spring) combination, thus the inlet gas
pressure for this maximum (shaded) capacity
becomes the maximum inlet gas pressure for that
particular regulator combination.

Outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG.

Maxon stocks a broad range of
Equimeter regulators. If you have selected
one of them on the basis of general
considerations and condensed selection
data found on the preceding pages, the
tables below and on the following pages
indicate flows in SCFH natural gas under
various conditions. See the following pages
for dimensions and ordering information.

Capacities for outlet
pressure spring range:

Black spring (1 PSIG – 2 PSIG)

Capacities for outlet pressure spring ranges:

Green spring (6" wc – 14" wc)
Orange spring (12" wc – 28" wc)

Red spring (3.5" wc – 6.5" wc)
Blue spring (5" wc – 8.5" wc)

saGtelnI
erusserP )GISP(

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop( eziSepiP
TPN

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop(

"8/3 "61/5 "4/1 "61/3 "8/1 "8/3 "61/5 "4/1 "61/3 "8/1

5.0 ]1[ --- --- 06 --- ---

"8/3

--- --- --- --- ---

1 ]1[ --- --- 001 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 ]1[ --- --- 002 57 --- --- --- --- --- ---

3 --- --- 042 001 05 --- 021 001 06 05

5 --- --- 062 022 07 --- 052 002 521 08

01 --- --- 003 072 001 --- 004 052 002 521

02 --- --- 053 003 002 --- 054 054 004 522

04 --- --- 053 053 032 --- --- 054 054 573

06 --- --- --- 053 072 --- --- 005 005 054

08 --- --- --- --- 003 --- --- --- 055 005

001 --- --- --- --- 003 --- --- --- --- 055

521 --- --- --- --- 003 --- --- --- --- 055

5.0 ]1[ --- 041 031 --- ---

"2/1

--- --- --- --- ---

1 ]1[ --- 081 061 031 --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 ]1[ --- 052 012 061 021 --- --- --- --- ---

3 --- 013 072 002 041 --- 521 001 06 05

5 --- 083 073 052 061 --- 052 002 521 08

01 --- 054 054 024 052 --- 004 052 002 521

02 --- 005 005 054 054 --- 005 054 004 052

04 --- --- 005 005 005 --- 056 056 006 004

06 --- --- --- 005 005 --- --- 056 056 005

08 --- --- --- --- 005 --- --- --- 056 056

001 --- --- --- --- 005 --- --- --- --- 056

521 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 056

.sgnirpskcalbdnaegnaro,neergrofton,snoitpognirpseulbdnaderotYLNOylppaserusserptelniGISP2dna0.1,5.0rofseiticapaC]1[
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #043-180-1 Regulators

Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG
dependent upon pipe size, orifice size, and outlet
spring combination. Capacity figure in shaded area is
the maximum flow capacity for the specific (size,
orifice and spring) combination, thus the inlet gas
pressure for this maximum (shaded) capacity
becomes the maximum inlet gas pressure for that
particular regulator combination.

Outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG.

Maxon stocks a broad range of
Equimeter regulators. If you have selected
one of them on the basis of general
considerations and condensed selection
data found on the preceding pages, the
tables below and on the following pages
indicate flows in SCFH natural gas under
various conditions. See the following pages
for dimensions and ordering information.

Capacities for outlet
pressure spring range:

Black spring (1 PSIG – 2 PSIG)

Capacities for outlet pressure spring ranges:

Green spring (6" wc – 14" wc)
Orange spring (12" wc – 28" wc)

Red spring (3.5" wc – 6.5" wc)
Blue spring (5" wc – 8.5" wc)

saGtelnI
erusserP )GISP(

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop( eziSepiP
TPN

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop(

"8/3 "61/5 "4/1 "61/3 "8/1 "8/3 "61/5 "4/1 "61/3 "8/1

5.0 ]1[ 001 --- --- --- ---

"4/3

--- --- --- --- ---

1 ]1[ 002 081 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 ]1[ 003 052 012 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

3 005 004 072 --- --- 521 521 001 06 05

5 008 057 005 003 --- 052 052 002 521 08

01 008 008 006 054 052 004 004 052 002 521

02 --- 008 007 056 054 005 005 054 004 052

04 --- --- 008 007 056 --- 007 056 056 004

06 --- --- --- 008 007 --- --- 009 009 056

08 --- --- --- --- 007 --- --- --- 009 057

001 --- --- --- --- 008 --- --- --- --- 009

521 --- --- --- --- 008 --- --- --- --- 009

5.0 ]1[ 051 051 031 09 07

"1

--- --- --- --- ---

1 ]1[ 002 091 061 031 09 --- --- --- --- ---

2 ]1[ 003 052 002 061 021 --- --- --- --- ---

3 005 004 053 032 041 521 521 001 06 05

5 009 058 006 003 061 052 052 002 521 08

01 009 009 007 054 052 004 004 052 002 521

02 --- 009 008 056 054 057 057 005 004 52

04 --- --- 009 008 007 --- 0001 009 009 004

06 --- --- --- 009 008 --- --- 0001 009 056

08 --- --- --- --- 008 --- --- --- 0001 009

001 --- --- --- --- 009 --- --- --- --- 0001

521 --- --- --- --- 009 --- --- --- --- 0001

.sgnirpskcalbdnaegnaro,neergrofton,snoitpognirpseulbdnaderotYLNOylppaserusserptelniGISP2dna0.1,5.0rofseiticapaC]1[
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #143-80-1 Regulators

Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG
depending upon pipe size, orifice size, and outlet
spring combination. Capacity figure in shaded area is
the maximum flow capacity for the specific (size,
orifice and spring) combination. Thus the inlet gas

pressure for this maximum (shaded) capacity
becomes the maximum inlet gas pressure for that
particular regulator combination.

Outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG.

Capacities for outlet
pressure spring range:

Black spring (0.5 PSIG – 2 PSIG)

Capacities for outlet pressure spring ranges:

Green spring (6" wc – 14" wc)
Orange spring (12" wc – 28" wc)

Red spring (3.5" wc – 6.5" wc)
Blue spring (5" wc – 8.5" wc)

saGtelnI
)GISP(erusserP

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop( eziSepiP
TPN

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop(

"8/5 "2/1 "8/3 "61/5 "4/1 "61/3 "8/1 "8/5 "2/1 "8/3 "61/5 "4/1 "61/3 "8/1

5.0 015 054 043 --- --- --- ---

"4/3

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 035 015 005 084 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 006 085 075 065 035 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

3 076 056 036 026 006 024 --- 059 077 006 054 053 062 ---

5 097 077 037 027 007 065 052 5831 0021 009 526 045 004 522

01 0201 0201 0001 079 059 038 073 0002 0981 0561 0221 0001 055 053

02 --- 0721 0521 0421 0221 0021 035 --- 0791 0081 0571 5761 079 005

04 --- --- 0541 0431 0331 0751 068 --- --- 0002 0591 0681 0161 087

06 --- --- --- --- 0431 0661 0021 --- --- --- --- 0002 5781 0011

08 --- --- --- --- --- 0171 0051 --- --- --- --- --- 0591 5241

521 --- --- --- --- --- 0091 0081 --- --- --- --- --- 0802 0091

5.0 025 064 053 --- --- --- ---

"1

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 056 006 055 084 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 087 088 048 007 035 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

3 018 029 0001 078 056 024 --- 0001 008 056 034 573 062 ---

5 079 059 0611 0211 098 085 052 0241 0521 079 007 006 004 522

01 0811 0021 0331 0051 0631 048 073 0012 0002 0071 0031 0501 575 573

02 --- 0041 0841 0061 0002 0321 035 --- 0052 0012 0091 0671 0201 525

04 --- --- 0091 0461 0002 0071 068 --- --- 0052 0042 0032 0071 028

06 --- --- --- --- 0002 0091 0021 --- --- --- --- 0052 0591 5711

08 --- --- --- --- --- 0002 0451 --- --- --- --- --- 0012 0051

521 --- --- --- --- --- 0012 0012 --- --- --- --- --- 0052 0012

5.0 025 064 053 --- --- --- ---

"4/1-1

--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

1 067 086 055 084 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 0301 0201 048 007 035 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

3 0501 0021 0301 078 056 024 --- 5701 058 576 054 573 062 ---

5 0601 0941 0531 0811 098 065 052 0151 0031 5201 067 056 004 522

01 0811 0081 0171 0071 0631 048 073 0042 0022 5771 0531 0011 046 573

02 --- 0091 0091 0081 0061 0321 036 --- 0052 0022 0002 0091 0011 055

04 --- --- 0002 0091 0022 0081 068 --- --- 0052 0052 0052 0871 578

06 --- --- --- --- 0042 0012 0021 --- --- --- --- 0052 0502 0521

08 --- --- --- --- --- 0022 0551 --- --- --- --- --- 0032 0061

521 --- --- --- --- --- 0042 0522 --- --- --- --- --- 0052 0022
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #243-8-1 and #243-8-2 ➀  Regulators

Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG
depending upon pipe size, orifice size, and outlet
spring combination. Capacity figure in shaded area is
the maximum flow capacity for the specific (size,
orifice and spring) combination. Thus the inlet gas

pressure for this maximum (shaded) capacity
becomes the maximum inlet gas pressure for that
particular regulator combination.

Outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 4.25 PSIG.

➀  #243-8-2 regulator includes internal relief valve

Capacities for outlet
pressure spring range:

Orange spring (1 PSIG – 2 PSIG)
Black spring (2 PSIG – 4.25 PSIG)

Capacities for outlet pressure spring ranges:

Green & black spring (6" wc – 14" wc)
Green spring (12" wc – 28" wc)

Red & black spring (3.5" wc – 6.5" wc)
Blue & black spring (5" wc – 8.5" wc)

saGtelnI
erusserP )GISP(

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop( eziSepiP
TPN

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop(

"1 "4/3 "2/1 "8/3 "4/1 "1 "4/3 "2/1 "8/3 "4/1

5.0 --- 009 007 005 ---

"4/1-1

--- --- --- --- ---

1 --- 0061 0501 057 053 --- --- --- --- ---

2 --- 0522 0051 0001 055 --- --- --- --- ---

5 --- 0052 0022 0091 059 --- 0022 00591 0561 007

01 --- 0013 0092 0562 0531 --- 0063 0032 0512 0031

51 --- 0553 0063 0072 0071 --- 0083 0043 0532 0071

52 --- --- 0083 0033 0042 --- 0005 0093 0523 0042

04 --- --- --- 0083 0023 --- --- 0034 0073 0023

06 --- --- --- --- 0044 --- --- --- 0044 0044

08 --- --- --- --- 0065 --- --- --- 0585 0065

001 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 0007

5.0 0011 009 007 005 ---

"2/1-1

--- --- --- --- ---

1 0591 0061 0501 057 053 --- --- --- --- ---

2 0023 0042 0551 0001 055 --- --- --- --- ---

5 0025 0093 0072 0091 059 0003 0081 0021 0011 009

01 0047 0085 0054 0003 0531 0004 0052 0081 0051 0001

51 --- 0017 0085 0083 0071 0025 0004 0582 0002 0041

52 --- --- 0027 0015 0042 --- 0025 0063 0013 0081

04 --- --- --- 0017 0023 --- --- 0005 0024 0022

06 --- --- --- --- 0044 --- --- 0038 0056 0003

08 --- --- --- --- 0065 --- --- --- 0058 0005

001 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 0006
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #243-12-1 and #243-12-2 ➀  Regulators

Maximum inlet pressures vary up to 125 PSIG
dependent upon pipe size, orifice size, and outlet
spring combination. Capacity figure in shaded area is
the maximum flow capacity for the specific (size,
orifice and spring) combination, thus the inlet gas

pressure for this maximum (shaded) capacity
becomes the maximum inlet gas pressure for that
particular regulator combination.

Outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG.

➀  #243-12-2 regulator includes internal relief valve

Capacities for outlet
pressure spring range:

Black spring (1 PSIG – 2 PSIG)

Capacities for outlet pressure spring ranges:

Green spring (6" wc – 14" wc)
Orange spring (12" wc – 28" wc)

Red spring (3.5" wc – 6.5" wc)
Blue spring (5" wc – 8.5" wc)

saGtelnI
erusserP )GISP(

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop( eziSepiP
TPN

eziSecifirO )sehcniniretemaidtrop(

"4/1-1 "1 "4/3 "2/1 "8/3 "4/1 "4/1-1 "1 "4/3 "2/1 "8/3 "4/1

5.0 0002 0061 0031 007 005 ---

"2/1-1

--- --- --- --- --- ---

1 0082 0052 0012 0021 008 004 --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 0004 0053 0023 0012 0031 006 0082 0042 0051 0021 058 005

5 0016 0065 0084 0073 0022 0001 0055 0015 0073 0042 0061 059

01 --- 0077 0056 0065 0013 0041 0008 0057 0075 0004 0072 0041

51 --- 0039 0047 0086 0093 0571 --- 0019 0017 0035 0073 0571

52 --- --- 0019 0018 0015 0042 --- --- 0039 0037 0015 0042

04 --- --- 00501 0089 0017 0023 --- --- 00011 0039 0017 0023

06 --- --- --- 00011 0039 0044 --- --- --- 00011 0039 0064

08 --- --- --- --- 00501 0065 --- --- --- --- 00501 0065

001 --- --- --- --- 00011 0007 --- --- --- --- 00011 0007

521 --- --- --- --- --- 0008 --- --- --- --- --- 0008

5.0 0042 0022 0521 008 005 ---

"2

--- --- --- --- --- ---

1 0004 0063 0012 0031 058 004 --- --- --- --- --- ---

2 0046 0006 0083 0022 0041 006 0533 0003 0091 0021 0001 005

5 00011 00011 0056 0083 0032 0001 0066 0095 0093 0042 0061 0001

01 --- 00051 0009 0075 0033 0051 00011 00001 0056 0014 0082 0541

51 --- 00051 00301 0017 0004 0571 --- 00021 0038 0065 0083 0071

52 --- --- 00511 0059 0035 0042 --- --- 00011 0058 0035 0042

04 --- --- 00031 00031 0057 0033 --- --- 00041 00521 0057 0043

06 --- --- --- 00031 00001 0054 --- --- --- 00531 00001 0064

08 --- --- --- 00031 00021 0075 --- --- --- 00041 00021 0065

001 --- --- --- --- 00021 0007 --- --- --- --- 00021 0007

521 --- --- --- --- --- 0008 --- --- --- --- --- 0008
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #122-8 Regulators
for 15 PSIG maximum inlet pressure with outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG

:teltuO gnirpS

roloC kcalB&deR kcalB&neerG neerG egnarO

egnaR cw"5.6–cw"5.3 cw"41–cw"6 cw"82–cw"21 GISP2–GISP1

tnioPteS cw"5 cw"11 cw"81 GISP2

eziSepiP
seireS&

"1
8-221#

saGtelnI
erusserP

cw"8 0051 --- --- ---

cw"41 0052 0002 --- ---

GISP1 0024 0063 0052 ---

GISP2 0075 0035 0004 ---

GISP3 0037 0006 0094 0004

GISP5 0008 0048 0087 0057

GISP01 0009 000,01 0059 0009

GISP51 0009 000,11 005,11 000,11

eziSepiP
seireS&

"4/1-1
8-221#

saGtelnI
erusserP

cw"8 0002 --- --- ---

cw"41 0053 0022 --- ---

GISP1 0005 0004 0063 ---

GISP2 0037 0046 0075 ---

GISP3 0009 0008 0096 0036

GISP5 000,01 0059 088 0018

GISP01 000,51 002,51 005,41 008,31

GISP51 000,51 008,51 000,51 000,41
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #122-6 and #122-12 Regulators
for 15 PSIG maximum inlet pressure with outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG

:teltuO gnirpS

roloC deR neerG egnarO kcalB

egnaR cw"5.6–cw"5.3 cw"41–cw"6 cw"82–cw"21 GISP2–GISP1

tnioPteS cw"5 cw"11 cw"81 GISP2

eziSepiP
seireS&

"4/3
6-221#

saGtelnI
erusserP

cw"8 059 --- --- ---

cw"41 0551 0521 --- ---

GISP1 0062 0521 0551 ---

GISP2 0053 0033 0052 ---

GISP3 0054 0073 0503 ---

GISP5 0594 0025 0584 ---

GISP01 0065 0026 0095 ---

GISP51 0065 0086 0517 ---

eziSepiP
seireS&

"2/1-1
21-221#

saGtelnI
erusserP

cw"8 0004 --- --- ---

cw"41 0094 0073 --- ---

GISP1 0066 0006 0575 ---

GISP2 005,01 0089 0009 ---

GISP3 000,21 000,11 000,01 0098

GISP5 005,41 009,31 000,21 000,01

GISP01 000,61 000,51 005,31 007,21

GISP51 000,81 000,91 000,91 000,81

eziSepiP
seireS&

"2
21-221#

saGtelnI
erusserP

cw"8 0005 --- --- ---

cw"41 0088 0066 --- ---

GISP1 002,21 005,11 007,01 ---

GISP2 002,81 003,71 005,61 ---

GISP3 000,52 000,42 003,22 000,81

GISP5 000,23 000,03 001,82 004,72

GISP01 000,83 000,53 002,23 000,03

GISP51 000,83 000,04 000,93 000,63

eziSepiP
seireS&

"2/1-2
21-221#

saGtelnI
erusserP

cw"8 0055 --- --- ---

cw"41 0069 0037 --- ---

GISP1 006,31 001,21 003,11 ---

GISP2 007,02 002,91 002,81 ---

GISP3 000,72 005,62 009,42 000,02

GISP5 000,53 000,23 002,03 000,92

GISP01 000,24 000,93 000,63 000,33

GISP51 000,84 000,84 000,24 009,93
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #121-8-HP Regulators
for 60 PSIG maximum inlet pressure with outlet pressure ranges from 3 PSIG to 10 PSIG

All Series 121 regulators require installation of 1/4"
diameter external downstream control line by cus-
tomer as shown in sketch at right. Also, for the large
flow volumes through these regulators, oversized
downstream manifolds will normally be required. (See
required outlet manifold sizing on chart above.)

rotalugeR gnirpSteltuO

seireS&eziSepiP
dlofinaMteltuOderiuqeR

eziSepiP
saGtelnI
erusserP

roloC detalpmuimdaC etihw&muimdaC

egnaR GISP5.6–GISP3 GISP01–GISP6

tnioPteS GISP5 GISP01

"4/1-1
PH-8-121

retemaid"4/1-1

GISP01 002,41 ---

GISP51 003,71 000,41

GISP52 001,32 000,02

GISP04 002,73 000,43

retemaid"2
GISP05 008,93 000,73

GISP06 000,05 000,54

"2/1-1
PH-8-121

retemaid"2/1-1

GISP01 005,61 ---

GISP51 005,42 000,22

GISP52 000,33 000,03

GISP04 005,44 007,24

GISP05 000,26 005,06

GISP06 000,86 005,66

"2
PH8-121

retemaid"2

GISP01 000,03 ---

GISP51 000,54 000,04

GISP52 000,06 000,55

GISP04 000,08 000,67

GISP05 000,411 000,011

GISP06 000,321 000,121
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #121-12 Regulators
for 60 PSIG maximum inlet pressure with outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 2 PSIG

All Series 121 regulators require installation of 1/4"
diameter external downstream control line by cus-
tomer as shown in sketch at right. Also, for the large
flow volumes through these regulators, oversized
downstream manifolds will normally be required. (See
required outlet manifold sizing on chart above.)

rotalugeR gnirpSteltuO

eziSepiP
seireS&

deriuqeR
teltuO
dlofinaM
eziSepiP

saGtelnI
erusserP

roloC deR eulB neerG egnarO kcalB

egnaR cw"5.6-cw"5.3 cw"5.8-cw"5 cw"41-cw"6 cw"82-cw"21 GISP2-GISP1

tnioPteS cw"5 cw"7 cw"11 cw"82 GISP2

"2/1-1
21-121#

"2/1-1
retemaid

cw"8 0004 0003 --- --- ---

cw"41 0094 0054 0073 --- ---

GISP1 0047 0007 0056 --- ---

GISP2 005,11 000,11 003,01 000,01 ---

GISP3 006,41 005,41 057,31 000,31 000,01

"2
retemaid

GISP5 005,91 004,91 005,81 000,81 004,61

GISP01 000,03 000,03 000,82 005,72 001,52

GISP51 000,73 000,73 002,63 007,53 000,43

"3
retemaid

GISP52 000,05 000,05 000,94 000,84 000,64

GISP04 000,86 000,86 001,76 006,66 002,46

GISP05 000,08 000,08 000,97 000,87 009,47

GISP06 000,59 000,59 005,39 000,29 000,78

"2
21-121#

"2
retemaid

cw"8 0005 0004 --- --- ---

cw"41 00098 0008 0066 --- ---

GISP1 000,31 005,21 000,21 --- ---

GISP2 005,02 000,02 004,91 000,81 ---

GISP3 003,62 000,62 000,52 008,32 000,91

GISP5 000,53 000,53 005,43 000,43 000,03

"3
retemaid

GISP01 000,25 000,25 000,15 000,05 000,94

GISP51 000,86 000,86 005,76 000,66 007,46

GISP52 000,09 000,09 000,98 005,88 005,48

4
retemaid

GISP04 000,521 000,521 000,421 005,121 000,811

GISP05 000,051 000,051 000,841 005,641 003,341

GISP06 000,571 000,571 000,471 000,271 000,071
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Performance Selection Data
for Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Equimeter Series #121-8 Regulators
for 60 PSIG maximum inlet pressure with outlet pressure ranges from 3.5" wc to 4.25 PSIG

All Series 121 regulators require installation of 1/4" diameter
external downstream control line by customer as shown in
sketch at left. Also, for the large flow volumes through these
regulators, oversized downstream manifolds will normally be
required. (See required outlet manifold sizing on charts
above.)

rotalugeR gnirpSteltuO

epiP
&eziS
seireS

deriuqeR
teltuO
dlofinaM
eziSepiP

saGtelnI
erusserP

roloC kcalb&deR kcalb&eulB kcalb&neerG neerG egnarO kcalB

egnaR cw"5.6-cw"5.3 cw"5.8-cw"5 cw"41-cw"6 cw"82-cw"21 GISP2-GISP1 GISP52.4-GISP2

tnioPteS cw"5 cw"7 cw"11 cw"82 GISP2 GISP3

"4/1-1
8-121#

"4/1-1
retemaid

cw"8 0002 0051 --- --- --- ---

cw"41 0053 0003 0022 --- --- ---

GISP1 0055 0005 0004 --- --- ---

GISP2 0087 0057 0007 0026 --- ---

GISP3 0079 0059 0009 0048 0027 ---

GISP5 007,21 005,21 002,11 008,01 0079 0038

"2
retemaid

GISP01 000,81 058,71 000,71 003,61 004,51 000,51

GISP51 005,22 000,22 007,12 000,12 009,81 000,81

GISP52 001,72 000,72 002,62 009,52 009,42 000,42

"3
retemaid

GISP04 000,14 000,14 000,04 006,93 004,83 000,83

GISP05 000,84 000,84 000,54 000,44 000,24 008,04

GISP06 000,65 000,65 000,55 008,35 001,25 006,15

rotalugeR gnirpSteltuO

seireS&eziSepiP
teltuOderiuqeR
eziSepiPdlofinaM

erusserPsaGtelnI

roloC egnarO kcalB

egnaR GISP2-GISP1 GISP52.4-GISP2

tnioPteS GISP2 GISP3

"2/1-1
8-121#

"2/1-1
retemaid

GISP3 0058 ---

GISP5 000,31 000,11

GISP01 000,12 000,02

GISP51 000,72 000,62

GISP52 000,63 001,53

GISP04 000,05 000,74

"2
retemaid

GISP05 000,66 005,36

GISP06 005,17 000,07

"2
8-121#

retemaid"2

GISP3 000,51 ---

GISP5 000,42 000,02

GISP01 000,93 000,73

GISP51 000,05 000,84

GISP52 000,56 000,46

GISP04 000,09 000,58

"3
retemaid

GISP05 000,021 000,611

GISP06 000,031 000,721
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Dimensions (in inches)

Approximate envelope dimensions (in inches)
are shown below based on manufacturer’s
information. Dimension “V” is a vent connection
(NPT). All regulator bodies are threaded (except 4"
#210-J which requires 125# companion flanges for
installation). Regulator pipe size is inlet and outlet
(NPT).

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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noitangiseD
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Dimensions (in inches)

Approximate envelope dimensions (in inches)
based on manufacturer’s information are shown
below. Dimension “V” is a vent connection (NPT).

All regulator bodies are threaded. Regulator size is
inlet and outlet NPT.

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Installation and Start-Up Instructions

General
Gas pressure regulators are valves that provide

automatic control of  pressure . The outlet pressure
being controlled is transmitted to a diaphragm cham-
ber and exerts an upward force underneath a flexible
diaphragm. The valve is typically connected to the
diaphragm and this upward force is opposed by a
spring. If the outlet pressure should increase, the
additional upward force raises the diaphragm and
valve. This action restricts the gas passageway,
increasing the pressure drop, and returns the outlet
pressure to the desired value. A lowered outlet
pressure has the reverse effect, permitting the spring
to open the valve. This enlarges the gas passageway,
reducing the pressure drop, and automatically correct-
ing to the pressure for which the regulator is set.

Gas pressure regulators are pressure-reducing
devices that attempt to maintain a desired outlet
pressure at any flow rate within their capacity range
and despite inlet pressure fluctuation. This is seldom
achieved in actual practice, and the outlet pressure
will generally fall off as flow increases. There are
several reasons for this.

Spring force is exerted upon a valve, either directly
or through a lever arrangement, and opposes a
countering force created by the outlet pressure acting
through the diaphragm. The spring tries to open the
valve; outlet pressure tries to close it, thus the valve
opens with flow increase and with inlet pressure
decrease. The valve closes with flow decrease and
inlet pressure increase. The valve is stationary only
when spring force is matched by diaphragm force.

But the spring extends as the valve opens, and an
extended spring has less force than a compressed
spring; so outlet pressure tends to reduce with
increased flow. In addition, effective diaphragm area
is a variable, as is the pressure loss between the
regulator’s internal sensing point and the downstream
pressure measuring point.

All three factors combine to cause a “droop” in
outlet pressure when the flow rate is increased. Droop
is often a major criterion in maximum capacity rating.

Lever-type internal linkages are used in some
regulators to provide a greater shut-off force upon
closure. This arrangement tends to magnify the
“spring effect” and may create frictional response lag.
The former is countered by employing an internal
method of boosting the outlet pressure which, if
carried too far, may lead to regulator instability at a
certain flow rate.

If care is exercised on original installation, gas
pressure regulators generally give many years of
excellent service under normal operating conditions.
They are designed to provide constant outlet pres-
sure, despite inlet pressure fluctuations. They are not
designed to permanently shut off the flow of gas.

A gas pressure regulator functions to control
pressure, not flow.  It is used to control pressure to a
flow control device, such as an orifice or a modulating
valve, and this device determines the flow rate to the
burner. If the spring setting of a regulator is changed,
this will change the pressure reaching the flow control
device, resulting in a different flow rate. Most burners
are designed to operate at a specific pressure for
optimum efficiency, so caution should be used in
making pressure adjustments to the regulator.

Regulator selection criteria
Sizing  – Insure adequate regulator capacity by sizing
for maximum flow required at highest outlet
pressure needed while considering incoming line
losses.
Spring selection  – Pressure available from spring
should not exceed inlet pressure from regulator. A
light spring gives more accurate regulation than a
heavy one. Standard practice is to choose the desired
inches wc outlet pressure centered within the spring
range.
Orifice selection  – If regulator offers a selection,
always choose the smallest orifice compatible with
required capacity.
Outlet piping – No regulator can deliver more flow
than outlet piping will carry away. Size of outlet piping
definitely influences regulator capacity. Regulator
outlet connection size does not necessarily determine
size of downstream piping. (See recommended outlet
manifold sizing in catalog selection tables.)
External control line  – Required by regulators
having no provision for sensing pressure internally
(such as Equimeter 121). Field-installed external
downstream control line (not furnished with regulator)
senses pressure at point of connection to main line
(see sketch below).
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Installation and Start-Up Instructions

Control line installation
Install the control line. Run it from the connection

on the regulator to the control connection in the outlet
piping. The control line should be sturdy with ad-
equate protection against breakage (regulators go
wide open if the control line is broken).

The regulator will work to deliver the pressure for
which it is adjusted at that point in the piping where
the control connection is located.

In general, the control connection  should be 6-8
pipe diameters downstream from the regulator and
should be in as straight a run of pipe as possible
where turbulence is a minimum. Keep clear of elbows,
valves, and other causes of excess turbulence.

The control connection should be clean and
smooth inside the pipe to minimize turbulence. It
should be located on the top or side of the pipe,
not on the bottom.  Where outlet piping increases in
size near the regulator, it is generally preferable to
locate the connection in the larger size.

If regulator is unstable, try installing a restrictor in
the control line. The gas cock or needle valve, if used,
should be tamper-proof; if closed immediately,
regulator is immobilized immediately.

Installation and Start-Up
1. Remove the shipping plugs and/or thread protec-

tors from the regulator inlet, outlet, and from vent
connections.

2. Make certain that the inside of the piping and the
regulator inlet and outlet connections are clean –
they must be free of dirt, pipe dope and other
debris.

Thoroughly purge inlet piping to remove dirt and
debris that could damage the regulator or impair
its operation. If this cannot be done, a filter or
strainer should be installed ahead of the regulator.

3. Use pipe joint material only on the male threads of
the pipe being connected to the regulator. Do not
use pipe joint material on the female threads of a
regulator.

4. Install the regulator in the line. Make certain that
the gas flow through the regulator is in the
direction as indicated by the arrow on the
regulator body.  High pressure connects to the
inlet. The flow arrow on the body must point
downstream.

A. Some regulators must mount only in a
horizontal pipe run with their diaphragms in
the horizontal plane.

B. Some regulators may be installed in any
position;  upright, upside down, vertical piping,
diagonal piping, etc. Their diaphragm case
may be rotated by removing (4) screws and re-
assembling to various positions in relation to
the body.

CAUTION: It is the user’s responsibility to
assure that all regulator vents and/or vent lines
exhaust to a non-hazardous location away from
any potential sources of ignition.

5. The vent connection is an escape path for flam-
mable gas and it must be located and/or piped so
that potential discharge occurs in a safe area
away from buildings, open flames, collection
areas, arcing devices, etc.

The diaphragm case vent must be positioned to
protect against flooding, drain water, ice formation,
traffic, tampering, etc. The vent must be protected
against nest building animals, bees, insects, etc.
to prevent vent blockage and minimize the
chances of foreign material collecting in the vent
side of the regulator diaphragm.

Regulators that are installed indoors or in a non-
vented area must be vented to the outside. Simply
run vent piping from the regulator vent connection
to a non-hazardous location on the outside away
from any potential  sources of ignition. The vent
piping must be connection size or larger and piped
to a safe area.

For regulators equipped with internal relief
valves (IRV) , vent piping must be vent connection
size or larger. This will assure that the vent piping
will be large enough to be able to vent all of the
internal relief valve discharge to atmosphere
without excessive back pressure that would result
in excessive pressure increase in the regulator.

The outlet of the vent piping must allow for the
free and unobstructed passage of air and gas.

CAUTION: Turn gas on very slowly. Do not
overload the diaphragm with a sudden surge of
inlet pressure. Monitor the outlet pressure
during start-up to prevent an outlet pressure
overload.
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Installation and Start-Up Instructions

6. Turn the gas on very slowly.
7. Make certain that there are no leaks and that all

connections are tight.
8. Adjust outlet pressure (set point) by removing top

cap and turning adjustment spring. Turn clockwise
to increase and counter-clockwise to decrease
outlet pressure. Only adjust when gas is flowing
through regulator.

If spring adjustment will not produce desired
outlet pressure, check to make sure that supply
pressure is at least equal to the desired outlet
pressure plus pressure drop of the regulator. If
supply pressure is adequate, a spring change to
one of lower or higher range may be indicated.
Consult factory if adjustment still cannot be made.
Do not continue to turn regulator adjusting
screw clockwise if outlet pressure readings do
not continue to increase. THIS MAY RESULT IN
OVERFIRING DUE TO LOSS OF PRESSURE
CONTROL SHOULD THERE BE A SUBSE-
QUENT INCREASE IN INLET PRESSURE.

Diaphragms
The most vulnerable part of a regulator is the

diaphragm since it may be damaged by excess
pressure or temperature or by the chemical composi-
tion of gas that contacts it. Leakage and/or changes in
regulating characteristics may result, such as stiffness
or sluggishness.

Over Pressurization Protection
Protection must be provided for the downstream

piping system and the regulator’s low pressure
chambers to assure against the potential over pres-
surization due to a regulator malfunction or a failure of
the regulator to lock-up. The allowable over pressur-
ization is the lowest of the maximum pressures
permitted by federal codes, state codes, or other
applicable standards. The method of providing over
pressure protection could be a relief valve, a monitor
regulator, a shut off device or any similar device.

CAUTION: Regulators are pressure control
devices with numerous moving parts subject to
wear that is dependent upon particular
operating conditions. To assure continuous
satisfactory operation, a periodic inspection
schedule must be adhered to with the
frequency of inspection determined by the
severity of service and applicable laws and
regulations.

Field Service Checklist
4. In order to check outlet pressure, the appliance

must be operating. Under conditions of no flow,
pressure on the outlet side of straight-thru-flow
regulators will be equal to the pressure on the inlet
side.

Safety Notice: Only qualified service personnel
with thorough knowledge of gas pressure
regulator servicing should attempt repairs or
adjustments. Repairs or adjustments made by
untrained personnel could result in inefficient
and/or unsafe operation of the appliance or in
gas leaks.

Refer to Field Service Checklist on page 9050-S-4.

1. Before making tests listed on page 9050-S-4,
make sure that the regulator is installed in the line
properly and that pressure conditions and flow
rates are within design limitations of the regulator.

2. The possible cause for any of the symptoms
outlined could be misalignment or damage to any
of the regulator parts due to excessively rough
handling or faulty field servicing. The regulator
should work freely and without binding.

3. In the event the regulator is vented to a remote
location, be sure the connecting tube is free of dirt,
ice or other obstructions.
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Installation and Start-Up Instructions

Field Service Checklist

Checklist above is not intended to be comprehensive
and if problem persists, please contact your local Maxon
representative. For additional technical advice, or to contact
the service manager of the original manufacturer, the
addresses of the original manufacturers are listed below:

Maxitrol Company Equimeter Incorporated
23555 Telegraph Rd. 805 Liberty Blvd.
Southfield, MI 48037 DuBois, PA 15801
(313) 356-1400 (814) 375-8439
FAX: 313-356-0829 FAX: 814-375-8449

Maxon Corporation stocks and supplies a broad range of
accessories. These gas pressure regulators are selected
and compatibility matched for use with Maxon equipment
systems and are manufactured by other suppliers. Dimen-
sional and capacity information given is in accordance with
latest information supplied by the original manufacturer, but
is subject to the manufacturer’s changes and availability.
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Gas Pressure Regulators Page 9050-A/P-1

6/03

Assembly Numbers
Maxitrol Gas Pressure Regulators

Assembly numbers for complete regulators
stocked by Maxon are shown below, together with
available springs (and orifices, if offered). Springs
(and available orifices) shown in boldface are in-
cluded with the regulator.

Alternate springs (and/or orifices) must be ordered
separately (at extra charge) and will be installed
unless you specify shipped loose.

We suggest ordering a spare spring in the next
higher outlet pressure range as a precaution against
higher than expected piping losses.
To order a regulator, specify:
1. Manufacturer, series and size
2. Non-standard spring (or orifice), if required
3. Inlet and outlet pressures
4. Service (gas type)
5. Quantity and assembly numbers of each

s'rerutcafunaM
noitangiseDseireS

srotalugeR snoitpOegnaRgnirpS

TPNeziSepiP rebmuNtcudorP egnaR roloC rebmuNtraP

S004R#lortixaM
"8/3
"2/1

S004R573.
S004R5.

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"22-cw"01

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
deR

35762
45762
55762
65762
75762

S005R#lortixaM "4/3 15762 cw"21-cw"5.5 eulB 16762

S006R#lortixaM "1 S006R1
cw"6-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"22-cw"01

detalpmuimdaC
eulB
deR

70762
90762
01762

16-VR#lortixaM
"1

"4/1-1
16VR1

16VR52.1

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"22-cw"01

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
deR

98414
09414
19414
29414
39414

111-VR#lortixaM "3 111VR3

cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3
cw"51-cw"5
cw"22-cw"01

detalpmuimdaC
kniP
neerG

deR

33762
43762
63762
73762

18-VR#lortixaM "2/1-1 18VR5.1

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"51-cw"5
cw"22-cw"01

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
neerG

deR

81762
91762
02762
12762
22762
32762

19-VR#lortixaM "2 19VR2

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"51-cw"5
cw"22-cw"01

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
neerG

deR

52762
62762
72762
82762
92762
03762

3-523#lortixaM
"8/3
"2/1

3523573.
35235.

cw"6-cw"2
cw"21-cw"4
cw"22-cw"01
cw"03-cw"51
GISP2-GISP1

detalpmuimdaC
teloiV

deR
wolleY
deggaT

76762
86762
96762
07762
17762
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Page 9050-A/P-2 Gas Pressure Regulators

Assembly Numbers
Maxitrol Gas Pressure Regulators

Assembly numbers for complete regulators stocked
by Maxon are shown below, together with available springs
(and orifices, if offered). Springs (and available orifices)
shown in boldface are included with the regulator.

Alternate springs (and/or orifices) must be ordered
separately (at extra charge) and will be installed unless you
specify shipped loose.

We suggest ordering a spare spring in the next higher

outlet pressure range as a precaution against higher than
expected piping losses.
To order a regulator, specify:
1. Manufacturer, series and size
2. Non-standard spring (or orifice), if required
3. Inlet and outlet pressures
4. Service (gas type)
5. Quantity and assembly numbers of each

s'rerutcafunaM
noitangiseDseireS

srotalugeR snoitpOegnaRgnirpS
TPNeziSepiP rebmuNtcudorP egnaR roloC rebmuNtraP

5-523#lortixaM
"4/3

"1
552357.

55231

cw"6-cw"2
cw"21-cw"4
cw"22-cw"01
cw"03-cw"51
GISP2-GISP1

detalpmuimdaC
teloiV

deR
wolleY
deggaT

37762
47762
57762
67762
77762

D-012#lortixaM
"4/1-1
"2/1-1

D01252.1
D0125.1

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3
cw"21-cw"5.5

cw"51-cw"5
cw"22-cw"01
cw"03-cw"51

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
neerG

deR
wolleY

81762
91762
02762
12762
22762
32762
42762

E-012#lortixaM "2 E0122

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3
cw"21-cw"5.5

cw"51-cw"5
cw"22-cw"01
cw"03-cw"51

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
neerG

deR
wolleY

52762
62762
72762
82762
92762
03762
13762

G-012#lortixaM "3 G0123

cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3
cw"51-cw"5
cw"22-cw"01
cw"03-cw"51

detalpmuimdaC
kniP
neerG

deR
wolleY

33762
43762
63762
73762
83762

J-012#lortixaM "4 J0124

cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3
cw"22-cw"01
cw"03-cw"51

detalpmuimdaC
kniP
deR
wolleY

93762
04762
24762
34762

srotalugeRronrevoGoreZlortixaM
s'rerutcafunaM

noitangiseDseireS
srotalugeR snoitpOegnaRgnirpS

TPNeziSepiP rebmuNtcudorP egnaR roloC rebmuNtraP

ZS004R#lortixaM
"8/3
"2/1

ZS004R573.
ZS004R5.

cw"5.3-cw"1
cw"6-cw"3
cw"8-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"22-cw"01

nworB
detalpmuimdaC

kniP
eulB
deR

35762
45762
55762
65762
75762

ZS005R#lortixaM "4/3 06854 cw"21-cw"5.5 eulB 16762

ZS006R#lortixaM "1 ZS006R1
cw"6-cw"3

cw"21-cw"5.5
cw"22-cw"01

detalpmuimdaC
eulB
deR

70762
90762
01762
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Gas Pressure Regulators Page 9050-A/P-3

12/97

Assembly Numbers
Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Assembly numbers for complete regulators
stocked by Maxon are shown below, together with
available springs (and orifices, if offered). Springs
(and available orifices) shown in boldface are in-
cluded with the regulator.

Alternate springs (and/or orifices) must be ordered
separately (at extra charge) and will be installed
unless you specify shipped loose.

We suggest ordering a spare spring in the next
higher outlet pressure range as a precaution against
higher-than-expected piping losses.
To order a regulator, specify:
1. Manufacturer, series and size
2. Non-standard spring (or orifice), if required
3. Inlet and outlet pressures
4. Service (gas type)
5. Quantity and assembly numbers of each

s'rerutcafunaM
seireS

noitangiseD

srotalugeR snoitpOeziSecifirO snoitpOegnaRgnirpS

eziSepiP
TPN

tcudorP
rebmuN

eziS
ylbmessA
rebmuN

egnaR roloC rebmuNtraP

retemiuqE
1-08-341#

"4/3 10834157.

"8/1
"61/3
"4/1
"61/5
"8/3
"2/1
"8/5

60014
70014
80014
90014
01014
11014
21014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP5.0

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

etihw&kcalB

17862
47862
77862
08862
38862

"1 1083411

"8/1
"61/3

"4/1
"61/5
"8/3
"2/1
"8/5

60014
70014
80014
90014
01014
11014
21014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP5.0

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

etihw&kcalB

17862
47862
77862
08862
38862

"4/1-1 10834152.1

"8/1
"61/3
"4/1
"61/5
"8/3
"2/1
"8/5

60014
70014
80014
90014
01014
11014
21014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP5.0

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

etihw&kcalB

17862
47862
77862
08862
38862

retemiuqE
1-081-340#

"8/3
"2/1

081340573.
0813405.

"8/1
"61/3

"4/1
"61/5

26315
25904
36315
35904

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5

cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

06315
06905
16315
05904
15904

"4/3 08134057.

"8/1
"61/3

"4/1
"61/5
"8/3

26315
25904
36315
35904
46315

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

06315
06905
16315
05904
15904

"1 0813401

"8/1
"61/3
"4/1
"61/5
"8/3

26315
25904
36315
35904
46315

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5

cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

06315
06905
16315
05904
15904
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Page 9050-A/P-4 Gas Pressure Regulators

Assembly Numbers
Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Assembly numbers for complete regulators
stocked by Maxon are shown below, together with
available springs (and orifices, if offered). Springs
(and available orifices) shown in boldface are in-
cluded with the regulator.

Alternate springs (and/or orifices) must be ordered
separately (at extra charge) and will be installed
unless you specify shipped loose.

We suggest ordering a spare spring in the next
higher outlet pressure range as a precaution against
higher-than-expected piping losses.
To order a regulator, specify:
1. Manufacturer, series and size
2. Non-standard spring (or orifice), if required
3. Inlet and outlet pressures
4. Service (gas type)
5. Quantity and assembly numbers of each

s'rerutcafunaM
seireS

noitangiseD

srotalugeR snoitpOeziSecifirO snoitpOegnaRgnirpS

eziSepiP
TPN

tcudorP
rebmuN

eziS
ylbmessA
rebmuN

egnaR roloC rebmuNtraP

retemiuqE
2-8-342#

sedulcnirotalugeR
evlavfeilerlanretni

)VRI(

"4/1-1 2834252.1

"4/1
"8/3
"2/1
"4/3

81014
91014
02014
12014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

GISP52.4-GISP2

kcalb&deR
kcalb&eulB
kcalb&neerG

neerG
egnarO

kcalB

27862
57862
87862
97862
28862
58862

retemiuqE
1-8-342#

rotalugerdradnatS

"4/1-1 1834252.1

"4/1
"8/3
"2/1
"4/3

81014
91014
02014
12014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

GISP52.4-GISP2

kcalb&deR
kcalb&eulB
kcalb&neerG

neerG
egnarO

kcalB

27862
57862
87862
97862
28862
58862

"2/1-1 183425.1

"4/1
"8/3
"2/1
"4/3

"1

81014
91014
02014
12014
22014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5

cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

GISP52.4-GISP2

kcalb&deR
kcalb&eulB
kcalb&neerG

neerG
egnarO

kcalB

27862
57862
87862
97862
28862
58862

retemiuqE
1-21-342#

rotalugerdradnatS

"2/1-1 1213425.1

"4/1
"8/3
"2/1
"4/3

"1
"4/1-1

81014
91014
02014
12014
22014
32014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

37862
67862
97862
28862
58862

"2 1213422

"4/1
"8/3
"2/1
"4/3

"1
"4/1-1

81014
91014
02014
12014
22014
32014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

37862
67862
97862
28862
58862

retemiuqE
2-21-342#

sedulcnirotalugeR
evlavfeilerlanretni

)VRI(

"2 2213422

"4/1
"8/3
"2/1
"4/3

"1
"4/1-1

81014
91014
02014
12014
22014
32014

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

37862
67862
97862
28862
58862
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Gas Pressure Regulators Page 9050-A/P-5

6/03

Assembly Numbers
Equimeter Gas Pressure Regulators (formerly Rockwell Mfg. Co.)

Assembly numbers for complete regulators
stocked by Maxon are shown below, together with
available springs (and orifices, if offered). Springs
(and available orifices) shown in boldface are in-
cluded with the regulator.

Alternate springs (and/or orifices) must be ordered
separately (at extra charge) and will be installed
unless you specify shipped loose.

We suggest ordering a spare spring in the next
higher outlet pressure range as a precaution against
higher than expected piping losses.
To order a regulator, specify:
1. Manufacturer, series and size
2. Non-standard spring (or orifice), if required
3. Inlet and outlet pressures
4. Service (gas type)
5. Quantity and assembly numbers of each

s'rerutcafunaM
seireS

noitangiseD

srotalugeR snoitpOegnaRgnirpS

TPNeziSepiP rebmuNtcudorP egnaR roloC rebmuNtraP

retemiuqE
8-221#

"1
"4/1-1

82211
822152.1

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

kcalb&deR
kcalb&neerG

neerG
egnarO

27862
87862
97862
28862

retemiuqE
6-221#

"4/3 622157.
cw"5.6-cw"5.3

cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21

deR
neerG
egnarO

17862
77862
08862

retemiuqE
21-221#

"2/1-1
"2

"2/1-2

212215.1
212212
212215.2

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

37862
97862
28862
58862

retemiuqE
8-121#

"4/1-1 812152.1

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

GISP52.4-GISP2

kcalb&deR
kcalb&eulB
kcalb&neerG

neerG
egnarO

kcalB

27862
57862
87862
97862
28862
58862

"2/1-1
"2

81215.1
81212

GISP2-GISP1
GISP52.4-GISP2

egnarO
kcalB

28862
58862

retemiuqE
PH8-121#

"4/1-1
"2/1-1

"2

PH812152.1
PH81215.1

PH81212

GISP5.6-GISP3
GISP01-GISP6

muimdaC
etihw/muimdaC

00962
10962

retemiuqE
21-121#

"2/1-1
"2

211215.1
211212

cw"5.6-cw"5.3
cw"5.8-cw"5
cw"41-cw"6
cw"82-cw"21
GISP2-GISP1

deR
eulB
neerG
egnarO

kcalB

37862
67862
97862
28862
58862
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Notes



Product Data Sheet
(for Maxon Personnel only)

Do Not Reproduce

Product:  Misc. (Refractory Block Materials)

Page:  9000-1                         Date:  4/90

For RAMFIRE® and VORTIFLARE® Burners only

Standard refractory materials (part #32885) include:
Manufacturer Trade Name Maxon Identification Code
Plibrico HYMOR TSR “T”
Plibrico HYMOR TSR PLUS “TP”
A.P. Green STEELKON “S”
A.P. Green STEELKON PLUS “SP”
Reftech REFCAST LOCEM FS “FS”

Maximum operating temperature limit, established by Maxon is 2200° (1204°C) for these specific
patterned flame burners where flames directly scrub refractory block surface.

Block material identification is stamped into one of the four burner block mounting studs in accordance with
Maxon indentification code shown above.

Alternate refractory materials are not currently available.

slairetaMkcolByrotcarfeRelbatsaC58823#fosisylanAlacimehC

lairetaM
:emaNedarT

ROMYH
RST

ROMYH
SULPRST

&NOKLEETS
NOKLEETS

SULP

TSACFER
SFMECOL

:rerutcafunaM ocirbilP ocirbilP neerG.P.A hcetfeR

aciliS %7.54 %4.37 %24-93 %7.05

animulA %6.93 %2.12 %45-15 %5.44

ainatiT %2.0 %1.0 %2-1 %2.1

edixOnorI %2.1 %3.0 %5.1-1 %2.1

emiL %1.4 %1.4 %4-3 %7.1

aisengaM %8.5 %1.0 %6.0-1.0 %2.0

seilakiA %5.0 %2.0 %1-5.0 %4.0



Product Data Sheet
(for Maxon Personnel only)

Do Not Reproduce

Product: Misc. (Refractory Block Materials)

Page:   9000-2                      Date:  4/90

For MEGAFIRE®, MULTIFIRE®, KINEMAX®, WIDE-RANGE®, AND SEALED NOZZLE
BURNERS

Standard refractory materials (part #29271) include:
Manufacturer Trade Name Maxon Identification Code
A.P. Green MIZZOU “MI”
A.P. Green MIZZOU PLUS “MP”
Reftech REFCAST LOCEM 30/50X “LC”
National Refractories PUROCAST N “P”
Missouri Refractories MOROCAST 3000HS “M”

Maximum operating temperature limit, established by Maxon, is 2600°F (1427°C) for these forward flame
type burners where increased block temperature results from flame proximity.  Downrating to 2400°F (1360°C)
may be necessary if fiber walls and/or frequent cycling are present to induce thermal shock and stress.

Alternate refractory materials (part #34695) may be specified on a “LESS” and “WITH” basis.  They include:
Manufacturer Trade Name Maxon Identification Code
A.P. Green KRUZITE “K”
A.P. Green KRUZITE PLUS “KP”

Maximum operating temperature limit, established by Maxon, is 2800°F (1538°C).  Downrating to 2550°F
(1399°C) may be necessary for same reasons shown above.

Alternate refractory materials (part #34696) may be specified on a “LESS” and “WITH” basic.  They include:
Manufacturer Trade Name Maxon Identification Code
A.P. Green GREENCAST 97 “G”
A.P. Green GREENCAST 97 PLUS “GP”
National Refractories PUROTAB COARSE “PC”

Maximum operating temperature limit, established by Maxon, is 3000°F (1649°C).  Downrating to 2700°F
(1482°C) may be necessary for same reasons shown above.

Block material identification is stamped into burner frame or body in accordance with Maxon identification
code shown above.

slairetaMkcolBelbatsaCsuoiraVfosisylanAlacimehC

noxaM
.oNylbmessA

17292 59643 69643

lairetaM
:emaNedarT

MECOL
X05/03

&UOZZIM
SULPUOZZIM

NTSACORUP
TSACOROM

SH0003
&ETIZURK

SULPETIZURK
BATORUP
ESRAOC

&79TSACNEERG
SULP79TSACNEERG

:rerutcafunaM hcetfeR neerG.P.A
lanoitaN

seirotcarfeR
iruossiM
seirotcarfeR

neerG.P.A
lanoitaN

seirotcarfeR
neerG.P.A

aciliS %7.05 %23-92 %4.03 %1.04 %91-51 %1.0 %1.0

animulA %5.44 %36-06 %7.26 %3.35 %87-47 %6.69 %5.79-79

ainatiT %2.1 %2-1 %2.2 %9.1 %5.2-5.1 --- ---

edixOnorI %2.1 %2-1 %1 %1 %2-1 %1.0 %2.0-1.0

emiL %7.1 %4-3 %8.2 %1.3 %3.2-3.1 %7.2 %5.2-2

aisengaM %2.0 %6.0-1.0 %2.0 %2.0 %6.0-1.0 %1.0 %1.0

seilaklA %4.0 %8.0-3.0 %3.0 %3.0 %8.0-3.0 %1.0 %3.0-1.0





Product Data Sheet
(for Maxon Personnel only)

Do Not Reproduce
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Maintenance of line burners will sometimes call
for cleaning burner ports.  If this is done, be careful to
restore to original port size as shown in table below.

Oversizing of ports will give increased minimums,
and, in the case of premix-type burners, may result in
backfire if minimum mixture pressure is not restored
before light-off.
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renruB
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EMALFONIL

27-)*(-AL
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69-)*(-BL
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63-)*(-BL
42-)*(-BL
42-)*(-CL

3
3
4
3
3
2
2

SEIRAV

"2/1
"1

dereggatSswoR
dereggatSswoR
dereggatSswoR
dereggatSswoR
dereggatSswoR
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2
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2
2
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0015 OLFRIA66
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5LA
2
4

03#
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1
2
2
4
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03#
03#
03#
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"1
"2/1
"2/1
"2/1

dereggatSswoR
dengilAswoR
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1
2
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0075 EMUFITSUBMOC
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2
2
4
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While the information shown below was current at
printing, older burners in some product lines may be
drilled differently than shown in table.  Contact Maxon
for recommendations.

Line Burner Drillings
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Prepiped GAS TRAINS

H For Piping Convenience

H Sizes: 3/4" to 6"

H Wide Flexibility in Component Selection

H Pre-assembled and Pressure Tested

H General Purpose or Block-and-Bleed Configurations

These are standardized piping arrangements to save you time and installation labor.
Accessories can be added to meet your specific requirements or custom gas trains
created. Contact Maxon with your detailed needs.
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Components Included

Components:
1 – Gas cock
2 – Pilot take-off with 1/4" plugged test connection
3 – Union
4 – Main gas regulator
5 – Low gas pressure switch
6 – Maxon fuel shut-off valve
7 – High gas pressure switch
8 – Full-opening pilot gas cock
9 – Pilot gas regulator
10 – Pilot solenoid valve (120/60 AC)
11 – Solenoid vent valve (120/60 AC)

Maxon prepiped gas trains are engineered with
your convenience in mind. Separate inlet, outlet,
pilot, leak test and downstream sensing sub-
assemblies allow you to order just the pipe train
you need.

You also get to choose from a wide range of
available regulators, fuel shut-off valves and
accessories.

All pipe and fittings are painted caution yellow.

Block-and-Bleed

General
Purpose

Accessories
Downstream sensing arrangement is avail-

able for use with regulators requiring downstream
sensing.

Leak test arrangement meets additional
requirements of several insurance authorities.

Pipe nipples and reducers allow mixing of pipe
sizes (where necessary) within a prepiped train.

Shut-off valves* are offered in both manual

reset and motorized versions with a broad range of
available accessories.

Regulators* are offered for virtually every
burner pressure and volume requirement.

Prepiped gas trains are only part of a complete
combustion system. Your Maxon representative
can help you choose from the broad range of
burners and auxiliary equipment available.

*Required accessory

6/94
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Your Maxon Prepiped GAS TRAIN consists of five
or more components or sub-assemblies which you
specify when ordering.

Typically, the main regulator is selected to meet the
flow and pressure requirements of your system, then
its pipe size is used as a basis for the remaining
components. Always calculate and confirm that the
total system drop is within acceptable limits.

All pilot pipe trains include a 120/60 VAC Sole-
noid Valve and the regulator indicated in Table 1 on
Page 9104. If an alternate regulator is required, order
less the standard regulator and with the desired
substitute.

All outlet pipe trains include a Chicago/Antunes
#39913 Manual Reset 5-28" wc High Gas Pressure
Switch and a #39912 2-14" wc Low Gas Pressure
Switch. Block-and-bleed outlet trains also include a
vent connection complete with 120/60 VAC solenoid
vent valve as shown in Table 2 on Page 9104. If the
added dependability of a Maxon Series STO® Vent
Valve is desirable, order less the standard solenoid
valve and with the appropriate Maxon valve.

The regulator and fuel shut-off valve(s) must be
specified separately when ordering. Any size changes
necessitated in main piping run by larger or smaller
components must be accomplished using the
reducers and nipples listed in Tables 3 and 4 on Page
9104.

To order your Prepiped GAS TRAIN, specify:
1. General purpose or Block-and-bleed.
2. Inlet train size.
3. Pilot train size and pressure range.
4. Main gas regulator (see appropriate literature).
5. Leak test and/or downstream sensing

arrangements (if required).
6. Additional nipples and/or reducers (if

required).
7. Outlet train size.
8. Fuel shut-off valve(s) (see appropriate

literature).
9. Quantity and complete assembly number of

each component listed above.
10. Fuel type and supply pressure.

(For assembly numbers, see Page 9104.)

Selection/Specifications
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Assembly Numbers

1

2

Assembly numbers for pilot gas trains are shown in
Table 1, which includes flow and pressure information on
the Maxitrol pilot regulators included.

For other outlet pressure ranges, specify less
standard spring and with required outlet spring (see
regulator literature). If a different regulator is required,
specify less standard regulator and with desired, taking
care to match pipe sizing.

Assembly numbers for inlet and outlet sections of
main pipe train, as well as the optional leak test and
downstream sensing arrangements are shown in Table 2,
which also includes size and assembly number for the vent
valve which is a part of block-and-bleed type outlet trains.

If Maxon Series STO Vent Valve is to be substituted,
order less the standard vent valve assembly number shown
and with the appropriate Maxon Vent Valve number.

Extra nipples may be required when increasing or reducing pipe line
size. See Sketch 1 and Table 3, which provide assembly numbers and
take-out dimensions (A, in inches).

Reducers may also be required to provide needed changes in pipe
size. See Sketch 2 and Table 4, which provide assembly numbers and
face-to-face dimensions.
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Dimensions (in inches)

General Purpose Trains

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Dimensions (in inches)

Block-and-Bleed Trains

Pipe threads on this page conform to NPT (ANSI Standard B2.1)
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Installation, Operation & Maintenance Instructions

Design Details

Pre-piped, pre-wired gas trains consists of 9 or
more components or sub-assemblies fabricated into a
piped assembly. Configuration options include pre-
wiring to a junction box or combustion control panel,
mounting to a support rack, or as part of a burner
package.

Installation

General:
Pipe trains should be installed in an environment

suitable for the NEMA ratings of the supplied electri-
cal components.

Standard shut-off and vent valves provided are
suitable for NEMA-3/4. Standard pressure switches
and gauges are suitable for NEMA-1. Gas pressure
switches and gauges for NEMA-3/4 may have been
provided as an option.

Mechanical and pipe connections to the pipe train
in the field should give consideration to vibration and
be free from binding in order to prevent resulting
damage to the pipe train and components.

Good field piping and wiring practices, in accor-
dance with authorities having jurisdiction, should be
followed to result in a properly operating installation.

All wiring connections should be closely checked
by individuals possessing overall knowledge of the
combustion system operation to insure that all electri-
cal components on the pipe train will/can function in
the manner dictated by the electrical controls scheme
(logic).

All component vent lines/vent connections should
be connected to field vent piping sized and terminated
in accordance with authorities having jurisdiction.

DO NOT PRESSURE TEST DISTRIBUTION GAS
PIPING CONNECTED TO THE GAS TRAIN WITH
MORE THAN 5 PSIG UNLESS THE GAS TRAIN
INLET AND OUTLET COCKS ARE CLOSED OR
THE PIPE TRAIN IS RATED FOR THE HIGHER
PRESSURE.

FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS
DAMAGE TO GAS PRESSURE REGULATORS,
PRESSURE SWITCHES OR PRESSURE
GAUGES.

Start-up

Preliminary:
Check to see that all test cocks are closed and

plugged, and that all gauges are securely tightened.
Refer to the currently published literature and/or

recommendations from Maxon for the burner(s) being
used. You will need the pressure requirements for the
burner(s) to set the gas pressure regulators, pressure
switches and control valves on your pipe train.

Pre-setting of pressure switches &
regulators:

Preset the main gas regulator for an outlet pres-
sure not to exceed the high fire pressure demand of
the burner(s) connected to the gas train.

Preset the pilot gas regulator for an outlet pressure
not to exceed the pilot pressure demand of the
burner(s) connected to the gas train.

Preset the high gas pressure switch to several
inches above, and low gas pressure switch to several
inches below the main gas regulator setting.

If your pipe train is equipped with a fuel modulating
valve, follow Maxon’s recommendations for prelimi-
nary set-up.

If your control valve has a low fire start switch,
check for switch continuity when the control valve is
driven to the minimum fire position.

If your gas train is equipped with combustion air
pressure switch(s), follow the switch manufacturer’s
recommendations for adjustment to the proper set
point value(s).

Final settings of pressure switches &
regulators:

Final pressure switch settings should be made after
all adjustments to the combustion system air and gas
pressures are complete. In general, all low pressure
switches will be correctly set when they are adjusted
to the point just below where they could trip in the
course of normal operation. High pressure switches
should be adjusted to that point just above where they
could trip in the course of normal operation.

Final main gas regulator settings should be high
enough to permit the desired maximum fuel flow to
burner(s) with the gas control valves within 10% of
fully open. Final pilot gas regulator settings should
permit reliable pilot ignition for all operating condi-
tions.
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Installation, Operation & Maintenance Instructions

Operation

General:
For pipe trains provided with a complete Maxon

combustion control panel in lieu of a junction box,
refer to that sequence of operation information packet
provided with the control panel.

Pipe train electrical components are powered open
or closed, and/or monitored through a logical se-
quence which is determined by the combustion
control panel (or as designed by the controls pro-
vider).

All pipe trains were pressure tested at the time of
fabrication to be free of leaks from the components
and piping. It is recommended that pipe trains be re-
tested for leaks during commissioning of your com-
bustion system.

Actual start-up of the pipe train includes opening
the inlet, pilot and outlet gas cocks and proceeding
with start-up of the burner(s) as recommended by the
burner manufacturer and/or the combustion system(s)
designer. You may need to do several trials for
ignition in order to purge the air from the pipe train
and distribution piping connecting to it.

Maintenance

Preventative:
Maxon pipe train preventative maintenance is

minimal, and generally limited to annual lubrication of
the Maxon control valve cam strips (Series “M” and
“Q” Valves only), periodic lubrication of lubricated plug
cocks, and periodic cleaning of solenoid valves. Refer
to the component manufacturer’s instructions for
specifics and intervals for recommended mainte-
nance.

Leak testing of the Maxon Fuel Shut-off Valves on
your pipe train is recommended on a periodic basis.
Refer to current NFPA regulations, or other jurisdic-
tional authorities, for a recommended proper proce-
dure and suggested intervals of testing.

General:
If the pipe train and/or one or more of the pipe train

components have been diagnosed to be functioning
incorrectly, refer to the component manufacturer’s
instructions to determine a proper course of action.

SAFETY NOTICE: ONLY QUALIFIED SERVICE
PERSONNEL WITH A THOROUGH KNOWL-
EDGE OF PIPE TRAINS AND COMPONENTS
SHOULD ATTEMPT REPAIRS OR ADJUST-
MENTS. REPAIRS OR ADJUSTMENTS MADE BY
UNTRAINED PERSONNEL COULD RESULT IN
IMPROPER AND/OR UNSAFE OPERATION OF
THE COMPONENT(S), OR IN UNSAFE OPERA-
TION OF THE PIPE TRAIN, OR GAS LEAKS.

Operators should be aware of and observe the characteristic operation of Maxon pipe trains. Should their
operation ever become abnormal, e.g. excessive noise and/or sluggishness of the components, remove the pipe

train from service and contact Maxon for additional troubleshooting and/or repair recommendations.

Address inquiries to: Maxon Corporation, Muncie, IN 47302, Phone (765) 284-3304
Fax (765) 286-8394

Always include valve serial numbers and any pipe train drawing numbers to insure positive identification.
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• 9 Sizes

• Field Rotatable

• Air Flows: to 1560 cfm

• All Metal Construction

• Pressures: 6 and 8 OSI

• Ambient Temperature Limit: 140°F (60°C)

All metal pressure blowers offering rugged and dependable air supply at 6 and 8 OSI
pressures. Also available in higher pressure version with fiberglass reinforced plastic
construction (see Bulletin 9250).

Series CBL & SC Pressure Blowers

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Design Details

Series CBL 6 oz. Blowers come in four sizes,
ranging from 1/2 to 1 HP (totally enclosed motors)
and with air capacities from 150 to 275 CFM. These
blowers are equipped with cast iron cases which may
be rotated to any one of twelve different discharge
positions.

Series SC 8 oz. Blowers are offered in five sizes,
equipped with open drip proof motors, ranging in size
from 1-1/2 to 7-1/2 HP. 8 oz. Blower ratings range
from 310 to 1560 CFM.

Series SC Blowers are equipped with rotatable,
welded steel cases, which cut down unnecessary
weight and bulk. Self-centering impellers with true
dynamic balance and three point mounting bases
substantially eliminate vibration. NEMA motors used
throughout. CFM ratings shown are based on 1.0 load
factor.

Pressure Blowers are often used as a burner
system combustion air supply. Maxon builds a broad
line of industrial combustion equipment. Catalog
literature describing particular burner type chosen will
aid in selection of proper Pressure Blower.

Accessories

Dampening Pad Sets may be placed between
blower base and support pad.

Filter Assemblies are available for dusty or dirty
applications, or where clean filtered outlet air is
desirable. They include a UL approved Class II (flame
retardant) washable foam element, and may be used
alone or in conjunction with a silencer.

Silencer Assemblies are offered for applications
where noise level control is necessary. They may be
used alone or fitted with washable inlet air filters.
Design is box type (shown at right) or axial flow
(shown above) depending on blower size.

A complete burner system using pressure blowers
will also include gas train, proportioning and mixing
equipment and a control panel. Your Maxon represen-
tative can help you choose from the broad range
available.

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Page 9203

Capacities/Specifications

Series CBL and SC PRESSURE BLOWERS can
be specified with a totally-enclosed TE 3450 rpm ball-
bearing type motor in your choice of the voltages
shown in Table 1.

Capacities are shown in Table 2 below. At the left
side of the table, the nominal pressure range is
indicated based on total pressure (static plus velocity
pressures) using test systems in accordance with
AMCA Standard 210-67 and based on 1.0 service
factor.

Blower designation is 2-part for CBL, 3-part for SC.
– Letters CBL or C
– Nominal on-ratio system capacity in thousands of

Btu/hr
– Nominal pressure rating (osi), except CBL
Rated CFM (60 Hz operation) and discharge

connection size (in inches) are shown for each
available blower. Optional silencers and/or filters
(when clean) cause no significant reduction in
pressure or volume. 50 Hz operation will give lower
rotational speed and so reduced pressure
(approximately .69 times 60 Hz rating) and reduced
flow (approximately .83 times 60 Hz rating).

Sound level columns indicate test readings taken at
the location shown in dimensional page, both with and
without silencer and using rating scale dB(A).

The balance of the table indicates motor
horsepower and frame for each of the blower
designations.

Alternate discharge positions include the many
variations shown below. Select the appropriate sketch
based on your blower designation.
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Series CBL



Series CBL and SC Pressure Blowers

Dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Page 9204

For Series CBL Blowers

[1] Not certified. Per manufacturer’s data for TE motor at time of printing.

rewolB
noitangiseD

"A"
]1[noisnemiD

009-LBC 49.01

0201-LBC 44.31

0031-LBC 44.31

0561-LBC 49.41

For Series SC Blowers

eziS A B C D E F ]2[G H J K L Q R S T U

8-0681-C 52.8 5.81 5.41 5.61 44.41 52.01 26.01 57.3 4 78.21 4/1-1 05. 5.21 83.8 88.6 0.61

8-0252-C 52.8 5.81 5.41 5.61 44.41 52.01 65.11 57.3 4 78.21 4/1-1 05. 5.21 83.8 88.6 0.61

8-0534-C 52.8 5.81 5.41 5.61 44.41 52.9 44.11 88.3 6 83.41 2/1-1 83. 5.21 5.8 88.6 0.61

8-0237-C 52.8 5.81 0.81 0.02 83.61 52.8 13.21 52.4 8 52.61 2/1-1 83.1 5.21 0.11 0.9 0.71

8-0639-C 52.8 5.81 0.81 0.02 83.61 52.8 13.31 52.4 8 52.61 2/1-1 83.1 5.21 0.11 0.9 0.71

.gnitnirpfoemittarotomPDrofatads'rerutcafunamreP.deifitrectoN]2[ .rotomETrof"52.1ddA

For silencer dimensions, see page 9205.
Standard filter shown, see page 9205.
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Dimensions (nominal, in inches)

For Inlet Silencer Assemblies (with Series SC Blowers)

Note: Silencer inlet furnished in position “1” unless “2” or “3” is specified.
Standard filter shown. For Permanent filter, see below.

eziS A B C D E F G .aidH J

8-0681-C 44.41 65.62 91.13 0.61 0.8 0.61 88.6 0.61 83.5

8-0252-C 44.41 65.62 91.13 0.61 0.8 0.61 88.6 0.61 83.5

8-0534-C 44.41 65.13 91.63 49.61 0.11 0.22 88.6 0.61 5.5

8-0237-C 83.61 0.53 57.14 49.71 0.21 0.42 0.9 0.71 88.6

8-0639-C 83.61 0.53 57.14 49.71 0.21 0.42 0.9 0.71 88.6

Permanent Filters (with Series SC Blowers)

ylbmessA
rebmuN

B D

76553 31.21 4.01

86553 31.21 0.41
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Installation/Maintenance Hints

Installation Hints
– Provide a blower location without high ambient

temperatures and with a clean unrestricted air
supply to the inlet.

– Rotate blower case if necessary to avoid piping
interference and provide adequate support for all
air piping.

– Consider pressure drops carefully in selecting
downstream pipe size, avoiding bends, turns and
bull head tees wherever possible.

– Check that wiring follows all normal codes and
standard electrical practices.

Maintenance Hints
– Protect blower from possible mechanical damage.
– Establish a maintenance schedule that includes

periodic inspection for dirt build-up which can
reduce air flows. If necessary, remove
accumulations before performance is affected.

– Clean and change filters (if used) before
performance deteriorates and in accordance with
the procedures outlined below.

IMPORTANT:
KEEP FILTER CLEAN for optimum system
performance.
Choose from the following cleaning methods
(based on manufacturers recommendations) the
one which fits your needs, then perform it on a
regularly scheduled basis.
1.Vacuum to remove dry accumulations.
2.Remove element, wash like toweling, wring

gently and dry quickly.
3.Immerse in hot water and detergent if necessary

to remove oil and dirt, then rinse thoroughly,
wring gently and dry quickly.
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Assembly Numbers

Assembly numbers for the broad range of Series
CBL and SC PRESSURE BLOWERS offered are
shown in the table below. All sizes are complete with
Totally Enclosed (TE) motor.

For these blower assemblies, 3450 rpm 230/460/3/
60 AC is standard. Alternate voltages and/or special
windings or insulation (where available) may involve
additional charge and extended delivery.

Optional silencer drastically lowers sound level
measurements during blower operation. For inlet
sizes 10" and smaller, a box-type design is used. For
12" and 14" inlets, an axial flow design is used to
minimize pressure drop, and may be specified (at
additional cost) with a special 90° elbow.

Accessory filter fits directly on the blower inlet or,
if silencer is also used, on silencer inlet. When
ordering with silencer, specify required inlet position
#1, #2 or #3 (see dimensional page). Available with
replaceable element (standard) or as permanent filter.

Replacement filter element should be kept on
hand to allow periodic cleaning of filter assembly
without system shutdown.

Optional dampener pad kits include 1" thick pads
and all material needed for both blower and silencer
mounting.

To order a configured blower assembly,
specify:

– Configured assembly number for desired blower
(from table below)

– Segment choices are as follows for configured
products:

• Motor voltage
• Discharge position
• Discharge direction
• Filter
• Silencer
• Dampener pad kits

To order spare parts, specify:

– Quantity and assembly numbers for desired
accessories (from table below)
NOTE: Filter is the only accessory available for
CBL Blowers.
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009-LBC 009LBC 041

68181 --- 49252 --- ---
0201-LBC 0201LBC 061

0031-LBC 0031LBC 071

0561-LBC 0561LBC 581

CS ISO8

8-0681-C 0681C 542

24792 76553 26013
28413

70433

8-0252-C 0252C 582

8-0534-C 0534C 033 58413

8-0237-C 0237C 083
34792 86553 15013 68413

8-0639-C 0639C 583
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• 31 Sizes

• Air Flows: to 5,375 cfm

• Pressures: 12, 16, 20, 24 OSI

• High-Efficiency Involute Scroll Design

• Ambient Temperature Limit: 140°F (60°C)

• Lightweight Fiberglass-Reinforced Plastic Case

Efficient fiberglass-reinforced plastic involute-scroll blowers with turbine-type impellers for
dependable air supply at minimum operating cost. Also available in lower pressure version
utilizing all-metal construction.

Series FG Pressure Blowers

(Shown with optional washable filter assembly)

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Design Details

Series FG Blowers provide a superior combination
of efficiency and strength. The case is laid up in
precision mold equipment and coated internally with a
Gelcoat liner for a smooth, hard inner surface.

This construction method permits use of a high
efficiency involute scroll design, while the particular
blend of fiberglass and plastic resin have been
selected for industrial-use case strength.

Pressure Blowers are often used as a burner
system combustion air supply. Maxon builds a broad
line of industrial combustion equipment. Catalog
literature describing the particular burner type chosen
will aid in selection of the proper Pressure Blower.

Accessories

Dampening pad sets may be placed between
blower base and support pad.

Duplex blower arrangements assure air supply in
critical applications. See page 9257.

Filter assemblies are available for dusty or dirty
applications, or where clean filtered outlet air is
desirable. They include a UL-approved class II (flame
retardant) washable foam or permanent element, and
may be used alone or in conjunction with a silencer.

Silencer assemblies are offered for applications
where noise level control is necessary. They may be
used alone or fitted with washable air filters. Design is
box-type (shown at right) or axial flow (shown above)
depending on blower size.

A complete burner system using pressure blowers
will also include gas train, proportioning and mixing
equipment and a control panel. Your Maxon represen-
tative can help you choose from the broad range
available.

Blower with Axial Flow Silencer and Filter

Permanent Filter

Blower with Silencer and Washable Filter

CORPORATION      201 East 18th Street, P.O. Box 2068, Muncie, Indiana, 47307-0068. Phone: (765) 284-3304. FAX: 765-286-8394
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Capacities/Specifications

The balance of the table indicates approximate
shipping weights, as well as motor horsepower and
frame for each of the blower designations.

Unless one of the
alternate discharge
positions illustrated at right
is specified at the time of
order, blower will be
furnished in discharge
position BH (Bottom
Horizontal).

Capacities are shown in the table below for Series
FG PRESSURE BLOWERS. At the left side of table,
the nominal pressure range is indicated based on
total pressure (static plus velocity pressures) using
test systems in accordance with AMCA Standard 210-
67 and based on 1.0 service factor.

Blower Designation is 3-part:
– Letter C.
– Nominal on-ratio system capacity in

thousands of Btu/hr.
– Nominal pressure rating (osi).

Rated CFM (60 Hz operation) and discharge
connection size (in inches) are shown for each
available blower. Optional silencers and/or filters
(when clean) cause no significant reduction in pres-
sure or volume. 50 Hz operation will give lower
rotational speed and so reduced pressure (approxi-
mately .69 times 60 Hz rating) and flow (approxi-
mately .83 times 60 Hz rating).

Sound level columns indicate test readings taken
at the location shown at right, both with and without
silencer and using rating scale dB(A).

rewolB rotoMET )A(BdleveLdnuoS
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21

21-0541-C
21-0602-C
21-0843-C
21-0636-C

242
043
085
0601

4
4
6
6

511
521
551
571

2/1-1
2
3
5

T341
T541
T281
T481

5.77
3.97
4.38
0.78

0.27
0.37
7.47
5.97

21-0039-C
21-00021-C
21-06471-C

0551
0002
0192

8
01
21

042
082
514

2/1-7
01
51

T312
T512
T452

3.19
3.69
7.001

0.38
4.28
4.38

61

61-0041-C
61-0732-C
61-0254-C
61-0207-C

432
593
357
0711

4
4
6
6

521
051
571
032

2
3
5

2/1-7

T541
T281
T481
T312

0.38
1.28
7.88
6.09

6.97
2.57
8.08
4.18

61-0099-C
61-00441-C
61-00381-C

0561
0042
0503

8
01
21

572
504
054

01
51
02

T512
T452
T652

1.39
3.89
6.301

6.48
5.58
9.58

02

02-0492-C
02-0545-C
02-0417-C
02-00501-C

094
809
0911
0571

6
6
8
01

552
013
053
044

5
2/1-7

01
51

T481
T312
T512
T452

0.88
5.88
9.39
5.99

0.08
3.28
9.48
9.58

02-08841-C
02-04881-C
02-04722-C
02-06903-C

0842
0413
0973
0615

01
21
21
21

074
586
047
029

02
52
03
04

T652
ST482
ST682
ST423

8.99
6.301
7.301
0.501

5.78
0.88
9.88
0.69

42

42-0612-C
42-0083-C
42-0606-C

063
336
0101

6
6
6

552
513
053

5
2/1-7

01

T481
T312
T512

3.29
4.09
4.09

6.88
2.48
1.48

42-0819-C
42-02211-C
42-08751-C

0351
0781
0362

8
01
01

044
574
076

51
02
52

T452
T652
ST482

9.69
0.301
2.101

1.88
5.98
3.88

42-00671-C
42-02742-C
42-05223-C

3392
0214
5735

21
21
21

047
029
5001

03
04
05

ST682
ST423
ST623

5.601
0.501

]1[

9.09
0.69
]1[
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Dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Dimensions are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 below. For
discharge size (standard or with optional reducer), see Table 1.
Also shown there is the appropriate line number in Table 2 for all
other dimensions for your blower pressure and size.

 For example, Table 1 indicates that a C-7200-16 Blower
has a 6" discharge connection and that other dimensions
will be found on line 4 of Table 2.

seziSegrahcsiDdnasrebmuNeniL:1elbaT
srewolB.zo21 srewolB.zo61 srewolB.zo02 srewolB.zo42

eziS eniL
eziSegrahcsiD

eziS eniL
eziSegrahcsiD

eziS eniL
eziSegrahcsiD

eziS eniL
eziSegrahcsiD

.dtS decudeR .dtS decudeR .dtS decudeR .dtS decudeR

21-0541-C 1 "4 "3 61-0041-C 1 "4 "3 02-0492-C 7 "6 "4 42-0612-C 7 "6 "4
21-0602-C 1 "4 "3 61-0732-C 1 "4 "3 02-0545-C 7 "6 "4 42-0083-C 7 "6 "4
21-0843-C 2 "6 "4 61-0254-C 2 "6 "4 02-0417-C 8 "8 "6 42-0606-C 7 "6 "4
21-0636-C 2 "6 "4 61-0207-C 4 "6 "4 02-00501-C 9 "01 "8 42-0819-C 8 "8 "6
21-0039-C 3 "8 "6 61-0099-C 3 "8 "6 02-08841-C 9 "01 "8 42-02211-C 9 "01 "8
21-00021-C 5 "01 "8 61-00441-C 5 "01 "8 02-04881-C 11 "21 "01 42-08751-C 01 "01 "8
21-06471-C 6 "21 "01 61-00381-C 6 "21 "01 02-04722-C 11 "21 "01 42-00671-C 11 "21 "01

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 02-06903-C 31 "21 "01 42-02742-C 21 "21 "01
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 42-05223-C 31 "21 "01

snoisnemiD:2elbaT
eniL A B C D E F G H J K L N ]1[P R S T U VS VP W

1 0.21 5.41 5.31 5.91 5.8 61.81 5.4 78.21 18.31 60.31 65.41 49.5 5.12 17.62 0.41 60.3 65.01 0.61 2.21 4.01

2 0.21 5.41 5.31 5.91 5.8 13.02 26.6 89.21 57.31 26.21 49.41 26.6 5.12 21.92 52.41 52.3 82.11 0.61 2.21 4.01

3 5.61 0.91 5.41 5.91 5.8 82.12 36.8 26.31 83.41 49.21 18.51 39.6 83.12 60.13 52.51 78.2 96.31 0.71 2.21 0.41

4 5.61 0.91 5.31 5.91 5.8 13.02 26.6 89.21 57.31 26.21 49.41 26.6 83.12 21.92 52.41 52.3 82.11 0.61 2.21 4.01

5 78.02 83.32 5.61 5.91 5.8 52.12 57.01 7.41 49.41 0.31 52.71 21.8 0.62 34.23 5.71 59.3 83.02 0.91 3.81 1.61

6 78.02 83.32 5.81 5.91 5.8 7.02 57.21 7.51 26.51 52.31 44.81 61.8 0.62 5.33 5.91 49.3 5.62 0.12 3.22 8.52

7 0.81 5.02 5.31 5.32 5.01 83.32 26.6 64.61 52.71 22.61 73.81 22.6 52.32 86.33 52.41 19.2 88.01 0.61 2.21 4.01

8 78.02 83.32 5.41 5.22 0.01 28.22 36.8 88.61 5.71 21.61 0.91 23.6 95.42 13.43 52.51 10.3 90.31 0.71 2.21 0.41

9 0.81 5.02 5.61 5.12 5.9 57.32 57.01 29.61 52.71 5.51 5.91 35.7 0.62 57.53 5.71 12.3 87.91 0.91 3.81 1.61

01 5.32 0.62 5.61 5.42 0.11 52.22 57.01 29.61 52.71 22.61 5.91 35.7 0.92 57.53 5.71 12.3 87.91 0.91 3.81 1.61

11 5.32 0.62 5.81 5.42 0.11 42.32 57.21 16.81 96.81 83.61 44.12 21.8 0.92 52.73 5.91 19.3 60.62 0.12 3.22 8.52

21 52.52 57.72 5.81 0.82 57.21 42.32 57.21 16.81 96.81 83.61 44.12 21.8 0.92 52.73 5.91 19.3 60.62 0.12 3.22 8.52

31 52.52 57.72 5.81 0.82 57.21 24.32 57.21 67.81 19.81 26.61 27.12 43.8 0.92 5.73 5.91 72.4 69.22 0.63 3.22 3.13

."1rewolbesiar)deddafi(stesdaprenepmadlanoitpO]1[
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Dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Box-Type Silencers (shown with optional filters)

.zo21 .zo61 .zo02 .zo42 A B C D E F G H J K
21-0541-C 61-0041-C

--- --- 5.12 96.33 83.83 0.61 0.8 0.61 88.6 0.61 97.02 4.01
21-0602-C 61-0732-C
21-0843-C 61-0254-C

--- --- 5.12 96.83 83.34 0.71 0.11 0.22 88.6 0.61 78.22 4.01
21-0636-C 61-0207-C

--- ---
02-0492-C 42-0612-C

52.32 44.04 90.54 0.71 0.11 0.22 88.6 0.61 74.22 4.0102-0545-C 42-0083-C
--- 42-0606-C

21-0039-C 61-0099-C --- --- 83.12 0.04 28.64 0.91 0.21 0.42 0.9 0.71 81.42 0.41
--- --- 02-0417-C 42-0819-C 95.42 12.24 30.94 0.91 0.21 0.42 0.9 0.71 75.32 0.41

Axial-Flow Silencers (shown with optional filters)

.zo21 .zo61 .zo02 .zo42 A B C D E F G H J K L
21-00021-C 61-00441-C --- --- 0.62 5.53 18.44 0.75 9.81 0.91 5.41 82.21 65.84 1.61 3.81

--- ---
02-00501-C 42-02211-C

0.62 5.53 18.44 0.75 9.81 0.91 5.41 95.11 59.74 1.61 3.81
02-08841-C ---

--- --- --- 42-08751-C 0.92 5.83 18.44 0.75 9.81 0.91 5.41 95.11 59.74 1.61 3.81

--- ---
02-04881-C 42-00671-C

0.92 5.93 18.05 61.96 51.12 0.12 26.02 87.11 41.95 8.52 3.22
02-04722-C 42-02742-C

21-06471-C 61-00381-C --- --- 0.62 5.63 18.05 61.96 51.12 0.12 26.02 63.21 56.45 8.52 3.22
--- --- 02-06903-C 42-05223-C 0.92 5.93 18.05 13.36 51.12 0.63 26.41 4.21 67.45 3.13 3.22
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Duplex Blower System

• For assured air supply

• Discharge sizes : 4", 6" & 8"

• Automatic discharge damper

• Pressure ranges: 12, 16 & 20 osi

Two skid-mounted standard pressure blowers and an automatic damper/hood arrangement, for
assured air supply to critical applications such as boiler scanner purge air. Contact Maxon with
your pressure and flow requirements.
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Dimensions
Duplex Blower Systems
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Installation Instructions

General
Important: Do not discard packing material until
all loose items are accounted for.

Provide a suitable blower location without high
ambient temperatures, and with a clean unrestricted air
supply to inlet.

Rotate the blower case if necessary to avoid
piping interference and to provide adequate support for
all piping.

Consider pressure drops carefully in selecting
downstream pipe size, avoiding bends, turns and “bull-
head” tees wherever possible.

NOTE: Installer must comply with all applicable
codes and standards.

Piping Hints
(to minimize blower pulsation/resonance)

Blower pulsation can be destructive. Careful
consideration to air piping between the blower dis-
charge and air control valve can avoid the problem.

Maxon Series FG Pressure Blowers are of a
centrifugal type with radial blades and direct-connected
3450 RPM motors. Fan curves for all blowers of this
design follow the pattern shown by the example below.

Where the pressure curve slopes upward, blower
operation is said to be in the “surge area” and is

inherently unstable, since the downstream air control
valve calls for reduced pressures while the blower is
trying to produce increased pressures.

Burner systems with broad turndown ranges fre-
quently operate unnoticed in this blower “surge area” at
lower firing rates.

rewolB
noitangiseD

.siD
eziS

nwohSeziSfo.tFlaeniL.xaM

"4 "6 "8 "01 "21 "41

21-0541-C "4 02 9
21-0602-C "4 02 9
21-0843-C "6 84 12 21
21-0636-C "6 84 12 21
21-0039-C "8 83 12 31

21-00021-C "01 43 12 51
21-06471-C "21 03 12 61

61-0041-C "4 91 8
61-0732-C "4 91 8
61-0254-C "6 64 02 11
61-0207-C "6 64 02 11
61-0099-C "8 73 12 31

61-00441-C "01 33 12 51
61-00381-C "21 92 12 61

02-0492-C "6 44 91 11
02-0545-C "6 44 91 11
02-0417-C "8 63 02 31

02-00501-C "01 23 02 41
02-08841-C "01 23 02 41
02-04881-C "21 82 02 51
02-04722-C "21 82 02 51
02-06903-C "21 82 02 51

42-0612-C "6 34 91 01
42-0083-C "6 34 91 01
42-0606-C "6 34 91 01
42-0819-C "8 53 91 21

42-02211-C "01 23 02 41
42-08751-C "01 23 02 41
42-00671-C "21 82 02 51
42-02742-C "21 82 02 51
42-05223-C "21 72 91 51

The pressure fluctuations that result can be very
rapid and of low magnitude with very little obvious
indication, or (if the relative dimensions of the piping
system are such that a lower frequency results) the
intensity may cause ordinary pressure-sensing devices
to respond. At a system frequency of 10 cycles per
second or less, the situation becomes critical and can
be described as pulsating, surging, pumping, resonat-
ing, etc. At this point, it is highly audible and easily
detected. Continued operation under these conditions
can lead to damage to the impeller and/or blower case
(whether Maxon’s or anyone else’s).
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Installation Instructions (continued)

Protect blower from possible mechanical damage.
Establish a maintenance schedule that includes

periodic inspection for dirt build-up which can reduce
air flows. If necessary, remove accumulations before
performance is affected.

Clean and wash or change filters (if used) before
blower performance deteriorates, in accordance with
the procedures outlined at right.

IMPORTANT:

KEEP FILTER CLEAN for optimum system
performance.

Choose from the following, the one cleaning
method that best fits your needs (based on
manufacturer’s recommendations), then perform it
on a regularly-scheduled basis.
1. Vacuum to remove dry accumulations.
2. Remove element, wash like toweling and dry

quickly.
3. Immerse in hot water and detergent, if

necessary, to remove oil and dirt, then rinse
thoroughly, wring gently and dry quickly.

Blower pulsation can be avoided. A technical
model (called a Helmholz Resonator) allows us to
calculate the discharge pipe length that will result in 10
cycle/second system frequency using the formula
below.

F = K       S/LV
where:
K = 178 fps
S = outlet area (ft2)
L = pipe length to control valve (ft)
V = pipe volume (ft3)

Piping larger than the blower discharge size results
in lowered system frequency and so the limiting length
is shorter.

Based on those calculations, the accompanying
table recommends maximum lineal feet of discharge
piping between the blower and air control valve for
each Maxon Series FG Pressure Blower.

Maintenance Hints
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Assembly Numbers

Assembly numbers for the broad range of Series
FG Pressure Blowers offered are shown below.

Each size includes TE motor. For these blower
assemblies, 3450 rpm 230/460/3/60 AC is standard.
Alternate voltages and/or special windings or insula-
tion (where available) may involve additional charge
and extended delivery.

Optional silencer drastically lowers sound level
measurements during blower operation. For inlet
sizes 10" and smaller, a box-type design is used. For
12" and 14" inlets, an axial-flow design is used to
minimize pressure drop, and may be specified (at
additional cost) with a special 90° elbow.

Accessory filters fit directly on the blower inlet or,
if silencer is also used, on silencer inlet. When
ordering with box-type silencers, specify required inlet
position #1, #2 or #3 (see dimensional page). Two
filter types are offered.

Standard filter includes a foam-type washable/
replaceable filter element. A replacement element
should be kept on hand to allow periodic cleaning
without system shutdown. Permanent filter includes a
rigid metallic element.

Optional dampener pad kits include 1" thick pads
and all material needed for both blower and silencer
mounting.

Optional reduced discharge size will allow use
with air piping of the size shown on dimensional page
9254. Sets include appropriate discharge sleeve and
clamps.

To order a configured blower assembly,
specify:

– Configured assembly number for desired blower
(from tables at right)

– Segment choices are as follows for configured
products:
• Motor voltage
• Discharge position
• Reduced discharge (FG Blowers only)
• High temperature gasket (Duplex blowers only)
• Filter (FG Blowers only)
• Silencer
• Dampener pad kits

Assembly numbers for spare parts are shown
on page 9250-A/P-2.

srewolBerusserPGFseireS

ISO noitangiseDeziS
derugifnoC

rebmuNylbmessA

21

21-0541-C
21-0602-C
21-0843-C

0541C
0602C
0843C

21-0636-C
21-0039-C
21-00021-C

0636C
0039C
00021C

21-06471-C 06471C

61

61-0041-C
61-0732-C
61-0254-C

0041C
0732C
0254C

61-0207-C
61-0099-C
61-00441-C

0207C
0099C
00441C

61-00381-C 00381C

02

02-0492-C
02-0545-C
02-0417-C

0492C
0545C
0417C

02-00501-C
02-08841-C
02-04881-C

00501C
08841C
04881C

02-04722-C
02-06903-C

04722C
06903C

42

42-0612-C
42-0083-C
42-0606-C

0612C
0083C
0606C

42-0819-C
42-02211-C
42-08751-C

0819C
02211C
08751C

42-00671-C
42-02742-C
42-05223-C

00671C
02742C
05223C

smetsySrewolBxelpuD

egrahcsiD erusserP
derugifnoC

rebmuNylbmessA

"4 llA

PUD0541C
PUD0602C
PUD0041C
PUD0732C

"6

.zo61dna21

PUD0843C
PUD0636C
PUD0254C
PUD0207C

.zo02

PUD0492C
PUD0545C
PUD0612C
PUD0083C
PUD0606C

"8 .zo61dna21
PUD0039C
PUD0099C
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Page 9250-A/P-2 Series FG Pressure Blowers

Assembly Numbers

rewolB straPerapS

ISO
eziS

noitangiseD
recneliS

)A(
retliFdradnatS retliFtnenamreP renepmaD

)A(tiK
decudeR

)A(egrahcsiD)A(ylbmessA )A(tnemelE )A(ylbmessA

21

21-0541-C
21-0602-C
21-0843-C

63792
63792
73792

24792
24792
24792

26013
26013
26013

4102501
4102501
4102501

30433
30433
30433

89413
89413
99413

21-0636-C
21-0039-C
21-00021-C

73792
83792
93792

24792
34792
44792

26013
15013
70903

4102501
5102501
]2[96553

30433
20433
99333

99413
00513
10513

21-06471-C 88113 54792 46013 ]3[07553 99333 20513

61

61-0041-C
61-0732-C
61-0254-C

63792
63792
73792

24792
24792
24792

26013
26013
26013

4102501
4102501
4102501

30433
30433
30433

89413
89413
99413

61-0207-C
61-0099-C
61-00441-C

73792
83792
93792

24792
34792
44792

26013
15013
70903

4102501
5102501
]2[96553

20433
20433
99333

99413
00513
10513

61-00381-C 88113 54792 46013 ]3[07553 99333 20513

02

02-0492-C
02-0545-C
02-0417-C

73792
73792
83792

24792
24792
34792

26013
26013
15013

4102501
4102501
5102501

40433
40433
50433

99413
99413
00513

02-00501-C
02-08841-C
02-04881-C

93792
93792
04792

44792
44792
54792

70903
70903
46013

]2[96553
]2[96553
]4[17553

89333
89333
00433

10513
10513
20513

02-04722-C
02-06903-C

04792
04792

54792
]1[56013

46013
38423

]4[17553
]5[37553

00433
10433

20513
20513

42

42-0612-C
42-0083-C
42-0606-C

73792
73792
73792

24792
24792
24792

26013
26013
26013

4102501
4102501
4102501

40433
40433
40433

99413
99413
99413

42-0819-C
42-02211-C
42-08751-C

83792
93792
78113

34792
44792
44792

15013
70903
70903

5102501
]2[96553
]2[96553

50433
89333
00433

00513
10513
10513

42-00671-C
42-02742-C
42-05223-C

04792
04792
04792

54792
54792

]1[56013

46013
46013
38423

]4[17553
]4[17553
]5[37553

00433
10433
10433

20513
20513
20513

.desusirecnelisfiretlif68423#seriuqeR]1[

.desusirecnelisfiretlif82295#seriuqeR]2[

.desusirecnelisfiretlif92295#seriuqeR]3[

.desusirecnelisfiretlif03295#seriuqeR]4[

.desusirecnelisfiretlif13295#seriuqeR]5[

Options & Spare Parts

To order spare parts, specify:
– Quantity and assembly numbers for desired

accessories (from table above)
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Photo 1: Loosening set screw

Photo 2: Close-up of impeller hub and
set screw

Photo 3: Technique for pushing new
impeller onto shaft

To Replace Impeller:

1. Shut system down electrically, close main gas cocks, disconnect gas line
and remove the half of the mixer case furthest from motor.

2. Scrape any hardened cement from the mating faces of the two mixer case
halves.

3. Loosen the three set screws in hub of the broken impeller, as shown in
photos 1 and 2. (A small wrench is provided with replacement impeller.)
Pry the old impeller off motor shaft, being careful to avoid bending the
shaft itself.  Save key.

4. Check that all damaged impeller pieces are present, and if necessary,
remove any that may have been thrown into the air/gas mixture piping.

5. Clean motor shaft thoroughly, removing any burrs but being careful not to
reduce its diameter, then put key in place and lubricate shaft surface.

6. Loosen set screws in the new impeller and slip it into motor shaft, carefully
aligning key-way.  Do not tighten.

WARNING:  Do not attempt to “walk” impeller onto shaft by holding
outside edges.  Any resulting bend or warp can ruin the precise
balancing done in our factory.

Hitting the impeller center cap will only break the cap.  THE MOST FORCE
YOU SHOULD USE is to place a hammer HANDLE on the flow path just
outside cap diameter, as shown in photo 3, and hit hammer head with your
open hand.  That is all it will take if shaft is clean and lubricated and impeller
properly positioned.
7. Rotate motor shaft by hand and confirm that is not “out-of-round”.

Straighten or replace shaft or motor, if necessary.
8. Apply a 1/8" diameter bead of “RTV” sealant (supplied with replacement

impeller) completely around one side of blower case inside bolt hole circle,
as shown in sketch A.

9. For best results, allow approximately one-half hour curing time, then bolt
case halves together and tighten securely.

10. Slide impeller along the shaft towards the motor until it strikes that side of
blower case.  Mark shaft with lead pencil as shown in sketch B.

11. Slide impeller away from motor until it strikes side of blower case, then
mark the shaft again with a lead pencil indicating this position as shown in
sketch C.

12. Make a third mark half-way between those already done and slide impeller
forward until it matches this "centered" position.

13. Tighten set screws securely, beginning with the one over key, and spin
impeller by hand in direction it will travel to make sure it runs freely and
without interference.

14. Reconnect piping, test for leaks and place system back in service.
(Check burner adjustment and refine, if necessary.)



Bulletin 9400

Model “LO” LIGHT OIL
SUPPLY UNITS

★   Prepiped, Pretested and Compact

★  Skid-mounted
★★★★★  3 Sizes: to 600 GPH #2 Oil
★★★★★  Discharge Pressures to 130 PSIG
★★★★★  For any Distillate Oil of 32 – 100 SSU Viscosity

These are packaged skid-mounted light oil handling systems ready for field wiring and
connection to suction and discharge piping, and designed to supply oil to one or more
burner systems at desired pressure.
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Design Details

Model “LO” LIGHT OIL SUPPLY UNITS include, in
compact skid-mounted prepiped form, the system
components necessary to deliver filtered distillate oil
from a supply tank to one or more burner systems.

They include a UL-listed self-priming gear-within-a-
gear direct driven positive displacement pump [4]
complete with mechanical shaft seal and integral
safety relief valve.

An edgeplate suction filter [2] (70-mesh equivalent)
protects the pump while providing for on-line cleaning
at the turn of a handle.

Control against chattering or fluctuating discharge
pressure is provided by a UL-listed piston type Back
Pressure Regulating Valve [6].

LIGHT OIL SUPPLY UNITS include pump suction
[3] and discharge [5] pressure gauges for at-a-glance
evaluation of performance.

All piping consists of UL-listed flareless steel tube
and fittings, securely and compactly mounted on a
steel pan with support channels, and pressure-tested
prior to shipment.

Components are described in greater detail in the
table below. LO-90 and LO-180 units are rated for a
maximum of 150 PSIG at 100 SSU viscosity or lower.
LO-600 unit is rated at 100 PSIG for viscosities of 38
SSU or less, 150 PSIG for oil viscosities of 38 to 100
SSU.

stnenopmoC
metI noitpircseD 09-OL 081-OL 006-OL

1
evlaVnoitcuS

)epyT-llaB(
eziS "2/1 "4/3 "4/1-1

Cv 8.9 81 04

2
retliFnoitcuS

)etalpegdEonuC(
tnelaviuqehsem-07

eziS "8/3 "4/3 "4/1-1
epyT SD G GE

gnicapS "800. "800. "800.
3 eguaGnoitcuS egnaR )GISP7.41(gH"03-otGISP03+

4 rotoMdnapmuP

rebmuNgnikiV X-234F X-234HF F-591GG
etunim/snollaG 5.1 3 01
GISPmumixaM 051 051 051

eziStroP "8/3 "2/1 "1
rewopesroH 3/1 2/1 1

rebmuNemarF 65 65 65
MPRrotoM/pmuP 0081 0081 0081

5 eguaGegrahcsiD egnaR GISP061-0

6
erusserPkcaB
evlaVgnitalugeR

eziS "8/3 "2/1 "1
rebmuNolfluF 1X52-BVS 1X53-BVS 1X55-BVS

7
evlaVegrahcsiD

)epyT-llaB(
eziS "8/3 "2/1 "1

Cv 3.5 8.9 23

6/03

Nameplate

4

3

5

6

7

1

2

Suction

Return
Discharge
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Capacity/Selection Data

Performance date for each of the three available
Light Oil Supply Unit sizes is shown in Table 1 below.
As reflected in the data provided, general usage calls
for a pump set capable of delivering twice the maxi-
mum rated burner capacity being supplied. This allows
for some recirculation and permits BPRV (back
pressure relief valve) to do its job of maintaining
supply system pressure. It also allows for some future
system expansion.

Operation on 50HZ power will result in approxi-
mately a 20% drop in flow.

Discharge loop data  indicates a range of back
pressure relief valve settings over which the normal
capacity can be supplied by the pump set. Higher
flows are possible at anything less than maximum
listed pressure.

"Head" data indicates the maximum pressure
obtainable expressed as equivalent feet of oil. The
maximum pressure available at a combustion systems
is always reduced by the difference in elevation
between burner and pump.

Pressure drop data shown in based on an allow-
ance for partial clogging of the suction filter. With
proper maintenance, actual drop will be somewhat
less. All table data is based on performance with 50
SSU #2 oil of .845 specific gravity.

)noitarepozH06(ataDecnamrofreP:1elbaT
.oNledoM 09-OL 081-OL 006-OL

lanimoN
renruB
yticapaC

)xaM(

nim/lag 57. 02.1 00.5

rh/lag 54 09 003

rh/UTBk 0036 006,21 000,24

egrahcsiD
pooL

gisP 031-52 031-54 031-06

daeH 053 053 053

� noitcuSP
pmuPotevlaV

gisP 1 5.1 5.1

liOfotF 5.2 4 5.4

egarevA
yticoleV

ta)ces/tf(
snoitcennoC

noitcuS 6.1 8.1 1.2

egrahcsiD 5.2 2.3 7.3

nruteR 5.2 2.3 7.3

11/99

Pressure drops for various pipe sizes at maximum
suggested burner capacity for each Light Oil Supply
Unit are shown in Table 2. Data is given in Psi/100 ft
run and is based on .845 sp.gr. oil of the viscosity
shown.

ediuGgniziSepiP:2elbaT )tf001/isP(

yticapaC.xaM
)mpg(

eziSepiP
)"(

ytisocsiV )USS(

23 05 001

2/1-1

8/3 8.2 3.4 9.11

2/1 1.1 7.1 7.4

4/3 3.0 6.0 5.1

3

2/1 8.3 3.6 1.8

4/3 9.0 9.0 8.2

1 3.0 4.0 0.1

01

1 6.2 8.3 0.4

4/1-1 7.0 1.1 4.1

2/1-1 3.0 5.0 7.0

Conversion factors between various measure-
ment units (based on sea level equivalent of 14.7 psig
= 29.92" Hg = 33.9 ft water = 39.89 ft of .845 sp.gr. oil)
are given in Table 3. To use, multiply "known" quantity
(from left of table) by the factor shown under "desired"
units.

srotcaFnoisrevnoC:3elbaT

GISP gH" H.tF 2O LIO.TF

=gisPenO 1 40.2 13.2 17.2

=gH"enO 94.0 1 31.1 33.1

H.tFenO 2 =0 34.0 88.0 1 81.1

=liO.tFenO 73.0 57.0 58.0 1

TO

FROM
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Duplex Arrangement

For the ultimate in system dependability,  or
where shutdown due to pump failure would be serious,
two Model "LO" Light Oil Supply Units may be in-
stalled in the duplex arrangement shown at right.
Dotted lines indicate field piping.

Only one supply unit should be in operation at any
given time. Changeover may be as simple as manual
closing of inlet and discharge ball valves on damaged
set, and opening of those valves on the "standby" unit,
or the system can be adapted for automatic
changeover.

We do recommend that units be used alternatively
as main and standby, with the changeover occurring
monthly, if not more often.

EZIS A S C D ezis( ) E F )ezis( G H )ezis( J K L M N P

09-OL 00.42 00.02 00.61 2/1 00.51 8/3 00.91 8/3 00.32 83.6 83.6 00.41 00.5 00.5

081-OL 00.42 00.02 83.51 4/3 49.31 2/1 49.81 2/1 44.32 83.6 83.6 00.41 00.5 00.5

006-OL 00.92 57.22 52.52 4/1-1 44.51 1 91.22 1 21.82 88.7 88.7 00.02 52.6 52.6

Dimensions (in inches +- .25)
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11/99

Installation Instructions

Pipe sizing should be selected on the basis of
maximum pump capacity, not projected usage rate.
While suction and discharge connections are sized to
give velocities within "standard practice" limits, long
pipe runs to or from the supply unit may necessitate
larger field piping.

Piping should be sized in accordance with Maxon
recommendations on page 9403 and a union installed
at each of the three piping connections to the Light Oil
Supply Unit.

Return piping should be run back to the storage
tank, not just to pump inlet.  Do not install valves or
any other restriction in the return line.  Pressure
losses should not be permitted to exceed 5 to 10% of
desired system pressure as determined by back
pressure regulator valve.  Remember that losses
include any elevation difference between the supply
unit and oil source.

Suction piping must be air tight.  Since this run is
under negative pressure, oil will not leak out, but air
could leak in and become a continual source of
operating difficulty and even hazardous conditions.  A
Check Valve is recommended just above tank
connections if the pump is located above supply.

Suction lift (plus pressure drop) should not exceed
10-15 feet for oil at 70°F or less.  This is not due to
pump design but is a function of oil vapor pressure
and frictional losses in the suction line.  Where
practical, the pump should be located below supply oil
level.  Under ideal conditions, as much as a 19-foot
suction lift is possible, but extreme care should be
taken in designing to this limit.

The circulating loop should include a return from
the most remote point of the burner distribution for
steadiest supply pressure and easier purge and
control of air problems in the oil piping.

The Back Pressure Reducing Valve (BPRV)
furnished as part of each Model LO Light Oil Supply
Unit does not give the ideal circulating loop as
shipped, and in all but the simpliest systems should
be relocated to a point beyond the furthest burner
take-off, a suitable cap or plug installed in the opening
left by its removal, and return loop run from that point
back to the supply tank.

Slope piping wherever possible so that BPRV is
located at the highest point of the supply leg, since oil,
like water, always has some air entrapped or
dissolved in it that is released whenever pressure is
reduced and/or temperature is raised.

Oil heating may be necessary to prevent
congealing in supply, return and distribution piping if
those are exposed to sub-freezing temperatures.
Critical combustion applications in particular benefit
from the consistant viscosity supplied by controlled
heating.

Overall installation must comply with any
applicable codes and standards including, but not
limited to, NFPA 30 (flammable and combustible
liquids code), NFPA 31 (oil-burning equipment) and
the National Electrical Code.  Your local fire marshal
and oil supplier can often help.

Supply Unit location should be cool, clean, dry
and readily accessable for maintenace.  As outlined in
the suction lift section above, it should, wherever
possible, be lower than the lowest normal oil supply
level.

Burner system take-off should usually be from
the bottom of oil supply line to avoid air trapping and
the operating difficulties it can cause.

Check valves are required on duplex pump
systems, but are normally not required on single
pump systems except where priming becomes a
problem.

Protect oil piping from possible physical damage
from either humans or mechanical equipment.

Optional items which may be desirable in your
system include the following:
• Low oil pressure limit switch (manual reset) to

interlock with signaling device and/or pump motor to
break motor circuitry whenever discharge pressure
falls below a predetermined setting. Must be wired
to allow override during system start-up.

• High oil pressure limit switch which may back up
or take over before the operation of the pump's
integral safety relief valve.

• Remote Stop push buttons to permit stopping the
pump from other desirable locations.

• Accumulators to reduce piping stresses due to
expansion of trapped oil.
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Start-up Instructions

Read and understand the following thoroughly
before beginning start-up, then:
1. Manually rotate pump shaft to provide a simple

mechanical check against pump damage.
2. Open suction valve and, if Back Pressure Reducing

Valve (BPRV) has been relocated downstream of
the supply unit's discharge valve, open that
discharge valve to provide a flow path to the BPRV.

3. If suction lift is high, break tubing connection just
downstream of suction filter and pour about 1/2 pint
of lubricating oil into the pump body, then replace
fittings and tighten firmly.

4. Open small valves in gauge supply lines. (They
should normally be closed to protect gauges from
prolonged exposure to the continuous pressure
pulses which can greatly shorten operating life.)

5. Start pump motor and watch for discharge pressure
gauge to rise to BPRV setpoint as air is bled off
through BPRV and oil is drawn through the pump.
If this does not occur within one minute, shut off
pump and allow a short cooling-off period before
trying again.  If repeated attempts do not result in
suitable discharge pressures, see pump set
instructions for troubleshooting.

6. Refine BPRV adjustment to give the desired supply
loop pressure.  Do not exceed the pump's rated
maximum.

7. Allow unit to operate for 5 to 10 minutes without
attempting operation of any burner system, then
begin systematic purging of all dead end piping
such as individual burner system supply lines.

8. Proceed with individual burner system start-up as
outlined in appropriate instructions.
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Assembly Numbers

Assembly numbers and approximate shipping
weights (lbs.) for the three available Light Oil Supply
Units are provided in the table at right. Each unit may
be specified with your choice of 230/460/3 or 115/230/
1 motors for 60/50 Hz operation, or at extra cost, with
a 575/3/60 motor. All motors are Frame 56. Assembly
numbers are also given for possible replacement
items.

srebmuNylbmessA

eziS thgieWgnippihS rebmuNylbmessA

09-OL 08 05503

081-OL 58 01803

006-OL 591 55803

straPtnemecalpeR

eziS
pmuPfoediSnoitcuS pmuPfoediSerusserP liO

pmuP

rotoM

evlaVllaB retliF eguaG eguaG VRPB evlaVllaB 3/064/032 1/032/511 3/575 PH

09-OL 54013 02503 14503 04503 31503 64013 74503 40503 84503 53243 3/1

081-OL 74013 12503 14503 04503 41503 54013 92503 66733 66733 63243 2/1

006-OL 08013 22503 14503 04503 51503 18013 03503 99703 38013 26803 1



Gas Pilots Page 9505
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Pilot Capacities/Specifications

Maxon offers a wide range of gas pilots to meet the
specific needs of each of its burner product lines. In
most cases, the appropriate burner catalog section
will provide the selection data needed to choose one

of the many pilots offered. Pages 9505 through 9508
are a summary of the additional component/acces-
sory part numbers and performance data.

Raw gas pilots may be used for manual light-off and are not intended as permanent pilots. Do not use
outdoors or in high draft or back pressure conditions where flame may be accidently extinguished.

Pilots for premixed nozzles. Series “SN” Sealed Nozzles and WIDE-RANGE® Burners may be fitted with
either open-port or sealed-port pilots. STICKTITE™ Nozzles can accept all of these open-port pilots. MULTIFIRE®

Burners can use any of these sealed-port pilots.
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Pilot Capacities/Specifications

Pilots for VORTIFLARE® Burners

Side-mounted pilots for Style A & B LINOFLAME® Burners

End-mounted LINOPAK Pilots for Style A & B LINOFLAME® Burners

Pilot for INFRAWAVE® Burner is normally supplied as a sub-assembly within a complete INFRAWAVE®

Burner pilot section.
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Pilot Capacities/Specifications

End-mounted pilots for “VF” LINOFLAME® Burners

Series “66” AIRFLO® Burner pilots
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Pilot Capacities/Specifications

Series NP/RG AIRFLO® pilots

COMBUSTIFUME® Burner pilots
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Dimensions (in inches)

General Purpose Raw Gas Pilots

Open-Port Atmospheric Pilots (for STICKTITE® Nozzles and Sealed Nozzles)

Open-Port Pressure Pilots (for STICKTITE® Nozzles)

Sealed-Port Pilots (for Sealed Nozzles, WIDE-RANGE® & MULTIFIRE® Burners)

Pipe threads on this
page conform to ANSI

Standard B2.1
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Dimensions (in inches)

End-mounted LINOPAK Pilots (for “A & B” LINOFLAME® Burners)

Side-mounted “Patch-on” Pilots (for “A & B” LINOFLAME® Burners)

NOTE: Sketch 2 shows #43372 pilot
mounting bracket mounted to side of
a LINOFLAME® Burner section. Pilot
assembly and mounting bracket must
be ordered separately.
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Dimensions (in inches)

Air-Gas Pilot Mixers – Atmospheric Type

Air-Gas Pilot Mixers – Pressure Type Adjustable Orifice Cock
#15726
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Dimensions (in inches)

Adjustable Orifices

#38009 - 3/8" NPT outlet
#38577 - 1/4" NPT outlet#39294 & #39295

#38579 #50431
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Installation/Start-up Instructions

Maxon supplies a broad range of pilots and pilot
pipe train components.  Typical items are shown
below indicating the nomenclature used in the
following installation and start-up instructions.

1. Check the bill of material to be sure that all
items of a complete pilot system (pilot nozzle,
spark electrode, mixing body, shut-off cock
with or without adjustable orifice, gas pressure
regulator and pilot solenoid valve) are present,
or their absence justified.

2. Install the pilot as indicated by main burner
installation instructions, keeping pilot piping
(including regulator and solenoid valve) as
close to the pilot as possible.  Pilot take-off
from the main burner gas line should be made
upstream of the main gas regulator.

3. Connect the gas supply with regulators
installed for proper flow direction and piping
turns kept to a minimum.

4. Connect pilot air supply line (where required),
again using a minimum of turns and oversize
piping where necessary to assure adequate
flow.  In cases where the pilot is "interrupted,"
the pilot air solenoid valve should be installed
to operate simultaneously with the pilot gas
solenoid.

5. Set gap on 10 mm or 18 mm spark ignitors
(where used) for .05" to .06" then connect lead
from ignition transformer to ignitor.

6.  Purge the entire unit with gas supply off.  This
means opening main burner air control valve to
full-open position and running all fans and
blowers long enough to give full system purge.
Return main burner air control to minimum
position after purge is complete.

7.  Bleed gas line following main burner start-up
instructions or those of local gas company
representative.  Note that the small pilot flow
cannot quickly bleed long runs of long gas
piping.
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Installation/Start-up (cont'd.)

8. Preadjust pilot regulator by removing cap "A"
and turning setting screw counter-clockwise to
its uppermost or top position.

9. Preadjust adjustable orifice by removing cover
"B" and turning the adjusting screw
clockwise until seated (closed position).

10. Light and adjust pilot by energizing spark
ignitor (or holding small flame to pilot) and
opening pilot gas cock.  Turn adjustable
orifice screw counter-clockwise slowly until
ignition occurs (this may take several seconds).
If you do not get ignition, close the gas cock
and check out these potential problem areas:
A. Lack of spark.  Recheck gap, inspect for

cracked porcelain or bad transformer
and correct any problems found.

B. Lack of gas.  Check for closed gas cock,
air in gas line, regulator in line backwards or
insufficient gas pressure, then correct as
necessary.

C. Too much gas.  Close adjustable orifice
and reopen slowly while attempting
ignition.

Note that the first several turns of the
adjustable orifice screw comprise most of the
available adjustment.  Pilot regulators work best
when the adjustable screw is near the top of its
range.  Increase pilot gas pressure by turning
downward (clockwise) only if required under
point "B" above.

Pilot flame should normally be blue and stable.
A very light blue coloration indicates a lean
condition (not enough gas) while a green center
and/or luminous tips generally indicate a rich
flame (too much gas).  Normal adjustment
procedure would involve adjusting the flame
slightly rich and reducing the amount of pilot
gas just until the green disappears and a deep
blue predominates.

11. Replace regulator cap "A" and adjustable
orifice cover "B" then proceed with lighting
and adjusting main burner in accordance with
instructions supplied for it.
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Maxon Control Panels

Custom panels are available to meet your burner-related specifications. Your Maxon
representative can help you choose from the broad range of options available.

Combustion Control Panel System

Burner Control Mini Panel

Intermediate Combustion
Control Panel
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Maxon Burner Control Mini Panels provide the
basic functions of start-up sequencing and flame
supervision for single burner systems.  They are
available in either NEMA Type 12 & 13 or NEMA
Type 4 enclosures.  Mini Panels require a supply
voltage of 120/1/60 and include the following items:
• Flame safeguard (non-recycling, for flame rod or UV

scanner)
• Power on/off selector switch
• Combustion air purge timer
• Pilot interrupt timer
• Ignition transformer and 15 feet of ignition wire*
• Indicator lights (interlocks proven, purging, burner

on and flame out)

NOTE:  Mini Panels do not incorporate tempera-
ture control, high temperature limit, or other
features which are required for many applications.
These functions must be provided by others.

Combustion Control Panel Dimensions

Specifications and Dimensions (in inches)

epyTlenaP A B C D E

lortnoCnoitsubmoC
metsySlenaP

03 52.73 8 44. 42

etaidemretnI
lenaPlortnoC

42 52.52 8 44. 81

lortnoCrenruB
lenaPiniM

41 57.61 6 13. 21

Maxon Intermediate Combustion Control Panels
incorporate the basic functions of start-up sequencing
and single burner flame supervision with current
proportioning temperature control and a high tempera-
ture limit.  Intermediate Panels are available in either
NEMA Type 12 & 13 or NEMA Type 4 enclosures.
Supply voltage for the Intermediate Panels is 120/1/60
and they include the following items:
• Flame safeguard (non-recycling, for flame rod or UV

scanner)
• Power on/off selector switch
• Burner on/off selector switch
• Combustion air purge timer
• Pilot interrupt timer
• Indicator lights (interlocks proven, purging, purge

complete, pilot on, burner on and flame out)
• Ignition transformer and ignition wire*
• Firing rate actuator 4-20 MA input*
• Thermocouples and total of 30 feet of wire*

NOTE: Does not provide motor starters.

Maxon Combustion Control Panel System
provides all functions required for combustion control,
combustion air blower start-stop sequencing, single
burner flame supervision, high temperature limit and
current proportioning temperature control.  Enclosures
can be either NEMA Type 12 & 13 or NEMA Type 4.
Supply voltage for the combustion control panel is
240 or 480/3/60 and includes the following items:
• Flame safeguard (non-recycling, for flame rod or UV

scanner)
• 3 phase disconnect switch
• Control voltage transformer
• Size 0 motor starter
• Burner on/off selector
• Combustion air purge timer
• Pilot interrupt timer
• Indicator lights (air on, purging, purge complete,

pilot on, burner on and flame out)
• Ignition transformer and ignition wire*
• Firing rate actuator 4-20 MA input*
• Thermocouples and a total of 30 feet of wire*

*items shipped loose

The user of Maxon systems and components assumes responsibility for compliance with all
applicable building, safety and fire prevention code requirements.

3/98
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CB & L Assemblies
(Connecting Bracket & Linkage)

Availability
Recognizing that each of our many customers

wishes to use control operators that meet their
specific needs or that are familiar to their service
people, Maxon has designed a broad range of
Connecting Bracket & Linkage Assemblies (CB & L's)
to properly position and align those operators for
control of Maxon burners and/or flow control valves.

Proper position and alignment is essential for
smooth and trouble-free operation. Catalog literature
describing each of the Maxon product lines will
include a list of available CB & L's complete with
information required for ordering.

We may be able to furnish a CB & L for an opera-
tor not cataloged...just supply manufacturer's name
and model number. In each case, operator manufac-
turer should be consulted for appropriate selection
based on conditions of usage. Some may impose
limits on possible burner mounting positions.

If desired, operators may be shipped prepaid to
Maxon for mounting at our factory at net extra charge.

The accompanying illustrations show only a
sampling of the broad range of available CB & L
assemblies...30 for MICRO-RATIO® Control Valves
alone!

Supporting Air Operators
Diaphragm-type operators are generally heavy and

bulky, requiring extended brackets and long lever
arms because of their limited stem travel.

Maxon CB & L assemblies are designed to position
such operators, not to support them. User must
provide auxiliary support in the form of wall brackets,
floor stands, turnbuckle hangers, etc. Two of the
many techniques possible are illustrated here.

Shown: 1 = Electric operator on PREMIX® Blower Mixer 2 = Electric Operator on TUBE-O-FLAME® Burner
3 = Air operator on Series "Q" Control Valve 4 = Air operator on MICRO-RATIO® Control Valve

1 2 3 4
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CB & L Assemblies
(Connecting Bracket & Linkage)

Adjusting Instructions
The following general instructions are intended for

use with the more detailed adjusting instructions
provided in the burner and/or control valve section of
the Maxon catalog.

When a Maxon-supplied control motor is furnished,
linkage between motor and burner will normally be set
so that full cycle of the control motor results in nearly
full 90° travel of the fuel valve adjusting quadrant.

A typical arrangement is shown below with various
linkage components identified.

Control Connecting Rod should be firmly seated in
Offset Toggle #2 and Set Screw "C" firmly tightened.

Cap Screw "A" permits setting of linear travel of
Control Connecting Rod. Sliding Side Drill Toggle #1
toward hub of Slotted Motor Crank of electric opera-
tors (or repositioning it closer to piston of air opera-
tors) reduces linear travel of Control Connecting Rod.
This adjustment permits limiting the firing range of
burner to less than maximum or to more than mini-
mum position.

Set Screw "B" locks Control Connecting Rod to
Side Drill Toggle #1. This positioning determines
starting (or minimum) burner control valve position,
just as the previously discussed adjustment deter-
mines degree of travel.

These two adjustments, when used in conjunction
with adjusting screw and/or fuel pressure regulation,
permit reducing maximum or increasing minimum
burner firing rates from the full cataloged range.

All set screws and cap screws must be firmly
tightened to hold final adjustment.

NOTE: Always check through several operating
cycles to be sure burner and/or control motor
do not bind at any point of their travel.
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Spark Ignitors and Flame Rods

Flame Rod Identification
For those burners using flame rods, most applica-

tions are covered by one of four sizes (assembly
number depends on nominal length “N” of rod exten-
sion). These may need cut to dimension “L” specified
in tables on pages 9908 and 9908A before use in your
particular application.

#18722 Rubber Cover (included in some arrange-
ments, optional in others) protects porcelain insulator
and electrical connection from dirt and moisture for
ambient temperatures up to 450°F (232°C).

Spark Ignitor Identification
The broad range of Maxon burner equipment utilizes 13

basic spark ignitor configurations illustrated below.
Many incorporate locking bushings that must be

adjusted for the particular burner type and size being

used. Refer to appropriate catalog section for exact
positioning.

Applicable assembly numbers are shown in tables
on pages 9908 and 9908A.

rebmuNylbmessA N

71181 "521.7

19281 "21

59381 "81

01481 "42
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Replacement Spark Ignitors and Flame Rods
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)gnol"21(93563

19281 21
)gnol"81(04563

)gnol"42(14563

)gnol"63(24563

detnuomyllanretxe58-VL )gnol"81(83563 73563 81

KAP-ONICNI
srenruB

006 43963

A/N A/N008 53963

0011 63963

0055
OLFRIA"PN"&"GR" ®

srenruB
sezisllA

93732
71181 521.7

]4[57081

0065
ERIFSSORC

srenruB
9hguorht5.

9266401

A/N A/N

2430501

3430501

4430501

5430501

6430501

7430501

8430501

0075

EMUFITSUBMOC ®

srenruB
sezisllA

dradnatS 57081

19281 21yllanretxE
detnuom

51742
)gnol"21(

36012
)gnol"81(

46012
)gnol"42(

KAP-ONICNI ® srenruB

006 43963

A/N A/N008 53963

0011 63963

0575
KAP-ONICNIralucriC ®

srenruB
M8dnaM4 75014 A/N A/N

0085 XON-OL ® srenruB

detnuomtceridsezisllA 57081 71181 521.7

X.tsaH&SS013#
detnuomyllanretxe

)gnol"21(93563

A/N A/N
)gnol"81(04563

)gnol"42(14563

)gnol"63(24563

detnuomyllanretxeSS123# )gnol"81(83563 73563 42

noitingikrapstceridrofegnalftelnidneeceip-2htiwylnoesU]4[

Page 9908B Other Accessories

Replacement Spark Ignitors and Flame Rods
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Manual Gas Cocks

Maxon Corporation stocks and supplies a broad range of accessories. These items are selected and compatibility matched
for use with Maxon equipment and are manufactured by other major component suppliers. Dimensional information given is
in accordance with latest information supplied by the original manufacturer.

skcoCgniriFgnitacidnIeznorB
eziSepiP

)TPN(
ylbmessA
rebmuN

snoisnemiD )sehcnini(

A B C D

4/1 08102
18.1 96.2 14.1 3

8/3 18102

2/1 28102 5.2 19.2 27.1 83.3

4/3 38102 57.2 24.3 38.1 18.3

1 48102 22.3 88.3 2 83.4

4/1-1 58102 96.3 59.4 24.2 83.5

2/1-1 68102 52.4 80.5 49.2 57.5

maetsdnaria,retaw,sagrofGISP051tadetarydoB

sevlaVllaB
eziSepiP

)TPN(
ylbmessA
rebmuN

snoisnemiD )sehcnini(

A TPN B C D E
4/1 01133 4/1

60.1
60.2

57.1
3

8/3 64013 8/3

2/1 54013 2/1 91.2
57.3

4/3 74013 4/3 44.1 18.2 2

1 18013 1 96.1 44.3 13.2 5.4

4/1-1 08013 4/1-1 49.1 88.3
49.2

18.5

2/1-1 52973 2/1-1 21.2 52.4 5.5

2 62973 2 44.2 18.4 26.3 21.8

F°054+ot)C°94-(F°55-morfsesagdnasdiuqilroF
ISP051dna.G.O.WISP004otpuserusserpdna)C°232(

maetsdetarutas

skcoCgulPnorItsaC
eziSepiP

)TPN(
ylbmessA
rebmuN

snoisnemiD )sehcnini(

A B H J K L N

4/3 08162 4 26.3 61.2 44.1 57.3

--- ---

1 18162
5

4 74.2 96.1 52.4

4/1-1 49102 52.4 47.2 88.1 57.4

2/1-1 59102
6

83.4 18.2 2 5

2 69102 57.4 61.3 13.2 5.5

2/1-2 79102 8 5.5 49.3 88.2 88.6

3 89102 01 57.5 66.4 52.3 5.7

]1[4 18863 21 88.6 49.5
--- ---

49. 9

]1[6 64963 57.23 83.41 57.31 1 5.01

evlavydobdegnalF]1[

3/4 - 4" cast iron valve is UL listed for non-shock
working temperatures up to 175 PSI and maximum
temperatures up to +180°F (82°C). 6" flanged valve
rated up to 100 PSI at same temperature limit

Hays #7620 "Graduated Dial Stop"

Watts #B-6000

DeZurik Fig. 425
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Manual Gas Cocks

sevlaVgulPtrop-2,yaw-3eznorB

epiP
eziS

)TPN(

ylbmessA
rebmuN

snoisnemiD )sehcnini( wolF

A B C D
rotcaFvC

wolf°09(
)htap

riaHFCS
cw"1ta
erusserp

pord

2/1 58682 5.2 13.3 98.1 5.4 2.4 581

4/3 68682 3 87.3 13.2 5.5 8.7 543

1 78682 83.3 13.4 96.2 5.6 51 566

4/1-1 88682 4 19.4 61.3 5.7 52 0111

2/1-1 98682 83.4 65.5 5.3

13.8

43 0151

2 09682 52.5 13.6 43.4 15 5622

2/1-2 19682 13.5 7 63.4 06 5662

3 29682 6 52.8 52.5 26.9 79 0134

mumixamdnamaetsdnasag,ria,retawrofGISP051tadetaR
.)C°66(F°051foerutarepmet

sevlaVetaGtsalBnorItsaC
epiP
eziS

)TPN(

ylbmessA
rebmuN

snoisnemiD )sehcnini(

A B C D E F H

4 01123 57.2 60.4 4.11 9.51 5.7 11-"8/5 57.0

6 11123 52.3 52.6 51 8.12 5.9
01-"4/3 88.0

8 21123 57.2 91.8 91 6.72 57.11

dellatsniebotevlavseriuqernoitcurtsnocetagtsalbepyt-refaW
erasegnalfnoinapmoc(segnalf#051ro,#521,#52ISNAneewteb
ataecivresriarofdesuebotevlaV.)ylbmessasihtnidedulcniton

foerutarepmetmumixamdnaGISP02foerusserpmumixam
.)C°724(F°008

sevlaVgulPtrop-3,yaw-3eznorB

epiP
eziS

)TPN(

ylbmessA
rebmuN

snoisnemiD )sehcnini( wolF

A B C D
rotcaFvC

wolf°081(
)htap

riaHFCS
cw"1ta
erusserp

pord

2/1 92913 5.2 13.3 98.1 5.4 4.5 042

4/3 03913 3 87.3 13.2 5.5 7.11 025

1 13913 83.3 13.4 96.2 5.6 71 557

4/1-1 23913 4 19.4 61.3 5.7 62 5511

2/1-1 33913 83.4 65.5 5.3

13.8

83 0961

2 43913 52.5 13.6 43.4 85 5752

2/1-2 53913 13.5 7 63.4 67 5733

3 63913 6 52.8 52.5 26.9 511 0115

mumixamdnamaetsdnasag,ria,retawrofGISP051tadetaR
.)C°66(F°051foerutarepmet

Available flow path directions through
3-way, 2-port valves

Hays #7615

Common dimensions for 3-way valves

Available flow path directions through
3-way, 3-port valves

Hays #7605

Mosser Industries Type "GW"
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Pressure Switches

Pressure switches are offered in a broad variety of
pressure ranges and in both standard versions
(NEMA 1, non-hazardous locations) and weather
resistant versions (NEMA 2, 3, 3S, and/or 4 as noted,
non-hazardous location/weather resistant). All switches
listed below are UL, FM, and CSA approval listed
(except where noted).

Low pressure switches provide switching on
pressure rise past set point. Low or high switches
operate on rise or fall past set point and include

automatic reset. Combination switches include two
separate switches performing low and high functions
independently. Differential switches provide switching
action on rise past upper set point or fall past lower set
point.

Maximum fluid and ambient temperature limits
for all weather resistant versions listed below are 0°F (-
17°C) to +180°F (+82°C). Select the switch range
which has a set point as close as possible to the
middle of the total adjustment range for best accuracy.

Weather resistant pressure switches

hctiwS
noitcnuF

epyT
fo

ecivreS

gnitarepO
erusserP

egnaR

noxaM
ylbmessA
rebmuN

traPdiocreM
rebmuN

mumixaM
erusserP

timiL
)GISP(

hctiwS

noitacificepSlacirtcelE
AMEN

noitacifissalC
CA CD

stloV spmA stloV spmA

woL
erusserP
launam(

)teser

riA
saG

cw"03-1 68533 1P-3-WLRP
51 TSPS

021 6 021 6

3,2
042 3 042 30.5-5.0

GISP
78533 2P-3-WLRP

riA
liO
saG

06-2
GISP

69823 5-U351-3307-WRD 08

TDPS

021 51 021 2/1

4,S3

042 51

001-5
GISP

49823 6-U351-3307-WRD 521

051-5
GISP

89823 7-U351-3307-WRD 002

hgiH
erusserP
launam(

)teser

riA
saG

cw"03-1 88533 1P-2-WRP
51 TSPS

021 6 021 6

3,2
042 3 042 3

GISP5-5.0 98533 2P-2-WRP

riA
liO
saG

06-2
GISP

79823 5-L351-3307-WRD 08
TDPS

021 51 021 2/1

4,S3
042 51

042 4/1
084 51051-5

GISP
99823 7-L351-3307-WRD 002

rowoL
hgiH

erusserP
citamotua(

)teser

riA
saG

cw"03-1 39823 1P-351-WGP
51 TDPS

021 4 021 4

3,2
042 2 042 25-5.0

GISP
58533 2P-351-WGP

riA
liO
saG

001-5
GISP

19823 6-351-3327-WSD

521

TDPS
021 51 021 2/1

4,S3

042 51 042 4/1

noitanibmoC
citamotua(

)teser
29823 6-408-3307-WAD

)2(
TDPS

021 21 021 2/1

042 01
042 4/1

084 5
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Pressure Switches

Standard Pressure Switches

hctiwS
noitcnuF

epyT
fo

ecivreS

gnitarepO
erusserP

egnaR

noxaM
ylbmessA
rebmuN

s'rerutcafunaM
rebmuNtraP

mumixaM
erusserP

timiL
)GISP(

erutarepmeT
stimiL

)F°(
hctiwS

noitacificepSlacirtcelE

CA CD

stloV spmA stloV spmA

woL
erusserP
launam(

)teser

dradnatS
21993

cw"41-2

riA
saG

cw"62-1 29533
llewyenoH
4001-E-734C

5 521 TSPS
021 8 021 4.2

042 1.5 042 2.1

cw"03-1 19763
diocreM

1P-301-LRP
02 081

)2(
TSPS

021 01 021 01

042 5 042 5

53.0-52.0
cw"

04143
]1[

atledirT
26-3704SFG

5.0 091 TSPS

42 6.11

--- ---511 6.2

772 51

cw"12-3 11933
llewyenoH

Z-0301-A546C
5 521 TDPS

021 7
--- ---

042 4

5-5.0
GISP

39533
llewyenoH
2101-E-734C

51 521 TSPS
021 8 021 4.2

042 1.5 042 2.1

riA
saG
liO

051-5
GISP

01953
diocreM

7-U351-3307-FRD
002 081 TDPS

021 51 021 5.0

042 51 042 52.0

hgiH
erusserP
launam(

)teser

dradnatS
31993

cw"82-5

riA
saG

cw"62-1 09533
llewyenoH
5001-D-734C

5 521 TSPS
021 8 021 4.2

042 1.5 042 2.1

cw"03-1 29763
diocreM

1P-721-RP
02 081

)2(
TSPS

021 01 021 01

042 5 042 5

cw"53-5 21933
llewyenoH

2-9301-B546C
5

521

TDPS
021 7

--- ---
042 4

5-5.0
GISP

19533
llewyenoH
3101-D-734C

51 TSPS
021 8 021 4.2

042 1.5 042 2.1

riA
saG
liO

051-5
GISP

11953
diocreM

7-L351-3307-FRD
002 081 TDPS

021 51 021 5.0

042 51 042 52.0

hgiHrowoL
erusserP
citamotua(

)teser

riA
saG

cw"62-1 23882
llewyenoH
3001-F-734C

5 521
)2(
TSPS

021 8 021 2

042 1.5 042 1

cw"03-1 66582
diocreM

1P-351-GP
02 081 TDPS

021 4 021 4

042 2 042 2

5-5.0
GISP

42233
llewyenoH
1101-F-734C

51 521
)2(
TSPS

021 8 021 2

042 1.5 042 1

riA
saG
liO

001-5
GISP

48403
diocreM

6-351-1327-FSD
521

081

TDPS
021 51

--- ---
042 51

noitanibmoC
citamotua(

)teser

001-5
GISP

58403
diocreM

6-408-1307-FAD
)2(
TDPS

021 51 021 5.0

042 51 042 52.0

laitnereffiD
citamotua(

)teser
riA

cw"1-3.0 93291 1-3281reywD 52 TDPS
021 51

--- ---

084 51

cw"4-1.0 73724
senutnA
203/11108

3 041 TDPS
521 01

052 5

cw"01-2 39203 01-3281reywD 52 081 TDPS 084 51

[1] Tridelta switch is listed with UL and CSA only.
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Miscellaneous Accessories

Maxon Observation Port Covers
For visual inspection of burner flame during start-up or

operation, install a #16198 Observation Port Cover.
It consists of a round 1/4" thick Pyrex glass viewing port

sealed into a cast iron retainer and fastened onto a 10-gauge
steel cover plate. It is designed to swing aside for hand-hole
access to the inside of a duct.

A mounting frame and gasket may be desirable on back
pressure jobs to minimize leakage of hot gases.

Maximum temperature limit is 600°F (316°C).

Maxon Corporation stocks and supplies a broad range of accessories. These items are selected and compatibility matched
for use with Maxon equipment and are manufactured by other major component suppliers. Dimensional information given is
in accordance with latest information supplied by the original manufacturer.

Manometers
8" Manometer Kits (#21757) include vinyl tube

manometer, two plastic capping plugs, two 1/4" tubing
connectors, bottle of
green color concentrate,
and (1)   1/4" and 1/8"
hex bushing
adapter.

#21757 8" Manometer Kit

#39887 120/1/60 AC
Ignition Transformer

Ignition Transformers
Ignition Transformers provide

the high voltage needed at
burner spark ignitors for reliable
light-off. Choose from voltages
listed below.

Pressure Gauges
Maximum gauge accuracy and extended life can

be gained by selecting a pressure range that is twice
the normal operating pressure of the application.
Accuracy is normally within 1% at mid-range of the
scale, but may be less than this elsewhere on the
scale.

All gauges listed at right are suitable for service in
air, oil, or gas with ambient temperatures from -40°F
(-40°C) to +160°F (+71°C).

We suggest that a #30516 1/4" needle valve
(rated for maximum 150 PSIG pressure) be installed
and shut off except when readings are taken.

erusserP
noegnaR

elacS

ylbmessA
rebmuN

noitarugifnoC rerutcafunaM

cw"51-0 20202

TPN"4/1,laid"2/1-2
noitcennocmottob

38seireSnwotllahsraM
00542G

cw"53-0 30202
EG38seireSnwotllahsraM

90722G

cw"06-0

40202
38seireSnwotllahsraM

50722G

62033
TPN"4/1,laid"2/1-2

noitcennockcabretnec
CK38seireSnwotllahsraM

77722G

GISP5-0 99102

TPN"4/1,laid"2/1-2
noitcennocmottob

38seireSnwotllahsraM
30722G

GISP51-0 00202
32seireSnwotllahsraM

09441G

GISP03-0

50202
32seireSnwotllahsraM

19441G

42033
TPN"8/1,laid"2/1-1

noitcennockcabretnec
03seireStforchsA

STX-B10-H5001

GISP06.0

10202
TPN"4/1,laid"2/1-2

noitcennocmottob
32seireSnwotllahsraM

29441G

52033
TPN"8/1,laid"2/1-1

noitcennockcabretnec

06seireStforchsA
STX-B10-H5001

GISP001-0 76323
03seireStforchsA

STX-B10-H5001

GISP061-0 04503
TPN"4/1,laid"2/1-2

noitcennocmottob
32seireSnwotllahsraM

49441G

.oNylbmessA egatloV tuptuO

51712 06/1/032
stlov0006

78893 06/1/021
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Low-Fire Start Switches

The tables below provide a cross reference of
additional low fire start switches for use with Maxon
burner equipment.

Basic Low Fire Start (LFS) Switch Assembly
opens the circuit when control valve leaves minimum
position.

Weatherproof and Hazardous Location/
Weatherproof versions of the LFS Switch Assembly
differ only in the physical size and rating of the switch
itself.

High and Low Fire Position Switch Assembly
contains (2) SPDT switches which may be set to
actuate at both ends of the operating range.

High or Low Fire Start Switch Assembly, for use
with air control valves only, may be set to actuate at
either low or high fire positions, but not both.

Field installation of these switches on equipment
not originally furnished with them may require machin-
ing or drilling modifications as outlined in the Product
Information Sheet shipped with the loose switch
assembly.

[1] NEMA 1 (indoor, general purpose/non-hazardous location)
[2] NEMA 1, 3, 3R, 4, 12, 13 (outdoor, weatherproof/non-hazardous location)
[3] NEMA 1, 3, 3R, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13 (outdoor, weatherproof/explosionproof/hazardous location)

XIMERP:0032 ® srexiMrewolB )sehctiwSSFL1AMEN(
epyT 51781 61781 71781 81781 91781 12781

LP 591-08 045-083 0531-036 --- 0524-0441 00501-0064

MP --- 053-002 525 096 0002-029 0023

HP --- 004-091 009-005 --- 0532-0221 ---

hctiwSSFL91781#asekatrexiM029-MP:elpmaxE

OLFRIA"66"seireS:0035 ® rexiM )sehctiwSSFL1AMEN(
epyTrexiM 51781 61781 71781 81781 91781

P-R --- 5292-579 0093-0523 0554 ---

XP-R --- 5742-528 0033-0572 0583 ---

S-R --- 0591-0031 0523-5722 0554-0093 0548-0025

XS-R 5101 5202-0531 5733-0632 5274-0504 5778-0045

P-OF --- 5733-5211 0054-0573 0525 ---

XP-OF --- 0513-0501 0024-0053 0094 ---

S-OF 579 0591-0031 0523-5722 0554-0093 0548-0025

XS-OF 5101 5202-0531 5733-0632 5274-0504 5778-0045

hctiwSSFL71781#sekatrexiMXS-0632-R66:elpmaxE

OITAR-ORCIM:0007 ® sevlaVlortnoCORHCNYSdna

noitpircseDevlaV
hctiwStratSeriFwoL

esopruPlareneG ]1[ [foorprehtaeW ]2 ytuDsuodrazaH ]3[ esopruPlareneG ]1[ foorprehtaeW ]2[

macdradnatshtiW
ylbmessa

61341 41653 54953 98181 80593

sevlaVlortnoCriAdna"Q"seireS,"VC"seireS:0007

epyTevlaV eziSevlaV
hctiwStratSeriFwoL

esopruPlareneG ]1[ foorprehtaeW ]2[

"VC"seireS
"2-"2/1 35433

---
"3-"2/1-2 04043

"Q"seireS llA 41781 22653

sevlaVlortnoCriA
"81-"2/1-1

98033 ---
"81-"01
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Permanent Filters

General
The tables below provide assembly numbers and

ordering information for the broad range of permanent
filters offered for Maxon burners and blowers. To
order replacement permanent elements for a spare,
or because of physical damage, see the dimensional
table on the following page.

Blowers
Locate your blower type and size in Table 1 below,

then read across for the required permanent filter
assembly number. Note that some sizes of Series
"FG" Blowers also require an adapter. Permanent
filters not available for Series "CBL" Blowers.

Burners
Locate your burner type and size in Table 2 below,

then read across for ordering information. If burner is
equipped with a silencer, only a single assembly
number is required to order the filter assembly with
permanent elements. If burner does NOT have a
silencer, you must order the indicated Filter Housing
Assembly LESS 2 replaceable elements and WITH 1
permanent filter set as indicated.

FOR EXAMPLE: To order a permanent filter
assembly for a 14-50 Series "67" TUBE-O-FLAME®

Burner, specify WITH a #24335 Filter Housing As-
sembly, LESS #24337 Filter Elements, and WITH
#35673 Permanent Filter Set.

1elbaT

rewolB
eziS

rofrebmuNybmessA
retliFtnenamreP

ylbmessA

8-0831-C
8-0681-C
8-0252-C
8-0534-C
8-0237-C
8-0639-C

76553
76553
76553
76553
86553
86553

61-007-C 76553

21-0541-C
21-0602-C
21-0843-C
21-0636-C
21-0039-C
21-00021-C
21-00471-C

76553
76553
76553
76553
86553

]1[96553
]2[07553

61-0041-C
61-0732-C
61-0254-C
61-0207-C
61-0099-C
61-00441-C
61-00381-C

76553
76553
76553
76553
86553

]1[96553
]2[07553

02-0492-C
02-0545-C
02-0417-C
02-00501-C
02-08841-C
02-04881-C
02-04722-C
02-06903-C

76553
76553
86553

]1[96553
]1[96553
]2[17553
]2[17553
]2[37553

42-0612-C
42-0083-C
42-0606-C
42-0819-C
42-02211-C
42-08751-C
42-00671-C
42-02742-C
42-05223-C

76553
76553
76553
86553

]1[96553
]1[96553
]2[17553
]2[17553
]3[37553

retpada88553#seriuqeR]1[
retpada58423#seriuqeR]2[

2elbaT

tcudorP eziSrenruB

ylbmessAretliFtnenamreProfrebmuNylbmessA

recneliShtiW
recneliStuohtiW

retliF/W
.ybsAgnisuoH

.peR2/L
stnemelE

.mreP1/W
teSretliF

"76"seireS
EMALF-O-EBUT ®

renruB

80-6
51-8
52-01
83-21
05-41

76553
76553
76553
76553
86553

27712
27712
27642
43342
53342

85792
85792
54082
74082
73342

07653
07653
17653
27653
37653

"004"ledoM
KAPNEVO ®

renruB

504
M-704
M-804

804
M-214
M-314

514
M-224

524
M-234

534
M-244

544
M-654
M-074
M-784

76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
76553
86553
86553

27712
27642
27642
27712
27642
27642
27712
27642
27642
43342
27642
44342
43342
43342
53342
53342

85792
54082
54082
85792
54082
54082
85792
54082
54032
74082
54082
74082
74082
74082
73342
73342

07653
76553
17653
07653
17653
17653
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Permanent Filters

Dimensions (nominal, in inches)

Locate your filter assembly in the first column of the
table below, then read across to the appropriate
sketch number and dimensions.

Rectangular-type permanent filters (as shown in
Sketch 1) are used in pairs within standard-type filter
assemblies. Allow "B" dimension plus 1" for removal.

Canister-type permanent filters (as shown in
Sketches 2 - 4) mount directly and include the filter
element and necessary hardware. Add 2" clearance
for removal.

Cleaning Instructions

Dirt and dust can normally be removed by washing
with commercial detergent in warm water and rinsing
clean. Allow to dry completely.

For greater efficiency, the filter manufacturer
suggests that a dust attracting adhesive coating be
applied to the filter after cleaning.
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